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The Gale Encyclopedia of Everyday Law is a two-
volume encyclopedia of practical information on
laws and issues affecting people’s everyday lives.
Readers will turn to this work for help in answer-
ing questions such as, “What is involved in estate
planning?” “Do I have any recourse to noisy neigh-
bors?” and “What are the consequences of an
expired visa?” This Encyclopedia aims to educate
people about their rights under the law, although it
is not intended as a self-help or ‘do-it-yourself’
legal resource. It seeks to fill the niche between
legal texts focusing on the theory and history
behind the law and shallower, more practical
guides to dealing with the law.

This encyclopedia, written for the layperson, is
arranged alphabetically by broad subject categories
and presents in-depth treatments of topics such as
consumer issues, education, family, immigration,
real estate, and retirement. Individual entries are
organized in alphabetical order within these broad
subject categories, and include information on state
and local laws, as well as federal laws. In entries
where it is not possible to include state and local
information, references direct the reader to
resources for further research.

The work contains approximately 240 articles of
2,000-5,000 words each, organized within 26 broad
subject categories, which are arranged alphabeti-
cally. Each article begins with a brief description of
the issue’s historical background, covering impor-
tant statutes and cases. The body of the article is
divided into subsections profiling the various U.S.

federal laws and regulations concerning the topic.
A third section details variations of the laws and
regulations from state to state. Each article closes
with a comprehensive bibliography, covering print
resources and web sites, and a list of relevant
national and state organizations and agencies.

How to Use This Book

This second edition of the Gale Encyclopedia of
Everyday Law has been designed with ready refer-
ence in mind.

• ENTRIES ARE ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY WITHIN 24

BROAD CATEGORIES. All entries are spelled-out
in the Table of Contents.

• BOLDFACED TERMS direct readers to glossary
terms, which can be found at the back of the
book.

• A comprehensible OVERVIEW OF THE AMERICAN

LEGAL SYSTEM details civil and criminal proce-
dure; appeals; small claims court; in pro per
representation; differences between local
codes and state codes; and the difference
between statutes and regulations.

• A list of STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCY CONTACTS

gives web sites that lead the user to various
state and federal agencies and organizations.

• A GENERAL INDEX at the back of the second vol-
ume, covers subject terms from throughout
the encyclopedia, case and statute titles, per-
sonal names, and geographic locations.
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OVERVIEW OF THE AMERICAN LEGAL
SYSTEM

FRAMEWORK OF GOVERNMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES

Basis of the American Legal System

The legal system of the United States is adminis-

tered and carried on by the official branches of gov-

ernment and many other authorities acting within

their official lawmaking capacity. The original basis of

the law in this country is the United States Constitu-

tion, which lays the framework under which each of

the different branches of government operates. The

Constitution also guarantees the basic civil rights of

the citizens of the United States. All authority of the

federal government originates from the Constitu-

tion, and the Constitution serves as the supreme law

of the land. The Constitution grants to the federal

government certain enumerated powers, and grants

to the states any power not specifically delegated to

a branch of the federal government. Under this sys-

tem, states retain significant authority and autono-

my. The Constitutions in each of the fifty states con-

tain many similar provisions to those in the U.S.

Constitution in terms of the basic structure of gov-

ernment. Under the federal and state constitutions,

the United States legal system consists of a system of

powers separated among branches of government,

with a system of checks and balances among these

branches.

Legislative Branches

The legislative branch is the primary law-making

body among the three branches, although authority

emanating from the other branches also constitutes

law. The legislative branch consists of Congress, and

is subdivided into two lower houses, the House of

Representatives and the Senate. In addition to the

powers granted to Congress, the Constitution sets

forth specific duties of both the House and the Sen-

ate. Each Congress meets for two sessions, with each

session lasting two years. For example, the 107th

Congress met in its first session in 2001, and meets

in its second session in 2002. State legislatures are

structured similarly, with the vast majority of these

legislatures consisting of two lower houses. 

Judicial Branches

The judicial branch in the federal system consists

of three levels of courts, with the Supreme Court

serving as the highest court in the land. The interme-

diate courts in the federal system are the thirteen

Courts of Appeals. The United States is divided by

circuits, with each circuit consisting of a number of

states. The Fifth Circuit, for example, consists of

Texas, Mississippi, and Louisiana. Each Court of Ap-

peals has jurisdiction to decide federal cases in its re-

spective circuit. The trial level in the federal judicial

system consists of the District Courts. Each state con-

tains at least one district, with larger states contain-

ing as many as four districts. Congress has also estab-

lished a number of lower federal courts with

specialized jurisdiction, such as the bankruptcy

courts and the United States Tax Court. 

Most state court systems are similar to that of the

federal system, with a three-tiered system consisting

of trial courts, appellate courts, and a highest court,

which is also referred to as a ‘‘court of last resort.’’

The names of the courts are similar from state to

state, such as superior court, court of appeals, and

supreme court. However, some states do not follow

this structure. For example, in New York, the trial

level court is the Supreme Court, while the court of

last resort is the Court of Appeals. Texas, as another

example, has two highest courts— the Supreme
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Court and the Court of Criminal Appeals. In addition

to the trial level courts, small claims courts or other

county courts typically hear small claims, such as

those seeking recovery of less than $1000. 

Executive Branches

The federal Constitution vests executive power in

the President of the United States. The President also

serves as the Commander in Chief of the Armed

Forces and has the power to make treaties with other

nations, with the advice and consent of the Senate.

Besides those powers enumerated in Article II of the

Constitution, much of the power of the executive

branch stems from the executive departments, such

as the Department of the Treasury and the Depart-

ment of Justice. Congress has the constitutional au-

thority to delegate power to administrative agencies,

and many of these agencies fall under the executive

branch and are known as executive agencies. Con-

gress also has the authority to create agencies inde-

pendent of the other branches of government, called

independent agencies. Authority emanating from ex-

ecutive and independent agencies is law, and it is

similar in many ways to legislation created by legisla-

tures or opinions issued by courts. State executive

branches and administrative agencies are similar to

those of their federal counterparts. 

Constitutional Authority

Interpretation of the Constitution

The federal Constitution is not a particularly

lengthy document, and does not provide many an-

swers to specific questions of law. It has, instead,

been the subject of extensive interpretation since its

original ratification. In the famous 1803 case of Mar-
bury v. Madison, Chief Justice John Marshall wrote

an opinion of the Supreme Court, which stated that

the judicial branch was the appropriate body for in-

terpreting the Constitution and determining the con-

stitutionality of federal or state legislation. Accord-

ingly, determining the extent of power among the

three branches of government, or determining the

rights of the citizens of the United States, almost al-

ways requires an evaluation of federal cases, in addi-

tion to a reading of the actual text of the Constitu-

tion. 

Powers of Congress

Most of the enumerated congressional powers are

contained in section 8 of Article I of the Constitution.

Many courts have been asked to review congressio-

nal statutes to determine whether Congress had the

constitutional authority to enact such statutes.

Among these powers, the power of Congress ‘‘to reg-

ulate [c]ommerce among the several [s]tates’’ has

been the subject of the most litigation and outside

debate. A number of cases during the New Deal era

under President Franklin D. Roosevelt considered

the breadth of this provision, which is referred to as

the Commerce Clause. After the Supreme Court de-

termined that many of these statutes were unconsti-

tutional, Roosevelt, after a landslide election in 1936,

threatened to add additional justices to the court, in

order to provide more support for his position with

respect to the pieces of legislation passed during the

New Deal era (the reason he gave to Congress at the

time was that many of the justices were over the age

of seventy, and could no longer perform their job

function, but the general understanding was that he

wanted justices that would approve the New Deal

legislation as constitutional). The threat of this so-

called ‘‘Court-packing’’ plan succeeded, and the

Commerce Clause has been construed very broadly

since then. Other powers enumerated in Article I are

generally construed broadly as well. 

Civil Rights Provisions in the Constitutions

The main text of the Constitution does not pro-

vide rights to the citizens of the United States. These

rights are generally provided in the many amend-

ments to the Constitution. The first ten amend-

ments, all ratified in 1791, are called the ‘‘Bill of

Rights,’’ and confer many of the cherished and fun-

damental rights to the citizens of the United States.

Among the rights included in the Bill of Rights are

the freedoms of speech and religion (First Amend-

ment); right to keep and bear arms (Second Amend-

ment); right to be free from unreasonable searches

and seizures (Fourth Amendment); right to be free

from being compelled to testify against one’s self in

a criminal trial (Fifth Amendment); right to due pro-

cess of law (Fifth Amendment); right to a jury trial

(Sixth Amendment); and right to be free from cruel

and unusual punishment (Eighth Amendment). 

Between 1791 and 1865, no constitutional amend-

ments were ratified that provided civil rights to citi-

zens. However, at the conclusion of the Civil War and

during the reconstruction period following the war,

three major amendments were added to the Consti-

tution. The first was the Thirteenth Amendment, rati-

fied in 1865, which finally abolished slavery and in-

voluntary servitude in the United States. The

Fourteenth Amendment, ratified in 1868, provided

some of the most significant rights to citizens, includ-

ing the guarantee of equal protection of the laws and
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prohibited denial of life, liberty, or property without

due process of law. The Fifteenth Amendment, rati-

fied in 1870, provided that the right to vote could not

be abridged on account of race, color, or previous

condition of servitude. Fifty years later, women were

guaranteed the right to vote with the ratification of

the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920. 

Application of Constitutional Amendments

Like other constitutional provisions, the judicial

branch is the appropriate body to interpret the Bill

of Rights and other amendments to the Constitution.

The plain language of the amendments can cause

some confusion, since some, by their own terms,

they apply specifically to Congress, while other apply

specifically to states. For example, the First Amend-

ment begins, ‘‘Congress shall make no law respect-

ing an establishment of religion . . .’’ Similarly, the

Fourteenth Amendment contains a provision that

states, ‘‘No State shall make or enforce any law which

shall abridge the privileges and immunities of the cit-

izens of the United States . . .’’ Modern courts have

resolved some of these questions by ruling that the

Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth

Amendments incorporate these provisions, so many

provisions apply to both the federal and state gov-

ernments, despite the language in the Constitution.

State Constitutions

Many state constitutions are structured similarly

to the federal Constitution, except that most are

more detailed than the federal Constitution. Most

citizens are guaranteed basic civil rights by both the

federal Constitution and their relevant state constitu-

tions. For example, it is common for state constitu-

tions to include provisions guaranteeing freedom of

speech or equal protection, and most are phrased

similarly to the provisions in the First and Fourteenth

Amendments. Since the federal Constitution is the

supreme law of the land, any rights provided in it are

guaranteed to all citizens and cannot be lost because

a state constitution’s provisions conflict with the cor-

responding provision in the federal Constitution. A

state may provide greater rights to citizens than

those provided in a federal counterpart, but may not

remove rights guaranteed under the federal doc-

trine. Section 10 of Article I of the Constitution also

prohibits states from making certain laws or conduct-

ing certain acts, such as passing an ex post facto law

or coining money. 

International Treaties

Authority of Treaties

Article VI of the Constitution provides, ‘‘This Con-

stitution, and the Laws of the United States which

shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties

made, or which shall be made, under the Authority

of the Untied States, shall be the supreme Law of the

Land.’’ An international treaty is generally considered

to be on the same footing as a piece of legislation.

If a treaty and a federal statute conflict, the one en-

acted at a later date, or the one that more specifically

governs a particular circumstance, will typically gov-

ern. State legislation may not contradict provisions

contained in a treaty. Similarly, states are forbidden

from entering into treaties under the provisions in

Article I, Section 10. 

Creation of Treaties and Other
International Agreements

The power to enter into treaties is vested in the

President, though the executive must act with the ad-

vice and consent of the Senate, and receive the con-

currence of two-thirds of the Senate before a treaty

is ratified. The various Presidents have also entered

into executive agreements with foreign nations when

the President has not been able to receive approval

from two-thirds of the Senate, or has not sought ap-

proval from the Senate. While nothing in the Consti-

tution permits or forbids this practice, executives

have entered into thousands of such agreements. 

Federal and State Legislation

Federal Legislative Process

Members of Congress have the exclusive authority

to introduce legislation to the floor of either the

House of Representatives or Senate. Legislation is in-

troduced to Congress in the form of bills. Most bills

can originate either in the Senate or in the House,

with the exception of bills to raise revenue, which

must originate in the House under Article I of the

Constitution. When a bill is introduced, it is designat-

ed with a bill number, and these bill numbers run se-

quentially through two sessions of Congress. For ex-

ample, the fifty-sixth bill introduced in the House

during the 108th Congress will be designated as

‘‘H.R. 56’’ (‘‘H.R.’’ is an abbreviation for House of

Representatives). Likewise, the twelfth bill intro-

duced in the Senate during the same Congress will

be designated ‘‘S. 12.’’ It is not uncommon that bills

are introduced in both the House and the Senate si-

multaneously that address the same subject matter.
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These bills are referred to as ‘‘companion bills,’’ and

the actual law that is passed often contains compo-

nents from both the enacted bill and its companion

bill. Thousands of bills are introduced in the House

and Senate each session, and a relatively small pro-

portion is actually passed into law. 

After a bill has been introduced, it is sent to one

or more appropriate committees in the House or

Senate. The committee or committees analyze the

provisions of the bill, including the reasoning for

such legislation and the expected effect of the bill if

it were enacted into law. A committee conducts hear-

ings, where it hears testimony from experts and

other parties that can provide information relevant

to the subject matter covered by a bill. A committee

may also order the preparation of an in-depth study

(called a ‘‘committee print’’) that provides additional

background information, often in the form of statis-

tics and statistical analysis. A number of additional

documents may also be produced during the com-

mittee stage, and practically every action is docu-

mented, including the production of written tran-

scripts of committee hearings. A committee may

amend or rewrite a bill before it approves it, which

generally extends the length of time that a bill re-

mains at the committee stage. The vast majority of

bills, in fact, never leave the committee stage, and

these bills are commonly said to have ‘‘died in com-

mittee.’’ 

When a committee completes its consideration of

a bill, it reports the bill back to the floor of the House

or Senate. A committee ordinarily accompanies the

bill with a report that summarizes and analyzes each

bill’s provisions, and provides recommendations re-

garding the passage of the bill. Reports, as well as

other documents, are designated with unique num-

bers and are made available to the public. An exam-

ple of a report number is ‘‘H.R. Rep. No. 108-15,’’

which indicates that it is the fifteenth report submit-

ted to the House of Representatives in the 108th

Congress. 

Members of the houses of Congress debate the

bills on the floor of the relevant house. These de-

bates are transcribed, and the text of the transcrip-

tion is routinely available to the public. During this

period, the relevant chamber may amend the bill.

Once the debates and other activities are completed,

the chamber votes to pass the bill. If the chamber ap-

proves the bill, it is sent to the other chamber, and

the entire process is repeated. The version of the bill

sent to the other chamber of Congress is called the

‘‘engrossed’’ version of the bill. The other chamber

must pass this version exactly as it appears in the en-

grossed version, or else the bill, assuming the second

chamber passes it, is sent back to the original cham-

ber for future consideration. If the House and Senate

cannot agree to a single version of a bill, a confer-

ence, or joint, committee may be convened, where

members of both chambers may compromise to

complete a version of a bill acceptable to both cham-

bers. If this conference committee is successful in

doing so, the bill is returned to the House and Senate

for another vote. 

Once a bill passes both the House and the Senate,

it is sent to the President as an ‘‘enrolled’’ bill. The

President may sign the bill and make it law. If the

President does not sign the bill, and Congress is still

in session, the bill becomes law automatically after

ten days. If the President does not sign the bill, and

Congress adjourns within ten days, the bill does not

become law. The President may also reject the bill by

vetoing it. Congress may override this veto with a

two-thirds majority vote in both chambers. 

Types of Laws Passed by Congress

Laws that apply to and are binding on the general

citizenry are called public laws. Each public law is

designated with a public law number, and the num-

bering system is similar to that of reports and other

documents described above. For example, Public

Law Number 108-1 represents that this is the first

public law passed in the 108th Congress. Congress

may also pass laws that apply only to individual citi-

zens or small classes of individuals. These laws are

called private laws, and are usually passed in the con-

text of immigration and naturalization. Private laws

are numbered identically to public laws, such as, for

example, Private Law Number 108-2, which is the sec-

ond private law passed in the 108th Congress. 

Congress also passes various types of resolutions,

some of which do not constitute law and do not con-

tain binding provisions equivalent to public laws. A

single chamber of Congress may pass simple resolu-

tions, which relate to the operations of that chamber

or express the opinion of that chamber on policy is-

sues. Both chambers may pass a concurrent resolu-

tion, which relate to the entire operation of Con-

gress, or the express opinion of the entire Congress.

Neither simple nor concurrent resolutions constitute

law, and are not submitted to the President for ap-

proval. Joint resolutions, on the other hand, have the

same binding effect as bills, and must be submitted

to the President for final approval. Appropriations
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and similar measures often enter Congress as joint

resolutions. Some actions, particularly the introduc-

tion of a constitutional amendment, require the use

of a joint resolution, and many of these actions do

not require presidential approval. 

Publication of Federal Legislation

Practically all documents produced by Congress

during the legislative process are published by the

United States Government Printing Office and made

available to the public. Most of items produced since

1995 are now also available on the Internet in elec-

tronic formats. Legislation first appears in the form

of a slip law, named as such because the Government

Printing Office prints these on unbound slips of

paper. At the conclusion of a session of Congress, the

laws passed during that session are compiled and ap-

pear in the form of session laws, organized in chro-

nological order. The official source for federal ses-

sion laws is the United States Statutes at Large. 

Most legislation in force in the United States is or-

ganized into a subject matter arrangement and pub-

lished in the United States Code. A statute contained

in the United States Code is called a codified statute.

The U.S. Code consists of fifty titles, with each title

representing a certain area of law. For example, Title

17 contains the copyright laws of the United States;

Title 26 contains the Internal Revenue Code; and

Title 29 contains most of the labor laws of the United

States. 

Relationship Between Federal and State
Legislation

Federal legislation is superior to state legislation

under the provisions of Article VI of the U.S. Consti-

tution. Thus, the courts will resolve any potential

conflicts between a state statute and a federal statute

by enforcing the federal statute. Federal superiority,

however, does not mean that states are forbidden

from enacting legislation covering the same subject

matter as a federal statute; it is common for both fed-

eral and state legislation to govern similar areas of

law. This is true in such areas as securities regulation,

consumer protection, and labor law. Federal labor

relations laws, for example, apply specifically to pri-

vate employers, but do not apply to public employ-

ers. Labor relations between public employers and

their employees are governed generally by state

labor relations laws. 

If Congress wants an area of law to be governed

solely by federal legislation, Congress may include a

provision that such legislation preempts any state

law related to the subject matter covered by the fed-

eral statute. Congress may preempt state regulation

expressly through specific statutory language, or by

implication based on the structure and purpose be-

hind a federal statute. Examples of legislation that

contain preemption provisions are the Employment

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, the Com-

prehensive Environmental Response, Compensation

and Liability Act, and the Toxic Substance Control

Act. 

The Tenth Amendment to the federal Constitu-

tion reserves any power not delegated to the federal

government to the states, or to the people. However,

there have been questions among the courts and

scholars regarding the extent of this amendment,

and it has not generally been construed to grant any

special powers to the states through its enactment.

Rather, it is a clause that reserves power to the states

where Congress has not acted, subject to some limi-

tations. 

Legislative Process in State Legislatures

Most state legislatures follow similar processes as

Congress. Each state legislature, with the exception

of Nebraska, consists of two chambers. Most legisla-

tures meet in regular session annually, though some

meet biannually with special called sessions held pe-

riodically. In many states, the process of introducing

a bill is streamlined, where only one chamber may in-

troduce certain types of bills. Several states also per-

mit citizens to initiate legislation, which is not possi-

ble in Congress. Some states allow citizens to vote

directly on a proposed piece of legislation. Other

states contain provisions that all citizens, once they

have received a requisite number of signatures, may

force the legislature to consider and vote on a partic-

ular issue. 

Publication of State Legislation

Most states publish enacted legislation in a similar

manner as the publication of federal legislation. Laws

passed during each session of a respective legislature

are compiled as session laws, and laws currently in

force are compiled in a subject matter arrangement.

In most states, laws in force are compiled according

to a numbering system similar to the United States

Code, with title or chapter numbers representing the

subject matter of the statute. Other states, most no-

tably California and Texas, have created codes that

are named to represent the subject matter of the

statues contained in them. For example, the Califor-

nia Family Code contains the family law statutes of

that state; similarly, the Texas Finance Code contains

the statutes governing many of the financial opera-

tions in that state. 
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Bills introduced in every legislature during a cur-

rent session are now available on the various legisla-

tures’ Internet sites, as are the current statutes. How-

ever, very little documentation from the legislative

process is published in a fashion to make it readily

available to interested members of the public. Legal

researchers interested in such information must

often travel to their respective state capitol to obtain

this information. 

Interpretation of Legislation

The language of a statute may be somewhat am-

biguous regarding their application, and the courts

have the responsibility to interpret or construe the

language to determine the proper application of the

statute. Courts have developed ‘‘canons of construc-

tion’’ to aid in this interpretation. The most basic

form of statutory construction is consideration of the

text and plain meaning of a statute. This consider-

ation includes the process of defining the terms and

phrases used in statute, including the use of a dictio-

nary to derive the common meaning of a term.

Courts will also consider the application of the stat-

ute in the context of the broader statutory scheme,

which can often indicate what the purpose of the

statute was when the statute was enacted. 

If the plain meaning of a statute cannot be derived

from the statute or statutory scheme, courts may

look to the history of the legislation to determine the

intent of the legislature when it enacted the statute.

It is possible that Congress or a state legislature spe-

cifically addressed a concern during the legislative

process, and members of the legislature may have

made statements indicating how the legislature in-

tended for the statute to apply in a particular circum-

stance. Locating this information requires a legal re-

searcher to locate documentation prepared during

the legislative process, in a process called ‘‘compil-

ing’’ a legislative history. 

Substantive vs. Procedural Laws

Many of the laws passed by legislatures are consid-

ered ‘‘substantive’’ laws, because they create, define,

and regulate legal rights and obligations. If an indi-

vidual has been harmed and wants to bring litigation

against the person or group that harmed him or her,

substantive statutes often provide the law that gov-

erns that situation, and also include provisions re-

garding the appropriate damages that can be award-

ed to the plaintiff should the plaintiff successfully

prove his or her case. 

By comparison, procedural laws are those that set

forth the rules used to enforce substantive laws.

These laws may dictate the steps that a litigant must

take to bring a suit to court, or may dictate the appro-

priate courts where a case may be brought. Some

statutes, called statutes of limitations, also limit the

amount of time in which a particular case may be

brought. Procedural laws are as important as sub-

stantive laws in many respects, because a party with

a valid claim may nevertheless lose a case if the prop-

er procedures are not followed, or if the claim is not

filed in the time required under a statute of limita-

tions. 

Criminal Law vs. Civil Law

Criminal laws are those designed to punish pri-

vate parties for violating the provisions contained in

these laws. Violations of these laws are crimes against

society, and are brought as criminal actions against

the alleged offenders by state or federal attorneys

acting on behalf of the people. All citizens of the

United States are guaranteed rights in criminal inves-

tigations and criminal trials, and law enforcement of-

ficers and prosecutors must follow certain proce-

dures in order to protect these rights. For this

reason, criminal procedure differs significantly from

the procedures for bringing a civil case to court.

Among the most fundamental rights is that all ac-

cused individuals are presumed innocent until the

state proves them guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

This places the burden of proof in a criminal action

on the state, rather than on the defendant. Title 18

of the U.S. Code contains most of the federal crimi-

nal laws, while state penal codes generally contain

the state criminal laws. 

The term ‘‘civil law’’ has different meanings in two

distinct contexts. First, it refers to a system of law

that differs from the common law system employed

by the United States. This is discussed below. Sec-

ond, it refers to a type of law that defines rights be-

tween private parties, and, as such, differs from crim-

inal law. Civil laws are applicable in such situations

as when two parties enter into a contract with one

another, or when one party causes physical injury to

another party. The procedures that must be followed

in a civil court case are generally less stringent than

those in a criminal case. Some civil laws include pro-

visions designed to punish wrongdoers, usually in

the form of punitive, or exemplary, damages that are

paid to the other party. 

Municipal Ordinances and Other Local Laws

Local government entities are generally created by

the various states, and are typically referred to as mu-

nicipalities. The powers of a municipality are limited
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to those granted to it by the state, usually defined in

the municipal charter that created the municipality.

Charters are somewhat analogous to state constitu-

tions, and usually were created by vote of the voters

in the municipality. Local governing bodies may in-

clude a city council, county commission, board of su-

pervisors, etc., and these bodies enact ordinances

that apply specifically to the locality governed by

these bodies. Ordinances are similar to state legisla-

tive acts in their function. In many municipalities, or-

dinances are organized into a subject matter arrange-

ment and produced as municipal codes. 

Local laws often govern everyday situations more

so than many state or federal laws. These laws in-

clude many provisions for public safety, raise reve-

nue through the creation and implementation of

sales and other local taxes, and govern the zoning of

the municipality. Decisions regarding education are

also generally made through local boards of educa-

tion, though these boards are entities distinct from

the municipal government. Local laws cannot contra-

dict federal or state law, including statutory or consti-

tutional provisions. 

Cases and Case Law in the Judicial
Systems of the United States

Adversarial System

The judicial system in the United States is prem-

ised largely on the resolution of disputes between

adversaries after evidence is presented on both sides

to a judge or jury during a trial. Civil cases usually in-

volve the resolution of disputes between private par-

ties in such areas as personal injury, breach of con-

tract, property disputes, or resolution of domestic

relations disputes. Criminal cases involve the prose-

cution by the state or federal government of an indi-

vidual accused of violating a criminal statute. The

rules and procedures that parties must follow differ

between criminal and civil trials, although similarities

exist between the two types of rules. Some courts,

such as probate courts and juvenile courts, have

been developed to hear specific types of suits in a

particular jurisdiction. Other tribunals, such as small

claims courts and justice of the peace courts, have

also been established to resolve minor disputes or

try cases involving alleged infractions of minor

crimes. The systems by which parties appeal deci-

sions are also premised on an adversarial process. 

Civil Trials

A party commences a civil trial by filing a petition

or complaint with an appropriate court. The party

bringing the suit is usually referred to as the plaintiff,

though in some cases the party is referred to as the

petitioner. A petition or complaint must generally

name the parties involved, the cause of action, the

legal theories under which recovery may be appro-

priate, and the relief sought from the court. Once the

petition or complaint is filed with the court, the

plaintiff must serve the party or parties against whom

the action was brought. The party against whom the

case is brought is referred to as the defendant,

though in some cases this party is referred to as the

respondent. A defendant generally responds to a pe-

tition or complaint by filing an answer admitting or

denying liability, though the filing of a pre-answer

motion or motions may precede this. 

A number of events occur between the time a pe-

tition or complaint is filed with a court and the time

of trial. During the pretrial stage, the parties will usu-

ally file a series of motions with the court, requesting

the addition or removal of a party, limits on evidence

that may be presented at trial, or the complete dis-

missal of the case in its entirety. Parties also collect

information in a process called discovery. During dis-

covery, parties file interrogatories, which are written

questions submitted to the other party or parties;

seek admissions to certain facts from the other party

or parties; and take depositions, which are oral ques-

tions asked of witnesses who are under oath. The

pretrial stage is very important to the eventual reso-

lution of a dispute, and many cases are settled by the

parties outside of court or dismissed before the case

actually goes to trial. 

When a civil case goes to trial, a judge or a jury

may try it. If a judge tries a case, he or she makes find-

ings of facts and rulings of law, and the trial is usually

referred to as a bench trial. If a jury tries a case, the

jury makes findings of facts, such as whether a con-

tract existed or whether one party assaulted another

party. However, the judge makes rulings of law in a

jury trial. A plaintiff who wants a jury to try his or her

case must usually request it as a jury demand, or else

the case will proceed as a bench trial. Some types of

cases, such as family law cases, are never tried with

juries. If a jury is requested, the case proceeds with

the selection of jurors. During this time, a specified

number of jurors are selected randomly from a pool

of potential jurors. Both parties are permitted to

question the jurors in a process called voir dire, and

may ask that a certain number of jurors be removed

from the final jury. 

At the beginning of a trial, both sides give opening

statements, providing an overview of the evidence
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that will be presented during the trial. After opening

statements, both sides present evidence by question-

ing its own witnesses (called direct examination) and

introducing physical items into evidence. Each party

has the right to cross-examine witnesses produced

by the opposing party. All jurisdictions have devel-

oped detailed rules of evidence that must be fol-

lowed by both parties. Many of these rules govern

the questions that may be asked on direct or cross-

examination of witnesses. If one party enters some-

thing into evidence that violates the rules of evi-

dence, the other party must raise an objection to the

entry of this evidence, and the judge may sustain or

overrule this objection. Some violations of the rules

of evidence may result in a mistrial, in which the en-

tire trial process must be repeated because it would

be unfair to continue with the case. Even if the rule

violation is not enough to cause a mistrial, a party

who may wish to appeal an adverse ruling must raise

objections during trial to ‘‘preserve error’’ for future

consideration by appellate courts. Appellate courts

will generally only consider points of possible error

when the party seeking the appeal raised an objec-

tion and preserved error at the trial level. 

A plaintiff generally has the burden to prove a

case, and always introduces evidence before the de-

fendant. Because a plaintiff has the burden of proof,

a defendant is not required to introduce evidence,

though the defendant will almost always do so. After

the defendant concludes his or her presentation of

evidence, the plaintiff may present evidence that re-

buts evidence offered by the defense. Once all evi-

dence has been introduced, both parties make clos-

ing arguments. Closing arguments are followed by

jury deliberation, in which the jury determines

whether the plaintiff or plaintiffs deserve to recover,

and what amount of damages is appropriate. A jury

relies on jury instructions (or court charges) given to

them by the court, which describe the law and proce-

dure that the jury must use to make its decision. The

percentage of jurors that must be in agreement to

render a decision ranges among different jurisdic-

tions. 

Once a jury renders a verdict, the parties may file

post-trial motions that may still affect the outcome

of the trial. These motions may include motion for

new trial, which is usually awarded if something oc-

curred during the trial that rendered the process un-

fair to one of the parties; or a motion for judgment

notwithstanding the verdict (commonly referred to

as ‘‘JNOV’’), where the court renders judgment for

one party, though the jury decided in favor of the

other party, because the evidence presented at trial

did not support the jury’s decision. A party who wish-

es to appeal an adverse decision may also file a notice

of appeal with the trial court, indicating that it wishes

to appeal the ruling to an appellate court. Filing a no-

tice of appeal within a certain time frame (30 days is

common) is required in most jurisdictions in order

to appeal a case to a higher court. 

Criminal Trials

State and federal prosecutors initiate criminal

cases, which involve charges that an individual has vi-

olated a criminal law. In all criminal cases, the state

or federal government serves as the plaintiff, while

the person charged is the defendant. Criminal laws,

which are promulgated by the various legislatures,

consist of two major types of laws: felonies and mis-

demeanors. Felonies consist of the more serious

crimes, and carry with them the most serious punish-

ment. Both felonies and misdemeanors can result in

jail or prison time, and both will usually result in a

significant fine. 

Citizens are guaranteed a number of rights in the

context of criminal prosecution, and exercise of

these rights is often the focus of criminal trials. The

Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution requires

that law enforcement officials obtain a search war-

rant, upon showing of probable cause, before con-

ducting searches or seizures of individuals or the

property of individuals. The Fifth and Sixth Amend-

ments contain a number of guarantees to all citizens

that must be provided in a criminal trial. If a citizen’s

constitutional rights have been violated, the state

may be required to proceed without the introduc-

tion of relevant evidence obtained illegally, or may be

required to terminate the criminal action altogether.

When a person is arrested for violation of a crimi-

nal law, he or she must generally be brought before

a judge within twenty-four hours of the arrest. The

judge must inform the individual of the charges

brought against him or her, and set bail or other con-

dition of release. After other preliminary matters, the

defendant is formally charged in one of two ways.

First, the prosecutors may file a ‘‘trial information,’’

which formally states the charges against the defen-

dant. In more serious cases, such as murder trials, a

panel of citizens will be convened as a grand jury to

consider the evidence against the defendant. A grand

jury, unlike a trial jury, only determines whether suf-

ficient evidence to support the criminal charge ex-

ists, and will issue an indictment if evidence is suffi-

cient. Either the filing of a trial information, or the
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return of an indictment, formally begins the trial pro-

cess by charging the defendant. Once the defendant

has been formally charged, he or she must appear for

an arraignment, where the court reads the charge

and permits the defendant to enter a plea. The de-

fendant may enter a plea of guilty or not guilty at this

time. Where it is permitted or required as a prerequi-

site to an insanity defense, the defendant may enter

a plea of not guilty by reason of insanity. In some ju-

risdictions, including federal courts, the defendant

may plead nolo contendere, or ‘‘no contest,’’ which

means that the defendant does not contest the

charges. Its primary effect is the same as a plea of

guilty, and its primary significance is that a plea of

nolo contendere cannot be introduced into evidence

in a subsequent civil action as proof of the defen-

dant’s guilt in the criminal action. Nolo contendere

pleadings may usually only be entered with the per-

mission of the court. 

The Sixth Amendment guarantees the accused in

a criminal prosecution a speedy and public trial.

When a defendant enters a plea of not guilty, the trial

is usually scheduled within ninety days of the filing

of the trial information or indictment. The Sixth

Amendment also guarantees citizens accused of

crimes the right to a jury trial, though a defendant

may waive this right and request a bench trial. During

the pre-trial stage, the defendant may file motions

with the court, such as those requesting exclusion of

evidence from a trial because the evidence may have

been obtained illegally. A defendant may also engage

in pretrial discovery, including requests to view evi-

dence in the possession of the prosecution. The

prosecution and the defendant may engage in plea

bargaining, whereby the prosecution may agree to

reduce charges against the defendant in exchange

for a plea of guilty or nolo contendere. 

When a case proceeds to a jury trial, the parties

have an opportunity to question prospective jurors,

similar to the selection of jurors in a civil case, except

that the final number of jurors in a criminal trial is

usually larger than the number used in a civil case.

Both the state and the defendant have the opportu-

nity to strike jurors from the final jury. Once the final

jury is selected and the trial begins, the prosecution

reads the indictment or trial information, reads the

defendant’s plea, and makes an opening statement.

The defendant may make an opening statement im-

mediately after the prosecution, or may wait to do so

until the time the defense introduces its evidence.

Introduction of evidence in a criminal case is similar

to that of a civil case, and the prosecution bears the

burden of proving that the defendant is guilty be-

yond a reasonable doubt. Until the state proves oth-

erwise, the defendant is presumed innocent. The de-

fendant is not required to introduce evidence since

the prosecution bears the burden of proof, but if the

defendant does produce evidence, the prosecution

may present rebuttal evidence and cross-examine

any witnesses. Once both sides have presented the

evidence, each party may give a closing argument. 

A jury in a criminal trial must return a unanimous

verdict of ‘‘guilty’’ or ‘‘not guilty.’’ If a jury fails to

reach a unanimous verdict, it is referred to as a

‘‘hung’’ jury, and a mistrial is declared. In such a situ-

ation, a new jury must retry the entire case. If the jury

returns a unanimous verdict of guilty, then the jury’s

duty is usually complete, since a jury in most jurisdic-

tions is not involved in the sentencing of the defen-

dant. A judge, when determining an appropriate sen-

tence for a convicted defendant, considers testimony

and reports from a number of different sources, such

as probation officers and victims. The federal govern-

ment and many state governments have established

detailed sentencing guidelines that must be followed

by judges in criminal cases. In addition to a sentence

of imprisonment or of a fine, a court may place a con-

victed defendant on probation, meaning that the de-

fendant is placed under the supervision of a local

correctional program. A defendant must comply with

specific terms and conditions of the probation in

order to avoid time in prison or jail. Similar to proba-

tion, a judge may also give the defendant a deferred

judgment, or may suspend the defendant’s sentence.

In either case, the defendant is given the opportunity

to remove the crime from his or her criminal record

by successfully completing a period of probation. 

Appeals

If a party in a case is not satisfied with the out-

come of a trial decision, he or she may appeal the

case to a higher court for review. Not all parties have

the right to appeal, however, and parties must follow

proper procedures for the higher court to agree to

hear the appeal. During trial, parties must ‘‘preserve

error’’ by making timely objections to violations of

the rules of evidence and other procedural rules.

After trial, the party seeking an appeal must file a no-

tice of appeal with the trial court. The opposing party

may file a notice of cross-appeal if that party is not

satisfied with the final judgment from the lower

court. The party bringing the appeal is usually re-

ferred to as the appellant (though in some cases this

party is the petitioner), and the opposing party is re-
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ferred to as the appellee (or respondent in some

cases). 

Once a party has filed a notice of appeal, both par-

ties must comply with a series of rules of appellate

procedure to continue with the appeal. The appel-

lant usually requests that the transcript of the trial

court proceeding from the trial court reporter be

sent to the court of appeals. The appellant must also

pay a docketing or similar fee with the court of ap-

peals. Both parties then file briefs with the appellate

court stating the facts from the case, stating the legal

arguments and reasons for appeal, and requesting re-

lief from the appellate court. Both parties have ac-

cess to the other party’s briefs submitted to the

court. Parties also request an oral argument, where

both sides are given the opportunity to make their

legal arguments before the court, and answer ques-

tions from the appellate court justices. Appellate

courts do not hear testimony from witnesses or con-

sider evidence that was not introduced in the trial.

Rather, a court of appeals reviews the trial court pro-

ceeding to determine whether the trial court applied

substantive or procedural law to the facts of the case

correctly. At the end of the appeal, the court will

issue an opinion that states the conclusion of the

court of appeals. 

Almost all judicial systems in the United States

consist of three tiers, and an intermediate appellate

court hears the first level of appeals. If a party is dis-

satisfied with an intermediate court’s opinion, the

party may seek an appeal by its jurisdiction’s court

of last resort. In many cases, the decision of a court

of last resort to hear an appeal is discretionary, and

a party must petition the court to hear the appeal (in-

termediate appellate courts, by comparison, typically

do not have this discretion). The United States Su-

preme Court is the court of last resort for all cases

in the United States, including the intermediate fed-

eral courts of appeals and the highest state courts.

The U.S. Supreme Court only hears cases involving

the application of federal law, and in most cases, the

decision to grant an appeal is completely discretion-

ary on the part of the Supreme Court. A party seek-

ing review from the Supreme Court must file a peti-

tion for writ of certiorari requesting that the Court

review the lower court’s decision, and if the Court

grants the writ, the Court orders the submission of

the lower court’s case. The Supreme Court grants a

writ of certiorari in a very small percentage of cases,

usually when there is a controversial issue of federal

law in question in the case. 

Civil appeals and criminal appeals are similar, with

two main exceptions. First, with very few exceptions,

the state may not appeal an acquittal of a criminal in

a trial court case. Second, in some criminal cases, es-

pecially murder cases where the defendant has re-

ceived the death penalty, the right to appeal is guar-

anteed and automatic. 

Jurisdiction and Venue

When a party bring a lawsuit in a court in the Unit-

ed States, the party must determine which court has

appropriate jurisdiction to hear the case, and which

court is the proper venue for such a suit. Jurisdiction

refers to the power of a court to hear a particular

case, and may be subdivided into two components:

subject matter jurisdiction and personal jurisdiction.

Venue refers to the appropriateness of a court to

hear a case, and applies differently than jurisdiction.

A court has proper subject matter jurisdiction if it

has been given the power to hear a particular type

of case or controversy under constitutional or statu-

tory provisions. For example, a county court of law

may have jurisdiction to hear cases and controversies

where the amount in controversy of the claim is less

than $5,000. If a claimant brings a case before the

county court with an amount in controversy of

$7,500, the court lacks jurisdiction to hear the case

and will dismiss it. Subject matter jurisdiction is often

a difficult issue with respect to the jurisdiction of fed-

eral courts, discussed below. Personal jurisdiction is

based on the parties or property involved in the law-

suit. In personam jurisdiction refers to the power of

a court over a particular person or persons, and usu-

ally applies when a party is a resident of a state or has

established some minimum contact with that state.

In rem jurisdiction, by comparison, refers to the

power of a court over property located in a particular

state. 

Venue is often confused with jurisdiction because

it applies when determining whether a particular

court may hear a case. A court may have jurisdiction

to hear a case, but may not be the proper venue for

such a case. Statutes often provide that proper venue

in a particular case is the county or location where

the defendant or defendants reside. Even if a court

in the county where the plaintiff resides has proper

jurisdiction to hear the case, it may not be the proper

venue because of a provision in a statute regarding

venue. 

Jurisdiction of Federal Courts

Federal courts in the United States have limited

jurisdiction to hear certain claims, based primarily on
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provisions in Article III of the U.S. Constitution. Fed-

eral courts can hear cases involving the application

of the Constitution, federal statutes, or treaties. Fed-

eral courts may also hear cases where the amount in

controversy is more than $75,000, and all of the par-

ties are citizens of different states. State courts may

also hear cases with federal questions or where par-

ties reside in different states. If a party brings a case

in state court and a federal court has jurisdiction to

hear the case, the opposing party may remove the

case to federal court. The federal court generally re-

views each case to determine whether jurisdiction is

appropriate. If federal jurisdiction is not appropriate,

the court remands the case to state court. 

Some suits may only be brought in federal court,

such as those brought by or against the government

of the United States. Other examples are those in-

volving bankruptcy, patents, and admiralty. 

Legal vs. Equitable Remedies

Some remedies available from courts are consid-

ered ‘‘legal’’ remedies, while others are considered

‘‘equitable’’ remedies. Legal remedies are usually

those involving an award of monetary damages. By

comparison, a court through use of an equitable

remedy may require or prohibit certain conduct

from a party. The distinction between legal and equi-

table remedies relates to the historic distinction be-

tween ‘‘law’’ and ‘‘equity’’ courts that existed in En-

gland as far back as the fourteenth century. Law

courts traditionally adhered to very rigid procedures

and formalities in resolving the outcome of a legal

conflict, while equity courts developed a more flexi-

ble system where judges could exercise more discre-

tion. This system transferred to the United States,

but today, most courts in the United States may hear

cases in both law and equity, although the procedure

and proof required to request an equitable remedy

may differ from the requirements to request a legal

remedy. Examples of equitable remedies are specific

performance of a contract, reformation of a contract,

injunctions, and restitution. 

Procedural Rules of the Courts

In addition to procedural laws promulgated by

legislatures, judicial systems also adopt various rules

of procedure that must be followed by the courts and

parties to a case. Two main types of court rules exist.

First, some rules have general applicability over all

courts in a particular jurisdiction. Examples of such

rules are rules of civil procedure, rules of appellate

procedure, rules of criminal procedure, and rules of

evidence. Second, some rules apply only to a particu-

lar court, and are referred to as local court rules.

Many counties draft local court rules that apply to all

courts in those particular counties. Local court rules

are generally more specific than rules of general ap-

plicability, and both must be consulted in a given

case. 

Pro Se Litigants and the Right to
Representation

A litigant representing himself or herself, without

the assistance of counsel, is called a pro se litigant.

It is almost always advisable to seek counsel with re-

spect to a legal claim, if possible. Defendants in crim-

inal cases are entitled to legal representation, and a

lawyer will be provided to a criminal if the criminal

shows indigence. Such assistance in criminal cases is

usually provided by a public defender’s office. Claim-

ants in civil cases, on the other hand, are not entitled

to attorneys, though any of a number of legal aid so-

cieties may be willing to provide legal services free

of charge. Many of these legal aid societies are subsi-

dized by public agencies, and will accept a case only

if a person meets certain criteria, usually focusing on

the income of the party. 

In a civil case, a court may appoint counsel after

considering a number of factors, including the validi-

ty of the party’s position, and the ability of the party

to try the case. A party who is indigent must usually

file a written motion with the court, explaining the

party’s indigence and need for counsel. An attorney

who provides free legal assistance is said to provide

a pro bono service. Attorneys are generally free to

determine when they will provide pro bono services,

and it is common in every jurisdiction for the num-

ber of litigants seeking the appointment of counsel

to outweigh the number of attorneys willing to pro-

vide pro bono services. 

If a party must continue pro se, the rules regard-

ing sanctions of attorneys apply equally to this party.

A party must verify the accuracy and reasonableness

of any document submitted to the court. If any sub-

mission contains false, improper, or frivolous infor-

mation, the party may be liable for monetary or other

sanctions. Likewise, a pro se litigant may be held in

contempt of court for failure to follow the directions

of a court. Many courts provide handbooks that as-

sist pro se litigants in following proper trial proce-

dures. 

Small Claims Courts and Other Local
Tribunals

Cases involving a relatively small amount in con-

troversy may be brought before small claims court.
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These courts exist only at the state court level. The

maximum amount in controversy for a small claims

court is usually $1,000 for a money judgment sought,

or $5,000 for the recovery of personal property,

though these amounts vary among jurisdictions. Wit-

nesses are sworn, as they are in any trial, but the

judge in a small claims court typically conducts the

trial in a more informal fashion than in a trial at the

district court level. Judges may permit the admission

of evidence in a small claims action that may not be

admissible under relevant rules of evidence or rules

of procedure. One major exception is that privileged

communication is usually not admissible in a small

claims action. A small claims court usually only has

the power to award monetary damages. If a party is

unsatisfied with the judgment of the small claims

court, the party may ordinarily appeal the case to a

district court or other trial court. 

Alternative Dispute Resolution

A variety of procedures may be available to par-

ties, which can serve as alternatives to litigation in

the court system. Alternative dispute resolution, or

ADR, has become rather common, because it is typi-

cally less costly and does not involve the formal pro-

ceedings associated with a trial. Parties usually enter

into one of two types of ADR: arbitration or media-

tion. If a case is submitted to arbitration, a neutral ar-

bitrator renders a decision that may be binding or

non-binding, depending on the agreement of the

parties. An arbitrator serves a function analogous to

a judge, though the presentation of each party’s evi-

dence does not need to follow the formal rules that

must be followed in a judicial decision. Though par-

ties are generally not able to appeal an arbitrator’s

award, parties may seek judicial relief if the arbitrator

acts in an arbitrary or capricious manner, shows bias

towards one of the parties, or makes an obvious mis-

take. Arbitration may be ordered by a court, may be

required under certain laws, or may be voluntary. 

Mediation is similar to arbitration because it in-

volves the use of a neutral third party to resolve a dis-

pute. A mediator assists the parties to identify issues

in a dispute, and makes proposals for the resolution

of the dispute or disputes. However, unlike arbitra-

tors, a mediator does not have the power to make

a binding decision in a case. Also unlike arbitrators,

a mediator typically meets with each of the interest-

ed parties in private to hold confidential discussions.

Mediation may be court-ordered, may be required

under certain laws, or may be voluntary. A number

of organizations, including state bar associations,

offer mediation services. 

A number of other forms of ADR exist. For exam-

ple, parties may employ the use of a fact finder, who

resolves factual disputes between two parties. In

some jurisdictions, parties may be required to sub-

mit a dispute to early neutral evaluation, where a

neutral evaluator provides an assessment of the

strengths and weaknesses of each party’s position. 

Case Law in the Common Law System

Cases play a very important part in the legal sys-

tem of the United States, not only because courts ad-

judicate the claims of parties before them, but also

because courts establish precedent that must be fol-

lowed in future cases. The United States adopted the

common law tradition of England as the basis for its

legal system. Under the common law system, legal

principles were handed down from previous genera-

tions, first on an unwritten basis, then through the

decisions of the courts. Though legislatures possess

constitutional power to make law, in a common law

system there is no presumption that legislation ap-

plies to every legal problem in the area addressed by

the legislation. This differs from the legal systems

based on the civil law tradition derived from Roman

law (the use of the term civil law also refers to non-

criminal laws, as discussed below, and the two uses

of the term are distinct). In a civil law system, legisla-

tures develop codes that are presumed to apply to

all situations relevant to the code, and courts are em-

ployed only to adjudicate claims. The only state in

the United States that does not consider itself a

‘‘common law state’’ is Louisiana, which adopted the

civil law tradition based on its roots in French law.

Accordingly, the codes (legislation) in that state are

somewhat different than those in other states. 

Courts in the United States follow the doctrine of

precedent, which was also adopted from the English

common law system. Under this doctrine, courts not

only adjudicate the claims of the parties before them,

but also establish a precedent that must be followed

in future cases. The ruling of a court binds not only

itself for future cases, but also any courts under

which the court has appellate jurisdiction. Though

trial level courts make rulings of law that are binding

on future cases, the doctrine of precedent is most

important in the legal system at the appellate levels.

Publication of Case Law

Unlike statutes, cases are usually not available in

a subject matter arrangement. When a case is first

published, it is issued as a ‘‘slip opinion,’’ named as

such because these are printed on unbound sheets

of paper. These opinions are compiled, and eventu-
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ally published in bound case reporters. Cases from

the U.S. Supreme Court and from courts in many ju-

risdictions are contained in reporters published by

government bodies, and are called official reporters.

These cases and other cases are also published in the

National Reporter System, originally created by West

Publishing Company (now West Group) in 1879.

Case reporters in this system include state cases, fed-

eral cases, and cases from specialized tribunals, such

as the bankruptcy courts. Cases may be readily locat-

ed by finding their citation in the National Reporter

System, or in another case reporter. An example of

such a citation is ‘‘Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705 (1973).’’

‘‘Roe v. Wade’’ refers to the names of the parties of

the case; ‘‘93’’ refers to the volume of the reporter;

‘‘S. Ct.’’ is an abbreviation for Supreme Court Report-

er; ‘‘705’’ refers to the page in the reporter where the

case begins; and ‘‘(1973)’’ refers to year the case was

decided. 

Cases from all three levels of the federal judicial

system are published. With few exceptions, only ap-

pellate court opinions from state courts are pub-

lished. Unlike appellate courts, state trial judges sel-

dom issue formal legal opinions about their cases,

although rulings of law may be available in the record

of the trial court. Most legal research in case law fo-

cuses on location of appellate court decisions. 

Reading a Judicial Opinion

Like other types of law, reading and understand-

ing the meaning of a judicial opinion is more of an

art than a science. The opinion of the case includes

the court’s reasoning in deciding a case, and is bind-

ing on future courts only if a majority of the court de-

ciding the case joins the opinion (in which case the

opinion is called the majority opinion). If an opinion

is written in support of the court’s judgment, but is

not joined by a majority of justices, then the opinion

is termed a plurality. Plurality opinions are not bind-

ing on future courts, but may be highly persuasive

since they support the judgment of the court. Some

justices may agree with the judgment, but may not

agree with the majority opinion. These justices may

write concurring opinions that state their reasons in

support of the judgment. These opinions have no

precedential value, but may be persuasive in future

cases. Similarly, justices who disagree with the judg-

ment, the opinion, or both, write dissenting opinions

that argue against the judgment or majority opinion.

Some components of a majority opinion are bind-

ing on future courts, while others are not. The actual

holding or reason for deciding (traditionally referred

to as the ratio decidendi) provides the rule of law

that is binding precedent in future cases. By compari-

son, dictum is the portion of an opinion that is not

essential to a court’s holding, and is not binding on

future courts. Dicta may include background infor-

mation about the holding, or may include the judge’s

personal comments about the reasoning for the

holding. Dicta may be highly persuasive and may

alter the holdings of future cases.

Administrative Law and Procedure

Creation and Empowerment of Government
Agencies

Although the branches of government are primar-

ily responsible for the development of law and reso-

lution of disputes, much of the responsibility of the

administration of government has been delegated to

government agencies. While branches of govern-

ment may not delegate essential government func-

tions to agencies, agencies may administer govern-

ment programs, and promulgate and enforce

regulations. When a legislature creates a government

agency, it does so through the passage of an enabling

statute, which also describes the specific powers del-

egated to the agency. The Administrative Procedure

Act (APA) governs agency action at the federal level,

and state counterparts to the APA govern state agen-

cies. 

Types of Government Agencies

Some government agencies are formed to carry

out government programs, but do not promulgate

regulations that carry the force of law. A number of

these agencies have been established to administer

such programs as highway construction, education,

public housing, and similar functions. Other govern-

ment agencies promulgate rules and regulations that

govern a particular area of law. Examples of regulato-

ry agencies include the Environmental Protection

Agency and Nuclear Regulatory Commission, both of

which promulgate regulations that are similar in

function to legislation. Legislatures also create agen-

cies that resolve dispute among parties, similar to the

function of a judicial body. Agency decisions are usu-

ally referred to as agency adjudications. Examples of

agencies that adjudicate claims are the National

Labor Relations Board and Securities and Exchange

Commission. 

Agency Rulemaking

Most agencies that have regulatory power promul-

gate regulations through a process called notice and

comment rulemaking. Before a regulatory agency
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can promulgate a rule, it must provide notice to the

public. Federal agencies provide notice in the Feder-

al Register, a daily government publication that pro-

vides the text of proposed and final agency rules.

After considering comments from the public and

making additional considerations, the agency may

issue a final, binding rule. The promulgation of a final

rule can take months, or may take years, to com-

plete. State agencies must follow similar procedures,

including publication of proposed rules in a publica-

tion analogous to the Federal Register. Agency rules

are functionally equivalent to statutes. Federal agen-

cy rules currently in force are published in a subject

matter arrangement in the Code of Federal Regula-

tions. Each state publishes its rules in force in a state

administrative code. 

Some agencies at the state and federal levels are

required to follow more formal procedures. Agencies

may not exceed the power delegated by a respective

legislature, and may adopt rules without following

the proper procedures provided in the enabling leg-

islation or legislation governing administrative pro-

cedures. 

Agency Adjudications

Agencies with power to adjudicate claims operate

similarly to a court. Such an agency considers evi-

dence presented in a hearing, and makes a final,

binding decision based on an application of the law

to the facts in a case. An agency that adjudicates a

claim must maintain a record of the hearing, and par-

ties are generally able to seek judicial review of a de-

cision, much like judicial review of a lower court de-

cision. A court may overrule an agency decision if the

agency acted in an arbitrary or capricious manner,

made a decision unsupported by substantial evi-

dence, or made a decision unsupported by the facts

presented to the agency. 

Relationship Among Various Laws and
Other Authority

Laws in the United States do not exist in a vacuum,

and determining the appropriate outcome of a case

may require consultation with several different types

of laws. A single case may be governed by application

of a statute, an administrative regulation, and cases

interpreting the statute and regulation. Understand-

ing the application of laws usually requires an under-

standing of the nature of legal authority.

Any authority emanating from an official govern-

ment entity acting in its lawmaking capacity is re-

ferred to as primary authority, and this authority is

what is binding on a particular case. Primary authori-

ty can be subdivided into two types: primary manda-

tory authority and primary persuasive authority. Pri-

mary mandatory authority is law that is binding in a

particular jurisdiction. For example, a Fifth Circuit

Court of Appeals decision is primary mandatory au-

thority in Texas, Mississippi, and Louisiana, since the

Fifth Circuit governs these states. By comparison,

primary authority that is not binding in a particular

jurisdiction is referred to as primary persuasive au-

thority. It is considered persuasive because though

such authority does not bind a decision-maker in a

jurisdiction, the decision-maker may nevertheless be

persuaded to act in a familiar fashion as the authority

from outside the jurisdiction. In the example above,

a Fifth Circuit decision in a court in California would

be considered primary persuasive authority, and

could influence the California tribunal in its decision-

making. 

A second type of authority—secondary authori-

ty—may also be helpful in determining the appropri-

ate application of the law. Secondary authority in-

cludes a broad array of sources, including treatises (a

term used for law book); law review articles, which

are usually written by law professors, judges, or ex-

pert practitioners; legal encyclopedias, which pro-

vide an overview of the law; and several other items

that provide commentary about the law. An individu-

al who is not trained in the law (and in many cases

those who are trained in the law) should ordinarily

begin his or her legal research by consulting such au-

thority to gain a basic understanding of the law that

applies in a particular situation. 

A final consideration that cannot be overlooked is

that the law constantly changes. If a legal researcher

comes across literature describing the law in a given

area, he or she must always verify that the discussion

in the literature reflects the current state of the law.

Legislatures and agencies constantly add new laws,

and revise and amend existing laws. Similarly, courts

routinely overrule previous decisions and may rule

that a statute or regulation is not valid under a rele-

vant constitutional provision. Updating legal authori-

ty involves a process of consulting supplements and

other resources, and is necessary to ensure that an

individual knows the current state of the law. 
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FIRST AMENDMENT LAW

CENSORSHIP

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Early History

• Censorship in the United States

- Book Censorship

- Music Censorship

- Press Censorship

• Electronic Censorship

• Additional Resources

Background

‘‘Congress shall make no law respecting an estab-

lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise

thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of

the press; or the right of the people peaceably to as-

semble, and to petition the Government for a redress

of grievances.’’ Despite the guarantee implicit in the

words of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitu-

tion, there have been many attempts in the ensuing

two centuries to censor or ban speech, both in print

and in other media.

Censorship is at best problematic and at worst

dangerous when it tries to silence the voice of the

powerless at the behest of the powerful. History has

shown that power and influence are not reliable

guides for judgment when it comes to information.

The Nazi government in Germany in the 1930s and

1940s, and the governments of the Soviet Union and

the People’s Republic of China, have shown the

world what happens when large, powerful nations

choose to deprive their own citizens of knowledge

and a voice. In the United States, Americans pride

themselves on freedom of speech and freedom of

the press—but many of them have experienced cen-

sorship. Boards of education frequently try to ban

certain books from their school districts; television

and radio stations ban certain programming; and

newspapers may alter certain stories. The reasons for

censorship are numerous, but they all share a com-

mon goal: protection. Perhaps children are the most

frequently protected group. Books are banned when

they depict violence or sexually suggestive material.

Motion pictures are rated to protect young people

from sex and violence on the screen. Internet re-

sources are filtered to ensure that students will be

unable to log into pornographic web sites.

Society, and often the courts, have determined

that some information does need to be censored,

and that not all media deserve First Amendment pro-

tection. Deciding which materials fall into which cat-

egories is a subject of ongoing debate.

Early History

Censorship laws existed in ancient Rome and

Greece more than 2,500 years ago; ancient societies

in the Middle East and China also had censorship

regulations. The role of censorship was to establish

moral standards for the general population; civiliza-

tions that exercised it saw censorship as a means of

helping the people by providing them with guidance.

The invention of movable type in the middle of

the fifteenth century revolutionized the printing in-

dustry; it made more books available and helped lit-

eracy spread beyond just the most educated in soci-
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ety. A more literate public meant more need for

censorship. The Roman Catholic Church released a

list of Prohibited Books, or Index Librorum Prohibi-
torum, in 1559, the first of 20 such lists (the last was

issued in 1948). This list included books deemed by

the Church to be heretical. Authors such as Galileo

were denounced, and some authors (such as Sir

Thomas More) were put to death. Prohibitions were

not only religious; in 1563, Charles IX of France is-

sued a decree that all printed material required his

special permission.

Nonetheless, it became harder to suppress infor-

mation, and by the end of the seventeenth century

there was a movement toward freedom of speech

and the press. Sweden established a law guarantee-

ing freedom of the press in 1766, followed by Den-

mark in 1770. The newly formed United States put

the First Amendment into its Constitution in 1787,

and the French government moved in the same di-

rection in 1789 at the dawn of its revolution.

Censorship in the United States

The First Amendment has long been the standard

by which the U.S. government has measured the

freedom of individuals to speak or write their opin-

ions without fear of reprisals. That freedom is not ab-

solute; one of the most commonly cited examples

warns that people do not have the right to walk into

a crowded theater and shout, ‘‘Fire!’’ thus causing

people to panic and trample over each other.

Through the decaded the government has attempt-

ed to determine legitimate curbs to this freedom as

opposed to arbitrary or discriminatory prohibitions.

Book Censorship

Censorship existed in the United States from its

beginnings, the existence of the First Amendment

notwithstanding. But although there were federal

anti-obscenity laws, censorship itself was not man-

dated by federal or state governments. What codified

censorship was the 1873 Comstock Act, which called

for the banning of literature deemed sexually arous-

ing, even indirectly. The man for whom the act is

named, Anthony Comstock, was the leader of the

New York Society for the Suppression of Vice and a

special agent for both the U.S. Post Office and the

New York state prosecutor’s office. The Comstock

Act banned the mailing, importation, and transporta-

tion of any printed material (even private letters) that

contained lewd or lascivious material. It also banned

the transport of any sort of contraceptive drug or de-

vice, as well as literature describing contraceptive de-

vices. What this meant was that a book that in any

way made mention of any sort of birth control could

be considered lewd and subject to confiscation. Vio-

lators of the Comstock Act (Comstock himself was

deputized and arrested many violators himself) faced

steep fines and even time in prison.

Other books that were affected by the Comstock

Act included The Decameron (written by Giovanni

Boccaccio in the fourteenth century), Tolstoy’s

Kreutzer Sonata, Hemingway’s For Whom the Bell
Tolls, and D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover.

In Boston, the Watch and Ward Society, which

had long championed against what it deemed inde-

cent, organized book bans in the 1920s, which gave

the language the phrase ‘‘Banned in Boston.’’

Groups such as the American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU) fought to challenge the censorship laws.

These groups were successful on several occasions,

winning the right in 1933 for James Joyce’s Ulysses to
be imported into the United States and in 1960 when

federal courts allowed the full version of Lady Chat-
terley’s Lover to be published here.

Beginning in the 1950s, a series of U.S. Supreme

Court cases helped change the scope of censorship

laws in the United States.

Butler v. State of Michigan. The Butler case deter-

mined in 1957 that adult reading material did not

need to be restricted to protect minors. It struck

down a Michigan law that outlawed any printed ma-

terial with obscene language (which could corrupt

children), noting that the material’s existence by it-

self was not a danger to young readers and the law

was too sweeping. Justice Felix Frankfurter wrote

that the Michigan law limited the entire adult popula-

tion to ‘‘reading only what is fit for children.’’

Roth v. United States. Also decided in 1957, this

case upheld a conviction for mailing materials that

were deemed to be ‘‘in the prurient interest.’’ Al-

though Roth made clear that obscene material was

not subject to First Amendment protection, the

court did note that material that has some redeeming

social value or importance. (Obscenity, wrote Justice

William Brennan, was ‘‘utterly’’ without such value.)

Jacobellis v. Ohio. This case was decided in 1964.

It held that ‘‘national’’ standards for obscenity deter-

mined ‘‘community’’ standards. A Cleveland Heights,

Ohio theater had shown a foreign film with an explic-

it sex scene. The theater owner was arrested for vio-

lating the state obscenity statute, but the Supreme
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Court held that since the film in question had been

screened across the country without incident, it was

not obscene. ‘‘The Court has explicitly refused to tol-

erate a result whereby ‘the constitutional limits of

free expression in the Nation would vay within state

lines,’’’ wrote Justice William Brennan. ‘‘We see even

less justification for allowing such limits with town or

county lines.’’ Jacobellis was the case in which Jus-

tice Potter Stewart made his famous observation

about obscenity: ‘‘I know it when I see it.’’

Memoirs v. Attorney General of Massachusetts.
This case, decided in 1966, reversed a state court’s

ruling that the 1749 book Memoirs of a Woman of
Pleasure, commonly known as Fanny Hill, was ob-

scene. The reason, explained the court, was that the

book, despite its content (much of which could be

construed as offensive) geared toward prurient inter-

est, the book was not ‘‘utterly’’ without redeeming

social value. To be obscene, the book would have to

have prurient appeal, offensiveness, and utter lack

of redeeming social value.

Ginzburg v. United States. This case was decided

in 1966, and the court upheld the conviction of a

publisher who had marketed and mailed three sexu-

ally explicit publications. The reason the court

reached this decision was that the material, though

potentially not patently obscene, had been marketed

solely as erotic material and thus could be reasonably

construed on that basis to be obscene.

Ginsberg v. State of New York. In this 1968 case,

the Supreme Court upheld a statute that a state can

create more stringent obscenity standards for minors

than for adults. The defendant had sold two adult

magazines to a 16-year-old boy, and argued that the

anti-obscenity statute violated that minor boy’s right

to read under the First Amendment. The court found

that there was no violation of the child’s rights be-

cause the material in question was obscene for chil-

dren.

Miller v. California. This landmark 1973 case es-

tablished a new definition for obscenity, replacing

the standard set by Roth. The defendant had been

convicted under California’s obscenity law for mail-

ing sexually explicit advertisements to sell adult

books and films. An appellate court uphend the con-

viction, but the Supreme Court vacated the appellate

court’s decision and sent it back for reconsideration

using the new definition. Chief Justice Warren Bur-

ger, writing for the majority, outlined the definition:

‘‘The basic guidelines . . . must be: (a) whether the

average person applying contemporary community

standards would find that the work, taken as a whole,

appeals to a prurient interest; (b) whether the work

depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sex-

ual conduct specifically defined by the applicable

state law; and (c) whether the work, taken as a

whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or sci-

entific value.’’ 

Board of Education v. Pico. Decided in 1982 by

a 5-4 majority, this case ruled that school boards do

not have the absolute right to remove books from

school libraries. A school board in Island Trees, New

York removed several books from the school library

shelves, including The Fixer by Bernard Malamud,

Slaughterhouse Five by Kurt Vonnegut, Best Short
Stories of Negro Writers (edited by Langston

Hughes), A Hero Ain’t Nothin’ But A Sandwich by

Alice Childress, and A Reader for Writers (edited by

Jerome Archer). The school board, when challenged

about its decision, called the books ‘‘anti-American,

anti-Christian, anti-Semitic, and just plain filthy.’’ Al-

though it was determined by a separate committee

that several of the books should be replaced, but the

board refused. A group of students sued the district.

Justice William Brennan wrote that ‘‘the special

characteristics of the school library make that envi-

ronment especially appropriate for the recognition

of First Amendment rights of students.’’ While the

court noted that school boards do have discretion in

what books to acquire for the school, and it could re-

ject any works deemed to be ‘‘pervasively vulgar.’’ 

School boards continue to attempt to ban books,

with classics such as The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn and Of Mice and Men among the most fre-

quently challenged, according to the American Li-

brary Association. In the early years of the twenty-

first century, the Harry Potter series of books, which

tell the story of a young aspiring wizard and his ad-

ventures in wizard school, have become a focal point

for many who oppose the focus on wizardry and

magic.

Music Censorship

Musical lyrics have been the subject of censorship

through the years, particularly those that were

deemed sexually suggestive or violent. Censorship

has affected the works and performances of such dis-

parate artists as Cole Porter, Frank Zappa, Bruce

Springsteen, Rosemary Clooney, the Carpenters, Sh-

eena Easton, Perry Como, and Bob Dylan.

In 1954, for example, Cole Porter’s ‘‘I Get A Kick

Out of You’’ was edited for radio broadcast to re-
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move the line ‘‘I get no kick from cocaine’’ (it was

replaced with ‘‘I get perfume from Spain’’); the

American Broadcasting Company bans Rosemary Cl-

ooney’s performance of ‘‘Mambo Italiano,’’ citing in-

adequate standards for ‘‘good taste’’; and police in

Long Beach, California and Memphis, Tennessee

confiscated jukeboxes thought to contain songs with

suggestive lyrics (the owners were fined as well).

Sometimes, the censors’ rationale had nothing to

do with the lyrics. In 1968, a radio station in El Paso,

Texas banned the playing of songs performed by Bob

Dylan because his lyrics were hard to understand.

(The did not ban performances of his lyrics when

sung by other artists.) And in 1990, a radio station in

Nebraska led a boycott against the music of k.d.

lang—not because of what she sang, but because she

was a vegetarian.

Although the music industry has frequently come

under attack by opponents they deemed too reac-

tionary or literal-minded, mainstream concerns

about lyrics were being expressed more openly. In

1985, twenty wives of politicians and business lead-

ers in Washington, D.C. (including Tipper Gore, wife

of then-senator Al Gore) formed the Parents Music

Resource Center (PMRC). The group’s goal was to

lobby the music industry for a ratings system for

music similar to that used in the film industry, the

printing of lyrics on album covers, and an overall re-

assessment of musicians and lyricists whose work

could be deemed violent or explicitly sexual. In 1990,

a parental warning sticker system was adopted by the

recording industry that would place warning stickers

on records deemed explicit. A year later, Wal-Mart,

the nation’s largest retailer, announced that it would

refuse to stock any stickered albums in its stores. In

1995, former U.S. education secretary William Ben-

nett and national Political Congress of Black Women

chair C. Delores Tucker addressed a shareholders’

meeting of Time-Warner, Inc., deploring rap music

lyrics that promoted violence or that degraded

women.

After the attacks in New York and Washington,

D.C., on September 11, 2001, Clear Channel Com-

munications (the largest broadcast station owner in

the United States) released a list of 150 suggested

songs it deemed ‘‘lyrically questionable’’ because

they had metaphoric references to planes, crashing,

and death. The list included Steve Miller, s‘‘Jet Airlin-

er,’’ the Dave Matthews Band’s ‘‘Crash Into Me,’’ Pat

Benatar’s ‘‘Hit Me with Your Best Shot,’’ and the

Jerry Lee Lewis song ‘‘Great Balls of Fire.’’ 

Press Censorship

The concept of ‘‘freedom of the press’’ was estab-

lished in New York when it was still a British colony.

In 1734, John Peter Zenger, publisher of the New
York Weekly Journal, was charged with libel against

colonial governor William Cosby when he printed ar-

ticles critical of Cosby’s decision to remove the chief

justice of New York from office. He was imprisoned

for nine months before his case went to trial. Phila-

delphia attorney Andrew Hamilton argued that state-

ments could not be libelous if they were true. Al-

though English law did not accept truth as a defense

to libel, Hamilton pressed the issue with the jury,

which found Zenger not guilty on August 4, 1735.

This case set a precedent that truth is an absolute de-

fense to libel.

Over the years, freedom of the press has been an

important element of American society. Newspapers

have traditionally been given considerable leeway in

what they publish, and there has never been a short-

age of opinions expressed in print in the United

States. Nonetheless, censorship is hardly unknown

in the press, or in broadcast news programs.

Often, the press censorship is voluntary. In times

of war, for example, the press is careful about pub-

lishing material that could provide enemy forces with

sensitive information about U.S. troops. On a more

personal level, public figures were long afforded the

courtesy of not having their private lives printed in

newspapers or broadcast through other media. Presi-

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt could not stand unassist-

ed after his 1921 bout with polio, but during his pres-

idency the press voluntarily refrained from

publishing photographs or releasing film footage of

Roosevelt being assisted or using a wheelchair. (As

the twentieth century progressed, this sort of courte-

sy eroded steadily, which sometimes may have given

the public more information than it wanted about

the private lives of public figures.)

Also, the press and broadcast media have often

felt compelled to be sensitive to advertisers and

sponsors. There are countless examples of brave

publications running unsympathetic stories about

advertisers, who would promptly cancel all future ad-

vertising with the offending publication. And there

are examples of publications refusing to run stories

that could offend a potential advertiser. But these are

not examples of government-sanctioned censorship.

That said, there have been charges of government

censorship over the years from the press, particularly

during war time. One of the most noteworthy exam-
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ples comes from the Iraq War, which began in March

2003. Not long after the war began, the Pentagon is-

sued an order banning the release of photographs of

flag-draped military coffins returning from the battle

zone. (The ban had actually been in effect for several

years before the war but not enforced.) Proponents

of the ban argued that publishing the photos did a

disservice to the privacy of the fallen soldiers and

their families. Opponents of the ban countered that

it was nothing more than a public relations ploy to

minimize the true scope of American war casualties.

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), enacted

in 1966, establishes the public’s right to obtain infor-

mation from any agency of the federal government.

Any group or individual (foreign nationals as well as

American citizens) can file a request. Each govern-

ment agency is required by law to provide the public

with information on how to file FOIA requests. There

are exemptions to FOIA, including national security

information, internal personnel information, confi-

dential business information, inter- and intra-agency

confidential communications, law enforcement re-

cords, financial institutions, and geological informa-

tion. FOIA was amended in 1996 to allow increased

access to electronic information. 

Electronic Censorship

As a resource for information, the Internet has

been both exciting and exasperating for precisely the

same reason: the volume of unrestricted material

that can be accessed instantly from virtually any-

where in the world. This means that inaccurate infor-

mation can be distributed as quickly and easily as

carefully researched material. It also means that of-

fensive material, including pornography, can be post-

ed and accessed. Balancing the First Amendment

right to free speech with the need to protect against

unprotected material has been a key focus of the U.S.

government since the 1990s.

In 1996, Congress passed the Communications

Decency Act (CDA), which prohibited the posting of

materials deemed ‘‘indecent’’ or ‘‘patently offen-

sive.’’ There were already laws prohibiting child por-

nography and obscenity; CDA went further and ulti-

mately prohibited what opponents claimed was

protected speech under the First Amendment. The

U.S. Supreme Court unanimously struck down CDA

in 1997, claiming that its reach was too broad.

Congress passed the Child Online Protection Act

(COPA) in 1998 and the Children’s Internet Protec-

tion Act (CIPA) in 2000. COPA established criminal

penalties for any one who distributed indecent on-

line material to minors, and CIPA required libraries

and schools to place filters on their computers or

face the loss of federal funding. COPA was chal-

lenged in the courts and in 2003 the Third Circuit

Court of Appeals found that is was unconstitutional.

The U.S. Supreme court upheld that decision in 2004

by a 5-4 margin. As for CIPA, it withstood a challenge

when the Supreme Court found it constitutional by

a 6-3 margin, but a pluraility of the justices noted that

the filtering systems needed to be easy to disable for

adults who wish to use public library computers.

First Amendment arguments have also allowed

unsolicited e-mail (better known as spam) to clog

the e-mail boxes of millions of individuals, not to

mention commercial, corporate, and even govern-

ment e-mail accounts. Proponents of spam claim that

it is the electronic equivalent of bulk mail and is pro-

tected speech. Opponents claim that spam is far

more insidious because many spammers use phony

e-mail addresses and subject lines, making it impossi-

ble to contact the source to ask to be removed from

the mailing list. (Experts on spam advise against

sending a reply to ‘‘opt-out’’ links because this mere-

ly assures the spammer that the sender’s address is

active.) In December 2003 President George W. Bush

signed the CAN-SPAM Act, which requires all com-

mercial e-mailers to provide an opportunity to opt

out, prohibits false headers and subject lines, and im-

poses civil penalties on offenders. Though well-

intentioned, CAN-SPAM did little to make a real im-

pact, in part because it is easy for spammers to find

electronic loopholes that allow them to remain un-

caught. The Coalition Against Unsolicited Commer-

cial E-mail (CAUCE) is a volunteer nonprofit organi-

zation that works to find ways to help reduce spam.

Information on consumer guidelines, and on the

group’s progress, can be found at www.cauce.org.

Additional Resources

Banned in the USA: A Reference Guide to Book Censorship
in Schools and Public Libraries, Herbert N. Foerstel,
Greenwood Press, 2002.

Censorship in America: A Reference Handbook, Mary
Hull, ABC-CLIO, 1999.

The Language Police: How Pressure Groups Restrict What
Students Learn, Diane ravitch, Knopf, 2003.

Parental Advisory: Music Censorship in America, Eric
Nuzum, Perennial, 2001.
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Organizations

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)

125 Broad Street, 18th Floor

New York, NY 10004 USA

Phone: (212) 344-3005

URL: http://www.aclu.org/

Primary Contact: Anthony D. Romero, Executive

Director

American Library Association

50 East Huron Street

Chicago, IL 60611 USA

Phone: (800) 545-2433

URL: http://www.ala.org

Primary Contact: Keith Michael Fiels, Executive

Director

Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR)

112 West 27th Street

New York, NY 10001 USA

Phone: (212) 633-6700

Fax: (212) 727-7668

URL: http://www.fair.org

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

445 12th Street, SW

Washington, DC 20554 USA

Phone: (866) 225-5322

Fax: (866) 418-0232

E-Mail: fccinfo@fcc.gov

URL: http://www.fcc.gov

Primary Contact: Kevin J. Martin, Chair
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HEALTHCARE

DOCTOR-PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Key Points

• The Doctor-Patient Relationship

• Doctor-Patient Privilege

• Constitutional Right to Privacy

• Waiver of Confidentiality or Privilege

• Select Applications

- Medical Records

- Death Certificates

- Duty to Warn Others of Medical Con-

ditions

• Select State Disclosure Laws

• Additional Resources

Background

The concept of ‘‘doctor-patient confidentiality’’

derives from English common law and is codified

in many states’ statutes. It is based on ethics, not law,

and goes at least as far back as the Roman Hippocrat-

ic Oath taken by physicians. It is different from ‘‘doc-

tor-patient privilege,’’ which is a legal concept. Both,

however, are called upon in legal matters to establish

the extent by which ethical duties of confidentiality

apply to legal privilege. Legal privilege involves the

right to withhold evidence from discovery and/or

the right to refrain from disclosing or divulging infor-

mation gained within the context of a ‘‘special rela-

tionship.’’ Special relationships include those be-

tween doctors and patients, attorneys and clients,

priests and confessors or confiders, guardians and

their wards, etc.

The Oath of Hippocrates, traditionally sworn to by

newly licensed physicians, includes the promise that

‘‘Whatever, in connection with my professional ser-

vice, or not in connection with it, I see or hear, in the

life of men, which ought not to be spoken of abroad,

I will not divulge, as reckoning that all such should

be kept secret.’’ The laws of Hippocrates further pro-

vide, ‘‘Those things which are sacred, are to be im-

parted only to sacred persons; and it is not lawful to

impart them to the profane until they have been initi-

ated into the mysteries of the science.’’

Doctor-patient confidentiality stems from the spe-

cial relationship created when a prospective patient

seeks the advice, care, and/or treatment of a physi-

cian. It is based upon the general principle that indi-

viduals seeking medical help or advice should not be

hindered or inhibited by fear that their medical con-

cerns or conditions will be disclosed to others. Pa-

tients entrust personal knowledge of themselves to

their physicians, which creates an uneven relation-

ship in that the vulnerability is one-sided. There is

generally an expectation that physicians will hold

that special knowledge in confidence and use it ex-

clusively for the benefit of the patient.

The professional duty of confidentiality covers not

only what patients may reveal to doctors, but also

what doctors may independently conclude or form

an opinion about, based on their examination or

assessment of patients. Confidentiality covers all

medical records (including x-rays, lab-reports, etc.)

as well as communications between patient and doc-

tor, and it generally includes communications be-
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tween the patient and other professional staff work-

ing with the doctor.

The duty of confidentiality continues even after

patients stop seeing or being treated by their doc-

tors. Once doctors are under a duty of confidentiali-

ty, they cannot divulge any medical information

about their patients to third persons without patient

consent. There are, however, exceptions to this rule.

Key Points

• There is no duty of confidentiality owed un-

less a bona-fide doctor-patient relationship

exists or existed

• The scope of the duty of doctor-patient con-

fidentiality, as well as the existence of a doc-

tor-patient legal privilege, varies from state

to state. No federal law governs doctor-

patient confidentiality or privilege

• Generally, what is confidential is information

that is learned or gained by a doctor, during

or as a result of the doctor’s communica-

tions with examination of you, or medical as-

sessment of the patient

• The duty of confidentiality continues even

after the patient stops seeing or being treat-

ed by the doctor

• The duty of confidentiality is not absolute.

Doctors may divulge or disclose personal in-

formation, against the patient’s will, under

very limited circumstances

The Doctor-Patient Relationship

There must be a bona fide ‘‘doctor-patient rela-

tionship’’ between individuals and a physician before

any duty of confidentiality is created. Generally

speaking, individuals must voluntarily seek advice or

treatment from the doctor, and have an expectation

that the communication will be held in confidence.

This expectation of confidentiality does not need to

be expressed. It is implied from the circumstances.

If individuals meet a doctor at a party, and in the

course of ‘‘small-talk’’conversation, they ask the doc-

tor for an opinion regarding a medical question that

relates to them, the doctor’s advice would most like-

ly not be considered confidential, nor would the doc-

tor be considered ‘‘the individuals doctor.’’ Likewise,

if individuals send an e-mail to an ‘‘Ask the Doctor’’

website on the Internet, the communication would

not be considered confidential, nor would the per-

son who responded to the e-mail be considered he

sender’s doctor. No doctor-patient relationship was

established, and no duty is owed.

If individuals are examined by a physician at the

request of a third party (such as an insurance compa-

ny or their employer), no matter how thorough or

extensive the examination, or how friendly the doc-

tor, there is generally no physician-patient relation-

ship and no duty of confidentiality is owed to the pa-

tients. This is because they did not seek the

physician’s advice or treatment, and the relationship

is at ‘‘arm’s-length.’’

In many states, the privilege is limited to profes-

sional relationships between licensed doctors of

medicine and their patients. Other states extend the

privilege to chiropractors, psychologists, therapists,

etc.

Doctor-Patient Privilege

Once a bona-fide doctor-patient relationship is es-

tablished, the duty of confidentiality‘‘attaches,’’ and

in many states, the doctor can invoke a legal privi-

lege, on the patient’s behalf, when asked to disclose

or divulge information the doctor may have or know

about the patient.

Federal Rule of Evidence (FRE) 501 provides that

any permissible privilege ‘‘shall be governed by the

principles of common law’’ as interpreted by federal

courts. However, in civil actions governed by state

law, the privilege of a witness is also determined by

the laws of that state. Most states recognize some

form of doctor-patient privilege by express law (stat-
ute), but over time, there have been many excep-

tions that have chipped away the use or scope of the

privilege.

In recent years, many courts have held that doc-

tors also owe duties to protect non-patients who may

be harmed by patients. For example, without a pa-

tient’s permission or knowledge, doctors may warn

others or the police if the patient is mentally unsta-

ble, potentially violent, or has threatened a specific

person. In some states, the duty to report or warn

others ‘‘trumps’’ the right to confidentiality or privi-

leged communication with a doctor. Courts will de-

cide these matters by balancing the sanctity of the

confidentiality against the foreseeability of harm to

a third party.
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Constitutional Right to Privacy

The fundamental right to privacy, guaranteed by

the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U. S.

Constitution, protects against unwarranted invasions

of privacy by federal or state entities, or arms thereof.

As early as in Roe v. Wade, 410 U. S. 113 (1973), the

U. S. Supreme Court acknowledged that the doctor-

patient relationship is one which evokes constitu-

tional rights of privacy. But even that right is not ab-

solute and must be weighed against the state or fed-

eral interest at stake.

For example, in Whalen v. Roe, 429 U.S. 589

(1977), a group of physicians joined patients in a law-

suit challenging the constitutionality of a New York

statute that required physicians to report to state au-

thorities the identities of patients receiving Schedule

II drugs (controlled substances). The physicians al-

leged that such information was protected by the

doctor-patient confidentiality, while the patients al-

leged that such disclosure was an invasion of their

constitutional right to privacy. The Supreme Court

did not disagree with the lower court’s finding that

‘‘the intimate nature of a patient’s concern about his

bodily ills and the medication he takes . . . are pro-

tected by the constitutional right to privacy.’’ Howev-

er, the high court concluded (after balancing the

state’s interests) that ‘‘Requiring such disclosures to

representatives of the State having responsibility for

the health of the community, does not automatically

amount to an impermissible invasion of privacy.’’

In the Whalen case (decided in 1977), the U. S.

Supreme Court had (prophetically) added a note

about massive computerized databanks of personal

information. Said the Court:

‘‘A final word about issues we have not decided.

We are not unaware of the threat to privacy implicit

in the accumulation of vast amounts of personal in-

formation in computerized data banks or other mas-

sive government files . . . The right to collect and use

such data for public purposes is typically accompa-

nied by a concomitant statutory or regulatory duty

to avoid unwarranted disclosures . . . We . . . need

not, and do not, decide any question which might be

presented by the unwarranted disclosure of accumu-

lated private data—whether intentional or uninten-

tional—or by a system that did not contain compara-

ble security provisions. We simply hold that this

record [Whalen] does not establish an invasion of

any right or liberty protected by the Fourteenth

Amendment.’’

Waiver of Confidentiality or Privilege

A privilege belongs to the patient, not the doctor.

Generally, only a patient may waive the privilege. A

patient’s written consent is needed before a doctor

can release any information about the patient. But

there are other ways in which a patient may ‘‘waive’’

the privilege of confidentiality. For example, if a pa-

tient brings a friend into the examination or consul-

tation with the doctor, the friend may be forced to

testify as to what transpired and what was said. (On

the other hand, nurses or medical assistants in the

room are ‘‘extensions’’ of the doctor for purposes of

confidentiality and are covered by the privilege.) The

patient may also waive the privilege by testifying

about his or her communications with the doctor or

about his or her physical condition at the time.

Another common way in which a patient waives

the confidentiality of the privilege is by filing a law-

suit or claim for personal injury. By doing so, the

patient has put his or her physical condition ‘‘at

issue’’ in the lawsuit. Therefore, the law presumes

that the patient has waived all confidentiality regard-

ing his or her medical condition, and there is an im-

plied authorization to the patient’s doctor for disclo-

sure of all relevant information. If a patient fails to

object to a doctor’s testimony, the patient has

waived the privilege as well.

Select Applications

Medical Records

In the past, physicians could physically secure and

shield personal medical records from disclosure, ab-

sent consent from their patients. Electronic data-

banks changed all that (as foretold by the Supreme

Court in Whalen, above). Patchy and varied state

laws involving doctor-patient confidentiality left

much to be desired. With the passage of the Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996

(HIPAA) (which encouraged electronic transmission

of patient data), Congress passed concurrent legisla-

tion for uniform protection of medical records and

personal information. In December 2000, the De-

partment of Health and Human Services (HHS) pub-

lished its Privacy Rule (65 Fed. Reg. 82462), which

became effective on April 14, 2001. The regulation

covers health plans, health–care clearinghouses, and

health–care providers that bill and transfer funds

electronically. The regulation mandates a final com-

pliance date of April 14, 2003 (small health plans

have until April 14, 2004 to comply.) The Privacy Rule

includes provisions for the following:
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• Ensuring patient access to medical records,

ability to get copies and/or request amend-

ments

• Obtaining patient consent before releasing

information. Health care providers are re-

quired to obtain consent before sharing in-

formation regarding treatment, payment,

and health care operations Separate patient

authorizations must be obtained for all non-

routine disclosures and non-health related

purposes. A history of all non-routine disclo-

sures must be accessible to patients

• Providing recourse for violations through an

administrative complaint procedure

Death Certificates

Under most state laws, birth and death certificates

are a matter of public record. The advent of physi-

cian-assisted suicides in less than a handful of states

(e.g., Oregon) created new concerns for the scope

of doctor-patient confidentiality. Some states have

addressed this issue by express legislation, e.g., per-

mitting the registration of physician-assisted deaths

directly to state offices rather than to local county of-

fices of vital statistics. Others have permitted dual-

systems that incorporate specific codes for ‘‘cause of

death’’ on public records but more thorough expla-

nations on private state records. Many doctors sim-

ply list innocuous language, such as ‘‘cardiac-

respiratory failure,’’ on public records, and leave

blank the secondary or underlying cause. Similar is-

sues of limited disclosure often arise on birth re-

cords. In some circumstances, personal details such

as paternity, marital status, or information regard-

ing a newborn’s HIV status may warrant the filing

of dual records (one requiring more disclosure than

the other) for separate purposes and separate view-

ers, based on a ‘‘need to know’’ criterion.

Duty to Warn Others of Medical Conditions

Under most state statutes, doctors and health–

care providers generally have duties to report inci-

dence of certain sexually transmitted diseases, child
abuse, communicable diseases, HIV/AIDS, or other

conditions deemed to be risks to the health and safe-

ty of the public at large. Some states have developed

registries to track the incidence of certain condi-

tions, (e.g., certain forms of cancer) that may later

help researchers discover causes. In registry cases,

personal data about the patients are released only to

the necessary local, state, or federal personnel, and

the data usually do not contain ‘‘patient identifiers.’’

Select State Disclosure Laws

ALABAMA: Medical records disclosing ‘‘notifiable

diseases’’ (those diseases or illnesses that doctors

are required to report to state officials) are strictly

confidential. Written consent of patient is required

for release of information regarding sexually trans-

mitted disease. (Ch. 22-11A-2, 22).

ALASKA: Mental health records may be disclosed

only with patient consent/court order/law enforce-

ment reasons (Ch. 47.30.845). In cases of emergency

medical services, records of those treated may be dis-

closed to specified persons.(Ch. 18.08.086). Express

language permits disclosure of financial records of

medical assistance beneficiaries to the Dept. of Social

Services. (Ch. 47.07.074).

ARIZONA: Statutory privilege for physicians and

surgeons (Ch. 12-2235). There are mandatory report-

ing requirements for malnourishment, physical ne-

glect, sexual abuse, non-accidental injury, or other

deprivation with intent to cause or allow death of

minor children, but the records remain confidential

outside judicial matters (Ch. 13-3620). Access to

other medical records is by consent or pursuant to

exceptions outlined in Ch. 36-664.

ARKANSAS: Arkansas has a special privilege per-

mitting doctors to deny giving patients or their attor-

neys or guardians certain medical records upon a

showing of ‘‘detrimentality’’ (Ch.16-46-106). Other-

wise, access by patients and their attorneys are cov-

ered under Ch. 23-76-129 and 16-46-106.

CALIFORNIA: California’s legal privilege expressly

includes psychotherapists and psychiatrists (Section

1010 of Evidence Rules). Patients must expressly

waive doctor-patient confidentiality when they be-

come plaintiffs in civil lawsuits (Section 1016 of Evi-

dence Rules). Doctors may withhold certain mental

health records from patients if disclosure would have

an adverse effect on patient. (H&S Section 1795.12

and.14).

COLORADO: Doctors are permitted to withhold

from patients’ psychiatric records that would have a

significant negative psychological impact; in those

cases, doctors may prepare a summary statement of

what the records contain (Ch.25-1-801). There are

mandatory disclosure requirements for certain dis-

eases (Ch 25-1-122).

CONNECTICUT: There is limited disclosure of

mental health records (Ch. 4-105) and limited disclo-

sure to state officials (Ch.53-146h; 17b-225).
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DELAWARE: Strict disclosure prohibitions exist

about sexually transmitted diseases, HIV infections

(Tit. 16-711). No physician-patient privilege exists in

child abuse cases (Tit. 16-908).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: D.C. Code 14-307 and

6-2511 address legal privilege of physicians and sur-

geons and mental health professionals except where

they are outweighed by ‘‘interests of public justice.’’

Public mental health facilities must release records to

patient’s attorney or personal physician (21-562).

FLORIDA: Florida Statutes Annotated 455-241 rec-

ognizes a psychotherapist-patient privilege. Mental

health records may be provided in the form of a re-

port instead of actual annotations (455-241). Patient

consent is required for general medical records re-

leases except by subpoena or consent to compulso-

ry physical exam pursuant to Civil Rule of Procedure

1.360 (455-241).

GEORGIA: Legal privilege is extended to pharma-

cists and psychiatrists (Ch. 24-9-21, 9-40). Mandatory

disclosure to state officials is required for child abuse

and venereal disease. (Ch. 19-7-5; 31-17-2).

HAWAII: Hawaii Revised Statute 325-2 provides

for mandatory disclosure to state officials for com-

municable disease or danger to public health. Names

appearing in public studies such as the Hawaii

Tumor Registry are confidential and no person who

provides information is liable for it (324-11, et seq.).

IDAHO: Physician-patient privilege is found in the

Idaho Code 9-203(4). There is mandatory disclosure

for child abuse cases within 24 hours (16-1619) and

sexually transmitted diseases (39-601). Both doctors

and nurses may request protective orders to deny or

limit disclosure (9-420).

ILLINOIS: Mandatory disclosure to state officials

exists for child abuse and sexually transmitted diseas-

es (325 Illinois Compiled Statutes Annotated 5/4).

INDIANA: Doctor-patient information is protected

by Ch.34-1-14-5. Insurance companies may obtain in-

formation with written consent (Ch 16-39-5-2). Man-

datory disclosure to state officials exists for child

abuse and sexually transmitted diseases (31-6-11-3

and 4) (16-41-2-3).

IOWA: Mandatory disclosure to state officials ex-

ists of sexually transmitted diseases (Ch. 140.3 and

4).

KANSAS: State law recognizes doctor-patient privi-

lege (Ch. 60-427) and psychologist-patient privilege

(74-5323). Mandatory disclosure of AIDS (65-6002(c)

to state health officials is required of AIDS (65-

6002(c)).

KENTUCKY: Psychiatrists are included in privilege

statute (Ch. 422-330). Either patient or physician

may ask for protective order (422-315).

LOUISIANA: Louisiana Code of Evidence, Article

510 waives health-care provider-patient privilege in

cases or child abuse or molestation. Mandatory dis-

closure of HIV information is required (Ch.1300-14

and 1300-15).

MAINE: Privilege covers both physicians and psy-

chologists, except in child abuse cases (Ch. 22-4015).

Doctors may withhold mental health records if detri-

mental to patient’s health (22-1711). 20-A Maine Re-

vised Statutes Annotated, Section 254, Subsection 5,

requires schools to adopt local written policies and

procedures.

MARYLAND: Both psychiatrists and psychologists

are included in state’s privilege statute (Cts. & Jud.

Proc. 9-109). Physicians may inform local health offi-

cers of needle-sharing partners or sexual partners in

cases of transmittable diseases (18-337).

MASSACHUSETTS: Any injury from the discharge

of a gun or a burn affecting more than five percent

of the body, rape, or sexual assault triggers manda-

tory disclosure law (Ch. 112-12A). No statutory privi-

lege.

MICHIGAN: MCL 600.2157 recognizes a physician-

patient privilege. Mandatory disclosure to state offi-

cials exists for communicable diseases

(MCL.333.5117).

MINNESOTA: Minnesota Statutes Annotated

144.335 authorizes withholding of mental health re-

cords if information is detrimental to well-being of

patient. Legal privilege expressly includes nurses and

psychologists (595-02).

MISSISSIPPI: Mississippi is one of the few states

that includes dentists, as well as pharmacists and

nurses, in its statutory provisions for privilege (Ch.

13-1-21). Patient waiver is implied for mandatory

disclosures to state health officials. Peer review

boards assessing the quality of care for medical or

dental care providers may have access to patient re-

cords without the disclosure of patient’s identity (41-

63-1, 63-3).

MISSOURI: Physicians, surgeons, psychologists,

and dentists are included in Missouri’s privilege stat-

ute (Ch. 491.060).
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MONTANA: Doctor-patient privilege is found at

Ch.26-1-805, and a psychologist-client privilege is

recognized at Ch. 26-1-807. Mandatory Disclosure to

state officials is required for sexually transmitted dis-

ease. (Ch. 50-18-106).

NEBRASKA: Nebraska Revised Statutes 81-642 re-

quires reporting of patients with cancer for the Dept.

of Health’s Cancer Registry. The Dept. also maintains

a Brain Injury Registry (81-651). Mandatory Disclo-

sure to state officials is required for sexually transmit-

ted disease. (71-503.01).

NEVADA: An express doctor/therapist-patient

privilege is recognized under Nevada Statutes (Ch.

49-235 and 248). Mandatory Disclosure to state offi-

cials is required for communicable disease.

(441A.150).

NEW HAMPSHIRE: The state has a statutorily-

recognized doctor-patient privilege (Ch. 329:26) and

psychologist-patient privilege (330-A:19). Mandatory

Disclosure to state officials is required for communi-

cable disease (141-C:7).

NEW JERSEY: Doctor-patient privilege is found at

Ch. 2A:84A-22.1, and a psychologist-client privilege

is recognized at Ch. 45:14B-28. Mandatory Disclosure

to state officials is required for child abuse (9:6-8.30),

pertussis vaccine (26:2N-5), sexually transmitted dis-

ease.(26:4-41), or AIDS (26:5C-6).

NEW MEXICO: Doctor-patient privilege (includ-

ing psychologists) is found in Rules 11-509Ch. 26-1-

805 New Mexico, through its 6 N.M. Administrative

Code 4.2.3.1.11.3.2(d) requires the supervisory

school nurse to develop and implement written poli-

cies and procedures for clinical services, including

the administration of medication.

NEW YORK: The state includes dentists, as well as

doctors and nurses, in its statutory provisions for

privilege (Civ. Prac. 4504). Records concerning sexu-

ally transmitted disease or abortion for minors may

not be released, not even to parents (NY Pub. Health

17).

NORTH CAROLINA: North Carolina General Stat-

ute 130A-133, et seq. provides for mandatory disclo-

sure to state officials for communicable disease.

NORTH DAKOTA: Statute 31-01-06 and Rule of Ev-

idence No. 503 provides for a physician/

psychotherapist-patient privilege. Mandatory Disclo-

sure to state officials is required for child abuse, com-

municable diseases, or chronic diseases that impact

the public (23-07-01, 50-25.1-01).

OHIO: Doctor-patient privilege is found at Ch.

2317-02(B). Mandatory Disclosure to state officials is

required for child abuse (2151-421), occupational

diseases (3701.25), contagious disease including

AIDS (3701.24), or cases to be included on the Can-

cer Registry (3701.262).

OKLAHOMA: Title 12, Section 2503 and Title 43A,

Section 1-109 cover physician and psychotherapist-

patient privileges. Mandatory Disclosure to state offi-

cials is required for child abuse, and for communica-

ble or venereal diseases (23-07-01, 50-25.1-01).

OREGON: Oregon Revised Statute 146-750 pro-

vides for mandatory disclosure of medical records in-

volving suspected violence, and for physical injury

with a knife, gun, or other deadly weapon.

PENNSYLVANIA: Pennsylvania has an express phy-

sician-patient privilege limited to civil matter only

(Title 42-5929).

RHODE ISLAND: Mandatory Disclosure to state

officials is required for occupational disease (Ch. 23-

5-5), and for communicable or venereal diseases (23-

8-1, 23-11-5).

SOUTH CAROLINA: Mandatory Disclosure to state

officials is required for sexually transmitted disease

(z016744-29-70). There is also express privilege for

mental health provider-patient relationships under

Ch. 19-11-95.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Physician-patient privilege is

expressly recognized in Ch. 19-2-3, but is waived for

criminal proceedings or if physical or mental health

of person is at issue. Mandatory Disclosure to state

officials is required for venereal disease (34-23-2) and

for child abuse or neglect (26-8A-3).

TENNESSEE: Tennessee Code Annotated 24-1-

207 and 63-11-213 provide express psychiatrist-

patient and psychologist-patient privileges, respec-

tively. There are also requirements for mandatory

disclosure to state officials for communicable disease

(68-5-101) or sexually transmitted diseases (68-10-

101).

TEXAS: There are mandatory disclosure require-

ments for bullet or gunshot wounds (Health & Safety

161.041), certain occupational diseases (Health &

Safety 84.003), and certain communicable diseases

(Health & Safety 81.041).

UTAH: Utah Code Annotated 78-24-8(4) provides

for doctor-patient privilege. There are mandatory
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disclosure requirements for suspected child abuse

(62A-4A-403), and for communicable and infectious

diseases (including HIV and AIDS) (26-6-3).

VERMONT: The state includes dentists, doctors,

nurses, and mental health professionals in its statuto-

ry provisions for privilege (Title 12-1612). Records

concerning sexually transmitted disease require re-

porting (Title 18-1093). Any HIV-related record of

testing or counseling may be disclosed only with a

court order evidencing ‘‘compelling need’’ (Title 12-

1705).

VIRGINIA: Virginia extends legal privilege to any

duly licensed practitioner of any branch of the heal-

ing arts dealing with the patient in a professional ca-

pacity (Ch. 8.01-399). Mental health professionals

may withhold records from patient if release would

be injurious to patient’s health. (8.01-413).

WASHINGTON: Physician-patient privilege is ex-

pressly recognized in Ch. 5.60.060 and psychologist-

patient privilege is at 18.83.110. Mandatory Disclo-

sure to state officials is required for sexually transmit-

ted disease (70.24.105), child abuse (26.44.030), and

tuberculosis (70.28.010).

WEST VIRGINIA: Mandatory Disclosure to state

officials is required for venereal, communicable dis-

ease (Ch. 16-4-6; 16-2A-5; 26-5A-4), suspected child

abuse (49-6A-2), and gunshot and other wounds or

burns (61-2-27).

WISCONSIN: Wisconsin Statute 905.04 recognizes

privilege for physicians, nurses, and psychologists.

There are mandatory reporting requirements for sex-

ually transmitted diseases (252.11), tuberculosis

(252.07), child abuse (48.981) and communicable

diseases (252.05).

WYOMING: Rather than expressly create a statuto-

ry privilege, Wyoming addresses the matter by limit-

ing doctors’ testimony to instances where patients

have expressly consented or where patients volun-

tarily testify themselves on their medical conditions

(putting their medical conditions ‘‘at issue’’) (Ch. 1-

12-101). There are mandatory reporting require-

ments for sexually transmitted diseases, child abuse,

and communicable diseases (14-3-205, 35-4-130, 35-

4-103).

Additional Resources

‘‘Confidentiality of Death Certificates.’’ Issues in Law &
Medicine, Winter 1998.

‘‘Malpractice Consult.’’ Johnson, Lee J.,. Medical Econom-
ics, 21 June 1999.

‘‘Medical Records.’’ National Survey of State Law, 2nd ed.,
Richard A. Leiter, Ed. Gale:, 1997.

The Oath of Hippocrates. Available at http:/www.ftp/
std.com/obi/Hippocrates/Hippocratic.Oath. 

Privacy Rule. 65 Fed. Reg/ 82462, 2001. Available at http://
gov.news/press/2001pres/01fsprivacy.html.

‘‘‘Shrinking’ the Right to Everyman’s Evidence: Jaffe in the
Military (A).’’ Brenner-Beck, Dru, Air Force Law Re-
view,, 1998.

Whalen v. Roe. 429 U.S. 589 (1977). Available at http://
caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/scripts/getcase. 
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Background

The doctrine of ‘‘informed consent’’ within the

context of physician-patient relationships goes far

back into English common law. As early as 1767,

doctors were charged with the tort of ‘‘battery’’ (i.e.,

an unauthorized physical contact with a patient) if

they had not gained the consent of their patients

prior to performing a surgery or procedure (e.g., Sla-
ter v. Baker and Stapleton).

Within the United States, the seminal case is gen-

erally accepted to be that of Schloendorff v. Society
of New York Hospital, 211 NY 125 (1914). In that

case, involving allegations of unauthorized surgery

during an exploratory examination, Justice Cardo-

zo’s oft-quoted opinion was that ‘‘Every human

being of adult years and sound mind has a right to

determine what shall be done with his own body;

and a surgeon who performs an operation without

his patient’s consent commits an assault, for which

he is liable in damages.’’ The court further described

the offense as a ‘‘trespass’’ (upon the patient’s body

and self).

However, requiring that the patient first consent-

ed was only half the task. The other half involved the

patient’s receipt of sufficient information upon

which to make a sound decision. Thus, the concept

of ‘‘informed consent’’ was developed on the prem-

ise of two distinct components: a person’s inherent

right to determine what happens to his or her body

and a doctor’s inherent duty to provide a person

with enough information so as to ensure that the pa-

tient’s ultimate decision is based on an appreciable

knowledge of his/her condition, the available options

for treatment, known risks, prognoses, etc. Impor-

tantly, this means that the patient does not have a

duty to inquire about risks or options; the duty rests

with the treating doctor.

From Common Law to Statute

Virtually all states recognize, either by express

statute or common law, the right to receive informa-

tion about one’s medical condition, the treatment

choices, risks associated with the treatments, possi-

ble outcomes, and prognoses. Generally, the law re-

quires that medical information be in plain language

terms that can readily be understood and in suffi-

cient amounts such that a patient is able to make an

‘‘informed’’ decision about his or her health care. If

the patient has received this information (and is oth-

erwise competent to receive the information), any

consent to treatment that is given will be presumed

to be an ‘‘informed consent.’’ A doctor who fails to
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obtain informed consent for non-emergency treat-

ment may be charged with a civil and/or criminal of-

fense. In 1972, the American Medical Association

(AMA) incorporated the concept of informed con-

sent in its Patient’s Bill of Rights movement, and al-

most all state versions of patient rights include provi-

sions related to informed consent.

Application of the Doctrine

Typically, an ‘‘informed consent’’ issue arises

when a patient suffers an injurious or harmful out-

come from a treatment, surgery, or procedure. The

harmful or injurious outcome does not appear to be

the result of any negligence. The patient alleges

that he or she was never informed of the possibility

of occurrence of the resulting injury or harm.

From that point, the causative factor of the harm

or injury must be analyzed. If the negative result (in-

jury or harm) was a foreseeable complication or fore-

seeable risk, but the possibility of its occurrence had

not been communicated to the patient in advance,

there may be an actionable case of ‘‘lack of informed

consent.’’

In order to prevail on a charge that a doctor per-

formed a treatment or procedure without ‘‘informed

consent,’’ the patient must usually show that, had

the patient known of the particular risk, outcome, or

alternative treatment allegedly not disclosed, the pa-

tient would not have opted for the chosen treatment

or procedure and thus, would have avoided the risk.

In other words, the patient must show a harmful con-

sequence to the alleged failure to disclose.

There are unique applications of the doctrine of

informed consent, such as in cases involving medical

subjects for research, patients of minority age, men-

tally incompetent patients, etc. The basic premises

still apply, however, either directly or indirectly

through a surrogate decision maker.

Defenses

Certain injuries or harms may occur inevitably,

and even be foreseeable, despite the best of care and

the presentation of comprehensive information to

the patient regarding options, risks, foreseeable out-

comes, and prognoses. In fact, one of the most viable

defense to a charge of ‘‘lack of informed consent’’ is

that the resulting harm or injury was a ‘‘known risk’’

and that the patient assumed the risk of its occur-

rence when the patient consented to the surgery,

treatment, or procedure. (This would be true if the

patient had been warned of the potential occurrence

of the specific harm or injury and chose the surgery,

treatment, or procedure anyway.)

Other viable defenses include the unforeseeability

of the harm or injury or that its occurrence was so

remote that the doctor had no duty to otherwise ad-

vise the patient of the possibility of that particular

harm or injury. There is no duty to obtain consent

in an emergency where attempts to obtain consent

would delay vital emergency treatment. Additionally,

doctors may withhold information from a patient if,

in the doctor’s professional judgment, disclosure

would be upsetting to the patient or would substan-

tially interfere with effective treatment. This is re-

ferred to as ‘‘therapeutic privilege.’’

Finally, a physician may defend that the patient

chose not to hear all the information. Some patients

do not wish to participate in medical decision-

making and simply defer to the physician’s best judg-

ment. Under such circumstances, doctors generally

have patients sign waivers giving up their rights to

full disclosures. If the patient had prior knowledge

of the risks (having undergone the surgery or proce-

dure previously), or if the risks are common knowl-

edge (such as pain following suturing a wound),

there is generally no duty to repeat or expressly in-

form of these risks.

Measuring the Duty to Inform

States are divided in their approach as to how

much information a doctor must disclose to a patient

in order to facilitate an ‘‘informed consent’’ to the

proposed surgery, treatment, or procedure.

Professional Standard

The professional standard (for judging the scope

of a doctor’s duty to disclose) is alternately referred

to as the ‘‘community standard,’’ the ‘‘professional

community standard,’’ or the ‘‘reasonable physician

standard.’’ It generally asks: what would a reasonably

prudent physician with the same background, train-

ing, experience, and practicing in the same commu-

nity, have disclosed to a patient in the same or similar

situation? This standard is the same as that applied

to other forms of alleged medical malpractice.

Materiality and Subjective Patient
Standards

A significant number of states have employed the

use of a standard commonly referred to as the mate-

riality standard. It is alternately referred to as the
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‘‘reasonable patient standard,’’ or the ‘‘prudent pa-

tient standard.’’ It purports to ask: what would a rea-

sonable patient in the same or similar situation need

to know in order to make an appropriate decision re-

garding a proposed surgery, treatment, or proce-

dure? In other words, what information would be

‘‘material’’ to the patient’s decision?

Still other jurisdictions have developed a ‘‘subjec-

tive patient’’ standard which asks what that particular

patient, in his or her own unique set of circum-

stances and conditions, would need to know, but

this has proven to be a hard standard to establish.

Select State Law Provisions Regarding
Disclosure Requirements

ALASKA: Alaska has adopted a reasonable patient

(materiality) standard (Alaska Stat. Ann. 09.55.556(a)

but articulates four specific defenses that may be

raised on the part of the physician.

ARKANSAS: Arkansas Stat. Ann. 16-114-206(b)

provides that ‘‘the plaintiff shall have the burden of

proving... that the medical care provider did not sup-

ply that type of information regarding the treatment,

procedure, or surgery as would customarily have

been given to a patient... by other medical care pro-

viders with similar training and experience.’’

CALIFORNIA: California generally applies the pro-

fessional community standard, as developed by case
law. Cobbs v. Grant, 8 Cal 3d 229 (1972). 

DELAWARE: Delaware applies the professional

community standard. Del. Code Ann. Title 18-6852.

FLORIDA: Florida Statute Section 766.103 ex-

pressly adopts the professional community standard,

providing that actions are barred if ‘‘the action of the

[physician] in obtaining the consent of the patient...

was in accordance with an accepted standard of med-

ical practice among members of the medical profes-

sion with similar training and experience in the same

or similar medical community.’’

GEORGIA: Georgia Code Ann. 31-9-6.1 follows a

professional community standard but requires that

the harm caused from the alleged failures to disclose

be associated with ‘‘the material risks generally rec-

ognized and accepted by the reasonably prudent

physician.’’

HAWAII: Hawaii Rev. Stat. 671-3(a) establishes a

board of medical examiners to develop standards en-

suring that a ‘‘patient’s consent to treatment is an in-

formed consent.’’ It further provides that the stan-

dards may be admissible in court as evidence of

the standard of care required of health care provid-

ers.

IDAHO: Idaho Code Section 39-4301 et seq., spe-

cifically 39-4304, expressly adopts the objective pro-

fessional community standard.

ILLINOIS: The state of Illinois has adopted the ob-

jective professional community standard (Ill. Ann.

Stat. Ch. 110, 2-622) and requires that the alleged

breach of duty be reviewed and substantiated by a

physician reviewing the case (medical expert) prior

to filing a complaint.

INDIANA: Indiana Code Ann. 16-9.5.1 adopts a

reasonably prudent patient or ‘‘materiality’’ stan-

dard, requiring a disclosure of ‘‘material risks.’’

IOWA: Iowa Code Ann. 147.137 follows an objec-

tive professional community standard and further re-

quires that the information disclosed include a de-

tailed list of potential outcomes.

KENTUCKY: Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS)

304.40-320 adopts the objective professional com-

munity standard.

LOUISIANA: Louisiana Rev. Stat. Title 40, Section

1299.40, and 1299.50 (Louisiana Medical Consent

Law) raise a presumption of informed consent if in-

formation is provided in writing and sets forth cer-

tain factors (consistent with general requirements of

informed consent).

MAINE: Maine Rev. Stats. Ann., Title 24-2905

adopts the professional community standard.

MASSACHUSETTS: Massachusetts recognizes im-
plied consent as developed by case law. It generally

follows the ‘‘materiality’’ standard, i.e., a doctor must

disclose that information which the doctor should

reasonably recognize as material to the patient’s de-

cision. Halley v. Birbiglia, 458 N.E.2d 710 (1983).

MICHIGAN: Michigan recognizes implied consent

as developed by case law. It generally applies the pro-

fessional standard. Michigan also treats, as an as-
sault and battery, any physical contact with a pa-

tient that exceeds the scope of the granted consent.

Patient consent may be expressed or implied. Werth
v. Taylor, 190 Mich App 141 (1991).

MISSOURI: Missouri recognizes implied consent

as developed by case law. It generally follows the
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professional standard, i.e., that of a reasonably pru-

dent provider (of medical care or treatment) in the

medical community.Baltzell v. VanBuskirk, 752

S.W.2d 902 (Mo. App. 1988).

NEBRASKA: Nebraska Revised Statutes, Section

44-2816 adopts the objective professional communi-

ty standard.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. 507-C:2

adopts the objective professional community stan-

dard.

NEW YORK: NY Public Health Laws, Section

2805-d, applies the professional community standard

and specifically provides that ‘‘[l]ack of informed

consent means the failure... to disclose to the patient

such alternatives... and the reasonably foreseeable

risks and benefits involved as a reasonable medical...

practitioner under similar circumstances.’’

NORTH CAROLINA: North Carolina General Stat-

ute 90-21.13(a)(3) applies an objective professional

community standard to a physician’s duty to inform.

OHIO: The Ohio Revised Code, Section 2317.54

adopts a reasonably prudent patient or materiality

standard, expressly requiring the disclosure of ‘‘rea-

sonably known risks.’’

OREGON: Oregon Rev. Stat. 677.097 adopts the

reasonably prudent patient or materiality standard

and requires a disclosure ‘‘in substantial detail.’’

PENNSYLVANIA: Pa. Stat. Ann. Title 40-1301.103

adopts the ‘‘materiality’’ standard.

TENNESSEE: Tennessee has adopted an objective

professional community standard. Tenn. Code. Ann.

29-26-118.

TEXAS: Texas Code Ann. Article 4590i-6.02 adopts

the ‘‘materiality’’ standard. Texas law has created the

Texas Medical Disclosure Panel, comprised of three

attorneys and six physicians, to establish ‘‘the degree

of disclosure required and the form in which the dis-

closure will be made.’’

UTAH: Utah Code Ann. 78-14-5(f) follows an ob-

jective reasonably prudent patient standard, i.e.,

‘‘reasonably prudent person in the patient’s posi-

tion.’’

VERMONT: Vermont Stat. Ann. Title 12-1909

adopts the objective professional community stan-

dard, requiring that the information disclosed be

provided in a manner that allows a reasonably pru-

dent patient to ‘‘make a knowledgeable evaluation.’’

WASHINGTON: Washington has adopted the rea-

sonably prudent patient or ‘‘materiality’’ standard

under Wash Rev. Code Ann. 7.70.050.

WEST VIRGINIA: West Virginia has abrogated the

professional community standard and adopted a ma-

teriality standard. W. Va. Stat 55-7B-3

Additional Resources

‘‘Exploring the Gray Areas of Informed Consent’’ Dunn,
Debra, 1999. Available at http://www.findarticles.com.

‘‘Informed Consent’’ Cutter, Mary Ann G. University of Col-
orado Dept. of Philosophy. Available at http://
www.du.edu/-craschke/consent.html.

‘‘Informed Consent.’’ Ethics in Medicine. University of
Washington School of Medicine. Available at http://
eduserv.hscer.washington.edu/bioethics/topics/
consent.html.

‘‘Informed Consent.’’ Available at http://
www.channel1.com/users/medlaw/prm/informed.html.

‘‘Informed Consent Does Not Mean Rational Consent.’’
Journal of Legal Medicine. Jon F. Merz and Baruch
Fischoff. Hemisphere Publishing Corporation: 1990. 
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Background

Perhaps there is no area of the law more complex

for the average American than insurance law. Health

care and disability insurance coverage is no longer

a luxury; it is a necessity for most individuals. By far,

the majority of private health care insurance policies

that are underwritten in the United States are those

covered by employer group plans. As such, the sheer

number of insureds in each group plan helps to re-

duce the cost of premiums and helps to standardize

many provisions of plan coverage. By contrast, per-

sonal insurance purchased by individuals tends to be

more costly, less comprehensive, but ostensibly

more ‘‘portable,’’ (remaining in effect despite job

changes, periods of unemployment).

Health Insurance Basics

Health insurance policies are contracts that re-

quire the insurer to pay benefits according to the

terms of the policy, in return for the payment of pre-

miums and the meeting of other conditions or

criteria spelled out in the plan. Payment of benefits

(upon the occurrence of a qualifying event such as

illness, injury, office visit, etc.) may be reduced by a

‘‘deductible’’ paid by the insured, by a ‘‘co-

insurance’’ payment shared with the insured, or by

the reaching of a ‘‘maximum benefit amount,’’ which

caps the amount the insurer will pay for a covered

charge. In such circumstances, the provider of the

service may agree to accept the insurance payment

and drop the remaining balance or may charge the

remaining amount to the patient/insured.

Health insurance policy protection comes in

many forms, some of the major ones are:

• Base Plans: These policy plans cover hospi-

talization and related charges

• Medical and Surgical Benefit Plans: These

policy plans cover physician and service

charges (radiology, laboratory, etc.) whether

received as an ‘‘inpatient’’ or ‘‘outpatient’’

• Major Medical or Catastrophic Plans:
These policy plans only cover illnesses or in-

juries meeting the categorical criteria
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• Comprehensive Major Medical Plans: Such

plans cover all or most of the above under

one policy plan

Two other forms of health insurance should be

specifically noted and described:

• Hospital Indemnity and/or Specified Dis-
ease Plans: Instead of paying or reimbursing

for a specific hospital charge, indemnity

plans reimburse the insured a specified,

fixed amount per day of hospitalization, irre-

spective of the actual hospital charges, and

irrespective of any other insurance coverage.

Likewise, specified disease plans pay the in-

sured a fixed, flat amount for each day hospi-

talized as a result of the specified condi-

tion(s) or disease(s). It is important to note

that these ‘‘insurance’’ plans are not intend-

ed to provide insurance coverage, but rather

to supplement the needs of insureds who

are hospitalized.

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans: ‘‘Blues’’

Plans represent a national federation of

local, independent community health ser-

vice corporations operating as not-for-

profit service organizations under state laws.

They contract with individual hospitals (Blue

Cross) and physicians (Blue Shield) to pro-

vide prepaid health care to insured ‘‘sub-

scribers.’’ The ‘‘Blues’’ plans differ from con-

ventional insurance plans in that they have

already negotiated contractual charges with

health care providers, so they will usually

pay for a semi-private hospital room, or for

nursing services, etc., in full rather than pay-

ing a fixed sum or ‘‘indemnity benefit’’ to-

ward the total charge.

Employer Provided Health Insurance

At one time, most employers contracted with ex-

ternal insurance companies to provide benefits for

their employees under a ‘‘group plan.’’ The cost to

the employer depended upon the number of em-

ployees, among other factors. Increasingly, employ-

ers have bought into ‘‘self-insured’’ or ‘‘self-funded’’

plans, wherein they establish trust funds or set aside

other revenues to pay insureds’ expenses. There are

variations of these plans; for example, some provide

for companies to pay benefits up to a certain

amount, after which an insurer will take over and

continue benefits. In some states, ‘‘multiple employ-

er trusts’’ are established to pool funds and reduce

costs for employer-paid benefits. Many states also

have insurance ‘‘guarantee associations’’ to which

employers may or may not contribute (depending on

state law) and which ensure benefits for employees/

insureds in the event of insolvency or failure to pay

on the part of the employer plan.

Comprehensive Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1989 (COBRA)

Seldom do persons remember what the acronym

‘‘COBRA’’ stands for because its provisions relating

to health care constitute such a minor part of the en-

tire congressional act. However, there are two main

ways that COBRA affects health care coverage. The

first relates to conversion and continuation of health

care insurance coverage for individuals who leave an

employer group plan. The second (and less known)

provision guarantees minimum, life-sustaining treat-

ment and stabilization of the physical condition of

anyone presenting for emergency care, irrespective

of the absence or presence of health care insurance

coverage:

• COBRA Continuation or Conversion: Feder-

al law (PL 99-272 as amended) generally re-

quires that employers/plan administrators

provide notice to plan beneficiaries (the in-

sured employees) within a specified number

of days of the event (termination of employ-

ment, reduction of work hours, etc.) that

triggers COBRA rights. These rights allow

the insured employee and/or covered family

members to retain/continue the insurance

coverage and health insurance benefits they

had when they were covered under the em-

ployer’s plan. The continuation of coverage

is for a specified period beyond employment

(e.g., eighteen, twenty-nine, or thirty-six

months). Importantly, the share of the pre-

mium or cost of the coverage remains the

same during the COBRA period as it was dur-

ing employment. However, there is no ex-

tension of coverage beyond the specified pe-

riod, and insureds must then convert to a

private policy or transfer to a new employ-

er’s plan (which can be done at any time

during COBRA continuation of benefits).

Not all employers are subject to COBRA

mandates, but many offer their own parallel

conversion plans for continuation of bene-

fits. Parallel conversion provisions were also

created under changes to ERISA (the Em-

ployer Retirement Income Security Act) for

self-insured plans.
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Medicare Coverage

Virtually all persons who have been employed and

who are 65 years of age or older are eligible for

health care benefits under ‘‘Medicare.’’ The program

is administered by the Health Care Financing Admin-

istration, a branch of the U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services.

Eligibility

Although primarily associated with persons 65

years or older (who are otherwise eligible for Social

Security benefits), Medicare also covers those

under 65 who are ‘‘disabled’’ under Social Security

Disability Insurance criteria or suffer from perma-

nent kidney failure. There are other ways to qualify

(e.g., over 65 and a Railroad Retirement benefi-
ciary; under 65 and previously eligible but returned

to work in the interim, etc.). It is recommended that

one consult a Social Security office for current eligi-

bility criteria.

Coverage

Medicare ‘‘Part A’’ coverage helps cover hospital

costs for medically necessary inpatient services cus-

tomarily supplied in a hospital or skilled nursing fa-

cility, and/or for hospice care for the terminally ill.

Also covered is 100 percent of home health care and

80 percent of approved costs for durable medical

equipment supplied under the home health care

benefit.

Medicare ‘‘Part B’’ helps cover the services of phy-

sicians and surgeons and certain other medical ser-

vices and supplies, irrespective of the setting in

which the services are provided (hospital, office,

home, etc.) Certain other costs and expenses are

Medicare-reimbursable, such as limited prescription

drugs, x-rays and laboratory tests, ambulance ser-

vices, etc.

Costs

Medicare ‘‘Part A’’ benefits are financed through

the Social Security (FICA) tax paid by employees/

workers and employers. ‘‘Part B’’ coverage is option-

al to all beneficiaries who enroll for ‘‘Part A’’ cover-

age, and a monthly premium is charged to the enroll-

ee. Additionally, persons (over 65 or disabled) may

purchase both Parts A and B if not automatically eligi-

ble for Part A by way of some other disqualifying fac-

tor.

Medigap Coverage

Private insurance companies often offer supple-

mental insurance coverage for those medical costs

and expenses not covered by Medicare Parts A and

B. They are not government sponsored, and con-

sumers should thoroughly review their proposed

coverage (for duplicate or overlapping coverage) in

conjunction with covered charges, costs, waiting pe-

riods, premium increases related to age, etc.

Medicaid

Medicaid coverage is not to be confused with

Medicare coverage (although some persons may

qualify for both). Both federal and state governments

finance Medicaid programs, which are expressly cre-

ated to serve the needs of low income or ‘‘medically-

needy’’ individuals. Eligibility requirements differ

among states. However, in addition to financial need,

recipients must generally be under the age of 21 or

over the age of 65 or blind or disabled. Some states

expand criteria to include certain needy children

with other profiles or other ‘‘categorically needy’’

persons. Eligibility criteria consider both income and

assets (all states exempt a person’s house from con-

sideration). Medicaid benefits are paid directly to

participating service providers.

Disability and Long-Term Care

Virtually all health insurance policies have a ‘‘max-

imum liability’’ clause that caps the amount of

money that will be paid under the policy. For those

who have been permanently disabled or diagnosed

with permanent or terminal illness, benefits may run

out, leaving persons with little or no financial re-

sources to cover medical needs.

Separate and distinct from health care insurance

policies, ‘‘disability insurance’’ and ‘‘long-term care

insurance’’ policies are available for purchase from

private companies. Generally, benefits may be in the

form of ‘‘income’’ (providing for periodic payments

of a fixed amount to cover lost income during ex-

tended illness or injury) or in the form of continued

payment of medical costs and expenses once con-

ventional health policy coverage has been exhaust-

ed.

Long-term disability income insurance must be

distinguished from long-term care coverage. In the

former, benefits are payable to replace lost income

during the expected or normal work career. Accord-

ing to the terms of the policy, benefits will cease

once the insured reaches a certain age or after a cer-

tain number of years that equal those that would
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have been worked by the insured had he or she not

been disabled by illness or injury. In the latter, bene-

fits are payable, irrespective of age. These policies

are generally expensive but provide extended bene-

fits to cover nursing home care, rehabilitation, etc.

It is imperative that persons interested in purchas-

ing private policies of supplemental, disability, or

long-term care insurance thoroughly investigate

their options and carefully articulate their needs to

the agent or provider. Otherwise, duplicate cover-

age, redundancy, or worse, absence of necessary or

intended coverage may result.

Denial of Claims or Reduced Payment of
Benefits

It is important to note that many states permit in-

surance providers to disclaim paying benefits already

payable through other sources or to reduce the

amount paid. These state provisions may be referred

to as ‘‘priority rules’’ or ‘‘collateral source rules.’’ Pri-

ority rules stack the order of insurance liability in the

event of a claim (common in complex automobile ac-

cident cases). Collateral source rules also affect

whether persons who recover medical costs and ex-

penses from other sources, e.g., a lawsuit, must reim-

burse the insurance company for benefits paid. In

most states this is permitted, but many states require

the insurer to play an active role in the settlement
negotiations and/or contribute toward the legal fees.

Beneficiaries/insureds do have recourse against

insurance companies that delay or deny payment of

benefits for covered charges. Although the term is

often misused or abused, ‘‘bad faith’’ denials of

claims by insurers are actionable in most states. How-

ever, the patient/insured generally has the burden of

proving that the charge was for ‘‘medically neces-

sary’’ care or treatment, and the charge was reason-

able. Many states award punitive damages to pun-

ish insurance companies for bad faith denials.

Other states have express laws requiring response to

a claim (either payment or formal denial) within a

specified number of days of receipt.

Selected State Laws

ARKANSAS: Contracts for health and accident in-

surance must include those dental services that

would have been covered if performed by a physi-

cian (23-79-114). Health care plans or disability insur-

ance policies that cover families must include cover-

age for newborn children (23-79-129). Disability

insurance may not discriminate between inpatient or

outpatient coverage for the same procedure (23-85-

133). Exclusions for preexisting conditions are strict-

ly regulated (23-86-304).

CONNECTICUT: The state has extensive provi-

sions governing health and accident insurance. Some

key provisions include mandated coverage for some

preexisting conditions (38a-476), limitations on off-

set provisions as defined under 38a-519, and a provi-

sion that married couples working for the same em-

ployer under the same group policy do not have to

pay double premiums unless it results in greater cov-

erage (38a-540, 541).

INDIANA: No policy for accident or health insur-

ance may be issued until a copy of the form, the clas-

sification of risk, and the premium rate have been

filed with the state commissioner (IC27-8-5-1). The

state maintains a Life and Health Insurance Guaran-

tee Association that protects insureds, beneficiaries,

annuitants, etc. from insolvency or failure in perfor-

mance of contractual obligations owed by the insurer

that issued the policy (IC27-8-8-1 to 18).

MAINE: The state has a special provision prohibit-

ing discrimination in maternity benefits coverage

for unmarried women (T. 24-A-2741).

MARYLAND: Specific provisions are for AIDS/HIV

positive individuals (15-201 to 205), breast implants

(15-105), preexisting conditions (16-214, 15-208) and

mental illness (19-703). Self-employed individuals

must have annual open enrollment periods (15-411,

15-210).

MASSACHUSETTS: Policies providing supplemen-

tal coverage to Medicare must meet certain stan-

dards, with exceptions for employers and trade

unions (175, Section 205).

MISSOURI: Insurers may not deny or cancel cov-

erage because of incarceration of insured

(595.047(1)). Health care service claims must be paid

within 30 days of receipt by insurer of all necessary

documents (376.427).

NEW JERSEY: New Jersey has a statutory Life and

Health Insurance Guaranty Association to protect

insureds and beneficiaries against insolvent or de-

faulting insurers. (T.17B, c. 32A.1) It also has a Health

Care Quality Act providing consumer protections

through ‘‘plain language’’ disclosure requirements,

etc. (T.26. c.25.1).
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NEW MEXICO: Health insurance policies must

provide coverage for handicapped children, new-

borns, adopted children, childhood immunizations,

home health care options, mammograms, cytologic

screening, diabetes, and minimum hospital stays for

certain conditions (59A-22-1).

OKLAHOMA: State Health Care Freedom of

Choice Act provides certain rights to select the prac-

titioner of choice for providing certain services (36-

6053 to 6057). Genetic Nondiscrimination in Insur-

ance Act restricts disclosure and/or use of genetic

tests or information by employers or insurers (36-

3614.1).

PENNSYLVANIA: Multiple statutory provisions

cover various issues. Specific provision mandates

coverage for serious mental illnesses (40-764g). False

statements in applications are not automatic bars to

coverage (40-757).

TENNESSEE: Health benefits coverage cannot be

denied to victims of abuse (56-8-301). Policies may

not exclude coverage for drugs not yet approved by

FDA if the drug is used to treat life-threatening illness

(56-7-2352).

WASHINGTON: Group policies must offer option-

al coverage for temporomandibular joint disorders

(TMJ) (48.21-320) and mammograms (48.21.225).

Employer-sponsored group contracts must provide

coverage for neuro-developmental therapies (48.21-

310).

Additional Resources

Family Legal Guide American Bar Association, Times
Books, Random House, 1996.

Health Insurance 2nd ed. Enteen, Robert, Demos Ver-
mande, 1996.

Martindale-Hubbell Law Digest Martindale-Hubbell, 2001.
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Background

Liability refers to the responsibility, under law or

equity, for which a party is bound or obliged to make

restitution, compensation, or satisfaction to another

for loss or harm. A limitation in liability is a limit

placed on the terms or nature of responsibility for

loss or harm. It may be expressed in terms of maxi-

mum percentage of fault, dollar amount, type of

harm or loss, or causative factor, beyond which a

party openly denies any responsibility.

Limitations in liability may take several forms, the

most common of which are written clauses con-

tained in warranties, disclaimers, waivers, insurance

policies, and contract terms. They also may take the

form of ‘‘exculpatory clauses’’ which clear or tend to

clear parties from any fault or liability for loss or harm

to others whatsoever. Governmental entities may

limit their exposure to liability for claims by citizens

and members of the public (See, sovereign immu-
nity).

Limitations in liability also differ in what they limit.

There may be a cap or ceiling on monetary damages;

an exclusion of certain forms of damages (e.g., puni-

tive, incidental); or an exclusion for certain kinds of

harm (e.g. those caused by acts of God or forces of

nature). In product purchases, liability may be limit-

ed to the purchaser only, and not to third persons

or subsequent owners/users. 

In a way, limitations of liability are, for the most

part, actual (or tantamount to) terms of contract,
and generally enforced under principles of contract

law. They generally require actual or implied notice

and the consent of all parties to the transaction,

—proof of which is generally deemed to be conclu-

sive as to acceptance of the limitations.

States have different laws regarding the extent to

which persons or business entities may limit their lia-

bility to others. Since each state may have several

laws dealing with limitations of liability (according to

the application), contacting the subject state’s de-

partment of insurance is advised for guidance and

clarification. (See Organizations listed below.)

Warranties and Disclaimers

Warranties guarantee minimum standards or per-

formance in products or services. They may be ex-

press (as in a manufacturer’s certificate of warranty

that is attached to a consumer product), or implied

(as in the common law implied warranty of mer-

chantability). Manufacturers’ warranties are con-

trolled by federal and state laws, including the Uni-
form Commercial Code (UCC) Warranties are

essentially statements of declared limits to liability,

e.g., ‘‘Five years or 50,000 miles’’ for some new vehi-

cles.
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A disclaimer is a limitation of liability otherwise at-

taching to an actual or implied warranty. It works as

a substitute for what is otherwise warranted, other
than that which is expressly warranted by the
drafter of the disclaimer. Disclaimers of all warran-

ties is common in items or goods sold on an ‘‘as is’’

basis.

Monetary Ceilings and Caps

One of the most common forms of limiting liabili-

ty is through the application of monetary caps or ceil-

ings to the amount recoverable in any claim for loss

or harm. So widespread and successful is this prac-

tice that it is often incorporated into statutory provi-

sions to ensure uniformity and requisite notice to

third persons.

Many states have passed legislation capping the

available remedies in tort cases (tort reform). Such

legislation is particularly intended to address those

cases in which emotion may cause ‘‘runaway juries’’

to award millions or billions of dollars in cases that

play on their sympathy or anger.

Two broad areas of tort litigation undergoing

constant reform are products liability and medi-
cal malpractice. In the area of medical malpractice,

a majority of states have enacted tort reform legisla-

tion, many of which limit non-economic damages

(e.g., to $250,000) as a result of lobbying from insur-

ance companies.

Congress and state legislators have enacted many

provisions over the years that serve to limit the avail-

able remedies in certain cases or controversies (e.g.,

the Limitation of Liability Act, 46 USC 181 et seq., re-

garding cargo shipments)or the Federal Tort Claims

Act. Other examples in which Congress has eliminat-

ed liability for ordinary negligence, but not for inten-

tional or willful misconduct, include the Bill Emerson

Good Samaritan Food Donation Act, the Volunteer

Protection Act, the Aviation Medical Assistance Act of

1998, and the Paul D. Coverdell Teacher Protection

Act of 2001. These statutes grant private parties im-

munity from suit in many cases, or otherwise limit

their exposure to liability, by declaring them federal

employees for purposes of the benefit or good they

are providing to the public at large. Likewise, in 2005,

during a global threat of a particularly virulent form

of the flu virus, the 109th Congress worked on legis-

lation to limit the liability of pharmaceutical manu-

facturers of flu vaccines. This was intended to accel-

erate the production of new strains of flu vaccines

needed to address a potential pandemic, without de-

velopers being unduly delayed by fear of liability for

untoward complications or negligence in the testing,

manufacturing, labeling, distribution, dispensing,

prescribing, or administering of the vaccine.

Insurance ‘‘Policy Limits’’

By far, the lion’s share of monetary damages

awarded in jury trials or voluntary settlements comes

from insurance money. At one time, insurance com-

panies merely increased their premiums across the

board to recoup their losses. However, insurance

premiums have reached all-time highs, and consum-

ers are no longer willing to accept this solution. An

alternative has been to sharply raise the limitations

of coverage offered by insurers. In health insurance,

for example, this may take the form of more strin-

gent limitations on pre-existing conditions, or a

lower maximum dollar amount payable per injury/

illness or per incident. Although insureds may file

suit for reimbursement or payment of larger

amounts, the stated policy limit will generally be held

valid.

For business entities carrying liability insurance,

their contracts or business transactions may often ex-

pressly state that liability is limited to ‘‘policy limits.’’

This means that, should a damages award against the

company result in a liability greater than the amount

of coverage provided by any insurance against such

loss or liability, persons dealing with the business

cannot compel the business to liquidate assets or

offer other resources to cover the difference.

In lawsuits, the policy limit is often used as a nego-

tiating tool for early settlement of a case. Even

though plaintiffs may believe they could be awarded

a greater dollar amount by a jury, they may settle the

case for the policy limits of any insurance carried by

defendants. This removes the uncertainty and pro-

tracted litigation often involved in trying to collect

money or liquidating assets from the defendant’s

personal estate after all available insurance has been

paid out.

Contractual Terms

Standard limitation-of-liability clauses are com-

monplace in all types of contracts. Because courts of

law rarely consider the fairness of contract terms,

parties to a contract must carefully review its terms

and negotiate any limitation of liability.

An example of a limiting clause in a contract might

be language similar to ‘‘The liability of contractor to

customer, whether in tort or in contract and for any

reason and upon any cause of action or claim relating

to the performance of work under this agreement,
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shall be limited to the amount paid by customer to

contractor pursuant to this agreement.’’

Limitations-of-liability clauses are one-sided terms

(favorable to the drafter of the contract), and should

always be reviewed with scrutiny. Unless they are

clearly unconscionable or against public policy,
courts will seldom set them aside, despite their obvi-

ous unfairness to an unwary party to the contract.

Public Policy Exceptions

Whereas the general rule is that the government

(legislative or judicial) cannot interfere with a party’s

right to engage in contracts, such non-interference

does not contemplate an unlimited right to excul-

pate oneself from liability. Courts will seldom uphold

a clause in a contract, disclaimer, or waiver that tends

to exculpate a party from liability as a result of inten-

tional, wanton, or reckless conduct. Most states limit

exculpatory clauses to acts of ordinary negligence.

Moreover, most states do not permit parties to limit

liability for loss or harm under circumstances nor-

mally requiring strict liability (e.g., the handling of

dangerous materials like explosives, radioactive ma-

terials, etc.)

When courts interfere with the private contractual

rights of parties by not enforcing a limitation of liabil-

ity clause, it is often under the auspices of protecting

persons from violations of public policy which effec-

tively void such clauses. Courts will generally strike

unconscionable terms that are oppressive because of

grossly unequal bargaining power between the par-

ties; are improper because of the imposition of strict

liability; or are unenforceable because they are con-

trary to state-imposed standards of care (as for cer-

tain professional licenses or permits). The justifica-

tion most often cited for the court’s interference in

private contractual relations is that such a limitation-

of-liability clause is ‘‘void as against public policy.’’

Public policy is that which tends to safeguard and

support the good or betterment of all, as opposed

to the individual rights of contracting parties.

Limited Liability Companies (LLCs)

Most states require that business entities which

limit their liability must declare so openly, which is

intended to provide notice to those doing business

with them. Certain business entities limit their liabili-

ty right up front, before they even engage in any con-

tracts or business transactions. Limited Liability Com-

panies, or LLCs, combine many facets of corporate

structure with the smaller and simpler partnership

structure. Third persons are immediately placed on

notice of a LLC’s liability limitations by the very name

of the company, which, in most states, must included

the ‘‘LLC’’ designation as part of its company name.

In a LLC, individual owners are not personally lia-

ble for company debts and obligations, including

monetary damages awarded against the company in

a law suit. This means that if company assets are sold

off to meet liabilities, the owners do not need to use

their personal assets to make good on business loss-

es.

Limitations on Governmental Liability

The concept of sovereign immunity prevents

citizens from suing their governments. (As a govern-

ment by and for ‘‘the people,’’ conducted and ad-

ministered by democratic representation, citizens

would theoretically be suing themselves.) Notwith-

standing, branches of both federal and state govern-

ments permit the imposition of liability for certain

losses and damages. By statutory consent, govern-

ments will generally compensate for losses caused by

non-discretionary acts of their employees or agen-

cies (so as not to inhibit the exercise of discretionary

decision-making in perilous or exigent circum-

stances, for fear of liability exposure). Often, claim-

ants are prohibited from filing suit in a court of law,

but must file in a special Court of Claims, the jurisdic-

tion of which is exclusive to suits involving the gov-

ernment as defendant. Other restrictions and limita-

tions may apply, including limitations on fault, form

of remedy, amount of damages, or standing to sue.

Additional Resources

Cohen, Henry. ‘‘CRS Report: Pandemic Flu Liability Limita-

tion Legislation.’’ Washington, DC: Library of Congress,

Congressional Research Service, 2005.

Grossman, Mark. ‘‘Emerging Issues: Limitations of Liabili-

ty.’’ 15 July 2003. Published by The Institute of Internal

Auditors (The IIA).

Kurer, Martin; Stefano Codini; Klaus Gunther; Jorge Santia-

go Neves; and Lawrence Teh. Warranties and Dis-
claimers: Limitations of Liability in Consumer-Related
Transactions. Aspen Publishers, 2005.
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Organizations

Alabama Department of Insurance

201 Monroe Street, Suite 1700, PO Box 303351

Montgomery, AL 36104

Phone: (334) 269-3550

Fax: (334) 241-4192

URL: www.aldoi.org

Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development

3601 C Street, Suite 1324

Anchorage, AK 99503

Phone: (907) 269-7900

Fax: (907) 269-7910

URL: www.dced.sta te.ak.us/insurance

Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development

P.O. Box 110805

Juneau99811

Phone: (907) 465-2515

Fax: (907) 465-3422

URL: www.commer ce.state.ak.us

Arizona Department of Insurance

2910 North 44th Street, Suite 210

Phoenix, AZ 85018

Phone: (602) 912-8444

Fax: (602) 954-7008

URL: www.state.az. us/id

Arkansas Department of Insurance

1200 West 3rd Street

Little Rock, AR 72201

Phone: (501) 371-2640

Fax: (501) 371-2749

URL: www.state.ar. us/insurance

California Department of Insurance

300 Capitol Mall, Suite 1500

Sacramento, CA 95814

Phone: (916) 492-3500

Fax: (415) 538-4010

URL: www.insuranc e.ca.gov

Colorado Division of Insurance

1560 Broadway, Suite 850

Denver, CO 80202

Phone: (303) 894-7499, ext. 4311

Fax: (303) 894-7455

URL: www.dora.state.co.us/Insurance

Connecticut Department of Insurance

P.O. Box 816

Hartford, CT 06142

Phone: (860) 297-3984

URL: www.state.ct.us/cid

Delaware Department of Insurance

841 Silver Lake Blvd., Rodney Building

Dover, DE 19904

Phone: (302) 739-4251

Fax: (302) 739-5280

URL: www.state.de. us/inscom

District of Columbia Department of
Insurance and Securities Regulation

810 First Street, NW, Suite 701

Washington, DC 20002

Phone: (202) 727-8000

Fax: (202) 535-1196

Florida Department of Insurance

Plaza Level Eleven

Tallahassee, FL 32399

Phone: (850) 922-3130

URL: www.doi.state.fl.us

Georgia Insurance and Fire Safety

Two Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive

Atlanta, GA 30334

Phone: (404) 656-2070

Fax: (404) 651-8719

URL: www.inscomm.state.ga.us

State of Hawaii, Department of Commerce
and Consumer Affairs

250 South King Street, 5th Floor

Honolulu, HI 96813

Phone: (808) 586-2790

Fax: (808) 586-2806

URL: www.hawaii.g ov/insurance

State of Idaho Department of Insurance

700 West State Street, P.O. Box 83720

Boise, ID 83720

Phone: (208) 334-4250

Fax: (208) 334-4398

URL: www.doi.state.id.us

Illinois Department of Insurance

100 West Randolph Street, Suite 15-100

Chicago, IL 60601

Phone: (312) 814-2420

Fax: (312) 814-5435

URL: www.state.il.u s/ins

Illinois Department of Insurance

320 West Washington Street

Springfield, IL 62767

Phone: (217) 782-4515

Fax: (217) 782-5020

URL: www.state.il.u s/ins/
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Indiana Department of Insurance

311 W. Washington St., Ste 300

Indianapolis, IN 46204

Phone: (317) 232-2385

Fax: (317) 232-5251

URL: www.state.in.u s/idoi/

State of Iowa Division of Insurance

330 Maple Street

Des Moines, IA 50319

Phone: (515) 281-5705

Fax: (515) 281-3059

URL: www.state.ia.u s/government/com/ins/ins.htm

Kansas Insurance Division

420 SW 9th Street

Topeka, KS 66612

Phone: (785) 296-7801

Fax: (785) 296-2283

URL: www.ink.org/ public/kid

Kentucky Department of Insurance

215 West Main Street

Frankfort, KY 40601

Phone: (502) 564-3630

Fax: (502) 564-1650

URL: htt p://www.doi.state.ky.us/

Louisiana Department of Insurance

950 North Fifth Street

Baton Rouge, LA 70804

Phone: (225) 343-4834

Fax: (254) 342-5900

URL: www.ldi.state.l a.us

Maine Bureau of Insurance

34 State House Station

Augusta, ME 04333

Phone: (207) 624-8475

Fax: (207) 624-8599

URL: www.maineins urancereg.org

Maryland Insurance Administration

525 St. Paul Place

Baltimore, MD 21202

Phone: (410) 468-2000

Fax: (410) 468-2020

URL: www.mia.state.md.us

Massachusetts Division of Insurance

South Station, 5th Floor

Boston, MA 02110

Phone: (617) 521-7794

Fax: (617) 521-7772

URL: www.state.ma.us/doi

Michigan Office of Financial and Insurance
Services

611 West Ottawa Street, 2nd Floor North, P.O. Box

30220

Lansing, MI 48933

Phone: (517) 373-0220

Fax: (517) 335-4978

URL: www.cis.state. mi.us/ofis

Minnesota Department of Commerce

133 East 7th Street

St. Paul, MN 55101

Phone: (651) 296-2488

Fax: (651) 296-4328

URL: www.commer ce.state.mn.us

Mississippi Department of Insurance

P.O. Box 79

Jackson, MS 39205

Phone: (601) 359-3569

Fax: (601) 359-2474

URL: www.doi.state.ms.us

Missouri Department of Insurance

301 West High Street, Room 630

Jefferson City, MO 65102

Phone: (573) 751-4126

Fax: (573) 751-1165

URL: www.insuranc e.state.mo.us

Montana Department of Insurance

840 Helena Avenue, P.O. Box 4009

Helena, MT 59601

Phone: (406) 444-2040

Fax: (406) 444-3497

URL: www.state.mt. us/sao

Nebraska Department of Insurance

941 O Street, Suite 400

Lincoln, NE 68508

Phone: (402) 471-2201

Fax: (402) 471-4610

URL: www.nol.org/h ome/NDOI

Nevada Division of Insurance

1665 Hot Springs Road, #152

Carson City, NV 89706

Phone: (775) 687-7690

Fax: (775) 687-3937

URL: www.doi.state.nv.us

New Hampshire Department of Insurance

56 Old Suncook Road

Concord, NH 03301

Phone: (603) 271-2261

Fax: (603) 271-1406

URL: www.state.nh. us/insurance
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New Jersey Department of Banking and
Insurance

20 West State Street

Trenton, NJ 08625

Phone: (609) 633-7667

Fax: (609) 984-5273

URL: htt p://states.nai c.org/nj/NJHOMEPG.HTML

New Mexico Department of Insurance

P.O. Box 1269

Santa Fe, NM 87504

Phone: (505) 827-4601

Fax: (505) 827-4734

URL: www.nmprc.st ate.nm.us

New York State Insurance Department

Agency Bldg. 1-ESP, Empire State Plaza

, NY 12257

Phone: (518) 474-6600

Fax: (518) 474-6630

URL: www.ins.state. ny.us

Consumer Services Bureau NYS Insurance
Department

65 Court Street #7

Buffalo, NY 14202

Phone: (716) 847-7618

Fax: (716) 847-7925

URL: www.ins.state. ny.us

North Carolina Department of Insurance

430 North Salisbury Street

Raleigh, NC 27611

Phone: (919) 733-7349

Fax: (919) 733-6495

URL: www.ncdoi.ne t

North Dakota Insurance Department

600 East Blvd. Avenue, 5th Floor

Bismarck, ND 58505

Phone: (701) 328-2440

Fax: (701) 328-4880

URL: www.state.nd. us/ndins

Ohio Department of Insurance

2100 Stella Court

Columbus, OH 43215

Phone: (614) 644-3378

Fax: (614) 752-0740

URL: www.state.oh. us/

Oklahoma Insurance Department

3814 North Santa Fe

Oklahoma City, OK 73118

Phone: (405) 521-2828

Fax: (405) 521-6652

URL: www.oid.state.ok.us

Oregon Insurance Division

350 Winter Street, NE, Room 440-2

Salem, OR 97310

Phone: (503) 947-7984

Fax: (503) 378-4351

URL: www.cbs.state.or.us/ins

Pennsylvania Insurance Department

1321 Strawberry Square, 13th Floor

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Phone: (717) 787-2317

URL: www.insurance.state.pa.us

Rhode Island Insurance Division

233 Richmond Street, Suite 233

Providence, RI 02903

Phone: (401) 222-2223

Fax: (401) 222-5475

South Carolina Department of Insurance

1612 Marion Street

Columbia, SC 29201

Phone: (803) 737-6180

Fax: (803) 737-6231

URL: www.state.sc. us/doi/

South Dakota Division of Insurance

118 West Capitol

Pierre, SD 57501

Phone: (605) 773-3563

Fax: (605) 773-5369

URL: www.state.sd. us/insurance

Tennessee Department of Commerce and
Insurance

500 James Robertson Parkway, 5th Floor

Nashville, TN 37243

Phone: (615) 741-2241

Fax: (615) 532-6934

URL: www.state.tn. us/commerce

Texas Department of Insurance

333 Guadalupe Street

Austin, TX 78701

Phone: (512) 463-6169

Fax: (512) 475-2005

URL: www.tdi.state. tx.us

Utah Department of Insurance

State Office Building Rm 3110

Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Phone: (801) 538-3805

Fax: (801) 538-3829

URL: www.insurance.state.ut.us
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HEALTHCARE
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• The HMO Act of 1973
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• Additional Resources

Background

‘‘Managed care’’ refers to that type of health care

system under which medical care and treatment is

managed by the entity paying the bills, and not the

medical care or treatment provider (physician, hos-

pital, etc.). It is a system dominated by acronyms that

identify different services or components (e.g.,

HMOs, PPOs, EPOs). It is also a system that has be-

come so complex that many believe it has lost sight

of its original objectives.

Prior to the proliferation of managed care plans,

medical services and treatments were traditionally

provided under what is now referred to as ‘‘fee-for-

service’’ plans. Under fee-for-service medicine, the

health care provider (physician, hospital, etc.) decid-

ed what treatment or procedure was necessary for

the patient. However, insurance companies often en-

gaged in semantic battles with health care providers

over what treatments were considered ‘‘necessary’’

and how much they would cost. Often stuck in the

middle were the patients, who had to choose be-

tween waiting for a decision or paying for the treat-

ment themselves.

Managed care organizations (MCOs) began to

proliferate during the 1980s, when the industry

began to court employers (who pay the bulk of the

nation’s health insurance premiums). There had

been reports of hospitals and doctors under tradi-

tional medical insurance plans performing unneces-

sary diagnostic tests or prolonging treatments (espe-

cially rehabilitative therapies) to maximize their

incomes/profits. Employers saw the MCO industry as

a way to cut costs for employee health insurance.

The MCO purports to control the cost, quality,

and availability of medical care by limiting access to

care providers and shifting focus to wellness rather

than illness. MCO plans typically employ doctors and

statisticians to assess computer-generated data, such

as how long a heart attack patient should be hospital-

ized or what treatments are most effective for a par-

ticular illness or injury. These data are then devel-

oped into industry standards that are referred to as

‘‘best practice’’ guidelines or benchmarks. The MCO,

and not the treating doctor, then decides what treat-

ments will be authorized and how much will be paid

for the treatments/hospital stays, etc. In return, the

MCO purports to offer lower insurance premiums for

subscribing members.
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Types of Managed Care Organizations
(MCOs)

There are four basic types of managed care plans

that fall under the umbrella of ‘‘MCOs.’’

Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)

By far the most common type, HMOs ostensibly

focus on wellness (e.g., by providing for annual phys-

ical examinations). Members (who are insured) pay

a fixed annual premium in return for health care ac-

cess that is limited to the HMO’s network of physi-

cians and hospitals. Medical care is also limited to a

prearranged, comprehensive list of medical services

that will be provided to the enrolled group as a

whole. Most HMOs require patients to choose (from

the HMO network) a physician as a primary care pro-

vider (PCP) who must first be consulted for any med-

ical concern. The PCP, and not the patient, then de-

cides if the patient should consult a specialist or get

a second opinion. This practice (common to most

forms of MCOs in general) is known as ‘‘gatekeep-

ing.’’

Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs)

In a PPO, the managing entity is not always the in-

surer; it also may be an employer or a plan adminis-

trator. Discounted rates are negotiated with specific

health care providers in return for increased patient

volume. However, members may choose providers

outside of the PPO network, but they will have to pay

more to do so.

Exclusive Provider Organizations (EPOs)

Under an EPO, the managing entity contracts with

a group of health care providers who agree to inter-

nally follow utilization procedures, to refer patients

only to other specialists within the EPO, and to use

only those hospitals contracted with the EPO. Mem-

bers must use EPO providers.

Point-of-Service Plans (POS)

The designation of POS refers to the fact that the

amount of co-payment an insured pays is dependent

upon the ‘‘point of service.’’ If an insured member

goes outside of the plan network to receive care, the

co-payment is higher, as network providers have

agreed to accept a discounted rate for services in re-

turn for patient volume and patient referral.

Medicare Managed Care

Less than 15 percent of Medicare beneficiaries are

enrolled in Medicare managed care programs, previ-

ously known as the Medicare+Choice plan, but now

referred to as Medicare Advantage. As part of the

Medicare Reform Package [that resulted in the enact-

ment of the Medicare Prescription Drug Improve-

ment and Modernization Act of 2003 (P.L. 108-173)],

Congress increased payments to Medicare HMOs for

2004. In 2006, seniors became eligible for a new Med-

icare option: PPOs. This was expected to meet the

demand of ‘‘baby-boomers,’’ the first of whom were

entering their 60s at that time. Because approximate-

ly 80 percent of individuals with private insurance

had PPO plans, the transition to Medicare PPO would

be a smoother transition.

Traditional Medicare enrollees often need to un-

derstand and deal with three different plans: basic

Medicare, ‘‘medigap’’ supplemental insurance, and

the new Part D prescription drug plan. However,

Medicare Advantage enrollees may reduce this bur-

den by combining regular health care and prescrip-

tion drugs, as well as limiting ou-of-pocket expenses

for copays and deductibles.

The HMO Act of 1973

The early HMOs were idealistic non-profit organi-

zations endeavoring to enhance the delivery of

health care to patients while controlling costs. The

HMO Act of 1973 changed that premise. It autho-

rized for-profit IPA-HMOs in which HMOs may con-

tract with independent practice associations (IPAs)

that, in turn, contract with individual physicians for

services and compensation. By the late 1990s, 80 per-

cent of MCOs were for-profit organizations, and only

68 percent or less of insurance premiums went to-

ward medical care. The remainder was paid for MCO

executives’ and salespersons’ salaries.

As a counterbalance against growing concerns

that MCOs had transformed from patient-friendly

plans to profit-making machines, state legislators

around the country began to enact laws limiting cer-

tain restrictions imposed by MCOs on their mem-

bers. Most of these laws are referred to as ‘‘HMO

laws’’ but generally govern all MCOs within the state

(HMOs being the most common).

State laws vary on such issues as whether HMOs

may deny patient access to medical specialists with-

out first going through the designated primary care

provider (PCP); ‘‘best practice’’ minimum hospital

stays; and whether HMOs may provide financial in-

centives to health care providers who curb medical

costs by limiting medical care. Almost all states now

prohibit ‘‘gag rules,’’ which are contractual agree-
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ments with physicians not to inform their patients of

treatment options not covered by the HMO/MCO

plan (a common practice in earlier days).

State Laws

Nineteen states have POS laws. Point-of-service

(POS) plans permit enrollees to choose a non-

participating provider instead of a participating pro-

vider at the time services are needed. A higher copay-

ment or a deductible may apply if a non-participating

provider renders services. A POS law mandates that

managed care plans provide a point-of-service choice

to enrollees. This is often accomplished by providing

a HMO plan alongside an indemnity plan. If the en-

rollee uses a provider who participates in the HMO

network, then HMO benefits apply, but the indemni-

fy benefits apply if a non-participating provider is

used. State laws vary. Some require a POS offering

only for employers with more than 25 or 50 employ-

ees or health plans with more than 5,000 or 10,000

enrollees Others might have special provisions that

apply to dental plans.

Seventeen states have network adequacy require-

ments. Such laws mandate that plans establish stan-

dards for the creation and maintenance of provider

networks that are sufficient to assure that managed

care plan enrollees can access necessary services

without unreasonable delay. Sufficiency may be de-

termined in terms of provider-to-enrollee ratios, geo-

graphic accessibility, waiting time for appointments,

and office hours. 

Twenty-three states have a freedom of choice laws

that preserve a managed care enrollee’s right to se-

lect any available provider in the network. Many

states limit these laws to providers of pharmaceutical

services.

Twenty-two states have AWP (any willing provid-

er) laws that require managed care plans to grant

network participation to any provider willing to join

and meet network requirements. Most states with

this requirement limit the application to pharmacies

or pharmacists.

Thirty-seven states prohibit discrimination be-

tween various classes of providers based on their aca-

demic degrees. To do this, the laws typically broaden

the definition of physician to include such practition-

ers as dentists, dental hygienists, optometrists, podi-

atrists, chiropractors, mental health practitioners,

and nurse practitioners.

Thirty-six states have a continuity of care require-

ment. These address providers that cease participa-

tion in a managed care plan’s network. For enrollees

who are undergoing treatment by a provider at the

time of the provider’s network termination, continu-

ity of care requires continued coverage for treatment

rendered by that provider for (1) pregnancy, (2)

acute illness, or (3) chronic illness (e. g., those that

are life-threatening, degenerative, or disabling).

Twenty-nine states have a standing referral re-

quirement. These require managed care plans to es-

tablish procedures by which an enrollee with a life-

threatening, chronic, degenerative, or disabling dis-

ease who requires specialized care over a prolonged

period of time is given an ongoing authorization (a

standing referral) to receive appropriate treatment

from a specialist.

Thirty-eight states provide women with direct ac-

cess to ob/gyn services. 

Twenty-two states provide direct access to special-

ists. 

Seventeen states have an ombudsman program.

Common State Provisions

ALABAMA: See Alabama Code, sections 27-21A-1

et seq. and others. State law does not permit direct

access to medical specialists except for ob-gyn. A spe-

cialist cannot be designated as (PCP). There are no

prohibitions on use of financial incentives by HMOs

to induce providers to limit their care. There is no

independent review of HMO and managed care deni-

als, and no law to protect consumers from managed

care abuses and wrongful denials.

ALASKA: Most of the HMO laws can be found at

Alaska Statute Annotated, sections 21.86.010 et seq.

State law does not permit direct access to medical

specialists, including ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be

designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care re-

quires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96

hours after caesarian. The law does prohibit the use

of financial incentives by HMOs to induce providers

to limit their care. Independent review of benefit de-

terminations is available. There is no state law to pro-

tect consumers from managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

ARIZONA: Arizona Revised Statutes Annotated,

Sections 20-1051 et seq. do not provide for direct ac-

cess to specialists, nor do they permit the designa-

tion of a specialist as a PCP. There is no direct access

to ob-gyn, nor can a patient designate ob-gyn as PCP.
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Inpatient childbirth care requires a minimum 48

hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. Fi-

nancial incentives by HMOs to providers are prohib-

ited. The law provides for a binding (on plan) inde-

pendent review of HMO and managed care denials.

Moreover, consumers have the right to sue their

HMO for acting unreasonably in denying or delaying

approval for care.

ARKANSAS: State law (Arkansas Code Annotated,

sections 23-76-101 et seq. and others) does not per-

mit direct access to medical specialists except for pri-

mary eye care or ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be desig-

nated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care requires a

minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after

caesarian. The law also provides for inpatient care

following breast surgery and requires in-patient care

of at least 48 hours following a mastectomy. There

are no prohibitions on use of financial incentives by

HMOs to induce providers to limit their care. There

is no independent review of HMO and managed care

denials and no law to protect consumers from man-

aged care abuses and wrongful denials.

CALIFORNIA: California Health and Safety Code,

sections 1340 et seq and other state laws, do not per-

mit direct access to medical specialists except for ob-

gyn. Except for ob-gyn, a specialist may not be desig-

nated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care requires a

minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after

caesarian. There are no prohibitions on use of finan-

cial incentives by HMOs to induce providers to limit

their care. The law provides for binding independent

review of HMO and managed care denials but only

for experimental or investigational treatment. Con-

sumers may sue HMOs for managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

COLORADO: State laws (Colorado Revised Stat-

utes Annotated, sections 10-16-401 et seq. and oth-

ers) do not provide for direct access to specialists

nor do they permit the designation of a specialist as

a PCP. There is direct access to ob-gyn. Inpatient

childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours after

vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. Financial in-

centives by HMOs to providers are permitted. The

law provides for a non-binding independent review

of HMO and managed care denials. No laws exist for

consumers to sue their HMO for acting unreasonably

in denying or delaying approval for care.

CONNECTICUT: Connecticut General Statutes

Annotated (38-175 and others) regulate HMOs and

managed care. There is no direct access to medical

specialists (excepting ob-gyn) and specialists cannot

be designated as PCPs (except ob-gyn). Inpatient

childbirth care provides for a minimum 48 hours for

vaginal birth and 96 hours for caesarian. There is also

minimum inpatient care following breast surgery, re-

quiring at least 48 hours of inpatient care following

mastectomy or lumpectomy. Use of financial incen-

tives between providers and HMOs is not prohibited.

There is binding independent review of benefit de-

terminations. No law exists to protect consumers

from managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

DELAWARE: Delaware Code Annotated (title 16,

sections 9101 et seq. and others) does not permit di-

rect access to medical specialists except for ob-gyn.

A specialist cannot be designated as a PCP (except for

ob-gyn). Inpatient childbirth care requires a mini-

mum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after cae-

sarian. There are no prohibitions on use of financial

incentives by HMOs to induce providers to limit their

care. There is binding independent review of HMO

and managed care denials but no law to protect con-

sumers from managed care abuses and wrongful de-

nials.

FLORIDA: Florida Statutes Annotated section

641.17 et seq. does not permit direct access to medi-

cal specialists except for ob-gyn and dermatology. A

specialist cannot be designated as a PCP (except ob-

gyn). If the treating physician recommends inpatient

care following childbirth or mastectomy, it cannot be

limited. There are no prohibitions on use of financial

incentives by HMOs to induce providers to limit their

care. There is nonbinding independent review of

HMO and managed care denials but no law to pro-

tect consumers from managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

GEORGIA: HMO laws can be found at Official

Code of Georgia Annotated, sections 33.31-1 et seq.

plus insurance laws, etc. State law does not permit

direct access to medical specialists except for ob-gyn.

A specialist cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpatient

childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours after

vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. The law also

provides for inpatient care following breast surgery

and requires in-patient care of at least 48 hours fol-

lowing a mastectomy. Use of financial incentives by

HMOs to induce providers to limit their care is pro-

hibited. There is independent review of HMO and

managed care denials, and consumers may sue

HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful deni-

als.

HAWAII: State law (Hawaii Revised Statutes 432-D

and others) does not permit direct access to medical
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specialists, nor can specialists be designated as PCPs.

No direct access is allowed to ob-gyn. No prohibi-

tions on use of financial incentives by HMOs exist to

induce providers to limit their care. There is possibly

binding independent review of HMO and managed

care denials but no law for consumers to sue HMOs

for managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

IDAHO: HMO laws can be found at Idaho Code

41-3901 et seq. plus insurance laws, etc. State law

does not permit direct access to medical specialists

except for ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be designated

as a PCP (excepting ob-gyn). Inpatient childbirth care

requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96

hours after caesarian. Use of financial incentives by

HMOs to induce providers to limit their care is pro-

hibited. There is no provision for independent re-

view of HMO and managed care denials and no con-

sumer law for HMO liability for managed care abuses

and wrongful denials.

ILLINOIS: Illinois does not permit direct access to

medical specialists except for chiropractors and ob-

gyn. A specialist cannot be designated as a PCP (ex-

cepting ob-gyn). Inpatient childbirth care requires a

minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after

caesarian. Use of financial incentives by HMOs to in-

duce providers to limit their care is prohibited. There

is independent review of HMO and managed care de-

nials but no provisions for consumers to sue HMOs

for managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

INDIANA: Indiana Code Annotated, sections 27-

13-1-1 et seq. does not permit direct access to medi-

cal specialists except for ob-gyn. However, Indiana is

one of the few states that permit specialists to be des-

ignated as PCPs. No prohibitions exist on the use of

financial incentives by HMOs to induce providers to

limit their care. There is independent review of HMO

and managed care denials but no law for consumers

to sue HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful

denials.

IOWA: State law does not permit direct access to

medical specialists, including ob-gyn. A specialist

cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth

care requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth;

96 hours after caesarian. The law also provides for in-

patient care following breast surgery and requires in-

patient care of at least 48 hours following a mastecto-

my. No prohibition exists on the use of financial in-

centives by HMOs to induce providers to limit their

care. There is independent review of HMO and man-

aged care denials but no provision for consumers to

sue HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful de-

nials.

KANSAS: Kansas Statutes Annotated, sections 40-

3201, do not permit direct access to medical special-

ists, including ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be desig-

nated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care requires a

minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after

caesarian. Laws prohibits use of financial incentives

by HMOs to induce providers to limit their care.

There is independent review of HMO and managed

care denials but no provision for consumers to sue

HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful deni-

als.

KENTUCKY: State law (Kentucky Revised Statutes

Annotated, sections 304-38-010 and other provi-

sions) does not permit direct access to medical spe-

cialists, excepting chiropractors and ob-gyn. A spe-

cialist cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpatient

childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours after

vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. The law also

prohibits insurers from mandating that mastectomy

be done on an out-patient basis. No prohibition ex-

ists on the use of financial incentives by HMOs to in-

duce providers to limit their care. There is indepen-

dent review of HMO and managed care denials

(binding on insurers) but no provision for consum-

ers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

LOUISIANA: Louisiana Revised Statutes Annotated

22:2001 et seq. do not permit direct access to medi-

cal specialists, except for ob-gyn. A specialist cannot

be designated as a PCP, except for ob-gyn. Inpatient

childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours after

vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. The use of fi-

nancial incentives by HMOs to induce providers to

limit care is prohibited. There is binding indepen-

dent review of HMO and managed care denials but

no provision for consumers to sue HMOs for man-

aged care abuses and wrongful denials.

MAINE: Maine Revised Statutes Annotated, Title

24-A- 4201 et seq., do not permit direct access to

medical specialists, excepting ob-gyn. A specialist

(except ob-gyn) cannot be designated as a PCP. No

prohibition exists on the use of financial incentives

by HMOs to induce providers to limit their care.

There is binding independent review of HMO and

managed care denials, and consumers may sue

HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful deni-

als.

MARYLAND: State law (Maryland Health-General

Code Annotated 19-701 et seq.) does not permit di-
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rect access to medical specialists, except for ob-gyn.

A specialist cannot be designated as a PCP, except for

ob-gyn. Inpatient childbirth care requires a minimum

48 hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian.

There is a prohibition on the use of financial incen-

tives by HMOs to induce providers to limit their care.

There is binding independent review of HMO and

managed care denials but no provision for consum-

ers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

MASSACHUSETTS: Massachusetts General Laws

Annotated, Ch. 176G-1 et seq. do not permit direct

access to medical specialists, excepting ob-gyn. A

specialist cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpatient

childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours after

vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. Use of finan-

cial incentives by HMOs to induce providers to limit

their care is prohibited. There is independent review

of HMO and managed care denials (binding on the

plans) but no provision for consumers to sue HMOs

for managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

MICHIGAN: MCL 333.21001 and other provisions

do not permit direct access to medical specialists, ex-

cept ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be designated as a

PCP. The state prohibits the use of financial incen-

tives by HMOs to induce providers to limit their care.

There is nonbinding independent review of HMO

and managed care denials but no provision for con-

sumers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

MINNESOTA: State law (Minnesota Statutes Anno-

tated, sections 62D.01 and other provisions) does

not permit direct access to medical specialists, ex-

cepting ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be designated as

a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care requires a minimum

48 hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian.

The use of financial incentives by HMOs to induce

providers to limit their care is prohibited. There is

nonbinding independent review of HMO and man-

aged care denials but no provision for consumers to

sue HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful de-

nials.

MISSISSIPPI: Mississippi Code Annotated, sec-

tions 41.7.401 and other provisions do not permit di-

rect access to medical specialists, except ob-gyn. A

specialist cannot be designated as a PCP, except ob-

gyn. No prohibition exists on the use of financial in-

centives by HMOs to induce providers to limit their

care. There are no provisions for review of HMO and

managed care denials and no provisions for consum-

ers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

MISSOURI: State law (Missouri Revised Statutes

354.400 et seq.) does not permit direct access to

medical specialists, except for ob-gyn. A specialist

cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth

care requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth;

96 hours after caesarian. Prohibitions exist the use of

financial incentives by HMOs to induce providers to

limit their care. There is binding independent review

of HMO and managed care denials, and consumers

may sue HMOs for managed care abuses and wrong-

ful denials.

MONTANA: Under state law (Montana Code An-

notated 33-31-101 et seq.), there is no direct access

to specialists except for ob-gyns, chiropractors, os-

teopaths, physician assistants, practitioner nurses,

and dentists. Specialists (excepting ob-gyn) cannot

be designated as PCPs. Inpatient childbirth care re-

quires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96

hours after caesarian. Prohibition exists on the use

of financial incentives by HMOs to induce providers

to limit their care. There is independent review of

HMO and managed care denials but no provision for

consumers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses

and wrongful denials.

NEBRASKA: Nebraska Revised Statutes 44-3292

and other state laws do not permit direct access to

medical specialists, including ob-gyn. However, an

ob-gyn specialist may be designated as a PCP. The

use of financial incentives by HMOs to induce provid-

ers to limit their care is prohibited. There are no pro-

visions for independent review of HMO and man-

aged care denials and no provision for consumers to

sue HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful de-

nials.

NEVADA: State law (Nevada Revised Statutes

695C.010 et seq.) does not permit direct access to

medical specialists, except ob-gyn. A specialist can-

not be designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care

requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96

hours after caesarian. There is a prohibition on the

use of financial incentives by HMOs to induce provid-

ers to limit their care. No provisions exist for inde-

pendent review of HMO and managed care denials

and no provision for consumers to sue HMOs for

managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: New Hampshire Revised Stat-

utes Annotated 420-B:1 et seq. do not permit direct

access to medical specialists, including ob-gyn. A spe-
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cialist cannot be designated as a PCP. Prohibition ex-

ists on the use of financial incentives by HMOs to in-

duce providers to limit their care. There is

independent review of HMO and managed care deni-

als but no provision for consumers to sue HMOs for

managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

NEW JERSEY: State law (New Jersey Statutes An-

notated, sections 26:2j et seq. and other provisions)

does not permit direct access to medical specialists,

including ob-gyn. However, a specialist, including

ob-gyn, may be designated as a PCP. Inpatient child-

birth care requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal

birth; 96 hours after caesarian. Also required is 48

hours of in-patient care after a simple mastectomy;

72 hours after a radical mastectomy. There is a prohi-

bition on the use of financial incentives by HMOs to

induce providers to limit their care. There is also

nonbinding independent review of HMO and man-

aged care denials but no provision for consumers to

sue HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful de-

nials. Nonetheless, consumer suits have been adjudi-

cated by the courts.

NEW MEXICO: New Mexico Statutes Annotated

59A-46-1 and other state law do not permit direct ac-

cess to medical specialists, except ob-gyn. A special-

ist cannot be designated as a PCP, except ob-gyn. In-

patient childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours

after vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. The law

also provides for inpatient care following breast sur-

gery and requires in-patient care of at least 48 hours

following a mastectomy and 24 hours following a

lumpectomy. There is a prohibition on the use of fi-

nancial incentives by HMOs to induce providers to

limit their care. There is also nonbinding indepen-

dent review of HMO and managed care denials but

no provision for consumers to sue HMOs for man-

aged care abuses and wrongful denials.

NEW YORK: New York Article 44: Health Mainte-

nance Organizations and Article 49: Utilization Re-

view law does not permit direct access to medical

specialists, excepting ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be

designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care re-

quires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96

hours after caesarian. No prohibition exists on the

use of financial incentives by HMOs to induce provid-

ers to limit their care. There is independent review

of HMO and managed care denials but no provision

for consumers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses

and wrongful denials.

NORTH CAROLINA: State law (North Carolina

General Statutes 58-67-1 et seq.) does not permit di-

rect access to medical specialists, excepting for ob-

gyn. A specialist cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpa-

tient childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours

after vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. No prohi-

bition exists on the use of financial incentives by

HMOs to induce providers to limit their care. There

is nonbinding independent review of HMO and man-

aged care denials but no provision for consumers to

sue HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful de-

nials.

NORTH DAKOTA: North Dakota Code, sections

26.1-18.1-1-01 et seq. does not permit direct access

to medical specialists, including ob-gyn. A specialist

cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth

care requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth;

96 hours after caesarian. State law prohibits the use

of financial incentives by HMOs to induce providers

to limit their care. There are no provisions for inde-

pendent review of HMO and managed care denials

and no provision for consumers to sue HMOs for

managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

OHIO: Ohio Revised Code Chapter 1756 et seq.,

as well as other state provisions, does not permit di-

rect access to medical specialists, except for ob-gyn.

A specialist cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpatient

childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours after

vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. There is a pro-

hibition on the use of financial incentives by HMOs

to induce providers to limit their care. There is bind-

ing (on the plan) independent review of HMO and

managed care denials but no provision for consum-

ers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

OKLAHOMA: Title 63 of the Oklahoma Statutes

Annotated, in addition to other separate provisions,

does not permit direct access to medical specialists,

including ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be designated

as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care requires a mini-

mum 48 hours after vaginal birth. The law also pro-

vides for inpatient care following breast surgery and

requires in-patient care of at least 48 hours following

a mastectomy. No prohibition exists on the use of fi-

nancial incentives by HMOs to induce providers to

limit their care. There is independent review of HMO

and managed care denials, but consumers may sue

HMOs for managed care abuses, e.g., delays in treat-

ment, and wrongful denials.

OREGON: Oregon Statutes Annotated 750.005 et

seq. State law does not permit direct access to medi-

cal specialists, excepting ob-gyn. A specialist cannot

be designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care re-
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quires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96

hours after caesarian. No prohibition exists on the

use of financial incentives by HMOs to induce provid-

ers to limit their care. There are no provisions for in-

dependent review of HMO and managed care denials

and no provision for consumers to sue HMOs for

managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

PENNSYLVANIA: State law (Pennsylvania Statutes

Annotated, Title 40, sections 1551 to 1567) does not

permit direct access to medical specialists, excepting

for ob-gyn. A specialist can be designated as primary

care provider if the enrollee has a life-threatening,

degenerative, or disabling disease or condition. Inpa-

tient childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours

after vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. State law

prohibits the use of financial incentives by HMOs to

induce providers to limit their care. There is non-

binding independent review of HMO and managed

care denials but no provision for consumers to sue

HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful deni-

als.

RHODE ISLAND: State law (Rhode Island General

Laws, sections 27-41-1) does not permit direct access

to medical specialists, except ob-gyn. A specialist can-

not be designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care

requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96

hours after caesarian. The law also provides for inpa-

tient care following breast surgery and requires in-

patient care of at least 48 hours following a mastecto-

my. There are provisions prohibiting the use of finan-

cial incentives by HMOs to induce providers to limit

their care. There is binding independent review of

HMO and managed care denials but no provision for

consumers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses

and wrongful denials.

SOUTH CAROLINA: South Carolina Code Anno-

tated, Sections 38-33-10, does not permit direct ac-

cess to medical specialists, except for ob-gyn. A spe-

cialist cannot be designated as a PCP. Inpatient

childbirth care requires a minimum 48 hours after

vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. There are pro-

hibitions on the use of financial incentives by HMOs

to induce providers to limit their care. There is bind-

ing independent review of HMO and managed care

denials but no provision for consumers to sue HMOs

for managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

SOUTH DAKOTA: South Dakota Codified Laws,

Sections 58-41-1, do not permit direct access to med-

ical specialists, including ob-gyn. A specialist cannot

be designated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care re-

quires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96

hours after caesarian. The law also provides for inpa-

tient care following breast surgery and requires in-

patient care of at least 48 hours following a mastecto-

my. No prohibition exists on the use of financial in-

centives by HMOs to induce providers to limit their

care. There is no provision for review of HMO and

managed care denials and no provision for consum-

ers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses and

wrongful denials.

TENNESSEE: Tennessee Code Annotated 56-32-

201 et seq. does not permit direct access to medical

specialists, except for ob-gyn. A specialist can be des-

ignated as primary care provider but only when the

enrollee has a life-threatening, degenerative, or

chronic disease or condition. No prohibition exists

on the use of financial incentives by HMOs to induce

providers to limit their care. There is binding inde-

pendent review of HMO and managed care denials

but no provision for consumers to sue HMOs for

managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

TEXAS: State law (Texas Insurance Code Annotat-

ed 20A.01 et seq.) does not permit direct access to

medical specialists, except for ob-gyn. A specialist

can be designated as primary care provider but only

when the enrollee has a life-threatening, disabling, or

chronic disease or condition. Inpatient childbirth

care requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth;

96 hours after caesarian. The law also provides for in-

patient care following breast surgery and requires in-

patient care of at least 48 hours following a mastecto-

my and 24 hours following lymph node dissection.

There are provisions prohibiting the use of financial

incentives by HMOs to induce providers to limit their

care. There is binding independent review of HMO

and managed care denials. The statute specifically al-

lows suit against HMOs and managed care compa-

nies for abuses and wrongful denials.

UTAH: Utah Code Annotated 31A-8-101 does not

permit direct access to medical specialists, excepting

ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be designated as a PCP.

Inpatient childbirth care requires a minimum 48

hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after caesarian. No

prohibition exists on the use of financial incentives

by HMOs to induce providers to limit their care.

There is independent review of HMO and managed

care denials but no provision for consumers to sue

HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful deni-

als.

VERMONT: State law (Vermont Statutes Annotat-

ed, Title 8, sections 5101-5115) does not permit di-

rect access to medical specialists, excepting ob-gyn.
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A specialist cannot be designated as a PCP. There is

a prohibition on the use of financial incentives by

HMOs to induce providers to limit their care. There

is binding independent review of HMO and managed

care denials but no provision for consumers to sue

HMOs for managed care abuses and wrongful deni-

als.

VIRGINIA: Virginia Code Annotated 38.2-4300 et

seq. does not permit direct access to medical special-

ists, excepting ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be desig-

nated as a PCP. Inpatient childbirth care requires a

minimum 48 hours after vaginal birth; 96 hours after

caesarian. The law also provides for inpatient care

following breast surgery and requires in-patient care

of at least 48 hours following a mastectomy. There

is independent review of HMO and managed care de-

nials but no provision for consumers to sue HMOs

for managed care abuses and wrongful denials.

WASHINGTON: Washington Revised Code

48.46.010 et seq. does not permit direct access to

medical specialists, except for ob-gyn. A specialist

cannot be designated as a PCP. No prohibition on ex-

ists the use of financial incentives by HMOs to induce

providers to limit their care. There is no provision for

review of HMO and managed care denials. As of June

2001, consumers may sue their HMOs for managed

care abuses and wrongful denials.

WEST VIRGINIA: State law (West Virginia Code 33-

25A-1) does not permit direct access to medical spe-

cialists, except ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be desig-

nated as a PCP, excepting ob-gyn. Inpatient child-

birth care requires a minimum 48 hours after vaginal

birth; 96 hours after caesarian. There is a prohibition

on the use of financial incentives by HMOs to induce

providers to limit their care. There is no provision for

review of HMO and managed care denials, and no

provision for consumers to sue HMOs for managed

care abuses and wrongful denials.

WISCONSIN: Wisconsin Statutes Annotated, sec-

tions 609.001 does not permit direct access to medi-

cal specialists, excepting ob-gyn. A specialist cannot

be designated as a PCP. No prohibition on the use

of financial incentives by HMOs to induce providers

to limit their care. There is a provision for binding re-

view of HMO and managed care denials but no provi-

sion for consumers to sue HMOs for managed care

abuses and wrongful denials.

WYOMING: Wyoming Statutes Annotated 26-34-

101 et seq. do not permit direct access to medical

specialists, including ob-gyn. A specialist cannot be

designated as a PCP. No prohibition exists on the use

of financial incentives by HMOs to induce providers

to limit their care. There is no provision for review

of HMO and managed care denials and no provision

for consumers to sue HMOs for managed care abuses

and wrongful denials.

Additional Resources

‘‘Fighting HMO and Managed Care Abuses and Malprac-
tice: Laws and Cases’’ Trueman, David L. Available at
http://www.turemanlaw.com/lawsand.htm.

Health Against Wealth Anders, George. Houghton Mifflin:
1996.

Pro-Patient Managed Care Laws. Kaminski, Janet L. 2004.
Available at http://www.cga.ct.gov/2004/rpt/2004-R—
0808.htm

‘‘Managed Care Practice and Litigation’’Representing the
Elderly Client Law and Practice. Beglely, Thomas D.,
Jr., and J-Anne Herina Jeffreys. Aspen Publishers Inc:
1999 (2001 Suppl.).

‘‘What the New Medicare Law Means to Doctors.’’Medical
News Today, 4 April 2004. Available at http://
www.medicalnewstoday.com/
medicalnews.php?newid=7003.

‘‘Will State Legislators Keep Playing Doctor?’’ Wehrwein,
Peter. Available at http://www.managedcaremag.com/
archives/9710/9710.legislator.shtml.

Organizations

The HMO Page

URL: http://www.hmopage.org
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Background

Of the federal governments two major health pro-

grams, Medicare and Medicaid, Medicaid has had

by far the rockier history. Medicare has enjoyed fairly

broad based support in its goal of covering the elder-

ly and disabled. While there has been controversy

over the extent of benefits, the basic coverage of the

Medicare program has remained the same since it

was it was first enacted, and the federal government

has always had primary responsibility for the pro-

gram.

In contrast, Medicaid has always inspired battles,

between the federal government and the states over

funding of the program, between conservatives and

liberals over what the purpose of the program

should be, and between different interest groups

whose members argue over how the Medicaid pie

should be divided. There have been suggestions

from several quarters that Medicaid be ended entire-

ly, either eliminated or turned into something com-

pletely different, and these suggestions have in-

creased since welfare reform was passed in 1996.

In part, these controversies stem from the reason

Medicaid was originally set up—to enable each state,

as far as practicable, to furnish medical assistance to

individuals whose income and resources are insuffi-

cient to meet the costs of medically necessary ser-

vices. The goal is simple, but the arguments on how

to best accomplish that goal are complex. Although

many commentators argue Medicaid has been one of

the most successful government programs, in terms

of the number of people it has helped, the eventual

fate of the program remains to be seen.

History

Medicaid was created in 1965 under Title XIX of

the Social Security Act, as part of Lyndon Johnson’s

War on Poverty. It was enacted at the same time the

Medicare program was passed.

Unlike Medicare, Medicaid—the brainchild of

Congressman Wilbur Mills, the chairman of the

House Ways and Means Committee—involved feder-

al funds given to the states to administer their own

programs. The federal government set the basic stan-

dards for who was covered by the program, and the

states could decide if they wanted to broaden the

program beyond those standards

Originally, Medicaid categories were defined by

welfare recipient status, but this began to change in

the mid-1980’s and ceased completely with the pas-

sage of welfare reform in the mid-1990’s. Over its his-
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tory, the Medicaid program has changed from a pro-

gram to provide health insurance to the welfare

population to a catch-all program that provides

health and long term care services to around 40 mil-

lion people at a cost of $170 billion dollars to federal

and state governments. As of 2000, Medicaid was the

source of health care insurance for one in four Amer-

ican children and covered 40 percent of all births.

Eligibility

Medicaid eligibility has evolved over the years.

Originally, it was supposed to assist the so-called

‘‘deserving poor,’’ those medically needy people

who were aged, blind, disabled, or families with de-

pendant children, or falling into some other status of

poverty where assistance was favored. Not every per-

son whose income falls below the poverty line quali-

fies for Medicaid, and this has always been true of the

program.

Medicaid recipients have historically been divided

into the ‘‘categorically needy,’’ persons who were eli-

gible for Supplemental Security Income (SSI) bene-

fits for disability, for Aid to Families with Depen-

dant Children (AFDC) benefits, or had been eligible

for other government benefit programs; and the

‘‘medically needy,’’ persons whose income exceeds

financial standards for the above programs but who

incur regular medical expenses that, when deducted

from their income, bring their income down to the

eligibility level for financial assistance. Technically,

these categories no longer exist under the current

Medicaid system, but state programs that expand

Medicaid coverage beyond the traditional categori-

cally needy are still known as ‘‘medically needy’’ pro-

grams. Typically these ‘‘medically needy’’ programs

cover nursing home and other long-term care. 

Currently the program covers the following

groups as ‘‘categorically needy.’’ For definitional pur-

poses, the poverty level was $8,350 for an individual,

and $17,050 for a family of four as of the year 2000:

• Medicaid must cover all pregnant women

with incomes of up to 133 percent of the

poverty level.

• Medicaid must cover all children under the

age of six with family incomes below 133

percent of the poverty level and children

under age 19 born after 1983 in families with

incomes up to 100 percent of the poverty

level.

• Medicaid must cover the Medicare premi-

ums and cost-sharing obligations for ‘‘Quali-

fied Medicare Beneficiaries’’ whose income

does not exceed 100 percent of the poverty

level. It must also cover Medicare Part B pre-

miums for ‘‘Specified Low-Income Medical

Beneficiaries’’, persons whose income is be-

tween 100 percent and 120 percent of the

poverty level. Medicaid also covers nursing

home costs for persons below a certain in-

come level or asset level set by the state, and

provides outpatient drug coverage for some

qualified Medicare recipients.

• Medicaid covers disabled persons whose

income falls below a certain level, including

children eligible for SSI disability benefits.

Coverage of other adult disabled recipients

is generally mandatory if they receive SSI

and are at 74 percent of the poverty level, al-

though some states have been waived in at

lower levels than this, and one state, Missis-

sippi, does not cover SSI benefit recipients

at all. Many states provide home and com-

munity-based care for disabled utilizing

Medicaid funds as well.

Medicaid funds also help finance health coverage

in several states for persons below a certain income

who otherwise would not qualify for Medicaid. In

general, states have much leeway in terms of cover-

age with Medicaid funds. Nearly two-thirds of all

Medicaid spending is attributable to optional bene-

fits and services.

How Medicaid Funds Are Administered

The Medicaid program has changed over the

years in terms of the way medical and other services

are paid for. The original Medicaid law guaranteed

recipients their choice of providers. However, begin-

ning in the 1980’s, states began making consistent re-

quests for waivers to allow them to enter Medicaid

recipients in managed care programs, and in 1997,

the law was finally amended to allow states to do this

explicitly. As of 2002, there are two types of ways

Medicaid funds are administered, the traditional fee-

for-service way and through Medicaid Managed Care

(MMC).

Fee-For-Service Medicaid

This is the traditional way Medicaid made pay-

ments for services and was the only way technically

allowed until 1997 by federal Medicaid law, which
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mandated freedom of choice for all Medicaid recipi-

ents. However, there was a catch to this freedom of

choice—doctors have the option of opting out of the

Medicaid system and refusing to accept Medicaid pa-

tients.

Medicaid fees for physicians are set by the state

and so vary from region to region. However, they are

usually low—paying well below private rates for phy-

sician services and usually below what Medicare

pays. As a result, the argument has been made that

Medicaid recipients often do not get the quality care

received by other medical insurance recipients. In

many areas, it is difficult to find doctors who will treat

Medicare patients because of the low payments, and

in other cases doctors have sued to force higher pay-

ments from Medicaid programs. Hospitals are more

limited in their abilities to turn down Medicaid pa-

tients, since they are often tax exempt or have obliga-

tions under other federal statutes.

Because states are allowed to set payment rates,

such rates can be changes at anytime. Thus, when a

state undergoes a budget shortfall or other problem,

rates can be and often are lowered.

Medicaid Managed Care

Because of the problems inherent in fee-for-

service Medicaid, many states over the years request-

ed waivers from the freedom of choice requirement

to allow them to enter Medicaid recipients in man-

aged care programs. Finally, the federal government

amended the Medicaid statute with the 1997 Bal-

anced Budget Act to permit states to require Medic-

aid recipients to enroll in a Medicaid Managed Care

(MMC) program. A waiver is still needed to require

Medicare recipients also receiving Medicaid, Native

Americans, and special needs children to enroll in an

MMC program.

Currently over half of Medicaid recipients receive

care through these programs. MMC programs are

similar to managed care programs used by the pri-

vately insured. The two most common are:

• The Risk-Based Model: Under this model,

the MMC program is paid a fixed monthly

fee per enrollee and assumes some or all the

financial risk for a broad range of services.

About four-fifths of Medicaid MMC enrollees

receive services under this model.

• Fee-For-Service Primary Care Case Manage-

ment (PCCM): Under this model, a health

care provider acts as‘‘gatekeeper’’ to ap-

prove and monitor the services given to

MMC enrollees. These providers do not as-

sume any financial risk and are paid a per-

patient monthly case management fee. 

Benefits

Benefits provided under the Medicaid program

vary widely from state to state. Twenty-six categories

of services are listed under the Medicaid states as ser-

vices states may cover, in addition to a provision al-

lowing coverage of ‘‘any other medical care, and any

other type of remedial care, specified by the Secre-

tary.’’

As of 2002, states must provide Medicaid recipi-

ents who are required by federal law to be covered

with inpatient hospital services; outpatient hospital

services and rural health clinic services; early and pe-

riodic screening; other laboratory and X-ray services;

nursing facility services; early and periodic screening,

diagnostic and treatment services for children; family

planning services and supplies, physician services;

and nurse-midwife and other certified nurse practi-

tioners services.

Medicaid also covers long-term care. States have

considerable flexibility in their long-term care pro-

grams. Although states must cover home health ser-

vices under Medicaid, they have the option of pro-

viding personal care services and also may design

home and community-based care programs. Medic-

aid funds half of all nursing home care in this coun-

try. Medicaid also pays for much of the care provided

by intermediate care facilities for the mentally dis-

abled.

Nursing homes present a special problem for

Medicaid, in that many elderly are too well-off to

qualify for Medicaid when they go into the nursing

home but become impoverished paying for nursing

home expenses and other medical expenses. Thirty-

six states allow such people to ‘‘spend down’’ their

assets until they reach Medicaid asset eligibility le-

vels. At that point, Medicaid assumes the cost of

nursing home and medical care. Not all states allow

this, only those that cover the medically needy.

Some states cover optional services, such as podi-

atry, dental care, eyeglasses, or dentures, under Med-

icaid. These optional services are usually the first to

go if there are cutbacks in the program.
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State-By-State Guide To Medicaid

States have different Medicaid eligibility require-

ments, with some states being more generous than

others. Here is a state-by-state guide to what the eli-

gibility requirements are. All eligibility levels are ex-

pressed as a percent of the federal poverty level for

a specific group. For example, a child 1-5 in Alabama

must be part of a family that makes 133 percent of

the federal poverty level ($17,050 for a family of four)

or less in order to qualify for Medicaid.

• ALABAMA: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women, 133%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients

74%; No Medically Needy Program.

• ALASKA: Infants, Children 1-5, 200%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 200%; Pregnant Women, 200%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients,

74%; No Medically Needy Program.

• ARIZONA: Infants, 140%; Children 1-5,

133%; Children 6-16, 100%; Children 17-19,

50%; Pregnant Women, 140%; Supplemental

Security Income Recipients, 74%; No Medi-

cally Needy Program.

• ARKANSAS: Infants, Children 1-5, 200%;

Children 6-19, 200%; Pregnant Women,

133%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

16%; Medically Needy, Couple, 24%.

• CALIFORNIA: Infants, 200%; Children 1-5,

133%; Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant

Women, 300%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 89%; Medically Needy, Couple,

104%.

• COLORADO: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-16, 100%; Children 17-19, 43%;

Pregnant Women, 133%; Supplemental Se-

curity Income Recipients 74%; No Medically

Needy Program.

• CONNECTICUT: Infants, Children 1-5,

185%; Children 6-19, 185%; Pregnant

Women, 185%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 69%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 71%; Medically Needy, Couple,

70%.

• DELAWARE: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women,

200%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients 74%; No Medically Needy Program.

• DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Infants, Children

1-5, 200%; Children 6-19, 200%; Pregnant

Women, 200%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 56%; Medically Needy, Couple,

44%.

• FLORIDA: Infants, 200%; Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women,

185%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

27%; Medically Needy, Couple, 27%.

• GEORGIA: Infants, 185%; Children 1-5,

133%; Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant

Women, 235%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 31%; Medically Needy, Couple,

35%.

• HAWAII: Infants, Children 1-5, 200%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 200%; Pregnant Women, 185%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients,

69%; Medically Needy, Individual, 54%; Med-

ically Needy, Couple, 54%.

• IDAHO: Infants, Children 1-5, 150%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 150%; Pregnant Women, 133%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients

74%; No Medically Needy Program.

• ILLINOIS: Infants, 200%; Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-19, 133%; Pregnant Women,

200%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 41%; Medically Needy, Individual,

42%; Medically Needy, Couple, 41%.

• INDIANA: Infants, Children 1-5, 150%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 150%; Pregnant Women, 150%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients

76%; No Medically Needy Program.

• IOWA: Infants, 200%; Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-19, 133%; Pregnant Women,

200%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 41%; Medically Needy, Individual,

72%; Medically Needy, Couple, 53%.

• KANSAS: Infants, 150%; Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women,

150%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

71%; Medically Needy, Couple, 53%.

• KENTUCKY: Infants, 185%; Children 1-5,

150%; Children 6-19, 150%; Pregnant

Women, 185%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-
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dividual, 32%; Medically Needy, Couple,

30%.

• LOUISIANA: Infants, Children 1-5, 200%;

Children 6-19, 200%; Pregnant Women,

133%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

15%; Medically Needy, Couple, 21%.

• MAINE: Infants, 200%; Children 1-5, 150%;

Children 6-19, 150%; Pregnant Women,

200%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

47%; Medically Needy, Couple, 38%.

• MARYLAND: Infants, Children 1-5, 200%;

Children 6-19, 200%; Pregnant Women,

200%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

52%; Medically Needy, Couple, 43%.

• MASSACHUSETTS: Infants, 200%; Children

1-5, 150%; Children 6-19, 150%; Pregnant

Women, 200%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 78%; Medically Needy, Couple,

72%.

• MICHIGAN: Infants, 185%; Children 1-5,

150%; Children 6-19, 150%; Pregnant

Women, 185%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 61%; Medically Needy, Couple,

60%.

• MINNESOTA: Infants, 280%; Children 1-5,

275%; Children 6-19, 275%; Pregnant

Women, 275%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 70%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 70%; Medically Needy, Couple,

64%.

• MISSISSIPPI: Infants, 185%; Children 1-5,

133%; Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant

Women, 133%; No Supplemental Security

Income Recipients Program; No Medically

Needy Program.

• MISSOURI: Infants, Children 1-5, 300%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 300%; Pregnant Women, 185%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients

74%; No Medically Needy Program.

• MONTANA: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-16 100%; Children 17-19, 71%;

Pregnant Women, 133%; Supplemental Se-

curity Income Recipients, 74%; Medically

Needy, Individual, 73%; Medically Needy,

Couple, 54%.

• NEBRASKA: Infants, Children 1-5, 185%;

Children 6-19, 185%; Pregnant Women,

185%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

58%; Medically Needy, Couple, 43%.

• NEVADA: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%; Chil-

dren 6-16, 100%; Children 17-19, 89%; Preg-

nant Women, 133%; Supplemental Security

Income Recipients 74%; No Medically Needy

Program.

• NEW HAMPSHIRE: Infants, 300%; Children

1-5, 185%; Children 6-19, 185%; Pregnant

Women, 185%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 76%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 76%; Medically Needy, Couple,

71%.

• NEW JERSEY: Infants, 185%; Children 1-5,

133%; Children 6-19, 133%; Pregnant

Women, 185%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 55%; Medically Needy, Couple,

48%.

• NEW MEXICO: Infants, Children 1-5, 235%;

Children 6-19, 235%; Pregnant Women,

185%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients 74%; No Medically Needy Program.

• NEW YORK: Infants, 185%; Children 1-5,

133%; Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant

Women, 200%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 87%; Medically Needy, Couple,

94%.

• NORTH CAROLINA: Infants, 185%; Children

1-5, 133%; Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant

Women, 185%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 60%; Medically Needy, Couple,

50%.

• NORTH DAKOTA: Infants, Children 1-5,

133%; Children 6-19 100%; Pregnant

Women, 133%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 65%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 60%; Medically Needy, Couple,

50%.

• OHIO: Infants, Children 1-5, 200%; Children

6-19, 200%; Pregnant Women, 133%; Supple-

mental Security Income Recipients 64%; No

Medically Needy Program.

• OKLAHOMA: Infants, Children 1-5, 185%;

Children 6-19, 185%; Pregnant Women,
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185%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

39%; Medically Needy, Couple, 36%.

• OREGON: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women, 170%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients,

74%; Medically Needy, Individual, 100%;

Medically Needy, Couple, 100%.

• PENNSYLVANIA: Infants, 185%; Children 1-5,

133%; Children 6-16, 100%; Children 17-19,

71%; Pregnant Women, 185%; Supplemental

Security Income Recipients, 74%; Medically

Needy, Individual, 63%; Medically Needy,

Couple, 49%.

• RHODE ISLAND: Infants, Children 1-5,

250%; Children 6-19, 250%; Pregnant

Women, 250%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients, 74%; Medically Needy, In-

dividual, 83%; Medically Needy, Couple,

66%.

• SOUTH CAROLINA: Infants, 185%; Children

1-5, 150%; Children 6-19, 150%; Pregnant

Women, 185%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients 74%; No Medically Needy

Program.

• SOUTH DAKOTA: Infants, Children 1-5,

200%; Children 6-19, 200%; Pregnant

Women, 133%; Supplemental Security In-

come Recipients 74%; No Medically Needy

Program.

• TENNESSEE: Infants, Children 1-18 -, eligibil-

ity IS based on child’s lack of insurance with

no upper income limit; Pregnant Women,

185%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

26%; Medically Needy, Couple, 21%.

• TEXAS: Infants, 185%; Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women,

185%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients 74%; No Medically Needy Program.

• UTAH: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%; Children

6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women, 133%; Supple-

mental Security Income Recipients, 74%;

Medically Needy, Individual, 55%; Medically

Needy, Couple, 50%.

• VERMONT: Infants, Children 1-5, 300%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 300%; Pregnant Women, 200%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients,

74%; Medically Needy, Individual, 110%;

Medically Needy, Couple, 82%.

• VIRGINIA: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%; Chil-

dren 6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women, 250%;

Supplemental Security Income Recipients,

74%; Medically Needy, Individual, 37%; Med-

ically Needy, Couple, 34%.

• WASHINGTON: Infants, Children 1-5, 200%;

Children 6-19, 200%; Pregnant Women,

185%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

78%; Medically Needy, Couple, 65%.

• WEST VIRGINIA: Infants, Children 1-5, 150

%; Children 6-19, 100%; Pregnant Women,

150%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

30%; Medically Needy, Couple, 30%.

• WISCONSIN: Infants, Children 1-5, 185%;

Children 6-19, 185%; Pregnant Women,

185%; Supplemental Security Income Recip-

ients, 74%; Medically Needy, Individual,

86%; Medically Needy, Couple, 65%.

• WYOMING: Infants, Children 1-5, 133%;

Children 6-16, 100%; Children 17-19, 67%;

Pregnant Women, 133%; Supplemental Se-

curity Income Recipients 74%; No Medically

Needy Program.

Additional Resources

‘‘Celebrating 35 Years of Medicare and Medicaid’’ DeParle,
Nancy-Ann Min, Health Care Financing Review, Oct. 1,
2000.

Health Care Law and Ethics, 2nd Edition. 2nd. ed., Hall,
Mark A., Ellman, Ira Mark, Strouse, Daniel S.; West
Group, St. Paul, 1999.

The Law of Health Care Organization and Finance,
Fourth Edition. Furrow, Barry R., Greaney, Thomas L.,
et. al., West Group, St. Paul, 2001.

‘‘Medicaid’’, Kaiser Family Foundation, 2002. Available at
http://www.kff.org/,. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2002.

Organizations

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

7500 Security Blvd.oulevard

Baltimore, MD 21244-1850 USA

Phone: (410) 786-3000

URL: http://cms.hhs.gov

Primary Contact: Thomas A Scully, Administrator

Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation

2400 Sand Hill Road
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Menlo Park, CA 94025 USA

Phone: (650) 854-9400

Fax: (650) 854-4800

URL: http://www.kff.org

Primary Contact: Drew Altman, President

U. S. Department of Health and Human
Services

200 Independence Avenue S.W.

Washington, DC 20201 USA

Phone: (877) 696-6775

E-Mail: HHS.Mail@hhs.gov

URL: http://www.hhs.gov/

Primary Contact: Janet Hale, Chief Information

Officer
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HEALTHCARE

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Actionable Malpractice

- Failure to Diagnose or Erroneous Di-

agnosis

- Failure to Treat or Erroneous Treat-

ment

- Substandard Care, Treatment, or

Surgery

- Gross Negligence

- Unauthorized Treatment or Lack of

Informed Consent

- Guaranteed Results or Guaranteed

Prognosis

- Breaches of Doctor-Patient Confi-

dentiality

- Vicarious Liability

• Patient’s Contributory or Comparative Negli-

gence

• Medical Malpractice Tort Reform

• State Tort Reform Statutes for Malpractice

Actions

• Additional Resources

Background

Medical malpractice is negligence committed

by medical professionals. For negligence to be ‘‘ac-

tionable’’ (having all the components necessary to

constitute a viable cause of action), there must be a

duty owed to someone, a breach of that duty, and re-

sulting harm or damage that is proximately caused

by that breach. The simplest way to apply the con-

cept of proximate cause to medical malpractice is to

ask whether, ‘‘but for’’ the alleged negligence, the

harm or injury would have occurred.

When determining whether the conduct of a

member of the general public is negligent, the con-

duct is judged against a standard of how a ‘‘reason-

ably prudent person’’ might act in the same or simi-

lar circumstance. Conversely, when determining

whether a medical professional has been negligent,

his or her practice or conduct is judged at a level of

competency and professionalism consistent with the

specialized training, experience, and care of a ‘‘rea-

sonably prudent’’ physician in the same or similar cir-

cumstances. This constitutes the ‘‘standard of care’’

or professional ‘‘duty’’ that a physician owes to his

or her patient. If the physician breaches the standard

of care and his patient suffers accordingly, there is ac-

tionable medical malpractice.

The term ‘‘patient’’ generally refers to a person

who is receiving medical treatment and/or who is

under medical care. In many states, other licensed

medical professionals such as chiropractors, nurses,

therapists, and psychologists, may also be sued for

malpractice, i.e., negligently breaching their respec-

tive professional duties owed to the patient. The fol-

lowing sections refer generally to medical malprac-

tice as it relates to medical doctors/physicians.

Actionable Malpractice

State laws govern the viability of causes of action

for medical malpractice. The laws vary in terms of

time limits to bring suit, qualifications of ‘‘expert’’

witnesses, cognizable theories of liability, and proper
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party defendants/proper party plaintiffs. Notwith-

standing these differences, there are common requi-

sites for all cases.

First and foremost, a physician must owe a duty

to patients before his or her competency in perform-

ing that duty can be judged. In U. S. jurisprudence,

a person has no affirmative duty to assist injured indi-

viduals, -in the absence of a special relationship with

them (such as doctor-patient, attorney-client, guard-

ian-ward, etc.) A doctor dining in a restaurant has no

duty to come forward and assist injured others if they

suffer a heart attacks while dining in the same restau-

rant. If the doctor merely continues with his meal

and does nothing to help, the ailing others would

not have an action for malpractice against him, not-

withstanding their harm. However, once a doctor

voluntarily decides to assist others or come to their

aid, he or she becomes liable for any injury that re-

sults from any negligence during that assistance.

Once the requisite doctor-patient relationship is

established, the doctor owes to the patient the duty

to render care and treatment with that degree of

skill, care, and diligence as possessed by or expected

of a reasonably competent physician under the same

or similar circumstances. The ‘‘circumstances’’ in-

clude the area of medicine in which the physician

practices, the customary or accepted practices of

other physicians in the area (the ‘‘locality rule’’), the

level of equipment and facilities available at the time

and in that locality, and the exigent circumstances,

if any, surrounding the treatment or medical service

rendered. The requisite degree of skill and expertise

under the circumstances is established by ‘‘expert

testimony’’ from other practicing physicians who

share the same or similar skill, training, certification,

and experience as the allegedly negligent physician.

Failure to Diagnose or Erroneous Diagnosis

Generally, a delay or failure to diagnose a disease

is actionable, if it has resulted in injury or disease

progression above and beyond that which would

have resulted from a timely diagnosis. This situation

may be difficult to prove. For example, a patient may

allege that a doctor failed to timely diagnose a cer-

tain cancer, resulting in ‘‘metastasis’’ (spread of the

cancer to other organs or tissues). But experts may

testify that ‘‘micrometastasis’’ (spreading of the dis-

ease at the cellular level) may occur as much as ten

years before a first tumor has been diagnosed, and

cancerous cells may have already traveled in the

bloodstream and lodged elsewhere, eventually to

grow into new tumors. Therefore, it may be difficult

in some cases to establish that a patient has suffered

a worse prognosis because of the failure or delay in

diagnosis.

If a patient is treated for a disease or condition

that he or she does not have, the treatment or medi-

cation itself may cause harm to the patient. This is

in addition to the harm caused by the true condition

continuing untreated.

Most doctors are trained to think and act by estab-

lishing a ‘‘differential diagnosis.’’ Doing so calls for

a doctor to list, in descending order of probability,

his or her impressions or ‘‘differing’’ diagnoses of

possible causes for a patient’s presenting symptoms.

The key question in assessing a misdiagnosis for mal-

practice is to ask what diagnoses a reasonably pru-

dent doctor, under similar circumstances, would

have considered as potential causes for the patient’s

symptoms. If a doctor failed to consider the patient’s

true diagnosis on his/her differential diagnosis list or

listed it but failed to rule it out with additional tests

or criteria, then the doctor is most likely negligent.

Failure to Treat or Erroneous Treatment

The most common way in which doctors are neg-

ligent by failing to treat a medical condition is when

they ‘‘dismiss’’ the presenting symptoms as tempo-

rary, minor, or otherwise not worthy of treatment.

This situation may result in an exacerbation of the

underlying condition or injury, causing further harm

or injury. For example only, an undiagnosed splinter

or chip in a broken bone may result in the lodging

of a piece of bone in soft tissue or internal bleeding

caused by the sharp edge of the splintered bone.

Erroneous treatment is most likely to occur as a

result of a misdiagnosis. However, a doctor who has

correctly diagnosed a disease or condition may

nonetheless fail to properly treat it. Other times, neg-

ligence is the result of a doctor attempting a ‘‘novel’’

treatment that fails, when in fact a more conventional

treatment would have been successful.

Substandard Care, Treatment, or Surgery

The standard of care which is owed to people as

a patients is that which represents that level of skill,

expertise, and care possessed and practiced by physi-

cians found in the same or similar community as the

relevant one, and under similar circumstances. How-

ever, the advent of ‘‘national board’’ exams for new

doctors and ‘‘board certifications’’ for doctor-

specialists has resulted in a more uniform and stan-

dard practice of medicine not dependent upon geo-

graphic locality.
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All licensed physicians should possess a basic level

of skill and expertise in diagnosing and treating gen-

eral or recurring types of illnesses and injuries. Thus,

a general practitioner who has administered substan-

dard cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) to a heart

attack victim (who subsequently dies as a result of

the substandard care) cannot defend that he or she

was not a ‘‘cardio-pulmonary specialist.’’ A general

practitioner from virtually any other area in the Unit-

ed States could most likely testify as to the level of

care and expertise that is to be expected under the

circumstances. Conversely, a board-certified car-

diopulmonary specialist could not testify that the

general practitioner should have done everything

that the specialist might have done with his ad-

vanced skill and training. Nor, under the locality rule,

could an oncology specialist in private practice in

Smalltown, U. S. A., be held to the same standard of

care as an oncology specialist in a large urban univer-

sity teaching hospital that has state-of-the-art equip-

ment and facilities.

Because doctors are often reluctant to testify

against their colleagues (referred to by lawyers as the

‘‘conspiracy of silence’’), it may be difficult to find an

unbiased expert willing to testify against a negligent

doctor or label the care as substandard. This is resis-

tance applies even when they practice on opposite

sides of the country: they may know one another

from the national board certifications or fellowship

programs established for specialists. Moreover, truly

competent doctors usually communicate with one

another for professional ‘‘brainstorming’’ on diag-

nosing or treating some conditions or may collabo-

rate in research or academic publications.

Gross Negligence

Within the context of medical malpractice, the

term ‘‘gross negligence’’ refers to conduct so reck-

less or mistaken as to render itself virtually obvious

to a layman without medical training. Examples in-

clude a surgeon amputating the wrong limb or leav-

ing a surgical instrument inside a body cavity of the

patient. Some states will permit a person to establish

a cause of action for medical malpractice grounded

in gross negligence without the need for expert

testimony. A minority of states still permit an action

for ‘‘res ipsa loquitur’’ (‘‘the thing speaks for itself’’),

meaning that such an accident or injury to the pa-

tient could not have occurred unless there was negli-

gence by the doctor’s having control over the pa-

tient.

Unauthorized Treatment or Lack of
Informed Consent

Virtually all states have recognized, either by ex-

press statute or common law, the right to receive

information about one’s medical condition, the treat-

ment choices, risks associated with the treatments,

and prognosis. The information must be in plain lan-

guage terms that can readily be understood and in

sufficient amounts such that a patient is able to make

an ‘‘informed’’ decision about his or her health care.

If the patient has received this information, any con-

sent to treatment that is given will be presumed to

be an ‘‘informed consent.’’ A doctor who fails to ob-

tain informed consent for non-emergency treat-

ment may be charged with a civil and/or criminal of-

fense such as a ‘‘battery’’ or an unauthorized

touching of the plaintiff’s person.

In order to prevail on a charge that a doctor per-

formed a treatment or procedure without ‘‘informed

consent,’’ the patient must usually show that, had

the patient known of the risk or outcome allegedly

not disclosed, the patient would not have opted for

the treatment or procedure and thus avoided the

risk. In other words, the patient must show a harmful

consequence to the unauthorized treatment.

Guaranteed Results or Guaranteed
Prognosis

Virtually all states prohibit or disallow claims that

a doctor promised a certain prognosis of success or

guaranteed a certain result if a patient agreed to un-

dergo the suggested treatment, procedure, or thera-

py. Some states permit such claims for cosmetic sur-

gery only if the guaranteed result is in writing and

contained in the form of an enforceable contract.

Breaches of Doctor-Patient Confidentiality

Doctor-patient confidentiality is based upon the

general principle that a person seeking medical help

or advice should not be hindered or inhibited by fear

that his or her medical concerns or conditions will

be disclosed to others. There is generally an expecta-

tion that the physician will hold that special knowl-

edge in confidence and use it exclusively for the ben-

efit of the patient.

The professional duty of confidentiality covers not

only what a patient may reveal to the doctor, but also

what a doctor may independently conclude or form

an opinion about, based on his or her examination

or assessment of the patient. Confidentiality covers

all medical records (including x-rays, lab-reports,

etc.) as well as communications between patient and

doctor and generally includes communications be-
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tween the patient and other professional staff work-

ing with the doctor.

The duty of confidentiality continues even after a

patient has stopped seeing or being treated by the

doctor. Once a doctor is under a duty of confidential-

ity, he or she cannot divulge any medical information

about patients to third persons without patients’

consent. There are limited exceptions to this, includ-

ing disclosures to state health officials. However, un-

authorized disclosure to unauthorized parties may

create a cause of action against the doctor.

Vicarious Liability

Finally, a doctor who has been negligent may not

be the only defendant in a subsequent lawsuit. A

hospital that has retained the doctor on its staff may

be vicariously liable for the doctor’s negligence

under a theory of ‘‘respondeat superior’’ (‘‘let the

master answer’’) that often holds an employer liable

for the negligence of its employees. More often, the

doctor has ‘‘staff privileges’’ at the hospital, and the

hospital will attempt to prove the limited role it plays

in directing or supervising the doctor’s work. Impor-

tantly, many doctors belong to private medical prac-

tices, such as limited partnerships or limited liability

companies, that also may be vicariously liable for the

negligence of their member doctors.

However, a doctor is generally liable for any negli-

gence on the part of his assistants and staff in carry-

ing out his orders or caring for his patients. Likewise,

an attending physician is generally liable for any neg-

ligence on the part of interns and medical students

under the physician’s guidance.

Patient’s Contributory or Comparative
Negligence

As malpractice is a form of negligence, defenses

that are generally allowed against general claims of

negligence are also viable against claims of malprac-

tice. These might include the following defenses: 

• The patient was also negligent and caused

much of his or her own harm

• The patient failed to mitigate his or her own

harm or damage or made them worse

• The patient gave an informed consent and

therefore assumed the risk of any [complica-

tion or untoward effect]

• The alleged harm or damage was an un-

avoidable ‘‘known risk’’ that occurs without

negligence

• The patient failed to disclose important in-

formation to the doctor

• The patient’s prognosis or condition was not

worsened by the alleged negligence

• The patient engaged in some intervening or

superceding conduct following the alleged

malpractice that broke the chain of events

linking the malpractice to the patient’s dam-

ages or harm

Medical Malpractice Tort Reform

Since 2000, increased tension and conflict be-

tween patients, their insurers, the medical communi-

ty and its insurers, trial lawyers, and victims’ rights

groups have helped spawn a new movement in ad-

dressing medical malpractice: tort reform. In 2005

alone, more than 48 states introduced over 400 bills

and modified or amended their laws to reflect the

need to effect real change. More than half the states

now limit damage awards and many have established

limits on attorney fees. Moreover, almost all states

now have two year statutes of limitation for standard

claims, and have eliminated joint and several liability

in malpractice law suits. At the federal level, Con-

gress still struggled with the notion of federal legisla-

tion that would preempt all existing state laws gov-

erning medical malpractice lawsuits.

State Tort Reform Statutes for
Malpractice Actions

State law governs the applicable statute of limi-
tations (time within which individuals must file a

lawsuit) for medical malpractice suits, as well as the

minimum qualifications of expert witnesses (e.g.,

whether a non-board-certified general practitioner

may testify against a specialist, or vice-versa, etc.).

Many states have passed legislation imposing limita-

tions or ‘‘caps’’ on monetary damages recoverable in

malpractice suits, but the courts in some of these

states have declared the laws unconstitutional.

Each state also has its own laws regarding ‘‘wrong-

ful death’’ claims alleging malpractice as the cause of

death. Virtually all states allow longer limitations pe-

riods for disability, incompetency, minority, for-

eign objects left in the body, or fraudulent conceal-

ment preventing earlier discovery. One of the most

recurring provision coming out of the tort reform

movement was the inadmissibility of statements

made by medical professionals in sympathy or con-
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cern, or apologies made by them for treatment ren-

dered, as evidence of fault or malpractice.

ALASKA:SB 67, signed by Governor in 2005, limits

noneconomic damages to $250,000. Noneconomic

damages for wrongful death or injury over 70% dis-

abling in severe permanent impairment are limited

to $400,000. Damages limits are not applicable to in-

tentional misconduct or reckless acts or omissions.

ARIZONA: SB 1036, signed by Governor in 2005,

made some changes to expert witness qualifications

specific to malpractice actions. Also, apologies and

similar gestures by health care providers are not ad-

missible in court as admissions of liability.

ARKANSAS: SB 233, signed by Governor in 2005,

creates an insurance policy holder’s bill of rights, and

amends standards and criteria for medical liability in-

surance rates, rate administration, rate criteria. Medi-

cal liability insurers are to file specific information

with Insurance Commissioner, available to public.

CALIFORNIA: SB 231, signed by Governor in 2005,

provides that malpractice judgments or settlements

over $30,000 must be reported to appropriate licens-

ing board if medical professional does not have liabil-

ity insurance. Also, must report to Medical Board of

indictment, felony conviction, or plea of guilty or no

contest of felony or misdemeanor related to medical

profession. There will now be an independent com-

mission to study physicians’ peer review process. Pa-

tients may now access Internet information about

physicians relating to status of medical license, cur-

rent accusations, judgments or arbitration awards,

disciplinary action resulting in revocation of privi-

leges, subject to discipline in different state, some

specified information may be removed from internet

after 10 years. Finally, each complaint filed with Med-

ical Board will be jointly referred to Attorney General

and Health Quality Enforcement Section.

CONNECTICUT: SB 1052, signed by Governor in

2005 now requires a ‘‘certificate of good faith’’ to be

filed with medical malpractice lawsuits. It also

creastes ‘‘offer of compromise’’ guidelines, associat-

ed interest rates reduced. Medical liability insurers

are to file specified reports to Insurance Commis-

sioner, which are available to public. Medical liability

insurers are required to file rate increase request

with Insurance Commissioner if over 5%, and in-

sureds may request public hearing. Patients/ public

now have access to physician profiles, including ad-

verse licensure actions in other states. Medical liabili-

ty insurers are to report any claims paid to Insurance

Commissioner, available to public through malprac-

tice database. Expressions of sympathy by health

care providers are not admissible in court as admis-

sion of liability.

DELAWARE: HB 75, signed by Governor in 2005,

creates Board of Medical Practice guidelines, includ-

ing disciplinary regulation and proceedings. The

Board is to receive required reports from both physi-

cians and liability insurance providers of any mal-

practice judgments, settlements or awards. Medical

personnel are not liable for civil damages for emer-

gency medical aid rendered without compensation

at scene of emergency. Also, HB 133, signed by Gov-

ernor in 2005, states that all medical negligence

claims settled or awarded against health care provid-

ers are to be reported to Commissioner by defendant

and associated insurance provider within 60 days of

final disposition of claim. 

FLORIDA: S 938, signed by Governor in 2005, im-

plements ‘‘Patients’ Right to Know’’ constitutional

amendment (from the 2004 General Election)

Creates a right of access to records relating to ad-

verse medical incidents. Disclosure of identity of pa-

tients is prohibited, other privacy restrictions. S 940,

also signed into law in 2005, implements constitu-

tional amendment requiring that doctors lose medi-

cal license in Florida if found guilty of medical mal-

practice 3 or more times in 5 years (also adopted

from the 2004 General Election). Finally, the Depart-

ment of Health is to carry out disciplinary action

against physicians found guilty of medical malprac-

tice. 

GEORGIA: SB 3, signed by Governor in 2005, re-

quires affidavits in medical malpractice complaints,

but it also ensures better defendant access to appli-

cable patient health information. Physicians’ apolo-

gies are not admitted in court as admission of liabili-

ty. There are changes to expert witness

qualifications. Malpractice insurers are to report to

state any judgment or settlement over $10,000. If

there are two guilty verdicts, report any further judg-

ments to Medical Board; three guilty verdicts in 10

years can have license revoked or required additional

education. There is limited liability in emergency

room situations unless proven gross negligence.

There is a revision of joint/several liability. Now a

$350,000 noneconomic damage limit; aggregate limit

of $1.05 million.

ILLINOIS: SB 475, signed by Governor in 2005,

limits noneconomic damages to $500,000 against an

individual; $1 million against hospital. New expert
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witness standards, and there must be certificates of

merit to meet same standards. Apologies by doctors

and hospitals not permissible in court as admission

of liability. There are public hearings for insurance

rate change of more than 6% or at request of in-

sureds. Medical liability insurance data disclosure to

public will also be made via internet. There are

changes to the Medical Disciplinary Board, including

an increase of disciplinary fines and extension of stat-

ute of limitations for complaints. The law also creates

a Patients’ Right to Know. Another bill, SJR 3, also

adopted, petitions the state Supreme Court to pro-

vide for specific medical malpractice recordkeeping,

case designation, and reporting.

INDIANA: SB 54, signed by Governor in 2005, pro-

vides that licensed medical practitioners are immune

from civil liability when voluntarily providing health

care services without compensation at free medical

clinics or health care facilities.

IOWA: HR 50, adopted in 2005, provides that the

legislative Council will establish an interim commit-

tee to provide regulatory agencies and legislature

with alternatives for alleviating problems with avail-

ability and affordability of medical liability insurance.

KANSAS: SB 100, signed by Governor in 2005, pro-

vides that risk management programs may be estab-

lished in nursing and assisted living facilities. Speci-

fied requirements include the reporting of incidents,

which are then referred for investigation but are not

admissible in civil lawsuit action without court deter-

mination that reports are relevant to allegations. 

LOUISIANA: SB 184, signed by Governor in 2005,

provides that medical information gathered by medi-

cal or insurance facility to identify cause of adverse

outcome are not admissible as court evidence. Also,

expressions of sympathy by medical personnel are

not admissible in court. HB 425, also signed in 2005,

specifies that statutory civil liability immunity in com-

mitment in mental health or substance abuse cases

is expanded to include hospitals and hospital per-

sonnel. A general civil immunity is granted for good

faith services, but there is no immunity for willful

negligence or misconduct. HB 485, also signed, pro-

vides that specified information gathered by medical

liability insurers or state risk management program

for the purpose of reducing medical liability claims

is to remain confidential.

MAINE: LD 385, limits liability for ambulance ser-

vices. LD 1378 provides that expression of apology

or sympathy by a medical practitioner is not admissi-

ble as admission of liability. LD 1472, clarifies that any

physician or hospital without liability insurance is

considered self-insured for purposes of the Rural

Medical Access Program.

MARYLAND: SB 836, signed by Governor in 2005,

made technical changes to the Rate Stabilization Ac-

count and Medical Assistance Program Account. It

also specified requirements for insurers reporting

medical liability claims, and the penalties for failing

to report. Made other technical changes to stream-

line the cancellation process for liability insurers

(which is subject to review by Insurance Commis-

sioner), and regarding the reporting and regulatory

requirements for Medical Mutual Liability Insurance

Society of Maryland. 

MICHIGAN: HB 4821, signed by Governor in

2005, provides that medical review entities are to re-

ceive information relating to appropriateness or

quality of health care rendered or qualifications,

competence, or performance of health care provid-

er. Any reports of disciplinary action are to go to the

Department of Community Health.

MISSISSIPPI: HB 369, signed by Governor in 2005,

creates a Medical Malpractice Insurance Availability

Plan to provide a market of last resort. It also creates

an advisory committee for the Tort Claims Board on

medical liability issues. 

MISSOURI: HB 393, signed by Governor in 2005,

creates new venue rules for medical malpractice ac-

tions, including ones for wrongful death. Discovery

of defendant’s assets is only after court finds in favor

of awarding punitive damages. Punitive damages are

limited to the greater of $500,000 or 5 times net

amount of total judgment. The liability of defendants

is several unless there is more than 51% at fault. Non-

economic damages are limited to $350,000. (There

was also a repeal of the current annual inflation ad-

justment.) Courts are required to dismiss any case

filed without an affidavit of written opinion of negli-

gence. Physicians providing free health care service

in clinics are not civilly liable unless there has been

a willful act or omission; and physicians’ expressions

of sympathy are not admitted in court as admissions

of liability. There is now a peer review committee,

with spefied procedures for review. The statute of

limitations for minors is 2 years from 18th birthday.

A related bill, SCR 19, created a Joint Interim Com-

mittee on Missouri Health Care Stabilization Fund

created to investigate establishment and implemen-

tation of fund, feasibility of paying damages to claim-
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ants (the primary objective being to assure reason-

able medical liability coverage). 

MONTANA: SB 21, signed by Governor in 2005, re-

lates to damages awarded based on ‘‘reduced chance

of recovery.’’ SB 316, specifies that reports from

medical liability insurers are to be sent annually to In-

surance Commissioner. HB 24 provides that a medi-

cal personnel’s statement expressing apology or

sympathy is not admissible in court as admission of

liability. HB 25, states that a health care provider is

not liable for employee’s act or omission that oc-

curred when employee was not under the jurisdic-

tion of health care provider. A related bill, HB 26,

states that a health care provider is not liable for any

act or omission committed by someone who pur-

ports to be a member of that organization. HB 64 es-

tablishes new qualifications for expert witnesses in

medical malpractice cases.HB 138 clarifies that a

Board of Medical Examiners is to establish disciplin-

ary screening panels to oversee rehabilitation pro-

grams for medical personnel. HB 254 makes medical

practitioners guilty of a civil offense and fined up to

$500 per offense for writing illegible prescriptions.

Complaints are to be filed with licensure board. HB

331 provides that the Insurance Commissioner is to

conduct market review of malpractice insurers in

Montana; based on findings, is to create market assis-

tance plan or joint underwriting association. Bill also

contained specifications for potential market assis-

tance plan and joint underwriting association, and

specified limits for claimants under policies, under-

writing, and reinsurance.

NEVADA: AB 208, signed by Governor in 2005,

provides that applicants for medical licenses are re-

quired to submit to criminal background check, as

well as physicians against whom any disciplinary ac-

tion is initiated. There are now expanded grounds

for initiating disciplinary proceedings against medi-

cal personnel. Criminal justice agencies are= to pro-

vide criminal histories to Board of Medical Examin-

ers. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: SB 57, signed by Governor in

2005, establishes a cmmission to study ways to allevi-

ate medical malpractice premiums for high risk spe-

cialties, but purview does not include examination of

civil justice system specific to malpractice claims. SB

214, creates panels for medical injury claims, includ-

ing conditions for confidentiality and release of infor-

mation to public, also, the dreation of a panel and in-

surance oversight committee to study medical

liability insurance rates and effectiveness of manda-

tory panel process. Annual reports to Insurance

Commissioner are now required from courts. The

current hearing panels for medical malpractice com-

plaints are repealed. HB 514 creates a 5-year health

care quality assurance commission to provide infor-

mation sharing among health care providers about

adverse outcomes and prevention strategies. The in-

formation submitted, proceedings and deliberation

results are to be held confidential. HB 584 declares

that statements or actions from medical personnel

expressing sympathy relating to personal injury are

not admissible as admission of liability, and dos not

apply to statements of fault. 

NEW JERSEY: S 1804, signed by Governor in 2005,

now requires medical facilities to report disciplinary

action taken by any facility against any health care

professional relating to incompetence or profession-

al misconduct. All health care professionals are to un-

dergo criminal history background check when re-

newing medical license. There will be reporting of

health care professionals to state and employers

when specified as necessary. Employers of health

care professionals are to disclose job performance

upon inquiry of another employer.

NEW MEXICO: SM 7, adopted in 2005, creates

New Mexico Health Policy Commission and Insur-

ance Division of Public Regulation Commission to

convene task force on medical liability insurance; re-

view relevant state statutes, make recommendations

to legislature and governor. 

NORTH DAKOTA: SB 2199, signed by Governor in

2005, provides that a plaintiff must submit an expert

opinion affidavit to individual medical personnel or

facility named as defendant within 3 months of com-

mencement of malpractice action. 

OREGON: SB 443, signed by Governor in 2005, al-

lows Board of Medical Examiners to require health

care providers to take national licensing exam under

circumstances of volunteering in charitable health

clinics. 

SOUTH CAROLINA: S 83, signed by Governor in

2005, limits Noneconomic damages to $350,000,

with exceptions specified. Also, new standards for ex-

pert witnesses and mandatory mediation for mal-

practice actions (binding arbitration are permitted).

Provisions relating to Joint Underwriting Association

and Patients Compensation Fund. Malpractice insur-

ance providers are required to maintain coverage for

licensed health care providers. The bill also requires

a notice to all locations where health care provider
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has a medical license to practice, when the South

Carolina medical license is suspended or revoked. If

there is any percentage of plaintiff fault in a malprac-

tice action, it will not cause reduction of recoverable

damages. A related bill, H 3108, covered provisions

relating to investigations of complaints against physi-

cians by Medical Disciplinary Commission. 

SOUTH DAKOTA: HB 1104, signed by Governor

in 2005, provides that damages are limited that may

be awarded in malpractice action against a podiatrist.

HB 1148 makes statements and actions expressing

apology or sympathy made by health care providers

admissible as admission of liability. 

TENNESSEE: SB 212, signed by Governor in 2005,

declares that medical practitioners voluntarily and

without compensation providing health care services

within scope of state license at health clinics receive

civil immunity for rendered services, unless act or

omission was gross negligence or willful misconduct.

UTAH: SB 83, signed by Governor in 2005, de-

clares that medical malpractice actions may not be

brought against health care providers due to conse-

quences resulting from refusal of child’s parent or

guardian to consent to recommended treatment.

VIRGINIA: SB 1173, HB 2659 (identical bills) were

both signed by Governor in 2005. They require that

an expert witness certification of deviation from care

standard to be filed before malpractice lawsuit can be

filed. Moreover, physician’s expression of sympathy

is not admissible in court as admission of liability. Ad-

missible evidence is now expanded, to include obser-

vations, evaluations and histories in treatment appli-

cable to lawsuit, which now may be disclosed; the

definition of ‘‘malpractice’’ is limited to tort or

breach of contract; and malpractice liability insurers

are required to submit annual reports to State Cor-

poration Commission regarding claims made against

medical personnel. Finally, the Board of Medicine is

to assess competency of medical personnel with

three malpractice claim payments within ten years.

SB 1323 and HB 1505, also identical bills, provides a

Birth-Related Neurological Injury Compensation

Fund definition such that when infant weighs less

than 1800 grams at birth or is at less than 32 weeks

of gestation, there will be a rebuttable presumption

that the alleged injury is a result of premature birth.

HB 1556 states that the Board of Medicine is required

to inform licensees about immunity for services to

patients of free clinics. HB 2410 provide that Liability

insurers are required to provide 90-day notice of pol-

icy cancellation or non-renewal, or premium in-

crease of more than 25% for malpractice insurance.

WEST VIRGINIA: HB 2011, signed by Governor in

2005, states that Health care providers are not liable

for personal injury caused by prescription drug or

medical device used in accordance with FDA regula-

tions. HB 3174, also signed by Governor, makes any

expression made by a health care provider of apolo-

gy or sympathy is not admissible as an admission of

liability.

WYOMING: SF 0078, signed by Governor in 2005,

requires additional advance notice of medical liability

insurance policy cancellation or premium increase.

A public hearing is required if insurer requests to

raise premium rate by 30% or more. SF 0088 requires

additional specified information on medical malprac-

tice claims to be reported. HB 0083 repeals the cur-

rent Medical Review Panel and recreates a panel ac-

cording to constitutional amendment adopted in the

2004 general election.

Additionally, a few state court rulings addressed

some of the new statutes: In DeWeese v. Weaver, a
Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court declared that

separation of joint and several liability was unconsti-

tutional based on the germane standard of legislation

enacted in 2002. In Ferndon v. Wisconsin, the Wis-

consin Supreme Court held that noneconomic dam-

ages in medical injury cases were unconstitutional.

Additional Resources

Law for Dummies Ventura, John, IDG Books Worldwide,
Inc., 1996.

Medical Malpractice Harney, David M., The Michie Com-
pany:, 1993. Excerpt available at http://
www.lectlaw.com/files/med33.htm.

‘‘Medical Malpractice’’ Plymale & Associates. Available at
http://www.plymalelaw.com/medmal.htm.

 Law for Dummies. John Ventura. IDG Books Worldwide,
Inc. 1996.

‘‘Summary of Medical Malpractice Law: Index of States.’’
McCullough, Campbell & Lane, 2001. Available at http://
www.mcandl.com/states.html. 
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Background

Medical records are the property of those who

prepare them (medical professionals) and not the

property of those about whom they are concerned

(patients). However, patients have a privacy right in

the information contained in the records. These two

interests may or may not conflict when it comes to

releasing medical records to outside or third parties,

who may also have another interest at stake. Once

these basic and often competing interests are sepa-

rated and assessed, it becomes easier to understand

the issues that may surround the right to request,

view, copy, or protect medical records and medical

information.

Although medical records belong to the medical

professionals/entities who create or prepare them,

patients generally have a right to review them, de-

mand copies of them, and to demand their confiden-

tiality, i.e., prohibit release of information contained

in them (with limited and specific exceptions).

Where does a patient get the authority to control the

release of documents that belong to others? The pa-

tient’s rights are dependent upon who created the

documents, who wants to view them, and why their

release is warranted.

Sources of Protection of Medical
Information

Common Law Duty of Confidentiality

First and foremost, there is the common law
concept of ‘‘doctor-patient confidentiality’’ that

binds a medical professional from revealing or dis-

closing what he or she may know about a person’s

medical condition. The professional duty of confi-

dentiality covers not only what a patient may reveal

to the doctor, but also what a doctor may indepen-

dently conclude or form an opinion about, based on

his or her examination or assessment of the pa-

tient. Confidentiality covers all medical records (in-

cluding x-rays, lab-reports, etc.), as well as communi-

cations between patient and doctor, and generally

includes communications between the patient and

other professional staff working with the doctor.
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Once a doctor is under a duty of confidentiality, he

or she cannot divulge any medical information to

third persons without the patient’s consent. There

are noteworthy exceptions to this, discussed below.

At one time (fairly common through the 1970s),

a doctor was considered a mere ‘‘custodian’’ of med-

ical records, which were considered the property of

the patient (because the personal information con-

tained in them related only to the patient). It was

common practice to release to a patient, upon de-

mand, all original records concerning the patient.

However, that practice led to some patients destroy-

ing their medical records, denying that they had re-

ceived certain treatments, misrepresenting their con-

ditions for the purpose of obtaining life or health

insurance policies, and (in the case of psychiatric pa-

tients) sometimes becoming a threat to the commu-

nity at large after learning what was contained in

their records. Medical malpractice suits and liabili-

ty for harm caused to third persons became a para-

mount issue that drove the impetus for establishing

a refinement of the law (mostly through case law).

This change has resulted in a clarification that the

actual original medical records belong to those who

create or originate them. However, the release to a

patient or to third parties of information contained

in the medical records (about a particular patient) is

generally controlled by the patient (with specific ex-

ceptions).

Medical professionals may be required by the re-

quest of a patient (or court order, subpoena, etc.),

to produce original documents and records for in-

spection, copying, or review. Usually, this is done in

a supervised fashion within the offices or facilities of

the creator/originator of the records (the doctor or

medical facility). For all intents and purposes, it is

more common for the original documents to be sim-

ply photocopied and forwarded to the patient or to

the party whom the patient designates. It is general

practice to not charge for copying or reproducing if

the records are not extensive and are being request-

ed by the patient, for the patient’s own use.

Constitutional Right to Privacy

The fundamental right to privacy, guaranteed by

the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S.

Constitution, protects against unwarranted invasions

of privacy by federal or state entities, or arms thereof.

As early as Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), the U.S.

Supreme Court acknowledged that the doctor-

patient relationship is one which evokes constitu-

tional rights of privacy. Because the Supreme Court

has found that a fundamental right of privacy exists

as to medical information about a person, private

causes of action (against defendants other than fed-

eral or state entities) also exist for alleged violations

of privacy rights (e.g., ‘‘invasion of privacy’’). This

right would extend to the privacy of any medical in-

formation contained in medical records.

But even that right is not absolute, and must be

weighed against the state or federal, or outside inter-

est at stake. For example, in Whalen v. Roe, 429 U.S.

589 (1977), a group of physicians joined patients in

a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of a New

York statute that required physicians to report to

state authorities the identities of patients receiving

Schedule II drugs (controlled substances). The phy-

sicians alleged that such information was protected

by doctor-patient confidentiality, and their patients

alleged that such disclosure was an invasion of their

constitutional right to privacy. The Supreme Court

did not disagree with the lower court’s finding that

‘‘the intimate nature of a patient’s concern about his

bodily ills and the medication he takes... are protect-

ed by the constitutional right to privacy.’’ However,

the high court concluded (after balancing the state’s

interests) that ‘‘Requiring such disclosures to repre-

sentatives of the State having responsibility for the

health of the community does not automatically

amount to an impermissible invasion of privacy.’’

Statutory Privacy Laws

Despite the above two recognized areas of law

that purported to shield medical information about

a person from unauthorized release or disclosure,

there continued to be substantial ‘‘gray areas’’ sus-

ceptible to varying interpretations and applications.

For example, do ‘‘medical records’’ include dental

records, pre-employment physical examination re-

cords, self-generated records (documents created or

completed by the patients themselves, such as

healthcare questionnaires), birth and death certifi-

cates? And what about records generated by quasi-

medical personnel, e.g., physical therapists or mental

health counselors? Further, there appeared to be a

developing area of case law that permitted, in fact de-

manded, the unauthorized release of medical infor-

mation (i.e., against the patient’s wishes and/or with-

out the patient’s knowledge) if, without the release,

there was a substantial risk of harm to a third person

(e.g. by violence of the patient or by communicable

or sexually transmitted disease).

To address these concerns, all fifty states have en-

acted laws that govern the release of medical re-
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cords. They encompass the recognition of any legal

privilege (privileged communications between the

health care provider and the patient), any prerequi-

sites to the release of records (almost all require pa-

tient consent), and the circumstances under which

records or information may be released in the ab-

sence of consent.

The Federal Privacy Rule

In the past, physicians could physically secure and

shield personal medical records from disclosure, ab-

sent consent from their patients. Electronic data-

banks have changed all that (as foretold by the Su-

preme Court in Whalen, above).With the passage of

the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act of 1996 (HIPAA) (which encouraged electronic

transmission of patient data), Congress passed con-

current legislation for uniform protection of medical

records and personal information. In December

2000, the Department of Health and Human Services

(HHS) published its Privacy Rule (‘‘Standards for Pri-

vacy of Individually Identifiable Health Information’’,

65 Fed. Reg. 82462), which became effective on April

14, 2001. The regulation covers health plans, health

care clearinghouses, and health care providers that

bill and transfer funds electronically. The regulation

mandates a final compliance date of April 14, 2003

(small health plans have until April 14, 2004 to com-

ply.) The Privacy Rule includes provisions for the fol-

lowing:

• Ensuring patient access to medical records,

ability to get copies and/or request amend-

ments

• Obtaining patient consent before releasing

information. Health care providers are re-

quired to obtain consent before sharing in-

formation regarding treatment, payment,

and health care operations. Separate patient

authorizations must be obtained for all non-

routine disclosures and non-health related

purposes. A history of all non-routine disclo-

sures must be accessible to patients.

• Providing recourse for violations through an

administrative complaint procedure.

In March 2002, the Bush Administration proposed

amendments to the Privacy Rule that would address

several complaints registered by patients and medi-

cal facilities alike. Specifically, the impact of the pro-

posed amendments would remove the requirement

for express consent in such communications as phar-

macists filling prescriptions, patient referrals to spe-

cialists, treatments provided or authorized from tele-

phone communications, and emergency medical

care. The relaxed consent requirement would only

apply to uses and disclosures for treatment, pay-

ment, and health care operations (TPOs) purposes.

All other uses and disclosures would continue to re-

quire express patient consent.

Voluntary Consent for Release of Medical
Information

Almost all requests for release of medical records

contain a requirement that patient consent be ob-

tained in writing. Medical providers or custodians of

medical records may or may not accept facsimile

(FAX) transmission of authorizations/signed consent

forms. In legal matters, the process may be simplified

by a patient authorizing his or her attorney to obtain

copies of records (or review originals).

Waiver of Consent for Release of Medical
Information

There are ways in which a patient may ‘‘waive’’ the

confidentiality of medical records. A common way by

filing a lawsuit or claim for personal injury. By

doing so, the patient has put his or her physical con-

dition ‘‘at issue’’ in the lawsuit. Therefore, the law

presumes that the patient has waived all confidential-

ity regarding his or her medical condition, and there

is an implied authorization to the patient’s doctor for

disclosure of all relevant information and medical re-

cords.

Involuntary Release of Medical
Information

In recent years, many courts have held that doc-

tors are supposed to protect third persons who may

be harmed by patients. This often results in a duty

to release medical records or medical information

without either knowledge or consent on the part of

the patient. For example, without a patient’s permis-

sion or knowledge, doctors may warn others or the

police if the patient is mentally unstable, potentially

violent, or has threatened a specific person. In some

states, the duty to report or warn others ‘‘trumps’’

the right to confidentiality or privileged communica-

tion with a doctor. Courts will decide these matters

by balancing the sanctity of the confidentiality

against the foreseeability of harm to a third party.
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Selected Applications

Death Certificates

Under most state laws, birth and death certificates

are a matter of public record. The advent of physi-

cian-assisted suicides in less than a handful of states

(e.g., Oregon) created new concerns for the scope

of privacy and confidentiality. Some states have ad-

dressed such matters by express legislation, e.g., per-

mitting the registration of physician-assisted deaths

directly to state offices rather than to local county of-

fices of vital statistics. Others have permitted dual-

systems that incorporate specific codes for ‘‘cause of

death’’ on public records, but more thorough expla-

nations on private state records. Many doctors sim-

ply list innocuous language, such as ‘‘cardiac-

respiratory failure,’’ on public records, and leave

blank the secondary or underlying cause. Similar is-

sues of limited disclosure often arise on birth re-

cords. In some circumstances, personal details such

as paternity, marital status, or information regard-

ing a newborn’s HIV status may warrant the filing

of dual records (one requiring more disclosure than

the other) for separate purposes and separate view-

ers, based on a ‘‘need to know’’ criterion.

Disclosures to State or Federal Authorities

Under most state statutes, doctors and health care

providers generally have duties to report incidence

of certain sexually transmitted diseases, child
abuse, communicable diseases, HIV/AIDS, or other

conditions deemed to be risks to the health and safe-

ty of the public at large. Some states have developed

registries to track the incidence of certain condi-

tions, (e.g., certain forms of cancer) that may later

help researchers discover causes. In registry cases,

personal data about the patients is released only to

the necessary local, state, or federal personnel, and

the data usually does not contain ‘‘patient identifi-

ers.’’

Selected State Disclosure Laws

ALABAMA: Medical records of ‘‘notifiable diseas-

es’’ (those diseases or illnesses that doctors are re-

quired to report to state officials) are strictly confi-

dential. Written consent of patient is required for

release of information regarding sexually transmitted

disease. (Ch. 22-11A-2, 22)

ALASKA: Mental health records may be disclosed

only with patient consent/court order/law enforce-

ment reasons (Ch. 47.30.845). In cases of emergency

medical services, records of those treated may be dis-

closed to specified persons.(Ch. 18.08.086). Express

language permits disclosure of financial records of

medical assistance beneficiaries to the Dept. of Social

Services. (Ch. 47.07.074)

ARIZONA: There are mandatory reporting re-

quirements for malnourishment, physical neglect,

sexual abuse, non-accidental injury, or other depri-

vation with intent to cause or allow death of minor

children, but the records remain confidential outside

judicial matters (Ch. 13-3620). Access to other medi-

cal records is by consent or pursuant to exceptions

outlined in Ch. 36-664.

ARKANSAS: Arkansas has a special privilege per-

mitting doctors to deny giving patients or their attor-

neys or guardians certain medical records upon a

showing of ‘‘detrimentality’’ (Ch.16-46-106). Other-

wise, access by patients and their attorneys are cov-

ered under Ch. 23-76-129 and 16-46-106.

CALIFORNIA: Doctors may withhold certain men-

tal health records from patients if disclosure would

have an adverse effect on patient. (H&S Section

1795.12 and.14).

COLORADO: Doctors are permitted to withhold

from patients psychiatric records that would have a

significant negative psychological impact; in those

cases, doctors may prepare a summary statement of

what the records contain (Ch.25-1-801). There are

mandatory disclosure requirements for certain dis-

eases (Ch 25-1-122).

CONNECTICUT: Limited disclosure of mental

health records (Ch. 4-105) and limited disclosure to

state officials (Ch.53-146h; 17b-225).

DELAWARE: Strict disclosure prohibitions about

sexually transmitted diseases, HIV infections (Tit. 16-

711). However, such diseases must be reported to di-

vision of Public Health, by number and manner only

(Title 16-702).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Public mental health

facilities must release records to the patient’s attor-

ney or personal physician (21-562).

FLORIDA: Mental health records may be provided

in the form of a report instead of actual annotations

(455-241). Patient consent is required for general

medical records releases except by subpoena or con-

sent to compulsory physical exam pursuant to Civil

Rule of Procedure 1.360 (455-241).

GEORGIA: Mandatory disclosure to state officials

for child abuse and venereal disease. (Ch. 19-7-5; 31-

17-2)
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HAWAII: Hawaii Revised Statute 325-2 provides

for mandatory disclosure to state officials for com-

municable disease or danger to public health. Names

appearing in public studies such as the Hawaii

Tumor Registry are confidential and no person who

provides information is liable for it (324-11, et seq.).

IDAHO: There is mandatory disclosure for child

abuse cases within 24 hours (16-1619) and sexually

transmitted diseases (39-601). Both doctors and

nurses may request protective orders to deny or limit

disclosure (9-420).

ILLINOIS: Mandatory disclosure to state officials

for child abuse and sexually transmitted diseases

(325 Illinois Compiled Statutes Annotated 5/4).

INDIANA: Insurance companies may obtain infor-

mation with written consent (Ch 16-39-5-2). Manda-

tory disclosure to state officials for child abuse and

sexually transmitted diseases (31-6-11-3 and 4) (16-

41-2-3).

IOWA: Mandatory disclosure to state officials of

sexually transmitted diseases (Ch. 140.3 and 4).

KANSAS: Mandatory disclosure to state health offi-

cials of AIDS (65-6002(c)). Mental health records

only released by patient consent, court order, or con-

sent of the head of mental health treating facility (59-

2931).

KENTUCKY: Either patient or physician may ask

for protective order (422-315). Patients must make

written requests for records (422.317).

LOUISIANA: Louisiana Code of Evidence, Article

510 waives health care provider-patient privilege in

cases or child abuse or molestation. Mandatory dis-

closure of HIV information (Ch.1300-14 and 1300-

15).

MAINE: Doctors may withhold mental health re-

cords if detrimental to patient’s health (22-1711.20-A

Maine Revised Statutes Annotated, Section 254, Sub-

section 5, requires schools to adopt local written pol-

icies and procedures).

MARYLAND: Physicians may inform local health

officers of needle-sharing partners or sexual partners

in cases of transmittable diseases (18-337).

MASSACHUSETTS: Any injury from the discharge

of a gun or a burn affecting more than five percent

of the body, rape or sexual assault triggers mandato-

ry disclosure law (Ch. 112-12A). No statutory privi-

lege.

MICHIGAN: Mandatory disclosure to state officials

for communicable diseases (MCL.333.5117).

MINNESOTA: Minnesota Statutes Annotated

144.335 authorizes withholding mental health re-

cords if information is detrimental to well-being of

patient. Sex crime victims can require HIV testing of

sex offender and have access to results (611A.07).

MISSISSIPPI: Patient waiver is implied for manda-

tory disclosures to state health officials. Peer review

boards assessing the quality of care for medical or

dental care providers may have access to patient re-

cords without the disclosure of patient’s identity (41-

63-1, 63-3).

MISSOURI: Information concerning a person’s

HIV status is confidential and may be disclosed only

according to Section 191.656.

MONTANA: Mandatory disclosure to state officials

for sexually transmitted disease. (Ch. 50-18-106).

Recognized exceptions for release of records without

patient consent (e.g. mental incompetency) are

covered under 50-16-530.

NEBRASKA: Nebraska Revised Statutes 81-642 re-

quires reporting of patients with cancer for the Dept.

of Health’s Cancer Registry. The Dept. also maintains

a Brain Injury Registry (81-651). Mandatory disclo-

sure to state officials for sexually transmitted disease.

(71-503.01).

NEVADA: Mandatory disclosure to state officials

for communicable disease. (441A.150) There is a

state requirement to forward medical records (with

or without consent) upon transfer to a new medical

facility (433.332; 449,705).

NEW HAMPSHIRE: New Hampshire maintains

that medical records are the property of the patient

(332:I-1) Mandatory disclosure to state officials for

communicable disease (141-C:7).

NEW JERSEY: Limited right of access to mental

health records for attorneys and next of kin. Manda-

tory disclosure to state officials for child abuse (9:6-

8.30), pertussis vaccine (26:2N-5), sexually transmit-

ted disease.(26:4-41), or AIDS (26:5C-6).

NEW MEXICO: Mandatory disclosure of sexually

transmitted diseases (24-1-7).

NEW YORK: Records concerning sexually trans-

mitted disease or abortion for minors may not be

released, not even to parents (NY Pub. Health 17).
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NORTH CAROLINA: North Carolina General Stat-

ute 130A-133, et seq. provides for mandatory disclo-

sure to state officials for communicable disease.

NORTH DAKOTA: Mandatory disclosure to state

officials for child abuse, communicable diseases, or

chronic diseases that impact the public (23-07-01, 50-

25.1-01). 

OHIO: Mandatory disclosure to state officials for

child abuse (2151-421), occupational diseases

(3701.25), contagious disease including AIDS

(3701.24), or cases to be included on the Cancer Reg-

istry (3701.262).

OKLAHOMA: Mandatory disclosure to state offi-

cials for child abuse, communicable or venereal dis-

eases (23-07-01, 50-25.1-01).

OREGON: Oregon Revised Statute 146-750 pro-

vides for mandatory disclosure of medical records in-

volving suspected violence, physical injury with a

knife, gun, or other deadly weapon.

PENNSYLVANIA: Mental health records in state

agencies must remain confidential (Title 50-7111). 

RHODE ISLAND: Mandatory disclosure to state of-

ficials for occupational disease (Ch. 23-5-5), commu-

nicable or venereal diseases (23-8-1, 23-11-5).

SOUTH CAROLINA: Mandatory disclosure to state

officials for sexually transmitted disease (z016744-29-

70). There is also express privilege for mental health

provider-patient relationships under Ch. 19-11-95.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Mandatory disclosure to state

officials for venereal disease (34-23-2) or child abuse

or neglect (26-8A-3).

TENNESSEE: There are also requirements for

mandatory disclosure to state officials for communi-

cable disease (68-5-101) or sexually transmitted dis-

eases (68-10-101).

TEXAS: There are mandatory disclosure require-

ments for bullet or gunshot wounds (Health & Safety

161.041), certain occupational diseases (Health &

Safety 84.003) and certain communicable diseases

(Health & Safety 81.041).

UTAH: There are mandatory disclosure require-

ments for suspected child abuse (62A-4A-403), com-

municable and infectious diseases (including HIV

and AIDS) (26-6-3).

VERMONT: Records concerning sexually transmit-

ted disease require mandatory reporting (Title 18-

1093). Any HIV-related record of testing or counsel-

ing may be disclosed only with a court order evidenc-

ing ‘‘compelling need.’’ (Title 12-1705).

VIRGINIA: Mental health professionals may with-

hold records from patient if release would be injuri-

ous to patient’s health. (8.01-413).

WASHINGTON: Mandatory disclosure to state of-

ficials for sexually transmitted disease (70.24.105)

child abuse (26.44.030) or tuberculosis (70.28.010).

WEST VIRGINIA: Mandatory disclosure to state of-

ficials for venereal, communicable disease (Ch. 16-

4-6; 16-2A-5; 26-5A-4), suspected child abuse (49-

6A-2), gunshot and other wounds or burns (61-2-27).

WISCONSIN: There are mandatory reporting re-

quirements for sexually transmitted diseases

(252.11), tuberculosis (252.07), child abuse (48.981)

and communicable diseases (252.05).

WYOMING: Rather than expressly creating a statu-

tory privilege, Wyoming addresses the matter by lim-

iting doctors’ testimony to instances where patients

have expressly consented or where patients volun-

tarily testify themselves on their medical conditions

(putting their medical conditions ‘‘at issue’’) (Ch. 1-

12-101). There are mandatory reporting require-

ments for sexually transmitted diseases, child abuse,

and communicable diseases (14-3-205, 35-4-130, 35-

4-103).

Additional Resources

‘‘Confidentiality of Death Certificates’’ Issues in Law &
Medicine, Winter 1998.

‘‘Medical Records.’’ National Survey of State Law, 2nd ed.
Richard A. Leiter, Ed. Gale: 1997.

Standards for Privacy Rule of Individually Identifiable
Health Information, 65 Fed. Reg 82462, 2001. Available
at http://gov.news/press/2001pres/01fsprivacy.html.

‘‘Standards for Privacy Rule of Individually Identifiable
Health Information-Proposed Rule Modification.’’
FDCH Regulatory Intelligence Database, 21 March
2002. 
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HEALTHCARE

ORGAN DONATION

Sections Within This Essay: 

• Background

• Legislation

- Earlier Federal Legislation

- Uniform Anatomical Gift Act of 1987

- The National Organ Transplant Act

- The Patient Self -etermination Act of

1991

• State Anatomical Gift Acts

• Advance Care Directives

• Additional Resources

Background

There is a great need for human organs for trans-

plantation. In fact, the need far exceeds the supply

of transplantable organs. This disparity has promul-

gated legislation and important case law. These laws

attempt to regulate the scare resource (transplant-

able human organs) and to help establish an equita-

ble national system to allocate the organs where they

can do the most good.

There are Extensive federal and state laws regulat-

ing organ and tissue donation and transplantation.

These many laws and regulations were promulgated

to address a variety of issues, including the compli-

cated medical, legal, and moral issues involved in

organ donation and transplantation. One of the main

issues deals with the enormous demand for human

organs in a context where there is an inadequate sup-

ply of usable organs. These laws are generally viewed

by lawmakers, members of the medical professions,

and by the populace as a way to ensure the most eq-

uitable distribution of organs. However, the many

laws and regulations in this area can complicate the

process of obtaining organs. Consequently, people

who have questions about organ donation or trans-

plantation, should seek advice of an attorney knowl-

edgeable about this area of law.

There are several reasons for the shortage of or-

gans. Perhaps the most common reason is that peo-

ple are hesitant to donate organs. There are other

reasons as well: for example, physicians may neglect

to inquire of family members whether they would

consent to donating organs when their loved one

dies. In other cases, the deceased’s wishes to donate

his or her organs may not be known by those in the

position to act on those wishes. Finally, family mem-

bers may object to the harvesting of organs from

their deceased loved one, regardless of the de-

ceased’s intent or wishes to the contrary.

Legislation

Many federal and state statutes closely regulate

organ donation. To understand the laws governing

organ donation, one needs to understand the trajec-

tory of some of the most important legislation. While

there are many laws pertaining to organ donations,

perhaps the most important legislation consists of

the following:

• Various early federal legislation

• The Uniform Anatomical Gift Act of 1987

• The National Organ Transplant Act

• The Patient Self Determination Act of 1991
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• State Anatomical Gift Acts

Earlier Federal Legislation

Prior to 1968 there were no federal laws dealing

with organ and tissue donation. Before the Uniform

Anatomical Gift Act of 1968 (AGA), organ and tissue

donations were handled at the state level only. Un-

fortunately, the state laws then on the books differed

considerably from state to state. The AGA was in-

tended to address these problems by providing a

framework of uniform laws in the United States relat-

ing to organ and tissue transplantation. It also at-

tempted to increase the number of available organs

by making it easier for individuals to make anatomi-

cal gifts.

In 1972, The Uniform Anatomical Gift Act mandat-

ed that the Uniform Organ Donor Card be recog-

nized as a legal document in all 50 states. This em-

powered anyone eighteen years or older to legally

donate his or her organs upon death.

In 1984, the National Organ Transplant Act

(NOTA) created a national computer registry of do-

nated organs. It was to be operated by the United

Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS). NOTA also au-

thorized financial support for organ procurement or-

ganizations and outlawed the purchase or sale of

human organs.

Uniform Anatomical Gift Act of 1987

This Act overhauled the 1968 Uniform Anatomical

Gift Act (UAGA). Even though the 1968 UAGA suc-

cessfully constructed a consistent pattern for states

to follow in revising their own anatomical gift legisla-

tion, it failed to increase the number of donated

transplantable organs. The 1968 UAGA did not ad-

dress the issue of commercial sale of organs. Be-

tween 1968 and 1987, there were significant ad-

vances in transplant science and the practice of

organ transplantation. The 1968 UAGA could not

have provided for some of these advances. Conse-

quently, the 1968 UAGA did not address many im-

portant issues that developed over time.

In an attempt to respond, a new version of the

Uniform Anatomical Gift Act was drafted in 1987. The

1987 UAGA attempted to address many of the holes

in the 1968 Act. It covered the following:

1. Explicitly prohibited the sale of human or-

gans. Federal law expressly prohibits the

sale of human tissue with the exception of

blood, sperm, or human eggs.

2. Guaranteed the priority of a decedent’s

wishes over the decedent’s family mem-

bers with respect to their objections to

organ donation.

3. Streamlined the process of completing the

necessary documents to effect organ do-

nation.

4. Mandated that hospitals and emergency

personnel develop procedures of ‘‘routine

inquiry/required request.’’ This provision

requires hospitals to ask patients, upon ad-

mittance to the hospital, or their families,

at patient’s death, about organ donation.

If the patient expresses the intent to do-

nate his or her organs, that information is

added to the patient’s record.

5. Permitted medical examiners and coro-

ners to provide transplantable organs from

subjects of autopsies and investigations

within certain conditions.

The 1968 UAGA enjoyed unanimous approval

from every state; however, the 1987 UAGA was op-

posed in many states. The key issues revolved

around three of the five new provisions in the 1987

Act. First, the debate focused on the priority of the

donor’s intent over his or her family’s objections.

Second, states were concerned about the ‘‘routine

inquiry/required request’’ language. Third, there was

debate over the new authority that allowed medical

examiners to donate a deceased’s organs or other

body parts. Although it was intended to create uni-

formity among the disparate state statutes that had

been passed to fill gaps left by the 1968 Act, several

states enacted transplant legislation on their own,

rather than ratify the 1987 UAGA legislation.

Under the 1987 UAGA, medical examiners or cor-

oners may release organs for transplantation only

when they have custody of a body and the deceased

has no next-of-kin. There must be a reasonable

search for next of kin by competent authorities. Of-

ficials may not remove organs or tissue for trans-

planting unless a specific state law grants this author-

ity.

The National Organ Transplant Act

In 1984, the National Organ Transplant Act

(NOTA) began to provide a comprehensive structure

and articulated policy regarding organ transplanta-

tion. This legislation reflected Congress’s acknowl-

edgement of the advances being made in transplan-

tation technology and procedures. For example,

there was now an 80 percent survival rate for those

undergoing kidney transplants. And the drug cyclo-
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sporin had increased the survival rate of liver trans-

plant patients from 35 to 70 percent for the first year

after undergoing a liver transplant. Of course, there

was still great concern about the shortage of available

organs.

NOTA also provided funds for grants for qualified

organ procurement organizations (OPOs) and an

Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network

(OPTN). The OPTN was intended to assist OPOs in

distributing organs that could not be used in the

OPO’s geographical area. The Act provided grant

money for planning, establishing, and operating or

expanding organ procurement organizations. To

qualify for the grant money, the OPO had to show

that it was a nonprofit organization qualified to re-

ceive Medicare reimbursement for kidney procure-

ment. It also had to describe established procedures

to obtain payment for organs (other than kidneys)

that were provided to transplant centers. The Act ex-

pressly forbade selling human organs across state

lines. Apparently, the committee responsible for this

provision felt strongly that human body parts should

not be viewed as commodities.

One of the most important achievements of the

Act was the establishment of a 25-member Task

Force on Organ Transplantation. This task force

studies human transplant policy issues, including

organ procurement and distribution. The Task Force

published its first report covering medical, legal, so-

cial, ethical, and economic issues related to organ

procurement and transplantation in 1986. In this re-

port, the Task Force commented on the relatively

small percentage of transplantable organs that were

actually harvested for transplantation and the need

to increase this supply. It urged the continued devel-

opment of organ transplant policies that encourage

individuals to donate organs.

The Patient Self-Determination Act of 1991

The Federal Patient Self-Determination Act

(PSDA) was meant to encourage the use of advance

directives such as living wills and durable powers of

attorney for health care. The PSDA changes key pro-

visions in federal Medicare and Medicaid laws. It

mandates that hospitals and other health care pro-

viders maintain explicit policies and procedures re-

garding five issues. The hospital or health care pro-

vider must:

1. provide written information regarding the

individual’s rights under state law to make

decisions concerning medical care, includ-

ing the right to formulate advance direc-

tives.

2. note in the patient’s medical record

whether the individual has executed an ad-

vance directive

3. not discriminate against a patient in re-

sponse to the patient’s decision on an ad-

vance directive

4. comply with state laws concerning ad-

vance directives

5. create a policy to provide for education of

its staff and community on issues concern-

ing advance directives

State Anatomical Gift Acts

State law governs postmortem organ donations

under the original (1968) or revised (1987) Uniform

Anatomical Gift Act. These acts have been adopted

in every state, although there are some minor varia-

tions among the states’ laws. Basically, the laws state

that competent adults may make gifts of an organ or

organs in the event of their deaths. The organs may

be used for transplantation, research, or education.

If there is no explicit anatomical gift made by a dece-

dent, the decedent’s family may consent to harvest-

ing of the decedent’s organs.

The Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (AGA) has been

adopted in various forms by all 50 states. These laws

state that a wallet-sized donor card, signed by a per-

son over 18 and witnessed by two other adults, is a

legal instrument permitting physicians to remove or-

gans after death. These cards are often part of state

driver’s licenses. When the AGAs were passed, there

was great hope that they would help to dramatically

increase the supply of organs. Unfortunately, donor

cards have not produced a significant increase in the

supply of organs. There are at least two reasons for

their failure to bring about the hoped-for increase in

the supply of transplantable organs:

• Many people do not sign the donor cards or

do so incorrectly

• Despite being recognized as a legal docu-

ment, many medical professionals have

been reluctant to rely upon the donor card

for permission to remove organs from dece-

dents for transplantation purposes
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Advance Care Directives

There are three kinds of documents that may pro-

vide evidence of a person’s wish to donate his or

her organs in the event of that person’s death. These

are:

• Living wills: Living wills provide instructions

for someone’s medical care if that person

becomes incapacitated or otherwise unable

to make decisions himself or herself. State

statutes regulate living wills. In most cases,

a living will can direct that one’s organs or

tissues be taken and donated if medically ap-

propriate. If individuals execute a living will,

it is advisable for them to inform their physi-

cians and their families of its existence.

• Durable powers of attorney for health care.

A durable power of attorney for health

care names someone, the individual’s

‘‘agent,’’ to make important decisions re-

garding that person’s health care should the

person become incapacitated. These docu-

ments can instruct the person’s agent to do-

nate the person’s organs or tissues upon the

person’s death. As with living wills, the dura-

ble power of attorney for medical care is

only effective if, in addition to the agent, the

family and the person’s physician know of its

existence.

• Advanced care medical directive: An ad-

vance care medical directive (ACMD) com-

bines some features of the living will and the

durable power of attorney for health care.

An ACMD allows individuals to provide in-

structions for the type of care they do or do

not want in a number of medical scenarios.

These documents need to be created in con-

sultation with their physician(s).

Several states have passed laws that presume con-

sent of a decedent (to donate organs or tissues) in

certain limited circumstances. These laws are very

limited in scope. Despite these statutory provi-

sions, the best way to insure that a person’s organs

or tissues will be made available for transplantation

after his or her death is for the person to let relatives

know of his or her desire to donate. This is especially

true when one considers that medical personnel rely

so heavily on the wishes of the next of kin when de-

ciding whether to harvest useful organs.

Competent living persons may donate renewable

tissues (e.g. blood, platelets, plasma, and sperm),

and those not essential to the donor’s health (e.g.

eggs). However, a person may not donate organs or

tissues necessary for sustaining the donor’s life (e.g.

heart, lungs, liver). There are two more ways to let

others know of about one’s decision to donate. First,

the person can complete an organ donor card, or

sign the back of the person’s driver’s license. Sec-

ond, the person can execute a living will, durable

power of attorney for medical care, or create an ad-

vance care medical directive informing the prospec-

tive medical care provider of the extent of care the

person wishes to receive prior to the death. This doc-

ument will also provide specific instructions for the

disposition of the person’s body after death, includ-

ing donating your organs. By taking these steps, indi-

viduals are best assures that their decision to become

an organ and/or tissue donor will be fulfilled.

Additional Resources

Dying & death in law & medicine: a forensic primer for
health and legal professionals Berger, Arthur S.,
Praeger, Arthur S., 1993.

The Ethics of Organ Transplants: The Current Debate Ca-
plan, Arthur L., and Daniel H. Coelho, eds., Prometheus
Books, 1999.

http://www.organdonor.gov/. ‘‘Organ Donation.’’ First-
Gov.com, 2002. Available at http://
www.organdonor.gov/.

Organ and Tissue Donation for Transplantation. Edited
by Chapman, Jeremy R., Wight, Celia, and Deierhoi,
Mark, eds., Edward Arnold Publishers, 1997.

Organ Transplantation: Meanings and Realities. Edited
by Youngner, Stuart J., Stuart J., Fox, Renee C., and
O’Connell, Laurence J., eds., University of Wisconsin
Press, 1996.

Organizations

The Living Bank

P.O. Box 6725

Houston, TX 77265 USA

Phone: (800) 528-2971

E-Mail: info@livingbank.org

National Transplant Assistance Fund (NTAF)

3475 West Chester Pike, Suite 230

Newtown Square, PA 19073 USA

Phone: (800) 642-8399

Fax: (610) 353-1616

URL: http://www.transplantfund.org/

homepage2.html
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The Transplant Network

1130 Ryland

Reno, NV 89502 USA

Phone: (775) 324-4501

Fax: (775) 323-1596

E-Mail: thetransplantnetwork@gbis.com

United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS)

1100 Boulders Parkway, Suite 500

Richmond, VA 23225-8770 USA

Phone: (804) 330-8576

Fax: (804) 323-3794

URL: http://www.unos.org/frame_Default.asp

National Transplant Assistance Fund (NTAF)

3475 West Chester Pike, Suite 230

Newtown Square, PA 19073 USA

Phone: (800) 642-8399

Fax: (610) 353-1616

URL: http://www.transplantfund.org/

homepage2.html

The Transplant Network

1130 Ryland

Reno, NV 89502 USA

Phone: (775) 324-4501

Fax: (775) 323-1596

E-Mail: thetransplantnetwork@gbis.com
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HEALTHCARE

PATIENT RIGHTS

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Right to Autonomy and Self-Determination

•

- History

- Living Wills

- Durable Powers of Attorney

- The Patient Self-Determination Act

of 1990

- Euthanasia and the ‘‘Right to Die’’

- Informed Consent

• Right to Privacy

• Right to Receive Treatment

• State Provisions

• Additional Resources

Background

The advent of the ‘‘patient rights’’ movement and

associated legislation is a relatively recent phenome-

non, having first taken root in the early 1990s. How-

ever, as of January 2006, a divided and partisan U.S.

Congress was still grappling with various provisions

for a federal Patients’ Rights Law, and none ap-

peared likely in the foreseeable future. Part of the

delay was due to the 2004 U.S. Supreme Court deci-

sion in Aetna v. Davila, which severely limited pa-

tients’ rights to sue their HMOs in state courts. (The

Court held that the federal Employee Retirement In-

come Security Act [ERISA] preempted state laws in

this area.) The decision impacted and invalidated

provisions in at least ten state patients’ rights laws.

Notwithstanding, all states have enacted some

form of health care law addressing ‘‘patient rights.’’

The problem remains that there is no uniformity of

laws, and the scope of rights afforded patients varies

greatly from state to state.

The term ‘‘patient’’ generally refers to a person

who is receiving medical treatment and/or who is

under medical care. Certain vulnerabilities attach to

the status of patient. For this reason, certain laws

have been passed at both the national and state le-

vels to protect people’s interests which otherwise

might be compromised by medical, social, govern-

mental, and/or financial entities. These protective

provisions may be in the form of passive guarantees,

or they may spring into effect as a result of some affir-

mative act on an individual’s part, such as the execu-
tion of a legal document, like a Patient Directive or

Durable Power of Attorney (see below).

Generally speaking, the rights of a patient fall into

a few main categories: the right to autonomy and

self-determination (which includes the related right

to withhold or grant informed consent), the right

to privacy concerning medical information, and the

right to receive treatment (not be refused treat-

ment). Some hospitals refer to these collectively as

a ‘‘Patient Bill of Rights,’’ but there is no such ‘‘bill

of rights’’ document per se, excepting a generally ac-

cepted (but not mandated) model version prepared

by the American Medical Association and frequently

used by hospitals.

Right to Autonomy and Self
Determination

In early 2005, a shocked and empathetic nation

watched the private and personal drama of a family
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in conflict play out on national television, as the par-

ents of quasi-comatose Terri Schiavo fought with her

husband over whether to remove her from life sup-

port. Ultimately, the husband prevailed, on the no-

tion that his wishes to remove life support were con-

sistent with what she had told him she would want.

His sworn testimony was contrary to that of her par-

ents, and the entire controversy served to remind

persons of the need to communicate their wishes

prior to an emergency which may prevent them

from communicating.

Considered one of the most important and funda-

mental of all is patients’ right to direct the medical

treatment they choose to receive or reject. Patient

‘‘autonomy’’ or self-determination is at the core of all

medical decision-making in the United States. It

means that patients have the right and ability to

make their own choices and decisions about medical

care and treatment they receive, as long as those de-

cisions are within the boundaries of law. There is

a legal presumption that they are fit and competent

to make those decisions until a court determines

otherwise.

But what happens when they are suddenly inca-

pacitated and unable to express their wishes regard-

ing their medical care? Thanks to a few historical de-

velopments, they can now pre-determine the

medical care they wish to receive in the event that

they become incapacitated by mental or physical in-

jury or condition. By making their wishes and direc-

tives known to their doctors and others before they

might suffer the loss of fitness or competency, they

are able to avoid the circumstance of a court being

forced to second-guess what is best for them or what

their wishes would be. Additionally or in the alterna-

tive, patients may delegate to another person the

power to make these medical decisions for them,

should they lose consciousness or competency in

the future.

These two concepts sound redundant but are ac-

tually quite different. In the first instance, patients

have declared in advance the medical treatment they

wish to receive in the event that they can no longer

express those wishes (commonly referred to as a

‘‘living will’’). In the second instance, patients have

authorized another person to make those medical

decisions for them in the event that they can no lon-

ger make themselves (commonly referred to as a

‘‘health care proxy,’’ or ‘‘durable power of attorney
for health care.’’) Additionally, most ‘‘living will’’ doc-

uments address medical care and efforts in the event

of life-threatening or terminal conditions. Durable

powers of attorney generally address medical deci-

sion-making in any circumstance where patients are

unable or not competent to speak for themselves,

whether the condition is temporary or permanent.

The modern trend has been to create a ‘‘hybrid’’

of the above, which combines a declaration of the pa-

tients’ own wishes with an appointment of a durable

power of attorney to make decisions for them (which

must be consistent with their declared wishes). Any

or all of these legal devices are generally referred to

as ‘‘advance directives for health care.’’

The Uniform Health-Care Decisions Act

(UHCDA), approved in 1993 by the National Confer-

ence of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, con-

stitutes such a ‘‘hybrid’’ law intended to replace the

fragmented and often conflicting laws of each state.

Because existing laws (often several within each

state) must be separately reviewed and compared to

those provisions comprehensively collected under

the umbrella Act, adoption has been slow. As of

2001, only six states had adopted the Act to replace

their existing statutory provisions (Alabama, Dela-

ware, Hawaii, Maine, Mississippi, and New Mexico)

but dozens more have modeled their own compre-

hensive health care acts after the UHCDA.

Of course, advance directives are useless unless

individuals provide copies of them to their doctors

and their families or attorneys-in-fact,while they are

still competent and before any incapacitation arises.

Otherwise, medical personnel cannot effect their

wishes if they are not made aware of them. Impor-

tantly, individuals should also keep a copy at their

residence, in the event an ambulance is called on

their behalf if a medical emergency arises. Without

direction, ambulance personnel may initiate life-

sustaining procedures that are contrary to their wish-

es. This is often the case for terminally ill patients

who choose home hospice care and have not made

other persons aware of their advance directives

(even though their treating physicians may be aware

of them).

One more note: if individuals do not execute an

advance directive in any form, many states have

passed ‘‘surrogate consent acts’’ which mandate the

priority of surrogates permitted to make decisions

about their care, should they be incapacitated.

History

In 1990, the U. S. Supreme Court decided one of

the most important cases of the century, with far-
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reaching consequences for all citizens, when it ruled

that every person had a fundamental right of self de-

termination with regard to refusing life-sustaining

medical treatment. In the case of Cruzan v. Commis-
sioner, Missouri Department of Health, 497 U.S. 261

(1990), the issue centered around who had the right

to decide to remove a permanently brain-damaged

and comatose patient from life-support systems, in

the absence of the patient’s own ability to express

that determination. (The case included family testi-
mony expressing what they felt the patient’s wishes

would have been.)

In Cruzan, the family of comatose Nancy Cruzan,

an automobile accident victim, requested that she be

removed from life support systems and be allowed

to die naturally. The hospital refused to withdraw the

life support equipment. Cruzan remained on life sup-

port in an irreversible coma for the next nine years,

while the case went through several appeals. Follow-

ing the Supreme Court’s decision, Cruzan’s life sup-

port equipment was discontinued and she died natu-

rally thirteen days later.

The horror of that scenario, combined with the

high court’s recognition of a constitutional right of

self determination, led to a flurry of state enactments

of various laws permitting living wills or advance di-

rectives for health care. However, state laws vary con-

siderably, and it is imperative that individuals first re-

search the laws of their state or consult an attorney

before attempting to create any of these legal docu-

ments. That said, many state offices or private organi-

zations provide pre-printed forms that comply with

state laws, so it is not always necessary to consult

legal counsel.

Living Wills

A living will is a form of advance directive that

provides specific instructions to health care provid-

ers about patient wishes to receive or refrain from re-

ceiving life-sustaining medical care in the event of a

life-threatening illness, injury, or incapacitation. The

document only has effect in the event that individu-

als are physically and/or mentally incapable of ex-

pressing their wishes at the time. Doctors and medi-

cal personnel are generally bound to adhere to the

wishes patients have articulated in their living will,

even if those wishes are contrary to those of the fami-

ly or loved ones, and even if those wishes are incon-

sistent with those of the doctors or medical person-

nel.

Although a majority of states have living will stat-

utes, they vary greatly in how far the law will permit

individuals to dictate the extent of life-sustaining

treatment they may refuse to receive. On one end of

the spectrum are those states which only permit peo-

ple to refuse ‘‘artificial means’’ of sustaining life

(such as heart-lung machines, respirators, etc.) all

the way to the other end of the spectrum, where less

than a handful of states permit individuals to request

artificial means to accelerate the timing of their death

(such as Oregon’s Death With Dignity Act, or other

‘‘right to die’’ initiatives).

Durable Powers or Attorney

Sometimes referred to as a ‘‘health care proxy,’’

the more common term for the appointment of a

surrogate decision-maker is the creation of a ‘‘dura-

ble power of attorney.’’ By placing the word ‘‘dura-

ble’’ in front of a regular power of attorney, individu-

als create an ‘‘enduring’’ power for their appointed

‘‘attorney-in-fact’’ that survives and continues in ef-

fect, even if they become incapacitated or lose com-

petency. A durable power of attorney for health care

decisions can be worded so that it takes effect only

under conditions in which where individuals are un-

able to competently express their own wishes, or it

may be worded to have immediate and continuous

effect, whether or not they are incapacitated.

The Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA) of
1990

In 1990, Congress passed The Patient Self-

Determination Act (PSDA) 42 U.S.C. §§ 1395 et seq.,

a federal law which requires health care providers

(that are recipients of federal Medicaid/Medicare

funds) to inform all adult patients of their right to ac-

cept or refuse medical treatment, and their right to

execute an advance directive. This law had particular

impact upon nursing homes and assisted living facili-

ties, because it required them to ask each /patient/

resident whether an advance directive was in effect,

and if not, if he or she desired one.

Euthanasia and the ‘‘Right to Die’’
Movement

There are medical, legal, and ethical distinctions

between directing the cessation of life-sustaining

medical care or treatment, and directing the initia-

tion of medical technique or treatment that acceler-

ates the onset of death. In all but less than a handful

of states, ‘‘patient rights’’ do not include the right to

choose euthanasia and/or physician-assisted suicide,

and these remain patently illegal. In those few states

that permit such initiatives, it is imperative that indi-

viduals seek legal counsel prior to committing to

such a directive, so that they can fully appreciate the

ramifications of their decision upon such factors as
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life insurance benefits exclusions, health care insur-

ance coverage, the right to change their minds, the

possibility of failed initiatives, religious consider-

ations, etc.

In the 1997 U. S. Supreme Court case of Washing-
ton v. Glucksberg, 117 S. Ct. 2258, the nation’s high-

est court concluded that the ‘‘right to die’’ is not a

constitutional right, and that a person’s right to assis-

tance in committing suicide is not a fundamental lib-

erty interest protected by the Due Process Clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the U. S. Constitu-

tion. The Court cited a state’s legitimate government

interest in prohibiting intentional killing and preserv-

ing human life, among other stated interests. States

are, therefore, free to enact laws that treat such as-

sisted suicides as crimes.

Informed Consent

Directly related to people’s right to make deci-

sions about their medical care is the fact that their

ability to make such decisions may be limited by the

amount of information they have received regarding

their choices or alternatives. Therefore, virtually all

states have recognized, either by express statute or

common law, their right to receive information

about their medical condition and treatment

choices, in plain language terms that they can under-

stand, and in sufficient amounts such that they are

able to make an ‘‘informed’’ decision about their

health care.

People have a right to know what their diagnosis

is, and the doctor generally cannot refrain from ad-

vising them of the true nature of their condition. A

doctor may temporarily withhold some information

if the doctor believes in good faith that their condi-

tion will be substantially worsened by the knowledge

of their diagnosis (referred to as ‘‘therapeutic privi-

lege’’). Also, doctors may have privilege to withhold

certain diagnoses or records of mental conditions, if

the disclosure of such information would create a

risk of harm to patients or others. Although patients

generally have a right to review their medical re-

cords, doctors may substitute ‘‘summary reports’’ or

summary statements under circumstances of limited

disclosure.

Before individuals consent to any treatment for a

condition, they should receive, at a minimum, an ex-

planation of their health problem, the treatment op-

tions available to them (including any standard treat-

ments not available through their particular health

care provider), the pros and cons of the various treat-

ment choices, and the expected prognosis or conse-

quence associated with each. If they have received

this information, any consent to treatment that they

subsequently give will be presumed to be an ‘‘in-

formed consent.’’

During medical emergencies, doctors are not re-

quired to obtain permission to save individuals’ lives

or end the emergency, in the absence of any advance

directive from patients notified them of. Also, patient

consent for routine treatments or procedures such

as having blood drawn or providing a urine sample,

is presumed by the fact that the patients have solic-

ited a medical assessment and diagnosis from their

doctors. On the other hand, their consent cannot be

‘‘informed’’ if they are intoxicated, under chemical

influence of drugs or medicine, or (sometimes) in

extreme pain or quasi-conscious; the law will pre-

sume that their judgment or consent was impaired

under those circumstances. A doctor who fails to ob-

tain an informed consent for non-emergency treat-

ment or care may be charged with a criminal offense.

If individuals are incapacitated and have executed

an advance directive, their attorneys in fact must con-

sent to their treatment (durable power of attorney)

and/or the health care provider must treat them in

a manner consistent with their declared wishes (liv-

ing will).

Right to Privacy

The fundamental right to privacy, guaranteed by

the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U. S.

Constitution, protects against unwarranted invasions

of privacy by federal or state entities, or arms thereof.

As early as in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), the

U. S. Supreme Court acknowledged that the doctor-

patient relationship is one which evokes constitu-

tional rights of privacy and confidentiality. But even

that right is not absolute and must be weighed

against the state or federal interest at stake.

For example, in Whalen v. Roe, 429 U.S. 589

(1977), a group of physicians joined patients in a law-

suit challenging the constitutionality of a New York

statute that required physicians to report to state au-

thorities the identities of patients receiving Schedule

II drugs (controlled substances). The physicians al-

leged that such information was protected by the

doctor-patient confidentiality, while the patients al-

leged that such disclosure was an invasion of their

constitutional right to privacy. The Supreme Court

did not disagree with the lower court’s finding that

‘‘the intimate nature of a patient’s concern about his
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bodily ills and the medication he takes—are protect-

ed by the constitutional right to privacy.’’ However,

the high court concluded (after balancing the state’s

interests) that ‘‘Requiring such disclosures to repre-

sentatives of the State having responsibility for the

health of the community, does not automatically

amount to an impermissible invasion of privacy.’’

There are a few key points to remember about the

privacy or confidentiality of medical information: 

• Generally, what is considered private is in-

formation that is learned or gained by a doc-

tor, during or as a result of a doctor’s com-

munications with patients, or examination
of them, or medical assessment of them.

The privacy extends to documents and

forms, whether completed by them or their

health care providers, that are contained in

their personal medical records.

• The scope of the duty of doctor-patient con-

fidentiality, as well as the existence of a doc-

tor-patient legal privilege, varies from state

to state. No federal law governs doctor-

patient confidentiality or privilege.

• The duty to maintain the privacy of one’s

own medical information continues even

after individuals stop seeing or treating with

the health care provider.

• The right to privacy of medical information

is not absolute. Doctors may divulge or dis-

close personal information, against patients’

will, under very limited circumstances. Some

exceptions include the duty to warn police

or third persons of a patient’s threats of

harm, or the duty to report to health author-

ities the fact of sexually transmitted or com-

municable diseases, including HIV or AIDS

status. In many states, health care providers

are required to report treatments of gunshot

or stab wounds and suspected incidence of

child abuse.

The Right to Treatment

If individuals do not carry health insurance, they

are still entitled to hospital emergency care, includ-

ing labor and delivery care, regardless of their ability

to pay. The federal Emergency Medical Treatment

and Active Labor Act (EMTALA), 42 U.S.C. § 1395,

which is a separate section of the more comprehen-

sive 1985 Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act

(COBRA), mandates minimum standards for emer-

gency care by hospital emergency rooms. The law re-

quires that all patients who present with an emergen-

cy medical condition must receive treatment to the

extent that their emergency condition is medically

‘‘stabilized,’’ irrespective of their ability to pay for

such treatment.

An emergency medical condition is defined under

federal law as one that manifests itself by acute symp-

toms of sufficient severity (including severe pain,

psychiatric disturbance, and/or symptoms of sub-

stance abuse) such that the absence of immediate

medical attention could reasonably be expected to

result in the following: 

• placing the health of the individual (or un-

born child) in serious jeopardy

• the serious impairment of a bodily function

• the serious dysfunction of any bodily func-

tion or part

• the inadequate time to effect a safe transfer

of a pregnant woman to another hospital be-

fore delivery, or, that the transfer may pose

a threat to the health or safety of the woman

or unborn child

The law goes on to define ‘‘stabilization’’ as mean-

ing ‘‘that no material deterioration of the condition

is likely within reasonable medical probability to re-

sult from or occur during the transfer of the patient

from a facility’’ (or discharge).

However, once the emergency is over and a pa-

tient’s condition is stabilized, the patient can be dis-

charged and refused further treatment by private

hospitals and most public hospitals. If the individual

seeks routine medical care or schedule a doctor’s ap-

pointment for non-emergency medical problems,

doctors have a general right to refuse treatment if

they have no insurance or any other means of paying

for the provided care.

There are numerous protections for HIV-positive

and AIDS patients that prohibit hospitals and facili-

ties from refusing treatment if the facility’s staff has

the appropriate training and resources. However,

most private physicians and dentists are under ethi-

cal but not legal obligations to provide treatment.

Individuals also have a legal right to not be re-

leased prematurely from a hospital. If they are ad-

vised to vacate their hospital room because of a stan-

dardized ‘‘appropriate length of stay’’ generally
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approved for their specific condition, they have the

right to appeal that discharge if they believe that they

are not well enough to leave. They should consult

both their doctors and a hospital patient representa-

tive for procedural information regarding an appeal.

However, the policy generally works in a way that

makes them liable for payment of excess hospital

stays if they should lose the appeal. 

Individuals have the right to refuse treatment and

leave a hospital at any time, assuming that they are

mentally competent. The hospital may ask them to

sign a document releasing it from liability if their

medical condition worsens as a result of their refusal

to accept the recommended treatment.

If individuals lose mental competency and appear

to be a danger to themselves or others, they may be

taken to a hospital against their will and held for in-

voluntary ‘‘commitment.’’ Most states require an im-

mediate written statement or affidavit affirming the

reasons for their involuntary commitment. However,

within a short period of time (e.g., 72 hours), most

states require a full examination by a medical and

psychiatric doctor, a diagnosis, and (within a certain

number of days) a hearing at which they will have

the right to be represented by counsel. The purpose

of the hearing is to establish whether there is suffi-

cient information to justify their continued commit-

ment or whether they should be released. Also, their

attorneys will advise them as to whether there had

been sufficient cause to justify holding them against

their will in the first place.

State Provisions

In the following summaries, ‘‘DPA’’ is substituted

for ‘‘Durable Power of Attorney.’’ The acronym

‘‘UHCDA’’ is substituted for the Uniform Health Care

Decisions Act, discussed previously. The reference to

‘‘combined advance directives’’ means that both liv-

ing wills and proxy or power of attorney directives

are authorized.

ALABAMA: Alabama has adopted an Act modeled

after the UHCDA at Alabama Code of 1975, Sections

22-8A-2 to 11, enacted in 1997 (amended in 2001).

Patients must be in a terminal condition or perma-

nently unconscious. The state also has a DPA Act,

Section 26-1-2, revised in 1997.

ALASKA: Alaska Statute Section 13.26.332 to.356

(specifically, 13-22.344(l) generally authorizes DPA

for health care.

ARIZONA: Arizona has enacted a Comprehensive

Health Care Decisions Act under Arizona Revised

Statutes Annotated, Section 36-3231, dated 1992 and

amended in 1994. All forms of advance directives

permitted in the state are covered under Sections

3201 to 3262. State law was impacted by the Supreme

Court’s 2004 decision in Aetna.

ARKANSAS: Arkansas has a Living Will Declaration

Statute, Section 20-17- 202 to 214. The 1999 Arkansas

Laws Act 1448 (House Bill 1331) created a special

DPA for health care.

CALIFORNIA: California Probate Code, Sections

4600 to 4948 (enacted in 1999) and Sections 4711 to

4727 authorize combined advance directives and a

Comprehensive Health Care Decisions Act. There is

a limitation on DPA power for civil commitments,

electro-convulsive therapy, psycho-surgery, steriliza-

tion, and abortion. State law was impacted by the

Supreme Court’s 2004 decision in Aetna.

COLORADO: Colorado law authorizes health care

DPA under Revised Statutes, Section 15-14-501 to

509, enacted in 1992. A separate Surrogate Consent

Act is at Section 15-18.5-103.

CONNECTICUT: Connecticut authorizes DPA and

combined advance directives under General Stat-

utes, Section 1-43 (1993) and Sections 19a-570 to 575

(1993). Reviewed but not amended in 1998.

DELAWARE: Delaware Code Title 16, Sections

2501 to 2517, revised in 1996 and 1998, authorize

combined advance directives modeled after the

UHCDA.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: D.C. Code Section 21-

2210 (1998) covers the DPA for Health Care Act.

FLORIDA: Florida Statutes Annotated, Sections

765-101 to 404 cover the state’s Comprehensive

Health Care Decisions Act, last amended in 2000.

GEORGIA: Appointment of a Special DPA is au-

thorized under Georgia Code Annotated, Section 31-

36-1 to 13 (1990, amended in 1999). It also has a sep-

arate Informed Consent statute under Section 31-9-2

(1998). In 1999, the state enacted the ‘‘Temporary

Health Care Placement Decision Maker for an Adult

Act’’ which basically expands the Informed Consent

Statute. State law was impacted by the Supreme

Court’s 2004 decision in Aetna. 

HAWAII: Hawaii Revised Statute Section 327E-1 to

16 covers the state’s Comprehensive Health Care De-

cisions Act, modeled on the UHCDA. (1999, amend-

ed in 2000).
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IDAHO: Idaho Code 39-4501 to 4509, last amend-

ed in 2001, authorizes the appointment of a Special

DPA. Section 39-4303 contains the state’s Informed

Consent statute.

ILLINOIS: (755 Illinois Compiled Statutes 45/1-1

to 4-12, amended in 1999, creates a Special DPA for

health care. 755 ILCS 40/25 (1998) addresses the

state’s Surrogate Consent Act, in the absence of an

advance directive.

INDIANA: Indiana Code Section 30-5-1 to 5-10 au-

thorizes a general DPA. Section 16-36-1-1 to 1-14 con-

tains provisions for the Health Care Agency and Sur-

rogate Consent Act.

IOWA: A Special DPA is authorized under Iowa

Code Section 144B.1 to B12, enacted in 1991. A sepa-

rate Living Will Statute is found at Section 144A.7

(1998).

KANSAS: Kansas Statutes Annotated, Sections 58-

625 to 632, amended in 1994, create a special DPA

for health care.

KENTUCKY: Kentucky Revised Statutes, Sections

311.621 to 643, amended in 1998, provide for a com-

bined advance directive. A separate Living Will Stat-

ute is found at Section 311.631 (1999).

LOUISIANA: Louisiana Revised Statutes,

40:1299.58.1 to.10 (1999) provide for a Living Will

(with proxy powers addressed in that statute).

MAINE: Maine Revised Statutes, Title 18A, Sec-

tions 5-801 to 817 (1995) create a combined advance

directive authorization, modeled after the UHCDA.

State law was impacted by the Supreme Court’s 2004

decision in Aetna. 

MARYLAND: Maryland Code Annotated, Chapter:

Health-General, Sections 5-601 to 608, (amended in

2000) permit combined advance directives.

MASSACHUSETTS: Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., Ch.

201D (1990) provides for the appointment of a spe-

cial DPA.

MICHIGAN: MCL 333.3651 to 5661 provides for

special DPA, with limitations on powers involving

pregnancy.

MINNESOTA: Minnesota Statutes Annotated

145C.01 to.16 (1993) (substantially revised in 1998)

provides for a combined advance directive. Section

253B.03(Subd 6b) provides for advance directives in-

volving mental health patients.

MISSISSIPPI: Miss. Code Section 41-41-201 to 229

(1998 replacing 1990 law) provides for an combined

advance directive modeled after the UHCDA.

MISSOURI: Mo. Ann. Statutes, Sections 404.700 to

735 and Section 800-870 (1991) create a special DPA

and DPA for health care.

MONTANA: Montana Code Annotated, Sections

50-9.101 to 111, and 201 to 206 (1991) combine a Liv-

ing Will statute with a health care proxy authoriza-

tion.

NEBRASKA: Nebraska Revised Statutes, Sections

30-3401 to 3434 (amended in 1993) permit the ap-

pointment of special DPA for health care. Special lim-

itations on the DPA power for pregnancy, life sustain-

ing procedures, and hydration/nutrition.

NEVADA: Nevada Revised Statutes, Sections

449.800 to 860 provide for special DPA for health

care. Section 449.626 (1997) contains the state’s Liv-

ing Will Statute.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: The state provides for a Spe-

cial DPA under Statute Section 137-J:1 to J:16 (1991,

revised in 1993).

NEW JERSEY: New Jersey provides for combined

advance directives under Statute Section 26:2H-53 to

78 (1991). State law was impacted by the Supreme

Court’s 2004 decision in Aetna. 

NEW MEXICO: Statute Sections 24-7A-1 to 16

(1995, amended in 1997) provide for combined ad-

vanced directives modeled after the UHCDA.

NEW YORK: N.Y. Public Health Law, Sections 2980

to 2994 (1990) provide for the appointment of a spe-

cial DPA. Additionally, Section 2695 (1999) adds a

specialized Surrogate Consent Statute, for use in ‘‘do

not resuscitate’’ (DNR) directives.

NORTH CAROLINA: North Carolina General Stat-

ute 32A-15 to 26 (1993, amended in 1998) creates a

special authority for DPA. Section 122C-71 to 77

(1997) addresses advance directives for mental

health patients. Section 90-322 contains the Living

Will Statute. State law was impacted by the Supreme

Court’s 2004 decision in Aetna. 

NORTH DAKOTA: Code Section 23-06.5-01 to 18

(amended in 2001) authorizes a special DPA for

health care. There is a separate Informed Consent

statute under Section 23-12-13. 

OHIO: Ohio Revised Code Sections 1337-11 to 17,

(1989, 1991) create authority for a special DPA for
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health care. A separate Living Will Statute is found at

Section 2133.08 (1999).

OKLAHOMA: Title 63, Sections 3101.1 to.16 (last

amended in 1998) provide for combined advance di-

rectives. There is a separate statute provision that ad-

dresses experimental treatments at Title 63, Section

3102A. State law was impacted by the Supreme

Court’s 2004 decision in Aetna. 

OREGON: Oregon Revised Statute 127-505 to 640

(enacted in 1989, amended in 1993) provides for

combined advance directives. Sections 127.700 to

735 address mental health advance directives. Sec-

tion 127.635 specifically addresses living wills.

PENNSYLVANIA: Pennsylvania has a Living Will

statute found at Statute Title 20, Sections 5401 to

5416 (1993). A general DPA (not specific to health

care) is permitted under Sections 5601 to 5607.

RHODE ISLAND: Rhode Island General Laws, Sec-

tions 23-4:10-1 to 12 (amended in 1998) permit a

special DPA for health care decisions.

SOUTH CAROLINA: South Carolina Code Section

62-5-501 to 504 creates a special DPA for health care.

Section 44-66-30 (1998) provides separately for the

Surrogate Consent Act in the absence of an advance

directive.

SOUTH DAKOTA: The state’s Codified Laws, Sec-

tion 34-12C 1 to 8 and Section 59-7-2.1 to 8 (1990)

provide for the appointment of a special DPA. There

is a separate Surrogate Consent Act under Section

44-66-30 (1998).

TENNESSEE: Tennessee Code Annotated, Sec-

tions 34-6-201 to 214 (1990, amended 1991) create

the authority for special DPAs. 

TEXAS: Texas Health and Safety Code, Sections

166.001 to 166.166 (amended in 1999) authorize a

special DPA. In 1997, the state enacted its Advance

Directive Act under Section 166.039. State law was

impacted by the Supreme Court’s 2004 decision in

Aetna. 

UTAH: Utah Code Annotated, Sections 75-2-11-1

to 1118 (amended in 1993) authorizes a special DPA

for health care. Since then, it has added its Compre-

hensive Health Care Decisions Act under Sections

75-2-1105 to 1107 (1998).

VERMONT: Statute Title 14, Sections 3451 to 3467

(1989) authorize the appointment of a special DPA

for health care.

VIRGINIA: Virginia Code Sections 54.1-2981 to

2993 (1992, amended in 2000) provides for com-

bined advance directives, including a version of a

comprehensive health care decisions act at Section

54.1-2986.

WASHINGTON: Revised Code Sections 11.94.010

to 900 (1990) provide for general DPA, with limita-

tions on power for electro-convulsive therapy, ampu-

tation, and psychiatric surgery. A separate Informed

Consent statute is contained under Section 7.70.065

(1998). State law was impacted by the Supreme

Court’s 2004 decision in Aetna. 

WEST VIRGINIA: W. Va. Code Section 16-30-1 to

21 (2000) provide for combined advance directives,

but mandate separate documents for living wills and

medical powers of attorney. State law was impacted

by the Supreme Court’s 2004 decision in Aetna. 

WISCONSIN: Wisconsin Statutes Annotated, Sec-

tions 155.01 to 80 and Section 11.243.07 (6m)

(amended 1998) authorize a special DPA.

WYOMING: Wyoming Statutes Annotated, Section

3-5-201 to 214 (specifically Section 3-209) (1991,

1992) authorize appointment of a special DPA. The

identical statute is also contained at Section 35-22-

105(b) (1998) but is referred to as the Living Will stat-

ute.

Additional Resources

‘‘A Few Facts About the Uniform Health-Care Decisions
Act.’’ Available at http://www.alzheimers . . .

‘‘Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementias: Legal Issues
in Care and Treatment, 1994.’’ A Report to Congress of
the Advisory Panel on Alzheimer’s Disease. Available at
http://www.alzheimers

‘‘Federal Laws in Emergency Medicine.’’ Derlet, Robert,
M.D. eMedicine Journal, 22 January 2002. Available at
http://www.emedicine.com/emerg/topic860.htm.

‘‘Health Care Power of Attorney and Combined Advance
Directive Legislation.’’ American Bar Association, Com-
mission on Legal Problems of the Elderly. July 2000.

 Law for Dummies. Ventura, John. IDG Books Worldwide,
Inc. 1996.

‘‘Surrogate Consent in the Absence of an Advance Direc-
tive.’’ American Bar Association, Commission on Legal
Problems of the Elderly. July 2001.

The Court TV Cradle-to-grave Legal Survival Guide. Little,
Brown and Company: 1995. 
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Organizations

The American Bar Association (Commission
on Legal Problems of the Elderly

740 15th Street NW

Washington, DC 20005 USA

Phone: (202) 992-1000

Choice in Dying

200 Varick Street

New York, NY 10014 USA

Phone: (800) 989-WILL

URL:

The National Association for Home Health
Care

228 Seventh Street SE

Washington, DC 20003 USA

Phone: (202) 547-7424

URL: webmaster@nahc.org

The National Association of People with AIDS

1413 K Street NW

Washington, DC 20005 USA

Phone: (202) 898-0414

The Patient Advocacy List

URL: http://infonet.welch.jhu.edu/advocacy.html
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HEALTHCARE

TREATMENT OF MINORS

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Informed Consent

- Generally

- Family Planning

- Emergency

- Sexual Abuse

- Mental Health and Substance Abuse

- Sexually Transmitted Diseases

- Status

• The Mature Minor Doctrine

• Confidentiality of Medical Records

• Additional Resources

Background

Fifty years ago, the issue of medical treatment of

minors—children under the age of 18—would never

have been considered controversial. At that time, pa-

rental consent was required for almost any type of

medical treatment, as it was required for any other

situation involving children. Minors were simply not

considered competent to make medical decisions.

However, the past 50 years have witnessed a grad-

ual expansion of the rights of minors, and health care

has been no exception. Minors who previously had

no medical rights now found themselves in the posi-

tion of making decisions about the most intimate

medical procedures.

But the area of medical treatment of minors is still

controversial, especially as it relates to certain proce-

dures and conditions such as abortion and sexually

transmitted diseases. Many states grant minors broad

leeway to determine the course of their medical

treatment, and others grant them very few rights.

There is little agreement by either medical profes-

sionals or state lawmakers as to how far minor rights

should go regarding medical treatment.

What is at issue in the debate over minor rights to

medical treatment is a tension between the parental

responsibilities toward the child, the immaturity and

vulnerability of children, and the child’s right to be

emancipated from the decision of the parent. This

tension has produced a patchwork of laws and

makes it difficult to make any overriding statements

about minor and parental rights in regard to medical

treatment.

Informed Consent

The crux of the debate over the treatment of mi-

nors is the doctrine of informed consent. A person

must offer informed consent to any medical treat-

ment given to them, or the physicians involved can

risk legal liability. Informed consent has always been

a crucial part of the doctor-patient relationship, and

has been viewed by courts as a fundamental right.

But in the case of children, the question is, can

they offer informed consent, or does that informed

consent have to be provided by their parents, who

may be seen as more capable of making a knowl-

edgeable decision on a subject as important as medi-

cal care. Beyond this simple question are an impor-

tant set of underlying questions, pertaining for

example to the age at which a child may become ca-

pable of informed consent, and whether there are
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certain procedures in which informed consent is

more important than others.

Generally

In general, for most medical procedures, the par-

ent or legal guardian of the minor still has to grant

consent in order for the procedure to be performed.

While the state can challenge a parent’s decision to

refuse medically necessary treatment and can in

some cases win the authority to make medical deci-

sions on behalf of the child, the minor can not make

his or her own medical decisions.

This general rule is virtually always the case re-

garding any sort of medical treatment before the

minor enters their teenage years—no state or court

has ever authorized minors younger than 12 to make

any sort of medical decision for themselves. But after

the minor becomes a teenager, states begin to di-

gress in terms of the responsibility the minor can

take for medical decisions. Exceptions have been

carved out for various medical procedures that allow

teenage minors to have final say in their medical

care.

Family Planning

Twenty-five states and the District of Columbia

have laws that explicitly give minors the authority to

consent to contraceptive services, and twenty-seven

states and the District of Columbia specifically allow

pregnant minors to the obtain prenatal care and de-

livery services without parental consent or notifica-

tion.

The Title X federal family planning program,

which supports clinics that provide contraceptive

service and other reproductive health care to minors

on a confidential basis and without the need for pa-

rental consent or notification, has seen efforts made

by Congress to require consent or notification before

a minor receives these services. All of these efforts,

the most recent in 1998, have failed.

Probably the most controversial area of family

planning and minors is abortion. Two states—

Connecticut and Maine—as well as the District of Co-

lumbia have laws that give minors the right to obtain

abortions on their own. In contrast, 31 states current-

ly have laws restricting minors’ rights to obtain abor-

tions by either requiring them to obtain the permis-

sion of one or both parents, or to notify one or both

of them of the procedure. The rest of the states ei-

ther have no laws regarding parental consent and no-

tification and abortion or laws that are currently

blocked from going into effect by the courts of the

state.

The family planning area and its relation to minors

has been a difficult one for the states to tackle be-

cause of several Supreme Court rulings that have

ruled that minors do have a limited right of privacy

in respect to family planning issues. The Court has

ruled that if states are going to restrict the right of

minors to have an abortion, they have to provide an

alternative to the requirement of parental consent,

to allow the minor to show she is mature enough to

make the decision of having an abortion herself. This

alternative is generally in the form of a judicial by-

pass—permitting a court to make the decision re-

garding whether the minor can get an abortion.

Maryland allows a ‘‘physician bypass’’ that permits a

doctor to waive parental notice if the minor is capa-

ble of giving informed consent or if notice would

lead to abuse of the minor.

States that require consent before a minor may

have an abortion include Alabama, Indiana, Ken-

tucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississip-

pi, Missouri, North Carolina, North Dakota, Pennsyl-

vania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee,

Wisconsin and Wyoming. States requiring notifica-

tion before a minor’s abortion include Arkansas, Del-

aware, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Min-

nesota, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,

Virginia and West Virginia.

Also, because the Supreme Court rulings, states

that do not explicitly allow minors to obtain contra-

ceptive and prenatal care services without parental

consent still must permit this to happen in practice,

as the court has ruled that these are services that are

covered by the minors’ right to privacy. However,

states can still impose limitations on minors’ ability

to obtain these services, based on factors such as

age, marriage status, medical condition or who re-

ferred the minors for treatment. In addition, two

states—Utah and Texas—prohibit the use of state

funds to provide contraceptive services to minors

without parental consent.

Emergency

All states allow parental consent for treatment of

a minor to be waived in the event of a medical emer-

gency. The circumstances that should be present in

order for such an emergency include the patient

being incapacitated to the point of being unable to

give an informed choice, the circumstances are life-

threatening or serious enough that immediate treat-

ment is required, and it would be impossible or im-

prudent to try to get consent from someone regard-

ing the patient. In these cases, consent of the parent
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is presumed, since otherwise the minor would suffer

avoidable injury.

Sexual Abuse

Most states allow minors to seek treatment for

sexual abuse or assault without parental consent;

however, many states require the minor’s parents or

guardian to be notified of the sexual abuse unless the

physician has reason to believe the parent or guard-

ian was responsible for the sexual abuse.

Mental Health and Substance Abuse

Twenty states and the District of Columbia give

minors the explicit authority to consent to outpa-

tient mental health services. No state specifically re-

quires parental consent to obtain these services, but

many states do impose age requirements or other re-

strictions in regards to minors who obtain these ser-

vices.

Forty-four states and the District of Columbia

have laws or policies authorizing a minor who abuses

drug or alcohol to consent to outpatient counseling

without a parent’s consent. Again, no states require

parental consent for these services, but some restric-

tions may be imposed on which minors can obtain

this counseling.

Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Every state currently allows minors over the age

of 12 to receive testing for sexually transmitted dis-

eases, including HIV, without parental consent. Most

of these states allow minors to receive treatment for

all sexually transmitted diseases without parental

consent; however, three states—California, New

Mexico, and Ohio—as of 2002 do not allow minors

to receive treatment for HIV without parental con-

sent. One state, Iowa, requires that parents be noti-

fied in the event of a positive HIV test. Many states

allow doctors to notify the parents of the results of

tests and treatment for sexually transmitted diseases,

though they do not require the doctor to get a con-

sent.

Status

In addition to making exceptions to the general

rule requiring informed consent for specific medical

treatments, states will often allow minors to consent

to medical treatment on the basis of their status—

whether they are considered emancipated from their

parents. Most states determine a child has reached

the age of majority and is emancipated from his or

her parents upon reaching the age of 18, although

in Alabama and Nebraska, 19 is considered the age

of majority, and in Pennsylvania it is 21. Mississippi

has the age of majority at 21, but 18 as the age of
consent for health care decisions.

Beyond age, courts can declare a minor emanci-

pated from their parents and thus able to issue con-

sent, if they meet certain conditions, including self-

sufficiency, living separate and apart from the par-

ents, receiving money from a business activity not

related to the parents, and proven capability of man-

aging their own affairs. Married and divorced minors

are often considered automatically emancipated, as

are minors on active duty with the armed forces. In

addition, minor parents are allowed to make medical

decisions for their children. In 29 states and the Dis-

trict of Columbia, this consent is explicitly autho-

rized.

The Mature Minor Doctrine

The ‘‘mature minor’’ doctrine provides for minors

to give consent to medical procedures if they can

show that they are mature enough to make a deci-

sion on their own. It is a relatively new legal concept,

and as of 2002 only a few states such as Arkansas and

Nevada have enacted the doctrine into statute. In

several other states, including Pennsylvania, Tennes-

see, Illinois, Maine and Massachusetts, state high

courts have adopted the doctrine as law.

In the states where it exists, the mature minor

doctrine takes into account the age and situation of

the minor to determine maturity, in addition to fac-

tors and conduct that can prove maturity. The Arkan-

sas statute states, ‘‘any unemancipated minor of suf-

ficient intelligence to understand and appreciate the

consequences of the proposed surgical or medical

treatment or procedures, for himself [may offer con-

sent].’’ The standard is typical of the requirements

of the mature minor doctrine.

The mature minor doctrine has been consistently

applied in cases where the minor is sixteen years or

older, understands the medical procedure in ques-

tion, and the procedure is not serious. Application of

the doctrine in other circumstances is more ques-

tionable. Outside reproductive rights, the U.S. Su-

preme Court has never ruled on its applicability to

medical procedures.

Confidentiality of Medical Records

States that allow minors to consent to certain

medical procedures often provide for confidentiality
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from parents in regard to those medical procedures.

However, this is not always the case. Many states

allow the doctor to inform parents of medical proce-

dures, and some states require parental notifications

about specific medical procedures done on minors

even when the minor has given consent.

When confidentiality is provided for, California’s

statute is typical of the requirements. It states that ex-

cept as provided by law or if the minor authorizes it

in writing, physicians are prohibited from telling the

minor’s parents or legal guardian about medical care

the minor was legally able to authorize. The physi-

cian is required to discuss with the minor the advan-

tages of disclosing the proposed treatment to the

minor’s parents or legal guardian before services are

rendered.

Additional Resources

‘‘Acknowledging The Hypocrisy: Granting Minors The
Right To Choose Their Medical Treatment’’ New York
Law School Journal of Human Rights, Summer 2000.

‘‘Informed Consent to the Medical Treatment of Minors:
Law and Practice’’ Schlam, Lawrence, Joseph P. Wood,
Health Matrix: Journal of Law-Medicine, Summer
2000.

‘‘Medical Care For Minors: How To Consent To Medical
Care for Minors’’ Available at http://www.cmanet.org/,
Aug. 7, 2001.

‘‘Minors and The Right to Consent To Health
Care’’Boonstra, Heather, Elizabeth Nash. Available at
http://www.agi-usa.org/, 2000. 

Organizations

Alan Guttmacher Institute

120 Wall Street, 21st Floor

New York, NY 10005 USA

Phone: (212) 248-1111

Fax: (212) 248-1951

URL: http://www.agi-usa.org

Primary Contact: Sara A. Seims, President

American Academy of Pediatrics

141 Northwest Point Boulevard

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-1098 USA

Phone: (847) 434-4000

Fax: (847) 434-8000

URL: http://www.aap.org/

Primary Contact: Louis Z. Cooper, President

Planned Parenthood Federation of America

810 Seventh Ave.

New York, NY 10019 USA

Phone: (212) 541-7800

Fax: (212) 245-1845

URL: http://www.plannedparenthood.org/

Primary Contact: Gloria Feldt, President
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HEALTHCARE

TREATMENT WITHOUT INSURANCE

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• The Dangers of Being Uninsured

- Quality of Care

- Failure to Get Treatment

• How are the Uninsured Protected?

- EMTALA

- Other Options

• Government Assistance

• Seeking Quicker Solutions

• Additional Resources

Background

Nearly 40 million Americans between the ages of

18 and 64 carry no health insurance coverage. In the

past, only the poor or the unemployed faced this

problem. Today, with health care costs rising dramat-

ically each year, the threat of being uninsured now

extends to low- and moderate-income people as

well. Between 1980 and 1998, according to the

Health Care Financing Administration, the amount of

money Americans spent on health care quadrupled.

In 1998 Americans spent $1.1 trillion on health care,

roughly $4,000 for every person in the United States.

Health insurance costs have continued to rise, a

problem that has been particularly difficult for small

companies and the self-employed. Small companies

often have less clout with insurers because they have

a smaller premium base and thus cannot negotiate

large-scale deals. For the self-employed it is worse.

Insurance companies that in the past have offered

health insurance policies to individuals have gradual-

ly been eliminating this coverage. Even if a person is

willing to pay high premiums, there is simply less to

choose from in the insurance market. Some people

get around this dilemma by getting their insurance

through professional associations; others get insur-

ance through a spouse. Some take insurance policies

with high deductibles of perhaps $5,000 or even

$10,000. These are known as ‘‘catastrophic cover-

age’’ and are meant to protect individuals from un-

foreseen major medical events (such as cancer). An

alarmingly large number of people, however, seem

to be saying that it may be easier and more cost-

effective to take their chances and go completely

without coverage.

The number of uninsured people had actually

been falling since the late 1990s, in response to the

strong economy. But with the economic downturn

beginning in 2000, the belief was that numbers

would begin to rise again. Even if those numbers

were to remain steady, the grim fact remains that the

most recent figures translate into one in four work-

ing-age people.

The Dangers of Being Uninsured

Clearly the greatest danger in having no health in-

surance is that a serious illness could destroy one’s

finances. But there are other less obvious dangers

whose combined effects can be quite dramatic.

Quality of Care

Many who are uninsured may receive poorer qual-

ity health care simply because they do not carry in-

surance. According to the Employee Benefit Re-
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search Institute (EBRI) in its 2001 Health Confidence
Survey, more than two–thirds of uninsured Ameri-

cans are concerned that they will not get top quality

care should they need medical treatment. Moreover,

they worry about how they would pay for prescrip-

tion medication (which can be an enormous ex-

pense, especially for a chronic condition) if they

needed it.

Failure to Get Treatment

Moreover, perhaps, about 44 percent of the unin-

sured have consciously delayed getting needed med-

ical treatment or simply foregone care altogether.

Not surprisingly, they may also fail to seek preventive

care, such as check-ups or follow-up doctor’s visits.

The failure to seek needed care may cause the per-

son to become sicker, until there is no choice but to

seek care. By then, what might have been a minor or

easily treatable problem may have turned into some-

thing more serious.

The fear of getting lesser care may not be without

merit. A number of studies have shown that the unin-

sured are given less attention than those who have

insurance. The Center for Studying Health System

Change released a report in 1998 that showed the

level of treatment for the uninsured varied depend-

ing in part on where they live. Those in large urban

areas fare slightly better, even if they are poor, be-

cause there are usually more physicians and hospi-

tals, as well as more social programs that might help

them take care of their needs. A report released in

2000 by the Consumers Union (the publisher of Con-
sumer Reports) revealed that the uninsured in gener-

al do receive lesser care than the insured.

This is not necessarily the fault of the health care

profession. Part of the difficulty is that, as more peo-

ple become uninsured, more seek help through the

programs that are set up to help them. Eventually

such programs get overwhelmed.

How Are the Uninsured Protected?

EMTALA

In 1986 Congress passed the Emergency Medical

Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA), part of the 1985

Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act (COBRA).

Most people know COBRA as the law that mandates

that a company has to let an employee who leaves

pay into the health insurance plan and remain cov-

ered temporarily. This mandate protects employees

from suddenly losing their health insurance after, for

example, being laid off. EMTALA focuses on another

issue: the practice of patient ‘‘dumping.’’ Dumping

occurs when a hospital fails to treat, screen, or trans-

fer patients. Not surprisingly, a patient’s ability to pay

plays heavily into this treatment. Before EMTALA was

passed, hospitals could transfer indigent patients in-

stead of treating them.

Under EMTALA, no patient who arrives in a hospi-

tal with an emergency condition will be turned away

or transferred unnecessarily. Anyone who shows up

in a hospital emergency room will be screened to de-

termine the severity of his or her condition. If the

condition is deemed an emergency, the hospital is

obligated to stabilize the patient. The hospital can

transfer patients only when it lacks the ability to sta-

bilize the patient beyond a certain limit; a transfer to

a charity hospital merely to avoid treating the patient

is a violation.

A woman who is in labor is deemed to be in an

emergency medical situation and cannot be denied

care or unnecessarily transferred.

The hospital does have the right to inquire wheth-

er the patient can pay. It is a violation, however, if ex-
amination or treatment is delayed while the hospi-

tal asks the question. The hospital is not permitted

to base its decision to treat a patient on whether

there is an expectation of payment.

The hospital has no obligation to the patient if an

emergency condition does not exist. Nor does the

hospital have an obligation to a patient who refuses

examination, treatment, or transfer. The hospital is

required to keep a record of this and also must try

to get the patient’s refusal in writing. The patient

should also be told about the risks incurred in leav-

ing the hospital.

EMTALA imposes harsh penalties for hospitals

that violate the law. The hospital may face fines of up

to $50,000 per incident; attending physicians can

also be fined if they are found to have hidden the

true nature of a patient’s condition.

While laws like EMTALA are helpful, they ignore

the issue of how uninsured people can pay for non-

emergency care. Uninsured people have to pay full

price for their prescription medication, for any rou-

tine doctor’s visit, and for elective procedures. Some

uninsured individuals try to get around the law by

showing up at a hospital’s emergency room for non-

emergency care, in the hope that the emergency staff

will provide some degree of assistance. Trying to use

the emergency room for more routine health prob-
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lems still provides inadequate care to these people,

and it also ties up staff and resources needed for true

emergencies

Other Options

What options are there for those who are unin-

sured, short of paying out-of-pocket or trying to use

the emergency room for routine care? Part of the dif-

ficulty in sorting out the health care dilemma is that

there are so many groups with agendas that may not

necessarily converge. On the surface, everyone

wants the same thing: top-quality health care at the

most reasonable cost possible. How to get to that

point is what keeps the different sides so far apart.

The attempts by the Clinton Administration to create

a more comprehensive health care system in the

early 1990s showed just how firmly entrenched dif-

ferent groups are in their own beliefs and opinions

on the subject.

Physicians want to have more freedom to make

choices without being beholden to insurance com-

panies that are forever trying to place cost contain-

ment over patient well-being. Insurance companies

want to find ways to cut the cost of medical care in-

stead of letting physicians take control of the indus-

try and price the insurers out of business.

Health advocacy groups have suggested a number

of options:

• Tax credits for the poor to help them pay for

their health insurance

• Greater access to ‘‘medical savings ac-

counts’’ (MSAs). These accounts allow peo-

ple to set aside money for medical costs.

Typically, a person with a high deductible
insurance policy will use an MSA to cover the

cost of that deductible

• Overhauling the entire health care system to

eliminate waste and inefficiency

• Encouraging all Americans to adopt healthi-

er lifestyles, thus making the public healthi-

er in general and reducing the overall need

for complicated medical care

To be sure, each of these ideas may have some

merit. From the standpoint of the would-be patient

who has no insurance and who cannot afford a trip

to the doctor, however, the issue is more immediate:

how to get decent medical care now.

Government Assistance

Examining the dozens of resources that are avail-

able through the U. S. Government alone is enough

to leave one’s head spinning. The U.S. Department

of Health and Human Services has tried to streamline

the information overload through the Center for

Medicare and Medicaid Services (formerly the

Health Care Financing Administration). This group

oversees not only Medicare and Medicaid, but also

children’s insurance through the State Children’s

Health Insurance Program (SCHIP).

Medicaid, which is designed to cover the health

costs of those whose income falls beneath a certain

minimum number, can be helpful for some people.

But each state determines how Medicaid is distribut-

ed and individual levels of eligibility. For someone

who is struggling but not quite poor enough to re-

ceive Medicaid, the program offers little consolation.

The SCHIP offers more leeway, trying to redress
the problem of what to do when a family makes too

much money for Medicaid but not enough to pay for

private coverage. In fiscal year 2000, some 3.3 mil-

lion children were covered by SCHIP. Again, each

state administers its own program, with oversight by

the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Some states will do a better job than others, and no

system is foolproof, but at least SCHIP begins to ad-

dress what for many families is the most unnerving

drawback to lack of coverage: how to pay for their

children’s needs.

One of the problems that Medicaid, SCHIP, and

other programs to help the uninsured pay for medi-

cal expenses is that there is a surprising lack of

knowledge of these programs among the very peo-

ple they are designed to serve. In 1999, according to

EBRI, only 22 percent of uninsured Americans were

aware of low-cost or free insurance or medical pro-

grams for uninsured adults and children in their

state. That number rose to 37 percent in 2000 and

dropped to 31 percent in 2001. Part of the reason for

the rise and then drop is that the economy began a

downward shift in 2000; more people lost their jobs

and more companies cut back on health care offer-

ings, which left more people uninsured.

Seeking Quicker Solutions

For the person who is suddenly uninsured and

who may not have time to wait for the health care

system to be reformed, what are the options?
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The first step is to gather information from the U.

S. Department of Health and Human Services as well

as state and local agencies, to find out precisely what

options might be available to individuals and their

families. Whether out of embarrassment or fear of in-

adequate care, many people will fail to explore these

options. In fact, depending on the state or local ini-

tiatives, there may be ways to get low-cost or no-cost

services without fear of substandard care. The re-

sources exist, but it will take research on the individ-

ual’s part to find out what the options are.

Another option may be to seek out a professional

organization that offers its members health insur-

ance at group rates. These programs can offer rela-

tively reasonable coverage. More important, since

the coverage is group rather than individual, there is

less danger that the insurance company will discon-

tinue the program (many companies that used to

make individual private insurance available have

stopped, citing rising costs). Local business associa-

tions, community organizations, Chambers of Com-

merce, and similar groups may have something to

offer. It is hardly a perfect solution, but it is better

than carrying no insurance.

Unfortunately, this is a problem that has no easy

answers and many, many different approaches to

‘‘fixing‘‘ the problem. The most important step that

anyone, insured or uninsured, can take is to try to

keep informed about the options. There is no short-

age of information, and identifying the best sources

will at least provide some of the tools necessary to

better understand an increasingly complex issue.

Additional Resources

Covering America: Real Remedies for the Uninsured.
Meyer, Jack A., project director; Elliot K. Wicks, editor.;
Economic and Social Research Institute, 2001.

The Future U. S. Healthcare System: Who Will Care for the
Poor and Uninsured?Altman, Stuart H., et al, editors.,
Health Administration Press, 1998.

System in Crisis: The Case for Health Care Re-
form.Blendon, Robert J., and Jennifer N. Edwards, edi-
tors., Faulkner & Gray, 1991. 

Organizations

American Medical Association

515 N. State Street

Chicago, IL 60610 USA

Phone: (312) 464-5000

URL: http://www.ama-assn.org

Primary Contact: Michael D. Maves, M.D., CEO

Consumers Union

101 Truman Road

Yonkers, NY 10703 USA

Phone: (914) 378-2455

Fax: (914) 378-2928

URL: http://www.consumersunion.org

Primary Contact: Jim Guest, President

Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI)

2212 K Street NW, Suite 600

Washington, DC 20037 USA

Phone: (202) 659-0670

Fax: (202) 775-6312

URL: http://www.ebri.org

Primary Contact: Dallas L. Salisbury, President and

CEO

U. S. Department of Health and Human
Services

Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services

7500 Security Boulevard

Baltimore, MD 21244 USA

Phone: (410) 786-3000

URL: http://cms.hhs.gov

Primary Contact: Tom Scully, Administrator
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Background

As a response to terrorist attacks that took place

on U.S. soil on September 11, 2001, Congress in No-

vember 2002 approved the creation of the Depart-

ment of Homeland Security. This executive branch

department aims to detect and prevent terrorist at-

tacks in the United States by performing functions

that were previously preformed by more than twenty

federal agencies. The department has developed a

series of broad strategic goals related to the fulfill-

ment of its mission. These goals are as follows:

• Raise awareness of threats of and vulnerabili-

ties to terrorist attacks

• Detect, deter and mitigate terrorist threats

to the United States

• Safeguard the United States, including its

people, critical infrastructure, property, and

economy, from acts of terrorism, as well as

natural disasters and other emergencies

• Lead, manage, and coordinate a national re-

sponse to acts of terrorism, as well as natural

disasters and emergencies

• Lead efforts among national, state, local, and

private entities to recover from acts of ter-

rorism, natural disasters, and emergencies

• Serve the public by facilitating lawful trade,

immigration, and travel

• Achieve organizational excellence

The Department of Homeland Security facilitates

communication between federal agencies as well as

state and local government entities. Moreover, each

state has developed its own office or commission to

address security and terrorism within its own border.

September 11th Terrorist Attacks

On the morning of September 11, 2001, 19 terror-

ists, working in teams of four or five, hijacked four

commercial airliners. The terrorists crashed two of
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the planes into the World Trade Center in New York

City, which eventually destroyed the structure. A

third plane crashed into and seriously damaged the

Pentagon in Washington, D.C., while a fourth

crashed in a field in Pennsylvania. The hijackings

killed nearly 3000 people.

The investigation into the attacks focused almost

immediately on the activities of Osama Bin Laden,

leader of the al-Qaeda terrorist organization. Investi-

gators determined that the terrorists who staged the

hijackings had lived in the United States for several

months prior to the attacks. Several U.S. agencies,

such as the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Feder-

al Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and the Department

of Defense, later fell under harsh criticism for failing

to communicate effectively with one another in a

manner that could have prevented the terrorism

from taking place.

Creation of the Office of Homeland
Security

Nine days after the September 11th attacks, Presi-

dent George W. Bush in an address to Congress an-

nounced that he would create the Office of Home-

land Security. The goal of this agency was to

coordinate the efforts of more than 40 federal agen-

cies in order to prevent further terrorist attacks.

Bush created this office nearly a month after the at-

tacks. Tom Ridge, the former governor of Pennsylva-

nia, became the first director of the office, which fell

within the Executive Office of the President.

The Office of Homeland Security served primarily

as a coordinating body. In other words, the president

charged the office with coordinating efforts of other

agencies, in addition to the development of a nation-

al strategy to prevent terrorism. Because of its limit-

ed mandate, several government officials and com-

mentators called for the creation of a stronger

department that could be responsible for combating

terrorism.

Passage of the Homeland Security Act

Within months of the creation of the Office of

Homeland Security, Republicans in Congress in Janu-

ary 2002 introduced the Homeland Security Act. The

House and Senate approved the statute in November

2002, and Bush signed the bill into law that month.

The statute called for the largest restructuring of fed-

eral administrative agencies since the creation of the

Department of Defense in 1947. The act created the

Department of Homeland Security as a cabinet-level

department, under which more than 20 existing

agencies would merge.

The president nominates a secretary to lead the

department. The Senate must approve the nominee.

Bush appointed Ridge to be the secretary of this new

department, and Ridge served in this capacity until

2005. On February 15, 2005, Michael Chertoff, a for-

mer federal judge in the Third Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, was sworn in as secretary, replacing Ridge.

Restructuring of Federal Agencies into
Directorates

The Homeland Security Act brought together 22

federal agencies to serve a myriad of functions. The

department took control of such entities as the Im-

migration and Naturalization Service, the U.S. Coast

Guard, the U.S. Customs Service, and the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). In order to

fulfill the department’s mission, the department was

divided into five teams, referred to as directorates.

These directorates include the following: Border and

Transportation Security, Emergency Preparedness

and Response, Information Analysis and Infrastruc-

ture Protection, Science and Technology, and Man-

agement.

Components of the Department of
Homeland Security

Several components make up the Department of

Homeland Security. Most of the activities focus on

fulfilling the responsibilities of the five directorates,

along with the Office of the Secretary and other of-

fices.

Office of the Secretary

Staff members within the Office of the Secretary

perform a variety of tasks that contribute to the over-

all mission of the department. The components of

the Office of the Secretary include the following: Of-

fice of the Chief Privacy Officer, Office of Civil Rights

and Civil Liberties, Office of Counter Narcotics, Of-

fice of General Counsel, Office of the Inspector Gen-

eral, Office of Legislative Affairs, Office of National

Capital Region Coordination, Office of the Private

Sector, Office of Public Affairs, Office of Security, and

Office of State and Local Government Coordination

and Preparedness.
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Border and Transportation Security

The Border and Transportation Security director-

ate, the largest of the directorates in the department,

brought together several agencies from such depart-

ments as the Treasury Department, the Department

of Justice, the Department of Transportation, and

the Department of Agriculture. The mission of this

directorate is to secure the borders and transporta-

tion systems of the United States and to enforce im-

migration laws. This directorate consists of four main

agencies: the Transportation Security Administra-

tion, Customs and Border Protection, Immigration

and Customs Enforcement, and the Federal Law En-

forcement Training Center.

Emergency Preparedness and Response

The Emergency Preparedness and Response di-

rectorate oversees the federal government’s national

response and recovery strategy. This directorate

works closely with FEMA in coordinating the first re-

sponse to a catastrophe. This directorate is also re-

sponsible for the development of vaccines, antidotes

and treatments in the event of a biological attack on

the United States.

Information Analysis and Infrastructure
Protection

The Information Analysis and Infrastructure Pro-

tection directorate assesses vulnerabilities to terror-

ist attacks in the United States. This directorate is

also responsible for disseminating accurate informa-

tion about terrorist threats to federal, state, local, pri-

vate, and international entities. The three bodies that

carry out these missions are the Homeland Security

Operations Center, Information Analysis, and Infra-

structure Protection.

Information disseminated by the Information

Analysis and Infrastructure Protection directorate is

probably the most widely identified by the general

public due to the public’s familiarity with the color-

coded terrorist warnings. This warning system,

which consists of five levels representing the severity

of the threat of terrorism, are frequently displayed on

news broadcasts, in the print media, and on the In-

ternet.

Science and Technology

The Science and Technology directorate studies

the use of scientific and technological resources to

combat terrorism and protect the United States. The

three entities that comprise this director include the

Office of National Laboratories, Homeland Security

Laboratories, and the Homeland Security Advanced

Research Projects Agency.

Office of Management

The Office of Management oversees the budget

and allocation of funds within the Department of

Homeland Security.

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(USCIS) assumed many responsibilities previously

carried out by the Immigration and Naturalization

Service (INS). The USCIS manages U.S. policy to-

wards visitors, refugees, immigrants, asylum seekers,

and new citizens, while also protecting against acts

of terrorism, unlawful entrants, and illegal residents.

U.S. Coast Guard

The U.S. Coast Guard protects U.S. ports and wa-

terways.

U.S. Secret Service

The U.S. Secret Service protects the President, the

leaders of the United States, and the country’s finan-

cial and critical infrastructures.

State Offices of Homeland Security

In addition to the federal Department of Home-

land Security, each state had developed its own de-

partment, office, commission, or task force responsi-

ble for overseeing homeland security within that

state. The following is a listing of these state offices:

ALABAMA: Department of Homeland Security.

ALASKA: Division of Homeland Security and

Emergency Management.

ARIZONA: Homeland Security Planning Office.

CALIFORNIA: Office of Homeland Security.

COLORADO: Office for Preparedness, Security,

and Fire Safety.

CONNECTICUT: Division of Homeland Security,

Department of Public Safety.

DELAWARE: Department of Safety and Homeland

Security.

FLORIDA: Florida Department of Law Enforce-

ment.

GEORGIA: Office of Homeland Security.

HAWAII: Hawaii State Civil Defense.

IDAHO: Bureau of Homeland Security.

ILLINOIS: Illinois Homeland Security.
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INDIANA: Indiana Counter-Terrorism and Securi-

ty Council.

IOWA: Iowa Homeland Security and Emergency

Management.

KANSAS: Division of Emergency Management.

KENTUCKY: Office of Homeland Security.

LOUISIANA: Office of Homeland Security and

Emergency Preparedness.

MAINE: Emergency Management Agency.

MARYLAND: Governor’s Office of Homeland Se-

curity.

MASSACHUSETTS: Executive Office of Public

Safety.

MICHIGAN: Michigan Homeland Security.

MINNESOTA: Office of Homeland Security.

MISSISSIPPI: Office of Homeland Security.

MISSOURI: Missouri Homeland Security.

MONTANA: Disaster and Emergency Services Di-

vision.

NEBRASKA: Emergency Management Agency.

NEVADA: Homeland Security Commission.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Department of Safety.

NEW JERSEY: Office of Emergency Management.

NEW MEXICO: Office of Homeland Security.

NEW YORK: State Emergency Management Office.

NORTH CAROLINA: Department of Crime Con-

trol and Public Safety.

NORTH DAKOTA: Department of Emergency Ser-

vices.

OHIO: State of Ohio Security Task Force.

OKLAHOMA: Office of Homeland Security.

OREGON: Office of Homeland Security.

PENNSYLVANIA: Office of Homeland Security.

RHODE ISLAND: Emergency Management Agen-

cy.

SOUTH CAROLINA: Law Enforcement Division.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Office of Homeland Security.

TENNESSEE: Office of Homeland Security.

TEXAS: Office of Homeland Security.

UTAH: Department of Public Safety’s Division of

Emergency Services and Homeland Security.

VERMONT: Department of Public Safety Home-

land Security Unit.

VIRGINIA: Office of Commonwealth Prepared-

ness.

WASHINGTON: Emergency Management Divi-

sion.

WEST VIRGINIA: Division of Homeland Security

and Emergency Management.

WISCONSIN: Homeland Security Council.

WYOMING: Office of Homeland Security.

Additional Resources

Homeland Security Law and Policy. William C. Nicholson,
Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, Ltd., 2005.

Homeland Security Law Handbook.. ABS Consulting,
Government Institutes, 2003.

National Conference of State Legislatures: State Offices of
Homeland Security, 2005. http://www.ncsl.org/
programs/legman/nlssa/sthomelandoffcs.htm.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law. 2d ed., Thomson/
Gale, 2004.

Organizations

Department of Homeland Security

Washington, DC 20528 USA

Phone: (202) 282-8000

URL: http://www.dhs.gov

Homeland Security Institute

2900 South Quincy Street, Suite 800

Arlington, VA 22206 USA

Phone: (703) 416-3550

URL: http://www.homelandsecurity.org
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Background

The attacks on September 11, 2001 that destroyed

the World Trade Center in New York and the Penta-

gon in Washington were disasters of an almost un-

imaginable scale. Still, even in the panic and devasta-

tion that ensued, orderly emergency procedures

needed to be maintained to prevent further damage

and to spare as many additional lives as possible.

Emergencies on a smaller scale may not require as

much sustained effort as the September 11 attacks

did, but they, too, require effective emergency man-

agement procedures.

Emergencies that can warrant either a local, state,

or federal effort can include a variety of situations: 

• Natural disasters include earthquakes,

floods, tornados, hurricanes, blizzards, mud-

slides, and volcanoes.

• Fires can be set accidentally (by lightning

storms or by careless campers) or they can

be set deliberately by arsonists.

• Transportation disasters include airline

crashes, train crashes and derailments, boat

accidents, highway pileups and accidents,

and anything that disrupts the ability of peo-

ple to move from one place to another.

• Hazardous materials emergencies include

oil spills, hazardous waste spills, and nuclear

accidents.

• Invasions and attacks could come from mil-

itary or terrorist sources.

Depending on the size and location of the emergen-

cy, local municipalities may take the primary charge,

with state and federal agencies providing backup.

Emergency management can also come from the pri-

vate or corporate sector; mining accidents, for exam-

ple, are usually handled primarily by the mining com-

pany (whose on-site miners are most familiar with

the safest and most efficient rescue procedures).

Early Efforts with Emergency
Management

Until the twentieth century, there was no formal

government response system for emergency situa-

tions. The fear of an attack on U.S. soil, for example

was almost nonexistent; the last foreign troops in the

United States had been the British during the War of

1812. By the twentieth century, attitudes had

changed, but it was not until the 1940s that the feder-

al government felt compelled to take action. Presi-

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt created the first Office of

Civilian Defense in 1941, in anticipation of possible

attacks on U.S. soil by the Axis forces in Germany and

Japan. By 1950,when President Harry S. Truman cre-

ated the Federal Civil Defense Administration, the
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main focus of emergency management was guarding

against a possible invasion from Communist forces.

During the Cold War years following World War

II, civil defense administrators worked with citizens

to help them prepare against possible enemy attacks.

A major fear was nuclear attack. The devastation of

the bombings at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan

were still fresh in people’s minds. During the 1950s,

many families installed bomb shelters underground

or in their basements to guard not only against

bombs but also against nuclear fallout. Municipal

buildings, schools, and large private office buildings

and apartment houses often displayed placards with

the Civil Defense logo and the words ‘‘Fallout Shel-

ter’’ (many older buildings still sport these placards).

Up until the 1960s, students were led through air-

raid drills in which they were instructed to ‘‘duck and

cover’’ by ducking under their desks and covering

their heads with their arms.

By the 1970s there were more than 100 federal

agencies handling various aspects of disaster relief

and emergency management. These included the

National Fire Prevention and Control Administration,

the Federal Insurance Administration, the Federal

Preparedness Agency of the General Services Admin-

istration, and the U.S. Defense Department’s Civil

Preparedness Agency. In addition, each state and

many municipalities had individual disaster relief and

emergency management programs. There was con-

cern that in the event of an emergency situation,

there would be so many organizations scrambling to

take charge that no one would be able to get any-

thing done in the ensuing disorder. In 1979, Presi-

dent Jimmy Carter signed an executive order that

merged the numerous disaster relief agencies into

one central agency, the Federal Emergency Manage-

ment Agency (FEMA). FEMA’s role is ‘‘responding to,

planning for, recovering from, and mitigating against

disasters.’’ One of FEMA’s first innovations was the

creation of an Integrated Emergency Management

System to provide warning systems in the event of

disasters. FEMA can provide information and guid-

ance for messages broadcast through the Emergency

Alert System (which is actually maintained by the

Federal Communications Commission).

First Responders

When an emergency situation develops, the first

people on the scene are usually police officers, fire-

fighters, and paramedics, or emergency medical

technicians (EMT). These are the first responders,

and they are trained to react quickly in emergencies.

The first responders’ primary task is to make sure

people are safe. This includes evacuation, rescue,

crowd control, and medical attention. They also

make sure that the area where the emergency is oc-

curring has been secured. They redirect traffic and

they keep onlookers away. In addition, they try to

serve as a calming force, keeping panic and disorder

to a minimum.

First responders have a unique perspective be-

cause they know their localities well. They know

street plans and landmarks firsthand, and they also

understand the local residents and the municipal

structure. Despite this, and despite their training,

first responders are not equipped to handle large

emergencies alone. 

Government Agencies

Military agencies play a role in emergency man-

agement, most often through the Army National

Guard, the Air National Guard, and the U.S. Coast

Guard. The Army National Guard was formed in 1636

by the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Currently it has

340,000 members. They receive military training with

the understanding that during wartime they can be

mobilized. The Air National Guard, formed in 1947,

serves essentially the same function and can also be

called into active duty in time of war. The Coast

Guard is made up of active duty, reserve, and civilian

personnel and protects the coastal boundaries of the

United States.

During wartime, the National Guard is under the

jurisdiction of the federal government, but in peace-

time the troops are under the jurisdiction of state

governments. Each state maintains its own National

Guard bureau that works with local authorities dur-

ing emergency situations. In its role as a state-run

agency, the National Guard’ role is to mobilize where

a crisis has occurred and use its training to help local

authorities deal with the crisis situation. National

Guard troops help reinforce dams and dikes threat-

ened by floods, help contain forest fires, and offer

emergency aid after hurricanes and tornadoes. The

Coast Guard assists with ocean disasters (such as oil

spills).

There are more than 1,800 National Guard units

located in 2,700 communities across the United

States. Guard members can fly helicopters and drive

trucks that transport supplies, injured and sick peo-

ple, and emergency materials (such as sandbags to

help combat rising waters in flood situations).
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Department of Homeland Security

After the September 11 attacks, the Bush Adminis-

tration decided that, as with the dozens of pre-FEMA

organizations in the 1970s, there were too many gov-

ernment entities that were inefficient. In part this

was because there was no formal structure that al-

lowed these various agencies to communicate with

each other on a regular basis. The result was a system

that was inefficient. The various agencies might be in

touch during times of national crisis, but their unfa-

miliarity with one another might only serve to hinder

their efforts. President George W. Bush was con-

vinced that one way to make the nation safer from

future attacks was to streamline the government

structure and combine several departments that

should have a logical connection under one umbrella

cabinet-level organization, the Department of Home-

land Security (DHS). Bush proposed the new agency

in June 2002, and it was created in March 2003. The

first Secretary of Homeland Security was former

Pennsylvania governor Tom Ridge.

Among the government agencies that were gath-

ered under the Homeland Security umbrella were

the U.S. Customs Service, the Immigration and Natu-

ralization Service, the Federal Emergency Manage-

ment Agency, the Transportation Security Adminis-

tration, the Office for Domestic Preparedness, the

Environmental Measurements Laboratory, and the

Nuclear Incident Research Team. The Secret Service

and the U.S. Coast Guard were also located in the

Department of Homeland Security, although remain-

ing intact as independent agencies.

The Department of Homeland Security offers a

wide array of information about emergencies and

how the public and local officials can deal with them

on its web site (www.dhs.gov). It has a special site,

www.ready.gov, that offers information on a variety

of emergencies such as explosions, attacks, and natu-

ral disasters. Through FEMA, DHS also sponsors the

Emergency Management Institute. This training pro-

gram for interested and qualified civilians provides a

series of courses on how to deal with emergencies,

including preparedness, response, and recovery. It

operates two campuses, one in Emmitsburg, Marl-

yand and one in Anniston, Alabama. Each year more

than 5,000 people take courses at the two campuses,

while an additional 100,000 take local courses

through Emergency Management Institute-

sponsored programs.

Civilian Agencies

Civilian agencies can offer a great deal of aid dur-

ing emergencies, in part because they are able to mo-

bilize supplies and volunteers quickly thanks to large

networks. Two of the oldest and best known are the

American Red Cross and the Salvation Army.

The American Red Cross, founded in 1881 by

Clara Barton, has been providing emergency assis-

tance for more than a century. With nearly 1,300

chapters across the United States, the Red Cross is

able to get volunteers to disaster sites within two

hours of being notified of the crisis, The Red Cross

provides needed essentials such as food, clothing,

and shelter to victims of crises, and it also provides

health care services as an adjunct to whatever local

doctors or hospitals can provide. The Red Cross also

maintains a national blood bank and can provide

blood for much-needed transfusions. One of the im-

portant supports the Red Cross provides is mental

health service. Understanding that the trauma of di-

sasters can produce devastating emotional reactions,

even if those suffering are unaware, and trained li-

censed mental health professionals are provided to

offer assistance. They work with local mental health

providers and professionals to coordinate both

short- and long-term care.

The Salvation Army, founded in 1878, offers ser-

vices similar to those of the Red Cross. It provides

food, clothing, and shelter, and it also assists with

cleanup and restoration. It distributes brooms,

mops, shovels, buckets, and detergent, and it also

sets up warehouses to house and distribute recon-

struction supplies such as lumber. Because the Salva-

tion Army is a religious organization, it can also offer

spiritual comfort by providing chaplain services to di-

saster workers, emergency personnel, and disaster

victims. Salvation Army counselors who are ordained

as clergy can conduct funeral and memorial services.

Private Sector

The private sector can play a vital role in emergen-

cy management, both during and after the emergen-

cy event. Businesses that have specialized training

(transportation, for example) can provide trained

volunteers to assist in emergency management ef-

forts, as well as equipment. A food services business

could provide meals for emergency personnel. Com-

panies with excess space could house equipment or

people.

The DHS has a special service for businesses that

want to donate goods or services toward emergency
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relief, the National Emergency Resource Registry. In-

terested business can register at the web site

www.nerr.gov. The registry is a feature of DHS’s

Homeland Security Information Network, which is

designed to provide the DHS Operations Center

with round-the-clock access to ‘‘a broad spectrum of

industries, agencies and critical infrastructure across

both the public and private sectors.’’

Additional Resources

Homeland Security Law and Policy, William C. Nicholson,
Charles C. Thomas, 2005.

Introduction to Emergency Management, George D. Had-
dow and Jane A. Bullock, Elsevier/Butterworth/
Heinemann, 2006.

Living with Hazards, Dealing with Disasters: An Introduc-
tion to Emergency Management, William L. Waugh, Jr.,
M. E. Sharpe, 2000.

American Red Cross

2025 E Street, NW

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 303-4498

URL: http://www.redcross.org

Primary Contact: Jack McGuire, Interim Director

and CEO

Federal Emergency Management Agencu
(FEMA)

500 C Street, SW

Washington, DC 20472 USA

Phone: (800) 621-3362

Fax: ()

URL: http://www.redcross.org

Primary Contact: R. David Paulison, Acting Director

Salvation Army

615 Slaters Lane

Alexandria, VA 22313 USA

Phone: (703) 684-5500

Fax: (703) 684-5538

URL: http://www.salvationarmyusa.org

Primary Contact: W. Todd Bassett, National

Commander

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Washington, DC 20528 USA

Phone: (202) 282-8000

URL: http://www.dhs.gov

Primary Contact: Michael Chertoff, Secretary of

Homeland Security
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Background

Any disaster that arises from the physical phenom-

ena—hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, tornadoes,

tsunamis—can be deemed a natural disaster. So-

called ‘‘man-made’’ disasters are often the direct re-

sult of natural conditions. The floods that devastated

New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina in August

2005 were caused by levees that burst, but it was the

hurricane’s wind and rain that caused the excess of

water. Likewise, fires destroyed large sections of San

Francisco in April 1906, but they were caused by bro-

ken gas lines resulting from a major earthquake.

Natural disasters can strike anywhere, and they

can destroy wealthy communities as easily as they

destroy poorer ones. The poor usually suffer more

than the rich, however, because they lack the re-

sources to rebuild or to relocate. Government agen-

cies can assist those who have lost their homes and

possessions, but often that assistance covers only

part of what is needed. Moreover, it is difficult for

people to get protection such as homeowner’s in-
surance in areas prone to damage from floods or

hurricanes.

Nonetheless, there are numerous agencies (feder-

al and state government as well as non-

governmental) that provide help to those in need

when disaster strikes. Anyone who is a victim of natu-

ral disaster needs to know which agencies can help

and how to contact them.

Charting Disasters

The disaster considered the most deadly in Ameri-

can history is the hurricane that devastated Galves-

ton, Texas, on September 8, 1900. Galveston, an af-

fluent and rapidly growing island city on the Gulf of

Mexico, was also a popular tourist community, and

many residents and tourists ignored warnings by the

U.S. Weather Bureau to seek higher ground. Instead,

they chose to stay put and watch the huge waves.

What they failed to realize was that Galveston was no

match for those waves (up to fifteen feet high), ac-

companies by winds reaching 130 miles per hour.

The hurricane slammed directly into Galveston and

swept away more than half the structures. The storm

claimed more than 8,000 lives.

The first federal legislation directed toward disas-

ter relief was passed by Congress in 1803 during the

presidency of Thomas Jefferson. That legislation pro-

vided assistance for a New Hampshire community

that had been ravaged by fire. Although the federal

government continued to provide disaster relief,

(more than 100 times through the nineteenth centu-
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ry), that relief was primarily given on a case-by-case

basis. There was no formal procedure for obtaining

aid.

It was during the nineteenth century that the

American Red Cross was established by Clara Barton,

who served as a battlefield nurse during the Ameri-

can Civil War. Modeled after the International Red

Cross, which provided battlefield aid during wartime,

the American Red Cross visualized by Barton was cre-

ated to provide disaster relief during peacetime. The

American Red Cross was formally established in

1881. The Salvation Army, which had been estab-

lished three years earlier, offers disaster relief assis-

tance as well, both material and spiritual. Many Salva-

tion Army members are ordaind clergy and can serve

in chaplain roles at disaster sites.

Early Agencies

The nineteenth century also saw the advent of

‘‘physical science’’ agencies, which focused on study-

ing the atmosphere and better understanding and

using natural resources. The U.S. Coast Survey was

established in 1807, the U.S. Weather Bureau in 1870,

and the U.S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries in

1871. It was the U.S. Weather Bureau that developed

the measurement and observation tools used to

track changes in the weather, including severe

events such as hurricanes and blizzards.

In the 1930s, the federal government began to

take a more formal role in disaster relief. The Recon-

struction Finance Corporation was the first step; it

made disaster loans for the reconstruction of public

facilities damaged by earthquakes. The Bureau of

Public Roads received the authority to provide

money to repair highways and bridges damaged by

natural disasters. Other laws such as the Flood Con-

trol Act authorized the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

to create flood control projects.

Despite these advances, disaster relief was still a

fairly disjointed activity, with some federal help,

some help from state governments, and some help

from organizations such as the American Red Cross.

During the 1960s the United States was hit with sev-

eral severe hurricanes including Carla in 1962, Betsy

in 1965, and Camille in 1969. More legislation was

passed, such as the National Flood Insurance Act in

1968 (which provided additional protection to

homeowners hit by floods) and the Disaster Relief

Act of 1974 (which formalized the President’s power

to declare national emergencies. Even with these ef-

forts to streamline procedures, however, there were

still major obstacles. During the 1970s the govern-

ment began implementing programs to deal with

possible disasters involving hazardous waste and nu-

clear plants. By the end of the 1970s there were more

than 100 federal agencies handling various aspects of

disaster relief. These included the National Fire Pre-

vention and Control Administration, the Federal In-

surance Administration, the Federal Preparedness

Agency of the General Services Administration, and

the U.S. Defense department’s Civil Preparedness

Agency. In addition, each state and many municipali-

ties had individual disaster relief programs.

FEMA

In 1979, President Jimmy Carter signed an execu-

tive order that merged the numerous disaster relief

agencies into one central agency, the Federal Emer-

gency Management Agency (FEMA). Its stated pur-

pose is ‘‘responding to, planning for, recovering

from, and mitigating against disasters.’’ One of

FEMA’s first innovations was the creation of an Inte-

grated Emergency Management System to provide

not only direction and control of disasters but also

warning systems.

FEMA provides relief to disaster victims in the

form of financial assistance, temporary shelter, and

loans to business owners (provided through the

Small Business Administration). It does not duplicate

payments received from insurance companies that

cover such things as damage to one’s home. Grants

from FEMA’s Individual and Households Program do

not have to be repaid.

NOAA

Improved technology in measuring atmospheric

changes also became a part of the disaster manage-

ment equation. In 1970, the Bureau of Commercial

Fisheries, Weather Bureau, Coast and Geodetic Sur-

vey, Environmental Data Service, and several related

agencies were combined to form the National Oce-

anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). A divi-

sion of the U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA’s

role is to provide research and information about the

atmosphere, as well as to educate the public about

the conditions that could prompt natural disasters to

take place.

One way NOAA measured atmospheric conditions

was through satellites. The first NOAA satellite was

launched in 1975; a polar-orbiting satellite was

launched four years later. At present, NOAA operates

16 meteorological satellites. These satellites measure

cloud cover, storm activity, and heat indices as aids

in predicting the weather across the United States.
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Predicting storms is one of NOAA’s most impor-

tant jobs. Often, when storms hit, the deaths and in-

juries that result are caused by inadequate warning.

A quick-moving hurricane or thunderstorm can

wreak severe damage with little time for people to

escape its path. In 1999 NOAA launched its Storm-

Ready program for cities across the United States.

StormReady is a hazard preparedness program in

which NOAA works with local governments to estab-

lish emergency operations centers that include local

warning systems and a means of receiving up-to-date

weather reports. In 2002 NOAA added TsunamiRea-

dy to the StormReady program. TsunamiReady mea-

sures ocean activity and helps increase preparedness

of coastal cities that are in potential danger in case

of tsunami activity. As of January 2006 nearly 1,000

communities had StormReady programs and 26

communities on both the East and West Coast were

deemed TsunamiReady cities. 

U.S. Geological Survey

Although earthquakes cannot be predicted, seis-

mic activity can be monitored and particularly active

regions can be measured. People think of major

earthquakes such as those in California when they

think of earthquakes, but in fact there is seismic ac-

tivity across the nation. In fact, 500,000 earthquakes

occur each year, with 100,000 strong enough to be

felt.

The United States Geological Survey (USGS), an

arm of the the Department of the Interior, measures

earthquakes and activity and provides information

on earthquake-prone regions, as well as potential

tsunami activity. USGS also provides the public with

information about safety during and after an earth-

quake. 

First Responders

When an emergency situation such as a natural di-

saster develops, the first people on the scene are

usually police officers, firefighters, and paramedics,

or emergency medical technicians (EMT). These are

the first responders, and they are trained to react

quickly in emergencies. The first responders’ prima-

ry task is to make sure people are safe. This includes

evacuation, rescue, crowd control, and medical at-

tention. They also make sure that the area where the

emergency is occurring has been secured. They redi-

rect traffic and they keep onlookers away. In addi-

tion, they try to serve as a calming force, keeping

panic and disorder to a minimum.

First responders have a unique perspective be-

cause they know their localities well; they are familiar

with street plans and landmarks, and they also un-

derstand the local municipal structure. This can give

them an advantage if the disaster that strikes does

not devastate the community’s infrastructure. An

earthquake or hurricane that levels an entire com-

munity leaves little for first responders to work with.

Yet they still form an integral component of the di-

saster relief framework.

National Guard and Coast Guard

The Army National Guard, the Air National Guard,

and the U.S. Coast Guard can provide vital support

during natural disasters. The Army National Guard

was formed in 1636 by the Massachusetts Bay Colo-

ny. Currently it has 340,000 members. There are

more than 1,800 National Guard units located in

2,700 communities across the United States. Mem-

bers of the National Guard receive military training

with the understanding that during wartime they can

be mobilized. The Air National Guard was formed in

1947. The Coast Guard is made up of active duty, re-

serve, and civilian personnel and protects the coastal

boundaries of the United States.

The National Guard is under the jurisdiction of

the federal government during war time, but in

peacetime the troops are under the jurisdiction of

state governments. Each state maintains its own Na-

tional Guard bureau that works with local authorities

during emergency situations such as natural disas-

ters. In its role as a state-run agency, the National

Guard’ role is to mobilize where a crisis has occurred

and use its training to help local authorities deal with

the crisis situation. National Guard troops help rein-

force dams and dikes threatened by floods, help con-

tain forest fires, and offer emergency aid after hurri-

canes and tornadoes. The Coast Guard assists with

ocean disasters. Guard members can fly helicopters

and drive trucks that transport supplies, injured and

sick people, and emergency materials.

Department of Homeland Security

After the September 11 attacks, the Bush Adminis-

tration decided to streamline the disaster relief orga-

nizational structure within the federal government

and give the many agencies that handle emergencies

an opportunity to work together more effectively. In

June 2002 President George W. Bush proposed a

new agency, the Department of Homeland Security
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(DHS), and with widespread support the agency was

launched in March 2003. The first Secretary of Home-

land Security was former Pennsylvania governor Tom

Ridge.

FEMA was one of the agencies that were placed

under the umbrella of Homeland Security. The oth-

ers were the U.S. Customs Service, the Immigration

and Naturalization Service, the Transportation Secur-

ity Administration, the Office for Domestic Prepared-

ness, the Environmental Measurements Laboratory,

and the Nuclear Incident Research Team. The Secret

Service and the U.S. Coast Guard were also located

in the Department of Homeland Security, although

remaining intact as independent agencies.

The DHS provides an opportunity for businesses

that want to donate goods or services toward emer-

gency relief during and after disasters, the National

Emergency Resource Registry. The private sector can

play a vital role in emergency management, both dur-

ing and after the emergency event. Businesses that

specialize in transportation, ground transportation,

for example, could provide trained volunteer drivers

to assist in emergency management efforts. Interest-

ed business can register at the web site

www.nerr.gov.

The events surrounding Hurricane Katrina, which

struck the southern United States in August 2005, led

many people to wonder whether putting FEMA

under the stewardship of DHS was a wise decision.

Residents of New Orleans, which was devastated by

floods after several levees broke, complained that

the emergency response system that should have

provided basic items such as food and water for

stranded citizens, had failed. Although FEMA was

blamed in part for the bottleneck, local, state, and

federal governments were also held responsible. The

scope of the New Orleans devastation took everyone

by surprise, but FEMA pledged to improve its re-

sponse time and streamline any bureaucratic prob-

lems in the future.

Additional Resources

Confronting Catastrophe: New Perspectives on Natural
Disasters, David E. Alexander, Oxford University Press,
2000.

Natural Hazards, Edward Bryant, Cambridge University
Press, 2005.

American Red Cross

2025 E Street, NW

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 303-4498

URL: http://www.redcross.org

Primary Contact: Jack McGuire, Interim Director

and CEO

Federal Emergency Management Agencu
(FEMA)

500 C Street, SW

Washington, DC 20472 USA

Phone: (800) 621-3362

URL: http://www.redcross.org

Primary Contact: R. David Paulison, Acting Director

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)

Fourteenth Street and Constitution Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20230 USA

Phone: (202) 482-6090

Fax: (202) 482-3154

URL: http://www.noaa.gov

Primary Contact: Conrad C. Lauterbach, Director

Salvation Army

615 Slaters Lane

Alexandria, VA 22313 USA

Phone: (703) 684-5500

Fax: (703) 684-5538

URL: http://www.salvationarmyusa.org

Primary Contact: W. Todd Bassett, National

Commander

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Washington, DC 20528 USA

Phone: (202) 282-8000

URL: http://www.dhs.gov

Primary Contact: Michael Chertoff, Secretary of

Homeland Security

U.S.Geological Survey

12201 Sunrise Valley Drive, MS 905

Reston, VA 20192 USA

Phone: (888) 275-8747

URL: http://usgs.gov

Primary Contact: Pat Leahy, Acting Director
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Overview

No event in American history touched the nation

or the world more than the attacks on New York and

Washington on September 11, 2001. The destruction

caused by 19 hijackers who flew three of four planes

into buildings (the fourth never reached its target

thanks to passengers who overwhelmed the hijack-

ers), and the loss of more than 3,000 lives, drove

home to the United States the true horrors of terror-

ism.

Yet, terrorism on American soil is not unknown.

In fact, the same World Trade Center that was de-

stroyed in 2001 had been the victim of a terrorist at-

tack in 1993. Miraculously, only six people died in

that attack, but the damage to the Twin Towers was

significant. Moreover, not all terrorism is caused by

foreign operatives. The destruction of a government

office building in Oklahoma City in 1995 was the

work of a former U.S. soldier. And so-called ‘‘eco-

terrorists’’ have destroyed buildings and businesses

in the name of saving the environment.

The American Heritage College Dictionary de-

fines terrorism as ‘‘the unlawful use or threatened

use of force or violence to intimidate or coerce socie-

ties or governments, often for ideological or political

reasons.’’ Most terrorists are determined to use force

and violence almost always without warning and

often indiscriminately. Most governments and socie-

ties neither condone terrorism nor capitulate to it;

yet, attacks still occur. For that reason, society must

find ways to protect itself. The question of how to do

this is not easy to answer, but failing to address it will

not make terrorism go away.

Methods of Attack

Terrorism can reach the public in a number of

ways: 

• Bombings. Terrorists use bombs to inflict

damage on buildings or vehicles as well as to

kill or injure. Some bombs are hidden by ter-

rorists and set off with timers, while others

are detonated by ‘‘suicide bombers’’ who

have chosen to sacrifice their lives along

with those of their victims.

• Bioterrorism. Chemical or biological agents

are released into the atmosphere with the

intent of contaminating or killing people. Ex-

amples are the attack using poisonous gas

on the Tokyo subway system in 1995 and the
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series of anthrax-laced letters mailed in the

United States in 2001.

• Kidnapping. Individuals or groups can be

kidnapped and held hostage in return for

some demand. Often terrorists demand the

release of other terrorists from prison as a

requirement for releasing their hostages.

Government officials, members of the press,

and foreign nationals are the most frequent

victims of kidnapping.

• Assassination. Terrorists often carry out as-

sassinations of government leaders or diplo-

mats, with the intention of causing a govern-

ment or a powerful political movement to

collapse.

The element of fear is what makes terrorism so diffi-

cult to tackle. Once a community has been victim-

ized by a terrorist attack, people become fearful that

more attacks will occur. Societies that fall prey to nu-

merous terrorist attacks often develop a sense of res-

ignation, going about their daily business despite any

potential danger. For a community that experiences

terrorism for the first time, or isolated incidents of

terrorism, fear comes from another key element: sur-

prise.

Terrorism in the United States

Anti-government

Political and anti-government activism is nothing

new in the United States. In 1886, eight labor radicals

bombed Haymarket Square in Chicago, killing seven

and injuring 70. Labor radicals in 1910 were also re-

sponsible for the bombing of the Los Angeles Times

building in California, which killed 20. Anarchists

were suspected when a bomb went off on Wall Street

in New York City in 1920. The blast killed 34 people

and injured more than 200.

Race-based

Groups such as the Ku Klux Klan were infamous

for terrorizing individuals during the twentieth cen-

tury. In 1963, four Klan members exploded a bomb

in a Baptist church in Birmingham, Alabama, killing

four young black girls.

Anti-war and Nationalist

In 1970, anti-war protesters attacked the Universi-

ty of Wisconsin’s campus in Madison, killing one per-

son and damaging more than 50 buildings. During

the 1970s and 1980s, Puerto Rican nationalist groups

claimed responsibility for several bombings, includ-

ing one at New York’s Fraunces Tavern in 1975 that

killed four people.

Many consider assassinations as terrorism, de-

pending on the assassin’s reason for committing the

crime. Two Presidential assassinations could be con-

sidered acts of terrorism: Abraham Lincoln’s assassi-

nation in April 1865 at the hands of Confederate sym-

pathizer John Wilkes Booth, and William McKinley in

September 1901 at the hands of anarchist Leon Czol-

gosz.

Until the September 11 bombings, the April 1993

bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklaho-

ma City was the most deadly terrorist attack on

American soil. The bombing killed 168 people; sever-

al victims were children because there was a day care

center in the building. The bomber, Timothy

McVeigh, was a Gulf War veteran who claimed his act

was one of revenge on the U.S. government for kill-

ing members of a fringe militia group in Waco, Texas.

Eco-terrorism

There are numerous environmental groups and

animal rights groups whose work and commitment

to fostering better understanding about their issues

is above reproach. Unfortunately, there are also ex-

tremist groups whose goal, far from fostering under-

standing, is to coerce the public into accepting their

beliefs. Two such groups, the Earth Liberation Front

(ELF) and the Animal Liberation Front (ALF) have en-

gaged for several years in ‘‘eco-terrorism’’—acts of

arson for the purpose of destroying targets including

meat-packing companies, timber companies, ski re-

sorts, and private residences. Federal investigators

estimate that groups like ELF and ALF may be re-

sponsible for as many as 1,200 such crimes for the

period 1990–2004.

Typically, these groups fashion incendiary devices

using flammable liquids and other fuels, which they

set on timers and use to destroy buildings. Their tar-

gets are chosen on the basis of the damage they be-

lieve those targets are doing to the environment. For

example, destroying the offices of a timber company

could save trees, and destroying a meat-packing

plant could save cattle. Destroying large private

homes, they reason further, keep people from mov-

ing into pristine areas and harming the environment.

In January 2006, eleven suspected arsonists were

indicted on charges of arson, sabotage, and conspir-
acy. They were allegedly responsible for seventeen

incidents over a five-year period from 1996 to 2001.

What makes suspects like these difficult to find and
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arrest is that they are extremely secretive. Members

of groups such as ELF and ALF pledge secrecy and

also pledge never to reveal the names of any of their

co-conspirators.

The USA PATRIOT Act

On October 26, 2001, just weeks after the Septem-

ber 11 attacks, Congress passed the USA PATRIOT

Act (Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing

Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Ob-

struct Terrorism). which gave the government great-

er ability to seek out for and combat terrorist activity

in the United States.

The PATRIOT Act grants the Secretary of the Trea-

sury with new regulatory powers to fight money

laundering from foreign countries in U.S. banks; se-

cures national borders against foreign nationals who

are terrorists or who support terrorism; eases restric-

tions on interception and surveillance of correspon-

dence and communication that may link to terrorist

activity; stiffens penalties against money laundering,

counterfeiting, charity fraud, and similar crimes; and

creates new crimes and penalties for such acts as har-

boring terrorists and giving terrorists material sup-

port.

Civil liberties groups complained that the PATRI-

OT Act granted the federal government too much

power to investigate innocent people or to track pri-

vate records. Section 215 of the Act, which gives the

FBI permission to examine business records for for-

eign intelligence and international terrorism investi-

gations, has been called the ‘‘library provision’’ be-

cause some have read it to mean that libraries will be

required to turn over lists of who has checked out

which books.

As of the end of 2005 certain provisions of the PA-

TRIOT Act were slated to sunset by February 2006,

although members of Congress were planning to

seek renewal or compromise on certain sections that

were controversial, such as Section 215.

Efforts such as the PATRIOT Act illustrate part of

the difficulty of confronting terrorism. On the one

hand, people want to feel safe in their own commu-

nities, not fearful that their lives are in constant dan-

ger. Many people believe that safety is so important

that putting some minor constraints on personal

freedom is worth the price. On the other hand, many

people feel that the short-term gains of giving up

some freedom could have a long-term impact be-

cause there is no guarantee that other freedoms

could not be compromised. In the end, it is a matter

of striking a balance that provides safety without tak-

ing away the rights of the innocent.

Department of Homeland Security

After the September 11 attacks, the Bush Adminis-

tration decided to take definitive domestic action by

revamping its security apparatus. President George

W. Bush believed that one way to make the nation

safer from future attacks was to streamline the gov-

ernment structure by combining several depart-

ments under one umbrella cabinet-level organiza-

tion, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).

Bush proposed the new agency in June 2002, and it

was created in March 2003. The first Secretary of

Homeland Security was former Pennsylvania gover-

nor Tom Ridge.

Among the government agencies that were gath-

ered under the Homeland Security umbrella were

the U.S. Customs Service, the Immigration and Natu-

ralization Service, the Federal Emergency Manage-

ment Agency, the Transportation Security Adminis-

tration, the Office for Domestic Preparedness, the

Environmental Measurements Laboratory, and the

Nuclear Incident Research Team. The Secret Service

and the U.S. Coast Guard were also located in the

Department of Homeland Security, although remain-

ing intact as agencies.

DHS developed a six-point agenda to ensure that

its ‘‘policies, operations, and structures are aligned

in the best way to address the potential threats—

both present and future—that face our nation.’’ The

department’s’s agenda includes: 

• Increasing overall preparedness, especially

for catastrophic events.

• Creating and implementing better transpor-

tation security to move people and goods

more securely.

• Strengthening border security and reform-

ing the immigration process.

• Improve the sharing of information with

other agencies.

• Making sound financial management,

human resource development, and informa-

tion technology top priorities.

• Making sure that the organization’s struc-

ture makes the best and most efficient use

of its resources.
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An example of DHS’s proactive agenda is its work

with other cabinet agencies to make the nation’s bor-

ders more secure. DHS worked with the State De-

partment and the Department of Justice to create the

Terrorist Screening Center, which coordinates ter-

rorist watchlist information across all government

agencies, thus making it harder for potential terror-

ists to sneak into the U.S. as ordinary tourists. Tied

to this is the Human Smuggling and Trafficking Cen-

ter, which aims to thwart human smugglers, traffick-

ers, and those who facilitate terrorist travel. DHS and

the State Department have reached out to foreign

governments to assist in creating an exchange of

watchlists and other information that could curb ter-

rorist travel. While screening terrorists out is impor-

tant, so is tourism and business and educational trav-

el. DHS has recommended extending the length of

student visas from 90 days to 120 days and to allow

students to enter the country 45 days before their

studies begin instead of 30 days. Also DHS worked

with the State department to streamline the applica-

tion process for business and temporary worker

visas. A new Business Visa Center helps U.S. busi-

nesses that have upcoming travel or events that re-

quire people to travel to the United States. At Ameri-

can embassies and consulates in more than 100

countries, DHS has worked to expedite business

visas, in part wit the help of local Chambers of Com-

merce.

As with the PATRIOT Act, there have been critics

of DHS’s procedures and progress. Systems that

were meant to streamline travel have sometimes

made travel, even domestic travel, more problemat-

ic. The five-color Alert System, meant to let citizens

know the current terror threat level based on possi-

ble terrorist activity, did not move the public to feel

more secure; a disaster readiness program that advo-

cated the use of duct tape to seal windows against

poisons likewise did not encourage the public. Yet

DHS also introduced US-VISIT, which screens for-

eign passengers through an integrated database sys-

tem that spits individuals with criminal histories or

possible terrorist connections. From the beginning

of 2004 to the end of 2005, more than 45 million peo-

ple were processed through US-VISIT, more than

970 were intercepted based on their data, and no ter-

rorist attacks took place on U.S. soil.

FBI and NCTC

The Federal Bureau of Investigation enforces anti-

terrorist action through its Joint Terrorism Task

Force (JTTF). As of the end of 2005 there were 100

JTTFs throughout the United States; sixty-five of

them were created after the September 11 attacks.

The JTTF includes more that 3,700 law enforcement

and investigative specialists including FBI agents,

state and local law enforcement officers, and profes-

sionals (including analysts, diplomats, and linguists)

from other agencies including DHS and the Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA). Begun in New York in

1980, the JTTF program helps find and break up ter-

rorist cells, trace sources of terrorist funding, and in-

vestigate potential terrorist threats.

The National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) is

in charge of integrating and analyzing counterterro-

rism intelligence. It works much line the FBI’s Joint

Terrorism Task Force in that it comprises employees

of several cabinet departments plus the FBI, the CIA,

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Capitol

Police.

Individuals who want information about terrorism

and the government’s efforts at battling terrorist ac-

tivities can find additional information at the DHS

web site (www.dhs.gov) the FBI web site

(www.fbi.gov) and the NCTC web site

(www.nctc.gov)

At War with Civil Rights and Liberties, Thomas E. Baker
and John F. Stack, Jr., eds. Rowman and Littlefield Pub-
lishers, 2006.

In the Name of Terrorism: Presidents on Political Vio-
lence in the Post-World War II Era, Carol K. Winkler,
State University of New York Press, 2006.

The 9/11 Commission Report: Authorized Version, W.W.
Norton, 2004.

Federal Bureau of Investigation

J. Edgar Hoover Building, 935 Pennsylvania Avenue

NW

Washington, DC 20535 USA

Phone: (202) 324-3000

URL: http://www.fbi.gov

Primary Contact: Robert Mueller, Director

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Washington, DC 20528 USA

Phone: (202) 282-8000

URL: http://www.dhs.gov

Primary Contact: Michael Chertoff, Secretary of

Homeland Security
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U.S. Department of Justice

950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
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Background

The concept of asylum is not new; the Old Testa-
ment mentions ‘‘cities of refuge’’ and in all likeli-

hood the idea goes back farther than that. Asylum,

as we understand it today, differs somewhat from ref-

uge; the asylum-seeker (or asylee) seeks his or her

status after arriving in what is hoped will be the wel-

coming country. The refugee is given that status be-

fore traveling to the final destination. The basic

premise, however, is the same: People who face per-

secution, torture, or even death in their home coun-

try are sometimes compelled to seek shelter and pro-

tection in another land.

Asylum is a complex issue because people have

many different reasons for leaving their homeland

and not all asylum seekers warrant protection from

another government. A person who leaves a country

in which people are routinely tortured or killed for

their political or religious beliefs may seem at first

blush a prime candidate for asylum. If, however, that

person was one of the torturers and merely wishes

to avoid imprisonment when a new government

takes over, asylum may not be justified. For this and

other reasons, the process of obtaining asylum is a

complicated one involving a series of interviews and

paperwork that to many can seem daunting.

The history of asylum in the United States goes

back to the days when America was still a group of

British colonies. Roman Catholics, Jews, and certain

Protestant sects (such as the Quakers from England

and the Huguenots from France) sailed to America

to seek the freedom to practice their religion without

fear of recrimination. Historically, the United States

has stood stands as a symbol of freedom and has at-

tracted persecuted men and women from other

shores. At times, the influx has been so great that

legal restrictions have had to be imposed. Historical

events, such as World Wars I and II, revolutions in

other countries, and the attacks in New York and

Washington D. C. on September 11, 2001, also play

a role in how, when, and to whom asylum is granted.

Qualifying for Asylum

A person who has been granted asylum by the U.

S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) is

free to remain in the United States. and will not be

returned to his or her home country. That same per-

son entering the United States. as an illegal alien,

with no fear of persecution from another country,

can be removed from the United States. This ex-

plains why some people attempt to seek asylum

when in fact they have no need for this protection.

The U.S. Government is quick to point out that

admission to the United States is a privilege, not a
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right, and INS has developed a series of regulations

and guidelines for handling asylum or potential asy-

lum cases.

Who Can Stay

Anyone who seeks asylum in the United States

must be able to prove that he or she will be subject

to persecution if returned home. That persecution

may be based on race, religion, or political beliefs. In

countries where local tribes or clans vie for power,

a member of one such group may fear persecution

if another group gains political control. Women are

persecuted in a number of countries, particularly if

they oppose their country’s position on such issues

as abortion and birth control. Homosexuals are a

frequent target of persecution, especially in strongly

religious countries. Students are another common

target of persecution, especially if they engage in po-

litical or social activism (either at home or abroad).

Those who wish to emigrate to the United States

solely for economic purposes (in other words, better

job opportunities) must go through normal immigra-

tion procedures, not the asylum process. Trying to

find a better job, while perhaps laudable, is not a rea-

son to fear one’s government.

Who Cannot Stay

A number of people are considered ‘‘inadmissi-

ble’’ by the United States. These individuals cannot

enter the country as immigrants, refugees, or asylum

seekers because they failed to meet the require-

ments for admissibility. Among the primary reasons

for inadmissibility are the following:

• Communicable diseases: These include tu-

berculosis, AIDS, and other serious diseases

that can easily be transmitted. The reason is

obvious; someone carrying a serious or

deadly disease can infect others and poten-

tially endanger the health of large numbers

of people. It is possible for someone with a

serious communicable disease to have a

finding of inadmissibility overturned, if he or

she can prove that the disease in question

has been cured. For some incurable diseas-

es, such as AIDS, it is possible to get a waiv-
er.

• Criminal record: Those found to have com-

mitted ‘‘aggravated felonies’’ are generally

denied admission to the United States. Ag-

gravated felonies include serious crimes

such as murder, rape, and drug trafficking;

they also include treason, espionage, and

terrorist activities. Clearly the U.S. Govern-

ment does not want to admit people who

may commit violent crimes or engage in sub-

versive activities. In some cases an asylum

seeker can get a waiver, also known as a

‘‘Withholding of Removal.’’ Someone ac-
cused of an aggravated felony but whose

sentence ran less than five years and whose

crime has been deemed ‘‘not serious’’ by a

judge may be eligible for this protection.

• Physical and mental disorders: As with

communicable diseases, decisions based on

physical or mental disorders can be over-

turned if the asylum seeker can prove that

the condition has been cured or is under

control. In some cases, as well, waivers may

be granted.

• People likely to become dependent on wel-
fare: The United States does not wish to en-

courage people to seek asylum if they are

unwilling to become productive citizens.

While it is not obligatory for the asylum seek-

er to have a job waiting, it is important that

those seeking asylum are doing so for legiti-

mate reasons, not merely to gain entry into

a country with more benefits for the jobless.

• Terrorists and spies: Anyone who is likely to

engage in subversive activity against the

United States will be denied asylum. There

are no waivers available under these circum-

stances.

Individuals who wish to obtain a waiver of inad-

missibility do not need to disprove the grounds of in-

admissibility; in other words, the premise is that the

asylum seeker will be granted asylum despite a situa-

tion that would normally result in inadmissibility.

Asylum seekers who do wish to disprove their inad-

missibility may do so. For example, those undergo-

ing an INS medical exam may challenge the findings

if INS says there are certain medical conditions that

would prohibit asylum. The key to making a success-

ful appeal is having strong documentation.

The Asylum Process

Individuals who seek asylum in the United States

must meet the definition of ‘‘refugee’’ as provided by

the Immigration and Nationality Act: essentially, a

refugee is anyone who is either unwilling or unable

to return to his or her home country because perse-

cution (or well-founded fear of persecution) on the
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basis of race, religion, or social or political beliefs

awaits the individual.

A person can apply for asylum at a port of entry

into the United States (ports of entry include air-

ports, seaports, and border crossings) or any time up

to one year from the date of entry. The standard ap-

plication, known as INS Form I-589, is the first step.

There is no fee for filing this form. After the form is

filled out, it must be sent to a processing center

(which center depends on the place from which it is

mailed.) All questions on the form must be an-

swered, even if the answer is ‘‘none’’ or ‘‘unknown.’’

If even one question is left blank, the entire form will

be deemed incomplete and mailed back to the appli-

cant. Applicants who do not speak English must find

a competent translator to complete the form; INS

does not supply translation services.

Applicants who wish to go to work while waiting

for their application to be approved must wait 150

days from the date the application was accepted by

INS. Accepting work also requires filling out a sepa-

rate Employment Authorization Form.

Once the application has been received and pro-

cessed, the applicant will be called in for an interview

with an asylum officer. Applicants are allowed to

bring legal counsel and witnesses to the interview.

(As with the application, the asylum seeker is respon-

sible for providing a translator if he or she does not

speak English.) Usually the asylum officer will issue

a decision that will be reported to the applicant at a

later date, although officers sometimes announce

their decision at the end of the interview.

Derivative Asylum

Frequently an asylum seeker will have a spouse

and children who are also seeking asylum Anyone

seeking asylum may include a spouse and children

on his or her Form I-589. Individuals who have al-

ready been granted asylum may apply for derivative
asylum for a spouse and all children under the age

of 21. Stepchildren are also eligible if the applicant

and spouse married before the child’s 18th birthday.

Adopted children must have been adopted before

their 16th birthday and the applicant must have been

the legal parent for at least two years. If an applicant

has a child by a woman to whom he is not married,

he can apply for derivative asylum for the child, but

not for the mother unless he was married to her by

the date he was granted asylum. Derivative asylum

must be requested within two years of the appli-

cant’s own grant of asylum.

Torture

One type of ‘‘withholding of removal’’ is offered

in response to the United Nations Convention

Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or De-

grading Treatment or Punishment. Under the terms

of this 1999 Convention, a person who can show that

he or she is more likely than not to be tortured if re-

turned home can be granted asylum unless deemed

to be a serious criminal or a potential subversive. Ap-

plicants who wish to be considered for this status are

advised to check the box on the first page of Form

I-589; an INS Immigration Judge will make the deci-

sion based on the evidence submitted.

Although Article 3 of the Convention Against Tor-

ture prohibits the United States from returning an

asylum seeker to a country in which torture is likely,

it does not prevent the United States from sending

the applicant to a third country where there is no

danger of torture.

Appealing a Rejected Application

The asylum officer may decide to refer an applica-

tion to an Immigration Judge for a final decision. If

the judge denies the application, the asylum seeker

will get a letter explaining how to appeal. The appeal

is sent to the Board of Immigration Appeals (it must

be received within 33 days of receiving the denial no-

tice), where a final decision will be made.

A derivative asylum application that is denied can-

not be appealed, but the person who made the appli-

cation may submit a motion to reopen or reconsider

the case. A motion to reopen must be accompanied

by new documentation that could change the deci-

sion. A motion to reconsider, however, needs to

show that the denial was based on incorrect applica-

tion of the law or of INS policy.

Asylum law and the procedures are complex, in-

volved in seeking and getting protection are complex

and the process of seeking asylum can leave people

confused at a particularly vulnerable time. INS pro-

vides comprehensive information on its web site,

http://www.ins.usdoj.gov. There are INS district of-

fices throughout the country, and they are usually

able to offer information about not–for–profit

groups that help immigrants and asylum seekers

through the process. The United Nations High Com-

missioner for Refugees, whose Washington D. C.

phone number is (202) 296-5191, can also provide

advice. Those who can afford legal counsel would do

well to seek the advice and assistance of an experi-

enced immigration lawyer.
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Additional Resources

 Emigrating to the USA: A Complete Guide to Immigration,
Temporary Visas, and Employment. Beshara, Edward
C., and Richard & Karla Paroutard, Hippocrene Books,
1994.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service Dixon, Ed-
ward H., and Mark A. Galan, Chelsea House, 1990.

Immigration Made Simple: An Easy-to-Read Guide to the
U. S. Immigration Process. Brooks Kimmel, Barbara,
and Alan M. Lubiner, Next Decade, 2000.

Meeting the Challenge through Innovation. U. S. Depart-
ment of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice, 1996.

Refugee Law and Policy: International and U. S. Re-
sponses. Nanda, Ved P., editor, Greenwood Press, 1989.

Refugee Rights and Realities: Evolving International Con-
cepts and Regimes Nicholson, Frances, and Patrick
Twomey, editors, Cambridge University Press, 1999. 

Organizations

United States Association for the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR)

1775 K Street, NW, Suite 290

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 296-1115

Fax: (202) 296-1081

URL: http://www.usaforunhcr.org

Primary Contact: Jeffrey Meer, Executive Director

United States Department of Justice

Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS)

425 I Street, NW

Washington, DC 20536 USA

Phone: (202) 514-2648

Phone: (800) 375-5283

Fax: (202) 514-1776

URL: http://www.ins.usdoj.gov

Primary Contact: James W. Ziglar, Commissioner
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Background

Deportation, according to the U.S. Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service, is ‘‘the formal re-

moval of an alien from the United States when the

alien has been found removable for violating immi-

gration laws.’’ Throughout the history of the United

States individuals have been deported for such rea-

sons as committing subversive acts against the gov-

ernment, fraudulently obtaining legal residency, and

having a criminal record. In the last two decades of

the twentieth century, for example, a number of im-

migrants to the United States were deported when

it was determined that they had been prison guards

in Nazi concentration camps during the 1930s and

1940s. Sometimes these individuals had been living

quietly in the United States for nearly half a century.

Until nearly the end of the twentieth century, de-

portation was considered separate from exclusion,

the act of denying an alien entry into the United

States With the passage of the Illegal Immigration Re-

form and Immigrant Responsibility Act in 1996, de-

portation and exclusion procedures were consolidat-

ed, effective April 1, 1997.

History of Deportation in the United
States

The first deportation law in the United States was

the Alien Act of 1798. Under this law, the president

could deport any alien who was deemed dangerous.

(A Naturalization Act was also passed that raised from

five to 14 years the length of time an immigrant had

to reside in the United States before being eligible

for naturalization.) These measures were the result

of growing hostility between the United States and

France; with the accession to power of Napoleon Bo-

naparte, tensions eased dramatically, and no one was

ever deported under the Alien Act.

Toward the end of the nineteenth century the

Chinese Exclusion Act was passed to limit the num-

ber of Chinese immigrants into the United States, but

it was not a deportation law. During the first decades

of the twentieth century, however, a number of po-

tentially subversive aliens were deported, particular-

ly in light of the proliferation of anarchists and the

spread of socialism. Events such as World War I and

the 1918 Bolshevik revolution in Russia helped

shape opinions in the United States, and immigra-

tion was viewed less and less favorably.

In the 1920s the issue was not so much deporting

aliens as keeping them out; quota systems limited

the number of immigrants to the United States. After

World War II, the Cold War and a growing fear of
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Communist infiltration into the U.S. government re-

sulted in more deportations for several years.

In the 1980s and 1990s an increasing number of

illegal immigrants from South and Central America,

Haiti, and Cuba tried to enter the United States. Most

deportation cases today, in fact, are illegal immigra-

tion cases.

The Deportation Process

In general, a person who is a lawful permanent
resident (LPR) need not fear deportation, unless it

can be proven that he or she entered the United

States fraudulently or committed a serious crime (ex-

Nazi prison guards, for example). One of the more

familiar ways for ordinary people to remain in the

United States by fraud is to marry a U.S. citizen.

When someone who is about to be sent back to his

or her country (because a visa has expired, for exam-

ple) suddenly gets married, INS requires that both

spouses be questioned. The typical movie depiction

of this is of a desperate alien who loves the U.S. and

is able to stay after finding a kindhearted and selfless

person who agrees to a fake marriage. In real life

these marriages are not always based on such altruis-

tic motives.

The first step in deporting an alien is to issue an

‘‘Order to Show Cause.’’ This document establishes

the government’s reasons for deporting the person

in question. The alien is usually detained, although

he or she can be released by posting bond. The alien

is then scheduled to attend a hearing before an im-

migration judge. The government is represented at

these hearings by an attorney; the alien can also have

legal representation, but it must be ‘‘at no expense

to the government.’’ In many jurisdictions, there are

lawyers and legal agencies who will work for the alien

for reduced fees or pro bono.

The judge hears the evidence on both sides and

makes a ruling, which can be appealed by both sides

to the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA). Once BIA

makes this ruling, the losing side can appeal through

federal courts, although the likelihood of an alien ap-

pealing would depend on his or her financial re-

sources.

Voluntary Departure

Some aliens fear that deportation will forever ruin

their chances of returning to the United States. A less

punitive measure that serves the same effect (getting

the alien out of the country) is ‘‘voluntary depar-

ture.’’ This is usually the final step before deporta-

tion hearings, and it allows the alien to leave with

somewhat less of a stigma. Voluntary departure can-

didates must possess good moral character and must

be capable of paying their own transportation costs

(including air and ship travel).

Inadmissible Aliens

Some potential immigrants are barred from enter-

ing the United States. Inadmissible aliens cannot

enter the country as immigrants, refugees, or asylum

seekers because they fail to meet the necessary re-

quirements. Reasons for inadmissibility include:

• Communicable diseases. Carriers of diseas-

es such as tuberculosis, AIDS, typhoid fever,

and other serious ailments that can easily be

transmitted are not allowed to emigrate. The

reason is obvious: Someone carrying a seri-

ous or deadly disease can infect others and

create a severe health crisis. (It is possible

for someone with a serious communicable

disease to have a finding of inadmissibility

overturned, but only if he or she can prove

that the disease in question has been cured.

For some incurable diseases, such as AIDS,

a waiver may be granted.)

• Criminal record. Anyone who has commit-

ted crimes classified as ‘‘aggravated felo-

nies’’ are generally denied admission to the

United States. Aggravated felonies include

serious crimes such as murder, rape, and

drug trafficking. Other aggravated felonies

are treason, espionage, and terrorist activi-

ties. (In certain cases, some ex-convicts who

seek asylum can get a waiver, but they have

to be able to prove to a judge that their

crime was not serious or that the charges

had been trumped up by their govern-

ment.).

• Physical and mental disorders. Certain con-

ditions bar aliens from immigrating to the

United States, although aliens can try to

prove that the condition in question has

been cured or is under control.

• Terrorist and or espionage threat. In addi-

tion to those who have been convicted of ag-

gravated felonies, anyone deemed likely to

engage in subversive activity against the

United States will be denied entry.

As covered under the Illegal Immigration Reform

and Immigrant Responsibility Act, inadmissible aliens
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can be deported through the procedure known as

expedited removal. Aliens who possess no entry

documents or whose documents are either fraudu-

lently obtained or counterfeit are subject to expe-

dited removal. So are aliens who have entered (or at-

tempted to enter) the United States without having

first been admitted by an immigration officer at a

standard port of entry. Aliens have the right to make

claim to legal status in the United States, or they can

ask for asylum. While the INS can allow an alien to

appear before an immigration judge, there is no obli-

gation to do so, and the alien may simply be ordered

removed.

Ways to Avoid Deportation

Deportation is a complex issue that many immi-

grants cannot understand, especially if they are ex-

pected to gain all the necessary knowledge through

a relatively small window of opportunity. Finding an

immigration lawyer or service is probably the best

step anyone facing deportation can take. In larger cit-

ies with significant immigration populations, there

may be organizations in place to help immigrants.

Contacting local bar associations may be a useful first

step in finding lawyers who specialize in immigration

law, including those who charge reduced fees or no

fees at all.

Waivers, Cancellation, and Suspension

Among the ways to avoid deportation are the fol-

lowing:

• Waivers. In certain cases, immigrants can

apply for waivers from deportation if they

can prove that deporting them would pose

an undue hardship (the government uses

the phrase ‘‘extreme hardship’’) to his or

her spouse, children, or parents. (This as-

sumes that these relatives are either U.S. citi-

zens or LPRs). The granting of a waiver de-

pends on the reason for deportation, and

immigration officials have considerable lee-

way in making a decision.

• Cancellation of Removal. If someone who

is already an LPR is targeted for deportation,

he or she can apply for a cancellation of re-

moval from the United States. The individual

must have been a resident of the United

States for at least seven years and an LPR for

at least five and cannot have committed any

serious crimes (called ‘‘aggravated felonies’’

by the government). It is helpful if the per-

son has family ties to the United States, has

a good employment history or owns a busi-

ness, has engaged in community service, has

served in the U.S. Armed Forces, and has no

criminal record (or has been rehabilitated if

a criminal record exists). In short, if the per-

son displays ‘‘good moral character,’’ it

weighs in his or her favor. Non-permanent

residents can also apply for cancellation of

removal, but they must have been in the

United States for a minimum of 10 years.

(This is done in part to prevent illegal aliens

from marrying American citizens simply to

stay in the United States.)

• Suspension of Deportation.This is another

means by which an illegal alien can apply not

only to remain in the United States but also

obtain LPR status. Again, family ties, good

moral character, and the threat of hardship

are key factors. (The United States only is-

sues 4,000 cancellation of removal and sus-

pension of deportation grants per year.).

If an alien is allowed to stay in the United States

on any of these grounds, the deportation order will

be canceled and the case will be closed.

Asylum Seekers

Asylum seekers often have a bit more leeway, de-

pending on where they are coming from and wheth-

er a significant danger of imprisonment, torture, or

execution awaits them if they are returned to their

home country. Asylum seekers who wish to obtain

a waiver of inadmissibility do not need to disprove

the grounds of inadmissibility, but they do have to

prove that their particular situation warrants a waiv-

er.

Anyone who seeks asylum in the United States

must be able to prove that he or she will be subject

to persecution if returned home. That persecution

may be based on race, religion, gender, sexual orien-

tation, or political beliefs. Sometimes, an alien in

danger of being deported will make a claim of ‘‘credi-

ble fear of persecution’’ in his or her native country.

INS is required to make information about this op-

tion available to those who may be able to avail them-

selves of it. An INS asylum officer determines wheth-

er each such case warrants further action.

If it does, the claimant will appear before an immi-

gration judge to make a case during a full hearing.

It should be understood that a credible fear of perse-

cution ruling is not the same as being granted asy-
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lum. The credible fear ruling is merely the first step

in the process; it may or may not result in a granting

of asylum.

In addition, an alien seeking asylum may be grant-

ed a ‘‘withholding of deportation’’ instead. This is

similar to asylum, except that it does not allow the

alien to apply for permanent resident in the United

States, and it only prohibits deportation to the coun-

try in question.

The Changing Role of INS

Particularly since the 1990s, INS has come under

increasing attacks from a number of fronts. Civil lib-

erties and human rights organizations have

charged that such measures as the Illegal Immigra-

tion Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act have

been used not to streamline the organization, as INS

claims. Rather, they say, such laws have allowed INS

to exercise its authority to deny due process to inno-

cent aliens. A number of articles have appeared that

explore the plight of an immigrant who had led a

productive life while in the United States, only to be

detained and threatened with deportation on ac-

count of a minor infraction committed many years

earlier. While it would be unfair to characterize the

entire INS by cases such as these, it is fair to say that

efforts to streamline the agency fell short of expecta-

tions.

Charges of INS inefficiency have been exacerbated

by the growing sense of unrest and anti-American

sentiment throughout the world. The destruction of

the World Trade Center and the attack on the Penta-

gon in September 2001 drove home the point to

Americans of all political persuasions that immigra-

tion issues demand better scrutiny. Among other

concerns, many Americans worried that INS had

been unable to keep the hijackers out of the country;

the primary fear was that more such criminals could

be living in the United States without the knowledge

of INS.

A push to reorganize the functions of INS to make

the agency run better resulted in Congressional ac-

tion in the spring of 2002, when the House of Repre-

sentatives voted to authorize significant changes to

the agency. (Those seeking updated information on

current progress at INS can obtain comprehensive

information from the agency’s website,http://

www.ins.usdoj.gov.) A streamlined organization will

be better equipped to handle the huge number of il-

legal immigration, exclusion, and deportation hear-

ings that will continue as long as the United States

is seen as a country in which opportunities are so

much more abundant than in other parts of the

world.

Additional Resources

Deportation Officer’s Handbook U.S. Department of Jus-
tice, Immigration and Naturalization Service, 1986.

Historical Guide to the U.S. Governments GeorgeT. Kuri-
an, ed., Oxford University Press, 1998.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service Dixon, Ed-
ward H., and Mark A. Galan, Chelsea House, 1990.

Immigration Made Simple: An Easy-to-Read Guide to the
U.S. Immigration Process Kimmel, Barbara Brooks, and
Alan M. Lubiner, Next Decade, 2000.

Meeting the Challenge through Innovation U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice, 1996.

Refugee Rights and Realities: Evolving International Con-
cepts and Regimes Nicholson, Frances, and Patrick
Twomey, editors, Cambridge University Press, 1999.

Organizations

United States Association for the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR)

1775 K Street, NW, Suite 290

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 296-1115

Fax: (202) 296-1081

URL: http://www.usaforunhcr.org

Primary Contact: Jeffrey Meer, Executive Director

United States Department of Justice,
Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS)

425 I Street, NW

Washington, DC 20536 USA

Phone: (800) 375-5283

Fax: (202) 514-1776

URL: http://www.ins.usdoj.gov

Primary Contact: James W. Ziglar, Commissioner
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Background

One of the more intriguing concepts in immigra-
tion law is dual citizenship or dual nationality. In

its simplest form, dual nationality means allegiance

to more than one country. Although some countries

place strict controls on who is and who is not consid-

ered a citizen, a surprising number (including the

United States) have no actual restrictions on dual na-

tionality. It is not unheard of for individuals to claim

citizenship in as many as five countries, although this

is hardly common.

Why would a person need or want to be a citizen

of more than one country? In some cases it may be

simply a matter of cultural attachment. Some individ-

uals who live in one country but were raised in an-

other may see dual citizenship as a way of connecting

with their heritage. For others, dual citizenship may

be a matter of convenience: holding more than one

passport can make travel easier when a country

places restrictions on visitors from certain countries.

Still others, having more unsavory motives, see dual

citizenship as a way to evade the law; fugitives from

one country with passports from another could theo-

retically travel on their ‘‘safe’’ passports.

The truth is that most people do not even know

that dual nationality exists, and of those who do,

their knowledge is limited. A visit to the Internet can

yield all manner of incorrect information about dual

nationality and why it is either a dream come true or

a terrible nightmare. What people need to know

about dual nationality, first and foremost, is that only

information that comes directly from government

sources can be considered accurate. That said, it is

important to remember that regulations and restric-

tions can change and that each nation’s government

has the right to set its own requirements for citizen-

ship.

What Is A Dual National?

Many people are under the impression that most

governments do not allow their citizens to be nation-

als of more than one country. Some countries, such

as Germany and Japan, have strict requirements, es-

pecially regarding naturalization. But for the most

part, while no country actually encourages dual citi-

zenship, many tolerate it. Israel provides Jews

around the world with the ‘‘right of return,’’ which

means that they can come to Israel and assume Israe-

li citizenship without going through a naturalization

process. In Australia, naturalized citizens may main-

tain the nationality of their native country, which
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gives them dual citizenship. Native-born Australians,

however, cannot become dual citizens of another

country without giving up their Australian citizen-

ship. (There is a strong lobbying effort going on in

Australia to rescind this law.)

The United States does not prohibit dual national-

ity. The State Department recognizes that U. S. citi-

zens can acquire the citizenship of another country

through marriage, for instance, or that naturalized U.

S. citizens may not automatically lose their native

country’s citizenship. In fact, a U. S. citizen does not

automatically relinquish his or her citizenship by ac-

quiring another. Losing one’s U. S. citizenship re-

quires a formal renunciation and proof that the indi-

vidual is making that decision freely and voluntarily.

Pros and Cons

Along with the legal aspects of dual citizenship are

the practical ones; there are also ethical consider-

ations. Should people be allowed to claim more than

one nationality? If not, why not? There are legitimate

arguments on both sides.

People who favor the existence of dual citizenship

explain that it can be useful to people traveling

through countries in which one nationality is more

welcome than another. The rise around the world in

anti-American sentiment has a number of people

genuinely concerned that an American passport

could actually endanger the life of its holder. On a

less ominous note, having a second nationality may

make it easier for people to work abroad. Someone

with dual citizenship in the United States and any Eu-

ropean Union country, for example, could work in

any European Union nation without having to secure

permits.

For some, the issue is as simple as money. Belize,

a small Caribbean nation known mostly for its beach-

es, initiated an Economic Citizenship Program that

grants Belizean citizenship to anyone willing to pay

the equivalent of $50,000. This ‘‘purchase’’ of nation-

ality (which does not require renunciation of a for-

mer nationality) allows the new Belizean to reap the

benefits of a lenient tax law structure that does not

collect taxes on capital gains, estates, or money

earned overseas.

Those who oppose the concept of dual citizen-

ship say that it is antithetical to the ideal of loyalty to

one’s homeland. Citizenship is a privilege, they

argue. In many countries, it is a privilege for which

people fought and gave their lives. If citizenship re-

quirements are eased too much, opponents of dual

nationality say, eventually the concept of citizenship

will have little or no meaning. Citizenship connotes

a powerful emotional bond for many that should not

be taken lightly. Those who may not feel this way

may instead recognize the more pressing concern

that becoming a dual national could mean having to

serve in a foreign country’s armed services or pay

taxes to its government.

Dual nationals need to remember that they are

subject to the laws of both countries. That may in-

clude some benefits, but it also may include tax and

military responsibilities. This does not mean that a

dual national living in the United States will be re-

quired to travel to the other country in which he

holds citizenship to serve in the army there. If, how-

ever, he visits that country, the government may

have the legal right to compel him to serve out his

military obligation if there is one.

Significant Court Cases

A number of cases, some of which reached the Su-

preme Court of the United States, have helped frame

immigration law regarding dual nationals. Here are

some of the most noteworthy.

Perkins v. Elg (1939)

This case involved Marie Elizabeth Elg, who was

born in the United States in 1907 to Swedish parents

and raised in Sweden. When she turned 21 she ac-

quired a U.S. passport and returned to live in the

United States. Later, the U. S. government tried to

deport her, claiming that under Swedish law she had

become a Swedish citizen when she and her parents

returned to Sweden. The U. S. Supreme Court ruled

unanimously that Elg was in fact a U. S. citizen be-

cause her parents’ action did not take away her right

to reclaim U. S. citizenship when she reached her

majority. While this is not technically a dual citizen-

ship case (since Elg did not try to maintain her Swed-

ish citizenship), it nonetheless was important for

those who did not wish to lose their right to U. S. citi-

zenship through no fault of their own.

Kawakita v. United States (1952)

Tomoya Kawakita, born in the United States to

Japanese parents, was in Japan when World War II

broke out. During the war he supported the Japa-

nese cause. He went to work in a factory where he

supervised and also abused American prisoners of

war who were forced to work there. After the war he

returned to the United States on a U. S. passport,

whereupon he was arrested for treason, convicted,
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and sentenced to death. Kawakita appealed the sen-

tence, arguing that he had registered as a Japanese

national during the war and therefore was not a trai-

tor. The Supreme Court ruled that Kawakita had nei-

ther acquired Japanese citizenship nor renounced U.

S. citizenship, since he was already a dual national.

Kawakita lost the appeal but instead of execution he

was stripped of his U. S. citizenship and deported to

Japan.

Afroyim v. Rusk (1967)

Beys Afroyim immigrated from Poland to the Unit-

ed States in 1912 and became a naturalized citizen

some years later. He became fairly well known in art

circles as a modernist painter in the 1930s and 1940s.

In 1950 he emigrated to Israel, and ten years later he

tried to renew his U. S. passport. The State Depart-

ment refused, explaining that Afroyim had voted in

an Israeli election in 1951 and had thus given up his

citizenship in the United States.

Afroyim sued the State Department, and the case

reached the U.S. Supreme Court, which ruled in his

favor in a 5-to-4 vote. Interestingly, the Court in-

voked the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Con-

stitution. Although intended to guarantee citizenship

rights to freed slaves, the Court held that in effect it

protected all American citizens from losing their citi-

zenship without proof of intent to do so. True, Afroy-

im had voted in an Israeli election. But this was not

a formal renunciation of his U. S. citizenship.

Renouncing Citizenship

United States

The U. S. Immigration and Nationality Act (INA)

stipulates that anyone wishing to renounce U. S. citi-

zenship must do more than merely claim allegiance

to another government. Americans who face prose-

cution in the United States or who owe back taxes,

for example, cannot merely become naturalized citi-

zens of a country that does not have an extradition
agreement with the United States. Under the terms

of INA, anyone who wishes to renounce U. S. citizen-

ship must appear in person before a U. S. consular

or diplomatic official and sign an oath of renuncia-

tion. This must be done in a foreign country (usually

it can be done at a local U. S. Embassy or consulate);

the renunciation cannot be executed in the United

States proper. Failure to follow these conditions will

render the renunciation useless for all practical pur-

poses. Moreover, those who renounce their U. S. citi-

zenship are still liable for any tax obligations they

have incurred and may still be liable for military ser-

vice. If they have committed a crime in the United

States, they can still be prosecuted.

Other Countries

Each country has its own policies regarding dual

citizenship and renunciation of nationality. Although

the oath of allegiance that new U. S. citizens take

states that they are renouncing all other govern-

ments, often that has as much weight in their home

country as a similar oath taken by an American would

have in the eyes of the U. S. government. Just as

those wishing to renounce U. S. citizenship must fol-

low specific steps, so must those who are giving up

another nationality.

In the case of those who have citizenship ties to

another country through means other than birth or

naturalization, it is a good idea to check with that

country. If a country recognizes as a citizen anyone

who had one parent who was a citizen, it is possible

that a lifelong American could inadvertently possess

dual citizenship. This fact does not suggest that

countries are lying in wait for innocent tourists who,

on a visit to their ancestral home, find out that they

must serve three years in the military before they can

leave. But depending on the stability of the govern-

ment in question, it may be a good idea to speak to

someone in the consular offices in the United States

to make sure there will be no unforeseen problems.

If, for example, a particular country recognizes a dual

national solely as one of its citizens and that person

is charged with a crime while in that country, U.S. cit-

izenship will be of little if any value.

Staying Informed

Problems can be avoided by taking common-

sense precautions before traveling. If people who be-

lieve they may be dual nationals and do not wish to

be, they will need to find out from the government

whose citizenship they do not desire exactly what

they need to do to renounce that citizenship. If they

have questions about whether a particular country is

safe for travel, the State Department posts travel

warnings and consular information sheets at http://

www.travel.state.gov/travel_warnings.html. Clearly

issues like this are unlikely to come up between

countries that have good relations. But if there is any

question, it is best to be armed with more informa-

tion rather than not enough.

Additional Resources

‘‘As Rules Ease, More Citizens Choose to Fly Two Flags.’’
Cortese, Amy, The New York Times,, July 15, 2001.
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The Congressional Politics of Immigration Reform. Gim-
pel, James G., and James R. Edwards, Jr. Allyn and
Bacon, 1999.

Organizations

U. S. Department of State, Bureau of
Consular Affairs

2201 C Street NW

Washington, DC 20520 USA

Phone: (202) 647-4000

Fax: (202) 647-5225 (Overseas Citizens Services)

URL: http://travel.state.gov

Primary Contact: Mary A. Ryan, Assistant Secretary

for Consular Affairs
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IMMIGRATION

ELIGIBILITY FOR GOVERNMENT
SERVICES
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• Sponsor Deeming

• Public Charge Finding

• State-by-State Guide to Government Bene-

fits for Immigrants

Background

For many immigrants, the United States has

seemed like a land of bountiful wealth. Traditionally,

it has been generous with that wealth, at least in re-

spect to legal immigrants. The Supreme Court has

ruled repeatedly that resident aliens are entitled to

the same constitutional protections as normal citi-

zens. Resident aliens have been entitled in the past

to participate in federal welfare programs on an

equal basis with U.S. citizens.

But in 1996, with the passage of the Personal Re-

sponsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation

Act (PRWORA), also known as the welfare reform bill,

conditions changed dramatically for legal immi-

grants. As of 2002, legal immigrants face a patchwork

of laws in the various states that may or may not give

them the right to benefit from various public assis-

tance programs.

By contrast, illegal immigrants are banned from

any sort of public assistance under PRWORA, includ-

ing the very limited services that some states may

have chosen to provide them before the act was

passed. States giving out public benefits must now

verify that immigrants are legal before they receive

such benefits. In addition, state and local govern-

ments may not restrict their employees from report-

ing any immigrants to the Immigration and Natu-

ralization Service, providing a further disincentive to

illegal immigrants in trying to receive benefits. But

for legal immigrants, trying to sort out the maze of

public benefit regulations has become much more

difficult since welfare reform.

Pre-1996

The first social welfare programs, such as Social

Security, made no distinctions at all between citizens

and resident aliens. Legal aliens were allowed to par-

ticipate in that program, and other programs such as

Medicare, Medicaid and Aid to Dependant Chil-

dren on an equal basis with U.S. citizens.

As immigrants began to arrive in this country dur-

ing the 1980s and 1990s at levels unseen since the

turn of the century, however, concern began to focus

on how the new arrivals were straining the net of so-

cial welfare programs. In 1994, California passed

Proposition 187, which eliminated all public assis-
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tance for illegal immigrants and banned the children

of illegal immigrants from public schools in the state,

requiring that such children be reported. It also re-

quired state facilities to refuse health care treatment

for illegal immigrants. Passage of this law was consid-

ered a sign of the public’s increasing intolerance of

the effects of immigration.

Welfare Reform and Its Impact

In 1996, after much debate, Congress passed the

PRWORA. An important result of this law was that

states were no longer required to provide most

forms of public benefits to legal immigrants. Subse-

quent legislation softened some of the laws concern-

ing treatment of legal immigrants in areas such as

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits and

food stamps. But the ability of legal immigrants to re-

ceive public assistance has clearly changed after pas-

sage of the PRWORA

Previous to the PRWORA, the federal government

set most of the eligibility requirements for federal

welfare programs. The PRWORA allowed states to set

the requirements for many of these programs. This

was particularly true for immigrants. States were al-

lowed to decide whether immigrants could partici-

pate in programs such as Medicaid and the newly

formed Temporary Assistance For Needy Families,

which replaced the Aid to Families with Dependant

Children.

As a result of the PRWORA, different states treat

immigrants in different ways. Some states are gener-

ous with the benefits they provide to immigrants;

others are not. What legal immigrants can receive de-

pends on where they reside.

Benefits For Legal Immigrants

Under the PRWORA, legal immigrants are treated

differently than illegal immigrants and also different-

ly than citizens. The restrictions on the benefit rights

for legal immigrants have proven to be the most con-

troversial aspects of the PRWORA, and several provi-

sions have been reworked since it was passed in

1996. But the PRWORA still places restrictions on

legal immigrants’ access to the same benefits as nor-

mal citizens.

Although the PRWORA cuts off legal immigrants

from access to means tested programs involving fed-

eral funds, states are still allowed to set up their own

programs using their own funds to cover immigrants

who were cut off by the PRWORA. Many states have

decided to do just that, so what kind of benefits im-

migrants are actually eligible for is determined by

what state they reside in.

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families

Among the changes wrought by the PRWORA was

the replacement of the Aid to Families with Depen-

dant Children (AFDC) program with Temporary As-

sistance for Needy Families (TANF). One of the chief

effects of this change for immigrants was to put the

states in charge of administering the program. Re-

garding immigrants who arrived before the PRWORA

became law—August 22, 1996—states have the op-

tions of allowing them to continue to collect bene-

fits. 

Immigrants who arrived after August 22, 1996 are

banned from receiving any sort of TANF benefits for

five years after arrival. After five years, states have the

option to bar immigrants from receiving benefits

until citizenship. The bar not only applies to grants

under TANF but also to any means-tested benefit or

service provided with TANF funds, including job

training and work support.

SSI

For SSI, immigrants who resided in the United

States as of August 22, 1996 are still eligible for bene-

fits, either if they are already receiving them or if they

become disabled. Immigrants residing in the United

States as of August 22, 1996 who turn 65 but are not

disabled are not eligible for benefits. Originally, the

PRWORA cut off SSI benefits for all legal immigrants,

but they were restored for the above categories by

the 1998 budget reconciliation law.

As with TANF, immigrants who arrive in the Unit-

ed States after August 22, 1996 are barred from all SSI

benefits for a term of five years. After the five-year

bar, immigrants may qualify for SSI.

Food Stamps

Legal immigrants lost their eligibility for food

stamps under the PRWORA. Unlike with SSI, eligibili-

ty for food stamps has not been restored across the

board. In 1998, eligibility for food stamps was re-

stored for children of immigrants, for disabled immi-

grants, and for immigrants over 65 years of age. All

other immigrants, including those who entered be-

fore August 22, 1996, must be credited with 40 quar-

ters (10 years) worth of work or become U.S. citizens

before they can qualify again for food stamps.
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Medicaid

Access to Medicaid is controlled by the same rules

that govern the TANF program. For immigrants in

the United States before August 22, 1996, states may

determine if they are eligible for the program. Immi-

grants who arrived after that date are barred for a

term of five years, after which states may again de-

cide on including immigrants in the Medicaid pro-

gram. Immigrants are automatically eligible for Med-

icaid again once they become citizens or have

worked for 40 quarters.

Exceptions

There are exceptions for these restrictions on im-

migrant’s qualifications for means-tested benefits.

Perhaps the most important is for refugees and asy-

lum seekers, who remain eligible during their first

five years in the United States for TANF benefits, after

which states may continue benefits or limit their eli-

gibility and for their first seven years for food stamps

and SSI benefits.

Other exceptions to the bar on means-tested ben-

efits for immigrants include immigrants who have

worked in the United States for 40 quarters or more,

veterans and those on active duty, persons with de-

portation/removal withheld, Cuban-Haitian entrants,

Amerasians, Hmong and highland Lao tribe mem-

bers and certain Native Americans born in Canada or

Mexico who are entitled by treaty to live in the Unit-

ed States.

In addition, many programs are exempt from the

general five-year bar for means tested government

assistance. This includes emergency medical assis-

tance; emergency disaster relief; national school

lunch benefits; child nutrition act benefits; public

health assistance for immunizations, testing and

treatment of symptoms of communicable diseases;

foster care and adoption assistance; programs spec-

ified by the attorney general; higher education;

means-tested programs under the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act; Head Start, and the Job

Training Partnership Act.

Sponsor Deeming

Immigrants who come to the United States under

the auspices of sponsors—whether a family member

or any other person who signs a legally enforceable

affidavit of support—are subject to ‘‘sponsor deem-

ing.’’ Sponsor deeming refers to taking into account

the income and resources of the sponsor in deter-

mining the immigrant’s eligibility for government

benefit programs.

The 1996 immigration law requires new family-

related immigrants to produce affidavits of support

from their sponsors, and these affidavits are legally

enforceable. Sponsors are required to have an in-

come of 125 percent of the federal poverty level, un-

less they are active duty personnel, in which case

they must have an income of 100 percent of the fed-

eral poverty level. If an immigrant receives govern-

ment benefits without meeting sponsor deeming re-

quirements, the agency that provided the benefits

may sue the sponsor for reimbursement.

Sponsor deeming now applies to immigrant eligi-

bility for TANF, SSI, Food Stamps and Medicaid. It re-

mains in effect until the immigrant receives citizen-

ship or has been employed for 40 quarters in the

United States.

Public Charge Finding

A public charge is an immigrant who is considered

likely to become primarily dependant on the govern-

ment for subsistence. The Immigration and Natural-

ization Service (INS) designates who is a public

charge. Immigrants who are hoping to become legal

permanent residents are subject to public charge

scrutiny. Immigrants who are already legal perma-

nent residents of the United States may also be sub-

ject to public charge scrutiny but rarely ever are un-

less they leave the country for more than 180

consecutive days.

In general, merely receiving a government bene-

fit, with the sole exception of institutionalization for

long-term care at government expense, is not a factor

in determining whether an immigrant will become a

public charge. Refugees and asylum seekers are not

subject to public charge determination.

A finding by the INS of being a public charge can

result in the denial of permission to enter the United

States or the denial of an attempt to change status

to become a legal permanent resident of the country.

In certain extreme cases, it can result in deporta-
tion, although this is very rare and subject to numer-

ous regulations.

State-by-State Guide to Government
Benefits for Immigrants

The following state-by-state guide for immigrants

lists whether the states provide TANF to immigrants

who arrived before the enactment of PRWORA;
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whether the state funds TANF for immigrants during

five-year bar of PRWORA; whether the state provides

TANF following the five-year bar; whether the state

has an SSI substitute program for immigrants; wheth-

er there is a state funded food program for immi-

grants cut off from food stamps; whether the state

provides Medicaid to immigrants who arrived before

the enactment of PRWORA; and whether the state

provides Medicaid during five-year bar under PR-

WORA.

ALABAMA: No TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, no state funded TANF during five-year bar; no

TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute pro-

gram for immigrants; no state funded food program

for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immi-

grants; no state funded Medicaid during five-year

bar.

ALASKA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

ARIZONA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

ARKANSAS: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

CALIFORNIA: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF

following five-year bar; SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

COLORADO: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

CONNECTICUT: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

DELAWARE: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA: TANF to pre-enactment

immigrants, no state funded TANF during five-year

bar; TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute

program for immigrants; no state funded food pro-

gram for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment im-

migrants; no state funded Medicaid during five-year

bar.

FLORIDA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; state funded food program for immigrants;

Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

GEORGIA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

HAWAII: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

IDAHO: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

ILLINOIS: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; SSI substitute program for im-

migrants; state funded food program for immigrants;

Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state funded

Medicaid during five-year bar.

INDIANA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; Undecided
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on TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute

program for immigrants; no state funded food pro-

gram for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment im-

migrants; no state funded Medicaid during five-year

bar.

IOWA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

KANSAS: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

KENTUCKY: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

LOUISIANA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

MAINE: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, state

funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF following

five-year bar; SSI substitute program for immigrants;

state funded food program for immigrants; Medicaid

to pre-enactment immigrants; state funded Medicaid

during five-year bar.

MARYLAND: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; state funded food program for immigrants;

Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state funded

Medicaid during five-year bar.

MASSACHUSETTS: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, state funded TANF during five-year bar; Unde-

cided on TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substi-

tute program for immigrants; state funded food

program for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment

immigrants; state funded Medicaid during five-year

bar.

MICHIGAN: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

MINNESOTA: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

MISSISSIPPI: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

MISSOURI: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; state funded food program for immigrants;

Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

MONTANA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

NEBRASKA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; state funded food program for immigrants;

Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state funded

Medicaid during five-year bar.

NEVADA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, no state funded TANF during five-year bar;

TANF following five-year bar; SSI substitute program

for immigrants; no state funded food program for im-

migrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.
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NEW JERSEY: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

NEW MEXICO TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, no state funded TANF during five-year bar;

TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute pro-

gram for immigrants; no state funded food program

for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immi-

grants; no state funded Medicaid during five-year

bar.

NEW YORK: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

NORTH CAROLINA: TANF to pre-enactment im-

migrants, no state funded TANF during five-year bar;

TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute pro-

gram for immigrants; no state funded food program

for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immi-

grants; no state funded Medicaid during five-year

bar.

NORTHA DAKOTA: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, no state funded TANF during five-year bar;

TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute pro-

gram for immigrants; no state funded food program

for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immi-

grants; no state funded Medicaid during five-year

bar.

OHIO: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

OKLAHOMA: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

no state funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

OREGON: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

PENNSYLVANIA: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

RHODE ISLAND: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

SOUTH CAROLINA: TANF to pre-enactment im-

migrants, no state funded TANF during five-year bar;

Undecided on TANF following five-year bar; no SSI

substitute program for immigrants; no state funded

food program for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-

enactment immigrants; no state funded Medicaid

during five-year bar.

SOUTH DAKOTA: no TANF to pre-enactment im-

migrants, no state funded TANF during five-year bar;

no TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute

program for immigrants; no state funded food pro-

gram for immigrants; no Medicaid to pre-enactment

immigrants; no state funded Medicaid during five-

year bar.

TENNESSEE: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

TEXAS: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF fol-

lowing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

UTAH: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, state

funded TANF during five-year bar; no TANF following

five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

VERMONT: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-
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ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no

state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

VIRGINIA; TANF to pre-enactment immigrants, no

state funded TANF during five-year bar; Undecided

on TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute

program for immigrants; no state funded food pro-

gram for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment im-

migrants; state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

WASHINGTON: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF

following five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for

immigrants; state funded food program for immi-

grants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

WEST VIRGINIA: TANF to pre-enactment immi-

grants, no state funded TANF during five-year bar;

TANF following five-year bar; no SSI substitute pro-

gram for immigrants; no state funded food program

for immigrants; Medicaid to pre-enactment immi-

grants; no state funded Medicaid during five-year

bar.

WISCONSIN: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; state funded food program for immigrants;

Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants; no state

funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

WYOMING: TANF to pre-enactment immigrants,

state funded TANF during five-year bar; TANF follow-

ing five-year bar; no SSI substitute program for immi-

grants; no state funded food program for immi-

grants; no Medicaid to pre-enactment immigrants;

no state funded Medicaid during five-year bar.

Additional Resources

‘‘Bridging the Gap Between Rights and Responsibilities:
Policy Changes Affecting Refugees and Immigrants in

the United States Since 1996’’ Fredriksson, John,
Georgetown Immigration Law Journal, Spring, 2000.

‘‘Immigration and Welfare Reauthorization’’ Fremstad,
Shawn, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 2002.
Available at http://www.cbpp.org/

‘‘The INS Public Charge Guidance: What Does It Mean For
Immigrants Who Need Public Assistance’’ Fremstad,
Shawn, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 2000.
Available at http://www.cbpp.org/, Shawn Fremstad,

‘‘Q&A on Immigrant Benefits’’ Morse, Ann D., Health Poli-
cy Tracking Service, 1999. Available at http://
www.stateserv.hpts.org/

‘‘State Snapshots of Public Benefits for Immigrants’’ Urban
Institute, 1999. Available at http://
newfederalism.urban.org/html/occa24_sup.html

Organizations

Immigration and Naturalization Service

425 I Street, NW

Washington, DC 20536 USA

Phone: (800) 375-5283

URL: http://www.ins.gov

Primary Contact: James W. Ziglar, Commissioner

National Immigration Law Center

3435 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 2850

Los Angeles, CA 90010 USA

Phone: (213) 639-3900

Fax: (213) 639-3911

E-Mail: info@nilc.org

URL: http://www.nilc.org/

Primary Contact: Susan Drake, Executive Director

U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services

200 Independence Avenue S.W.

Washington, DC 20201 USA

Phone: (877) 696-6775

E-Mail: HHS.Mail@hhs.gov.

URL: http://www.hhs.gov/

Primary Contact: Janet Hale, Chief Information

Officer
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NATURALIZATION
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- Requirements for Naturalization

- The Application Process

• Appealing INS Decisions

• Immigration Reform

- Passport Technology

• Additional Resources

Background

The United States is a nation of immigrants; an-

thropologists believe that even Native Americans

(American Indians) crossed an early land bridge from

Asia into North America. Many people who come to

the United States choose to keep their citizenship,

sometimes as a source of connection to their native

country; sometimes because they see no need to be-

come naturalized citizens. Those who choose this

option can become legal permanent residents
(LPRs), identified by the wallet-sized identification

popularly known as the ‘‘green card.’’

Many people, especially those who have made

their homes in the United States, want to be able to

enjoy the same benefits as native-born Americans. To

do this, they can become naturalized citizens. A nat-

uralized citizen holds all the rights and privileges af-

forded to any U.S. citizen, including the right to vote,

the right to hold a U.S. passport, and the right to the

protection of the U.S. government while abroad. The

only right a naturalized citizen does not have, to all

intents and purposes, is to become president or vice

president of the United States. Naturalized citizens

can hold Cabinet posts, however; two of the best

known are former Secretaries of State Henry Kiss-

inger and Madeleine Albright. There are a number of

steps involved in applying for temporary residence,

permanent residence, and naturalization.

Becoming a Lawful Permanent Resident

There is much more to obtaining permanent resi-

dency than leaving one’s home country and finding

housing and employment in the United States. Each

year thousands of people apply for LPR status, but

the United States limits the number of immigrants

that it admits. It is not unheard of for an immigrant

to wait several years to receive an immigrant visa
number, which identifies the immigrant as an LPR.

Some people do not need to get LPR status. Stu-

dents or people working on temporary projects can

get temporary visas that allow them to live and work

freely in the United States. Many people who enter

the country on temporary visas choose not to leave

after the visa runs out; people who do this are in vio-

lation of the law and subject to deportation. People

who come from another country and wish to make

the United States their permanent home need to go

through the residency process.
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Immigration Petition

The first step in obtaining permanent residency is

to have an immigrant petition approved by the U.S.

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). This

step is usually taken by a family member or an em-

ployer. In certain cases, such as workers with special

skills who have come from overseas for specific proj-

ects, the immigrant can petition INS directly. Once

the application is approved, INS will contact the per-

son who filed the petition

Immigrant Visa Number

After the immigration petition has been approved

and accepted by INS, the next step is to obtain an im-

migration visa number. The petitions are processed

in chronological order; the date on which the origi-

nal petition was filed is known as the priority date.

Because so many people apply for permanent resi-

dence, the process can take a long time. People can

check with the U.S. State Department to get a gener-

al idea of how long the process will take. The depart-

ment publishes a bulletin that notes the current

month and year of petitions currently being pro-

cessed.

Once individuals are assigned an immigrant visa

number, they must apply to have their status adjust-

ed to permanent resident. If they are outside the

United States when they receive an immigrant visa

number, they can complete the process at the near-

est U.S. Consulate office.

Special Situations

Immigrant visa numbers are actually awarded on

the basis of a preference system. First of all, anyone

who is an immediate relative of a U.S. citizen (parent,

spouse, unmarried child under the age of 21) does

not have to wait for a number; it is granted as soon

as INS approves the petition. All other family mem-

bers are ranked in the following order of highest

preference:

• Unmarried adult children (INS classifies

adults as those 21 and above).

• Spouses of LPRs and their unmarried chil-

dren of any age.

• Married children of U.S. citizens, their

spouses, and their minor children.

• Brothers and sisters of adult U.S. citizens,

their spouses, and their minor children.

For those seeking LPR status based on employ-

ment there is a separate preference system; in order

of highest preference it is as follows:

• Priority workers (people with special skills

and abilities, noted professors and research-

ers, selected multinational executives)

• Professionals who hold advanced degrees or

otherwise have demonstrated exceptional

ability in their career.

• Highly skilled workers and professionals

• Certain special immigrants, including those

in various religious vocations

• Employment Creation Immigrants, or Immi-

grant Investors (people with a specific plan

to come to the United States and establish

a business that will employ at least 10 peo-

ple)

Another special situation applies to those who

qualify for the Diversity Visa program. Every year the

United States sets aside 55,000 visas for immigrants

from countries that are considered under-

represented in terms of immigration volume (typical-

ly a country from which fewer that 50,000 people em-

igrate each year). Anyone who is from one of these

under-represented countries can enter the ‘‘Diversi-

ty Lottery.’’ The application submission instructions

and dates are usually posted by INS in August and the

lottery is usually held in October.

Those who receive LPR status based on their mar-

riage to a U.S. citizen are considered conditional
permanent residents if the marriage is less than two

years old on the day LPR status was granted. This is

to cut down on the number of people who enter into

marriages of convenience simply to remain in the

United States.

Working in the United States

Unless an immigrant has won a very different kind

of lottery, chances are that he or she will need to

work while waiting for an immigration visa number.

These people are able to work in the United States

if they apply for an employment authorization doc-
ument (EAD). The EAD proves that the holder is al-

lowed to work in the United States. EADs can be re-

newed; a person who is waiting for an EAD but has

not received it yet may ask for an interim EAD after

90 days. Generally, INS makes its decision sooner

than that.

In some cases, a person who is not an LPR may not

need an EAD, for example, someone who is autho-

rized to work for a specific employer such as a for-

eign government.

The EAD is a protection for both the employer

and the employee. It is illegal for employers to hire
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non-citizens who do not have either LPR status or an

EAD. As for employees, having an EAD prevents

them from being forced to take a job with someone

who knows they are not authorized to work and ex-

ploits them by paying them below minimum wage,

for example.

Once Lawful Permanent Resident status has been

granted and a green card issued, individuals may

live and work in the United States and travel freely

into and out of the country. If they wish to become

naturalized U.S. citizens, however, they must prove

that they were in the United States consecutively for

a specific period of time. A person who travels to an

overseas family home every three months and

spends three months at a time there cannot apply for

naturalization, even if he or she considers the U.S.

home.

Individuals who are employed outside of the Unit-

ed States as executives, managers, or specialized con-

sultants may qualify for a L-1 intracompany transfer

work visa. If the individual is already in the United

States at the time of application, a change of status

may be possible. There are no quota restrictions for

L-1 work visas.

Naturalized Citizens

Requirements for Naturalization

Only those age 18 or older can apply for natural-

ization. After that, the first requirement for anyone

who wishes to become a naturalized U.S. citizen is

residency. An applicant for naturalization must have

been an LPR for at least five years. At least half of that

time must have been spent continuously in the Unit-

ed States. The applicant cannot have spent more

than one continuous year outside the United States

during his or her permanent residency and must

have lived in the current state or district of residence

for at least three months.

The applicant must be able to read and write basic

English, and, not surprisingly, must be favorably dis-

posed toward the United States. Moreover, he or she

must be deemed to possess ‘‘good moral character.’’

People who fail to meet this requirement include the

following:

• Those who have committed a crime, wheth-

er against an individual, property, or the gov-

ernment

• Those who have a record of substance abuse

(alcohol and other drugs)

• Anyone involved in illegal gambling or pros-

titution

• Anyone who practices polygamy

• Anyone who has violated a court order to

pay alimony or child support

• Anyone who has lied to gain immigrant ben-

efits

• Anyone who has persecuted others (based

on race, religion, national origin, or political

opinion) while a resident of the United

States

• Anyone who has been deported

• Anyone who has spent more that 180 days

in jail

The Application Process

Anyone who meets the above criteria can make

application for citizenship. The first step is filling out

the proper forms and submitting the correct accom-

panying documentation. INS Form N-400 is the stan-

dard naturalization form. Applicants must complete

the form and send it, along with a fingerprint card,

a Biographic Information form (not always required),

and two unsigned photographs to the nearest INS of-

fice. The fee as of 2001 was $260 (not including any

possible charges for the fingerprints).

Once the form has been examined and accepted

by INS, the applicant will be contacted for an ap-

pointment with a naturalization examiner. Upon ar-

riving at the application examination, the applicant

must fill out another form, the Petition for Natural-

ization (for which a processing fee is paid). It is dur-

ing the examination that applicants are asked about

the United States, about why they wish to become

naturalized citizens, and what they feel their respon-

sibilities will be as U.S. citizens. Some of the ques-

tions are quite basic, while others are more involved.

Among the possible questions are the following:

• How many branches are there in the U.S.

government?

• Who was the first president of the United

States?

• How many judges serve on the U.S. Su-

preme Court?

• Into which branches is Congress divided?

• Who is the Congressional representative

from the applicant’s district?

• How many amendments are there to the

U.S. Constitution?
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• Can the applicant summarize one amend-

ment from the Bill of Rights, other than

the First Amendment?

• Can the applicant recite the Pledge of Alle-

giance?

If the application examiner determines that the

applicant is eligible for citizenship, the applicant

must appear before a judge for a final hearing. Ap-

plicants who are denied citizenship may appear at

the hearing and petition the judge, who will then

make a final decision.

If all the conditions for naturalization are met, the

judge will ask the applicant to take the oath of alle-

giance to the United States. Often, a number of peo-

ple take the oath together in the courtroom. Each

new U.S. citizen is given a naturalization certificate;

once naturalization takes place the applicant no lon-

ger needs to carry or renew a green card.

New U.S. citizens need to understand that many

countries do not recognize naturalization as entailing

the loss of citizenship in another country. Some peo-

ple may actually be ‘‘dual nationals’’ whose govern-

ments do not recognize them as Americans. In some

cases, the individual must actually appear at his or

her embassy and renounce citizenship in the native

country.

One little-known type of naturalization is posthu-
mous citizenship. This is an honorary citizenship

given to non-U.S. citizens who died in the service of

the United States (in the armed forces, for example).

This is strictly honorary and does not confer any citi-

zenship rights upon the person so honored.

Appealing INS Decisions

In the wake of the attacks on the World Trade

Center in New York and the Pentagon in Washing-

ton, D.C., on September 11, 2001, immigration offi-

cials have become even more vigilant. A push to reor-

ganize the functions of INS to make the agency run

better resulted in Congressional action in the spring

of 2002, when the House of Representatives voted to

authorize significant changes to the agency. Those

seeking updated information on current progress at

INS can obtain comprehensive information from the

agency’s web site, http://www.ins.usdoj.gov.

INS Executive Office for Immigration Review

(EOIR) includes the Office of the Chief Administra-

tive Judge (whose office oversees some 220 Immigra-

tion Judges across the country), the office of the

Chief Administrative Hearing Officer (responsible for

hearing cases mostly about illegal employment prac-

tices), and the Board of Immigration Appeals (the

highest administrative body dealing with immigra-

tion law). Many appeals of rejected applications can

be handled at one of the 512 regional INS offices

across the country, where an immigration judge can

issue a ruling.

Because immigration issues are so specialized and

complicated, it is a good idea to find either an immi-

gration lawyer (some of whom may offer pro bono
services) or an organization that deals with immigra-

tion issues. The INS website, in addition to providing

updated news, offers a wide variety of explanatory

documents on all aspects and phases of the immigra-

tion process.

Immigration Reform

As of 2005, there was an estimated backlog of 5.5

million persons who had applied for legal immigra-

tion benefits. The 2000 census had previously indi-

cated some 500,000 to 700,000 illegal aliens were set-

tling in the United States each year. Alarmingly, more

immigrants came to the United States illegally from

2000 to 2004 than the number admitted with legal

status, undermining the efficacy of the entire INS.

The cumulative number of illegal immigrants in the

United States is estimated at 11 million.

In a post-9/11 world, the Bush Administration

made immigration reform a priority. One conten-

tious issue has been the 2,000-mile southwest border

of the United States. President Bush proposed a

‘‘guest worker’’ effort for legalizing the status of ille-

gal Mexican immigrants, comprising half of all U.S. il-

legal aliens. The proposal would grant permanent

residency to persons living in the United States for

five years, who worked 24 months, passed a back-

ground check and medical examination, and demon-

strated proficiency in the English language. The Bush

proposal also required background checks, but

workers would have to apply separately for ‘‘green

cards’’ (residency) with no special consideration.

In 2004, Democratic lawmakers unveiled their

own similar plan. Both plans required employers to

certify that U.S. workers were not available, but one

proposal added a requirement that the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor first find that employment of foreign

workers would not adversely affect the wages and

working conditions of U.S. workers. The key differ-
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ence between the two plans was that the Democratic

proposal aimed for permanent residency status of il-

legal aliens and encouragement of legal immigration

for their family members; whereas the Bush proposal

for temporary status offered a tax-sheltered account

for workers to set aside monies to return home (al-

though they would get credit for Social Security con-

tributions. In return for such a program, Mexico

would assist in tightening security along the border.

Meanwhile, the House Judiciary Committee

toughened its stance on illegal immigration and was

considering legislation to criminalize illegal status

(currently treated as a violation of civil immigration

law). Increased security measures, including the use

of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) (the drone Pred-

ator B), electronic sensors, night-vision goggles, and

increased manpower. By 2006, Congress had ap-

proved the construction of a high fence along the en-

tire border, intended to control drug cartels, with ad-

ditional benefits in controlling illegal immigration.

Passport Technology

In 2005, the United States began testing biometric

electronic passports (e-passports). The new pass-

ports contain embedded computer chips that hold

the same information that is written in regular pass-

ports, in addition to a unique digital signature de-

signed to protect the data from tampering or unau-

thorized access. Two more features were added to

later issues, including a digital antenna embedded in

the passport cover that will allow remote reading de-

vices to capture the stored chip data. The State De-

partment received several thousand comments that

were overwhelmingly opposed to the new passport,

primarily based on fears that terrorists with remote

readers could identify and target them as U.S. citi-

zens. Additionally, 27 countries resisted the technol-

ogy, citing privacy concerns.

Additional Resources

DAR Manual for Citizenship National Society, Daughters
of the American Revolution, 1998.

Emigrating to the USA: A Complete Guide to Immigration,
Temporary Visas, and Employment Beshara, Edward
C., and Richard & Karla Paroutard, Hippocrene Books,
1994.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service Dixon, Ed-
ward H., and Mark A. Galan, Chelsea House, 1990.

Immigration Made Simple: An Easy-to-Read Guide to the
U.S. Immigration Process Kimmel, Barbara Brooks, and
Alan M. Lubiner, Next Decade, 2000.

Meeting the Challenge through Innovation U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice, 1996.

U.S. Immigration Newsletter. Various 2004-2006 issues.
U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service. Available online at http://
www.usimmigrationsupport.org/newsletter/

Refugee Law and Policy: International and U.S. Re-
sponses Ved P. Nanda, editor, Greenwood Press, 1989.

Organizations

United States Association for the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR)

1775 K Street, NW, Suite 290

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 296-1115

Fax: (202) 296-1081

URL: http://www.usaforunhcr.org

Primary Contact: Jeffrey Meer, Executive Director

United States Department of Justice,
Immigration, and Naturalization Service
(INS)

425 I Street, NW

Washington, DC 20536 USA

Phone: (800) 375-5283

Fax: (202) 514-1776

URL: http://www.ins.usdoj.gov

Primary Contact: James W. Ziglar, Commissioner
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Background

As a result of the terrorist attacks on the U.S. on

September 11, 2001, the Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service (INS) ceased to be an agency of the De-

partment of Justice, as it had been for more than six

decades. Along with 21 other federal agencies, INS

was reorganized and brought under the aegis of the

newly-created Department of Homeland Security

(DHS) in 2003.

Immigration laws, both pre- and post-September

11, fall into two distinct categories. One category is

enforcement. Enforcement includes border control

and security, removal of illegal aliens, and investiga-

tion and enforcement of other immigration laws,

such as document fraud, alien smuggling, and work

authorization. The other category of immigration

laws has to do with benefits, such as asy-
lum,naturalization, and admission to the U.S.

When Ellis Island opened as an immigration pro-

cessing center in New York Harbor in 1892, INS

(then known as the Immigration Service) employed

fewer than 200; by the beginning of the twenty-first

century INS employed some 29,000. In fiscal year

2004, statistics showed:

• Legal immigration of 705,827 (down from

1,063,732 in 2002)

• 537,151 people were sworn in as U.S. citi-

zens

• More than 1.2 million aliens were appre-

hended

• Nearly 203,000 aliens were formally removed

from the U.S.; more than 1 million others

agreed to voluntarily depart the country

• 88,897 criminal aliens were removed

• Nonimmigrant admissions amounted to

nearly 31 million

• 32,682 applications for asylum were re-

ceived; about one-third were granted

• Refugee arrivals totaled 52,835 (up from

28,306 in 2003)

Brief History

Pre-1900

There was no perceived need for an immigration

service in the United States in its early days. Immigra-
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tion was welcome. In fact, the first immigration law

in the United States, passed in 1864, was actually in-

tended to encourage immigration by making the

process easier by assisting in transportation and set-
tlement. Most immigration matters were handled by

individual states until nearly three decades later,

when the number of immigrants was growing rapidly

and the state laws were competing with federal stat-

utes.

The Immigration Act of 1891 gave control of the

immigration process to the federal government.

Under the law, the new Office of Immigration (then

a branch of the U. S. Treasury Department) was able

to consolidate the process and thus streamline it as

well. Soon after the office was established, 24 inspec-

tion stations were opened at various ports of entry

(both on the borders and at seaports). The most fa-

mous of these inspection stations was Ellis Island, in

New York Harbor. Opened in 1892, it processed hun-

dreds of thousands of immigrants for more than 60

years. (Today, the site is a museum dedicated to the

immigrants who came to New York.) In fact, in 1893,

of the 180 employees at Immigration, 119 (nearly

two-thirds) worked at Ellis Island. While Ellis Island

remained the best known immigrant station, others

were built or expanded, and former state customs of-

ficials were hired to serve as immigration inspectors.

During these early years the basic structure of the

U. S. immigration service was formulated and formal-

ized. It was at Ellis Island that the process of choos-

ing who would and who would not gain admission

was refined. Boards of Special Inquiry were devel-

oped to hear individual exclusion cases and deter-

mine whether a decision to deport could be re-

versed.

1900 to 2002

In 1895 the office was restructured to reflect its

growing importance and was renamed the Bureau of

Immigration. Over the next several years the Bu-

reau’s duties expanded as the U. S. government

worked to further consolidate national immigration

policy. In 1903 the Bureau of Immigration was trans-

ferred from the Treasury Department to the newly

formed Department of Commerce and Labor. The

federal government also sought to consolidate the

process of naturalization. Naturalization had been

handled by individual state and local courts; in 1905

more than 5,000 courts across the United States con-

ducted naturalization proceedings. In 1906 Congress

passed the Basic Naturalization Act and gave respon-

sibility for naturalization to the Bureau of Immigra-

tion, which was renamed the Bureau of Immigration

and Naturalization.

Immigration and naturalization were separated in

1913 after the Bureau was transferred to the Depart-

ment of Labor (which had separated from Com-

merce). The two bureaus were reunited in 1933 and

called the Immigration and Naturalization Service. By

1940, with World War II engulfing the globe, immi-

gration and naturalization were deemed to be issues

of national security instead of economics. As a result,

INS was transferred once more, this time to the De-
partment of Justice.

After World War II, Congress consolidated all ex-

isting immigration and naturalization laws under the

Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952. During the

1950s INS began to focus on the growing problem of

illegal aliens. Admission of refugees from post-war

Europe was another major issue. The Immigration

and Nationality Act was amended and revised in

1965, and additional laws were passed in the ensuing

decades. The Refugee Act of 1980 consolidated sev-

eral refugee laws into one standardized process. Ad-

ditional laws passed in the 1980s and 1990s further

consolidated immigration procedures and also ad-

dressed problems such as companies that knowingly

hired illegal aliens. A 1986 law gave legal status to

nearly three million aliens who were in the country

illegally.

Immigration Challenges

Immigration issues often meant that INS was pre-

cariously balanced between competing concerns. On

the one hand, the United States has built itself on its

reputation of welcoming newcomers. On the other

hand, that openness has sometimes made it difficult

to protect the nation’s interests. Throughout its his-

tory INS has reflected the national mood, even when

the national mood was overly suspicious. The Sep-

tember 11 terrorist attacks underscore the crucial,

yet often controversial role immigration laws have

played throughout U.S. history, but it is by no means

the only example.

In 1882, Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion

Act. The law arose out of anti-Chinese sentiment

which resulted after a heavy influx of immigrants

from China. Originally intended as a temporary mea-

sure to limit the number of Chinese immigrants, the

act was kept in force until 1943. After World War I,

the U.S. government passed laws assigning quota

numbers to each nationality based on immigration
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and census figures from past years. This action was

in response to a post-war increase in immigration.

(The increase in illegal entries by aliens in the 1920s

led to the establishment of the Border patrol in

1924.)

In another example, after the United States en-

tered World War II in 1941, INS initiated a program

to document and fingerprint every alien residing in

the United States. It was one of several organizations

that operated internment camps that housed Japa-

nese-Americans and Japanese who were long-time

U.S. residents. INS-run camps were supposed to

house ‘‘enemy aliens,’’ but many internees were im-

prisoned only because of their Japanese heritage.

In light of unrest around the world in the 1990s

and early in the twenty-first century, civil liberties

and human rights organizations kept a close watch

on INS activity. Laws For instance, the Illegal Immi-

gration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of

1996 stirred criticism when groups claimed it gave

INS the power to deny due process to innocent

aliens.

Reorganization after September 11, 2001

Over the years, INS was repeatedly criticized for

its seemingly unmanageable bureaucracy. Border Pa-

trol agents and INS investigators developed reputa-

tions of being undertrained and overworked. People

applying for immigration benefits often encountered

backlogs that stretched for years. Many suggestions

were made for reorganization, but the terrorist at-

tacks of 2001 finally precipitated major change. In

the wake of September 11, INS was criticized for its

failure to prevent the terrorists from entering the

country. Calls for change became more strident after

the revelation that several of the hijackers had re-

ceived visas to come to the U.S. to attend flight-

training schools.

On November 19, 2002, President George W.

Bush signed legislation that established the Depart-

ment of Homeland Security, a cabinet-level depart-

ment. DHS encompassed 22 agencies and 190,000

employees. Along with INS, the Coast Guard and the

Customs Service came under DHS jurisdiction on

March 1, 2003.

Under the auspices of DHS, the U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services (USCIS) has assumed the

responsibility for administering benefits, including

oversight over: 

• Immigrant and nonimmigrant admission to

the country

• Work authorization and other permits

• Naturalization of qualified applicants for U.S.

citizenship

• Asylum and refugee processing

Immigration enforcement now comes within the

purview of the Directorate of Border and Transporta-

tion Security. Duties are further divided between the

Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement

(ICE), and the Bureau of Customs and Border Pro-

tection (CBP). ICE is responsible for the enforce-

ment of immigration laws within the U.S. CBP is re-

sponsible for inspections of people coming to the

country, and for patrolling the border. Enforcement

responsibilities for ICE and CBP include: 

• Preventing aliens from entering the country

unlawfully

• Detection and removal of aliens who are liv-

ing in the U.S. unlawfully

• Preventing terrorists and other criminal

aliens from entering or residing in the U.S.

Immigration Law Highlights

Temporary Visitors

The ‘‘US-Visit’’ program was created to address

the challenges of inspecting and admitting millions

of people who wish to visit the U.S. every year. US-

Visit applies to most people who wish to come to the

U.S. as nonimmigrants (i.e., they seek temporary ad-

mission for a specific purpose). Nonimmigrant class-

es include tourists, visitors coming for business pur-

poses, and students. The US-Visit program typically

begins overseas, at the U.S. consular office that is-

sues a person’s visa. There, biometric information is

collected in the form of digital fingerscans and pho-

tographs. The information is checked against a data-

base of known criminals and suspected terrorists.

When the visitor arrives at a port of entry in the

U.S., the biometric information is checked to make

sure that the person entering the country is the same

person who received the visa. Officials still review a

traveler’s passport and visa, and ask questions about

the intended stay. Eventually, all visitors leaving the

country will also be asked to check out using US-

Visit. In late 2005, the US-Visit exit procedures had

been implemented on a limited basis.

There is no limit to the number of nonimmigrant

admissions each year, although some limits are
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placed on the number of temporary workers who

may enter. Nearly 34 million nonimmigrant visitors

were admitted in 2000, the highest recorded number

ever. The number fell after the September 11 terror-

ist attacks.

Illegal Immigration Activities

The U.S. shares nearly 8,000 miles of border with

Canada and Mexico. There are approximately 300 of-

ficial ports of entry. The daunting goal is to ensure

the efficient flow of people and commerce, while

preventing terrorists and other criminals from enter-

ing the country.

Millions of visitors enter the U.S. legally every

year, but many others try to enter illegally. They may

either attempt to cross the border without detection,

or they may try to enter the country with fraudulent

documents or by misrepresenting their intentions.

Because the United States is seen by many as a ‘‘land

of opportunity,’’ many people wish to live here, but

are unable to legally emigrate. This results in a steady

stream of undocumented or ‘‘illegal’’ aliens who take

low-paying jobs offered by unscrupulous employers.

The working conditions for these aliens are often just

as oppressive as what they left behind. However, em-

ployers hold all the power and often threaten to re-

port any illegal aliens who complain.

To address these challenges, CBP Border Patrol

agents employ a ‘‘prevention through deterrence’’

strategy. This means that the Border Patrol’s major

objective is to deter illegal entry into the U.S., rather

than apprehending aliens who are already illegally in

the country. Border enforcement takes place by air,

sea, and land. Some patrolling is done on horseback

or on foot.

CBP operations are divided into 21 sectors. Nine

sectors cover much of the four southern border

states (California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas).

Border apprehensions in the southwest accounted

for 98 percent of all Border Patrol apprehensions in

2004 (Border Patrol apprehensions totaled

1,160,395). The remaining sectors are in: 

• Livermore, California

• New Orleans, Louisiana

• Miami, Florida

• Havre, Montana

• Blaine and Spokane, Washington

• Grand Forks, North Dakota

• Buffalo, New York

• Swanton, Vermont

• Detroit, Michigan

• Ramey, Puerto Rico

• Houlton, Maine

While much immigration activity centers on deter-

ring aliens from entering the country illegally, every

year thousands of other immigration investigations

take place. ICE Special agents plan and conduct in-

vestigations into possible civil and criminal violations

involving immigration issues. The investigators often

work in multi-agency task forces on issues such as

document fraud, narcotic trafficking, terrorism, and

various forms of organized crime. Investigators also

inspect work sites to make sure employers are not

employing undocumented workers; criminal and

civil sanctions may be imposed for employers who

violate these laws. In 2004, immigration investigators

initiated nearly 59,000 investigations into activities

such as identity and benefit fraud, alien smuggling,

counter terrorism, and other crimes.

An alien who has been identified by the Border Pa-

trol or by ICE investigators as being in the U.S. illegal-

ly is typically placed in removal proceedings. Re-

moval means the expulsion of an alien from the U.S.

Most removal proceedings are conducted before an

immigration judge. However, noncriminal illegal

aliens may be given the option of voluntary depar-
ture. Voluntary departure means that an alien agrees

that the entry was illegal. The alien waives the right

to a hearing, and pays the expenses of departing the

country. The advantage of voluntary departure is that

an alien may be able to obtain lawful admission at a

later date. An alien who has been ordered removed,

on the other hand, will be barred from legally reen-

tering the country for a period of years, or even for

life, depending on the circumstances. An alien who

agrees to voluntary departure must verify that the de-

parture actually occurred, in order to be eligible for

lawful admission at a later time. Aliens who are ap-

prehended at the border and are offered voluntary

departure are typically escorted by authorities back

across the border.

Some inadmissibile aliens may be subject to ex-
pedited removal. Expedited removal allows author-

ities to quickly remove certain inadmissible aliens

from the country. Expedited removal includes aliens

who arrive with no entry documents, or those that

have used counterfeit, altered, or otherwise fraudu-

lent or improper documents. Under expedited re-

moval procedures, an alien typically is not allowed to

a hearing before an immigration judge.
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Asylum and Refugee Status

A person who is unable or unwilling to return to

his or her country of nationality because of persecu-

tion, or a well-founded fear of persecution, is called

an asylee. The persecution or fear of persecution

must be based upon the alien’s race, religion, nation-

ality, membership in a particular social group, or po-

litical opinion.

An asylee may already be in the U.S., or may be

seeking entry at a port of entry. According to statute,

it is irrelevant for purposes of asylum whether an

alien is in the country legally or illegally. Aliens who

have been apprehended apply with an immigration

judge; others apply to a USCIS asylum officer. Aliens

must establish past persecution or a well-founded

fear of persecution if they return to their country. If

the USCIS denies an alien’s claim for asylum, the

claim may be renewed before an immigration judge.

A refugee meets the same criteria as an asylee but

is located outside the United States, and outside his

or her country of nationality. DHS officers in over-

seas offices make refugee approvals. Only a certain

number of refugees may be admitted in any given

year; the number is set by the President after consul-

tations with Congress. Both asylees and refugees

may later adjust their status to lawful permanent
resident status.

Lawful Permanent Residents

Aliens who wish to live lawfully and permanently

in the U.S. seek lawful permanent resident status.

A lawful permanent resident either obtains an immi-

grant visa overseas from the State Department, or ad-

justs from a nonimmigrant status (or, in certain

cases, they may be undocumented immigrants) to an

immigrant status, through application to the USCIS.

Once granted lawful permanent resident status, the

immigrant is issued an Alien Registration Receipt

Card, more popularly known as a ‘‘green card’’ (even

though they have not been green for many years).

The green card allows aliens with permanent resi-

dent status to travel outside the U. S. and return free-

ly, as long as they maintain their permanent home in

the U. S. It also confers employment authorization.

Not everyone who wishes to emigrate to the U.S.

can do so. U.S. immigration law gives preferential sta-

tus to people with a close family relationship with a

U.S. citizen or lawful permanent resident. Close fami-

ly relationships are defined as: :

• unmarried sons or daughters of U.S. citizens

and their children

• unmarried sons and daughters of lawful per-

manent residents

• married sons and daughters of U.S. citizens

and their spouses and children

• brothers and sisters, including spouses and

children, of U.S> citizens ages 21 and over

Other aliens may be eligible for permanent resi-

dency because of certain employment characteris-

tics. Persons with needed job skills, certain ministers

and religious workers, and aliens with ‘‘exceptional

ability’’ are included in employment based prefer-

ences. Those who qualify as refugees also receive

preferential status.

Furthermore, the number of persons who may be

admitted as lawful permanent residents in any year

ranges by law from 421,000 to 675,000. This number

depends upon the number of admissions the previ-

ous year. However, immediate relatives of U.S. citi-

zens are not subject to a numerical limitation. Imme-

diate relatives are defined as spouses of U.S. citizens,

children (under 21 years of age and unmarried) of

citizens, and parents of citizens 21 years of age or

older.

Lawful permanent residency is the first step to-

ward U.S. citizenship, for those who wish to become

citizens. Lawful permanent residents who have been

in the U.S. for five years (four in certain cases) are al-

lowed to apply for U.S. citizenship; upon acceptance

of their application they are sworn in and become

naturalized citizens.

Additional Resources

Historical Guide to the U. S. Governments. Kurian, George
T., ed., Oxford University Press, 1998.

2004 Yearbook of Immigration Statistics. The Department
of Homeland Security, 2005. Available at http://
uscis.gov/graphics/shared/statistics/yearbook/
index.htm., The Department of Homeland Security,
2005.

Immigration and Borders.. The Department of Homeland
Security, 2005. Available at http://www.dhs.gov/
dhspublic/theme_home4.jsp., The Department of
Homeland Security, 2005.

Organizations

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Washington, DC 20528 USA
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Phone: (202) 282-800

URL: http://www.dhs.gov/dhspublic/

Primary Contact: Michael Chertoff, Secretary
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Background

Definition of Copyright

A copyright is an intangible right granted by stat-
ute to the originator of certain literary or artistic pro-

ductions, including authors, artists, musicians, com-

posers, and publishers, among others. For a limited

period of time, copyright owners are given the exclu-

sive privilege to produce, copy, and distribute their

creative works for publication or sale.

Copyright is distinct from other forms of legal pro-

tection granted to originators of creative works such

as patents, which give inventors exclusive rights

over use of their inventions, and trademarks, which

give businesses exclusive rights over words, symbols,

and other devices affixed to goods for the purpose

of signifying their authenticity to the public. All three

types of legal protection comprise an area of law

known as intellectual property.

History of Copyright

U. S. copyright law is an outgrowth of English

common law. When the printing press was created

in the fifteenth century, rights were at first granted

to printers rather than to authors. The English com-

mon law protected printers’ intellectual property

rights until 1710, when Parliament passed the Statute

of Anne, which conferred upon authors the right to

control reproduction of their works after they were

published. The right lasted for 28 years, after which

an author’s work was said to enter the public do-
main, meaning that anyone could print or distribute

the work without obtaining the author’s permission

or paying the author a royalty for the right to distrib-

ute it.

By the late eighteenth century, protecting intel-

lectual property interests was considered an impor-

tant means of advancing the public interest in both

Great Britain and the United States. Granting a mo-
nopoly to the originator of a creative work provided

incentive for authors and inventors to make things

the public found valuable enough to buy for person-

al, commercial, and governmental uses. The Patent
and Copyright Clause, contained in Article I, Section

8, Clause 8 of the U. S. Constitution, recognized the

growing importance of protecting intellectual prop-

erty interests. It empowers Congress to ‘‘promote

the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing

for limited Times to Authors and Inventors exclusive

Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.’’
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Congress passed the first copyright statute in 1790

and has substantially revised it several times, most

notably in 1831, 1870, 1909, 1976, 1998, and 2005. In

1831, musical compositions were granted copyright

protection over objections made by opponents who

claimed that such works did not fall within the Con-

stitution’s definition of a ‘‘writing.’’ In 1870 Congress

granted copyright protection to paintings, statues,

and other works of fine art. In 1909 copyright owners

were given the right to renew a copyright for 28 years

beyond the initial 28-year term established by the

first statute.

In 1976 Congress brought unpublished works

within the ambit of federal copyright law. Prior to

1976, unpublished works were only afforded protec-

tion by state common law. The protection was per-

petual in nature, meaning that authors could prevent

others from copying their works during their life-

times, and then pass this right on to their heirs. How-

ever, once an authorized person published a work,

the common law copyright was extinguished, and

the only protection afforded was by federal statute.

The 1976 act abolished nearly every significant as-

pect of common law copyright, creating a unified sys-

tem for both published and unpublished works (see

17 U.S.C. § 102[a]). The 1976 act also made U. S.

copyright law conform more to international stan-

dards, particularly with regard to the duration of

copyright protection and the formalities of copyright

registration.

In 1998 Congress passed the Digital Millennium

Copyright Act (DMCA) to address a number of con-

cerns relating to copyright infringement in the

computer age. The DMCA limited the liability of In-

ternet service providers (ISPs) for copyright infringe-

ment by Internet content providers, enabled Inter-

net content providers to require immediate removal

of infringing material, and made it illegal to circum-

vent encryption technologies designed to protect

copyrighted works from unauthorized appropria-
tion. Legal observers expect more intellectual prop-

erty legislation to follow in the new millennium.

Congress enacted the Family Entertainment and

Copyright Act in 2005 to address several concerns.

This act incorporated several other acts that had

been introduced in previous congressional sessions.

One component, dubbed the Artists’ Rights and

Theft Prevention Act of 2005, renders the unautho-

rized use of a video camera at a movie theater an of-

fense punishable by a term of imprisonment. A sec-

ond component, called the Family Movie Act of 2005,

clarifies that those who alter movies to remove ob-

jectionable content are not liable to copyright own-

ers. This statute protects companies that edit movies

to remove or alter scenes on DVD movies such that

families can watch the films without having to watch

or listen to objectionable scenes.

Copyrightable Works

What is Copyrightable

Applicants seeking copyright protection for their

works must establish that the works are original and

have been reduced to ‘‘tangible medium of expres-

sion.’’ (see 17 U.S.C. § 102[a]). The phrase, ‘‘tangible

medium of expression,’’ means that the work must

be reduced to some concrete form, as when some-

thing is written on a piece of paper, recorded on an

audiotape, captured on a videotape, or stored on a

computer disk or hard drive.

‘‘Originality’’ does not mean ‘‘novelty’’ for the

purposes of copyright law. It simply means that the

work in question is the work of the person seeking

copyright protection and not the creation of a third-

party from whom the work was copied. The law al-

lows for old works to be recreated with new themes

or characters, adapted to new settings, or updated

with fresh data so long as the new variation is some-

thing more than trivial and reflects the creator’s con-

tribution. However, courts will not sit in judgment of

a work’s artistic merits or aesthetic qualities.

What is Not Copyrightable

Copyright protects the expression of an idea but

not the idea itself. Concepts, plots, procedures, pro-

cesses, systems, methods of operation, principles,

and discoveries are thus not copyrightable until they

have been reduced to some tangible form, no mat-

ter how original they might be. Nor is everything that

has been reduced to a tangible form eligible for copy-

right protection. Words, phrases, slogans, blank

forms, phone listings, and standard calendars will not

receive copyright protection without proof that the

originator contributed something new to the work.

However, a reproduction of an original copyrighted

work constitutes a violation of copyright law. Thus,

one commercial entity may not simply reproduce an-

other entity’s phone directory without running afoul

of copyright law. But each entity is free to gather the

same facts and arrange them in nearly the same man-

ner, so long as both entities invest some original

labor.
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Copyright Ownership

Registration, Deposit, and Notice

Registration of copyright requires applicants to re-

cord the existence of authored works and the identi-

ty of their authors with the Copyright Office in the

Library of Congress. Copyright deposit involves plac-

ing the work in its written, recorded, or other physi-

cal form with the same office. Notice of copyright

means marking the authored work with the word

‘‘Copyright,’’ the abbreviation ‘‘Copr.,’’ or the letter

‘‘C’’ in a circle, along with the year of first publication

and the name of the copyright owner.

For nearly two centuries after the U. S. Constitu-

tion was ratified by the states, several major copy-

right acts required that applicants register and de-

posit their works with a federal district court or the

Library of Congress before a copyright could be en-

forceable. The Copyright Act of 1976 eliminated

these requirements, giving authors exclusive federal

copyright protection from the moment they reduce

their work to a tangible medium of expression.

Nonetheless, registration, deposit, and notice still

have significant legal and practical consequences.

Copyright owners may not sue for infringement un-

less they have first registered the copyright (see 17

U.S.C. §§ 411, 412). Although deposit is not a pre-

condition to bringing a suit for infringement, federal

law requires that two copies of a published work be

deposited within three months of publication, and

failure to deposit a copy after it has been demanded

by the Copyright Office is a criminal offense punish-

able by a fine. Notice provides immediate warning

that a work is protected by copyright and may help

stave off legal disputes with potential infringers.

Identifying Ownership

The author of an original work is the copyright

owner, except in the case of a ‘‘work for hire.’’ A

work for hire can arise in two situations: (1) when an

employee creates a work within the scope of his or

her employment; (2) when two parties enter a writ-

ten agreement designating the work as a work for

hire and the work falls within certain categories des-

ignated by copyright law. If a work qualifies as a work

for hire, the employer owns the copyright and enjoys

the same rights of copyright ownership as if the em-

ployer had created the work itself. If a work does not

qualify as a work for hire, then the employee who au-

thored the work retains copyright ownership and

transfer of the copyright can only be accomplished

through a written assignment of copyright.

Attributes of Ownership

Copyright affords an author of an original work

five exclusive rights: (1) to reproduce or copy the

work; (2) to prepare new works that derive from the

copyrighted work; (3) to distribute the work to the

public by sale or other arrangement; (4) to perform

the work publicly; and (5) to display the work public-

ly. The last three rights are infringed only when vio-

lated publicly, that is, before a ‘‘substantial number

of persons’’ outside family and friends (see 17 U.S.C.

§ 101). The first two rights are infringed whether vio-

lated in public or in private. In general, copyright of

popular works can be extremely lucrative for the

owner, since it includes the right to any profits from

dramatizations, abridgements, and translations. It

also includes the right to sell, license, or transfer one

or more of the exclusive rights afforded by copyright

law.

Duration of Ownership

Protection from copyright infringement for works

created after 1977 extends throughout the life of the

author who created the original work, plus 50 years

after the author’s death (see 17 U.S.C. § 302[a]).

When an original work is joint-authored, the copy-

right expires 50 years after the death of the last sur-

viving author. Copyright is considered personal
property that may be transferred to the author’s

heirs upon his or her death. For works created prior

to 1977, the duration of ownership depends upon

the law that was in effect at the time a work was creat-

ed. In many cases, original works were protected for

only 28 years and have long since passed into the

public domain, unprotected by U. S. copyright law.

Copyright Infringement

Definition of Infringement

Copyright infringement is the violation of any ex-

clusive right held by the copyright owner. Infringe-

ment may be intentional or unintentional. Often

called ‘‘innocent infringement,’’ unintentional in-

fringement occurs when an author creates an osten-

sibly new work that later proves to be a mere repro-

duction of an existing work, though the author was

unaware of the identity between the two at the time

the copy was made. For example, former Beatle mu-

sician George Harrison was guilty of innocent in-

fringement when he released the song ‘‘My Sweet

Lord,’’ which a court found was the same song as the

Chiffons’ ‘‘He’s So Fine,’’ only with different words.

The court said that Harrison had ‘‘subconsciously’’

borrowed the Chiffons’ unique motif (see Bright
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Tunes Music Corp. v. Harrisongs Music, Ltd.,
[S.D.N.Y. 1976]).

Defense to Infringement: Fair Use

Fair use is a judicial doctrine that refers to a use

of a copyrighted work that does not violate the exclu-

sive rights of the copyright owner. Examples of fair

use include the reproduction of original works for

the purpose of criticism, comment, news reporting,

teaching, scholarship, or research (see 17 U.S.C. §

107). Whether a particular use is ‘‘fair’’ depends on

a court’s application of the following factors: (1) the

purpose and character of the use, including whether

the use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit

educational purposes; (2) the nature of the copy-

righted work; (3) the amount and substantiality of

the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work

as a whole; and (4) the effect of the use upon the po-

tential market for the copyrighted work, including

the extent to which the use diminishes the economic

value of the work. Courts have ruled that the fair use

doctrine allows individuals to use video cassette re-

corders (VCRs) to tape television shows and movies

for home use without fear of being sued for copy-

right infringement.

However, in a case closely watched by the public,

the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled

that the fair use doctrine does not allow an Internet

service to store digital audio files of copyrighted

sound recordings for downloading by service sub-

scribers who pay no fee to the copyright owners (see

A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., [9th Cir. 2001]).

Recognizing that the individual subscribers were

mostly high school and college students download-

ing the music for personal consumption, the court

still found that the purpose and character of their

use was commercial in nature. ‘‘Napster users get for

free something they would ordinarily have to buy,’’

the court observed. The court said that Napster’s ser-

vice reduced audio CD sales among those students,

thereby diminishing both the size of the copyright

owners market and the value of the copyrighted

work.

The recording and movie industries won another

victory in 2005 when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled

that an Internet file-sharing service named Grokster

committed copyright infringement by providing a

service that allowed users to share files directly with

one another. Grokster argued that it was not liable

because, unlike Napster, it did not store files on its

own servers but rather only served as a medium to

allow users to share directly with one another. The

Court, in a unanimous decision in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster (2005), disagreed,

ruling that this type of file sharing violated copyright

laws. In November 2005, Grokster agreed to shut

down its services until it could provide a legal ser-

vice.

Remedies for Infringement

Copyright is valuable to the extent it protects an

author’s investment in an original work. Infringe-

ment directly injures the copyright owner by depriv-

ing the owner of the revenue that is generated by the

infringer’s work and indirectly injures the owner by

softening demand for his work. A copyright owner

who has been injured by an infringing work may file

a law suit requesting one of two types of remedies.

First, the owner may ask the court to grant an injunc-

tion ordering the offending party from continuing to

infringe on the copyright. Or the owner may instead

choose to receive statutory damages for the in-

fringement, which range from as little as $100 for in-

nocent infringement to as much as $50,000 for willful

infringement.

Willful infringement is also a federal criminal of-

fense, a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of up to

$10,000 and up to a year in prison (see 17 U.S.C.A.

§ 506[a]). However, the law requires that the prose-

cution demonstrate that the infringement was willful

and that it was for the purpose of ‘‘commercial ad-

vantage or private financial gain.’’ Mass piracy of

sound or motion picture recordings without permis-

sion of the copyright owner is a separate criminal of-

fense, punishable by a fine of up to $250,000 and five

years in prison under the Piracy and Counterfeiting
Amendments Act of 1982 (see 18 U.S.C. § 2318).

State Laws Related to Copyright

Although copyright law is an area of law mostly

governed by federal statute, certain state laws also re-

lated to copyright law. Most states have anti-

bootlegging and anti-piracy statutes, many of which

mirror corresponding federal statutes. The following

is a description of state laws that relate to copyright:

ALABAMA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 13A

of the Alabama Code.

ALASKA: The state’s anti-piracy statute is located

in title 45 of the Alaska Statutes.

ARIZONA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute and

anti-piracy statute are both located in title 13 of the

Arizona Revised Statutes.
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ARKANSAS: The state’s anti-piracy statute is locat-

ed in title 5 of the Arkansas Code. 

CALIFORNIA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in the Califor-

nia Penal Code.

COLORADO: The state’s anti-piracy statute is lo-

cated in title 18 of the Colorado Revised Statutes.

CONNECTICUT: The state’s anti-piracy statute is

located in title 53 of the Connecticut General Stat-

utes.

DELAWARE: The state’s anti-piracy statute is locat-

ed in title 11 of the Delaware Code.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: The anti-bootlegging

statute and anti-piracy statute are both located in title

22 of the D.C. Code. 

FLORIDA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute and

anti-piracy statute are both located in chapter 540 of

the Florida Statutes.

GEORGIA: The state’s anti-piracy statute is locat-

ed in title 16 of the Georgia Code.

HAWAII: The state’s anti-piracy statute is located

in chapter 482C-1 of the Hawaii Revised Statutes.

IDAHO: The state’s anti-piracy statute is located

in title 18 of the Idaho Code.

ILLINOIS: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute and

anti-piracy statute are both located in chapter 720 of

the Illinois Compiled Statutes.

INDIANA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute is

located in title 35 of the Indiana Code.

IOWA: The state’s anti-piracy statute is located in

chapter 714 of the Iowa Code.

KANSAS: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute and

anti-piracy statute are both located in title 21 of the

Kansas Statutes.

KENTUCKY: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 434 of

the Kentucky Revised Statutes.

LOUISIANA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 14 of

the Louisiana Revised Statutes.

MAINE: The state’s anti-piracy statute is located in

title 10 of the Maine Revised Statutes.

MARYLAND: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in article 27

of the Maryland Code.

MASSACHUSETTS: The state’s anti-bootlegging

statute and anti-piracy statute are both located in

chapter 266 of the Massachusetts Laws.

MICHIGAN: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in chapter

752 of the Michigan Compiled Laws.

MINNESOTA: The state’s anti-piracy statute is lo-

cated in chapter 325E of the Minnesota Statutes.

MISSISSIPPI: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 97 of

the Mississippi Code.

MISSOURI: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in chapter

570 of the Missouri Revised Statutes.

MONTANA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 30 of

the Montana Code.

NEBRASKA: The state’s anti-piracy statute is locat-

ed in chapter 28 of the Nebraska Revised Statutes.

NEVADA: The state’s anti-piracy statute is located

in chapter 205 of the Nevada Revised Statutes.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: The state’s anti-bootlegging

statute and anti-piracy statute are both located in

chapter 352-A of the New Hampshire Revised Stat-

utes.

NEW JERSEY: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 2C of

the New Jersey Statutes.

NEW MEXICO: The state’s anti-bootlegging stat-

ute and anti-piracy statute are both located in chap-

ter 30 of the New Mexico Statutes.

NEW YORK: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in the New

York Penal Law.

NORTH CAROLINA: The state’s anti-bootlegging

statute and anti-piracy statute are both located in

chapter 14 of the North Carolina General Statutes. 

NORTH DAKOTA: The state’s anti-bootlegging

statute and anti-piracy statute are both located in title

47 of the North Dakota Century Code.

OHIO: The state’s anti-piracy statutes are located

in chapters 1333 and 2913 of the Ohio Revised Code.

OKLAHOMA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 21 of

the Oklahoma Statutes.
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OREGON: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute and

anti-piracy statute are both located in chapter 164 of

the Oregon Revised Statutes.

PENNSYLVANIA: The state’s anti-bootlegging stat-

ute and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 18

of the Pennsylvania Statutes.

RHODE ISLAND: The state’s anti-bootlegging stat-

ute and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 6

of the Rhode Island General Laws.

SOUTH CAROLINA: The state’s anti-bootlegging

statute and anti-piracy statute are both located in title

16 of the South Carolina Code.

SOUTH DAKOTA: The state’s anti-piracy statute is

located in title 43 of the South Dakota Codified Laws.

TENNESSEE: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 39 of

the Tennessee Code.

TEXAS: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute and

anti-piracy statute are both located in the Texas Busi-

ness and Commerce Code.

UTAH: The state’s anti-piracy statute is located in

title 13 of the Utah Code.

VIRGINIA: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 59.1

of the Virginia Code. 

WASHINGTON: The state’s anti-bootlegging stat-

ute and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 19

of the Washington Revised Code. 

WEST VIRGINIA: The state’s anti-bootlegging stat-

ute and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 61

of the West Virginia Code.

WISCONSIN: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in chapter

943 of the Wisconsin Statutes.

WYOMING: The state’s anti-bootlegging statute

and anti-piracy statute are both located in title 40 of

the Wyoming Statutes.

Additional Resources

American Jurisprudence. West Group, 1998

Copyright Law in Business and Practice. Hazard, John W.,
Jr., West Group, 1998.

Intellectual Property and Unfair Competition in a Nut-
shell, 5th Edition. McManis, Charles R., Thomson/West,
2004.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law, 2nd Edi-
tion.Thomson/Gale, 2004.

Organizations

United States Copyright Office, The Library
of Congress

101 Independence Avenue, SE

Washington, DC 20559-6000 USA

Phone: (202) 707-3000

Fax: (202) 707-2600

URL: http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright

Intellectual Property Owners Association

1255 23rd St., NW, # 200

Washington, DC 20037 USA

Phone: (202) 466-2396

Fax: (202) 466-2366

URL: www.ipo.org.

Recording Industry Association of America

1330 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 300

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 775-0101

Fax: (202) 775-7253

URL: http://www.riaa.com
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

PATENTS
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- Provisional Patent Application
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- Patent Oath and Fees

- Review by the Patent and Trademark

Office

• Inventors’ Rights to Patented Items

- Duration of Patents

- Assignment and Licensing

- Abandonment

- Infringement

- Damages

• Applicability of State Law to Patents

• Additional Resources

Background

Article I of the United States Constitution provides

Congress with the power to ‘‘promote the progress

of science and useful arts, by securing for limited

times to—inventors the exclusive right to their—

discoveries.’’ Pursuant to this provision, Congress es-

tablished rules and regulations governing the grant-

ing of patents. Congress delegated the administra-

tion of these duties to the Patent and Trademark

Office. The statutory provisions are contained in

Title 35 of the United States Code. The federal statu-

tory scheme was modified considerably in 1995 with

the adoption of the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT), which aligned U. S. patent law

with patent laws in other countries.

Issuance of patents is exclusively a federal con-

cern, so state governments cannot issue patents to

protect inventions. However, some state laws may

provide protection to inventors if the inventor does

not attain a patent.

Only certain types of inventions may be patented.

The three major types of patents are utility, design,

and plant patents, definitions of which appear in the

federal statute. If an invention falls within one of the

appropriate types of patents, the invention must still

be patentable. First, the invention must be novel,

meaning no other prior invention description antici-

pates or discloses the elements of the new invention.

Second, the invention must have utility, that is, use-

fulness. Third, the new invention must not be obvi-

ous to those skilled in an art relevant to the inven-

tion. The latter requirement is referred to as

‘‘nonobviousness.’’

Congress and the Patent and Trademark Office re-

quire that applicants follow specific steps in order for

a patent to be issued. Once a patent has been issued,

the right is considered the personal property of

the inventor, so it can be sold, assigned, etc. The
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length of the patent depends on the type of patent

issued. Generally, the length is either 20 years (utility

and plant patents) or 14 years (design patents). Dam-

ages for patent infringement are rather severe, thus

providing greater incentive for inventors to follow

proper procedures to apply for a patent.

Types of Patents

Not all inventions may be patented, even those

that are novel and unique. The most basic restriction

is that while the application of a certain idea may be

appropriate for a patent, the mere idea cannot be

patented. Thus, discovery of a scientific formula

may not be patented, but development of a method

using this formula may be patented. The restriction

against patenting ideas is often referred to as the

‘‘law of nature’’ doctrine.

Utility Patents

Perhaps the most familiar of the types of patents,

utility patents may be issued for ‘‘any new and useful

process, machine, manufacture, or composition of

matter, or any new and useful improvement there-

of.’’ In the patent application, an inventor must in-

clude a detailed description of how to make and use

an invention, ‘‘claims’’ that define the invention, and

drawings of the invention, in addition to other proce-

dures required by the Patent and Trademark Office

and the federal patent statute.

Design Patents

Design patents may be issued for a new, original,

or ornamental design for an article of manufacture.

This type of patent is limited to the unique shape or

design of an object and only applies to the ornamen-

tal or aesthetic value of the object. If the shape serves

some function, then the inventor should apply for a

utility patent. The design cannot be an adaptation of

a known form or ornament to a different article. The

patent application for a design patent is similar to a

utility patent, though the description and ‘‘claim’’

that defines the design are usually very short.

Plant Patents

A plant patent may be issued to someone who in-

vents or discovers a unique variety of plant and asex-

ually reproduces such a plant. This category includes

cultivated spores, mutants, hybrids, and newly found

seedlings, subject to some restrictions. Plant patents

do not apply to sexually reproducible plants, but the

Plant Variety Protection Act may provide protection

for these types of plants.

Patentability

An applicant for a utility patent must satisfy three

basic requirements for a patent to be patentable:

novelty, nonobviousness, and utility. Requirements

for a design patent or a plant patent are similar, ex-

cept that ornamentality (design patent) or distinc-

tiveness (plant patent) is required instead of utility.

Novelty

The patent statute requires that each invention is

novel as a condition for the issuance of a patent. For

an invention to be considered ‘‘novel,’’ no other ref-

erence in ‘‘prior art’’ may anticipate or disclose each

of the elements of the invention in the patent appli-

cation. The term ‘‘prior art’’ is somewhat confusing,

as it refers to the state of knowledge existing or pub-

licly available at some time before the application for

the patent is filed. Prior art may include prior printed

publications from anywhere in the world, patents

filed prior to the current patent application, publicly

available knowledge or use of an invention in the

United States, a foreign patent filed by the applicant,

a prior invention in the United States, or the previous

sale of an item. The time frame in which prior art re-

fers to an invention is set forth in the statutory sec-

tion defining prior art. The question in most com-

mon cases is whether the publication, patent, etc.,

existed prior to the earliest provable date of inven-

tion or more than one year before the patent applica-

tion was filed.

Even if prior art exists that relates to an invention,

a variation in prior art will likely satisfy the novelty re-

quirement. The most common method to prove the

difference between prior art and an invention is to

demonstrate physical differences between the two.

Other methods for proving novelty may include a

showing that a new combination of components of

an existing item was used or that the invention is a

new use for an existing item.

Nonobviousness

Even if a patent satisfies the novelty requirement,

it must still satisfy the requirement of nonobvious-

ness. Under this requirement, if the differences be-

tween the subject matter of a new invention and the

subject matter of prior art would have been obvious

to a person of ordinary skill in the art relevant to the

subject matter of the invention, then the nonobvious

requirement has not been met. In other words, a

new invention must be more than different from

prior art; the difference (or different use) must not

be obvious to someone who has ordinary skill in

using such an invention.
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Utility, Distinctiveness, or Ornamentality

A final requirement for a utility patent is that the

invention has utility, which refers generally to the

usefulness of the invention. Practically any level of

utility is sufficient; the invention must provide some

identifiable benefit. However, if an invention can be

used only for a scientific curiosity or could only be

used for illegal purposes, the patent application is

more likely to be denied.

An applicant for a plant patent needs to demon-

strate that the plant is clearly distinguishable from ex-

isting plants but does not need to prove usefulness

or utility of the new plant. An applicant must similarly

prove ornamentality rather than utility. Thus, the in-

ventor must show that the invention serves some or-

namental or aesthetic purpose.

Obtaining a Patent

Inventors Entitled to Patents

Under the Patent Act, only the original and au-

thentic inventors may claim patent rights. Even if an

invention may be patentable, the patents will not be

granted if the wrong individual applies for the pa-

tent. The idea for an invention cannot generally be

assigned to another person; only the original inven-

tor may apply for the patent. Thus, if an employee

invents an item, he or she cannot assign the right to

patent the item to an employer in the name of the

employer, even if the original inventor used the em-

ployer’s resources and created the invention during

the inventor’s employment. The only permitted as-

signment is one that permits the assignee to obtain

a patent in the name of the original inventor. Note

that it is common for employees to agree to assign

patents to employers.

Provisional Patent Application

The Patent statute permits an inventor to file an

abbreviated version of a patent application, called a

Provisional Patent Application (PPA). The PPA al-

lows an inventor to establish a filing date earlier than

the filing date of a Regular Patent Application (RPA).

The PPA must be filed within one year of the filing

of the RPA. The PPA is beneficial to an inventor if he

or she is concerned that someone else may develop

the invention, or the inventor does not want to build

and test an invention immediately.

The PPA must describe the invention, including a

description of how to make and use it; drawings of

the invention, if these are necessary to describe how

to make and use the invention; a cover sheet; pay-

ment of a fee; and a filing of a small entity declara-

tion, if applicable. If a PPA is filed, and the RPA is filed

at a later date, the length of the patent is measured

by date of the filing of the RPA.

Joint Inventions

Two or more inventors can be granted a patent for

a joint invention; in fact, if a joint invention is appro-

priate, none of the joint inventors can claim to be the

original inventor individually. Should an application

omit parties erroneously or the application other-

wise names a wrong party, the application could fail.

The Patent Act does allow parties to correct mistakes

in some circumstances, such as exclusion of an origi-

nal inventor from the application.

The determination of the appropriate inventor or

inventors in a particular case may not be clear. For

example, two individuals may have collaborated

throughout a project in which something is invent-

ed, while a third individual may have assisted from

time to time but added nothing by way of original

thought or contribution. The appropriate test for de-

termining whether an individual should be included

as an inventor is whether the individual worked on

the subject matter and made some original contribu-

tion to the thought and final result of at least one

claim in the application. In the example above, the

first two inventors would most likely be considered

joint inventors, while the third most likely would not.

Specifications and Claims

The Patent Act includes two main requirements in

a patent application: a specification and a claim. The

specification generally requires the applicants to de-

scribe why the invention differs from prior art, show

that the invention is, in fact, useful, and show that

the invention would not be obvious to someone

skilled in the art relevant to the invention. The patent

statute requires that the application describe the in-

vention in its ‘‘best mode’’ to enable an individual

skilled in the art relevant to the invention to be able

to repeat the invention. The specification cannot be

indefinite and must be ‘‘clear, concise, and exact.’’

Moreover, the specification must disclose specifically

how to use the invention, including specific times,

dosages, etc., that are necessary to use the invention.

A claim defines the inventor’s right and illustrates

how the invention meets the three requirements for

patentability: novelty, nonobviousness, and utility

(note that these are described in the specification).

The claim should describe the invention and should

not merely include functional language. Functional

language would include, for example, how a new
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chip performs in a computer system without describ-

ing the chip itself or indicating specifically why it is

patentable. Functional language cannot establish

patentability, and the application will be rejected be-

cause the claim is barred.

Patent Oath and Fees

An inventor must include with a patent applica-

tion a signed statement indicating that the applicant

is the original and first inventor of the subject matter

claimed in the application. The application must also

identify each inventor by full name, the country in

which each applicant is a citizen, plus several re-

quirements related to foreign applications. More-

over, an applicant must acknowledge that he or she

is aware of the necessity to disclose information that

is material to the review of the application and must

state that he or she understand and has reviewed the

specifications and claims.

The applicant must sign the application and be

sworn to under oath or include a declaration. The in-

ventor or inventors must make the oath or declara-

tion personally. A legal representative may satisfy

these requirements only in certain circumstances de-

scribed by the Patent Act and the regulations of the

Patent and Trademark Office. Fees must accompany

the application, as set forth in the statute and the

regulations.

Review by the Patent and Trademark Office

When the Patent and Trademark Office receives

an application, it can make an initial allowance, a par-

tial rejection, or a complete rejection. If an applica-

tion is rejected, the inventor may contest the rejec-

tion by introducing evidence in reply to the

rejection, amend or modify the specification and/or

claim, or both. If the application is rejected twice, the

applicant must appeal the decision.

The first appeal of a rejected application is to the

Patent and Trademark Office’s Board of Appeals. The

Patent Office will engage in informal communica-

tions and interviews with both the examiner and

the applicant. The Board will generally raise all issues

that give rise to the rejection, including discovery of

prior art or problems with patentability. The appli-

cant must refute these problems with particularity.

This means the applicant must state precisely why

the application is satisfactory, why the invention is in-

deed patentable, etc. The process may continue

through several cycles of rejection, amendments,

and refilling of an application (though the amend-

ments are limited after a second rejection). The Pa-

tent Office may declare a final rejection any time after

a second examination on the merits.

If the Board rejects the application then the appli-

cant may appeal to the United States District Court

for the District of Columbia or the United States

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. However,

courts typically give a considerable amount of defer-

ence to the decision of the Patent Office, so prevail-

ing in an appeal is unusual.

Inventors’ Rights to Patented Items

Duration of Patents

The duration of a patent depends on the type of

patent that has been granted. One of the more signif-

icant effects of the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade was the duration of a patent in the United

States. Prior to 1995 (and dating back to 1861), the

length of a typical patent was 17 years. After GATT

came into effect in 1995, the length increased to 20

years.

Utility patents filed after June 8, 1995 extend 20

years from the date the application was filed. Plant

patents also extend 20 years from the date of filing.

Design patents extend 14 years from the date the pa-

tent was granted. Once the term of the patent has ex-

pired, the invention becomes public property and

may be used, sold, and reproduced. In some limited

cases, such as proceedings to determine the priority

of an invention, the length of a patent may be ex-

tended up to five years.

Assignment and Licensing

The original and authentic inventor or inventors

are preserved to be the owner of any patent applica-

tion, unless this right has been assigned. An applica-

tion may be assigned before or after the application

is filed, and the assignment must be recorded with

the Patent and Trademark Office. The right to sue for

present or past infringement cannot be assigned, ex-

cept as it relates to the assignment itself. An assign-

ment transfers all rights of the inventor, and the as-

signee takes the application subject to licenses

granted by the assignor.

An inventor may also issue a license, which gives

the license holder permission to make, use, or sell

the invention. The rights transferred in a license de-

pend on the actual transfer. For example, a license

may be for exclusive or non-exclusive use of the li-

cense. A joint owner of a patent may generally give

a valid license without the permission of the other
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joint owners, unless the joint owners agree other-

wise. As noted above, even if the rights to a patent

are assigned, the license nevertheless survives ac-

cording to the terms of the license agreement.

Abandonment

The applicant through an express writing that is

signed by the applicant and filed with the Patent and

Trademark Office may abandon a patent application.

The Patent Office will also consider an application

abandoned if the inventor fails to prosecute the ap-

plication within six months of the filing. A patent may

also be abandoned if the applicant fails to pay re-

quired fees within three months of a notice of allow-

ance sent to the applicant.

Abandonment of an application differs from an

abandonment of an invention. An abandonment of

an application does not transfer right to the public,

while an abandonment of an invention surrenders or

dedicates the invention to the public. Abandonment

of an invention may be express or implied.

Infringement

A patent owner may protest his or her invention

by suing for patent infringement, which is a tort for

the unauthorized making, using, selling, offering to

sell, or importing the subject matter of the patent. To

determine whether an infringement has occurred, a

court will compare the infringing subject matter with

the subject matter covered by the patent. Infringe-

ment cannot occur before the issuance of a patent,

but an individual may infringe a patent right even if

he or she does not know the existence of a patent.

Infringement may be direct; indirect, where the in-

fringer encourages someone else to infringe the pa-

tent; or contributory, where an individual knowingly

sells or supplies a component of a patented machine

or other invention to another.

Damages

A patent owner may recover significant damages

in a successful action for patent infringement. The

Patent Act permits a court to award treble damages,

which means the court can increase damages by up

to three times the amount of the actual damages.

Courts may also award attorneys fees in exceptional

cases.

The minimum award a patent owner may receive

for patent infringement is a reasonable royalty, plus

costs and interest fixed by the court. A patent owner

may also recover the profit the patent holder would

have made on sales of the subject matter relevant to

the patent. Profits earned by the patent infringer

constitute a factor for determining the appropriate

royalty or other damages.

Applicability of State Law to Patents

An inventor may have rights based on state law in

addition to patent rights to protect the intellectual

property related to an invention. However, the Pa-

tent Act preempts many state causes of action, espe-

cially because Congress is granted the right to issue

patents in the United States Constitution. The Su-

preme Court has held that state unfair competi-
tion laws are generally preempted by the Patent Act

insofar as the state law provides a cause of action that

is functionally similar to recognition of a patent right

and a cause of action for patent infringement.

State law governing trade secrets are generally not

preempted, so an inventor may be able to protect his

or her rights through this cause of action. On the

other hand, the protection offered through this

cause of action is considerably weaker than the rights

protected when a patent is granted. More specifical-

ly, a patent right is a monopoly to make, use, and

sell an invention, while trade secrets law focuses on

the conduct of a party that violates the trade secrets

of a party. Stated simply, obtaining a patent right is

virtually always preferable.

Additional Resources

Code of Federal Regulations, Title 37: United States Patent
and Trademark Office, Department of Commerce. U.
S. Government Printing Office, 2001. Available at http://
www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_01/37cfrv1_
01.html#101.

Intellectual Property: Patents, Trademarks, and Copy-
right in a Nutshell. Miller, Arthur R., and Michael H.
Davis, West Group, 2000.

McCarthy’s Desk Encyclopedia of Intellectual Property,
Second Edition. McCarthy, J. Thomas, Bureau of Na-
tional Affairs, 1995.

Patent It Yourself, 4th Edition. Pressman, David, Nolo
Press, 1995.

Patent Law Precedent: Key Terms and Concepts. Aisen-
berg, Irwin M., Little, Brown, and Company, 1991.

U.S. Code, Title 35: Patents. U.S. House of Representatives,
1999. Available at http://uscode.house.gov/title_35.htm.
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Organizations

American Intellectual Property Law
Association (AIPLA)

2001 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 203

Arlington, VA 22202 USA

Phone: (703) 415-0780

Fax: (703) 415-0786

URL: http://www.aipla.org/

Primary Contact: Mike Kirk, Exec. Dir.

National Association of Patent Practitioners
(NAPP)

4680-18i Monticello Ave., PMB 101

Williamsburg, VA 23188 USA

Phone: (800) 216-9588

Fax: (757) 220-3928

E-Mail: napp@napp.org

URL: http://www.napp.org

National Congress of Inventor Organizations
(NCIO)

P.O. Box 93669

Los Angeles, CA 90093-6690 USA

Phone: (888) 695-4455

Fax: (213) 947-1079

URL: http://www.inventionconvention.com/ncio

Primary Contact: Stephen Paul Gnass, Exec. Dir.

U.S. Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO),
General Information Services Division

Crystal Plaza 3, room 2C02

Washington, DC 20231 USA

Phone: (800) 786-9199

E-Mail: usptoinfo@uspto.gov

URL: http://www.uspto.gov
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

TRADEMARKS

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Trademark Law

- The Lanham Act

- Trademark Registration

- Trademark Infringement

• State Court Decisions Interpreting State

Trademark Statutes 

• Additional Resources

Background

A trademark is a device used by businesses to dis-

tinguish their goods and services from competitors’

goods and services. It may consist of a word, a sym-

bol, a logo, or any combination thereof, so long as

it clearly signifies the source of ownership for a prod-

uct or service. Adidas is an example of a trademarked

name, McDonald’s golden arches is an example of a

trademarked symbol, and the NIKE name written

above the ‘‘swoosh’’ symbol is an example that com-

bines two types of trademark devices. When a trade-

mark is used to distinguish a service, it is usually

called a service mark. ‘‘American Express’’ is the ser-

vice mark for a well known provider of credit card

services.

Consumers rely on trademarks when making

their purchases. Trademarks can reflect a product’s

authenticity, quality, and accumulated customer

good will. When a product or service is defective, of

poor workmanship, or otherwise unpopular with

consumers, its trademark can reflect those undesir-

able qualities as well. Even when two products are of

seemingly equal quality, like two cola soft drinks,

their trademarks simply communicate to customers

which is which.

Moreover, trademarks serve to protect a business

owner’s investment in a particular product by pre-

venting competitors from capitalizing on the reputa-

tion affiliated with a particular name in the market-

place. They also save new companies from wasting

their time trying to market a product under an exist-

ing trademark. Before individuals or entities start

selling products or services that bear a certain name

or logo, they often hire an attorney to investigate

prior or existing marks that are in any way the same

or similar to the mark they intend to use. Companies

that fail to conduct this kind of search or blatantly ig-

nore the existing use of a trademark risk being sued

for infringement and ordered by a court to cease

promoting their products with a particular mark.

The presence of trademark protection for a good

or service is often indicated by a small ‘‘R’’ inside a

circle placed near the trademark. The ‘‘R’’ means

that the mark has been registered with the U. S. Pa-
tent and Trademark Office and serves as a warning

against unauthorized use of the mark. Individuals

may also claim rights to a particular trademark by dis-

playing the letters ‘‘TM’’ near the mark. Trademarks

bearing the ‘‘TM’’ symbol are not registered, but the

symbol indicates the owner’s intent to register it.

Trademarks are distinct from trade names or

trade dress. A trade name is the name or designa-

tion used by a business to identify itself and distin-

guish it from other businesses. By contrast, a trade-

mark distinguishes the line of products from all

other product lines, particularly those offered by
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competing businesses. For example, Ford Motor

Company is the trade name for a particular maker of

automobiles, trucks, and vans that bear the trade-

mark ‘‘Ford.’’ Trade dress is the manner in which a

business distinguishes a product’s appearance from

the appearance of a rival’s product. Something as

simple as a grille on the front end of an automobile

may constitute trade dress if it is sufficiently distinc-

tive and the manufacturer takes deliberate and tan-
gible steps to market the grille over a long period

of time.

Trademark Law

The Lanham Act

Trademark law in the United States is governed by

the Trademark Act of 1946, also known as the Lan-
ham Act (15 U.S.C.A. section 1051 et seq). The Lan-

ham Act codified much of the then existing com-
mon law of trademarks, and it also clarified some

areas where jurisdictions differed in their approach

to particular issues. Congress has since amended the

Lanham Act several times, addressing new concerns

as they are presented by both trademark owners and

consumers. Many states have enacted trademark

statutes of their own, which may be applied to legal

issues that are not pre-empted by Lanham.

Lanham defines trademarks to include words,

names, symbols, and logos that businesses use or in-

tend to use in commerce for the purpose of distin-

guishing their goods from those made or sold by

competitors. The key to any claim for trademark

rights is the distinctiveness of the proposed mark.

Roughly analogous to the originality requirement for

copyright, the distinctiveness requirement for

trademarks may be satisfied by proof that the mark

is descriptive, suggestive, arbitrary, or fanciful. Proof

that a mark is generic will defeat a claim for trade-

mark protection.

A generic name is the common name for a prod-

uct and thus does nothing to distinguish itself from

other products of the same genre. Shoe, ball, hat,

and lightbulb are all generic product names that will

never receive trademark protection. Conversely,

trademarks that are distinctive and have qualified for

trademark protection may lose that protection by be-

coming generic in the mind of the public. This transi-

tion happens when a substantial segment of consum-

ers in the relevant market adopt a trademark as the

general name for an entire line of products. Exam-

ples of once distinctive trademarks that have since

become generic include aspirin, cellophane, escala-

tor, and thermos. The trademark owners of Kleenex,

Xerox, Sanka, and Teflon have successfully prevent-

ed their marks from becoming generic, despite many

consumers’ strong identification of their individual

products with the product lines as a whole.

For a trademark to receive and retain its distinc-

tiveness, the mark must fall into one of four catego-

ries: descriptive, suggestive, arbitrary, or fanciful.

One level more distinctive than a generic mark, de-

scriptive marks will not receive trademark protection

unless they have acquired a secondary meaning,

which happens when a significant portion of con-

sumers identify the mark as signifying a particular

manufacturer’s good. Suppose the Jones Sport and

Recreation Company sought trademark protection

for their line of bicycles known as the ‘‘blue bike.’’

The word blue does almost nothing to distinguish

Jones’ product from other bikes with the same color

being sold by competitors. But now suppose that

Jones has spent millions of dollars over the last sever-

al years marketing its product, and sales of the ‘‘blue

bike’’ have grown to such a degree that bicycle-

buying Americans now identify blue bikes as originat-

ing from the Jones’ company. Then Jones’ mark may

have acquired secondary meaning, and thus its ‘‘blue

bike’’ is much more likely to receive federal trade-

mark protection.

Suggestive marks imply a quality or characteristic

of a product that goes beyond merely describing it.

These kinds of marks require consumers to use their

imaginations to make the connection between the

mark itself and the product it represents. As a result,

suggestive marks can receive federal trademark pro-

tection immediately upon their first use. Examples of

suggestive marks include Orange Crush (orange-

flavored soft drink), Playboy (sexually oriented maga-

zine for men), Ivory (white soap), and Sprint (long-

distance telephone company).

The strongest marks are arbitrary and fanciful

marks. Their strength lies in the fact that they bear

little or no obvious relationship to the products with

which they are affiliated, and yet they serve as a

source of immediate authenticity in the minds of

consumers. As a result, arbitrary and fanciful marks

most effectively serve the dual role of trademarks,

promoting fair competition between rivals in the

marketplace and communicating the source and

ownership of products to potential buyers. Arbitrary

marks can be actual words that have their own mean-

ing, but when associated with a particular product
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they do not describe the product or suggest anything

about it. Examples of arbitrary marks include Pledge

for furniture polish, Camels for cigarettes, and Dial

for soap. Fanciful marks are not words at all and have

no meaning apart from their affiliation with a good

or service. They are inherently distinctive. Examples

of fanciful marks include Kodak, Exxon, and Rolex.

Trademark Registration

Trademark registration begins with an application

to the commissioner of patents and trademarks at

the U. S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). One

may apply with either the principal register or the

supplemental register of the USPTO. The principal

register records descriptive, suggestive, arbitrary,

and fanciful marks that have acquired secondary

meaning. The supplemental register records descrip-

tive marks that are capable of acquiring secondary

meaning but have not yet acquired that meaning in

the minds of many consumers. Once a mark acquires

secondary meaning, however, it can be transferred

from the supplemental register to the principal regis-

ter.

Registration with the principal register is proof

that the mark is valid, registered, and the intellectual

property of the registrant, who has exclusive rights

to use the mark in commerce. Registration with the

principal register is deemed to put potential infring-

ers on constructive notice of the registrant’s owner-

ship interests in the trademark and entitles the

owner to bring an infringement suit against the bear-

ers of any offending marks. Individuals or entities

who counterfeit registered trademarks also face

criminal and civil penalties.

Applications for offensive, immoral, deceptive, or

scandalous marks will be denied (see 15 U.S.C.A.

1052[a]). Marks such as ‘‘bubby trap’’ for a brassiere

is an example of an offensive mark, In re Riverbank
Canning Co., 95 F.2d 327 (Cust. & Pat.App. 1938),

as is the mark ‘‘a breast in the mouth is better than

a leg in the hand’’ for a chicken restaurant, Brom-
berg, Et Al. v. Carmel Self Service, Inc., 198 U.S.P.Q.

176 (Trademark Tr. & App. Bd. 1978). Offensive

marks cannot be cured by acquiring a secondary

meaning that is inoffensive, unless the secondary

meaning entirely replaces the primary, literal, or ob-

vious meaning.

Despite the advantages of registration, it is actual-

ly the use or intended use of a mark that confers

upon the mark federal trademark protection. As a

general rule, conflicting claims to a trademark are re-

solved according to priority of appropriation. The

first to use a mark will normally be given propri-
etary rights over the mark. Although this rule seems

clear cut, demonstrating first use or first intended

use can often prove difficult in court. Consequently,

the law gives businesses incentive to register their

marks concomitantly with the date of first use by pre-

suming that registered marks have been in continu-

ous use from the date the trademark application was

filed and by prohibiting court challenges to trade-

marks that have been in continuous use for five years

from the date of registration. Registration also dem-

onstrates to a court that the user has done every-

thing to protect its mark.

A rule favoring the first user of a trademark pro-

tects what is assumed to be an established identifica-

tion between consumers and a trademarked prod-

uct. Nonetheless, it is possible that a second user

may establish stronger consumer identification with

its product in a geographical market different from

the market where the first user is doing business.

When this happens, courts will often recognize the

trademark rights of both the first and second users,

so long as the second user established its mark in

good faith and confines its use to a market distant

from the first user.

Trademark registrants can forfeit their rights to

a mark by using them in a fraudulent or deceptive

manner. They can also lose their rights by abandon-

ing the mark. However, nonuse by itself does not

constitute abandonment. Acts of abandonment

must also be accompanied by an intent not to use the

mark again. Finally, registrants can lose their rights

to a trademark if the public adopts a trademark as

the general name for a type of goods, as happened

with the aspirin and cellophane examples mentioned

above. Trademark owners typically take great efforts

to prevent their marks from becoming generically

used by the public. Rollerblade, for example, spent

millions of dollars in advertising and law suits to pre-

vent its new brand of roller skate from becoming the

generic name used to describe in-line skates, after

both consumers and rivals began referring to all such

skates as rollerblades regardless of who made them.

Trademark Infringement

Trademark infringement suits generally involve

claims that the bearer of an allegedly offending simi-

lar mark is creating the likelihood of customer confu-

sion over competing products, diluting the distinc-

tiveness and value of an existing mark or

counterfeiting an existing mark with an identical

‘‘knock-off’’ mark.
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Likelihood of confusion is shown by proof that the

allegedly offending mark is causing ‘‘probable’’ con-

fusion among consumers, such that buyers in the rel-

evant market are mistaking the defendant’s name or

logo for the plaintiff’s trademark. Proof that confu-

sion among consumers is only possible will not suf-

fice to establish an infringement claim. On the other

hand, the evidence need not rise to the level of ac-

tual confusion. Instead, courts will evaluate claims of

customer confusion on a case-by-case basis in light

of the following factors: (1) the similarity of the

marks; (2) the similarity of the products; (3) the de-

gree in which the markets for the competing prod-

ucts overlap; (4) the degree of care likely to be exer-

cised by consumers; (5) the strength of the marks;

(6) the amount of actual confusion; and (7) wrongful

intent.

Trademark dilution is shown by proof that the de-

fendant’s use of an allegedly offending mark is likely

to tarnish, degrade, or lessen the individuality, dis-

tinctiveness, or consumer impact of the plaintiff’s

mark. Trademark dilution suits seek to protect the

advertising value of particularly strong and well-

recognized trade symbols by stopping other busi-

nesses from using similar symbols to promote their

products, even though no consumer confusion af-

fects actual results and even though the rivals’ prod-

ucts are not in direct competition with each other.

Thus, Polaroid could successfully prevent an Illinois

company from using the word ‘‘polaroid’’ in market-

ing its refrigerator and heating installation business

(see Polaroid Corp. v. Polaroid, Inc., 319 F.2d 830

[7th Cir. 1963]).

The Lanham Act defines a counterfeit mark as a

‘‘spurious mark that is identical with, or substantially

indistinguishable from, a registered mark’’ (see 15

U.S.C.A. § 1127). All counterfeit marks are infringe-

ments, unless the offending mark is associated with

a type of product or service that is wholly different

from the plaintiff’s mark. Individuals who intention-

ally traffic in counterfeit trademarks or attempt to

traffic in them also face criminal punishment, includ-

ing fines up to $2 million, imprisonment up to ten

years, or both (see 18 USCA § 2320).

Defendants can raise several defenses against in-

fringement suits, many of which are addressed brief-

ly above. First, a defendant can claim that the plain-

tiff’s mark is generic and thus not of sufficiently

distinctive quality to qualify for federal trademark

protection. Second, a defendant can offer proof that

the plaintiff abandoned its trademark and thus is no

longer the owner of the mark. Third, a defendant can

charge that it had first use of a mark and thus that

the plaintiff is actually engaging in infringement of

the defendant’s mark. Fourth, a defendant can claim

that it is making ‘‘fair use’’ of the defendant’s mark,

meaning essentially that the defendant is using the

plaintiff’s mark for non-commercial purposes, as

when a teacher uses a mark for the educational bene-

fit of students. Finally, the defendant may plead that

the plaintiff has unclean hands, meaning the plaintiff

has acted in an illegal, unfair, or deceptive manner

that should prevent the court from enforcing the

plaintiff’s trademark.

State Court Decisions Interpreting State
Trademark Statutes

In addition to relying on federal law when enforc-

ing a claim against an alleged trademark infringer,

trademark owners may turn to state trademark law

as well, unless the state law governs an area that is

pre-empted by federal law. Below are a sampling of

cases decided at least in part based on the court’s in-

terpretation of a state’s trademark law.

ARKANSAS: The state’s Trademark Act does not

empower the Secretary of State to register trade-

marks or service marks for a limited geographical

area within the state so as to accommodate similar

marks used by businesses that are not directly com-

peting with each other over the same consumers

(see A.C.A. §§ 4-71-101 to 4-71-114; Worthen Nat.
Bank of Batesville v. McCuen, 317 Ark. 195, 876

S.W.2d 567 [Ark. 1994]).

ILLINOIS: A maid service that was named ‘‘Maid

To Order’’ was not entitled to injunction prohibiting

the showing of a film by the same name, even if its

name was deemed to be ‘‘distinctive’’ under state an-

tidilution law, absent proof that the maid service

would be irreparably harmed by consumers seeing

the film (see Ill.Rev.Stat.1987, ch. 140, par. 22; Kern
v. WKQX Radio, 175 Ill.App.3d 624, 529 N.E.2d 1149,

125 Ill.Dec. 73, [Ill.App. 1 Dist. 1988]).

NEW MEXICO: The state’s trademark statute spe-

cifically preserves the common-law rights of trade-

mark owners, such that the rights of a trademark

owner registered with the state trademark office

could be qualified by the bona fide rights of com-

mon-law users (see NMSA 1978, § 57-3-12; S & S In-
vestments, Inc. v. Hooper Enterprises, Ltd., 116 N.M.

393, 862 P.2d 1252 [N.M.App. 1993].
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UTAH: The Lanham Act does not pre-empt the

state’s criminal simulation statute which prohibits

anyone from selling or possessing with intent to sell

a counterfeited object or from authenticating or cer-

tifying such an object as genuine (see U.S.C.A. Const.

Art. 1, § 8, cl. 8; Art. 6, cl. 2; U.C.A.1953, 76-6-518; Lan-

ham Trade-Mark Act, §§ 1-45, 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 1051-

1127).

WASHINGTON: Under the state’s trademark laws,

the remote possibility of future competition between

a national bank and a federal savings and loan as-
sociation in a county where the national bank was

located and where the savings and loan conduct inci-

dental business did not justify enjoining the national

bank’s use of the same name as the savings and loan

association (see Pioneer First Federal Sav. and Loan
Ass’n v. Pioneer Nat. Bank, 98 Wash.2d 853, 659 P.2d

481 [Wash. 1983])

Additional Resources

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law. St. Paul: West
Group, 1998.

American Jurisprudence. St. Paul: West Group, 1998.

Intellectual Property in a Nutshell: Patents, Trademarks,
and Copyright. St. Paul, West Group. [no year given]

http://www.findlaw.com/01topics/23intellectprop/
03trademark.FindLaw for Legal Professionals: Trade-
mark Law. 

McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition. St.
Paul: West Group, 2001.

Organizations

U. S. Patent and Trademark Office

Crystal Plaza 3, Room 2C02

Washington, DC 20231 USA

Phone: (800) 786-9199

Fax: (703) 305-7786

URL: http://www.uspto.gov

Primary Contact: Nicholas Godici, Director

Intellectual Property Owners Association

1255 23rd St., NW, # 200

Washington, DC 20037 USA

Phone: (202) 466-2396

Fax: (202) 466-2366

URL: www.ipo.org

Primary Contact: Ronald E. Myrick, President

International Trademark Association

1133 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10036 USA

Phone: (212) 768-9887

Fax: (212) 768-7796

URL: http://www.inta.org

Primary Contact: Nils Victor Montan, President
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

UNFAIR COMPETITION

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• The Law of Unfair Competition

- Free Market Theory Underlying the

Law

- Interference with Business Relations

- Infringement upon Trademarks,

Trade Names, and Service Marks

- Infringement upon Copyrights and

Patents and Theft of Trade Secrets

- False Advertising, Trade Defamation,

and Misappropriation of a Name or

Likeness

• State Law of Unfair Competition

Background

Unfair competition means any fraudulent, de-

ceptive, or dishonest trade practice that is prohibited

by statute, regulation, or the common law. It con-

sists of a body of related doctrines that gives rise to

several different causes of actions, including (1) ac-

tions for infringement of patents, trademarks, or

copyrights; (2) actions for wrongful appropriation
of trade names, trade dress, and trade secrets; and

(3) actions for publication of defamatory, false, or

misleading representations.

The law of unfair competition serves five pur-

poses. First, it seeks to protect the economic, intel-

lectual, and creative investments made by businesses

in distinguishing themselves and their products. Sec-

ond, the law seeks to preserve the good will that

businesses have established with customers over

time. Third, the law seeks to deter businesses from

appropriating the good will of their competitors.

Fourth, the law seeks to promote clarity and stability

by encouraging customers to rely on a merchant’s

trade name and reputation when evaluating the

quality and prices of rival products. Fifth, the law of

unfair competition seeks to increase competition by

providing businesses with incentives to offer better

goods and services than others in the same field.

Although the law of unfair competition helps pro-

tect consumers from injuries caused by deceptive

trade practices, the remedies provided to redress
such injuries are generally only available to business

entities and proprietors. Consumers who are injured

by deceptive trade practices normally must avail

themselves of the remedies provided by consumer
protection laws. Businesses and proprietors, how-

ever, may typically avail themselves of two remedies

offered by the law of unfair competition, injunctive

relief (a court order restraining a competitor from

engaging in a particular unlawful action) and money

damages (compensation for any losses caused by the

unlawful practice). These remedies may be available

in both state and federal court, depending on the cir-

cumstances surrounding the unlawful act.

The Law of Unfair Competition

Free Market Theory Underlying the Law

The freedom to pursue a livelihood, operate a

business, and otherwise compete in the marketplace

is essential to any free enterprise system. Competi-

tion creates incentives for businesses to earn cus-

tomer loyalty by offering quality goods at reasonable
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prices. At the same time, competition can also inflict

harm. The freedom to compete gives businesses the

right to lure customers away from their competitors.

When one business entices enough customers away

from a competitor, the competitor may be forced to

shut down its business or move to a different loca-

tion.

The law of unfair competition will not penalize a

business merely for being successful in the market-

place and will not subsidize a business for failing in

the marketplace. Liability will not be imposed for ag-

gressive, shrewd, or otherwise successful marketing

tactics that are not deceptive, fraudulent, or dishon-

est. The law will assume, however, that for every dol-

lar earned by one business, a dollar will be lost by a

competitor. Accordingly, the law prohibits business-

es from unfairly profiting at a rival’s expense. What

constitutes an ‘‘unfair’’ trade practice varies accord-

ing to the cause of action asserted in each case.

Interference with Business Relations

No business can effectively compete without es-

tablishing good relationships with its employees and

customers. In some instances the parties execute a

formal contract to memorialize the terms of their re-

lationship. In other instances business relations are

based on a less formal oral agreement. Most often,

however, business relations are conducted informal-

ly with no contract or agreement at all. Grocery shop-

pers, for example, typically have no contractual rela-

tionship with the supermarkets that they patronize.

The law of unfair competition regulates all three

types of relationships, formal, informal, and those

falling somewhere in between.

Many businesses depend on formal written con-

tracts to conduct business. Employer and employee,

wholesaler and retailer, and manufacturer and dis-

tributor all frequently reduce their relationships to

writing. These contractual relations create an expec-

tation of mutual performance, meaning that each

party will perform its obligations according to the

terms of the agreement. Protecting these relation-

ships from outside interference facilitates perfor-

mance and stabilizes commercial undertakings. In-

terference with contractual relations upsets

commercial expectations and drives up the cost of

doing business by involving competitors in squab-

bles that can find their way into court.

Virtually every contract, whether written or oral,

qualifies for protection from unreasonable interfer-

ence under the law of unfair competition. Noncom-

petition agreements are a recurrent source of litiga-

tion in this area of the law. These types of

agreements are generally struck up in professional

employment settings where an employer requires a

skilled employee to sign an agreement promising not

to go to work for a competitor in the same geograph-

ic market. Such agreements may also expressly pro-

hibit the employee from taking client files, customer

lists, and other tangible and intangible assets from

the employer. 

Noncompetition agreements are generally en-

forceable, unless they operate to deprive the em-

ployee of the right to meaningfully pursue a liveli-

hood. Employees who choose to violate the terms of

a noncompetition agreement may be sued for breach

of contract, but the business that enticed the em-

ployee away from the employer may be held liable

for tortious interference with an existing business re-

lationship. The elements of this tort are: (1) the exis-

tence of a business relationship or contract; (2) the

wrongdoer’s knowledge of the relationship or con-

tract; (3) the wrongdoer’s intentional action taken to

prevent contract formation, procure contractual

breach, or terminate the business relationship; (4)

lack of justification; and (5) resulting damages.

Informal trade relations that have not been re-

duced to contractual terms are also protected from

outside interference by the law of unfair competi-

tion. Businesses are forbidden from intentionally in-

flicting injury upon a competitor’s informal business

relations through improper means or for an improp-

er purpose. Improper means include the use of vio-

lence, undue influence, or coercion to threaten

competitors or intimidate customers. For example,

it is unlawful for a business to blockade an entryway

to a competitor’s shop or impede the delivery of sup-

plies with a show of force. The mere refusal to deal

with a competitor, however, is not considered an im-

proper means of competition, even if the refusal is

motivated by spite.

Malicious or monopolistic practices aimed at in-

juring a rival may constitute an improper purpose of

competition. Monopolistic behavior includes any

agreement between two or more people that has as

its purpose the exclusion or reduction of competi-

tion in a given market. The Sherman Anti-Trust Act

of 1890 makes such behavior illegal by proscribing

the formation of contracts, combinations, and con-

spiracies in restraint of trade. 15 U.S.C.A sections 1

et seq. Corporate mergers and acquisitions that

suppress competition are prohibited by the Clayton
Act of 1914, as amended by the Robinson-Patman
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Act of 1936. 15 U.S.C.A. sections 12 et seq. The Clay-

ton Act also regulates the use of predatory pricing

and unlawful tying agreements. Predatory pricing is

the use of below-market prices to inflict pecuniary in-

jury on competitors. A tying agreement is an agree-

ment in which a vendor conditions the sale of one

product upon the buyers promise to purchase an ad-

ditional or ‘‘tied’’ product. For example, the U. S. De-

partment of Justice sued Microsoft Corporation for

allegedly tying its Internet Explorer web-browsing

product to the sale of its Windows operating system.

U. S. v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34 (D.C.Cir. 2001).

The case was settled before the issue was finally re-

solved by a court.

Infringement upon Trademarks, Trade
Names, and Service Marks

Before a business can establish commercial rela-

tions with customers and other businesses, it must

create an identity for itself, as well as for its goods

and services. Economic competition is based on the

premise that consumers can intelligently distinguish

between products offered in the marketplace. Com-

petition is made difficult when rival products be-

come easily mistaken for each other, since one busi-

ness may profit from the sale of a product to

consumers who believe they are buying a rival’s

product. Part of a business’s identity is the good will

it has established with customers, while part of a

product’s identity is the reputation it has earned for

quality and value. As a result, businesses spend tre-

mendous amounts of resources identifying their

goods, distinguishing their products, and cultivating

good will.

The four principal devices businesses use to dis-

tinguish themselves are trademarks, service marks,

trade names, and trade dress. Trademarks consist of

words, logos, symbols, slogans, and other devices

that are affixed to goods for the purpose of signifying

their origin and authenticity to the public. The circu-

lar black, blue, and white emblem attached to the

rear end of motor vehicles manufactured by Bavarian

Motor Works (BMW) is a familiar trademark that has

come to signify meticulous craftsmanship to many

consumers. Whereas trademarks are physically at-

tached to the goods they represent, service marks

are generally displayed through advertising. ‘‘Orkin’’

is the service mark for a well-known pest-control

company.

Trade names are used to identify corporations,

partnerships, sole proprietorships, and other busi-

ness entities. A trade name may be the actual name

of a business that is registered with the government,

or it may be an assumed name under which a busi-

ness operates and holds itself out to the public. For

example, a husband and wife might register their

business as ‘‘Sam and Betty’s Bar and Grill,’’ while

doing business as ‘‘The Corner Tavern.’’ Both names

are considered trade names under the law of unfair

competition.

Trade dress refers to a product’s physical appear-

ance, including its size, shape, texture, and design.

Trade dress can also include the manner in which a

product is packaged, wrapped, presented, or pro-

moted. In certain circumstances particular color

combinations may serve as trade dress. For example,

the trade dress of Chevron Chemical Company in-

cludes the red and yellow color scheme found on

many of its agricultural products. Chevron Chemical

Co., v. Voluntary Purchasing Groups, Inc., 659 F.2d

695 (5th Cir. 1981).

When a business uses a trademark, service mark,

trade name, or trade dress that is deceptively similar

to competitor’s, a cause of action for infringement of

those intellectual property interests may exist. The

law of unfair competition forbids companies from

confusing customers by using identifying trade de-

vices that make their businesses, products, or ser-

vices difficult to distinguish from others in the mar-

ket. Actual confusion need not be demonstrated to

establish a claim for infringement, so long as there

is a likelihood that consumers will be confused by

similar identifying trade devices. Greater latitude is

given to companies that share similar identifying

trade devices in unrelated fields of business or in dif-

ferent geographic markets. A court would be more

likely to allow two businesses to use the identifying

trade device ‘‘Hot Handguns,’’ when one business

sells firearms downtown and the other business runs

a country western dance hall in the suburbs.

Claims for infringement of an identifying trade de-

vice are cognizable under both state and federal law.

At the federal level, infringement claims may be

brought under the Lanham Trademark Act. 15

U.S.C.A. sections 1051 et seq. At the state level,

claims for infringement may be brought under analo-

gous intellectual property statutes and miscella-

neous common-law doctrines. Claims for infringe-

ment can be strengthened through registration of

the identifying trade device. For example, most

states require that businesses register their trade

names with the government and provide protection

against infringement to the business that registers its

trade name first. 
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Infringement upon Copyrights and Patents
and Theft of Trade Secrets

The intangible assets of a business include not

only its trade name and other identifying trade de-

vices but also its inventions, creative works, and artis-

tic efforts. Broadly defined as trade secrets, this body

of commercial information may consist of any formu-

la, pattern, process, program, tool, technique, mech-

anism, or compound that provides a business with

the opportunity to gain an advantage over a competi-

tor. Although a trade secret is not patented or copy-

righted, the law of unfair competition awards individ-

uals a property right in any valuable trade

information they discover and attempt to keep secret

through reasonable steps

The owner of a trade secret is entitled to its exclu-

sive use and enjoyment. A trade secret is valuable not

only because it enables a company to gain advantage

over a competitor, but also because it may be sold

or licensed like any other property right. On the

other hand, commercial information that is revealed

to the public, or at least to a competitor, retains limit-

ed commercial value. Consequently, courts vigilantly

protect trade secrets from disclosure, appropriation,

and theft. Businesses may be held liable for any eco-

nomic injuries that result from their theft of a com-

petitor’s trade secret, as may other opportunistic

members of the general public. Employees may be

held liable for disclosing their employer’s trade se-

crets, even if the disclosure occurs after the employ-

ment relationship has ended.

Valuable business information that is disclosed to

the public may still be protected from infringement

by copyright and patent law. Copyright law gives

individuals and businesses the exclusive rights to any

original works they author, including movies, books,

musical scores, sound recordings, dramatic cre-

ations, and pantomimes. Patents give individuals and

businesses the exclusive rights to make, use, and sell

specific types of inventions, such as mechanical de-

vices, manufacturing processes, chemical formulas,

and electrical equipment. Federal law grants these

exclusive rights in exchange for full public disclosure

of an original work or invention. The inventor or au-

thor receives complete legal protection for his or her

intellectual efforts, while the public obtains valuable

information that can be used to make life easier,

healthier, or more pleasant.

Like the law of trade secrets, patent and copyright

law offers protection to individuals and businesses

who have invested considerable resources in creat-

ing something useful or valuable and who wish to ex-

ploit that investment commercially. Unlike trade se-

crets, which may be protected indefinitely, patents

and copyrights are granted protection only for a fi-

nite period of time. Applications for copyrights are

governed by the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.A. section

409, while patent applications are governed by the

Patent Act, 35 U.S.C.A. section 111.

False Advertising, Trade Defamation, and
Misappropriation of a Name or Likeness

A business that successfully protects its creative

works from theft or infringement may still be harmed

by false advertising. Advertising need not be en-

tirely false in order to be actionable under the law of

unfair competition, so long as it is sufficiently inaccu-

rate to mislead or deceive consumers in a manner

that it inflicts injury on a competitor. In general busi-

nesses are prohibited from placing ads that either

unfairly disparage the goods or services of a competi-

tor or unfairly inflate the value of its own goods and

services. False advertising deprives consumers of the

opportunity to make intelligent comparisons be-

tween rival products. False advertising also drives up

costs for consumers who spend additional resources

in examining and sampling products.

Both state and federal laws regulate deceptive ad-

vertising. The Lanham Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C.A.

section 1051, regulates false advertising at the federal

level, while many states have adopted the Uniform

Deceptive Trade Practices Act (UDTPA), which pro-

hibits three specific types of representations: (1)

false representations that goods or services have cer-

tain characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or

quantities; (2) false representations that goods or

services are new or original; and (3) false representa-

tions that goods or services are of a particular grade,

standard, or quality. Advertisements that are only

partially accurate may give rise to liability if they are

likely to confuse prospective consumers. Ambiguous

representations may require clarification to prevent

the imposition of liability. For example, a business

which accuses a competitor of being ‘‘untrustwor-

thy’’ may be required to clarify that description with

additional information if consumer confusion is like-

ly to result.

Trade defamation is a close relative of false ad-

vertising. The law of false advertising regulates inac-

curate representations that tend to mislead or de-

ceive the public. The law of trade defamation

regulates communications that tend to lower the

reputation of a business in the eyes of the communi-

ty. A species of tort law, trade defamation is divided

into two categories, libel and slander.
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Trade libel generally refers to written communica-

tions that tend to bring a business into disrepute,

while trade slander refers to defamatory oral commu-

nications. Before a business may be held liable under

either category of trade defamation, the First Amend-

ment requires proof that a defamatory statement was

published with ‘‘actual malice,’’ which the Supreme

Court defines as any representation that is made with

knowledge of its falsity or in reckless disregard of its

truth. New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 84

S. Ct. 710, 11 L. Ed. 2d 686 (1964). The actual malice
standard places some burden on businesses to verify,

prior to publication, the veracity of any attacks they

level against competitors.

It is also considered tortious for a business to ap-

propriate the name or likeness of a famous individual

for commercial advantage. All individuals are vested

with an exclusive property right in their identity. No

person, business, or other entity may appropriate an

individual’s name or likeness without permission.

Despite the existence of this common law tort, busi-

nesses occasionally affiliate their products with pop-

ular celebrities without first obtaining consent. Al-

though movie stars and televisions actors can lend

prestige to the goods and services they promote, a

business which falsely suggests that a celebrity has

sponsored or endorsed one of its products will be

held liable for money damages in amount equal to

the economic gain derived from the wrongful appro-

priation.

State Law of Unfair Competition

The body of law governing unfair competition is

comprised of a combination of federal and state leg-

islation and state common law. Below is a sampling

of state court decisions decided at least in part based

on their own state’s statutory law, common law, or

both.

CALIFORNIA: A manufacturer’s price policy,

which set minimum resale prices for its products and

informed retailers that the manufacturer would re-

fuse to sell products to any retailer who did not com-

ply, was permissible under the state’s unfair competi-

tion law. West’s Ann.Cal.Bus. & Prof.Code §§ 16720

et seq. Chavez v. Whirlpool Corp.,—- Cal.Rptr.2d

——, 2001 WL 1324737 (Cal.App. 2 2001).

HAWAII: Where the seller of a solar water heating

unit incorrectly represented to a purchaser that it

had been in business for 16 years and that it had li-

censed engineers on its staff, and then failed to scien-

tifically tailor an efficient water heating system for the

purchasers’ home, installed the system knowing it

was defective in design, and failed to provide a rea-

sonable and effective service and repair program to

correct the faulty system after its installation, the sell-

er’s conduct and representations constituted acts or

practices violating the state’s statute governing un-

fair competition and deceptive trade practices. HRS

§ 480-2. Rosa v. Johnston, 3 Haw.App. 420, 651 P.2d

1228 (Hawaii’ App. 1982).

ILLINOIS: A competitor of a flashlight bulb distrib-

utor was free to copy the bulb’s information chart

and reorder card that was used by the distributor in

connection with the sale to retail merchants of bulbs

that were not copyrighted, and the only restriction

imposed by the state law of unfair competition was

that the competitor sufficiently identify the source of

the chart and card to customers by providing proper

labeling. S.H.A. ch. 121 =, § 312. 15. Duo-Tint Bulb
& Battery Co., Inc. v. Moline Supply Co., 46

Ill.App.3d 145, 360 N.E.2d 798, 4 Ill.Dec. 685, (Ill.App.

3 Dist. 1977)

INDIANA: The appropriate remedy for the misap-

propriation of a university’s name or likeness by a

professor for his website and e-mail addresses was

under the state’s unfair competition law, trademark

statutes, and the common law of tortious interfer-

ence with business relations. West’s A.I.C. 24-2-1-1 et

seq. Felsher v. University of Evansville, 755 N.E.2d

589, (Ind. 2001).

NEW JERSEY: The ‘‘rule of reason’’ analysis, rather

than a ‘‘per se’’ approach, is required for restraint of

trade claims alleging conspiracy to damage or elimi-

nate a competitor by unfair means, and thus a distrib-

utor’s failure to establish probable or actual injury to

competition caused by a processor’s conduct pre-

cluded the imposition of liability upon the processor.

Ideal Dairy Farms, Inc. v. Farmland Dairy Farms,
Inc., 282 N.J.Super. 140, 659 A.2d 904,

(N.J.Super.A.D. 1995).

NEW YORK: The plaintiff’s allegations failed to

state a claim for unfair competition arising out of mis-

cellaneous business relations, where the complaint

did not state the requisite elements of a confidential

business relationship between the parties or indicate

that the parties had entered a valid agreement to re-

frain from the alleged acts of unfair competition.

Ponte and Sons, Inc. v. American Fibers Intern., 222

A.D.2d 271, 635 N.Y.S.2d 193 (N.Y.A.D. 1 Dept.

1995).
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OHIO: Actions under the state’s deceptive trade

practice and unfair competition law have been re-

stricted by court interpretation of federal copyright

law to lawsuits seeking to redress violations of a com-

pany’s trade dress and labeling so as to prevent pur-

chasers from being misled as to the source of goods.

17 U.S.C.A. § 301. George P. Ballas Buick-GMC, Inc.
v. Taylor Buick, Inc., 5 Ohio Misc.2d 16, 449 N.E.2d

805, 1983 Copr.L.Dec. P 25,550, 5 O.B.R. 236 (Ohio

Com.Pl., 1981).

WASHINGTON: A state court’s issuance of an in-

junction against a national bank’s use of a name was

inconsistent with the authority of the Comptroller
of Currency to approve names for national banks,

and thus the court’s reliance on the state’s law of un-

fair competition was preempted by the Comptrol-

ler’s congressionally-approved discretion to approve

bank names. National Bank Act, 12 U.S.C.A. § 30. Pio-
neer First Federal Sav. and Loan Ass’n v. Pioneer
Nat. Bank, 98 Wash.2d 853, 659 P.2d 481 (Wash.

1983). 

Additional Resources

American Jurisprudence West Group, 1998.

http://profs.lp.findlaw.com/copyright/index.htmlFi ndLaw
for Legal Professionals: Copyright Law.

http://www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/index.text.html
Title 17 United States Code: Copyrights.

http://www.findlaw.com/01topics/23intellectprop/03trade
mark FindLaw for Legal Professionals: Trademark Law.

Intellectual Property in a Nutshell: Patents, Trademarks,
and Copyright West Group.

McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition West
Group, 2001.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law West Group, 1998

Organizations

Intellectual Property Owners Association

1255 23rd St NW # 200

Washington, DC 20037 USA

Phone: (202) 466-2396

Fax: (202) 466-2366

URL: www.ipo.org.

Primary Contact: Ronald E. Myrick, President

Recording Industry Association of America

1330 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 300

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 775-0101

Fax: (202) 638-0862

URL: http://www.riaa.com

Primary Contact: Hilary B. Rosen,CEO

U. S. Patent and Trademark Office

Crystal Plaza 3, Room 2C02

Washington, DC 20231 USA

Phone: (800) 786-9199

Fax: (703) 305-7786

URL: http://www.uspto.gov

Primary Contact: Nicholas Godici, Director
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INTERNET

ADVERTISING

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Before the Internet

- Print, Radio, and TV Advertising

- Advertising Becomes More Intrusive

• Benefits of Internet Advertising

• Advertising Caveats

- Website Advertising

- Cookies

- Spam

• Internet Advertising and Children

• Making Internet Advertising Work for Users

• Additional Resources

Background

The number of people who see an advertisement

on the Internet and click on it to get more informa-

tion is growing. For these people, the Internet is a

means of streamlining commerce. Depending on the

sophistication of the ad, the viewer may be able to

get product information, comparison information on

other products, a listing of current vendors who sell

the product (along with the price each charges), and

an electronic order form. The Internet allows people

to purchase anything from travel tickets to groceries

online, and people are drawn to online products via

ads.

It is also true that people who have clicked on an

online ad have in all likelihood provided the advertis-

er with a way to collect information about them.

Some of this information may seem innocuous—a fa-

vorite hobby, product preferences. In some cases,

however, the site may gather more information

about viewers than they realize, and it may do so

more actively than they wish.

Because the Internet is a relatively new phenome-

non (having become popular as a communications

tool in the 1990s), there are still a number of ques-

tions about how to use it effectively. Moreover, be-

cause the Internet exchanges information between

computers, it allows users to be ‘‘tracked’’ to varying

degrees. Not surprisingly, this ability has made the

Internet a particularly attractive tool for advertisers

and marketers. An advertisement placed on the In-

ternet has the potential to reach literally millions of

people anywhere in the world, at a fraction of the

cost of traditional print or broadcast advertising. As

with traditional advertising, some people welcome

the information, while others simply wish to be left

alone. In most cases this is not a problem; an Inter-

net user who sees an ad has the option of clicking

it and being put on an electronic mailing list if he or

she chooses, while someone who is not interested

can ignore the ad. In fact, many people do wish to

be placed on such lists. Being on these lists might

allow a consumer to receive information about new

products and special offers via email. To some, this

is seen as a convenience.

Some Internet sites, however, are set up to collect

information about visitor usage patterns. They use

this information to target potential customers via

mail, telephone, and email. For every person who

sees this as a convenience, there is someone else

who views it as a threat to security and privacy. Al-
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though the issue will likely be a work in progress for

some time, various groups in the government and

the private sector are working to ensure that Internet

advertising is safe and secure and that it respects the

privacy of viewers and customers.

Before the Internet

Using advertising as a means of tracking custom-

ers and their preferences is hardly new. The twenti-

eth century witnessed the growth of targeted mar-

keting based on information supplied, willingly, by

consumers. This could be accomplished by many

means, with the dual goal of finding out which adver-

tising is most effective and which customers are most

receptive.

Print, Radio, and TV Advertising

A simple example is a print advertisement in a

newspaper or magazine that includes the line, ‘‘Men-

tion this ad and receive an additional discount on our

services.’’ The advertiser had an accurate and cost-

effective way of determining how successful the ad

was; if hundreds of people mentioned it, the ad was

working, but if no one mentioned it, the ad needed

to be changed or dropped. Ads of this type also ap-

pear on radio and television.

An ad that asks people to list their name and ad-

dress and asks them to send that information to the

advertiser is designed to perform two functions.

First, it allows the advertiser to track individuals and

reach them directly with product and service offers.

Second, it allows the consumer to receive targeted

information about products that he or she may be in-

terested in purchasing. For a consumer who sees this

as a service, this works well for everyone concerned.

A consumer who has no interest in getting mail or

telephone calls from advertisers can simply ignore

requests for additional information.

Advertising Becomes More Intrusive

As technology made it easier for records to be

kept, it became increasingly difficult for people to re-

main anonymous. As marketing became a more de-

finitive science in the latter half of the twentieth cen-

tury, more people found themselves subjected to ads

in the mail and on the telephone. Anyone with a tele-

phone number and a mailing address could expect

to be contacted by advertisers. People who did busi-

ness with a company and paid by credit card or peo-

ple who submitted their names to local businesses

offering free prizes, might find themselves being tar-

geted with specific offers. Junk mail, junk phone

calls, and even junk faxes have become a fact of life

for virtually everyone. People who switch to unlisted

telephone numbers often find that they get calls for

the last person before them to hold that number. Or-

ganizations such as the Direct Marketing Association

(DMA) can help consumers get off mail and tele-

phone lists, but other lists do continue to crop up.

Benefits of Internet Advertising

Despite the negative aspects of Internet ads, they

do actually serve a useful function for both consum-

ers and those who have websites. For consumers, In-

ternet advertising provides them with one enormous

advantage: free access to websites. Many websites

use the revenue generated by ads to pay for the web

hosting service that allows them to appear in the In-

ternet in the first place.

From the website’s perspective, accepting ads al-

lows people to have free access. Without the ads, the

sites would likely need to charge a fee to remain via-

ble and pay for web hosting services (which include

the space on the Internet to run the site).

Advertising can be done via email as well. This is

a highly cost-effective way for companies to reach

customers or potential customers. Typically, a com-

pany will collect the email addresses of customers

and ask them whether they wish to be sent special

offers or company news via email. Those who say yes

will get periodic product updates and special pur-

chase officers delivered electronically. Customers

can opt into or out of the system. Email has the ad-

vantage of quick delivery and minimal cost; even a

company that has no website can send e mail.

Advertising Caveats

Website Advertising

Anyone who has visited a website on the Internet

is familiar with the ad that flashes across the screen,

known as the banner ad. Banner ads often have

some sort of graphic element that catch the viewer’s

attention, along with an invitation to learn more

about the product being advertised.

Banner ads are often considered intrusive and

many people simply ignore them. Other ads that are

less easy to ignore actually pop up on the screen

while the viewer is looking at a website. Some of

these ads open up in a new window, and the viewer

must physically close these windows to get rid of the

ad.
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What many people fail to realize is that by clicking

on to an Internet ad, they are authorizing a tracking

device to be placed on their computer. This device

will allow the advertiser to monitor the potential cus-

tomer’s computer use, including other sites visited

and purchases made. Many people who believe they

are safe from Internet advertisers are surprised to

find themselves getting offers online or in the mail

because they are unaware that clicking onto a banner

ad launches this tracking device, known as a cookie.

Cookies

Despite the whimsical name, cookies are a power-

ful tracking tool for advertisers. They are designed to

store small pieces of information on a computer to

make it easier for websites to remember the comput-

er user. In its most innocuous form the cookie is a

useful item. Cookies are used to save passwords and

user ID information, which is useful for people who

visit websites of organizations they belong to. Thanks

to cookies, the computer can ‘‘remember’’ this infor-

mation instead of forcing the user to type it in each

time he or she visits a site.

Cookies can also be used, however, to gather

more personal information about users, including

what they purchase, how much time they spend at

different sites, what they click on, and what they pur-

chase. Often, banner ads include cookies, so anyone

who clicks on a banner ad gets a cookie placed on

his or her computer. That may be fine if the cookie

only tracks the user’s visits to that particular ad. Un-

fortunately, many banner ad companies actually col-

lect data from cookies for all their member compa-

nies. This is how clicking on one particular ad can

generate junk email, phone calls, or print mail.

Spam

Unsolicited electronic advertising, or spam, has

become an increasingly common nuisance to anyone

with an email account. Spam is essentially electronic

junk mail. Those who send spam may purchase email

lists, or they may use technology that sends to ran-

dom email names in a particular domain name (in

much the same way computerized telemarketing will

dial different telephone numbers at random). Spam

may advertise anything at all from magazines to elec-

tronic equipment to travel packages. One of the

most pervasive, and offensive, uses of spam is adver-

tising of pornographic websites and literature.

Spam is popular with advertisers because it is con-

venient and because it costs a fraction of what mass

mailings cost. With an actual mailing, the advertiser

has to pay for paper, printing, and postage. With

email advertisements, none of those costs exists. As

with telemarketing, the danger of offending poten-

tial customers is offset many times over by the num-

ber of new customers who see email marketing as a

convenient way to receive information.

A number of companies offer spam-filtering ser-

vices that are designed to identify mail that looks like

spam and prohibit its delivery. Usually the spam is

stored where the would-be recipient can view it at

his or her leisure and delete as necessary. Some In-

ternet service providers (ISPs) also offer anti-spam

functions. Electronic communication experts recom-

mend that those who wish to minimize the amount

of spam they get can send complaints to the ISP’s

postmaster (for example, if the domain name is sam-

ple.com, the complaint would be sent to postmas-

ter@sample.com.) Often the ISP has no idea that a

customer is using spam and will be only too happy

to remove that client from its roster. Replying to a

spam message, even when there are instructions for

getting off of a list, is not recommended because

even an angry note tells the sender that they have

reached a live person, and they may continue to send

spam anyway.

Internet Advertising and Children

Children are particularly vulnerable when it

comes to advertising. Marketers have long known

that television advertising can be highly effective in

reaching children, who are not savvy enough to un-

derstand that ads can be misleading.

Congress enacted legislation in 2000 to protect

children, as well as their parents, from unscrupulous

or unwitting advertisers who try to solicit informa-

tion. Known as the Children’s Online Privacy Protec-

tion Act (COPPA), it requires websites to obtain veri-

fiable parental consent before collecting data from

children. This data could include names, mailing ad-

dresses, email addresses, birth dates, and other pri-

vate or personal information that children may not

realize should not be shared online.

There have been cases, for example, in which chil-

dren have been asked to provide this sort of informa-

tion to websites as part of the entry rules for an on-

line contest. COPPA mandates that in the case of

such contests, children cannot be asked for informa-

tion that is not deemed reasonably necessary. Com-

panies that violate COPPA can face large fines.

COPPA covers all websites for children ages 13 and

under, as well as any website that collects data from

children.
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In fairness to these websites, many of them were

ignorant about the problem and its potential fallout.

Through increased education and compliance ef-

forts, COPPA has helped children’s websites to be

more careful. For example, a 1998 survey of 144 chil-

dren’s websites revealed that only 24 percent had

some sort of privacy policy to ensure that children’s

information would not be given to other sources. A

second survey, released in 2001, revealed that the

number of sites with a privacy policy had risen to

nearly 90 percent.

Making Internet Advertising Work for
Users

Used properly, Internet advertising can be appeal-

ing to consumers and cost-effective to advertisers.

Consumers who wish to get the most out of Internet

advertising can follow some simple guidelines to en-

sure that they are not being placed unwittingly on

mailing lists.

• Learn how to reject and remove cookies. In-

ternet browsers (such as Netscape, Internet

Explorer, and Opera) allow users to set their

preferences to accept only certain cookies,

or no cookies at all. This can be helpful, but

it sometimes makes it cumbersome to ac-

cess websites that use cookies to store mem-

ber ID and password names. Each browser

does provide instructions on how to do this,

and also on how to selectively delete cookies

currently residing on a computer.

• Provide only the necessary information to
conduct online transactions. Some web-

sites ask for name, mailing address, home

and work phone numbers, email address,

date of birth, etc. Users probably do not

need to divulge all this information. In most

online forms, ‘‘required fields’’ (those that

must be filled out for the form to be accept-

ed) are marked with an asterisk; everything

else is optional.

• If users belong to any online lists or fre-
quent any sites where they make purchases,
they can check their preferences to see what
information is available. About 2001

Yahoo, which offers services such as listser-

ve hosting, upgraded its technology. In so

doing, it set all Yahoo customers to a de-
fault setting in which they all consented to

receiving solicitations by mail, phone, and

email. Yahoo did notify its customers and

provided instructions on how to change

those preferences, but if they belong to

other list groups or if they make purchases

from a particular site they should periodical-

ly check their settings.

• Do not respond to spam. Sending a reply to

spam asking to be removed from a list al-

most never works. Users can contact their

Internet service provider to find out if it can

help them track down spam; there is also

software on the market that can screen

some spam.

Some organizations on the Internet provide infor-

mation about online privacy issues, advertising, legal

action, and spam. The Electronic Frontier Founda-

tion (http://www.eff.org) offers a variety of informa-

tion and also has links to other information.

Ultimately, dealing with Internet advertising is like

dealing with any other type of advertising. Under-

standing how it works may not eliminate ads, but it

will help users know how to minimize their impact.

Additional Resources

Advertising and Marketing on the Internet: Rules of the
Road Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Consumer
Protection, 1998.

Advertising on the Internet Zeff, Robbin Lee, and Brad Ar-
onson, Wiley, 1999.

Advertising on the Web Sterne, Jim, Que, 1997.

Cybermarketing Keeler, Len, AMACOM, 1995.

E-Advertising and E-Marketing: Online Opportunities
Haegele, Katie, Rosen Publishing Group, 2001.

Organizations

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)

454 Shotwell Street

San Francisco, CA 94110 USA

Phone: (415) 436-9333

Fax: (415) 436-9993

URL: http://www.eff.org

Primary Contact: Shari Steele, Executive Director

and President

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

445 12th Street SW

Washington, DC 20554 USA

Phone: (888) 225-5322
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Fax: (202) 418-0232

URL: http://www.fcc.gov

Primary Contact: Michael K. Powell, Chairman

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW

Washington, DC 20580 USA

Phone: (202) 382-2537

URL: http://www.ftc.gov

Primary Contact: Frederick J. Zirkel, Inspector

General
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Background

The Internet has raised a variety of legal issues

since it first became widely used in the mid-1990s,

most in the area of consumer rights and protections.

But because the Internet is relatively new, regula-

tions affecting consumer rights have often lagged be-

hind the development of e-commerce as important

new revenue source for businesses in the United

States.

At the end of the 1990s and beginning of the twen-

ty-first century, legislation affecting consumer and

business rights in areas such as privacy, cybersquat-

ting, and electronic signatures was passed. This legis-

lation marked some of the first attempts to regulate

the Internet marketplace. Because the Internet is still

changing and developing, these new laws will almost

certainly not be the last in terms of Internet regula-

tion. It remains to be seen what will develop for this

extraordinarily powerful marketing and selling tool.

Development of the Internet

The Department of Defense first created the In-

ternet in the late 1960s as a way of making sure com-

munications between different facilities could with-

stand a war. It was originally called APRAnet, and in

time this network came to link corporations and

educational institutions as well. As this system devel-

oped, its aptitude for commercial applications be-

came more and more apparent. The introduction of

the first Internet browsers, along with the develop-

ment of domain names—the names used by their

owners to identify specific Internet addresses (e.g.

www.gale.com)—and hypertext transfer protocols

(HTTP), hastened this changeover. By 1995, when

the National Science Foundation finally stopped su-

pervising the Internet and Netscape introduced the

first commercial Internet browser, it was clear that

the Internet was going to become something big.

Since that time, companies offering various com-

mercial services have popped up all over the Inter-

net. Amazon, E-Bay, and Yahoo are the most widely

known of the thousands of retail companies that

have taken advantage of the Internet’s lack of over-

head and its ease of use. Internet commerce explod-

ed from less than $100 million in 1995 to $33 billion

in 2001.

But with this tremendous increase in trade has

come concern for the rights of consumers who use

the Internet to buy everything from soap to cars. Be-

cause the Internet has grown so fast in a relatively
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short while, many unusual consumer issues have

arisen that have required both regulatory agencies

such as the FTC and the legislative branches to pass

new rules and laws specifically adapted to the situa-

tion.

Consumers and Privacy

One of the most controversial issues facing con-

sumers using the Internet has been privacy. Consum-

ers have been concerned not just about having im-

portant information such as credit card numbers

given out to the wrong people but also other infor-

mation such as addresses and phone numbers.

One of the biggest controversies over privacy and

the Internet has concerned so-called informational

databases that companies accumulate when individ-

uals buy something or registers on their sites. These

databases contain personal information that can be

sold to other corporations wishing to target those

consumers. Corporations have traditionally treated

these databases as a normal business asset. Recently

Congress has stepped in to enact legislation making

it more difficult to sell or purchase these databases

without the consent of the consumer providing the

information. There are questions about the reach of

some of this legislation, however.

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), first

passed in 1984, was amended in 1996 to punish any-

one who ‘‘intentionally accesses a computer without

authorization or exceeds authorized access and

thereby obtains information from any protected

computer.’’ Computers used for e-mail communica-

tion between states or used for online purchases

from online vendors from other states are presum-

ably included under the definition of protected com-

puter that states that it includes any computer

‘‘which is used in interstate or foreign commerce or

communication.’’

Thus, any user who covertly collects personal in-

formation of web-users engaged in transactions is in

violation of this act. However, the CFAA has been

used sparingly in prosecutions so far, and there are

questions about its reach in regard to Internet priva-

cy issues.

Electronic Communications Privacy Act

Like the CFAA, the Electronic Communications

Privacy Act (ECPA) was originally passed in the 1980s.

The ECPA prohibits the intentional interception of

electronic communications, the intentional disclo-

sure of electronic communications wrongfully ob-

tained, and the intentional use of electronic commu-

nications wrongfully obtained. 

Observers have suggested that the EPCA could

limit the use of ‘‘online profiling.’’ Profiles are com-

piled by tracking users’ movements online, usually

by the use of cookies (pieces of code that are placed

on users’ computers when they visit a website that

compiles information about users the websites use

when the users make return visits). These cookies

are often traded between sites so that online profiles

of Internet users can be built, and marketing infor-

mation can be targeted as specific users.

The ECPA contains an exception to its general

rules about electronic communications that allows

the interception and dissemination of electronic

communications when one party to the communica-

tion has given consent. This would limit the use of

EPCA in terms of online profiling since the site the

user is in direct contact with would be allowed to use

the consumer’s information under this exception.

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act

The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act

(COPPA), passed in 1998, marks the first action by

the government specifically limiting companies’ dis-

semination of private information over the Internet.

COPPA prohibits an operator of a website or online

service directed at children or any operator that has

actual knowledge that children are using its website,

from collecting personal information from a child,

unless the operator meets certain regulatory require-

ments.

These regulatory requirements include providing

notice on the website as to what information is col-

lected from the children and how the operator plans

to use the information. In addition, the operator

must obtain verifiable parental consent for the col-

lection, use, or disclosure of personal information

from children. Finally, operators are required, upon

the request of a parent, to provide a description of

the specific types of personal information collected

from the child by that operator and an opportunity

to prevent further collection or use of such informa-

tion.

COPPA applies to websites and online services

that are specifically directed at children under the

age of thirteen and to operators of websites where

the operators have actual knowledge they are col-

lecting information from children under the age of
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thirteen. In 2000, the Federal Trade Commission

filed its first action under COPPA, against a website

called Toysmart. After it declared bankruptcy, Toys-

mart had attempted to sell the data it had collected

selling toys. The FTC and Toysmart eventually

agreed to a consent degree which allowed Toysmart

to sell its database but only to a qualified buyer who

focused its business in the same area that Toysmart

did and agreed to the same limitations on that infor-

mation that Toysmart had to follow under COPPA.

FTC Actions

Beyond the above-mentioned acts, the FTC has

made clear to Internet service providers they are ex-

pected to abide by the privacy policies posted on

their websites. Recently, the FTC took action against

at least one ‘‘virtual community website’’—

consisting of the home pages of millions of mem-

bers—which was providing information to third par-

ties compiled from members in violation of its own

privacy policies. The FTC suggested in a release after

the case was settled that ‘‘statements about informa-

tion practices must be accurate and complete.’’ If a

retailer or other service provider states in a privacy

policy it will not disseminate information, the FTC

will step in if that policy is violated.

Cybersquatting

Cybersquatting refers to the registration of a do-

main name in which the person has no legitimate in-

terest. Cybersquatting is the attempt to profit by re-

serving and later reselling the domain name to the

companies or individuals that have the trademarked

right to the domain name. This can happen because

domain names are registered on a first come, first

serve basis. As an example, a cybersquatter may regis-

ter the name ‘‘Exxon.com’’ and attempt to sell this

name back to the Exxon corporation, or alternatively,

may attempt to block Exxon from using Exxon.com

as an address to conduct business on the Internet.

The cybersquatter may use the Exxon.com address

to post disparaging information about Exxon or to try

to defraud consumers wishing to do business with

Exxon into thinking they have accessed the official

Exxon site.

In response to the tremendous amount of litiga-
tion that occurred as a result of cybersquatting, the

Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act

(ACPA) was passed in 1999. This law provides that

persons are liable for civil damages if they register,

use, or traffic in domain names that are identical or

confusingly similar to a distinctive or famous mark

owned by the plaintiff and the person has a bad
faith intent to profit from such activity.

The ACPA is a fairly broad act that prevents many

of the actions of cybersquatters discussed above. To

assist in the bad faith determination, the court pro-

vides a non-exhaustive list of factors the court may

examine in looking at a person’s registration of a do-

main name. These include:

• The trademark or other intellectual property

rights of the person in the domain name

• The extent to which the domain name con-

sists of the legal name of the person or a

name that is commonly used to identify that

person

• The person’s prior use of the domain name

for a commercial purpose

• The person’s prior use of the domain name

for noncommercial purposes

• The person’s intent to divert consumers

from the mark owner’s online location to a

site that could harm the good will represent-

ed by the mark, either for commercial gain

or with the intent to tarnish or disparage the

mark

• The person’s offer to transfer, sell, or other-

wise assign the domain name to the mark

owner or any third party for financial gain

without having used the domain name in the

bona fide offering of any goods or services

• The person’s provision of material and mis-

leading false contact information when ap-

plying for the registration of the domain

name

• The person’s registration or acquisitions of

multiple domain names that the person

knows are identical or confusingly similar to

the marks of others

• The extent to which the mark incorporated

in the person’s domain name registration is

or is not distinctive and famous.

Electronic Signatures and E-Sign

One of the most difficult issues to resolve in the

area of consumer rights and the Internet is the role

of ‘‘electronic signatures.’’ Traditionally, signatures

have had a hallowed place in the arena of contract

law, where they have been seen as crucial to making
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a valid contract between parties. But on a computer,

it is impossible to sign a name; at least in the tradi-

tional way it has been done. Yet consumer transac-

tions between parties require some sort of indication

of agreement even over the Internet, some sort of in-

dication there has been a ‘‘meeting of the minds.’’

On Oct. 1, 2000, in answer to these concerns, the

E-Sign Act took effect. E-Sign established a uniform

federal framework for validating electronic com-

merce transactions. E-Sign allows electronic signa-

tures for two scenarios: a transaction that occurs in

‘‘electronic form,’’ and a transaction that utilizes an

electronic signature or electronic record. In both of

these scenarios, E-sign upholds the effects of elec-

tronic transactions regardless of the type of method

of electronic record or signature employed by the

transacting parties.

E-Sign applies only to transactions where parties

have agreed to do business electronically—through

the Internet or other electronic methods. In addi-

tion, where an existing law requires that information

relating to a transaction be made available to a con-

sumer in writing, a consumer must affirmatively con-

sent to an electronic record in place of the written

record, and must be provided with an easy to under-

stand way to withdraw such consent.

E-Sign does not change existing state law regard-

ing the necessity or effect of signatures. It merely

provides one more way for such signatures to be re-

corded.

Additional Resources

‘‘Consumer Protection and Antitrust Enforcement at the
Speed of Light: The FTC Meets the Internet’’ Graubert,
John, Jill Coleman, Canada-United States Law Journal,
1999.

‘‘Fighting Back on the Internet: A Primer on the Anticy-
bersquatting Consumer Protection Act’’ Toth, Justin T.,
Utah Bar Journal, November, 2001.

‘‘From Wax Seals to Hypertext: Electronic Signatures,
Contract Formation and a New Model for Consumer
Protection in Internet Transactions’’ Balloon, Anthony
M., Emory Law Journal, Summer 2001.

‘‘The New Economania: Consumer Privacy, Bankruptcy,
and Venture Capital at Odds in the Internet Market-
place’’ Wingate, John M., George Mason Law Review,
Spring 2001.

‘‘The Rise and Fall of Internet Fences: The Overbroad Pro-
tection of the Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection
Act’’ Ward, Jonathon M., Marquette Intellectual Proper-
ty Law Review, 2001.

Organizations

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)

454 Shotwell Street

San Francisco, CA 94110-1914 USA

Phone: (415) 436-9333

Fax: (415) 436-9993

URL: http://www.eff.org/

Primary Contact: Brad Templeton, Chairman of the

Board

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20580 USA

Phone: (202) 326-2222

URL: http://www.ftc.gov

Primary Contact: Timothy J. Muris, Chairman

National Consumer Law Center

77 Summer Street, 10th Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1006 USA

Phone: (617) 542-8010

Fax: (617) 542-8028

URL: http://www.consumerlaw.org/

Primary Contact: Willard P. Ogburn, Executive

Director
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Background

In the United States, freedom of speech is guar-

anteed by the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitu-

tion, the highest law in the land. This law protects

what individuals say, what they write, and their right

to meet freely with other people in just about any

forum: clubs, demonstrations, organizations, and ral-

lies. This cherished protection applies to everyone in

the United States.

The advent of the Internet and the huge variety

of data it makes accessible has been hailed by free

speech advocates as an incredible boon to the Unit-

ed States and the world. On the other hand, the no-

tion that such a vast array of speech can be dissemi-

nated so easily and broadly, all without any

restrictions or review, concerns and offends many in-

dividuals and groups. Some groups have called for an

array of content regulations and restrictions, for ex-

ample, legislative initiatives that would force elec-

tronic communications providers to censor the ma-

terial they distribute or to deny access to various

potential users. On the other side of the debate,

there are concerns that such regulation contravenes

the protections of the First Amendment, ultimately

providing control at the cost of free speech.

The Internet poses certain challenges to tradition-

al First Amendment law. Some groups assert that the

Internet should be allowed to regulate itself. These

groups assert that government regulations would lag

behind the rapidly developing technology. Even so,

there have been many attempts to regulate the Inter-

net, and these have frequently raised legal questions

and challenges.

Radio, Television, and the Internet

To use television or radio airtime, get ideas pub-

lished in a newspaper or magazine, or use traditional

types of communications media to share thoughts

with thousands or millions of listeners, people must

first obtain the approval and assistance of publishers

and broadcasters. But, such concerns are not as rele-

vant in cyberspace. On the Internet, people can pub-

lish themselves, and their messages are instantly dis-

tributed around the globe. Through the Internet and

the World Wide Web, individuals now possess an un-

precedented degree of freedom regarding the words

and images shared with others.

The urge to regulate new communication tech-

nologies is certainly nothing new. Practically every

new technological communications development

has been subjected to the same legislative fervor for
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review in its earliest days. Even though the U.S. Su-

preme Court has traditionally vigorously supported

First Amendment rights, the Court has been some-

what inconsistent when it applies the First Amend-

ment to providers of mass communications. A typical

maneuver is for the Court to find differences in the

characteristics of the new medium that it uses to jus-

tify different treatment in the First Amendment stan-

dards that apply to it.

Previously, radio and television broadcasters en-

countered similar problems. In the early days of

radio, there were calls for restricting broadcasting

only to persons licensed by the federal government,

and only on the frequencies and at the times as-

signed to them. Laws such as the Radio Act of 1927

required broadcasters to censor obscene and pro-

fane language from their programs. At the same time,

the Radio Act purported to prohibit the govern-

ment’s control over the content of broadcasts. In the

1940s, radio broadcasters asserted that such regula-

tions violated their First Amendment rights. But the

Supreme Court cited the difference between radio

and other forms of communication because it is not

available universally. This difference, the Court

found, made radio subject to government regulation.

One of the consequences of such regulation has

been less stringent First Amendment protection for

providers of mass communications media. This re-

stricted view dominated legal discourse on the sub-

ject for the second half of the twentieth century.

Similar to the legislative and regulatory challenges

prior communications media providers endured,

there are as of 2002 numerous appeals for legislation

and regulation of electronic media. Current events

outside the communication industries have also driv-

en the impetus to regulate. For example, after the

Oklahoma City bombing, some groups demanded

that government control Internet sites on which indi-

viduals can learn about making bombs. Following a

Carnegie Mellon study on Internet pornography
and a subsequent Time Magazine article that brought

the study’s findings to mainstream America, there

were fresh calls for immediate legislative and regula-

tory crackdowns on the content available on elec-

tronic networks. These regulations were intended to

protect children from seeing materials that would

harm them. This Carnegie Mellon study quickly at-

tracted intense criticism for flawed research and dis-

torted statistics of the quantity of porn to be found

on the Internet. But public concern pushed attempts

by Congress to do something to address these con-

cerns. What resulted was the Communications De-

cency Act of 1995 (CDA).

The federal courts have helped to provide guide-

lines for First Amendment rights of online services.

The courts have ruled on various challenges to Inter-

net providers and groups who provide content for

Web sites. Of course, judicial protection can never be

guaranteed. But generally, it is safe to say that the

First Amendment allows restriction of speech that is

obscene or defamatory in certain situations and the

First Amendment does not protect speech that is an

imminent threat of action.

The Courts are nevertheless striking out into new

territory. For example, in 1991, the Supreme Court

case of Cubby v. CompuServe helped clarify the pa-

rameters of First Amendment protections extended

to businesses that provide digitized information. The

court held that an online service provider is acting

as a kind of digital, profit-based library when it makes

publications available online as long as the service

provider has no editorial control over the content.

This extends First Amendment protections given to

news distributors and conventional libraries. In argu-

ing its case, CompuServe asserted that in this age of

cyber-publication, there is no way that an online ser-

vice provider can have knowledge of the content of

each message or communication transacted over its

service. CompuServe also argued that to do so would

be to inappropriately assume editorial control of the

speech of its users, and doing so would make the ser-

vice more like a publisher than a distributor.

The Communications Decency Act of
1996

The Communications Decency Act of 1996 (CDA)

was enacted as a means to prevent the transmission

of indecent and patently offensive materials to mi-

nors over the Internet. There were two key provi-

sions to the CDA:

1. The first prohibited companies or individ-

uals from knowingly transmitting obscene

or indecent messages to anyone under 18.

2. The second prohibited companies or indi-

viduals from knowingly sending or display-

ing patently offensive communications.

The CDA imposed broadcast-style content regula-

tions on the Internet; many felt that this severely re-

stricted the First Amendment rights of U.S. Internet

users. Some claimed that the Act threatened the very
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existence of the Internet itself. A major problem for

the CDA, despite its good intentions, was its imprac-

ticability. How can such a law be effective at control-

ling content on a global communications medium

when a website in the Netherlands is as accessible as

a site in Tulsa?

Soon after the CDA was enacted, the activist

group, Citizens Internet Empowerment Coalition

(CIEC), was assembled to challenge the CDA. CIEC

is a broad coalition of the following groups: book as-

sociations, libraries, civil liberties groups, magazines

newspapers, online service providers, over 56,000 in-

dividual Internet users, and recording industry asso-

ciations. In terms of composition, CIEC is a fairly

good representation of the breadth of the Internet

community. CIEC asserted that the Internet is a

unique communications medium deserving broad

First Amendment protections. Basically, CIEC argued

that the inability of Internet users and providers to

reliably verify the age of information recipients pre-

vented them from engaging in indecent speech,

which traditionally has received strong protection

under the First Amendment.

It is important to keep in mind that the CDA was

not intended to outlaw child pornography, obsceni-
ty, or stalking children. These acts were made

crimes many years earlier under other laws. Rather,

the CDA prohibited users from posting indecent or

obviously offensive materials in public forums on the

Internet. These included chat rooms, newsgroups,

online discussion lists, or web pages. Under the CDA,

books such as the Catcher in the Rye, Ulysses, Fanny
Hill, and many other texts, although offensive to

some people, have the full protection of the First

Amendment if they are published in a newspaper,

magazine, or a book, or posted in the public square.

After a lengthy hearing that included many exam-

ples and on-line demonstrations, a special three-

judge district court (which was created by the CDA

in anticipation of constitutional challenges) agreed

with the groups and ruled that the provisions violat-

ed the First Amendment. This decision went to the

Supreme Court on appeal.

Reno v. ACLU

A major U.S. Supreme Court case on Internet free

speech is Reno v. ACLU. In that case, the Supreme

Court struck down the CDA. As part of its ruling, the

Court granted the highest level of First Amendment

protection to speech conducted over the Internet. In

Reno, the Court distinguished the Internet which has

much weaker First Amendment protections from

broadcast media and placed the Internet squarely

among traditional media such as books and newspa-

pers. By doing so, the Court helped establish un-

equivocally that the Internet is entitled to the broad-

est First Amendment protections.

In 1997, the Supreme Court held unanimously in

Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union that the CDA

constituted an unconstitutional restriction on

speech on the Internet. The court found the Internet

to be a ‘‘unique and wholly new medium of world-

wide human communication’’ deserving of full First

Amendment protection. Lawmakers may only regu-

late obscenity; consequently, the regulations con-

tained in the CDA would reduce the constitutionally

protected material available to adults ‘‘to only what

is fit for children.’’ According to the Supreme Court,

the unique features of Internet communications

such as its availability and ease of use were critical to

its decision.

The Child Online Protection Act

In October of 1998, the federal government enact-

ed the Child Online Protection Act (COPA). In some

ways, COPA can be described as the ‘‘sequel’’ to

CDA. COPA provides criminal penalties for any com-

mercial distribution of information harmful to mi-

nors. The law was challenged almost immediately,

and in February 1999, the plaintiffs obtained an in-

junction that prevented the government from en-

forcing COPA. Eventually, COPA was declared uncon-

stitutional by the Supreme Court on the grounds that

each individual who tries to disseminate speech over

the Internet would have to conform that speech to

the most restrictive and conservative state’s standard

of what constitutes material harmful to minors.

Filters

Internet users can publish material that can reach

millions of people at very low cost. This differs great-

ly from television and radio, which have a limited

channel capacity and cede little control to viewers or

listeners. Additionally, Internet users can control a

great deal of the content they receive online. For ex-

ample, Internet users can prevent their children

from viewing certain material by employing inexpen-

sive and easy-to-use technologies that can block or

filter content based on the individual tastes and val-

ues of parents.

The Children’s Internet Protection Act

In December 1999 Congress passed the Chil-

dren’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA). This legisla-
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tion requires schools and libraries receiving federal

funds for Internet access to install filtering software

on their computers in order to block access to mate-

rials that are obscene or otherwise harmful to mi-

nors. Civil Rights and Free Speech advocates filed

suit to block implementation of the law citing the po-

tential that filtering software would block protected,

harmless, or innocent speech. As of 2002, the case

had been argued and the court’s opinion was pend-

ing.

The plaintiffs in the CIPA case caution that soft-

ware limiting the availability of electronic material

may jeopardize free expression and facilitate govern-

ment censorship. Proponents of filters and rating

systems frequently characterize these systems as fea-

tures or tools. On the other hand, filters and rating

systems also are seen as fundamental architectural

changes that may actually suppress speech far more

than laws ever could. For example, several popular

Internet filters block the Web sites of benign human
rights organizations. Basically, the problem with fil-

ters appears to be their inability to consider context.

What troubles free speech advocates far more than

inadvertent context-based blocking is blocking legiti-

mate sites based on a set of morals or political points

of view. In a similar fashion, blocking software at li-

braries can prevent adults as well as children from

getting access to valuable speech in the areas of sex

education, abuse recovery discussions, and protect-

ed speech concerning lesbian and gay issues.

The Yahoo! Case

In 2000, a French court ruled that the Internet

company, Yahoo!, must ban its French users from

English-language sites that auctioned Nazi books and

other paraphernalia. Basically, the court was asking

Yahoo! to filter out French users to certain parts of

its many sites. Yahoo! claimed that because

Yahoo.com services are governed by U.S. law, auc-

tions of such materials cannot be barred because of

the U.S. constitutional right to freedom of speech. In

November 2001, a U.S. District Court ruled that this

French decision could not be enforced in U.S. courts.

The court held that the First Amendment protects

content created in the United States by American

companies from regulation by countries that have

more restrictive free speech laws. Subsequently, the

League Against Racism and Anti-Semitism and the

French Union of Jewish Students have sought an ap-

peal claiming that French law should not be over-

ruled by U.S. law.

Anonymity

Anonymity in the context of communications is

the ability to hide one’s identity while communicat-

ing. Doing so helps individuals to express their politi-

cal ideas without fear of government intimidation or

public retaliation in three important areas:

1. participate in governmental processes

2. membership in political associations

3. the practice of religious belief

In three cases between 1960 to 1999, the Supreme

Court reaffirmed the notion that sacrificing anonymi-

ty ‘‘might deter perfectly peaceful discussions of

public matters of importance.’’ Additionally, the Su-

preme Court has upheld disclosure laws (laws that

reduce anonymity in political contexts) only in cases

in which the government can demonstrate the exis-

tence of a compelling government interest. For ex-

ample, a compelling governmental interest exists in

assuring the integrity of the election process by re-

quiring campaign contribution disclosures.

The feature of anonymity has been embraced by

a huge number of Internet users. Some of the venues

especially suitable for anonymity are message

boards, chatrooms, and various informational sites.

Anonymity allows individuals to consume and/or

provide unpopular, controversial, or embarrassing

information without sacrificing privacy or reputa-

tions. But such anonymity is increasingly being as-

sailed as civil litigants have begun using the adver-

sarial discovery process to get around online

anonymity measures. Since 1998, there have been

many defamation lawsuits filed against ‘‘John Doe’’

defendants by plaintiffs who allege they have been

harmed by anonymous Internet postings.

As of 2002, any civil litigant may allege defamation

against an Internet poster and bring a civil suit. If,

during discovery, the court approves a subpoena
calling for the identity of a poster, the Internet ser-

vice provider must disclose the individual’s name,

even before the poster’s statement is proven defama-

tory. This enables companies or other powerful

groups to use the legal discovery process to intimi-

date anonymous users. This issue has been litigated

in New Jersey; that court imposed strict rules to pro-

tect the identities of anonymous Internet posters in

the discovery process. Nationally, the law is far from

settled:
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Additional Resources

Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace Lessig, Lawrence,
Basic Books, 1999.

Governance in ‘Cyberspace’: Access and Public Interest
in Global Communications Grewlich, Klaus W., Kluwer
Law International, 1999.

Issues in Cyberspace: Communication, Technology, Law,
and Society on the Internet Frontier Samoriski, Jan,
Allyn and Bacon, 2002.

The Law of the Internet 2nd ed. Delta, George B., and Jef-
frey H. Matsuura, Aspen Publishers, Inc., 2002.

Liberating Cyberspace: Civil Liberties, Human Rights, and
the Internet Edited by Liberty (National Council for Civil
Liberties), Pluto Press, 1999.

Organizations

Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility (CPSR)

PO Box 717

Palo Alto, CA 94302 USA

Phone: (650) 322-3778

Fax: (650) 322-4748

URL: http://www.cpsr.org/

The Center for Democracy & Technology
(CDT)

1634 Eye Street NW, Suite 1100

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 637-9800

Fax: (202) 637-0968

E-Mail: feedback@cdt.org

URL: http://www.cdt.org/speech/

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)

454 Shotwell Street

San Francisco, CA 94110-1914 USA

Phone: (415) 436-9333

Fax: (415) 436-9993

URL: http://www.eff.org/

Freedom Forum

1101 Wilson Blvd.

Arlington, VA 22209 USA

Phone: (703) 528-0800

Fax: (703) 284-3770

E-Mail: news@freedomforum.org

URL: http://www.freedomforum.org/

People for the American Way (PFAW)

2000 M Street NW, Suite 400

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 467-4999

Fax: (202) 293-2672

E-Mail: pfaw@pfaw.org

URL: http://www.pfaw.org/
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INTERNET

INTERNET CRIME

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Fraud

• Unauthorized Computer Access 

- Types of Unauthorized Access

- National Security

- Illegally Obtaining Information

- Affecting U.S. Government Comput-

ers

- Intent to Defraud

- Damaging Computers

- Password Trafficking

- Extortion

- Additional Penalties and Legal Re-

course for Unauthorized Access

• Damaging Communications Lines, Stations,

or Systems

• Interception and Disclosure of Wire, Oral, or

Electronic Communications

• Terrorism

• Unlawful Access to Stored Communications

• Pornography and Sexual Predators

• Copyright Violations

• State Laws and Policing of Internet Crime

• Additional Resources

Background

Internet crime is among the newest and most con-

stantly evolving areas of American law. Although the

Internet itself is more than three decades old, greater

public usage began in the late 1980s with widespread

adoption only following in the 1990s. During that

decade the Net was transformed from its modest mil-

itary and academic roots into a global economic tool,

used daily by over 100 million Americans and gener-

ating upwards of $100 billion in domestic revenue

annually. But as many aspects of business, social, po-

litical, and cultural life moved online, so did crime,

creating new challenges for lawmakers and law en-

forcement. 

Crime on the Net takes both old and new forms.

The medium has facilitated such traditional offenses

as fraud and child pornography. But it has also

given rise to unique technological crimes, such as

electronic intrusion in the form of hacking and com-

puter viruses. High-speed Internet accounts helped

fuel a proliferation of copyright infringement in

software, music, and movie piracy. National security

is also threatened by the Internet’s potential useful-

ness for terrorism. Taken together, these crimes

have earned a new name: when FBI Director Louis

J. Freeh addressed the U. S. Senate in 2000, he used

the widely-accepted term ‘‘cybercrime.’’ 

Lawmakers have scrambled to keep up with cyber-

crime. The skyrocketing growth of Internet usage

and the rapid advance of technology quickly revealed

the inadequacy of existing laws, particularly those

drafted to fight computer crime in the mid-1980s.

In the 1990s, headlines frequently announced high-

profile cyber crimes such as the estimated $80 mil-

lion in damages caused by the nationwide outbreak

of the computer virus Melissa in 1999, unauthorized

intrusion into military computer systems, and brazen

hacker attacks that ranged from denying service to
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major corporate websites to defacing U. S. govern-

ment websites of the CIA, FBI, and others. Simulta-

neously, the computer software industry announced

massive losses due to piracy, $12 billion in 1999

alone, according to the Washington-based Business

Software Association (BSA), the leading U.S. software

industry watchdog. Regarding these concerns, Con-

gress acted repeatedly. Its legislative response ranges

from provisions governing hacking, viruses, and de-

nial of service attacks to fraud, obscenity, copyright

infringement, and terrorism. 

• The Counterfeit Access Device and Com-

puter Fraud and Abuse Act of 1984 launched

federal cybercrime law. The law safeguarded

classified government information as well as

certain financial information stored digitally,

while also creating offenses for malicious

damage of computer systems and trafficking

in stolen computer passwords. It was super-

seded by the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

of 1986, which was amended significantly in

1994, 1996, and 2001, and remains the back-

bone of federal Internet law. 

• The Electronic Communications Privacy Act

of 1986 was passed to prevent the unautho-

rized interception of digital communications

and later amended to specifically bar unau-

thorized reading of e-mail by third parties,

network operators, and Internet access pro-

viders. 

• The National Information Infrastructure Pro-

tection Act of 1996 expanded the Computer

Fraud and Abuse Act. Amendments covered

the confidentiality, integrity, and availability

of computer networks, essentially broaden-

ing the definition of computer hacking pun-

ishable under federal law. 

• The No-Electronic Theft Act (NET Act) of

1997 tightened restrictions on the reproduc-

tion and dissemination of copyrighted intel-

lectual property like software, music, and

movies, while the Digital Millennium Copy-

right Act (DMCA) of 1998 prohibited the cir-

cumvention of copyright protection sys-

tems. 

• The Communications Decency Act (CDA) of

1996 criminalized the dissemination of ob-

scene or indecent material to children over

computer networks. It was ruled unconstitu-

tional under the First Amendment in 1997.

• The Child Online Protection Act (COPA) of

1998 modified the scope of the CDA by

criminalizing the use of the World Wide Web

to sell material harmful to minors. It, too,

was ruled unconstitutional in a case that has

since been granted review by the Supreme

Court. 

• The Protection of Children from Sexual

Predators Act of 1998 included Internet-

specific provisions for reporting child por-

nography to authorities and prohibiting fed-

eral prisoners from unsupervised Internet

usage. 

• The Patriot Act of 2001 was passed in re-

sponse to terrorist attacks upon the United

States. Modifying the Computer Fraud and

Abuse Act, it provides new investigative

powers to the U. S. attorney general to order

monitoring of Internet communication and

usage for the purpose of protecting national

security. 

Fraud

Fraud is the broadest category of cybercrime.

Fraud includes many types of criminal activity, rang-

ing from credit card abuse, wire fraud, and business

fraud to misrepresentation and the failure to deliver

purchases. The Federal Trade Commission monitors

and regulates Internet commerce, and it maintains

advice for avoiding fraud at its website:http://

www.ftc.gov/bcp/menu-internet.htm. The Federal

Bureau of Investigation investigates and prosecutes

cybercrimes. In partnership with several federal

agencies, the FBI maintains the Internet Fraud Com-

plaint Center online for accepting complaints at

http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp. 

Traditional consumer protection laws apply to

fraud on the Internet, but federal law also contains

specific Internet-related laws as well. First among

these is fraud involving access devices. Federal law

defines access devices as cards, codes, account num-

bers, serial numbers, and so forth that are used to ob-

tain money, goods, and services or to initiate a trans-

fer of funds. A typical example is the fraudulent use

of another person’s credit card over the Internet. 

The law targets several forms of fraud regarding

the use of access devices:

• Producing, using, or trafficking in access de-

vices
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• Obtaining anything of value aggregating

$1,000 or more during a one-year period 

• Possessing fifteen or more counterfeit or un-

authorized access devices

• Possessing or controlling counterfeiting
access device equipment

• Effecting transactions with access devices is-

sued to another person

• Offering to sell access devices or information

on how to obtain them

• Possessing equipment modified to obtain

unauthorized use of telecommunications

services

• Possessing ‘‘scanning receivers’’ capable of

intercepting wire or electronic communica-

tion

• Possessing hardware or software that modi-

fies telecommunications identifying infor-

mation in order to obtain unauthorized tele-

communications service

• Unauthorized charges to credit cards

Penalties for violations range from fines to impris-
onment from between five to 10 years per offense.

Unauthorized Computer Access

Types of Unauthorized Access

Popularly known as hacking, unauthorized com-

puter access is a crime punishable under the Com-

puter Fraud and Abuse Act (as codified in 28 U.S.C.

¤ 1029). The law begins by defining hacking in two

ways: 

• Unauthorized access to computer systems

• Access that exceeds a person’s authorized

limits

The prohibition thus covers trespassers who have no

right at all to use a given computer, as well as those

who are allowed to use a given computer but man-

age to access parts of the system that are off limits.

National Security

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act creates a sep-

arate offense of unauthorized or exceeded authoriza-

tion in access for purposes that are damaging to na-

tional security. These crimes include obtaining state

secrets protected by statute or Executive order,

along with military data or any information governed

by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, when such infor-

mation could be used to injure the nation or to pro-

vide an advantage to a foreign nation. Minimum pen-

alties may include fines, imprisonment for up to ten

years, or both. 

Illegally Obtaining Information

Federal law broadly prohibits hacking in order to

gain information. It criminalizes obtaining three cate-

gories of information from different types of comput-

er systems: 

• Financial data, including records of financial

institutions, credit card companies, and

credit bureaus

• Information from any department or agency

of the United States

• Information from any computer used in in-

terstate or foreign communication

These are known in the Computer Fraud and Abuse

Act as ‘‘protected’’ computer systems. The last cate-

gory—computers used in interstate or foreign com-

munication - essentially covers most computers con-

nected to the Internet. The law does not go into

detail on the types of information it intends to pro-

tect; instead, the intent is to prohibit unauthorized

access to any information on protected systems.

Minimum penalties may include fines, imprisonment

for up to one year, or both. 

Affecting U.S. Government Computers

The law forbids any unauthorized access of com-

puters belonging to, or used by, a department or

agency of the U. S. Government if the access merely

‘‘affects’’ their usage. As with the prohibition on gain-

ing unauthorized information, the law is generally

written in broad language to encompass the widest

range of possible offenses. Minimum penalties may

include fines, imprisonment for up to one year, or

both. 

Intent to Defraud

A separate offense occurs when a person gains un-

authorized access with the intent to defraud. The

law is violated if anything of value is obtained. Mini-

mum penalties may include fines, imprisonment for

up to five years, or both. 

Damaging Computers

Damage is defined as any impairment to the integ-

rity or availability of data in any of four ways: 

• The damage causes loss aggregating at least

$5,000 in value during any 1-year period to

one or more individuals
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• The damage modifies or impairs, or poten-

tially modifies or impairs, medical diagnosis,

treatment, or care of one or more individu-

als

• The damage causes physical injury to a per-

son

• The damage threatens public health or safe-

ty

Three grades of damage to computer systems are

defined. In increasing degree of severity, these are:

• Damage

• Reckless damage

• Intentional damage

Damage is distinguished by criminal intent. Mere

damage involves all forms of injury to data or equip-

ment that were not intended yet still occurred. Reck-

less damage involves negligence, the result of the

criminal’s carelessness. The third category, inten-

tional damage, involves knowingly transmitting ‘‘a

program, information, code, or command’’ that

leads to damage. Examples of intentional damage in-

clude maliciously deleting files on a computer or re-

leasing a computer virus or worm.

Convictions on any of the offenses can lead to

fines, imprisonment, or both, with the prison sen-

tences scaling upwards depending upon intent.

Damage carries a penalty of one year of imprison-

ment. Reckless damage carries a penalty of up to five

years imprisonment. Intentional damage is a felony
and carries a penalty of up to five years. 

Password Trafficking

Typically, passwords for computer access or on-

line accounts are restricted to individuals. Since com-

puter hackers often need to obtain them in order to

enter systems without being detected, the law tar-

gets the illegal acquisition, sharing, or dealing in

passwords. Two conditions trigger an offense: 

• The trafficking must affect interstate or for-

eign commerce

• The computer is used by or for the U. S.

Government

Minimum penalties may include fines, imprisonment

for up to one year, or both.

Extortion

Extortion occurs when a person communicates

a threat to damage a protected computer system

with the goal of obtaining some reward, such as

money. This element of the law addresses a widely

publicized trend in the 1990s involving hackers who

sought to profit from their ability to infiltrate the se-

curity of computer systems. 

Unauthorized access with intentional extortion is

an offense when committed upon any of the follow-

ing:

• Person

• Firm

• Association

• Educational Institution

• Financial Institution

• Government entity

• Other legal entity

Minimum penalties may include fines, imprisonment

for up to five years, or both. 

Additional Penalties and Legal Recourse

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act prescribes

penalties for either attempting or actually commit-

ting its offenses. The minimum penalties for each of-

fense are only available to first-time offenders who

are not convicted in conjunction with other offenses

under the law. For multiple and repeat offenses, the

law doubles the prescribed imprisonment time. 

Besides these criminal penalties, the law specifi-

cally provides for civil lawsuits. Thus anyone who suf-

fers damage or loss through a violation of the Com-

puter Fraud and Abuse Act can bring suit against the

violator and seek compensatory damages, court

orders to end specific behavior, or other forms of re-

lief. Such lawsuits must be brought within two years

of the date of the complaint or the date of the dis-
covery of the damage. 

Damaging Communications Lines,
Stations, or Systems

In addition to the damage provisions under the

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, broad protections

to the nation’s communication infrastructure are

found in Federal law at 18 U.S.C. ¤ 1362. The law

criminalizes damaging any of the communications

systems operated or controlled by the United States.

These crimes include maliciously obstructing, hin-

dering, or delaying the transmission of any commu-

nication. Penalties may include fines, imprisonment

for up to ten years, or both. 
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Interception and Disclosure of wire, Oral,
or Electronic Communications

Federal law protects communication over the In-

ternet in much the same way it protects communica-

tion by the more traditional means of telephone and

mail. Just as it has long been a federal offense to in-

tercept another person’s telephone calls or mail, it

is illegal to intercept or disclose communications

that occur over the Internet as e-mail, voice mail, In-

ternet-based telephone calls, or any other private In-

ternet-based communication. 

Under 18 U.S.C. ¤ 2511, federal law specifically

protects individuals from eavesdropping and compa-

nies from industrial espionage. All third parties are

prohibited from unauthorized interception or disclo-

sure of private communications, except under cer-

tain exceptions. Exceptions to the prohibition cover

employees of the Federal Communications Commis-

sion (FCC), law enforcement personnel, and the em-

ployees of Internet service providers. FCC employ-

ees may intercept communications in the course of

monitoring responsibilities for enforcement of feder-

al communications law. Generally, law enforcement

personnel require court approval in order to inter-

cept private communications; however, in certain

cases involving national security, this is not required.

Employees of Internet service providers are banned

from intercepting private communications except in

the normal course of their employment under cer-

tain exceptions: 

• The interception is necessary incident to the

rendition of his or her service or to the pro-

tection of the rights or property of the Inter-

net provider

• Observing or random monitoring is only

permissible for mechanical or service quality

control checks

• The service has been ordered by law en-

forcement officials to intercept communica-

tions in the course of a criminal investigation

Penalties may include fines, imprisonment from one

to five years, or both.

Terrorism

In response to terrorist attacks upon the United

States on September 11, 2001, Congress passed the

Patriot Act of 2001. This law provides several new

powers to the U.S. attorney general to combat terror-

ism. Several provisions relate to cybercrime and elec-

tronic evidence: 

• Expanded authority for ordering wire-

tapping in a wider range of criminal investi-

gations 

• Relaxed restrictions for obtaining access to

voice-mail and stored voice communications

• Expanded scope of data that can be subpoe-

naed, such as Internet access logs and other

digital records of Internet usage

• Expanded authority for obtaining access to

cable Internet records previously kept pri-

vate by cable TV laws

• Provided grounds for Internet service pro-

viders to make voluntary emergency disclo-

sures to law enforcement about customer

records in emergencies involving immediate

risk of death or serious physical injury to any

person

• Removes geographical restrictions on trac-

ing Internet and other electronic communi-

cation

• Expands authority to monitor actions of

computer trespassers

• Permits federal courts to issue nationwide

search warrants for e-mail

• Raises certain penalties for computer hack-

ers to prevent and deter ‘‘cyberterrorism’’ 

• Creates a new offense for damaging comput-

ers used for national security and criminal

justice

Because of concerns about civil liberties, several of

the new powers are temporary. Subject to so-called

sunset provisions, they expire on December 31, 2005

unless renewed by Congress. Lawmakers built in

these limitations in recognition of the potential for

abuse of such powers, which they wished to limit to

usage in combating the extraordinary dangers pres-

ented by the war on terrorism. 

Unlawful Access to Stored
Communications

Besides criminalized illegal interception of com-

munication as it occurs, federal law prohibits unau-

thorized access to stored communications. Under 18

U.S.C. ¤ 2701, it is illegal to intentionally gain access

or exceed authorized access to a facility that provides

an electronic communication service, such as an In-

ternet provider that handles e-mail. The law spells

out two main offenses: 
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• Accessing the service without authorization

or exceeding authorization 

• Obtaining, altering, or preventing proper ac-

cess to the service’s stored communications

Minimum penalties include fines and prison sen-

tences of six months. However, if the offense is com-

mitted for purposes of commercial advantage, mali-

cious destruction or damage, or private commercial

gain, prison sentences may range from one to two

years.

Pornography and Sexual Predators

Federal law regarding pornography on the Inter-

net remained tied up in the courts in 2001. During

the previous decade, Congress twice enacted laws

aimed at protecting children from exposure to por-

nography. The Communications Decency Act of

1996 broadly criminalized the dissemination of ob-

scene or indecent material to minors over computer

networks but was ruled unconstitutional the follow-

ing year in Reno v. ACLU. In response, Congress

modified the law, enacting the Child Online Protec-

tion Act (COPA) of 1998. COPA narrowed the scope

of the previous law by criminalizing the act of selling

material harmful to minors over the World Wide

Web. Following a ruling that it was also unconstitu-

tional, the case was on appeal to the Supreme Court

with a decision expected in 2002. 

However, while pornography remains widely

available on the Internet, child pornography is treat-

ed severely under the law. Both federal and state law

enforcement agencies routinely target child pornog-

raphy online, and both U. S. Customs and the FBI

maintain programs that encourage citizen reporting

of criminal images of minors found on websites. 

Specific Internet offenses are targeted in portions

of the Protection of Children From Sexual Predators

Act of 1998: 

• Provides for the prosecution of individuals

for the production of child pornography if

the materials have been mailed, shipped, or

transported in interstate or foreign com-

merce, including by computer

• Requires Internet service providers to report

evidence of child pornography offenses to

law enforcement agencies

• Prohibits Federal prisoners from being al-

lowed Internet access without supervision

by a government official, and urges that state

prisons adopt the same policy

• Directs the attorney general to request that

the National Academy of Science study tech-

nological approaches to the problem of the

availability of pornographic material to chil-

dren on the Internet

Copyright Violations

The problem of piracy — unauthorized storage,

copying, or dissemination of copyrighted material

such as computer software, music, movies and books

— burgeoned along with the growth of the Internet.

Existing federal copyright law makes it a crime to du-

plicate, store, or disseminate copyrighted materials

for profit. But under the No Electronic Theft Act of

1997, it is also illegal merely to reproduce or distrib-

ute copyrighted works even without the defendant’s

having a commercial purpose or private financial

gain. This aspect of the law targets the popular free

trade of copyrighted material on the Internet. 

Federal copyright law provides for both criminal

and civil action against offenders. Criminal penal-

ties may include fines, jail sentences up to three

years, or both. Civil penalties can reach as high as

$150,000 per violation. 

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of

1998 marked the first significant revision of federal

copyright law in a generation. Among its chief re-

forms, the law made it a criminal offense to bypass

or defeat security provisions built into products by

manufacturers to prevent copying. The applicability

of that aspect of the law to the Internet was shown

in Universal City v. Reimerdes (2001). In that high-

profile case, a federal appeals court upheld a lower

court verdict that a hacker website violated the

DMCA by publishing information about defeating the

anti-copying protection software built into movie

DVDs. 

State Laws and Policing

Most states have enacted Internet laws. Generally,

these laws have evolved alongside and therefore mir-

ror federal law. Most state Internet laws criminalize

fraudulent use of computer systems for hacking,

damage to computer systems, and unauthorized in-

terception of communication. Several laws have en-

acted statutes that extend their existing laws on tradi-

tional crimes to the Internet, such as a 1995
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Connecticut state law that targets online stalking:

the law creates criminal liability for sending messages

with intent to harass, annoy, or alarm another per-

son. And while Congress in 2000 and 2001 often de-

bated the issue, most states have enacted their own

laws to ban online gambling. 

More than a dozen states have passed laws target-

ing online pornography and sexual predators. Gener-

ally, these laws have sought to protect minors from

access to porn or other material deemed harmful,

such as California’s 1997 law, or they have extended

state child pornography laws to cover Internet im-

ages, as Kansas and Georgia both did as early as 1995.

But as with federal legislation in this area, not all state

laws have survived legal challenges. In 1997, a federal

court overturned New York State’s anti-pornography

law in ALA v. Pataki, ruling that its ban on sending

‘‘indecent’’ materials to minors over the Internet was

an unconstitutional regulation of commerce. Geor-

gia was also prohibited in 1997 from enforcing a stat-

ute that made it a criminal offense to communicate

anonymously over the Internet in an attempt to pro-

tect children from sexual predators; the law was held

unconstitutionally vague and overbroad in ACLU v.

Miller. 

In the twenty-first century, states are also adopt-

ing proactive law enforcement policies. Examples in-

clude Washington State, which in 2000 launched a

combined federal-state program called the Comput-

er Law Enforcement of Washington (CLEW) initia-

tive. Under CLEW, local, state and federal law en-

forcement agencies share information, maintain a

high-tech crime strike force, and publish tips online

to help fight fraud and other crime. Several states,

such as New Jersey, established special cybercrime

units in order to investigate crimes from industrial

espionage to drug trafficking. Because of the cross-

jurisdictional nature of much Internet crime, state at-

torneys general have also pursued innovative infor-

mation-sharing programs. Legal observers expect to

see further law enforcement cooperation among

states. 

Additional Resources

A Parent’s Guide to Internet Safety FBI, 2001. Available at:
http://www.fbi.gov/publications/pguide/pguide.htm.

Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section
(CCIPS) Criminal Division of the U. S. Department of
Justice, 2001. Available at: http://www.cybercrime.gov.

 Consumer Protection: E-Commerce and the Internet.
Federal Trade Commission, 2001. Available at: http://
www.ftc.gov/bcp/menu-internet.htm.

Cybercrime. Statement by Louis J. Freeh, Director of Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation, in Senate testimony, Feb-
ruary 16, 2000. Available at: http://www.fbi.gov/
congress/congress00/cyber021600.htm.

Internet Fraud Preventive Measures FBI Internet Fraud
Complaint Center, 2001. Available at: http://
www1.ifccfbi.gov/strategy/fraudtips.asp.

Software Piracy and the Law Business Software Alliance,
2001. Available at: http://www.bsa.org/usa/freetools/
consumers/swandlaw_c.phtml.

U. S. Code, Title 18, Section 1029: Fraud and Related Ac-
tivity in Connection with Access Devices. U.S. Con-
gress. Available at: http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/
cybercrime/usc1029.htm.

U. S. Code, Title 18, Section 1030: Fraud and Related Ac-
tivity in Connection with Computers Available at: http:/
/www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/1030_new.html.

U. S. Code, Title 18, Section 1362: Communication Lines,
Stations, or Systems Available at: http://www.usdoj.gov/
criminal/cybercrime/usc1362.htm.

U. S. Code, Title 18, Section 2511: Interception and Disclo-
sure of Wire, Oral, or Electronic Communications
Prohibited. Available at: http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/
cybercrime/usc2511.htm.

U. S. Code, Title 18, Section 2701: Unlawful Access to
Stored Communications Available at: http://
www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/usc2701.htm.

U. S. Code, Title 18, Section 2702: Disclosure of Contents
Available at: http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/
usc2702.htm.

West Encyclopedia of American Law West Group, 1998. 

Organizations

Business Software Alliance (BSA)

1150 18th St. NW, Suite 700

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (888) 667-4722

URL: http://www.bsa.org

Primary Contact: Robert Holleyman, President

Federal Bureau of Investigation

J. Edgar Hoover Building, 935 Pennsylvania

Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20535-0001 USA

Phone: (202) 324-3000

Fax: ()

URL: http://www.fbi.gov

Primary Contact: Robert S. Mueller III, Director
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Federal Trade Commission

CRC-240

Washington, DC 20580 USA

Phone: (877) 382-4357

Fax: ()

URL: http://www.fbi.gov

Primary Contact: Timothy J. Muris, Chairman

National Infrastructure Protection Center

J. Edgar Hoover Building, 935 Pennsylvania

Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20535-0001 USA

Phone: (888) 585-9078

Fax: (202) 323-2079

URL: http://www.nipc.gov

Primary Contact: Ron Dick, Director
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INTERNET

INTERNET FILTERS IN SCHOOLS AND
LIBRARIES

Sections within this essay: 

• Background 

• Filtering Restrictions

-  Institutions Affected 

-  Compliance 

-  Internet Safety Policy 

-  Filtering 

-  Disabling Filters 

-  Timetable 

-  Enforcement 

-  Expedited Legal Review 

• State and Local Restrictions on School and

Library Internet Usage 

• Additional Resources 

Background

Internet filters are software programs that control

what is shown while a computer user is viewing

pages on the World Wide Web. Emerging on the

commercial market for home use in the mid-to-late

1990s, the filters are designed to protect minors from

viewing pornography, hate speech, and other con-

troversial online content. They work by intercepting

and blocking attempts to view particular web pages

and their controls cannot be disabled except by an

administrator. Marketed primarily toward parents

who wish to allow their children to surf the Internet

without constant adult supervision, filters currently

available include Cyber Patrol, Net Nanny, and Cyber

Snoop.

Government interest in filters emerged after early,

unsuccessful attempts to directly regulate Internet

content. Prompted by the explosion of popularity in

Internet usage in the early 1990s, lawmakers re-

sponded to public complaints about the accessibility

of pornography. While such imagery represented

only a small percentage of web sites, studies have

shown it amounts to as little as 2%, Internet search

engines made locating the material easy even for

young people. Thus, unlike with printed material

controlled at the point of sale in newsstands and

bookstores, minors using the Internet could obtain

or accidentally suffer exposure to hard core pornog-

raphy. In an effort to combat this problem, Congress

first sought to control what could be shown on web

pages. 

• The Communications Decency Act of 1996

(CDA) was passed to prohibit Internet users

from communicating material that would be

deemed offensive to minors under contem-

porary community standards. The contro-

versial law carried fines and imprisonment
for offenders, but enforcement was immedi-

ately blocked by a federal court. Attacked by

critics as censorship, the law was later over-

turned unanimously by the Supreme Court

as an unconstitutional violation of the First

Amendment in Reno v. ACLU in 1997. 

• The Child Online Protection Act of 1998

(COPA) was passed to meet the objections

of the Supreme Court to the CDA. The new

law attempted to be more specific in order

to overcome constitutional problems, this

time targeting commercial purveyors of ma-

terial deemed harmful to minors. However,

in 1999, it, too, was immediately blocked by
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a court injunction, and subsequently a dis-

trict court and federal appeals court both

found the law unconstitutional because it

would require every Web page to abide by

the most restrictive community standards.

The Supreme Court agreed to hear an ap-

peal, ACLU v. Ashcroft, scheduled for 2002.

• When the courts proved unwilling to allow

federal control of what was communicated,

lawmakers pursued a new avenue. Internet

filtering offered a mechanism by which the

law could control what was received on pub-

licly–funded computers connected to the In-

ternet. In December 2000, Congress passed

both the Children’s Internet Protection Act

(CIPA) and the Neighborhood Internet Pro-

tection Act (Neighborhood Act), highly simi-

lar bills that were added to an appropriations

measure, signed by President William J. Clin-

ton and enacted as Public Law 106-554. To-

gether, the two acts place restrictions on In-

ternet usage in public libraries and public

schools that receive federal funding. For en-

forcement, the law employs a carrot and

stick approach: continued computer and In-

ternet funding depends upon libraries and

schools using filtering software and, in some

cases, establishing broader controls as part

of a new, comprehensive Internet safety pol-

icy. 

Federally-required Internet filtering in schools

and libraries immediately proved as controversial as

earlier congressional measures. In particular, critics

argued that Internet filtering software is highly im-

precise; it has the tendency to erroneously block

harmless, non-pornographic material as well because

it cannot determine the context in which the materi-

al it filters appears. As the law went into effect in

Spring 2001, litigation promptly followed. Separate

lawsuits brought by the American Library Association

(ALA) and another by a coalition including publishers

and civil liberties groups challenged the law on First

Amendment grounds similar to those brought suc-

cessfully against the CDA and COPA. After a court

found that both challenges have valid legal grounds

to continue, trial was scheduled to begin in February

2002. 

Filtering Restrictions

Institutions Affected

Public elementary and secondary schools and

public libraries are required to certify annual compli-

ance with the law if they wish to maintain eligibility

for federal funding for computers and/or Internet ac-

cess. The extent to which they are regulated depends

upon what types of federal funding they already re-

ceive. There are three distinct federal programs that

provide subsidies to institutions for Internet access,

service, internal connections, and personal comput-

ers: 

• Universal Service (E-rate) discounts for In-

ternet access, Internet service, or internal

connections. 

• Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA)

state grant funding to buy computers used

to access the Internet or to pay direct Inter-

net access costs. 

• Title III funding under the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act (ESEA) to buy

computers used to access the Internet or to

pay direct Internet access costs. 

The libraries and schools that receive E-rate funding

face the broadest range of new requirements, includ-

ing installation of filters, public notification and par-

ticipation, and other measures. The law governs all

such federal funding, whether it is disbursed directly

or through a state intermediary agency. However, it

does not apply to academic or college libraries,

which do not qualify for the types of federal funding

in question. 

Compliance

Lawmakers gave the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) regulatory authority over the law.

In the broadest possible application of the rules for

eligibility, institutions must meet three require-

ments: 

• Adopt an Internet safety policy. 

• Provide notice and hold at least one public

meeting on the proposed Internet safety

policy.

• Certify that they have adopted and imple-

mented the policy, which must include In-

ternet filters. 

For eligibility for E-rate funding, institutions must

meet all three requirements. However, those institu-

tions receiving only LSTA or ESEA funding must only

meet the filter requirement.
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Internet Safety Policy

The Internet safety policy requirement covers five

areas. It is designed to be a comprehensive policy

governing Internet usage by minors in public schools

and libraries and, as such, goes beyond the issue of

filtering web pages. More broadly, libraries and

schools must monitor several types of Internet

usage. Under FCC rules, the policy must address five

key areas. 

• Access by minors to ‘‘inappropriate matter’’

on the Internet and the World Wide Web.

• The safety and security of minors when

using electronic mail, chat rooms, and other

forms of direct electronic communications.

• Unauthorized access, including so-called

‘‘hacking,’’ and other unlawful online activi-

ties by minors. 

• Unauthorized disclosure, use, and dissemi-

nation of personal information regarding mi-

nors. 

• Measures designed to restrict minors’ access

to materials harmful to minors. 

Prior to adopting an Internet safety policy, schools

and libraries must provide public notice of the pro-

cess and hold at least one public hearing or meeting

on the proposed policy. The actual adopted policy

must be available for review by the FCC. 

Filtering

The Internet safety policy must include what the

law defines as a ‘‘technology protection measure,’’

i.e., a software filter or blocker that prevents the dis-

play of certain visual depictions, photographs, and il-

lustrations. No particular brand of filter is required,

however, but the filter must perform specific duties.

It must govern Internet access by both adults and mi-

nors and block three types of visual depictions. 

• Obscenity. 

• Child pornography. 

• Material that is ‘‘harmful to minors.’’ 

The law does not provide an express definition of ob-

scenity. Under Miller v. California in 1973, the Su-

preme Court laid out its famous three-part ‘‘commu-

nity standards’’ test now typically used to determine

what is obscene. The test requires a court determina-

tion of three parts: 

• Whether ‘‘the average person, applying con-

temporary community standards,’’ would

find that the material, taken as a whole, ap-

peals to the prurient interest. 

• Whether the work depicts or describes, in a

patently offensive way, sexual conduct spe-

cifically defined by the applicable state or

federal law to be obscene. 

• Whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks

serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific

value. 

The Internet law goes into some specific detail as to

what constitutes material ‘‘harmful to minors,’’ who

are defined as anyone under the age of 17. It states

that the term ‘‘means any picture, image, graphic

image file, or other visual depiction’’ that has the fol-

lowing characteristics: 

• Taken as a whole and with respect to mi-

nors, appeals to a prurient interest in nudity,

sex, or excretion. 

• Depicts, describes, or represents in a patent-

ly offensive way with respect to what is suit-

able for minors, an actual or simulated sexu-

al act or sexual contact, actual or simulated

normal or perverted sexual acts, or a lewd

exhibition of the genitals. 

• Taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artis-

tic, political, or scientific value as to minors.

Adults are not subject to the restrictions on material

harmful to minors. Text on web pages is not regulat-

ed under the law like visual depictions are. 

The law makes a further distinction between what

is ‘‘harmful’’ to minors and what is merely ‘‘inappro-

priate’’ for minors. While it carefully defines harmful

material, it leaves the definition of inappropriate ma-

terial up to local community control. The FCC de-

clined to be more specific in this area in its rule-

making capacity, instead leaving such definitions up

to school boards, library boards, and other local au-

thorities. 

Disabling Filters

Under some circumstances, Internet filters may

be legally disabled. While forbidding Internet users

to disable the filters themselves, the law permits a

school or library administrator to disable filtering

software in order to allow bona fide research or

other lawful use by an adult. However, the law does

not specify what constitutes such usage. In its April

2001 rules, the FCC acknowledged criticism of this

measure: libraries complained that the law’s vague-
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ness meant they would be required to spend consid-

erable time determining the validity of each adult re-

quest for filter disabling. Nevertheless, the FCC here,

too, declined to be more specific. The commission

noted that prescribing rules would ‘‘have a chilling

effect’’ on adults’ Internet usage and ‘‘significantly

impinge’’ on library staff time and resources. As such

all libraries must develop their own policies. 

Timetable

Congress and the FCC do not expect these

changes to occur overnight. In each affected federal

program, the law phases in its requirements over two

years. For the first year, the deadline of October 28,

2001, was established for schools and libraries to cer-

tify that they are taking steps to put in place their In-

ternet safety policy. In the second year, these institu-

tions must demonstrate that their policies and the

required filtering technology is in place. As such,

some library patrons may not encounter filtering

software until 2002 or later. 

Enforcement

The law prescribes different types of enforce-

ment. In each case, the responsible funding agencies

must make determinations about compliance. For in-

stitutions receiving E-rate funding, failure to submit

certification annually will result in ineligibility, and

failure to comply with the law can result in institu-

tions being suspended or required to reimburse

funding. For those receiving funds under ESEA or

LSTA programs, the responsible funding agency may

withhold further payments, suspend the funding, or

issue a complaint to compel compliance; recovery of

funding is, however, specifically prohibited. 

Complaints about an institution could lead to an

agency finding that it is out of compliance. However,

legal analysts are in doubt as to whether the law

creates a cause of action —legal grounds that may

serve as the basis for litigation—for citizens to sue in-

stitutions over failure to comply. 

Expedited Legal Review

Foreseeing likely legal challenges to the law, Con-

gress provided for any litigation contesting its consti-

tutionality to receive expedited judicial review first

by a three-judge federal appeals panel and, if neces-

sary, by the Supreme Court. 

State and Local Restrictions

Even before enactment of the 2000 federal law,

five states had passed their own statutes. Nearly 20

states had some form of legislation under consider-

ation in 2001. Most of these laws are directed at li-

braries, some at schools, and at least one mandates

that no filters be used at all in public libraries. 

During the late 1990s, cities, counties, and library

boards began enacting Internet usage policies that

varied widely and often differed from community to

community in the same state. Michigan demon-

strates this variety. In Holland, Michigan, where the

nation’s first ballot measure on library Internet filters

was held in February 2000, residents of the 32,000-

strong city voted 55 percent to 45 percent against the

proposal, despite heavy spending by proponents

such as the American Family Association in a contro-

versial political battle that attracted national atten-

tion. Nearby Georgetown Township, which is slightly

larger, installed filters. And then later in the year, the

state enacted a law requiring filters, rendering local

differences moot.

For the nation’s nearly 9,000 public libraries, the

issue is still clearly unsettled. Some had already

begun installing filters independently in the late

1990s, and the American Library Association estimat-

ed that as many as 25 percent had done so by 2001.

However, most had resisted filtering. The ALA re-

ported that many had adopted resolutions similar to

its 1997 anti-filtering declaration, which holds that

federally-mandated filtering is unconstitutional and

violates the organization’s Library Bill of Rights. For

thousands of libraries, the ALA’s pending litigation

against the federal filtering law is closely watched

and will ultimately shape future policies. 

In two cases, filtering advocates have lost legal

challenges. In 1998, in Mainstream Loudoun V.

Board of Trustees of Loudoun County, a federal dis-

trict court in Virginia ruled that a library violated the

First Amendment by using filtering software. In 2001,

a California federal appeals court upheld a ruling that

rejected a parent’s lawsuit against a library where her

12-year-old son downloaded sexually-explicit photos

on the library’s Internet connection. The court in

Kathleen R. v. City of Livermore held that the city is

not subject to suit for damages, nor could it be

forced to censor the Internet usage of its library pa-

trons. 

Not all legal action on library filtering has focused

upon the needs of library patrons. In a Minneapolis,

Minnesota dispute that attracted national attention,

twelve librarians filed sexual harassment claims

based on unwanted exposure to patrons viewing

pornography on the library’s Internet computers.
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They argued that such exposure subjected them to

a so-called ‘‘hostile work environment,’’ one of the

legal standards commonly pursued under sexual ha-

rassment law. In June 2001, the U. S. Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission agreed with their

complaint. 

More broadly than public libraries, a majority of

schools have adopted restrictive Internet policies. In

2000, a national survey by Quality Education Data

Inc. found that more than 90 percent of teachers re-

ported that schools had established acceptable use

policies for Internet usage. Often these policies have

involved installing software solutions, whether fitting

each computer with off-the-shelf filters, blocking

data at the school server level, or monitoring student

Internet activity with so-called ‘‘sniffing’’ software

that inspects their communication for behavior such

as illegally downloading copyrighted music or seek-

ing weapons information.

The following states and cities have enacted spe-

cific filtering legislation. However, other state and

local laws may also apply to Internet usage on public

computers. Concerned individuals can check with

their school or library for a copy of its Internet usage

policy. 

ARIZONA: Public schools are required to filter In-

ternet services to prevent minors from accessing

harmful material, with each school district prescrib-

ing its own standards and rules. Public libraries must

equip computers with Internet filters, implement

policies, and follow statewide library rules. Schools

and libraries in compliance with the law are protect-

ed from criminal liability and liability for damages. 

KENTUCKY: Public schools are required to be fil-

tered via so-called proxy software installed on Inter-

net servers. However, schools and districts are free

to exercise control over what they consider inappro-

priate. 

MICHIGAN: Public libraries are required to

choose from three options for preventing children

from accessing inappropriate Internet sites. They

may install filters, monitor children’s behavior, or re-

quire adult supervision. 

MINNESOTA: Public and school libraries are re-

quired to block Internet access for obscenity and

child pornography for both adults and children.

They may choose between using either filtering soft-

ware or ‘‘other effective methods.’’ 

SAN FRANCISCO: The city banned the use of In-

ternet filters on most public-access library comput-

ers, thus codifying a 1999 San Francisco Public Li-

brary policy in opposition to filters. 

SOUTH CAROLINA: Public and school libraries

must filter computers for pornographic pictures or

text; those not in compliance face losing half their

state funding. 

TENNESSEE: All public school computers have In-

ternet web pages filtered system wide, making the

state the first in the nation to employ this approach.

Additional Resources

 Children’s Internet Protection Act and the Neighborhood
Internet Protection Act, as contained in Public Law
106-554 Available at: http://www.ala.org/cipa/Law.PDF

‘‘CIPA’s Internet Filter Software Mandate Takes Effect.’’
Brian Matross. InternetLawJournal.com. June 3, 2001.
Available at: http://www.tilj.com/content/
ecomheadline06030101.htm

 ‘‘Digital Chaperones for Kids: Which Internet Filters Pro-
tect the Best? Which Get in the Way?’’ Consumer Re-
ports Online. March 2001. Available at: http://
www.consumerreports.org

 ‘‘Filth, Filtering, and the First Amendment: Ruminations
on Public Libraries’ Use of Internet Filtering Software’’
Bernard Bell. Federal Communications Law Journal.
March, 2001.

 ‘‘Fahrenheit 451.2: Is Cyberspace Burning? How Rating
and Blocking Proposals May Torch Free Speech on the
Internet.’’ Ann Beeson, et al. American Civil Liberties
Union. 1997 Available at: http://www.aclu.org/issues/
cyber/burning.html

 ‘‘The Internet Filter Farce.’’ Geoffrey Nunberg. The Amer-
ican Prospect. Volume 12, Issue 1. January 1-15, 2001.

Organizations

American Library Association (ALA)

1301 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Ste. 403

Washington, DC 20004 USA

Phone: (202) 628-8410

Fax: (202) 628-8419

URL: http://www.ala.org/cipa/

Primary Contact: Emily Sheketoff, Exec. Dir.

Washington Office

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)

125 Broad Street, 18th Floor

New York, New York 10004 USA

Phone: (212) 549-2500

URL: http://www.aclu.org

Primary Contact: Nadine Strossen, Pres.
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American Family Association

P.O. Box 2440

Tupelo, MS 38803 USA

Phone: (662) 844-5036

Fax: (662) 842-7798

URL: http://www.afa.net

Primary Contact: Donald E. Wildmon, Pres.

Electronic Frontier Foundation

454 Shotwell Street

San Francisco, CA 94110 USA

Phone: (415) 436-9333

Fax: (415) 436-9993

URL: http://www.eff.org

Primary Contact: Brad Templeton, Chm.
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INTERNET

INTERNET PRIVACY
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Background

Among the many legal issues presented by the In-

ternet, privacy is a leading problem. In fact, Internet

privacy covers a broad range of concerns: fears about

the safety of children in chat rooms and on the World

Wide Web, the privacy of e-mail, the vulnerability of

web users to having their Internet use habits tracked,

the collection and use of personal information, the

freedom of people to chat and post messages anony-

mously. Moreover, the rapid evolution of the Inter-

net has frequently brought such privacy concerns be-

fore lawmakers and the courts. 

Privacy concerns are frequently newsworthy. Dur-

ing the 1990s, child safety advocates highlighted spe-

cial online dangers for children following high-

profile abuse cases. Internet commerce has also

been affected, too. The Federal Trade Commission

(FTC) report noted in 2000 in its annual report to

Congress that survey data demonstrated 92% of con-

sumers are concerned about the misuse of personal

information online. Privacy concerns over unsolicit-

ed commercial messages arose as Internet users bat-

tled to keep this so-called ‘‘spam’’ out of their e-mail

inboxes, while in 2001, civil liberties advocates op-

posed potential abuse by the Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation of its Carnivore hardware, a data-

collecting technology attached to Internet services

for criminal investigation. 

Congress has been reluctant to enact legislation,

relying upon a privacy law last revised in 1986 and

passing only one new Internet privacy law in the

1990s. This was not for want of ideas. Numerous bills

proposing Internet privacy protections were submit-

ted in Congress during the late 1990s and early

2000s, and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) also

proposed legal reform. But lawmakers showed deep

reservations about trifling with Internet regulation of

privacy, expressing fears about hurting online com-

merce and creating an unenforceable regulatory
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scheme. Internet crime laws passed, but these crimi-

nalized intrusive and destructive behaviors without

directly creating privacy rights. 

The legal framework for online privacy thus rests

largely on two federal laws, a subdued federal regula-

tory approach, a mixture of state laws, and contradic-

tory case law from the courts: 

• In 1986, Congress significantly updated the

Electronic Communications Privacy Act

(ECPA), originally enacted two decades earli-

er in 1968 to prevent telephone wiretap-
ping. The law protects the privacy of much

online communication, such as e-mail and

other digital messaging, but far from all of it.

The law offers little privacy protection to

electronic communication in the workplace,

which courts have further restricted. 

• The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act

of 1998 was passed amid complaints that

websites frequently sought too much per-

sonal information from children. The law re-

quires website operators to maintain privacy

policies, grants parents powers to control in-

formation gleaned from their children by

websites, and grants regulatory power to the

FTC. 

• Throughout the 1990s, the FTC studied and

recommended proposals for new Internet

privacy laws. The commission made such

recommendations again in its annual 2000

report on the issue, but in 2001 new FTC

leadership called for more study of the issue

and a continued emphasis on self-regulation

by business. 

• Passed in response to the September 11,

2001 terrorist attacks upon the United

States, the Patriot Act of 2001 appeared like-

ly to significantly impact online privacy. The

law dramatically increases federal police in-

vestigatory powers, including the right to in-

tercept e-mail and track Internet usage. 

• Courts have offered mixed verdicts on ano-

nymity on the Internet. In 1997, Georgia was

prohibited from enforcing a statute that

barred anonymous communication in ACLU

v. Miller. In subsequent cases, courts have al-

lowed plaintiffs to force disclosure of the

identities of anonymous users of Internet

message boards, but some have required

that strict evidentiary standards are met by

plaintiffs first. 

Electronic Communication Privacy Act

Purpose of the law

The Electronic Communication Privacy (ECPA) of

1986 creates limited statutory privacy rights for In-

ternet users. First enacted in 1968, the law originally

sought to prevent wiretapping by determining limits

on electronic surveillance. By 1986, growing federal

concern about privacy in an age of new communica-

tion technology led to a major overhaul. Lawmakers

amended the ECPA to extend its privacy protection

to several forms of contemporary electronic commu-

nication, from cell phones and pagers to computer

transmissions and e-mail. 

On the Internet the ECPA protects both digital

transmissions and stored messages. In general, the

law prohibits their interception or disclosure by third

parties. It spells out several separate offenses: 

• Intercepting or endeavoring to intercept

communication

• Disclosing communication without consent

• Using electronic, mechanical, or other de-

vices to intercept communication

• Intercepting communication for commercial

purposes

• Intercepting communication for the pur-

pose of impeding criminal investigations

Besides criminal penalties, the statute authorizes

that injured parties may bring civil suits for any dam-

ages suffered, punitive damages, and other relief.

Protected Internet Communication

Electronic communication is defined in broad

terms as ‘‘any transfer of signs, signals, writing, im-

ages, sounds, data, or intelligence of any nature

transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio, elec-

tromagnetic, photo electronic or photo optical sys-

tem.’’ Thus the ECPA extends privacy protection to

everything from e-mail to drawings, pictures, and

sounds as well. For communication to receive the

law’s protection, it cannot be simply sent between

two computers: the communication must take place

in the course of interstate or foreign commerce. 

However, numerous exceptions are spelled out in

the law. These fall into three categories: 

• Limited exceptions allowing employees of

network services access to communication

under specific circumstances

• Broad workplace exceptions allowing em-

ployers access to employee e-mail
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• Conditional government authority to carry

out criminal investigations

Exceptions for Employees of Network
Services

The ECPA prohibits employees of Internet provid-

ers from eavesdropping on subscribers’ e-mail or

other communication. However, it is not unlawful

for these employees to intercept or disclose commu-

nication in the normal course of employment under

two conditions: 

• While engaged in the normal required per-

formance of their jobs

• For the protection of the rights or property

of the provider of the service

The statute further restricts how such exceptions

may occur, specifying that ‘‘service observing’’ and

‘‘random monitoring’’ may only be carried out for

mechanical or quality control checks. 

Exceptions for Employers

In contrast to private home usage of the Internet,

Internet communication in the workplace is given far

less privacy protection under the ECPA. Underpin-

ning this difference are philosophical assumptions

about how much privacy individuals may expect at

home as opposed to what they may normally expect

at work. As courts have long recognized, several fac-

tors influence this question: the nature of the work-

place, the relationship between employees and em-

ployers, and the legal concerns of employers are all

issues that shape why the employee has a lesser ex-

pectation of privacy at work than at home. 

The law permits private employers to monitor

worker e-mail usage in two main ways: 

• In the ordinary course of business

• When employees have given consent

Because employer monitoring of employees has

been at the heart of much litigation, the courts have

helped to define what these conditions mean. In de-

termining whether monitoring is legal in the ordi-

nary course of business, courts generally examine

the reasons that businesses conduct the monitoring.

Generally, workplace monitoring has been held to be

legal under the ECPA where employers have provid-

ed notice of the policy to conduct monitoring and

limited it to monitoring communication that is busi-

ness-related rather than personal. 

Private business and public sector employees

come under different laws. While employees may

give consent to monitoring, the courts have also

found that ‘‘implied consent’’ may exist. This con-

sent occurs when employees know or should have

known that their employers intercept their electron-

ic communications. Public sector employers are sub-

ject to a different legal standard. Monitoring in a gov-

ernment workplace may trigger constitutional issues

such as the First Amendment right to free speech or

the Fourth Amendment right to be free from an un-

reasonable search or seizure. 

Exceptions for Government Authorities

The ECPA governs law enforcement access to pri-

vate electronic communication. This statutory priva-

cy is not absolute; however, the law recognizes that

law enforcement must be able to conduct its work.

But the government’s power to have access to elec-

tronic communication unlimited. Like protections af-

forded by the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Consti-

tution, the law spells out limits upon government

intrusion in this area of private life. 

Government agents must take specific steps be-

fore intercepting communication over the Internet,

gaining access to stored communication, or obtain-

ing subscriber information such as account records

and network logs from Internet service providers.

Generally, they must issue subpoenas or seek and ex-

ecute court orders such as search warrants. Greater

degrees of invasiveness require court authority. Thus

investigators can subpoena basic subscriber infor-

mation, but they must obtain a search warrant for

examination of the full content of an account. 

An additional exception is created for employees

or agents of the Federal Communications Commis-

sion (FCC). They may intercept or disclose commu-

nications in the normal course of employment duties

or in discharging the FCC’s federal monitoring re-

sponsibilities spelled out in Chapter 5 of Title 47 of

the United States Code. 

Additional Exceptions Under the Patriot Act
of 2001

Signed into law by President George Bush on Oc-

tober 26, 2001, the Patriot Act of 2001 authorizes new

investigatory powers for law enforcement in re-

sponse to terrorist attacks upon the nation. Not all

of its powers are limited to use in fighting terrorism,

however. The 350-page law amends over one dozen

existing statutes, including the ECPA, for use in inves-

tigations of computer crime and other offenses.

Some of the ECPA changes relate to the law’s protec-

tions for technologies other than the Internet, but a

few circumscribe the existing privacy protections for
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Internet communications and usage. Not all are per-

manent. Many are subject to sunset provisions pro-

vided by lawmakers out of concern over potential

long-term harm to civil liberties. 

Under the changes, law enforcement agents are

able to conduct investigations with fewer legal hin-

drances: 

• Agents may use the ECPA to compel cable

Internet service providers to disclose cus-

tomer Internet records without obtaining

court orders. 

• Agents have broader authority to obtain

stored voice communications. This change

to the ECPA allows agents to use a search

warrant for examining all e-mail as well as

any attachments to e-mail that might contain

communication without having to seek fur-

ther court authority. This change will sunset

on December 31, 2005. 

• Internet service providers may voluntarily

make so-called ‘‘emergency disclosures’’of

information involving information previous-

ly prohibited from disclosure under the

ECPA. This information includes all custom-

er records and customer communications.

The disclosures are permitted in situations

involving immediate risk of death or serious

physical injury to any person. However, the

law merely permits such disclosure but does

not create an obligation to make them. This

change will sunset on December 31, 2005. 

Without altering the ECPA, other provisions of the

Patriot Act also increase police powers that potential-

ly impact Internet privacy. These include: 

• Extending the authority to trace communi-

cations on computer networks in a manner

similar to tracing telephone calls, along with

giving federal courts the power to compel

assistance from any communication provid-

er

• Allowing agents to obtain nationwide search

warrants for e-mail without the traditional

requirement that the issuing court be within

the relevant jurisdiction. This change will

sunset on December 31, 2005

The Children’s Online Privacy Protection
Act

Purpose of the law

Designed to protect minors who use the Internet,

the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act

(COPPA) governs how websites and online services

may interact with children under 13 years of age.

COPPA restricts the online collection of personal in-

formation from these young Internet users and

creates certain statutory rights for their parents. Ef-

fective April 21, 2000, the law grants regulatory and

enforcement authority to the Federal Trade Commis-

sion (FTC). 

Who Must Comply

Businesses, groups, and individuals that collect in-

formation from children must comply with COPPA.

Two broad categories exist: 

• Operators of commercial websites and on-

line services ‘‘directed to children’’ that col-

lect personal information from children

• Operators of general audience websites that

have actual knowledge that the site collects

personal information from children

The FTC weighs several factors in determining

whether a site is directed to children: 

• Subject matter

• Visual or audio content

• The age of models on the site

• Language

• Whether advertising on the site is directed

to children

• Information regarding the age of the actual

or intended audience

• Whether a site uses animated characters or

other child-oriented features

The FTC determines whether someone is a web-

site operator by considering the following: 

• Ownership and control of the information.

• Payment for the collection and maintenance

of information

• Pre-existing contractual relationships

• What role the website plays in collecting or

maintaining information
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Basic Compliance Provisions

Under COPPA, website and online service opera-

tors must meet three main forms of compliance: 

• Post their privacy policy

• Send a direct notice to parents and obtain

parental consent before collecting informa-

tion from children

• Obtain new consent when the site’s informa-

tion practices change in a material way 

Privacy Policy

Operators must post a link to their privacy policy

on the home page of the website or online service,

as well as at each point where the site collects per-

sonal information from children. The policy must be

clear and prominent and must specify the following:

• Types of personal information collected,

such as name, home address, email address,

or hobbies

• How the site will use the information

• Whether the information is given to advertis-

ers or third parties

• A person who may be contacted at the site

Obtaining Parental Consent

In many cases, a special notice seeking parental

consent must be sent to the child’s parents. The op-

erator must notify a parent: 

• That it wishes to collect personal informa-

tion from the child

• That the parent’s consent is required for the

collection, use, and disclosure of the person-

al information

• How the parent can provide consent

The notice may be sent by e-mail or regular postal

mail. Replies via e-mail are acceptable when the op-

erator merely wishes to collect personal information

from the child. When answers are delayed, operators

may seek confirmation of consent by letter or tele-

phone call.

Consent requirements are more strict when the

operator wants to disclose a child’s personal infor-

mation to a third party or make the information pub-

licly available. In such cases, the FTC requires a more

reliable form of consent. Forms of consent include:

• A signed form from the parent via postal

mail or fax 

• Acceptance and verification of a credit card

number

• Acceptance of calls from parents through a

toll-free number

• E-mail accompanied by a so-called digital sig-

nature

Whenever operators make material changes to their

information policies, they must send a new notice

and request for consent to parents.

Exceptions Not Requiring Consent

Consent is not required when obtaining a child’s

e-mail address for several limited purposes: 

• Responding to a one-time request from the

child

• Providing notice to the parent

• Ensuring the safety of the child or the site

• Sending a newsletter of other information

regularly provided parents are notified and

allowed to refuse the arrangement

Parental Rights

COPPA creates two kinds of statutory rights for

parents: 

• Parents may compel a site to disclose both

general and specific kinds of personal infor-

mation they collect online from children

• Parents may revoke their consent at any

time, refuse to allow further use of the

child’s information, and direct the operator

to delete the information

Verifying Parental Identity

In order to protect children, operators must take

reasonable steps to verify the parent’s identity before

divulging personal information: 

• A signed form from the parent via postal

mail or fax

• Acceptance and verification of a credit card

number

• Acceptance of calls from parents through a

toll-free number

• E-mail accompanied by a so-called digital sig-

nature or a PIN number or password 

The law provides protection from liability under fed-

eral and state law for inadvertent disclosures of a

child’s information to someone who purports to be

a parent.
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Safe Harbors

Under COPPA, industry groups and others can

create self-regulatory programs to meet compliance

with the law. These so-called safe harbors require ap-

proval from the FTC.

Violations

Violations FTC rules for COPPA are treated as un-

fair or deceptive trade practices, punishable under

the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Anonymity

The Internet has popularized the use of anony-

mous online identities. For privacy purposes when

communicating with strangers, using public message

boards, or in Internet gaming, many people avoid

using their legal name and instead choose aliases.

Advocates of online privacy such as the American

Civil Liberties Union strongly back protections for

this anonymity. Publishing anonymously has a long

tradition at common law, but anonymity is not

guaranteed by statute. 

Legal battles over anonymity have become in-

creasingly common since the late-1990s. In particu-

lar, companies have sought to discover the identities

of their online critics by issuing subpoenas to force

their disclosure. Civil liberties advocates have argued

that the threat of legal action by powerful plaintiffs

can stifle online speech, which, they say, depends

upon anonymity. Opponents have regarded ano-

nymity as merely cover for defamation and libel. 

Courts have provided different results, and no

consistent body of law exists. In an October 2000 rul-

ing in Hvide v. John Does, a Florida appeals refused

to overturn a lower court order that Yahoo and

America Online must divulge the identities of eight

anonymous message posters sought by a subpoena

in a defamation lawsuit. Courts in other jurisdictions

have responded differently, articulating tough evi-

dentiary standards for obtaining subpoenas. In No-

vember 2000, a Pittsburgh state court ruled in Melvin

v. Doe against a public official seeking to discover the

identity of anonymous critic. And in Dendrite Inter-

national v. John Does, the Superior Court of New Jer-

sey ruled in November 2000 against a company seek-

ing to compel disclosure of anonymous critics

accused of making false statements, holding that

the right of companies to sue ‘‘must be balanced

against the legitimate and valuable right to partici-

pate in online forums anonymously or pseudony-

mously.’’ Case law on anonymity thus remains in flux

in the early 2000s, and it is hard to predict how this

area of online privacy law will develop in future years.

State Laws

Several states have enacted Internet privacy laws.

Since most crime is prosecuted in state courts rather

than at the federal level, states have commonly tried

to keep pace with the federal government’s protec-

tions. As a result, many have modeled e-mail privacy

laws upon the federal Electronic Communications

Privacy Act, such as New Jersey’s and Pennsylvania’s

respective Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance

Control Acts. A number of other states protect chil-

dren’s privacy online, much in the way that the feder-

al Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act does. In

another respect, state courts recognize common law

claims involving the tort of invasion of privacy, so not

all privacy rights depend upon statutory protections.

Demonstrating a strong approach to new technol-

ogy issues, state legislatures have gone further than

Congress in protecting e-mail privacy. Several states,

such as Arkansas and Maryland, prohibit harassment

through e-mail. A few address workplace concerns,

with recent legislation emerging that protects em-

ployee rights. Under a Delaware law that took effect

in August 2001, employers who monitor employee

e-mail or Internet transmissions must inform work-

ers about the monitoring before it begins.

Following the lead of pioneering legislation like

Washington State’s 1998 law, at least eighteen states

have passed laws restricting how e-mail may be used

by companies that send unsolicited commercial mes-

sages to consumers. Popularly known as ‘‘spam,’’

this digital equivalent of junk mail has raised wide-

spread concerns among private individuals who pre-

fer not to receive it and companies that prefer not

to pay the costs associated with processing it. 

Anti-spam laws protect Internet service providers

as well as consumers. Two of the toughest laws were

passed in the late 1990s in Washington State and Cal-

ifornia. Washington State’s law forbids sending com-

mercial e-mail messages using a third party’s domain

name without permission, containing false or miss-

ing routing information, or with a false or misleading

subject line. California’s law allows Internet Service

Providers to sue companies that mail spam in viola-

tion of the service’s anti-spam policy, while also re-

quiring spam to contain so-called opt-out instruc-

tions and clear labeling in the subject line describing

the spam as an advertisement. 
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But state anti-spam laws have faced difficulties

with enforcement as well as challenges to their con-

stitutionality. Courts have reached different verdicts.

In Ferguson v. Friendfinder, a San Francisco Superior

Court judge ruled in June 2000 that key portions of

California’s anti-spam law were violations of the fed-

eral constitution’s Commerce Clause. But in June

2001, the Washington Supreme Court upheld the

constitutionality of its state anti-spam law: State of

Washington v. Jason Heckel marked the first appeals

court ruling on such cases. In October 2001, the U.S.

Supreme Court declined to hear an appeal to the

case, allowing the verdict to stand.

Additional Resources

 ‘‘Cyber Liberties’’ American Civil Liberties Union, 2001.
Available at: http://www.aclu.org/issues/cyber/
hmcl.html

FBI Develops Eavesdropping Tools Bridis, Ted, Associated
Press, November 22, 2001.

‘‘Kidz Privacy’’ Federal Trade Commission, 2001. Available
at: http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/edcams/kidzprivacy/
inde x.html.

Privacy Rights in a High-Tech World: Monitoring Employ-
ee E-Mail, Voicemail, and Internet Use.Morgan Lewis
Counselors at Law, June 2001. Available at http://
www.morganlewis.com/wpprivacyrights.htm.

U.S. Code, Title 13, Section 1301: Children’s Online Priva-
cy Protection Act of 1998. Available at http://
www.ftc.gov/ogc/coppa1.htm.

U.S. Code, Title 18, Section 2510 et seq.: Electronic Com-
munications Privacy Act of 1986. Available at http://
www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/cclaws.html.

You’ve Got Spam. Stim, Rich, Nolo.com, 2001. Available at
http://www.nolo.com/encyclopedia/articles/ilaw/
gotspam.html.

West Encyclopedia of American Law. West Group, 1998.

Organizations

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)

125 Broad Street, 18th Floor

New York, NY 10004 USA

Phone: (212) 549-2500

URL: http://www.aclu.org

Primary Contact: Nadine Strossen, President

Electronic Frontier Foundation

454 Shotwell Street

San Francisco, CA 94110 USA

Phone: (415) 436-9333

Fax: (415) 436-9993

URL: http://www.eff.org

Primary Contact: Brad Templeton, Chairman

Federal Bureau of Investigation

J. Edgar Hoover Building, 935 Pennsylvania

Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20535-0001 USA
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Background

The Internet is an immense labyrinth of more

than 200 million computers, computer networks,

and databases interconnected across the world.

Through its user interface, known as the World Wide

Web, the Internet gives users access to a vast amount

of information, including typewritten text, tabular

and graphic material, sound recordings, video im-

ages, pictures, and computer programs, which are

stored at locations called ‘‘Web sites.’’ Each Web site

has a unique address, identified by its alphabetic Uni-

versal Resource Locator (URL) and its numeric Inter-

net Protocol (IP). For example, http://

www.montana.edu is the URL for Montana State Uni-

versity’s Web server, while 153.90.2.1 is the IP for the

school’s Web site. The Internet also enables users to

communicate to each other through e-mail, instant

messaging, chat rooms, and message boards.

Most users do not access the Internet directly but

instead go through an Internet Service Provider

(ISP). ISPs typically charge subscribers an hourly or

monthly fee for the service they provide. In addition

to providing users with a connection to the Internet,

many ISPs offer content of their own, ranging from

e-mail and video games to personal banking, home

shopping, tax, and research services. Subscribers

connect to ISPs in a variety of ways, including cable

modems and satellite uplinks. However, the most

common means of accessing an ISP is over a tele-

phone line. ISPs provide subscribers with telephone

numbers that dial into servers that are connected to

the Web.

Once connected, users literally have the world at

their fingertips. Web sites today are as diverse as they

are countless. Governments, governmental watch-

dogs, non-profit organizations, commercial entities,

consumer protection groups, educational institu-

tions, religious institutions, news media, and mem-

bers of the sports and entertainment industries are

just a few of the entities hosting Web sites on the In-

ternet. The group of users visiting these Web sites is

similarly large and diverse. In September 2001 re-

searchers estimated that approximately 420 million

people were accessing the Internet each day in at

least 27 countries. Despite the enormous amount of

daily global Internet traffic, no single authority exists

to regulate it.
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In fact, the Web was designed in part to thwart

outside control and withstand foreign attack. The In-

ternet evolved from the Advanced Research Project

Agency Network (ARPANET), which was created by

the U. S. Department of Defense in 1969 to function

as a decentralized, self-maintaining national commu-

nications network that permitted computer-to-

computer transmissions across vast distances in case

the United States came under nuclear attack. ARPA-

NET was programmed to work without human inter-

vention, and sometimes in spite of it. For example,

if a communications processing hub became dis-

abled, ARPANET would re-route all transmissions

through a different hub.

In the early 1980s the National Science Founda-

tion relied on Internet technology to create the NSF

Network (NFSNET), a high-speed communication

network that facilitates research at remote academic

and governmental institutions. NFSNET now serves

as the technological backbone for all Internet com-

munications in the United States. In 1989 English

computer scientist Tim Berners-Lee developed the

first prototype of the World Wide Web as means for

the general populace to access the Internet. A year

later he invented the concept of hypertext browsing,

a method for imbedding shortcuts into on-screen

text, a look that still defines the Internet today. In

1991 the World Wide Web debuted on the Internet,

and by 1995 16 million people were reported ‘‘surf-

ing’’ it each day.

As more people posted content on the Web and

more people used the Web for personal, governmen-

tal, and business purposes, the Internet soon

opened the door to an array of lawsuits and legal dis-

putes. In one sense, the legal disputes were as novel

as the Internet itself. But in another sense, the dis-

putes merely presented new variations on long-

standing legal controversies. As the millennium ap-

proached, law schools, lawyers, and judges were rec-

ognizing a distinct area of jurisprudence known as

Internet law.

Internet law consists of state and federal statutes,

case law, and other legal norms that regulate activity

on the World Wide Web. Although the law governing

the Internet is in many ways no different than the law

governing other areas of life in the United States,

legal disputes involving the Internet have generally

centered on four bodies of law: (1) intellectual prop-

erty; (2) free speech; (3) privacy; and (4) contracts.

Intellectual Property

Trademark Law

Trademarks consist of words, logos, symbols,

slogans, and other devices that are used to signify the

origin and authenticity of a good or service to the

public. Established trademarks symbolize the quality

of the goods or services they are associated with, and

enable consumers to make effective and reliable buy-

ing decisions. For example, the circular black, blue,

and white emblems attached to both ends of motor

vehicles manufactured by Bavarian Motor Works

(BMW) represent a familiar trademark that has come

to signify meticulous craftsmanship to many con-

sumers. However, the federal Trademark Act only

protects marks that are distinctive and not merely ge-

neric. 15 U.S.C.A. sections 1051 et seq. Once a mark

is sufficiently distinctive, competitors are prohibited

from luring customers away from each other by

using confusingly similar marks in commerce. Com-

petitors are also prohibited from using marks that di-

lute or tarnish the value of another’s mark in com-

merce.

Most Internet trademark litigation has revolved

around domain name disputes. A domain name is

the portion of a URL that follows the ‘‘http://www’’

prefix. A domain name can be reserved for use on the

Internet by registering it with any one of several reg-

istrars that are accredited by the Internet Corpora-

tion for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). Do-

main-name litigation typically arises when a business

that has invested heavily in developing good will for

a famous trademark is thwarted from using that mark

for its Web site by a so-called ‘‘cybersquatter.’’ Cyber-

squatters are individuals who intentionally reserve a

third-party’s trademark as a domain name for the

purpose of selling it back to the owner for a profit.

A leading case on this issue is Panavision Intern.,
L.P. v. Toeppen, 141 F.3d 1316 (9th Cir. 1998), in

which the defendant was sued after reserving ap-

proximately 240 domain names that were extremely

similar to the trademarks of famous commercial enti-

ties, including ‘‘deltaairlines.com,’’ ‘‘britishair-

ways.com,’’ ‘‘crateandbarrel.com,’’ and ‘‘usst-

eel.com.’’ One of the commercial entities sued the

defendant. The defendant admitted he had no inten-

tion of ever using the marks to sell goods or services,

and thus the plaintiff could not claim that consumers

were likely to be confused by the similar names. In-

stead, the court found that the defendant diluted the

plaintiff’s trademark by curtailing the exploitation of

its value on the Internet.
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A year later Congress codified the rights of Trade-

mark owners against cybersquatters, passing the

Anti-Cybersquatting Act of 1999 (ACPA). The Intellec-

tual Property and Communications Omnibus Reform

Act of 1999, PL 106-113, 113 Stat 1501 (November 29,

1999). ACPA imposes civil liability upon defendants

who have registered, trafficked in, or used a domain

name that is identical to or confusingly similar to a

trademark owned by the plaintiff, so long as the mark

is distinctive and the defendant acted with a bad
faith intent to profit from the plaintiff’s mark. Bad

faith can be shown in a number of ways, including a

pattern of registering widely known trademarks as

domain names to divert Internet users from the

trademark owner’s Web site. 15 U.S.C.A. section

1125(d). The law empowers courts to dispose of a

domain name when the owner cannot be found or

served with a summons and complaint in the Unit-

ed States.

Copyright Law

A copyright is an intangible right granted by stat-
ute to the originator of certain literary or artistic pro-

ductions, including authors, artists, musicians, com-

posers, and publishers, among others. For a limited

period, copyright owners are given the exclusive

privilege to produce, copy, and distribute their cre-

ative works for publication or sale. Applicants seek-

ing copyright protection for their work must estab-

lish that the work is original and has been reduced

to a ‘‘tangible medium of expression.’’ 17 U.S.C.A

section 102(a). ‘‘Originality’’ does not mean ‘‘novel-

ty’’ for the purposes of copyright law. It simply

means that the work in question is the work of the

person seeking copyright protection and not the cre-

ation of a third party from whom the work was cop-

ied. The phrase ‘‘tangible medium of expression’’

means that the work manifests itself in a concrete

form, as when something is written on a piece of

paper, recorded on an audiotape, captured on a vid-

eotape, or stored on a computer disk, hard drive,

database, or server.

There are a number of defenses to copyright in-
fringement suits, but ‘‘fair use’’ is the most fre-

quently asserted. Fair use refers to the use of a copy-

righted work that does not violate the exclusive

rights of the copyright owner. The defense allows

original works to be reproduced for the purpose of

criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, schol-

arship, research, and personal consumption. 17

U.S.C.A. section 107. Whether a particular use is

‘‘fair’’ depends on a court’s application of the follow-

ing factors: (1) the purpose and character of the use,

including whether the use is of a commercial nature

or is for nonprofit educational purposes; (2) the na-

ture of the copyrighted work; (3) the amount and

substantiality of the portion used in relation to the

copyrighted work as a whole; and (4) the effect of

the use upon the potential market for the copyright-

ed work, including the extent to which the use di-

minishes the economic value of the work.

Copyright thus has important implications for the

Internet. It is not uncommon for Web sites to make

copyrighted works available to Internet users or for

users to alter copyrighted works downloaded from

the Internet. Nor is it uncommon for either Web site

owners or Internet users to distribute original or al-

tered copyrighted works across the Internet. But un-

less they are doing so with the permission of the

copyright owner, both Web site owners and Internet

users face possible claims for infringement, even if

the distribution does not directly profit the distribu-

tor and even if the recipients are using copyrighted

works for personal pleasure.

For example, in the case of A&M Records, Inc. v.
Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001), where

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled

that the fair use doctrine does not allow an Internet

service to facilitate the transfer of copyrighted MP3

digital audio files between service users who pay no

fee to the copyright owners. Napster, the defendant

Web service, created a system whereby service users

interested in obtaining MP3 files, which reproduce

high-quality music in a compressed and easily trans-

ferable format, could connect to Napster and contact

others interested in exchanging digital recordings.

The users would then send MP3 files to each other

through the Internet, but the files would never pass

through Napster’s servers. Recognizing that the indi-

vidual users were mostly high school and college stu-

dents exchanging the music for personal consump-

tion, the court still found that the purpose and

character of their use was commercial in nature.

‘‘Napster users get for free something they would or-

dinarily have to buy,’’ the court observed. The court

said that Napster reduced audio CD sales among

those students who used its service, thereby dimin-

ishing both the size of the copyright owners’ market

and the value of the copyrighted work.

Patent Law

Patents give individuals and businesses the exclu-

sive rights to make, use, and sell specific types of in-

ventions, such as software programs, mechanical de-

vices, manufacturing processes, chemical formulas,
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and electrical equipment. Federal law grants these

exclusive rights in exchange for full public disclosure

of an original work or invention. The inventor or au-

thor receives complete legal protection for his or her

intellectual efforts, while the public obtains valuable

information that can be used to make life easier,

healthier, or more pleasant. For example, U.S. Pa-
tent No. 5,625,781 gives International Business Ma-

chines Corporation (IBM) the exclusive rights over

a Web browsing tool that allows users to navigate

through a list of hypertext links that are displayed on

a Web site and then return to the list without having

to backtrack through the intermediate links. Were

another company to make the same technology

available for its own Web-browsing product, IBM

would have a viable claim for patent infringement.

Free Speech

Obscenity and Pornography

The Supreme Court has always had difficulty dis-

tinguishing obscene material, which is not protected

by the First Amendment, from material that is merely

salacious or titillating, which is protected. Justice Pot-

ter Stewart once admitted that he could not define

obscenity, but quipped, ‘‘I know it when I see it.’’

Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197, 84 S.Ct. 1676,

1683, 12 L.Ed.2d 793 (1964). Nonetheless, the Su-

preme Court has articulated a three-part test to de-

termine when sexually oriented material is obscene.

Material will not be declared obscene unless (1) the

average person, applying contemporary community

standards, would find that the material’s predomi-

nant theme appeals to a ‘‘prurient’’ interest; (2) the

material depicts or describes sexual activity in a ‘‘pa-

tently offensive’’ manner; and (3) the material lacks,

when taken as a whole, serious literary, artistic, polit-

ical or scientific value. Miller v. California, 413 U.S.

15, 93 S.Ct. 2607, 37 L.Ed.2d 419 (1973).

The Internet added new challenges to free speech

regulation by making hardcore pornography readi-

ly available to Web users young and old. Congress

tried to curb children’s access to indecent and offen-

sive material by passing the Communications Decen-

cy Act of 1996 (CDA). Pub.L. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56

(1996). The CDA made it unlawful to knowingly

transmit indecent messages or ‘‘patently offensive’’

displays or images to all persons under 18 years of

age. But the CDA failed to withstand scrutiny in Reno
v. American Civil Liberties Union, 521 U.S. 844, 117

S.Ct. 2329, 138 L.Ed.2d 874 (1997), where the U. S.

Supreme Court declared the law violative of the First

Amendment. The Court reasoned that the law im-

posed a blanket restriction on the targeted speech,

and thus was not narrowly tailored to accomplish the

government’s objective of curtailing minors’ access

to obscene material.

Congress attempted to refine its approach by

passing the Child Online Protection Act (COPA).

Pub. L. No. 105-277, § 231, 112 Stat. 2681-2736

(1999). COPA called for the implementation of an

age-verification system that would shield minors

from accessing hard core pornography on the Inter-

net. This law was also successfully challenged in

court. The U. S. District Court for Eastern District of

Pennsylvania issued an injunction barring enforce-

ment of COPA. In affirming the district court’s deci-

sion, the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit

said that the law would allow the most conservative

communities in the country to dictate the level of

censorship for the rest of the country, a result di-

rectly contrary to the Miller test that required a com-

munity-by-community approach to obscenity. Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union v. Reno, 217 F.3d 162 (3rd

Cir. 2000). However, the case was appealed to the

Supreme Court, which is expected to rule on it in

2002. 

Meanwhile, Congress passed Children’s Internet

Protection Act (CIPA)in 2000. Pub. L. No. 106-554,

114 Stat. 2763 (2000). The law requires public

schools and libraries that receive federal technology

funding to block objectionable material on the Inter-

net by installing filtering software. CIPA was chal-

lenged in March of 2001 when the American Civil Lib-

erties Unions (ACLU) filed a lawsuit in federal court.

However, the trial is not slated to begin until some-

time in 2002.

Commercial Speech

The First Amendment permits governmental reg-

ulation of commercial speech so long as the govern-

ment’s interest in doing so is substantial, the regula-

tions directly advance the government’s asserted

interest, and the regulations are no more extensive

than necessary to serve that interest. The Supreme

Court has ruled that the government has a ‘‘substan-

tial interest’’ in regulating false, deceptive, and mis-

leading advertisements. However, the Supreme

Court had not been asked to consider whether the

First Amendment allows the government to regulate

the distribution of unwanted advertisements. It may

be asked shortly to do so with the prevalent use of

‘‘spamming’’ on the Internet.
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Spamming is a term that describes the mass distri-

bution of unwanted and unsolicited e-mail that ad-

vertises the sale of goods and services. Large-scale

delivery of electronic advertisements on the Internet

is not only annoying to users but also to ISPs and

Web site owners whose mail servers can be overbur-

dened by bulk e-mail. Sixteen states have banned

spamming to some extent, and Congress has several

bills before it aimed at achieving the same purpose.

However, legal challenges are slowly creeping into

courts across the country. 

The Washington State Supreme Court, for exam-

ple, upheld the state’s anti-spamming law. State v.
Heckel, 143 Wash.2d 824, 24 P.3d 404 (Wash. 2001).

The court concluded that the law served the legiti-

mate purpose of banning cost-shifting inherent in

the sending of deceptive unsolicited bulk e-mail, and

the only burden it placed on spammers was in pro-

hibiting the distribution of e-mail with misleading

subject lines. RCWA 19.190.010 et seq. The court

found that this prohibition was consistent with other

state statutes outlawing false and deceptive advertis-

ing. However, not all courts agree on this issue. The

U. S. District Court for the Southern District of Ohio

found that spamming constitutes an illegal form of

trespass. CompuServe, Inc. v. Cyber Promotions,
Inc., 962 F.Supp. 1015 (S.D.Ohio 1997).

Defamation

The law of defamation addresses harm to a

party’s reputation or good name through the torts of

libel and slander. The common law rules under-

lying the doctrines of libel and slander have devel-

oped over time and typically vary from state to state.

At common law libel law governed injurious written

communications, while slander law governed injuri-

ous oral communications. In general the elements

for libel and slander are a false and defamatory state-

ment concerning another, made in a negligent, reck-

less, or malicious manner, and which is communicat-

ed to at least one other person in such a fashion as

to cause sufficient harm to warrant an award of

compensatory damages. As long as these ele-

ments are satisfied, a suit for defamation will not of-

fend the First Amendment to the U. S. Constitution.

A stricter set of elements must be satisfied when the

allegedly injured party is a public official or a public
figure. New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 84

S.Ct. 710, 11 L.Ed.2d 686 (1964).

The Internet makes it easier than ever before to

disseminate defamatory statements to a worldwide

audience. The risk of liability associated with defama-

tory statements is an important consideration for

parties seeking to communicate with others on the

Internet, as well as for parties that provide the tech-

nological means for such communications. Even sa-

tirical or humorous communication can give rise to

a cause of action for libel or slander if the communi-

cation reasonably asserts a factual charge that is de-

famatory. However, the U. S. Court of Appeals for the

Fourth Circuit limited the liability of ISPs, when it

ruled that 47 U.S.C.A. § 230(c)(1) insulates them

from libel or slander claims stemming from defama-

tory statements that are made by persons using the

Internet through their service. Zeran v. America On-
line, Inc., 129 F.3d 327 (4th Cir. 1997).

Privacy

Privacy Concerns on the Internet

Advances in technology now allow Web site oper-

ators, advertisers, and others to intercept, collect,

compile, and distribute personal information about

users browsing the Internet. Every time individuals

browse the Internet they leave a trail of electronic in-

formation along the way, and most Web sites employ

a variety of devices to automatically gather this trail

and analyze it, sometimes offering it for sale to third

parties who may use the information for targeted

marketing. Known as ‘‘clickstream data,’’ this infor-

mation may include the user’s e-mail address, the

type of computer, and the browsing software.

Information about a user’s activities may also be

obtained through the use of Persistent Client-Side

Hypertext Transfer Protocol files, commonly referred

to as Internet ‘‘cookies.’’ A cookie is a small file gen-

erated by a Web server and stored on a user’s hard

drive. Internet sites use cookies to count the users

visiting their Web pages, and collect information

about a user’s personal preferences based on the

other sites they visit. Most Web browsers allow users

to prevent cookies from being stored on their hard

drives, though Internet sites can in turn deny access

to users who block cookies from being deposited on

their hard drives.

Privacy may also be compromised on the Internet

by ‘‘hackers’’ who unlawfully intercept Web trans-

missions without authorization or consent. In the

early days of the Internet it was far more common to

hear reports of individuals breaking into commercial,

governmental, academic, or private sites or transmis-

sions for the purpose of stealing credit card num-

bers, social security numbers, phone numbers, pass-
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words, and other information that could facilitate a

fraudulent scheme to make money. While such in-

cidents still occur, encryption software is now widely

deployed to keep hackers out. By and large, encryp-

tion software is effective. However, some experts

predict that the next generation of computer viruses

will allow hackers to take over control of infected op-

erating systems from remote locations.

Laws Regulating Privacy on the Internet

There is no comprehensive legislation in the Unit-

ed States that regulates the collection, storage, trans-

mission, or use of personal information on the Inter-

net. As new technologies have developed, the

response has been to enact laws designed to target

specific privacy-related issues on an ad hoc basis. As

a result, the law governing privacy issues on the In-

ternet consists of an assortment of state and federal

legislation, regulations, and court decisions inter-

preting them.

In 1999 Congress enacted the Financial Modern-

ization Act (FMA), which requires federal agencies to

issue regulations implementing restrictions on a fi-

nancial institution’s ability to disclose nonpublic per-

sonal information about consumers to nonaffiliated

third parties. Pub. L. No. 106-102, 113 Stat. 1338

(1999). Affected agencies include the Federal Trade

Commission (FTC), Securities and Exchange Com-

mission(SEC), and the Federal Reserve. Pursuant to

the act, the FTC issued a final rule requiring financial

institutions to provide notice to consumers about its

privacy policies and practices and set forth the condi-

tions under which a financial institution may disclose

nonpublic personal information about consumers to

nonaffiliated individuals and entities.

The Electronic Communications Privacy Act

(ECPA) regulates intrusions into electronic commu-

nications and computer networks. 18 U.S.C.A sec-

tions 2510 et seq. Subject to various exceptions,

ECPA makes it illegal to intercept e-mail at the point

of transmission, while in transit, when stored by an

e-mail router or server, or after receipt by the intend-

ed recipient. ECPA specifically prohibits the inten-

tional interception, disclosure, or use of any wire,

oral, or electronic communication. The act provides

both criminal and civil penalties for its violation.

However, one federal court ruled that ECPA could

not be interpreted to support a class action alleging

that an advertising corporation had unlawfully stored

cookies on the hard drives of Web users who had vis-

ited particular Internet sites. In re DoubleClick Inc.

Privacy Litigation, 154 F.Supp.2d 497 (S.D.N.Y. 2001)

The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), as

amended by the Consumer Reporting Reform Act of

1996, regulates the collection and use of personal in-

formation by consumer reporting agencies. Fair

Credit Reporting Act of 1970, 15 U.S.C.A sections

1681-1681u (1997); Consumer Credit Reporting Re-

form Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-208, 110 Stat. 3009-

426 (1996). The law requires that consumer report-

ing agencies establish ‘‘reasonable measures’’ ad-

dressing the commercial need for consumer credit

information in a manner that ensures ‘‘confidentiali-

ty, accuracy, relevancy, and proper utilization’’ of

the information. Among other things, the law prohib-

its the disclosure of a consumer report in the ab-

sence of written consent from the consumer, unless

the disclosure is made pursuant to a court order or

for legitimate business purposes. 

Many states have enacted laws that mirror or ex-

pand upon the above federal acts. For example, Arti-

cle 250 of New York’s Penal Law prohibits intercept-

ing or accessing electronic communications without

the consent of at least one party to the communica-

tion. N.Y. Penal L. sections 250 et seq. States have

also enacted privacy legislation relating to medical

records and employment records. Conn. Gen. Stat.

Ann sections 13-128a et seq. One state has modified

its existing privacy laws so they apply to information

collected over the Internet. Va. Code Ann. § 2.1-379.

Another state passed a law prohibiting gambling on

the Internet to quell concerns over the kinds of infor-

mation that might be exchanged to partake in such

activity. 720 ILCS 5/28-1.

Contracts

At the heart of electronic commerce is the need

for parties to form valid and legally binding contracts

online. Basic questions relate to how contracts can

be formed, performed, and enforced as parties seek

to replace paper documents with electronic equiva-

lents. It is often difficult, if not impossible, to be cer-

tain about the identity of the party with whom one

is dealing on the Internet. Web transactions, particu-

larly consumer-oriented transactions, often occur be-

tween parties having no preexisting relationship. Not

knowing the identity of a party to an online transac-

tion can raise concerns about whether a seemingly

valid contract is actually enforceable. Appropriate

use of digital signatures has been one solution to this

problem.

The term ‘‘digital signature’’ describes a technolo-

gy that is not based upon hand-signed instruments
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but rather on complex mathematical algorithms that

facilitate the verification, integrity, and authenticity

of electronic communications to make them non-

reputable. ‘‘Non- reputable’’ means that evidence
exists to link the identity of a party to the substance

of an electronic message or data and that the evi-

dence is sufficient to prevent a party from falsely de-

nying having sent the message or data. The evidence

usually comes in the form an electronic ‘‘seal’’ on a

digital work, which typically requires that the parties

signing a contract have access to cryptographic soft-

ware. 

The Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA)

endorses the use of digital or electronic signatures.

UETA provides that ‘‘a record or signature may not

be denied legal effect or enforceability solely because

it is in electronic form.’’ It also provides that elec-

tronic records may substitute for typewritten or

handwritten records when the law requires that a

document be in writing. Finally, for contracts and

agreements that require a signature to be enforce-

able UETA provides that an electronic or digital sig-

nature will suffice. UETA has been adopted in 22

states.

Other Legal Considerations

The four areas of law discussed above are

amongst the most heavily litigated for cases involving

Internet-related issues. But by no means are they the

exclusive and definitive source for Web jurispru-

dence. Depending on the circumstances of a particu-

lar case, Internet law and regulation can be nearly as

inclusive and encompassing as the entire corpus of

all U. S. law. If a Web site fails to accommodate a

blind person with voice-recognition software, handi-

capped users might have a claim for disability dis-
crimination. If another Web site entices users to

visit it and then preaches anti-race and anti-gender

sentiments, visitors may have a claim under relevant

harassment or hate speech laws. Stockowners desir-

ing to trade shares over the Internet will need to de-

termine what disclosure rules they must comply with

before consummating a deal. Consumers living in

one state and buying goods over the Internet in an-

other state should be aware of applicable sales taxes

in both jurisdictions. Protestors condemning a for-

eign government’s behavior on an Internet message

board might want to consider if they are in violation

of foreign or international laws by doing so.

But the biggest challenge facing the future of In-

ternet regulation may come from random attacks by

computer viruses and worms unleashed by Web ter-

rorists. The increase of virus outbreaks over the past

two years has been highlighted by the widespread

recognition they have received. ‘‘SirCam,’’ ‘‘Melissa,’’

and ‘‘Love Bug’’ are just three widely known viruses

that experts estimate to have caused more than a bil-

lion dollars in damage worldwide. Security breaches

by hackers cost U. S. companies another $10 billion

every year. Private companies, government agencies,

and academic institutions invest millions more in de-

veloping technology and educating their employees

to protect their computer systems from these dan-

gers. Nonetheless, the dangers persist. As a result,

many federal lawmakers have urged changing the

focus from preventing the spread of worms and vi-

ruses to developing effective means of identifying

the individuals who have released them and then

punishing those individuals severely enough to deter

others from engaging in similar behavior.

Additional Resources

American Jurisprudence West Group, 1998.

Doing Business on the Internet: Forms and Analysis Mill-
stein, Jullian S., Jeffrey D. Neuburger, and Jeffrey P.
Weingart, American Lawyer Media, 2000.

Intellectual Property in a Nutshell: Patents, Trademarks,
and Copyright West Group.

McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition West
Group, 2001.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law West Group, 1998.

U. S. Constitution: First Amendment Available at: http://
caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/data/constitution/
amendment01.

Organizations

The American Bar Association

740 15th Street, NW

Washington, DC 20002 USA

Phone: (202) 544-1114

Fax: (202) 544-2114

URL: http://w ww.abanet.org

Primary Contact: Robert J. Saltzman, President

Free Speech Coalition

904 Massachusetts Ave NE

Washington, DC 64196 USA

Phone: (202) 638-1501

Fax: (202) 662-1777

URL: http://w ww.freespeechcoalition.com/

home.htm
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Primary Contact: Jeffrey Douglas, Director

United States Copyright Office, The Library
of Congress

101 Independence Avenue, SE

Washington, DC 20559-6000 USA

Phone: (202) 707-3000

Fax: (202) 707-2600

URL: http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright

Primary Contact: Marybeth Peters, Register of

Copyright

U. S. Patent and Trademark Office

Crystal Plaza 3, Room 2C02

Washington, DC 20231 USA

Phone: (800) 786-9199

Fax: (703) 305-7786

URL: http://www.uspto.gov

Primary Contact: Nicholas Godici, Director
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Background

At the beginning of the Internet revolution, many

proclaimed the World Wide Web would ‘‘change ev-

erything.’’ Although it was impossible for the Inter-

net to live up to the dizzying expectations and fren-

zied hype it garnered at its inception, its contribution

to the business world cannot be understated. The ex-

ponential explosion of the Internet in the mid-1990s

spawned an entirely new creature: the online busi-

ness. Whether one calls the wired business world the

dot–coms, the new economy, or e–biz, the Internet

has definitely made it easier and relatively inexpen-

sive for these businesses—big or small, new or old,

local or international—to reach out to a larger popu-

lation and customer base.

Because of the ease and economics of the Inter-

net, thousands of brand-new ventures have been cre-

ated exclusively online and ‘‘old economy’’ business-

es have branched out to form online extensions of

their ‘‘brick–and–mortar’’ bases. The following pro-

jections and facts illustrate this trend. 

• Forrester Research projects that by 2003,

business-to-consumer e-commerce reve-

nues will total $108 billion in the United

States while business-to-business revenues

will total $1.3 trillion in the United States

• International Data Corp. (IDC) projects that

business-to-business purchases through e-

commerce will total $4.3 trillion by 2005

• Jupiter Media projects that there will be 120

million online buyers in the United States by

2005, an increase from 65 million buyers in

2001

• Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette projects that

by 2003, there will be 183 million worldwide

online purchasers

• Keenan Vision projects that total online pur-

chase revenues will equal $1.4 trillion by

2004

• According to IDC, nearly 75% (5 million) of

small businesses with PCs are on the Inter-

net; while 2 million small firms maintain

their own homepage and Website
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• IDC found that 725,000 small companies

were actively selling online by 2001

With the influx of thousands of online businesses,

legal issues that entrepreneurs and seasoned busi-

ness executives never had to consider, or could have

even imagined, just a few years ago are now crucial

to starting and maintaining an online business. Ob-

scure or even nonexistent to the traditional business,

issues such as domain names, customer privacy,

links, metatags, and digital signatures have become

an everyday concern. Further, entirely new rules,

statutes, laws, and the fresh application of old laws

have been created or modified to fit the landscape

of the emerging online business world. At the local,

state, federal, and international levels, laws are being

debated and passed every day, and these new enact-

ments are being tested regularly in courts of law. The

online business must know these latest legal rules

and the ramifications of starting and doing business

on the Net in order to survive and thrive.

General Legal Issues Confronting Those
Starting and Maintaining an Online
Business

Domain Names and Trademarks

One of the first tasks in starting an online business

is to purchase a domain name, such as aol.com, ama-

zon.com, and ebay.com. The top-level domain is

the.com,.gov,.cc.,.net, etc., of a web address. The

second-level domain can be a company name, trade-

mark, or industry buzzword. Obviously, no two do-

main names are the same. Over 33,000,000 domain

names have already been registered, so finding a

unique and unused name may be more difficult than

appears at first glance.

The legal problems surrounding the registration

of domain names most often involve trademark and

service mark violations. Trademarks and service

marks are words, names, symbols, or devices used by

businesses to identify their products and services.

Even if one finds a domain name that has not yet

been registered, that does not mean that it will not

run afoul of trademark law. Typically, the first to reg-

ister a domain name is entitled to keep it. However,

if one registers a domain name that has been previ-

ously registered as a trademark, he or she may be in

violation of the Anticybersquatting Consumer Pro-
tection Act (ACPA), which created a new cause of ac-

tion under Section 43(d) of the Lanham Act, 15

U.S.C. ¤ 1125(d). The ACPA contains penalties for

bad-faith use of another’s trademark of up to

$100,000 per domain-name violation. This law ap-

plies even if the trademark owner has not registered

it as a domain name.

Similarly, if someone has used another person’s

trademark for a domain name, legal action may be

necessary. All domain names registered after January

1, 2000 contain ICANN’s (International Corporation

for Assigned Names and Numbers) Uniform Domain

Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDNDRP), which

requires all such disputes to be determined by an ad-

ministrative panel. The only remedy under the UDN-

DRP for the bad faith use of another’s trademark is

transfer of the domain name to the trademark

owner. Even after such a determination, though, one

may still seek redress in a court of law.

Sound legal advice is for a new online business to

protect its domain name by registering it as a trade-

mark first. A trademark may be obtained electronical-

ly at the Patent and Trademark Office web site using

the Trademark Electronic Application System. Once

individuals obtain trademarks, they may also then

want to monitor the Internet for cybersquatters im-

properly using their trademarks. There are fee-based

firms that will monitor usage of your trademark in

the United States. Trademark owners may also avoid

costs associated with hiring such a firm by doing

manual searches for trademarks using search en-

gines. Whois.net will find all domain names that con-

tain the string of words a person’s wishes to check

and may also provide the registrar’s name, address,

email address, and other useful information that can

be used to begin an investigation as to whether such

entity is cybersquatting.

However, the holder of a trademark right is not

automatically entitled to the same domain name that

uses the trademark. In Strick Corp. v. Strickland

(E.D.Pa. Aug. 27, 2001), 162 F.Supp.2d 372, Strick

Corp., a provider of transportation equipment and

trademark holder of the name, sued a provider of

computer consulting services that had registered the

domain name Strick.com. Strick Corp. claimed there

was blurring and dilution of trademark occurring

when Internet searches using ‘‘Strick’’ as a search

term encountered the alleged diluter’s web page and

concluded that the trademark holder had no Inter-

net presence. The federal court found that the use

of Strick.com by the computer consulting company

did not dilute the trademark and did not violate the

Lanham Act or state law. The court determined that

any initial confusion that arose from the defendant’s
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use of the domain name was not substantial enough

to be legally sufficient. The judge also found that

there was not ‘‘dilution by blurring’’ because a rea-

sonable consumer would not associate the two uses

of the trademark in his or her own mind. The sensi-

ble practice to avoid an inevitable lawsuit for using

another’s trademark in a domain name is first either

to hire an attorney to run a trademark search or

check with the U. S. Patent and Trademark Office

database at www.uspto.gov before registering the

domain name.

Privacy Issues

Through their own analyses or the help of online

advertising agencies, online businesses can track

users’ buying, what they look at, how long they look

at it, what the referring site was, what other sites

were visited, the time of day they browse, and where

they live, not to mention the detailed information

the browser supplies voluntarily through registration

and purchases. Indeed, the browsing public knows

the threat of websites gathering their personal infor-

mation. PriceWaterhouseCoopers found that nearly

77% of those surveyed said that the disclosure of per-

sonal details was a barrier to purchasing online. An-

other 48% stated they do not shop online because

they do not trust web retailers. Twenty-seven per-

cent of Internet users surveyed by CyberDialogue

said they had abandoned an online purchase be-

cause of privacy concerns regarding the abuse of per-

sonal data. This apprehension and mistrust have not

gone unnoticed by lawmakers. As a result, online

businesses must now pay careful attention to an

array of privacy laws.

Several federal laws affect privacy issues for online

businesses. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

Act, 15 U.S.C. 41 et seq., has only limited effect on

online businesses. The FTC’s power under the FTC

Act is generally to ensure that a website follows its

own stated privacy policy. The FTC Act gives no

power to the FTC to demand any specific privacy pol-

icy be followed or that any policy even be posted.

The FTC does, however, use its wide-ranging power

under Section 5 of the FTC Act to take action against

‘‘deceptive acts or practices.’’ It should be noted,

though, that the FTC Act provides no right of legal

action for individual consumers wishing to obtain

damages for privacy policy violations by a website.

The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act

(COPPA), 15 U.S.C. 6501 et seq., enacted in 1998, ap-

plies only to web sites that target children under 12

years old as users or have actual knowledge that in-

formation is being collected from a child. COPPA re-

quires that such a web site post privacy policies de-

scribing what personal information it collects and

what it may do with such information. The law fur-

ther requires that the online operator get prior ‘‘veri-

fiable parental consent’’ before collecting, maintain-

ing, or disclosing information about the child. The

law also provides a ‘‘safe harbor’’ for those web sites

that act in compliance with a self-regulatory program

approved by the FTC. Any online business that may

be marketing toward children must be aware of

COPPA and its requirements.

The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of

1986 (ECPA), 18 USC 2510 et seq. and 2701 et seq.,

also has application to certain web site practices. The

ECPA prohibits the interception or disclosure of elec-

tronic communications. Although the ECPA provides

an exemption for those who are parties to a commu-

nication, a web site that considers collecting or dis-

tributing information obtained via emails to its site

or through monitoring forum or chat-room services

it provides should be wary of the prohibitions of the

ECPA. Merely posting a privacy policy that explains

that users of the service implicitly consent to collec-

tion and disclosure of their communications may not

be enough. To be certain, web sites should obtain

specific consent from those parties involved directly

with the communications.

The Uniform Commercial Code and Online
Business

Article Two of the Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC) applies to all contracts, both business-to-

business and business-to-consumer, for the sale of

goods, unless the parties agree to vary the terms of

their agreement. Louisiana is the only state that has

not adopted Article Two, and versions of Article Two

vary from state to state. Further, unless otherwise

agreed upon, if two parties are from countries that

have joined the United Nations Convention on the

International Sale of Goods (UNCISG), the UNCISG

may have control over the UCC with regard to their

transaction. Four general provisions are particularly

important to online businesses: the writing require-

ment, contract formation, warranties, and remedies.

The writing requirement of Article Two requires

that for the sale of goods over $500, there must be

some writing sufficient to indicate a contract. For on-

line businesses, it is likely sufficient for there to be

an electronic record of the acceptance of the terms

by the buyer or an indication of acceptance via email.

A typed name on the email or the filling-in of the

name on the online order is also likely to constitute
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sufficient signatures. (See UCC Section 1-201(39):

‘‘signed’’ includes any symbol that demonstrates the

intention of a party. See also ‘‘Electronic and Digital

Signatures’’ below.)

The requirement of contract formation requires

that an offer can be accepted in any reasonable man-

ner. An acceptance by e-mail is acceptable if the offer

was by e-mail. If the offer was made by another medi-

um, it is suggested that one first inquire if acceptance

by e-mail is acceptable.

The warranty requirements of Article Two pro-

vide that there is an express warranty, implied war-
ranty of merchantability, implied warranty of fitness

for particular purpose, and implied warranty of title

and noninfringement. Many online businesses limit

these warranties through ‘‘clickwraps,’’ which are a

set of contract terms that an online customer accepts

by clicking on an ‘‘accept’’ or similar button, usually

on a separate screen. Online businesses should allow

the consumer to agree to the limitations before com-

pleting the transaction. Under the remedies require-

ment of Article Two, buyers may obtain from sellers

after a breach of contract certain remedies, including

actual damages, incidental damages, and consequen-

tial damages. Many online sellers limit the buyer’s

remedy in the clickwraps to the damages of repair,

refund, or replacement of the purchased goods.

Consequential damages, however, may not be limit-

ed or excluded if ‘‘unconscionable.’’

Electronic and Digital Signatures

An electronic signature is generally any electronic

data used to validate and authenticate the parties to

a transaction. A digital signature, which is a form of

an electronic signature, is a unique, encrypted code

affixed to an electronic document or contract that

authenticates the signor. The use of such electronic

signatures allows parties to use the Internet to con-

duct transactions quickly and securely while reduc-

ing paperwork.

The most important federal legislation on elec-

tronic signatures is the Electronic Signatures in Glob-

al and National Commerce Act (E-SIGN), 15 U.S.C.

sec. 7001 et seq., which became effective on October

1, 2000. E-SIGN provides that a signature or contract

may not be denied legal effect ‘‘solely because it is

in electronic form,’’ except as provided in the Act it-

self. See section 101(a)(1) and (2). An electronic sig-

nature is defined as any ‘‘electronic sound, symbol,

or process, attached to or logically associated with a

contract or other record and executed or accepted

by a person with the intent to sign the record.’’ Al-

though E-SIGN does not apply to all transactions and

writings, it applies to ‘‘any transaction in or affecting

interstate or foreign commerce.’’ Because a ‘‘transac-

tion’’ is defined as ‘‘an action or set of actions relat-

ing to the conduct of business, consumer, or com-

mercial affairs site, and place it on the page.’’ For

example, an online businesses may use an HREF link

to link to a manufacturer’s web site or use an IMG

link to insert images of a product from the manufac-

turer’s web site onto its own web site. Generally,

there are no laws against HREF linking to another

web page because the HREF link merely contains the

coded information of the target’s address. Because

the code is pure information, no copyright or any

other intellectual property laws provide protection.

However, online businesses should keep in mind

several issues related to the practice of HREF and

IMG linking.

When one incorporates content from another’s

page via an unauthorized IMG link, there is no direct

copyright infringement by the creator of the link

because the image is not copied. As explained above,

the visiting browser has provided the user’s browser

with instructions to retrieve the image. It is actually

only the web viewer who has copied the image. How-

ever, the creator of the link may still be liable under

copyright law for contributory infringement, which

occurs when one knowingly makes an infringement

possible. Further, it is possible that a web site could

be liable for copyright infringement if IMG links use

several copyrighted images to form an entirely new

‘‘derivative work’’ on its web site. Generally, it is con-

sidered proper protocol for a web site to get permis-

sion from a copyright owner before placing an IMG

link on its own web site. Web site operators should

also be certain to properly attribute works or images

that may be reached or created with links and not

misrepresent the ownership of the work. Online

businesses must also be careful not to infringe on the

trademarks of others. If a web site falsely leads the

user to believe that the web site is affiliated, ap-

proved, or sponsored by the trademark owner, it

could be liable for trademark infringement.

A link to another’s page or image may also be po-

tentially defamatory if it communicates a false and

damaging statement about a person or entity. Fur-

ther, even if a statement alone is not defamatory, it

could become defamatory by providing a link within,

before, or after the statement that directs the viewer

to further information or identification.

Framing is a technique that puts a frame, or sever-

al frames, on a webpage that stays in place even
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when the viewer links to another site. The practical

purpose of a frame is to be able to see information

from several different sources on one display. How-

ever, because the original web site’s logo, color

scheme, design, or other characteristics may still be

on the frame(s), viewers may be led to believe that

they are still on the original web site and seeing con-

tent created by the original web site. This situation

creates a problem for some situations, such as when

a web site that is being framed by another web site

does not want to be associated with the framing web

site but appears to be so because of the frame. Thus,

framing can raise the same issues as HREF and IMG

linking. Although the legality of framing is not cer-

tain, web site operators should appreciate the poten-

tial legal liability of linking other’s pages into frames

without permission.

It should also be noted that some consider ‘‘deep-

linking’’ to be web piracy if it is done on a large

scale. Deep-linking is when a link is provided to a

specific web page within another’s web site and not

merely to the homepage. Some web operators are

angered by this practice because the link takes the

viewer directly to the page and bypasses its homep-

age, eliminating the ability of the homepage to build

brand recognition, to supply important information,

and to serve advertising functions. However, there is

no law against deep-linking, and it is an extremely

common practice that most see as not problematic,

as long as it is not deceptive. Deep-linking has also

been found legal by at least one federal court. See Ti-

cketmaster Corp. V. Tickets.Com, Inc. (C.D.Cal. Mar.

27, 2000), No. CV-99-7654 (use of deep links to Ti-

cketmaster.com did not violate copyright law be-

cause there is no copying involved, and the online

ticket consumer is openly and obviously transferred

to Ticketmaster’s website; deep-linking also did not

constitute unfair competition because a disclaimer

negated any confusion as to the true source of the

ticket purchase).

E-mailing and ‘‘Spamming’’

Many online businesses use e-mail as an advertis-

ing and marketing tool because of the potentially

vast reach it has and the very inexpensive cost of

sending e-mail. Some e-mail used for these purposes

is targeted to a specific group of consumers who

have requested such useful information. However,

an ever-growing amount of commercial e-mail is un-

solicited, bulk e-mail sent en masse. This latter type

is often referred to as ‘‘spam.’’ One commentator

from Spam.abuse.net cites several reasons for the

maligning of spam: the receiver pays more in aggra-

vation than the sender does in time and money; as

spam grows, it will crowd out mailboxes and render

them unusable; many spammers send their junk e-

mail via innocent intermediate systems to avoid fil-

ters; spam clogs providers’ systems; spam messages

are nearly exclusively worthless, deceptive, and par-

tially or totally fraudulent; and some spam may be

illegal.

While the annoyance of having an e-mail inbox

filled to the virtual brim with these clogging and

often useless solicitations has raised the ire of mil-

lions of e-mail users, it apparently has not touched

the federal legislators enough for them to enact fed-

eral laws directly pertaining to it. Several Federal laws

were pending at the time of this writing in the 107th

Congress, including the Anti-Spamming Act of 2001

(H.R. 718), Anti-Spamming Act of 2001 (H.R. 1017),

Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornogra-
phy and Marketing (CAN SPAM) Act of 2001 (S. 630),

Netizens Protection Act of 2001 (H.R. 3146), Unsolic-

ited Commercial Electronic Mail Act of 2001 (H.R.

95), and Wireless Telephone Spam Protection Act

(H.R. 113). However, as discussed below, many

states have enacted legislation regulating unsolicited

e-mails.

Therefore, although spamming is generally not in

violation of any federal laws at this time, it may soon

be and is considered an extremely poor, if not uneth-

ical and despicable, business practice. Any business

that wishes to use targeted, solicited e-mail as an ad-

vertising tool should be careful to steer clear of send-

ing bulk, unsolicited advertising to unwitting recipi-

ents because doing so may tarnish its reputation and

run afoul of the many state laws on the subject, as

discussed below.

Metatags

Metatags are invisible HTML programming codes

that contain commands to search engine programs

that index web pages. In normal practice they pro-

vide keywords relating to the content of the page so

a search engine will display the page in its results

when a user inserts them as search terms. Thus, by

successfully using metatags, a web operator can in-

crease the frequency a search engine will index a site.

However, website operators quickly figured out

that by using metatags unrelated to their own con-

tent or metatags that contained a competitor’s com-

pany or product name, they could increase their own

traffic. Even though metatags are not visible on the

page (they may be viewed by clicking ‘‘View’’ and

then ‘‘Source’’), this deceptive practice has been the
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basis for numerous lawsuits brought by individuals,

companies, and web sites asserting that unrelated

websites are illegally using metatags.

In general, courts have enjoined the use of trade-

marks in a non-owner’s metatag when the parties

were competitors or when the use of the trademark

in a metatag was used to divert business to the site

for profit. The key factor courts consider in deter-

mining whether a website has infringed on another’s

trademark through its use in a metatag seems to be

whether there could be consumer confusion. See,

e.g., Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Calvin Designer

Label (N.D. Cal. 1997), 985 F.Supp. 1220 (web site

may not use ‘‘Playboy’’ and ‘‘Playmate’’ in metatags

on web site because web site was attempting to prof-

it by confusing consumers and diverting business to

the site).

The improper use of metatags by online business-

es can also raise issues of unfair competition or

trademark dilution. Unfair competition prohibits a

company from deceptively claiming a connection

with or endorsement from another. Trademark dilu-

tion occurs when one uses the trademark of another

in such a manner that it blurs the significance of the

mark or when using a similar mark in an objection-

able manner tarnishes the meaning of the mark. For

an example, see Ken Roberts Co. v. Go-To.com (N.D.

Cal. May 10, 2000), No. C99-4775-THE (competitor’s

use of plaintiff’s name in metatags interfered with

plaintiff’s prospective economic advantage by know-

ingly diverting plaintiff’s current or potential custom-

ers from plaintiff’s website to competitor’s, constitut-

ing unfair competition and trademark dilution).

However, businesses may use another company’s

trademark under certain circumstances. An online

business may generally use another company’s trade-

mark as a metatag on a webpage with a comparison

advertisement. Of course, an online business would

also be permitted to use another’s trademark as a

metatag if it was a distributor of the trademark

owner’s product and had a license from the manufac-

turer to use the trademark. Courts have also refused

to find trademark infringement when the metatag is

used to indicate content that provides a description

of goods or services of the mark owner or their geo-

graphic origin. Such are permitted as a ‘‘fair use’’ of

a trademark. See, e.g., Playboy Enterprises v. Welles

(S.D. Cal. 1998), 7 F.Supp.2d 1098, aff’d without

opinion, (9th Cir. 1998), 162 F.3d 1169 (it was ‘‘fair

use’’ for former Playboy Playmate of the Year to use

‘‘playboy’’ and ‘‘playmate’’ in metatags of her web-

site because they were key words that identified her

source of recognition to the public). However, out-

side these limited circumstances, online businesses

should not use a trademark as a metatag without per-

mission, particularly if the trademark belongs to a

competitor. Many companies and trademark owners

regularly search the Internet for metatag trademark

violations, and such searches are simple to conduct.

Internet Sales Tax

On November 28, 2001, President George W.

Bush signed H.R. 1552, the Internet Tax Non-

Discrimination Act. The Act extends the moratorium

on new, special, and discriminatory Internet taxes

and Internet access taxes originally enacted in Octo-

ber 1998 as part of the Internet Tax Freedom Act (47

U.S.C. 151). The new legislation extends through No-

vember 1, 2003.

Special State Law Considerations

Electronic and Digital Signatures and E-
SIGN

As the Internet grew in popularity, many states

quickly moved to enact legislation pertaining to elec-

tronic and digital signatures. When E-SIGN took ef-

fect in October 2000, the question that then arose

was whether E-SIGN preempted such state laws on

the subject. Preliminarily, it is clear that E-SIGN pre-

empts state laws that conflict with or frustrate E-

SIGN’s basic policy, as spelled out in Section

101(a)(1) and (2), that electronic signatures and re-

cords cannot be denied legal effect solely because

they are in electronic form. However, E-SIGN clearly

does not preclude other laws that do not conflict

with the validation principles contained in Section

101 of E-SIGN.

In 1999, to combat problems that could arise

when parties from two jurisdictions entered into an

electronic transaction, the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws recommend-

ed the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA)

for enactment in all states. UETA recognized elec-

tronically-based transactions and records as the

‘‘functional equivalent’’ of paper transactions where

the parties agreed to use electronics. In formulating

E-SIGN, the drafters clearly took UETA into account.

Indeed, Section 102 of E-SIGN specifically recognizes

UETA and acknowledges that individual states,

through the enactment of UETA, can modify, limit,

or supersede the effect of the validation provisions

in Section 101 of E-SIGN without federal preemp-

tion. However, the state must enact UETA in its
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‘‘pure’’ form (without modification) and express its

intention to supersede E-SIGN. Still, because UETA

only applies when the parties agree to use electron-

ics, E-SIGN would apply in cases where there was no

mutual agreement. Thus, these ‘‘opt-out’’ provisions

provide for uniformity of state law, even though the

provisions in UETA may differ from E-SIGN. E-SIGN

also provides that a state may modify, limit, or super-

cede the validation terms of Section 101 if the state

law specifies the alternative procedures for use of

electronic signatures or records and those proce-

dures are consistent with E-SIGN and do not validate

only a particular type of technology. Therefore, on-

line businesses should note that, although E-SIGN

must be followed, individual states could enact addi-

tional laws affecting electronic signatures.

E-mailing and ‘‘Spamming’’

Although Congress has failed to enact any legisla-

tion specifically regulating unsolicited, bulk, com-

mercial e-mailing, many laws have been passed at the

state level. In July 1997, Nevada became the first state

to enact an anti-spam law. The following states have

also passed spam laws: California, Colorado, Con-

necticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana,

Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, and

West Virginia. The statutes in these states are various-

ly worded and provide a wide range of protection

against unsolicited, commercial e-mail. The anti-

spam laws in the following states require ‘‘opt-out’’

instructions, and most also require that the opt-out

requests be honored: California, Colorado, Idaho,

Iowa, Missouri, Nevada, Rhode Island, and Tennes-

see. The anti-spam legislation in the following states

applies to e-mails that are delivered to a resident of

that state via a provider’s facilities or equipment lo-

cated in that state: California, Colorado, Connecticut,

Illinois, Iowa, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Virginia.

The anti-spam legislation in Delaware and Rhode Is-

land applies to e-mails originating outside the state

if the recipient is located in that state and the sender

is or should have been reasonably aware that the re-

cipient is a resident of that state. North Carolina’s law

applies to e-mails sent into or within the state. In

Washington and West Virginia, the anti-spam laws

apply if a message is sent from within the state or if

the sender knows that the recipient is a resident of

that state. The following states require unsolicited,

bulk, commercial e-mail to have certain labels in the

subject line, such as ‘‘ADV’’ (advertisement) or

‘‘ADLT’’ (adult): California, Colorado, Nevada, Penn-

sylvania, and Tennessee.

Internet Sales Tax

In Quill Corp. v. Heitkamp (1992), 504 U.S. 298,

the United States Supreme Court found that states

cannot require out-of-state retailers to collect sales

taxes unless they have a physical presence, or nexus,

within the state. Thus, online sellers do not have the

power to collect tax on Internet sales to customers

in other states, as such taxes are considered an inter-

ference with interstate commerce. However, if an on-

line business is selling tangible personal property,

it is likely required to collect sales tax in the state

where its inventory is located or where it has a

‘‘bricks–and–mortar’’ store. Also, although no state

may require out-of-state e-businesses to collect and

remit taxes on sales to its residents, states may still

require residents to remit such taxes themselves.

Such a tax is referred to as a ‘‘use’’ tax. The difficulty

is that it is nearly impossible for states to enforce

such laws, so states have no choice but to rely on the

honor system in collecting use taxes.

States have complained about their lack of ability

to collect sales tax for Internet purchases, citing lost

taxes as high as $13 billion for 2001. However, exclu-

sively online e-tailers argue that if they are required

to collect sales taxes and pay them to the proper tax-

ing authorities, it will be extremely difficult to comply

with nearly 8,000 state and local taxing jurisdictions,

each with different rates and rules. One proposal

that the National Governors’ Association (NGA) has

countered with is for the establishment of a ‘‘trusted

third party,’’ which would calculate and collect for

the online businesses the appropriate local and state

sales taxes. However, the NGA’s lobbying efforts to

allow states to tax such online purchases from re-

mote sellers has yet been to no avail, as indicated by

the passage of the Internet Tax Non-Discrimination

Act.

Additional Resources

101 Things You Need to Know About Internet Law. Bick,

Jonathan, Three Rivers Press, 2000.

The E-Business (R)Evolution: Living and Working in an
Interconnected World. Amor, Daniel, Prentice Hall,

2000.

 Internet Law and Business Handbook: A Practical Guide.
Brinson, J. Dianne, and Mark F. Radcliffe, Ladera Press,

2000. 
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Websites

About.com

URL: http://law.about.com/cs/cyberspacelaw/

Alan Gahtan’s Cyberlaw Encyclopedia

URL: http://www.gahtan.com/cyberlaw/

Bitlaw

URL: http://www.bitlaw.com/

Findlaw for Legal Professionals

URL: www.findlaw.com/01topics/10cyberspace/

index.html

Gigalaw

URL: www.gigalaw.com

The Internet Law Journal

URL: http://www.tilj.com

The John Marshall Law School

URL: http://www.jmls.edu/cyber/index/index.html

Megalaw

URL: http://www.megalaw.com/top/internet.php3

Nolo Law for All

URL: www.nolo.com

Spam Laws

URL: http://www.spamlaws.com/
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INTERNET

PIRACY AND FILE-SHARING

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal Laws

- Digital Millennium Copyright Act

- No Electronic Theft Act

• Napster

• After Napster

- Grokster

- Campus Crackdowns

Background

Movies, computer software, and music are all

forms of intellectual property—products of

human intelligence. As technology has evolved from

analog technology to digital technology, it has be-

come easier to store and transmit types of intellectu-

al property over the Internet from one computer

user to another. This new technology sometimes re-

sults in a collision between quickly evolving technol-

ogy and decades-old copyright law.

Computer technology makes it easy to share digi-

tal files between users. A file is a block of information

stored on a magnetic media, such as on a hard disk,

a tape, or a flash drive; examples of files are comput-

er programs, documents, music, and movies. The

practice of sharing files illegally exploded when a for-

mat for audio compression produced a type of file

known as an MP3 file. This audio compression was

important because it significantly reduced the

amount of data that needed to be sent over comput-

er networks, but did not affect the perceived quality

of the sound or image being transmitted. For exam-

ple, the MP3 format can reduce the digital recording

of a song by a ratio of up to 12 to 1.

File-sharing services allow web users to find and

download files from hard drives of other computers.

File-sharing is often accomplished through peer-to-

peer networks. Pure peer-to-peer computer net-

works use the computing power of its participants,

rather than relying on servers. However, other peer-

to-peer networks use a server to communicate the

host user’s Internet address to a requesting user. The

requesting user utilizes this information to connect

to the host user’s computer. Once the connection is

made, a copy of an MP3 file may be downloaded to

the requesting user’s computer. In a peer-to-peer

network, anyone on the network may access files

stored on other network computers. Legal issues

arise when peer-to-peer networks and other meth-

ods are used for the unauthorized transfer and copy-

ing of copyrighted materials, such as music, books,

and movie files. The illegal duplication and distribu-

tion of copyrighted files is known as piracy.

Copyright infringement issues also arise with re-

gard to streaming media. Streaming media is the

transmission or transfer of data that is delivered to

an online viewer in a steady stream in near real time.

Copyrighted content may not be streamed without

the express authorization of the copyright holder.

Copyright infringement and piracy issues impli-

cate both criminal and civil law. Most issues are han-

dled under federal law, although state laws some-

times play a part. On the civil side, copyright holders

may sue for monetary or statutory damages. In addi-

tion, the government may file criminal charges.
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The scope of piracy and illegal file-sharing is vast.

According to the Motion Picture Association of Amer-

ica (MPAA), more than 1.8 million illegal movies and

3,059 duplicating machines were seized in North

America in 2004.

On October 12, 2005, the United States Attorney’s

Office of the Northern District of California handed

down indictments charging several individuals with

a scheme to pirate more than 325,000 illegal copies

of copyrighted CDs and software. Reportedly the

largest CD manufacturing seizure in the country to

date, authorities allege that counterfeit copies were

made with sophisticated replicating equipment that

made the copies look legitimate in every way, even

down to affixing the FBI Anti-Piracy warning label

that states, ‘‘Unauthorized copying is punishable

under federal law. ’’

Piracy issues are by no means confined to the

United States. For example, in December 2005, offi-

cials in Jakarta, Indonesia, announced that they had

seized 2.35 million pirated optical discs in three raids

over a ten-day period. In the Asia-Pacific region

alone, the MPA (the international counterpart of the

MPAA) estimated annual losses of approximately

$900 million. In 2004, approximately 49,000,000 ille-

gal optical discs were seized in the area..

Federal Laws

Digital Millennium Copyright Act

President Bill Clinton signed the Digital Millenni-

um Copyright Act (DMCA) on October 28, 1998. The

law was designed to address problems in copyright

laws created by evolving technology. The law was

also passed to address international concerns regard-

ing copyright. In 1996, the World Intellectual Proper-

ty Organization (an agency of the United Nations)

passed the Copyright Treaty and the Performances

and Phonograms Treaty. This treaty provided for in-

creased protection for copyrighted materials that are

in digital form. Signers of the treaty agreed to imple-

ment laws to enforce the treaties. The United States

is a signatory to the treaty, and the DMCA imple-

mented the treaty on behalf of the U.S.

DMCA goes beyond prior copyright infringement

laws. It provided for enhanced penalties for copy-

right infringement on the Internet. DMCA also crimi-

nalizes production and dissemination of technology

that is used to circumvent measures taken to protect

copyright.

Title I contains provisions that focus on conduct

that is intended to circumvent technological mea-

sures protecting copyrighted works. It is illegal to

‘‘manufacture, import, offer to the public, provide,

or otherwise traffic any technology, product, service,

device, component, or part thereof,’’ when its prima-

ry purpose is to circumvent ‘‘a technological mea-

sure that effectively controls access to’’ a copyright-

ed work. DMCA imposes criminal penalties for such

circumvention.

Circumvention devices may be either actual physi-

cal medium or digital files that allow for content pro-

tection devices put on films, videos, music CDs and

the like. An example of unauthorized circumvention

devices is the software utility DeCSS, which can

break copy protection on DVDs. Using DeCSS, a

movie can be decrypted and illegally copied on a

computer’s hard drive. Two other circumvention de-

vices are the so-called ‘‘black boxes’’ and macrovi-

sion defeators.

Two cases demonstrate DMCA’s dual role with

civil and criminal provisions. In a ruling in a civil case

in early 2004, a federal judge from the Northern Dis-

trict of California halted a company from selling DVD

copying software, in the case of 321 Studios v. Metro
Goldwyn Mayer Studios. Judge Susan Ilston en-

joined 321 from manufacturing, distributing or oth-

erwise trafficking in DVD circumvention software.

Another case, also from the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, involved a criminal prosecution under DMCA.

In U.S. v. Elcom Ltd., the government obtained a con-

viction against a company that marketed a product

for the unauthorized reproduction and distribution

of electronic books.

No Electronic Theft Act

President Clinton signed the No Electronic Theft

Act (NET) in 1997. The law provides for enhanced

criminal remedies for copyright infringement. NET

was intended to stem the widespread theft of com-

puter software.

The NET Act amended provisions in titles 17 and

18 of the U.S. Code. It permits federal prosecution

in cases of large scale, willful copyright infringement

even where the purpose is not for a commercial pur-

pose or private financial gain. The law allows for the

prosecution of anyone who copies, distributes, or re-

ceives software worth more than $1,000, in violation

of copyright. Violation is a misdemeanor for the

$1,000/six months, but becomes a felony where the

value exceeds $2,500.
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The law closed a loophole in prior law, which per-

mitted criminal prosecution only for violations that

result in financial gain. In 1994 a college student and

computer hacker named David LaMacchia used an

electronic bulletin board to distribute many com-

mercial software programs. His actions allegedly cost

software companies more than $1 million, but La-

Macchia himself did not profit. Using pre-NET Act

law, a federal judge dismissed the charges against La-

Macchia.

Napster

Originally, file-sharing was an unorganized activi-

ty. The launch of Napster in 1999 changed every-

thing. That year, college student Shawn Fanning de-

veloped a system that made peer-to-peer sharing of

MP3 music files easy to do. Named after Fanning’s

nickname, the development caused an explosion in

the popularity of peer-to-peer sharing. College stu-

dents loved it, but they were by no means the only

ones using Napster. Practically overnight, millions

were using Napster.

Napster’s system allowed music on one computer

hard drive to be copied by other Napster users. Digi-

tal MP3 files are created from an audio compact disk

CD by a process called ‘‘ripping.‘‘ Ripping software

allows a CD user to compress the audio information

on the CD into the MP3 format, and copy it directly

onto a computer’s hard drive. Napster users used

Napster’s centralized servers to search for MP3 files

stored on other computers. Then, exact copies of the

MP3 file could be transferred from one computer to

another via the Internet. The compressed format of

the MP3 file is what makes the rapid transmission

from one computer to another feasible. Napster’s

MusicShare software made this all possible. The soft-

ware was available for free download at the Napster

web site. Napster also provided technical support for

users. Some estimates estimate up to sixty million

people used Napster at the height of its popularity.

Major record companies quickly realized Nap-

ster’s threat to their profits. They brought suit, charg-

ing Napster with contributory and vicarious copy-

right infringement. A federal district judge in

California entered a preliminary injunction against

Napster. The judge ordered the company to block

users from exchanging copyrighted material.

Napster appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court of Ap-

peals. In 2001, the appellate court upheld most of

the lower court’s ruling. The Ninth Circuit found that

plaintiffs had established a prima facie case of direct

copyright infringement. To establish their case, the

record labels needed to show ownership of the alleg-

edly infringed material. They also needed to demon-

strate that the alleged infringers violated at least one

exclusive right granted to copyright holders. The re-

cord companies’ evidence showed that they owned

approximately 70 percent of the files available

through Napster. They also established that a majori-

ty of Napster users used the Napster system to down-

load and upload copyrighted material.

Napster argued that it had engaged in fair use of

the copyrighted material. If so, Napster did not vio-

late copyright laws. The doctrine of fair use first de-

veloped in court decisions, but it was later made a

part of copyright law, in section 107 of U.S. copyright

law. According to the law, a reproduction of a partic-

ular work may be considered ‘‘fair’’ if used for pur-

poses such as criticism, comment, news reporting,

teaching, scholarship, or research. The law also pro-

vides four factors to be used in determining whether

or not a particular use is fair:

• The purpose and character of the use, in-

cluding whether such use is of commercial

nature or is for nonprofit educational pur-

poses;

• The nature of the copyrighted work;

• The amount and substantiality of the portion

used in relation to the copyrighted work as

a whole; and

• The effect of the use upon the potential mar-

ket for or value of the copyrighted work.

Determining whether a use is fair use or an in-

fringement of copyright is often difficult. For exam-

ple, when examining the amount of a work that has

been used, there is no specific number of words,

lines, or notes that may safely be taken without per-

mission. Moreover, merely acknowledging the

source of copyrighted material is not a substitute for

obtaining permission from the copyright holder.

Napster contended that its system was fair use,

rather than infringement. It supported this argument

with claims that Napster users used the service to

make temporary copies before purchasing music

(‘‘sampling’’), and to access music its users already

owned in CD format (‘‘space shifting’’). The district

and appellate court rejected both these claims. Sam-

pling was a commercial use, the court ruled, even if

some of the users eventually purchased the music.
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Moreover, although wholesale copying does not pre-

clude a claim of fair use, it militates against such a

finding. In addition, the recording industry estab-

lished that its marketability had been affected by

Napster.

The appellate court found that Napster could be

liable for contributory copyright infringement. Con-

tributory copyright infringement is defined as ‘‘one

who, with knowledge of the infringing activity, in-

duces, causes or materially contributes to the infring-

ing conduct of another.’’ The Ninth Circuit deter-

mined that the district court did not err when it

concluded that plaintiffs would likely prevail on this

point: ‘‘Napster, by its conduct, knowingly encour-

ages and assists the infringement of plaintiffs’ copy-

rights.’’

The recording companies were ordered to pro-

vide Napster with lists of recordings. Once that had

been done, Napster had the burden to promptly re-

move those recordings from its system. In 2001 Nap-

ster agreed to use screening technology to block dis-

tribution of files identified by the recording

companies.

After Napster

Grokster

The legal rulings against Napster signaled its virtu-

al demise, but the sharing of copyrighted material

over the Internet adapted and continued. Other

companies developed services that did not rely on

centralized servers to facilitate the file-sharing. Grok-

ster, StreamCast, and other companies distributed

free software that allowed users to connect directly

with one another. Since the software was free, the

companies made money through sales of advertise-

ments included with the software.

Companies in the music industry and the motion

picture industry sued to stop these new file-sharing

services. The plaintiffs alleged that copyright in-

fringement accounted for 90 percent of the activity

on these peer-to-peer networks. Evidence in Grok-

ster showed that the companies marketed them-

selves to former Napster users and that they did not

offer any way to filter copyrighted material that

passed through their software.

When the Grokster case was filed in the latter part

of 2001, the controlling law was found in the 1984

ruling in Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Stu-
dios, Inc., more commonly called the Betamax case.

In Betamax, the entertainment industry sued Sony

for selling videocassette recorders (VCRs), because

they could be used to record copyrighted movies.

The Supreme Court held that Sony was not liable for

damages of contributory copyright infringement. It

ruled that where a product may be used for ‘‘sub-

stantial’’ or ‘‘commercially significant non-

infringinguses‘‘ it was not liable for infringement.

This was true even where VCR owners used the prod-

uct in a manner that constituted copyright infringe-

ment, because the VCRs could be used for other non-

infringing purposes.

The Grokster litigation reflected the ever-

changing face of technology, and the laws’ attempts

to keep up with those changes. Initially, a federal dis-

trict court judge in California ruled against the music

and movie industries, and declined to distinguish be-

tween Betamax and Grokster. Moreover, Judge Ste-

phen Wilson distinguished the Ninth Circuit decision

in the Napster case. Wilson found that Napster was

different because it actually provided a network for

the infringement to take place; these defendants did

not. On appeal, the Ninth Circuit agreed, ruling that

Grokster and the other defendants did not have ac-

tual knowledge of copyright infringement, nor the

right or ability to supervise its users.

The Ninth Circuit opinion in Grokster conflicted

with a ruling from the Seventh Circuit Court of Ap-

peals. In the case of In re Aimster Copyright Litiga-

tion, the Seventh Circuit held that Aimster, which

provided services similar to Grokster and Stream-

Cast, was liable for violation of copyright laws.

The plaintiffs in Grokster filed a writ of certiorari

to the Supreme Court, and the case was accepted for

review. The court’s unanimous decision settled the

conflict between the Seventh and Ninth Circuit rul-

ings. On June 27, 2005, in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios Inc. v. Grokster Ltd., the U.S. Supreme Court

ruled that companies providing peer-to-peer Inter-

net file-sharing programs could be held liable for the

copyright infringement by the users of their service.

The opinion, written by Justice David Souter held

that the Ninth Circuit had misread the Betamax deci-

sion. The high court determined that most of the evi-

dence in the case indicated the defendants’ purpose

was to facilitate a way for users to share files illegally.

The Supreme Court returned the case to the fed-

eral district court for final resolution. Rather than

continue with the litigation, the parties came to an

agreement, which was announced on November 7,

2005. Grokster agreed to immediately discontinue its
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former business operations, and agreed to have a

judgment and a permanent injunction entered

against it in favor of the plaintiffs. The Grokster web-

site in December 2005 included the following an-

nouncement: ‘‘There are legal services for down-

loading music and movies. This service is not one of

them. Grokster hopes to have a safe and legal service

available soon.’’ The nearly-bare website also includ-

ed some information and links about copyright laws.

Campus Crackdowns

Shutting down Napster, Grokster, and other file-

sharing systems has not made the problem of illegal

file-sharing disappear. Moreover, illegal file-sharing

has always enjoyed immense popularity among col-

lege students, so music industry officials began to

concentrate anti-piracy efforts against these individu-

als. In December 2002, the Recording Industry Asso-

ciation of America (RIAA) sent letters and other

warning messages to colleges and universities. Col-

lege administrators pledged to work with the record-

ing industry to prevent illegal file sharing. RIAA also

announced an amnesty plan, available to persons

who admitted to illegal sharing of files. Dubbed

‘‘Clean Slate ‘‘, the system required those seeking

amnesty to destroy or delete all illegally downloaded

copyrighted sound recordings, to refrain from down-

loading illegal recordings in the future, and to certify

that they have not been sued for copyright infringe-

ment nor performed any downloading for a commer-

cial purpose.

RIAA has also filed civil lawsuits against students

who build their own Napster-like systems on cam-

pus. In April 2003, the RIAA filed civil lawsuits against

four individual students at Princeton University,

Michigan Technological University, and Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute. According to allegations in

these complaints, copyright infringement at universi-

ties is a serious problem. RIAA alleged that students

made between 27,000 and a million songs available

through their universities’ networks. The music in-

dustry also contended that statistics indicated that

nearly 50 percent of the available computer re-

sources at some universities were being used for un-

authorized copying and distribution of copyrighted

material. These cases were settled; defendants paid

damages reported to range from $12,500 to $17,000.

The music industry continues to fight against un-

authorized file-sharing. On December 15, 2005, RIAA

announced copyright infringement lawsuits against

751 individuals, including students at Drexel Univer-

sity, Harvard University, and the University of South-

ern California. This announcement followed filings of

more than 800 such suits in November 2005. Some

of the RIAA lawsuits have been filed against unknown

persons, so-called ‘‘John Doe’’ lawsuits. This initial

approach is necessary because in 2003, the U.S.

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia ruled

that RIAA could not require Internet service provid-

ers (ISPs) to provide the identities of users who had

allegedly engaged in illegal file-sharing. Thus, RIAA

initially files against the John Does where an individ-

ual cannot be identified. RIAA then requests a court

order to force the ISPs to release the names.

Additional Resources

 Media, Technology, and Copyright, Michael A. Einhorn,
Edward Elgar Publishing, Inc., 2004.

Prosecuting Intellectual Property Crimes Manual, Com-
puter Crime and Intellectual Property Section, Criminal
Division, U.S. Department of Justice, 2001, available at
http://www.cybercrime.gov/ipmanual.htm

NET Act, Summary of Changes to the Criminal Copyright
and Trademark Laws, Department of Justice, Feb. 18,
1988, available at http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/
cybercrime/netsum.htm.

Organizations

Motion Picture Association of America
(MPAA)

15503 Ventura Blvd.

Encino, CA 91436 USA

Phone: (818) 995-6600

URL: http://www.mpaa.org

Primary Contact: Dan Glickman, Chair and CEO

Recording Industry Association of
America(RIAA)

URL: http://www.riaa.com

Primary Contact: Mitch Bainwol, Chair and CEO
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INTERNET

PORNOGRAPHY

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal Restrictions on Cyber Porn

- Child Pornography

- Disseminating Cyber Porn to Minors

- Filtering in Federally-funded Public

Schools and Libraries

• State Laws

• Additional Resources 

Background

Internet pornography is a battlefield in U.S. law.

Since the explosion of public interest in the Net in

the 1990s, the public, lawmakers, and the courts

have argued over how to control online porn. Con-

gress and state legislatures have passed several laws

aimed at protecting children from exposure to so-

called cyber porn, but the most sweeping of these

have often failed to pass constitutional tests. The fail-

ure of these laws in court means this popular yet con-

troversial medium faces few regulations.

According to the Internet Filter Review (an indus-

try group advocating pornography filtering), Internet

pornography accounts for $2.5 billion of the $57 bil-

lion worldwide pornography market. The Review

found that in 2003 there were 4.2 million pornogra-

phy Web sites allowing access to 72 million world-

wide visitors, of which 40 million of them were Amer-

icans. One fourth of the search engine requests every

day (68 million) are for pornographic material.

In some respects, the issue continues a legal

struggle many decades old. Opponents of pornogra-

phy have long tried to control it on moral grounds,

even as proponents sought to protect it as a valid ex-

pression of free speech. Traditionally, opponents

won these battles. The Supreme Court established

that obscenity is not protected by the First Amend-

ment, but the difficult question in each case has been

defining what is and what is not obscene. Court rul-

ings gradually shifted from a broad, forbidding posi-

tion of the late 1950s to holding, in the 1970s, that

communities could set their own standards for ob-

scenity. Replayed in countless courtrooms, the tug-

of-war between these camps has continued ever

since.

But the fight over cyber porn carries traditional ar-

guments into new areas shaped by technology. A

chief concern is that the Internet allows minors easy

access to it through search engines—sometimes

even accidentally. U.S. Solicitor General Ted Olson

contended that minors could stumble upon or inten-

tionally enter 28,000 commercial porn websites. Also

of worry is the Internet’s ability to facilitate the illegal

dissemination of child pornography. And the ubiqui-

ty of Internet access has raised new social problems

by introducing pornography into new settings, such

as public libraries and the workplace.

Milestones in the development of Internet por-

nography law include the following.

• The Supreme Court established that obscen-

ity is not protected by the First Amendment

in Roth v. United States (1957), declaring ob-

scenity to be ‘‘utterly without redeeming so-

cial importance.’’

• After subsequent cases showed the difficulty

of finding a conclusive definition of obsceni-
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ty, the Court restated its definition in Miller
v. California (1973). It substituted a de-

tailed three-part test ultimately to be used by

each locality—the so-called ‘‘community

standards’’ test.

• The Court ruled that child pornography is

not a form of expression protected under

the constitution in New York v. Ferber
(1982). It has also upheld a state law prohib-

iting the possession and viewing of child

porn in Osborne v. Ohio (1990).

• Seeking to control Internet porn, Congress

first passed legislation in 1996. The Commu-

nications Decency Act (CDA) criminalized

the dissemination over computer networks

of obscene or indecent material to children..

Immediately blocked from enforcement by

the courts, it was ruled unconstitutional

under the First Amendment in 1997.

• Seeking to update federal child pornogra-

phy law for the Internet, Congress passed

the Child Pornography Prevention Act

(CPPA) of 1996. Among other features, the

law criminalized any visual depiction that

‘‘appears to be’’ child pornography, includ-

ing so-called virtual porn created by comput-

er. After lower courts struck down provi-

sions of the statute, the U.S. Supreme Court

agreed to hear an appeal. In Ashcroft v. Free
Speech Coalition, (2002), the high court

agreed with the Ninth Circuit that two key

provisions of the CPPA were unconstitution-

ally overbroad (affecting both legal and ille-

gal speech) under the First Amendment.

The law was struck down.

• Congress responded by passing the Child

Online Protection Act (COPA) of 1998. More

narrowly written, COPA took aim at com-

mercial online porn sites that disseminate

material to minors. And, anticipating consti-

tutional objections, it mandated that crimi-

nal cases brought under it would be tried ac-

cording to contemporary community

standards. The law set stiff penalties of

$150,000 for each day of violation and up to

six months in prison. However, COPA suf-

fered similar setbacks in court after the

ACLU and several non-pornographic online

websites successfully contested it, first in

federal district court in Philadelphia and

then before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

3rd Circuit. As before with the CDA, the Jus-
tice Department continued to appeal; this

time, it argued that online porn is even more

readily accessible to children and thus in

need of urgent control. However, in 2004,

the U.S. Supreme Court rejected Congress’

version of the Child Online Protection Act

(COPA), in that it did not sufficiently protect

the rights of adults to consensually view sex-

ually explicit material on the Internet. Ash-
croft v. ACLU, No. 03-0218 (2004). The

Court, by a close 5-4 vote, concluded that

the government had not shown why less-

restrictive alternatives (such as software fil-

ters) could not be equally or more effective.

The high court noted that filtering software

had come a long way in just five years, and

that two less restrictive laws had passed

muster, one prohibiting misleading domain

names, and another creating a child-safe

kids.domain, and that these and similar ac-

tions may be sufficient to protect children.

The case was remanded to a lower court for

further investigation and action.

• In response to this, the Department of Jus-

tice began issuing subpoenas to Google,

Yahoo, and MSN, to obtain one million ran-

dom Web addresses and records of all

searches for a one-week period in order to

prove the superiority and necessity of COPA,

and the ineffectiveness of filtering technolo-

gy.

As these federal cases suggest, recent outcomes

have favored those who regard federal control of In-

ternet pornography as censorship. That does not

mean the issues are settled, as indeed partisans on

both sides of the issue eagerly anticipate forthcom-

ing proposed legislation and judicial review thereof..

Federal Restrictions on Cyber Porn

Child Pornography

Child pornography has long been treated severely

under both federal and state law. Congress first ad-

dressed the issue with the Protection of Children

Against Sexual Exploitation Act of 1977. Lawmakers

later toughened restrictions in the Child Protection

Act of 1984, the Child Protection and Obscenity En-

forcement Act of 1988, and the Child Protection Res-

toration and Penalties Enhancement Act of 1990.

In the 1990s, lawmakers twice passed legislation

targeting child porn online. The first was the Child
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Pornography Prevention Act (CPPA) of 1996, de-

signed both to close loopholes in existing federal

child pornography law and address new technologi-

cal issues by the following:

• Criminalizing the act of knowingly possess-

ing, selling, receiving, sending, or transmit-

ting child pornography via the internet or e-

mail.

• Criminalizing so-called ‘‘virtual, or

morphed’’ depictions of child pornography,

those that appear to involve minors and

those created by computer graphics soft-

ware.

The law was struck down by the U.S. Supreme Court,

which held that it was overbroad and would also

have hurt artistic expression. Ashcroft v. Free Speech
Coalition, (2002).

The Protection of Children from Sexual Predators

Act of 1998 contains further anti-child porn provi-

sions. Title II of the law contains the following provi-

sions:

• Provides for the prosecution of individuals

for the production of child pornography if

the visual depiction was produced with ma-

terials that have been mailed, shipped, or

transported in interstate or foreign com-

merce, including by computer.

• Tightens previous federal law by making it a

criminal offense to possess for even one de-

piction of child pornography

• Outlines responsibilities for Internet Service

Providers in reporting child pornography to

authorities

• Increases federal criminal penalties for child

pornography, which include fines and pris-

on sentences ranging from 15 to 30 years

Disseminating Cyber Porn to Minors

Although several federal laws have sought to con-

trol Internet porn, none has specifically tried to for-

bid it. In large part this is a recognition of the legal

protections pornography enjoyed toward the end of

the twentieth century. Case law has established that

much pornography is protected speech under the

First Amendment. Obscenity is not protected. How-

ever, as the Supreme Court’s ‘‘community stan-

dards’’ doctrine acknowledges, communities mea-

sure obscenity differently: what is likely to be

considered obscene by a jury in Utah is not guaran-

teed to similarly move a jury in New York. The diffi-

culty of formulating one broad standard of obscenity

for all communities is made even greater by the In-

ternet’s being a global network, available everywhere

at once.

Thus rather than trying to eliminate cyber porn,

Congress has twice sought to protect children from

exposure to it. These laws have yet to be enforced.

Both wound up in court, where sections of each

were ruled unconstitutional. Crucially, the fate of

one law still remains as of 2002 on appeal.

The Communications Decency Act (CDA) of 1996

was lawmakers’ first attempt to regulate the availabil-

ity of indecent and obscene material online to mi-

nors. The CDA prohibited the ‘‘knowing’’ dissemina-

tion of such material to minors over computer

networks or telephone lines, establishing penalties

for violations of up to five years imprisonment and

fines of up to $250,000. But it quickly fell to a legal

challenge brought by the American Civil Liberties

Union (ACLU) and a coalition of major publishers.

Bringing a traditional First Amendment case against

censorship, they argued successfully that the law was

too broad: in trying to protect kids, its prohibitions

would have limited the speech of adults to a level

suitable for children. After a special three-judge

panel ruled against the law in Philadelphia in 1996,

the Supreme Court by 7-2 vote in American Civil
Liberties Union v. Reno (1997) held that the law un-

constitutionally abridged freedom of speech, and

thus struck down key provisions.

Filtering in Federally-funded Public Schools
and Libraries

In another attempt to protect children from expo-

sure to cyber porn, Congress passed two laws in 2000

aimed at public schools and public libraries. Federal-

ly-funded institutions of this kind are required to put

in effect Internet safety policies in order to continue

qualifying for federal support. They must install so-

called Internet filters on their public computers:

these are commercially-available software programs,

with names like Cyber Patrol and Net Nanny, that in-

tercept and block pornographic materials. Under the

terms of the Children’s Internet Protection Act

(CIPA) and the Neighborhood Internet Protection

Act (NCIPA), filters had to be in place by 2001, al-

though libraries were ultimately given extra time to

comply.

Proving as controversial as the CDA and COPA,

the laws were challenged by the American Library As-

sociation and civil liberties groups. They argued that
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the law will result in censorship because it relies

upon inaccurate technology, citing evidence that

some software filters erroneously block non-

pornographic material, too. In U.S. v. American Li-
brary Association, No. 02-361 (2003), the U.S. Su-

preme Court upheld CIPA s constitutional. 

State Laws

State laws on Internet pornography have evolved

rapidly. Prior to the rise in popularity of the Internet,

most states already had laws on the books regulating

age limits for purchasing pornography as well as stat-

utes criminalizing child pornography. Many legisla-

tures saw a need for legislation to respond to the vi-

cissitudes of new technology. Between 1995 and

2002, nearly two dozen states considered bills that

would control in some fashion access to Internet

pornography. More than a dozen states enacted

them.

Closely resembling federal law, state laws break

down into two broad categories. In the first and

broadest, the laws forbid the access by minors to

what the laws usually call ‘‘harmful materials’’—

verbal and visual information that includes, but is not

necessarily limited to, pornography. Sometimes

these laws target ‘‘indecent’’ material; for example,

Oklahoma and New York law each criminalize the

transmission of indecent materials to minors.

Most state laws on transmission of indecent mate-

rials target exposure in public schools and libraries.

Their remedy is to require, and in at least one case

merely recommend, that these facilities install so-

called Internet filtering software on their computers.

At least six states have passed such laws: Arizona,

Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, South Carolina, and

Tennessee. Twenty more states were considering

such legislation in 2001-2002.

Like federal law, a second category of state law tar-

gets virtual child pornography. Aggressively defining

this new category of criminal offense, these laws treat

so-called virtual porn as severely as actual photogra-

phy of minors. In the mid-1990s, for instance, both

Kansas and Montana expanded their existing statutes

to prohibit transmission and possession of such im-

ages, while other states such as Missouri and Minne-

sota enacted new laws.

In early court challenges, much more sweeping

state cyber porn laws failed to pass constitutional

tests in three states. In American Library Associa-

tion v. Pataki (1997), a federal judge blocked en-

forcement of a New York statue prohibiting online

indecency that had been modeled on the federal

Communications Decency Act, ruling that it violated

the Constitution’s Commerce Clause. In ACLU v.
Johnson (1998), a federal district judge ruled on First

Amendment grounds that New Mexico could not en-

force a law criminalizing the online dissemination of

any expression that involves nudity or sexual con-

tent. And in another victory for First Amendment ad-

vocates, a federal judge blocked Michigan’s 1999 law

criminalizing online communications deemed harm-

ful to minors in Cyberspace v. Engler (1999).

In September 2004, a federal district judge struck

down Pennsylvania’s 2002 law requiring Internet ser-

vice providers (ISPs) to disable or block access to

child pornography Websites. The law also imposed

criminal sanctions on ISPs who failed to comply. In

CDT v, Pappert, No. 03-5051 (U.S.D.C. Eastern Dis-

trict PA, 2004), the district court ruled that the Inter-

net Child Pornography Act, 18 Pa. Cons. Stat., Sec-

tions 7621-7630, failed to pass muster under both

First Amendment and Commerce Clause challenges

under the U.S. Constitution. In summary, because

the Act blocked access to legitimate Internet content

far outside of the state, it could not be viewed as the

least restrictive means for furthering a legitimate gov-

ernmental interest under the First Amendment.

Moreover, because the Act involved Internet com-

munications, it necessarily and substantially affected

interstate commerce, prohibited under the Dormant

Commerce Clause of the Constitution as well.

Additional Resources

Constitutional Amendments: 1789 to the Present Kris E.
Palmer, ed., Gale Group, 2000.

Cyber Liberties American Civil Liberties Union Website.
Available at http://www.aclu.org/issues/cyber/
hmcl.html.

Petitioner’s Brief, Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition U.S.
Department of Justice, 2000. Available at http://
www.usdoj.gov/osg/briefs/2000/3mer/2mer/2000-
0795.mer.aa.html.

 State Internet Laws Face a Different Constitutional Chal-
lenge Kaplan, Carl S., The New York Times, July 2, 1999.

U.S. Supreme Court Considering Law on ‘Virtual Child
Porn.’ Kleder, Martha, Culture and Family Institute.
Available at http://cultureandfamily.org/report/2001-11-
08/n_childporn.shtml

West Encyclopedia of American Law. Theresa J. Lippert,
ed., West Group, 1998.
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Organizations

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)

125 Broad Street, 18th Floor

New York, NY 10004 USA

Phone: (212) 549-2500

URL: http://www.aclu.org

Primary Contact: Nadine Strossen, Pres.

American Family Association

P.O. Box 2440

Tupelo, MS 38803 USA

Phone: (662) 844-5036

Fax: (662) 842-7798

URL: http://www.afa.net

Primary Contact: Donald E. Wildmon, Pres.

Federal Bureau of Investigation

J. Edgar Hoover Building, 935 Pennsylvania

Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20535-0001 USA

Phone: (202) 324-3000

Fax: ()

URL: http://www.fbi.gov

Primary Contact: Robert S. Mueller III, Dir.
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LABOR LAW

AT-WILL EMPLOYMENT

Sections within this essay: 
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- Oral Contracts
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- Good Faith and Fair Dealing

- Statutes

• Selected State Laws Concerning At-Will Em-

ployment

• Additional Resources

Background

In many employment situations, the law generally

considers the employment relationship to be termi-

nable at the will of either party. That is, an employer

may terminate an employee at the will of an employ-

er, while an employee may quit at any time. When ei-

ther of these events occur, the party that ends the

relationship is not liable to the other, even if this ter-

mination causes damage to the other party. This type

of relationship is termed employment at-will.

Although rules governing at-will employment re-

main largely intact today, courts and legislatures have

crafted some exceptions to these rules. Some of

these exceptions apply when the employer and the

employee have entered into a contract. Other excep-

tions apply when the discharge violates a mandate of

public policy or when an employer violates a duty to

exercise good faith and fair dealing with the employ-

ee. Though these exceptions do not prohibit an em-

ployer from terminating an employee, they will allow

the employee to recover damages. Individual states

vary regarding protections offered to employees in

an at-will employment relationship.

The United States remains the only major indus-

trial power that adheres to the at-will employment

doctrine. Other nations, including Great Britain,

France, Italy, Germany, and Japan, each have statutes

that require employers to show good cause before

the employers can terminate employees.

History

Historically, courts in England did not adhere to

rules that recognized an employment relationship as

one that could be terminated by either party at any

time. In fact, ancient statutes and early decisions

sought to protect employees by presuming that the

employment relationship would last for a certain pe-

riod of time, such as one year. This type of rule pre-

vented employers from hiring employees for a short

period of time, such as for the duration of a harvest

season, and then firing the employee during the win-

ter season, when the employee would not have food

or shelter.

Courts in the United States during the 19th centu-

ry began to follow the rule that where an employee

did not have a contract for a fixed length of time, the

employer could terminate the employment relation-

ship at any time. H.G. Wood, an author of a leading

treatise on the relationship between master and ser-
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vant, formulated a rule in 1886 that set forth the em-

ployment at will doctrine. Nearly every state eventu-

ally adopted the at-will doctrine as the law governing

employment relationships.

Application of the Doctrine

The employment at will doctrine contains three

major rules. The first general rule is that an employer

is not liable for any alleged damages suffered by an

employee who is fired arbitrarily. Until courts in the

1980s began to recognize exceptions to the at-will

doctrine (see below), the courts generally refused to

award damages to discharged employees, even in sit-

uations where the employer did not follow its own

procedures or where the employer acted with mal-

ice. The second general rule is that an employee who

alleges that his or her employment contract was for

a specified term has the burden of proving that the

contract was for a defined term. The third general

rule is that a court will construe an employment con-

tract for an indefinite period of time, including a con-

tract for ‘‘permanent’’ employment, to mean that the

employment relationship is at will.

Exceptions

The employment at will doctrine often leads to

harsh results. Employees often feel a strong need for

security in their jobs, but the doctrine provides no

such security since an employer can terminate an

employee without any recourse in the law. Civil

rights legislation enacted in the 1960s provided sup-

port for the idea that employers should not have un-

fettered rights to hiring and firing of employees. Dis-

charged employees challenged the at-will doctrine in

courts during the 1970s and 1980s and eventually ex-

perienced some success. Courts began to allow em-

ployees to recover damages in suits for wrongful dis-

charge.

The major exceptions to the employment at will

doctrine are as follows:

Public Policy

The first recognized exception to the employment

at will doctrine applies when an employer terminates

an employee in a manner that violates public policy.

This exception generally applies in four circum-

stances: (1) an employee refuses to perform an ille-

gal act at the request of an employer; (2) an employ-

ee attempts to exercise a legal right provided by

statute, such as filing a workers’ compensation claim;

(3) the employee reports on an employer’s illegal

acts, also known as ‘‘whistleblowing;’’ and (4) an em-

ployee attempts to perform a public duty, such as

serving on a jury.

The majority of states recognize at least some

form of a public policy exception. Courts are general-

ly more likely to recognize a public policy exception

that is based on a statute than one based on some

other authority, such as a constitutional right. Thus,

for instance, employees who have attempted to

argue that they were wrongfully discharged for en-

gaging in actions allegedly protected by the First

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution have not had

significant success in the courts.

This exception does not eliminate the employ-

ment at will doctrine, but rather allows employees to

recover for wrongful discharge.

Written Employment Contracts

Some employees enter into employment relation-

ships by signing employment contracts, although the

number of employees in general who have such con-

tracts is relatively small. Company executives, highly

paid employees, and highly skilled employees are ex-

amples of those who may receive written employ-

ment agreements. These contracts contain the terms

of employment, including salaries, the length of the

employment contract, provisions regarding early ter-

mination, and so forth.

An employee who has a written contract with his

or her employer must first prove the existence of the

contract. Once the employee has proven this, then

the employee must prove that the employer has

breached the agreement. Whether an employer has

breached a contract depends on the terms of the

agreement itself. In some instances, a contract may

restrict an employer from terminating an employee

except for certain reasons or by following certain

procedures. The employee must prove that the em-

ployer breached the agreement in order to recover.

Oral Contracts

In some instances, an employer may make oral

promises to an employee regarding job security.

These promises often take place before the employ-

ee is hired and are often intended to entice the em-
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ployee to work for the employer. Although employ-

ees may have difficulty proving that an employer has

made an oral promise, courts frequently enforce

such promises of job security.

As is the case with a written contract, the specific

language than an employer uses when making an

oral promise will determine whether a court will en-

force the contract or treat the relationship as one

that is at will. Courts are more likely to enforce a con-

tract that states a more definite period of time. Such

a period of time may be very specific, such as a prom-

ise for employment for one year, or it may be deter-

mined in some objective manner, such as a promise

that an employee will remain employed until the

completion of a particular project. Courts have strug-

gled with other types of promises, such as a promise

of ‘‘permanent’’ or ‘‘lifetime’’ employment. Some

courts treat an employment relationship under such

a promise merely as an employment at will relation-

ship, while other courts view such a promise as a

commitment to continued employment so long as

the employee remains alive.

Employee Handbooks and Manuals

Employees often provide standardized instruc-

tions to employees through the use of employee

handbooks or manuals. These handbooks allow the

employers to train a large number of employees

without the use of individual training. These hand-

books can set forth the employer’s standard employ-

ment practices and establish the expectations of em-

ployees. Provisions in a handbook or manual may

include descriptions of the following examples:

• Compensation of employees

• Health and other benefits offered to employ-

ees

• Work hours

• Overtime

• Leaves of absence

• Holidays

• Vacation time

• Rules of expected behavior

• Discharge

• Discipline and disciplinary procedures

• Grievance

• Promotion

Until the 1980s, courts seldom enforced the terms

of an employee handbook as a contract. In many in-

stances, handbooks do not contain language that a

court would construe as promissory in nature. How-

ever, courts in the 1980s began to recognize that lan-

guage in these handbooks may bind the employer

contractually. The majority of jurisdictions now rec-

ognize an employee handbook as an exception to at-

will employment.

A number of issues may arise in the context of em-

ployee handbooks. Many cases involve a question of

whether an employer may fire an employee and, if

so, whether the employer followed the proper pro-

cedures in firing the employee. Cases involving em-

ployee handbooks often turn on whether the lan-

guage in a handbook is sufficiently specific. For

instance, if a handbook sets forth a list of reasons

why an employer may fire an employee, courts will

likely find that this language binds the employer. On

the other hand, if a handbook is vague about reasons

for a discharge, courts are more likely to determine

that the relationship is at will.

Where an employer includes language indicating

that an employee handbook does not constitute a

promise or a contract, courts usually rule in favor of

the employer. In such an instance, the courts require

that the disclaimer is clear and unequivocal, that it

is placed conspicuously, and that the disclaimer is

communicated to the employee. 

Good Faith and Fair Dealing

A minority of states recognize that an employ-

ment contract may give rise to an implied covenant

of good faith and fair dealing. Although this concept

applies generally to all contracts, courts traditionally

did not apply this covenant in cases involving em-

ployment contracts. This situation often arises where

an employee has accrued benefits and the employer

takes an action that effectively deprives the employ-

ee of these benefits. For instance, assume that an

employee of a company has just completed a large

sale, and the company will owe a large commission

to the employee. On the following day, the company

fires the employee, thus avoiding the requirement of

paying the commission. In states that recognize an

implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, a

court may apply the covenant to require payment of

the commission.
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Federal Statutes

A number of federal statutes restrict employers

from discharging employees on certain grounds. A

listing of these statutes is as follows:

• Age Discrimination in Employment Act

• Americans with Disabilities Act

• Civil Rights Act of 1964

• Clean Air Act

• Consumer Credit Protection Act

• Employee Retirement Income Security Act

• Energy Reorganization Act of 1974

• Fair Labor Standards Act

• Family and Medical Leave Act 

• Federal Water Pollution Control Act

• Judiciary and Judicial Procedure Act

• National Labor Relations Act

• Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970

• Railroad Safety Act

• Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assis-

tance Act

• Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973

Selected State Laws Concerning At-Will
Employment

The vast majority of states recognize at least one

exception to the employment at will doctrine. The

most commonly accepted exception is the public

policy exception; the only states that do not recog-

nize this exception include Alabama, Florida, Geor-

gia, Louisiana, Maine, New York, and Rhode Island.

A few states have enacted piecemeal legislation relat-

ed to at-will employment, though only Montana has

enacted a comprehensive statute on the subject. 

The following provides summaries of some select-

ed state laws regarding application of the doctrine of

at will employment and its exceptions: 

ALABAMA: The Alabama Supreme Court has held

that even where an employment contract has been

made with reference to and subject to workers’ com-

pensation laws, this did not restrict an employer’s

right to terminate the contract at will. Several cases

have reaffirmed the employment at will doctrine. 

CALIFORNIA: The California Supreme Court has

recognized that an employer who has violated a man-

date of public policy may be liable under a contract

in tort. 

CONNECTICUT: The Connecticut Supreme Court

in a 1980 case held that an at-will employee could re-

cover for wrongful discharge after the employer fired

the employee for insisting that the employer comply

with the Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act. 

IDAHO: In 1996, the Idaho Supreme Court ruled

that a teacher could recover for wrongful discharge

after the state department of education fired her for

missing work when she responded to a subpoena.

According to the court, the firing violated public poli-

cy because failure to comply with a subpoena could

be punished by contempt under a state statute. 

INDIANA: Indiana courts have recognized that an

employee may have a cause of action when an em-

ployer retaliates after an employee has exercised a

statutorily-conferred right, an employee has refused

to perform an unlawful act, or the employee has

breached a statutorily-imposed duty. 

IOWA: The Iowa Supreme Court recognizes two

exceptions to the general rule of at-will employment.

First, an employee may recover when a discharge vi-

olates a well-established and well-defined public poli-

cy. Second, an employee may recover when an em-

ployee handbook creates an implied contract. 

KANSAS: The Kansas Supreme Court has recog-

nized that an employee may recover for wrongful dis-

charge where the employee is terminated for filing

a workers’ compensation claim. 

MASSACHUSETTS: The Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts has stated that an employee may be

terminated at any time, for any reason, or for no rea-

son at all. 

MONTANA: Montana has enacted the Wrongful

Discharge from Employment Act. In most instances,

an employee may only be discharged for ‘‘good

cause.’’ The statute defines good cause as reasonable

job-related grounds for dismissal based on failure to

satisfactorily perform job duties, disruption of em-

ployer’s operation, or other legitimate business rea-

sons. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: The New Hampshire Supreme

Court has held that termination of an at-will employ-

ment relationship that is motivated by bad faith or

malice on the part of the employer is not in the best

interest of the legal system and constitutes a breach

of contract. 

NEW JERSEY: The New Jersey Supreme Court has

held that an employee may have a cause of action for
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wrongful discharge when the discharge is contrary to

a clear mandate of public policy. Such a mandate may

appear in the form of legislation; administrative

rules, regulations, or decisions; or judicial decisions.

OHIO: Ohio courts recognize the tort of wrongful

discharge in derogation of public policy. This tort has

four elements, including the following: (1) the clarity

element, which requires that a clear public policy ex-

isted and was manifest under state or federal law; (2)

the jeopardy element, which requires that the dis-

missal of employees like those involved in the plain-

tiff’s dismissal would jeopardize public policy; (3) the

causation element, under which a plaintiff must

prove that the dismissal was motivated by conduct

related to the public policy; and (4) the overriding

justification element, where a plaintiff must prove

that the employer lacked a legitimate business justifi-

cation for the dismissal. 

SOUTH DAKOTA: A South Dakota statute defines

termination of employment at will as follows: ‘‘An

employment having no specified term may be termi-

nated at the will of either party on notice to the

other, unless otherwise provided by statute.’’ 

VERMONT: The Vermont Supreme Court has held

that the dismissal of an at-will employee on the basis

of age contravened public policy and established a

cause of action under the public policy exception to

at-will employment. 

WISCONSIN: The Wisconsin Supreme Court held

that an employee could recover under the public

policy exception to at-will employment when the

employer was terminated for refusing to drive a com-

pany truck after telling the company that he did not

have a required license to operate the truck.

Additional Resources

Employment Law in a Nutshell. Covington, Robert N. and
Kurt H. Decker, St. Paul: West Group, 2002

Employment Law. 3rd Edition, Rothstein, Mark A., Charles
B. Craver, Elinor P. Schroeder, and Elaine W. Shoben,
St. Paul: Thomson/West, 2005.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law 2nd Edition, Thom-
son/Gale, 2004.

Organizations

American Bar Association Section of Labor
and Employment Law

321 N. Clark Street

Chicago, IL 60610 USA

Phone: (312) 988-5813

Fax: (312) 988-5814

URL: http://www.abanet.org/labor/home.html

National Employment Law Project

55 John Street, 7th Floor

New York, NY 10038 USA

Phone: (212) 285-3025

Fax: (212) 285-3044

URL: http://www.nelp.org

National Employment Lawyers Association

44 Montgomery Street, Suite 2080

San Francisco, CA 94104

Phone: (415) 296-7629

Fax: (415) 677-9445

URL: http://www.nela.org/home.cfm

U.S. Department of Labor

200 Constitution Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20210 USA

Phone: (866) 4-USA-DOL

URL: http://www.dol.gov
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LABOR LAW

BENEFITS

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal Laws that Impact Employee Benefits

- Laws that Mandate Certain Benefits

- Laws that Impact Employee Benefits

• Optional Employee Benefits

- Nontraditional and Emerging Em-

ployee Benefits

- Employee ‘‘Cafeteria Plan’’ Benefits

• Benefit Incidence Among Medium to Large

Employers

• Additional Resources

Background

Employee benefits are those incentives, ameni-

ties, or perquisites (‘‘perqs’’) that employees receive

above and beyond their basic salaries or wages. Cer-

tain benefits are required by law (such as overtime

pay or excused absences under the Family and Medi-

cal Leave Act). Additional benefits or ‘‘benefit pack-

ages’’ are generally negotiated as employment terms

and conditions between employer and employee.

They may be negotiated individually between the

parties or through labor-management contract nego-

tiations affecting classes of employees as a whole. Im-

portantly, if employees are represented by bargain-

ing units within a union, they cannot negotiate

directly with employer representatives for any

change, addition, or deletion of a benefit (this state-

ment does not relate to employee ‘‘choice’’ benefits

packages, popularly referred to as ‘‘cafeteria plans,’’

discussed below).

An employee benefit may be something as simple

as free soft drinks during working hours or as com-

plex as stock options or profit sharing plans. Typical-

ly, benefits include such advantages as health and life

insurance, paid vacation or time off, flexible work

hours, holiday pay, and retirement or pension pay.

Federal Laws that Impact Employee
Benefits

Laws that Mandate Certain Benefits

There are certain employee benefits, above and

beyond wages, that are legally required of all employ-

ers. These include social security contributions, fed-

eral and state unemployment insurance, and work-

er’s compensation. The unemployment insurance

program was established under Title IX of the federal

Social Security Act of 1935 (42 USC 1101), which

also governs social security contributions. Minimum

working conditions and working environments are

mandated by the federal Occupational Safety and

Health Act (OSHA).

Laws that Impact Employee Benefits

• The Employee Retirement Income Se-
curity Act (ERISA) regulates employers

who offer pension or retirement benefit

plans to their employees. One of the most

important components of ERISA as it relates

to employee benefits is that certain employ-

ers and plan administrators must pay premi-

ums to the federal government for insurance

to protect employee retirement benefits.

• The Comprehensive Omnibus Budget Rec-

onciliation Act (COBRA) has an important
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provision requiring the continuation of

health-care benefits for employees whose

employment is terminated (voluntarily or in-

voluntarily) for a certain number of months,

which may be further extended if employees

pay the associated costs.

• The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA)

guarantees freedom of choice and majority

rule for employees in choosing exclusive

bargaining representatives to negotiate ben-

efits for covered bargaining unit employees.

• The Labor-Management Reporting and Dis-

closure Act of 1959 (also known as the Lan-

drum-Griffin Act) protects employee contri-

butions to union funds by requiring labor

organizations to file annual financial reports.

• The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

requires employers with 50 or more employ-

ees to allow up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-

protected leave for the birth or adoption of

a child or the serious illness of an employee

or a spouse, child, or parent.

• Veterans’ Preference laws permit special em-

ployment preference rights for eligible vet-

erans applying for governmental jobs. The

preferential factors apply only at the time of

initial hiring and/or in the event of a reduc-

tion in force.

Optional Employee Benefits

Following is a list of some of the more common

employee benefits, sometimes referred to as fringe

benefits, negotiated between employers and em-

ployees as conditions of employment. No law or con-

stitution requires the offering of any of these bene-

fits. However, once they have been contractually

negotiated as part of the terms and conditions of em-

ployment, the failure to provide such benefits may

expose employers to liability for breach of contract

claims. 

• Health and Life Insurance: Contrary to popu-

lar belief, no federal law requires employers

to grant health and life insurance coverage

to their employees. Health insurance cover-

age may be totally provided by the employer

but is more often based on co-payment of in-

surance premiums with the employee.

Spousal and/or dependent coverage is also

an option. Long-term disability insurance is

a premium benefit that most employers do

not offer without substantial contributions

from the employee toward the cost of the

premiums.

• Paid Holidays: Contrary to popular belief, no

federal law requires employers to grant paid

holiday benefits to their employees. Paid

holiday benefits are generally in the form of

receiving full pay for a non-worked holiday

or receiving premium pay for having worked

on the holiday. The number of days desig-

nated as holidays varies from employer to

employer, although certain ones are consid-

ered ‘‘standard,’’ irrespective of an employ-

ee’s personal beliefs or customs. They in-

clude: New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, the

Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, and

Christmas Day. There are a handful of other

days that employers may consider holidays,

including Presidents’ Day, Veterans’ Day,

Martin Luther King Day, etc.

• Pension and Retirement Benefits: This area

of benefits, although optional on the part of

the employer, invokes the greatest federal

and state governance. Pension programs are

covered in a separate entry. However, if a

private employer does not provide a pen-

sion plan, the federal Internal Revenue Code

permits individual workers to establish their

own individual retirement accounts (IRAs)

with registered financial institutions and to

set aside a certain percentage of earned in-
come each year as tax-deferred contribu-

tions to the accounts. Self-employed per-

sons may establish Keogh retirement

accounts, which accomplish the same pur-

pose.

• Paid Leave: This benefit may be in the form

of vacation pay, paid sick leave, ‘‘personal

days,’’ funeral leave, military leave, or jury

duty.

• Supplemental Pay: This benefit is used as an

incentive for working less than desirable

days or shifts. It includes overtime, week-

end, or holiday pay, shift differentials, and

nonproduction bonuses.

Nontraditional and Emerging Employee
Benefits

In a way to induce employee hiring and retention,

a number of employers have resorted to fewer com-

mon benefits packaging or offerings. These may in-
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clude such desirable amenities as employee stock

ownership plans (ESOPs), tuition reimbursement or

paid higher education, dental or optical insurance

coverage, child daycare services, paid parking or

other commuting subsidies, fitness center or private

club memberships, legal aid plans, company cars,

flextime hours, casual work attire, home office as-

signments, and ‘‘domestic partner’’ benefits. A com-

mon benefit in the retail industry is a percentage dis-

count on employee purchases of company products.

Employee ‘‘Cafeteria Plan’’ Benefits

Cafeteria plans, created by the Revenue Act of

1978 and governed by Section 125 of the Internal

Revenue Code, are tax-qualified flexible benefit plans

that offer employees choices in putting together

their own benefits package by choosing from a list of

options (thus, the term ‘‘cafeteria,’’ indicating a pick-

and-choose approach to individualized benefits).

The popular plan program allows employees to

choose between taxable benefits (such as cash or va-

cation pay) and at least two nontaxable benefits

(such as term-life, dental, or health insurance).

Cafeteria plans are characterized by ‘‘open enroll-

ment’’ periods during which plan participants must

choose and enroll for selected benefits. The plans

are renewed on a yearly basis, and mid-year alter-

ations or amendments are only permitted when

there is a ‘‘change in status’’ of an employee (e.g.,

change in marital status, number of dependents, a

change in residence, a change in employment status,

or a return from unpaid leave).

Section 125 benefits plans, including cafeteria

plans, allow pre-tax allocation of employee wages to-

ward benefit contributions, thus reducing the em-

ployee’s taxable income. Another benefit plan

qualified for Section 125 tax treatment is the Flexible

Spending Account (FSA) which allows employees to

set aside pretax monies to help pay for unreimbur-

sed medical expenses and/or dependent care. How-

ever, in both forms of plans, unused benefits and un-

spent funds are forfeited.

Benefit Incidence Among Medium to
Large Employers

The National Compensation Survey (NCS) of the

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics tracks and publishes

data on benefit incidence (expressed in terms of per-

centages of workers with access to or participation

in employer-provided benefit plans). According to

the last published NCS Survey (2001, based on 1999

data), the most prevalent employee benefit available

to workers in the private sector was paid time off

(with paid vacation and paid holidays being the most

recurrent benefits).

Paid sick leave and term life insurance was an em-

ployee benefit enjoyed by more than half of all pri-

vate-sector workers (in the 70s percentile for both).

Fifty-three percent of employees participated in

health care plan benefit programs, and 48 percent

were covered by retirement or pension plans (most

of which were contribution plans). Short- and long-

term disability benefits were available to 36 and 25

percent of employees, respectively. The other fre-

quently offered benefits were non-production bo-

nuses (available to 42 percent of employees) and job-

related education assistance (available to 41 percent

of employees).

Benefit coverage in general was much more prev-

alent (predictably) among full-time employees: 64

percent of full-time, versus 14 percent of part-time

employees, were covered by health care plans (over-

all, 53 percent of all employees were covered). Like-

wise 56 percent of full-time (versus 21 percent of

part-time) employees were covered by retirement

benefits plans (with 48 percent of all employees en-

rolled).

The greatest disparity in benefit incidence was in

relation to the size of the company or establishment.

For example, 81 percent of workers in companies

with more than 2,500 employees had a retirement

plan, compared with just 30 percent of workers with

small establishments of 50 employees or less. Paid

holidays were offered to 82 percent of employees in

large establishments, compared to 66 percent in the

smallest establishments.

Blue-collar and service workers were more likely

to have their health care benefits fully paid for by

their employers than their counterparts in profes-

sional or technical jobs. Goods-producing industries

had a higher incidence of benefits coverage than did

service-producing industries. Finally, geographic lo-

cation affected benefits coverage, although less dra-

matically: 53 percent of workers in the Northeast and

Midwest—compared with 47 percent in the West,

and 43 percent in the South—were covered by re-

tirement benefits. Overall incidence of benefits, ex-

pressed by specific benefit, was as follows. (All fifty

states were included in the NCS survey.) 

• Retirement benefits: Forty-eight percent of

all workers were participating in retirement
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plans. This number included 79 percent of

union employees and 44 percent of non-

union employees. Employee contribution

plans outweighed defined benefits by ap-

proximately 15 percent.

• Health care benefits: Fifty-three percent of

all workers were covered by health insur-

ance plans. This number included 73 per-

cent of all union members and 51 percent of

non-union members.

• Dental care benefits: Fifty-two percent of all

workers enjoyed dental care insurance bene-

fits, and 52 percent of union workers had

dental coverage.

• Life insurance: Fifty-six percent of all work-

ers had term life insurance as an employee

benefit. This number included 78 percent of

union members and 76 percent of those in

professional or technical fields. The retail

trade had the lowest incidence of life insur-

ance benefits.

• Paid sick leave: Only 53 percent of all work-

ers had paid sick leave, parallel with a 54 per-

cent union member benefit incidence. Inci-

dence (occurrence of available benefits, not

occurrence of use of the paid sick leave) was

highest among professional and technical

employees (81 percent).

• Short-term disability insurance: Thirty-six

percent of all workers were covered under

short-term disability plans, with highest inci-

dence among union employees (66 per-

cent).

• Paid vacation: Just under 80 percent of all

employees enjoyed paid vacations, higher

among union members (86 percent) and

professional/technical employees (88 per-

cent) (75 percent for blue-collar or service

employees). Forty-three percent of part-

time employees were eligible for vacation

benefits.

• Paid holidays: Seventy-five percent of all em-

ployees were paid for holidays. This number

included 82 percent of union employees and

75 percent of non-union employees, but 36

percent of part-time employees. The retail

industry faired poorly, with only 50 percent

of employees being paid for holidays; manu-

facturing and utilities companies offered

paid holidays to approximately 92 percent of

their workers.

• On-site child care: Only three percent of all

workers participated in this benefit, with

highest incidence (ten percent) in compa-

nies employing 2,500 or more. Prevalence of

this benefit was slightly higher in the North-

east and lowest in the West.

• Severance pay: Twenty-two percent of all

workers were protected with severance pay

benefits, slightly higher (28 percent) among

union members. The benefit most often oc-

curred in companies employing 2,500 or

more (53 percent), and the benefit appeared

most frequently in the finance, insurance,

and real estate industries (44 percent).

• Educational assistance: Work-related educa-

tion assistance appeared as an available ben-

efit most often in companies employing

2,500 or more (70 percent) and in the fi-

nance, insurance, and real estate industries

(69 percent). Overall benefit incidence was

41 percent. Ten percent of employees re-

ceived an education benefit that was not

work-related.

• Savings and thrift plans: Of those establish-

ments with 100 or more workers, 87 percent

of participating employees may choose how

their funds are invested and 65 percent may

choose how the employer’s matching funds

are invested. The most recurring investment

choices were company stock funds, com-
mon stock funds, bond funds, government

securities, and guaranteed investment con-

tracts.

Additional Resources

‘‘Employee Benefits in Private Industry.’’ United States
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Na-
tional Compensation Survey. 1999. Available at http://
www.bls.gov/news/release/ebs2.t01.htm.

‘‘Kinder, Simpler Cafeteria Rules’’ Hirschman. Carolyn. HR
Magazine, January 2001.

Summary of American Law Weinstein, Martin. The Law-
yers Cooperative Publishing Company: 1988.

‘‘Summary of DOL Laws and Programs.’’ U.S. Dept. of
Labor. Available at http://www.dol.gov/opa/aboutdol/
lawsprog.htm. 
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LABOR LAW

DISCRIMINATION

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal Laws Prohibiting Employment Dis-

crimination

- National Labor Relations Act of 1935

- Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938

- Equal Pay Act of 1963

- Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964

- Age Discrimination in Employment

Act of 1967

- Rehabilitation Act of 1973

- Civil Service Reform Act of 1978

- Pregnancy Discrimination Act of

1978

- Immigration Reform and Control Act

of 1986

- Americans With Disabilities Act of

1990

- Family Medical Leave Act of 1993

• State Laws and Statutes Prohibiting Employ-

ment Discrimination

Background

Over the course of the last 150 years, the majority

of laws in the United States to protect employees

from unfair labor practices perpetrated by employers

were enacted as a result of the labor movement and

realization of workers’ rights. As the workers’ role in

mass production became vital to the capitalist mar-

ket economy during the Industrial Revolution that

commenced in Europe and spread to the United

States in the 1820s, protection of workers’ rights and

government intervention (particularly the Federal

government) to regulate employers to protect work-

ers became a necessity to prevent exploitation of

workers (including child laborers) in often danger-

ous working conditions. An outgrowth of this move-

ment to protect employees and employees’ rights

from dangerous conditions and unfair wages and

hours was the protection of employees from dis-
crimination by employers. More specifically, laws

were enacted and enforced to prevent discrimina-

tion of targeted groups such as women and racial mi-

norities and ensuring all employees are granted

equal rights with respect to hiring, promotion, and

termination decisions.

Laws specifically designed to protect workers

commenced in earnest during the New Deal policies

of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s presidential adminis-

tration. New Deal policies, intended to ease the hard-

ships caused by the depression, included laws to as-

sist workers. The most prominent laws enacted by

the Federal Government to protect workers during

this period were the National Labor Relations Act of

1935 and the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938.

Provisions of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935

were initially part of the National Industry Recovery

Act of 1933. However, employers and leaders in the

business community did not embrace the provisions

of the act. Employers and business leaders felt that

the National Recovery Act of 1933 gave the Federal

government too much power to regulate the opera-

tions and administration of businesses and would ul-

timately stifle competition. A contentious court bat-

tle ensued after passage of the act and the United

States Supreme Court declared the National Industry

Recovery Act of 1933 invalid in the case of A.L.A.
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Schechter Poultry Corporation v. United States
(1935). Provisions of the National Recovery Act of

1933 that mandated that workers receive a mini-
mum wage salary and rights to join unions were

then incorporated into the National Labor Relations

Act of 1935. The validity of the National Labor Rela-

tions Act of 1935 was challenged before the Supreme

Court in 1937 in National Labor Relations Board v.
Jones & Loughlin Steel Corporation (1937). The Su-

preme Court, however, upheld the National Labor

Relations Act of 1935 (also referred to as the Wagner

Act) in a landmark decision that began an era of in-

tervention by the Federal government to address un-

fair labor practices.

Labor laws pertaining specifically to discrimina-

tion have endeavored to protect workers from dis-

crimination by their employer(s) based upon the em-

ployees race, gender, religion, national origin, age,

marital status or physical disability. These laws

were enacted as a derivative of both the greater labor

movement and the ‘‘civil rights revolution’’ of the

1960s that sought to end discrimination in all social

institutions, including the workplace. Labor discrimi-

nation may take several forms, but laws specifically

prohibiting employment practices, such as discrimi-

natory hiring, promotion, job assignment, termina-

tion, compensation and various types of harassment,

were enacted by Federal law beginning in the early

1960s. There are also laws prohibiting retaliation

against employees who initially lodge complaints.

These laws are designed to protect employees. Some

federal laws, however, do not always apply to state

and local governments. In some late 1990s cases, the

Supreme Court ruled that the federal laws place

undue regulatory powers on state and local govern-

ments. In those instances, employees are protected

by state and local laws but not federal laws.

Federal Laws Prohibiting Employment
Discrimination

National Labor Relations Act of 1935

The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) was

created by passage of the National Labor Relations

Act of 1935. The NLRB allows workers to anonymous-

ly vote to unionize their workplace. The provisions

of the NLRB apply to all employers engaged in inter-

state commerce although airlines, railroads, agricul-

ture, and government employers are exempt. The

five board members are appointed by the president

of the United States. There are two principle aims of

the NLRB: to determine the free-will choice of em-

ployees to be represented by unions by means of se-

cret-balloting and to deter and remedy unfair labor

practices by employers and unions. The NLRB inves-

tigates complaints of unfair labor practices. If the

NLRB determines there is reasonable cause to sus-

pect a violation, an attempt is made by the NLRB to

settle the complaint between the disputing parties.

If there is no agreeable settlement, a formal com-

plaint is issued and the complaint is heard before a

NLRB administrative law judge. The judge issues an

opinion that may be appealed to the board of the

NLRB. The board’s decision is subject to review by

the United States court of appeal. About 35,000

charges are filed annually with the NLRB.

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938

The principle aim of the Fair Labor Standards Act

(FLSA) was to ensure minimum wage and maximum

hour requirements for all nonunion workers. The ini-

tial intent was to protect children, particularly those

exploited and working in bad factory conditions. The

FLSA helps entry level workers in low wage jobs,

such as manufacturing and agriculture, by establish-

ing minimum wage and maximum hour provisions.

As of 2002, the minimum wage is $5.15 per hour

worked and workers who work more than 40 hours

in a 168-hour seven day workweek cycle must be

compensated at one and one-half times their regular

hourly wage.

The FLSA was amended in 1974 to extend to all

employees of States and local governments. Howev-

er, an organization of municipalities and state gov-

ernments sued, proclaiming that the new amend-

ments exceeded congressional authority to extend

the minimum wage and maximum hours provisions

of the FSLA. In a landmark decision, the United

States Supreme Court held in the 1976 decision of

National League of Cities et al. v. Usery, Secretary
of Labor (1976) that the 1974 amendments of the

FLSA did exceed congressional power and were

therefore unconstitutional. The case limited Federal

power to regulate state and local employers concern-

ing minimum wage and maximum hours provisions.

Equal Pay Act of 1963

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 amended the FLSA by

prohibiting wages based upon gender. According to

the act, ‘‘equal work in jobs requiring equal skill, ef-

fort and responsibility and performed under similar

working conditions’’ should be compensated equal-

ly, regardless of gender. Provisions of the Equal Pay

Act of 1963 are enforced by Equal Employment Op-

portunity Commission (EEOC).
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (CRA)

prohibits employment discrimination based on race,

color, religion, sex, and national origin. There have

been several notable amendments to the original

CRA enactment in 1964. The act protects prospective

and incumbent employees against those prohibited

acts of failing or refusing to hire or discharging or dis-

criminating with respect to promotion decisions.

The most practical legislation to ensure compli-

ance regarding these matters was the creation of the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(EEOC) seeks to prevent unlawful discriminatory

employment practices by investigating complaints

and advocating on behalf of complainants. If the re-

spondent is a public organization such as a public

agency or government agency, and the EEOC finds

an unlawful employment practice, the EEOC re-

quests the organization to refrain. If the responding

organization does not agree with the findings of the

EEOC, the EEOC may commence a civil action. The

court adjudicating the case then makes a determina-

tion. The court may reinstate or hire employees with

or without back pay or any other relief. Discrimina-

tion may also be remedied by altering policies. Re-

spondents may also appeal adverse rulings.

According to the CRA, employers may not engage

in practices that may have a ‘‘disparate impact’’ on

employees of a particular race, gender, religion, or

national origin. Disparate impact occurs when a par-

ticular group is not hired or promoted at the same

rate as another group. Proving a disparate impact

practice may be difficult. The employee (the ‘‘plain-

tiff’’) must prove prima facie evidence of disparate

impact. If the plaintiff is successful, the burden of

proof then shifts to the employer, the ‘‘respondent,’’

who must then claim that the selection methods and

decisions are job related. Bonifide occupational qual-

ifications (BFOQs) are requirements necessary for

specific employment. For example, people who want

to be public safety workers such as police officers

and firefighters must be physically fit.

Unlawful employment practices may consist of

discriminating against a particular race by not hiring

or promoting because of race or not hiring or pro-

moting members of that race at the same rate of

other races hired or promoted. Violations involving

national origin may consist of ‘‘English-speaking

only’’ work rules. Employers may not discriminate

because of accent or manner of speaking. Employers

may not schedule examinations or other selection or

promotional exams in conflict with employees’ days

of worship. The employer may not also maintain a re-

strictive dress code in conflict with specific religious

attire. Also, mandatory ‘‘new age’’ training programs

such as yoga or meditation may conflict with the

non-discriminatory provisions of the religious. As of

2002, the EEOC handled between 75,000 and 80,000

complaints each year.

The Civil Rights Act (and subsequent amend-

ments) grants power to recover compensatory
damages and punitive damages for violations of

other laws, such as the Americans with Disabilities

Act of 1990 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The

Civil Rights Act of 1991 amended several provisions

of Title VII including extending the category ag-

grieved parties to include United State citizens work-

ing in foreign countries and clarifying what is neces-

sary for the plaintiff to prove.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of
1967

Discrimination based upon age has been the sub-

ject of numerous debates. The debate involves classi-

fication of age discrimination within discrimination

based upon race, color, sex, national origin, or reli-

gion. The idea that older persons are not targeted

because everyone ultimately ages is central to the de-

bate. That is to say, since everyone ages, there is no

separate class for aging individuals. Older persons do

not form a unique and distinct class. The resistance

to classifying age with race, gender, and religion

caused it to be omitted from the original Civil Rights

Act of 1964. Subsequently there were numerous

challenges of the ADEA. The ADEA was originally in-

tended for private employers; however, in 1974,

amendments extended it to local and state govern-

ments. There have been two landmark Supreme

Court cases regarding the application of the ADEA to

state employers. In 1983, the Supreme Court held in

the case of EECO v. Wyoming (1983) that the ADEA

was a valid exercise of congressional authority. How-

ever, the Supreme Court later ruled in Kimel et al.
v. Florida Board of Regents (2000) that persons

could not sue state and local employers for viola-

tions.

Rehabilitation Act of 1973

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 protects employees

with ‘‘handicaps’’ from discriminatory practices by

their employers. Persons are defined as handicapped

by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 if they have a physi-

cal or mental impairment that substantially limits one

major activity or has a record of such impairment or
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is regarded as having such an impairment. The Reha-

bilitation Act of 1973 also provides money to states

for employment training and counseling for persons

with handicaps. Several provisions of the Rehabilita-

tion Act of 1973 specify groups protected and rights

granted. Section 504 prohibits organizations that re-

ceive federal assistance from discriminating against

qualified persons with handicaps. The 1992 amend-

ments brought the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 into

compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA). The act required states to provide access de-

vices for persons with handicaps. The amendments

in 1998 require access to electronic and information

technology provided by the Federal government un-

less doing so causes an ‘‘undue burden.’’ Provisions

of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 are enforced by the

Office of Civil Rights (OCR).

Civil Service Reform Act of 1978

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 (CSRA) pro-

hibits any employee with the authority to make per-

sonnel decisions from discriminating against appli-

cants or incumbent employees based on the

person’s race, color, national origin, religion, sex,

age, or disability. The CSRA also grants certain pro-

tections against personnel actions based upon a per-

son’s marital status or political affiliation. Provisions

of the CSRA are enforced by the Federal Office of

Special Counsel (OSC) and the Merit Systems Pro-

tection Board (MSPB).

Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978

The Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA) is an

amendment to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

enacted in 1978, requires employers not to discrimi-

nate because of pregnancy, childbirth, or medical

conditions related to pregnancy and childbirth. The

PDA also applies to all females regardless of marital

status. Provisions of the PDA are enforced by the

EEOC.

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of

1986 (IRCA) is not primarily focused on prohibitions

against unlawful employment practices; however,

one provision requires employers who require em-

ployee verification prior to hiring not to discriminate

against national origin. Provisions of the IRCA are en-

forced by the Office of Special Counsel for Immigra-

tion-Related Unfair Employment Practices.

Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990

ADA prohibits private employers, state and local

governments, employment agencies and labor

unions with 15 or more employees from discriminat-

ing against qualified employees with disabilities. An

employer is prohibited from discriminating against

persons with disabilities in hiring, firing, advance-

ment, compensation, training and other benefits re-

lated to employment. According to the ADA, a per-

son with a disability has a physical or mental

impairment that substantially limits one or more

major life activities, has a record of such impairment,

or is regarded as having such impairment. The ADA

protects employees with disabilities prior to initial

employment and employees that develop disabilities

while employed by the employer.

In addition to prohibition against unlawful em-

ployment practices, the employer must also make

‘‘reasonable accommodations’’ for qualified employ-

ees who can perform ‘‘essential functions’’ of the

job. A reasonable accommodation may consist of

making existing facilities readily accessible to per-

sons with disabilities or modifying equipment, train-

ing examinations, and policies, or requiring readers

or interpreters. However, an employer is not re-

quired to lower quality or production standards to

make accommodations.

The Supreme Court held in Board of Trustees of
the University of Alabama et al. v. Garrett et al.
(2000) that suits in federal court by state employees

to recover money damages by reason of the State’s

failure to comply with Title I of the ADA are barred

by the Eleventh Amendment. Essentially, the court

ruling held that state employers are not bound by the

ADA. Another recent Supreme Court ruling, Ella Wil-
liams v. Toyota (2001) also restricted the definitions

of a person with a disability by adding that the dis-

ability must be in one or more major life activity

which prevents the person ‘‘from performing tasks

that are of central importance to most people’s daily

lives.’’ The United States Supreme Court, with this

ruling, attempted to clarify the broad language of the

ADA to more precisely define when a person is to be

considered disabled as opposed to impaired.

Family Medical Leave Act of 1993

The Family Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) pro-

tects employees against possible disruption in their

employment caused by leave from work needed to

care for a newborn or a sick family member. The

FMLA applies to all public federal, state, and local

municipal employers. The FMLA also applies to pri-

vate employers who employ 50 or more employees

in 20 or more workweeks in the current or proceed-

ing year. Private employers must also be engaged in

commerce or any industry affecting commerce.
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The employee is entitled to specific benefits if em-

ployed by a public or private employer covered by

the FMLA. The employee is entitled to 12 workweeks

of unpaid leave during a 12-month period for: the

birth and care of a newborn child of the employee,

for placement with the employee of a son or daugh-

ter for adoption or foster care, for care of an imme-

diate family member (defined by the FMLA as a

spouse, child, or parent) with a serious health condi-

tion (defined by the FMLA as ‘‘any period of incapaci-

ty or treatment connected with inpatient care in a

hospital or hospice or residential medical-care facili-

ty or continuing treatment by a health care provider

which includes any period in which the employee is

unable to work, attend school, or perform regular ac-

tivities due to a health condition, a pregnancy-

related absence, a chronic serious health condition

or a permanent long-term condition.’’) The employ-

ee may take leave intermittently, meaning that the 12

week block does not have to be taken consecutively.

However, intermittent leave, when used for birth and

care for adoption or foster care must be approved by

the employer. When the leave is used to care for a

seriously ill family member, the intermittent leave

may be taken only when medically necessary.

When the employee returns from FMLA leave, the

employer must restore the employee to the original

job or equivalent job with equivalent pay. The em-

ployer must also maintain health benefits while the

employee is on FMLA leave.

Employees must meet certain requirements be-

fore they are eligible for benefits afforded by the

FMLA. Employees must work for a covered employer

for a total of 12 months and have worked for at least

1,250 hours in the 12-month period. The employee

must provide 30-days advanced notice for the need

to take FMLA leave. Employers may also require em-

ployees to provide medical documentation to vali-

date the medical condition claimed. Employers (at

their expense) may require employees to seek a sec-

ond or third opinion. Employees also must furnish

their employers with status reports and intent to re-

turn to work.

The provisions of the FMLA are enforced by the

United States Secretary of Labor’s Wage and Hour Di-

vision. Thus far, there have not been any challenges

to the provisions of the FMLA heard before the Unit-

ed States Supreme Court.

Although employees of state and local employers

cannot sue their employers for discriminatory prac-

tices involving provisions of some Federal laws (most

notably the ADEA and ADA), below is a list of the ap-

plicable state laws prohibiting employment discrimi-

nation.

State Laws and Statutes Prohibiting
Employment Discrimination

ALABAMA: Title 25 of the Code of Alabama 1975

ALASKA: Title 23 of Alaska Statutes

ARIZONA: Title 23 of Arizona Revised Statutes

ARKANSAS: Title 11 of Arkansas Department of

Labor Laws and Regulations

CALIFORNIA: Chapter 98.75 of the California

Labor Code

COLORADO: Title 8 of Colorado Department of

Labor and Employment

CONNECTICUT: Title 31 of the Connecticut De-

partment of Labor

DELAWARE: Title 19 of the Delaware Code

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA: Title 36 of the District

of Columbia Code

FLORIDA: Title 31 of the Florida Statutes

GEORGIA: Title 34 the Georgia Code

HAWAII: Title 21 of the Hawaii Revised Statutes

IDAHO: Title 44 of the Idaho Statutes

ILLINOIS: Chapter 820 of the Illinois State Em-

ployment Law

INDIANA: Title 22 of the Indiana Code

IOWA: Title 3 of the Code of Iowa

KANSAS: Chapter 44 of the Kansas Statutes

KENTUCKY: Title XXVII of the Kentucky Revised

Statutes

LOUISIANA: Title 23 of the Louisiana Revised Stat-

utes

MAINE: Title 26 of the Maine Revised Statutes

MARYLAND: Labor and Employment Article of the

Maryland State Statutes

MASSACHUSETTS: Part I, Title XXI of the General

Laws of Massachusetts

MICHIGAN: Chapter 408 of the Michigan Com-

piled Laws
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MINNESOTA: Chapter 175 through 186 of the

Minnesota Statutes

MISSISSIPPI: Title 71 of the Mississippi Code

MISSOURI: Title XVIII of the Missouri Revised

Statutes

MONTANA: Title 39 of the Montana Code

NEBRASKA: Chapter 48 of the Nebraska Statutes

NEVADA: Title 53 of the Nevada Revised Statutes

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Section 275 of New Hampshire

Revised Statutes

NEW JERSEY: Title 34 of New Jersey Statutes An-

notated

NEW MEXICO: Chapter 50 of New Mexico Statutes

Annotated

NEW YORK: Executive Law Article 15, New York

State Human Rights Law

NORTH CAROLINA: Chapter 95-240 through

Chapter 95-245 of the North Carolina General Stat-

utes

NORTH DAKOTA: Chapter 14 of the North Dako-

ta Century Code

OHIO: Section 4112.02 of the Ohio Revised Code

OKLAHOMA: Title 40 of the Oklahoma Statutes

OREGON: Title 51, Chapters 651-663 of the Ore-

gon Revised Statutes

PENNSYLVANIA: Title 43 of the Pennsylvania Con-

solidated Statutes

RHODE ISLAND: Title 28 of the Rhode Island

General Laws

SOUTH CAROLINA: Title 41 of the South Carolina

Code of Laws

SOUTH DAKOTA: Title 60 of the South Dakota

Codified Laws

TENNESSEE: Title 50 of the Tennessee Code

TEXAS: Texas Labor Code

UTAH: Title 34 of the Utah Code

VERMONT: Title 21 of the Vermont Statutes

VIRGINIA: Title 40.1 of the Code of Virginia

WASHINGTON: Title 49 of the Revised Code of

Washington

WEST VIRGINIA: Chapter 21 of the West Virginia

Code

WISCONSIN: Chapter 111 of the Wisconsin Stat-

utes

WYOMING: Title 27 of the Wyoming Statutes

Additional Resources

‘‘An Overview of the Fair Labor Standards Act’’ United
States Office of Personnel Management. Available at
www.opm.gov/flsa.htm.

‘‘Employment Discrimination: An Overview’’ Legal Infor-
mation Institute, Cornell Law School. Available at http://
www.law.cornell.edu/topics/employment_
discrimination.htm.

‘‘Federal Laws Prohibiting Job Discrimination Questions
and Answers’’ United States Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission. Available at www.eeoc.gov/facts/
qanda.html.

A Guide To Disability Rights Laws United States Depart-
ment of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights
Section. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office,
2001.

Jacob, M. C. ‘‘Industrial Revolution’’ World Book Online
Americas Edition, 2002. Available at http://
www.aolsvc.worldbook.aol.com/wbol/wbPage/na/ar/co/
275880.

‘‘Labor and Employment Laws of the Fifty States, District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico’’ Legal Information Insti-
tute, Cornell Law School. Available at http://
www.law.cornell.edu/topics/Table_Labor.htm.

‘‘Labor Movement,’’ Mills, D. Q., World Book Online Amer-
icas Edition, 2002. Available at http://
www.aolsvc.worldbook.aol.com/wbol/wbPage/na/ar/co/
306670.

‘‘Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964’’ United States
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Available
at www.eeoc.gov/laws/vii.html

Troubled passage: The Labor Movement and the Fair
Labor Standards Act Samuel, H. D., Monthly Labor Re-
view, 123 (12) 32-37, 2000.

‘‘United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion: An Overview’’ United States Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. Available at www.eeoc.gov/
overview.html. 
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LABOR LAW

DRUG TESTING
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- ‘‘For Cause’’ vs. ‘‘Random’’ Testing

- Testing Union vs. Non-union Em-

ployees

- Testing Employees vs. Applicants

• Select State Laws

• Additional Resources

Background

Testing employees or job applicants for drug or al-

cohol use invokes a controversial area of policy and

law that is still establishing its parameters. No one de-

nies that employee drug and alcohol abuse costs em-

ployers billions of dollars each year in decreased pro-

ductivity, increased liability exposure, and higher

workers’ compensation insurance premiums. Em-

ployers clearly have a substantial and vested interest

in not only providing, but also ensuring, a drug-free

workplace, for the safety and welfare of both employ-

ees and employers.

Controversy enters the picture when employers

either ineptly or aggressively impose drug testing in

a manner that may violate personal or constitutional

rights, such as privacy rights or protections against

unlawful searches and seizures. While drug testing is

permitted in most states, it is not always mandated.

For those employers who implement drug testing

programs, it is imperative that the programs follow

state and federal guidelines in order to ensure pro-

tection of employee rights.

Federal Law

The drug-testing movement began in 1986, when

former President Ronald Reagan signed Executive

Order 12564, requiring all federal employees to re-

frain from using illegal drugs, on or off-duty, as a con-

dition of federal employment. Two years later, Con-

gress passed the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988.

That, in turn, spawned the creation of federal Manda-

tory Guidelines for Federal Workplace Drug Testing

Programs (Section 503 of Public Law 100-71). The

mandatory guidelines apply to executive agencies of

the federal government, the uniformed services (ex-

cepting certain members of the armed forces), and

contractors or service providers under contract with

the federal government (excepting the postal service

and employing units in the judicial and legislative

branches).

Although the Act only applies to federal employ-

ees, many state and local governments followed suit

and adopted similar programs under state laws and

drug-free workplace programs.

Constitutional Protections

The U.S. Constitution does not prohibit drug test-

ing of employees. However, in the U.S. Supreme
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Court case of Treasury Employees v. Von Raab, 489

U.S. 656 (1989), the high court ruled that requiring

employees to produce urine samples constituted a

‘‘search’’ within the meaning of the Fourth Amend-

ment to the U.S. Constitution. Therefore, all such

testing must meet the ‘‘reasonableness’’ require-

ment of the Fourth Amendment (which protects citi-

zens against ‘‘unreasonable’’ searches and seizures).

The Court also ruled that positive test results could

not be used in subsequent criminal prosecutions

without the employee’s consent.

The other major constitutional issue in employee

drug testing involves the Fifth Amendment (made

applicable to the states by the Fourteenth Amend-

ment), which prohibits denial of life, liberty, or prop-

erty without ‘‘due process of law.’’ Since the majority

of private-sector employees in the United States (ex-

cepting mostly union employees) are considered

‘‘at-will employees,’’ an employer need not articulate

a reason for termination of employment. However,

under certain circumstances, the denial of employ-

ment or the denial of continued employment based

on drug test results may invoke ‘‘due process’’ con-

siderations, such as the validity of the test results, the

employee’s right to respond, or any required notice

to an employee.

Finally, under the same constitutional provisions,

persons have a fundamental right to privacy of their

person and property. Drug testing, although in itself

deemed legal, may be subject to constitutional chal-

lenge if testing results are indiscriminately divulged,

if procedures for obtaining personal specimens do

not respect the privacy rights of the person, or if test-

ing is unnecessarily or excessively imposed.

Key Provisions

Under state and federal drug-free work place pro-

grams include the following:

• Both employees and applicants may be test-

ed.

• Tests may be conducted pre-employment,

‘‘upon reasonable suspicion’’ or ‘‘for cause,’’

at random, routinely, and/or post treatment

or rehabilitation. Random testing involves

unannounced, ‘‘suspicionless,’’ and/or non-

routine testing that may be indiscriminately

applied to some, but not all, employees.

• Basic tests screen for amphetamines (speed,

meth, ecstasy, crank, etc.), cannabinoids

(marijuana, hashish), cocaine (coke or

crack), opiates (heroin, morphine, opium,

codeine), or phencyclidine (PCP).

• Extended tests might screen for barbitu-

rates, benzodiazepines, ethanol, hallucino-

gens, inhalants, or anabolic steroids.

• Tests may involve urine samples, saliva tests,

hair samples, sweat patches, breathalyzers,

or blood tests.

Special Considerations

Mandatory vs. Optional Testing

Under federal law, jobs that involve safety or se-

curity functions generally require mandatory drug

testing of applicants or employees. The U.S. Depart-

ment of Transportation adopted revised regulations

in August 2001, and other agencies are free to adopt

their own internal regulations. Likewise, many states

expressly mandate drug testing for similar jobs, for

example, jobs in the medical and health related

fields, jobs requiring the use of machinery or vehi-

cles, security positions, food handling jobs, or physi-

cally demanding jobs such as utilities cable line in-

stallation or climbing.

‘‘For Cause’’ vs. ‘‘Random’’ Testing

Generally, employers are permitted to engage in

‘‘for cause’’ or reasonable-suspicion testing under

drug-free workplace programs. State law may limit or

prohibit random (‘‘suspicionless’’) testing of em-

ployees unless the job position warrants such an in-

trusion, such as in ‘‘safety sensitive’’ positions. It is

important to remember that private-sector employ-

ees do not always enjoy Fourth Amendment rights

protecting them against unwarranted or unreason-

able searches and seizures (only Fifth amendment

rights are extended to the states by the Fourteenth

Amendment). Nevertheless, many state constitu-

tions incorporate such rights into their own constitu-

tions, so private sector employees may have the

same protections.

Testing Union vs. Non-union Employees

Union employees are protected by the National

Labor Relations Act (NLRA), which mandates that pri-

vate sector employers must bargain collectively over

terms and conditions of employment. The NLRA has

ruled that drug testing of current employees (but not

applicants) is a term or condition of employment.

Unionized public sector employers may unilaterally

decide to impose drug testing, but must negotiate
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the procedures (e.g., chain of custody of samples,

notice to employees, confidentiality, consequence of

positive results, etc.).

Testing Employees vs. Applicants

Since applicants are generally deemed to have a

lesser expectation of privacy than current employ-

ees, employers enjoy greater freedom to test appli-

cants, without the same concerns being invoked.

However, to contain costs, many employers limit

drug testing to those applicant whom they expect to

offer a position to, as a condition of hire. While there

is no requirement to notify an applicant in advance

of a drug test, he or she is free to refuse to submit

to it. Refusal to submit, of course, may be grounds

to terminate the application process.

Select State Laws

ALABAMA: Alabama’s Drug-Free Workplace Pro-

gram is codified under Ala. Code 25-5-330 et seq. Em-

ployers who implement a Drug-Free Workplace Pro-

gram qualify for a 5 percent discount under the

employer’s workers’ compensation policy.

ALASKA: Alaska’s law for drug and alcohol testing

of employees is codified at Alaska Stat. 23.10.600 et

seq. Employers who comply with the statute are

protected from civil liability if they take disciplinary

action in good faith based on the results of positive

tests. However, persons who are injured by a drug

or alcohol-impaired employee may not sue the em-

ployer for failing to test for drugs or alcohol.

ARIZONA: Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 23-493 et seq. re-

quires employers to adopt a written policy distribut-

ed to every employee who is subject to testing or

printed as part of a personnel handbook or manual.

ARKANSAS: Arkansas has not enacted any laws re-

garding the testing of employees for drugs or alco-

hol. The Arkansas Supreme Court has upheld dis-

missals of employees who violate an employer’s

substance abuse policy.

CALIFORNIA: Under California Drug-Free Work-

place Act of 1990, Cal. Gov. Code 8350 et seq. (mod-

eled after the federal act), only employers who are

awarded contracts or grants from any state agency

must certify to the contracting or granting agency

that they will provide a drug-free workplace. The

contractors must also have a written policy for their

employees.

COLORADO: Colorado has not enacted any em-

ployment drug or alcohol testing laws. However, the

Colorado Supreme Court has upheld testing if the

employee’s supervisor had a reasonable suspicion

that the employee was either using or was under the

influence of illegal drugs or alcohol.

CONNECTICUT; Connecticut’s law, codified at

Conn. Gen. Stat. 31-51 et seq., provides express lan-

guage protecting the privacy of employee testing.

Reasonable suspicion is required before an employer

may compel testing, and the employer must show

that the use was adversely affecting the employee’s

job performance.

DELAWARE: No specific laws have been enacted.

FLORIDA: Employee drug testing is voluntary in

Florida. However, Fla. Stat. 440.101 et seq. gives in-

centives to employers that implement drug-free

workplace policies. Florida law parallels federal law

on the subject. If a governmental unit receives two

or more equal bids for services or goods, preference

is given to the business that has implemented a drug-

free workplace program. The state also gives a work-

er’s compensation premium discount to employers

who have implemented a drug-free workplace.

GEORGIA: Georgia has a Drug-free Workplace

Act, Ga. Code 50-24-1. All state contractors holding

contracts of at least $25,000 must certify that they will

provide a drug-free workplace. If a contractor fails to

comply with the Act, the state may suspend pay-

ments or terminate the contract, so the contractor

has an incentive to comply.

IDAHO: The Idaho Private Employer Alcohol and

Drug-Free Workplace Act, Idaho Code 72-1701 et

seq. provides voluntary drug and alcohol testing

guidelines for private employers. If an employer fol-

lows the guidelines, employees testing positive for

drugs or alcohol will be guilty of misconduct and will

be denied unemployment benefits.

ILLINOIS: Illinois has not enacted its own legisla-

tion, but it allows private employers to require all

employees to conform to the requirements of the

federal Drug-free Workplace Act of 1988.

INDIANA: Indiana has not enacted its own legisla-

tion, but it allows private employers to require all

employees to conform to the requirements of the

federal Drug-free Workplace Act of 1988.

IOWA: Under Iowa Code 730.5 et seq., random

testing is prohibited. An employer may require pre-

employment drug tests for peace officers or state

correctional officers. An employer may require a spe-
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cific employee to submit to a drug test only if certain

conditions are met, as outlined in the statute.

KANSAS: Kansas has not enacted any workplace

drug and alcohol testing laws.

KENTUCKY: Kentucky has no legislation govern-

ing employment drug or alcohol testing. However,

702 Ky. Admin. Regs. 5:080 requires all school bus

drivers working for any county school district in Ken-

tucky to be drug-tested after an accident resulting in

bodily injury or $1,000 worth of property damage.

LOUSIANA: Under Louisiana Rev. Stat. 49:1001 et

seq., private employers do not need a written policy

to implement a drug testing policy, there need not

be reasonable cause to test an employee, and em-

ployers need not offer rehabilitation to offenders

prior to termination from employment. Same-

gender direct observation is permitted in certain cir-

cumstances, as where there is reason to believe an

employee may alter or substitute urine specimens,

etc.

MAINE: Rev. Stat. 26 -681 et seq., protects the pri-

vacy rights of individual employees from undue inva-

sion by employers but permits the use of tests when

the employer has a compelling reason to administer

them.

MARYLAND: Under Md. Code Ann., Health-Gen.

17-214, employers may test their employees for

drugs and alcohol for any ‘‘legitimate business pur-

pose.’’ However, the statute outlines specific proce-

dural requirements and employee rights in cases

where positive results may be used for discipline.

MASSACHUSETTS: Massachusetts has no specific

employment drug and alcohol testing laws.

MICHIGAN: No specific law, except that under

Mich. Comp. Laws 37.1211(a civil rights law) estab-

lished employment policies, programs, procedures

or work rules regarding the use of alcoholic liquor

or the illegal use of drugs will not be considered to

violate an individual’s civil rights.

MINNESOTA: Minnesota was one of the first states

to enact employment drug and alcohol testing laws

in the country, entitled ‘‘Authorized Drug and Alco-

hol Testing’’ and codified at Minn. Stat. 181.951 et

seq. Employers may not conduct drug and alcohol

tests without a written drug and alcohol testing poli-

cy. Employers may not require employees or job ap-

plicants to undergo drug and alcohol testing on an

‘‘arbitrary and capricious basis.’’

MISSISSIPPI: Under Miss. Code Ann. 71-7-1 et seq,

all employers who participate in Mississippi’s work-

ers’ compensation program are required to establish

and implement a written drug and alcohol-testing

program. That virtually covers all employers.

MISSOURI: Missouri’s Drug-Free Public Work

Force Act is codified at Mo. Rev. Stat.105.1100 et seq.

Only state employees under the executive branch
of the Missouri state government are subject to the

Act. No provisions mandate compliance from private

employers.

MONTANA: Mont. Code Ann. 39-2-205 et seq.

(‘‘Montana Workforce Drug and Alcohol Testing

Act’’) requires that any testing of employees by pri-

vate employers be done in accordance with written

policies and procedures established by the employ-

er.

NEBRASKA: Neb. Rev. Stat. 48-1901 et seq. states

that no disciplinary or administrative action is al-

lowed unless an initial positive test has been con-

firmed by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry

technique. Attempts to alter the results of a drug or

alcohol test are punishable as Class I criminal misde-

meanors.

NEVADA: No state law regulates private employer

drug or alcohol testing. State employees do not in-

clude members of the Nevada National Guard or em-

ployees of state penal, mental, and correctional insti-

tutions.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: New Hampshire has not enact-

ed any employment drug or alcohol testing laws.

NEW JERSEY: New Jersey has no express law relat-

ing to employment drug or alcohol testing.

NEW MEXICO: New Mexico has no statutes regu-

lating the testing of employees for drugs or alcohol.

NEW YORK: New York has no express employ-

ment drug or alcohol testing laws. Random drug and

alcohol testing of city transit authority bus drivers,

police officers and corrections officers has been up-

held by courts.

NORTH CAROLINA: North Carolina has a ‘‘Con-

trolled Substance Examination Regulation’’ codi-

fied at Gen. Stat. 95-230 et seq. The law purports to

protect individuals from ‘‘unreliable and inadequate

examinations and screening for controlled sub-

stances’’ and to preserve an individual’s dignity to

the extent practical, and focuses on chain-of-custody

and laboratory testing procedures more than policy

guidelines.
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NORTH DAKOTA: No statute expressly addresses

employment drug and alcohol testing in North Dako-

ta, and there is little, if any, case law in the area.

OHIO: Ohio does not have any employment drug

and alcohol testing laws.

OKLAHOMA: Oklahoma’s ‘‘Standards for Work-

place Drug and Alcohol Testing Act’’, Okla. Stat. 40-

551, applies to both public and private employers.

No unusual provisions.

OREGON: No specific employment drug or alco-

hol testing laws.

PENNSYLVANIA: Pennsylvania has not enacted

any employment drug and alcohol testing laws.

RHODE ISLAND: Rhode Island’s ‘‘Urine and

Blood Tests as a Condition of Employment’’ provi-

sion under R.I. Gen. Laws 28-6.5-1 and 28-6.5-2. pro-

hibits the termination from employment of any per-

son who tests positive for drugs or alcohol. Instead,

the employee must be referred to a substance abuse

professional for treatment or evaluation.

SOUTH CAROLINA: South Carolina’s law, mod-

eled after the federal law, affects those doing busi-

ness with the State. Codified at S.C. Code Ann.

44107-10 et seq. offers a 5 percent reduction in work-

er’s compensation premiums to participating em-

ployers (private employers are not required to imple-

ment such programs).

SOUTH DAKOTA: No employment drug and alco-

hol testing laws.

TENNESSEE: Tenn. Code Ann. 50-9-103 et. seq.,

gives a discount on workers’ compensation premi-

ums and shifts the burden of proof to employees in

case of an accident.

TEXAS: Under Tex. Code Ann. 411.091, the ‘‘Poli-

cy for Elimination of Drugs in the Workplace,’’ em-

ployers with fifteen or more employees with work-

ers’ compensation insurance coverage are required

to adopt a policy of their own choosing but directed

at the elimination of drug abuse and its effects in the

workplace.

UTAH: Utah Code Ann. 34-38-1 et seq. employers

may test employees or prospective employees as a

condition of hire or continued employment. In a

twist of the law, employers and management must

submit to the testing themselves.

VERMONT: Vt. Stat. Ann. 21 § 511 et seq. prohibits

random testing for drugs or the drug testing of em-

ployees as a condition of continued employment,

promotion, or change in employee status.

VIRGINIA: No express law governs employment

drug testing.

WASHINGTON: Washington Rev. Code 49.82.010

et seq. models the federal law. Private employers

who adopt a drug-free workplace program will re-

ceive a 5 percent discount on their workers’ com-

pensation premiums.

WEST VIRGINIA: West Virginia has not enacted

any employment drug or alcohol testing law, and in

a 1990 case, the Supreme Court of West Virginia pro-

hibited random testing by a private employer.

WISCONSIN: No express statute governs employ-

ment drug and alcohol testing.

WYOMING: Wyoming has no express statute gov-

erns employment drug and alcohol testing.

Additional Resources

‘‘Drug Testing in the Workplace.’’ Available at http://
jobsearchtech.about.com/library/weekly/aa090301-
2.htm

‘‘Drug Testing State Laws.’’ March 2002. Available at http://
www.urineluck.com.

‘‘Mandatory Guidelines for Federal Workplace Drug Test-
ing Programs.’’ Available at http://
workplace.samhsa.gov/Resource/Center/r362.htm.

‘‘Small Business Workplace Kit: Alcohol and Drug Test-
ing.’’ U.S. Dept. of Labor. Available at http://
www.dol.gov/asp/programs/drugs/workingpartners/
Screen5.htm.

Treasury Employees v. Von Raab, 489 U.S. 656 (1989)
Available at http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com.

‘‘Your Questions Answered - Drug Testing.’’ Stanton,
Hughes. March 2002. Available at http://
www.stantonhughes.com/qa0203.html. 
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Background

Claims of employee rights and discrimination
have become almost commonplace over the course

of the last 30 years. Since the passage of the main

civil right legislation in the 1960s—the Equal Pay Act,

the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the Age Discrimina-

tion Employment Act (ADEA)—federal law has ex-

plicitly protected the rights of employees. The 1973

Rehabilitation Act and the 1990 Americans with Dis-

abilities Act (ADA) added the disabled to the list of

protected employees, and the 1991 Civil Rights Act

expanded relief possibilities for all groups.

During the course of the last 40 years of employee

rights law, the federal Equal Employment Opportuni-

ty Commission has come to play a primary role in the

enforcement of federal civil rights statutes. The

EEOC was created in 1964, as part of Title VII of the

Civil Rights Act. Virtually all discrimination com-

plaints against employers at the federal level must go

through the EEOC first before a lawsuit may be filed.

Thus the agency is of paramount importance to both

employers and employees.

Considering this, it is important for both employ-

ees and employers to know how the EEOC works,

what kind of complaints the commission handles,

and what is needed to bring a complaint before the

EEOC.

Employee-Employer Relationships

At common law, employee-employer relation-

ships that were not controlled by a formal contract

were considered at-will relationships. Employees

could be dismissed for any reason at all, whether the

reason was discriminatory or not.

Today, the at-will relationship between employee

and employer is still a common one with employees

not working under a union contract or some other

form of agreement. However, the at-will term has be-

come somewhat misleading, since a host of federal

laws and rules now govern the employee-employer

relationship. Perhaps the most important in terms of

protecting employees against arbitrary dismissal by

employers are the civil rights laws.

When arguably the most important of these

laws—the Civil Rights Act of 1964— was drawn up,

many advocates of the law felt a gatekeeper was

needed to prevent the courts from being clogged

with employee lawsuits under the new law. This led

to the creation of the EEOC, which was given prima-

ry responsibility for the enforcement of these laws.

Subsequently, the EEOC was entrusted with the en-

forcement of practically all civil rights laws, with the
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exception of federal employees, who are protected

under the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act. Enforce-

ment of that act is entrusted with the Office of Spe-

cial Counsel and the Merit Systems Protection

Board.

The size of the employer determines if it falls

under EEOC authority. Employers of 15 or more em-

ployees are covered under both Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act and the Americans With Disabilities Act

(ADA). Employers of 20 or more are covered under

the Age Discrimination Employment Act (ADEA),

and the Equal Pay Act has no limit in terms of the size

of employers it covers.

Types of Employment Discrimination

There are many types of discrimination covered

by the civil rights laws the EEOC is charged to en-

force. Some of them include:

• Discrimination on the basis of race or color:

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits race

discrimination.

• Discrimination on the basis of sex: Title VII

of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimina-

tion on the basis of sex. Title VII prohibitions

against sex discrimination also prohibit

sexual harassment (practices ranging

from direct requests for sexual favors to

workplace conditions that create a hostile

environment for persons of either gender,

including same sex harassment). In addition,

the federal Equal Pay Act, which the EEOC

also enforces, prohibits discrimination on

the basis of sex in the payment of wages or

benefits, where men and women perform

work of similar skill, effort, and responsibili-

ty for the same employer under similar

working conditions.

• Discrimination on the basis of pregnancy:

Pregnancy, childbirth, and related medical

conditions must be treated in the same way

as other temporary illnesses or conditions.

• Discrimination on the basis of national ori-

gin: Title VII of the Civil Right Act makes it

illegal to discriminate against an individual

because of birthplace, ancestry, culture, or

linguistic characteristics common to a specif-

ic ethnic group. For example, a rule requir-

ing that employees speak only English on

the job may violate Title VII unless an em-

ployer shows that the requirement is neces-

sary for conducting business.

• Discrimination on the basis of religion: Title

VII prohibits religious discrimination. An

employer is required to reasonably accom-

modate the religious belief of an employee

or prospective employee, unless doing so

would impose an undue hardship.

• Discrimination on the basis of age: The

ADEA prohibits any discrimination in re-

gards to age. Among the acts covered by the

ADEA are: statements or specifications in job

notices or advertisements of age preference

and limitations; discrimination on the basis

of age by apprenticeship programs, includ-

ing joint labor-management apprenticeship

programs; and denial of benefits to older

employees.

• Discrimination on the basis of disability:

The ADA prohibits discrimination on the

basis of disability in all employment prac-

tices. An individual with a disability under

the ADA is a person who has a physical or

mental impairment that substantially limits

one or more major life activities, has a re-

cord of such an impairment, or is regarded

as having such an impairment. The employ-

er is required to make reasonable accommo-

dations for such an employee, unless the

employer can prove such accommodation

would impose undue hardship on the opera-

tion of the employers business. Reasonable

accommodation may include, but is not lim-

ited to, making existing facilities used by em-

ployees readily accessible to and usable by

persons with disabilities; job restructuring;

modifying of work schedules; providing ad-

ditional unpaid leave; reassigning to a vacant

position; acquiring or modifying equipment

or devices; adjusting or modifying examina-

tions, training materials, or policies; and pro-

viding qualified readers or interpreters. An

employer may not ask job applicants about

the existence, nature, or severity of a disabili-

ty, though applicants may be asked about

their ability to perform job functions.

Under all the major civil rights laws, it is illegal to

discriminate in any aspects of employment. The

EEOC lists the following as examples of functions in

which it is illegal to discriminate:

• Hiring and firing
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• Compensation, assignment, or classification

of employees

• Transfer, promotion, layoff, or recall

• Job advertisements

• Recruitment

• Testing

• Use of company facilities

• Training and apprenticeship programs

• Fringe benefits

• Pay, retirement plans, and disability leave

• Other terms and conditions of employment

• Harassment on the basis of race, color, reli-

gion, sex, national origin, disability, or age

• Retaliation against an individual for filing a

charge of discrimination, participating in an

investigation, or opposing discriminatory

practices

• Employment decisions based on stereotypes

or assumptions about the abilities, traits, or

performance of individuals of a certain sex,

race, age, religion, or ethnic group, or indi-

viduals with disabilities

• Denying employment opportunities to a

person because of marriage to, or associa-

tion with, an individual of a particular race,

religion, national origin, or an individual

with a disability. Title VII also prohibits dis-

crimination because of participation in

schools or places of worship associated with

a particular racial, ethnic, or religious group

All employers within the United States are re-

quired to post notices advising workers of their

rights under the EEOC, and the notices are required

to be accessible and posted so all workers can see

them.

The EEOC

Once employees determine they have been the

victim of illegal discrimination by the employer, they

must go about filing a complaint with the EEOC in

order to state a federal civil rights claim. The EEOC

then follows procedures to make a determination

about the validity of the claim and what actions it

should take to resolve the claim.

Make-Up of the EEOC

The EEOC is composed of five commissioners and

a general counsel appointed by the president and

confirmed by the Senate. Commissioners are ap-

pointed for five-year staggered terms; the general

counsel’s term is four years. The president desig-

nates a chair and a vice-chair. The chair is the chief

executive officer of the commission. The commis-

sion has authority to establish equal employment

policy and to approve litigation. The general coun-

sel is responsible for conducting litigation. The

EEOC also has 50 field offices located across the na-

tion.

Filing a Charge

A discrimination complaint with the EEOC should

be filed with the nearest EEOC office to the com-

plainant. The EEOC lists its offices on its website at

http://www.eeoc.gov/teledir.html. Complaints may

be filed by mail, telephone, or in person. A toll free

number, 800-699-4000, may be used to find this in-

formation.

Federal civil rights laws contain time frames when

discrimination complaints must be filed. To preserve

the ability of the EEOC to act, these time frames must

be met. If they are not met, the complainant will lose

any right to a federal civil rights claim. Under Title

VII, the ADA, or ADEA, a complaint must be filed with

the EEOC within 180 days of the alleged discrimina-

tory act.

In states or localities where there is an an-

tidiscrimination law and an agency authorized to

grant or seek relief, a complaint must be presented

to that state or local agency. In such jurisdictions, the

complainants may file charges with EEOC within 300

days of the discriminatory act, or 30 days after receiv-

ing notice that the state or local agency has terminat-

ed its processing of the charge, whichever is earlier.

For a complaint under the Equal Pay Act, individu-

als are not required to file a complaint with the EEOC

before filing a private lawsuit, so the time limits do

not apply. Individuals with an Equal Pay Act claim

must decide whether they would be better off filing

a complaint with the EEOC or going directly to court.

Procedures

After the complaint is filed with the EEOC, the em-

ployer is notified of the complaint. At that point, the

EEOC can handle the complaint in a number of ways.

According to the EEOC, the following are ways the

complaint can be disposed of:
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• A complaint may be assigned for priority in-

vestigation if the initial facts appear to sup-

port a violation of law. When the evidence
is less strong, the complaint may be assigned

for follow up investigation to determine

whether it is likely that a violation has oc-

curred.

• The EEOC can seek to settle a complaint at

any stage of the investigation if the charging

party and the employer express an interest

in doing so. If settlement efforts are not

successful, the investigation continues.

• In investigating a complaint, the EEOC may

make written requests for information, inter-

view people, review documents, and, as

needed, visit the facility where the alleged

discrimination occurred. When the investi-

gation is complete, the EEOC will discuss

the evidence with the charging party or em-

ployer, as appropriate.

• The complaint may be selected for the

EEOC’s mediation program if both the

charging party and the employer express an

interest in this option. Mediation is offered

as an alternative to a lengthy investigation.

Participation in the mediation program is

confidential, voluntary, and requires consent

from both charging party and employer. If

mediation is unsuccessful, the complaint is

returned for investigation.

• A complaint may be dismissed at any point

if, in the agency’s best judgment, further in-

vestigation will not establish a violation of

the law. A complaint may be dismissed at the

time it is filed, if an initial in-depth interview

does not produce evidence to support the

claim. When a complaint is dismissed, a no-

tice is issued in accordance with the law

which gives the charging party 90 days in

which to file a lawsuit on his or her own be-

half. This notice is known as a ‘‘right to sue.’’

Under Title VII and the ADA, a charging

party also can request a notice of right to sue

from the EEOC 180 days after the charge was

first filed with the Commission, and may

then bring suit within 90 days after receiving

this notice. Under the ADEA, a suit may be

filed at any time 60 days after filing a charge

with the EEOC and no right to sue notice is

required.

Once the EEOC investigation is finished, the com-

mission makes a determination over how to pro-

ceed. The EEOC lists the following as actions it can

take to resolve a discrimination complaint:

• If the evidence obtained in an investigation

does not establish that discrimination oc-

curred, this will be explained to the charging

party. A required notice is then issued, clos-

ing the case and giving the charging party 90

days in which to file a lawsuit on his or her

own behalf.

• If the evidence establishes that discrimina-

tion has occurred, the employer and the

charging party will be informed of this in a

letter of determination that explains the

finding. The EEOC will then attempt concil-
iation with the employer to develop a reme-

dy for the discrimination.

• If the case is successfully conciliated, or if a

case has earlier been successfully mediated

or settled, neither EEOC nor the charging

party may go to court unless the concilia-

tion, mediation, or settlement agreement is

not honored

If the EEOC is unable to successfully conciliate the

case, the agency will decide whether to bring suit in

federal court. If the EEOC decides not to sue, it will

issue a notice closing the case and issue a right to sue

notice giving the charging party 90 days in which to

file a lawsuit on his or her own behalf.

The EEOC is empowered to file a judicial action

against non-governmental employers. The U. S. at-

torney general is authorized to sue state and local

governments. The federal government cannot be

sued. The EEOC actually files suit on only a small

number of cases.

Enforcement and Relief

Relief the EEOC may seek against discrimination

include: back pay, hiring, promotion, reinstatement,

front pay, reasonable accommodation, or other ac-

tions that will make an individual ‘‘whole’’ (in the

condition he or she would have been but for the dis-

crimination). Relief also may include payment of at-

torneys’ fees, expert witness fees, and court costs. In

addition, and employer may be required to post no-

tices to all employees addressing the violations of a

specific charge and advising them of their rights

under the laws the EEOC enforces and their right to

be free from retaliation.

Under most EEOC-enforced laws, compensatory

and punitive damages also may be available where
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intentional discrimination is found. Damages may be

available to compensate for actual monetary losses,

for future monetary losses, and for mental anguish
and inconvenience. Punitive damages also may be

available if an employer acted with malice or reck-

less indifference. Punitive damages are not available

against state or local governments.

The employer also may be required to take cor-

rective or preventive actions to cure the source of

the identified discrimination and minimize the

chance of its recurrence, as well as discontinue the

specific discriminatory practices involved in the case.

Additional Resources

‘‘Facts About Mediation’’ The Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission, 2001. Available at http://
www.eeoc.gov.

Federal Law of Employment Discrimination. Mack Player,
Mack, St. Paul, West Group, 1989.

‘‘Federal Laws Prohibiting Job Discrimination Question
and Answers,’’ The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, 2001. Available at http://www.eeoc.gov.,
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
2001.

‘‘Filing A Charge,’’ The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, 2001. Available at http://www.eeoc.gov.,

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
2001. 

Organizations

Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division

950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20530 USA

Phone: (202) 514-4609

Fax: (202) 514-0293

URL: http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/crt-home.html

Primary Contact: Ralph Boyd, Assistant Attorney

General

U. S. Department of Labor

200 Constitution Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20210 USA

Phone: (866) 4-USA-DOL

URL: http://www.dol.gov/

Primary Contact: Elaine Chao, Secretary of Labor

U. S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC)

1801 L Street, NW

Washington, DC 20507 USA

Phone: (202) 663-4900

URL: http://www.eeoc.gov/

Primary Contact: Cari M. Dominguez, Chair
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Background

The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) was

signed into law in 1993 as a means of addressing the

changing needs of workers’ family responsibilities.

Under the law, anyone who works in a company that

employs 50 or more people can take up to 12 weeks

of medical leave per year without threat of losing his

or her job. FMLA covers both pregnancy and adop-
tion, as well as caring for a seriously ill relative. It also

covers the individual employee’s own serious illness-

es.

Many companies already had leave policies in

place before the enactment of FMLA. Some compa-

nies, not surprisingly, are more generous than oth-

ers. The need for federally mandated protection

stems from several issues. First is the fact that fami-

lies are changing. The two–parent one–income fami-

ly, once the norm in American society, is less and less

common. Two–income families and single–parent

families have to deal with pregnancy, childhood ill-

ness, and a host of other situations that may require

time away from work. In addition, a growing number

of people are serving as caregivers for elderly par-

ents. Whether in their home or the parent’s home,

this service can turn into a significant expenditure of

time.

Second is the changing structure of the work-

place. With medical costs skyrocketing and wide eco-

nomic shifts, some companies may be inclined to cut

back on the amount of leave they want their employ-

ees to take. Or they may wish to withhold payment

of medical benefits while an employee is on leave,

even if that leave is related to a medical condition.

Some companies may allow employees to take sever-

al weeks of medical leave and then not reinstate

them. FMLA offers protection to employees so that

they can take the time off they need without fear of

recriminations.

The Basics of FMLA

Simply stated, FMLA guarantees employees that

they can take up to 12 weeks of either family leave

(to handle adoption proceedings, for example) or

medical leave (to take care of a recuperating parent)

per year. Anyone who has worked for an employer

for at least 1,250 hours and 12 months is entitled to

leave under FMLA. Employees can take both family

and medical leave during the year, but the total

amount of time cannot exceed 12 weeks. If an em-

ployee requesting leave under FMLA has accrued
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sick time and vacation time, the employer can re-

quire that this time be included in the 12–week

leave. In other words, if an employee has two weeks

of paid vacation time accrued, he or she cannot auto-

matically take those two weeks and an additional 12

weeks; the employer can be generous and allow that

but is not obligated to do so.

Under FMLA, the employee taking leave is entitled

to reinstatement upon returning to work. If the em-

ployee’s old job is not available, he or she is entitled

to another job at a similar level of responsibility. A

company cannot punish an employee who takes

FMLA leave by firing or demoting that person simply

for taking the time off.

It is important to understand that FMLA is not an

extended personal leave program Employers have a

right to know the specific reasons the employee is

applying for leave under FMLA. If an employee re-

quests leave because of illness, the employer has a

right to ask for proof from a physician. Moreover, the

employer also has a right to ask for proof from a phy-

sician that an employee is able to return to work.

Having or Adopting a Baby

Anyone who is pregnant or who is adopting a baby

(or taking in a foster child) can take FMLA leave. A

woman who takes her leave for pregnancy can use

her accrued sick time as part of her leave; those who

are adopting cannot. FMLA leave for the arrival of a

baby is not limited to women. Men who want to take

time off after a child is born and single men who de-

cide to adopt a child are entitled to the same 12

weeks of FMLA leave that women can get. Moreover,

a married couple can take 12 weeks apiece, so that,

for example, a new baby could have at least one par-

ent home for 24 weeks. If the couple works for the

same company, however, they are only entitled to a

total of 12 weeks between them.

Family Members and Serious Illness

FMLA allows employees to take up to 12 weeks off

to take care of an immediate family member who is

seriously ill. A child who is recuperating from major

surgery, a parent suffering from Alzheimer’s disease,

or a spouse recovering from an auto accident are ex-

amples. The stipulation is that the person being

cared for must be immediate family; an in-law or a

favorite second cousin would not count. Serious ill-

ness can include stroke and heart attack, complica-

tions from pregnancy, pneumonia, sever arthritis,

and epilepsy. Clearly not every condition will require

the full 12–week leave to be used up at one time. But

FMLA allows employees to break up their leave time,

so long as it does not exceed 12 weeks per year.

Employee’s Illness

Employees who suffer serious illness are also cov-

ered under FMLA. If, for example, a worker needs to

stay home for six weeks to recuperate from back sur-

gery but the worker only has two weeks sick leave,

that worker is entitled to FMLA leave. The employer

has the right to require the employee to take accrued

paid time as part of the 12–week leave.

FMLA, ADA, and Title VII

With the existence of the Americans with Disabili-

ties Act (ADA) and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

(both of which predate FMLA), why bother with a

family medical leave act at all? While there is some

overlap between the three, each plays a different

role.

ADA focuses on people who have disabilities that

affect their ability to perform activities that are re-

garded as part of normal everyday life. A person who

cannot walk or see is covered under ADA. Title VII

prohibits discrimination on the basis or race, color,

sex, religion, or national origin. A company cannot

provide leave to one group and not another.

Why FMLA? The most important difference be-

tween it and ADA and Title VII is probably that it has

a more direct effect on an employee’s family. Neither

ADA nor Title VII provide guarantees to individuals

who wish to take leave to look after a sick child or

spouse. Nor do they provide for full medical insur-

ance coverage the way FMLA does. Under ADA, an

employee who chooses to work part-time because of

a disability is only entitled to whatever insurance is

provided to other part-timers. Under Title VII, an em-

ployer cannot provide one employee with insurance

and another with none solely on the basis of race,

color, religion, sex, or nationality. But there is no

provision guaranteeing insurance.

Under FMLA, employers must maintain the em-

ployee’s insurance at its current level (that includes

covering a spouse and children who are on the plan),

so long as the employee keeps making his or her reg-

ular contribution (if any) into the policy.

The Employer’s Perspective

It may seem as though FMLA and similar laws are

all designed to protect employees and not those who
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hire them. While protection of workers’ rights is

clearly important, no law is designed with the inten-

tion of crushing businesses under a mountain of un-

tenable regulations.

It is important to understand that laws such as

FMLA serve as a framework for minimum acceptable

standards. Many companies offer more than 12

weeks leave to employees, and a number also offer

at least partial paid leave. Interestingly, a survey of

1,000 employers conducted by the research firm

Hewitt Associates just at the time FMLA was becom-

ing law in 1993 indicated that some 63 percent al-

ready had some sort of family leave program in place,

and 56 percent had medical leave programs. To be

sure, many of these companies were not offering

benefits at the same level guaranteed under FMLA.

But they were not ignoring employee needs, either.

During the economic boom of the 1990s, many

companies found that they had to offer more and

better benefits to attract employees from a shrinking

applicant pool. In leaner economic times that line of

reasoning does shift, but top companies have long

known that one of the best ways to attract the best

employees is to give them good benefits.

Sometimes it is difficult to get employees to take

their full benefits. For example, even though FMLA

allows men to take time off during and after the arriv-

al of a baby, far fewer men take time off than women.

Part of the reason is that in many companies there

is still a perception that someone who takes time off

to raise a child is not committed to his or her career.

For men this is still a more difficult hurdle, since even

in the most enlightened companies there is still the

perception that men should exhibit an almost over-

riding commitment to their job. One thing that laws

such as FMLA may ultimately do is help break down

stereotypes like these, so that more people can ben-

efit.

Laws such as FMLA, ADA, and Title VII are geared

toward protecting employees, but that does not

mean employers must bankrupt themselves to ac-

commodate only a few employees who choose to

take advantage of such protections. For example,

under FMLA an employer has the right to know pre-

cisely what the leave is intended for. Lack of protec-

tion would give companies the right to terminate

employees rather than give them even unpaid leave.

But protection without requirements and guidelines

could be misused by unscrupulous employees.

In the years since FMLA was enacted, a number of

business groups have asked for adjustments and clar-

ifications. Although there is much support for the

spirit of FMLA, many say that as a practical matter

there is too much room for abuse. Reports of people

taking FMLA time off for the flu or a simple cold, or

taking their FMLA leave time in small increments (so-

called ‘‘intermittent leave’’ that allows people to take

an hour at a time off, or even less, under the current

regulations) only fuel the complaints of skeptics.

Ideally, the company and the employee should

work together to find arrangements that are suitable

to both. FMLA allows such flexibility. For example, an

employee may choose to take FMLA-approved leave

intermittently (perhaps a few days or a week at a

time) during the year instead of in one 12-week

chunk. Or the employee may be able to work on a

part-time schedule.

Other Elements of FMLA

Federal vs. State Regulations

Under the terms of FMLA, state regulations that

are more generous than FMLA accommodations will

take precedence over FMLA regulations. Where this

is not the case, FMLA regulations will supersede the

state rules. Each state has its own department of

labor and its own set of guidelines for employee

rights. Those who wish to know about the rules in

a specific state should contact that state’s labor de-

partment to find out precisely how its regulations

work and how they mesh with FMLA and other feder-

al laws.

Currently, 18 states, as well as the District of Co-

lumbia and Puerto Rico, have laws that are more

comprehensive than FMLA. For example, in Ver-

mont, Oregon, and the District of Columbia, the 50-

employee minimum is significantly lower. In Hawaii

and Montana, companies with one or more employ-

ees must offer leave for maternity disability. An em-

ployee can take leave to care for an in-law in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, Hawaii, Oregon, and Vermont. In

Massachusetts, employees receive 24 hours leave per

year to accompany a child or relative to routine med-

ical or dental appointments. Louisiana and Tennes-

see provide four months leave for maternity disabili-

ty.

Proposed Changes to FMLA

In 2001, two amendments to FMLA with very dif-

ferent outcomes were introduced in Congress. The

Right Start Act is designed to expand FMLA by includ-

ing employers with 25 or more employees instead of

the current 50. It would also offer employees 24 extra
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hours of leave per year to visit their children’s school

(for parent-teacher conferences or literacy pro-

grams, for example). A quite different measure, the

Family Leave Clarification Act, would toughen the

rules on what constitutes a ‘‘serious illness’’ and set

the minimum increment of leave time to one half-

day. Both of these bills were pending action in early

2002, and each has strong supporters and oppo-

nents. 

Employers and employees should work together

as much as possible, but they also need to know

enough of the regulations to avoid making an inad-

vertent mistake. Organizations such as the U. S. De-

partment of Labor, the Equal Employment Opportu-

nity Commission, and the Society for Human

Resource management can provide useful informa-

tion. Employers that seek legal counsel would do

well to remember that for a subject this complex it

makes sense to look for attorneys or firms who spe-

cialize in employment law.

Additional Resources

Family and Medical Leave in a Nutshell. Decker, Kurt H.,
West Group, 2000.

Paid Family Leave: At What Cost? Hattiangadi, Anita U.,
Employment Policy Foundation, 2000.

Taking Time: Parental Leave Policy and Corporate Cul-
ture. Fried, Mindy, Temple University Press, 1998.

Organizations

Society for Human Resource Management
(SHRM)

1800 Duke Street

Alexandria, VA 22314 USA

Phone: (703) 548-3440

Fax: (703) 535-6490

URL: http://w ww.shrm.org

Primary Contact: Helen G. Drinan, President and

CEO

U. S. Department of Labor, Employment
Standards Administration, Wage and Hour
Division

200 Constitution Avenue NW

Washington, DC 20210 USA

Phone: (866) 487-9243

URL: http://www.dol.gov/dol/esa

Primary Contact: Tammy D. McCutchen,

Administrator

Work in America Institute

700 White Plains Road

Scarsdale, NY 10583 USA

Phone: (914) 472-9600

Fax: (914) 472-9606

URL: http://www.workinamerica.org

Primary Contact: Jerome M. Rosow, Chairman and

CEO
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• Parties Involved in Labor Relations

- Employees

- Employers

- Unions

• Forming and Joining a Union to Bargain Col-

lectively

- Bargaining Units

- Representation Procedures

- The Duty to Bargain

- Good Faith in Bargaining

• Subjects for Collective Bargaining

• Conflict Resolution

- Impasse

- Picketing

- Boycotts

- Strikes and Lockouts

• State Provisions Regarding Labor Unions and

Strikes

• Additional Resources

Background

Congress in 1935 passed the National Labor Rela-

tions Act (Wagner Act), which was the first of the

three federal laws that govern labor relations in the

United States. The other two laws, passed in 1947

and 1959, respectively, were the Taft-Hartley Act
and the Landrum-Griffin Act. These statutes guaran-

tee the right of private employees to form and join

unions in order to bargain collectively. The vast ma-

jority of states have extended union rights to public

employees.

Additional federal statutes affect the labor rights

of employees. A summary of the major federal labor

statutes is as follows:

• The Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act,

passed in 1932, restricted federal courts

from issuing injunctions in labor disputes ex-

cept in some very limited conditions.

• The Wagner Act in 1935 set forth many of

the basic protections offered under the

labor statutes, including the restriction

against employers interfering with or other-

wise restraining the ability of employees to

organize to bargain collectively.

• The Brynes Anti-Strikebreaking Act of 1938

restricted the interstate transportation of

anyone being used to interfere with peaceful

picketing in the process of collective bar-
gaining or labor dispute.

• The Hobbs Anti-Racketeering Act of 1946

prevented unions from extorting money

from nonunion employees.

• The Taft-Hartley Act in 1947 brought a bal-

ance between the rights of employees and

employers, which was believed to favor em-

ployees and unions over employers. Among

the provisions included restrictions on un-

fair labor practices by unions.

• The Labor-Management Reporting and Dis-

closure of 1959, or Landrum-Griffin Act, es-

tablished a code of conduct for unions and
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contained significant amendments to the

Taft-Hartley Act. The code of conduct guar-

anteed certain rights to union members,

which was necessary after findings of wrong-

doing by unions and their officers. The

amendments to the Taft-Hartley Act added

some rights to unions and union members

but also placed restrictions on union strikes,

picketing, and boycotts.

Parties Involved in Labor Relations

Employees

The National Labor Relations Act employs a broad

definition of ‘‘employee.’’ The term includes anyone

currently on a company’s payroll and anyone whose

employment has ceased due to a current strike or

unfair labor practice and who has not obtained

regular employment elsewhere. Several classes of

workers are specifically exempted from this defini-

tion, including the following:

• Agricultural laborers

• Persons employed in a family’s or persons’

domestic service in the home

• Persons employed by a spouse or parent

• Independent contractors

• Persons employed by businesses subject to

the Railway Labor Act

• Supervisors

The inclusion of supervisory employees on this

list is most significant, because supervisors are not

protected if they choose to participate in union activ-

ity. In some very limited circumstances, however, a

supervisor may be protected from termination, if an

employer terminates a supervisor to intimidate other

employees from exercising their rights.

Employers

The NLRA’s definition of ‘‘employer’’ includes any

employer that affects interstate commerce. ‘‘Affect-

ing interstate commerce’’ is traditionally a very broad

term, and the vast majority of employers fall within

this definition. The NLRA excludes several groups of

employers from its scope, including the following:

• The Federal Government

• Any wholly owned government corporation

or federal reserve bank

• Any state government or political division of

a state

• Employers subject to the Railway Labor Act

• Labor organizations, with some exceptions

Unions

Much of the NLRA focuses on the relationship be-

tween the employees joining together to bargain col-

lectively and the election of the union that acquires

the right to represent these employees through a

vote of the employees.

Forming and Joining a Union to Bargain
Collectively

A series of complex laws governs the labor repre-

sentation process. Forming and joining a union to

bargain collectively must be completed before the

collective bargaining process. The process of form-

ing a union involves numerous considerations, such

as the types of employees who would constitute an

appropriate bargaining unit, and the selection of the

appropriate union to represent the employees.

Bargaining Units

Employees must define an appropriate collective

bargaining unit or units to determine how the em-

ployees should be represented in collective bargain-

ing. Under the NLRA and other labor statutes, only

those individuals who share a sufficient ‘‘community

of interest’’ may comprise an appropriate bargaining

unit. Community of interests generally means that

teachers have substantial mutual interests, including

the following:

• Wages or compensation

• Hours of work

• Employment benefits

• Supervision

• Qualifications

• Training and skills

• Job functions

• Contact with other employees

• Integration of work functions with other em-

ployees

• History of collective bargaining

Many state statutes set forth requirements or con-

siderations with respect to determinations of bar-

gaining units in the public sector. Moreover, some

statutes set forth specific bargaining units.
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Representation Procedures

The NLRA provides formal processes for designa-

tion and recognition of bargaining units. State stat-

utes include similar provisions. When disputes arise

with respect to union representation, many states di-

rect parties to resolve these disputes with the public

employment relations board in that state. Once em-

ployees organize bargaining units, members may file

a petition with the appropriate labor board. The

labor board will generally determine that jurisdic-
tion over the bargaining unit is appropriate, that the

proposed bargaining unit it appropriate, and that a

majority of employees approve the bargaining unit

through an election. Statutory provisions and other

rules generally ensure that the votes are uncoerced

and otherwise fair. After this election, the labor

board will certify the union as the exclusive represen-

tative of the bargaining unit. Once a union is certi-

fied, usually for a one-year period, neither employees

nor another union may petition for a new election.

The Duty to Bargain

Once a union has been elected, both public and

private employers are bound to deal exclusively with

that union. The elected union must conversely bar-

gain for the collective interests of the members of

the bargaining unit. However, neither the union nor

the employer is required to agree to any proposal or

to make any concessions in the bargaining process.

Good Faith in Bargaining

Both employers and unions must bargain with

one another in good faith. The duty of parties to

bargain in good faith is very important to the collec-

tive bargaining process, since negotiations between

employers and unions can become very intense and

heated. Interpretations of the term ‘‘good faith’’

under the NLRA typically focus an openness, fairness,

mutuality of conduct, and cooperation between par-

ties. Many state statutes define ‘‘good faith’’ similarly,

though some states provide more specific guidance

regarding what constitutes good faith bargaining.

Some statutes also provide a list of examples of in-

stances that are considered bargaining in bad faith.

Failure or refusal to negotiate in good faith consti-

tutes an unfair labor practice under the NLRA and

many other statutes.

Subjects for Collective Bargaining

The NLRA provides that an employer and union

must bargain on issues concerning wages, hours, and

other terms and conditions of employment. The Na-

tional Labor Relations Board has established three

sets of rules for the following three categories of bar-

gaining issues: (1) illegal subjects, which would be

forbidden by the NLRA; (2) voluntary subjects, which

fall outside the mandatory subjects; and (3) manda-

tory subjects that in the category of wages, hours,

and other terms and conditions of employment.

The National Labor Relations Board has deter-

mined that a number of topics fall within the catego-

ry of mandatory subjects. Examples of these subjects

are as follows:

• Employee discharge

• Working schedules

• Seniority

• Grievances

• Vacations and individual merit raises

• Christmas bonuses and profit-sharing retire-

ment plans

• Plant rules on breaks and lunch periods

• Safety rules

• Physical examinations of employees

In the absence of statutory language specifying

the scope of collective bargaining, unions and em-

ployers must consult relevant case law and labor

board decisions to determine whether a subject is

mandatory or voluntary. Other limitations to collec-

tive bargaining may also be present. A collective
bargaining agreement, for example, cannot violate

or contradict statutory law or constitutional provi-

sions. Similarly, the collective bargaining agreement

should recognize contractual rights that may already

exist.

Conflict Resolution

Impasse

When good faith efforts between unions and em-

ployers fail to resolve the dispute or disputes be-

tween the parties, a legal impasse has occurred.

Once this occurs, active bargaining between the

union and the parties will typically be suspended,

and parties go through a series of options to resolve

the impasse.

The first option after an impasse is declared is me-
diation. A mediator is employed to act as a neutral

third party to assist the two sides in reaching a com-

promise. Mediators cannot make binding decisions
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and are employed only to act as advisors. Many state

statutes require use of mediators in the public sector

upon declaration of an impasse. Private sector

unions and schools may employ a federal mediator,

though federal labor laws do not prescribe further

options regarding dispute resolution.

Should mediation fail, many states require the em-

ployment of a fact-finder, who analyzes the facts of

the bargaining process and seeks to recognize a po-

tential compromise. Parties are not bound by recom-

mendations of the fact-finder, though a fact-finder

may influence public opinion regarding an appropri-

ate resolution of a dispute. In some states, fact-

finding is the final stage of impasse resolution, leav-

ing the parties to bargain among themselves.

Picketing

Union employees often resort to picketing when

there is a conflict between the union and the em-

ployer. Picketing in its simplest form is used to pro-

vide information to employees and the public that

there is a dispute between the union and the em-

ployer. However, picketing is also used to coerce ac-

tion on the part of the employer or to dissuade cus-

tomers from patronizing the employer.

The National Labor Relations Board permits pick-

eting for purely informational purposes. However, it

is unlawful for a union to picket where it seeks recog-

nition for a union or seeks for employees to accept

the union when another union has been recognized,

and the NLRB would not conduct a new election; a

valid election has been conducted within the past 12

months; or no election petition has been filed, and

picketing has been conducted for a period of time

not to exceed 30 days.

Questions are sometimes raised when the picket-

ing seeks to provide information and seeks recogni-

tion of the union. The NLRB has set forth a number

of rules, some of which hinge on whether the picket-

ing disrupts pickup from or delivery to the employer.

Boycotts

Unions also employ boycotts when conflicts

occur. A primary or simple boycott occurs when a

union refuses to deal with, patronize, or permit

union members to work for the employer with

whom the union has a conflict. A secondary boycott

occurs when a union refuses to deal with, or pickets,

customers or suppliers of the employer. Many sec-

ondary boycotts are banned, and others are lawful

only when limited conditions are met.

Strikes and Lockouts

Employees may resort to strike in the event of a

conflict where other measures have failed. A lockout

by an employer is the counterpart to the strike. The

right to strike in the private sector is guaranteed

under the NLRA. However, only about half of the

states extend this right to employees in the public

sector. Where public employees are not permitted to

strike, state statutes often impose monetary or simi-

lar penalties on those who strike illegally. In states

where strikes by public employees are permitted,

employees must often meet several conditions prior

to the strike. For example, a state may require that

a bargaining unit has been properly certified, that

methods for impasse resolution have been exhaust-

ed, that any existing collective bargaining agreement

has expired, and that the union has provided suffi-

cient notice to the school board. The purpose of

such conditions is to give the parties an opportunity

to avoid a strike, which is usually unpopular with

both employers and employees.

State Provisions Regarding Labor Unions
and Strikes

The NLRA governs labor relations of private em-

ployers, subject to some limitations. A union of a pri-

vate employer should determine whether the NLRA

applies to its business. State labor statutes generally

govern labor relations between public employers

and unions. These provisions are summarized below.

ALABAMA: All employees have the general right to

join or not to join a labor organization.

ALASKA: Public employees are permitted to join

to bargain collectively, and, subject to restrictions,

public employees may strike.

ARKANSAS: It is public policy in Arkansas that

employees should be free to organize to bargain col-

lectively. However, the statute has been held not to

apply to public employees, and public employees are

prohibited from striking.

CALIFORNIA: California provides an extensive

statutory scheme governing collective bargaining in

that state. Collective bargaining by employees of

public employers is generally permitted.

COLORADO: Collective bargaining is permitted

by statute, which also provides a limited right to

strike.
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CONNECTICUT: Connecticut permits bargaining

by state and municipal employees, with some excep-

tions.

DELAWARE: Most public employees are permitted

to bargain collectively, but strikes by public employ-

ees are generally prohibited.

FLORIDA: Right for public employees to bargain

collectively is guaranteed by statute, but public em-

ployees are forbidden to strike. Public employers are

required to recognize employee organizations with

majority status.

HAWAII: Statute permits collective bargaining by

all public employees. During impasse, mediation,

fact-finding, and binding arbitration are provided

by statute. Strikes are permitted only after other con-

flict resolution provisions have been completed

without success.

ILLINOIS: Public employees are generally permit-

ted to bargain collectively. Strikes are permitted only

after certain conditions are met.

INDIANA: Most public employees permitted to

bargain collectively, but strikes are generally prohib-

ited.

IOWA: Statute allows bargaining by all public em-

ployees. The statute provides a number of proce-

dures for conflict resolution, including mediation,

fact-finding, and binding arbitration. Strikes by public

employees are prohibited.

KANSAS: Collective bargaining is permitted by all

public employees, but subject to some limitations in

the process. Strikes by public employees are prohib-

ited.

LOUISIANA: Collective bargaining is neither pro-

hibited nor required in Louisiana.

MAINE: Statue permits collective bargaining by all

public employees. Strikes by all state employees are

prohibited.

MASSACHUSETTS: Statute allows collective bar-

gaining by all public employees. Strikes or other

strike-related activity are prohibited by public em-

ployees.

MICHIGAN: Statute permits bargaining by public

employees. Strikes by public employees are prohibit-

ed.

MINNESOTA: Statute allows collective bargaining

by all public employees. Strikes are permitted only

after certain conditions have been met.

MISSOURI: Some public employees are granted a

right to bargain collectively. Statute does not grant

a right to strike.

MONTANA: Statute permits all public employees

to bargain collectively. Courts have construed this

statute to permit strikes.

NEBRASKA: Statute permits bargaining by all pub-

lic employees. Nebraska restricts supervisors from

joining a bargaining unit, with some exceptions.

Strikes by teachers are prohibited.

NEVADA: Statute permits bargaining by all public

employees. Strikes by public employees are illegal by

statute.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Statue permits collective bar-

gaining by all public employees. Impasse resolution

procedures must be implemented within the same

time period specified by the statue. Strikes by public

employees are illegal by statute.

NEW JERSEY: Statute permits bargaining by all

public employees but excludes standards of criteria

for employee performance from the scope of negoti-

ation.

NEW YORK: Statute permits bargaining by all pub-

lic employees. The statute limits the scope of negoti-

ations to matters related to wages, employment

hours, and other terms and conditions of employ-

ment. Arbitration is required by statute when an im-

passe is declared. Strikes by public employees are

prohibited.

NORTH CAROLINA: Statute prohibits collective

bargaining by all public employees. Statute also pro-

hibits strikes by public employees.

NORTH DAKOTA: Statute permits mediation of

disputes between public employees and employees.

The statute also specifies the rights of public employ-

ees, including membership in a union.

OHIO: Statute permits collective bargaining by

public employees. Strikes by public employees are

prohibited.

OKLAHOMA: Statutes generally permit collective

bargaining by public employees.

OREGON: Statue permits collective bargaining by

all public employees. Impasse resolution procedures

include mediation and fact-finding. Strikes are per-

mitted after conflict resolution procedures have

been implemented.
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PENNSYLVANIA: Statute permits bargaining by all

public employees under the Public Employee Rela-

tions Act. Statute limits which employees may be in-

cluded in a single bargaining unit. Strikes by public

employees are permitted only after conditions set

forth in the statute are met.

RHODE ISLAND: Statute generally permits collec-

tive bargaining by state and municipal employees.

Strikes by some public employees are prohibited.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Statute permits bargaining by

all public employees. Strikes by public employees are

prohibited.

TEXAS: Statute prohibits public employees from

entering into collective bargaining agreements.

Strikes by public employees are generally prohibited.

UTAH: Statute permits union membership by

public employees.

VERMONT: Statute permits bargaining by all state

and municipal employees. Strikes by state employ-

ees are generally prohibited.

VIRGINIA: Strikes by public employees are pro-

hibited by statute.

WASHINGTON: State permits collective bargain-

ing by public employees. Strikes by public employ-

ees are prohibited by statute.

WISCONSIN: Statute permits collective bargaining

by municipal employees. Impasse resolution proce-

dures include mediation and arbitration. Strikes are

permitted after impasse resolution procedures have

been exhausted.

WYOMING: Statute permits right to bargain col-

lectively as a matter of public policy.

Additional Resources

Foundations of Labor and Employment Law. Estreicher,
Samuel, and Stewart J. Schwab, Foundation Press, 2000.

Labor Law in a Nutshell, Fourth Edition. 4th ed., Leslie,
Douglas L., West Group, 2000.

Outline of Law and Procedure in Representation Cases.
National Labor Relations Board, 2000. Available at http:/
/www.nlrb.gov/outline.html.

Primer of Labor Relations, Twenty-Fourth Edition. 23rd
ed., Kenny, John J., and Linda G. Kahn, Bureau of Na-
tional Affairs, 1989.

U. S. Code, Title 29: Labor, Chapter 7, Labor-Management
Relations, U. S. House of Representatives, 1999. Avail-
able at http://uscode.house.gov/title_29.htm.

Organizations

AFL-CIO

815 16th Street, N. W.

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 637-5000

Fax: (202) 637-5058

URL: http://www.aflcio.org/home.htm

Industrial Relations Research Association
(IRRA)

University of Illinois, 121 Labor and Industrial

Relations, 504 E. Armory, MC-504

Champaign, IL 61820 USA

Phone: (217) 333-0072

Fax: (217) 265-5130

E-Mail: irra@uiuc.edu

URL: http://www.irra.uiuc.edu/

National Labor Committee

275 Seventh Avenue, 15th Floor

New York, NY 10001 USA

Phone: (212) 242-3002

Fax: (212) 242-3821

E-Mail: nlc@nlcnet.org

URL: http://www.nlcnet.org/

National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)

1099 14th Street

Washington, DC 20570-0001

Phone: (202) 273-1770

Fax: (202) 273-4270

URL: http://www.nlrb.gov
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LABOR LAW
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- Hazardous Materials

- Personal Protective Equipment

- Recordkeeping and Reporting

- Training and Education

- Access to Records

- Protection From Retaliation for Re-

porting Violations

• Complying with OSHA Standards

- OSHA Inspections

- Penalties and Consequences of

OSHA Violations

- Appeals

• State OSH Laws and Programs

• Additional Resources

Background

The Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C.

651 et seq. (1970) is the federal law that ‘‘assure[s]

so far as possible every working man and woman...

safe and healthful working conditions.’’ The Act is

administered by the correlative federal agency, the

Occupational Health and Safety Administration

(OSHA).

OSHA applies to all private sector employers en-

gaged in any business affecting commerce (which, by

way of the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution

[Art. I, Sec. 8], Congress derived its authority to exer-

cise OSHA control over states). OSHA does not apply

to public sector employees.

Employers with fewer than ten employees are ex-

empt from some of OSHA’s record-keeping require-

ments, as well as some of OSHA’s penalties and en-

forcement measures. However, small employers

must still comply with OSHA standards and provide

a safe workplace for their employees.

The following are not covered by the OSH Act:

• Self-employed persons

• Farms at which only family members work

• Public sector employees (unless they are in-

cluded in a State OSHA-approved plan)

• Those working conditions regulated by

other federal agencies under other statutes.

Examples include workplaces in the mining

industry, nuclear energy and nuclear weap-

ons industry, and much of the transporta-

tion industry.

Providing a Safe Workplace

OSHA mandates impose three obligations on em-

ployers. First, they are required to furnish a work-

place ‘‘free from recognized hazards that are causing

or are likely to cause death or serious physical harm’’

to employees. Second, they are required to comply

with OSHA standards for workplace safety and

health. Third, they are required to maintain records

of employee injuries, deaths, illnesses, and expo-

sures to toxic substances. They must also preserve all

employee medical records.
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Accident Prevention Programs

OSHA requires that every employer establish and

maintain an Accident Prevention Program. The pro-

gram must include training that will inform workers

of hazards and teach them about safe work practices,

including special instructions peculiar to their indus-

try or peculiar to any special hazards.

An approved accident prevention program in-

cludes general training applicable to all workers,

such as providing examples of the best ways to lift

objects or the fastest way to exit a building. Instruc-

tions on the use of personal protective equipment,

especially respirators, is a common subject for train-

ing.

A second part of an employer’s accident preven-

tion program involves the establishment of proce-

dure to conduct internal inspections or reviews to

help detect unsafe conditions and correct them be-

fore accidents happen. Many larger companies main-

tain a ‘‘Risk Assessment’’ office or have an employee

whose entire job may be to detect and correct poten-

tial safety risks and hazards.

Workers’ Right to Know

OSHA’s Federal Hazard Communication Standard

(29 CFR 1910.1200) requires employers to set up

‘‘hazard communication programs.’’ Such programs

are designed to inform employees about the health

effects of toxic or chemical exposure and ways to

prevent such exposures.

Hazardous Materials

The Hazard Communication Standard requires

that Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) be made

available at the workplace for each and every chemi-

cal or hazardous product that an employee may

come in contact with, and the ingredients of which

may cause physical or health hazards. MSDS are pre-

pared and supplied by the product’s manufacturer

and generally summarize the ingredients, the haz-

ards to humans, and safe handling techniques when

using the product. At the worksite, containers hold-

ing the product must have warning labels and/or

other written signs describing the product’s hazards.

Employers are also required to instruct employees

on how to read the MSDS and make proper use of

the information they contain. Employees must be

trained on proper use of the hazardous product, safe

handling methods, containment of the product

(against leaks, spills, fumes, or spreads), personal

protective gear, and emergency procedures.

Most employers must submit written information

regarding their hazard communication programs,

how they intend to disseminate information and con-

duct training, and what particular products or haz-

ardous materials are at their workplace. MSDS must

always be given to union officials or employees’ phy-

sicians when requested.

Personal Protective Equipment

The OSHA standard covering personal protective

equipment (which may vary for each industrial cate-

gory) requires that employers provide, at no cost to

employees, personal protective equipment as need-

ed to protect them against certain hazards found at

the workplace. Such equipment may include protec-

tive helmets, eye goggles, hearing mufflers or other

hearing protection, hard-toed shoes, respiratory

masks or shields, respirators, or gauntlets for iron

workers.

Recordkeeping and Reporting

Two main records are required by OSHA to be

kept by covered employers: OSHA Form 200 and

OSHA Form 101. OSHA Form 200 is an injury/illness

log. There are separate line entries for each record-

able incident of illness or injury. The ongoing log

also captures (by line entry) such information as

whether the illness/injury required offsite or onsite

medical treatment, whether there was a loss of con-

sciousness, whether there were any restrictions of

work or motion, and whether the employee was

transferred to another job. At year’s end, a summary

Form 200, capturing the totals of illness and injury

incidents, must be posted for the entire month of

February in the following year.

OSHA Form 101 is the form used to record data

involving each accident, injury, or illness. The form

provides room for added detail about the facts sur-

rounding the event. Workers’ compensation
claims forms or insurance claims forms may be sub-

stituted for the OSHA 101.

Employers are also required to report to the near-

est OSHA office within eight hours of any accident

that results in death or hospitalization of three or

more employees. Periodically, employers may be

contacted and notified that they have been selected

to participate in the Department of Labor’s Bureau

of Labor Statistics (BLS) survey. Special recording

and reporting forms may be required as part of the

survey.

Training and Education

OSHA maintains more than 70 field offices that

function as full-service centers offering a variety of
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safety-related information and assistance. This may

include the dissemination of printed material, audio-

visual aids on workplace hazards, lecturers available

to speak to employees, and technical assistance.

OSHA also maintains and operates its Training In-

stitute in Des Plaines, Illinois, where basic and ad-

vanced training in federal and state OSHA compli-

ance is offered, and compliance officers, state

consultants, and other agency personnel are certi-

fied. OSHA also provides funds and grants to organi-

zations for conducting workplace training and edu-

cation. It submits an annual report identifying areas

of unmet needs and solicits grant proposals to ad-

dress those needs.

Access to Records

OSHA Standard 3110 provides workers with the

right to see, review, and copy their own medical re-

cords and records of exposure to toxic substances.

Additionally, employees have a right to see and copy

records of other employees’ exposure to toxic sub-

stances if they have had similar past or present jobs

or working conditions. Employees also may review

employer information from the National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) Registry of

Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances (although this

information is usually incorporated in the MSDS).

‘‘Exposure records’’ include:

• workplace monitoring or measurement re-

cords

• MSDS or other information which identifies

substances or physical agents and their char-

acteristics

• biological monitoring results (e.g., blood

tests which monitor levels of absorbed sub-

stances in the body, etc.)

‘‘Medical records’’ include:

• results of medical exams, laboratory tests

and other diagnostic tests

• medical and employment questionnaires or

histories

• medical opinions, recommendations, diag-

noses, and progress notes

Generally, a free copy is provided at the request

of employees or access to a place where copies may

be made is provided. Employees are permitted to es-

tablish a designated representative to review records

on their behalf, such as a union representative. Writ-

ten authorization for release of personal information

is routinely required. Employers must preserve and

maintain both exposure records and medical records

for at least 30 years.

Protection From Retaliation for Reporting
Violations

The Act expressly protects employees from ad-

verse employment action (discharge or discipline)

for exercising rights under the OSH Act. Employers

are prohibited from discriminating against an em-

ployee as a result of that employee’s having filed a

complaint with OSHA, requested an OSHA inspec-

tion, talked with OSHA officials, or otherwise assisted

OSHA with an investigation. Similar provisions are

also incorporated in many states’ ‘‘Whistleblowers’’

laws.

The Act also protects employees who refuse to

perform a job task that is likely to cause death or seri-

ous injury. Such protection requires that the employ-

ee’s refusal be based on a good faith belief of real

danger of death or serious injury, that a reasonable

person in the employee’s position would conclude

the same, that there was/is insufficient time to elimi-

nate the danger through OSHA channels, and the

employee had unsuccessfully requested that the em-

ployer correct the hazard or risk.

Complying with OSHA Standards

OSHA standards are categorized by industry sec-

tors. Those applicable to general industry are con-

tained in 29 CFR 1910. Those applicable to the con-

struction industry are contained in 29 CFR 1926.

Maritime, marine terminals, longshoring standards

are found at 29 CFR 1915 to 1919. Agricultural indus-

try standards are found at 29 CFR 1928. As of 2002,

OSHA regulations filled five volumes of the CFR

(Code of Federal Regulations).

OSHA Inspections

Workplace inspections are authorized under the

Act and are generally conducted by OSHA compli-

ance safety and health officers (CSHOs), who are

trained by OSHA. Programmed inspections are of a

periodic or routine nature, while unprogrammed in-

spections are in direct response to a specific com-

plaint or catastrophes.

Penalties and Consequences of OSHA
Violations

• Serious Violations: Any violation which

creates a substantial probability that death
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or serious physical harm could result and

the employer knew or should have known

of the hazard. For such violations, a manda-

tory penalty of up to $7,000 for each occur-

rence may be imposed. Serious violations

may be downgraded by OSHA personnel,

based upon employer good faith, lack of pre-

vious violations, the size of the business, etc.

• Other than Serious Violations: Any violation

directly related to workplace safety or

health, but would unlikely cause serious

physical harm or death. OSHA may propose

a discretionary penalty of up to $7,000.

These violations also may be downgraded by

OSHA personnel, based upon employer

good faith, lack of previous violations, the

size of the business, etc.

• Willful Violations: Any violation that an em-

ployer intentionally and knowingly commits.

The employer must either know that he or

she is committing a violation, or be aware

that a serious hazardous condition exists

and makes no reasonable effort to eliminate

it. The Act assesses a civil penalty of not less

than $5,000 for such violations. Moreover, if

the violation results in the death of an em-

ployee, a court-imposed criminal fine of up

to $250,000 for individuals and/or impris-
onment for up to six months; or $500,000

for corporations as a criminal fine may be

imposed.

• Repeated Violations: Repeat violations may

result in fines up to $70,000 each. To be con-

sidered a ‘‘repeat’’ offense or violation, the

citation for the original violation must have

been issued in final form.

• Failure to Correct a Prior Violation: Such fail-

ures may bring civil penalties of up to $7,000

if the violation extends beyond the pre-

scribed abatement date.

Appeals

Appeals may be initiated by employers or employ-

ees. Employees may not contest citations, amend-

ments to citations, penalties, or the lack thereof. If

the inspection was the result of an employee com-

plaint, that employee may informally appeal any deci-

sion to not issue a citation. Employees may also ap-

peal their employers’ petitions for modifications of

abatement (PMAs).

Employers may appeal both citations and penal-

ties. At the first level, employers may request meet-

ings with area directors and may send representa-

tives authorized to enter into settlement
agreements. However, a formal notice of contest

must be in writing and be delivered within 15 days

of receipt of the citation or proposed penalty. A copy

of the employer’s Notice of Contest must be given

to the employees’ authorized representative.

State OSH Laws and Programs

States must obtain express permission from the

Secretary of Labor to promulgate their own laws reg-

ulating any area directly covered by OSHA regula-

tion. States are free to regulate any area not covered

by federal OSHA regulations. Federal approval of a

state OSHA plan has been effected in two-thirds of

states as of 2002. The following states have substitut-

ed approved state OSH plans for the federal OSHA

plan:

• ALASKA

• ARIZONA

• CALIFORNIA

• CONNECTICUT

• HAWAII

• INDIANA

• IOWA

• KENTUCKY

• MARYLAND

• MICHIGAN

• MINNESOTA

• NEVADA

• NEW JERSEY

• NEW MEXICO

• NEW YORK

• NORTH CAROLINA

• OREGON

• SOUTH CAROLINA

• TENNESSEE

• UTAH

• VERMONT

• VIRGINIA

• WASHINGTON
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• WYOMING

Additional Resources

Family Legal Guide American Bar Association. Times
Books, Random House: 1996.

‘‘The Occupational Safety and Health Act’’ Small Business
Handbook. Available at http://www.dol.gov/asp/
programs/handbook/osha.htm.

‘‘State Plans’’ Published by OSHA, U.S. Department of

Labor. 16 January 2002. Available at http://

www.osha.gov.

‘‘Workers Have a Right to Know.’’ Undated. Available (May

2002) at http://www.lungsusa.org/occupational/

workers.html. 
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Background

Employers have a legitimate and important inter-

est in maintaining an efficient and productive work-

force and a safe workplace. Most employers establish

rules governing workplace conduct to ensure that

employees stay on task and earn their wages. Yet,

these rules are often broken, and that in turn in-

creases the need for employers to monitor their em-

ployees. Prior to the present era of technology and

computers, employer supervision typically took the

form of hands-on monitoring, a supervisor patrolling

the workplace to make sure that employees were

doing their jobs. In some employment settings

hands-on supervision remains common place. For

example, many manufacturers still employ supervi-

sors to monitor assembly-line workers as they toil

each day. In a host of other employment settings,

human supervision has been replaced at least in part

by technological supervision.

Technological innovations, particularly comput-

ers, have drastically altered the nature of the employ-

er-employee relationship. Where once a human su-

pervisor could only monitor employee activity in one

place at one time, networked computers now allow

employers to monitor nearly everything, nearly all

the time, and without employees knowing whether

they are being watched. Internet usage can be moni-

tored by employers seeking to compile data about

the websites being visited by their employees. Files

stored on employees’ hard drives can be scanned for

format and content. Surveillance cameras can moni-

tor workers’ activity throughout the workplace. Tele-

phone lines can be monitored and telephone con-

versations recorded.

There are two kinds of workplace electronic sur-

veillance, quantitative and qualitative. One type in-

volves monitoring records and analyzes quantitative

information, such as the number of keystrokes per

hour and the number of minutes spent on the tele-

phone each day. The other type of monitoring ana-

lyzes the quality of performance in whatever qualita-

tive terms an employer defines. For example, many

employers monitor the content of incoming and out-

going email to make sure the messages exchanged

are work-related.

Balanced against employers’ interests in maintain-

ing an efficient, productive, and safe workplace are

employees’ interest in privacy. Workers have a legiti-

mate and important interest in being able to perform

their jobs without fear of embarrassment or stigma

that might result from an employer’s unreasonable

intrusion into their workspace. It is also reasonable

for employees to expect that their employers will not

disclose personal information they obtain via pre-
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employment applications, honesty tests, polygraph
examinations, criminal background checks, urine or

blood analyses, and the like.

The interests of employers and employees are not

always at odds. The quality of the work environment

is a concern to both groups. Employees do not gen-

erally appreciate having to worry about constant

electronic surveillance. Respect for employee privacy

is one factor people consider when deciding wheth-

er to apply for a job, take a job, or keep a job, and

employers generally take heed of this reality. Consis-

tent with employers’ goal of maintaining a produc-

tive workforce is their goal of attracting good em-

ployees and keeping them happy. Accordingly, most

employers understand that they must offer a profes-

sional work environment in which employees can ex-

ercise a certain amount of liberty free from the

watchful eye of a supervisor. However, the line sepa-

rating a reasonable intrusion on employee privacy

from one that is unreasonable is often neither clear

nor bright, and courts are routinely asked to draw

the line for labor and management as a whole.

In the United States the right to privacy traces it

origins to the nineteenth century. In 1890 Samuel D.

Warren and Louis D. Brandeis published ‘‘The Right

to Privacy’’ (4 Harv. L. Rev. 193), an influential article

that postulated a general common law right of pri-

vacy. Before publication of this article, no U. S. court

had ever expressly recognized a right to privacy.

Since the publication of the article, courts have rec-

ognized a general right to privacy that Americans

enjoy to varying degrees in different contexts.

Today privacy in the labor context is regulated at

both the state and federal levels by a combination of

constitutional provisions, federal statutes, and com-

mon law. Depending on the jurisdiction, the laws

can regulate both private employees and public em-

ployees (i.e., employees working for a governmental

entity). Companies doing business in multiple states

must stay familiar with the privacy laws in each state.

Federal Law Governing Workplace
Privacy

Federal law governing workplace privacy general-

ly falls into two categories, constitutional law or stat-
utory law. There is no federal common law govern-

ing workplace privacy, other than the case law
interpreting the U. S. Constitution and federal stat-

utes.

Federal Constitutional Law

The Fourth Amendment to the U. S. Constitution

prohibits the federal government from conducting

unreasonable searches and seizures, and searches or

seizures conducted without a warrant are presump-

tively invalid. The U. S. Supreme has repeatedly held

that public employees are protected by the strictures

of the Fourth Amendment precisely because they are

employed by the government. O’Connor v. Ortega,

480 U.S. 709, 107 S.Ct. 1492, 94 L.Ed.2d 714 (1987).

Workers employed by private companies enjoy no

such constitutional protection.

The Supreme Court and lower courts have also

consistently ruled that the Fourth Amendment right

protecting public employees from unreasonable

searches and seizures conducted by their employers

is more limited than the right protecting the rest of

society from searches and seizures conducted by law

enforcement officials investigating criminal activity.

The Fourth Amendment only protects individuals

who have a ‘‘reasonable expectation of privacy’’ in

the place to be searched or the thing to be seized.

However, in the public employment context courts

have recognized that they must balance the alleged

invasion of an employee’s privacy against the em-

ployer’s need for control of a smoothly running

workplace.

One consequence of this balancing is that employ-

ers typically do not need a search warrant or prob-
able cause to search an employee’s work space, so

long as the search is for work-related reasons. Even

when the search is for evidence relating to employ-

ee misconduct, the employer’s intrusion need not be

made pursuant to a search warrant or probable cause

unless the alleged misconduct rises to the level of

criminal activity, at which point the employee is enti-

tled to full protection of the Fourth Amendment.

Thus, it is generally recognized that most work-

related intrusions by an employer comply with the

Fourth Amendment’s reasonableness requirement.

Courts have said that requiring a warrant for work-

related searches would be disruptive and unduly bur-

densome. To ensure the proper, ongoing operation

of governmental agencies, entities, and units, courts

interpret the Fourth Amendment as giving public

employers wide latitude to enter employee offices,

search their desks, and open their drawers and file

cabinets for work-related reasons.

Drug testing of government employees (or of pri-

vate employees pursuant to government regulation)

has been addressed by several courts. Upon weigh-
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ing the competing public and private interests, most

lower courts have concluded that such testing is con-

stitutional at least in those instances where the em-

ployer possessed a reasonable suspicion that a par-

ticular employee was using drugs and that the drugs

affected the employee’s job performance. For exam-

ple, employers can compel workers to undergo

blood, breath, or urine tests to check for drug use

following a serious workplace accident that injured

or imperiled others, so long as the employer has rea-

son to believe that the accident was caused in part

by an employee’s drug use. Courts allowing drug

testing in these situations have emphasized that the

reasonable suspicion test fairly accommodates em-

ployees’ privacy interests without unduly compro-

mising workplace safety or the safety of the public.

Federal Legislation

For certain employees, drug testing is not only

constitutionally permissible, but statutorily mandat-

ed. Under the Federal Drug-Free Workplace Act of

1988, drug testing is required of both public and pri-

vate employees who are engaged in work that

creates high risks of danger to the health and safety

of other workers or the health and safety of the pub-

lic. 41 U.S.C.A. sections 701 et seq. Employees target-

ed for mandatory drug testing include those em-

ployed in the following industries: mass transit,

motor carriers (taxi cabs and buses), aviation, rail-

roads, maritime transportation, and natural gas and

pipeline operations. In addition, the Americans with

Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C.A. section 12210) and the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C.A. sections 701

et seq) allow employers to establish drug testing pro-

grams for former drug users who are currently en-

rolled in a drug rehabilitation program or have com-

pleted one in the past. Because courts have

interpreted these laws as effectively placing former

and present substance abusers on notice, employees

subject to their provisions typically understand the

very limited privacy rights they enjoy when it comes

to employer-mandated drug tests.

Less clear cut is the application of the National

Labor Relations Act (NLRA) to privacy issues in the

employment setting. The NLRA guarantees employ-

ees the right to ‘‘self-organize, to form, join, or assist

labor organizations, to bargain collectively . . . and to

engage in other concerted activities for . . . mutual

aid or protection.’’ 29 U.S.C.A. sections 101 et seq.

The act also prohibits employers from committing

‘‘unfair labor practices’’ that would violate these

rights. An unfair labor practice is any action or

statement by an employer that interferes with, re-

strains, or coerces employees in the exercise of their

rights to self-organize.

Employer surveillance of employee activities may

constitute an unfair labor practice if the surveillance

interferes with, restrains, coerces, or intimidates em-

ployees who are exercising one of their rights pro-

tected by the NLRA. At the same time, the NLRA per-

mits employers to enforce company rules aimed at

guaranteeing employee productivity and safety, and

federal courts have acknowledged that workplace

surveillance is sometimes necessary to achieve these

objectives. However, employee surveillance will not

normally withstand scrutiny under the NLRA unless

a rule is actually in place before the surveillance be-

gins.

Once a rule is in place, the lawfulness of a particu-

lar surveillance method will be evaluated on a case-

by-case basis. Where union or non-union employees

conduct their activities openly on or near company

property, employers may lawfully observe their activ-

ities without running afoul of the NLRA, even if there

is no pre-existing rule in place authorizing such ob-

servation. N.L.R.B. v. C. Mahon Co., 269 F.2d 44 (6th

Cir. 1959). However, an illegal intent may be inferred

from an employer’s surveillance of open activities if

the surveillance is combined with other forms of em-

ployer harassment, interference, or intimidation, and

the employee under surveillance is subsequently dis-

charged. A history of anti-union animus will also

weigh against an employer who is engaged in what

would otherwise be deemed lawful surveillance.

Conversely, what otherwise might be deemed an un-

fair labor practice can be made lawful if the surveil-

lance is isolated, not accompanied by a threat, and

the employer gives assurances that the employee’s

job is safe.

Before conducting surveillance of its employees,

employers also need to familiarize themselves with

the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of

1968. Pub.L. No. 90-351, 82 Stat. 197, June 19, 1968;

18 U.S.C.A. sections 2510-2520. Title III of the act

prohibits any person from intentionally using or dis-

closing information that has been knowingly inter-

cepted by electronic surveillance without consent of

the persons under surveillance. As originally con-

ceived, the act applied only to the ‘‘aural’’ acquisition

of information by recording, bugging, wiretapping,

or other devices designed to intercept and transmit

sound.

Congress updated the act by passing the Electron-

ic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 (ECPA).
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Pub.L. 99-508, Title I, Oct. 21, 1986, 100 Stat. 1848.

ECPA governs the interception of data transmissions,

which comprise the bulk of modern electronic com-

munications. ECPA prohibits anyone from intercept-

ing, accessing, or disclosing electronic communica-

tions without first getting authorization from the

parties to the communication. However, ECPA does

permit employers to monitor employees’ electronic

communications if the monitoring is done in the reg-

ular course of business, regardless of whether the

communication involves a data or sound transmis-

sion, so long as the employer is the provider of the

communication system being monitored. Thus, an

employee’s use of intra-company email is generally

fair game for employers’ to monitor. However, em-

ployees who transmit messages from work via a

third-party email provider, such as Yahoo!, may

create a reasonable expectation of privacy that insu-

lates their communications from employer monitor-

ing.

State Law Governing Workplace Privacy

State law governing workplace privacy generally

falls into one of three categories, constitutional law,

statutory law, or common law. Like their federal

counterparts, state courts are cognizant of every em-

ployer’s need to maintain an efficient, productive,

and safe workplace. Nonetheless, state law often af-

fords more protection for the privacy interests of

both public and private employees, 

State Constitutional Law

Many state constitutions guarantee a right to pri-

vacy independent of the right to privacy found in the

federal constitution. Those states include Alaska, Cal-

ifornia, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Montana,

South Carolina, Texas, and Washington. Some of

these state constitutional provisions apply only to

public sector employees, while others have been in-

terpreted to apply generally to all state residents. Al-

though it is difficult to make meaningful generaliza-

tions about each of these state constitutional

provisions, employees’ privacy interests are fre-

quently afforded greater protection under state con-

stitutional law than they are under the federal consti-

tution.

For example, the Texas Supreme Court invalidat-

ed a state agency’s mandatory polygraph testing poli-

cy on the grounds that it violated the employee’s pri-

vacy rights protected by the Texas constitution.

Texas State Employees Union v. Texas Department

of Mental Health & Mental Retardation, 746 S.W.2d

203 (1987). The court found that the test was ‘‘highly

offensive’’ to the average employee because of the

extremely personal nature of the questions asked.

The court also concluded that the test was not accu-

rate enough to provide a reliable way of identifying

misbehaving, inefficient, or unproductive employ-

ees.

A California court reinstated a railroad employee

who was fired for refusing to take a random drug

test. The court noted that an employee’s right to pri-

vacy in refusing a drug test is not absolute under the

state constitution but must be weighed against the

employer’s competing interests. Luck v. Southern

Pac. Transp. Co., 218 Cal. App. 3d 1, 267 Cal. Rptr.

618 (1990), rehearing denied 489 U.S. 939, 112 L. Ed.

2d 309, 111 S. Ct. 344 (1990). Conceding that the em-

ployer had a compelling interest in maintaining a

safe workplace, the court noted that the discharged

employee was simply a clerk who had no direct in-

volvement with the railway operations. As a result,

the court determined that the employee’s privacy in-

terests were more substantial than the employer’s

countervailing interests.

At the same time, state courts are pragmatic. They

are normally disinclined to interpret a general right

to privacy as a guarantee of specific individual free-

doms that might be exercised to disrupt the work-

place or interfere with an employer’s legitimate in-

terest in gathering relevant information about

employees and job applicants. Thus, the Florida Su-

preme Court rejected a prospective employee’s

claim that she was not required to disclose whether

she was a smoker on a pre-employment application.

City of North Miami v. Kurtz, 653 So.2d 1025 (1995).

The court found that the applicant did not enjoy a

reasonable expectation of privacy regarding her use

of tobacco.

State Legislation

Several states and U. S. territories have enacted

statutory provisions that prohibit employers from

spying on employees who are exercising certain pro-

tected rights. They include Connecticut, Hawaii,

Kansas, Minnesota, New York, Rhode Island, the Vir-

gin Islands, and Wisconsin. Most of the prohibitions

contained in these statutes closely mirror or expand

upon the prohibitions contained in the NLRA. Specif-

ically, the statutes regulate employer surveillance of

workers who are engaging in union-related activities,

and each statute permits employer surveillance that

is done pursuant to clearly defined rules and in fur-

therance of legitimate business objectives.
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A number of states have also enacted statutes that

prohibit employers from disclosing certain personal

information about employees gathered during the

employment relationship. Minnesota, for example,

forbids public employers from disclosing informa-

tion contained in an employee’s personnel file.

M.S.A. sections 13.01-13.99. Georgia makes it unlaw-

ful for employers to obtain certain criminal history

information about an employee or prospective em-

ployee without that person’s consent. OCGA section

35-3-34(A). Alaska makes it unlawful for employers to

require employees or job applicants take a polygraph

examination. Alaska Stat. Section 23.10.037. How-

ever, no state prohibits an employer from requiring

an employee or job applicant to undergo a psycho-

logical evaluation for the purpose of assessing the

test-taker’s propensity for truthfulness or deceit.

Several states limit the right of healthcare provid-

ers to release medical information to a patient’s em-

ployer. For example, a Maryland statute generally re-

quires the patient’s consent before healthcare

providers can disclose medical information to em-

ployers. Md Health General Code Ann., section 4-

305. Similar statutory restrictions in Maryland prohib-

it insurance carriers from disclosing medical informa-

tion to an insured’s employer without the insured’s

consent. Md. Ins. Code Ann., section 4-403.

State Common Law

The state common law of torts generally recog-

nizes three discrete rights of privacy that are regular-

ly asserted during employment litigation. First, the

common law affords individuals the right to sue

when their seclusion or solitude has been intruded

upon in an unreasonable and highly offensive man-

ner. Second, individuals have a common law right to

sue when information concerning their private life is

disclosed to the public in an extremely objectionable

fashion. Third, tort liability may be imposed on indi-

viduals or entities who publicize information that

places someone in a false light.

A valid cause of action for invasion of privacy will

not arise for any of these common law torts unless

the employer’s intrusion is so outrageous or perva-

sive as to offend the sensibilities of the average, rea-

sonable person. Merely calling an employee at home,

for example, will not give rise to a claim for invasion

of privacy, unless the employer making the calls is

doing so in a persistent and extremely offensive man-

ner. Johns v. Ridley, 245 Ga.App. 710, 537 S.E.2d 746

(Ga.App. 2000). However, a claim for invasion of pri-

vacy may be supported by the allegations of female

employees who claim that their supervisor has

poked holes in the ceiling to watch them disrobe in

the women’s restroom. Benitez v. KFC Nat. Manage-

ment Co., 305 Ill.App.3d 1027, 714 N.E.2d 1002, 239

Ill.Dec. 705 (Ill.App. 2 Dist. 1999). 

At the same time, an employer who merely reveals

an employee’s credit problems to co-workers may

not be held liable for invasion of privacy. Dietz v. Fin-

lay Fine Jewelry Corp., 754 N.E.2d 958 (Ind.App.

2001). Nor may an employer be held liable for com-

mon law invasion of privacy by circulating a sexually

suggestive photograph of a male employee, if the

photograph accurately depicts the employee in a

place open to the public. Branham v. Celadon Truck-

ing Services, Inc., 744 N.E.2d 514 (Ind.App. 2001).

Similarly, an employer does not invade an employ-

ee’s privacy during an office meeting by suggesting

that the employee stole from the employer, if the

employer’s suggestion is made during an investiga-

tion of office thefts and the employee’s possible role

in them. Zielinski v. Clorox Co., 215 Ga.App. 97, 450

S.E.2d 222. (Ga.App. 1994)

Conclusion

It is telling that much of the law governing privacy

in the workplace actually protects employers from li-

ability for invasion of privacy claims brought by em-

ployees. In this way the law reflects a general under-

standing among the American public that the

workplace is essentially a place for commerce, pro-

ductivity, and human interaction, but normally not a

place for privacy or seclusion.

For the most part, employees themselves realize

that the employer owns the company and expends

the resources to make it profitable. Employees gen-

erally want to be efficient and productive so they can

receive better reviews and better raises. Consequent-

ly, the law gives employers wide latitude and ample

discretion in dictating how their businesses will be

run. On the other hand, an individual does not aban-

don his or her privacy rights at the employer’s front

door. Instead, the law puts in place certain checks to

prevent employers from overstepping boundaries,

abusing their positions of power and authority, and

running their businesses in a manner deemed highly

offensive or objectionable to the average person.

Additional Resources

American Jurisprudence West Group, 1998.
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West’s Encyclopedia of American Law St. Paul: West
Group, 1998. 

Organizations

The American Bar Association

740 15th Street, NW, Floor 8

Washington, DC 20005-1019 USA

Phone: (202) 662-1000

Fax: (816) 471-2995

URL: http://www.abanet.org

Primary Contact: Robert J. Saltzman, President

Electronic Privacy Information Center

1718 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 200

Washington, DC 20009 USA

Phone: (202) 483-1140

Fax: (202) 483-1248

URL: http://www.epic.org

Primary Contact: Marc Rotenberg, Executive

Director

National Lawyers Association

P.O. Box 26005 City Center Square

Kansas City, MO 64196 USA

Phone: (800) 471-2994

Fax: (202) 662-1777

URL: http://www.nla.org

Primary Contact: Mario Mandina, CEO

National Organization of Bar Counsel

515 Fifth Street, N.W.

Washington, DC 2001-2797 USA

Phone: (202) 638-1501

Fax: (202) 638-0862

URL: http://www.nobc.org

Primary Contact: Barbara L. Margolis, President-

Elect
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LABOR LAW

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Types of Sexual Harassment

• History 

-  Title VII and EEOC Guidelines

-  Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson
-  Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc.
-  Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Ser-

vices, Inc.
-  Faragher v. Boca Raton and Bur-

lington Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth
-  Clark County School District v.

Breeden
-  Other Legal Issues

• Education and Sexual Harassment

-  Title IX 

-  Franklin v. Gwinett County Public
Schools

-  Davis v. Monroe County Board of
Education

• State Laws and Sexual Harassment

• Additional Resources

Background

Unheard of until the 1970s, sexual harassment
has become a dominant concern of employers,

schools, and other organizations throughout the

country. It is one of the most litigated areas of sexual

discrimination law, and virtually all major compa-

nies, government organizations, colleges and univer-

sities and even the military now have sexual harass-

ment policies in place. Even the president of the

United States has been subject to a sexual harass-

ment lawsuit. 

The definition of sexual harassment has always

been controversial. Black’s Law Dictionary defines it

as ‘‘‘‘A type of employment discrimination consisting

in verbal or physical abuse of a sexual nature,’’ and

it has also been held to exist in educational situa-

tions. But beyond this, there is the question of what

kind of behavior translates into sexual harassment

and what the relationship of the parties must be for

sexual harassment to occur. 

These issues have been fought over at the federal

level for many years. Although sexual harassment law

is still not clearly defined, there has emerged over

the years a consensus of the basic outlines of what

sexual harassment is and what needs to be done by

companies and other groups to prevent it.

Types of Sexual Harassment

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(EEOC) defines sexual harassment this way: ‘‘Unwel-

come sexual advances, requests for sexual favors,

and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual na-

ture constitute sexual harassment when (1) submis-

sion to such conduct is made either explicitly or im-

plicitly a term or condition of an individuals

employment; (2) submission to or rejection of such

conduct by an individual is used as the basis for em-

ployment decisions affecting such individual or (3)

such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreason-

ably interfering with an individual’s work perfor-

mance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offen-

sive work environment.’’
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Generally speaking, the EEOC guidelines divide

sexual harassment into two different types:

• Quid Pro Quo sexual harassment is the eas-

iest kind of sexual harassment to under-

stand. Quid pro quo is a Latin term that

translates as ‘‘something for something,’’

and quid pro quo sexual harassment is sim-

ply an employer or other person in a posi-

tion of power demanding sexual favors in re-

turn for advancement or as the basis for

some other employer decision. To establish

a case of quid pro quo sexual harassment, in-

dividual employees must show that they

were subjected to conduct of a sexual nature

that was unwelcome, unsolicited, and not in-

cited or instigated by the employee; that the

conduct was based on their sex; and that the

employees’ reaction to the conduct was

used as the basis for an employment deci-

sion involving compensation, privileges, or

conditions of employment. An example of

quid pro quo sexual harassment would be a

boss demanding his employee to have sex

with him in return for a promotion. Quid

pro quo sexual harassment is the easiest

kind of sexual harassment to prove, but it is

also uncommon compared to the other type

of sexual harassment.

• Hostile-environment sexual harassment is

created in situations in which an employee

is subject to unwelcome verbal or physical

sexual behavior that is either extreme or

widespread. There is no threat to employ-

ment in this kind of harassment, but the ha-

rassment causes the employee subject to it

enough psychological strain as to alter the

terms, conditions and privileges of employ-

ment. Hostile environment harassment in-

cludes such circumstances as hearing sexual

jokes, seeing pornographic pictures, and re-

ceiving repeated invitations to go on dates.

This type of sexual harassment litigation
currently is most seen by courts and is the

kind most difficult to prove. Most recent Su-

preme Court and appeals court cases regard-

ing sexual harassment have been hostile-

environment cases.

History

Sexual harassment law has had a history in the

United States only since the 1964 Civil Rights Act,

and even then, the first sexual harassment cases were

not brought under the Act until the 1970s. Since

then, the trend has been for courts to broaden their

interpretation of what constitutes sexual harassment

under the law, with some exceptions. 

Title VII and EEOC Guidelines

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 marked the

first time sexual discrimination was banned in em-

ployment. Title VII prohibits discrimination by em-

ployers, employment agencies, and labor organiza-

tions with 15 or more full-time employees on the

basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

It applies to pre-interview advertising, interviewing,

hiring, discharge, compensation, promotion, classifi-

cation, training, apprenticeships, referrals for em-

ployment, union membership, terms, working con-

ditions, working atmosphere, seniority,

reassignment, and all other ‘‘privileges of employ-

ment.’’ 

In the years immediately following the passage of

Title VII, sexual harassment claims were rarely

brought under the statute, and when they were,

courts dismissed their claims as not applying to the

statute. Finally in the mid-1970s, courts began to ac-

cept sexual harassment as a form of gender discrimi-

nation under Title VII. 

This trend received an enormous boost with the

EEOC’s passage of the first guidelines against sexual

harassment in 1980. The guidelines - which courts

are not required to follow, specifically stated for the

first time that ‘‘harassment on the basis of sex is a vio-

lation of Title VII,’’ and then the guidelines go on to

define sexual harassment. However, these standards

remained ambiguous enough as to create some dis-

agreement among appeals courts as to what actually

constitutes sexual harassment and defines hostile en-

vironment sexual harassment. 

Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson

Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, decided in 1986,

marked the first time the Supreme Court considered

a sexual harassment case under Title VII. The case in-

volved a female employee at a bank who alleged she

was forced to have sex by her supervisor, fearing the

loss of her job if she refused. The evidence showed

the employee had repeatedly advanced through the

bank by merit, that she had never filed a complaint

about the supervisor’s behavior, and that she was ter-

minated only because of lengthy sick leave absence.

Yet the Supreme Court ruled that she had a case

against her former employer on the basis of hostile

environment sexual harassment.
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For sexual harassment to be actionable, the court

declared, it must be ‘‘sufficiently severe or pervasive

to alter the conditions of [the victim’s] employment

and create an abusive working environment.’’ In this

case, the Court held, the facts were ‘‘plainly sufficient

to state a claim for ‘hostile environment’ sexual ha-

rassment.’’ The Court also added that on the facts of

the case, the plaintiff had a claim for quid pro quo

sexual harassment as well. 

The Meritor case was a landmark for sexual ha-

rassment rights in that it established the legal legiti-

macy of both quid pro quo and hostile environment

sexual harassment claims before the Supreme Court.

It also rejected the idea that there could be no sexual

harassment just because the sexual relations be-

tween the plaintiff and the defendant were volun-

tary. The results opened a floodgate of sexual harass-

ment litigation.

Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc.

The 1993 case of Theresa Harris marked the Su-

preme Court’s next foray into sexual harassment law.

Harris was a manager who claimed to have been sub-

jected to repeated sexual comments by the compa-

ny’s president, to the point where she was finally

forced to quit her job. The question before the Court

was whether Harris had to prove she had suffered

tangible psychological injury or whether her simply

finding the conduct abusive was enough to prove

hostile environment sexual harassment.

In allowing Harris to proceed with her case, the

Court took a ‘‘middle path’’ between allowing con-

duct that was merely offensive and requiring the con-

duct to cause a tangible psychological injury. Accord-

ing to the Court, the harassment must be severe or

pervasive enough to create an environment that a

reasonable person would find hostile or abusive and

also is subjectively perceived by the alleged victim to

be abusive. Proof of psychological harm may be rele-

vant to a determination of whether the conduct

meets this standard, but it is not necessarily re-

quired. Rather, all of the circumstances must be re-

viewed, including the ‘‘frequency of the discrimina-

tory conduct; its severity; whether it is physically

threatening or humiliating, or a mere offensive utter-

ance; and whether it unreasonably interferes with an

employee/s work performance.’’ The Harris case fur-

ther broadened sexual harassment law, making it

much easier for plaintiffs to prove harm from sexual

harassment.

Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc.

Oncale, a 1998 case, marked the Supreme Court’s

ratification of the same-sex sexual harassment case.

The Court held that male-on-male and female-on-

female sexual harassment violated Title VII in the

same way a male-female sexual harassment situation

would violate it. The Court said harassing conduct

did not have to be motivated by sexual desire to sup-

port an inference of discrimination on the basis of

sex.

Faragher v. Boca Raton and Burlington
Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth

Faragher and Burlington Industries both stood for

the same proposition: employers are vicariously lia-

ble for the actions of their supervisors in sexual ha-

rassing employees even if they did not ratify or ap-

prove of their actions, or even if they had policies

prohibiting sexual harassment in place. However, the

Supreme Court, decided in these two 1998 cases that

employers could defend themselves against supervi-

sor sexual harassment cases by proving (a) that the

employer exercised reasonable care to prevent and

correct promptly any sexually harassing behavior;

and (b) that the plaintiff employee unreasonably

failed to take advantage of any preventive or correc-

tive opportunities provided by the employer or to

avoid harm. Even with these two caveats, however,

the Supreme Court expressly held that these de-

fenses were not available ‘‘when the supervisor’s ha-

rassment culminates in a tangible employment ac-

tion, such as discharge, demotion, or undesirable

reassignment.’’ 

Clark County School District v. Breeden

The 2000 case of Clark County School District v.
Breeden was the first time the Supreme Court nar-

rowed the scope of Title VII sexual harassment

claims. Ruling in the case of an employee who said

she had been retaliated against for reporting a sexu-

ally offensive mark made by a supervisor, the Court

ruled that for sexual harassment conduct to be se-

vere and offensive enough to be actionable, it had to

be more than teasing, offhand comments, or an iso-

lated incident, unless that incident was extremely se-

rious. The case served notice that courts had to be

careful to find a balance in sexual harassment cases

in the process of determining what constitutes creat-

ing a hostile environment.

Other Legal Issues

Although the Supreme Court has the final word

on sexual harassment cases, litigation has proved

broad enough that there are many unsettled ques-

tions that still remain in regards to sexual harass-
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ment. These questions include the proper standard

to be imposed in sexual harassment cases, whether

a ‘‘reasonable person’’ should be more like a reason-

able man or a reasonable woman. Also, whether em-

ployers can be held liable for ‘‘second-hand sexual

harassment,’’ sexual harassment not directed at the

plaintiff. Another issue is whether is constitutes sexu-

al harassment when a supervisor creates an equally

hostile environment for both men and women.

These are just some of the issues currently unre-

solved in the area of sexual harassment law. 

Education and Sexual Harassment

Employers are not the only ones who have to deal

with sexual harassment issues. Educators also deal

with sexual harassment cases, in both the areas of

teacher-student sexual harassment and student-on-

student sexual harassment. Until very recently, it was

unclear whether such cases were legitimate, but two

important Supreme Court cases dealing with educa-

tion and sexual harassment decided in the 1990s

seem to have settled the matter.

Title IX

Unlike employment sexual harassment cases

brought under Title VII, cases involving sexual ha-

rassment of students are brought under Title IX of

the Educational Amendments of 1972. Title IX states

that ‘‘no person in the United States shall, on the

basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be de-

nied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimina-

tion under any education program or activity receiv-

ing Federal financial assistance.’’ 

For many years, there was confusion as to wheth-

er a sexual harassment case could be brought under

Title IX. Some courts allowed them, and others did

not. Then in 1992, the Supreme Court decided the

case of Franklin v. Gwinnett County Schools, the

first time the court had given an opinion in on the

matter.

Franklin v. Gwinnett County Public Schools

In this case, the Supreme Court determined for

the first time that a high school student who was al-

legedly subjected to sexual harassment and abuse

could seek monetary damages under Title IX for al-

leged intentional gender-based discrimination. The

case involved a high school girl who claimed a coach

at her school was persistently harassing her, includ-

ing at one point forcing her to have intercourse with

him. The girl claimed that school officials knew

about the harassment but made no efforts to stop it.

Eventually, the girl switched to another school. 

The Court said that damages were available for an

action brought to enforce Title IX prohibiting exclu-

sion from participation in, denial of benefits of, or

discrimination under any education program or ac-

tivity receiving Federal financial assistance, since

there was no indication in text or history of statute

that Congress intended to limit available remedies.

In this case, the coach’s action in harassing the girl

prevented her from fully participating in educational

opportunities at her school, thus violating Title IX.

Davis v. Monroe County Board of Education

In this 1999 case, the Supreme Court expanded

the reach of Gwinnett to cover student-on-student

sexual harassment. A narrow majority of the court

ruled that a school district could be held liable for

damages if the school district acts with deliberate in-

difference to known student-on-student sexual ha-

rassment that is so severe as to effectively deny the

victim access to an educational program or benefit.

The Court did rule that school districts retain flexi-

bility when it comes to sexual harassment and that

damages were not available for acts of teasing and

name-calling, even where these comments target dif-

ferences in gender. But in this case, involving physi-

cal contact and sexual slurs allegedly so harsh and

pervasive it caused the victim to consider suicide, a

claim under Title IX could be established. 

State Laws and Sexual Harassment

Although most sexual harassment claims are

brought under federal law, many states have civil

rights laws that cover much of the same ground as

Title VII and provide an additional state cause of ac-

tion for sexual harassment. These states often re-

quire such complaints to be adjudicated before a

specific board or court. States that have civil rights

laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of gen-

der and, therefore, providing a possible cause of ac-

tion for sexual harassment, include in the following:

• ALASKA: Complaint to be filed before Alaska

Commission for Human Rights, also pro-

vides for private state action

• ARIZONA: Complaints filed with Civil Rights

Division

• ARKANSAS

• CALIFORNIA

• COLORADO:Complaints filed with Colorado

Civil Rights Commission

• CONNECTICUT: Complaints filed with Com-

mission on Human Rights and Opportuni-

ties
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• DELAWARE: Complaints filed with state’s

labor department

• DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

• FLORIDA: Complaints filed with Florida

Human Relations Commission

• GEORGIA

• HAWAII: Complaints filed with State Civil

Rights Commission

• IDAHO: Complaints filed with Idaho Com-

mission on Human Rights

• ILLINOIS: Complaints filed with the Depart-

ment of Human Rights

• INDIANA: Complaints filed with Indiana Civil

Rights Commission

• IOWA: Complaints filed with Civil Rights

Commission

• KANSAS: Complaints filed with Kansas Com-

mission on Civil Rights

• KENTUCKY: Complaints filed with Commis-

sion on Human Rights

• LOUISIANA

• MAINE: Complaints filed with Human Rights

Commission

• MARYLAND

• MASSACHUSETTS: Complaints filed with

Commission Against Discrimination

• MICHIGAN: Complaints filed with Civil

Rights Commission

• MINNESOTA: Complaints filed with Com-

mission of the Department of Human Rights

• MISSOURI: Complaints filed with Commis-

sion on Human Rights

• MONTANA: Complaints filed with Commis-

sion on Human Rights

• NEBRASKA: Complaints filed with Equal Op-

portunity Commission

• NEVADA: Complaints filed with Nevada

Equal Rights Commission

• NEW HAMPSHIRE: Complaints filed with

Commission on Human Rights

• NEW JERSEY: Complaints filed with Division

of Civil Rights

• NEW MEXICO: Complaints filed with Com-

mission on Human Rights

• NEW YORK: Complaints filed with Commis-

sion on Human Rights

• North Dakota

• OHIO: Complaints filed with Commission

on Civil Rights

• OKLAHOMA: Complaints filed with Commis-

sion on Human Rights

• OREGON: Complaints filed with Bureau of

Labor and Industries

• PENNSYLVANIA: Complaints filed with

Human Relations Commission

• RHODE ISLAND: Complaints filed with

Commission on Human Rights

• SOUTH CAROLINA: Complaints filed with

Commission on Human Affairs

• SOUTH DAKOTA: Complaints filed with Di-

vision of Human Rights

• TENNESSEE 

• TEXAS: Complaints filed with Commission

on Human Rights

• UTAH: Complaints filed with State Industrial

Commission

• VERMONT

• WASHINGTON: Complaints filed with Com-

mission on Human Rights

• WEST VIRGINIA: Complaints filed with Com-

mission on Human Rights

• WISCONSIN: Complaints filed with Depart-

ment of Industry, Labor, and Human Rela-

tions

• WYOMING: Complaints filed with Fair Em-

ployment Commission

Additional Resources

‘‘Davis v. Monroe County Board of Education: Title IX Re-
cipients’ ‘Head In The Sand’ Approach to Peer Sexual
Harassment May Incur Liability,’’ Romano, Patricia,
Journal of Law and Education, January, 2001.

 Draw the Line: A Sexual Harassment Free Workplace
Lynch, Frances, Oasis Press, 1995.

Sex, Power and Boundaries: Understanding and Prevent-
ing Sexual Harassment Rutter, Peter, Bantam Books,
1996.

‘‘So Much for Equality in the Workplace: The Ever-
Changing Standards for Sexual Harassment Claims
Under Title VII,’’ Rushing, Emily E., St. Louis University
Law Journal, Fall 2001.
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U. S. Code, Title 20: Education, Chapter 38: Discrimina-
tion Based on Sex or Blindness U. S. House of Repre-
sentatives, 1999. Available at: http://uscode.house.gov/
title_20.htm

U. S. Code, Title 42: The Public Health and Welfare, Chap-
ter 21: Civil Rights, Subchapter VI: Equal Employment
Opportunities U. S. House of Representatives, 1999.
Available at: http://uscode.house.gov/title_42.htm

‘‘What the General Practitioner Needs to Know to Recog-
nize Sexual Harassment Claims,’’ Miller, Gerald L., Ala-
bama Lawyer, July, 2001. 

Organizations

Feminist Majority Foundation

1600 Wilson Blvd., Suite 801

Arlington, VA 22209 USA

Phone: (703) 522-2214

Fax: (703) 522-2219

E-Mail: femmaj@feminist.org

URL: URL: http://www.feminist.org/911/1_

supprt.html

Primary Contact: Eleanor Smeal, President

National Organization For Women (NOW)

733 15th St. NW, 2nd Floor

Washington, DC 20005 USA

Phone: (202) 628-8NOW (8669)

Fax: (202) 785-8576

URL: http://www.now.org/

Primary Contact: Kim Gandy, President

U. S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission

1801 L Street, NW

Washington, DC 20507 USA

Phone: (202) 663-4900

URL: URL: http://www.eeoc.gov/

Primary Contact: Cari M. Dominguez, Chairperson
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LABOR LAW

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE/
COMPENSATION

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Program Overview

• Federal Preemptive Laws

• Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA)

• State Unemployment Provisions

• Additional Resources

Background

The U.S. Constitution does not recognize any

right to work for pay. However, by virtue of a myriad

of federal and state laws, persons who work for pay

but lose their employment through no fault of their

own and are unable to immediately secure other em-

ployment are generally eligible for temporary mone-

tary assistance.

‘‘Unemployment compensation’’ is generally paid

to eligible persons through mandatory state pro-

grams designed to protect workers from interrup-

tion of wages or income due to loss of work. Com-

pulsory, state-imposed unemployment insurance is

generally carried at the expense of employers. Un-

employment insurance shifts the burden of unem-

ployment from the taxpayer at large to industry and

business. It also alleviates the burden of financing

public assistance for unemployed persons.

Program Overview

The unemployment insurance program was estab-

lished under Title IX of the federal Social Security
Act of 1935 (42 USC 1101). Correlative with that act

is the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) (26

USC 3301 et seq.) Under this law, each state adminis-

ters a separate unemployment insurance program

that must be approved by the Secretary of Labor

based on federal standards (42 USC 503; 20 CFR

640.1 et seq.). Federal standards apply because the

state programs are made applicable to areas normally

regulated by federal law (under labor, commerce,

and general welfare clauses). Special federal rules

apply for nonprofit organizations and governmental

entities.

Under FUTA, a combination of federal and state

taxes is levied upon employers. Although they are

imposed as ‘‘taxes,’’ the amounts paid are, in reality,

akin to ‘‘premiums’’ that are paid for unemployment

insurance coverage.

Proceeds from the taxes are deposited in the U.S.

Treasury’s Federal Unemployment Trust Fund (the

Fund) and each state has a separate account in the

Fund. The funds are generally invested by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury in government securities simi-

lar to those for social security trust funds. The use of

these funds for any purpose other than payment of

unemployment benefits is strictly prohibited. (42

USC 1104).

The Fund itself holds revenues in three separate

federal accounts:

• The Employment Security Administration

Account covers federal and state administra-

tive costs for unemployment insurance and
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other employment services, such as for vet-

erans. This account also contains federal

grants to states under 42 USC 1101 et seq.

for unemployment compensation ad-

ministration.

• The Extended Unemployment Compensa-

tion Account contains the federal share of

revenues which are drawn upon for extend-

ed unemployment benefits during periods

of high unemployment.

• The Federal Unemployment Account ad-

vances moneys to depleted state trust funds

to ensure that benefit obligations are met.

These funds are repayable by the states to

this account.

As long as a state maintains minimum standards

required under the federal Act, it remains eligible to

participate in the federal-state collaboration that pro-

vides it with access to the above funds and grants (in

the form of replenishment of exhausted funds, ad-

vances, special assistance when economic crises

exist, etc.). While states are not required to conform

to every federal statutory provision, they may not

preempt federal law with respect to those areas

where federal law is express. Thus, while state law

generally governs eligibility requirements, amounts

received, and maximum eligibility periods for bene-

fits, these provisions must not conflict with any ex-

pressed federal provisions.

Federal Preemptive Laws

• The Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act

(45 USCS 351) expressly governs unemploy-

ment compensation for workers in the rail-

road industry.

• The Trade Act (19 USCS 2271) provides spe-

cial payments to workers unemployed or

facing unemployment as a result of import-

ed goods and products that compete in the

domestic market with goods or products

produced by the workers’ employers. Spe-

cial federal rules also apply for nonprofit or-

ganizations and governmental entities.

Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA)

The FUTA tax is in the form of a payroll tax im-

posed upon (and paid by) employers. It is not with-

held from employee wages. The amount that em-

ployers must pay is based on the amount of wages

they pay to employees (excluding agricultural and

domestic workers). Generally, employers are liable

for FUTA taxes if one of the following applies:

• they have paid wages totaling at least $1,500

in any calendar quarter

• they have at least one employee on any

given day in each of 20 calendar weeks (the

20 weeks need not be consecutive, and the

‘‘one employee’’ need not be the same per-

son).

Once an employer is liable for FUTA under the

above criteria, the employer must pay FUTA tax for

the current calendar year as well as the next calendar

year. The FUTA tax is currently at 6.2 percent, sched-

uled to decrease to 6.0 percent in 2008. The FUTA

tax is imposed as a single flat rate on the first $7,000

of wages for each employee; no tax liability is in-

curred beyond the $7,000.

FUTA taxes are reported annually on Form 940,

‘‘Employer’s Annual Federal Unemployment Tax Re-

turn,’’ due every January 31 for the preceding year.

On an annual basis, the Secretary of Labor reviews

and certifies each state unemployment insurance

program to the Secretary of the Treasury. The certifi-

cation is necessary in order for employers who con-

tribute to state unemployment funds to obtain FUTA

tax credits. Employers who pay their state unemploy-

ment taxes on time are permitted to claim a credit

equal to 5.4 percent of federally taxable wages, which

effectively reduces the FUTA tax rate to 0.8 percent

(6.2 minus 5.4).

State Unemployment Provisions

State tax rates (for the next calendar year) are pro-

portional to the amount of benefits received in past

years by employees drawing from the funds. The

taxes, in the form of payroll taxes against the employ-

er, are not deducted from employee wages. States

may provide additional unemployment benefits

above minimum requirements, e.g. for disabled

workers or those with dependents, for which addi-

tional taxes may apply.

In order for claimants to receive unemployment

insurance benefits (paid weekly), all states generally

require that they not have left employment voluntari-

ly without good cause and/or that they were not dis-

charged from employment for ‘‘fault’’ (misconduct).

Additionally, states generally require that claimants
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have met the following qualifying factors in order to

receive benefits: 

1. They have made a claim;

2. They have registered for work and report-

ed to an employment office;

3. They are capable of doing work and is

available to do it;

4. They have been totally or partially unem-

ployed for the benefit week;

5. They have made reasonable and active ef-

fort to secure work for which they are

qualified.

The formula used to calculate benefits varies from

state to state, but some general principles and terms

apply. A ‘‘base period’’ usually refers to the work pe-

riod (consisting of four to five quarters of annual em-

ployment, i.e., there are four calendar quarters in a

year) last worked by claimants. The claimants’ prior

work must have been ‘‘insured work,’’ that is, work

performed for an employer who paid into the unem-

ployment insurance fund.

ALABAMA: In addition to the above qualifying

criteria, Alabama requires that claimants, during the

base period, have been paid wages for work equal to

or exceeding one and a half times the total of wages

for work paid to them in the quarter of the base peri-

od in which the total wages were the highest. Per-

sons who have received benefits in a preceding ben-

efit year shall not be eligible to receive benefits in a

succeeding benefit year unless, after the beginning

of the preceding benefit year, they have earned

wages equal to at least 8 times the weekly benefit

amount established for them in the preceding bene-

fit year. See Alabama Code 25-4-77.

ALASKA: In addition to the above criteria, Alaska

statutes provide that benefits are payable to individu-

als who have earned at least $1000 during the base

period and which amount was paid over at least two

of the calendar quarters of the base period. Claim-

ants are disqualified for the first six weeks of unem-

ployment if termination of employment was for mis-

conduct. See Alaska Stat. 23.20.350-406).

ARIZONA: In addition to the above criteria, Ariz.

Rev. Stat. Ann. 23-601 et seq. provides that benefits

are payable for a maximum of 26 weeks and may not

exceed one-third of the yearly base pay. Child sup-
port payments are automatically deducted from ben-

efits.

ARKANSAS: In addition to the above criteria, Ar-

kansas statutes provide that claimants must have

earned wages of at least 27 times their weekly benefit

during at least two quarters of the base period. The

unemployment must not be the result of a labor dis-

pute. Claimants are eligible for benefits in the

amount of 1/26th of total wages paid during one

quarter of the base period in which highest wages

were paid. Code Ann. 11-10-100 et seq.

CALIFORNIA: In addition to the above qualifying

criteria, California’s Unemployment Insurance Code

also provides for benefits to persons unable to work

because of nonindustrial disability resulting from

illness or injury (‘‘Unemployment Compensation

Disability’’ or UCD).

COLORADO: In addition to the above criteria,

Colorado’s Employment Security Act (8-70-101) lim-

its the maximum benefit period to 26 weeks. Claim-

ant are ineligible if unemployment was due to a

strike in which the claimants had direct interest. Ille-

gal aliens are not eligible for benefits. Severance pay

may reduce or postpone benefits. Full benefits are

available where an employer disregards its own dis-

charge policy (677 P.2d 447).

CONNECTICUT: In addition to the above criteria,

Connecticut has a one week ‘‘waiting’’ period. Claim-

ants are disqualified for benefits if they were dis-

charged for committing larceny. All employees may

be eligible for benefits if they voluntarily quits due to

domestic violence, but employers’ accounts are

not charged for the claim See Section 31-222. et seq.

DELAWARE: In addition to the above criteria, Del.

Code Ann, Title 19.3300 et seq. provides that claim-

ants must have earned wages equal to at least 36

times their weekly benefit amount during the base

period. Claimants are disqualified for voluntary ter-

mination, discharge for good cause, refusal to accept

work for which they are reasonably qualified, for

strikes, for illegal alien status, for temporary breaks

in athletic employment, and incarceration.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: In addition to the

above criteria, District of Columbia requires mini-

mum earnings during base period of at least $1,300

in one quarter or $1,950 in two quarters and total

wages during base period equal to one and a half

times the highest wages in any quarter. See Code

Section 46-108. Pregnancy creates no presumption

of inability to work. Benefits are denied to illegal

aliens and those who fail to attend training or retrain-

ing programs.
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FLORIDA: In addition to the above criteria, Florida

provides for benefits equal to 1/26th of total wages

paid during quarter in which highest wages were

paid during base period. See Fla. Stat. Ann, Section

443.001 et seq. Since 2000, Florida has been paying

an extra five percent of weekly benefit for the first

eight weeks. Automatic child support payments are

deducted. Employers who must lay off workers may

qualify for a state program which permits them to

shorten work weeks for employees, who will then

qualify for benefits for the time they are not working

(443.111(6)).

GEORGIA: No information available. See general-

ly, Georgia Statutes 34-8 et seq. 

HAWAII: In addition to the above criteria, Hawaii

requires claimants to have earned wages at least five

times their weekly benefit amount. Maximum benefit

is 2/3 of statewide average weekly wage. Benefits are

limited to 26 weeks but may be extended 13 weeks

by the state governor. Hawaii has some unusual ex-

emptions; for example, companies that only employ

family members who own at least 50 percent of the

company are exempt from the statutes. One week

waiting period occurs before claimants receive bene-

fits. See Hawaii Rev. Stat. 383-7 et seq.

IDAHO: Follows general requirements; no unusu-

al provisions. See Idaho Code 72-1316 et seq.

ILLINOIS: In addition to the above criteria, Illinois

requires that claimants have earned at least $1,600 in

wages, of which at least $440 of wages paid during

base period must have been paid outside of the cal-

endar quarter in which wages were the highest. Illi-

nois adjusts the amount of benefits according to the

number of dependents wage-earners have. (820-405/

401 to 405/403). 805 and 820 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann.

INDIANA: In addition to the above criteria, Indi-

ana law provides that persons retired under compul-

sory provisions of a collective bargaining unit are

nonetheless eligible for benefits if otherwise quali-

fied (IC22-2-14-1) See Ind. Code Ann. 22-4-12-2 for

benefit rates.

IOWA: No unusual requirements are in effect in

addition to the above criteria.

KANSAS: No unusual requirements are in effect in

addition to the above criteria. See Kansas Stat.

Ann.44-706 for benefits rates.

KENTUCKY: In addition to the above criteria,

there is a one week waiting period under Kentucky

law. Benefits may not exceed the lesser of 26 times

the weekly benefit or one-third of base period wages.

See KRS 341.350 et seq.

LOUISIANA: In addition to the above criteria, Lou-

isiana requires a one-week waiting period and

earned wages equaling at least one and a half times

the wages paid in the calendar quarter in which

wages were the highest. Disqualifications include re-

ceiving payments under a private pension or retire-

ment plan. (Title 23, Section 1600 et seq.)

MAINE: In addition to the above criteria, Maine

has a one week waiting period and disqualifies claim-

ants who are receiving pensions, terminal pay, vaca-

tion pay, or holiday pay. Claimants are not disquali-

fied if they voluntarily leave work because of illness,

spousal transfer, acceptance of another job that

failed to materialize, or domestic abuse, if claimants

have reasonably attempted to preserve employment.

(Title 26, Sections 1191-1193.)

MARYLAND: In addition to the above criteria,

Maryland requires that claimants have been paid

wages for two calendar quarters that total one and

a half times the upper limit of division of highest

quarter wages. Additional benefits for up to five de-

pendent children under 16 years of age. Benefits may

be extended during periods of high state or national

unemployment. See Md. Code Ann., 8-800 to 8-1110.

MASSACHUSETTS: In addition to the above

criteria, Massachusetts requires that claimants have

earned a minimum of $2000 during base period. The

maximum benefits are for 30 weeks or 36 percent of

total wages for preceding year, whichever is less. See

Mass. Gen. Laws, Ch. 151A.

MICHIGAN: In addition to the above criteria,

Michigan law provides that weekly benefits shall be

4.1 percent of claimants’ wages paid in calendar

quarter in which claimants earned their highest

wages, plus $6 per dependent, up to five. Maximum

benefit is $300 weekly. See MCL 421.20 et seq. Child

support is withheld.

MINNESOTA: In addition to the above criteria,

Minn. Stat. Ann. 268.01 et seq. provides that weekly

benefit amount is the higher of (1) 50 percent of av-

erage weekly wage during the base period up to a

maximum of 66 2/3 percent of state’s average weekly

wage; or (2) 50 percent of average wage during the

higher quarter up to a maximum of 50 percent of the

state’s average weekly wage, whichever is higher.

Generally, 26 weeks is the benefit maximum.
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MISSISSIPPI: In addition to the above criteria, Mis-

sissippi requires that a claimant have earned wages

equal to 40 times his/her weekly benefit during two

quarters of the base period. Weekly benefit amounts

are 1/26th of the total wages for highest quarter of

base period, but not more than $165 per week. If

weekly benefit computes to less than minimum, indi-

vidual is not entitled to benefits. See Miss. Code Ann.

71-5-501 et seq.

MISSOURI: In addition to the above criteria, Mis-

souri requires earned wages of at least $1000 in at

least one quarter of base period and a one week wait-

ing period. Since 2001, maximum weekly benefit is

$250. See Vernon’s Ann. Mo. Stat. 288.030 et seq.

MONTANA: In addition to the above criteria, Mon-

tana Code Ann. 39-51-2101 et seq. provides that

claimants may be required to participate in reem-

ployment service. Maximum benefit is 60 percent of

average weekly wage. Maximum benefit weeks de-

pends upon amount of earnings during base period.

NEBRASKA: In addition to the above criteria, Ne-

braska law establishes an ‘‘unemployment benefit’’

table. Since 1999, individuals must have earned

wages of not less than $1600 during two quarters of

base period ($800 each quarter) and must have

worked. Child is support automatically withheld. See

Neb. Rev. Stat. 48.601 et seq.

NEVADA: In addition to the above criteria, Nevada

law provides that weekly benefits are equal to 1/25th

of total wages during highest wage quarter, with a

maximum of 50 percent of state’s average weekly

wage. See Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. 612.340 et seq.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: No unusual requirements are

in effect in addition to the above criteria. See N.H

Stat. Ann. 282-A, Section 31.

NEW JERSEY: In addition to the above criteria,

New Jersey statutes permit benefits if claimants have

worked at least 20 weeks or earned at least 12 times

the state average weekly wage or 1,000 times the

minimum wage of the year prior to benefits.

(These rules are different for agricultural workers.)

Maximum benefits of 26 weeks. See N.J. Stat. Ann.

Title 43, Ch. 21.

NEW MEXICO: In addition to the above criteria,

weekly benefit is 1/26th of wages in highest quarter.

Maximum benefit is for the lesser of 26 times weekly

benefit or 60 percent of base period wages. See N.M.

Stat. Ann. 51-1-1.

NEW YORK: In addition to the above criteria, New

York permits the accumulation of days for the pur-

pose of benefits, with benefit rate based upon claim-

ants’ average weekly wages. The maximum weekly

benefit is $365. Benefits are available for victims of

domestic violence who have left employment for

good cause. See N.Y. Labor Laws Section 590 et seq.

NORTH CAROLINA: In addition to the above

criteria, North Carolina has substantial penalty wait-

ing periods for leaving employment voluntarily or

being fired for substantial fault. See N.C. Gen. Stat.

96-01 et seq.

NORTH DAKOTA: In addition to the above

criteria, North Dakota has no exceptional or unusual

requirements. See, generally, N.D. Cent. Code 52-01-

01 et seq.

OHIO: In addition to the above criteria, Ohio has

no exceptional or unusual requirements. See, gener-

ally, Ohio Revised Code (ORC) 4141.01 et seq.

OKLAHOMA: In addition to the above criteria,

Oklahoma requires that claimants have earned at

least minimum wage during base period. See Okla.

Stat. Ann. Title 40-2-201 et seq.

OREGON: In addition to the above criteria, Ore-

gon requires claimants to have worked for subject

employers at least 18 weeks with wages of $1,000.

Claimants must have earned six times the weekly

benefit amount in base period. Benefit amounts are

based on state average weekly covered wages. See

Or. Rev. Stat. 657.101 et seq.

PENNSYLVANIA: In addition to the above criteria,

Pennsylvania law requires that claimants have earned

not less than 20 percent of total base year wages in

one or more quarters of the base period. Benefits are

based on the greater of either an amount based on

highest quarterly wage or 50 percent of full time

weekly wage. Benefits are reduced for retirement

pensions, severance pay, etc. See Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann.

43.751 et seq.

RHODE ISLAND: In addition to the above criteria,

no unusual requirements are in effect. Benefits are

available in addition to tuition benefits. See R.I. Gen.

Laws 28-42 to 28-48.

SOUTH CAROLINA: In addition to the above

criteria, South Carolina requires earned wages in the

first four of previous five calendar quarters exceeding

1 1/2 times total of wages paid in highest earnings

quarter. See S.C. Code Ann. 41-27-10 to 41- 41-50.
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SOUTH DAKOTA: In addition to the above

criteria, South Dakota requires base period wages (in

other than highest quarter) equal to or exceeding 20

times the weekly benefit amount. Weekly benefits

are equal to 1/26th of wages paid in quarter of high-

est earnings. Special formula and waiting period exist

for persons leaving employment voluntarily. See S.D.

Codified Laws Ann. 61-6-1 et seq.

TENNESSEE: In addition to the above criteria,

Tennessee has no unusual requirements. Maximum

benefit as of 1999 was $255 weekly. See Tenn. Code

Ann. 50-7-101 et seq.

TEXAS: In addition to the above criteria, Texas has

a lengthy list of exclusions based on the nature of

employment (e.g., insurance agents or solicitors if

earnings are solely by commission, newscarriers

under age 18, etc.) See Tex. Labor Code, 207.001 et

seq.

UTAH: In addition to the above criteria, Utah re-

quires that claimants have earned wages in preced-

ing benefit year equal to at least six times the weekly

benefit amount. Weekly benefits are reduced by 100

percent of retirement income attributable to that

week. See Utah Code Ann. 35A-4-401 et seq.

VERMONT: In addition to the above criteria, Ver-

mont law provides that claimants be paid one half of

average weekly wages, based on 20 weeks of highest

earnings during base period. See Vt. Stat. Ann., 21-

1330 et seq.

VIRGINIA: In addition to the above criteria, Virgin-

ia law requires that claimants have earned wages dur-

ing the highest two quarters of the base period an

amount exceeding that specified in a table contained

in Va. Code Ann. 60.2-602.

WASHINGTON: In addition to the above criteria,

Washington law provides that weekly benefits are

payable in an amount equal to 1/25th of the wages

of the two highest average quarters. Maximum bene-

fit is 55 percent of state average weekly wage for

prior calendar year preceding June 30. Maximum

benefits are lesser of 1/3 of base year earnings or 30

times weekly benefit. See Wash. Rev. Code Ann.

50.01 et seq.

WEST VIRGINIA: In addition to the above criteria,

West Virginia requires that claimants have earned at

least $2,200 during more than one quarter of base

period. Maximum benefit is 66 2/3 percent of state

average weekly wage. Alabama requires See W. Va.

Code art. 6 et seq.

WISCONSIN: In addition to the above criteria,

Wisconsin requires that claimants have earned at

least 30 times the weekly benefit during the base pe-

riod and four times weekly benefit outside of the

quarter with the highest wages in the base period.

See Wis. Stat. Ann. 108.01 et seq.

WYOMING: In addition to the above criteria, Wyo-

ming has no unique requirements. See Wyo. Stat.

Ann. 27-3-101 et seq.

Additional Resources

Martindale-Hubbell Law Digest Martindale-Hubbell: 2000.

Summary of American Law Weinstein, Martin, The Law-
yers Cooperative Publishing Company: 1988.

‘‘Unemployment Compensation’’ American Jurispru-
dence, 2nd ed.Lawyers Cooperative Publishing: 1992. 
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LABOR LAW

WAGE AND HOUR LAWS

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• History

• Fair Labor Standards Act

• Exempt Employees

• Child Labor

• Overtime

• State Wage and Hour Laws

• Additional Resources

Background

The Fair Labor Standards Act, enacted by Con-

gress in 1938 and amended numerous times since

then, requires most employers in the United States

to comply with minimum wage and hour stan-

dards. The law’s basic requirements govern the pay-

ment of a minimum wage, payment of overtime pay

for employees working more than 40 hours per work

week, employment limitations for children, and

mandated record keeping by employers.

History

At the end of the nineteenth century, the industri-

al age was spurring the growth of factories known as

sweatshops. Sweatshops routinely employed

women, children, and recent immigrants who had no

choice but to accept inferior wages and harsh work-

ing conditions. Social activists pushed for laws at the

state level to pay all workers, regardless of social sta-

tus or gender, wages that would allow them to main-

tain an adequate standard of living.

Massachusetts, in 1912, became the first state to

enact a law mandating a minimum wage. Other states

soon followed suit. Widespread poverty during the

Great Depression increased public awareness of the

need for wage standards, and by 1938, twenty-five

states had enacted minimum wage laws. Some states

established commissions to determine the minimum

wage based on what the commission perceived to be

a ‘‘living’’ wage for employees. Some of these com-

missions also took into account the employer’s fi-

nancial conditions in determining appropriate

wages. Other states simply established flat minimum

wage rates for all employees in those states.

Eventually, however, the success of state wage

statutes was tempered by court decisions, including

a U. S. Supreme Court decision that held state mini-

mum wage laws to be unconstitutional. According to

the courts, these laws violated the rights of employ-

ers and employees to freely negotiate and form con-

tracts over appropriate wages. President Franklin D.

Roosevelt responded by attempting to enact federal

legislation granting the president the authority to

regulate a minimum wage as part of the federal gov-

ernment’s right to regulate interstate commerce.

The Supreme Court found President Roosevelt’s first

attempt at such legislation to be unconstitutional,

but the Court upheld his second attempt, the 1938

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), as constitutional.

Fair Labor Standards Act

The FSLA requires that most U. S. workers are en-

titled to receive a minimum hourly wage. This feder-
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ally enacted minimum wage changes only when Con-

gress passes a bill and the president signs it into law,

which happens periodically in keeping with U. S.

economic conditions. When the FSLA was enacted,

the minimum wage was 25 cents an hour. In 2002,

the minimum wage was $5.15 an hour.

The FSLA also requires that most U. S. workers are

entitled to receive one and one half times their hour-

ly rate of pay, even if that rate is above the minimum

wage, for hours worked in excess of 40 hours per

work week. This is known as overtime. The FSLA also

contains child labor restrictions and mandates cer-

tain working conditions for children under the age

of 18. Finally, to ensure that employers comply with

the federal law, the FSLA requires them to keep de-

tailed employment records. The FSLA does not re-

quire employers to provide sick or severance pay to

employees. It does not require employers to provide

employees with vacation time or holidays, fringe

benefits, or increases in pay beyond the minimum

wage. Employers, however, do have to comply with

state employment laws that deal with issues not cov-

ered by the FSLA.

Exempt Employees

Not all employees are protected by the FSLA.

Some employees are exempt from minimum wage

protections, and some employees are exempt from

overtime pay requirements. Employers may try to

avoid the FSLA requirements by categorizing their

employees as exempt, but courts narrowly construe

whether an employee is exempt and place the bur-

den of proof on the employer.

There are numerous examples of employees who

are exempt from the protections of the FSLA. Em-

ployees who earn more than half of their total earn-

ings from sales commissions are usually exempt from

FSLA overtime requirements. Computer profession-

als who earn at least $27.63 per hour are not entitled

to overtime pay, either. Drivers and mechanics

whose jobs affect the safety of vehicles that transport

people or property are exempt from the overtime

pay requirement. Farm workers on small farms are

exempt from both minimum wage and overtime pay

requirements. Most employees of car dealerships are

exempt from overtime pay requirements. Seasonal

and recreational employers do not have to comply

with minimum wage or overtime requirements of

the FSLA. Finally, white collar workers—employees

whose job duties are executive, administrative, pro-

fessional, or involve outside sales—are exempt from

minimum wage and overtime pay requirements. The

FSLA lists numerous other exemptions, as well.

Child Labor

The FSLA protects workers under the age of 18 to

ensure that they are safe at work and that work does

not jeopardize their health or their ability to receive

an education. States also have child labor laws,

some of which are more restrictive than the FSLA.

Child workers generally receive the same protections

and usually greater protections, than adult workers

under the FSLA. The FSLA’s child labor provisions do

not apply to children under the age of 16 who work

for their parents, children who work as actors, chil-

dren who deliver newspapers, or children who work

at home making evergreen wreaths.

Workers under the age of 20 are entitled to re-

ceive minimum wage under the FSLA, but during the

first 90 days of employment, an employer is allowed

to pay these workers a lesser wage of $4.25 per hour.

Certain students, apprentices, and disabled workers

also may receive less than minimum wage under spe-

cial allowances by the Department of Labor. Restau-

rant servers and other workers who receive tips may

be paid $2.13 per hour so long as the additional

money made in tips adds up to at least minimum

wage.

Under the FSLA, workers at least 16 years old may

work unlimited hours unless the job is deemed haz-

ardous by the Secretary of Labor. Workers who are

14 or 15 years old may not work during school hours

except in career exploration programs through the

school. They may not work before 7 a.m. or after 7

p.m. during school months; they may not work after

9 p.m. from June 1 through Labor Day. Workers who

are 14 or 15 years old may not work more than three

hours per school day, more than eight hours per

non-school day, more than eighteen hours per

school week, or more than forty hours per non-

school week. Children who work as professional

sports attendants are exempted from the maximum

hours requirements but still may not work during

school hours.

Workers who are 14 or 15 years old may not work

in certain occupational areas, such as manufacturing,

mining, food processing, transportation, warehous-

ing, construction, or any occupation deemed hazard-

ous by the Secretary of Labor. These workers may

work in most retail, food service, and gasoline service

occupations but may not perform work in an engine
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or boiler room, maintain or repair machines or

equipment, work on ladders or scaffolds or perform

outside window washing, cook or bake, operate food

slicers or grinders, work in freezers or meat coolers,

load or unload goods from trucks or conveyors or

railroad cars, or work in warehouses.

Children under the age of 18 are prohibited from

driving occupations, but workers who are 17 may

drive cars and trucks as part of their work on an occa-

sional and incidental basis. Driving must take place

during daylight hours, and the worker must hold a

valid state license to drive and have no record of

moving violations. The car or truck must have a seat

belt, and the worker must use the seat belt when

driving. The driving may not include towing cars or

other vehicles, route deliveries or sales, transporting

more than three people, urgent deliveries, or more

than two trips away from the employer per day.

Employers who violate the FSLA’s child labor pro-

tections are subject to civil penalties of up to $10,000

per child laborer. The Wage and Hour Division of the

Department of Labor’s Employment Standards Ad-

ministration enforces the FSLA and has investigators

stationed throughout the country to ensure that em-

ployers comply with the law.

Overtime

Some employers attempt to avoid the require-

ment to pay one and a half of an employee’s hourly

rate for overtime hours. The FSLA is very strict in de-

fining what constitutes overtime and requires that

anytime an employer requires or allows the employ-

ee to work, that work counts toward the employee’s

weekly hours. This means that even if an employer

does not require an employee to work, but the em-

ployee works anyway, those hours count toward the

overtime determination. For example, assume that

the manager of a copy center asks her employee to

work on a copying project. The employee’s shift

ends at 7 p.m., so the manager tells him that he can

leave work when his shift ends and can then com-

plete the project the following day if necessary. Nev-

ertheless, the employee continues to work on the

project after his shift ends and manages to complete

it that evening. His efforts, however, take an addi-

tional three hours beyond the forty hours he has al-

ready worked that week. The employee is entitled to

receive three hours of overtime pay, at one and a half

times his usual hourly wage, for the additional work

he did. If the employer knows or has reason to be-

lieve that an employee is continuing to work and if

the employer benefits from the work being done,

that time counts toward the overtime calculation.

Also included in the overtime calculation is time

spent by an employee correcting mistakes, even

when the employee does so voluntarily. Time spent

by an employee merely waiting for something to do

or doing nothing counts toward hours worked, as-

suming the employer requires the employee to be

present. Work performed by the employee at home

or at another location other than the employer’s

premises also counts toward hours worked.

State Wage and Hour Laws

ALASKA: State minimum wage is $5.65. Workers

employed as school bus drivers receive at least two

times the Alaska minimum wage.

ARKANSAS: Employers of workers who receive

board, lodging, apparel, or other items as part of the

worker’s employment may be entitled to an allow-

ance for such board, lodging, apparel or other items,

not to exceed 30 cents per hour, credited against the

minimum wage.

INDIANA: An employer must pay a base wage of

$2.13 per hour for tipped employees (any employee

who receives more than $30 a month in tips) and the

employer must pay the difference between the base

wage and federal minimum wage if applicable. 

MICHIGAN: Workers under the age of 18 are enti-

tled to a 30 minute meal break after five hours of

work. Michigan law does not require a meal break for

workers over the age of 18.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: An employer cannot require a

worker to work more than five hours without a thirty

minute meal break. An employee who reports to

work at the employer’s request is entitled to be paid

a minimum of two hours wages.

NEW JERSEY: Workers under the age of 18 are en-

titled to a 30 minute meal break after five hours of

work. New Jersey law does not require a meal break

for workers over the age of 18.

OREGON: State minimum wage is $6.50 per hour.

State law prohibits employers from taking a credit

against minimum wage for tips. Employees are enti-

tled to thirty minute meal periods for work shifts six

hours or longer, and ten minute work breaks during

each four hour work shift.

VERMONT: State minimum wage is $6.25 per

hour. State minimum wage for restaurant servers is
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$3.44 per hour with a maximum tip credit allowance

of $2.81 per hour.

WEST VIRGINIA: Minors 14 or 15 years of age

must receive work permits before working. The per-

mit is forwarded to the Division of Labor, which has

the responsibility of ensuring that minors are not

working in hazardous or unsuitable conditions.

WASHINGTON: State minimum wage is $6.90 per

hour. No employer may employ a minor without a

work permit from the state along with permission

from the minor’s parent or guardian and school.

Additional Resources

Child Labor Bulletin 101. U. S. Department of Labor, Em-
ployment Standards Administration, Wage and Hour
Division WH-1330. Revised March 2001.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law. West Group, 1998.

Organizations

U. S. Department of Labor

200 Constitution Avenue NW

Washington, DC 20210 USA

Phone: (866) 487-2365

URL: www.dol.gov

GotTrouble.com

12439 Magnolia Blvd. Suite 204

Studio City, CA 91607 USA

URL: www.gottrouble.com

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of
Compensation and Working Conditions

2 Massachusetts Avenue NE

Washington, DC 20212-0001 USA

Phone: (202) 691-6199

URL: www.bls.gov/ncs/
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LABOR LAW

WHISTLEBLOWERS

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal Whistleblower Statutes

- False Claims Act

- Other Federal Laws

• State Whistleblower Statutes

- General State Whistleblower Statutes

- Public Policy Exception

- Federal Preemption

- State-by-State Guide to Whistle-

blower Coverage

• Additional Resources

Background

The protection of whistleblowers exposing fraud
or wrongdoing perpetrated by individuals or corpo-
rations has been an issue for centuries. Under En-

glish common law, suits brought on behalf of the

government by individuals alleging fraud were

known by the Latin phrase describing them, ‘‘qui tam

pro domino rege quam pro si ipso in hac parte sequi-

tur,’’ meaning ‘‘who sues on behalf of the King as

well as for himself.’’

The first statute to protect whistleblowers in the

United States was the federal False Claims Act, in-

spired by the corruption and fraud that resulted from

the Civil War. Passed in 1863, the act allowed private

parties to bring suits against those corporations or

individuals trying to defraud the government, with

the bringer of the lawsuit entitled to half the recovery

from the fraud, which included a $2,000 fine for each

violation and damages amounting to double the loss

from the fraud.

States also began to pass their own versions of wh-

istleblower laws. By the 1980s, such legislation had

become common at the state and federal level, and

in 1986 the federal False Claims Act was strength-

ened to give whistleblowers more rights. Despite

being unpopular with businesses, the federal False

Claims Act has withstood Supreme Court scrutiny

and today serves as the most important of the many

federal and state laws protecting whistleblowers.

State and federal whistleblower statutes generally

fall into two categories: those that encourage wh-

istleblowers by giving them some form of compensa-

tion for their action, such as the False Claims Act, and

those that protect the whistleblower from retaliation,

which constitute the majority of state and federal

statutes. As of 2002, all 50 states provide some sort

of whistleblower protection.

Federal Whistleblower Statutes

Federal whistleblower statutes are included in a

wide range of laws, governing activities ranging from

employee safety to environmental protection. The

first of all federal whistleblower statutes, and still

considered the most important, is the federal False

Claims Act.

False Claims Act

The 1863 federal False Claims Act (FCA) has gone

through many changes. The act was revised in 1986,

which strengthened it and made it the prime federal

whistleblower statute. FCA reports of fraud have in-

creased from an average of six per year pre-revision

to 450 per year in 1998.
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Lawsuits brought under the FCA are known as

‘‘qui tam’’ actions. Under the 2002 FCA, a successful

lawsuit brought by a whistleblower will net the wh-

istleblower between 25 and 30 percent of all money

recovered by the action if the government decides

not to join in the lawsuit. If the government does join

the lawsuit, the whistleblower can net between 15

and 25 percent of the total proceeds of the suit. This

is in addition to reasonable expenses and attorneys

fees.

Under the False Claims Act, a business found

guilty of defrauding the federal government can be

fined from a minimum of $5,000 to a maximum of

$10,000 for each violation. In addition, a business

found liable under the act must pay three times the

amount of damages that the government sustains as

a result of the violation. There is a statute of limita-
tions under the act of 10 years. An employee can

also file a separate lawsuit if the person is fired, de-

moted, or harassed at work as a result of bringing an

FCA action against the employer.

FCA lawsuits can be very lucrative. Since 1986,

over 3,000 FCA cases have been filed and about $3

billion has been recovered. The average recovery in

an FCA case is $5.8 million, and the average whistle-

blower’s reward has been about $1 million. The gov-

ernment intervenes in only 21 percent of the FCA

cases. The only limitations the FCA puts on these

types of suits is that a member of the armed forces

is precluded from asserting a claim against another

member of the armed forces.

FCA cases generally include three common ele-

ments in order to prove fraud under the act. The de-
fendant must present a claim for payment to the

federal government, or the defendant must cause a

third party to submit a claim; that claim must be

made knowingly; and the claim must be false or

fraudulent.

Claim is defined under the FCA as any request or

demand, whether under a contract or otherwise, for

money or property which is made to a contractor,

grantee, or other recipient if the United States Gov-

ernment provides any portion of the money or prop-

erty which is requested or demanded, or if the gov-

ernment will reimburse such contractor, grantee, or

other recipient for any portion of the money or prop-

erty which is requested or demanded.

‘‘Knowingly’’ is defined as actual knowledge of the

false information; acts in deliberate ignorance of the

truth or falsity of the information; or acts in reckless

disregard of the truth or falsity of the information.

The Supreme Court recently upheld the FCA. In

the 2000 case of Vermont Agency of Natural Re-

sources v. United States, the high court determined

that citizens have standing to file whistleblower suits

under the act, though the court also ruled that states

and their agencies are not liable under the provisions

of the act.

Other Federal Laws

Other federal laws with whistleblower provisions

generally take a different approach to whistleblowers

than the FCA, providing protections to those who act

as whistleblowers rather than incentives. These stat-

utes prohibit any retaliatory discharge of or discrim-
ination against the whistleblower and punish viola-

tors of the statute.

Within this context, the statutes can take different

approaches to protecting the worker. Some provide

the whistleblower with a private cause of action

against the employer and allow the person to bring

suit himself. These statutes include: the Clean Air

Act, the Energy Reorganization Act, the Federal De-

posit Corporation Improvement Act, and the Vessels

and Seamen Act.

Other federal laws require the Secretary of Labor

or other government official to bring action in a case

of retaliatory discharge or discrimination against a

whistleblower. Those statutes include: the Age Dis-

crimination in Employment Act, the Civil Service Re-

form Act, the Comprehensive Environmental Re-

sponse, Compensation and Liability Act, the

Employee Retirement Investment Securities Act,

the Federal Surface Mining Act, the Family and Medi-

cal Leave Act, the Job Training and Partnership Act,

the Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protec-

tion Act, the Mining Safety and Health Act, the Occu-

pational Safety and Health Act, the Safe Drinking

Water Act, the Solid Waste Disposal Act, the Surface

Transportation Assistance Act, the Toxic Substance

Control Act and the Water Pollution Control Act.

These acts do not allow the whistleblower to bring

his or her own private cause of action.

Generally speaking, these acts cover whistle-

blowers when they file a complaint or institute or

cause to be instituted any proceeding under or relat-

ed to the law the provision exists under, or when the

whistleblower has testified or is about to testify in

any proceeding related to the law. If an employer is

determined to be liable for discharging or discrimi-

nating against an whistleblower employee under one

of these laws, the employer can often be fined and

required to reinstate the employee to his or her for-
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mer position; to pay compensatory damages; or

take other appropriate actions to remedy any past

discrimination.

State Whistleblower Statutes

While some states had whistleblower statutes dur-

ing the early part of the twentieth century, most of

the action in regards to state legislation to protect

whistleblowers occurred in the latter half of the cen-

tury. In the 1980s, for example, 15 states passed gen-

eral whistleblower statutes, and many state courts

further developed a public policy exception to the

at-will employment doctrine for whistleblowers. The

result is that state courts have become a major arena

for whistleblower cases.

General State Whistleblower Statutes

As a rule, state whistleblower statutes differ from

federal whistleblower statutes in several significant

ways. The first is that with only a couple exceptions,

state whistleblower statutes do not follow the com-

pensation model of the federal False Claims Act.

Those exceptions are Illinois, Florida, Oregon, South

Carolina, and Wisconsin. Only Illinois and Florida

provide compensation for whistleblowers anywhere

near what the federal law provides, with the other

three states providing less satisfactory compensa-

tion.

State whistleblower statutes instead provide pro-

tection from retaliation for whistleblowing. Unlike

the federal governments, the majority of state gov-

ernments have whistleblower statutes that generally

protect all employees who report violations of the

law by their employers, in addition to having whistle-

blower statutes covering the violations of specific

laws. In many states, these general whistleblower

protections are limited to public employees, al-

though other states have protections for both private

and public employees.

States with general whistleblower statues that pro-

tect both private and public employees include: Ari-

zona, California, Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Illi-

nois, Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota,

Montana, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,

Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Tennessee.

States with general whistleblower statutes that

protect only public employees include Alaska, Colo-

rado, Delaware, District of Columbia, Georgia, Idaho,

Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts,

Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, North Caro-

lina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South

Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington,

West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

Many of the state laws provide employees with a

private cause of action, providing another contrast

with federal whistleblower statutes. This allows the

employee to sue directly in the courts, rather than

having to go through an agency of the state.

Public Policy Exception

In addition to specific statutes protecting whistle-

blowers, many state courts have enunciated a public

policy exception for whistleblowers to the at-will em-

ployment doctrine which allows employees who are

not under contract to be dismissed by their employ-

ers at any time.

The public policy exception for whistleblowers

usually holds that employers should not be able to

use their power as employers to subvert public poli-

cy as established by the legislatures or the courts.

Employees who are fired, demoted, or harassed for

refusing to violate a law, rule or regulation, or who

report a violation of such, can sue their employer

under this theory.

State courts can read this public policy exception

either narrowly or broadly, depending on the partic-

ular court. More conservative courts may insist on

showing the act of the employer caused actual harm

to the public interest before allowing a public poli-

cy exception. But some state courts will award puni-
tive damages if they find a strong public policy vio-

lation.

Federal Preemption

When federal and state whistleblower laws con-

flict, the federal laws preempt the state laws. Because

states tend to have traditionally been responsible for

employment issues, courts have been leery of finding

preemption when it comes to whistleblower stat-

utes. However, in some instances they have found

such preemption exists. The test seems to be wheth-

er the federal law concerns an area of strong enough

federal concern that it did not leave room for state

regulation. Preemption cases involving whistle-

blower statutes have yielded mixed results over the

past two decades.

State-by-State Guide to Whistleblower
Coverage

Besides statutes protecting whistleblowers in gen-

eral, most states protect whistleblowers in specific

areas, such as employment of minors, abuse of chil-

dren, nursing home violations, or wage and hour vio-
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lations. Whether the whistleblower is protected in a

specific area depends on the state.

The following is a state-by-state guide to some of

the different areas where whistleblowers are protect-

ed if they report violations in those areas: 

• ALABAMA: Child labor violations.

• ALASKA: Occupational safety and health vio-

lations, the Alaskan Railroad Company viola-

tions, child care facilities violations, assist-

ed living homes violations, legislative

employees violations.

• ARIZONA: Water quality control violations,

occupational safety and health violations.

• ARKANSAS: Civil rights violations, fair

housing violations, long term care violations.

• CALIFORNIA: State universities violations,

savings associations violations, health care

facilities violations, elderly care facilities vio-

lations, occupational safety and health viola-

tions, toxic substances violations, fraudulent

unemployment actions violations, mental

health facilities violations.

• COLORADO: Minimum wage law viola-

tions, false disclosures to the state viola-

tions.

• CONNECTICUT: Environmental violations,

information to auditors or public accoun-

tants violations, child care violations, viola-

tions committed by leaders or employees of

a foundation violations, civil rights viola-

tions, collective bargaining for state em-

ployees violations, public schools violations,

nursing homes violations, minimum wage vi-

olations, Labor Relations Act violations,

child abuse violations.

• DELAWARE: Public and private schools viola-

tions, nursing homes violations, civil rights

violations, workers compensation fraud vio-

lations, long term care facilities violations,

child labor violations, minimum wage viola-

tions, firefighters violations, public works

contractors violations, hazardous chemical

control.

• DISTRICT of COLUMBIA: Procurement is-

sues violations, discrimination and civil

rights violations, unfair labor practices viola-

tions, workers compensation fraud viola-

tions, minimum wage violations, occupa-

tional safety and health violations, long term

care facilities violations.

• FLORIDA: Child abuse violations, long term

care facilities violations, continuing care fa-

cilities violations.

• GEORGIA: Fraud in state programs viola-

tions, unfair labor practices violations, gen-

der discrimination in minimum wage laws vi-

olations.

• HAWAII: Unfair labor practices violations,

elder care violations, minimum wage laws vi-

olations, civil rights violations, occupational

safety and health violations.

• IDAHO: Sanitation violations on farms viola-

tions, fair wage law violations, environmen-

tal protection violations, PCB waste disposal

violations, minimum wage laws violations,

state human rights law violations, long

term care facilities violations.

• ILLINOIS: Field sanitation for agricultural

workers violations, prevailing wage law viola-

tions, disclosures by transportation authori-

ty workers violations, civil rights laws viola-

tions, migrant worker conditions violations,

unfair labor practices violations, public and

private schools violations, elder care viola-

tions, nursing home facilities violations,

minimum wage laws violations, equal pay

laws violations, occupational safety and

health violations, toxic substances viola-

tions.

• INDIANA: Elder care violations, health care

facilities violations, long term care facilities

violations, education violations, political

subdivisions violations.

• IOWA: Collective bargaining violations, pub-

lic health facility personnel violations, civil

rights violations.

• KANSAS: Reporting disease violations, child

abuse violations, elder care violations, work-

ing conditions violations.

• KENTUCKY: Occupational safety and health

violations, long term facilities violations, fire-

fighters violations.

• LOUISIANA: Health care providers viola-

tions, lead hazard reduction licensing of cer-

tification violation violations, insurance code

violations, hospitals violations, long-term

care facilities violations, environmental laws

violations.

• MAINE: Human rights law violations, occu-

pational safety and health violations, em-
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ployment practices violations, state universi-

ties violations, judicial branch violations,

agricultural violations, public utility viola-

tions.

• MARYLAND: Occupational safety and health

violations, civil rights violations.

• MASSACHUSETTS: Domestic service viola-

tions, health care violations, asbestos abate-
ment violations, hazardous substances vio-

lations, child care violations, minimum wage

violations, civil rights violations.

• MICHIGAN: Adult care provider violations,

civil rights violations, long-term care facility

violations, occupational safety and health vi-

olations.

• MINNESOTA: Child care facility violations,

unfair labor practice violations, civil rights

violations, occupational safety and health vi-

olations, health services violations, asbestos

abatement violations.

• MISSISSIPPI: Workers compensation viola-

tions, vulnerable adult violations.

• MISSOURI: Nursing home violations, public

health violations, Department of Correction

violations, mental health facility violations,

in home care provider violations, long term

care facility violations.

• MONTANA: Unlawful discrimination viola-

tions.

• NEBRASKA: Occupational safety and health

violations, unlawful discrimination viola-

tions, Industrial Relations Act violations,

nursing home violations.

• NEVADA: Long term care facility violations,

occupational safety and health violations,

mental health care facility violations.

• NEW HAMPSHIRE: Hazardous waste law vio-

lations, human rights law violations, asbes-

tos management and control violations,

elder care violations, dog and horse racing

facility violations, toxic substance control vi-

olations, child care facility violations.

• NEW JERSEY: Ski tow lift and tramway viola-

tions, hazardous substance violations, civil

rights violations, child abuse violations, oc-

cupational safety and health violations, mini-

mum wage violations, elder care violations.

• NEW MEXICO: Long term care facility viola-

tions, residential care facility violations, oc-

cupational safety and health violations, radi-

ation control violations.

• NEW YORK: Civil rights violations, elder care

facility violations, occupational safety and

health violations, minimum wage violations,

Labor Relations Act violations, toxic sub-

stances control violations, health care facility

violations.

• NORTH CAROLINA: Long term care facility

violations, violations of state law by depart-

ment, agency or local political subdivision.

• NORTH DAKOTA: Child abuse and welfare

violations, adult care facility violations, men-

tally and physically handicapped violations,

minimum wage law violations, long-term fa-

cility care violations, agency misuse of funds

violations.

• OHIO: Long term care facility violations,

child care facility violations, minimum wage

law violations, nursing home violations,

health care facility violations, abuse of men-

tally handicapped adult violations.

• OKLAHOMA: Children’s group home viola-

tions, civil rights violations, violations occur-

ring in group homes for person with devel-

opmental or physical disabilities, child abuse

violations, foster care violations, occupation-

al safety and health violations, nursing home

violations.

• OREGON: Adult care facilities violations,

long term care facilities violations, collective

bargaining violations, occupational safety

and health violations, civil rights violations.

• PENNSYLVANIA: Occupational safety and

health violations, radioactive waste viola-

tions, Community Right to Know Act viola-

tions, toxic substances violations, civil rights

violations, seasonal farm workers rights vio-

lations, public utility company violations.

• RHODE ISLAND: State hospital violations,

long-term care facility violations, asbestos

abatement violations, insurance company vi-

olations, HMO violations, non-profit hospital

violations.

• SOUTH CAROLINA: Occupational safety and

health violations, long-term care facility vio-

lations.

• SOUTH DAKOTA: Civil rights violations, col-

lective bargaining violations.
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• TENNESSEE: State educational system viola-

tions, nursing home facility violations, child

care facility violations, mental health and

disability facilities violations, adult care fa-

cilities violations, minimum wage violations,

occupational health and safety violations.

• TEXAS: Agricultural laborer violations, work-

er health and safety violations, immediate-

term care facility violations, treatment facili-

ty violations, hospital and health care facility

violations.

• UTAH: Minimum wage law violations, occu-

pational safety and health violations, long

term care facility violations.

• VERMONT: Occupational safety and health

violations, Polygraph Protection Act viola-

tions, fair employment practices violations,

state labor practices violations, long term

care facilities violations.

• VIRGINIA: Occupational safety and health vi-

olations, adult care facilities violations, child

welfare protection violations, nursing home

facilities violations.

• WASHINGTON: Agricultural laborer viola-

tions, long-term care facility violations, mini-

mum wage law violations, nursing home vio-

lations, state hospital violations.

• WEST VIRGINIA: Miners health, safety and

welfare protection violations, nursing home

violations, personal care home violations,

residential care violations, asbestos abate-

ment violations, occupational safety and

health violations, equal pay law violations,

minimum wage law violations.

• WISCONSIN: Residential care facility viola-

tions, long-term care facility violations, rural

medical center violations, collective bargain-

ing violations, solid waste facility violations.

• WYOMING: Long-term care violations, equal

pay act violations, occupational safety and

health violations.

Additional Resources

‘‘Bringing Rogues to Justice: The Qui Tam Provisions of
the False Claims Act,’’ Androphy, Joel, Adam Peavy,
Texas Bar Journal, February 2002.

‘‘The State of State Whistleblower Protection’’ Callahan, El-
letta Sangrey, Terry Morehead Dworkin, American Busi-
ness Law Journal, Fall 2000.

‘‘State Whistleblower Statutes and The Future of Whistle-
blower Protection’’ Vaughn, Robert G., Administrative
Law Review, Spring 1999.

‘‘Silencing the Whistleblower: The Gap Between Federal
and State Retaliatory Discharge Laws’’ O’Leary, Try-
stan Phifer, Iowa Law Review, January 2000.

Organizations

National Whistleblower Center

P.O. Box 3768

Washington, DC 20007 USA

Phone: (202) 342-1902

Fax: (202) 342-1904

URL: http://www.whistleblowers.org

Primary Contact: Kris Kolesnik, Executive Director

Office of Administrative Law Judges: United
States Department of Labor

Suite 400 North, 800 K Street, NW

Washington, DC 20001-8002 USA

Phone: (202) 693-7300

Fax: (202) 693-7365

URL: http://www.oalj.dol.gov

Primary Contact: P.J. Soto, Director, Office of

Program Operations

U.S. Department of Labor

200 Constitution Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20210 USA

Phone: (866) 487-2365

URL: http://www.dol.gov/

Primary Contact: Elaine Chao, Secretary of Labor
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Sections within this essay: 
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• Compensable Injuries

• Types of Benefits

• State Workers’ Compensation Laws

• Additional Resources

Background

Workers’ compensation is a system that re-

quires employers, typically through their insurance

companies, to pay lost wages, medical expenses, and

certain other benefits to employees who are injured

on the job. Because employers pass on the costs of

workers’ compensation benefits or insurance premi-

ums in the pricing of their products, consumers ulti-

mately fund the workers’ compensation system.

Workers’ compensation is different from other

types of torts in that it is not based on fault or negli-
gence. A worker who is injured due to her own neg-

ligence or that of her employer typically is entitled

to the same workers’ compensation benefits as a

worker whose injury did not result from negligence

at all. The idea behind workers’ compensation is not

to right a wrong or punish negligence; rather, it is a

way to protect employers from negligence lawsuits

and injured workers from destitution. The goal is to

return injured employees to work efficiently and eco-

nomically without damaging the employer’s busi-

ness.

Workers’ compensation is legislated by every

state, and the laws vary among jurisdictions but carry

many of the same features. An employee who sus-

tains an occupational disease or personal injury
arising out of and in the course of employment is en-

titled automatically to certain benefits. These bene-

fits may include lost wages, payment of medical treat-

ment, provision of vocational rehabilitation or job

placement assistance, and in the case of an employ-

ee’s work-related death, benefits to the employee’s

dependents. Some workers, such as independent

contractors, are excluded from workers’ compensa-

tion protection.

History

Workers’ compensation came about in the United

States in the early 1900s, a product of the industrial

age and a result of increasing numbers of job-related

injuries and deaths. Until the development of work-

ers’ compensation laws, workers had little or no re-

course against their employers for injuries sustained

on the job. When job injuries led to the inability to

work and the inability to pay for medical care, these

workers frequently were left destitute.

The system of workers’ compensation grew from

the law of vicarious liability, an English law devel-

oped in approximately 1700. The law of vicarious lia-

bility made a master or employer liable for the negli-

gent acts of a servant or employee. An 1837 English
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case, Priestly v. Fowler, modified the law of vicarious

liability with the fellow servant exception, which re-

lieved a master or employer of liability for a negligent

employee who caused injury to a co-employee. Fol-

lowing the example set in Priestly, U. S. courts con-

tinued to modify the law of vicarious liability and pro-

vide the employer with greater protections against

liability resulting from negligence. The doctrine of

assumption of the risk presumed, often incorrectly,

that employees could refuse dangerous job assign-

ments, thereby relieving the employer of liability

when those job assignments caused injury or death.

Employers could also rely on the defense of contrib-

utory negligence, which completely absolved them

of liability when the employer’s negligence along

with the employee’s negligence caused his injury.

Workers were left with inadequate remedies

against their employers for injuries resulting from

work. At the same time, the industrial age was spawn-

ing an increase in work injuries. States began to rec-

ognize a problem by the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury and looked to the compensation systems of

other countries for guidance. In 1884, Germany, with

its socialist traditions, had developed a compensa-

tion system whereby employers and employees

shared the cost of subsidizing workers disabled by in-

jury, illness, or old age. Next was England, which in

1897 developed a similar system called the British

Compensation Act. Finally, in 1910, representatives

from various states met in Chicago and drafted the

Uniform Workmen’s Compensation Law. This uni-

form law was not widely adopted, but states used it

as a model to draft their own workers’ compensation

statutes. Most states had such laws in place by 1920,

and when Hawaii passed its statute in 1963, all fifty

states had workers’ compensation laws.

Rationale

Workers’ compensation is a no-fault law, meaning

that it is irrelevant whether the employer was not

negligent or whether the employee was negligent.

No-fault law differs from most types of personal inju-

ry lawsuits, which require the injured party to prove

the negligence of another party before recovering

money and which allow a defendant who was not

negligent to escape liability.

The rationale behind a no-fault workers’ compen-

sation system can be illustrated by imagining what

would happen without it. Assume, for example, that

an employer owned a loading dock and instructed its

employees how to safely lift heavy merchandise on

the dock, requiring them to use a forklift to lift any

carton weighing more than 100 pounds. A worker,

hurrying to complete his shift, negligently ignored

the forklift requirement and attempted to lift a car-

ton weighing 110 pounds and badly injured his back

as a result. He had to undergo surgery and became

disabled from working at all for six months.

Without workers’ compensation, society would

have essentially two different options in dealing with

this injured worker. It could decline any assistance

and force the worker to fund his own medical care

and unemployment, which could be impossible and

could leave him destitute. Or, it could provide gov-

ernment assistance such as Medicaid, welfare, or

food stamps. This option would guarantee the in-

jured worker’s survival, but at the expense of local

taxpayers regardless of any ties to the employer or

injury.

With workers’ compensation, the injured worker

receives an income and payment for medical care

from a private source rather than at government, or

taxpayer, expense. It is not the goal of workers’ com-

pensation to punish or hurt the employer, and that

is why state laws require employers either to estab-

lish a self-insured fund or to buy workers’ compensa-

tion insurance. Employers fund the costs of the sys-

tem but pass those costs along to the consumers of

the products or services that cause or contribute to

the worker’s injury. The goals of the workers’ com-

pensation system are therefore accomplished: the

worker retains his dignity, receives appropriate fi-

nancial and medical benefits, and the consumer be-

comes the ultimate source of payment.

Third Party Negligence

In exchange for workers’ compensation protec-

tion, an injured worker loses the right to sue the em-

ployer under the common law for negligence. An

injured worker retains the right, however, to sue a

third party whose negligence caused or contributed

to the worker’s injury, even if the worker receives

workers’ compensation. A common example of this

involves a sales employee whose job duties include

driving to customers throughout a certain territory.

If that employee, while making a sales call, is injured

by a negligent motorist who runs a red light, the em-

ployee is covered by workers’ compensation but can

additionally sue the motorist under a common law

tort theory. If the worker recovers money from the

negligent third party motorist, the worker must

repay the employer or insurer who paid workers’
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compensation benefits and keep only what is left. In

some jurisdictions, the employer or insurer paying

workers’ compensation benefits may sue a negligent

third party on behalf of an injured worker with the

hopes of recovering part or all of those benefits from

the third party. This is known as subrogation.

Procedure

Workers’ compensation disputes in most states

are resolved in an administrative court rather than a

judicial court. This is in keeping with the goal of re-

turning the injured worker to productive employ-

ment quickly and efficiently. Workers’ compensation

courts often follow their own rules of procedure and

evidence, and the administrative system typically is

more relaxed and speedy than the judicial system. As

with judicial courts, parties can represent themselves

but frequently hire attorneys for representation.

Workers’ compensation laws require employers

to either be self-insured, meaning they must have

enough verifiable financial resources to be able to

pay workers’ compensation benefits directly to their

injured employees, or to purchase private workers’

compensation insurance. Many major insurance

companies in the United States offer workers’ com-

pensation policies in various states. Other insurance

companies are smaller and may provide coverage in

only one or a few states. Some states choose to fund

their own insurance companies, either as the state’s

exclusive provider or in competition with other pri-

vate insurers.

Compensable Injuries

Various types of injuries are covered by workers’

compensation. Perhaps the most typical type of inju-

ry involves a specific trauma or event; for example,

a painter who falls off a scaffold or a car mechanic

who injures his back after lifting an engine. Another

type of injury is a cumulative trauma injury, an injury

caused by repetitious work over time. An example of

cumulative trauma injury is carpal tunnel syndrome

caused by using a computer keyboard. A third type

of compensable injury is occupational disease, and

an example of that would be lung disease caused by

exposure to asbestos at work.

Mental illness caused by work is compensable in

some, but not all, jurisdictions. Mental illness such as

stress, anxiety, or depression, even when caused by

work, is not compensable in most states. However,

mental illness that accompanies a work-related phys-

ical injury is compensable in most states. For in-

stance, a nurse who develops depression related to

his work in an emergency room typically would not

be entitled to workers’ compensation, but a nurse

who is attacked and physically injured by a patient

and as a result develops anxiety could receive work-

ers’ compensation benefits for the physical as well as

the mental injury in most states.

Injuries are deemed to be work-related and com-

pensable under workers’ compensation if they arise

out of and in the course of employment. The re-

quirement that the injury arises out of employment

ensures a causal relationship between the injury and

the job, and it is usually the employee’s burden to

prove that an increased risk of the job caused a com-

pensable injury.

There are three general categories of risks that de-

termine whether an injury is compensable. The first

type of risk is one that is associated directly with the

employment, such as a when a roofer falls off a roof.

An injury like this clearly arises out of employment

and is always compensable.

The second category of risk involves personal risk.

An example of personal risk is an employee with high

blood pressure who suffers a stroke while on the job.

Assuming nothing on the job caused the stroke, or

assuming the stroke would have occurred notwith-

standing the employment, the stroke would be con-

sidered personal rather than arising out of employ-

ment. Purely personal risks are not compensable.

It is more difficult to determine compensability

with the third category of risk called neutral risk.

Neutral risks are those that are neither distinctly per-

sonal nor distinct to the employment. Examples of

neutral risks include a worker who has an allergic re-

action to a bee sting sustained while on the job, or

an employee who is struck by lightening while on the

job. Whether neutral risks are compensable depends

on the jurisdiction and the fact surrounding the in-

jury and the job duties. In general, an employee try-

ing to collect workers’ compensation must demon-

strate that the job increased the risk of the injury and

that the risk was greater than that to which the gen-

eral public was exposed. The risk of being injured by

lightning, for example, is greater for an employee

working on the top of a metal communication tower

than it is for the general public. Therefore, a light-

ning strike would be a compensable injury for that

employee. Assault is another neutral risk injury. If

a worker is assaulted on the job and injured, courts
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generally look at whether the nature of the job in-

creased the risk of assault, such as the case of a pris-

on guard. If an argument led to a workplace assault,

the court would determine whether the argument

was work-related or personal. Other common forms

of neutral risk injuries include sunstroke, frostbite,

heart attacks, and contagious diseases.

To be compensable, the injury must not only arise

out of, but also in the course of, employment. This

means that the injury must occur at the place of em-

ployment, while the employee is performing the job

and within the period of employment. Employees

who are injured while traveling to or from their jobs

typically are not covered by workers’ compensation,

although there are exceptions to that rule.

Types of Benefits

There are two general categories of workers’ com-

pensation benefits, medical and indemnity. Medical

treatment that is medically reasonable and necessary

and serves to cure or relieve the effects of the injury

is compensable. Disputes may arise over the kind of

treatment the injured worker receives, and courts

and legislators try to strike a balance between the pa-

tient’s right to select medical care and the employ-

er’s right to curb excessive or unnecessary treat-

ment.

Indemnity benefits are those that attempt to com-

pensate the injured employee for lost earnings or

earning capacity caused by the work injury. Some in-

jured workers never lose time from work and may be

entitled only to medical benefits. Other injured

workers are out of work temporarily and receive

temporary total disability payments, usually two-

thirds of the worker’s average wage. Injured workers

who are able to return to a job only part time or at

a reduced wage receive temporary partial disability

payments, which supplement the worker’s reduced

paychecks. Workers who sustain injuries that cause

permanent disability are entitled to permanent par-

tial disability payments if they are able to return to

work. The calculation of permanent partial disability

payment varies among states but usually depends on

a disability rating given by a doctor. If a worker is per-

manently precluded by a work injury from ever work-

ing again, that worker is deemed permanently and

totally disabled and may receive workers’ compensa-

tion benefits until retirement or death. When a work

injury causes death, most states require the payment

of dependency benefits to the employee’s spouse,

children, or both.

The workers’ compensation system is criticized at

times for being outdated in a post-industrial age

world. Workers’ compensation premiums and ex-

penses drive up the cost of products, and the system

is made more expensive by fraud and litigation.

Disputes often arise between employers and em-

ployees regarding the legitimacy of workers’ com-

pensation claims. Yet proponents of the system say

it is effective in returning injured workers to work

and that it promotes safe workplaces.

State Workers’ Compensation Laws

ALABAMA: For temporary or permanent total dis-

ability, an injured worker receives 66 2/3 percent of

the wage with a minimum and maximum wages es-

tablished by law. The employer selects the employ-

ee’s physician.

ARIZONA: Disability rate is 66 2/3 percent of the

wage with no minimum weekly payments but maxi-

mum payments established by law. The employee se-

lects the physician.

CALIFORNIA: A state agency oversees the selec-

tion of the physician.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: The employee selects

the physician from a list created by the District of Co-

lumbia.

FLORIDA: After employee reaches maximum

medical improvement, a $10 co-payment is required

to be paid by the employee for all medical services.

GEORGIA: Maximum period of temporary total

disability payments is 400 weeks.

ILLINOIS: No limit on duration of temporary total

disability payments.

IOWA: Disability rate for temporary or permanent

total disability is 80 percent of ‘‘spendable earnings.’’

KANSAS: Temporary total disability capped at

$100,000. Permanent total disability capped at

$125,000. Workers’ compensation benefits subject to

offset for unemployment and social security benefits.

MASSACHUSETTS: Disability rate is 60 percent of

wage.

MISSISSIPPI: Maximum period of temporary dis-

ability is 450 weeks. Cap on temporary total disability

is $131,787. Cap on permanent total disability is

$136,507.

NEVADA: Injured worker can waive the right to

workers’ compensation.
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NEW YORK: Disability rate is 66 2/3 percent of

wage. Employee selects physician from state’s list of

workers’ compensation physicians.

OREGON: Duration of temporary disability pay-

ments is duration of disability.

TEXAS: Employers are not required to purchase

workers’ compensation insurance.

WEST VIRGINIA: State funded insurer is the exclu-

sive workers’ compensation insurer in West Virginia.

Additional Resources

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law. West Group, 1998.

Organizations

U. S. Department of Labor

200 Constitution Avenue NW

Washington, DC 20210 USA

Phone: (866) 487-2365

URL: www.dol.gov
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Background

The concept of land estates in American law arose

out of the feudal system in England which consisted

of present interests and future interests in estates

which were parcels of land. These concepts devel-

oped into the modern law of possessory rights.

Forms of Title

Fee Simple

The most common form of ownership, when a

homeowner purchases a home, is the fee simple ab-

solute. The holder of a title in fee simple has full pos-

sessory rights now and in the future for an infinite

duration. There are no limitations on its inheritabili-

ty. The holder of the estate can sell the entire estate

or any part of it and dispose of it by will at time of

death. When a condominium or townhouse is pur-

chased, the owner typically purchases the residential

unit in fee simple and obtains the right to use the

common areas. Each unit has its own tax bill, deed,

mortgage and ownership rights but shares in the

maintenance of the common areas.

Joint Tenancy with Right of Survivorship

In this type of title each owner holds an undivided

share of the estate. There is a right of survivorship

which means on the death of one joint owner, the

surviving owner or owners retain an undivided right

to the entire estate, which is not subject to the rights

of the heirs of the deceased co-owner. 

Tenancy in Common

In a title held as a tenancy in common, each

owner has an undivided interest in the entire proper-

ty. Each tenant has the right to possession of the

whole property. There is no right of survivorship.

Each tenant has a distinct proportionate interest in

the property, which passes by succession. There is

a presumption that a conveyance to two or more per-

sons is a tenancy in common.

Tenancy in the Entirety

This is a marital estate, which can only be created

between a husband and wife. It is similar to a joint
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tenancy except that the right of survivorship cannot

be destroyed, since severance by one tenant is not

possible. An existing marriage is requisite for a tenan-

cy by the entirety. In many states there is a presump-

tion that a tenancy by the entirety is created in any

conveyance to a husband and wife. This type of title

is considered somewhat archaic and the majority of

states have abolished this type of tenancy, favoring

instead that the couple take title to the property as

joint tenants with right of survivorship. 

Obtaining Title to Property

A purchaser of real estate has the right to receive

a clear, marketable title to the property being pur-

chased absent an agreement to the contrary. In most

jurisdictions, a buyer obtains a title examination
and title insurance through a title company. If the

purchase is financed through a bank, the bank will

require title insurance to protect the bank against

loss resulting from claims by third parties against the

real estate. In some states, attorneys offer title insur-

ance as part of their services in examining title and

providing a title opinion. The attorney’s fee may in-

clude the title insurance premium. In other states, a

title insurance company or title agent directly pro-

vides the title insurance. A lender’s title insurance

policy will not protect a purchaser. The purchaser

must buy an owner’s policy in order to obtain protec-

tion, and doing so is generally less expensive if ac-

quired at the same time and with the same insurer

as the bank’s policy.

Banks and title insurance companies often require

a survey to mark the boundaries of the property. A

survey is a drawing of the property showing the pe-

rimeter boundaries and the location of any buildings

or structures on the property. The total cost of a title

insurance policy varies depending on several factors

including, the amount insured and the searches re-

quested. 

The actual transfer of title to real property typical-

ly occurs via a deed at the closing of the transaction.

There are various types of deeds:

• Quitclaim Deeds: These deeds contain no

covenants by the grantor. These are typically

used when two owners hold title to a prop-

erty and one owner releases the other, per-

haps due to sale of the property or a di-
vorce of the parties.

• Warranty Deeds: These deeds contain cove-

nant or warranties from the grantor, includ-

ing that the grantor has the right to convey

the property and that there are no encum-

brances on the property. A general warran-
ty deed warrants title against defects arising

before as well as during the time the grantor

has title. A special warranty deed contains

the same covenants, but only warrants

against defects arising during the time the

grantor has title.

A deed must be in writing and should clearly iden-

tify the parties and the land involved. In order to pro-

tect a purchaser or lender from the subsequent

rights of third parties over the real estate, it is essen-

tial to record the relevant documents by filing in a

county recording office. Significant differences with

regard to recording procedures and requirements

exist from county to county. Most recording statutes

provide that the deed must be acknowledged before

a notary public to be recorded.

In addition to putting others on notice regarding

ownership of the property, recording also tracks

chain of title. When title insurance is purchased, the

title insurer checks the chain of title to determine

whether any defects occurred in prior conveyances

and transfers. Such defects can then be put right or

excluded from coverage.

Ownership of Land by Aliens

The regulation of the rights to hold real property

of individuals who are not citizens of the United

States is left to the states. Generally, any alien or non-

national may take, hold, convey and devise real prop-

erty. There are not many federal restrictions on non-

nationals owning or investing in real property in the

United States.

Forms of Leaseholds

A leasehold is an estate in land with an ascertain-

able period of possession. The tenant has a present

possessory interest in the premises, and the land-

lord/owner has a future interest. When a tenant signs

a lease, the type of right that tenant has in the prop-

erty is known as a leasehold.

Periodic Tenancy

This is a tenancy for a term of successive periods

such as year-to-year or month-to-month. There is no

definite termination date, and it continues until ter-

minated by either the landlord or tenant. It is termi-
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nated by proper notice, which is usually statutorily

prescribed. This tenancy may be created by express

written agreement, by oral agreement, or by opera-

tion of law. 

Tenancy at Will

The landlord and tenant both have the right to

terminate the tenancy at will. The parties must have

an agreement or understanding that either party can

terminate at any time. The tenancy has no stated du-

ration and lasts as long as the landlord and tenant de-

sire. In most states, the acceptance by the landlord

of regular rent will cause the courts to consider the

tenancy to be a periodic tenancy. No notice is re-

quired to terminate a tenancy at will at common
law. However, in most states, statutes require notice

of termination to be given at least one month in ad-

vance. 

Tenancy for Years

This tenancy continues for a fixed period of time

and has certain beginning and termination dates.

Since the parties know when the tenancy will end,

the term expires at the end of the period without no-

tice required by either party. 

Holdover Tenant

A tenant who was lawfully in possession of a lease-

hold and stays too long at the end of the tenancy is

called a tenant at sufferance, commonly known as a

holdover tenant. This tenancy lasts until the tenant

is evicted or until the landlord elects to hold the ten-

ant to an additional term.

Partition Actions

If two or more people who own a property as ten-

ants in common or if people who are not married to

each other own a property as joint tenants with right

of survivorship develop a dispute concerning the

property, any owner may bring a partition action

with the court to get the property divided between

owners. While the lawsuit is pending, all owners will

have equal access to and interest in the property.

This arrangement applies regardless of whether the

mortgage is in one owner’s name or the name of all

owners.

Boundary Disputes

Identifying Property Boundaries

If a survey was done when at the time of the pur-

chase of the property, the survey should reflect the

boundary lines. Prior to erecting a fence on a bound-

ary line, an updated survey could be ordered which

reflects the accurate boundary lines. This may be im-

possible, due to perhaps the age of the property or

the wording of the deed. (Some older deeds can con-

tain legal descriptions such as ‘‘52 feet from the bend

in the stream’’ on a piece of land, which has only a

dry riverbed where a stream once existed.) In such

a situation, the owner may file a quiet title lawsuit

and request the judge determine the boundary lines

of the property. This procedure is generally more ex-

pensive than a survey due to the legal filing fees. An-

other perfectly acceptable alternative is for adjacent

property owners to agree on a physical object, such

as a fence, which could serve as the boundary line

between the properties. Each owner would then sign

a quitclaim deed to the other, granting the neighbor

ownership to any land on the other side of the line

both owners had agreed upon.

Adverse Possession Issues

If the piece of property in dispute has been used

by someone other than the owner for a number of

years, the doctrine of adverse possession may apply.

State laws vary with respect to time requirements;

however, typically, the possession by the non-owner

needs to be open, notorious, and under a claim of

right. In some states, the non-owner must also pay

the property taxes on the occupied land. A permis-

sive use of property eliminates the ability to claim ad-

verse possession.

Fences

Local fence ordinances usually regulate height

and location, and sometimes the material used and

appearance. Residents of subdivisions are often sub-

ject to even stricter Homeowners’ Association re-

strictions. In residential areas, local rules typically re-

strict backyard fences to a height of six feet and front

yards to a height of four feet. Exceptions exist and a

landowner can seek a variance if there is a need for

a higher fence. While some jurisdictions have specif-

ic aesthetic zoning rules with respect to fences, as

long as a fence complies with local laws it cannot be

taken down simply because it is ugly. In fact, unless

the property owners agree otherwise, fences on a

boundary line belong to both owners when both are

using the fence. Both owners are responsible for

keeping the fence in good repair, and neither may

remove it without the other’s permission. In the

event that trees or other vegetation hangs over the

fence, most states agree that the property owner may

cut tree limbs and remove roots where they cross

over the property line, provided that such pruning
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will not damage the basic health and welfare of the

tree.

Trees

Sometimes disputes arise between neighbors

when trees belonging to one property owner fall on

and damage or destroy adjacent property. In such

cases, the tree owner is only responsible for damage

if some failure to maintain the tree contributed to

the damage. If the damage was solely the result of a

thunderstorm or act of God, the tree owner will not

be responsible as the damage could not have been

foreseen. If, however, the tree owner allows the tree

to grow so that it uproots the fence, it would be con-

sidered an encroachment onto the adjacent prop-

erty. In that instance, the tree owner would be re-

quired to remove the offending tree. Leaves, bean

pods, or acorns which fall off and end up on adjacent

property are considered a natural occurrence and

are the responsibility of the landowner on whose

property they ultimately come to rest.

Animals

In the old courts of England, the owner of live-

stock was held strictly liable for any damages to per-

son or property done by the livestock straying onto

the property of another. The mere fact that they

strayed and damaged crops, other livestock or per-
sonal property was sufficient to hold the owner lia-

ble for the injuries inflicted by cattle, sheep, goats,

and horses. This strict liability position made sense

in the confines of a small island such as England, but

in the United States with herds of livestock wander-

ing over vast expanses of land, a different process de-

veloped. The legislatures enacted statutes which pro-

vided that livestock were free to wander and that the

owner was not responsible for damage inflicted by

those livestock unless they entered land enclosed by

a legal fence. These became known as open range

laws. Subsequently, certain states reversed the open

range laws and required the owners of livestock to

fence in their livestock. This position was similar to

the common law position, only instead of strict liabil-

ity, the livestock owner could be held liable only

upon a showing that the livestock escaped due to the

owner’s negligence.

Additional Resources

Modern Law of Deeds to Real Property. Natelson, Robert,
Aspen Law, 1992.

Neighbor Law: Fences, Trees, Boundaries and Noise. Jor-
dan, Cora, Nolo Law, 2001.

Organizations

American Land Title Association

1828 L Street, NW

Washington, DC 20036-5104 USA

Phone: (800) 787-ALTA

Fax: (888) FAX-ALTA

URL: http://www.alta.org/

American Society for Photogrammetry &
Remote Sensing

5410 Grosvenor Lane, Suite 210

Bethesda, MD 20814-2160 USA

URL: http://www.asprs.org/

National Society of Professional Surveyors
(NSPS)

6 Montgomery Village Avenue, Suite #403

Gaithersburg, MD 20879 USA

Phone: (240) 632-9716

E-Mail: info@acsm.net

URL: http://www.acsm.net
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Background

Most people borrow money in order to purchase

their home. A loan for this purpose is commonly

called a home loan or mortgage. The term mort-

gage originates from two Latin words. The first,

‘‘mort’’ is from the Latin word for death. The second,

‘‘gage’’ means pledge or promise. The word ‘‘mort-

gage’’ literally means ‘‘dead promise.’’ While this

may seem nonsensical at first, it actually makes

sense: the property was considered forfeited or

‘‘dead’’ to the borrower if the loan were not repaid.

Similarly, once the loan was satisfied, the promise it-

self was dead or unenforceable.

Typically, a mortgage is secured by a lien on the

property. The mortgagor is the party transferring the

interest in land. The mortgagee is the provider of the

loan. A mortgage is paid in installments that include

both interest and a payment on the principle amount

borrowed. With respect to which entity has title to

the property, a number of possibilities exist. Under

the title theory, title to the security interest rests with

the mortgagee. Most states follow the lien theory

under which the legal title remains with the mortga-

gor unless there is foreclosure. The intermediate

theory applies the lien theory until there is a default
on the mortgage whereupon the title theory applies.

Types of Mortgages

A mortgage involves the transfer of an interest in

land as security for a loan. The mortgagor and the

mortgagee generally have the right to transfer or as-

sign their respective interest in the mortgage. Stan-

dard contract and property law provisions govern

the transfer or assignment of any interest. There are

several different types of mortgages available.

Fixed Rate Mortgage

A fixed rate mortgage carries an interest rate that

will be set at the inception of the loan and remain
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constant for the length of the mortgage. A 30-year

mortgage will have a rate that is fixed for all 30 years.

At the end of the 30th year, if payments have been

made on time, the loan is fully paid off. To a borrow-

er the advantage is that the rate will remain constant

and the monthly payment will remain the same

throughout the life of the loan. The lender is taking

the risk that interest rates will rise and it will carry a

loan at below market interest rates for some or part

of the 30 years. Because of this there is usually a

higher interest rate on a fixed rate loan than the ini-

tial rate and payments on adjustable rate or balloon

mortgages. If the rates fall, homeowners can pay off

the loan by refinancing the house at the then lower

interest rate.

Adjustable Rate Mortgage

An adjustable rate mortgage (ARM) provides a

fixed initial interest rate and a fixed initial monthly

payment for a short period of time. With an ARM,

after the initial fixed period, which can be anywhere

from six months to six years, both the interest rate

and the monthly payments adjust on a regular basis

to reflect the then current market interest. Some

ARMs may be subject to adjustment every three

months while others may be adjusted once a year.

Also, some ARMs limit the amount that the rates can

change. While an ARM usually carries a lower initial

interest rate and lower initial monthly payment, the

purchaser is taking the risk that rates may rise in the

future.

Owner Carryback and Financing

An alternative form of financing, usually a last re-

sort for those who cannot qualify for other mort-

gages, is owner financing or owner carryback. The

owner finances or ‘‘carries’’ all or part of the mort-

gage. Owner financing often involves balloon mort-

gage payments, since the monthly payments are fre-

quently interest only. A balloon mortgage has a fixed

interest rate and fixed monthly payment, but after a

fixed period of time, such as five or ten years, the

whole balance of the loan becomes due at once. This

means that the buyer must either pay the balloon

loan off in cash or refinance the loan at current mar-

ket rates.

Home Equity Loan

A home equity loan is usually used by homeown-

ers to borrow some of the equity in the home. Doing

so may raise the monthly housing payment consider-

ably. More and more lenders are offering home equi-

ty lines of credit. The interest may be tax deductible
because the debt is secured by a home. A home equi-

ty line of credit is a form of revolving credit secured

by a home. Many lenders set the credit limit on a

home equity line by taking a percentage of the

home’s appraised value and subtracting from that

the balance owed on the existing mortgage. In deter-

mining the credit limit, the lender will also consider

other factors to determine the homeowner’s ability

to repay the loan. Many home equity plans set a fixed

period during which money can be borrowed. Some

lenders require payment in full of any outstanding

balance at the end of the period.

Home equity lines of credit usually have variable

rather than fixed interest rates. The variable rate

must be based on a publicly available index such as

the prime rate published in major daily newspapers

or a U. S. Treasury bill rate. The interest rate for bor-

rowing under the home equity line will change in ac-

cordance with the index. Most lenders set the inter-

est rate at the value of the index at a particular time

plus a margin, such as 3 percentage points. The cost

of borrowing is tied directly to the value of the index.

Lenders sometimes offer a temporarily discounted

interest rate for home equity lines. This is a rate that

is unusually low and may last for a short introductory

period of merely a few months.

The cost of setting up a home equity line of credit

typically includes a fee for a property appraisal, an

application fee, fees for attorneys, title search,

mortgage preparation and filing fees, property and

title insurance fees, and taxes. There may also be

recurring maintenance fees for the account or a

transaction fee every time there is a draw on the

credit line. It might cost a significant amount of

money to establish the home equity line of credit, al-

though interest savings can justify the cost of estab-

lishing and maintaining the line.

The federal Truth in Lending Act requires lenders

to disclose the important terms and costs of their

home equity plans, including the APR, miscellaneous

charges, the payment terms, and information about

any variable-rate feature. If the home involved is a

principal dwelling, the Truth in Lending Act allows 3

days from the day the account was opened to cancel

the credit line. This right allows the borrower to can-

cel for any reason by informing the lender in writing

within the 3-day period. The lender must then cancel

its security interest in the property and return all

fees.

Second Mortgage

A second mortgage provides a fixed amount of

money repayable over a fixed period. In most cases
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the payment schedule calls for equal payments that

will pay off the entire loan within the loan period. A

second mortgage differs from a home equity loan in

that it is not a line of credit, but rather a more tradi-

tional type of loan. The traditional second mortgage

loan takes into account the interest rate charged plus

points and other finance charges. The annual per-
centage rate for a home equity line of credit is

based on the periodic interest rate alone. It does not

include points or other charges. 

Reverse Mortgage

A reverse mortgage works much like traditional

mortgages, only in reverse. It allows homeowners to

convert the equity in a home into cash. A reverse

mortgage permits retired homeowners who own

their home and have paid all of their mortgage to

borrow against the value of their home. The lender

pays the equity to the homeowner in either pay-

ments or a lump sum. Unlike a standard home equity

loan, no repayment is due until the home is no lon-

ger used as a principal residence, a sale of the home,

or death of the homeowner.

Deed of Trust

A Deed of Trust is similar to a mortgage, with

one important exception. If the borrower breaches

the agreement to pay off the loan, the foreclosure

process is typically much quicker and less complicat-

ed than the formal mortgage foreclosure process.

While a mortgage involves a relationship between

the borrower/homeowner and the bank/lender, a

Deed of Trust involves the homeowner, the lender,

and a title insurance company. The title insurance

company holds legal title to the real estate until the

loan is paid in full, at which time the title company

transfers the property title to the homeowner.

Escrow

An escrow company or agent is an independent

third party who handles aspects of the purchase and

related loan transaction. The escrow company will

often hold the down payment until the closing, re-

ceive the amount of the loan from the lender, trans-

fer the down payment and mortgage money to the

seller, transfer and record the deed of title to the

buyer or title company, and make sure the lender is

protected by filing and recording the mortgage with

the local county recorder of deeds. In some states

the escrow functions are handled by a licensed title

insurance company or an escrow company, while in

other states an attorney handles the transaction. The

purchase is said to be held in escrow pending certain

investigations, inspections, and contingencies.

Abstract of Title

An abstract is a document that a title insurance

company or, in some states, an attorney, will prepare

giving the history of the home. The document usual-

ly lists who owned the property all the way back to

its first original owner. The document will also dis-

close any liens or encumbrances on the title which

may affect whether lenders will provide a loan or

whether the new homeowner will want to take title

to the property.

Prepayment Penalty Clause

A prepayment penalty is a charge the borrower

pays when a mortgage is repaid before a certain peri-

od of time elapses. Not all lenders impose a prepay-

ment penalty. From a mortgage lender’s perspective

a prepayment penalty helps the lender at least re-

coup some or all of the significant expense it incurs

in putting a new loan on the books. If the loan is to

be repaid quickly due to a refinance, the lender may

have a significant loss. A prepayment penalty provi-

sion must be set out in the mortgage contract in

order for the lender to collect one.

Mortgage Contingency Clause

A mortgage contingency clause is a provision in

the home purchase contract that says that if the pro-

spective buyer cannot get a mortgage within a fixed

period of time, the buyer may cancel the entire trans-

action.

Types of Lenders

Mortgage Bankers and Brokers

A mortgage broker can submit a loan to many dif-

ferent lenders and typically has access to several

types of loan programs. A mortgage broker can shop

for the best and most competitive mortgage rates

and terms available tailored to meet a borrower’s

needs. Some charge processing or origination fees.

Mortgage bankers are lenders that are large enough

to originate loans and create pools of loans. Some

companies do not sell directly to those major inves-

tors but sell their loans to the mortgage bankers.

They often refer to themselves as mortgage bankers

as well.

Direct Lenders

A direct lender loans the money directly to the

borrower. Banks and credit unions are often direct

lenders.
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Secondary Market Lenders

Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA or

Fannie Mae), Government National Mortgage Associ-

ation (GNMA or Ginnie Mae) and Federal Home

Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC or Freddie

Mac) are all secondary market lenders. Many retail

lenders actually receive their funds from a secondary

market lender. These secondary lenders have assist-

ed the national mortgage market by allowing money

to move easily from state-to-state. The movement of

loan funds helps to avoid a situation where mort-

gages are only available in certain areas or states.

Also, the secondary lenders have established regula-

tions and guidelines that help the general public.

Defaults and Foreclosures

If a homeowner fails to make payments upon the

mortgage, the lender may foreclose on the property.

Foreclosure allows the mortgagee to declare that the

entire mortgage debt is due and must be paid imme-

diately. This action is accomplished through an ac-

celeration clause in the mortgage. Many states regu-

late acceleration clauses and allow late payments to

avoid foreclosure. Depending upon the terms and

agreements made in the mortgage contract, the

lender may do a statutory foreclosure or a judicial

foreclosure. A statutory foreclosure can be per-

formed without bringing a court action. The lender

does have to follow strict state regulations as to the

proper notices and opportunities to provide pay-

ment by the homeowner before a sale of the proper-

ty occurs. This procedure is relatively quick. If a judi-

cial foreclosure action is required, the lender must

file a complaint with the court system and go

through the litigation process to obtain the right to

foreclose on the property. In several state jurisdic-

tions, the homeowner is allowed the right to stay in

possession of the home until the foreclosure process

is finalized or a sale of the home occurs.

Since lenders want to avoid the cost of foreclo-

sure, the lender will sometimes work out an agree-

ment with the homeowner whose payments have

fallen behind. The lender may accept interest only

payments or partial payments for a while in order to

assist the homeowner. There are detailed regulations

regarding foreclosure procedures. Filing a Chapter 7

bankruptcy temporarily stalls a lender’s right to

foreclosure, until it gets court permission to go for-

ward with the foreclosure proceedings. Under a

Chapter 13 plan, it is possible for a homeowner to

make up the missed payments. Liens do not auto-

matically go away in any bankruptcy. A bankruptcy

discharge does not extinguish a lien on property.

Anti-Deficiency Laws

Some states have anti-deficiency laws which pro-

tect purchasers of residential real property used as

primary residence. If the purchaser fails to make the

mortgage payment the property is foreclosed and

title is obtained by the lender through a legal proce-

dure. The property is then typically sold to pay the

mortgage and a deficiency between the sale price

and the outstanding balance of the mortgage usually

exists. Under anti-deficiency laws, if the mortgage is

a purchase money mortgage for the purchase of a

dwelling occupied by the purchaser, the purchaser

will not be held responsible for any deficiency. The

lender can only recover the property and the pro-

ceeds of a subsequent sale. The purchaser does not

pay any deficit between the sale proceeds and the

outstanding loan balance. This allows the purchaser

to walk away from a property without owing a defi-

ciency judgment amount. Anti-deficiency laws typi-

cally provide no protection for second mortgages or

home equity lines. Also, there is no protection when

the property is not used as the primary residence of

the purchaser.

Mortgage Insurance

Private mortgage insurance and government

mortgage insurance protect the lender against de-

fault and enable the lender to make a loan which the

lender considers a higher risk. Lenders often require

mortgage insurance for loans where the down pay-

ment is less than 20% of the sales price. Mortgage in-

surance should not be confused with mortgage life,

credit life, or disability insurance, which are de-

signed to pay off a mortgage in the event of the bor-

rower’s death or disability.

With lender paid mortgage insurance (LPMI), the

lender purchases the mortgage insurance and pays

the premiums to the insurer. The borrower cannot

cancel LPMI or government mortgage insurance dur-

ing the life of the loan. However, it may be possible

to cancel private mortgage insurance at some point,

such as when the loan balance is reduced to a certain

amount.

Tax Credit

A mortgage interest credit is available for first-time

home buyers whose income is generally below the

median income for the area in which they live. The

credit is intended to help lower-income individuals
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afford home ownership. A tax credit is allowed each

year for part of the home mortgage interest paid. Any

mortgage interest deduction is reduced by the

amount of the credit taken. The interest on home

mortgages is typically tax deductible.

State Laws

ALASKA: Alaska has a broad form of anti-

deficiency statute that precludes a deficiency judg-

ment following the completion of a nonjudicial fore-

closure.

ARIZONA: Arizona’s anti-deficiency statutes pre-

vent a lender from suing a person for any losses on

a home after foreclosure. A person may not be sued

by the lender for property located on 2.5 acres or less

that is a single family residence or duplex. This provi-

sion is only applicable if the decrease in value is not

due to the home owner’s neglect. If a lender seeks

a deficiency judgment, it has 90 days after the sale of

the property to begin judicial proceedings to recover

any losses. Failure to do so may result in the lender’s

loss of its right to recover the deficiency. In the event

the property is something other than the foregoing,

a deficiency judgment may still be avoided by deed-

ing the property back to the lender prior to foreclo-

sure. This is known as a deed-in-lieu of foreclosure.

By accepting the deed, the lender is agreeing to ac-

cept the property for the amount that the borrower

owes, thus eliminating any potential deficiency.

However, when a person deeds the property back to

the lender, he or she may be taxed on the amount

of the deficiency that was forgiven by the lender. The

only exception to Arizona’s anti-deficiency statutes

are VA loans. VA is allowed to obtain a deficiency

judgment despite current state laws that prohibit

such actions.

CALIFORNIA: California’s anti-deficiency law ap-

plies only to funds used to purchase a residence. The

anti-deficiency law does not apply to additional fi-

nancing such as second mortgages or home-equity

loans. California requires foreclosure on real proper-

ty trust deeds and mortgages instead of a suit on the

note. No deficiency judgment is possible where the

seller takes back a purchase money note and deed

of trust as part of the sale financing. If a third-party

lender finances the purchase, the third party cannot

recover a deficiency judgment if that loan is given

and used for paying all or part of the purchase price,

is secured by the property purchased, is a property

for use by no more than four people, and is owner

occupied. A deficiency judgment is not available if

the lender forecloses by private sale by trustee in-

stead of a judicial foreclosure law suit. Federally

made or guaranteed loans are generally not subject

to the anti-deficiency laws of the state. V. A., FHA and

Small Business Administration loans may subject the

borrower to a deficiency judgment. A third-party refi-

nance of a purchase money loan is not a purchase

money loan and the buyer could be personally liable

for payment of the seller’s note after a judicial fore-

closure.

FLORIDA: In Florida, mortgages must be fore-

closed by filing a lawsuit in court. Florida is unusual

in that the state has passed few statues regulating

foreclosures. A sale can be set aside if there is an

error in the procedure to foreclose; however, it can-

not be set aside because of a too low sale price. After

the sale takes place, the sale terms must be con-

firmed by the court. If the terms of the sale order are

met, title in the buyer’s name can become complete

by filing a certificate of title. At the discretion of the

court, junior lien holders can redeem the property,

up to the time of the confirmation of the sale. The

equity of redemption is cut off when the sale is

confirmed, but it exists prior to that time. The bor-

rower can redeem the property from foreclosure by

curing the default prior to confirmation. Any action

for a deficiency must be filed within four years from

the foreclosure.

MASSACHUSETTES: Under the Massachusetts

Uniform Fraudulent Conveyance Act if the foreclo-

sure sale took place for less than market value, it

may be ruled to be a fraudulent conveyance. There-

fore the lender should have the property appraised

at the time of foreclosure. In Massachusetts, there

are two methods by which a mortgage may be fore-

closed. The lender may enter and take possession of

the premises and then wait three years for title to be-

come final in the name of the lender. The other

method is that the lender may complete a non-

judicial sale under a power of sale clause. Unless the

borrower can come up with enough money to pay

off the mortgage within three years, however, the

lender’s ownership becomes final and the borrow-

er’s right to redeem the property is cut off. Despite

this provision, the usual method of foreclosure is

through sale under a power of sale clause in the

mortgage. The sale must be conducted in accor-

dance with the requirements specified in the power

of sale clause. Notice of the foreclosure must be

given. There is no requirement for the borrower to

actually receive the notice, merely for the lender to

make a diligent effort to locate the borrower. If there
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is any money left from the foreclosure sale after pay-

ing off the lender, the surplus goes to the borrower.

A proper sale prevents the borrower from exercising

any right to reclaim the property through redemp-

tion. If the foreclosure sale proceeds are not enough

to pay off the lender, then the borrower is liable for

the deficiency.

NORTH DAKOTA: In North Dakota, a lawsuit may

be brought in district court for foreclosure or for sat-

isfaction of a mortgage on real estate. Prior to bring-

ing any lawsuit, the lender must give the borrower

advance notice. This notice must be sent no later

than 90 days before the suit is filed. The notice must

state a description of the real estate, the date and

amount of the mortgage, the amount due for princi-

pal, interest, and taxes. The notice must also state

the time period for redemption, which is either one

year, or, for small tracts with substantial balances and

the properly worded mortgages, six months. The no-

tice must be served by registered or certified mail ad-

dressed to the owner of record. If the borrower

brings in the missing payments any time within 30

days after receipt of the notice, the loan must be re-

instated. North Dakota law requires the lawsuit

paperwork to include several allegations that are un-

usual. First, North Dakota law requires the attorney

bringing the suit to hold a power of attorney to act

on behalf of the lender. Second, the lender must also

declare in the original lawsuit whether the lender will

pursue a deficiency judgment against the borrower

if the foreclosure sale does not bring in enough

money to pay off the outstanding loan balance. The

lender may not ask for a deficiency in the foreclosure

suit if it has already brought another suit just to col-

lect on the loan. If the borrower can bring in the

missed payments plus foreclosure costs before the

decree of sale is issued by the court, then the lend-

er’s lawsuit to foreclose must be dismissed. Whenev-

er the real estate is sold at foreclosure, the sheriff or

deputy must give the buyer a certificate of sale, and

at the expiration of the redemption time period, a

deed must be given to the buyer. Any cash surplus

from the sale, beyond that needed to pay off the

mortgage and the foreclosure costs, must be paid to

the borrower.

OREGON: Foreclosure in Oregon may be either

by court action or by advertisement and sale. The

borrower, or any junior lien holder, can cure the de-

fault prior to foreclosure. A deficiency judgment can-

not be obtained through a non-judicial deed of trust

foreclosure by advertisement. A person who was en-

titled to receive notice of the foreclosure but did not

receive it may sue to invalidate the foreclosure at any

time within five years of the sale. On a judicial fore-

closure, the borrower or a successor in interest may

redeem property within 180 days after sale.

SOUTH CAROLINA: South Carolina uses judicial

foreclosure. The lender must file a lawsuit and seek

either an order of sale or a judgment for the loan bal-

ance against the borrower or both. Deficiency judge-

ments are permitted. Within 30 days after the sale,

a borrower who was sued for a deficiency can apply

to the court for an order of appraisal. The defen-
dant appoints one appraiser, the judgment credi-
tor appoints another, and the judge appoints anoth-

er. If the appraised value is greater than what

remains owed on the loan, after subtracting the fore-

closure sale proceeds, then there is no deficiency.

However if it is less, then the borrower still gets cred-

it against the judgment for the higher appraised

value of the property.

TEXAS: Texas has laws which make foreclosure

easy. Deficiency judgments can only be for the differ-

ence between fair market value and the balance

owed on the loan. There is no right of redemption.

Additional Resources

All about Escrow and Real Estate Closings Gadow, Sandy,
Escrow Publishing Company, 1999.

How to Find a Home and Get a Mortgage on the Internet
Johnson, Randy, Wiley, John & Sons, Incorporated,
2000.

Owner Will Carry: How to Take Back a Note or Mortgage
without Being TakenBroadbent, Bill, Dry Bones Press,
2000.

Organizations

National Association of Mortgage Brokers

8201 Greensboro Drive, Suite 300

McLean, VA 22101 USA

Phone: (703) 610-9009

Fax: (703) 610-9005

Primary Contact: President, Joseph L. Falk

URL: http://www.namb.com

National Association of Mortgage Planners

3001 LBJ Freeway, Suite 110

Dallas, TX 75234 USA

Phone: (972) 241-0927

Fax: (972) 241-7046

URL: http://www.namp.org
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REAL ESTATE

CONDOMINIUMS/CO-OPS

Sections within this essay: 
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• Advantages of Condominiums and Co-ops

- Affordability

- Stability

• Disadvantages of Condominium and Co-op

Living

- Ongoing Costs

- Restrictions

• Conversions to Condominiums or Co-ops

- Example: Conversions in New York

• Buying a Condominium or Co-op

• Additional Resources

Background

While home ownership is a dream most people

aspire to, for some it is a difficult one to reach. As

housing costs continue to rise, the hope of affording

even what was once called a ‘‘starter home’’ seems

out of reach for many people. Many people see rent-

ing as a better alternative to buying, but renting pro-

vides no equity. The answer for people who want to

own their own home or who want equity but like the

convenience of apartment-type living is to purchase

a condominium or a cooperative apartment.

Condominiums and cooperatives are known

as common interest communities. All the common

space, including hallways and corridors, lobbies and

common rooms, and exterior grounds, are common-

ly owned or maintained by all the tenants in the de-

velopment. Although condominium ownership dif-

fers in significant ways for cooperative ownership,

both afford the buyer with the opportunity to

achieve equity at a relatively reasonable price with-

out giving up some of the amenities of apartment liv-

ing, such as on-site repair people.

Condominiums

Condominiums, also known as ‘‘condos,’’ offer

many of the same amenities as home ownership, ex-

cept that the development is managed by an ‘‘associ-

ation’’ that acts much like a cooperative’s board of

directors (see below). Individual owners of condo-

minium units share in ownership of common areas,

such as corridors and recreation rooms indoors and

courtyards outdoors. The association makes sure

that the common areas are kept in good repair.

There may be an on-site superintendent, or there

may be a maintenance crew on call.

Condominium sales are treated just like house

sales; the buyer secures a mortgage and on the day

of purchase signs an actual deed for the dwelling.

That deed does not grant the same level of owner-

ship that a deed to a house would provide. All the

buyer really owns is the air space within the unit. Be-

cause the common space is jointly held by all the res-

idents, they are restricted and often prohibited from

making any changes, even beneficial ones. Thus, a

condominium owner who wants to renovate indoors

can install new fixtures, tear out non-supporting

walls, even install a new kitchen or bathroom. That

same owner is probably not allowed to do any exteri-
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or painting or do any gardening outdoors, not even

moving a bush or planting a tree. (In some complex-

es, property is set aside for this purpose, but even

then any plantings must conform with the overall

character of the development.)

Condominiums can take many forms structurally.

They may be like regular apartments, or they may be

townhouses. In fact, many are converted apartment

houses or townhouse complexes. Some condomini-

um communities actually offer individual standalone

houses; these communities look like typical housing

tracts, but again the residents own only the air space

inside their homes. Even though each may have a fair

amount of property, that property is managed by the

association and not the individual owners.

Cooperatives (Co-ops)

A cooperative, more commonly known as a co-op,

is generally much more like apartment living that a

condo. A large number of co-op buildings actually

started out as rental buildings but were later convert-

ed. Co-ops are more restrictive than condominiums,

but they also offer residents greater say in several as-

pects of how the property is managed.

The owner of a co-op does not own his or her

unit. The co-op is a corporation, complete with a

corporate board of directors, and each resident is

a ‘‘shareholder.’’ Co-op buyers do not sign a deed.

Instead, they purchases shares of the corporation,

shares that include a lease granting use of a specific

unit. The number of shares owned is based on the

size of the unit.

The ‘‘mortgage’’ that one receives when making

a co-op purchase is not really a mortgage but rather

a loan to purchase shares. To all intents and pur-

poses, however, it functions as a mortgage.

In addition to the selling price for a co-op, there

is also a monthly maintenance fee for upkeep of the

property. It can include utilities, maintenance and re-

pairs, and property taxes. This fee can range from a

small amount to levels higher than mortgage pay-

ments. Parts of the maintenance fee may be tax de-
ductible.

Because they do not own their individual units,

co-op owners are generally not allowed to do any-

thing inside their apartments beyond simple mainte-

nance. A co-op owner cannot put in a new kitchen

or bathroom or tear down any walls. In this regard,

co-op living is very much like apartment living. The

positive side of this is that residents are not responsi-

ble for making their own repairs; the on-site mainte-

nance crew or superintendent handle those.

Advantages of Condominiums and Co-ops

Why choose to live in a condominium or a co-op

over renting or private home ownership? There are

a number of reasons, and ultimately the answer de-

pends on a person’s circumstances and goals.

Affordability

A renter who wishes to build equity in his or her

home but who has no desire to incur the responsibil-

ities of maintaining a home may choose condomini-

um or co-op ownership because it provides many of

the same maintenance services as a rental unit

would. A single person who wishes to own property

but who cannot afford a house may turn to the gen-

erally more reasonable condominium or co-op mar-

ket. Older homeowners who wish to give up what

has become a large and unwieldy house but who

have no desire to spend their equity on a rental unit

often see condominiums or co-ops as an attractive al-

ternative.

Although condominium and co-op owners are re-

sponsible for the maintenance in their own units

(more so for co-op owners), the comfort of knowing

that someone else will do the landscaping, the exteri-

or painting, and the snow removal is often more than

enough to make this option more attractive than

home ownership.

Stability

Condominiums and co-ops also offer more stabili-

ty than apartment houses. In years past, people

moved into apartment houses and stayed for many

years; they would start with a small apartment, move

to a larger one in the same building as their family

grew, and move back into a smaller one when their

children had moved out. Today, most people who

live in apartments do not stay long. This may be the

result of higher rents, or it may be because apart-

ment houses are often maintained with less than stel-

lar reliability. A condominium or co-op offers a

stronger sense of community to residents because

they are owners; they are less likely to move after

only a few years. Also, because they are owners, they

will probably assume more responsibility in making

sure the common areas are well-maintained.
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Disadvantages of Condominium and
Co-op Living

For all their advantages, condominiums also have

a number of disadvantages that should make poten-

tial buyers weigh their decision carefully.

Ongoing Costs

A condominium or co-op owner has to pay not

only a monthly mortgage but also the maintenance

fee. In an expensive unit, this can run into thousands

of dollars over the course of a year. Granted, some

of that is probably tax deductible, and the money

goes for maintenance and other common costs. Nev-

ertheless, some people see the combination mort-

gage/maintenance fee as similar to paying double

rent. Thus, the older couple who wants to trade their

large house for a small co-op might find the various

costs prohibitively expensive when they are all added

up.

Because many condominium and co-op buildings

are older, converted apartment houses, chances are

that maintenance and repair costs will be quite high.

For the condominium owner, this means higher re-

pair costs within his or her own unit. For the co-op

owner, this means higher monthly fees to pay for re-

pairs throughout the building.

Restrictions

The extent of restrictions in condominiums de-

pends on the layout of the development. If the devel-

opment consists of free-standing homes or town-

houses, residents may have a fair amount of leeway

as far as landscaping, for example. For buildings, the

restrictions will probably be more comprehensive

and more carefully enforced.

Restrictions in co-ops are far more all-

encompassing. Co-op residents who wish to sell

their unit, or rather, their shares, often find that the

co-op bylaws are extremely strict about whom they

can sell to. People who fail to meet a minimum in-

come may be ineligible to live in a particular co-op,

even if they have enough money to make the pur-

chase. For that matter, co-op apartments in wealthy

neighborhoods will sometimes refuse to sell to ce-

lebrities, citing their fear that the presence of a celeb-

rity will draw too many fans and other celebrities to

the building.

Co-op subletting is also subject to significant re-

strictions. Some co-ops only allow a set number of

subleases per year. Thus, a person who has been

transferred to another state will need to seek approv-

al to sell the co-op or to sublet it, and that approval

may not be forthcoming.

Particularly in co-ops, the board of directors

wields considerable power; often the only way to

gain some influence within the development is to

join the board. The politics involved in decision-

making is literally brought home to co-op residents,

and many do not enjoy the experience.

Because many people are unwilling to put up with

the restrictions found in condominium and co-op

communities, it can be much harder to find a buyer

to begin with. Condominiums and co-ops do not rise

in value the same way houses do, so while they pre-

serve equity they do not build as much as a private

home would.

Conversions to Condominiums or Co-ops

It is not uncommon for rental buildings to be con-

verted to condominiums or co-ops; in fact, most of

the older buildings that are condominium or co-op

developments started out as rentals.

Frequently the first sign that a building’s owner is

considering a conversion is a series of improvements

to the building—new windows, new kitchens and

bathrooms, redecorated common space (corridors,

lobby). The sponsor of the conversion (usually but

not necessarily the owner) will contact all the tenants

and give them the opportunity to purchase their own

units, usually for a good price. If enough tenants de-

cide to take the sponsor up on the offer, the conver-

sion can go through. Although there is a fairly low

minimum number, sponsors like to get as high a per-

centage of tenants to buy in as possible, because it

means more money to pay for upkeep and keep

maintenance fees down.

Example: Conversions in New York

In New York City and some of its outlying sub-

urbs, many rental apartment buildings are subject to

rent regulation laws that prohibit landlords from rais-

ing rents beyond a certain percentage. Buildings con-

structed before 1974 are subject to rent stabilization,

which allows only small increases each time the lease

is renewed (every year or every two years). Buildings

constructed before 1974 may be protected under

rent control laws that further restrict the amount of

rental increases. Rent-controlled and rent-stabilized

tenants have a legal right to have their leases re-

newed as long as they are paying their rent on time

and as long as the apartment is their primary resi-
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dence. If a rental building is converted to a condo-

minium or co-op, these tenants are still allowed to

stay in their apartments.

Clearly for a building seeking a conversion from

rental to co-op, it would be important to convince a

reasonably high percentage of tenants to buy in. Oth-

erwise, the renters would continue to pay their artifi-

cially low rents (they do not have to pay monthly

maintenance fees) while shareholders would have to

pick up more of the common costs. Since it only re-

quires 15 percent of the current tenants to approve

a co-op conversion, this could leave the sponsor of

the conversion (often the landlord) with carrying 85

percent of its units as rentals. (In most cases, apart-

ment house owners will wait until they have a much

higher percentage before they proceed with a co-op

conversion.)

Not surprisingly, many tenants choose to remain

renters because it costs less than buying. For elderly

tenants in particular, who have no need for the equi-

ty of an owned residence, continuing to rent may

make sense.

Rent-controlled apartments are deregulated as

soon as the tenant moves out, but rent- stabilized

apartments remain stabilized no matter how often

they change hands. Some apartment owners have

tried to ‘‘warehouse’’ apartments by not renting sta-

bilized apartments as they become available. The

fewer apartments rented when the co-op conversion

takes place, the fewer renters the building will have

to carry. The practice of warehousing apartments is

illegal.

Also illegal is trying to force renters to leave by

curtailing services to them or by harassing them.

Many co-op boards enact strict regulations in the

hope of driving away renters. Some of these restric-

tions, such as no-pets clauses, may be imposed with

the idea that renters with pets would rather leave

than give up their companions. While co-op boards

have a great deal of latitude when enacting rules or

guidelines, those guidelines cannot be unduly unfair

or onerous to the renters.

Buying a Condominium or Co-op

People interested in condominium or co-op own-

ership should pay close attention to a number of fac-

tors at each development they visit:

• They should ask about the financial condi-

tion of the association or corporation that

manages the property. They may request a

copy of the latest financial statements and

budgets. They can find out about the ratio

of owners to renters, the stability of the

maintenance fees, and recent unit sales.

• They should find out whether there are any

pending lawsuits against the development.

Builders, neighbors, and even former own-

ers might have filed suit. If anyone did, they

can find out why and find out the outcome.

• They should ask about the bylaws and the

restrictions. If they are particularly strict,

prospective buyers may not wish to pur-

chase a home there. Even if they have no

trouble with the restrictions, potential sub-

sequent buyers might when it comes time to

sell later on.

• Prospective buyers should hire an inspector

to check the structural condition of the

building (including electrical, heat, and

plumbing). They should find out the condi-

tion of the roof and the common areas. Also,

they need to find out about how soundproof

the building is.

• Prospective buyers should talk to current or

former owners if possible. They may be able

to find out from the owners what are the

pros and cons of the development in ques-

tion—what they like and what they wish

they could change.

Condominium and co-op ownership is not for ev-

eryone. If people think it will meet their needs, how-

ever, they will do themselves an enormous favor sim-

ply by making a checklist of the items above and

being prepared when it comes time to discuss an ac-

tual deal.

Additional Resources

The Co-op Bible: Everything You Need to Know About Co-
ops and Condos Shapiro, Sylvia, St. Martin’s Griffin,
1998.

How to Buy a House, Condo, or Co-op Thomsett, Michael
C., and the Editors of Consumer Reports. Consumer Re-
ports Books, 1996.

Keys to Purchasing a Condo or Co-op Friedman, Jack P.,
and Jack C. Harris. Barron’s Education Series, 2000. 
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Organizations

National Association of Realtors

P. O. Box 10598

Chicago, IL 60610 USA

Phone: (800) 874-6500

Fax: (312) 329-5960

URL: http://www.realtor.org

Primary Contact: Terrence M. McDermott, CEO

Urban Homesteading Assistance Board

120 Wall Street, 20th Floor

New York, NY 10005 USA

Phone: (212) 479-3300

URL: http://www.uhab.org

Primary Contact: Andrew Reicher, Executive

Director

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)

451 Seventh Street, SW

Washington, DC 20410 USA

Phone: (202) 708-1112

Fax: (202) 708-1455 (TTY)

URL: http://www.hud.gov

Primary Contact: Mel Martinez, HUD Secretary
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Background

A lien is a claim to property for the payment of

a debt, typically one connected to the property. Be-

cause a lien is something that is filed with the local

recorder’s office, it can be a powerful legal tool. It is

a public record, available to anyone, that alleges a

valid, unpaid debt against the specific real estate

named in the lien.

There are several types of liens, all of which could

cloud the title and prevent the seller from conveying

marketable title to the buyer. In some states, a mort-
gage is regarded as a lien, not a complete transfer of

title, and if not repaid the debt is recovered by fore-
closure and sale of the real estate. Real estate can

also be affected by liens for federal income taxes. Ad-

ditionally, liens can be placed on property for the

non-payment of real estate taxes and special assess-

ments, including homeowners’ association dues.

Contractors, subcontractors, material suppliers, and

laborers can place liens against property for the value

of work or materials installed on that property. The

filing requirements and statutes of limitation for

these liens vary according to the law of each state. 

The word lien, derived from the French, means

‘‘knot or binding.’’ The person to whom the debt is

owed, the one who binds the property, is known as

the lien holder. In certain circumstances, the lien

holder may foreclose on the property if the debt is

not paid in full. Liens can generally be removed by

the payment of the amount owed. This payment can

occur at any time up to and including the stage at

which the closing documents for the sale of the

property are signed.

Types of Liens

Contractor’s Lien

A contractor’s lien, often known as a mechanic’s

lien, or a construction lien, is a claim made by con-

tractors or subcontractors who have performed work

on a property who have not yet been paid. A supplier

of materials delivered to the job may also file a me-

chanic’s lien. In some states, professionals such as ar-

chitects, engineers, and surveyors may also be enti-

tled to file a lien for services rendered.

The priority of liens on a construction project

does not depend upon the time of completion of the

particular job, but rather everything relates back to

the first visible commencement of the work. This
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stipulation means the final work, such as painting, is

equal in priority to the initial work of laying a cement

foundation. Therefore, during the entire work of

construction, the owner must obtain lien releases or

waivers of lien from each subcontractor and mate-

rial supplier. Without these waivers or releases the

real estate is subject to liens of all the subcontractors,

even if the general contractor, though paid in full,

fails to pay the subcontractors.

In some states, contractors and subcontractors

must notify the property owner prior to filing a lien,

but in other states such liens can be filed without any

notification to the owner. Lien claimants who are

contractors or subcontractors are protected under

this legal doctrine because all their materials and

labor are ‘‘buried’’ in the real estate, having become

part of it. Unlike mortgage liens, however, the liens

of these claimants cannot force a foreclosure.

Divorce Liens

In a divorce, one party may be awarded the right

to live in the marital house. When that spouse sells

the property, the ex-spouse may be entitled to half

of the equity. That ex-spouse could file a lien to en-

sure receipt of his or her share of the sales proceeds.

In some states, although a lien is not part of a divorce

proceeding, it can be placed on property of parents

for unpaid child support payments.

Judgment Liens

A judgment lien can be filed if an actual judgment

in a lawsuit is obtained from a court. Such cases in-

clude failure to pay a debt, including credit cards,

bank loans, or deficiency judgements on repos-

sessed vehicles. In some circumstances, judgments

can be enforced by sale of property until the amount

due is satisfied.

Homeowners’ Association Liens

Homeowners’ Association Liens are commonly

filed against property when Homeowner Association

Dues assessed against that property are not paid on

time. When a house or condominium belonging to

a homeowners’ association sells, the title or escrow
company will request a certificate of payment from

the homeowners’ association to be sure that all due

and assessments have been paid and are current. If

these payments have not been made, the dues will

need to be brought current at the time the closing

transaction papers are signed.

Federal Tax Liens

A tax lien can sometimes be placed on a property

for past taxes due to the government by the taxpayer/

owner. In order for a Federal Tax Lien to be filed by

the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the IRS must file

a Notice of Federal Tax Lien. Prior to even filing a no-

tice, however, the IRS must do all of the following:

• The IRS must determine and assess the exact

amount of tax liability

• The IRS must send the taxpayer a notice and

demand for payment

• The taxpayer must neglect or refuse to fully

pay the liability within 10 days of the notice

and demand

If the taxpayer pays the lien or posts a bond guar-

anteeing payment, the IRS must issue a Release of

the Notice of Federal Tax Lien within 30 days. A lien

will release automatically if the IRS does not refile the

lien before the time expires to legally collect the tax.

A taxpayer may sue the federal government for dam-

ages if the IRS knowingly or negligently fails to re-

lease a Notice of Federal Tax Lien provided the tax-

payer first exhausts all administrative appeals within

the IRS and the suit is filed within two years from the

date the IRS should have released the lien.

A taxpayer can also get a Lien Release by entering

into an installment agreement with the IRS to satis-

fy the liability. Finally, the IRS can withdraw a filed

Notice of Tax Lien if the withdrawal will facilitate col-

lection of the tax or if it is determined by the IRS that

the withdrawal would be in the best interest of both

the taxpayer and the government.

A Federal Tax Lien is incorrect and may be ap-

pealed if any of the following occurs:

• The taxpayer paid the entire amount owed

before the lien was filed

• The IRS assessed the tax and filed the lien

when the taxpayer was in bankruptcy and

subject to the automatic stay during bank-

ruptcy (although the bankruptcy filing may

not absolve the taxpayer of the tax liability,

the filing of the lien during that time would

not be permissible)

• The IRS made a procedural, administrative,

or mathematical error in making an assess-

ment

• The statute of limitations had expired

prior to the time the IRS filed the lien

Equitable Liens

An equitable lien is a legal fiction created by courts

in certain circumstances in which justice may require
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the creation of a lien. Courts of equity have the

power to create so-called equitable liens on property

to correct some injustice. For example, a person who

lived on the property and contributed a substantial

amount to the improvement of the property may be

able to, with the assistance of the court, obtain a lien

on the property by suing for a constructive trust. 

Lien Releases

People having a home built can require contrac-

tors and subcontractors to provide lien releases or

waivers as part of a written project contract. The con-

tract can mandate a lien release be issued before the

contractor receives payment for services, in which

case it is called a lien waiver. If payments are made

to a general contractor in stages for work performed

by subcontractors, the homeowner can obtain lien

releases from the various subcontractors as their part

of the project is completed.

Sometimes, construction loan documents drafted

by a bank may indicate that the bank will obtain lien

releases, but the bank may do this solely for its own

benefit. Therefore, the property owner’s requiring

lien releases should be clearly stated and indepen-

dent of any agreement made by or with the bank.

Often contractors will have waiver and release

forms available. If not, sample waivers and releases

can usually be obtained from local or state consum-
er protection organizations. In addition to signed

lien releases, those building homes should keep re-

cords of what has been paid to contractors, which

contractors worked on the job site and when. Unfor-

tunately, unethical contractors can easily file fraudu-
lent liens for incorrect amounts. Accurate record

keeping can help the homeowner ensure lien re-

leases from all necessary parties.

Lien Waivers

Although the terms lien waiver and lien release

seem to be interchangeable, a release demonstrates

completion and payment, so as to prove any claim

has been satisfied, while a waiver demonstrates a re-

linquishment of a known right. Waivers are typically

obtained prior to commencement of any work,

whereas releases are subsequently obtained. Waivers

of lien must be in writing, give a sufficient descrip-

tion of the real estate, and be signed by the one with

authority to file or claim a lien. No payment needs

to be made in advance if the subcontractor agrees to

release the land from the lien and rely only on the

credit of the owner or general contractor for pay-

ment of the debt.

Discharging Liens

Liens can be discharged after a certain length of

time. Therefore, if a property owner is in no hurry

to sell the property, and the lien holder is not seek-

ing to foreclose, it may make sense to do nothing

and wait until the lien expires. If the lien is not re-

newed, the cloud on the title will no longer exist. If

a person pays and satisfies a lien in order to have it

discharged, it is imperative that a written, legally suf-

ficient release or satisfaction be obtained and re-

corded in the appropriate government office. Doing

so ensures clear title to the property. 

State Rules Regarding Contractor’s Liens

ALABAMA: All potential lienors, with the excep-

tion of an original contractor (a contractor with a di-

rect contract with the owner who is exempted from

the notice requirement), must fulfill three basic steps

prior to perfecting a lien: provide statutory notice

to the owner, file a verified statement of lien in the

probate office of the county where the improve-

ment is located, and file suit to enforce the lien. The

verified statement of lien must be filed in the office

of the judge of probate of the county where the sub-

ject property is located. When the property is located

in more than one county, the statement must be filed

in each county.

ARKANSAS: Unlicensed contractors cannot take

legal action to enforce their contracts.

ARIZONA: Unlicensed contractors cannot take

legal action to enforce their contracts. 

CALIFORNIA: A subcontractor or supplier must

give notice to the owner. Unlicensed contractors

cannot take legal action to enforce their contracts.

Design professionals may file liens, and lien rights

may exist even when the design was not used.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Although the mechan-

ic’s lien has no priority over a prior recorded con-

struction loan, it does have priority over any security

interest filed after the mechanic’s lien even though

it is not necessary to file suit to enforce the mechan-

ic’s lien until one year after it is filed.

FLORIDA: In cases where the contractor does

work and is not paid by the owner for the full amount
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that is due, the contractor can file a lien against the

owner’s property. The Claim of Lien must be filed

with the Clerk of the Circuit Court in the county

where the property is located within 90 days of the

date the contractor last performed any labor or ser-

vices or furnished materials. The contractor is not re-

quired to give a Notice To Owner as a condition for

obtaining a lien against the owner’s property. How-

ever, if the contractor is entitled to receive his final

payment, the contractor must give the owner a Con-

tractor’s Affidavit before any lien can be effective.

A Contractor’s Affidavit must state that all subcon-

tractors, sub-subcontractors, and material suppliers

have been paid. If all subcontractors have not been

paid, the Contractor’s Affidavit must list those who

remain unpaid and the amounts due. If the final pay-

ment is due, the contractor has no lien rights until

the Contractor’s Affidavit is given to the owner.

If the direct contract for the entire job between

the owner and the contractor is less than $2,500, sub-

contractors and suppliers who do not have a direct

contract with the owner have no lien rights on the

job. Only the contractor (the person with a direct

contract with the owner) can file a lien on jobs of less

than $2,500. Design professionals may file liens, and

lien rights may exist even when the design was not

used.

GEORGIA: A lien can only be filed if the contractor

filing the lien is in substantial compliance in the un-

derlying contract with the owner. All liens must be

filed with the clerk of the superior court of the coun-

ty where the property is located within three months

after completion of the work. When filing a lien, the

contractor must send a copy of the lien by registered

or certified mail to the owner of the property or the

contractor as the agent of the owner. The party filing

the lien has 14 days to file the lien with the clerk of

the superior court in the county where the property

is located. This notice must refer to the then-owner

of the property against which the lien was filed and

refer to a deed or other recorded instrument with

the chain of title of the affected property.

HAWAII: A lien may be filed for design work and

supervision, but only if the design is used to improve

the property.

IOWA: A lien may be filed for design work and su-

pervision, but only if the design is used to improve

the property.

KANSAS: Posting a bond is permitted; however,

the court determines the amount of the bond. No ad-

vance notice requirements prior to filing a lien.

LOUISIANA: Subcontractors, laborers, employees,

suppliers, and lessors may file claims against both the

owner and the general contractor. All claims of sup-

pliers and subcontractors rank equally and ahead of

the privilege of contractor and surveyors, architects

and engineers, which also rank equally. If no claim-

ant conclusively establishes prior claim superior to

others, a pro rata distribution is assumed.

MARYLAND: A lien cannot be filed unless the

value of the improvements equals at least 15 percent

of the property value. A contractor cannot obtain a

lien until suit is filed and a court orders the lien.

Once obtained, however, the lien has priority over

other liens filed after this court determination.

MASSACHUSETTS: A design professional may lien

only for work done supervising construction, but not

for design.

MINNESOTA: Liens are filed with the recorder of

deeds.

MISSISSIPPI: All parties claiming liens on the same

property shall be made parties to the suit. Any sale

of property made shall be by a special writ of execu-
tion and all liens paid pro rata. Subcontractors and

laborers may bond amount due by general by written

notice to owner. Owner may pay amount due into

court for final distribution according to rights of par-

ties.

MISSOURI: The owner cannot put up a bond to

fight the lien. The lien is filed with the clerk of the

court rather than in the recorder’s office. A lien may

be filed for design work and supervision, but only if

the design is used to improve the property.

NEBRASKA: Lien waivers are invalid. Design pro-

fessionals may file liens, and lien rights may exist

even when the design was not used.

NEW YORK: Unlicensed contractors cannot take

legal action to enforce their contracts.

NORTH CAROLINA: All claims of lien must be filed

in the office of the clerk of superior court in each

county wherein the real property subject to the claim

of lien is located. Claims of lien may be filed at any

time after the obligation becomes due, but not later

than 120 days after the last furnishing of labor or ma-

terials.

OHIO: A design professional may lien only for

work done supervising construction, but not for de-

sign.
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PENNSYLVANIA: Advance Lien Waivers are per-

mitted. Subcontractors must serve a Formal Notice

on owner at least 30 days before filing a lien claim.

Subcontractors performing alterations or repairs

must serve an additional notice on the owner before

work completed. All contractors must file liens in the

court clerk’s office within four months of the last

work and serve notice of the lien claim on the owner

within one month after that. Lawsuits to enforce

liens must be filed within two years of lien filing. A

General Contractor can file stipulation against liens

with court before the project begins waiving all sub-

contractor mechanic’s lien rights. Third tier or sub-

subcontractors have no lien rights. A design profes-

sional may lien only for work done supervising con-

struction, but not for design.

SOUTH CAROLINA: A person furnishing labor or

material actually used in improving real property by

agreement with or consent of the owner shall have

a lien on such property and on the interest of the

owner up to the amount due in contract. South Caro-

lina defines consent to require a contract between

the mechanic and owner before labor and material

is furnished. Notice is required.

The Notice of Intent to Lien must include:

• The name of the claimant

• The name of the person with whom the

claimant contracted or was employed

• A general description of the labor, services,

or materials furnished and their contract

price or value

• A description of the project sufficient for

identification

• The first and last dates on which materials,

labor, or services were provided or sched-

uled to be provided

• The amount due

TENNESSEE: Advance Lien Waivers are permitted.

A lien claimant has no lien if the claimant makes even

a minor mistake in filing this notice of lien. A single

mistake can be fatal to the mechanics’ lien. The lien

attaches only to whatever interest the owner has in

the land. Thus, if an owner is leasing property, the

lien can only be asserted against the leasehold inter-

est, not the ownership interest of the lessor.

A contractor who contracts directly with the

owner need not give any formal notice to the owner

in order to preserve lien rights against the owner.

However, if the contractor desires to perfect the lien

against someone who purchases the owner’s land

without notice of the lien, then the contractor must

file a sworn statement. Submitted within 90 days

after the project is completed or within 90 days from

the contractor’s last work on the project, this state-

ment must include the amount due and a complete

legal description of the land.

The contractor without a direct contract with the

owner must give two separate and distinct notices

(although there is no reason why they cannot be

done in the same document, if within the proper

time period) to the owner and the contractor. Within

60 days of the last day of the month in which work

was performed or materials were furnished, the con-

tractor must send a notice of nonpayment to the

owner and the contractor who has a contract with

the owner. The notice of nonpayment must contain

all of the following information: the name and ad-

dress of the contractor sending the notice of nonpay-

ment; a general description of the work, services or

materials provided; a statement of the last date the

contractor performed work or furnished materials;

and a legal description of the real property. In addi-

tion to the notice of nonpayment, the contractor

must also send to the owner a notice that the lien is

claimed. This notice to the owner must be sent with-

in 90 days from either the time the work is complete

or within 90 days from the completion of the im-

provements. The lien of a contractor who did not

contract directly with the owner is valid for 90 days

from the date of the notice claiming the lien. The lien

continues to be valid until the final termination of

any suit for enforcement brought within the 90-day

period. A contractor without a direct contract with

the owner must also file a sworn statement and no-

tice of the lien in order to be protected from pur-

chasers without notice.

TEXAS: The contractor must file an affidavit claim-

ing a lien no later than the fifteenth day of the fourth

month following the month in which the original

contract was materially breached or terminated,

completed, finally settled, or abandoned. The affida-

vit must contain the following information: sworn

statement of the claim, a legally sufficient description

of the real property, a description of the work per-

formed by the claimant, the amount due, the name

and address of the reputed owner, and the name and

address of the claimant. The affidavit must be filed

with the county clerk in the county in which the

property is located. The original contractor must

send a copy of the lien affidavit to the owner at his
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last known business or residential address no later

than the deadline for filing the affidavit or the tenth

day following the filing of the affidavit, whichever is

earlier.

There are two types of statutory liens for subcon-

tractors. Fund Trapping occurs when a claimant can

obtain a lien on the property and subject the proper-

ty owner to personal liability to the extent that the

owner has received the requisite statutory notice and

fails to withhold any further payments from the con-

tractor in an amount sufficient to cover the stated

claim. In other words, when an owner receives the

required ‘‘fund-trapping’’ notice, any unpaid con-

tract funds (up to the amount of the claim as stated

in the notice) are ‘‘trapped’’ in the hands of the

owner. The claimant has a lien on the real property

and a claim against the owner personally for the

funds that were ‘‘trapped’’ by the notice letter. There

is a significant problem with this method, however.

If the owner has already paid all of the contract funds

by the time it receives the ‘‘fund-trapping’’ notice let-

ter, there may be no contract funds trapped. In that

case, the claimant does not have a valid lien on the

property. Statutory Retainage is handled the follow-

ing way. To ensure that at least some contract funds

will be available to satisfy claims arising toward the

completion of construction, the property code re-

quires an owner to retain ten percent of the contract

amount (or value of the work then completed) dur-

ing the course of construction and for 30 days follow-

ing final completion. The statutory obligation to re-

tain contract funds is commonly known as ‘‘statutory

retainage.’’ This required retainage creates a fund for

the benefit of claimants who have filed lien affidavits

within 30 days after the completion of the original

contract and who have sent the required notices. If

an owner fails to retain sufficient funds as required

by the code, the owner will be personally liable and

his property subject to a lien to the extent of the

funds that should have been retained.

The requirements for a subcontractor’s lien where

the subcontractor’s contract is not directly with the

owner are the same but also require notice to the

owner. The second-tier contractor is required to fur-

nish the owner with a written notice of its claim. The

notice letter must be sent to the owner no later than

the fifteenth day of the third month following each

month during which the claimant performed work

for which payment is sought. For the subcontractor’s

lien to ‘‘trap any contract funds,’’ the letter must con-

tain a specific statutory warning which advises the

owner that he will be personally liable and his prop-

erty will be subject to a lien if he fails to withhold suf-

ficient contract funds to pay the claim. The letter

must also be sent to the original contractor by actual

delivery or certified mail.

Requirements for a third-tier subcontractor are

the same as for a second-tier subcontractor, except

that the third-tier subcontractor must also send a let-

ter of notice to the original contractor. Design pro-

fessionals may file liens, and lien rights may exist

even when the design was not used.

UTAH: Unlicensed contractors cannot take legal

action to enforce their contracts. State law protects

homeowners from having a lien maintained on their

home and from civil judgment by persons other than

the original contractor, provided the following con-

ditions are met: 

• The homeowner used the services of a li-

censed contractor

• The homeowner has a written contract with

the original contractor

• The homeowner pays the original contrac-

tor(s) in full according to the terms of the

written contract and any amendments to

that contract

If a lien is incorrectly placed on a property, it is the

owner’s responsibility to notify the lien claimant in

writing that the above listed requirements have been

met and to provide all relevant documentation.

VIRGINIA: The contractor’s lien holder has partial

priority over even the construction lender. There-

fore, banks in Virginia are typically concerned about

contractor’s lien waivers. All persons performing

labor or furnishing materials of the value of $50 or

more for the construction, removal, repair, or im-

provement of any structure may file a lien upon the

structure. The contractor seeking a lien must file a

Memorandum of Mechanic’s Lien with the land re-

cords of the county where the real property is locat-

ed. The general contractor may file a lien at any time

after the work is commenced or materials furnished

but not later than 90 days from the last day of the

month in which the contractor last performs labor or

furnished materials.

The main elements of a lien memorandum are as

follows: name of owner, address of owner, name of

claimant, address of claimant, type of materials or

services furnished, amount claimed, type of struc-

ture on which work done or materials furnished,
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brief description and location of real property, date

from which interest on the above amount is claimed

and signature of claimant or its authorized agent. In

addition, the memorandum must contain an affidavit

by the claimant or its agent that the owner is justly

indebted to the claimant in the amount claimed by

the lien.

WASHINGTON: Unlicensed contractors cannot

take legal action to enforce their contracts.

Additional Resources

A Simplified Guide to Construction Acret, James, Building
News, Inc., 1997.

Construction Nightmares O’Leary, Arthur, and James
Acret, Building News, Inc., 1997.

Federal Tax Liens Schmudde, David A., American Bar As-
sociation, 2001.

Fix the Lien Law Hodgepodge McGreevy, Susan, Engineer-
ing News-Record, 2000.

National Mechanics Liens Handbook: The Mechanics
Lien Laws of the 50 States and the District of Columbia
Acret, James, BNI Publications, Incorporated, 2001.

Selecting and Working with Architects, Engineers and
Contractors Williams, David J., 1st Books Library, 2001.

Organizations

American Society of Home Inspectors, Inc.

932 Lee Street, Suite 101

Des Plaines, IL 60016 USA

Phone: (847) 759-2820

Fax: (847) 759-1620

URL: http://www.ashi.com/

Primary Contact:

California Contractors State License Board

9821 Business Park Drive

Sacramento, CA 95827 USA

Phone: (800) 321-2752

Fax: (916) 255-4016

URL: http://www.cslb.ca.gov/offices1.html

Primary Contact:

National Association of Home Builders

1201 15th Street, NW

Washington, DC 20005

Phone: (202) 822-

URL: http://www.nahb.com

Primary Contact:
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Background

An easement is a property interest, which enti-

tles the owner of the easement to the privilege of a

specific and limited use of the land of another. A

right of way is a form of an easement granted by the

property owner that gives another the right to travel

over and use the owner’s land as long as it is not in-

consistent with the owner’s use and enjoyment of

the land. These principles had their origins in tradi-

tional common law which governed matters such

as the free flow of water and which allowed neigh-

boring landowners to traverse, often by horseback or

on foot, an informal ‘‘road system.’’ Early courts rea-

soned that while absolute ownership rights of prop-

erty can be lessened by an easement, society as a

whole benefits from the resulting freedom of move-

ment.

Types of Easements

Affirmative Easements

An affirmative easement is a requirement to do

something, such as allowing another access to or

across a certain piece of property. Most easements

fall into this category.

Negative Easements

A negative easement is a promise not to do some-

thing with a certain piece of property, such as not

building a structure more than one story high or not

blocking a mountain view by constructing a fence.

There are not many negative residential easements

in existence today as such architectural specifications

are typically covered by rules and regulations pro-

mulgated by homeowners’ associations. These docu-

ments are usually entitled Codes, Covenants, and Re-
strictions, often referred to as CC&Rs. A negative

easement is sometimes referred to as an easement

of light and air and in most states cannot be created

by implication.

Creation of Easements

There are five ways to create an easement: by an

express grant, by implication, by strict necessity, by

permission, and by prescription.
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Express Easements

An express easement is created by a deed or by

a will. Thus, it must be in writing. An express ease-

ment can also be created when the owner of a certain

piece of property conveys the land to another but

saves or reserves an easement in it. This arrangement

is known as an easement by reservation.

Implied Easements

To create an easement by implication, three re-

quirements must be met:

• The easement must be at least reasonably

necessary to the enjoyment of the original

piece of property.

• The land must be divided (or ‘‘severed’’), so

that the owner of a parcel is either selling

part and retaining part, or subdividing the

property and selling pieces to different new

owners.

• The use for which the implied easement is

claimed must have existed prior to the sever-

ance or sale.

Necessity Easements

The courts will find an ‘‘easement by necessity’’ if

two parcels are so situated that an easement over

one is strictly necessary to the enjoyment of the

other. The creation of this sort of easement requires

that at one time, both parcels of land were either

joined as one or were owned by the same owner.

Prior use of the easement, however, is not required.

The most common example of an easement by ne-

cessity is landlocked property, so that access to a

public road can only be gained by having a right of

way over an adjoining parcel of land. The legal theory

is the landlocked parcel was accidentally created,

and the owner forgot to include an easement appur-

tenant to reach the road.

Permissive Easements

A permissive easement is simply an allowance to

use the land of another. It is essentially a license,

which is fully revocable at any time by the property

owner. In order to be completely certain that a per-

missive easement will not morph into a prescriptive

easement, some landowners erect signs stating the

grant of the permissive easement or license. Such

signs, often found on private roadways, typically

state: ‘‘This is a private roadway. Use of this road is

permissive and may be revoked at any time by the

owner.’’

Prescriptive Easements

Most litigated easements are those created with-

out permission. An easement by prescription is one

that is gained under principles of adverse posses-

sion. Prescriptive easements often arise on rural land

when landowners fail to realize part of their land is

being used, perhaps by an adjoining neighbor.

Fences built in incorrect locations often result in the

creation of prescriptive easements. If a person uses

another’s land for more than the statute of limita-
tions period prescribed by state law, that person

may be able to derive an easement by prescription.

The use of the land must be open, notorious, hostile,

and continuous for a specified number of years as re-

quired by law in each state.

The time period for obtaining an easement by ad-

verse possession does not begin to run until the one

seeking adverse possession actually trespasses on

the land. Thus, a negative easement cannot be ac-

quired by prescription because no trespass takes

place. The use of the easement must truly be adverse

to the rights of the landowner of the property

through which the easement is sought and must be

without the landowner’s permission. If the use is

with permission, it is not adverse. There must be a

demonstration of continuous and uninterrupted use

throughout the statute of limitations period pre-

scribed by state law. If the use is too infrequent for

a reasonable landowner to bother protesting, the

continuity requirement will probably not be satisfied.

Subsequent parties in the same position to the

land using the right of way adversely can add up the

time to meet the required statute of limitations. This

situation is known as tacking. Thus, a prescriptive

easement need not be exclusive; it can be shared

among several users.

Conservation Easements

A conservation easement, a type of express ease-

ment, is created by a voluntary legal agreement be-

tween a landowner and another party, usually the

government, which restricts the development of a

piece of land. Under certain specific conditions, con-

servation easements are recognized by the U. S. In-

ternal Revenue Service (IRS). If IRS requirements are

met, the landowner may qualify for certain tax incen-

tives. The requirements for a conservation easement

approved by the IRS are as follows:

• The easement must have a valid conserva-

tion purpose; that is, the easement holder

must be satisfied that protection of the land

or resources is justified for conservation rea-
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sons. Different land trusts and government

entities have different requirements that

must be satisfied. Generally, the IRS requires

purposes such as the following:

• Outdoor recreation by, or the education of,

the general public

• Protection of a relatively natural habitat of

fish, wildlife, or plants

• Preservation of open space

• Preservation of historically important land

area or buildings

• The agreement must be completely volun-

tary: no one can force a landowner to enter

into a conservation easement agreement. A

conservation easement may be either donat-

ed or sold by a landowner to an easement

holder.

• The agreement must be legally binding. It is

recorded as a Deed of Conservation Ease-

ment. The agreement is binding on both

present and future owners of the property.

Both the landowner and the qualified ease-

ment holder must be in a position to enforce

the terms of the agreement. This require-

ment recognizes the easement holder’s re-

sponsibility for periodic inspection of the

property with the landowner. 

• The agreement must be permanent and ir-

revocable. A conservation easement must be

permanent in order to qualify for the income

and estate tax benefits provided by the IRS.

If a conservation easement is valid for a set

period of time only, for instance, ten years,

the landowner may be eligible for certain

property tax benefits but is not eligible for

federal and state income and estate tax ben-

efits.

• The easement must be held by a qualified

easement holder, i.e., a government entity

or a land trust. While any government entity

can hold an easement, those most likely to

hold conservation easements include city

and county governments and certain federal

agencies, such as the U. S. Forest Service and

the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. A land

trust is a private, nonprofit corporation.

• The easement must restrict development of

the land. Ownership of land includes a num-

ber of legally recognized rights, including

the rights to subdivide, sell, farm, cut timber,

and build. The goal of devising a conserva-

tion easement is the landowner’s voluntary

agreement to give up one or more of these

rights in order to protect certain natural re-

sources. Prohibitions could include such

matters as limitations on roads, structures,

drilling, or excavating. The landowner could

retain certain rights as long as those rights

did not interfere with the conservation goals

of the easement. For example, the landown-

er could retain the right to use the land, to

restrict public access, and even to construct

additional structures on certain sites.

When a landowner donates a permanent conser-

vation easement to a land trust, the landowner may

deduct the value of the easement from federal and

state income taxes. The value of an easement is the

difference between the fair market value of the

land without the restriction and the fair market
value after the restriction. If the value of the parcel

exceeds $5000.00, the value of the conservation

easement must be computed by a certified apprais-
er. The landowner can deduct up to 30 percent of

the adjusted gross income over a period of six

years until the value of the easement is exhausted,

if the property has been held for investment pur-

poses for more than twelve months.

The organization that holds the easement has the

right to enter and inspect the property and is legally

obligated to assure that the property is in compli-

ance with the terms of the easement.

Preservation Easements

Similar to conservation easements, preservation

easements protect against undesirable development

or indirect deterioration. Preservation easements

may provide the most effective legal tool for the pro-

tection of privately owned historic properties. Such

easements are usually expressly created and incorpo-

rated into formal preservation easement deeds. Pres-

ervation easements can prohibit such actions as al-

teration of the structure’s significant features,

changes in the usage of the building and land, or sub-

division and topographic changes to the property.

The property continues on the tax rolls at its current

use designation rather than its value if developed,

thereby giving the property owner a certain tax bene-

fits.

The same standards are used as in conservation

easements to determine the qualified tax deduc-
tion. The donor is entitled to a charitable contribu-
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tion deduction in the amount of the fair market value

of the donated interest. However, an easement to

preserve a historic structure must protect a structure

or area listed in the National Register or located in

a National Register district and certified by the Secre-

tary of the Interior as being of historic significance to

the district. The donation of an easement over an his-

torically important land area includes land that is ei-

ther independently significant and meets National

Register criteria for evaluation or is adjacent to a

property listed individually in the National Register

of Historic Places in a case where the physical or en-

vironmental features of the land area contribute to

the historic or cultural integrity of the property.

The definition of a historically important land area

includes structures or land area within a registered

historic district, except buildings that cannot reason-

ably be considered as contributing to the significance

of the district. To qualify as a preservation easement

the donation must be protected in perpetuity. Be-

cause of this point, rights of mortgagers must be

carefully set out in the easement to avoid loss of the

easement in the event of foreclosure.

Uses of Easements

Once an easement is created, the owner of the

easement has the right and the duty to maintain the

easement for its purpose unless otherwise agreed

between the owner of the easement and the owner

of the underlying property. The owner of the ease-

ment can make repairs and improvements to the

easement, provided that those repairs or improve-

ments do not interfere in the use and enjoyment of

the easement by the owner of the property through

which the easement exists.

Transfer of Easements

Easement Appurtenant

When the title is transferred, the easement typical-

ly remains with the property. This case is known as

an easement appurtenant. This type of easement

ldquo;runs with the landrdquo; which means that if

the property is bought or sold, it is bought or sold

with the easement in place. The easement essentially

becomes part of the legal description.

If a parcel of property with an easement across it

is sub-divided into smaller lots and sold to different

people, and the geography is such that each of the

smaller lots can benefit from the easement, then

each will usually be permitted to use the easement.

Easement in Gross

Traditionally, easements in gross were easements

that could not be transferred and were not tied to a

particular piece of land. A person could grant an

easement across a residence to a neighbor, but this

type of easement would not continue with the new

neighbor if the neighbor holding the easement sold

the property. Today, courts typically refer to these

types of easements as ldquo;personalrdquo; ease-

ments. Nevertheless, an easement that began as per-

sonal may be transferable, particularly if it is a com-

mercial easement, such as a utility easement.

Termination of Easements

Unlike other types of interests in land, easements

may be terminated by abandonment under certain

circumstances. Simply stating a desire to abandon

the easement is not be enough. Words alone are le-

gally insufficient to constitute abandonment. Howev-

er, if the easement holder intends to abandon an

easement and also takes actions which manifest that

intent, that is sufficient to show abandonment of the

easement, and it can be terminated. One action that

qualifies as manifesting intent is non-use of the ease-

ment for an extended period of time, despite the

holder of the easement’s having had an extended pe-

riod of access to the easement.

Additional Resources

Holding Our Ground: Protecting America’s Farms and
Farmland.T. Daniels and D. Bowers, Island Press, 1997.

Pennsylvania Land Trust Handbook. Thomas A.
Coughlin, Chesapeake Bay Foundation, 1991.

Preserving Family Lands: Essential Tax Strategies for the
Landowner. S. J. Small, Landowner Planning Center,
1992.

Property. Jesse Dukeminier and James E. Krier, [no pub-
lisher given], 1998.

Saving the Forests for the Trees and Other Values Laurie
A. Wayburn, The Newsletter of Land Conservation Law.
Vol. 4, No. 5, 1994.

.The Conservation Easement Handbook J. Diehl and T.
Barnett, eds., Land Trust Alliance and Trust For Public
Land, 1988. 

Organizations

American Farmland Trust

1920 N Street NW, Suite 400
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Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 659-5170

Land Trust Alliance

1319 F St. NW, Suite 501

Washington, DC 20004 USA

Phone: (202) 638-4725

Trust for Public Land

116 New Montgomery St.,4th Floor

San Francisco, CA 94105 USA

Phone: (415) 495-4014
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Background

Grounded in the Fifth Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution, the concept of eminent domain refers

to the government’s right to condemn and appropri-

ate private property for public use. Other terms

meaning essentially the same thing include ‘‘con-

demnation’’ (but that has additional implications,

see below) and ‘‘expropriation.’’ Through applica-

tion of the Fourteenth Amendment, the power to ex-

ercise eminent domain is vested in both federal and

state governments and subdivisions thereof (coun-

ties, cities, and towns, etc.). Such power also may be

delegated to political subdivisions such as govern-

mental agencies and local governments, as well as

private persons or corporations that provide services

or benefits to the public.

For years, the accepted scope of the term ‘‘public

use’’ contemplated property being taken for such

purposes as public roadways, bridges, parks, li-

braries, governmental buildings, utilities, etc. How-

ever, in the 2005 landmark case of Kelo v. City of New
Landen, the U.S. Supreme Court made clear that the

government could also appropriate property to pri-

vate, for-profit real estate developers, if such devel-

opment would result in economic growth for the

betterment of the community.

Substantive Due Process

The Fifth Amendment (made applicable to the

states through the Fourteenth Amendment), which

protects individual liberties from unwarranted gov-

ernmental intrusion, states in relevant part, ‘‘...nor

shall private property be taken for public use, with-

out just compensation.’’ Importantly, the provision

does not preclude such government action, as long

as there has been ‘‘just compensation.’’ 

Property to be Taken

Although most often applied to real property (real

estate, including buildings), in fact, any kind of prop-

erty may be taken. This includes both tangible and

intangible property, such as franchises and contracts.

However, not all property can be appropriated or

condemned for any purpose. Many states prohibit

the exercise of eminent domain for property current-

ly being used for such purposes as cemeteries, gar-

dens and orchards, or factories. A landowner cannot

convert the use of property to one of these uses in

order to avoid condemnation, once proceedings

have begun (notice of intent).
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Often, governmental units, particularly at the local

level, begin condemnation proceedings for private

property that is not needed for public use, but rath-

er, has been deemed a risk to the public health or

safety. This, in fact, is the more appropriate use of

the term ‘‘condemnation,’’ although the authority or

power invoked to condemn the property is that of

eminent domain.

A ‘‘dedication’’ of land is a similar form of appro-

priation of private land (or an easement therein) for

public use, but is effected voluntarily by the land-

owner, rather than through an adverse process of

condemnation. A dedication may be express or im-

plied through the landowner’s conduct and the facts

and circumstances related to the property. Notwith-

standing, a dedication also may arise following an ad-

verse (to the interests and/or use of the landowner)

and exclusive use by members of the public under

a claim of right. Such claim, by an adverse public

user, is similar to a common law ‘‘adverse posses-

sion’’ claim between private parties, and is predicat-

ed upon the knowledge, actual or imputed, and ac-

quiescence of the owner. Many states provide for

both common-law and statutory dedications.

What Constitutes a Taking

What is necessary in order for a ‘‘taking’’ to occur

is not always a formal transfer of interest in the prop-

erty. Rather, what is required is a destruction of a

personalinterest in property, or such a drastic inter-

ference with the use and enjoyment of that property

so as to constitute a taking. In other words, the im-

pairment is so severe that it is tantamount to the as-

sertion of a servitude on the property for the benefit

of the government.

It is often the case that a landowner is not com-

pletely deprived of his property, but instead suffers

a restriction or impairment of his or her right to use

it. For example (and as is frequently the case), a gov-

ernment may need to run a utility through private

property, or need to alter a shoreline such that the

property is no longer on the waterfront. The proper-

ty may need to be flooded to create a dam, or a build-

ing on the property may need to be relocated to

make access to another point. In such cases, a partial

taking may be effected, and the landowner is entitled

to proportional compensation.

Still another form of taking may occur when there

is no actual property being taken from a person. In-

stead, governmental activity on one property may so

severely deplete the value of adjacent or neighboring

property so as to constitute a ‘‘constructive taking,’’

often referred to as inverse or reverse condemna-

tion. Fumes, noises, vibrations, changes in flow of

ground water, or toxic pollutants are some of the

more common interferences that may constitute

constructive takings. Examples include properties af-

fected by airport noise and fumes, waterfront prop-

erties affected by rerouted water, or livestock farms

affected by nearby noise or ground vibration. In each

of these circumstances, property owners may be en-

titled to compensation from the governmental enti-

ty.

Finally, a taking need not be permanent; it may be

effected and justified only under limiting circum-

stances. For example, in time of war or insurrection,

a government may need to exercise control and do-

minion over lands otherwise not needed for public

welfare or safety. Again, a landowner may be com-

pensated for the temporary impairment or depriva-

tion in his or her use of private property.

Public Use

A ‘‘public use’’ is generally one which confers

some benefit or advantage to the public, and the

term does not necessarily imply, and is not confined

to, actual ‘‘use’’ by the public. Moreover, the pur-

ported benefit to be derived from the taking of prop-

erty need not be available to the entire public; it may

benefit a smaller sector of members of the public in

a particular locality, i.e. a subdivision of the general

public. In other words, it is not necessary that the in-

tended users be all members of the public; rather, it

is the purpose for the taking that must be for the

public, and not for the benefit of any particular indi-

viduals.

The use (purpose) must be a needed one, which

cannot be surrendered without obvious general loss

or inconvenience. However, the parameters of such

needed public use move along a spectrum, and defy

absolute definition or parameter because of chang-

ing needs of society, increases in population, and de-

veloping modes of transportation and communica-

tions.

In Kelo v. City of New Landen(2005), the U.S. Su-

preme Court was called upon to determine whether

that changing parameter was broad enough to in-

clude for-profit development of real estate which

would ostensibly result in needed economic growth

for the community. In a decision that surprised

many, the Court agreed.

Justification or Necessity

It is the legislature that has the power to deter-

mine the necessity of taking property for public use,
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as well as the amount of property to be taken. Most

takings must comport with legislative language that

mandates under what circumstances such an action

is justified or necessary. A formal court action object-

ing on grounds of taking property not strictly needed

for public use, or for taking more property than

needed for public use is generally referred to as an

action for ‘‘excess condemnation.’’

If a local government deems certain property to

be a hazard to the public, e.g. a health or safety risk,

it may condemn the property as unfit for human oc-

cupancy following formal inspection and assess-

ment. Usually this is accomplished by citation of vio-

lations involving local ordinances, building codes, or

federal public safety regulations. During the time be-

tween condemnation and bringing the property back

into conformity with relevant laws, a landowner is

generallynot entitled to compensation, even though

a deprivation of property rights has occurred.

What Compensation is Considered Just

Whether a proffered compensation is just or not

is a judicial question. Generally, an appropriate mea-

sure is the fair market value of the property at the

time of the taking, plus any subsequent accrued in-

terest. An objecting claimant will not succeed in ar-

guing speculative value, or the fact that the property

could be used for a special purpose which would

tend to enhance its value. Instead, an objective as-

sessment of the property in its present state is the

correct measure, although consideration may in-

clude assessment of market value at its best and most

profitable use.

Notwithstanding, the compensation must be fair

to both the property owner and the public. This as-

sessment involves consideration of such factors as

the cost of reproducing the property, its present

market value, and the resulting damage or decrease

in value to any remaining/residual property of the

owner. It also may include consideration of the price

originally paid for the property, and any buildings,

crops, timber, or minerals located on the property.

Additional compensation may be added for any delay

in payment, as interest is recoverable when payment

is not made at the time of the taking.

Procedural Due Process

An aggrieved party who objects to a government

taking must have an opportunity to receive fair no-

tice (a reasonable time to obtain legal advice and pre-

pare a formal objection). Additionally, there must be

opportunity for a fair hearing before the award (of

compensation) becomes final. The hearing provides

a forum to adjudicate whether or not there had been

an actual taking (in the question of less than total de-

privation of interest); whether the taking was for a

public use; and/or whether just compensation had

been made.

Notice

Prior to any governmental action to exercise its

right of eminent domain, the government must ne-

gotiate in good faith with the land owner for an ac-

ceptable price for the land. Initially, most govern-

ments notify landowners of prospective action by

serving a notice of intent. The contents generally de-

scribe the parameters of the property in question,

the proposed use, and an offer (in dollars) of pur-

chase. Extensive mediation and offers/counteroffers

usually precede court action. A formal condemnation

action only follows if an agreement cannot be

reached.

Hearing

Not all condemnation proceedings are the same.

State laws differ on the number of hearings and the

procedural structure of each, depending on the type

of property in question or the intended use. General-

ly, a landowner may contest both the proposed tak-

ing and the amount of compensation offered. Ulti-

mately, if administrative appeals fail, the landowner

may petition in court, under the auspices of violation

of constitutional rights.

Both sides may offer witness testimony and other

evidence in support of their positions. Both sides

may call attention to the fair market value (by expert

testimony) of similar properties for comparison. Fol-

lowing court decision, appeals may take years, but

generally does not stay the taking; if a landowner ulti-

mately prevails on appeal, only money damages are

generally available.

Remedies

Initially, an objecting landowner may request ei-

ther or both injunctive and monetary relief. Howev-

er, if the government’s action meets the legislative

and constitutional criteria, the landowner may be re-

sponsible for court costs if the objection was not

well-grounded or appears to have been motivated by

excessive pecuniary interest.

In cases of partial takings or excessive takings, ad-

judication includes a determination of the percent-

age interest in a property which is adversely affected,

and monetary award is prorated accordingly. Like-
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wise, if the complaint is for devalued property which

is not directly taken, but is adversely affected be-

cause of governmental activity or use on nearby

property, adjudication includes a determination as to

whether other factors have devalued the property

and the monetary difference between the devalued

property and its fair market value without the alleged

adverse effect.

Compensation is required, effective from the date

of the alleged taking. Payments not made at that time

accrue interest, to which the landowner is entitled.

Occasionally, subsequent actions or objections are

filed months or years after the initial determination.

This is especially true in the case of partial takings,

e.g., easements. Over time, a government entity may

engage in additional activity that exceeds in scope of

the initial taking. If this causes further decrease in re-

sidual use or enjoyment still vested in the original

property owner, both injunctive and monetary relief

may be available.

Additional Resources

Bhatnagar, Parija. ‘‘Eminent Domain: A Big Bonanza?’’
CNN News, 24 June 2005. Available at http://
www.cnn.com

Eminent Domain information available at http://
www.eminentdomainonline.com 
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Background

Foreclosure is the legal right of a mortgage
holder or other third-party lien holder to gain own-

ership of the property and/or the right to sell the

property and use the proceeds to pay off the mort-

gage if the mortgage or lien is in default. It is a con-

cept that has existed for centuries.

Initially, the law had it that a mortgage default re-

sulted in the automatic ownership of the property by

the holder of the mortgage (sometimes referred to

as the mortgagee). But the law developed over the

years so as to allow mortgagors time to pay off mort-

gages before their property was taken away. This

process of taking away the mortgagor’s property be-

cause of default is what constitutes foreclosure.

Today, numerous state laws and regulations gov-

ern foreclosure to protect both the mortgagor and

the holder of the mortgage from unfairness and

fraud. In the United States, although states have

their own variations, the basic premises of foreclo-

sure law remain the same.

Types of Foreclosure

The mortgage holder can usually initiate foreclo-

sure anytime after a default on the mortgage. Within

the United States, there exist several types of foreclo-

sure. Two are widely used, with the rest being possi-

bilities only in a few states.

The most important type of foreclosure is foreclo-

sure by judicial sale. This is available in every state

and is the required method in many. It involves the

sale of the mortgaged property done under the su-

pervision of a court, with the proceeds going first to

satisfy the mortgage, and then to satisfy other lien

holders, and finally to the mortgagor. Because it is

a legal action, all the proper parties must be notified

of the foreclosure, and there will be both pleadings

and some sort of judicial decision, usually after a

short trial.

The second type of foreclosure, foreclosure by

power of sale, involves the sale of the property by the

mortgage holder not through the supervision of a

court. Where it is available, foreclosure by power of

sale is generally a more expedient way of foreclosing
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on a property than foreclosure by judicial sale. The

majority of states allow this method of foreclosure.

Again, proceeds from the sale go first to the mort-

gage holder, then to other lien holders, and finally

to the mortgagor.

Other types of foreclosure are only available in

limited places and are therefore considered minor

methods of foreclosure. Strict foreclosure is one ex-

ample. Under strict foreclosure, when a mortgagor

defaults, a court orders the mortgagor to pay the

mortgage within a certain period of time. If the mort-

gagor fails, the mortgage holder automatically gains

title, with no obligation to sell the property. Strict

foreclosure was the original method of foreclosure,

but today it is only available in New Hampshire and

Vermont.

Acceleration

The concept of acceleration is used to determine

the amount owed under foreclosure. Acceleration al-

lows the mortgage holder the right when the mort-

gagor defaults on the mortgage to declare the entire

debt due and payable. In other words, if a mortgage

is taken out on property for $10,000 with monthly

payments required, and the mortgagor fails to make

the monthly payments, the mortgage holder can de-

mand the mortgagor make good on the entire

$10,000 of the mortgage. 

Virtually all mortgages today have acceleration

clauses. However, they are not imposed by statute,

so if a mortgage does not have an acceleration

clause, the mortgage holder has no choice but to ei-

ther wait to foreclose until all of the payments come

due or convince a court to divide up parts of the

property and sell them in order to pay the install-
ment that is due. Alternatively, the court may order

the property sold subject to the mortgage, with the

proceeds from the sale going to the payments owed

the mortgage holder.

Foreclosure by Judicial Sale

Foreclosure by judicial sale requires the mortgage

holder to proceed carefully in order to ensure that

all affected parties are included in the court case, so

the purchaser of the foreclosed property receives

valid title to the property.

Parties and Omissions

A mortgage holder bringing a suit for foreclosure

in court must join any ‘‘necessary’’ parties to the

case. To understand what a necessary party is, it must

be realized that the purpose of a foreclosure sale is

to sell the property as it was when the mortgage was

first taken out. Anyone who acquired an interest in

the property after the mortgage was taken out must

be dealt with in the court case before the property

can be sold.

Necessary parties include parties who acquired

easements, liens, or leases after the mortgage being

foreclosed was executed. They can be added, or

‘‘joined’’ to the case as parties without their consent.

The intent is to terminate their interest in the prop-

erty. If a party is not joined, then their interest in the

property is not affected by the foreclosure, and the

purchaser does not acquire an interest in the proper-

ty fee of their rights.

For example, if party A takes out a mortgage from

party B and then takes out a second mortgage from

party C, and party B decides to foreclose on the

property and sell the property to party D at foreclo-

sure, party B must extinguish the interest of party C

to sell the property to party D. Otherwise party C can

enforce their mortgage on party D.

The other type of party involved in a foreclosure

case is called a ‘‘proper’’ party. A proper party is a

party that is useful, but not necessary, to a foreclo-

sure case. An example would be a party who had an

interest in the property before the mortgage was ex-

ecuted. Since this party would not be affected by the

foreclosure, the individual is considered a voluntary

party to a case and normally cannot be included in

the case without consenting to it. However, often

courts will require these parties to be joined anyway

to the case to clarify their status with respect to the

mortgage being foreclosed upon.

Procedures

The procedure for a judicial sale varies from state

to state, but generally calls for a court appointed offi-

cial or a public official such as the sheriff to conduct

the actual sale of the foreclosed property. The mort-

gage holder can bid for the mortgaged property.

If a lien holder who acquired the lien after the

mortgage was executed (also known as a junior lien

holder) is not named as a party in the foreclosure,

the individual can either foreclose the lien subject to

the mortgage sold at foreclosure or redeem the lien

and acquire the property by paying the purchaser

the mortgage debt. In the case of a omitted junior

lien holder, the purchaser of the property has the

option of paying the lien holder outright for their in-
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terest in the property, or reforeclosing on the origi-

nal mortgage to eliminate the junior lien holder, - in

which case there would be another foreclosure sale.

Deficiency Judgments

When the foreclosure sale is not enough to satisfy

the amount of the mortgage, the mortgage holder

may bring a deficiency judgment against the mortga-

gor to make up the difference. For example, a mort-

gage holder of a $10,000 mortgage, who only re-

ceives $8,000 in a foreclosure sale, may sue the

mortgagor for the remainder of the amount due

under the mortgage.

Deficiency judgments are tempered in many juris-

dictions by ‘‘fair value’’ legislation. This requires the

deficiency to be calculated using the difference be-

tween the mortgage debt and the fair value of the

real estate. In the above example, a court in a fair

value jurisdiction might determine that the fair

value of the property was $9,000. In that case, the

mortgage holder could only obtain a deficiency judg-

ment of $1,000.

Foreclosure By Power of Sale

Foreclosure by the power of sale, where law al-

lows it, usually saves time and money over foreclo-

sure by judicial sale. It accomplishes the same thing

as a judicial sale. However, there are also some diffi-

culties associated with this method of foreclosure.

Availability and Disadvantages

Today, 29 states (Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Cali-

fornia, Colorado, the District of Columbia, Georgia,

Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana,

Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon,

Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas,

Utah, Washington, West Virginia and Wyoming)

allow foreclosure by the power of sale.

However, foreclosure by the power of sale is often

subject to judicial review at a later date because

there are issues about title that must be resolved by

the court. These would include actual defects in the

deed, and the priority of various lien holders and les-

sees on the property. In addition, in many jurisdic-

tions the mortgage holder is prohibited from seeking

a deficiency judgment if the holder chooses to sell

the property through extra-judicial means. Also, the

mortgage form must generally allow for power of

sale and cannot be in the form of an absolute deed

for a foreclosure by the power of sale to take place.

Deed of Trust

In many jurisdictions, a deed of trust is required

in order to conduct a foreclosure by the power of

sale. A deed of trust conveys the property from the

mortgage holder to the trustee, who holds the

property in trust for the mortgage holder. In the in-

stance of foreclosure, the trustee, not the mortgage

holder, conducts the sale of the mortgaged property.

The trustee is generally instructed by the mortgage

holder to foreclose on the mortgage and is under no

obligation to determine whether this foreclosure is

justified.

A deed of trust and trustee supervised foreclosure

allows the mortgage holder to bid for the foreclosed

property, provided the trustee and the mortgage

holder are not closely associated. Otherwise, a mort-

gage holder cannot bid for the mortgaged property

when the foreclosure is by power of sale.

Constitutional Issues

Foreclosure by power of sale requires notice of

the sale to interested parties. Generally speaking,

this is done by taking out an advertisement in a local

newspaper in the jurisdiction in which the property

is located. Many states also require notice be given

to the mortgagor.

This procedure has resulted in some constitution-

al controversy. It has been argued in several cases

that foreclosure by power of sale legislation fails to

comply with the notice and hearing requirements

of the Fourteenth Amendment of the U. S. Constitu-

tion. Courts have consistently rejected this theory

when it comes to private foreclosure actions with no

public official conducting the foreclosure sale, ruling

that there is no state action necessary to invoke the

terms of the Fourteenth Amendment. However,

there have been rulings indicating that if the mort-

gage holder is a government entity or if a public offi-

cial conducts the foreclosure sale, the Fourteenth

Amendment might be invoked and stricter notice re-

quirements might apply. The case law on this issue

is so far unsettled.

Federal Laws Affecting Foreclosure

While the Fourteenth Amendment has a debat-

able nexus to foreclosure actions, at least two federal

laws clearly apply to foreclosure actions

Bankruptcy

The filing of any bankruptcy action automatically

stays a foreclosure proceeding, regardless of type. At
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that point, whether the stay will be lifted depends on

whether the mortgagor has equity in the mortgaged

property. If the bankruptcy has been filed under a

Chapter 11 petition, the bankruptcy court may ‘‘ter-

minate, annul, modify or condition such stay’’ for

cause, including the lack of adequate protection of

an interest in property of the mortgage holder, or if

the mortgagor does not have equity in the property

and the property is not necessary for an effective re-

organization.

If it has been filed as a straight bankruptcy peti-

tion, asking for discharge of all debts, the mortgage

holder will be allowed to foreclose if the bankrupt

debtor has no equity in the property. If there is equi-

ty in the property, the property can be sold by the

bankruptcy court.

Soldier and Sailors Relief Act

The Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act of 1940 gives

special protection to mortgagors on active duty in

the armed forces for mortgage loans executed prior

to when they went into service. The Act provides that

a service person can apply to a court to set aside a

default judgment leading to a foreclosure action.

Because of this provision, a mortgage holder initiat-

ing a foreclosure action against a mortgagor who fails

to answer the foreclosure complaint must file an affi-
davit with the court stating the mortgagor is not on

active duty in the armed services.

If the mortgagor is in the armed services, the indi-

vidual must be present or represented at the foreclo-

sure hearing, meaning foreclosure by power of sale

is not available. If a court finds that the mortgagor’s

ability to meet the terms of the mortgage has been

affected by their service in the armed forces, they can

stay the foreclosure action as long as the person is

in the service.

Statutory Redemption

Statutory redemption allows the mortgagor to

redeem the mortgage even after foreclosure sale.

About one-half the states have statutory redemption

laws. Generally, these laws give anywhere from six

months to a year for the mortgagor to redeem the

mortgage by payment of the foreclosure sale price

plus a statutory rate of interest to the sale purchaser.

Junior lien holders also have a right to redeem under

these statutes, in order of their priority, though not

until the period for the mortgagor to redeem runs

out. As a rule, the mortgagor can retain possession

of their property during this statutory redemption

period.

Additional Resources

‘‘The Constitutionality of Texas Nonjudicial Foreclosure:
Protecting Subordinate Property Interests From Depri-
vation Without Notice’’ Krock, Kenneth M., Houston
Law Review, Fall 1995.

How To Save Your Home From Foreclosure RJM Market-
ing, 1998.

Land Transactions and Finance Nelson, Grant, and Dale
Whitman, West Group, 1998.

Real Estate Finance in a Nutshell. Bruce, Jon W., West
Group, 1997. 

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
(Freddie Mac)

8200 Jones Branch Drive

McLean, VA 22102-3110 USA

Phone: (703) 903-2000

URL: http://www.freddiemac.com

Primary Contact: Leland C. Brendsel, Chairman

Organizations

Federal National Mortgage Association
(Fannie Mae)

3900 Wisconsin Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20016-2892 USA

Phone: (202) 752-7000

E-Mail: headquarters@fanniemae.com

URL: http://www.fanniemae.com

Primary Contact: Primary Contact, Franklin Raines,

Chairman

Mortgage Bankers Association of America
(MBAA)

1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.

Washington, DC 20006-3438 USA

Phone: (202) 557-2700

URL: http://www.mbaa.org

Primary Contact: John Courson, Chairman
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Background

Most cities and towns have zoning requirements

that prohibit homeowners from making unrestricted

changes to their houses. This keeps people from ad-

ding third stories to two-story structures, building

three-car garages up to the neighbor’s property line,

or simply tearing down a house to make room for

two houses on the same lot. Most communities,

however, have no power to require homeowners to

choose attractive colors for their exterior walls, keep

their lawns well-manicured, or repair broken steps or

walkways. For people who prefer a consistently well-

kept neighborhood, there are a number of residen-

tial options, known as common interest develop-
ments (CIDs). The CID (sometimes called a planned
unit development)combines the security of home

ownership with the convenience of minimal mainte-

nance. Often they provide residents with self-

contained communities with shared amenities such

as swimming pools, parks, tennis courts, and build-

ings for community events. Some CIDs have actual

single-unit houses, while others had attached houses

or townhomes. Oversight of the common areas is the

responsibility of the homeowners association, whose

responsibilities include maintaining common areas,

managing the CID’s budget (residents pay monthly

maintenance fees), and ensuring that residents abide

by the community’s regulations.

The CID differs somewhat from a condominium
or a cooperative. The condominium owner owns

only the interior space of the unit; the exterior walls

are considered part of the common space (and thus

are maintained by a condominium owners’ associa-

tion). In a cooperative, owners hold shares in a cor-

poration that owns the property; each resident actu-

ally owns shares that correspond to a specific unit.

The cooperative fees pay for building maintenance

inside and out. With a CID, the resident owns the en-

tire structure and the land on which it sits. CID resi-

dents are thus responsible for the exterior upkeep of

their own homes. But the community is responsible

for maintaining the common amenities; many also

take care of mowing lawns.

The convenience is clearly a big selling point. Ac-

cording to the Community Associations Institute

(CAI), a national advocacy and education group,

there were 274,000 association-governed communi-

ties in the United States in 2005, with 22.1 million

housing units and 54.6 million residents. In contrast,

in 1970 there were only 10,000 such communities,

with 701,000 housing units and 2.1 million residents.

A survey conducted for CAI by polling group Zogby

International in 2005 showed strong satisfaction

among CID owners. Some 71 percent of survey re-

spondents reported CID living as a positive experi-

ence, as opposed to only 10 percent who said it was
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a negative experience. More than half of respondents

said they were satisfied with their homeowners asso-

ciation, and 90 percents said they were on friendly

terms with association board members. In addition,

78 percent of respondents said that the association

rules and regulations enhanced the CID’s property

values.

It is those rules and regulations, known as cove-
nants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs), that

make CIDS popular—but CC&Rs are also the basis

for many resident complaints. The CC&Rs generally

cover the exterior appearance of each residence and

their goal is to create a uniform environment. The

difficulty arises when the homeowners association

and individual residents have a different idea of what

‘‘uniform’’ actually means. Some CIDs have very gen-

eral guidelines that allow people to express a certain

degree of individuality (landscaping, for example, or

exterior paint colors) as long as their homes are well-

kept. Other CIDs have CC&Rs that prohibit residents

from choosing their own paint trim colors, planting

their own shrubs in their front lawn, or even hanging

an non-approved color of curtains or blinds in their

windows. Often, the CC&Rs are included in the prop-

erty deeds, which means removing a particular regu-

lation can be time-consuming and cumbersome.

Among the items a typical homeowners associa-

tion may regulate: 

• pets

• shingles, siding, and exterior paint

• fences, shrubs, and hedges

• landscaping (what flowers can be planted,

for instance)

• swing sets, basketball hoops, and other

structures for children

• mailboxes

• noise

• tool sheds

• home-based business

Thus, one CID may allow residents to plant their

own gardens but not to fence off their gardens. An-

other CID may allow cats or small dogs but not large

dogs. Still another might allow children’s swing sets

in the back yard but not a basketball hoop in the

front.

Along with the CC&Rs, fees are something that

can vary considerably. Some CIDs charge a nominal

monthly fee to maintain common areas, while others

can charge significantly higher fees. In addition, CIDs

can levy assessments on residents for major renova-

tions or repairs. These charges can quickly add up,

and the fee policy depends on what the CID and the

governing association determine it to be. In some

cases, residents who either cannot or will not pay re-

quired fees can face foreclosure.

Those who want to explore the option of living in

a community development should do their home-

work before they commit to purchasing a home. The

need to know what the restrictions are, and they

need to know whether they can live with those re-

strictions.

History of Homeowners Associations

In the nineteenth century, the United States

began to transform itself from a primarily agricultural

society to an industrial society. A growing number of

people took jobs in cities, but most cities were over-

crowded, dusty, and noisy. The advent of commuter

rail lines allowed people to work in the city and live

outside the city. A series of ‘‘railroad communities’’

grew up along rail stations. Usually these communi-

ties were populated by middle-class families.

The twentieth century made people even more

mobile, thanks to the automobile. This led to a series

of planned communities around the country. In

some, the houses would look essentially the same;

in others, several designs would be built. These com-

munities attracted more affluent families; there were

few restrictions, but people who lived in these com-

munities generally shared common ideas of how

streetscapes should look. Homeowners associations

as we know them today did not really exist; if similar

associations existed in any of these early communi-

ties, their purpose was often to restrict residency

based on race or religion.

Levittown Breaks New Ground

The first modern planned development was Levit-

town, built on the site of a potato field on Long Is-

land, off the coast of New York. Builder William Levitt

constructed a series of inexpensive but attractive

homes that veterans could purchase with low-

interest loans guaranteed by the federal government

under the Servicemen’s Readjustment Bill of 1944

(better known as the GI Bill). Between 1947 and

1951 more than 17,000 houses were built in and

around the original Long Island community. Al-

though Levittown residents were subject to restric-
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tive covenants in their deeds, prohibiting such items

as laundry lines in front yards, there was no formal

homeowners association.

As suburban living continued to become a more

attractive option, other developments were built, al-

beit on a smaller scale than Levittown. These devel-

opments were often more self-contained than the

large-scale communities in that they maintained

stricter standards regarding the appearance of the

homes (both the structures and the landscaping).

The general idea was that people who were looking

for certain amenities (whether restrictions on pets or

rules governing hedge planting) would be drawn to

these communities; those who sought other ameni-

ties would look at other developments. Despite the

logic behind this, it is not uncommon for residents

of a CID to find themselves in disputes with other

neighbors, or with the homeowners association,

over seemingly minor infractions of the rules.

Disputes

Some of the disputes between homeowners and

their associations are clearly misunderstandings, oth-

ers are amusing, and still others are considerably

more serious. Residents have been sued by their

homeowners associations for using the wrong shade

of paint; in one Atlanta case in 2003, the homeowner

took paint chips with her to match the paint, but be-

cause the colors chosen were not specifically listed

as ‘‘approved’’ colors by the homeowners associa-

tion, she was ordered to repaint her house. A couple

near Coeur d’Alene, Idaho was instructed to remove

six pink flamingoes they had placed on they front

lawn; they admitted freely that the birds had been

placed there in protest of the homeowners associa-

tion’s arbitrary rules regarding lawn ornaments.

After the attacks of September 11, 2001 and the

government’s decision to invade Iraq in 2003, many

people across the country adorned their homes with

American flags and signs reading ‘‘Support Our

Troops.’’ In a number of cases, residents of CIDs

found that they were barred from doing so under the

rules set forth by their homeowners association.

Homeowners Association and
Government

Can government get involved in resolving home-

owners association disputes? The answer depends

on the issue at hand. For general resident-association

disputes, most government agencies are unlikely to

get involved. In an information package distributed

to CID residents by the State Attorney General’s of-

fice in New York, the answer is clear: ‘‘In most cases

there is no government agency that can help unhap-

py owners who are having problems with their

homeowners association.’’ That does not mean gov-

ernments are never able to get involved. When

homeowners associations clearly overstep their

bounds, government does sometimes step in. In

June 2005 Colorado passed a measure known as Sen-

ate Bill 100, which prohibits homeowners associa-

tions from adopting rules that prevent residents

from displaying the American flag or political signs.

It also limits the availability of foreclosures and re-

quires homeowners associations to give potential

buyers a copy of the rules that govern the CID.

One reason government is often reluctant to get

involved with these disputes is that often for every

one resident who has a complaint about a particular

rule there are dozens of residents who value that

rule. (The CAI survey results cited above illustrate

this.) Many people choose to live in a community

that guarantees them a sense of structure and unifor-

mity, because along with structure and uniformity

also comes security and peace of mind.

Regardless of the legal standing, most people

would say that there is a difference between a resi-

dent who inadvertently violates a CID rule and one

who deliberately does so. Colorado’s Senate Bill 100

was actually less stringent when it was signed into

law than it had originally been. Governor Bill Owens

explained that taking too much authority away from

homeowners associations ignored the fact that many

CID residents had chosen to live there because they

wanted a neighborhood with clear regulations.

Getting Involved with Your Homeowners
Association

One way residents can help ensure that their

homeowners associations set reasonable rules is to

get involved themselves by joining their association

board. Homeowners association boards (likewise

condominium and cooperative boards) are made up

of residents and the positions are acquired through

elections. In fact, more than 1.25 million CID resi-

dents nationwide serve on their community associa-

tion boards, with an additional 300,000 serving on

board committees.

Depending on the structure of the organization,

the board can have fairly sweeping power, and often

that power is exercised arbitrarily. Often, these are
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the boards that find themselves the subject of legal

action. Homeowners association boards can in fact

work effectively and harmoniously, but it takes work.

Many of the people who serve on these boards, after

all, may have no governance experience.

Those who have no interest in joining a board

should stay involved nonetheless. The best way to

know what is going on within the community is to

attend board meetings and to hold members ac-

countable. As with any community, the best way to

ensure that one’s agenda is put forth is to be active

within that community.

Groups such as the Community Associations Insti-

tute (CAI) are useful for new or established board

members. They provide data about CIDs and home-

owners associations, and they also advocate on be-

half of homeowners associations. In addition, CAI of-

fers a series of educational programs, both

nationally, and locally, for board members, property

managers, and CID residents. The goal is to make the

governance of the CID a good experience for all in-

volved. This serves a practical goal as well as a hu-

manitarian one. From a practical standpoint, the

well-run homeowners association whose regulations

are understood and respected within the community

is a more attractive place to live, which means that

property values remain more stable. From a human

standpoint, a harmonious repatinship between the

homeowners association and the residents adds to

the quality of life—which, after all, is the primary rea-

son people move into community developments in

the first place.

Additional Resources

Privatopia: Homeowner Associations and the Rise of Resi-
dential Private Governments, Evan McKenzie, Yale
University Press, 1994.

Working with Your Homeowner’s Association: A Guide to
Effective Community Living, Marlene Coleman, Sphinx
Publishing, 2003.

Organizations

Community Associations Institute (CAI)

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 300

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: (703) 548-8600

Fax: (703) 984-1581

URL: www.caionline.org

Primary Contact: Ross W. Feinberg, President

National Board of REALTORS

430 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, IL 60611

Phone: (800) 874-6500

URL: www.realtor.org

Primary Contact: Dale Stinton, Executive Vice

President and CEO
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nance

• Additional Resources

Background

Premises liability involves the responsibility of

property owners to maintain safe conditions for peo-

ple coming on or about the property. Homeowners

can be and often are held liable for injuries which

occur on their property. If a person slips, trips, or

falls as a result of a dangerous or hazardous condi-

tion, the property owner may be fully responsible.

Property owners are generally held accountable for

falls as a result of water, ice, or snow, as well as

abrupt changes in flooring, poor lighting, or a hidden

hazard, such as a gap or hard to see hole in the

ground. Several categories of persons to whom a

property owner may be liable exist, and the duties of

protection owed to each group are specific.

Homeowner Liability

Invitees

Where a homeowner, by express or implied invita-

tion, induces or leads others to come upon the

premises for any lawful purpose, a duty to exercise

ordinary care arises to keep the premises safe. The

invitation may be express, implied from known and

customary use of portions of the premises, or in-

ferred from conduct actually known to the home-

owner. Workers or contractors are typically consid-

ered invitees.

Licensees

A licensee is a person who has no contractual rela-

tion with the owner of the premises but is permitted,

expressly or implicitly, to go on the premises. A so-

cial guest at a residence is normally considered a li-

censee. The homeowner is liable to a licensee only

for willful or wanton injury. It is usually willful or

wanton not to exercise ordinary care to prevent in-

juring a licensee who is actually known to be, or is

reasonably expected to be, within the range of a dan-

gerous act or condition.

Trespassers

Surprising to many homeowners is the fact that a

duty is also owed to those without permission to be

on the premises. A trespasser is a person who enters

the premises of another without express or implied

permission of the owner, for the trespasser’s own

benefit or amusement. The duty of the owner to a

trespasser is not to prepare pitfalls or traps for the

trespasser nor to injure the trespasser purposely.

Once the owner is aware of the trespasser’s presence

or can reasonably anticipate such presence from the

circumstances, (evidence of skateboarders in an un-

finished swimming pool would fall into this category)
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then the owner has a duty to exercise ordinary care

to avoid injuring the trespasser.

Insurance Coverage

Homeowner’s Insurance policies cover this form

of legal liability in the event that anyone suffers an

injury while on the insured property. Certain actions

of the policyholder, which occur away from the in-

sured property, may also be covered. Even if a house

is under construction and has no contents to be pro-

tected, the homeowner should obtain liability insur-

ance to protect against claims of workers and even

trespassers.

When a homeowner purchases liability insurance,

part of the insurance company’s obligation is to pro-

vide a defense in the event of a lawsuit. Even though

the insurance company selects the lawyer and must

approve the payment of all legal fees and other ex-

penses of the lawsuit, the lawyer represents the poli-

cyholder. Under most types of liability insurance, the

insurance company has the contractual right to settle

or defend the case as it sees fit. The homeowner has

an opportunity to express opinion, but the company

typically has no obligation to obtain the policyhold-

er’s consent or approval.

A suit against a homeowner may involve several

different claims, some of which may be covered by

the liability insurance policy and some of which may

not be covered. The insurance company is obligated

to provide a defense for any claim, which could be

covered, but the company may not be obligated to

pay the damages for certain types of claims. Since lia-

bility policies typically do not provide coverage for

intentional acts, there may be a question as to wheth-

er the policyholder acted intentionally. Negligent or

accidental acts are generally covered, however, pa-

pers filed in court might allege both negligent and

intentional actions. In such a situation, the insurance

company may send the homeowner a Reservation of

Rights letter, a notice that the company is paying for

the defense for the claim but is not agreeing that it

is required to pay for any and all losses under the

terms of the policy.

Limitations and exclusions can alter the provisions

of coverage in a policy. A limitation is an exception

to the general scope of coverage, applicable only

under certain circumstances or for a specified period

of time. An exclusion is a broader exception which

often rules out coverage for such cases as intentional

acts, when the policy covers damages due to negli-

gent acts.

Insurance companies and policyholders have con-

tractual obligations which must be satisfied to ensure

resolution of claims. Insurance policies list specific

things a policyholder must do in order to perfect a

claim once a loss has taken place. These duties are

known as contract conditions. Policies typically re-

quire an insured to give prompt notice of any loss or

the time and place of an accident or injury. Liability

claims require the policyholder to give the insurance

company copies of any notices or legal papers re-

ceived.

The insurance company may ultimately refuse to

pay part or all of a claim. The insurance company

may take the position that the loss is not covered by

the policy, perhaps because it was the result of some

intentional act. Or the insurance company may allege

that the policyholder took some type of action that

rendered the policy void. Because insurance policies

are contracts and open to interpretation by the

courts, policyholders may be able to use the legal sys-

tem to reverse such decisions. If an insured home-

owner opts to consult an attorney to pursue such

remedies, the chosen attorney ought to be one other

than the one hired by the insurance company to rep-

resent the homeowner.

Safety Considerations

In addition to considering the welfare of those in

the home and visitors to the home, safety precau-

tions can reduce potential liability for homeowner’s

and in some cases attention to these issues may even

lower the cost of homeowner’s insurance.

Smoke Alarms and Fires

Fire kills more Americans than all natural disasters

combined and over 80 percent of all fire deaths occur

in residences. Direct property loss due to fires in the

United States is estimated at $8.6 billion per year.

Cooking and smoking are the leading causes of resi-

dential fires, followed by heating fixtures. A smoke

alarm is a battery operated or electrically connected

device that senses the presence of visible or invisible

particles produced by combustion and is designed to

sound an alarm within the room or suite within

which it is located. There are two types of household

smoke alarms in common use: ionization and photo-

electric smoke alarms. An ionization alarm uses a

small amount of radioactive material to ionize air in

the sensing chamber. As a result, the air chamber be-

comes conductive, permitting current to flow be-

tween two charged electrodes. When smoke parti-

cles enter the chamber, the conductivity of the
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chamber air decreases. When this reduction in con-

ductivity is reduced to a predetermined level, the

alarm is set off. Most smoke alarms in use are this

type. A photoelectric smoke alarm consists of a light

emitting diode and a light sensitive sensor in the

sensing chamber. The presence of suspended smoke

particles in the chamber scatters the light beam. This

scattered light is detected and sets off the alarm.

Smoke alarms should be maintained in accordance

with the manufacturers’ instructions. Occasional

light vacuuming will keep the air vents clean. Long

life smoke alarms have been designed to use lithium

batteries where the battery life is predicted to last 10

years with the normal low battery drain of ionization

smoke alarms. The smoke alarms are still designed

to provide a low battery audible signal as the battery

charge is reduced to a level that may make the

smoke alarm inoperable. Although these batteries

are designed to last 10 years, ongoing testing and

maintenance is required as per manufacturers’ in-

structions. 

Furnace, Fireplace, and Chimney
Maintenance

Carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless gas

that interferes with the delivery of oxygen in the

blood to the rest of the body. This gas can impede

coordination, worsen cardiovascular conditions, and

produce fatigue, headache, weakness, confusion,

disorientation, nausea, and dizziness. High levels re-

sult in death. The symptoms are sometimes con-

fused with the flu or food poisoning. Fetuses, infants,

elderly, and people with heart and respiratory illness-

es are particularly at high risk for the adverse health

effects of carbon monoxide. An estimated 1,000 peo-

ple die each year as a result of carbon monoxide poi-

soning and thousands of others end up in hospital

emergency rooms. Carbon monoxide is produced by

the incomplete combustion of carbon-containing

fuels including coal, wood, charcoal, natural gas, and

fuel oil. It can be emitted by combustion sources

such as unvented kerosene and gas space heaters,

furnaces, wood stoves, gas stoves, fireplaces and

water heaters, automobile exhaust from attached ga-

rages, and tobacco smoke. Problems can arise as a re-

sult of improper installation, maintenance, or inade-

quate ventilation.

Chimneys blocked by birds’ or squirrels’ nests can

cause deadly carbon monoxide gas to enter a home.

This danger can be lessened by having the chimney

professionally cleaned each year. A carbon-

monoxide alarm will provide added protection, but

such alarms are not a replacement for proper use

and maintenance of fuel-burning appliances. Proper

placement of a carbon monoxide detector is impor-

tant. Because victims of carbon monoxide poisoning

will slip deeper into unconsciousness as their condi-

tion worsens, a loud alarm is necessary to wake

them. Additional detectors on every level and in

every bedroom of a home provide extra protection.

Homeowners should not install carbon monoxide

detectors directly above or beside fuel-burning appli-

ances, as appliances may emit a small amount of car-

bon monoxide upon start-up. A detector should not

be placed within fifteen feet of heating or cooking

appliances or in or near very humid areas such as

bathrooms. Carbon monoxide rises with warmer air

temperatures and so mounting the device on or near

the ceiling is often recommended.

Swimming Pools

Drowning is the second leading cause of uninten-

tional injury-related deaths to children ages 14 and

under. A temporary lapse in supervision is a common

factor in most drownings and near-drownings. Child

drownings can happen in a matter of seconds—in

the time it takes to answer the phone. There is often

no splashing to warn of trouble. Children can drown

in small quantities of water and are at risk in their

own homes from wading pools, bathtubs, buckets,

diaper pails, and toilets as well as swimming pools,

spas, and hot tubs. Pool and spa owners can take

practical steps to make their pool and spa less dan-

gerous and reduce their potential liability. 

All doors which give access to a swimming pool

should be equipped with an audible alarm which

sounds when the door and/or screen are opened.

The alarm should have an automatic reset feature.

The alarm can be equipped with manual means, such

as touchpads or switches, to temporarily deactivate

the alarm for a single opening of the door from ei-

ther direction. This arrangement allows adults to

pass through without setting off the alarm. Such de-

activation should last for no more than 15 seconds.

The deactivation touchpads or switches should be

located at least 54 inches above the threshold of the

door.

A non-climbable, five-foot fence that separates the

pool/spa from the residence should be installed.

Openings should be no more than four inches wide

so children cannot squeeze through the spaces. A

fence or barrier completely surrounding the pool

can prevent many drowning accidents. The area adja-

cent to the outside of the fence must be free of ob-

jects such as chairs, tables, and playground equip-

ment that children could use to climb over the fence.
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Other safety measures can include: 

• Self-closing and self-latching gates and doors

leading to the pool should have latches

above a child’s reach. Gates should open

outward.

• Pool safety covers can be installed. Power

operated covers are the safest and easiest to

use.

• A telephone can be installed near the pool.

Emergency numbers as well as the address

of the property should be posted near the

phone so that it is visible to callers.

• Constant supervision of swimmers of all ages

is the most effective means of drowning pre-

vention.

Wiring Systems and General Maintenance

The improper use of extension cords can cause

shocks, fires, and other electrical hazards, which is

another area of potential danger and liability for

homeowners. Electrical cords and wiring systems

should be inspected on a periodic basis. General

maintenance, not only for electrical devices, but for

other items and conditions which may be unsafe or

dangerous, is helpful to prevent potential liability.

Additional Resources

A Glossary of Insurance, Development and Planning
Terms. Davidson, Michael, American Planning Associa-
tion, 1997.

The Legal Edge for Homeowners, Buyers, and Renters.
Bryant, Michel J., Renaissance Books, 1999. 

Organizations

Environmental Health Center

1025 Conn. Ave., NW, Suite 1200

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 293-2270

URL: http://www.nsc.org/ehc.htm

National Swimming Pool Foundation

PO Box 495

Merrick, NY 11566 USA

Phone: (516) 623-3447

Fax: (516) 867-2139

URL: http://www.nspf.com/

National Safety Council

1121 Spring Lake Drive

Itasca, IL 60143 USA

Phone: (630) 285-1121

Fax: (630) 285-1315

URL: http://www.nsc.org/index.htm

U.S. Fire Administration

16825 S. Seton Ave

Emmitsburg, MD 21727 USA

Phone: (301) 447-1000

URL: http://www.usfa.fema.gov
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Background

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, as

amended in 1988, also known as the Fair Housing

Act, and the Civil Rights Act of 1866 prohibit dis-
crimination in a wide array of real estate practices,

including housing sale and rental, provision of

homeowner’s insurance, and mortgage lending.

The Fair Housing Act

The Fair Housing Act identifies seven classes pro-

tected by the law: race, color, national origin, reli-

gion, sex, familial status, and disability. State and

local laws often extend these protected classes to in-

clude such characteristics as sexual preference, age,

and even student status. The Fair Housing Act is a

federal law, which covers most housing in the United

States. In some circumstances, the Act exempts

owner-occupied buildings with no more than four

units, single-family housing sold or rented without

the use of a broker, and housing operated by organi-

zations and private clubs that limit occupancy to

members. For purposes of the Fair Housing Act, sex-

ual discrimination includes sexual harassment
which is defined as deliberate or repeated unsolicit-

ed verbal comments, gestures, or physical contact

that creates an offensive environment and sexual fa-

vors sought in return for housing. With regard to fa-

milial status, families are defined as at least one child

under the age of eighteen living with at least one par-

ent or appointed guardian. It also includes preg-

nant women and those in the adoption process.

The Civil Rights Act

The provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1866 are

extremely broad. Section 1981 protects the right of

all persons to make and enforce contracts free from

racial discrimination. Section 1982 protects the

rights of citizens to inherit, purchase, lease, sell,

hold and convey real and personal property. The

act only covers racial discrimination, however, and

section 1982 only protects United States citizens.
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Anti-Discrimination Provisions for Sales
and Rentals

No one may take any of the following actions

based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, fa-

milial status or disability:

Refuse to rent or sell housing

Refuse to negotiate for housing

Make housing unavailable

Deny a dwelling

Set different terms, conditions or privileges for

sale or rental of a dwelling

Provide different housing services or facilities

Falsely deny that housing is available for inspec-

tion, sale, or rental

For profit, persuade owners to sell or rent (block-

busting)

Deny anyone access to or membership in a facility

or service (such as a multiple listing service) related

to the sale or rental of housing

Anti-Discrimination Provisions for Mortgage
Lending

No one may take any of the following actions

based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, fa-

milial status or disability

Refuse to make a mortgage loan

Refuse to provide information regarding loans

Impose different terms or conditions on a loan,

such as different interest rates, points, or fees

Discriminate in appraising property

Refuse to purchase a loan

Set different terms or conditions for purchasing a

loan

Other Provisions

Additionally, it is illegal for anyone to threaten, co-

erce, intimidate, or interfere with anyone exercising

a fair housing right or assisting others who exercise

that right. It is also unlawful to advertise or make any

statement that indicates a limitation or preference

based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, fa-

milial status, or disability. This prohibition against

discriminatory advertising applies to single-family

and owner-occupied housing that is otherwise ex-

empt from the Fair Housing Act.

Disability Issues

Because persons with disabilities face negative

stereotypes and prejudice that limit them from hous-

ing options along with physical barriers, federal and

local governments have amended fair housing laws

to include persons with disabilities as a protected

class. The broadest protections originate from the

Federal Fair Housing Act Amendments of 1988 and

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Disability can encompass either a physical or men-

tal disability. Disability can include hearing, mobility

and visual impairments, chronic alcoholism, chronic

mental illness, AIDS, AIDS Related Complex, and

mental retardation, or it can be any other condition

that substantially limits one or more major life activi-

ties. However, housing need not be made available

to a person who is a direct threat to the health or

safety of others or who currently uses illegal drugs.

If a person either has a disability or is regarded as

having a disability, a landlord may not refuse to

allow the tenant to make reasonable modifications to

the dwelling or common use areas at the tenant’s ex-

pense. The landlord also must make reasonable ac-

commodations in rules, policies, practices, or ser-

vices if necessary for the disabled person to use the

housing. These actions includes the permitting of as-

sistive animals and the designation of disabled park-

ing spaces.

Newly constructed, multi-family housing of four

or more units require at least one building entrance

to have an accessible route, public and common

areas readily accessible to and usable by people with

disabilities, and doors sufficiently wide for use by

persons in wheelchairs. Accessibility guidelines are

issued by HUD to provide technical assistance in

meeting the design requirements.

A reasonable modification is a structural or other

physical change to the unit or housing structure to

provide a person with a disability physical access. A

common example is a ramp to a building’s entrance.

It is the responsibility of the consumer to make an

accommodation or modification request. A landlord

should not be expected to predict or anticipate a per-

son’s needs. Accommodation or modification letters

should be in written form to document the request.

According to Fair Housing laws, ‘‘reasonable’’

means that the action requested by the individual

with the disability does not cause an undue financial

or administrative burden to the housing provider,

does not cause a basic change in the nature of the
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housing programs available, will not cause harm or

damage to others, and is technologically possible. An

accommodation or modification request will be de-

nied if it is not reasonable according to the above

standards. 

Under fair housing and civil rights laws, landlords

can request verification from a medical professional

or professional service provider (such as a social

worker) that indicates a tenant requires a reasonable

accommodation or modification. For a modification,

a landlord may ask to inspect or review site plans and

demand that they are completed in a workmanlike

or professional manner. Aesthetics is not a defense

in denying a modification request. While a modifica-

tion or accommodation request only requires a mini-

mal disclosure of disability (to identify oneself as pro-

tected under the law), disclosure may hasten the

request process. However, it is not required. 

Unlawful Questions

It is an illegal inquiry for a landlord, leasing or

sales agent to ask a tenant the following questions:

What is your disability? 

What is the nature of your disability?

How severe is your disability?

How was your disability acquired?

What medications do you take?

Can you live independently?

Do you have AIDS?

Why do you need this reasonable accommodation

or modification?

Are you a fire hazard?

Accessibility Requirements

In buildings that have an elevator and four or

more units, public and common areas must be acces-

sible to persons with disabilities. This means that

doors and hallways must be wide enough for wheel-

chairs. Additionally, all units must have an accessible

route into and through the unit, accessible light

switches, electrical outlets, thermostats and other

environmental controls, reinforced bathroom walls

to allow later installation of grab bars, and kitchens

and bathrooms that can be used by people in wheel-

chairs. These requirements are federal minimum

standards only and do not replace any more strin-

gent standards in State or local law.

Families

Unless a building or community qualifies as hous-

ing for older persons, it may not discriminate based

on familial status. That is, it may not discriminate

against families in which one or more children under

18 live with a parent, a person who has legal custody
of the child or children, or the designee of the parent

or legal custodian, with the parent or custodian’s

written permission. Familial status protection also

applies to pregnant women and anyone securing

legal custody of a child under 18.

Housing for older persons is exempt from the

prohibition against familial status discrimination if

the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Secre-

tary has determined that it is specifically designed for

and occupied by elderly persons under a Federal,

State or local government program, or it is occupied

solely by persons who are 62 or older, or it houses

at least one person who is 55 or older in at least 80

percent of the occupied units, and adheres to a poli-

cy that demonstrates an intent to house persons who

are 55 or older.

Discrimination Complaints

Individuals with complaints of discrimination can

have HUD investigate to determine whether there is

reasonable cause to believe the Fair Housing Act has

been violated. A one-year statute of limitations ex-

ists after an alleged violation for filing a complaint

with HUD. HUD will notify the alleged violator of the

complaint and permit that person or entity to submit

an answer. HUD will try to reach an agreement

through conciliation, but if HUD has reasonable

cause to believe that a conciliation agreement is

breached, HUD will recommend that the Attorney

General file suit.

State and local agencies also exist to enforce fair

housing laws. HUD may refer complaints to those

agencies for investigation. HUD may also authorize

the attorney general to go to court to seek temporary

or preliminary relief, pending the outcome of a com-

plaint, if irreparable harm is likely to occur without

HUD’s intervention. If HUD finds reasonable cause

to believe that discrimination occurred, the matter

will go to an administrative hearing at which HUD at-

torneys litigate the case on behalf of the complain-

ant. Alternately, complainants can hire an attorney.

An Administrative Law Judge (ALA) will consider the

evidence and if ALA decides that discrimination oc-

curred, the respondent can be ordered to pay dam-
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ages, including actual damages, and damages for hu-

miliation, pain and suffering. The respondent may

also be order to make the housing available, pay at-

torney’s fees, and pay fines to the Federal Govern-

ment.

The matter can also proceed to Federal District

Court with private counsel where the court may

order relief, which could include punitive dam-
ages. The statute of limitations in federal court is

two years from the date of an alleged violation. The

Attorney General may file a suit in a Federal District

Court if there is reasonable cause to believe a pattern

or practice of housing discrimination is occurring.

Lawful Discrimination

Only certain kinds of discrimination are covered

by fair housing laws. Landlords are not required by

law to rent to any tenant who applies for a property.

Landlords can select tenants based on objective busi-

ness criteria, such as the applicant’s ability to pay the

rent and take care of the property. Landlords can

lawfully discriminate against tenants with bad credit

histories or low incomes. Landlords must be consis-

tent in the screening, treat all tenants in the same

manner, and should document any legitimate busi-

ness reason for not renting to a prospective tenant.

State and Local Laws

Along with the federal laws against housing dis-

crimination, a few states and cities jurisdictions pro-

vide additional protection under local laws.

CALIFORNIA: Fair Employment and Housing Act,

which includes the California Fair Housing Law often

called the Rumford Fair Housing Act, is the primary

state law banning discrimination in housing accom-

modations because of race, color, religion, sex, mari-

tal status, national origin, ancestry, disability, and fa-

milial status. The Civil Rights Act of 1959 provides for

the right to be free from discrimination in public ac-

commodations. This Act has been interpreted by the

courts to prohibit arbitrary discrimination by busi-

ness establishments on any basis other than econom-

ic status such as level of income. 

BERKELEY: Berkeley Municipal Code prohibits

discrimination against families with children,

discrimination based on sexual orientation,

and discrimination based on the fact potential

applicants have of having AIDS or associated

conditions. 

OAKLAND: Oakland Ordinance prohibits dis-

crimination against families with children and

against persons who have the medical condi-

tion known as AIDS or ARC or AIDS related

conditions (ARC). 

RICHMOND: Richmond Ordinance prohibits

discrimination in housing against people with

AIDS and related conditions. 

SAN FRANCISCO: San Francisco prohibits dis-

crimination on the basis of race, color, creed,

religion, national origin, ancestry, age, sex, sex-

ual orientation, gender identity, domestic part-

ner status, marital status, disability or AIDS/HIV

status, familial status, source of income, weight

and height.

NEW YORK: New York State law adds marital sta-

tus and age to the list of protected categories. New

York City law adds sexual orientation, lawful occupa-

tion, and citizenship status.

Additional Resources

Fair Housing Compliance Guide Daniels, Rhonda, Home
Builder Press, 1995.

Fair Housing Litigation Handbook Zuckerman, Howard,
Wiley, John & Sons, Inc.orporated, April 1993. 

Organizations

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

451 7th Street S.W.

Washington, DC 20410

Phone: (202) 708-1112

URL: http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/index.cfm

Primary Contact: Mykl Asanti

Arizona Center for Disability Law

3839 N. Third Street, Suite 209

Phoenix, AZ 85012

Phone: (602) 274-6287

Fax: (602) 274-6779

URL: http://www.acdl.com

Cleveland Tenants Organization

2530 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, OH 44115

Phone: (216) 621-0540

URL: http://little.nhlink.net/nhlink/housing/cto/

cto.htm

Primary Contact: Mike Foley
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Metropolitan St. Louis Equal Housing
Opportunity Council

1027 South Vandeventer Ave.nue, Fourth Floor

St. Louis, MO 63110

Phone: (314) 534-5800

Fax: (314) 534-2551

Cleveland Tenants Organization

2530 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, OH 44115

Phone: (216) 621-0540

URL: http://little.nhlink.net/nhlink/housing/cto/c

to.htm

Primary Contact: Mike Foley

South Bay Fair Housing Project

2 W. Santa Clara Street, 8th Floor

San Jose, CA 95109

Phone: (408) 283-3700

URL: www.clscal.org

Arizona Center for Disability Law

3839 N. Third Street, Suite 209

Phoenix, AZ 85012

Phone: (602) 274-6287

Fax: (602) 274-6779

URL: http://www.acdl.com

U. S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development

451 7th Street S.W.

Washington, DC 20410

Phone: (202) 708-1112

URL: http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/index.cfm

Primary Contact: Mykl Asanti
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Background

Insurance is a legally binding contract, typically re-

ferred to as an insurance policy. The contractual rela-

tionship is between the insurance company and the

person or entity buying the policy, the policyholder.

The policyholder makes payments to the insurance

company, which can be monthly, quarterly or yearly.

The insurance company agrees to pay for certain

types of losses under certain conditions, which are

set forth in the policy.

One requirement for insurance is that the policy-

holder needs to possess an insurable interest in the

subject of the insurance. A policyholder either own-

ing or renting property is said to have such an inter-

est in the property. Insurance policies compensate

an insured party for the cost of monetary damages

in the event of economic loss or in the event of dam-

ages leveled against a policyholder who is liable for

damages to another. Liability insurance pays dam-

ages up to the dollar amount of liability coverage

purchased and protects the personal assets of the

policyholder in the event of a judgement against the

policyholder for damages.

Types of Insurance

Homeowner’s Insurance

Homeowner’s insurance includes both property

and liability coverage, many of which cover activities

away from and not in any way connected with a poli-

cyholder’s residence. Homeowner’s insurance cov-

ers repair or rebuilding of a house which is damaged

by natural causes such as fire, fallen trees, or heavy

winds. It also covers acts of theft and vandalism.

This type of policy also typically pays for replacement

of the personal items inside a residence if those

items are damaged by the same causes that damage

the house or if such items are stolen.

Homeowner’s policies also cover legal liability in

the event that anyone suffers an injury while on the

insured property. Certain actions of the policyhold-

er, which occur away from the insured property may

also be covered. Even if a house is under construc-

tion and has no contents to be protected, the home-

owner can insure the structure against damages for

fire and liability.

Title Insurance

Title insurance provides coverage to a home-

owner if it is discovered in the future that there was
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a defect in the title and the homeowner did not get

clear title to the property. Coverage is provided if a

dispute arises that was not discovered during the

title search. The title insurance will pay attorney

fees, as well as all other costs in defending the title.

The lender will usually require title insurance until

the loan is paid in full.

Mortgage Insurance

Mortgage insurance is only for the benefit of the

lender. It protects the lender against the risk of non-

payment by the buyer. It is generally required by a

lender to protect it against default by a borrower

who makes a low down payment. If the borrower

defaults, the mortgage insurer pays the lender its

money and then seeks to recover from the borrower

or forecloses on the property. 

Mortgage Life Insurance

Mortgage life insurance is not the same as mort-

gage insurance. It is simply a life insurance policy

that pays off the mortgage balance if the policyholder

dies.

Renter’s Insurance

Although renting a property is not subject to the

same liability as owning a property, renters can still

benefit from property insurance. Renter’s insurance

typically covers the cost of replacing personal items

that are stolen, damaged, or destroyed. Additionally,

renters, like owners, have potential liability to any-

one injured on the occupied property. Renter’s in-

surance policies are similar to homeowners’ insur-

ance policies but have no coverage for buildings or

structures. Although renter’s insurance is not usually

required by the terms of some leases, tenants may be

required to have insurance to cover their liability ex-

posure if someone is injured on the premises, or if

damages occur from items owned by the renter, such

as waterbeds.

Insurance Coverage

Exclusions and Limitations

Limitations and exclusions can alter the provisions

of coverage in a policy. A limitation is an exception

to the general scope of coverage, applicable only

under certain circumstances or for a specified period

of time. An exclusion is a broader exception which

often rules out coverage for such things as intention-

al acts, when the policy covers damages due to negli-

gent acts.

Rates and Applications

State insurance laws dictate the manner in which

insurance companies may conduct marketing, un-

derwriting (determining which policyholders or risks

to accept or reject for coverage), and rate activities.

Insurance underwriting decisions must be based on

reasons that are related in some way to the risk to

be insured. Some states have laws limiting an insur-

ance company’s ability to cancel or discontinue cov-

erage once a policy has been issued. In all states, it

is illegal to refuse insurance on the basis of race,

color, sex, religion, national origin or ancestry. In

many states this list is expanded to include marital

status, age, occupation, language, sexual orientation,

physical or mental impairment, or the geographic

area a person resides. An individual has a legal right
to be promptly informed of the reasons for a refusal

to issue an insurance policy.

Insurance companies determine the premium, or

payment to charge, based on numerous circum-

stances known as rating factors. These rating factors

must be reasonably related to the risk being insured.

The rates and rating factors for insurance must be

filed with the state insurance regulatory agency for

each state where the insurance is to be sold. In cer-

tain states, the rates must get regulatory approval be-

fore they can be used.

Cancellations

Generally, once a policy is issued, it can be cancel-

led only for failure to make premium payments or for

misrepresentation or fraud by the policyholder.

State laws typically limit items an insurance company

can include in the cancellation provisions of its poli-

cies. Most property and liability policies are issued

for a stated policy term. The limitation on cancella-

tion applies only during the policy term. Insurance

companies can decide to discontinue or not renew

these policies at the end of the term for any reason

except a reason that would be prohibited by law. In

most states, an insurance company is required to

provide the policyholder with written notice if it in-

tends not to renew a renter’s or homeowner’s policy.

A policyholder may cancel an insurance policy at

any time by giving notice to the insurance company.

Some clauses include financial penalties for early

cancellation by the policyholder. Most property and

liability policies require what is known as a short rate

penalty when a policyholder requests cancellation,

which gives the insurance company the ability to re-

tain a larger, disproportionate amount of the premi-

um.
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A cancellation notice usually must be sent to the

policyholder several days prior to the effective date

of cancellation. State law usually requires at least 10

days advance written notice, with a reinstatement pe-

riod. Once the time period has expired, reinstate-

ment after termination of coverage is discretionary

by the insurance company.

Payment of Claims

Insurance companies and policyholders have con-

tractual obligations which must be satisfied to ensure

resolution of claims. Insurance policies list specific

things a policyholder must do in order to perfect a

claim once a loss has taken place. These duties are

known as contract conditions. Policies typically re-

quire an insured to give prompt notice of any loss,

information about what property was damaged or

the time and place of an accident or injury. In the

case of property damage, the policyholder will be re-

quired to take steps to protect the property from fur-

ther destruction. In the event of theft, policies usual-

ly require a police report. Liability claims require the

policyholder to give the insurance company copies

of any notices or legal papers received.

The insurance company may deny or refuse to pay

a claim. The insurance company may take the posi-

tion that the loss is not covered by the policy or that

the claimant was not insured under the policy. In

some cases, the insurance company may conclude

that the policyholder took some type of action that

rendered the policy void. Because insurance policies

are contracts which are open to interpretation by the

courts, policyholders may be able to use the legal sys-

tem to reverse such decisions.

Good Faith Payment of Claims

All insurance policies are contracts and all con-

tracts contain an implied obligation of good faith
and fair dealing. When a claim is presented, this im-

plied obligation means that an insurance company

must make a thorough, good faith investigation of

the claim. This investigation includes an obligation

for the insurance company to review potential rea-

sons and circumstances that could justify the claim.

If an insurance company breaches this implied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing and refuses

to pay a claim that it legally should be pay or denies

a claim without adequate investigation, the policy-

holder may have a bad faith claim against the com-

pany. If the company is found to have acted in bad

faith in its handling of a claim, the policyholder

would be entitled to damages. If the conduct by the

insurance company is outrageous and totally uncon-

scionable, the insured also may be entitled to recov-

er punitive damages.

Insurance Regulation

No federal regulatory agency exists to monitor in-

surance companies and so companies selling insur-

ance are regulated by individual state agencies.

These state regulatory groups are designed to assure

that insurance companies operating in the state have

the financial ability to pay claims. The state regulato-

ry agency is typically empowered to take various ac-

tions against an insurance company that fails to con-

duct its business in a financially sound manner,

including actions to prohibit the company from

doing business in the state.

Most states have laws regarding the conduct of in-

surance business to ensure lawfulness and fairness to

applicants for insurance and policyholders. State

agencies can investigate complaints by consumers

and sanction companies with unfair practices. State

agencies also review policy forms used by insurance

companies and rates charged for various types of in-

surance for compliance with state law.

Unlike car insurance, there is no law that requires

a homeowner to have insurance. However, banks

and lending institutions usually require that a bor-

rower carry such insurance to protect the interest of

the lender until the loan is repaid. A mortgage or

deed of trust typically requires enough insurance to

cover the repair or rebuilding of the house in the

event it is destroyed. Mortgages can be structured so

that the lending company pays the insurance direct-

ly, and the cost is taken out of the homeowner’s

monthly mortgage payment.

Additional Resources

A Glossary of Insurance, Development and Planning
Terms Davidson, Michael, American Planning Associa-
tion,1997.

The Legal Edge for Homeowners, Buyers, and Renters Bry-
ant, Michel J., Renaissance Books, 1999.

Organizations

The American Homeowners Resource Center

P.O. Box 97

San Juan Capistrano, CA 92693
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Phone: (949) 366-2125

Fax: ()

URL: www ahrc.com

Alabama Department of Insurance

201 Monroe Street, Suite 1700, PO Box 303351

Montgomery, AL 36104

Phone: (334) 269-3550

Fax: (334) 241-4192

URL: www.aldoi.org

Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development

3601 C Street, Suite 1324

Anchorage, AK 99503

Phone: (907) 269-7900

Fax: (907) 269-7910

URL: www.dced.sta te.ak.us/insurance

Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development

P.O. Box 110805

Juneau, AK 99811

Phone: (907) 465-2515

Fax: (907) 465-3422

URL: www.commer ce.state.ak.us

Arizona Department of Insurance

2910 North 44th Street, Suite 210

Phoenix, AZ 85018

Phone: (602) 912-8444

Fax: (602) 954-7008

URL: www.state.az. us/id

Arkansas Department of Insurance

1200 West 3rd Street

Little Rock, AR 72201

Phone: (501) 371-2640

Fax: (501) 371-2749

URL: www.state.ar. us/insurance

California Department of Insurance

300 Capitol Mall, Suite 1500

Sacramento, CA 95814

Phone: (916) 492-3500

Fax: (415) 538-4010

URL: www.insuranc e.ca.gov

Colorado Division of Insurance

1560 Broadway, Suite 850

Denver, CO 80202

Phone: (303) 894-7499, ext. 4311

Fax: (303) 894-7455

URL: www.dora.state.co.us/Insurance

Connecticut Department of Insurance

P.O. Box 816

Hartford, CT 06142

Phone: (860) 297-3984

URL: www.state.ct.us/cid

Delaware Department of Insurance

841 Silver Lake Blvd., Rodney Building

Dover, DE 19904

Phone: (302) 739-4251

Fax: (302) 739-5280

URL: www.state.de. us/inscom

District of Columbia Department of
Insurance and Securities Regulation

810 First Street, NW, Suite 701

Washington, DC 20002

Phone: (202) 727-8000

Fax: (202) 535-1196

Florida Department of Insurance

Plaza Level Eleven

Tallahassee, FL 32399

Phone: (850) 922-3130

URL: www.doi.state.fl.us

Georgia Insurance and Fire Safety

Two Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive

Atlanta, GA 30334

Phone: (404) 656-2070

Fax: (404) 651-8719

URL: www.inscomm.state.ga.us

State of Hawaii, Department of Commerce
and Consumer Affairs

250 South King Street, 5th Floor

Honolulu, HI 96813

Phone: (808) 586-2790

Fax: (808) 586-2806

URL: www.hawaii.g ov/insurance

State of Idaho Department of Insurance

700 West State Street, P.O. Box 83720

Boise, ID 83720

Phone: (208) 334-4250

Fax: (208) 334-4398

URL: www.doi.state.id.us

Illinois Department of Insurance

100 West Randolph Street, Suite 15-100

Chicago, IL 60601

Phone: (312) 814-2420

Fax: (312) 814-5435

URL: www.state.il.u s/ins

Illinois Department of Insurance

320 West Washington Street

Springfield, IL 62767

Phone: (217) 782-4515
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Fax: (217) 782-5020

URL: www.state.il.u s/ins/

Indiana Department of Insurance

311 W. Washington St., Ste 300

Indianapolis, IN 46204

Phone: (317) 232-2385

Fax: (317) 232-5251

URL: www.state.in.u s/idoi/

State of Iowa Division of Insurance

330 Maple Street

Des Moines, IA 50319

Phone: (515) 281-5705

Fax: (515) 281-3059

URL: www.state.ia.u s/government/com/ins/ins.htm

Kansas Insurance Division

420 SW 9th Street

Topeka, KS 66612

Phone: (785) 296-7801

Fax: (785) 296-2283

URL: www.ink.org/ public/kid

Kentucky Department of Insurance

215 West Main Street

Frankfort, KY 40601

Phone: (502) 564-3630

Fax: (502) 564-1650

URL: htt p://www.doi.state.ky.us/

Louisiana Department of Insurance

950 North Fifth Street

Baton Rouge, LA 70804

Phone: (225) 343-4834

Fax: (254) 342-5900

URL: www.ldi.state.l a.us

Maine Bureau of Insurance

34 State House Station

Augusta, ME 04333

Phone: (207) 624-8475

Fax: (207) 624-8599

URL: www.maineins urancereg.org

Maryland Insurance Administration

525 St. Paul Place

Baltimore, MD 21202

Phone: (410) 468-2000

Fax: (410) 468-2020

URL: www.mia.state.md.us

Massachusetts Division of Insurance

South Station, 5th Floor

Boston, MA 02110

Phone: (617) 521-7794

Fax: (617) 521-7772

URL: www.state.ma.us/doi

Michigan Office of Financial and Insurance
Services

611 West Ottawa Street, 2nd Floor North, P.O. Box

30220

Lansing, MI 48933

Phone: (517) 373-0220

Fax: (517) 335-4978

URL: www.cis.state. mi.us/ofis

Minnesota Department of Commerce

133 East 7th Street

St. Paul, MN 55101

Phone: (651) 296-2488

Fax: (651) 296-4328

URL: www.commer ce.state.mn.us

Mississippi Department of Insurance

P.O. Box 79

Jackson, MS 39205

Phone: (601) 359-3569

Fax: (601) 359-2474

URL: www.doi.state.ms.us

Missouri Department of Insurance

301 West High Street, Room 630

Jefferson City, MO 65102

Phone: (573) 751-4126

Fax: (573) 751-1165

URL: www.insuranc e.state.mo.us

Montana Department of Insurance

840 Helena Avenue, P.O. Box 4009

Helena, MT 59601

Phone: (406) 444-2040

Fax: (406) 444-3497

URL: www.state.mt. us/sao

Nebraska Department of Insurance

941 O Street, Suite 400

Lincoln, NE 68508

Phone: (402) 471-2201

Fax: (402) 471-4610

URL: www.nol.org/h ome/NDOI

Nevada Division of Insurance

1665 Hot Springs Road, #152

Carson City, NV 89706

Phone: (775) 687-7690

Fax: (775) 687-3937

URL: www.doi.state.nv.us

New Hampshire Department of Insurance

56 Old Suncook Road

Concord, NH 03301

Phone: (603) 271-2261
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Fax: (603) 271-1406

URL: www.state.nh. us/insurance

New Jersey Department of Banking and
Insurance

20 West State Street

Trenton, NJ 08625

Phone: (609) 633-7667

Fax: (609) 984-5273

URL: htt p://states.nai c.org/nj/NJHOMEPG.HTML

New Mexico Department of Insurance

P.O. Box 1269

Santa Fe, NM 87504

Phone: (505) 827-4601

Fax: (505) 827-4734

URL: www.nmprc.st ate.nm.us

New York State Insurance Department

Agency Bldg. 1-ESP, Empire State Plaza

, NY 12257

Phone: (518) 474-6600

Fax: (518) 474-6630

URL: www.ins.state. ny.us

Consumer Services Bureau NYS Insurance
Department

65 Court Street #7

Buffalo, NY 14202

Phone: (716) 847-7618

Fax: (716) 847-7925

URL: www.ins.state. ny.us

North Carolina Department of Insurance

430 North Salisbury Street

Raleigh, NC 27611

Phone: (919) 733-7349

Fax: (919) 733-6495

URL: www.ncdoi.ne t

North Dakota Insurance Department

600 East Blvd. Avenue, 5th Floor

Bismarck, ND 58505

Phone: (701) 328-2440

Fax: (701) 328-4880

URL: www.state.nd. us/ndins

Ohio Department of Insurance

2100 Stella Court

Columbus, OH 43215

Phone: (614) 644-3378

Fax: (614) 752-0740

URL: www.state.oh. us/

Oklahoma Insurance Department

3814 North Santa Fe

Oklahoma City, OK 73118

Phone: (405) 521-2828

Fax: (405) 521-6652

URL: www.oid.state.ok.us

Oregon Insurance Division

350 Winter Street, NE, Room 440-2

Salem, OR 97310

Phone: (503) 947-7984

Fax: (503) 378-4351

URL: www.cbs.state.or.us/ins

Pennsylvania Insurance Department

1321 Strawberry Square, 13th Floor

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Phone: (717) 787-2317

URL: www.insurance.state.pa.us

Rhode Island Insurance Division

233 Richmond Street, Suite 233

Providence, RI 02903

Phone: (401) 222-2223

Fax: (401) 222-5475

South Carolina Department of Insurance

1612 Marion Street

Columbia, SC 29201

Phone: (803) 737-6180

Fax: (803) 737-6231

URL: www.state.sc. us/doi/

South Dakota Division of Insurance

118 West Capitol

Pierre, SD 57501

Phone: (605) 773-3563

Fax: (605) 773-5369

URL: www.state.sd. us/insurance

Tennessee Department of Commerce and
Insurance

500 James Robertson Parkway, 5th Floor

Nashville, TN 37243

Phone: (615) 741-2241

Fax: (615) 532-6934

URL: www.state.tn. us/commerce

Texas Department of Insurance

333 Guadalupe Street

Austin, TX 78701

Phone: (512) 463-6169

Fax: (512) 475-2005

URL: www.tdi.state. tx.us

Utah Department of Insurance

State Office Building Rm 3110

Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Phone: (801) 538-3805

Fax: (801) 538-3829
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URL: www.insurance.state.ut.us

Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance,
Securities and Health Care Administration

89 Main Street, Drawer 20

Montpelier, VT 05620

Phone: (802) 828-3302

Fax: (802) 828-3301

URL: www.state.vt.us/bis

Virginia Bureau of Insurance

P.O. Box 1157

Richmond, VT 23218

Phone: (804) 371-9967

URL: www.state.va.us/scc

Washington Office of the Commissioner of
Insurance

14th Avenue and Water Street

Olympia, WA 98504

Phone: (360) 753-3613

Fax: (360) 586-3535

URL: www.insuranc e.wa.gov

West Virginia Department of Insurance

1124 Smith St.

Charleston, WV 25301

Phone: (304) 558-3354

Fax: (304) 558-0412

URL: www.state.wv.us/insurance

Wisconsin Office of the Commissioner of
Insurance

121 East Wilson Street, P.O. Box 7873

Madison, WI 53707

Phone: (608) 266-0103

Fax: (608) 266-9935

URL: bad ger.state.w i.us/agencies/oci

Wyoming Department of Insurance

122 West 25th Street, 3rd Floor East

Cheyenne, WY 82002

Phone: (307) 777-7401

Fax: (307) 777-5895

URL: www.state.wy.us/~insurance/
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Background

Landlord–tenant law governs the rental of proper-

ty. The basis of the legal relationship between a

landlord and tenant is derived from both contract

and property law. The tenant has a temporary pos-

sessory interest in the premises. The rental premises

may be land, a house, a building, or an apartment.

The length of the tenancy may be for a specific peri-

od of time, for an indefinite but renewable period of

time (this would include a month–to–month tenan-

cy). During the term of the tenancy, the tenant has

the right to possess the premises, and to restrict the

access of others. A landlord–tenant contract may

alter and define rights allowed under law. Landlord–

tenant contracts are typically known as rental agree-

ments or leases. What provisions may be contained

in a lease is normally regulated by state law. Stan-

dard in all leases is the implied covenant of quiet en-

joyment which gives the tenant the right to possess

the rental premises without interference from or dis-

turbance by others, including the landlord. Another

standard lease provision for residential rental units

is the warranty of habitability. If the landlord

causes the rental to become uninhabitable or fails to

make repairs so that the premises are uninhabitable,

a constructive eviction may occur. This may allow

the tenant to withhold rent, repair the problem and

deduct the cost from the rent, or recover damages.

Federal law prohibits discrimination in housing

and the rental market. Landlords are also typically re-

stricted by state laws from evicting tenants in retalia-

tion of action the tenant may have taken to enforce

a provision of the lease, a housing code compliance,

or other applicable law.

Leases and Rental Agreements

A lease or rental agreement is a contract between

a landlord and a tenant which gives the tenant the

right to use and occupy rental property for a certain

period of time. When a tenant turns over the right

or the partial right to use and occupy rental property
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to a roommate or subtenant, that agreement is some-

times referred to as a sublease. A lease can be a ver-

bal agreement or a written agreement. At the end of

the lease, use and possession of rental property must

be returned to the landlord. A lease requires the ten-

ant to pay a specified amount of money each month

in return for the use and enjoyment of the premises.

This payment is called rent.

Parties to a Lease

Landlord

A landlord is the owner the rental property or the

agent of the owner of rental property. Often real es-

tate management companies will act as landlords for

private or corporate entities. The landlord allows a

tenant to use and occupy the rental property in ex-

change for payment of rent.

Tenant

A tenant is the person or entity that has the right

to occupy rental property in accordance with a rental

agreement or lease. In addition to provisions set out

in the lease, state law typically outlines tenant rights

with its own Landlord and Tenant law.

Roommates

If roommates are listed on the lease, each room-

mate is considered a tenant and each one will be in-

dividually fully responsible for the total amount of

the rent due to the landlord, unless the lease specifi-

cally states otherwise. If only one roommate is listed

on the lease and the others have not signed the

lease, only the roommate listed is considered the

tenant. The others are considered subtenants. Only

roommates who sign the lease are responsible for

the full amount of the rent to the landlord. The

roommates who signed may have some separate

claims against their non-signing, non-paying room-

mates, but such claims would typically be covered by

contract law rather than landlord tenant law.

Standard Lease Provisions

Most lease have standard provisions which set

forth landlord and tenant rights and obligations.

Such provisions include:

1. The names of the parties

2. A description of the rental property

3. The term, or length, of the lease

4. The amount of rent

5. The due date of the rent

6. The amount of the security deposit

7. Whether the tenant is subject to late fees

8. Maintenance responsibilities

9. Options to renew

10. Termination notice requirements

11. When the landlord may enter the rental

property

12. Rules concerning pets

While leases or rental agreements do not have to be

in writing to be valid, the terms of the agreement will

be easier to enforce and the responsibilities of the

parties will be clearer if the rental agreement is in

writing.

Unenforceable clauses

Some clauses that appear in a written lease or

rental agreement are, by the nature of the clause, un-

enforceable. These include agreements that the

landlord can repossess property if the tenant falls be-

hind in the rent, agreements allowing the landlord

to enter the rental unit any time, without notice,

agreements that tenants will pay for all damages to

the rental unit without regard to fault, and agree-

ments that court action entitles the landlord to more

money than can be order by the court.

Landlord Obligations

Landlords have the responsibility to maintain resi-

dential rental property and repair any defects. Under

most state law, there is an implied warranty of hab-

itability, which is defined as the minimum standard

for decent, safe, sanitary housing suitable for human

habitation. This warranty applies throughout the

lease. Most jurisdictions that ordinances or laws that

require owners of real property to maintain the prop-

erty and make any necessary repairs. These codes

typically require that any rental property offered by

a landlord must meet the minimum standards estab-

lished in the codes. The landlord’s obligation is to

deliver the rental property to the tenant in compli-

ance with the housing codes and to maintain compli-

ance with the housing codes throughout the time

the tenant has possession of the rental property.

Tenant Obligations

The responsibilities of tenants are typically spelled

out in the lease; however, basic responsibilities in-
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clude timely payment of rent, reasonable use and

care of the premises, and a duty not to disturb or dis-

rupt surrounding neighbors with excessive noise.

Security Deposits

A security deposit is an amount of money given

by the tenant to the landlord to ensure that reim-

bursement is available for any damage done to the

premises by the tenant. Some leases require addi-

tional deposits for pets or waterbeds. State laws re-

quire the return of the security deposit within a cer-

tain period of time. If the entire security deposit is

not returned, the landlord should provide the tenant

with a written explanation regarding any deductions

made from the security deposit. Some states have

laws with steep financial penalties for landlords that

fail to return the security deposit within the amount

of time allowed by law. A security deposit typically

cannot be credited toward the payment of the final

month’s rent. Some state laws require the landlord

to keep the security deposit in a separate interest

bearing account.

Eviction and Unlawful Detainer

Eviction is a legal process by which a landlord may

terminate a tenant’s right to remain on the rental

property. Ultimately, the tenant may be forcibly re-

moved from the property by the sheriff or other law

enforcement official; however, doing so requires a

formal court order. A tenant can be evicted for nu-

merous reasons, but typically evictions take place

where the tenant is in violation of one or more provi-

sions of the lease agreement. Valid reasons for evic-

tion may include: 

1. Failure to pay rent on time

2. Harboring pets or persons not authorized

to reside at the premises under the lease

3. Illegal or criminal activity taking place

within the rental premises

A landlord cannot forcibly evict a tenant without

proper notice. The landlord must provide written

notice to the tenant of the default. If the tenant

does not fix the default within a reasonable amount

of time, the landlord must file for a formal court evic-

tion proceeding. Courts commonly refer to eviction

actions as ‘‘forcible entry and detainer’’ or ‘‘unlawful

detainer’’ actions. The legal theory is that the land-

lord alleges the tenant unlawfully continues to detain

or have use and possession of the rental property,

and the landlord seeks the assistance of the court to

have the tenant removed. The first step is for the

landlord to file a complaint or petition with the local

court and pay a small filing fee. The tenant must be

served with the court documents. An unlawful de-
tainer action is typically a proceeding which, unlike

many civil trials, can move quickly through a court

system; however, in some jurisdictions, tenants are

entitled upon request to a jury trial in which the jury

determines whether the tenant should be evicted.

In most jurisdictions, once the landlord has filed

the required paperwork, a court hearing on the un-

lawful detainer will be set. In some jurisdictions, the

tenant is required to file a written notice or answer.

In those jurisdictions, if the answer is not filed, the

landlord will prevail without a hearing ever being set.

In jurisdictions that do require a hearing, if the ten-

ant does not attend the scheduled court hearing, the

landlord will prevail. If the tenant does attend, the

court will determine whether the tenant should be

evicted and will take into account any defenses the

tenant may have. The landlord may be given a mone-

tary judgment for the amount of money owed for

rent, attorney fees and costs, and may be granted a

writ for possession of the premises. A writ will typi-

cally issue a few days after the judgement, allowing

the tenant the opportunity to move voluntarily.

Once the writ is issued, it may be executed by local

law enforcement officials (never the landlord direct-

ly) so that the tenant is removed from the rental

property and then the landlord is given possession.

Defenses to Eviction Proceedings

Improper Notice

Each state has its own requirements for the notice

of eviction and the method the tenant receives the

notice. If the landlord did not provide sufficient no-

tice prior to filing a court action or did not correctly

deliver or serve the notice to the tenant, the tenant

may have a defense to the eviction, even if the tenant

has not paid the required rent. If this argument is

successful, the landlord will usually be forced to redo

the procedure from the beginning.

Acceptance of Partial Rent

If the landlord accepts partial rent from the ten-

ant, knowing that the tenant is in noncompliance

with the lease agreement, either because of non-

payment of rent or due to some other reason, the

right to evict the tenant during that rent period is
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usually waived. The landlord could have the tenant

sign a paper indicating that partial acceptance on the

part of the landlord waives any rights the tenant

would otherwise have to claim partial payment. Such

waivers are valid in many jurisdictions.

Failure of the Landlord to Maintain the
Premises

A tenant seeking to use this theory as a defense

to eviction should provide written notice to the land-

lord that there is a defect in the property. The notice

to the landlord typically must provide the landlord

with a reasonable amount of time to accomplish the

repairs. If the landlord is nonresponsive, the tenant

may then hire and pay for a professional to make the

necessary repairs, then deduct the cost of the repairs

from the rent paid to the landlord. Some states re-

strict this repair and deduct tactic and provide that

the cost of the repair must not be more than one

month’s rent.

Retaliatory Eviction

This type of eviction happens when the landlord

takes an action against a tenant for acting as an ten-

ant activist. If the landlord seeks to evict the tenant

for informing government agencies of code viola-

tions or requesting that the landlord make repairs

and maintain the rental property in fit and habitable

condition, a retaliatory eviction claim may be a valid

defense to an eviction action.

Constructive Eviction

Constructive eviction occurs when residential

rental property is in an uninhabitable condition.

When rental property is uninhabitable, it is said to

create circumstances under which the tenant has

been deprived of the full use and possession of the

rental property and has therefore been ‘‘evicted.’’

The theory of constructive eviction is that since the

tenant did not received what was contracted for, the

tenant is not obligated to continue paying rent to the

landlord. In order for such a claim to be effective, the

tenant should give the landlord written notice of rea-

sons for the constructive eviction and provide the

landlord with a reasonable amount of time to correct

the problems. If the landlord does not fix the prob-

lems within a reasonable amount of time, the tenant

may leave the rental property and not be responsible

for payment of rent which would have otherwise

been due.

Fair Housing

In 1968 the federal government passed the Fair

Housing Act which has since been modified and

adopted by states and various localities. The Fair

Housing Act as amended prohibits discrimination in

housing and related transactions on the basis of race,

color, national origin, sex, religion, disability, and

familial status (the presence or anticipated presence

of children under 18 in a home). The Act covers dis-

crimination in all types of housing-related transac-

tions, including rentals and leases.

State and Local Laws

Most states and some jurisdictions have Landlord

Tenant Acts specific to the area. These laws vary sig-

nificantly and state laws will govern the provisions of

any lease.

ALASKA: Except for units renting for more than

$2,000 per month, security deposits and prepaid

rents may not total more than two months’ rent. Se-

curity deposits and prepaid rent must be deposited

by the landlord or the property manager in a trust ac-

count in a bank or savings and loan association
or with a licensed escrow agent. Exceptions can be

made in rural Alaska, if there is no bank in town, and

it would be impractical to bank the money. A trust

account can be any separate savings or checking ac-

count labeled ‘‘trust account’’ and used only for de-

posits and prepaid rents. There is no requirement

that the trust account earn interest. However, if the

rental property is managed by a property manager,

the interest in the trust account belongs to the ten-

ant, under the terms of the real estate license law,

unless the tenant agrees in writing that the interest

is payable to the property owner. A seven-day written

notice is required to terminate a tenancy for non-

payment of rent. The tenant can cure by paying the

rent within seven days. The notice must tell tenants

that they have the choice of paying or moving.

ARIZONA: Security deposits cannot exceed one

and a half times the monthly rent. To bring an evic-

tion action, the landlord must first serve a five-day

notice to vacate the premises in person, by certified

mail, or at the premises. If notice is sent by certified

or registered mail, the tenant is assumed to have re-

ceived the notice on the date the tenant signs for it

or five calendar days after it was mailed, which ever

occurs first. State law mandates that the trial be held

no sooner than three and no later than six business

days after the complaint was filed. If the complaint

is for non-payment of rent and the landlord accepts

payment of all rent due and reasonable late fees iden-

tified in the written agreement, attorney fees and

court costs, the rental agreement is reinstated and

the case will be automatically be dismissed. An evic-
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tion order is issued no earlier than the sixth calendar

day after judgment if the tenant has not moved out

of the rental unit. The order instructs the sheriff or

constable to evict the tenant. Lockouts and utility

shutoffs by the landlord prior to 24 hours after the

issuance of a writ are unlawful. Unlawful lockouts

and utility shutoffs may entitle the tenant two

months’ free rent. Security deposits must be re-

turned within 14 business days from the time the

tenant vacates the premises. 

ARKANSAS: Tenants have few rights under Arkan-

sas law. Rental units can lawfully be rented in ‘‘as is’’

condition. The landlord does not have to provide ad-

ditional maintenance to the dwelling. Security de-

posits cannot be in excess of two months rent. Secur-

ity deposits must be returned within 30 days. A

landlord may withhold the entire amount of the se-

curity deposit for damages or unpaid rent. There are

two types of eviction procedures: ‘‘unlawful detain-

er’’ (a civil eviction) and ‘‘failure to vacate’’ (a crimi-

nal eviction). ‘‘Unlawful detainer’’ requires three

days written notice to vacate after which the landlord

can file a complaint. If the tenant does not object in

writing to the eviction within five days, the sheriff can

removed the tenant from the rental property. ‘‘Fail-

ure to vacate’’ method of eviction, requires ten days

written notice. This method of eviction applies only

to non-payment of rent. Tenants who do not leave

the premises within ten days can be charged with a

criminal misdemeanor and could be fined $25 a day

for each day the tenant remains on the rental proper-

ty. A landlord is not permitted to change the locks,

move furniture out, turn off utilities or use any other

‘‘self-help’’ method of eviction; however, all property

left in the dwelling by the tenant will be considered

abandoned and may be disposed of by the landlord

as the landlord sees fit and without recourse by the

tenant. All property left on the premises by the ten-

ant is subjected to a lien in favor of the landlord for

the payment of all sums agreed to be paid by the ten-

ant. 

CALIFORNIA: The landlord must pay five percent

interest on all security deposits and deposits must be

returned to the tenant within 21 days after the tenant

vacates the rental property. State law requires a 60

day notice for any rent increases which, alone or cu-

mulatively, raise a tenant’s rent by more than 10 per-

cent within a 12 month period. This law covers both

rent controlled and non-rent controlled units. Lock-

outs are illegal, and the landlord can be liable for

$100 a day in penalties on an illegal lockout. There

is a three day notice requirement. Tenants must an-

swer a complaint for forcible detainer within five

days or lose the right to trial.

SAN FRANCISCO: Under the San Francisco

Housing Code, landlords must provide heat ca-

pable of maintaining a room temperature of 68

degrees (at a point three feet above the floor).

This level of heat must be provided for at least

thirteen hours, specifically from 5:00 AM to

11:00 AM and 3:00 PM to 10:00 PM.

COLORADO: There is a three day requirement on

non-payment of rent notices. Colorado law provides

that in certain situations a landlord may have a lien

on a tenant’s personal property for rent the tenant

owes the landlord. In certain circumstances, the

landlord may enter the tenant’s residence at a rea-

sonable time and in a peaceable manner to take pos-

session of the property covered by the lien. Under

this law, a landlord can take only certain property of

the tenant to pay back rent. A landlord cannot take

personal items, cooking utensils, bedding, beds, or

clothes; however, the landlord can take such items

as stereos, computers, and televisions. If the landlord

takes a tenant’s property and the tenant doesn’t pay

money owed to the landlord within 30 days, then the

landlord must file a foreclosure action in court.

After a complex legal procedure set forth in Colorado

law, the landlord may sell the tenant’s property to re-

cover the money owed by the tenant. If the landlord

sells or otherwise disposes of the tenant’s property

without properly complying with Colorado law, the

tenant is entitled to bring a court action to recover

the value of the property or $100 (whichever is great-

er) and reasonable attorney’s fees. The landlord may

be liable to the tenant for actual and punitive dam-
ages if the landlord wrongfully takes the tenant’s

property. Lockouts by landlords are illegal, but a ten-

ant who is unlawfully locked out could still be arrest-

ed for disturbing the peace if an argument with the

landlord erupts in the process of re-entry.

CONNECTICUT: By law the temperature of the

rental unit must stay above 65 degrees in the winter.

The landlord must also keep the rental unit free of

rat and roach infestations. No peeling paint or bro-

ken windows are allowed. Security deposits must be

returned within 30 days from date of move-out. Se-

curity deposits must be kept in an escrow account in

a Connecticut bank. Security deposit cannot exceed

two months rent. This limit is reduced to one

month’s rent if a tenant is 62 years of age or older.

DELAWARE: Rental agreements for period longer

than one year must be in writing. The security depos-
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it may not be more than one month’s rent if the rent-

al agreement is for one year or more. A security de-

posit must be held in a federally insured bank with

an office within the State of Delaware. The account

must be called a security deposit account and cannot

be used in the operation of the business of the land-

lord. The landlord must disclose to the tenant the lo-

cation of the security deposit account within 20 days

of the receipt of a written request for that informa-

tion, or the landlord forfeits the security deposit. A

landlord may not charge any non-refundable fee as

a condition for the tenant living in the rented unit,

unless that fee is an optional service fee for actual

services rendered to the tenant. Delaware has special

provisions whereby a tenant may terminate a rental

agreement early by giving the landlord 30 days writ-

ten notice. These provisions include job transfer in

excess of 30 miles, serious illness, admission into a

senior citizens facility or retirement home, admission

into a subsidized rental unit, military service, and

death.

FLORIDA: A landlord may not prohibit waterbeds,

unless the local building code bans them. However,

renters with waterbeds must carry a ‘‘reasonable

amount’’ of liability insurance on the bed payable to

the building owner. Deduction notices regarding

security deposits must be sent to the tenant within

15 days of move-out; otherwise the landlord loses

the right to take any deductions at all. If the landlord

has the security deposit in an interest-bearing ac-

count, the landlord must pay the tenant either 5% in-

terest or 75% of the account’s interest rate.

GEORGIA: Georgia law requires that before the

tenant pays a security deposit and moves into the

rental unit the landlord must give the tenant a com-

plete list of all existing damages. Georgia law does

not require the landlord to place the security deposit

in an interest bearing account nor does the law re-

quire that any interest that is earned be paid to the

tenant. The landlord has 30 days to return the securi-

ty deposit after the tenant terminates the lease.

HAWAII To bring an eviction action, the landlord

must first serve a five day notice to vacate the prem-

ises. This notice can be posted on the rental prem-

ises

IDAHO: Idaho law says nothing as to whether the

landlord has the right to enter the premises. If the

rental agreement does not address the landlord’s

right to enter the premises, the landlord should noti-

fy the tenant as to the necessity of entry, requesting

permission to enter in a reasonable manner. Security

deposits should be returned within 21 days but in no

case later than 30 after the tenant vacates. If a tenant

fails to pay rent or violates any term of the rental

agreement, the landlord must give the tenant written

notice of the violation and provide three days in

which the tenant can remedy the problem. The no-

tice informing the tenant of the violation must be de-

livered to the tenant personally, or a copy of the no-

tice may be left with some person of suitable age and

discretion at either the tenant’s residence or place of

business. If this form of communication proves im-

possible, the landlord may post the notice in a con-

spicuous place on the property and a copy must be

mailed to the tenant at the address where the prop-

erty is situated. If a landlord pursues formal legal
proceedings for the purpose of evicting a tenant

due to nonpayment of rent, the trial must be held

within 12 days from the time the lawsuit is filed in

court.

ILLINOIS: The Illinois Retaliatory Eviction Act pro-

hibits landlords from evicting tenants for complain-

ing to any governmental authority. There is no limit

on the amount of security deposit a landlord can re-

quire; however, the landlord must pay the tenant in-

terest on the security deposit if it is held for at least

six months and there are at least 25 rental units in

the complex. The landlord must pay the interest to

the tenant or apply the interest as a credit to rent

every 12 months. Security deposits must be returned

within 45 days of tenant move out. Any security de-

posit wrongfully withheld by the landlord is subject

to double damages. Leases running year-to-year re-

quire a 60-day written notice. Evictions require a 10

day notice. Lockouts and utility shutoffs are prohibit-

ed.

KANSAS: ‘‘Party shack’’ laws prohibit certain activ-

ities in rental unit, including gambling, promoting

obscenity, prostitution, or the use or possession of

controlled substances. Under these laws, unlawful

activities can subject a tenant to eviction. The three-

day notice used for non-payment of rent has been

narrowly defined as any 72-hour period with addi-

tional time requirements when mailed. Security de-

posits must be returned with 14 days of tenant move

out with wrongfully withheld amounts being subject

to damages of one and a half times the amount of the

security deposit.

MAINE: Evictions require a seven-day notice, and

the tenant can cure within the seven days by paying

the rent. The tenant can also cure prior to the court

case being held by paying all rent, cots and fees due.
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The notice cannot be served until the tenant is seven

days or more behind in rent. It can be served person-

ally. If the tenant owes back rent, the landlord can

keep any property left on the premises and may ulti-

mately sell it.

MARYLAND: Tenants can cure by paying the rent

owed, plus court costs, up until the time the sheriff

arrives to evict the tenant. This is known as the ten-

ant’s ‘‘right to redeem.’’ The tenant can exercise this

right three times within a 12 month period, at which

point the landlord no longer has to accept the rent.

Security deposits must be returned within 45 days of

tenant move out.

MASSACHUSETTS: If there is a security deposit,

the landlord must give a written statement of the

condition of the rental property to the tenant within

ten days after the beginning of the tenancy and must

deposit the money in a separate interest bearing ac-

count. The landlord must also give the tenant a

signed receipt listing the name of the bank and ac-

count number where the security deposit is held. If

the landlord fails to do so within 30 days, the tenant

is entitled to get the security deposit immediately re-

turned. Late charges are not permissible unless the

rent is more than 30 days late. Massachusetts has

designated Housing Courts with judges specializing

in this area. Either party can request eviction cases

be transferred to the Housing Court; however, doing

so may limit the parties’ appellate rights.

MICHIGAN: The landlord must provide a seven-

day notice prior to bringing an eviction action. Lock-

outs, shutting of utilities, and physically moving out

tenant possessions are illegal landlord actions, and

the tenant may sue the landlord for such acts. State

law prohibits the renting of cellars for living pur-

poses. A cellar is defined as having 50% or more of

the outside walls below ground level. A basement

where more than 50% of the outside walls are above

ground can be lawfully rented, but a cellar must meet

specific minimum standards before being rented.

The only way a cellar can be legally rented is if it has

received a variance from the local housing or health

department. Security deposits are regulated by the

Michigan Security Deposit Act. This law applies to all

tenants in the state and to all subtenants and encom-

passes both verbal and written leases. The total se-

curity deposit charged cannot exceed one and a half

times the monthly rental rate. The landlord must de-

posit the security deposit into a regulated financial

institution. The name and address of the institution

must be given to the tenant upon rental and the land-

lord may only use the money if a bond is posted with

the Secretary of State’s Office. Even if a bond is post-

ed, the deposit remains property of the tenant. Land-

lords must return the security deposit to the tenant

within 30 days of the tenant’s moving. Landlords may

keep the interest earned on security deposits.

ANN ARBOR: It is illegal for the landlord to in-

clude a cleaning waiver as part of the lease

without compensation to the tenant. Ann

Arbor City Housing Code prohibits cleaning

waivers; however, it does not prohibit agree-

ments between landlord and tenant that pro-

vide for the tenant to clean the unit in return

for compensation.

NEBRASKA: Evictions require a three-day notice,

and tenants must respond to any summons and

complaint in writing. If the tenant does not respond

in writing, the landlord can obtain a default judg-
ment. No unit may be rented until it contains safe

heating equipment, which heats the entire unit. Se-

curity deposits cannot exceed one month’s rent un-

less there is a pet and the landlord requires a pet de-

posit. The landlord must return security deposits

within 14 days after a tenant requests it.

OMAHA: A city code inspector may not come

out to a rental unit to inspect unless the tenant

has given the landlord a 14 day notice of the

problems.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: New Hampshire law requires

landlords to provide safe, sanitary housing for ten-

ants. By law, rental properties will not meet this stan-

dards if any of the following are present: bugs, mice,

or rats, (unless the landlord is conducting a routine

inspection and extermination program; internal

plumbing that does not work or a back-up of sewage

caused by a faulty septic or sewage system; bad wir-

ing, such as exposed wires, the wrong connectors,

bad switches or outlets, or other conditions that

create a danger of electrical shock or fire; leaking

roof or walls; falling plaster from the walls or ceilings;

large holes in floors, walls, or ceilings; porches,

stairs, or railings are not structurally sound; insuffi-

cient water, or broken water heater; leaks in the gas

lines; improperly installed heating facilities or heat-

ing facilities which cannot safely and adequately heat

all livable rooms and bathrooms to an average tem-

perature of at least 65 degrees or if heat is included

in the rent, the premises are not actually kept at a

minimum average temperature of 65 degrees in all

livable rooms.
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NEW MEXICO: A landlord cannot charge a tenant

more than one month’s rent as a deposit on any

lease of less than a year. If the lease is for a year or

more, the landlord may collect a deposit of more

than one month’s rent but must pay the tenant cur-

rent passbook interest on the whole deposit. The

landlord has 30 days from the end of the tenancy in

which to return the security deposit. Evictions for

non-payment require that the landlord give a three-

day notice then go to court to file for a ‘‘writ of resti-
tution of property.’’ The landlord may not lock the

tenant out or remove tenant property without a

court order. If a tenant does not request any type of

service to be performed in the residence, the land-

lord must provide the tenant with a written 24 hour

written notice before entering the premises.

NEW YORK: In New York City, landlord-tenant dis-

putes generally fall into two categories: non-

payments, where the tenant has not paid rent, and

holdovers, where the landlord alleges the tenant has

violated the terms of the lease. These disputes are

generally heard in New York City Housing Court

which is part of the New York City Civil Court system.

If the Housing Court orders an eviction, a 72-hour

Notice of Eviction is sent by a city marshal. New York

City residents can call the number on the notice to

find out what day the marshal has scheduled the

eviction. The eviction could take place at any time

within the 72 hours.

NORTH CAROLINA: Security deposits cannot be

more than two months’ rent. Late charges cannot ex-

ceed $15 or 5% of the rent payment, whichever is

more. Late charges cannot be assessed unless the

tenant is at least five days late on the rent. The land-

lord is required to maintain in good and safe working

order and promptly repair all electrical, plumbing,

sanitary, heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and

other facilities and appliances supplied, but only if

the tenant first advises the landlord of needed re-

pairs in writing. If the repairs are emergency ones,

the landlord must fix the problem once the landlord

becomes aware of the problem, regardless of wheth-

er the tenant has given written notification. If the

tenant repairs an emergency problem, the landlord

must reimburse the tenant, regardless of prior no-

tice. The tenant can agree to perform some or all of

the landlord’s maintenance duties, but the parties

must make an agreement separate from the lease,

and the tenant must be compensated.

NORTH DAKOTA: The security deposit cannot ex-

ceed the amount of one month’s rent or $1,500. This

amount includes any extra pet deposits. The land-

lord must deposit the money in a federally insured

interest-bearing savings or passbook account. The

landlord may apply the security deposit money and

accrued interest upon termination of the lease to-

ward any damages suffered through the negligence
of the tenant, unpaid rent, or costs of cleaning and

repairs which were the tenant’s responsibility. Any

tenant property with a total estimated value of no

more than $1,500, which has been left for at least 30

days in the vacated premises, becomes the property

of the landlord to dispose of or sell, without notice

to the tenant. Additionally, expenses for storing or

moving the property which exceed proceeds from

the sale can be deducted from the security deposit.

Security deposits must be returned with 30 days of

the termination of the lease or the landlord may be

subject to treble damages for amounts wrongfully

withheld.

OHIO: To bring an eviction action, the landlord

must first serve a three-day notice to vacate the

premises in person, by mail, or at the premises. A

landlord may enter a tenant’s unit only after giving

a 24-hour notice, except in case of emergency. Land-

lords may not enter at an unreasonable time or in an

unreasonable manner. Tenants may seek injunctive

relief from the courts if landlords abuse their right of

access. State law requires landlords to evict tenants

when the landlord has information from a law en-

forcement officer, based on a legal search, that the

tenant, the tenant’s guest, or a member of the ten-

ant’s household is involved in drug activity in con-

nection with the premises. In some areas of the state,

landlords may be held liable for repeated drug viola-

tions in their properties.

OKLAHOMA: All security deposits must be kept in

an escrow account by the landlord. When the lease

is terminated, any security deposits may be used to

pay the balance of rents due or for repairs to the

dwelling; however, the landlord must provide an

itemized statement of what is kept and for what the

amount is kept delivered to the tenant. The balance

of the deposit must be returned within 30 days of the

termination date of lease or termination of tenancy

if the tenant sends a written demand for the return

of the deposit. If the tenant fails to demand in writing

the return of the deposit within six months, the de-

posit becomes the landlord’s money.

OREGON: A landlord may evict a tenant based on

a 72-hour notice for non-payment of rent, if the ten-

ant fails to pay rent within seven days of its due date.
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If the tenant fails to pay the rent within the 72 hours,

the landlord may immediately file a court eviction

proceeding. In calculating the seven-day period, the

day the rent is due counts. The landlord may not

evict a tenant on 72 hours’ notice for non-payment

of rent when the only money owed is a late charge.

If a written agreement states the landlord can give

notice after four days, only four days of default are

required. The notice must give the tenant 144 hours

to pay the rent in that case. Notices may be served

by either personal delivery or by first class mail. Ore-

gon law does require that the landlord return the de-

posit within 31 days after the tenancy ends.

PENNSYLVANIA: For evictions, notice time should

be written in the lease. For verbal leases, the landlord

must give 15 days’ notice prior to filing for eviction

for non-payment of rent. State law allows the tenant

to pay the amount of the money judgment up to the

time of the scheduled eviction to save the tenancy;

however, this money must be paid to the constable

not directly to the landlord. Even after a court or-

dered eviction, tenants have 21 days before the ten-

ant is required to move out. Lockouts and utility

shutoffs are not allowed. Security deposits limited to

no more than two months’ rent as a security deposit

in the first year of residence and no more than one

month rent thereafter. The landlord has 30 days to

return the security deposit and if this is not done, the

tenant can collect double the amount that would

have been due after any damages are taken into ac-

count.

RHODE ISLAND: Evictions require that the land-

lord send the tenant a five-day notice. An elderly (age

65 or older) tenant may terminate a written lease

agreement if entering a residential care/assisted liv-

ing facility, a nursing facility, or a private or public

housing complex designated by the federal govern-

ment as housing for the elderly. A landlord must give

a minimum two-day verbal or written notice when

needing to enter a tenant’s rental unit. Entry should

be during reasonable hours and only for such legiti-

mate business reasons such as inspections, repairs,

alterations, supplying necessary services, or showing

the unit to potential buyers or renters.

SOUTH CAROLINA: Security deposits must be re-

turned with 30 days of the termination of tenancy. A

five-day written notice is required unless the lease

provides that no such notice need be given. Lock-

outs and utility shutoffs are illegal. Once a tenant is

served with eviction papers, the tenant has ten days

to answer. If the tenant does not answer in court, the

landlord can obtain an ejectment order to evict the

tenant without further court proceedings. 

TENNESSEE: The landlord cannot turn off utilities

while a tenant is living in the rental unit, even if the

tenant is in default on the lease. Lockouts are not

permitted. If the landlord refuses to make repairs

within 14 days after a written request from the ten-

ant, the tenant can break the lease and can sue the

landlord for damages caused by the landlord’s refus-

al to make repairs. A 30-day notice is required prior

to filing for eviction for non-payment of rent unless

the lease provides for a waiver of notice.

TEXAS: Texas law requires a three-day notice for

eviction for breach of the lease unless the notice pro-

vides for a shorter or longer notice period. If utilities

are part of the rent payment, the landlord can cut off

the utilities but must give a five-day written notice of

intent to do so, and the tenant must be at least seven

days late in paying the rent. The landlord may legally

change the lock on the tenant’s door when rent is

delinquent but must first give the tenant at least

three days advance written notice of intent to change

the locks if the rent is not paid. The landlord must

also leave a statement attached to the outside of the

door explaining where the tenant may acquire a new

key. By law, the landlord must give the tenant the

key when requested, even if the tenant has not paid

rent. The landlord has 30 days to return the security

deposit after termination of the lease.

VERMONT: Evictions require a 14-day notice,

which may be hand delivered to the tenant. A land-

lord can enter a rental unit only with 48 hours ad-

vanced notice, only 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., and only

to either, inspect the premises, make necessary re-

pairs, or show the unit. Landlords must supply heat-

ing facilities capable of safely and adequately heating

all habitable rooms. Heating facilities must be able to

maintain the heat at the minimum temperature of 65

degrees Fahrenheit when the outside temperature is

15 degrees Fahrenheit. The Code forbids the use of

space heaters with a flame that is not properly vented

to a chimney or duct leading to the outdoors. If heat

is included in the rental charge, it is the landlord’s

responsibility to provide adequate heat whenever

the outside temperature is below 55 degrees Fahren-

heit, regardless of the time of year. The Code forbids

a landlord to turn off required utilities, ‘‘except for

such temporary interruption as may be necessary

while actual repairs or alterations are in process or

during temporary emergencies.’’ Thus, it is illegal for

a landlord to shut off a tenant’s heat, water, or elec-

tricity under most circumstances.
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BURLINGTON: People who suffer discrimina-

tion in rental units may file a complaint either

under the Burlington Housing Discrimination

Ordinance with the Burlington city attorney’s

office or under the Vermont Fair Housing Act

with the Human Rights Commission. If a ten-

ant complains about problems to a housing in-

spector, and the inspector determines that the

problems are code violations, any attempt by

the landlord to evict the tenant within 90 days

after the landlord has repaired the problems is

presumed to be an act of retaliation. Security

deposits can be no more than one month’s

rent and must be placed into an interest-

bearing account, with an interest rate at least

equivalent to a current Vermont bank pass-

book savings account. The tenant is entitled to

the interest.

BARRE: Security deposits are limited to one

month’s rent, and tenants are entitled to the in-

terest.

VIRGINIA: Evictions require a five-day notice,

which may be sent with a certificate of mailing or

posted on the door by the county sheriff’s depart-

ment. The notice should name each person on the

lease and specify the sum due. Until the court date

a tenant has the legal right to avoid eviction by pay-

ing the landlord the full amount due (including rea-

sonable attorney’s fees and late charges as well as

rent). A tenant may exercise this right only once in

any 12-month period with the same landlord. The

Virginia Residential Landlord and Tenant Act pro-

tects tenants from certain types of retaliatory evic-

tion. A tenant otherwise in compliance with the lease

cannot be evicted simply for complaining to the land-

lord about a violation of state law or the county hous-

ing code, complaining to County Community Inspec-

tions about a serious code violation, organizing or

joining a tenants’ association, or testifying against the

landlord in court.

WASHINGTON: All leases beyond one month

must be in writing. Leases of more than one year

must also be notarized.

SEATTLE: The Rental Agreement Regulation Ordi-

nance declares that month-to-month rental agree-

ments cannot contain minimum stay requirements,

and requires landlords to provide tenants with a

summary of landlord-tenant laws. Seattle’s Just-

Cause Ordinance protects city renters from retaliato-

ry evictions. Additionally, landlords of city tenants

are required to give at least 60 days written notice

when housing costs are increased by 10% or more in

a year.

WISCONSIN: Landlords may not advertise or rent

condemned property. Landlords must disclose any

uncorrected housing code violations of which they

have received notice and must also reveal any other

defects which may be a substantial hazard to health

or safety, such a structural defects, a lack of hot and

cold running water, or serious plumbing or electrical

problems. If the heating unit is incapable of main-

taining temperature of at least 67 degrees Fahren-

heit, this fact must also be disclosed. If the dwelling

unit is one of several units, which are not individually

metered, the landlord must disclose how utility

charges will be allocated among the individual dwell-

ing units. A landlord has the right to inspect, repair,

and show the premises at reasonable times. Except

for emergency situations, the landlord may only

enter after a 12-hour advance. There are no state-

wide rent controls in Wisconsin. There is no state law

limiting amount of a rent increase. Month-to-month

tenancy requires a notice of termination at least 28

days prior to the next rent due date. An initial five

days notice is required prior to filing eviction pro-

ceedings with the tenant having the option to pay

and/or cure the default. But on a second default, the

landlord can terminate on 14 days notice without giv-

ing the tenant an opportunity to pay or cure the de-

fault. Holdover tenants can be obligated to pay twice

the amount of the rent, prorated on a daily basis, for

each day of unlawful occupation of the premises.

The landlord must return security deposits within 21

days and may deduct for unpaid rent or physical

damages for which the tenant is responsible. State

law does not require payment of interest on security

deposits.

Additional Resources

 Landlording: A Handy Manual for Scrupulous Landlords
and Landladies Who Do It Themselves,Robinson,
Leigh, ExPress Publishing, 2001

 Guide to Being a Smart Landlord. Edwards, Casey F. and
Susanna Craig, Macmillan Publishing, 2000

 How to Negotiate Real Estate Leases: For Landlords and
Tenants Warda, Mark, Sourcebooks, 1998 

Organizations

National Housing Institute

439 Main Street, Suite 311

Orange, NJ 07050 USA
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Phone: (973) 678-9060

Fax: (973) 678-8437

URL: http://www.nhi.org/index.html

The Tenants Union

3902 S. Ferdinand St.

Seattle, WA 98118 USA

Phone: (206) 723-0500

Fax: (206) 725-3527

URL: http://www.tenantsunion.org
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Background

Probably as soon as humans shifted from nomadic

to agricultural, neighbors have had disputes.

Through the centuries, these conflicts have been re-

solved numerous ways. In early history the resolu-

tion was sometimes amicable and other times it was

literally a fight to the death. Modern conflict resolu-

tion of neighbor disputes is generally not so danger-

ous as in ancient times. However, the concept that

one’s home is one’s castle is an idea ingrained deeply

enough to create strong and sometimes seemingly

uncompromising positions when neighbors face off.

Legal disputes in the area of neighbor relations

can be unreasonably costly as disputes are typically

about rights rather than monetary damages. Attor-

neys fees can run higher than any potential damage

award by a court, and this fact can lead to both par-

ties coming away dissatisfied and financially and

emotionally drained. Thus, mediation is often rec-

ommended as a means to resolve these types of dis-

putes.

Neighbor Conflicts

Good neighbors communicate, resolving prob-

lems to their mutual benefit. However, conflicts can

develop over a number of common issues.

Boundary Disputes

Surveys done at the time of any property pur-

chase, should reflect the boundary lines. Prior to

erecting a fence on a boundary line, an updated sur-

vey could be ordered which reflects the accurate

boundary lines. This may be impossible, due to per-

haps the age of the property or the wording of the

deed. (Some older deeds can contain legal descrip-

tions such as ‘‘52 feet from the bend in the stream’’

on a piece of land, which has only a dry riverbed

where a stream once existed.) In such a situation, the

owner may file a quiet title lawsuit and request the

judge determine the boundary lines of the property.

This procedure is generally more expensive than a

survey due to the legal filing fees. An acceptable al-

ternative is for adjacent property owners to agree on

a physical object, such as a fence, which could serve

as the boundary line between the properties. Each

owner would then sign a quitclaim deed to the other,

granting the neighbor ownership to any land on the

other side of the line both owners had agreed upon.

If the piece of property in dispute has been used

by someone other than the owner for a number of
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years, the doctrine of adverse possession may apply.

State laws vary with respect to time requirements,

however, typically, the possession by the non-owner

must be open, notorious, and under a claim of right.

In some states, the non-owner must also pay the

property taxes on the occupied land. A permissive

use of property eliminates the ability to claim adverse

possession.

Fences

Good neighbors should agree to split the cost of

the repair of fences or common boundary walls.

Local fence ordinances usually regulate height and

location and sometimes the material used and ap-

pearance. Residents of subdivisions are often subject

to even stricter Homeowners’ Association restric-

tions. In residential areas, local rules typically restrict

backyard fences to a height of six feet and front yards

to a height of four feet. Exceptions exist and a land-

owner can seek a variance if there is a need for a

higher fence. While some jurisdictions have specific

aesthetic zoning rules with respect to fences, as

long as a fence complies with local laws it cannot be

taken down simply because it is ugly. In fact, unless

the property owners agree otherwise, fences on a

boundary line belong to both owners when both are

using the fence. Both owners are responsible for

keeping the fence in good repair, and neither may

remove it without the other’s permission. In the

event that trees hang over the fence, most states

agree that the property owner may cut tree limbs and

remove roots where they cross over the property

line, provided that such pruning will not damage the

basic health and welfare of the tree.

Trees

Sometimes disputes arise between neighbors

when trees belonging to one property owner fall on

and damage or destroy adjacent property. In such

cases, the tree owner is only responsible for damage

if some failure to maintain the tree contributed to

the damage. If the damage was solely the result of a

thunderstorm or act of God, the tree owner will not

be responsible, as the damage could not have been

foreseen. If a tree limb appeared precarious and the

owner failed to maintain the tree after warnings, the

owner may well be responsible for resulting damage

when a storm causes the limb to fall. If, however, the

tree was well maintained and a storm causes a tree

limb to crash into a neighbor’s roof, the tree owner

is not responsible. If, however, the tree owner allows

the tree to grow so that it uproots the fence, it would

be considered an encroachment onto the adjacent

property. In that instance, the tree owner would be

required to remove the offending tree. A boundary

tree is one planted on the boundary line itself and

should not be removed without mutual agreement.

Leaves, bean pods, or acorns which fall off and end

up on adjacent property are considered a natural oc-

currence and are the responsibility of the landowner

on whose property they ultimately come to rest.

Property owners in every state have the right to

cut off branches and roots that stray into their prop-

erty, in most cases this is the only help that is provid-

ed by the law, even when damage from a tree is sub-

stantial. A property owner who finds a neighbor’s

tree encroaching must first warn or give notice to the

tree owner prior to commencing work and give the

tree owner the chance to correct the problem. If the

tree owner does nothing, the tree can still be

trimmed. As a general rule a property owner who

trims an encroaching tree belonging to a neighbor

can trim only up to the boundary line and must ob-

tain permission to enter the tree owner’s property,

unless the limbs threaten to cause imminent and

grave harm. Additionally, the property owner cannot

cut the entire tree down and cannot destroy the

structural integrity or the cosmetic symmetry and ap-

peal of a tree by improper trimming.

Animals

In the old courts of England, the owner of live-

stock was held strictly liable for any damages to per-

son or property done by the livestock straying onto

the property of another. The mere fact that they

strayed and damaged crops, other livestock, or per-
sonal property was sufficient to hold the owner lia-

ble for the injuries inflicted by cattle, sheep, goats,

and horses. This strict liability position made sense

in the confines of a small island such as England, but

in the United States with herds of livestock wander-

ing over vast expanses of land, a different process de-

veloped. The legislatures enacted statutes which pro-

vided that livestock were free to wander and that the

owner was not responsible for damage inflicted by

those livestock unless they entered land enclosed by

a legal fence. These became known as open range

laws. Some years later, certain states reversed the

open range laws and required the owners of live-

stock to fence in their livestock. This position was

similar to the common law position, only instead of

strict liability, the livestock owner could be held lia-

ble only upon a showing that the livestock escaped

due to the owner’s negligence. Dogs or other ani-

mals inflicting bites may make their owners both civ-

illy and criminally liable for such behavior. In some

jurisdictions, an animal can be declared dangerous
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by a court and a judge may order the animal be con-

fined or destroyed. If the issue is that the neighbor

has too many pets, the neighbor could be in violation

of a zoning, health code, or noise ordinance.

Views

Disputes sometimes arise between neighbors

about changing views. If a tree entirely on a neigh-

bor’s property grows so large that it blocks a proper-

ty owner’s view or even natural sunshine, the best

tactic is to discuss the matter with the neighbor. The

homeowner probably has no legal right to get the

neighbor to alter the tree unless a local ordinance or

Homeowners’ Association rule exists regarding such

an issue.

Structural Additions/Changes

Sometimes structural additions or changes ruin

views and may potentially damage property values.

Local zoning and building departments typically re-

quire permits and set rules for any building or struc-

tural changes. If the neighbor meets the legal re-

quirements, generally nothing can be done.

Homeowners’ Associations and CC&Rs may be of

some assistance, particularly if the change is unusual-

ly hideous and more cosmetic than structural.

Water

Natural water runoff from a neighbor’s property

due to rain or snow is not actionable. However, natu-

ral runoff is uncommon in city areas. Any grading or

building which alters the natural runoff and may

cause the neighbor to be liable for damages. If a

neighbor’s home improvement project causes a

water line to burst, creating flood or water damage,

the neighbor will likely be responsible. Fortunately,

most homeowner’s insurance policies cover this type

of negligence.

Parking

Parking is governed by local laws and ordinances

and typically enforced by the local municipality. If a

car is parking in a no-parking zone, fire lane, or

parked unlawfully in any manner, a citizen can simply

call the local parking enforcement authorities and

have the vehicle ticketed and/or towed. A car parking

on private property without permission can be con-

sidered abandoned and can be towed away by order

of the property owner; however, unless the property

owner has some arrangement with the towing com-

pany, a charge will likely be assessed at the time of

the tow. Broken cars or unsightly recreational vehi-

cles parked on any property may violate a provision

of the zoning code or perhaps Homeowner’s Associ-

ation rules. If not, and the vehicle is parked either on

a neighbor’s property or a public street, not much

can be done to remedy the matter other than con-

vincing the neighbor that such items detract from

the neighborhood. There must be a written agree-

ment to enforce any agreement for sharing mainte-

nance and/or towing expenses for a shared driveway.

Noise

Excessive noise is usually a criminal misdemea-
nor violation. Police can be called to quiet a noisy

event; however, it is difficult to measure damages for

any type of civil suit for continued noise violations.

It may be possible to appear at the trial for a noise

violation and, once the neighbor is found guilty of

the violation, ask the judge to order no excessive

noise as a condition of the violator’s probation.

Weeds

Homeowner’s Associations, health codes, local or-

dinances, and nuisance laws may prohibit unmain-

tained yards. Homeowner’s Associations sometimes

have provisions in which, after adequate notice, the

association may hire a landscaper to maintain the

property and assess the homeowner.

Home Business

Although thousands of people work out of their

homes, home-based businesses can cause traffic con-

gestion, noise, unwelcome smells, unsightly signage,

and general neighborhood upheaval. Local ordi-

nances regulate home businesses and may require

specific business licenses. Zoning ordinances may

prevent home based businesses in residential areas

altogether.

Alternative Dispute Resolutions

Increasingly widespread in recent years, alterna-

tive dispute resolution may be helpful in resolving

neighborhood disputes. In lieu of costly litigation,

parties involved in a dispute may settle their differ-

ences through a mediation or arbitration. This is

known as alternative dispute resolution, the alterna-

tive to litigation and court. Essentially, arbitration dif-

fers from mediation in that arbitration uses a neutral

third person who makes a decision after hearing
from all sides. A mediator is also a neutral third party,

but a mediator assists the parties in reaching an

agreement rather than making the decision for the

parties involved. Mediation, and arbitration to a de-

gree, give the parties greater control in the outcome

of the situation. The parties can also agree upon a

framework in which any future disputes may be re-

solved.
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Mediation

Mediation is an attempt by the parties to resolve

a dispute with the aid of a neutral third party known

as a mediator. The mediator is often an attorney or

retired judge, but the parties may use any mediator.

The mediator may offer advice or creative resolu-

tions, but mediation is a non-binding process in

which the parties must agree in order to reach some

type of resolution. If the mediator is a licensed attor-

ney, mediation proceedings can be fully confidential.

In a mediation, the parties are not bound to award

only monetary damages as a court might be but in-

stead can fashion a process and a solution especially

well suited to the dispute between them.

Additional Resources

The Legal Edge for Homeowners, Buyers, and Renters Bry-
ant, Michel J., Renaissance Books, 1999.

Jordan, Cora. Neighbor Law: Fences, Trees, Boundaries
and Noise Nolo Law, 2001.

Natelson, Robert. Modern Law of Deeds to Real Property
Natelson, Robert, Aspen Law, 1992.

Organizations

American Arbitration Association

335 Madison Avenue, Floor 10

New York, NY 10017 USA

Phone: (212) 716-5800

Fax: (212) 716-5905

URL: http://www.adr.org

International Centre for Dispute Resolution

1633 Broadway, Floor 10

New York, NY 10019 USA

Phone: (212) 484-4181

Fax: (212) 246-7274

Primary Contact: Luis Martinez, Vice President

Neutrals’ Services

3200 North Central Avenue, Suite 2100

Phoenix, AZ 85012 USA

Phone: (602) 734-9300

Fax: (602) 279-3077

Primary Contact: Harry Kaminsky, Vice President

The Tenants Union

3902 S. Ferdinand St.

Seattle, WA 98118 USA

Phone: (206) 723-0500

Fax: (206) 725-3527

URL: http://www.tenantsunion.org

Environmental Health Center

1025 Conn. Ave., NW, Suite 1200

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 293-2270

URL: http://www.nsc.org/ehc.htm
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Background

Technically (and within the context of residential

neighborhoods), a covenant is a rule governing the

use of real property. However, in common usage, it

may also refer to a promise or agreement (as formal-

ized in a deed) concerning the use of the land, as

where a purchaser of land ‘‘covenants’’ to abide by

certain restrictions associated with the use of the

land. Essentially, such covenants are promises made

by a prospective purchaser as a condition of purchas-

ing the land in question.

When properly recorded on a deed conveying

land, a covenant (‘‘restrictive deed covenant’’) has

the legal effect of a binding contract term, and may

be so enforced. When covenants are instead signed

privately among neighbors, as in a mutual compact

or agreement, they are still binding upon the signato-

ries and may be litigated if breached.

Most planned developments (subdivisions of

homes built by a particular builder), including closed

or gated residential areas, as well as condominium

associations and housing cooperatives, make use of

covenants for the benefit of all residential owners

and their neighbors. Neighborhoods with properly

drafted and enforced covenants or architectural stan-

dards have been shown to retain property value bet-

ter than those with poorly enforced covenants or no

standards at all. Neighborhoods that follow their cov-

enants and standards tend to be safer, look better,

maintain better relationships with local govern-

ments, and better retain or increase the investments

that homeowners have made in their properties.

Covenants differ from zoning ordinances in that

they are between private parties rather than between

a governmental entity and a private party. Thus, a

neighborhood association or single homeowner may

enforce a covenant as against another homeowner,

rather than a city or county enforcing a zoning ordi-
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nance as against a private citizen. Another difference

is that zoning ordinances are regulations recorded as

local laws ‘‘on the books,’’ whereas covenants are re-

corded in private deeds, either as deed restrictions

or as neighborhood compacts between private par-

ties. Because covenants are voluntary, they may be

more restrictive that zoning ordinances.

General Purpose

Property owners agree to stringent covenants and

conditions that restrict the use and enjoyment of

their own property for two main reasons. First, and

most importantly, homeowners want to maintain or

enhance the property’s value. Second, homeowners

want to use and enjoy their property without annoy-

ance, distraction, or offensive use by their neighbors

that falls short of being an actual violation of any ex-

isting law. Zoning ordinances are limited in what

they can control; they cannot control what type of

person moves into a neighborhood and/or how he

will maintain his property. Although it is true that

most counties and local governments do have laws

protecting residents from unsafe or unhealthy condi-

tions on neighboring property, there is little they can

do to prevent clutter, poor appearance, or just ‘‘bad

taste.’’ These indiscretions can cost a neighboring

property thousands of dollars in appraised value, and

can also impair home buyers’ interest in it, should

the owners attempt to move away from the offend-

ing property.

Covenants regulate what property owners in a

particular area can or cannot do with their property.

When a geographically-restricted group of home-

owners are bound by neighborhood covenants, indi-

vidual homeowners are better insulated from the

possibility that one errant homeowner will bring

down the value of surrounding properties because

of the appearance of his or her house. Covenants os-

tensibly ensure that a residential area will remain a

desirable one to live in; that the properties contained

therein will retain their value; and that, in return for

some minor sacrifices, homeowners will be able to

better enjoy their own properties. Zoning laws can

change, leaving residents unprotected from the pos-

sibility that a strip club or deer-processing plant

might move in.

Covenants can range in subject matter from the

prohibition of flagpoles in the front yard to restric-

tions in outdoor music during certain hours. They

may limit the colors a homeowner may paint a house

or the type of shrubs and trees used to landscape

around it. They may control pets, vehicle parking, se-

curity lights and alarms, mailboxes, or remote-

control toys. While many people are accustomed to

such restrictions when renting or leasing residential

properties, they do not realize that such limitations

also can be placed on properties they own. ‘‘It’s my

property and I can do what I want with it’’ is a com-

mon retort that provides little defense for a home-

owner who has breached a covenant attaching to his

or her property.

In order for covenants to be binding, they must

be legal. For example, in the early 1900s, racially re-

strictive covenants were used to exclude minorities

from white neighborhoods. Since civil rights laws

(prohibiting discrimination) did not come into being

until many years later, state courts reviewed chal-

lenges to these covenants under the Due Process
Clause and the Rule Against Restraints on Alienation.

In some courts, neither of these grounds proved suf-

ficient to strike down such racially restrictive cove-

nants, and many continued for years (although re-

strictions on alienation of property are generally

void). The practice was finally outlawed by the U.S.

Supreme Court in Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S.1

(1948). Other covenants that attempt to restrict oth-

erwise legal rights can always be challenged, but,

buyer beware, a homeowners’ association is a private

one in which buyers voluntarily agree to the cove-

nants.

Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions
(CC&Rs)

Covenants are often lumped together under the

collective term of ‘‘covenants, conditions, and re-

strictions’’ or CC&Rs, a term commonly found in real

estate documents. Since most covenants involve

some kind of condition or restriction placed upon

the buyer, the collective term ‘‘CC&Rs’’ has been

more widely used in recent years to indicate the exis-

tence or future existence of limitations associated

with the use of the purchased land.

Many home buyers are so charmed by the appear-

ance of a house for sale that they fail to take the time

to read the CC&Rs that come with the property.

They are so pleased with a nice kitchen or a fenced-

in back yard that they sign a purchase agreement

without realizing that existing CC&Rs may prevent

them from keeping their boat or truck on the prop-

erty, or erecting a basketball hoop in the driveway.

Often, title companies will not have copies of the

CC&Rs affecting the property until the day of closing,
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and they are often overlooked at that point. Howev-

er, CC&Rs are binding upon the purchaser, and the

purchaser will become subject to them, whether or

not they have been reviewed, read, or understood.

The general rule of ‘‘constructive notice’’ applies in

these cases. No real estate contract should be signed

until a purchaser has reviewed all the CC&Rs (and

zoning laws) affecting the property.

Builders’ Restrictions

Real estate developers generally purchase large

parcels of land, which they then subdivide into indi-

vidual lots for home construction. Most developers

will build homes in a subdivision that are fairly simi-

lar in appearance, so as to convey an attractive incen-

tive for would-be purchasers that they will be living

in a community of fine homes. Developers have a

vested interest in ensuring that the character of the

neighborhood and the appearance of the subdivision

remains attractive, at least until their construction

project loans have been repaid and they have turned

a profit.

To that end, developers will often file, generally

at the same time that the land plat is being approved

for subdivision and development, a declaration of

covenants that will be applicable to all parcels of land

(lots) sold within the development. Once the zoning

authority approves of the development as presented,

the covenants (conditions and restrictions) will be-

come binding on any purchaser of land in the subdi-

vision. In other words, these covenants generally

‘‘run with the land’’ (see below).

The important thing to remember is that the

builder’s covenants are binding on all persons pur-

chasing property within the builder’s subdivision.

Such covenants are made ‘‘of record’’ in the county

or city where the land is located, and will be referred

to in any deed transferring land to a purchaser. Lan-

guage in a deed most often refers to the conveyance

of land ‘‘subject to any existing CC&Rs and ease-
ments of record’’ or similar wording.

Specific restrictions and covenants are generally

not enumerated in the deed itself, but will be con-

tained in a separate document referred to in the

deed. It is important that a prospective purchaser in-

quire about and review any such separate documents

containing these covenants prior to purchasing the

land in question.

Homeowners or Condominium Associations

Most homes in a subdivision or development, as

well as most condominiums existing today, are sub-

ject to CC&Rs. If the legal description of property

contained in a deed refers to a certain ‘‘lot,’’ especial-

ly if followed by a number, e.g., ‘‘Lot No. 24,’’ that lot

is most likely part of a subdivided plot that is subject

to CC&Rs.

The declaration of covenants filed by a developer

for a particular subdivision project will generally con-

tain language that delegates control and enforce-

ment authority to a newly-formed homeowners’ as-

sociation or an architectural control board. Until all

the homes in the subdivision are sold, the builder

may retain control and enforcement of the CC&Rs,

or may delegate it to the association. In any event,

once the developer has sold all the homes and no

longer has a vested interest in the subdivision or

project, overseeing the CC&Rs will transfer directly

to the homeowners. The newly authorized associa-

tion will continue the existing covenants but may

eventually create new ones, depending on the specif-

ics contained in its bylaws.

Importantly, purchasing a lot or existing home

may require that the purchaser pay dues or fees for

membership in a homeowners’ or condominium

owners’ association. Bylaws for these associations

generally provide for the election of officers and out-

line voting rights of the property owners affected by

the adopted covenants. Voting rights of homeown-

ers or condominium owners may be delegated to an

appointed or elected board or panel of fellow home-

owners or condominium owners. As with all delegat-

ed authority, their decisions regarding CC&Rs will be

binding, whether or not individual property owners

agree with them. The only recourse may be to wait

until the next general election of officers or panel

members.

Voluntary Neighborhood Covenants

Often, homeowners whose individual homes are

not part of any organized association and/or are not

subject to any CC&Rs, will voluntarily form an associ-

ation to promote the maintenance or enhancement

of their property values. By forming a group united

by concerns that other homeowners may share, the

homeowners will draft covenants binding on all

homeowners within a geographically defined area.

This form of voluntary covenant can be more difficult

to create or enforce, for two specific reasons. First,

a single homeowner who holds back consent or re-

fuses to join the association can prevent the forma-

tion of binding covenants. Secondly, because the

covenants were formed after the fact of purchase,

they are not ‘‘deed restrictions’’ and will not run with
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the land. Since they are voluntary commitments

among current owners, the sale of a single property

to a subsequent purchaser can end the covenants for

all properties.

Notwithstanding, a group of residents may volun-

tarily agree to adopt permanent covenants and

choose to have them subsequently added to their

property descriptions and deeds. This often occurs

when they are concerned that, if one of them sells

his or her home, the remaining residents will be ad-

versely affected by what a subsequent purchaser will

do with/to the property.

Creation and Termination of Covenants

Binding neighborhood covenants are created by

written documents (e.g., a declaration of covenants).

In most cases, they will already be in existence at the

time a purchaser takes interest in a parcel of land or

house. If they are simple and brief, they may appear

in a deed transferring property, but in most cases, a

deed will only refer to covenants and incorporate

them by reference, e.g., the deed will convey the

land from grantor to grantee ‘‘subject to all existing

CC&Rs or easements of record,’’ (or similar lan-

guage).

Covenants Running With the Land

Most neighborhood covenants ‘‘run with the

land.’’ This means that they subject the property it-

self, and not its current owners, to the conditions or

restrictions contained in them. Thus, the liability to

perform a covenant, refrain from doing something,

and/or take advantage of a covenant passes with the

land itself to any subsequent owners.

In order for covenants to run with the land, they

must be included in a deed transferring property,

and they become part and parcel of the ‘‘chain of ti-

tles.’’ The covenants remain binding on each succes-

sive owner of the property, whether or not the new

owner has been advised of them. 

In order for a benefit or burden to run with the

land, requirements under the Statute of Frauds
must be met. However, if any covenants are con-

tained in the deed itself, acceptance of the deed con-

stitutes satisfaction of the Statute of Frauds, as

though the purchaser had signed the covenants him-

self.

Expiration or Termination

Neighborhood covenants may be permanent, ex-

pire naturally, or have a declared term of existence.

For example, a builder will often initiate covenants

running with each lot in a subdivision, that address

such restrictions as type of dwelling that can be con-

structed on a lot (e.g. single family structure only) or

setback from street (e.g. minimum of 100 feet). Once

the houses have been built upon the lots, the cove-

nants regarding setback and type of dwelling natural-

ly expire as between the builder and the purchasers
of the lots. However, more likely than not, a home-

owners’ association will adopt the prior covenants to

prevent subsequent homeowners from either con-

verting their homes to multiple-family dwellings or

building additions to the home that are closer than

100 feet to the street. In such an example, the builder

is no longer a party to the covenants, but they none-

theless will be binding among subsequent home-

owners represented by the association.

Such a transfer of covenants is most often provid-

ed for by the developer in the initial covenants filed

with the city or county at the time the subdivision de-

velopment is approved. An example contained in a

declaration of covenants might read something like,

‘‘After 50 percent of the total lots in the Subdivision

have been sold by the undersigned developer, or

after ten (10) years, whichever occurs first, the ‘‘Tri-

ple Crown Homeowners Association’’ shall be estab-

lished as a not-for-profit corporation. The owners of

each lot shall collectively own one share in the

Homeowners Association. It shall be the duty of The

Homeowners Association to enforce these covenants

and restrictions, majority rule shall prevail except as

otherwise stated herein_’’

Commonly, CC&Rs have a declared term of exis-

tence, after which they expire naturally. The positive

side of having covenants with fixed terms of life is

that subsequent property owners are not burdened

with restrictions that have become arcane, dated, or

no longer desirable. For example, in 1950, a home-

owners association wanted to preserve the charm of

a residential area and created covenants restricting

the sale of any properties for use only as single-family

homes. But as the area grew, commercial properties

surrounded the residential area, making it unattrac-

tive to prospective homebuyers. A well-written cove-

nant with a term life would have contemplated this

scenario and limited the restriction to 25 or 30 years,

for example. At that time, new owners could volun-

tarily agree to extend the life of the covenants or

adopt new ones. Or, with expired covenants, they

could petition local zoning boards to rezone their

neighborhood as commercial or multiple-family resi-
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dential properties, to maximize the return on their

investments.

It is also possible that some expired covenants are

converted into new zoning laws affecting the resi-

dential area, and will therefore be binding on subse-

quent property owners as well.

Types of Covenants

Appearance and Maintenance

Probably the single most controlling covenant

found in those adopted by homeowners’ associa-

tions is that which addresses the appearance and

maintenance of private properties.

It is important to note that, even in the absence

of CC&Rs, many of these same issues are regulated

by local zoning or blight ordinances. However, be-

cause covenants are voluntary in nature (a purchaser

agrees to abide by the covenants as a condition of

purchasing the property), they can impose more

strict obligations upon homeowners than those re-

quired under zoning ordinances.

View

Covenants addressing views are often found in

both CC&Rs and (less commonly) local zoning laws.

Homeowners pay top dollar for property ‘‘with a

view,’’ and the privilege of gazing at an appealing

scene from the comfort and privacy of one’s own

home is a highly prized commodity. This, in turn,

manifests in enhanced dollar value of the real estate.

Importantly, there is no natural or common law

right to light, fresh air, or a view. (There are excep-

tions for the deliberate and malicious blocking of an-

other’s view with a structure that has no reasonable

use or benefit to the one who constructed it.)

Such a right must therefore be granted in writing

by a special law or CC&Rs. Generally speaking, the

view that becomes protected by a CC&Rs is the view

that existed at the time that the property was pur-

chased (taking into account any pending impair-

ments to view in existence at that time, such as the

construction of additional homes in the area).

There are three common view obstructions that

become the subject of CC&Rs: fences, trees, and

freestanding outbuildings/sheds. Since each of these

is normally associated with a homeowner’s right to

use and enjoy his property, CC&Rs seldom prohibit

these improvements, but rather try to restrict them.

Noise

A common covenant is one controlling noises,

particularly during certain hours of the day, e.g., be-

tween 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Violation of such a

covenant often parallels local ordinances, so neigh-

bors may simply contact police to immediately ad-

dress the problem, then later file a complaint with

the association for covenant violation.

Fences

Fence heights are generally controlled by local or-

dinance but may also be a subject covered in neigh-

borhood covenants. Commonly, they restrict fence

heights to six feet in back yards, and three to four

feet in front yards.

Natural fences are more burdensome. Bushes or

trees used as natural borders or fences (or deemed

to constitute same) become overgrown and tend to

encroach on neighbors’ properties. In addition to

the encroachment (which may constitute a trespass),

overgrown natural fences also tend to obstruct

views, thereby possibly violating another covenant.

Pets

Clearly, covenants may address the number and

type of pets that residents may keep on their proper-

ty. It is imperative that prospective residents seek

out the nature of any such covenants prior to pur-

chasing the property or bringing animals or pets

onto the property. Property associations do have the

right to compel removal of pets in violation of cove-

nants. However, this generally can only be done after

proper notice and hearing, followed by judgment in

a court of law to enforce the covenant. Members of

homeowners’ associations do not have authority to

enter the property of another and remove pets.

Home Businesses

Neighbors often complain about the noise and

traffic of home-based businesses. They may also re-

sent the presence of outsiders constantly coming

into the residential area, which may enhance burgla-

ries, robberies, and other crime. They may fear the

consequences that home businesses have on proper-

ty values or zoning regulations.

In truth, most home businesses are discreet and

unobtrusive. They may involve computer work, arts

and crafts, writers, or consultants, so the negative ef-

fect on neighboring properties is minimal or nonex-

istent. Covenants attempting to restrict them may fail

as unjustified restrictions on private rights to be gain-

fully employed. For this reason, most covenants in-

volving home-based business address corollary is-

sues, such as noise, traffic, pollution, etc.
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Personal Conduct

Covenants may address personal conduct, partic-

ularly concerning dress codes when entering com-

mon areas, such as swimming pools, tennis courts,

etc. Drunk or disorderly conduct, entering another’s

property unannounced, or disturbing the peace may

also be prohibited in particular covenants.

Miscellaneous covenants may address or prohibit

other activities or issues that tangentially touch on

personal conduct. These topics may also be ad-

dressed under appearance and maintenance cove-

nants. Storing or working on disabled or older, bro-

ken-down vehicles in one’s yard, or keeping a

backdoor floodlight (or front door light) may be pro-

hibited, even though they impinge on a resident’s

right to his own use and enjoyment of his property.

The legal concept relied upon to enforce such cove-

nants is the argument that the proscribed activities

also impinge upon neighboring properties and the

use and enjoyment of them as well. Since residents

voluntarily agree to covenants, their conduct can be

thus restricted.

Common Areas

Covenants addressing common areas generally

deal with maintenance, repairs, conduct, and use.

Restrictions may be placed on the number of visitors

or guests a resident may bring into a common area.

Parking spaces are frequently addressed in cove-

nants, including restrictions on parking in front of

others’ property.

Enforcement and Remedy

All neighborhood covenants include procedures

for handling violations of CC&Rs, or requests for re-

lief thereof. Since covenants are created by home-

owners’ or neighbor associations, internal notice and

hearing requirements will be spelled out in the cove-

nants themselves. It is important to remember that

homeowners’ associations cannot evict residents, re-

move personal property belonging to residents, or

violate residents’ personal rights in attempting to en-

force covenants or control alleged violations.

Variances

The most common and easiest form of attempted

compliance with a CC&Rs is to request a variance. A

request for variance is a request for permission to de-

part from the literal requirements of a covenant. Vari-

ances are usually granted where enforcement would

cause undue or unfair hardship on the requesting in-

dividual or resident. Examples include outdoor light-

ing at night for vision-impaired residents, pets that

exceed the size, weight, breed, or limit on number

as contained in a covenant, or keeping extra vehicles

on the property or street.

Association Hearings

Almost all requests for variances are handled by

hearings before the association. Notice generally

goes to all other residents, or at a minimum, to resi-

dents whose properties may be affected by a com-

mittee or board decision.

Alleged violations of existing covenants are gener-

ally first handled by progressive action. After verbal

and written warnings, as outlined in the covenants,

associations will generally hold hearings on the mat-

ter. Alleged violators will have this forum to present

their defenses or objections to the allegations. Some

hearings are more formal in nature, in which resi-

dents may present witnesses or ‘‘cross-examine’’

those who allege violations. Decision and resolution

is generally controlled by vote.

Court Action

For alleged violations that are not resolved, associ-

ations may decide to bring legal action against a resi-

dent for enforcement of a covenant. A court of law

which has jurisdiction over the parties and the sub-

ject matter may render a formal judgment for or

against the resident. Importantly, courts cannot en-

force covenants for which they cannot determine a

binding contract between the parties. The petition-

ing party must be able to show that the resident, in

agreeing to the covenant(s), received some form of

consideration in return for the promise. This may be

inferred from circumstances evidencing increased

property value, etc., but may also be a stumbling

block for the association if its cause of action is not

properly articulated. To overcome this possibility, as-

sociations tend to back up their lawsuits with cita-

tions of common law that parallel the covenants, e.g.,

public and private nuisance, interference with the

use and enjoyment of property, disturbance of the

peace, etc.

Courts of law may award monetary damages, im-

pose injunctions, impound vehicles, or compel re-

moval of personal property such as pets, in uphold-

ing CC&Rs. They may empower the association itself

to take action, or compel relief through other re-

sources, such as local police.
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Additional Resources

Jordan, Cora. Neighbor Law. 4th Edition, 2001. Berkeley:
Nolo Press

Warda, Mark. Neighbor v. Neighbor. 2nd Edition, 1999.
Clearwater, FL: Sphinx Publishing. 
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REAL ESTATE

RENTERS’ LIABILITY

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Renters’ Obligation

- Invitees

- Licensees

- Trespassers

• Insurance

- Renter’s Insurance

- Moving Insurance

• Additional Resources

Background

Premises liability involves the responsibility of

property owners to maintain safe conditions for peo-

ple coming on or about the property. Those respon-

sible for the premises can be held liable for injuries,

which occur on the property, even if another person

or entity is the lawful owner of that property. If a per-

son slips, trips, or falls as a result of a dangerous or

hazardous condition, the renter and property owner

may both be responsible in some manner. Several

categories of persons to whom property owners and

those renting the premises may be liable exist, and

the duties of protection owed to each group are dif-

ferent.

Renters’ Obligation

Invitees

Where, by express or implied invitation, a person

induces or leads others to come upon a particular

premises for any lawful purpose, a duty to exercise

ordinary care arises to keep the premises safe. The

invitation may be express, implied from known and

customary use of portions of the premises, or in-

ferred from conduct actually known. Workers or con-

tractors are typically considered invitees.

Licensees

A licensee is a person who has no contractual rela-

tion with the premises but is permitted, expressly or

impliedly, to go on the premises. A social guest at a

residence is normally considered a licensee. Liability

to a licensee only arises for willful or wanton injury.

It is usually willful or wanton not to exercise ordinary

care to prevent injuring a licensee who is actually

known to be, or is reasonably expected to be, within

the range of a dangerous act or condition.

Trespassers

Surprising to many is that a duty is also owed to

those without permission to be on the premises. A

trespasser is a person who enters the premises of an-

other without express or implied permission, for the

trespasser’s own benefit or amusement. The duty to

a trespasser is not to prepare pitfalls or traps for the

trespasser nor to injure the trespasser purposely.

Insurance

Insurance is a legally binding contract, typically re-

ferred to as an insurance policy. The contractual rela-

tionship is between the insurance company and the

person or entity buying the policy, the policyholder.

The policyholder makes payments to the insurance

company, which can be monthly, quarterly, or yearly.

The insurance company agrees to pay for certain

types of losses under certain conditions, which are

set forth in the policy.
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One requirement for insurance is that the policy-

holder needs to possess an insurable interest in the

subject of the insurance. A policyholder renting

property is said to have such an interest in the prop-

erty. Insurance policies compensate an insured party

for the cost of monetary damages in the event of eco-

nomic loss or in the event of damages leveled against

a policyholder who is liable for damages to another.

Liability insurance pays damages up to the dollar

amount of liability coverage purchased and protects

the personal assets of the policyholder in the event

of a judgement against the policyholder for damages.

Some renters’ policies cover legal liability in the

event that anyone suffers an injury while on the in-

sured property. Certain actions of the policyholder,

which occur away from the insured property may

also be covered.

When a renter purchases liability insurance, part

of the insurance company’s obligation is to provide

a defense in the event of a lawsuit. Even though the

insurance company selects the lawyer and must ap-

prove the payment of all legal fees and other ex-

penses of the lawsuit, the lawyer represents the poli-

cyholder. Under most types of liability insurance, the

insurance company has the contractual right to settle

or defend the case as it sees fit. The policy owner has

an opportunity to provide input, but the company

typically has no obligation to obtain the policyhold-

er’s consent or approval.

The entity that the renter is leasing from typically

has some type of liability insurance also. This may,

in some circumstances, cover the renter. Liability

suits may involve several different claims, some of

which may be covered by the liability insurance poli-

cy and some of which may not be covered. The insur-

ance company is obligated to provide a defense for

any claim, which could be covered, but the company

may not be obligated to pay the damages for certain

types of claims. Since liability policies typically do not

provide coverage for intentional acts, there may be

a factual question as to whether the policyholder

acted intentionally. Negligent or accidental acts are

generally covered; however, papers filed in court

might allege both negligent and intentional actions.

In such a situation, the insurance company may send

a Reservation of Rights letter. This is a notice that the

company is paying for the defense for the claim but

is not agreeing that it is required to pay for any and

all losses under the terms of the policy.

Limitations and exclusions can alter the provisions

of coverage in a policy. A limitation is an exception

to the general scope of coverage, applicable only

under certain circumstances or for a specified period

of time. An exclusion is a broader exception which

often rules out coverage for such things as intention-

al acts, when the policy covers damages due to negli-

gent acts.

Insurance companies and policyholders have con-

tractual obligations which must be satisfied to ensure

resolution of claims. Insurance policies list specific

things a policyholder must do in order to perfect a

claim once a loss has taken place. These duties are

known as contract conditions. Policies typically re-

quire an insured to give prompt notice of any loss or

the time and place of an accident or injury. Liability

claims require the policyholder to give the insurance

company copies of all notices or legal papers re-

ceived.

The insurance company may ultimately refuse to

pay part or all of a claim. The insurance company

may take the position that the loss is not covered by

the policy, perhaps because it was the result of some

intentional act. Or the insurance company may allege

that the policyholder took some type of action that

rendered the policy void. Because insurance policies

are contracts and open to interpretation by the

courts, policyholders may be able to use the legal sys-

tem to reverse such decisions. If an insured opts to

consult an attorney to pursue such remedies, it

should be an attorney other than the one hired by

the insurance company to represent the policyhold-

er.

Renter’s Insurance

Although renting a property is not usually subject

to the same liability as owning a property, renters can

still benefit from property insurance and renters can

purchase separate liability insurance. Renter’s insur-

ance typically covers the cost of replacing personal

items that are stolen, damaged, or destroyed. Addi-

tionally, renters, like owners, have potential liability

to anyone injured on the occupied property. Rent-

ers’ insurance policies are similar to homeowners’ in-

surance policies but have no coverage for buildings

or structures. Although renter’s insurance is not usu-

ally required, by the terms of some leases, tenants

may be required to have insurance to cover their lia-

bility exposure if someone is injured on the prem-

ises, or if damages occur from items owned by the

renter, such as waterbeds. And, the landlord can, in

fact, require the renter to have liability insurance.

When signing a new lease or after proper legal no-

tice for a month-to-month rental agreement the land-
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lord can even lawfully change the terms of the agree-

ment to require renter’s insurance. This may be

particularly important if the renter has animals or the

property contains a pool. The landlord’s insurance

will probably not cover tenant property losses unless

the tenant can specifically demonstrate that the land-

lord was negligent in some manner.

Moving Insurance

There are a variety of costs associated with a move

and most moving companies will provide a free writ-

ten estimate. Estimates are typically based on ship-

ment weight and length of travel. Professional mov-

ing companies are required by federal law to provide

some level of insurance; however, additional insur-

ance can be purchased. Basic liability insurance re-

sults in a standard coverage of about $.60 per pound

per item. Thus, a 100 pound item would create a lia-

bility for the mover on that item of $60. With de-

clared value protection or actual cash value insur-

ance, the value of the goods is pre-determined by the

owner of the goods, and the mover is liable for this

declared value, or the purchase price less deprecia-
tion. If all the items are lost or stolen, the mover’s

liability would be the total pre-determined worth of

the goods as stated in the moving agreement. Mov-

ing companies can take up to 120 days after receipt

of any complaint to make a decision about paying on

the claim.

Additional Resources

A Glossary of Insurance, Development and Planning
Terms. Davidson, Michael, American Planning Associa-
tion,1997.

The Legal Edge for Homeowners, Buyers, and Renters.
Bryant, Michel J., Renaissance Books, 1999

Organizations

The Tenants Union

3902 S. Ferdinand St.

Seattle, WA 98118 USA

Phone: (206) 723-0500

Fax: (206) 725-3527

URL: http://www.tenantsunion.org

U. S. Department of Transportation Office of
Motor Carriers

400 7th Street, S.W.

Washington, DC 20590 USA

Phone: (202) 366-4000

URL: http://www.dot.gov/

The Tenants Union

3902 S. Ferdinand St.

Seattle, WA 98118 USA

Phone: (206) 723-0500

Fax: (206) 725-3527

URL: http://www.tenantsunion.org
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REAL ESTATE

TIMESHARES

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Types of Timeshare Ownerships

- Deeded Timeshares

- Non-deeded Timeshares

• Considerations in Purchasing a Timeshare

- Practical Factors

- Investment Potential

- Total Costs

- Document Review

- Exchange Programs

• Foreign Properties

• Sales Incentives

• State Regulation

• Additional Resources

Background

Timeshares are created when a developer pur-

chases or builds one or more condominium type

units and then completes the required legal steps to

be allowed to sell week stays in these units. Some

states consider some timeshare arrangements to be

actual pieces of real estate, making other real estate

laws applicable to timeshare owners.

Types of Timeshare Ownerships

Deeded Timeshares

In this timeshare, the timeshare owner purchases

an ownership interest in a particular piece of real es-

tate. Usually, the buyer purchases a particular unit

and a particular week in the year. That owner will al-

ways stay in that same unit on the same week of

every year, unless an exchange is made through an

exchange company. This arrangement is usually

called Fixed Time or Fixed Unit.

Non-deeded Timeshare

In a non-deed timeshare, the timeshare owner

purchases a lease, license, or club membership to

use the property for a specific amount of time each

year for a stated number of years. This is sometimes

called a Floating Time arrangement. The purchaser

has to contact the resort to make reservations for the

exact week required. Some resorts have limitations

on how early units can be reserved. Seasonal Floating

is the same as Floating Time except that the owner

can only reserve time within a particular season

Considerations in Purchasing a
Timeshare

Numerous factors should be taken into account

prior to purchasing a timeshare. A review of the

background of the seller, developer, and manage-

ment company, along with a review of the current

maintenance budget, will assist the prospective seller

in making an informed decision. Local real estate

agents, Better Business Bureaus, and consumer
protection offices also are good sources of informa-

tion. While many reputable builders do exist, pur-

chasing an undeveloped property carries additional

risks. One means of protection is to hold money in

an escrow account in case the developer defaults.

The commitment from the seller that the facilities

will be finished as promised should be written into

the purchase contract with a date certain. 
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Practical Factors

Timeshares provide the convenience of pre-

arranged vacation facilities, however future circum-

stances may alter future planning ability. Timeshare

plans typically do not include recession provisions

for poor health or job loss. Vacationing tastes and fa-

vored activities may also change over time. These fac-

tors should be considered in evaluating a purchase.

Investment Potential

Timeshare resales usually are difficult and often

sold at a loss to the seller. Therefore, timeshares are

typically not considered an investment as a second

or vacation home might be. There are many invest-

ment options in the property area, but investment

should not be a major factor when purchasing a

timeshare. Renting is also difficult and many time-

share owners pay advance fees to rental agencies

which may not be able to find any renters for that

time frame.

Total Costs

Total costs include mortgage payments and ex-

penses, as well as travel costs, annual maintenance

fees and taxes, closing costs, broker commissions,

and finance charges. Annual timeshare maintenance

fees can be high depending on the amenities of the

resort. The larger and more upscale the resort, the

higher the fees. These fees cover all of the costs of

operation but are typically several hundred dollars a

year. These fees can and do rise over time. All of

these expenses should be incorporated when deter-

mining the overall cost of purchasing a timeshare.

Document Review

Purchase documents for any type of real estate

transaction are binding legal contracts and should be

reviewed by an attorney. The contract may provide

for, and some states require, a set ‘‘cooling-off’’ peri-

od during which the purchaser may cancel the con-

tract and obtain a refund. The contract may include

a non-disturbance clause and/or a non-performance

clause. A non-disturbance provision ensures contin-

ued use of the unit in the event of default and sub-

sequent third party claims against the developer or

management firm. A non-performance protection

clause allows the purchaser to retain ownership

rights, even if a third party is required to buy out the

contract. All promises made by the salesperson

should be written into the contract. If not, such pro-

visions will almost certainly be unenforceable in a

court of law. 

Exchange Programs

These programs allow trades with other resort

units in different locations for an additional fee.

However, these trades usually cannot be guaranteed.

There also may be some limits on exchange opportu-

nities. Most developers are affiliated with large ex-

change companies. Two major companies are Resort

Condominiums International (RCI) and Interval In-

ternational (II). When a developer affiliates with the

exchange company, the exchange company allows all

of the buyers who purchase at that development to

be able to join the exchange company. The develop-

er pays an initial fee to the exchange company, and

thereafter the individual timeshare owners are usual-

ly assessed an annual fee. The exchange company

provides owners with a directory of hundreds of re-

sorts. The exchange company is a huge computer-

ized reservation system that is also licensed as a trav-

el agency. An individual can deposit the week that

they own and trade it for a week at another resort

anywhere in the world, provided that one is avail-

able. There is usually a fee for the exchange, and

there are also size rules, which allow trades equal or

down. In most exchanges, a two bedroom can ex-

change for a two bedroom, but a three bedroom

would likely require additional charges. Both of the

major exchange companies rate their resorts. Usual-

ly, one needs to be giving up a week at a top resort

to get a week at another top resort. In RCI the top

rated resorts are called Gold Crown. In II top resorts

are known as Five Star. There are a number of smal-

ler exchange companies that are available to time-

share owners. These smaller companies are often re-

gionally based.

Foreign Properties

Timeshares and vacation club memberships in

foreign countries are subject to the law of the juris-
diction in which the timeshare is located. A contract

outside the United States for a timeshare located in

another country will not be protected under U. S.

federal or state contract property laws.

Sales Incentives

Timeshare resorts sometimes offer free lodging to

potential buyers in exchange for their attendance at

a presentation about properties the developer has

for sale. A free Vacation Certificate may be offered by

telephone, mail, or from the Internet. Offers vary,

but they are often for a three day, two night stay at
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the resort itself or a nearby hotel. Nearly all offers are

subject to certain conditions, including age and in-

come requirements. Both spouses must usually at-

tend a sales presentation and upon arrival partici-

pants are often asked to provide proof of identity.

Advance deposits, which may not be refundable, are

often required to guarantee the time. Any charge

termed a processing fee is probably nonrefundable.

If deposit funds are actually called a deposit, refunds

may be given at the location or at the end of the stay.

State Regulation

Most states now regulate timesharing, either

under existing state land sale laws or under laws that

were specifically enacted for timesharing. The regu-

lating authority is usually the Real Estate Commission

in the state where the timeshare property is located.

FLORIDA: Under the Florida Vacation Plan and

Timesharing Act, purchasers may cancel Timeshare

contracts within 10 calendar days after the date the

contract is signed if the seller is notified of the can-

cellation in writing. Any attempt by the seller to ob-

tain a waiver of the cancellation right is void and of

no effect. While closing documents may be executed,

the closing cannot actually take place until the 10 day

cancellation period has expired.

HAWAII: Hawaii state law requires the purchaser

to have a seven-day right of rescission of any time-

sharing sales contract. Hawaii law also outlines spe-

cific guidelines for developers, acquisition agents,

and sales agents of timeshare units, providing that

failure to fully disclose certain actions as sales solici-

tations constitutes unfair and deceptive business

practices. The law is also quite severe with respect

to seller misrepresentations.

MARYLAND: A time-share purchaser shall have

the right to cancel the sales contract until midnight

of the tenth calendar day following, the contract

date, or the day on which the time-share purchaser

received the last of all documents required to be pro-

vided as part of the public offering statement, which

ever is latest. This right of cancellation cannot be

waived by the purchaser or by any other person. Al-

though documents may be signed in advance, clos-

ing cannot occur until the purchaser’s cancellation

period has expired. Any false representation made by

or on behalf of a developer that a purchaser may not

exercise the right of cancellation or any attempt to

obtain a waiver of the purchaser’s cancellation rights

or a closing prior to the expiration of the cancellation

period shall be unlawful, and the transaction is void-

able at the option of the purchaser for a period of

one year after the expiration of the cancellation peri-

od.

MASSACHUSETTS: In Massachusetts, timeshares

are considered real estate. Notices of assessments

and bills for taxes are required to be furnished to and

paid by the managing entity or if there is no manag-

ing entity, to each timeshare owner. The managing

entity is required by law to give notice of such as-
sessment to the timeshare owners.

NEVADA: In Nevada, the purchaser of a timeshare

may cancel, by written notice, the contract of sale

until midnight of the fifth calendar day following the

date of execution of the contract. The contract of

sale must include a statement of this right. This right

of cancellation may not be waived. Any attempt by

the developer to obtain a waiver results in a contract

that is voidable by the purchaser. The notice of can-

cellation may be delivered personally to the develop-

er or sent by certified mail or telegraph to the busi-

ness address of the developer. The developer shall,

within 15 days after receipt of the notice of cancella-

tion, return all payments made by the purchaser.

NEW MEXICO: The contract of sale is voidable by

the purchaser within seven days after execution of

the contract of sale. The contract shall conspicuously

disclose the purchaser’s right to cancel under this

subsection and how that right may be exercised. An

instrument transferring a timeshare shall not be re-

corded until seven days after the execution of the

contract of sale. Advertisements which include the

offer of a prize or other inducement must fully com-

ply with the provisions of the Unfair Practices Act.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: The law requires that buyers’

deposits must be held in escrow until the closing.

Some projects must present a public offering state-

ment to each buyer before or at the time of pur-

chase. In addition, under the law buyers usually may

cancel their purchase within five days after signing

the purchase contract or five days after receiving the

public offering statement whichever is later.

OREGON: A seller offering an exchange program

to a purchaser in conjunction with a timeshare plan

must provide specific written information to the pur-

chaser about the exchange program, including

whether participation is voluntary. A purchaser from

a developer may cancel, for any reason, any contract,

agreement or other evidence of indebtedness asso-

ciated with the sale of the timeshare within five cal-
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endar days from the date the purchaser signs the first

written offer or contract to purchase. A notice of can-

cellation given by a purchaser need not take a partic-

ular form and is sufficient if it indicates in writing the

purchaser’s intent not to be bound by the contract

or evidence of indebtedness. Notice of cancellation,

if given by mail, shall be given by certified mail, re-

turn receipt requested, and is effective on the date

that the notice is deposited with the United States

Postal Service, properly addressed and postage pre-

paid. Upon receipt of a timely notice of cancellation,

the developer shall immediately return any payment

received from the purchaser. If the payment was

made by check, the developer shall not be required

to return the payment to the purchaser until the

check is finally paid. Upon return of all payments the

purchaser shall immediately transfer any rights the

purchaser may have acquired in the timeshare to the

developer, not subject to any encumbrance created

or suffered by the purchaser. No act of a purchaser

shall be effective to waive the right of cancellation.

SOUTH CAROLINA: Contracts must inform the

purchaser of the right to cancel the contract within

four days, not including Sunday if that is the fourth

day, from the date of the contract. Additionally, the

purchaser may cancel at any time if the accommoda-

tions or facilities are no longer available as provided

in the contract. Cancellation notice must be sent to

the seller by certified mail, return receipt requested.

TEXAS: Under the Texas Timeshare Act, a pur-

chaser may cancel a contract to purchase a timeshare

interest before the sixth day after the date the con-

tract is signed. If a purchaser does not receive a copy

of the contract at the time the contract is signed, the

purchaser may cancel the contract to purchase the

timeshare interest before the sixth day after the date

the contract is received by the purchaser. A purchas-

er may not waive the right of cancellation under this

section. A contract containing a waiver is voidable by

the purchaser.

Additional Resources

Blaggers: Adventures inside the Sun-Kissed but Murky
World of Holiday Timeshare Ley, Barry, Mainstream
Publishing, 2001.

 Setting up Home in Florida: How to Buy, Rent or Time-
share Residential Property in the Sunshine State Ray,
Michael, Trans-Atlantic Publications, 1996. 

Organizations

American Resort Development Association

15th Street NW, Suite 400

Washington, D.C. 20005

Phone: (202) 371-6700

Fax: (202) 289-8544

URL: http://www.arda.org

State Legislative Affairs Office

201 South Orange Avenue Suite 525

Orlando, FL 32801

Phone: (407) 245-7601

Fax: (407) 872-0771

Federal Trade Commission

600 Pennsylvania Ave, NW

Washington, DC 20580

URL: http://www.ftc.gov
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REAL ESTATE

TRESPASSING

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Landowner Consent

- Express Consent
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• Hunting

• Adverse Possession

• Trespass By Animals

• State Laws

• Additional Resources

Background

Trespassing is a legal term that can refer to a wide

variety of offenses against a person or against proper-

ty. Trespassing as it relates to real estate law means

entering onto land without consent of the landown-

er. There are both criminal and civil trespass laws.

Criminal trespass law is enforced by police, sheriffs,

or park rangers. Civil trespass requires that the land-

owner initiate a private enforcement action in court

to collect any damages for which the trespasser may

be responsible, regardless of whether a crime has

been committed. Traditionally, for either type of

trespass, some level of intent is required. Thus, the

trespasser must not simply unwittingly traverse an-

other’s land but must knowingly go onto the proper-

ty without permission. Knowledge may be inferred

when the owner tells the trespasser not to go on the

land, when the land is fenced, or when a ‘‘no tres-

passing’’ sign in posted. A trespasser would probably

not be prosecuted if the land was open, the trespass-

er’s conduct did not substantially interfere with the

owner’s use of the property, and the trespasser left

immediately on request.

Landowner Consent

Express Consent

The landowner may indicate, verbally or in writ-

ing, permission to enter onto the land.

Implied Consent

The existence of consent may be implied from the

landowner’s conduct, from custom, or from the cir-

cumstances. Consent may be implied if these factors

exist: the landowner was unavailable to give consent

and immediate action is necessary to save a life or

prevent a serious injury. Additionally, some states

may extend this protection to animals.

Hunting

A hunting license is not a license to trespass, but

state laws treat hunters differently when it comes to

trespassing. Some states have laws that specifically

address trespassing while hunting, and others rely

simply on the general trespassing statutes of the

state. In about half of the states posting is not re-

quired to prevent trespassing; that is, it is against the

law for hunters to trespass on private property with-

out the landowner’s permission even if the land is

not posted. Where posting is required, some states

have laws specifying how to post land. In some

states, trespass while in possession of a firearm is a

felony punishable by imprisonment for up to five

years and/or a fine up to $5,000. A few states have
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laws that address hunters trespassing to retrieve

dogs or wounded animals. In most states, however,

hunters may not retrieve dogs or wounded animals

if they cannot legally hunt on that land.

Adverse Possession

Sometimes a trespasser continues trespassing for

such a long time, the law permits the trespasser to

have the right to stay on the land. This right ranges

from the right to live on the land to the right to pass

across it to get somewhere else. If the piece of prop-

erty in dispute has been used by someone other than

the owner for a number of years, the doctrine of ad-

verse possession may apply. State laws vary with re-

spect to time requirements; however, typically, the

possession by the non-owner needs to be open, no-

torious, and under a claim of right. In some states,

the non-owner must also pay the property taxes on

the occupied land. A permissive use of property elim-

inates the ability to claim adverse possession. One

common form of trespassing is when a neighbor’s

driveway or fence encroaches onto someone else’s

land. Sometimes the owner will not want to make an

issue of the encroachment—either because it seems

to be a minor problem or because the neighbor is a

friend. To avoid problems later, however, the owner

should give the ‘‘trespasser’’ written permission to

keep the encroachment for as long as the owner

continues to authorize it. If properly handled, this

document will prevent the trespasser from acquiring

a right to continue the encroachment and from pass-

ing along this right to future owners.

Trespass By Animals

In the old courts of England, the owner of live-

stock was held strictly liable for any damages to per-

son or property done by the livestock straying onto

the property of another. The mere fact that animals

strayed and damaged crops, other livestock, or per-
sonal property was sufficient to hold the owner lia-

ble for the injuries inflicted by cattle, sheep, goats,

and horses. This strict liability position made sense

in the confines of a small island such as England, but

in the United States with herds of livestock wander-

ing over vast expanses of land, a different process de-

veloped. The legislatures enacted statutes which pro-

vided that livestock were free to wander and that the

owner was not responsible for damage inflicted by

those livestock unless they entered land enclosed by

a legal fence. These became known as open range

laws. Subsequently, certain states reversed the open

range laws and required the owners of livestock to

fence in their livestock. This position was similar to

the common law position, only instead of strict lia-

bility, the livestock owner could be held liable only

upon a showing that the livestock escaped due to the

owner’s negligence.

State Laws

All city, county, and state law enforcement officers

are authorized to enforce the hunter trespass laws.

In 40 states, wildlife officers from the state’s wildlife

management agency are also authorized to enforce

the trespassing laws. In 22 states posting is not re-

quired which means it is against the law for hunters

to trespass on private property without the landown-

er’s permission even if the land is not posted. Where

posting is required some states have laws specifying

how to post land. Only a few states have statutes that

specifically address hunters trespassing to retrieve

dogs or wounded animals. In all other states hunters

may not retrieve dogs or wounded animals if the

hunter cannot legally hunt on that land.

ALABAMA: All hunting requires permission of the

landowner. There are no requirements for posting

by property owners

ALASKA: Trespassing notices must be printed legi-

bly in English, be at least 144 square inches in size,

give the name and address of the person under

whose authority the property is posted and the name

and address of the person who is authorized to grant

permission to enter the property, be placed at each

roadway and at each way of access onto the property

that is known to the land owner. In the case of an is-

land, signage must be placed along the perimeter at

each cardinal point of the island. The sign must ex-

plicitly state any specific prohibition that the posting

is directed against.

ARIZONA: Hunters are permitted to enter onto

land unless lawfully posted. Signs must be at least

eight inches by eleven inches with plainly legible

wording in capital and bold-faced lettering at least

one inch high. The sign must have the words ‘‘no

hunting’’, ‘‘no trapping’’ or ‘‘no fishing’’ either as a

single phrase or in any combination. The signs must

be conspicuously placed on a structure or post at

least four feet above ground level at all points of ve-

hicular access, at all property or fence corners and

at intervals of not more than one-quarter mile along

the property boundary. A sign with one hundred
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square inches or more of orange paint may serve as

the interval notices between property or fence cor-

ners and points of vehicular access. The orange paint

shall be clearly visible and shall cover the entire

above ground surface of the post facing outward and

on both lateral sides from the closed area.

FLORIDA: Trespass while in possession of a fire-

arm is a felony punishable by imprisonment for up

to five years and/or a fine up to $5,000. A person who

knowingly propels or causes to be propelled any po-

tentially lethal projectile over or across private land

without authorization also commits felony trespass.

A potentially lethal projectile includes any projectile

launched from any firearm, bow, crossbow or similar

tensile device.

IOWA: The unarmed pursuit of game or fur-

bearing animals lawfully injured or killed which come

to rest on or escape to the property of another is an

exception to the trespass law.

KANSAS: Trespassing is permitted by licensed

hunters in order to pursue a wounded game bird or

animal, except that if the owner of the land instructs

the hunter to leave, the hunter must leave immedi-

ately. Any person who fails to leave such land when

instructed is subject to the provisions of the criminal

trespass law.

LOUISIANA: Trespass is permitted in order to re-

trieve a dog or livestock, provided the trespasser is

unarmed. Posting by landowners is required. Tres-

pass on marshlands to trap or hunt fur bearing ani-

mals without permission is strictly prohibited

MARYLAND: It is unlawful to hunt on private lands

in all counties without permission of the landowner

or the landowner’s lessee. Written permission is re-

quired from the property owner to hunt on private

property in Allegany, Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Cal-

vert, Carroll, Cecil, Charles, Frederick, Garrett, Har-

ford, Howard, Montgomery, Prince George’s, St.

Mary’s, and Washington Counties. Written permis-

sion is required from the property owner to hunt

deer on private property in Somerset, Wicomico, and

Worcester Counties. Written permission is required

from the property owner to trap on private and pub-
lic lands in all counties. The landowner is not liable

for accidental injury or damage to the hunter, wheth-

er or not the landowner or the landowner’s agent or

lessee have given permission to hunt.

MICHIGAN: A person other than a person pos-

sessing a firearm may, unless previously prohibited

in writing or orally by the property owner, enter on

foot upon the property of another person for the

sole purpose of retrieving a hunting dog. The person

shall not remain on the property beyond the reason-

able time necessary to retrieve the dog.

MINNESOTA: Law allows hunters to trespass un-

less no trespassing signs are posted along the

boundaries every 1000 feet or less, or in wooded

areas where boundaries are less clear, at intervals of

500 feet or less, or at the primary corners of each par-

cel of land and at access roads or trails at points of

entrance. Furthermore, the law mandates that the

lettering should be at least two inches high and the

name and phone number of the landowner or occu-

pant should be listed. Lands that are cropped or

grazed and show signs of tillage, crops, crop residue,

or fencing for livestock containment do not require

posting of signs. Hunters must ask permission to

enter these lands. A person on foot may, without per-

mission of the owner, enter land to retrieve a wound-

ed animal that was lawfully shot. The hunter must

leave the land immediately after retrieving the

wounded game. A person on foot may, without per-

mission of the owner, enter private land without a

firearm to retrieve a hunting dog. After retrieving the

dog, the person must immediately leave the prem-

ises.

NEW YORK: A person may enter and remain upon

unimproved and apparently unused land, which is

neither fenced nor otherwise enclosed in a manner

designed to exclude intruders, unless notice against

trespass is personally communicated to by the

owner.

NORTH CAROLINA: In Halifax and Warren coun-

ties, no arrests for trespassing can be made without

the consent of the owner the land.

NORTH DAKOTA: Any hunter may enter upon le-

gally posted land to recover game shot or killed on

land where the hunter had a lawful right to hunt.

OKLAHOMA: Signs are required at all entrances

and all corners and at 200 yard intervals along prop-

erty lines.

OREGON: No person shall hunt upon the cultivat-

ed or enclosed land of another without first obtain-

ing permission from the owner or lawful occupant

thereof, or the agent of such owner or occupant. The

boundaries of enclosed land may be indicated by

wire, ditch, hedge, fence, water or by any visible or

distinctive lines that indicate a separation from the

surrounding or contiguous territory.
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SOUTH CAROLINA: Any person entering upon

the lands of another for the purpose of hunting, fish-

ing, trapping, netting; for gathering fruit, wild flow-

ers, cultivated flowers, shrubbery, straw, turf, vegeta-

bles or herbs; or for cutting timber on such land,

without the consent of the owner or manager, is

guilty of a misdemeanor.

SOUTH DAKOTA: In the part of the Black Hills fire

protection district lying south of Interstate Highway

90, no person may enter upon any private land with

intent to take or kill any bird or animal, after being

notified by the owner or lessee not to do so. Such

notice may be given orally or by posting written or

printed notices to that effect at the residence or

where the buildings are located thereon, and at the

gates or entering places therein, and in conspicuous

places around the land posted. All such notices shall

contain the name and address of the owner or lessee

posting the lands.

TEXAS: It is against the law to hunt or fish on pri-

vately owned lands or waters without the permission

of the owner or owner’s agent. No person may pur-

sue a wounded wildlife resource across a property

line without the consent of landowner of the proper-

ty where the wildlife resource has fled. Under the

trespass provisions of the Penal Code, a person on

a property without the permission of the landowner

is subject to arrest.

UTAH: Written permission is required from the

owner or person in charge to enter upon private land

that is either cultivated or properly posted and must

include the signature of the owner or person in

charge, the name of the person being given permis-

sion, the appropriate dates, and a general descrip-

tion of the property.

VERMONT: Notices prohibiting the taking of wild

animals shall be erected upon or near the boundaries

of lands to be affected with notices at each corner

and not over 400 feet apart along the boundaries

thereof. Notices prohibiting the taking of fish shall

show the date that the waters were last stocked and

shall be maintained upon or near the shores of the

waters not over 400 feet apart. Legible signs must be

maintained at all times and shall be dated each year.

VIRGINIA: Fox hunters and coon hunters, when

the chase begins on other lands, may follow their

dogs on prohibited lands, and hunters of all other

game, when the chase begins on others lands, may

go upon prohibited lands to retrieve their dogs, but

may not carry firearms or bows and arrows on their

persons or hunt any game while thereon. The use of

vehicles to retrieve dogs on prohibited lands shall be

allowed only with the permission of the landowner.

WEST VIRGINIA: Written permission must be in

the possession of anyone who will shoot, hunt, fish,

or trap upon the fenced, enclosed or posted grounds

or lands of another person. Written permission is

also required to peel trees or timber, build fires or

do any other act or thing thereon in connection with

or auxiliary to shooting, hunting, fishing or trapping.

Hunters who kill or injure any domestic animal or

fowl, destroy or damage any bars, gates, or fence, or

leave open any bars or gates resulting in damage to

the owner, can be held criminally liable as well as lia-

ble to the landowner. The landowner may personally

arrest any such person found violating this law and

take the hunter before a justice of the peace for

trial. In such instances, the landowner is vested with

all the powers and rights of a game warden.

Additional Resources

The Legal Edge for Homeowners, Buyers, and Renters.
Bryant, Michel J., Renaissance Books, 1999.

Modern Law of Deeds to Real Property. Natelson, Robert,
Aspen Law, 1992.

Neighbor Law: Fences, Trees, Boundaries and Noise. Jor-
dan, Cora, Nolo Law, 2001.

Organizations

Environmental Health Center

1025 Conn. Ave., NW, Suite 1200

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 293-2270

URL: http://www.nsc.org/ehc.htm

The Fund for Animals

200 West 57th Street

New York, NY 10019

Phone: (212) 246-2096

Fax: (212) 246-2633

URL: http://www.fund.org

Primary Contact: Marian Probst, President
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Background

Zoning is the way the local governments control

the physical development of land and the kinds of

uses for different parcels of property. State and local

governments have the power to enact statutes and

ordinances, known as zoning regulations, in order to

control the use of land for the protection of the pub-

lic health, safety, and welfare. Zoning laws place sig-

nificant limitations on the uses of the property within

the defined areas or ‘‘zones’’ established in the par-

ticular zoning ordinance. Zoning laws typically

specify the areas in which residential, industrial, rec-

reational or commercial activities may take place.

These could be residential, rural, commercial, indus-

trial or a combination. Zoning laws often use numeri-

cal or alphabetical designations, such as CR-1; how-

ever the designation are not standard and differ from

one community to another.

In addition to limiting land uses, zoning laws can

also regulate the dimensional requirements for lots

and for buildings on property located within the

community, the density of development, and what

livestock can inhabit the parcel of land. Zoning ordi-

nances may designate certain spaces for hospitals,

parks, schools, and buildings with historical signifi-

cance. Zoning can also provide for restrictions on

parts of certain parcels of land, such as those parcels

which lie within protected peaks and ridges.

Zoning ordinances and maps are public records.

The zoning information is listed on the tax records

in most localities. These records can be located at

the local tax assessor’s office and are often online. 

Types of Zoning

Zoning categories and symbols vary among com-

munities. A C-1 zone in one city is not necessarily the

same as a C-1 in another. Typically, jurisdictions use

letters of the alphabet as code abbreviations to iden-

tify the use allowed in a physical geographic area,

such as R for residential, C for commercial, and I for

industrial. These symbols are usually paired with

some number. The number can specify the level of

use, or it may indicate a certain amount of acreage

or square footage for that particular property.
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Residential Zoning

Residential zoning can include Single Family Resi-

dences (SFR), Suburban Homestead (SH), or any

number of other designation which cover homes,

apartments, duplexes, trailer parks, co-ops, and con-

dominiums. Residential zoning can cover the issues

as to whether mobile homes can be placed on the

property and the number of such structures.

Zoning laws typically limit the type of animals al-

lowed at a residence. While domestic pets, such as

dogs, birds, and cats, are generally not regulated,

chickens, sheep, horses, llamas, pigs, and cows are

subject to certain requirements. Many ordinances

prohibit keeping these farm animals in residential

neighborhoods. Others limit the number of animals

based on the size of the property.

Zoning laws on home-based businesses can de-

pend on the nature of the business, whether there

are employees or business invitees, the hours of op-

eration, signage, parking and delivery concerns, and

noise issues. Some zoning ordinances prohibit all in-

home businesses in residential areas. Others restrict

the type of business, the hours, and may require sep-

arate parking and entrance facilities. Rules regarding

home-based businesses for condominiums are typi-

cally even more restrictive than private residences. 

Commercial Zoning

Commercial zoning usually has several categories

and is dependant upon the business use of the prop-

erty and often the number of patrons. Office build-

ings, shopping centers, nightclubs, hotels, certain

warehouses, some apartment complexes, as well as

vacant land that has the potential for development

into these types of buildings can all be zoned com-

mercial. Almost any kind of real estate except single-

family home and single-family lots can be regarded

as commercial real estate.

The availability of parking may affect the type of

commercial zoning that is permitted. Additionally,

there can be rules regarding the proximity of certain

types of businesses to others. Many zoning laws pro-

hibit or restrict adult entertainment establishments

to a certain geographical area. Others bar such estab-

lishments within a certain distance of existing

schools or churches.

Industrial Zoning

Like commercial zoning, industrial zoning can be

specific to the type of business. Environmental fac-

tors including noise concerns usually are issues in

determining into which industrial level a business

falls. Manufacturing plants and many storage facilities

have industrial zoning. Certain business, such as air-

ports, may warrant their own designation.

Industrial Zoning is often dependent upon the

amount of lot coverage, which is the land area cov-

ered by all buildings on a lot, and building height. Ad-

ditionally, set-back requirements are higher for in-

dustrial zoned properties.

Agricultural Zoning

Agricultural zoning is generally used by communi-

ties that are concerned about maintaining the eco-

nomic viability of their agricultural industry. Agricul-

tural zoning typically limits the density of

development and restricts non-farm uses of the land.

In many agricultural zoning ordinances, the density

is controlled by setting a large minimum lot size for

a residential structure. Densities may vary depending

upon the type of agricultural operation. Agricultural

zoning can protect farming communities from be-

coming fragmented by residential development. In

many states, agricultural zoning is necessary for fed-

eral voluntary incentive programs, subsidy programs

and programs that provide for additional tax abate-

ments. 

Rural Zoning

This designation is often used for farms or ranch-

es. In certain parts of the country, this designation

will include residences zoned to allow horses or cat-

tle.

Combination Zoning

Any of the designations can be combined to form

some sort of combination zone, many of which are

unique to the community adopting the particular

designation.

Historic Zoning

Homes and buildings over fifty years old are often

included in historic zones. These zones have regula-

tions, which prevent the alteration of the structures

from the original conditions, although there are al-

lowances for repair and restoration in keeping with

the historic plan. Frequently, buildings in these areas

can qualify for governmental tax incentives.

The National Register of Historic Places is the U.

S. official list of cultural resources worthy of preser-

vation. Authorized under the National Historic Pres-

ervation Act of 1966, the National Register is part of

a national program to coordinate and support public

and private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect

historic and archeological resources. Properties list-
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ed in the Register include districts, sites, buildings,

structures, and objects that are significant in U. S. his-

tory, architecture, archeology, engineering, and cul-

ture. The National Register is administered by the

National Park Service, which is part of the U. S. De-

partment of the Interior. The National Register ac-

cepts applications for buildings, which meet certain

specific historic requirements.

Owners of properties listed in the National Regis-

ter may be eligible for a 20% investment tax credit for

the certified rehabilitation of income-producing cer-

tified historic structures such as commercial, indus-

trial, or rental residential buildings. This credit can be

combined with a straight-line depreciation period

of 27.5 years for residential property and 31.5 years

for nonresidential property for the depreciable basis

of the rehabilitated building reduced by the amount

of the tax credit claimed. Federal tax deductions are

also available for charitable contributions for conser-

vation purposes of partial interests in historically im-

portant land areas or structures.

Esthetic Zoning

Increasingly popular in upscale communities, this

sort of zoning covers color schemes, landscaping,

mailboxes, fences, solar panels, decks, satellite dish-

es, and types of materials. Esthetic zoning ordinance

may require that building plans be submitted and ap-

proved by an architectural review committee. Wire-

less communication receiving devices can often be

impacted by these types of zoning rules.

Permitted and Accessory Uses

Permitted and Accessory uses are built-in excep-

tions within a certain zoning category. For example,

a property which is not zoned for a bar may have a

bar which is connected to the hotel as accessory or

permitted use.

Zoning Changes

Change of Zoning

If the zoning on a parcel of land is inconsistent

with the use the land owner desires, the owner may

apply to the local jurisdiction for a change of zon-

ing. Each jurisdiction has its own rules and regula-

tions. However, there is typically an application and

a fee, followed by some type of hearing at which the

owner presents the request and the reasons for the

requested change. Surveys, drawings, photographs,

and even models can be used to convey the pro-

posed plan. Many owners hire engineers or lawyers

to assist with the rezoning process.

If the owner is unsuccessful in obtaining the

change, there may be a possibility to appeal the ac-

tion either within the administrative structure of the

governmental body or in a court of law.

Variances

A variance is a request to deviate from current

zoning requirements. If granted, it permits the

owner to use the land in a manner not otherwise per-

mitted by the zoning ordinance. It is not a change in

the zoning law. Instead, it is a specific waiver of re-

quirements of the zoning ordinance.

Typically, variances are granted when the proper-

ty owner can demonstrate that existing zoning regu-

lations present a practical difficulty in making use of

the property. Each jurisdiction municipality has rules

for variance requests. Usually, the land owner seek-

ing the variances files a request or written application

for a variance and pays a fee. Normally, the requests

go first to a zoning board. The zoning board notifies

nearby and adjacent property owners. The zoning

examiner may then hold a hearing to determine if

the variance should be granted. The applicant may

then be required to appear before the governing

body of the municipality, such as a city council, for

the final determination.

Non-Conforming Uses

A nonconforming use is a permitted use of prop-

erty which would otherwise be in violation of the

current zoning ordinance. The use is permitted be-

cause the land owner was using the land or building

for that use before the zoning ordinance became ef-

fective. Nonconforming uses are often referred to as

being ‘‘grandfathered in’’ to a zoning code. In order

to qualify for nonconforming use, the property al-

most always needs to have had the use continuously.

Thus, if the businesses closes and the use lapses for

any time, the permission for the nonconforming use

could vanish.

Conditional Use Permits

Similar to variances, conditional use permits allow

an otherwise non-permitted use of the property that

the zoning code does not include. Conditional use

permits are usually granted at a public hearing before

a political body, usually with the conclusion that the

new use of the property will be in the public inter-
est.

Eminent Domain

Eminent domain is the power of government to

take private property and use it for public purposes.

The power of eminent domain is recognized in the
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United States Constitution, which prohibits the tak-

ing of private property ‘‘without just compensation.’’

The federal constitutional provision recognizing the

power of eminent domain implies the requirement

that property be taken for a ‘‘public use.’’‘‘ Public use

includes the traditional government activities of

building roads, government and public facilities such

as government buildings and parks, as well as more

generally beneficial activities assured through pro-

tection of scenic areas, wetlands, and historic land-

marks. 

If the government zones a piece of property such

that the property owner can no longer effectively use

the parcel of land, this provision may be applicable.

The property owner may be able to sue for compen-

sation because the land has been ‘‘taken’’ by the gov-

ernment. This is commonly referred to as ‘‘a taking.’’

Just compensation is difficult to determine. By defini-

tion, it is the fair market value that a property

owner would receive if the property were being sold

without the zoning restrictions in place. If the gov-

ernment and the property owner are unable to agree

on the fair market value, the property owner can

file suit and hire a certified appraiser to give testi-
mony concerning the value.

Additional Resources

Daniels, Thomas L. and Keller, John W., Lapping, Mark
B.The Small Town Planning Handbook. American
Planning Association, 1995.

Davidson, MichaelA Glossary of Zoning, Development and
Planning Terms American Planning Association,1997.

Fischel, William A. The Economics of Zoning Laws: A Prop-
erty Rights Approach to American Land Use Controls.
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987.

Harr, Charles Monroe and Kayden, Jerold S. Zoning and
the American Dream: Promises Still to Keep. American
Planning Association, 1989.

Siegan, Bernard H.Property and Freedom: The Constitu-
tion, the Courts, and Land-Use Regulation. Bowling
Green State University,1997. 

Organizations

American Association of Home Based
Businesses (Residential Zoning)

PO Box 10023

Rockville, MD 20849 USA

Fax: (301) 963-7042

URL: http://www.aahbb.org

Primary Contact: Beverley Williams, President

National Register of Historic Places

1849 C Street, NW NC400

Washington, DC 20240 USA

Phone: (202) 343-9536

URL: http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr

National Trust for Historic
Preservation.(Historic Zoning)

1785 Massachusetts Ave, NW

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 588-6000

Fax: (202) 588-6038

URL: http://www.nationaltrust.org

Urban Planning Institute

2100 M Street, NW

Washington, DC 20037 USA

Phone: (202) 833-7200

URL: http://www.urban.org
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RETIREMENT AND AGING

ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal Purview

• Resident Rights

• Funding

• State Provisions

• Additional Resources

Background

The concept of ‘‘assisted living’’ as a unique pro-

gram of care or service for elderly/minimally im-

paired persons has been slow, in the eyes of legisla-

tors and practitioners, to distinguish itself from other

existing forms of services. The distinction becomes

important for purposes of funding and financial assis-

tance from state and federal entities. But more im-

portantly, the distinction becomes important in the

eyes of the residents and their families.

Assisted living is often described as a statement of

philosophy which differentiates itself from other

forms of ‘‘residential care’’ by focusing on a model

of living that promotes independence, autonomy,

privacy, and dignity for residents in a facility. In other

words, the concept relates more to an approach to-

ward care rather than to the actual care received.

Moreover, families struggling with the less appealing

option of placing their loved ones in traditional

‘‘nursing homes’’ are more soothed by the option of

knowing that assisted living strives to maintain the

current level of independence enjoyed by residents,

but with supervision or support when needed.

In general, the term ‘‘assisted living’’ is used tran-

sitionally with that of ‘‘board and care’’ services.

However, assisted living statutes and regulations

usually contain language referring to ‘‘indepen-

dence,’’ ‘‘autonomy,’’ ‘‘privacy,’’ etc. Assisted living

is also different from other residential programs

(e.g., homes for the aged, board and care facilities,

residential care facilities, etc.) in that it is more likely

to involve apartment-like settings and (if living space

is to be shared) choice of apartment mates. Finally,

assisted living facility staff will often make arrange-

ments for external entities rather than internal staff

members to provide nursing care or health related

services to residents. This arrangement makes such

services more likely to be reimbursable as ‘‘home

health care services’’ under Medicaid or other fund-

ing initiatives.

But when assisted living residents need nursing

care, the distinction between ‘‘assisted living’’ and

other forms of residential care becomes more nebu-

lous. In many states, assisted living facilities may

admit or retain residents who meet ‘‘level of care’’

criteria used for admission to nursing facilities. At the

same time, many nursing homes divide their beds

into wards or designated areas, so as to accommo-

date varying levels of resident needs. They may have

a skilled care area, an intermediate care area, and an

‘‘assisted living’’ area all within the same facility. Gen-

erally, such an arrangement is mutually beneficial to

facility and patient. It keeps occupancy rates high

at the facility and allows residents to move internally

from one area of care to another without the need

to move to another facility altogether.

Semantics aside, assisted living generally refers to

a residential living arrangement in which residential
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amenities are combined with ‘‘as needed’’ assistance

with ‘‘activities of daily living’’ (ADLs) (eating, dress-

ing, bathing, ambulating, toileting, etc.) and personal

care. Although only about half of all states actually

use the term ‘‘assisted living’’ in their regulations or

statutes, a vast majority of states have either re-

viewed existing legislation or enacted new laws to ad-

dress the growing demand for assisted living facili-

ties. This action occurred particularly during the

years of 1995 through 2000.

Federal Purview

All assisted living facilities accepting state or feder-

al funds must be licensed. For those accepting feder-

al funds, most of the applicable regulations and rules

are incorporated into those applicable to nursing

homes in general. They include:

• The Nursing Home Reform Act is absorbed

in a massive piece of legislation known as

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1987 (OBRA 1987). The Act imposes more

than just minimum standards; it requires

that a facility provide each patient with a

level of care that enables him or her ‘‘to at-

tain or maintain the highest practicable

physical, mental and psychosocial well-

being.’’ Importantly, OBRA 87 makes each

state responsible for establishing, monitor-

ing, and enforcing state licensing and federal

standards. Under the Act, states must fund,

staff, and maintain investigatory and Om-

budsman units as well.

• The Patient Self Determination Act of 1990

is absorbed in the Omnibus Budget Recon-

ciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA 1990). Applica-

ble to more than just nursing homes, it es-

sentially mandates that facilities provide

written information to patients regarding

their rights under state law to participate in

decisions concerning their medical care.

This includes the right to execute advance

directives and the right to accept or reject

medical or surgical treatments. The facilities

must also provide a written policy statement

regarding implementation of these rights,

and must document in each patient’s record

whether or not an advance directive has

been executed.

Resident Rights

States are required to effect bills of rights for nurs-

ing home residents. Generally, the same rights attach

to residents in assisted living facilities as those in

nursing homes. Most state declarations of rights par-

allel the federal ones, codified at 42 USC 1395i-3(a)

to (h); and 1396r(a) to (h) (1988 supplement to the

U.S.C.). They are enumerated in the section address-

ing nursing homes.

Funding

Public subsidies for elders in residential settings

take different courses in different states. Older per-

sons qualifying for low-income subsidies may apply

their federal SSI benefits, as well as any state supple-

mental SSI benefits, toward assisted living charges

for room and board. Medicaid generally pays for

nursing or medical services provided to qualified in-

dividuals. In most states, this is done through Home

and Community Based Services (HCBS) (Section

1915(c)) waivers. Waiver programs acknowledge

that many individuals at high risk for being institu-

tionalized can be cared for in their own homes or

communities, thus preserving their independence

and ties to family and community, at no more cost

than that of institutional care. Thus, a person eligible

for institutional care may ‘‘waive’’ that right and

apply the funds toward home care or assisted living

arrangements. Waivers are generally granted for

three years and may be renewed for five years.

Finally, many states are developing policies that

combine SSI with Medicaid benefits to provide one

level of care appropriate for the resident. This en-

courages ‘‘aging in place’’ rather than the stressful al-

ternative of finding another facility should the resi-

dent’s health decline and he or she needs more than

what assisted living can offer.

State Provisions

The following information summarizes state ap-

proaches to assisted living arrangements. The ab-

sence of certain information in the summary for a

particular state (e.g. a mention of minimum staffing

ratios or room sizes) is not to be construed as mean-

ing that no requirements exist for that state regard-

ing that element or factor. Rather, the information

focuses on some of the important or distinguishing

points from state to state.

ALABAMA: See Ala. Code Chapter 420-5-4. Revi-

sions to existing regulations were issued in 1999. The
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state recognizes three categories of assisted living fa-

cilities: congregate (17 or more adults), group (4 to

16 adults), and family (2 to 3 adults). The regulations

provide that residents must be ‘‘ambulatory adults

who do not require acute, continuous, or extensive

medical or nursing care and are not in the need of

hospital or nursing home care.’’ Staffing ratio re-

quirements are one staff member per six residents,

24 hours a day. Minimum room size is 80 square feet

for single or 130 square feet for double occupancy.

No public financing is available other than SSI.

ALASKA: See Alaska Stat. 47.33.005 et seq; also

Reg. 7 AAC 75.010 et seq. In addition to private facili-

ties, the state operates six Pioneer Homes that pro-

vide supportive living services. Alaska’s ‘‘general re-

lief’’ program does offer limited financial support in

combination with a Medicaid HCBS waiver for cer-

tain qualified individuals. Alaska has minimal facility

and staff requirements, but requires a written con-

tract between home and resident that covers all con-

ditions, charges, policies, duties and rights, etc. The

state continually reviews its regulations.

ARIZONA: Ariz. Adm. Rules, R9-10-701 et seq. The

Arizona Long Term Care System (ALTCS) has ex-

panded its Supportive Residential Living Center

(SRLC) state-run project, which consolidated adult

care homes, support residential living, supervisory

care homes, and adult family care into a single ‘‘as-

sisted living’’ category. The state now has three li-

censed classifications (facilities assisting ten or fewer

residents, eleven or more residents, and adult foster

care homes with one to six residents). Minimum

room size, 80 square feet for bedroom units, 220

square feet for residential units. There are no mini-

mum staffing ratio requirements, but facilities must

be able to meet the needs and handle crisis interven-

tion on a 24-hour basis. Minimum one toilet/lavatory

per eight residents.

ARKANSAS: Ark. Ann. Code 20-76-201 et seq. re-

quires that tenants be 18 years of age or older and

be independently mobile (physically and mentally ca-

pable of vacating the facility within three minutes).

There are numerous other requirements regarding

minimum physical and mental conditions. Single

units must have at least 100 square feet; double units

must be 80 square feet. There must be a minimum

of one toilet/lavatory per six residents. Staffing re-

quirements are scaled for daytime, evening, and

night shifts.

CALIFORNIA: Cal. Code of Reg, Title 22; Division

6, Chapter 8 governs ‘‘residential care facilities for

the elderly (RCFE),’’ of which the state has approxi-

mately 6,000 facilities. In 1995, special legislation was

passed to permit RCFEs serving persons with Al-

zheimer’s Disease to develop secure perimeters (ex-

terior doors or perimeter fences, delayed egress

doors, etc.) One toilet/sink per six residents. Mini-

mum staffing requirements for facilities with fewer

than 100 residents is one person. Medicaid coverage

is not available.

COLORADO: Colorado regulates ‘‘personal care

boarding homes’’ under Chapter VII, Section 1.1 et

seq. Minimum requirements include one toilet/

lavatory per six residents, no more than two resi-

dents to a room, and a 100 square foot single occu-

pancy room size.

CONNECTICUT: Conn. Gen. Stat.192-490 and

Agency Regulation 19-13-D105 address the state’s

unique approach of permitting ‘‘managed residential

communities’’ (MRCs) to offer assisted living services

through assisted living services agencies (ALSAs).

The state has about 25 licensed ALSAs. Minimum re-

quirements include at least one RN on-call 24 hours

a day and one toilet/lavatory per six residents. Medic-

aid reimbursement is available for assisted living ser-

vices in elderly housing complexes. Residents may

receive temporary nursing services through an exter-

nal agency.

DELAWARE: Under state law, assisted living agen-

cies (Del. Code Ann, Title 16, Part II, Ch. II, 63.0 et

seq) are distinguished from ‘‘rest residential homes’’

(Part II, 59.0 et seq.) in that the latter is intended for

those who only need shelter, housekeeping, board,

personal surveillance or direction in activities of daily

living. Persons with income less than 250 percent of

the SSI level are eligible for fee waiver service. In resi-

dential homes, there must be one toilet and bathtub

or shower for every four residents.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: All community residen-

tial facilities are governed by D.C. Code Ann. 32-1301

et seq, 34-3400 et seq., and DC Law 5-48. The DC

Housing Code (DCMR) establishes minimum square

footage and bathing/toilet requirements. However,

no more than four persons may share one sleeping

room. Short term nursing care is permitted (72

hours or less).

FLORIDA: Florida law maintains three levels of as-

sisted living: standard, limited nursing services, and

‘‘extended congregate care (ECC),’’ (requiring a

higher level of assistance/care). See Fla. Stat. Ann.,

Ch. 400 Part III and Admin. Code Ch. 58-A-5. The
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general rule is that facilities serving more than 17 res-

idents must have staff on duty 24 hours a day; fewer

than 17 residents requires staff on duty or monitor-

ing mechanisms to ensure the safety of residents.

There is a minimum requirement of one bathroom

per three residents. There is an optional state sup-

plement to federal SSI and SSDI assistance and a

Medicaid home and community based services waiv-

er. RNs must visit ECCs twice a year to monitor resi-

dents and review state compliance.

GEORGIA: See Ga. Code Ann. 31-2-4, 31-7-2, and

Regulation 290-5-35.07 et seq. ‘‘Personal Care

Homes’’ serve any adult over 18 years of age who is

ambulatory and does not require continuous medi-

cal, nursing, or mental health monitoring or care.

The maximum facility size is for 24 residents or less.

Bedrooms must have at least 80 square feet of usable

floor space per resident. A Medicaid waiver is avail-

able. Facilities must have at least one staff person to

15 residents during waking hours, and one to 25 dur-

ing non-waking hours.

HAWAII: See Hawaii Admin. Rules 11-90 to 11-101.

The state distinguishes between ‘‘assisted living’’ fa-

cilities (for independent living) and ‘‘adult residen-

tial care’’ facilities (Types I and II) whose residents

require at least minimal assistance in ADLs. Neither

can accept persons who need nursing care, although

adult residential care facilities may obtain an ‘‘ex-

tended care license’’ to serve residents who meet the

nursing home level of care. Assisted living facilities

must have a minimum of 220 square feet of living

space, while residential care homes only require 90

square feet for single rooms or 70 square feet per oc-

cupant of a multiple occupancy room.

IDAHO: See Idaho Code 39-3301 et seq. and

Admin. Rule Title 4, Ch. 22-70. The state has one des-

ignation of ‘‘residential care facility’’ that is broken

down into three categories by level of care: mini-

mum, moderate, or maximum. A state fund is main-

tained to assist in reimbursement costs for eligible

persons. Facilities must have at least one staff person

available to residents at all times.

ILLINOIS: Under Illinois law (77 IAC 330 and Title

89, Ch. 1, Subchapter d, Part 146) ‘‘shelter care facili-

ties’’ are licensed for maintenance and personal care

but not routine nursing care. ‘‘Supportive living facil-

ities’’ (SLFs) offer 24-hour supervision and assistance

and is most consistent in definition with the accept-

ed definition of ‘‘assisted living.’’ The state has set up

a third option, ‘‘community based residential facili-

ties’’ (CBRFs) intended to provide short or long term

needs in order to relieve family caregivers. SLFs re-

quire licensed and certified staff.

INDIANA: Indiana law only provides recommen-

dations for assisted living facilities, although it has

several laws that impact residential care facilities in

general.(See, e.g., 410 IAC 16.2 et seq.). For example,

all facilities must have at least one staff member on

duty at all times (for facilities with fewer than 100 res-

idents) and an additional staff member for each 50

residents above 100. Medicaid coverage is not avail-

able but is being assessed.

IOWA: See Iowa Code Ann 231C and 321 IAC

Chapter 27; IAC 661-5.626. Licensed facilities serve at

least six residents and may provide health related

care in addition to personal care and assistance. Mini-

mum staffing is left up to the facility, but each tenant

must sign an occupancy agreement that explains ser-

vices, charges, etc., and whether or not staff are avail-

able 24 hours a day. Each dwelling unit must have

190 square feet of living space. Multiple occupancy

quarters must have at least 80 square feet of living

space per bed.

KANSAS: Kan. Stat. Ann. 28-39-144 et seq. address-

es assisted living facilities (caring for six or more indi-

viduals). Health care attendants provide assistance

and services up to 12 hours a day. Medicaid waivers

are available to elderly persons who meet the nurs-

ing home level of care criteria and have income

below 300 percent of the federal SSI payment.

KENTUCKY: See 905 KAR 5:080 and 902 KAR

20:036. The state has a voluntary certification pro-

gram for assisted living facilities. For certification, the

maximum number of beds per room is four; there

must be one toilet/lavatory for every eight residents,

with separate bathrooms for each sex on each floor.

No room size requirements. There is no Medicaid

funding available.

LOUISIANA: See La. Rev. Stat. Ann 2151 et seq. As-

sisted living homes refer to facilities that provide

room, board, and personal services to two or more

residents who reside in individual living units. Per-

sonal care homes offer the same but have congregate

living settings of two to eight residents. Shelter care

homes are larger scale personal care homes with

congregate living and dining services. There must be

at least one awake staff on duty at night and sufficient

staff to cover resident needs during daytime hours.

Elderly Medicaid beneficiaries who can no longer live

at home may qualify for assistance.
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MAINE: See Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. Tit 22. Section

7902. Laws finalized in 1998 provide for Level I resi-

dential care facilities (formerly known as adult foster

care homes or six bed boarding houses) and Level II

residential care facilities for more than six residents.

Levels I and II facilities must have 100 square feet for

single or 80 square feet for double rooms. Bath-

rooms must be provided for every six residents, and

showers/bathtubs for every 15 residents. Medicaid

funds are available for eligible residents. Staffing

rules require a ratio of 1:12 residents during day

shifts; 1:18 for evening hours, and 1:30 for night

shifts.

MARYLAND: Assisted living programs are covered

under Md. Code Ann., Title 10.07.14. Facilities may

not serve persons who require more than intermit-

tent nursing care. Medicaid does not reimburse for

assisted living beyond the existing Senior Assisted

Housing Program. Assisted living programs have

three levels of care distinctions for purposes of staff-

ing requirements and services provided.

MASSACHUSETTS: See Mass. Code of Regula-

tions, 651 CMR 12.00. Persons needing 24-hour

skilled nursing supervision are not eligible for assist-

ed living facilities. Medicaid’s Group Adult Foster

Care (GAFC) provides some subsidizing of services

for low income residents. The state has created a

special SSI living arrangement for assisted living.

MICHIGAN: Michigan distinguishes homes for the

aged (supervised personal care facilities under MCL

333.20106) from adult foster care homes (large

group homes). Neither type of facility may accept

residents who require continuous nursing care.

There are staffing ratio requirements for adult foster

homes. Medicaid waivers are available if services are

delivered by community agencies and not the facili-

ty’s staff. Toilet/lavatory ratios are one to eight resi-

dents.

MINNESOTA: See Minn. Stat. Ann. 144 et seq. and

144A and D. Minnesota covers assisted living through

its funded Alternative Care (AC) program and Medic-

aid waiver programs. The AC program serves persons

whose income exceeds Medicaid eligibility but who

would spend down to Medicaid levels within six

months of admission to a nursing home. There are

no unit size requirements for facilities, nor are there

minimum staffing requirements.

MISSISSIPPI: See Mississippi Regulations 1201.1 et

seq. ‘‘Personal care homes’’ are licensed to provide

care to ambulatory residents who are not in need of

nursing care. Separate toileting facilities are required

for each sex on each floor, with a ratio of one to six

residents. Residents may not be required to access

one bedroom by entering another. There is a maxi-

mum of four beds per room and a minimum of 80

square feet per resident. Medicaid funding is not

available for assisted living.

MISSOURI: See Vernon’s Ann. Mo. Stat. 198.003 to

198.186, and regulations, title 13, Section 15-10.010

et seq. Missouri law recognizes Type I and Type II

residential care facilities (RCFs). Type II involves a

higher level of care under the direction of a licensed

physician. Both types require that residents be of

such mental and physical capability as to be able to

negotiate a normal path to safety, using assistive de-

vices or aides when necessary. There is Medicaid re-

imbursement for personal care services. All licensed

facilities must have a minimum of 70 square feet per

resident, irrespective of whether in single or shared

quarters. State requires one toilet/lavatory for every

six residents.

MONTANA: Personal care facilities (PCFs) are gov-

erned by Subchapter 9, Section 16.32.902. Adult fos-

ter care homes are covered under Chapter 16, Sub-

chapter 1, Section 11.16. Both are eligible for

Medicaid HCBS waiver reimbursements. Single

dwelling bedrooms must be at least 100 square feet,

multi-tenant bedrooms must contain at least 80

square feet per resident. One toilet is required for

every four residents. In PCFs, residents are classified

as either A or B categories (B involves incontinence,

under chemical or physical restraint, ventilator de-

pendent, etc.; facilities may have up to five B resi-

dents).

NEBRASKA: Assisted living facilities are covered

under NAC Title 174, Chapter 4. In 1998, state legisla-

tors approved $40 million in grants or loan guaran-

tees to nursing homes to convert wings or entire fa-

cilities to assisted living. This action followed a law

passed in 1997 that replaced residential care facilities

and domiciliary facilities with the new distinction of

assisted living. All facilities must be licensed. Mini-

mum room size of 100 square feet is required for sin-

gle apartments or dormitory-like rooms; 80 square

feet per resident for shared room space. A toilet and

sink must adjoin each resident’s bedroom. Medicaid

waivers are available.

NEVADA: See Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. 449.017 et seq.

and administrative code section 449.156. Residential

care facilities may be in the form of an adult group

home or an Alzheimer’s group home. Single occu-
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pancy rooms must be at least 80 square feet in size;

maximum shared quarters of three residents with at

least 60 square feet each. Alzheimer’s facilities must

have sprinkler systems and 24-hour awake staff, as

well as exit doors with alarms or time-delay locks and

fenced yards. Residents are assessed as ‘‘care catego-

ry 1’’ (ambulatory) or ‘‘care category 2’’ (non-

ambulatory). Personal care services are Medicaid re-

imbursable if residents meet SSI eligibility criteria.

Facilities with more than 20 residents must have at

least one awake staff around the clock, with a second

available within ten minutes.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Supported residential care fa-

cilities are covered under Chapter He-P 805; residen-

tial care home facilities are covered under Chapter

He—804. RCFs are defined as offering services be-

yond room and board to two or more individuals. No

resident may require 24-hour nursing services. A

minimum room size of 80 square feet for single resi-

dents or 140 square feet for double occupancy is re-

quired. Residents must be mobile and able to self-

evacuate. Medicaid reimbursement is available.

NEW JERSEY: See N.J. Admin. Code Chapter 8:36.

Regulations effective in 1996 created assisted living

programs in subsidized housing sites, as well as li-

censing of ‘‘service agencies’’ to deliver assisted liv-

ing services to subsidized elderly housing projects.

No more than two persons may occupy an assisted

living residential unit. There must be at least one

awake personal care assistant and one additional staff

member available at all times.

NEW MEXICO: Adult residential care is covered

under New Mexico’s Administrative Code, Title 7,

Ch.8, Part 2. The state offers assisted living as a Med-

icaid waiver service. Private rooms must have at least

100 square feet of useable floor space.

NEW YORK: See NY Social Law 461-1 et seq., as

well as NY Comp. Codes R & Regulations, Title 18,

Section 485.1 et seq. Assisted living programs are

Medicaid-reimbursable and are available in both

‘‘adult care homes’’ and ‘‘enriched housing pro-

grams’’ (which offer congregate services but inde-

pendent housing units). No more than three persons

may share independent units.

NORTH CAROLINA: See N.C. Admin Code Title

10, Ch. 42, and N.C. Gen. Stat. 131D-2. In 1995, state

law combined former ‘‘adult care or domiciliary

homes’’ and multi-unit assisted housing with ser-

vices, under the new umbrella of ‘‘assisted living resi-

dences.’’ Adult homes may have up to four residents

share bedroom space, with a minimum 80 square

feet per bed. Personal care services are reimbursable

as state plan services through Medicaid. Staffing re-

quirements vary with facility size.

NORTH DAKOTA: North Dakota funds assisted

living programs that require apartment like settings

in basic care facilities. While licensing is not required,

the public welfare statute contains a clear definition

of assisted living that must be met in order to qualify

for monetary assistance. Assisted living participants

in the state’s Service Payments for Elderly and Dis-

abled (SPED) program must have impairments in

four ADLs or five IADLs and not be eligible for the

Medicaid HCBS waiver. Adult day care and respite

care is Medicaid reimbursable. Awake staff must be

on duty 24 hours a day in basic care facilities. See

Chapter 50-24.5 and Chapter 23-09.3.

OHIO: See ORC. 3721.01 et seq. (residential care

facilities) and ORC 3722 et seq (adult care facilities).

Most assisted living facilities in Ohio are licensed as

residential care facilities. RCF residents may receive

up to 120 days of nursing services on a part-time or

intermittent basis. Adult care facilities provide fewer

services (e.g., no administration of medication or

wound care, etc.). RCFs must offer a minimum of 100

square feet for single or 80 square feet per resident

in multiple occupancy rooms. Toilets/lavatories are

required for every eight residents, including separate

toilets for the sexes if there are more than four of a

sex on any floor. RCFs require one staff person on

site at all times.

OKLAHOMA: Oklahoma has both residential care

homes and assisted living centers. See Okla. Stat.

Ann. Title 63, 1-819. An assisted living category was

legislatively created in 1997, and all such facilities re-

quire licensing. No more than two residents may

share bedrooms. There is a minimum square footage

of 80 for single rooms or 60 square feet per bed in

multiple occupancy rooms. Residents cannot have

needs greater than intermittent or unscheduled

nursing care. Staffing requirements are a minimum

of 3/4 hour of personnel per day per resident, based

on the average daily census. Limited Medicaid reim-

bursements are available for certain services.

OREGON: See Or. Admin Reg Division 56: 411-

056-0000 and 56: 411-55-000. Assisted living is han-

dled as a program within a physical structure, which

may be a ‘‘residential care facility.’’ RCFs operate

with two categories of residents: Class I residents

must be ambulatory and only need assistance with

ADLs; Class II residents have higher needs. Payments
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are available for services to Medicaid recipients resid-

ing in assisted living settings who meet the nursing

home level of care criteria. Staffing ratios are estab-

lished in the regulations on a sliding scale according

to time of day and number of residents.

PENNSYLVANIA: Personal care homes are gov-

erned by PC Title 55, Chapter 2620. Single occupancy

rooms must have 80 square feet of floor space; multi-

ple occupancy rooms require 60 square feet per per-

son, with a maximum of four. Residents who are not

ambulatory may nonetheless be admitted if they do

not require nursing care.

RHODE ISLAND: Regulations R23-17.4 SCF. Regu-

lations use the term ‘‘residential care and assisted liv-

ing facilities,’’ and the state does have Medicaid waiv-

er provisions for certain service arrangements. There

are general requirements that resident rooms must

have no more than two beds with a minimum floor

space of 100 square feet per single or 80 per person

double occupancy. No more than eight persons may

share toilet/lavatory facilities. Residents must not re-

quire medical or nursing care but may require medi-

cation administration. A responsible staff member

must be on the premises at all times.

SOUTH CAROLINA: See S.C. Regulation R61-84,

Community Residential Care Facilities. Minimum

bedroom size is 80 square feet for single or 60 square

feet per bed for double occupancy, with one toilet/

lavatory for every eight residents. Minimum staff re-

quirements are one staff member for every ten resi-

dents during daytime hours and one per 44 residents

at night. Medicaid waiver reimbursement is available.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Article 44:04 et seq. governs as-

sisted living centers. Medicaid waiver reimburse-

ments are available. All must be seen by a physician

at least once a year. For facilities with more than ten

residents, one staff person who is awake is required

during sleeping hours; if fewer than ten residents,

staff may sleep if there are adequate fire alarm sys-

tems and staff call systems in place. See S.D. Codified

Laws Ann. 34-12-1.

TENNESSEE: The Tennessee Rules of the Dept. of

Health, Ch. 1200-8-9 et seq. cover assisted living facil-

ities and homes for the aged. Homes for the aged

must have contract agreements with a physician who

is available to render care and with a nursing home

that will accept residents who must be discharged

from the home for the aged because of medical or

care needs that surpass those provided by the home.

TEXAS: Texas law provides for ‘‘personal care

homes’’ under Tex. Rev. Health and Safety Stat.

247.001 et seq. and Administrative Code Title 25-

146.321 et seq. Medicaid waiver reimbursement is

available for services provided in personal care facili-

ties licensed by the Texas Dept. of Human Services.

There are required staffing ratios of 1 to 16 residents

for day shifts, 1 to 20 for evening, and 1 to 40 for

night shifts. Room sizes must be a minimum of 80

square feet for single bedrooms and 60 square feet

per bed for multiple occupancy rooms (maximum of

four persons).

UTAH: Assisted living facilities are covered by Reg-

ulation 432-270. Residents must be ambulatory to the

extent of being able to evacuate a facility without as-

sistance. Pets are permitted according to local ordi-

nances. Direct care staff members are required on

site 24 hours a day. Minimum room size for congre-

gate facilities is 100 square feet for single or 160

square feet for double occupancy. Medicaid waiver

reimbursement is available.

VERMONT: Residential care homes are licensed

under Regulation Section 7102 Medicaid waiver cov-

erage is available. Residential care homes differ from

assisted living residences in that they include more

extensive personal care services, whereas assisted liv-

ing generally provides ‘‘supportive services.’’ Under

certain criteria, residential care homes may retain

persons who need nursing services for 60 days or

less.

VIRGINIA: 22 Virginia Administrative Code Sec-

tion 40-71-10 et seq. covers for adult care residences

(ACRs). Medicaid HCBS waivers are available. ACRs

may offer single rooms (minimum 100 square feet)

or multiple occupancy rooms (80 square feet per res-

ident, with a maximum of four). One toilet/lavatory

is required for every seven persons. Staffing ratios

are based on resident needs.

WASHINGTON: Medicaid assisted living in cov-

ered under the Washington Administrative Code

Chapter 388-110. Boarding homes in general are cov-

ered under Chapter 246-316. Assisted living services

are those contracted with a licensed boarding home

to be provided to residents, and Medicaid recipients

may be required to move when their needs exceed

the level of contracted services.

WEST VIRGINIA: Personal care homes are cov-

ered under 64 CSR 14, et seq.; residential care homes

(for ambulatory residents) are covered under 64 CSR

65; and residential care communities (congregate fa-
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cilities/apartment units for ambulatory residents) are

covered under Section 16-5N-1 et seq. Awake staff

are optional in personal care facilities with ten or

fewer residents. Larger facilities must have one

awake staff per floor in multi-story buildings (with

limited exceptions).

WISCONSIN: In Wisconsin, there are two catego-

ries of facilities available. First, there are residential

care apartment complexes (RCACs) provide for resi-

dents ‘‘not more than 28 hours per week’’ services

that are supportive, personal, and nursing care relat-

ed. Conversely, ‘‘community based residential facili-

ties’’ focus more on care and treatment services

above the level of room and board and which serve

as primary functions of the facility. Both categories

require ambulatory residents. State funding is avail-

able for Medicaid recipients who meet the nursing

home level of care criteria. See Wis. HFS Chapters 83

and 89.

WYOMING: In Wyoming, assisted living facilities

are distinguished from boarding homes by the fact

that they provide limited nursing care. Neither type

provides habilitative care. Rooms must have at least

120 square feet for single or 80 square feet per per-

son for double occupancy. Toilets/lavatories are re-

quired for every ten residents. At least one awake

staff is required for all facilities with more than ten

residents.

Additional Resources

Legal Guide for Older Americans American Bar Associa-
tion. Random House:1998.

‘‘Nursing Home Law Overview.’’ Available at http://
www.elderlibrary.org/
nursing%20home%20law%20overview.htm.

‘‘Nursing Home Resident Rights.’’ Edson, Gail, 1996. Avail-
able at http://www.keln.org/bibs/edson2.html.

State Assisted Living Policy: 1998 Mollica, Robert L., Na-
tional Academy for State Health Policy:1998.

Organizations

American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP)

601 E Street, NW

Washington, DC 20049 USA

Phone: (800) 424-3410

URL: www.aarp.org

The American Bar Association (Commission
on Legal Problems of the Elderly)

740 15th Street, NW

Washington, DC 20005 USA

Phone: (202) 992-1000

The National Citizens’ Coalition for Nursing
Home Reform

1424 16th St., NW, Suite 202

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 332-2275
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Background

As the population of elderly people in the United

States increases, so does the incidence of what is

known as elder abuse. Estimates put the number of

cases in which elderly victims are abused as high as

half a million annually. The number of reported inci-

dents, however, is barely 15 percent of that.

As with all forms of abuse, elder abuse affects peo-

ple from all socioeconomic backgrounds. The more

frail the individual, the more likely he or she will be

a victim of abuse. Abuse can be physical or emotion-

al, subtle or blatant. Most frightening is that abuse is

most likely to come at the hands of someone the vic-

tim trusts: a child, a spouse, a caregiver.

With elder abuse more pervasive, the issue has

garnered increased attention, and a number of

groups, along with federal, state, and local agencies,

are taking steps to reverse the trend. Part of the chal-

lenge is to find ways to get people to report abuse

when it happens. This means educating people to

know and watch for warning signs, and it means en-

couraging victims to speak out without fear of re-

crimination.

Types of Elder Abuse

The word ‘‘abuse’’ carries a number of interpreta-

tions; legal definitions may differ from researchers’

definitions, and experts frequently disagree among

themselves. Abuse can manifest itself in any of sever-

al forms; as a practical matter, we can define abuse

here as deliberate maltreatment or mistreatment.

The most pervasive forms of mistreatment include

the following:

Physical Abuse

Any use of physical force that results in injury,

pain, or any sort of impairment constitutes physical

abuse. It includes striking, pushing, and shoving,

shaking, kicking, punching, and slapping. Some

abusers will strike the victim with an object. Others

will inflict burns on the victim. Force-feeding or with-

holding food, administering inappropriate drugs,

and applying physical restraints all come under the

heading of abuse. There will often be visible signs of

physical abuse, such as bruises, swellings, burn

marks, scratches, or broken bones. Not infrequently,

these injuries will be attributed to carelessness (a fall,

standing too close to the stove).

Emotional Abuse

There are no overtly physical signs of emotional

or psychological abuse, but that does not make it any
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less serious than actual physical abuse. A victim may

be subjected to angry verbal tirades, harassment,

threats, and humiliation. Affecting an over-protective

manner toward the victim, as though to imply that

the victim is in capable of caring for him- or herself,

can be a more subtle form of emotional abuse. Some-

times the abuser will isolate the victim from family

and friends or much-enjoyed activities (even some-

thing as simple as a daily outing to the local newspa-

per stand). A person who is being emotionally

abused may become either strangely agitated or

overly withdrawn.

Sexual Abuse

Sexual activity that is non-consensual is abuse, and

unfortunately the elderly are not immune to this sort

of victimization. It could be anything from unwanted

touching and groping to forced posing for explicit

photographs to rape and sodomy. Unexplained gen-

ital bruising, bleeding, or infection can be a sign that

sexual abuse is taking place.

Financial Exploitation

In the 1935 play Kind Lady, an elderly woman is

befriended by a family that subsequently robs her of

her money and possessions. Unfortunately, this

crime happens in real life all too frequently. This

form of abuse includes cashing the victim’s pension
checks and keeping the money, forging the victim’s

signature, misusing a power of attorney, coercing

the victim to sign a will or a deed to property, and

outright stealing. An elderly person who makes any

sudden changes in legal documents such as wills or

deeds or who transfers large sums of money out of

a bank account for no apparent reason, may well be

the victim of exploitation.

Neglect and Abandonment

Neglect of an elderly person’s needs, especially by

one who has been entrusted to take care of that per-

son, is sadly not as uncommon as it should be. A rela-

tive may ignore much-needed repairs at the victim’s

home, or a caregiver may neglect to feed and bathe

a victim properly. An abusive caregiver may not both-

er to make sure that the victim’s home has such ne-

cessities as heat and hot water. Some caregivers will

simply abandon an elderly person, much the same

way one might abandon a newborn. They may leave

the victim at a hospital or nursing home, or they may

leave the victim at a shopping mall.

If caregivers neglect an elderly person who is frail

or confused, that person will become neglectful of

his or her own needs. Ill health, coupled with loneli-

ness and depression, may rob the person of any de-

sire to eat, to go outside, to bathe, or to see old

friends. This can put the person’s life in danger; he

or she may become malnourished or ignore serious

medical problems, for example.

Scope of the Problem

In the fall of 1998 a study examining the number

of elder abuse incidents in the United States painted

an alarming picture of the true scope of abusive be-

havior. Called the National Elder Abuse Incidence

Study, it was funded by two branches of the U. S. De-

partment of Health and Human Services: the Admin-

istration on Aging and the Administration for Chil-

dren and Families. Conducted by the National

Center on Elder Abuse and a survey research firm,

the study found that for the year 1996 some 450,000

elderly persons in domestic settings were abused or

neglected. That figure is frightening enough, but

more frightening is the fact that only a fraction of

those cases were reported to local Adult Protective

Services (APS) agencies. Through several methodol-

ogies including local reports from ‘‘sentinels’’ (spe-

cially trained people in community agencies who

have contact with and access to the elderly), they

were able to arrive at the 450,000 number. The actual

number of cases reported by APS agencies in 1996

was 70,942. That represents a mere 16 percent of the

estimated figure.

Problems Reporting Abuse

Why would a problem so pervasive, and so poten-

tially deadly, be so easily hidden? Part of the answer

lies in the victims themselves.

Many elderly people are both physically and emo-

tionally healthy. They enjoy rewarding lives and re-

main independent. Others are not so fortunate. They

may be mentally alert but physically frail. Or they may

be suffering from Alzheimer’s disease or the effects

of circulatory problems, both of which reduce men-

tal awareness. Some elderly people who might other-

wise be mentally alert suffer from depression, which

makes them appear listless and apathetic. These in-

dividuals may be victims of abuse and neither fully

comprehend nor care. Thus, they make no effort to

protect themselves.

Other elderly victims of abuse are no doubt quite

aware of what is happening to them. There are a

number of reasons why these people might fail to

speak out. Often they are embarrassed to admit that

they are being abused; they feel that it makes them

appear helpless. Some may be protective of those
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who are abusing them. Being abused may be the

preferable option when the only other choice is turn-

ing one’s own child in to the local police. Finally, a

number of elderly victims are afraid of their abusers.

Fear of bodily harm or of abandonment keeps

them from taking action.

As with any type of abuse (such as child abuse
or domestic violence), the issue is often more

complex than simply identifying behavior and taking

action. A family that is locked in a cycle of violent be-

havior may see elder abuse as acceptable despite the

obvious reasons why it is not. Substance abusers

create a special problem because they may be violent

only when they are under the influence of alcohol or

other drugs. The elderly parent, like the spouse or

the child, may keep quiet as a means of denying that

an addiction exists. Sometimes, family members who

are put in the role be serving as caregivers react vio-

lently out of total frustration with a situation they are

totally unprepared to handle. The elderly victim may

feel guilty for putting the caregiver in such a stressful

position and consequently say nothing. It is also like-

ly, in some cases, that since abuse can take its toll

quickly, an elderly person in otherwise reasonable

health may go downhill quickly once abuse starts and

thus be unwilling or unable to speak out forcefully.

Federal, State, and Local Action

Federal legislation protecting elderly people, such

as the Older Americans Act of 1975, do not address

specific issues related to elder abuse. (The Older

Americans Act was amended in 1987 to include defi-

nitions of abuse, but those definitions are meant to

serve primarily as a guideline.) Elder abuse is han-

dled primarily by state laws, and each state has differ-

ent regulations. All agree, however, that obvious

abuse of an elderly person demands quick action,

and all 50 states have some method of reporting

abuse.

Usually it is the local or state APS agencies that

handle reports of elder abuse. In some communities,

the responsibility falls to other government agencies,

such as a county social services department. Usually

the state’s human services agency has responsibility

for programs for the aging. Many states have a toll-

free 24-hour hotline number for those who wish to

report instances of abuse.

The Administration on Aging works closely with

state and local agencies to provide support, to help

train APS workers to recognize and work with elder

abuse, and to develop informational materials such

as posters, videos, and public service announce-

ments. It also helps state agencies coordinate their

efforts as a means of streamlining their work. It also

funds the National Center on Elder Abuse, which

serves as a clearinghouse for public and private agen-

cies, as well as individuals, who are seeking informa-

tion on elder abuse and its prevention. The Center’s

web site (http://www.elderabusecenter.org) includes

a listing of toll-free telephone numbers for each

state, as well as access to a variety of information on

abuse.

Typically, a report of elder abuse is followed up by

someone from an APS agency, which will investigate

the charge. If the report turns out to be accurate, the

agency will work with other community groups to

ensure the safety of the victim. If a victim is compe-

tent and refuses to be helped, the APS can do noth-

ing. But if the victim asks for help, or if the victim has

been declared incapacitated by a court and a guard-
ian has been appointed, the APS can initiate action.

Other advocacy groups such as AARP offer guidelines

and advice to elderly people who may fall prey to

abuse.

Striking a Balance

Elderly people who are frightened and confused

are often stereotyped and, consequently, not lis-

tened to when they complain. While many elderly in-

dividuals may indeed be suffering from Alzheimer’s

disease or other conditions that affect brain func-

tions, (a series of small and apparently insignificant

strokes, for example, can affect cognitive skills and

memory), others may merely be suffering from the

effects of over or under medication. Spouses, chil-

dren, and caregivers need to understand this and be

willing to help determine the cause of confusion,

mood swings, or memory loss. Local agencies pro-

vide support and counseling for caregivers, especial-

ly first-time caregivers who have no understanding of

how to take care of a frail elderly person. APS agen-

cies may have information on community programs,

so may local hospitals or senior citizen recreation

centers. Educating caregivers helps those whose

frustration might push them over an unacceptable

edge to know how and when to step back and re-

evaluate their actions before they become abusive.

For those whose abusive tendencies are more

deeply rooted, any help that can be given to them is

a step in the right direction. That said, people who

for whatever reason cannot be trusted to care prop-
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erly for an elderly person should not be allowed to

do so. If they violate the law through their abuse,

they must be dealt with. So should those who are

motivated not by deep-seated problems but rather

such base instincts as greed (those who try to exert

control over an elderly person’s finances, for exam-

ple).

When an elderly person complains of abuse, he or

she should be listened to. For those who are being

abused but cannot or will not admit it, they, too,

must be listened to, in the chance that they might say

something that backs up suspicions of abuse. Elderly

people need to feel that they are taken seriously.

Community service providers who can develop a

feeling of trust with them will be providing an invalu-

able service.

As for those elderly who suffer from self-neglect,

if it turns out that they are truly unable to care for

themselves, their advocates must ensure that anyone

who seeks a power of attorney or conservatorship is

acting in the individual’s best interest.

Additional Resources

Abuse and Maltreatment of the Elderly: Causes and Inter-
ventionsKosberg, Jordan I., editor., Wright-PSG, 1983.

Abuse, Neglect, and Exploitation for Older Persons: Strat-
egies for Assessment and Intervention. Baumhover,
Lorin A., and S. Colleen Beall, editors., Health Profes-
sions Press, 1996.

Family Crimes Against the Elderly: Elder Abuse and the
Criminal Justice System. Brinell, Patricia J., Garland
Publishing, 1998.

 Issues in Intimate Violence.Kennedy Bergen, Raquel, edi-
tor, Sage Publications, 1998. 

Organizations

AARP

601 E Street NW

Washington, DC 20049 USA

Phone: (202) 434-2257

Fax: (202) 434-2588

URL: http://www.aarp.org

Primary Contact: William Novelli, CEO

National Council on the Aging

409 Third Street, Suite 200

Washington, DC 20024 USA

Phone: (202) 479-1200

Fax: (202) 479-0735

URL: http://www.ncoa.org

Primary Contact: James P. Firman, President and

CEO

National Council on Elder Abuse

1201 15th Street NW, Suite 350

Washington, DC 20005 USA

Phone: (202) 898-2586

Fax: (202) 898-2583

URL: http://www.elderabusecenter.org

Primary Contact: Sara Aravanis, Director

U. S. Department of Health and Human
Services

Administration on Aging

330 Independence Avenue SW

Washington, DC 20201 USA

Phone: (202) 619-0724

Fax: (202) 260-1012

URL: http://www.aoa.gov

Primary Contact: Josefina G. Carbonell, Assistant

Secretary for Aging
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RETIREMENT AND AGING

HEALTHCARE/MEDICARE

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Medicare: Part A

• Medicare: Part B

• Medicare: Part C

• Medicare: Part D

• Payment, Notice, and Appeals

• The Future of Medicare

Background

Medicare is the federal health insurance program

for persons 65 and older and certain disabled per-

sons. Congress established Medicare in 1965 as Title

XVIII of the Social Security Act. It is now codified as

42 U.S.C.A sections 1395 et seq. Pub.L. No. 89-97, 79

Stat. 291. Medicare is an entitlement program for

qualified beneficiaries and not a need-based program

like Medicaid, the federal-state health insurance

program for low-income persons. Thus, the rich, the

poor, and the middle class all may receive Medicare

benefits, so long as they satisfy the eligibility criteria.

Medicare is administered by the Centers for Medi-

care & Medicaid Services (CMMS), formerly known

as the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA).

It oversees issues concerning eligibility require-

ments, extent of coverage, and termination of bene-

fits. CMMS is a division of the U. S. Department of

Health and Human Services. Its main office is located

in Baltimore, Maryland, and there are nine regional

offices throughout the United States.

The Medicare program is divided into four parts:

(1) Medicare Part A covers inpatient hospital ser-

vices, skilled nursing facility services, home health

services, and hospice services; (2) Medicare Part B

covers other reasonable and necessary medical ser-

vices, including outpatient hospital care and physi-

cian services; (3) Medicare Part C provides an array

of private health insurance plans that are mandated

to cover the same items and services offered by Med-

icare Parts A and B. Depending on the plan, Part C

may also contain additional costs and offer additional

benefits to those in Parts A and B. (4) The Medicare

Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization

Act of 2003 (P.L. 108-173) effectively became Medi-

care Part D, and covers prescription drug benefits. Its

first benefit began in 2004 with the introduction of

Medicare-Approved Drug Discount Cards, which

phased out when permanent prescription drug ben-

efits went into effect in 2006.

Part A Medicare is largely funded by mandatory

payroll taxes paid by employers and employees. Part

B is an elective program financed in part through

premiums paid by Medicare beneficiaries and in part

through government contributions. Part C is essen-

tially a medical savings plan that is also funded partly

by beneficiary premiums and partly by government

contributions. Each part has its own trust fund. Part

A payroll taxes are maintained in the Federal Hospital

Insurance Trust Fund, while Part B premiums and

contributions are maintained in the Supplementary

Medical Insurance Trust Fund. Part C premiums and

contributions are maintained by the Medi-

care+Choice (now called Medicare Advantage) MSA

Trust Fund.

Individuals are generally entitled to coverage

under any of the three parts if they are 65 years or
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older and (1) qualify for Social Security or Railroad

Retirement benefits; (2) have received Social Securi-

ty or Railroad Retirement disability benefits for at

least 24 months; (3) or suffer from end-stage renal

disease. Individuals who elect retirement at age 62

are not eligible for Medicare until they turn 65, even

if they qualify for Social Security or Railroad Retire-

ment benefits earlier. Individuals who are eligible for

Social Security retirement benefits and postpone re-

tirement to continue working after age 65 can begin

receiving Medicare benefits at age 65.

The largest group of Medicare recipients qualify

for coverage based on their entitlement to Social Se-

curity benefits. Sometimes called Old Age, Survivors,

and Disability Insurance (OSADI) benefits, these

benefits are paid to workers eligible to retire, survi-

vors of workers eligible to receive these benefits, and

disabled workers. Workers are eligible to retire at age

62 (with reduced benefits) if they are ‘‘fully insured,’’

which means that they have worked and paid Social

Security taxes for the requisite amount of time speci-

fied by statute. Survivors are entitled to Social Secur-

ity benefits according to their relationship with the

deceased worker (i.e., widow, divorced spouse,

child, or parent). Workers are ‘‘disabled’’ and enti-

tled to Social Security benefits if they are unable to

engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of

a medically determinable physical or mental impair-

ment that can be expected to result in death or that

has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous

period of not less than twelve months. 42 U.S.C.A.

section 1382c.

Health care providers may participate in Medicare

and receive Medicare payments if they satisfy state

and federal licensing requirements and comply with

the standards promulgated by CMMS. A health care

provider must also enter into an agreement with the

Secretary of Health and Human Services. The agree-

ment designates the amounts the provider will

charge Medicare patients and the manner in which

it will provide medical services. Hospitals, skilled

nursing facilities, home health agencies, clinics, reha-

bilitation agencies, public health agencies, compre-

hensive outpatient rehabilitation facilities, hospices,

critical access hospital, and community mental

health centers (CMHCs) may generally seek to partic-

ipate in Medicare under a provider agreement. How-

ever, clinics, rehabilitation agencies, and public

health agencies may enter into provider agreements

only for services involving outpatient physical thera-

py and speech pathology. CMHCs may only enter

into provider agreements to furnish certain hospital-

ization services.

Medicare: Part A

The hospital insurance program established

under Part A of Medicare provides qualified individu-

als with basic protection against the costs of the fol-

lowing services: (1) inpatient hospital care; (2) ex-

tended care services furnished to skilled nursing

facility inpatients; (3) home health care; and (4) hos-

pice care for terminally ill persons. Inpatient hospital

care may generally be provided by urban hospitals,

most rural hospitals, certain psychiatric institutions,

and Christian Science sanatoriums. 42 U.S.C.A. sec-

tions 1395c et seq. Specifically, the costs covered by

Medicare include: bed and board at the hospital;

most physician, nursing, and related services; most

drugs, supplies, appliances, and equipment fur-

nished by the hospital; diagnostic and rehabilitative

services; occupational, respiratory, physical, and

speech therapy; and social services for personal,

emotional, and financial issues related to covered

medical care. Anesthesia services provided by a certi-

fied registered nurse anesthetist, however, are ex-

pressly excluded from coverage.

Individuals who are ineligible for OASDI or rail-

road retirement benefits may establish entitlement

to hospital insurance benefits under Medicare Part A

if they have worked in Medicare qualified govern-

ment employment or meet the requirements for

‘‘deemed entitlement’’ to OASDI benefits. Individu-

als who lack ‘‘fully insured’’ status are ‘‘deemed’’ en-

titled to OASDI benefits for the purpose of obtaining

Part A coverage if they are 65 years old, are residents

of the United States, are U. S. citizens or aliens law-

fully admitted to the United States for permanent

residence, and have filed an application for Medicare

hospital insurance benefits. Individuals who cannot

otherwise qualify for hospital insurance benefits may

obtain Medicare Part A coverage by paying a premi-

um.

Part A coverage is based on ‘‘benefit periods.’’ An

episode of illness is termed a benefit period and

starts when the patient enters the hospital or nursing

home facility and ends sixty days after the patient has

been discharged. A new benefit period starts with the

next hospital stay, and there is no limit to the num-

ber of benefit periods a person can have. Medicare

will pay the cost of hospitalization for up to 90 days.

The patient must pay a one-time deductible for the

first sixty days of a benefit period and an additional
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daily fee called a co-payment for hospital care provid-

ed during the following thirty days. Apart from these

payments, Medicare covers the full cost of hospital

care.

So long as the premiums and deductibles are fully

paid in a timely manner, beneficiaries remain entitled

to Medicare coverage through the later of (1) the

month of the individual’s death, if the individual

would have been entitled to OASDI or Railroad Re-

tirement benefits if he or she had not died, or (2) the

month in which the individual no longer meets Part

A entitlement requirements. Individuals who die dur-

ing the month in which they would have turned 65

are entitled to hospital insurance benefits for that

month, even if death occurs before the individual’s

birthday, provided the individual would have met

conditions for Medicare Part A entitlement had he or

she not died.

Medicare: Part B

Medicare Part B provides benefits that supple-

ment the coverage provided by Part A. It makes vol-

untary supplementary medical insurance (SMI) avail-

able to most individuals age 65 or over and to

disabled individuals under age 65 who are entitled to

hospital insurance under Medicare Part A. The SMI

program is financed in part by beneficiaries who pay

a monthly premium and a yearly deductible. The

program also receives federal funding. As of 2005,

new enrollees in Medicare Part B are eligible for a

one-time initial wellness physical examination within

six months of enrollment, as part of enhanced pre-

ventive service benefits under Part B.

SMI is administered by insurance companies, re-

ferred to as carriers, which have entered into con-

tracts with CMMS to perform designated functions as

agents of CMMS. Those functions include receiving,

disbursing, and accounting for funds in making pay-

ments for covered services; providing an opportunity

for a fair hearing if CMMS denies an enrollee’s re-

quest for payment; and assisting enrollees in locating

physicians participating in the Medicare Part B pro-

gram.

Not every physician provides services covered by

Medicare. Physicians must agree to participate in the

Medicare program, promise to accept the Medicare

approved charge as payment in full, and then submit

only charges that are reasonable and necessary for

treating the patient. 42 U.S.C.A section 1395u. Feder-

al law prohibits physicians from charging more than

115% of Medicare’s approved charge. Medicare will

reimburse the beneficiary 80% of Medicare’s ap-

proved charge, and the beneficiary is responsible for

the remainder. 42 U.S.C.A. section 1395w-4(g)(2)(C).

Fines and penalties apply to physicians who charge

above the 115% cap, including exclusion from the

Medicare program and monetary penalties of up to

$2,000 per violation.

Persons entitled to Part A benefits are enrolled au-

tomatically in Part B, unless they indicate that they

do not want to participate in Part B. Persons who do

not apply for Social Security benefits and are there-

fore not automatically enrolled in Medicare can apply

at the local Social Security Administration office or by

mail. Generally, individuals can enroll in Medicare

Part B during an initial seven-month enrollment peri-

od that begins 3 months before their 65th birthday

and ends 3 months after it. Individuals who miss

their initial enrollment period may only enroll during

a general enrollment period, which lasts from Janu-

ary through March of each year. Coverage then be-

comes effective on July 1st of that year.

Individuals who enroll during the first three

months of the initial enrollment period are eligible

for Part B entitlement beginning in the first month

of their eligibility to enroll. If an individual enrolls

during the fourth month of the initial enrollment pe-

riod, entitlement begins the following month. Indi-

viduals who enroll during the fifth month of the ini-

tial enrollment period are eligible for Part B

entitlement beginning with the second month after

the month of enrollment. For individuals who enroll

in either of the last two months of the initial enroll-

ment period, entitlement begins with the third

month after the month of enrollment.

Part B beneficiaries may terminate their enroll-

ment at any time by giving CMMS written notice that

they no longer wish to participate in the SMI pro-

gram. Entitlement to benefits under the program ter-

minates at the end of the month after the month in

which the individual files the disenrollment request.

Entitlement also terminates upon death, termination

of entitlement to Medicare Part A benefits, or non-

payment of premiums. Termination upon death

ends SMI entitlement on the last day of the month

in which the individual dies.

Part B covers the services of physicians and other

health practitioners; supplies furnished incidental to

physicians’ services; outpatient hospital services;

rural health clinic services; comprehensive outpa-

tient rehabilitation facility services; physical and oc-
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cupational therapy services; speech pathology ser-

vices; prosthetic devices and durable medical

equipment; ambulance services; X-ray treatment;

and diagnostic and other laboratory tests. 42 U.S.C.A.

section 1395k(a); 42 U.S.C.A. sections 1395x et seq.

The Part B program is not comprehensive. Exclud-

ed items include dentures and other dental care;

most outpatient drugs, except where the drugs are

physician-administered during covered treatment;

routine physical examinations; hearing aids; ortho-

pedic shoes; and eyeglasses and eye examinations.

42 U.S.C.A. section 1395y(a). Medicare covers limited

preventive care services, such as pap smears, pelvic

exams, mammograms, colorectal cancer screening,

prostate cancer screening, bone mass measurement

tests, and flu, pneumococcal, and hepatitis B shots.

It also covers diabetes glucose monitoring and diabe-

tes education.

Medicare: Part C

Congress significantly restructured the Medicare

program with the establishment of Medicare Part C,

the Medicare+Choice program (now referred to as

Medicare Advantage). Medicare offers beneficiaries

the following private health care delivery options:

Medicare health maintenance organizations (HMOs),

medical savings accounts (MSAs), preferred provider

organizations (PPOs) (regionally expanded in 2006),

private fee-for-services (PFFS), and provider spon-

sored organizations (PSOs). However, individuals

are only eligible to elect a Medicare Advantage plan

offered by a Medicare Advantage organization

(MCOs, referring to the prior designation of Medi-

care+Choice) if the plan serves the geographic area

in which the individual resides.

Beneficiaries who reside in an area served by a

Medicare Part C plan may opt out of either Part A or

Part B and elect to enroll in Medicare Part C, except

those with end-stage renal disease. Beneficiaries may

only enroll during November of each year, and plan

elections become effective in January of the follow-

ing year. Beneficiaries who do not elect any option

will automatically be enrolled in traditional fee-for-

service Medicare. If a beneficiary does not make an

election for a particular year and is already enrolled

in Part C from the previous year, he or she will auto-

matically be re-enrolled in that plan. Beneficiaries

can also change plans if their plan contract termi-

nates or if they move from their plan’s service area.

42 U.S.C.A. section 1395w-21(e)(3).

The Secretary of Health and Human Services has

established a process through which elections under

Medicare Part C are made and changed. Individuals

seeking to elect a an must complete and sign an elec-

tion form, provide the information required for en-

rollment, and agree to abide by the rules of the Medi-

care Advantage program. Within 30 days from receipt

of the election form, MCOs transmit the information

necessary for CMMS to add the beneficiary to its re-

cords as an enrollee of the MCO. A beneficiary’s en-

rollment may not be terminated unless the benefi-

ciary engages in disruptive behavior, provides

fraudulent information on the election form, per-

mits abuse of the enrollment card, or fails to pay pre-

miums in a timely fashion. Part C monthly premiums

are calculated based on the rules set forth in 42

U.S.C.A. section 1395w-24(b)(1)(A).

A plan offered by an MCO satisfies the basic re-

quirements for benefits and services if the plan pro-

vides payment in an amount that is equal to at least

the total dollar amount of payment for such items

and services as would otherwise be authorized under

Medicare Parts A and B. The plan must also comply

with (1) CMMS’s national coverage decisions and (2)

written coverage decisions of local carriers and inter-

mediaries for jurisdictions handling claims in the

geographic area for which services are covered

under the plan.

Medicare: Part D

Medicare Part D Prescription Drug Benefits were

phased in by the enactment of the Medicare Prescrip-

tion Drug Improvement and Modernization Act of

2003 (MIMA), 42 U.S.C.A. 1395w-101 et seq. Starting

in 2004, Medicare-Approved Drug Discount Cards

became available to all Medicare enrollees. The card

did not pay the cost of prescription drugs, but re-

duced the amount paid for medications by 10 to 20

percent. Cards expired with the implementation of

Medicare’s permanent prescription drug program in

2006.

Enrollment in Medicare Part D began in Novem-

ber 2005 and was scheduled to end on May 15, 2006

(although the program was available for use on Janu-

ary 1, 2006). Penalty for late enrollees is one percent

per month of the Part D premium charged by the

prescription drug plan ultimately chosen. 42 U.S.C.A.

section 1395w-101 Section 1860D-13(b).

All those enrolled in Medicare are eligible to enroll

for Part D benefits. Enrollees must choose a prescrip-
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tion drug plan offered by a number of Pharmacy Ben-

efit Managers (PBMs) that best fits their health pro-

file and anticipated prescription drug use. Monthly

benefit premiums are approximately $35 (as of

2006). Enrollees pay a $250 deductible, after which

Part D benefits begin. Part D benefits will pay 75 per-

cent of prescription drug costs between $250 and

$2,250. Enrollees then pay 100 percent of costs

above $2,250 up to a maximum of $3,600 in out-of-

pocket spending. Part D will again pay approximately

95 percent of costs above $3,600. Those drugs for

which payment could be made under Medicare Part

A are excluded from Part D coverage. 42 U.S.C.A.

1395w-102(e)(1).

Payment, Notice, and Appeals

Medicare payments can be sent directly to the

health care provider or to the patient. Regardless of

the method of payment, the patient must receive no-

tice that the provider has filed a medical insurance

claim. The notice should detail the medical services

provided, identify the expenses that are covered and

approved by Medicare, and itemize any expenses

that have been credited toward the annual deduct-

ible and any expenses Medicare has already paid in

full. Patients or providers who are dissatisfied with a

decision made regarding a Medicare claim may ask

CMMS or the insurance carrier to reconsider the de-

cision, depending on the nature of the claim. Follow-

ing reconsideration, either party may request a for-

mal hearing before an administrative law judge,

though no formal hearing will be granted for claims

made under Part B unless the claim is for at least

$100. Once the administrative law review process has

been completed, aggrieved parties may appeal to

federal district court. Part B claims must total at least

$1,000, however, before a federal district court will

hear the appeal.

The Future of Medicare

Approximately 76 million Americans born be-

tween 1946 and 1964 are expected to retire in the

next 28 years. In 2001 about 39 million Americans

were enrolled in Medicare, and that number is ex-

pected to swell to 77 million in 2030. Meanwhile, the

ratio of workers to beneficiaries is expected to de-

cline by over 40 percent between 2001 and 2030, and

thus the number of persons who help finance Medi-

care through payroll taxes will decrease as the num-

ber of persons receiving Medicare benefits increases.

According to a Bush Administration Fact Sheet, cash

flow deficits in the Medicare program may begin as

early as 2016.

These figures have alarmed both politicians and

voters, who have demanded that something be done

to save Medicare from possible future of bankrupt-
cy and chaos. Proposals to ‘‘fix’’ the system have var-

ied from conservative efforts aimed at ‘‘privatizing’’

Social Security and Medicare by allowing workers to

invest their payroll deductions in the securities
market to more liberal efforts aimed at placing Social

Security and Medicare funds in a ‘‘lock box’’ to keep

them safe from tampering and theft.

Following the inauguration of George W. Bush as

the 43rd president of the United States, Congress

began debating the future of Social Security and

Medicare. However, much of the nation’s domestic

social agenda was temporarily placed on hold after

the terrorist attacks in New York City and Washing-

ton, D. C., on September 11, 2001. Nonetheless, in

December of 2001 the U. S. House of Representa-

tives unanimously passed the Medicare Regulatory

and Contracting Reform Act. H.R. 3391. The biparti-

san bill was intended to streamline the complex and

cumbersome rules governing Medicare so that doc-

tors spend more time with patients and less time on

paperwork. However, the bill did not address any is-

sues concerning Medicare’s long-term financial sol-
vency. With the enactment of the Medicare Prescrip-

tion Drug Improvement and Modernization Act of

2003, legislators hoped to contain the costs associat-

ed with prescriptive drugs by making the system

more competitive, ultimately helping to contain

overall costs of Medicare.

Additional Resources

American Jurisprudence West Group, 1998

http://guide.biz.findlaw.com/01topics/17govbenefit/gov_
laws.ht ml FindLaw: Government Benefits Law

Medicare: Nuts and Bolts Baker, Joe, 101 PLI/NY 203, Prac-
ticing Law Institute, 2001.

‘‘What You Need to Know: The New Medicare Prescription
Drug Coverage.’’ American Association of Retired Per-
sons (AARP), 2005. http://www.aarp.org/health/
medicare/drug_coverage/medicarepdfl.html

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law West Group, 1998
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Organizations

Social Security Administration

6401 Security Blvd.

Baltimore, MD 21235-6401 USA

Phone: (800) 772-1213

Fax: (800) 325-0778

URL: http://w ww.ssa.gov

Primary Contact: Jo Anne B. Barnhart,

Commissioner

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

7500 Security Boulevard

Baltimore, MD 21244-1850 USA

Phone: (410) 767-8392

Fax: (410) 333-5185

URL: http://www.hcfa.gov

Primary Contact: Tommy G. Thompson, Secretary

of Health and Human Services

American Association of Retired Persons

601 E St NW

Washington, DC 20049 USA

Phone: (202) 434-2277

Fax: (202) 434-7710

URL: http://www.aarp.org/index.html

Primary Contact: William Novelli, CEO
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RETIREMENT AND AGING

NURSING HOMES

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• History of Nursing Homes

- Social Security

- Medicare and Medicaid

• Choosing a Nursing Home

- Paying for Nursing Home Care

• Nursing Home Abuse

• Alternatives to Nursing Homes

• Additional Resources

Background

With more people living longer and with the first

of the Baby Boom generation reaching retirement

age,, it is hardly surprising that the number of people

requiring some sort of long-term nursing care is

growing. According to the American Association of

Homes and Services for the Aging (AAHSA), people

who reach the age of 65 have a 40 percent likelihood

of entering a nursing home; by 2020, approximately

12 million older Americans will need long-term care.

The type of care available today fills a variety of

needs; traditional nursing care for the infirm or inca-

pacitated, assisted living for people who are still

somewhat independent, adult day care for those

who need supervision when the family is not avail-

able, and home health care for those who want or

need to remain in their own homes.

Until the twentieth century, elderly people who

could no longer take care of themselves were taken

in by family members; those without money or family

were placed in almshouses. Older Americans today

have much better options and can expect a much

better quality of life. With so many facilities (17,000

nursing homes alone), choosing the right one can be

a challenge. Those who must reside in nursing

homes—and their families—need to determine the

best option based on quality of care, comfort level,

location, and cost. The smart consumer will do

enough research to know exactly what to look for in

choosing a nursing facility.

History of Nursing Homes

The concept of a residence set aside solely for the

elderly and infirm was unknown until the nineteenth

century. Before that, it was understood that elderly

people would be taken in by family once they were

unable to care for themselves. Those who had no

family could rely on servants if they had the financial

resources, but for those who were alone and poor

the only choice was the local almshouse.

As the Industrial Revolution brought more people

to cities, families spread out and often people had no

local extended family to fall back upon when they

were in need. The result was a growing number of

single and widowed people who had no one to take

care of them in their old age. The first homes for the

elderly were established by churches and women’s

groups, catering to widows and single women who

had limited resources. Homes such as the Indigent

Widows’ and Single Women’s Society in Philadelphia

and the Home for Aged Women in Boston were a far

better option than an almshouse. These early homes

were not open to all. Many of them required en-

trance fees, and some asked for certificates of good
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character. Requirements like these shut out the

neediest, who were still relegated to the almshouse.

By the beginning of the twentieth century, sensi-

bilities about caring for the poor and incapacitated

had begun to change. Specialized facilities were built

for children, the mentally ill, and younger infirm indi-

viduals. But little was done for the elderly, and they

merely became a larger percentage of the almshouse

population. In 1880, one third of the residents of

almshouses in the United States were elderly; by

1923, two thirds were elderly.

Social Security

It was not until the 1930s that things began to

change for older people in need. The Social Security

Act of 1935, part of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s

New Deal, provided monthly payments to those over

the age of 65. Although the payments were relatively

small, they were an important step. Some older peo-

ple were able to leave the almshouses and live on

their own. Others were able to enter private facilities.

There was an unforeseen downside. Private facili-

ties were unregulated, which meant that many were

poorly run—dirty, overcrowded, unresponsive to

residents’ needs. Public facilities were at least regu-

lated, but part of the Social Security legislation man-

dated that recipients were not eligible to live in

them; only the truly indigent could stay in public

homes.

By the 1950s, Congress realized that the situation

needed to change. The Social Security Act was

amended so that recipients could be eligible for pub-

lic accommodations. The Medical Facilities Survey

and Construction Act of 1954 mandated the con-

struction of public facilities for the elderly.

Medicare and Medicaid

It was the creation of Medicare and Medicaid in

1965 that provided regulation for nursing homes.

Congress set the first set of standards for nursing

homes in 1967 and differentiated between ‘‘skilled

nursing facilities’’ and ‘‘intermediate care facilities.’’

(Skilled nursing facilities provide nursing and reha-

bilitation services; intermediate care facilities pro-

vide care to people who do not need immediate

nursing care.) Congress periodically updated the

standards, notably in 1987 as part of the Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) and again as part

of the 1990 OBRA.

The 1987 OBRA standards require that skilled

nursing facilities and intermediate care facilities pro-

vide a level of care that will allow patients ‘‘to attain

or maintain the highest practicable physical, mental,

and psychosocial well-being.’’ Among the specifics:

• Facilities must allow patients (or their prox-

ies) to make their own choices in activities,

schedules, and health care decisions.

• Facilities must have around-the-clock li-

censed practical nurse care and at least one

registered on duty at least eight hours every

day. Nurse’s aides are required to receive

specialized training.

• State agencies must create, monitor, and en-

force both state and federal standards, in

part through the establishment of investiga-

tory units and ombudsman units.

The Patient Self Determination Act of 1990, part

of OBRA 90, governs long-term facilities that partici-

pate in Medicare or Medicaid: 

• Facilities must provide patients with infor-

mation in writing that outlines their rights to

participate in medical care decisions (includ-

ing the right to accept or refuse treatment).

• Facilities must provide written statements

outlining their policies.

• Patients have a right to issue advance direc-

tives, and facilities must document this in

their records.

• Facilities must comply with state laws on ad-

vance directives and cannot discriminate

against patients who have or have not issued

them.

• Facilities must provide education for staff

and the general community on advance di-

rective issues.

Choosing A Nursing Home

Deciding to opt for nursing home care is a difficult

experience for the patient and for the family. Ideally,

a nursing home should be a place that combines the

benefits of modern health care with the amenities of

a home-like atmosphere. A nursing home that is ster-

ile and hospital-like may suit some people but proba-

bly not most, likewise a nursing home whose staff is

pleasant but whose facilities are in poor repair. Most

experts in nursing care advise people to explore the

options before the need arises, but few people plan

ahead to the day when they may need long-term

care.
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The Medicare web site (www.medicare.gov) in-

cludes a useful comparison tool called Nursing
Home Compare. This tool provides information on

Medicare- and Medicaid-certified nursing homes

throughout the United States. Visitors can get infor-

mation on nursing homes by geographic region,

community, or ZIP code. They can compare facilities,

patient-to-staff ratio, various programs offered within

each home, and so forth.

While tools such as Nursing Home Compare can

break down general information about nursing

homes, they cannot provide information such as

whether a particular facility met only the minimum

standards or exceeded all standards. Experts recom-

mend that the patient (if possible) and the family

members involved in the decision-making process

visit several nursing homes before making a choice.

This is important because nursing home care is usu-

ally long-term, and also because it is particularly trau-

matic for elderly, infirm people to have to move.

Moving from one nursing home to another is physi-

cally and emotionally taxing for patients and families.

Often, the decision to move to a nursing home is

one that must be made quickly—often, the patient

is sent to a nursing home after a hospital stay and

must be transferred immediately after being dis-

charged from the hospital. In some cases it may be

better to pay for a longer stay in the hospital or ar-

range for temporary home care instead of taking the

first available nursing home even if it seems less than

ideal.

Paying for Nursing Home Care

Few people can pay out-of-pocket for nursing

home care; the specialized round-the-clock full-

service costs can run up very quickly. People who

have financial assets can pay on their own, but those

assets get used up rapidly. For those who have limit-

ed assets (such as a small pension), there are a num-

ber of payment options.

Medicaid pays the expenses of nearly two thirds

of all nursing home residents. It is distributed jointly

by federal and state agencies Each state has a State

Health Insurance Assistance Program (SHIP) that de-

termines Medicaid payments. You can reach yor

state’s SHIP by visiting the Medicare web site

(www.medicare.gov). Medicare does not usually pay

much toward nursing care; it functions as health in-

surance for those over 65, but not as long-term insur-

ance. Check www.medicare.gov or call 1-800-

MEDICARE to get clarification.

Medicaid does not cover assisted living or contin-

uing care retirement communities. However, 22

states do offer assistance for these services under a

program called Program of All-Inclusive Care for the

Elderly (PACE). An individual must be at least 55

years old and be screened by doctors and other med-

ical professionals to determine whether such care is

available. For a list of PACE organizations state-by-

state, visit the web site www.cms.hhs.gov/pace/

pacesite.asp.

Private health insurance may cover some long-

term care, but often it has limits. Managed care plans

are useful only if the nursing home in question is

covered by the plan. An option worth exploring is

long-term care insurance. The costs vary, but the na-

tional Association of Insurance Commissioners

(www.naic.org) offers information on long-term care

including a free Shopper’s Guide.

Nursing Home Abuse

With some 17,000 nursing homes serving 1.6 mil-

lion individuals, it is expected that standards will

vary, even among homes ostensibly adhering to the

same standards. Unfortunately, in some nursing

homes, abuse exists. Homes that are overcrowded,

or homes with staff shortages or minimally trained

staff, are susceptible, but it would be wrong to say

that any specific condition makes abuse more likely.

Under no circumstances is abuse excusable or ac-

ceptable in any way.

The greatest danger of nursing home abuse is that

its victims are often either too frightened or too dis-

oriented to report it, or even to tell friends or family.

Those with family members in a nursing home

should be aware of what to look for when trying to

determine whether abuse exists: 

• The patient appears fearful or agitated, de-

pressed or withdrawn.

• The patient is isolated with no justification.

• The staff is rude or makes humiliating or de-

rogatory comments to patients.

• Patients are making complaints.

• Patients’ rooms are not kept clean by staff.

• Common areas are unsanitary.

• Patients appear unkempt or dirty.

• Patients have bed sores or other untreated

medical conditions.
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• Patients have unexplained wounds, cuts,

scrapes, sprains, or broken bones.

• Patients experience sudden unexplained

weight loss.

• Patients are restrained without explanation

as to why.

• Patient’s personal property is missing.

• Money is missing from patient’s accounts.

• Staff restricts or refuses visitors.

• Patient makes sudden changes in a will or

other financial documents.

If you find abuse in a nursing home, you should

report it at once. The U.S. Administration on Aging

has a National Center on Elder Abuse web site

(www.elderabusecenter.org) that links to individual

state agencies. You can also call the Elder Care Loca-

tor at 1-800-677-1116. In an extreme emergency (if

a patient’s life is in danger, for example), dialing 911

may be the best idea.

Alternatives to Nursing Homes

Although good nursing homes provide compre-

hensive care in a comfortable setting, a skilled nurs-

ing facility may not be the right choice. It is impor-

tant, both for the patient and the patient’s family, to

explore other options.

For those with adequate funds, of course, private

nurses, cooks, housekeepers, and drivers are not dif-

ficult to obtain. Most elderly people, however, live on

fixed incomes and have limited resources. For these

people, alternatives to nursing home care, if covered

by insurance or Medicare, may be less expensive

than long-term care in a skilled nursing facility.

Home health care may be a better option, particu-

larly for elderly people who are in reasonable health

but who need assistance. A home health care worker

can assist the patient with everything from shopping

for groceries to physical therapy to bathing. For pa-

tients who are in reasonable health but for whom liv-

ing at home is impractical (even with home health

aides), assisted living facilities or continuing care re-

tirement communities (CCRCs) may provide a good

alternative. Some of these facilities are run like ho-

tels; residents live in small apartments an are inde-

pendent, but meals and housekeeping services are

provided. While best-suited to people who are still

independent, they can also accommodate people

suffering from conditions such as Alzheimer’s dis-

ease.

Adult day care services are often useful for those

caring for elderly relatives who cannot be left alone

during the day, (for example, Alzheimer’s disease pa-

tients). The typical adult day care facility works much

like a child day care center; the participants are

dropped off and kept occupied during the day with

a variety of activities. Along with those activities, the

participants are fed and also given the opportunity

to socialize with others. Adult day care provides care-

givers (usually adult children) an opportunity to con-

tinue working or taking care of other matters during

the day while being able to watch their loved one at

home overnight.

Some elderly individuals may benefit simply from

a medical transportation program, which provides

door-to-door transportation to doctor’s appoint-

ments and outpatient treatment, for example. This is

helpful for people who can take care of their basic

needs but who no longer drive.

Additional Resources

Guide to Choosing a Nursing Home, Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services, 1994.

Old Age and the Search for Security, Carole Haber and
Brian Gratton, Intiana University Press, 1994.

Social Froces and Aging, Robert C. acthley, Wadsworth,
1994.

Organizations

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS)

7500 Security Boulevard

Baltimore, MD 21244 USA

Phone: (877) 267-2323

URL: www.cms.hhs.gov

Primary Contact: Mark B. McClellan, Administrator

National Family Caregivers Association

10400 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 500

Kensington, MD 20895 USA

Phone: (301) 942-6430

Fax: (301) 942-2302

URL: www.nfcacares.org

Primary Contact: Suzanne Mintz, President

U/S/ Administration on Aging

One Massachusetts Avenue

Washington, DC 20201 USA

Phone: (202) 619-0724

Fax: (202) 357-3555

URL: www.aoa.gov.org

Primary Contact: Josefina G. Carbonell, Assistant

Secretary on Aging
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- Plan Terminations
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• Individual Retirement Pension Plans

- Individual Retirement Accounts

(IRAs)

- 401(k) Plans

- Keogh Retirement Plans

• Pension Fund Protections

- Employee Retirement Income Secur-

ity Act of 1974 (ERISA)

- Pension Benefit Guarantee Corpora-

tion (PBGC)

- Other Remedies

• Federal Laws that Impact Pension Plans and

Pension Programs

• Additional Resources

Background

A pension plan is an organized investment pro-

gram designed to provide income during older age

or retirement years. Pension plans may be individual-

ly arranged or come through an employer. Because

most qualified programs and plans offer a form of so-

cial insurance, the federal government treats them

favorably, with deferred taxation and portability

benefits.

• Tax Treatment: Pension fund contributions

from both individuals and contributing em-

ployers are tax deductible. Fund earnings

on the invested contributions are tax de-

ductible. Benefits are not taxed until they are

actually paid out—during retirement years

when retirees would presumably be in a

lower tax bracket. It is this treatment that

provides the incentive for most persons to

invest in pension plans rather than savings

accounts or other investments, which are

taxed when the interest is earned or the in-

vestment growth is ‘‘realized.’’

• Portabililty: Formal pension plan administra-

tors may invest pension funds in various

portfolio schemes and may move funds

around to maximize investment return. Like-

wise, individuals may ‘‘roll-over’’ funds from

one account to another, without invoking a

tax penalty (in most cases) and without los-

ing the funds’ distinction as constituting part

of a ‘‘pension plan.’’

Employer Provided Pension Plans

A pension plan is a contract between employer

and employee. However, an employer can modify or

alter the plan unilaterally in most cases. In the United

States, most employer-provided pension plans are

‘‘defined benefit plans’’; the other major type is re-

ferred to as a ‘‘defined contribution plan.’’

• DEFINED BENEFIT PLANS: Under such

plans, employees receive benefits based on

a formula, usually years of service and per-

cent of salary. This arrangement promises

the employee a benefit in the form of a spe-

cific dollar amount per payment period dur-
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ing retirement. For example, the plan might

specify that a worker will receive an annual

pension equal to 1.5 percent of his or her av-

erage salary over the most recent five years,

times the years of service. Upon retirement,

the employer or plan administrator pays that

specific amount.

• DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS: Under

these plans, employers pay a specific

amount or percentage into a pension fund

annually. The funds are allocated to individ-

ual employee accounts. Retiring employees

receive benefits according to how much

money they have in their fund upon retire-

ment. This may be taken as a lump sum or

used to purchase an annuity that will pay

monthly benefits for a set number of years.

The amount of annuity benefit and the years

payable depends on how much was in the

fund at retirement.

• EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLANS

(ESOPs): ESOPs are considered defined con-

tribution plans. In such plans, employees ei-

ther earn (as an employee benefit) or pur-

chase company stock. At least 51 percent of

the assets of an ESOP must be invested in

the company. (Conversely, regular defined

benefit or defined contribution pension pro-

grams may not invest more than ten percent

of funds into company stock, excepting

some 401(k) plans.) ESOPs enhance em-

ployee motivation and productivity but also

create risk because a large portion of an em-

ployee’s retirement wealth is all in one in-

vestment.

• SIMPLIFIED EMPLOYEE PENSION PLANS

(SEPs): Under these plans, employers mere-

ly contribute to employees’ private individu-

al retirement accounts (IRAs).

Plan Termination

Pension plan terminations may be standard, dis-

tress, or involuntary in nature. The Single Employer

Pension Plan Act of 1986 provides extensive detail re-

garding the conditions of each, not relevant here.

What is relevant is that all terminations must be re-

viewed by the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corpora-

tion (PBGC) (see below).

When plans are terminated by employers, benefit

accrual ceases. With defined contribution plans, the

employer may cease contributions and pass fund

management responsibilities to an insurance compa-

ny. With defined benefits plans, the options are more

complex, as well as controversial if fund assets do not

at least equal the present value of promised benefits.

However, if fund assets exceed pension liabilities,

the excess assets may legally be reverted back to the

company, although that practice has been severely

hampered by the Pension Protection Act of 1990. (As

of 2002, companies must pay a 50 percent excise tax

on any surplus funds pulled out of pension plans.)

Employee Rights

Under provisions of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), employees

that are part of a pension program are entitled to cer-

tain information and/or access to certain information

regarding their individual accounts and the entire

fund or plan. Generally, employees are entitled to

the following:

• a copy of the plan within 90 days of enroll-

ment

• notice regarding any changes in the plan (an

updated version must be furnished every

five years

• an accounting of the total benefit to which

the employee is entitled at any given point

• notification of the specific vesting schedule

being used

• final statement of account upon leaving em-

ployment with the company

Individual Retirement Pension Plans

For those persons who do not have employer-

sponsored pension programs, the federal Internal

Revenue Code (IRC) offers comparable advantages

to private pension fund participants. It is intended to

encourage individual workers to set aside a percent-

age of their earnings, tax-free, until retirement.

Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs)

Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) are private

accounts into which persons may contribute up to

$2000 (for individuals) or $2250 (for individuals and

a non-working spouse) annually. Starting with the

2002 tax year, the amounts are $3000 for individual

accounts, and $3500 for persons over 50 years old.

The contributions are tax-deductible. As with other

plans, benefits are taxed upon withdrawal at retire-

ment.

401(k) Plans

Officially, these are cash or deferred profit sharing

plans, more often referred to as ‘‘401(k) plans,’’ after
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the section in the Internal Revenue Code, discovered

by a pension consultant in 1978, that provided a tax

loophole permitting the creation of these plans.

Under 401(k) plans, participants contribute portions

of their earnings (which are matched or enhanced by

employer contributions) to private pension ac-

counts. Participants elect to receive direct cash or

stock payments from the employers or choose to

have them contributed to a trust. All taxes on the

contributions, as well as any investment earnings, are

tax deferred until the funds are withdrawn at retire-

ment. Like ESOP plans, 401(k) plans put ‘‘many eggs

in one basket.’’ That is risky and yet may prove ex-

tremely profitable.

Keogh Retirement Plans

Keogh Plans, also known as H.R. 10 plans, are in-

tended for self-employed individuals who want to es-

tablish private pension plans. A self-employed indi-

vidual may contribute up to 15 percent of earned

annual income into a Keogh account, with yearly

caps.

Pension Fund Protections

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 (ERISA)

ERISA is the controlling body of law governing re-

tirement plans, and preempts (‘‘trumps’’) any state

law addressing them. The original goal of ERISA was

to reform defined benefit plans by ensuring diversifi-

cation of invested funds. It prohibited the invest-

ment of any more than ten percent of a pension

fund’s assets in company stock (ESOPs and other

profit-sharing plans such as 401(k) plans are exempt-

ed.) Some of the many protections that ERISA affords

are:

• Employers can no longer decide who is qual-

ified to belong to a pension program. Under

ERISA, any worker aged 21 or older who has

worked for at least one year qualifies for par-

ticipation.

• Employers can no longer withhold ‘‘vesting’’

rights (the percentage of benefit an employ-

ee is entitled to receive after a specified peri-

od of employment) until retirement. ERISA

established three vesting schedules that em-

ployers must follow.

• Prior to ERISA, there were no rules regard-

ing proper funding for pensions; thus, un-

derfunded programs became every retiree’s

nightmare. ERISA now formulates funding of

pension programs to ensure that fund assets

cover accrued liabilities. Under complex

rules, it permits companies to amortize

funding deficiencies over several years.

• Under ERISA, widows and widowers are gen-

erally protected by survivor’s rights to pen-

sions. These protections are afforded

through ‘‘joint and survivor annuity’’ provi-

sions, which must be affirmatively elected by

the plan participant.

• ERISA creates fiduciary duties (duties of

trust and confidence, requiring that the per-

son act primarily for the benefit of another

and not for himself/herself) on the part of

plan administrators, who must act in the in-

terest of plan beneficiaries.

• ERISA requires that investment funds be di-

versified to minimize risk to plan partici-

pants.

• ERISA imposes severe penalties for under-

funding of pension plans.

Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation
(PBGC)

A provision in ERISA created the non-profit Pen-

sion Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC) to af-

ford certain protections against insolvent pension

plans. Importantly, PBGC remedies and assistance

only come into play for defined benefit plans. PBGC

insures vested pension benefits up to the legally es-

tablished amounts and guarantees payment of bene-

fits under certain types of employer insolvencies.

Other Remedies

The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that a compa-

ny’s pension plan liability is a debt that cannot be

transferred to the PBGC while the corporation con-

tinues to operate following Chapter 11 bankruptcy
proceedings and reorganization. Companies who

under-fund their pension programs or companies

that are financially troubled may be forced to liqui-
date in Chapter 7 bankruptcies.

Federal Laws that Impact Pension Plans
and Pension Programs

The following federal laws (not a comprehensive

list) affect a variety of issues relating to pension bene-

fits and underscore the scope and complexity of pen-

sion plan programs. Persons are encouraged to seek

legal counsel for any issue relating to pension plans

or fund participation.
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• Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 (ERISA)

• Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of

1958 (WPPDA)

• Labor-Management Reporting and Disclo-

sure Act of 1959 (LMRDA)

• Tax Reform Act of 1976

• Revenue Act of 1978

• Multi-Employer Pension Plan Amendments

Act of 1980 (MPPAA)

• Economic Recovery Act of 1981 (ERTA)

• Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of

1982 (TEFRA)

• Retirement Equity Act of 1984 (REA)

• Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (DRA)

• Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-

tion Act of 1985 (COBRA)

• Single Employer Pension Plan Amendments

Act of 1986 (SEPPA)

• Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986

(OBRA)

• Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA)

• Pension Protection Act of 1987 (PPA)

• Worker Adjustment and Retraining Act of

1989 (WARA)

• Uniformed Services Employment and Re-

employment Rights Act

• Pension Protection Act of 1990 (PPA)

• Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconcilia-

tion Act of 2001 (EGTRRA)

• Pension Security Act of 2002 (As of 2002

Pending)

Additional Resources

‘‘A Predictable Secure Pension for Life’’ Federal Consumer
Protection Information Center. Available at http://
www.pueblo.gsa.gov/cic_text/money/secure-4life/
secure-pension.htm.

Fundamentals of Employee Benefits Programs 5th ed.,
Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI), 1997.

Managing Corporate Pension Plans Logue, Dennis E.,
HarperCollins Publishers, 1991.

‘‘Pensions’’ McMillan, Henry. Available at http://
www.econlib.org/library/Enc/Pensions.html.

Organizations

Employee Retirement Benefit Institute

Suite 600, 2121 K Street NW

Washington, DC 20037-1896 USA

Phone: (202) 659-0670

URL: http://www.ebri.org
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RETIREMENT AND AGING

SOCIAL SECURITY

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

- History 

• Old Age, Survivors’, and Disability Insurance

- Old Age Benefits

- Survivors’ Benefits

- Disability Benefits

• Medicare

• The Future of Social Security and Medicare

Background

Social Security is a program created by the Social
Security Act of 1935 to provide old age, survivors’,

and disability insurance benefits to workers and

their families in the United States. 42 U.S.C.A. sec-

tions 301 et seq. The program is administered by the

Social Security Administration (SSA), an indepen-

dent federal agency. Unlike welfare, which is finan-

cial assistance given to persons who qualify on the

basis of need, Social Security benefits are paid to in-

dividuals on the basis of their employment record

and the amount they contributed to Social Security

during their employment careers. In 1965 Social Se-

curity was expanded to include health insurance

benefits under the Medicare program. 42 U.S.C.A.

sections 1395 et seq.

As a more general term, ‘‘social security’’ refers to

any plan designed to protect society from the insta-

bility caused to workers and their families by the un-

employment or death of a wage earner. Statistics

show that unemployment will affect at least 4 per-

cent of U. S. workers each year. But it is impossible

to know in advance which workers will lose their

jobs. A government-run plan of social insurance

helps spread the risk of unemployment among all

members of society so that no single family will be

completely ruined by the interruption of incoming

wages.

History

Germany was the first industrial nation in Europe

to adopt a general program of social security that ex-

tended beyond military veterans. In the 1880s Chan-

cellor Otto von Bismarck instituted a plan of compul-

sory sickness and old age insurance to protect most

wage earners and their dependents. Over the next

thirty years, other European and Latin American

countries created similar plans with various features

to benefit different categories of workers.

In the United States the federal government first

provided insurance only to veterans who had been

disabled in war. During the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries the U. S. federal government

provided pensions to veterans disabled in the Ameri-

can Revolution. In 1820 the federal government es-

tablished a pension for needy or disabled veterans

of the War of 1812. After the Civil War, the U. S. gov-

ernment broadened the category of veterans eligible

for governmental assistance, paying pensions not

only to needy and disabled veterans but also to most

veterans age 65 or older.

However, Congress did not take any significant

legislative action to create an old-age pension for the

rest of America’s workforce until the early twentieth

century. Until that time, retired, unemployed, and

chronically ill workers were left to manage by resort-

ing to their personal savings, relying on private chari-
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ties, or forming beneficial associations that provided

a modicum of sickness, old-age, and funeral insur-

ance to workers who joined the association.

Yet membership in these associations was never

widespread. Nor were such associations designed to

address the catastrophic effects of the Great Depres-

sion. Triggered in part by the stock market crash of

1929, the Great Depression was ravaging the U.S.

economy by 1932, when businesses reported losses

of approximately $6 billion, wages suffered declines

of close to 60 percent, and 13 million workers head-

ed for the unemployment lines. A year later another

million Americans lost their jobs, and the unemploy-

ment rate hit 25 percent for the entire economy and

38 percent outside farm-related industries. By 1934

nearly every state was home to at least a few commu-

nities comprised of penniless and hungry families liv-

ing in squalor, including many families with mem-

bers who were senior citizens.

Congress tried to ameliorate some of these condi-

tions by enacting the Social Security Act of 1935,

which was part of the economic-stimulus and social-

reforms package of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s

New Deal. The act provided for the payment of

monthly benefits to qualified wage earners who were

at least 65 years old or the payment of a lump-sum

death benefit to the estate of a wage earner who died

before reaching age 65. In 1939 Congress added de-

pendent spouses, widows, widowers, and parents of

wage earners to the class of beneficiaries entitled to

Social Security benefits upon the retirement or death

of a working family member.

Social Security originally protected only workers

in industry and commerce. Other classes of workers

were excluded as beneficiaries after Congress con-

cluded that it would be too expensive and inconve-

nient to collect their contributions. For example,

household workers, farmers, and workers in family

businesses were excluded as Social Security benefi-

ciaries because Congress believed that these three

classes of workers were unlikely to maintain ade-

quate employment records. By the 1950s Congress

had reversed its position, extending Social Security

protection to most self-employed individuals, most

state and local government workers, members of the

armed forces, and members of the clergy. Federal

employees, who had their own retirement and bene-

fit system, were given Social Security coverage in

1983.

Old Age, Survivors’, and Disability
Insurance

Federal Old Age, Survivors’, and Disability Insur-

ance (OSADI) benefits are monthly payments made

to retired workers, to families whose wage earner has

died, and to workers who are unemployed because

of sickness, injury, or disability. Workers qualify for

these benefits by having been employed for the man-

datory minimum amount of time and by having

made contributions to Social Security. There is no fi-

nancial need requirement that must be satisfied.

Once a worker qualifies for OSADI benefits, his fami-

ly is entitled to those benefits as well. The entire pro-

gram is geared toward helping families as a matter of

social policy.

Two large funds are held in trust to pay benefits

under OASDI: the Old Age and Survivors’ Trust Fund

(OASTF) and the Disability Insurance Trust Fund

(DITF). As workers and employers make payroll con-

tributions to these funds, money is paid out in bene-

fits to people currently qualified to receive monthly

checks. The OASTF provides benefits to retired

workers, their spouses, their children, and other sur-

vivors of deceased workers, such as parents and di-

vorced spouses. The DITF provides benefits to dis-

abled workers, their spouses, and their dependent

children. DITF also pays for rehabilitation services

provided to the disabled.

The OASDI program is funded by payroll taxes lev-

ied on employees, employers, and the self-

employed. The tax is imposed upon the employee’s

taxable income, up to a maximum amount, with

the employer contributing an equal amount. Self-

employed workers contribute twice the amount lev-

ied on employees. However, to put self-employed in-

dividuals in approximately the same position as em-

ployees, self-employed individuals can deduct half of

these taxes for both Social Security and income tax
purposes.

Old Age Benefits

There are three requirements for an individual to

be eligible to receive old age Social Security benefits.

First, the individual must have attained the age of 62.

Second, the individual must file an application for

old age benefits. Third, the application must demon-

strate that the individual is ‘‘fully insured.’’ The ex-

tent to which an individual is insured depends on the

number of quarters of coverage credited to his or her

Social Security earnings record. 20 CFR section

404.101(a). A quarter is a three-month period ending

March 31, June 30, September 30, or December 31.
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A worker becomes ‘‘fully insured’’ when the individ-

ual has been credited with working the requisite

number of quarters. 42 U.S.C.A. section 414(a). The

Social Security Administration’s regulations contain

a table specifying by birth date the quarters of cover-

age required to obtain fully insured status. 20 CFR §

404.115. But irrespective of birth date, any worker

who has 40 quarters (i.e., 10 years) of coverage is

fully insured.

Workers born before 1950 can retire at age 65 with

full benefits based on their average income during

their working years. For workers born between 1950

and 1960, the retirement age for full benefits has in-

creased to age 66. Workers born in 1960 or later will

not receive full retirement benefits until age 67.

However, any worker, regardless of birth date, may

retire at age 62 and receive less than full benefits. At

age 65, a worker’s spouse who has not contributed

to Social Security receives 50 percent of the amount

paid to the worker.

Workers who continue to work past retirement

age may lose some benefits because Social Security

is designed to replace lost earnings. If earnings from

employment do not exceed the specified amount ex-

empted by law, persons working past the age of re-

tirement will receive full benefits. If earnings are

greater than the exempt amount, one dollar of bene-

fit is withheld for every two dollars in wages earned

above that amount. Once a worker reaches age 70,

however, he or she no longer has to report earnings

to SSA, and thus his or her Social Security benefits

will cease to be reduced.

Since 1975 Social Security benefits have increased

annually to offset inflation. Known as cost of living

adjustments (COLAs), these increases are based on

the annual increase in consumer prices as reflected

by the consumer price index (CPI). Allowing bene-

fits to increase automatically eliminated the need for

Congress to pass special acts each year to address the

issue. However, critics complain that COLAs are re-

sponsible for unnecessarily driving up the costs of

Social Security. They contend that the CPI overesti-

mates current rates of inflation, and, as a result, So-

cial Security benefits are overadjusted upward.

Survivors’ Benefits

Survivors’ benefits are paid to family members

when a worker dies. Survivors can receive benefits if

the deceased worker was employed and contributed

to Social Security long enough for someone his or

her age to qualify. Surviving spouses of deceased

wage earners are the primary class of beneficiaries

entitled to survivors’ benefits under the Social Secur-

ity Act. Although sometimes referred to asb

‘‘widow’s’’ or ‘‘widower’s’’ benefits, beneficiaries

also include surviving divorced spouses who have

minor or disabled children in their care. However,

neither a surviving spouse nor a surviving divorced

spouse may collect survivors’ benefits if they have re-

married following the death of the wage earner. Sur-

viving spouses and surviving divorced spouses can

begin collecting survivors’ benefits at age 60, unless

the surviving spouse or surviving divorced spouse is

disabled, then he or she can begin collecting survi-

vors’ benefits at age 50. In addition to monthly

checks, a worker’s widow or widower may receive a

lump-sum payment of $255 upon the worker’s

death.

Survivors’ benefits are also payable to unmarried,

dependent children under age 18 and to unmarried

children of any age who are disabled prior to age 22.

Thus, if a disabled, unmarried, dependent child of a

worker became disabled prior to age 22, he or she

will be entitled to receive survivors’ benefits for the

duration of the disability. However, if the disabled

surviving child remarries, his or her survivors’ bene-

fits will be terminated, unless the disabled child mar-

ries another Social Security recipient.

Disability Benefits

The original Social Security Act of 1935 included

programs for needy elderly persons and blind per-

sons. In 1950 a program for needy disabled per-
sons was created under the act. Known as the ‘‘adult

categories,’’ these three programs were adminis-

tered by state and local governments with partial fed-

eral funding. By the late 1960s, studies showed that

the programs were being unevenly administered by

more than 1,300 state and local agencies, resulting in

a gross disparity of benefit payments to beneficiaries

in different jurisdictions. These disparities were elim-

inated in 1972, when Congress federalized the ‘‘adult

categories’’ by creating Supplemental Security In-

come (SSI). 42 USCA sections 1381 et seq.

SSI is payable to workers who become ‘‘disabled,’’

which the law says occurs when a worker is unable

to engage in substantial gainful activity by reason of

a medically determinable physical or mental impair-

ment that can be expected to result in death or that

has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous

period of not less than twelve months. 42 USCA sec-

tion 1382c. Courts have said that ‘‘substantial gainful

activity’’ means more than the ability to find a job

and physically perform it. It also requires the ability
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to hold the job for a significant period of time. Andler

v. Chater, 100 F.3d 1389 (8th Cir. 1996). Examples of

disabilities that meet the criteria set forth in the So-

cial Security law include brain damage, heart disease,

kidney failure, severe arthritis, and mental illness.

In cases where the gravity of a disability is less

clear, the SSA uses a sequential evaluation process to

decide whether a person’s disability is serious

enough to justify awarding SSI benefits. If the impair-

ment is so severe that it significantly affects a ‘‘basic

work activity,’’ the worker’s medical records are

compared with a set of guidelines known as the List-

ing of Impairments. 42 USCA APP., 20 CFR §

404.1529. A claimant found to suffer from a condition

on this listing is entitled to receive SSI benefits. If the

condition is less severe, the SSA will make a determi-

nation as to whether the impairment prevents the

worker from doing his or her former work. If not, the

application will be denied. If so, the SSA proceeds to

the final step, in which it determines whether the im-

pairment prevents the applicant from doing other

work available in the economy.

In making this determination, the SSA relies on a

series of medical-vocational guidelines that consider

the applicant’s residual functional capacity as well as

the applicant’s age, education, and experience. The

guidelines look at three types of work, ‘‘sedentary

work,’’ ‘‘light work,’’ and ‘‘medium work.’’ Sedentary

work involves lifting no more than 10 pounds at a

time and occasionally lifting or carrying articles like

docket files, ledgers, and small tools. Light work in-

volves lifting no more than 20 pounds at a time with

frequent lifting or carrying of objects weighing up to

10 pounds. Medium work involves lifting no more

than 50 pounds at a time with frequent lifting or car-

rying of objects weighing up to 25 pounds. 42 USCA

APP., 20 CFR § 404.1567.

If the SSA finds that an applicant can perform

work that falls into one of these three categories,

benefits will be denied. A claimant may appeal this

decision to an administrative law judge (ALJ), who

will then hear evidence presented by both the

claimant and the SSA. If the ALJ denies the claim for

benefits, the claimant may appeal to the SSA’s Ap-

peals Council. Claimants who lose this appeal may

file a civil action in federal district court seeking re-

view of the appeal’s council decision. 42 U.S.C. sec-

tion 405(g).

Workers who meet the disability eligibility re-

quirements may receive three types of benefits,

monthly cash payments, vocational rehabilitation,

and medical insurance. Monthly cash payments

begin with the sixth month of disability. The amount

of a monthly benefit payment depends upon the

amount of earnings on which the worker has paid

Social Security taxes and the number of the worker’s

eligible dependents. The maximum payment for a

family is roughly equal to the amount that the dis-

abled worker is entitled to receive as an individual,

plus allowances for dependents.

Vocational rehabilitation services are provided

through a joint federal-state program. A person re-

ceiving cash payments for a disability may continue

to receive them for a limited time after beginning to

work at or near the end of a vocational rehabilitation

program. Called the ‘‘trial work period,’’ this period

may last for as long as nine months.

Medical insurance is available through the Medi-

care program (a federally sponsored program that

provides hospital and medical insurance). A recipi-

ent of disability benefits may begin to participate in

Medicare twenty-five months after the onset of a dis-

ability. The Medicare program is discussed in more

detail in the next section.

Disabled workers are eligible for disability benefits

even though they have not reached the age of retire-

ment, so long as they have worked enough years

under Social Security prior to the onset of the disabil-

ity. The number of work years required to qualify for

SSI depends on the worker’s age at the time of the

disability. For workers under 24 years of age, the

number of work years can be as few as one and a half

years of work in the three years before the onset of

the disability. However, the number of work years re-

quired for SSI eligibility can never exceed ten for any

worker, regardless of his or her age.

A waiting period of five months after the onset of

the disability is imposed before SSI payments begin.

A disabled worker who fails to apply for benefits

when eligible can sometimes collect back payments.

But no more than twelve months of back payments

may be collected. Even if a worker recovers from a

disability that lasted more than twelve months, the

worker can apply for back benefits within fourteenth

months from the date of recovery. If a worker dies

after a long period of disability without having ap-

plied for SSI, his or her family may apply for disability

benefits within three months from the date of the

worker’s death. Family members are also eligible for

survivors’ benefits.

The Contract with America Advancement Act of

1996 changed the basic philosophy underlying the
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disability program. Pub.L. No. 104-121, March 29,

1996, 110 Stat 847. The act provides that new appli-

cants for Social Security or SSI disability benefits will

no longer be eligible for SSI benefits if drug addiction

or alcoholism is a material factor in their disability.

Unless new applicants can qualify on some other

medical basis, they will not receive Social Security

disability benefits. Individuals who were receiving

Social Security disability benefits prior to the act’s

passage had their benefits terminated as of January

1, 1997.

Congress also narrowed the class of beneficiaries

eligible for SSI payments when it passed the Personal

Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation

Act of 1996. Pub.L. No., 104-193, August 22, 1996, 110

Stat 2105. The law terminated SSI eligibility for most

non-citizens, including most non-citizens who were

receiving SSI payments at the time the law was

passed. Before its enactment, nearly all aliens lawful-

ly admitted to the United States could receive SSI if

they met certain other requirements.

Medicare

Medicare is a federal program that provides health

insurance to the elderly and the disabled. 42 U.S.C.

sections 1395 et seq. It is funded through the Social

Security Trust Fund and is administered by the Cen-

ters for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMMS), for-

merly known as the Health Care Financing Adminis-

tration (HCFA). However, Medicare is not like other

federal programs that have large organizational hier-

archies. Instead, the federal government enters into

contracts with private insurance companies for the

processing of Medicare claims made by qualified pa-

tients.

The concept of federal health insurance was first

proposed in the United States during the late 1940s

by President Harry S. Truman. However, the propos-

al languished in Congress for parts of the next two

decades. President Lyndon B. Johnson revived the

proposal during his administration, and it came to

fruition in 1965, when Congress passed the Health

Insurance for the Aged Act (Medicare Act), Pub. L.

No. 89-97, 79 Stat. 343 (1965). As originally enacted,

Medicare provided health insurance only to the el-

derly. In 1972 Congress expanded coverage to in-

clude disabled persons.

A patient’s eligibility for Medicare does not de-

pend on his or her income. Patients generally qualify

for Medicare coverage if they are 65 years or older

and (1) qualify for Social Security or Railroad Retire-

ment benefits; (2) have received Social Security or

Railroad Retirement disability benefits for at least 24

months; (3) or suffer from end-stage renal disease.

Individuals who have not worked long enough to re-

ceive Social Security benefits may still enroll in Medi-

care by paying a monthly premium. Individuals who

are too poor to pay the monthly premium may apply

for Medicaid, a state and federal health insurance

program for low income persons.

Health care providers may participate in Medicare

and receive Medicare payments if they satisfy state

and federal licensing requirements and comply with

any standards set by CMMS. A health care provider

must also enter into an agreement with the Secretary

of Health and Human Services. The agreement desig-

nates the amounts the provider will charge Medicare

patients and the manner in which it will provide

medical services. Hospitals, skilled nursing facilities,

home health agencies, clinics, rehabilitation agen-

cies, public health agencies, comprehensive outpa-

tient rehabilitation facilities, hospices, critical access

hospital, and community mental health centers

(CMHCs) may all generally seek to participate in

Medicare under a provider agreement. However,

clinics, rehabilitation agencies, and public health

agencies may enter into provider agreements only

for services involving outpatient physical therapy and

speech pathology. CMHCs may only enter into pro-

vider agreements to furnish certain hospitalization

services.

Medicare is divided into three programs, a hospi-

tal insurance program, a supplementary insurance

program, and a Medicare+Choice program. The hos-

pital insurance plan is funded through a 2.9 percent

Social Security payroll tax. The money is placed in a

trust fund and invested in U.S. Treasury securities.

The hospital insurance plan covers reasonable and

medically necessary treatment in a hospital or skilled

nursing home, meals, regular nursing care services,

and the cost of necessary special care.

The hospital insurance plan offers coverage for in-

patient hospital services based on ‘‘benefit periods.’’

An episode of illness is termed a benefit period and

starts when the patient enters the hospital or nursing

home facility and ends sixty days after the patient has

been discharged. A new benefit period starts with the

next hospital stay, and there is no limit to the num-

ber of benefit periods a person can have. Medicare

will pay the cost of hospitalization for up to 90 days.

The patient must pay a one-time deductible for the
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first sixty days of a benefit period and an additional

daily fee called a co-payment for hospital care provid-

ed during the following thirty days. Apart from these

payments, Medicare covers the full cost of inpatient

hospital care.

Medicare’s supplementary medical insurance pro-

gram is primarily financed by the federal government

out of general tax revenues. The balance of the pro-

gram is funded by those enrolled in it. Persons en-

rolled in Medicare pay a regular monthly premium

and a small annual deductible for any medical costs

incurred above the amount of the deductible during

a given year.

Once the deductible and premiums have been

paid, the supplementary medical insurance program

covers 80 percent of any bills incurred for physician’s

services, including surgery, laboratory and diagnostic

tests, consultations, and home, office, and institu-

tional calls, but it excludes services that constitute in-

patient hospital care under the hospital insurance

plan. Chiropractic services are covered by the pro-

gram if the chiropractor meets specified regulatory

requirements relating to education. 42 C.F.R. section

410.22(a). However, the supplementary medical in-

surance program does not cover routine physical

checkups, eyeglasses, hearing aids, dentures, or or-

thopedic shoes. Nor does it cover the cost of drugs

or medicines that can be self-administered.

Medicare computes its 80 percent responsibility

based on the medical expenses and charges it deems

reasonable for each kind of service provided to the

patient pursuant to the supplementary insurance

plan. Under the reasonable charge system, Medicare

reimburses the lowest of the actual charge in ques-

tion, the physician’s customary charge for the ser-

vice, or the applicable prevailing charge for the ser-

vice. A physician’s customary charge is based on the

physician’s actual charges for the same service dur-

ing a twelve-month historical data collection period.

When the charges vary during the historical period,

the charges are then arrayed, weighted by frequency,

and a customary charge is established at a level equal

to the median of the charges. The prevailing charge

is determined by a similar methodology, applied to

all charges in the charge location by all physicians,

with the prevailing charge fixed at an amount that

would cover the full customary charges of the physi-

cians whose billings accounted for at least 75 percent

of the charges in the array.

The Medicare+Choice program is essentially a

privatized medical savings plan that is funded partly

by beneficiary premiums and partly by government

contributions. The premiums and contributions are

maintained by the Medicare+Choice MSA Trust

Fund. As of January 1, 1999, beneficiaries are offered

the following private health care delivery options

under the program: Medicare health maintenance

organizations (HMOs), medical savings accounts

(MSAs), preferred provider organizations (PPOs),

private fee-for-services (PFFS), and provider spon-

sored organizations (PSOs). However, individuals

are only eligible to elect a Medicare+Choice plan of-

fered by a Medicare+Choice organization (MCO) if

the plan serves the geographic area in which the in-

dividual resides.

Beneficiaries who reside in an area served by a

Medicare+Choice plan may opt out of either the

health insurance or supplementary insurance plans

and elect to enroll in Medicare+Choice, except

those with end-stage renal disease. Beneficiaries may

only enroll during November of each year, and plan

elections become effective in January of the follow-

ing year. Beneficiaries who do not elect any option

will automatically be enrolled in traditional fee-for-

service Medicare. If a beneficiary does not make an

election for a particular year and is already enrolled

in a Medicare+Choice plan from the previous year,

he or she will automatically be re-enrolled in that

plan. Beneficiaries can also change plans if their plan

contract terminates or if they move from their plan’s

service area. 42 U.S.C.A. section 1395w-21(e)(3).

The Secretary of Health and Human Services has

established a process through which elections under

the Medicare+Choice program are made and

changed. Individuals seeking to elect a Medi-

care+Choice plan must complete and sign an elec-

tion form, provide the information required for en-

rollment, and agree to abide by the rules of the plan.

Within 30 days from receipt of the election form,

MCOs transmit the information necessary for CMMS

to add the beneficiary to its records as an enrollee of

the MCO. A beneficiary’s enrollment may not be ter-

minated unless the beneficiary engages in disruptive

behavior, provides fraudulent information on the

election form, permits abuse of the enrollment card,

or fails to timely pay premiums. Monthly premiums

for Medicare+Choice plans are calculated based on

the rules set forth in 42 U.S.C.A. section 1395w-

24(b)(1)(A).

A Medicare+Choice plan offered by an MCO satis-

fies the basic requirements for benefits and services

if the plan provides payment in an amount that is
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equal to at least the total dollar amount of payment

for such items and services as would otherwise be

authorized under the health insurance or supple-

mentary insurance plans. The Medicare+Choice

plan must also comply with (1) CMMS’s national cov-

erage decisions; and (2) written coverage decisions

of local carriers and intermediaries for jurisdictions

handling claims in the geographic area for which ser-

vices are covered under the plan.

Payments provided under the health insurance

plan, supplementary insurance plan, or the Medi-

care+Choice plan can be sent directly to the health

care provider or to the patient. Regardless of the

method of payment, the patient must receive notice

that the provider has filed a medical insurance claim.

The notice should detail the medical services provid-

ed, identify the expenses that are covered and ap-

proved by Medicare, and itemize any expenses that

have been credited toward the annual deductible

and any expenses Medicare has already paid in full.

Patients or providers who are dissatisfied with a deci-

sion made regarding a Medicare claim may ask

CMMS or the insurance carrier to reconsider the de-

cision, depending on the nature of the claim. Follow-

ing reconsideration, either party may request a for-

mal hearing before an administrative law judge,

though no formal hearing will be granted for claims

made under supplementary medical insurance plans

unless the claim is for at least $100. Once the admin-

istrative law review process has been completed, ag-

grieved parties may appeal to federal district court.

Supplementary medical insurance claims must total

at least $1,000, however, before a federal district

court will hear the appeal.

The Future of Social Security and Medicare

Approximately 76 million Americans born be-

tween 1946 and 1964 are expected to retire in the

next 28 years. In 2001 39 million Americans were en-

rolled in Medicare, and that number is expected to

swell to 77 million in 2030. In 2001 35 million Ameri-

cans were eligible to collect Social Security, while in

2030 more than 70 million will be eligible. The ratio

between employed workers and Social Security re-

cipients is expected to drop from 3.4 in 2001 to 2.1

in 2030.

These figures have alarmed both politicians and

voters, who have demanded that something be done

to save Social Security from a possible future of

bankruptcy and chaos. Proposals to ‘‘fix’’ the sys-

tem have varied from conservative efforts aimed at

‘‘privatizing’’ Social Security by allowing workers to

invest their payroll deductions in the securities mar-

ket to more liberal efforts aimed at placing Social Se-

curity funds in a ‘‘lock box’’ to keep them safe from

tampering and theft.

Following the inauguration of George W. Bush as

the 43rd President of the United States, Congress

began debating the future of Social Security. In De-

cember of 2001 the Presidential Commission on So-

cial Security put forward three proposals that would

allow workers to invest varying portions of their pay-

roll taxes in stocks and bonds. Comprised of 16

members handpicked by the White House, the com-

mission disclosed that it would probably take $2 tril-

lion to $3 trillion of new revenue to shore up Social

Security for 75 years, money that could only come

from increased borrowing, higher taxes, or spending

cuts in other programs. It is now up to Congress and

the president, members of the commission said, to

make tough decisions about choosing among the ap-

proaches, apportioning the associated benefit cuts,

and coming up with the trillions of dollars necessary

to improve Social Security’s long term financial con-

dition.

Additional Resources

American Jurisprudence West Group,1998.

http://guide.biz.findlaw.com/01topics/17govbenefit/gov_
laws.html FindLaw: Government Benefits Law.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law West Group, 1998.

Organizations

American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP)

601 E St., NW

Washington, DC 20049 USA

Phone: (202) 434-2277

Fax: (202) 434-7710

URL: http://www.aarp.org/index.html

Primary Contact: William Novelli, CEO

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

7500 Security Blvd.

Baltimore, MD 21244-1850 USA

Phone: (410) 767-8392

Fax: (410) 333-5185

URL: http://www.hcfa.gov

Primary Contact: Tommy G. Thompson, Secretary

of Health and Human Services
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Social Security Administration

6401 Security Blvd.

Baltimore, MD 21235-6401 USA

Phone: (800) 772-1213

Fax: (800) 325-0778

URL: http://www.ssa.gov

Primary Contact: Jo Anne B. Barnhart,

Commissioner
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Background

The United States Tax Code is a complicated doc-

ument. The power to levy taxes on the U. S. popula-

tion belongs to Congress, and the authority to collect

those taxes rests with the Executive branch. The

Internal Revenue Service is the agency within the ex-

ecutive branch of the federal government that col-

lects the taxes. But states also have the power to levy

taxes on their own populations in addition to what-

ever the federal government does. One part of an in-

dividual’s or corporate entity’s financial profile

which is subject to taxation is capital gains. To de-

termine taxation of capital gains, one must also con-

sider capital losses. Gains are taxable, and losses may

help offset tax liability.

When individuals sell or dispose of property and

realize an amount over the adjusted basis of that

property they have gain. When they sell or dispose

of property and realize an amount below the adjust-

ed basis of the property they have loss.

Capital gains are gains from the sale or exchange

of capital assets. Capital losses are losses or reduc-

tions in value resulting from the sale or exchange of

capital assets. To more fully understand the concepts

of capital gains or losses, individuals need to under-

stand the concepts of capital assets and basis. Once

they understand these two concepts, then they can

begin to see how they function within the broader

context of the tax rules for capital gains and losses.

Capital Assets

Almost everything individuals own and use for

personal purposes or investment qualifies as capital

assets. Homes, household furnishings, store equip-

ment, computers, stocks and bonds are all capital as-

sets. When a person sells a capital asset, the differ-

ence between the sale price and the basis in the

property, which is usually its previous cost, is either

a capital gain or a capital loss. A capital gain occurs

when property sells for more than the basis. A capital

loss occurs if the asset sells for less than the basis.

Losses from the sale of property that was acquired

for personal use such as a home or a vehicle are not

deductible as capital losses.

Capital assets are any property held by a taxpayer

except property that falls in one of the following cate-

gories:

• used in business and is depreciable

• stock in trade or inventory
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• held primarily for sale to customers in the

ordinary course of taxpayer’s trade or busi-

ness 

• certain copyrights, compositions, letters,

and memorabilia

Basically, most assets not used in business are cap-

ital assets. Assets used in a business are capital assets

unless they may be depreciated or are inventory

items.

Whether an asset is held primarily for sale is a

question subject of much litigation. If an owner is

unsure of the status of an asset, he should consult

his attorney or tax advisor. People need to remember

that transactions involving stocks and bonds by

someone who is not a dealer or an underwriter will

always result in capital gain or loss, regardless of the

frequency of sales. This rule affects so-called ‘‘day

traders,’’ many of whom may not be aware of the tax

laws as applied to their small-scale trading.

Basis

The basis of a capital asset is usually equal to the

cost of the asset. Two exceptions to this general rule

have to do with how the asset was acquired:

• Inheritance:—the basis will be equal to the

estate tax value in the decedent’s estate.

This amount is usually calculated on the

value of the property on the date of death.

• Gift: —the basis is the same as it would have

been for the person who gave you the gift

(the donor) or its fair market value,

whichever is lower. If the recipient had to

pay a gift tax on the gift, the amount of that

tax gets added to the basis of the gift. This

is true even though the tax is imposed on,

and usually paid by, the donor.

In the end, gain or loss is measured against adjust-

ed basis, and many things may adjust the basis of a

capital asset. Depreciation and rules relating to cap-

italizing property are some of the more common fac-

tors that adjust the basis of property.

Capital Gains and the Sales of Homes

Changes to the tax laws in 1997 provided a new

exclusion for gain from the sale of a principal resi-

dence. The law applies only to homes that qualify as

a principal residence. This specification eliminates

vacation homes, timeshares, or other types of real es-

tate. The home must have actually been lived in as

a principal residence for two of the five years imme-

diately preceding its sale. For taxpayers in the catego-

ries of single head of household, or married filing

separately, the exclusion is $250,000. For married

taxpayers filing a joint return, the exclusion is

$500,000. The exclusion can be used only once every

two years. Gain in excess of the exclusion is taxable,

usually as long-term capital gain.

Mortgaged Property

There is a long-standing general principle in tax

law: borrowing money is not taxable. Thus, if individ-

uals sell a parcel of mortgaged property, the amount

they realize is the net purchase price. This is true re-

gardless of whether they actually get to pocket any

equity or profit in the sale of the property. For exam-

ple, assume a person buys a house for $100,000 and

uses $50,000 of his own money and borrows the re-

maining $50,000 from a bank., The bank’s $50,000 is

secured by a mortgage. Later, he sells it for

$200,000, and assuming that his basis is then $80,000

after depreciation, his gain is $120,000, being the

amount realized ($200,000) minus the basis. The

amount of cash he receives will be $200,000 minus

the amount of the mortgage, but that amount will

have no particular bearing on the amount of gain.

Long-Term and Short-Term Capital Gains

To determine the tax consequences that result

from transferring capital assets one must first deter-

mine the rate his capital gains will be taxed. The tax

rate that applies to capital gains depends on how

long he holds a given capital asset. To calculate these

rates, first separate the short-term capital gains and

losses from the long-term gains and losses. While

short-term gains are taxed as ordinary income, the

taxes on long-term gains (assets held for more than

one year) can range from 8 percent to 28 percent.

Short-term assets are those investments held for one

year or less. The government taxes short-term capital

gains like any other income. These rates can be as

high as 38.6 percent. On the other hand, short-term

gains are taxed at the regular rate. The regular rate

falls within a range of 10 percent to 39.1 percent for

2001. The rate is between 10 and 38.6 percent for

2002.

Long-term investments are those held for more

than one year. Long-term gains are taxed at special
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rates. In 1998, the tax law was amended to reduce

the holding period for the 20 percent rate to just 12

months. The holding period begins to run on the day

after one acquires the investment asset. It ends on

the day the asset is sold. Basically, the day an asset

is bought does not count, although the day the asset

is sold does. Long-term gains are taxed at lower capi-

tal gains rates. But there are exceptions to these rate

rules. For example, a taxpayer in a low income tax
brackets will have lower maximum tax rates. Also, if

he had other regular losses, he may end up having

to pay no tax at all.

In fact, there are six additional long-term capital-

gains rates; the rates go from 8 percent to 28 percent.

Which category applies in any case depends on the

seller’s income-tax bracket, the type of asset you

sold, and how long the seller held it. There are many

rules concerning capital gains and losses and with

the holding period for assets. People should check

with their attorney or tax or financial advisor to see

if any of these apply in their case.

Netting

The capital gains tax rules apply to net capital

gains or losses. Capital gains and losses for any tax-

able year must first be netted, or calculated, so that

the losses are subtracted from the gains. First the net

of short-term gains and losses are calculated; next

the net of long-term gains and losses are calculated

against each other. The net short-term gain or loss

and the net long-term gain or loss are calculated

against each other for the net. This number is rele-

vant to the tax year.

Taxpayers report capital gains and losses on

Schedule D of Form 1040. If a taxpayer has a ‘‘net

capital gain,’’ that gain may be taxed at a lower tax

rate. Net capital gain is the amount that results when

net long-term capital gain for the year is more than

net short-term capital loss. If capital losses exceed

capital gains from the sale of capital assets, the

amount of the losses that exceed the gains that may

be claimed is limited to $3,000, or $1,500 if the tax-

payer is married filing separately. If net capital loss

is greater than this limit, the taxpayer can carry the

loss forward to subsequent tax years.

Each gain or loss is calculated first by subtracting

the purchase price of the asset from the sales pro-

ceeds. Then these figures are combined to come up

with a net short-term gain or loss figure. Next, the

same procedure is done with long-term assets. The

result is either a net long-term loss or a net long-term

gain. Next, the short- and long-term figures are net-

ted to come up with a final tally.

Lower Capital Gains Tax Rates and Low-
Income Tax Bracket Taxpayers

There is a new, lower, capital-gains rate on invest-

ments held for more than five years. These rates are

8 percent or 18 percent, depending on the taxpayer’s

income. This can save you a lot of tax money if you

plan to hold your investment long-term.

Taxpayers in the 15 percent federal tax bracket are

eligible for a capital gains tax rate of only 8 percent

on sales of stock and other investment securities
held more than five years. This is a reduction from

the standard 10 percent rate taxpayers in the lower

tax bracket paid on long-term gains from invest-

ments held more than one year but not more than

five years.

For gifts of stock or other investment securities,

calculating the length of time the asset is held de-

pends on the donor’s ownership period added to the

recipient’s period of ownership. In these cases, it can

be much easier to meet the more-than-five-year rule

and thereby qualify for the 8 percent rate. This rate

applies only to five-year gains triggered by sales of as-

sets on or after Jan. 1, 2001.

Eligibility for the 8 Percent Rate

To take advantage of the 8 percent rate on a 2001

return, the taxable income had to be less than the

following amounts:

• $27,050 if single

• $45,200 if filing jointly

• $36,250 if head of household

• $22,600 if married but filing separately

To take advantage of the 8 percent rate on a 2002

return, the taxable income had to be less than the fol-

lowing amounts: 

• $27,950 if single

• $46,700 if filing jointly

• $37,450 if head of household

• $23,350 if married but filing separately

It is important to remember that taxable income

is the figure which results from subtracting personal
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exemptions and the standard deduction or item-

ized deductions. In this way, a taxpayer can be in the

15 percent bracket even if the person has a substan-

tial salary.

The 18 Percent Rate

There is a capital gains rate of 18 percent taxpay-

ers in the 28 percent bracket and above. This is a re-

duction in the tax rate, although there is a substantial

delay before a taxpayer may reap any tax savings.

Gains from investments acquired on or after Jan. 1,

2001, and that were held for more than five years will

be taxed at a maximum rate of only 18 percent. For

investments acquired before 2001, a taxpayer may

make a special one-time election with the 2001 re-

turn and thereby become eligible for the 18 percent

rate. By doing so, taxpayers proceed as though they

sold the investment for its Jan. 2, 2001 market
value. The taxpayers also act as though they repur-

chased the investment for the same price on that

same day. Resulting capital gains tax from the imagi-

nary profit on the imaginary sale are reported on the

2001 tax return. The benefit of this complicated

scheme is that any future appreciation of the value

of the asset will be subject to an 18 percent tax rate

(instead of 20 percent). To reap this benefit, taxpay-

ers must hold on for at least another five years before

selling the asset. This is where the delay comes in.

They must wait until at least 2006 to actually realize

any tax savings.

Additional Resources

Basic federal income taxation, 5thEdition. 5th ed., An-
drews, William D., Aspen Law & Business Publishers,
1999.

Capital Gains, Minimal Taxes: The Essential Guide for In-
vestors and Traders. Thomas, Kaye A., Fairmark Press
Inc., 2000.

http://www.irs.gov/ ‘‘The IRS’’ Department of the Treasury,
2002.

http://www.taxadmin.org/fta/link/link.html ‘‘2001 State
Tax Forms’’ Federation of Tax Administrators, 2002.

The Labyrinth of Capital Gains Tax Policy: A Guide for the
Perplexed Burman, Leonard E., Brookings Institute,
1999.

Taxes for Dummies 2002. Tyson, Eric, David J. Silverman.
Hungry Minds, Inc., 2001.

The Labyrinth of Capital Gains Tax Policy: A Guide for the
Perplexed.Leonard E. Burman. Brookings Institute,
1999.

http://www.taxadmin.org/fta/link/link.html ‘‘2001 State
Tax Forms’’ Federation of Tax Administrators, 2002.

http://www.irs.gov/‘‘The IRS’’ Department of the Treasury,
2002.

Organizations

Council On State Taxation

122 C Street, NW, Suite 330

Washington, DC 20001-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 484-5222

Fax: (202) 484-5229

URL: http://www.statetax.org/index.html

Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA)

444 N. Capital St., NW, Suite 348

Washington, DC 20001 USA

Phone: (202) 624-5890

URL: http://www.taxadmin.org/

National Tax Association (NTA)

725 15th St., NW #600

Washington, DC 20005-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 737-3325

Fax: (202) 737-7308

E-Mail: natltax@aol.com

URL: http://ntanet.org/
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Background

There are four basic types of business entity:

1. corporations (C and S)

2. limited liability companies

3. partnerships (general and limited)

4. sole proprietorships

Basically, if someone is the only owner of a business,

that person will be able to form any of the types ex-

cept a partnership. If there are two or more owners,

they will be able to form any business type except a

sole proprietorship. Tax law is a large and compli-

cated subject.

How Corporations Are Taxed

Corporations are taxed in a different manner than

other business entities. In fact, corporations are the

only types of business that pay income taxes on their

profits. Conversely, partnerships, sole proprietor-

ships, and limited liability companies (LLCs) are not

taxed on business profits. Rather, the business prof-

its ‘‘pass through’’ to the business’ owners, who in

turn report the business income (or losses) on their

personal income tax returns.

Corporations are taxed separately from their indi-

vidual owners. If a taxpayer’s business is not incorpo-

rated, all the profits from the business will be taxed

on the taxpayer’s personal income tax return in the

year that the profits were earned. Incorporating such

a business may prove to be a good way to save on

taxes, especially if the taxpayer intends to reinvest

the profits in the business. For example, if a taxpay-

er’s business is incorporated, the first $75,000 of the

business’s profits will be taxed at a lower rate than

if the taxpayer claimed them on his or her personal

income tax return. However, there are exceptions:

personal service corporations like legal, accounting,

consulting, and medical groups must pay a flat tax

rate of 35 percent on their taxable income.

Corporations can deduct employee benefits, such

as health insurance, disability, and up to $50,000 in

life insurance. This deduction applies to owners

who are also employees of the company. The IRS
permits incorporated businesses to treat their own-

ers as employees for benefits purposes, allowing

these owners to take the tax deduction on their own

as well as their employees’ benefits. Conversely,

owners of unincorporated businesses and sole-

proprietorships cannot deduct their own benefits.
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Taxpayers cannot immediately claim on their per-

sonal income tax corporate losses on their incorpo-

rated businesses. Rather, they must wait until they

can offset their losses by profits. This is particularly

problematic for newer businesses because most new

businesses produce very little revenue in their first

few years and losses are common.

Corporate Tax Payments

Corporations must file corporate tax returns every

year. They are taxed on their profits at a corporate

income tax rate. If a corporation expects to owe

taxes, the IRS requires it to estimate the amount of

tax due for the year and make payments to the IRS

on a quarterly basis—in the months of April, June,

September, and January.

Shareholder Tax Payments

If the corporation’s owners work for the corpora-

tion, they will pay individual income taxes on their

salaries and bonuses, just like regular employees of

any business. Salaries and bonuses are deductible
business expenses to the corporation, so the corpo-

ration can deduct those costs and does not pay taxes

on them.

Dividends

For corporations that distribute dividends to its

owners, the owners must report and pay personal in-

come tax on these amounts. Dividends are not tax-

deductible, unlike salaries or bonuses. Moreover, the

corporation must also pay taxes on dividends. Thus,

dividends are taxed twice—once to the corporation

and again to the shareholders.

Retained Earnings

Corporations frequently want or need to retain

some of their profits at the end of the year. These

funds can be used for a wide range of business activi-

ties such as expansion, development, or other pur-

poses related to growth in the business. If the corpo-

ration does retain some of its profits, the corporation

will be liable for taxes on that money at the appropri-

ate corporate income tax rate. A corporation’s own-

ers can save money by retaining a portion of corpo-

rate profits in the company because the initial

corporate income tax rates are lower than most own-

ers’ marginal income tax rates for the same amount

of income. In contrast, owners of sole proprietor-

ships, as well as partnerships and LLCs, are taxed on

all business profits at their individual income tax

rates, whether they take the profits out of the busi-

ness or not.

The IRS permits corporations to retain a limited

amount of profits within the corporation. Most cor-

porations can legally retain up to $250,000 at any one

time in the corporation without facing negative tax

consequences. There is an exception for some pro-

fessional corporations that may not retain more than

$150,000.

Fringe Benefits

C corporations can deduct the full cost of the

fringe benefits it provides to its employees—

including the business’s owners in most instances.

This factor provides shareholders of C corporations

with a slight advantage over other types of business

owners because owners of limited liability compa-

nies, partnerships, and sole proprietorships may not

take as many fringe benefit deductions. For example,

sole proprietors, owners of partnerships, and LLCs

cannot currently deduct 100 percent of their health

insurance premiums (although the limit increases by

increments through 2003 until these other business-

es will be able to deduct the full cost of their health

insurance premiums).

As we have seen, corporations are separate enti-

ties from their owner-shareholders. They are estab-

lished as either C corporations or as S corporations

(sometimes known as subchapter S corporations),

and the tax laws apply to each of these differently.

Tax-Deductible Expenses

To help offset taxable profits, a corporation can

deduct its business expenses. These include basically

any money the corporation spends in the ordinary

and legitimate pursuit of profit. Some of the principal

business deductions include:

• Costs associated with medical plans

• Ordinary operating expenses

• Product and advertising outlays

• Retirement plans for employees

• Salaries and bonuses

• Start-up costs

C Corporations

C corporations are formed when corporations are

created. If those forming the corporation do not

elect to be treated as an S corporation, their corpo-

ration will continue to be a C corporation. Like other

business entities, C corporations are taxable entities

and file tax returns (Form 1120). They pay tax on net
profits each year. Any profits remaining after taxes

can be distributed to the shareholders as dividends.
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Tax Advantages of C Corporations

In many instances, C corporations can be more

flexible than S corporations. For example,

• owners of C corporations can choose a fis-
cal tax year

• C corporations are not limited to the num-

bers or types of shareholders

• C corporations can deduct contributions to

charities. Other types of business entities

must pass charitable expenses through to

the owners, who then might be able to de-

duct them on individual tax returns

• Until recently, C corporations enjoyed the

most options in choosing retirement plans

Because of this flexibility, C corporations are the enti-

ty of choice for most tax-free mergers and acquisi-

tions

Tax Disadvantages of C Corporations

Perhaps the most significant tax disadvantage for

owners of C corporations is that these entities have

a form of double taxation. The corporation itself is

taxed, as are the dividends it earns. These taxes are

collected before the shareholders receive their after-

tax shares of the profits. This is the main reason that

many people choose to create a different kind of

business entity such as an S corporation or a partner-

ship.

There are three other significant tax disadvan-

tages to C corporations:

1. If there is any taxable gain from the liqui-
dation or sale of corporate assets, there

will also be double taxation to the share-

holders

2. In terms of special allocations of profits or

expense items, C Corporations are less

flexible than partnerships

3. Losses to the corporation cannot be

passed through to the shareholders

S Corporations

At its foundation, an S corporation is a C corpora-

tion that has elected to be taxed as a ‘‘pass through’’

entity. The election is made on Form 2553 and must

be filed with the IRS no later than 60 days after the

beginning of the year in which the election is to be

effective. The election is revocable. Once the busi-

ness owners have made the election, it remains in ef-

fect until the business’s owners revoke it. Instead of

being taxed on its income, the S corporation passes

the income through to the shareholders, where it is

taxed as part of their personal income. S corpora-

tions file Form 1120S, a different return from that

used by C corporations.

Tax Advantages of S Corporations

In the most basic sense, S corporations do not pay

taxes on income. Rather, income, losses, deductions,

and credits pass through the corporations to share-

holders. S corporations provide shareholders with li-

ability protection that comes with being incorporat-

ed, yet business profits and losses pass through to

the owner’s personal income tax returns.

S corporations can be an especially good idea for

start-up companies. For example, if new businesses

sustain losses in some years, their owners can claim

those losses in the current year of the loss on their

personal tax returns.

There are other benefits to electing to be taxed as

an S corporation. For example, if a taxpayer incurs in-

terest in order to purchase S corporation stock, the

taxpayer may deduct that interest as an investment

interest expense. And when selling an S corporation

business, the owners’ taxable gain on the sale may be

less than it would be if the business had been a C cor-

poration.

The IRS permits most but not all small businesses

to incorporate as S corporations. In order for a small

business to qualify for S corporation status, the busi-

ness must meet these three requirements:

• It must be a U. S. company

• It must have only one class of stock

• It must have no more than 75 shareholders,

all of whom must be legal residents or U. S.

citizens and not also part of partnerships or

other corporations

The tax reporting rules for S corporations are sim-

ilar to those of partnerships. However, the IRS treats

shareholders of S corporations as employees for pay-

roll tax purposes. An S corporation must provide its

employees a Schedule K-1, which lists the relative

share of income or loss, deductions, and credits that

must be reported on the employees’ income tax re-

turns. And the IRS treats health insurance premiums

paid by an S corporation for more than 2 percent

stockholders as wages; these are deductible on Form

1120S by the corporation and reported to the stock-

holder on Form W-2.
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However, there are limitations on deductions. For

example, taxpayers may only deduct losses in the

same amount that they put into their companies on

their personal tax returns. Additionally, there is po-

tential for problems when it comes to claiming losses

from passive activities if taxpayers do not actively

work in the taxpayers’ S corporation. These can only

be used to offset passive income.

Tax Disadvantages of S Corporations

S corporations are less flexible than partnerships

in terms of allocating profits and expenses for tax ad-

vantages. Also, if an S corporation liquidates an asset,

it can result in taxable gain for its shareholders.

Other issues associated with S corporations that

give rise to tax disadvantages include the following:

• Accounting: Accounting rules that apply to

S corporations can be extremely complex

which can result in higher accounting and

tax preparation fees for S corporations

• Complex tax preparation: Tax preparations

and filing become complicated when an S

corporation has out-of-state shareholders or

conducts business in multiple states. Share-

holders who live in states other than the one

in which the corporation is located must file

tax returns in their home states, as well as fil-

ing in the state or states in which the busi-

ness is located. If an S corporation conducts

business in multiple states, each shareholder

may have to file tax returns to each of the

states in which the corporation does busi-

ness

• Minimum tax: Tax preference items report-

ed on shareholders’ personal income tax re-

turns can trigger an unexpected minimum

tax problem for some.

• Recognition: Not all states recognize the S

corporation as a legitimate business entity

• Salaries for shareholders: The IRS watches

closely the salaries of shareholder-

employees. If warranted, it may claim that

the corporation is underpaying its share-

holders to save in paying FICA taxes

Corporate Tax Credits

In most cases, tax credits for corporations are

more beneficial than deductions. The amount of tax

credits remains constant regardless of the income

level and tax bracket of a corporation. By contrast,

the amount of money a taxpayer actually saves

through deductions depends to a great extent on the

taxpayer’s income level and tax bracket. For exam-

ple, one company with the same amount or type of

deduction as another corporation may end up with

a larger or smaller deduction than the first corpora-

tion because of the relative tax brackets of the indi-

vidual businesses. Additionally, tax credits reduce a

taxpayer’s taxes more than a tax deduction of the

same amount. Thus, tax credits are almost always

more beneficial to taxpayers.

Some of the credits that may be available to cor-

porations are as follows:

• Credit for federal tax on fuels used for cer-

tain purposes: Taxpayers may claim this

credit when they have paid tax on nontax-

able forms of aviation fuel or gasoline, diesel

fuel, gasohol, gasoline, kerosene, and lique-

fied petroleum gas

• Credit for prior year minimum tax: Corpora-

tions can claim this credit to figure the mini-

mum tax credit if any for the alternative

minimum tax they incurred in previous tax

years and to figure any minimum tax credit

to carry forward

• Foreign tax credit: When a foreign country

or a U. S. possession imposes a tax upon the

income or profits of a U. S. domestic corpo-

ration, the corporation can claim a credit for

those foreign taxes it paid

• Possessions tax credit: Corporations may

take this credit when the corporation uses

the profit split method or the cost sharing

method of computing taxable income for a

particular product

• Qualified electric vehicle credit: Corpora-

tions may claim a tax credit for a qualified

electric vehicle it places in service during the

tax year. The corporation can make this

choice regardless of whether the vehicle is

used in a trade or a business

In conclusion, reporting and paying taxes on a

separate corporate tax return can be time consum-

ing. However, it is clear that there are some real ben-

efits to having a separate level of taxation. Taxpayers

should consult a tax expert for a complete explana-

tion of corporate taxation as it applies to their situa-

tions.
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Additional Resources

Abrams and Doernberg’s Federal Corporate Taxation 4th
ed., Abrams, Howard E., and Richard L Doernberg,
Foundation Press, 1998.

‘‘E-Commerce Tax News.’’ Hardesty, David E., 2001. Avail-
able at http://www.ecommercetax.com/.

Federal Corporate Taxation 4th ed., Doernberg, Richard
L., and Howard E. Abrams, Foundation Press, Inc., 1999.

Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Stockhold-
ers in a Nutshell 4th ed., Burke, Karen C., and Peter P.
Weidenbruch, West, 1996.

How to Form Your Own S Corporation and Avoid Double
Taxation Friedman, Robert, Dearborn Financial Pub-
lishing, Inc., 1999.

‘‘TaxGaga Consumer’s Site’’ TaxGaga, Inc. 2002. Available
at http://www.taxgaga.com/.

‘‘Tax Information for Corporations’’ Internal Revenue Ser-
vice, 2002. Available at http://www.irs.gov/businesses/
corporations/display/0,,i1=2&i2=14&genericId=
15020,00.ht ml.

‘‘Tax Statistics: Corporations.’’ Internal Revenue Service,
2002. Available at http://www.irs.gov/taxstats/display/
0,,i1%3D40%26genericId%3D16805,00.html. Internal
Revenue Service, 2002.

‘‘United States Tax Court’’ United States Tax Court, 2002.
Available at http://www.ustaxcourt.gov/. 

Organizations

Council on State Taxation

122 C Street, NW, Suite 330 NW

Washington, DC 20001-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 484-5222

Fax: (202) 484-5229

URL: http://www.statetax.org/index.html

Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA)

444 N. Capital St., NW, Suite 348 NW

Washington, DC 20001 USA

Phone: (202) 624-5890

URL: http://www.taxadmin.org/

National Tax Association (NTA)

725 15th St. NW #600 NW

Washington, DC 20005-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 737-3325

Fax: (202) 737-7308

E-Mail: natltax@ aol.com

URL: http://ntanet.org/

U. S. Chamber of Commerce

1615 H Street, NW

Washington, DC 20062-2000 USA

Phone: (202) 659-6000

E-Mail: custsvc@uschamber.com

URL: http://www.uschamber.com/default.htm
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TAXES

INCOME TAXES

Sections within this essay: 
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able Income
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ments and Credits

• Filing Status

• State and Local Taxes

• State Corporate Income Taxes

• Deductions

• Credits and Exemptions

• Reciprocal Personal Income Tax Agreements

• Additional Resources

Background

Income taxation has a long history in the United

States. During the Civil War, President Lincoln and

Congress created the commissioner of Internal Reve-

nue and enacted an income tax to pay war expenses

in 1862. This first income tax was repealed a decade

later. In 1894, Congress attempted to revive the in-

come tax, but the next year the Supreme Court ruled

it unconstitutional.

The Sixteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitu-

tion, ratified in 1916, authorized Congress to tax ‘‘in-

comes, from whatever source derived, without ap-
portionment among the several States, and without

regard to any census or enumeration.’’ That same

year, Congress introduced the first form 1040. It lev-

ied a 1 percent tax on net personal income above

$3,000, and it placed a 6 percent surtax on incomes

of more than $500,000. This top rate of income tax

later rose as high as 77 percent as the United States

looked for revenues to help finance the World War

I effort. World War II ushered in legislation to man-

date payroll withholding and quarterly tax payments.

After World War II, the IRS was reorganized to re-

place the patronage system with career, professional

employees. As of 2002, only the top IRS official, the

IRS commissioner, and the IRS’s chief counsel are

selected by the president and confirmed by the Sen-

ate.

The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) is contained in

Title 26 of the United States Code (26 U.S.C.). This

is the body of statutory law that governs federal in-

come taxation. Congress created the Internal Reve-

nue Service (IRS) to function as the nation’s tax col-

lection agency. It administers the IRC. The IRS is a

branch of the Department of Treasury, an executive

agency. It deals directly with more U.S. citizens than

any other public or private institution.

All residents and all citizens of the United States

are subject to the federal income tax. Most states also

tax the income of their residents, although there are

a few states that do not have an income tax. Howev-

er, not everyone is required to file a return. The gen-

eral purpose of income tax is to generate revenue for

the federal, state, and local budgets. These funds are

necessary to shape and preserve the free market

economy. Along with individuals, corporations file
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income tax returns. While they are subject to many

of the same rules as are individual taxpayers, they are

also covered by an intricate body of rules addressed

to the peculiar nature of corporations.

Personal Income Taxes

While most people automatically think of federal

income tax when the subject of personal income tax

is raised, not many people know that personal in-

come tax was first introduced by the states. The state

of Wisconsin has the dubious distinction of being the

first to introduce a form of the personal income tax

system in 1911. As of 2002, most states have some

form of personal income tax. There are two basic

methods to determine income tax, the graduated in-

come tax and the flat rate income tax. Both methods

require taxpayers to figure their taxable income.

Federal Income Taxes

The federal income tax is levied on taxable income

of U.S. citizens and residents for the taxable year. It

also applies to estates, trusts, partnerships, corpora-

tion, and other entities. The federal income tax and

all other income tax laws, provide for annual returns

of income. These are usually remitted to the appro-

priate department of revenue and cover the preced-

ing fiscal or calendar year by the taxpayer or his rep-

resentative.

There are four main steps to calculating federal in-

come tax. These are:

1. Calculating total income

2. Subtracting deductions

3. Applying the right tax rate to taxable in-

come

4. Subtracting withholding and other pay-

ments and credits

Calculating Total Income

A taxpayer’s total income can include many kinds

of income:

• alimony

• amounts received from IRAs and pension
plans

• business and partnership income

• dividends

• interest

• lottery winnings

• wages

• all other sources of income

The list also includes profit from the sale of stock or

real property, otherwise known as capital gain. There

are a few sources that are not included, such as gifts

and life insurance proceeds.

Subtracting Deductions

After they calculate their deductions and exemp-

tions, taxpayers subtract that amount from their

gross income. The sum is their taxable income. De-

ductions reduce taxable income; credits reduce tax.

There are four principal types of deductions:

• Business deductions: These are claimed as

part of a business’s income tax.

• Adjustments: These are deductions a taxpay-

er may claim even if the taxpayer does not

claim itemized deductions. Adjustments in-

clude alimony and contributions to IRAs or

Keogh plans. After subtracting these adjust-

ments from total income, taxpayers arrive at

their adjusted gross income.

• Itemized or standard deduction: Taxpayers

may claim a list of specifically itemized de-

ductions, or taxpayers may take the standard

deduction, whichever is larger. There are

quite a few things one can add to the list of

itemized deductions, including medical ex-

penses, state and local taxes, mortgage in-

terest, and investment expenses. If taxpay-

ers’ itemized deductions do not have a large

enough total, the taxpayers may claim the

standard deduction instead. The standard

deduction depends on filing status; it is ad-

justed each year for inflation.

• Exemptions: Taxpayers get a personal ex-

emption in addition to an exemption for

each person who qualifies as the taxpayer’s

dependent. Like the standard deduction, the

exemption deduction is adjusted each year

for inflation.

Individuals arrive at taxable income after they sub-

tract these four categories of deductions from their

total income.

Applying the Right Tax Rate to Taxable
Income

People need to find the tax rate appropriate for

them and apply it to their taxable income, the result
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is their tax. Perhaps the simplest way to do this is to

use the tax table supplied with their tax form.

Subtracting Withholding and Other
Payments and Credits

The result of this step is the tax owed. This is the

place where people learn the amount they owe to

the government in additional tax. When individuals

overpay their taxes they are entitled to a refund. This

is the basic system used by the federal government;

it is also the process used in the vast majority of

states. In fact, many states require a copy of taxpay-

ers’ federal income tax return when they file state

income tax returns.

Filing Status

Federal income tax is a progressive tax. This

means that the more money earned by taxpayers, the

more income taxes taxpayers pay. Taxpayers’ filing

status is crucial to figuring out their ultimate tax lia-

bility.

Filing status is tied to taxpayers’ marital status.

However, filing status can depend upon when the

taxpayer married, when the taxpayer’s spouse died,

or who else lives in the taxpayer’s home. A mistake

in determining filing status can be expensive. There

are five filing statuses:

1. Single: A taxpayer’s marital status at the

end of the year applies for the entire tax

year. If a taxpayer is unmarried on Dec. 31,

that taxpayer generally must file as a single

person for that year.

2. Married filing jointly: If a taxpayer is mar-

ried at end of the year, the taxpayer can file

a joint return with his or her spouse. The

taxpayer may also file under the status of

married filing separately. The latter status

requires preparing two 1040s (one for

each spouse). Note: the 2004 tax act ex-

tended relief for many married taxpayers.

Through 2010, the basic standard deduc-

tion for joint returns is twice the standard

deduction. In addition, the married filing

jointly 10 to15 percent rate brackets will be

twice those of single filers in respective

brackets. This partially alleviates the mar-

riage penalty but does not eliminate it. 

3. Married filing separately: Married people

are not absolutely required to file a joint

return with their spouses. Instead, they

have the option to file separate income tax

returns, with each return listing that

spouse’s share of the couple’s income and

deductions. This can be advantageous for

some couples, though most find it the

least advantageous way to file. And state

laws also affect the bottom line. For exam-

ple, in some states, a married couple’s in-

come is deemed by law to be split 50/50;

this is true regardless of who actually earns

the income. In other words, the laws of a

state may make it unattractive to file sepa-

rate federal returns.

4. Qualifying widow/widower: If taxpayers’

spouses die, they may be able to continue

to file under the status of married filing

jointly for up to two years after the

spouse’s death. The taxpayer must remain

single during those two years. Additional-

ly, the taxpayer must pay over half the cost

of maintaining a home for a dependent

child. After the initial two years, such tax-

payers may qualify to file as head of
household.

5. Head of household: Generally a taxpayer

must be single to file as a head of house-

hold (HOH). A taxpayer who qualifies for

this status is entitled to more favorable tax

brackets and a more generous standard

deduction. The Working Families Tax Re-

lief Act of 2004 modified the definition of

this status. The definition is detailed, but

in general, a taxpayer may qualify for this

filing status if the individual was unmarried

on the last day of the year; file a separate

return; furnished more than one-half the

cost of maintaining the household during

the tax year; and during the last six months

of the tax year, did not have a spouse who

was a member of the household. The only

exception to the general rule that a taxpay-

er must be single to be a HOH is the

‘‘abandoned spouse rule.’’ A taxpayer may

qualify for HOH if the individual was mar-

ried at the end of the year and lived with

the taxpayer’s child but apart from the per-

son’s spouse for at least the last half of the

year

In addition to federal income tax, most individuals

must pay state income tax, and in some cases local

income tax, depending on their place of residence.

Besides the various income taxes, employers are re-
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quired to withhold 6.2 percent of their employees’

income for Social Security and another 1.45 percent

for Medicare. Individuals with J, F, M and Q visas are

exempt from Social Security and Medicare withhold-

ings.

State and Local Taxes

In the United States, individual states have main-

tained their right to levy taxes, and the federal gov-

ernment has always recognized this right. When the

U.S. Constitution was ratified, the federal govern-

ment was also granted the power to levy taxes. The

right to impose taxes—except those taxes that are

expressly forbidden by the Constitution and their

own state constitutions—was retained by the states.

In addition to money from the federal government,

the fifty states get the money they need to provide

essential services through taxes, fees, and licenses.

Some of the most common types of taxes im-

posed by states include:

• corporate income tax

• personal income tax

• real and personal property tax

• sales tax

In the 1930s and 1940s, personal income tax and

sales tax were introduced in many states. The depres-

sion prompted the need for new ways for states to

bring in additional revenue to finance public ser-

vices.

Unlike personal income taxes, the tax on real

property has a very long history in the United States.

As early as 1646, the Massachusetts Bay Colony taxed

settlers who owned land. After independence, many

states introduced new systems of property taxes.

Eventually, local governing bodies assumed the

power to tax property. Property tax is generally paid

to a local government, a school district, a county gov-

ernment, or a water district, but not to a state or the

federal government.

State individual income taxes generally apply to all

natural persons as individuals, partners, fiduciaries

and beneficiaries. Most states use a system of gradu-

ated tax rates, but six states have a flat rate tax. They

are:

1. Colorado

2. Illinois

3. Indiana

4. Massachusetts

5. Michigan

6. Pennsylvania

Taxpayers conducting business as partnerships

are liable for income tax only in that taxpayers’ indi-

vidual capacity, but the taxpayers must report part-

nership income they received. Estates and trusts are

taxed in much the same way as individuals. Basically,

the entire income of an estate or trust must be re-

ported on a return filed for it by the fiduciary (the

personal representative of the estate or the trustee-

(s) of a trust).

There are few constitutional limits to a state’s

power to tax net income of its residents. In fact, most

states impose a variety of taxes upon their residents,

as well as those conducting business within their bor-

ders. In most states, individual residents are taxed on

their entire net incomes. There are seven states that

do not collect individual income taxes. They are:

1. Alaska

2. Florida

3. Nevada

4. South Dakota

5. Tennessee (only taxes interest and divi-

dend income)

6. Texas

7. Washington

8. Wyoming

Nonresidents are taxed on their net income

earned from property located or business carried on

in the state.

State Corporate Income Taxes

Most states impose a corporate income tax in ad-

dition to personal income tax. This makes corpora-

tions subject to income tax in the same way as indi-

viduals although rates, deductions, and other

important rules differ between individuals and cor-

porations. Some state corporate income tax systems

use a graduated method, and some states use a flat

rate method. To help attract businesses to their

states, some states purposely keep their corporate

income tax rates lower than other states. Other in-

centives can include certain tax exemptions, also de-

signed to attract new businesses to these states.
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Deductions

Individual taxpayers may claim deductions for ali-

mony, medical expenses, dividends from income

otherwise taxed, and charitable contributions or

gifts. Many states allow an optional standard deduc-

tion in lieu of other deductions, much like the feder-

al option for standard or itemized deductions. But

states seldom offer this option in lieu of business ex-

penses; this deduction is a percentage of gross or ad-

justed gross income. There is no state deduction for

personal, living, or family expenses.

Credits and Exemptions

Several state personal income tax laws allow tax-

payers to deduct certain amounts of money from

their net income according to filing status: single,

heads of families, and individuals with dependents.

And a few states permit the taxpayer to take the per-

sonal exemption in the form of a credit against the

tax.

While there are some limitations, residents of

states with income taxes are usually permitted to

take a credit for taxes paid on income paid to anoth-

er state. The tax must arise from personal services or

business carried on in the other state. In terms of in-

come earned in the state, nonresidents are often

given a credit for taxes paid to their state of resi-

dence.

Reciprocal Personal Income Tax
Agreements

Several states have adopted income tax reciproci-

ty agreements with one or more sister states—

including the District of Columbia. These agree-

ments allow income to be taxed in the state of resi-

dence even though it is earned in another state, as

long as the state where the income was earned is a

party to the reciprocity agreement. Such reciprocity

agreements are an exception to the rule stating that

the state in which income is earned has the primary

right to tax that income.

In addition to reducing administrative reporting

burdens, states with these agreements do not antici-

pate significant revenue loss because of them. Even

considering the number of nonresidents working in

a given state, its tax rate, and taxpayer income levels,

the taxable revenue shared between the states may

be about the same in both states.

Generally, reciprocal agreements only cover com-

pensation, such as wages, salaries, tips, commissions,

and bonuses a taxpayer receives for personal and

professional services. But states may specify that cer-

tain income, such as lottery winnings, is not covered

under reciprocity agreements.

Reciprocity agreements can simplify tax filing for

some taxpayers. But in general, U.S. tax laws are very

complicated. Fortunately, there are inexpensive tax

preparation programs that people can use to make

the annual tax filing chore easier. Taxpayers may also

consult experienced tax professionals or attorneys

for in-depth answers to more complex issues or for

other specific tax advice.

Additional Resources

All States Tax Guide Research Institute of America, Inc.,
1960.

‘‘IRS.com’’ http://www.irs.com/index.htm?DAID=10001.
DotCom Corporation, 2002.

Local Government Tax and Land Use Policies in the Unit-
ed States: Understanding the Links (Studies in Fiscal
Federalism and State-Local Finance) Edited by Helen
F. Ladd and Wallace E. Oates, 1998.

‘‘National Conference of State Legislatures’’ National Con-
ference of State Legislatures, 2002. Available at http://
www.ncsl.org/.

State Taxation 3rd ed., Hellerstein, Jerome R., and Walter
Hellerstein, The RIA Group, 1998.

State & Local Taxation: What Every Tax Lawyer Needs To
Know Hyans, Hollis L. and Diann L. Smith, Practicing
Law Institute, 2001.

State and Local Tax Policies Hy, Ronald John, and William
L., Jr. Waugh, 1995.

‘‘Tax Filing Status.’’Forbes. January 2006. Available at http:/
/www.forbes.com/2006/01/13/taxes-ernstandyoung-ir-
cs_sr_0117taxes2.html

Taxing Powers of State and Local Government Organiza-
tion for Economic Co-Operation and Development,
1999.

Organizations

ABA Section of Taxation

740 15th Street NW, 10th Floor

Washington, DC 20005-1009 USA

Phone: (202) 662-8670

Fax: (202) 662-8682

URL: http://www.abanet.org/tax/home.html
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Council on State Taxation (COST)

122 C Street, NW, Suite 330280

Washington, DC 20001-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 484-5222

Fax: (202) 484-5229

URL: http://www.statetax.org/index.html

Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA)

444 N. Capital St., NW, Suite 348280

Washington, DC 20001 USA

Phone: (202) 624-5890

E-Mail: webmaster@taxadmin.org

URL: http://www.taxadmin.org/

Institute for Professionals in Taxation (IPT)

One Capital City Plaza, 3350 Peachtree Road, NE,

Suite 280

Atlanta, GA 30326 USA

Phone: (404) 240-2300

Fax: (404) 240-2315

E-Mail: ipt@ipt.org

URL: http://www.ipt.org/
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TAXES

IRS AUDITS
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• Audit Findings

• Additional Resources

Background

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) audit is an

expansive subject. One needs to know a few of the

basics of the U. S. history of the income tax to gain

perspective on IRS audits. The history of income tax-
ation in the United States is nearly as old as the Unit-

ed States itself. George Washington’s administration

levied the first taxes based on income. But there

were three later major developments in the income

tax law in the United States that made it a permanent

fixture in U. S. political, economic, and legal culture.

The first major development occurred when Con-

gress created the Office of the Commissioner of Rev-

enue in 1862. The second major development came

after the Civil War and various financial and econom-

ic crises of the late nineteenth century with the Six-

teenth Amendment of the U. S. Constitution, ratified

in 1913. This amendment states that ‘‘The Congress

shall have the power to lay and collect taxes on in-

comes, from whatever source derived, without ap-
portionment among the several states, and without

regard to any census or enumeration.’’ The income

tax was permanently established shortly thereafter.

The third major development came in the middle of

World War II. In 1942, Congress enacted a law that

required employees to withhold taxes owed by their

employees from the employees’ wages and salaries.

Besides mandated withholding, Congress provid-

ed the IRS with an extensive array of powers to per-

suade the American people to meet their tax obliga-

tions. Tax returns must be:

• Accurate

• Filed

• Paid on time

The IRS has a variety of ways to choose which returns

to audit, but only a relatively small number of individ-

ual taxpayers are actually selected for audits.

The prospect of an Internal Revenue Service (IRS)

audit can create a good deal of anxiety in any taxpay-

er. An audit is a type of investigation used to deter-

mine whether the information provided to the gov-

ernment on the information/tax return is accurate.

The audit is used in turn to determine whether the

taxpayer paid the proper amount of tax. Audits are

also used to uncover fraud. The taxpayer bears the

burden of proof during an audit. That is, the taxpayer

must prove to the IRS that the information the tax-

payer reported on the income tax return is true and

correct.
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Whether taxpayers need outside assistance such

as an accountants or an attorneys when they are

faced with an audit depends on their particular cir-

cumstances. If their tax matters are fairly simple, they

may be able to handle the audit entirely on their

own. But if the tax issues are complex or if they do

not fully understand taxes, it is a good idea for them

to hire a professional to assist them.

Types of Audits

Some audits are fairly routine, and some result in

only minor changes for the taxpayer. Some audits do

result in additional taxes, penalties, or interest that

the taxpayers must pay, but some audits do result in

refunds. These results come from any of three basic

types of audits:.

• The mail audit: In these cases, the IRS will

send a letter requesting an explanation or

additional information. Note that an ‘‘Auto-

matic Adjustment Notice,’’ simply states that

a taxpayer owes a certain amount of addi-

tional tax. These are usually the result of a

calculating error.

• The interview audit: Here, a taxpayer ap-

pears at an IRS office with all receipts and

crucial documents ready for the audit.

• The field audit: The IRS schedules field au-

dits at the taxpayer’s home or business. This

is the usual form of audit for small business-

es and for businesses operated from the

home.

In some audit situations, a taxpayer may not need

to actually meet in person with an IRS agent. These

kinds of audits are conducted entirely by mail (some-

times known as ‘‘correspondence audits’’). In an

audit by mail, a taxpayer is commonly requested to

justify or explain some part of a tax return by provid-

ing additional information through the mail.

If taxpayers are asked to provide documents to

the IRS through the mail, they must send copies, as

the IRS may misplace the originals. It is also a good

idea to use certified mail, return receipt requested,

to mail documents to the IRS. This method will pro-

vide proof that the response was mailed by the dead-

line the IRS gave the taxpayer. While phone calls can

be more expeditious in some cases, that is not usual-

ly the case with the IRS. However, if taxpayers find

it necessary to call the IRS about their audit, they

should be sure to keep a detailed log of the call. They

should record the date and time of the call, the name

and title of any IRS employee with whom they speak,

the general content of their discussion, and any ad-

vice or directions that they receive.

When taxpayers first hear from the IRS about an

audit, they will receive a copy of the IRS publication,

‘‘Your Rights as a Taxpayer.’’ This pamphlet contains

an explanation of the Taxpayers’ Bill of Rights,

which has been enacted by Congress. It will also de-

scribes how the IRS conducts audits and collects un-

paid taxes.

It is a very bad idea to ignore correspondence

from the IRS about taxes. Doing so may expose tax-

payers to negligence penalties; it may also lead to

a full-blown audit that might otherwise have been

unnecessary.

If the IRS determines that an audit should be con-

ducted in person, it will either take place in an IRS

office or in the taxpayer’s home or business. The IRS

conducts most field audits in offices, which are pref-

erable often preferable to taxpayers. Even if the IRS

asks to conduct the audit in the taxpayer’s home or

business, the taxpayer can keep the auditor away by

providing all of the financial records to the tax advis-

er and asking that the audit be conducted at the tax

advisor’s place of business. If the IRS seems insistent

that the audit takes place at the taxpayer’s home or

office, individuals need to keep in mind that they

cannot be compelled to admit them to their home

or place of business. In cases where this is an issue,

taxpayers may need to show that an audit would be

disruptive to their home or business to keep the au-

ditor away from these places.

The IRS will allow taxpayers several weeks to pre-

pare for an audit. Individuals need to use this time

to gather the documents they will need to support

the entries on their return. If taxpayers need extra

time to prepare or to retrieve documents, they may

request a change from the original appointment time

set by the IRS. If their request is reasonable, the IRS

is likely to grant it.

How the IRS Selects Taxpayers to Audit

The IRS conducts audits on approximately 2% to

3% of individual tax returns submitted every year. Be-

cause there are about 130 million tax returns individ-

ual tax returns filed annually, about 4 million of them

will be audited.
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There are several methods the IRS uses to deter-

mine if which tax returns to audit. Three of the most

common are:

1. The Differential Income Factor (DIF)

Method. Each tax return filed with the IRS

is assigned a score based on the amount

of income reported and the kind and

amount of deductions claimed. The IRS

will include tax returns in the pool of re-

turns for auditing if the DIF score a tax re-

turn receives exceeds a particular thresh-

old for income reported on the return.

The higher the expenses relative to the in-

come, the higher the DIF score.

2. The Information Returns Factor Method.

The IRS receives copies of all W-2s and

1099s every year. The IRS also records the

social security numbers from these docu-

ments and matches them to the social se-

curity numbers on the tax returns that are

filed. If a taxpayer fails to report all of the

income from their forms W-2 or 1099 on

their tax return, the IRS will catch this dis-

crepancy. This discrepancy will help to se-

lect that taxpayer’s tax return for audit.

3. The Random Selection Method. All tax re-

turns receive a random, computer-

generated number. Tax returns with high

DIF scores and non-matched information

are taken out. A certain number of these

tax returns are picked at random to audit.

Once the IRS has selected a pool of tax returns for

auditing, they are assigned to Internal Revenue

agents and revenue officers. When a tax return is

chosen for audit, it is assigned a certain transaction

code (TC). The TC identifies it as being selected for

audit.

Every taxpayer who submits tax returns to the IRS

has a record that is maintained by the IRS. These re-

cords are known as Individual Master Files (IMF).

Since 1974 the Freedom of Information Act has

allowed taxpayers to access their IMFs. The IMF pro-

vides data on a computer-generated report concern-

ing each taxpayer the IRS has on record. The IMF can

reveal whether a taxpayer’s return

• has been received by the IRS

• has been selected for audit

• has been assessed additional taxes

• what the final collection date is for the tax re-

turn

Agents are assigned individual audits up to six

months before the taxpayer is even notified of an

audit. Therefore, a copy of the taxpayer’s IMF can tell

him or her whether the taxpayer’s tax return has

been selected for audit.

The most likely groups to be audited are taxpayers

who own sole proprietorships. These taxpayers file

a Schedule C that is attached to their Form 1040. Tax-

payers with high incomes are also frequently target-

ed for audits. Others likely to be targets of auditors

are taxpayers who work in businesses that conduct

a lot of businesses in cash, for example, owners of

bars, restaurants, vending machine services, or laun-

dromats. This is true whether or not the taxpayer

files Form 8300 (Report of Cash Payments Over

$10,000 Received in a Trade or Business). On the av-

erage, cash businesses are subject to auditing much

more than other types.

Time Limits for the IRS

IRS auditors must complete audits within 28

months of the date the audited taxpayer filed the tax

return, or by the date it was due, April 15, whichever

is later. Actually, the law gives the IRS eight addition-

al months after that (for a total of 36 months, or

three years), but auditors need to leave at least eight

months in which the IRS can process appeals. This

means that taxpayers need to keep their tax records

and supporting documents for at least that long. This

three-year limit does not apply, however, if they un-

derreported their income by more than 25 percent.

In those cases, the IRS has six years in which to con-

duct an audit and assess additional taxes if they are

warranted. There is no time limit at all for audits in

cases where taxpayers file fraudulent returns. Given

these factors, the common wisdom says that taxpay-

ers should retain tax records for at least six years.

Sometimes the IRS is not able to complete an

audit within its three-year time limit. In such cases,

the IRS may extend this time limit. Taxpayers do not

have to agree to an extension, but the IRS can make

the audit very unpleasant if they do not get an exten-

sion. The IRS will typically respond to a refusal by dis-

allowing every questionable item on the return being

audited. It may be a better strategy to negotiate an

extension with a definite expiration date and to re-

strict the extension to only those items in question

when the extension is granted. This keeps the IRS

from expanding its audit to other areas of the return

during the extension period.
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Occasionally a taxpayer will be notified by the IRS

about an impending audit, but then the taxpayer will

not hear from the auditor for a long time. This can

mean several things. For example, the auditor may

no longer work for the IRS or may have changed jobs

within the IRS. It is possible that the taxpayer’s file

is being processed somewhere else within the IRS.

If and when the file again comes to the IRS’s atten-

tion, it may be assigned to a new auditor who is

working under a shortened deadline to close the

audit. This can work in the taxpayer’s favor. So, al-

though the taxpayer may be tempted to inquire

about the status of the audit, it may be best to remain

silent.

It may be a good idea for the taxpayer to have the

person who prepared the taxes (if the taxpayer had

a paid tax preparer) appear at the audit with him to

explain how the taxes were figured. If an attorney,

CPA, or an ‘‘enrolled agent’’ prepared the tax return,

that person can even appear in the taxpayer’s place.

Other kinds of tax preparers may accompany their

clients to an audit, but they cannot represent clients

at the audit. In some cases where permissible, it may

be better for the taxpayer not to attend the audit,

since the professional representing the taxpayer has

no emotional involvement in the outcome of the

audit. These people may be less likely to irritate or

raise the suspicions of the auditor.

Perhaps the best advice about audits is never to

provide more information than the IRS requests.

Most audits are limited to specific areas of a return,

which the taxpayer knows in advance. At the audit,

the taxpayer should limit his response only to inqui-

ries the auditor makes about these specified areas.

If the auditor attempts to examine other areas of the

return, the taxpayer should refuse to discuss them

until he has received a formal request to audit that

portion of the return. Although most audits are limit-

ed in scope, there are a small number of taxpayers

(about 50,000) that are subjected to a Tax Compli-

ance Measurement Audit. This kind of audit exam-

ines every item on the tax return. Naturally, these tax-

payers must respond to all of the auditor’s inquiries.

What Happens at an Audit

For any audit, IRS agents must review the follow-

ing four issues:

• Income: The IRS will want to see bank state-

ments, records from the sale of assets, docu-

ments relating to prizes, alimony, pensions,

and state and federal tax refunds.

• Previous audits: If the taxpayer previously

had an audit, the agents will review informa-

tion about when the previous audit took

place, the results, and any recent correspon-

dence the taxpayer has had with the IRS.

• Other returns: Agents will examine whether

the taxpayer filed subsequent and prior

years’ returns on time and whether adjust-

ments were necessary.

• Penalties: IRS agents must inquire whether

the taxpayer has previously been assessed

tax penalties. Of course, they will determine

whether penalties should be assessed as a

result of the current audit.

All audits begin with the taxpayer receiving a no-

tice in the mail from the IRS. People should not panic

if they do receive correspondence from the IRS in

the mail. In fact, what they receive may not even be

an audit notice at all, but an ‘‘automated adjustment

notice,’’ (also called a CP2000) informing them about

additional taxes they owe. Automated adjustment

notices reveal errors taxpayers made in computing

income or taxes. The IRS sends automated adjust-

ment notices to certain taxpayers because they failed

to report some income to the IRS which was report-

ed to it on a 1099 form, such as dividends or interest.

Even though a taxpayer receives an automated ad-

justment notice does not mean that the taxpayer

must pay the amount assessed without question. In

fact, the IRS itself makes miscalculations of taxes or

enters income data about incorrectly. Federal law

gives taxpayers the right to appeal an automated ad-

justment notice in writing within 60 days of receipt

of the notice.

If people receive a notice from the IRS that they

will be audited, they should first contact the revenue

agent assigned to their case to schedule a mutually

convenient time to meet. The taxpayer bears the bur-

den of proof, which means the taxpayer must prove

that the tax return in question, as well as the taxpay-

er’s records are accurate and complete. The taxpayer

will be assessed additional taxes if the taxpayer can-

not prove the questionable aspects of the reported

income and/or deductions. This possibility makes it

important to maintain organized and accessible fi-

nancial records.

Audited taxpayers should expect the IRS to ask

some or all of the following questions or look into

the following issues:
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• Did the taxpayer report all of his or her busi-

ness sales and receipts?

• Did the taxpayer write off any personal living

expenses as business expenses?

• Does the taxpayer’s lifestyle seem to exceed

the amount of reported self-employment in-

come?

• Did the taxpayer write off automobile ex-

penses for travel that was not business-

related?

• Did the taxpayer claim large business enter-

tainment expenses?

• Are the taxpayer’s workers classified as inde-

pendent contractors when they are really

employees?

• Does the taxpayer make payroll tax deposits

in a timely manner?

• Did the taxpayer report all cash transactions

— especially large cash transactions?

When the IRS revenue agent completes the audit,

the taxpayer will get a report describing the agent’s

recommendation and a statement of the amount of

money the taxpayer owes. The agent will probably

ask the taxpayer to sign a waiver of the appeal rights

at that time. When the agent asks the taxpayer to sign

the waiver the taxpayer has three options:

1. Go ahead and pay the additional tax; if the

taxpayer disputes the additional amount,

the taxpayer can file for a refund.

2. The taxpayer requests an appeal with the

IRS appellate division. The taxpayer does

not pay the tax bill and interest on the tax

bill continues to accumulate during the ap-

peal process. Even so, this is a small item

compared to the tax savings that result

from most appeals.

3. The taxpayer signs the waiver and pays the

tax.

Occasionally the IRS will conclude that a taxpayer

knowingly violated the tax laws. In these cases the

IRS can recommend to the U. S. Department of Jus-

tice that the taxpayer be charged with a crime. Some

of these taxpayers are prosecuted for specific tax vio-

lations, including knowingly failing to file a return or

knowingly filing a fraudulent return. Recently, the

IRS criminal referrals have been increasingly based

on statutes relating to money laundering, drugs,

and other currency violations.

It is important to remain as objective as possible

during an audit. The audit is, after all, strictly about

numbers. However, taxpayers need not be subject to

an auditor who is rude or unpleasant. In such cases,

taxpayers are legally entitled to request the assign-

ment of a different auditor. 

Contesting the Audit

At the audit, the taxpayer will need to substanti-
ate the information on the return. This means that

the taxpayer will need plenty of documentary evi-
dence. The taxpayer will need cancelled checks, re-

ceipts, bank statements, and all other documented

financial records related to the tax return. Of course,

the taxpayer can also testify in person about infor-

mation on the return. While some of the proof may

not be sufficient for the actual audit, it may be ac-

cepted on appeal or even before the tax court,

though the audit appeal may be the easiest, quickest,

and least expensive route to at least partial success.

There are three principal reasons for appealing an

audit:

1. The appeals process is relatively simple

and costs the taxpayer nothing (unless the

individual hires a tax attorney or accoun-

tant, which are not required).

2. In most cases, appeals result in some tax,

penalty, or interest savings, although ap-

peals rarely result in a total victory for the

taxpayer.

3. An appeal can delay for months a tax bill

based on the audit; this can buy individu-

als time to raise the money they may owe

under the audit.

The IRS agent’s financial conclusions are not abso-

lutely binding. Taxpayers can appeal by sending a

protest letter to the IRS within 30 days of receiving

the audit report. In fact, taxpayers may question the

auditor’s report at a number of levels:

• before an appeals’ officer

• before the agent’s manager

• before the U. S. Tax Court

If a taxpayer requests an appeal, the taxpayer will be

granted a meeting with an Appeals Officer. This per-

son will not be part of the IRS division that per-

formed the taxpayer’s audit. There are important

time limitations related to each of these levels of ap-
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peal. Taxpayers need to make sure they know what

they are and that they stay within them so that their

rights to appeal an audit are not lost through such

a technicality.

Although it is very unusual, the appeals officer

may raise issues the auditor may have missed. So, if

a taxpayer is concerned that a particular item will be

discovered and the taxpayer will owe even more in

taxes, it may be advisable for the taxpayer to go di-

rectly to Tax Court where new issues cannot be

raised. Before the taxpayer bypasses an appeal, how-

ever, it is wise for the taxpayer to consult a tax or

legal professional.

If the appeal does not result in a change in the

audit report, an aggrieved taxpayer can file a petition

in tax court. For audit bills less than $50,000, this is

a fairly inexpensive and simple process. If the audit

bill is more than $50,000, taxpayers are well advised

to seek the services of a tax attorney. It is generally

a good idea to contest an audit report. Appeals and

litigation in tax court result in a lower tax bill for

about half the people who challenge their audit re-

port.

In some cases, a particularly aggrieved taxpayer

may consider taking his appeal to the U. S. Supreme

Court. However, it is unlikely that the Supreme

Court will hear the case unless the tax issue is one

that will have a far-reaching effect.

The Small Case Division of the Federal
Tax Court

The federal Tax Court has a special ‘‘small case’’

division. This division has jurisdiction over cases in

which the IRS claims that amount of taxes and penal-

ties for a taxpayer in any one tax year is $50,000 or

less. Cases that qualify for adjudication in the small

case division are known as ‘‘small cases’’ and receive

an ‘‘S’’ designation.

Most people who file a small case in Tax Court end

up getting their taxes reduced by some amount. And

some taxpayers never even make it to court. In al-

most every case, before the trial date, the IRS will ask

the taxpayer to meet with its lawyer to try to reach

a settlement. It is quite possible that the taxpayer

may be able to settle for an amount that is less than

the additional tax originally imposed by the auditor.

This is because Appeals Division officers weigh the

cost of litigation and the risk that the IRS might lose

a court appeal against the chances of success. Statis-

tics have shown that most cases (9 out of 10, in fact)

heard by the Appeals Division are settled.

If a taxpayer does not settle with the IRS or other-

wise proceeds to court, that taxpayer will discover

that the small case division of the tax court operates

much like a small claims court. One simply tells the

judge his or her story and shows whatever evidence
he or she may have. Laypersons need not know legal

procedures or technical legal jargon. Conversely, the

IRS will send a lawyer to advocate for its side. A typi-

cal case lasts just an hour or two. Of course, the tax-

payer can always hire someone to represent him. A

lawyer, especially one with training and experience

in tax law, can represent the taxpayer; so can an en-

rolled agent or CPA who has been admitted to prac-

tice before the Tax Court.

The odds are that about half of all taxpayers will

be audited at least once, and the odds increase with

the amount of income the taxpayer reports. In the

end, the best way to avoid an IRS audit is to minimize

the possibility that the income tax return raises ques-

tions when the taxpayer files it with the IRS. To do

this, the taxpayer should be sure to file all the re-

quired forms and answer all the questions asked on

the return, even if they seem unrelated to the taxpay-

er’s situation. Finally, the taxpayer should check the

accuracy of W-2 and 1099 forms and report all the in-

come on these forms to the IRS.

Audit Findings

In 2005, the IRS released preliminary results from

a major research project that assessed U.S. citizens’

(including business entities) compliance with tax

laws. The findings revealed that the vast majority of

Americans paid taxes in a timely and accurate man-

ner. However, there still remained a substantial tax

gap, which is the difference between what taxpayers

should pay and what was actually paid on a timely

basis. According to the report, this gap exceeds $300

billion per year. IRS enforcement activities, along

with late payments, recoup approximately $55 billion

per year.

Other significant findings: 

• Underreporting of income constituted the

largest component of the tax gap, and ac-

counted for approximately 80 percent of

total noncompliance. Non-filing and under-

payment of taxes each contributed about ten

percent to the total tax gap.
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• Individual income tax is the single largest

source of the annual tax gap. More than 80

percent of underreporting of income comes

from understated income, not overstated

deductions. Most understated income

comes from business activities and not

wages or investment income.

• Compliance rates are highes where there is

third-party reporting or withholding. Prelim-

inary findings estimate less than 1.5 percent

of wages and salaries are misreported.

Additional Resources

Disagreeing with the IRS. Edited by Crouch, Holmes F. and
Irma J. Crouch, eds. Allyear Tax Guides, 1998.

http://www.irs.gov/ ‘‘The IRS’’ Department of the Treasury,
2002.

http://www.taxfables.com/Columns/List_Audits.html ‘‘A.
J.’s Tax Fables: A Syndicated Newspaper Column,’’ A. J.
Cook, 2002.

‘‘New IRS Study Provides Preliminary Tax Gap Estimate.’’
IR-2005-38, issued 29 March 2005. Available at http://
www.irs.gov/newsroom.

http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/pub/irs-utl/tbor2.pdf ‘‘Taxpay-
er’s Bill of Rights.’’ Internal Revenue Service, 2002.

Stand Up to the IRS, 6th Edition. 6th ed., Frederick W.
Daily, Frederick W., and Robin Leonard, Nolo Press,
2001.

Surviving an IRS Tax Audit. Frederick W. Daily, Frederick
W., Nolo Press, 1999.

What the IRS Doesn’t Want You to Know: A CPA Reveals
the Tricks of the Trade. Martin A. Kaplan, Marin A.,
Marty Kaplan, and Naomi Weiss, Random House, 2001.

Organizations

Council On State Taxation

122 C Street, NW, Suite 330

Washington, DC 20001-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 484-5222

Fax: (202) 484-5229

URL: http://www.statetax.org/index.html

Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA)

444 N. Capital St., NW, Suite 348
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Background

Some taxes are based on a proportion of the value

of the property being taxes. These are known as ‘‘ad

valorem’’ taxes. To arrive at an accurate amount of

tax, an appraisal of the taxable subject matter’s

value needs to be done periodically. When the prop-

erty owner’s property value changes, so does their

assessed or appraised value. Most property taxes are

this ad valorem variety. Ad valorem property taxes

are based on ownership of the property. Property

owners must pay these taxes whether they actually

use the property or not or whether it generates in-

come for them or not.

There are many types of property subject to prop-

erty tax although the tax is most commonly based on

the value of real property (land). Municipal govern-

ments use property taxes to collect revenue probably

more than any other taxing authority. Municipalities

gain their authority to levy property taxes from state

law. Property taxes are used to help finance local gov-

ernment services. These include public schools, fire

and police protection, roads, parks, streets, sewer

and/or water treatment systems, garbage removal,

public libraries, and many other local services.

Taxing land and buildings is one of the oldest

forms of taxation in the United States. Before in-

come and sales taxes, local governments used prop-

erty-based taxes to finance most of their activities.

Property taxes remain a major source of revenue for

local governments. Most local governments collect

taxes on both real and personal property, but they

have been moving away from taxing intangible prop-

erty such as bank accounts and corporate stocks

and bonds.

Both state and local government agencies are au-

thorized to levy taxes, but the way they conduct as-

sessments, collection, and compliance can differ

widely. In some states, a single state agency has pri-

mary responsibility for obtaining all appraisals, mak-

ing assessments, and collecting taxes. In most states,

certain agencies assess some or all railroads and utili-

ties properties.

Generally, responsibility for the three phases of

property tax—levy, appraisal, and collection—rests

almost exclusively on the taxing authorities within

local governments. A taxing authority like a county,

city, town, hospital, refuse collection, school, or

other special district, is a legal entity of the govern-

ment with elected or appointed officers who serve

a distinct geographic area.
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Types of Property

There are two basic categories of property: real

and personal. The assessment procedures and the

tax rate will vary between these two categories. Real

property, in general, is land and anything perma-

nently affixed to land (e.g. wells or buildings). Struc-

tures such as homes, apartments, offices, and com-

mercial buildings (and the land to which they are

attached) are typical examples of real property.

Basically, personal property is any property that is

not real property. Personal property is not perma-

nently attached to land. In most cases, it is moveable

and does not last as long as real property. It com-

prises nearly everything that is perceptible to the

senses. Personal property includes vehicles, farm

equipment, jewelry, household goods, stocks, and

bonds.

Personal property is divided into ‘‘tangible’’ and

‘‘intangible’’ forms. Tangible personal property is

just that: it has a physical form. It can be seen,

touched, and moved. Examples of tangible personal

property include clothing, books, and computers.

On the other hand, the notion of intangible personal

property is an abstraction. They do not have physical

forms. These include assets such as patents, trade-
marks, stocks, and bonds.

In addition to the basic types of property, proper-

ty is grouped into various classes and subclasses for

purposes of tax assessment. These classes are based

on the use of the property. These schedules of class-

es vary considerably from state to state. For example,

a state may have the following classes of property:

• Class 1. Agriculture, grazing, livestock,

notes, bonds, stocks, accounts receivable

• Class 2: Commercial properties

• Class 3: Motor vehicles

• Class 4: Personal property, except motor ve-

hicles

• Class 5: Residential, farm homes

• Class 6: Swamp and waste

Property classification according to various uses or

types serves as a basis for adjusting the rate of tax.

Determining Tax Rates

Tax dollars help support the functions and ser-

vices of specific local organizations. The local taxing

authority (e.g. the county or municipal government)

uses one of two methods to calculate the tax rate:

1. In the first method, the taxing authority es-

timates its total expenditures over a given

time period. Then, it divides that figure by

the taxable or assessed value of all proper-

ty within its jurisdiction. The result is the

tax rate. This rate is sometimes expressed

using mills or percentages; sometimes it is

expressed as a dollar amount ($1 per

$100).

2. In the second method, the taxing authori-

ty estimates the amount of taxes available

from property tax levied at a specific rate.

The taxing authority will either increase or

decrease its budget based on increases or

decreases in the total value of the proper-

ty’s taxable or assessed value.

State constitutions or statutes commonly impose

rate limitations. Many states set a maximum rate for

each class of government (e.g., school, city, or coun-

ty). Because real property can be located in overlap-

ping tax districts (e.g. schools and towns), the total

tax rates will vary from one neighborhood to anoth-

er. This results in more than one local taxing authori-

ty calculating tax rates for the property. Many juris-

dictions aggregate these rates, resulting in a single

tax levy called a consolidated, overall, or composite

levy.

Exemptions

Basically, all real and personal property is subject

to tax unless specifically exempted. Exemptions

come in many forms. These exemptions include its

use, such as for religious or charitable purposes, and

the form of its ownership, such as household goods.

Exemptions are used by state and local governments

to help attract new businesses or to encourage cer-

tain types of development, such as low-income hous-

ing or reclamation of historic sites.

Exemptions range from full to partial tax relief.

One town may provide a full exemption for personal

or business property, whereas another town may

provide only a partial exemption for these types of

property. The limitations can be expressed in terms

of dollar amounts or by a percentage of value. Home-

owners’ exemptions are an example of this kind of

partial exemption. Other forms of exemptions exist

for the following:

• Certain municipal levies

• County city, town and school purposes
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• Government property (these are required

by state law)

• Persons over age 65

• Veterans.

An important issue in property tax law deals with

the location of property or its ‘‘situs’’ for tax pur-

poses. If a taxpayer owns property in more than one

area, or if the taxpayer owns property that is move-

able, like a car or a trailer, it can be difficult to deter-

mine the most appropriate location from which to

determine the property tax on those items. Because

the law can be so variable from one place to the next,

this issue is often in dispute.

The general rule states that land will be taxed ac-

cording to the laws of the county where the land is

located, regardless of where the owner resides. On

the other hand, moveable property is generally tax-

able according to the laws of the county where the

taxpayer resides. These are general rules. For infor-

mation specific to a person’s own situation, the per-

son should check with an accountant, tax advisor, or

lawyer.

Tax Assessments

An assessment is basically an estimate of what a

piece of property is worth. This valuation of the

property helps decide what part of the local property

tax levy will be billed to the property. Once this has

been determined, the value is multiplied by the tax

rates, sometimes known as the ‘‘mill rate,’’ to deter-

mine how much tax the owner must pay on that

piece of property. Many states use full market value
(or a fraction of it) as a basis for their assessments.

Assessors ‘‘value’’ property for tax appraisal pur-

poses. ‘‘Value’’ is also known as the following:

• Actual value

• Appraisal value

• Fair and reasonable market value

• Fair cash value

• Full and fair value

• Full value

• Just value

• Market value

• True value

Despite these similar terms, most states focus on

‘‘market value.’’ Market value is the amount of

money a typical, knowledgeable, buyer (unrelated to

the seller) would pay for a given parcel of property.

To calculate the market value of a piece of property,

an assessor will determine if there have been

changes in the real estate market where the property

is situated. The assessor will examine what different

types of property are selling for, local construction

costs, normal operating expenses like utilities, near-

by rental rates, and inflation. Changes in these fac-

tors may change the assessed value of the property.

Assessing Personal Property

To make assessments of most personal property,

appraisers use information contained on personal

property statements filed by the property owner. If

the property owner does not provide information

about the value of his or her personal property, the

assessor estimates the property’s value using accept-

able appraisal data and techniques, taking into con-

sideration factors such as the age, cost, and type of

property. Depending on the state or locality, tax

rates for personal property may be the same as that

for real property or may differ.

Assessing Real Property

There are three principal methods for assessing

the value of real property. These differ based on the

kind of property being assessed.

1. The cost (or replacement) method. This

method is used for assessing buildings or

other structures. Assessors estimate how

much it would cost, using current rates for

material and labor, to replace a given struc-

ture. An assessor will deduct the reason-

able depreciation of the property but

add the value of the land. This approach

is most appropriate when the assessment

is of a new and unique or specialized prop-

erty. It is also useful when there are no

meaningful sales of comparable proper-

ties.

2. The income method. Under this method,

assessors estimate the amount of income

from a piece of property if the property is

used to produce an income. This method

is used for apartments, stores, ware-

houses, shopping centers, and office

buildings. To arrive at an assessment, the

assessor considers the business taxes, the
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amount of income the property may gen-

erate, insurance costs, rates of vacancy, op-

erating expenses, maintenance costs, and

the current interest rate charged for bor-

rowing money for making improvements

or repairs on such a property.

3. The market or sales comparison method.

Here, sales of similar properties are com-

pared to each other and adjusted for dif-

ferences. Most residential real estate is ap-

praised by using the market or sales

comparison method. This approach is sim-

ilar to the method banks employ to value

property when they consider issuing a

mortgage.

Most states appraise various classes or types of

real estate using other approaches to value. For ex-

ample, farmland or timberland may be appraised on

its use or level of productivity. Business inventories

may be assessed on the basis of the business’s re-

cords, as well as the state of its machinery and equip-

ment. And assessors may even combine approaches

to arrive at a fair appraisal of a piece of property.

Taxpayers have a right to fair appraisals. Further-

more, no class of property should be over–or under–

valued in relation to similar properties within a given

area. Even so, it is up to individual property owners

to monitor their assessments. To find out which ap-

praisal method was used in a situation owners

should contact their local assessor’s office.

Changing Property Values

Individuals may pay more in property tax if the tax

rate increases, or if the value of their property in-

creases. Their property tax rate can increase because

their taxing district needs to raise revenue in order

to provide services. The tax rate may also rise as a re-

sult of voter-approved bonds and override levies. If

their district’s budget increases while the assessed

value of all property remains the same, in most cases

the tax rate will rise and they will pay higher taxes.

Even if the tax rate remains the same, individuals’

taxes may rise if their property value increases. Some

other factors that will adjust the value upward in-

clude the following:

• Adding a new bathroom

• Adding a fireplace

• Adding a terrace

• Adding an extra room

• Expanding or adding a garage

• Finishing the basement

Besides reflecting added features to the home, the

property’s value is a part of the economy of the area.

Thus, a development of upscale homes nearby can

make their property more valuable. If individuals live

in a community with rapid growth, and the demand

for housing increases, their property’s value will

most likely go up.

The opposite is true as well. If the owner’s proper-

ty is in poor repair or becomes damaged by a fire,

earthquake, or flood, or if a major structural problem

develops or their neighborhood deteriorates, the as-

sessed value of their home would probably decrease

as well. A poor local economy, slow growth, and low

demand for homes in their area will probably de-

press their property’s value.

Payment

The due date for property tax is due depends on

location. The deadlines vary considerably. Some

property taxes are paid annually, and some are paid

in two, three, or four installments. Some jurisdictions

allow for monthly tax payments. The collection office

nearest the property owner will have more informa-

tion on payment options. A few of these are:

• Credit card payments

• Discounts for early payment

• Escrow agreements

• Extensions

• Partial payments

• Split payments

In some areas, homeowners pay their property tax

through escrow accounts. The tax bill is incorporat-

ed with the mortgage payment. Thus, the mortgage-

holder pays the tax bill out of these combined funds.

Challenging the Valuation of One’s
Property

Because the effects of an assessment can be quite

expensive to property owners, challenges to the val-

uations of properties are quite common. In most

cases, owners are free to meet with the assessor to

present their cases. Owners need to keep in mind

that any changes must be based on evidence. Mere

complaints that the owners think their taxes are too

high will not lead to a reduction.
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Property owners will need all the records perti-

nent to the valuation of their property in order to

make a successful argument for changing the valua-

tion. Make sure they scrutinize the accuracy of the

assessor’s information for obvious errors. If the as-

sessor accidentally added an extra bedroom or bath

in his assessment of the property, or figured the tax

using the wrong taxing authority are mistakes that

can make an enormous difference in the owner’s

property tax. Owners should also request copies of

the comparable sales information the assessor used

to value their property. Examine these documents

and closely compare their property’s assessed value

and those of nearby properties.

An appeal may be successful if the appraisal over-

looked hidden conditions such as a pest infestation,

a cracked foundation, or other undesirable environ-

mental conditions. These factorss could adversely

lower the property’s value, and hence adjust the

owner’s appraisal downward. Additionally, certain

exemptions in the property may negatively impact its

value. These include veterans’, POW, and homeown-

er exemptions.

In most cases, the best evidence of property value

are comparisons of recent property sales within the

same neighborhood. Because this is public informa-

tion, it is not difficult to obtain; however, analyzing

it and applying it to the owner’s particular situation

can be difficult. For example, the motivations of buy-

ers and sellers can influence sales prices, but this in-

formation is very difficult to obtain. If there are no

recent property sales within the property owner’s

neighborhood from which the owner can make com-

parisons, the next best alternative is to check for

areas of comparison between the owner’s property

and property that is reasonably similar to sit. Consid-

er factors like location, style, age, and physical factors

like square footage, lot size, number of rooms, and

so forth.

Every state provides formal and informal methods

to challenge tax bills. In both, adherence to proce-

dure and time limitations are critical. Note that in

most jurisdictions, they must pay the assessed taxes

even while their appeal is pending. If they do not, the

taxing authority (municipal or county government,

in most cases) may charge the owner interest and

penalties on the unpaid balance.

The laws and procedures for disputing a tax bill

vary considerably from state to state, although there

are some common mechanisms for appeals. For ex-

ample, most states have between two and four steps

for appeals. The level of appeal after a complaint to

the local assessor usually occurs at an administrative

agency (e.g., county review board, county commis-

sioner). Here, property owners may present evi-

dence that supports their contrary opinion of an as-

sessment or of a tax bill. Should they not convince

the authorities at that level, there are usually addi-

tional procedures at a higher state level, or even re-

course to courts. If litigation is the owner’s next

step, it is wise to hire an attorney whose specialty is

representing property owners in these types of dis-

putes.

If property owners feel that they cannot afford the

taxes assessed on their property, they have little re-

course. Personal hardships, such as living on a fixed

income or inability to pay are not considered in the

assessment of taxes. The property’s worth is the only

criterion for assessing taxes on that property. Proper-

ty taxes are not based on earnings, the original price

of a piece of property (except in California), dispos-

able income, or one’s ability to pay. If property own-

ers receive a large tax bill that strains their ability to

pay the tax, about the only recourse they have is to

apply for a hardship exemption or a tax deferral. Not

all states have these procedures. If they cannot pay

their taxes, they may check with their local collection

office for the options that are available to them.

Additional Resources

‘‘2001 State Tax Forms’’ Federation of Tax Administrators,
2002. Available at ttp://www.taxadmin.org/fta/link/
link.html.

‘‘The IRS’’ Department of the Treasury, 2002. Available at
http://www.irs.gov/.

State and Local Taxation and Finance in a Nutshell, 2nd
Edition. 2nd, M. David Gelfand, M. David, and Peter W
Salsich, Jr., West Publishing, 2000.

http://www.taxsites.com/state.html ‘‘Tax and Accounting
Sites Directory: State and Local Tax’’ Schmidt Enter-
prises, LLC, 2002. Available at http://www.taxsites.com/
state.html.

Taxes for Dummies 2002. Eric Tyson, Eric, and David J.
Silverman., Hungry Minds, Inc., 2001.

http://www.taxadmin.org/fta/link/link.html ‘‘2001 State
Tax Forms’’ Federation of Tax Administrators, 2002.

http://www.irs.gov/ ‘‘The IRS’’ Department of the Treasury,
2002. 
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Organizations

American Society of Appraisers (ASA)

555 Herndon Parkway, Suite 125

Herndon, VA 20170 USA

Phone: (703) 478-2228

Fax: (703) 742-8471

E-Mail: asainfo@appraisers.org

URL: http://www.appraisers.org/

The Appraisal Foundation

1029 Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite 900

Washington, DC 20005-3517 USA

Phone: (202) 347-7722

Fax: (202) 347-7727

E-Mail: info@appraisalfoundation.org

URL: https://www.appraisalfoundation.org/

default.asp

Council On State Taxation

122 C Street, NW, Suite 330

Washington, DC 20001-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 484-5222

Fax: (202) 484-5229

URL: http://www.statetax.org/index.html

Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA)

444 N. Capital St., NW, Suite 348

Washington, DC 20001 USA

Phone: (202) 624-5890

URL: http://www.taxadmin.org/

National Tax Association (NTA)

725 15th St. NW #600

Washington, DC 20005-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 737-3325

Fax: (202) 737-7308

E-Mail: natltax@aol.com

URL: http://ntanet.org/
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TAXES

SALES TAXES

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• General Sales Tax

• Use Tax

• Excise and Other Special Sales Taxes

• Gross Receipt Taxes

• Sales Tax Issues

- National Sales Tax

- Internet Taxes

• Listing of State Sales Tax Rates

• Additional Resources

Background

Of all the taxes Americans are subjected to, sales
tax is the more often than not considered the least

controversial. Rarely does it inspire the debate of the

income tax or property tax. Thus, a useful tax for

funding everything from schools to ballparks.

The general sales tax has only been in effect since

1932, when it was imposed on the state of Mississippi

and the municipalities of New York City and New Or-

leans. Special sales taxes, or excise taxes, have been

used for much longer: the famous Boston Tea Party

of 1773 was held as a protest over such a tax on tea,

and the United States first imposed an excise tax on

whiskey in 1790.

Within the context of tax revenues, the state sales

tax is an important tax. In fact, it is currently the larg-

est source of total state revenues in the country—45

states and the District of Columbia now impose a

sales tax, and hundreds of municipalities and local

government entities across the United States impose

their own sales taxes. Cuts in income taxes and prop-

erty taxes over the past 10 years have made states

and local governments even more dependent on the

sales tax.

General Sales Tax

Although most people assume sales taxes are paid

by the purchaser, the general sales tax is considered

to be imposed on the seller, and is considered a tax

on the privilege of doing business in the state or mu-

nicipality. It is imposed when the seller completes a

sale of tangible personal property or services.

The goods and services covered by a sales tax are

generally extensive—virtually any transaction within

the state or municipality where money changes

hands is covered by the general sales tax, including

all consumer goods, entertainment such as movies

or sports events, hotels, restaurants, and even items

such as phone charges or electrical bills.

Although the seller is required to collect the sales

tax, the tax is imposed upon the purchaser as part of

the final purchase price. The seller is usually consid-

ered ultimately responsible for the collection of the

tax as the primary tax collector.

The sales tax is identified in percentage terms

within the measure of a dollar—a 4 percent sales tax

means for every dollar spent, there will be a four-cent

tax. Most government entities utilize a bracket sys-

tem to identify how much tax is to be paid on specific
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goods. The bracket system allocates how much sale

tax is to be paid to a specific dollar amount. For ex-

ample, the six percent sales tax in Michigan results

in the following brackets: no tax due on amounts

from $0.00 to $0.10, one cent due from $0.11 to

$0.24, two cents due from $0.25 to $0.41, three cents

due from $0.42 to $0.58, four cents due from $0.59

to $0.74, five cents due from $0.75 to $0.91, six cents

due from $0.92 to $0.99, and for $1.00 and each mul-

tiple of $1.00, 6 percent of the sale price. Like Michi-

gan, many states have these specific bracket calcula-

tions set out in their statute, although some states

delegate this power to an administrative agency.

Sellers are generally required to remit the sales tax

on a periodic basis, usually quarterly, sometimes

more frequently if the amount of the tax reaches a

certain point. Most states allow sellers to keep a small

portion of the tax as a payment for the work they do

in collecting the tax.

General sales taxes usually contain exclusions and

exemptions. These exclusions and exemptions can

be quite broad, often including sales of intangible

personal property and goods meant for resale.

Goods used in production are also often exempted

from sales tax to prevent multiple taxations. Most

states exempt professional and personal services

such as those provided by doctors and lawyers from

sales taxes.

The sales tax is a regressive tax—that is, its bur-

dens fall more heavily on poorer people. Because of

this fact, basic goods such as food, clothing, and

medicine are many times exempted from sales tax.

Some states also declare ‘‘tax holidays’’ exempting

persons shopping within a specific time frame from

having to pay sales tax.

Most states allow local government entities within

the state to impose their own general sales taxes.

Usually, doing so requires the approval of both the

state and municipal government, although in some

states with strong home rule provisions, these taxes

can be passed without state approval. The same ex-

clusions and exemptions of the state sales tax are

usually present for these local sales taxes, though

state law sometimes allows local governments to

override these exclusions with their own taxes. Local

governments are also commonly restricted in the

rates they can impose.

A problem that often arises when local govern-

ment entities impose their own sales taxes in multi-

ple sales taxes for businesses located in several differ-

ent places. States solve this problem by declaring the

sales tax is to be imposed at the place of business of

the seller. If there is more than one place of business,

then the place where the initial transaction occurs

determines the imposition of the tax. 

Use Tax

A use tax differs from a sales tax in that a sales tax

is assessed on the purchase price of property and is

imposed at the time of sale; a use tax is assessed on

the storage, use, or consumption of property and

takes effect only after such use begins.

Another way of looking at this point is to observe

that the taxable event for assessment of the sales

tax occurs at the time of sale. The taxable event for

assessment of the use tax occurs when possession of

the property is transferred to the purchaser within

the taxing state for storage, use, or consumption.

The use tax is considered supplementary to the

sales tax. It ensures that purchasers who attempt to

avoid the sales tax by buying outside of the area of

the sales tax will still have to pay the use tax when

they use the product or service they have purchased

within the taxing area.

Use taxes are almost always imposed at the same

rate as the sales tax. If a sales tax has already been

paid on the good or service in question in the place

where it was purchased, the use tax will generally not

be imposed. The person using the good or service

is liable for the tax, although responsibility for col-

lecting the tax is often imposed on the seller.

Use taxes have been fought in court, particularly

by mail order companies required to collect the tax.

The Supreme Court has ruled that in order to collect

a use tax from a business, a company’s activity must

have a ‘‘substantial nexus’’ with the taxing state.

Thus, the court ruled that a mail order company with

no office in the taxing state does not have a substan-

tial nexus with the state, and therefore, the state can-

not impose its use tax.

Use taxes, by their nature, can be hard to collect,

because many times purchasers of goods or services

has no idea that they owe a use tax. If the state or

local government entity cannot impose the tax di-

rectly, they often have no recourse in collecting the

tax unless there is a separate registration require-

ment (as with a car).
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Excise and Other Special Sales Taxes

Excise taxes are sales taxes targeted at a specific

item, such as cigarettes or alcohol. They are imposed

in a different way than sales tax, although responsi-

bility for collecting them is still with the seller.

For example, the cigarette tax is usually imposed

as an amount per cigarette or per specific number of

cigarettes. Payment of the tax by the seller is desig-

nated by the use of stamps, which are attached to the

cigarette carton. In the same way, motor vehicle

taxes are usually by the gallon, and alcohol taxes are

also assessed on a per gallon basis, generally varying

by alcohol content.

Excise taxes are among the oldest taxes and are

generally imposed only by the state, although some

municipalities, such as New York City, are allowed to

impose these special taxes. These taxes have to treat

all products they tax equally—they cannot favor

products made locally. For example, it would be un-

constitutional for North Carolina to tax differently

cigarettes made from tobacco grown locally different

from cigarettes from tobacco grown out of state.

There are other examples of special sales taxes

that are not considered excise taxes, since they do

not target products but rather services. One example

is the hotel/motel tax, which is a tax on the rental of

hotel and motel rooms. Also, many states impose

various entertainment taxes on restaurants, theaters

and other tourist attractions. These taxes are often

passed by local government entities and many times

do not need the approval of the state in order be im-

posed.

Gross Receipt Taxes

Gross receipt taxes are charged to businesses and

are based on the total revenues of a business. The tax

is imposed on an annual or other periodic basis and

is required on top of the sales tax. A gross receipt tax

differs from a general sales tax in that it is a tax on

the business activity itself and is assessed as a per-

centage of revenues received, regardless of the

source of the revenue. The occupational license tax

is a good example of such a tax: states require busi-

nesses to pay this tax in order to do business in the

state.

Sales Tax Issues

The sales tax has been the focus of several impor-

tant debates over the past 10 years. Two of the most

important are over imposing a national sales tax and

over taxing goods sold over the Internet.

National Sales Tax

Proponents of a national sales tax have suggested

that substituting a national sales tax for the income

tax would result in many positive benefits. Such a tax

would result in doing away with complicated tax

forms, and (some proponents suggest) with the In-

ternal Revenue Service. It would be easier to collect,

and, therefore, would result in less cheating. It would

also give taxpayers a greater sense of control over the

tax, since by their purchases they would determine

when the tax would be imposed.

Despite these arrangements, and the endorse-

ment of local and national political candidates of the

idea, the national sales tax has never caught on. Op-

ponents of the idea suggest it has fatal flaws. For ex-

ample, the tax would have to be too high to make up

for the loss of income tax; it would be regressive un-

like the income tax, which is currently administered

in a progressive way; and the exemptions and excep-

tions that would be granted would make it just as dif-

ficult and complicated to administer as the income

tax.

Internet Taxes

One current area of controversy is the issue of

sales taxes for goods sold over the Internet. When

the Internet first began to be widely used, there was

a debate over whether goods sold over cyberspace

should be subjected to a use or tax alternatively, a

sales tax if the company selling the goods did busi-

ness within the state.

In 1998, President Bill Clinton signed the Internet

Tax Freedom Act (ITFA). The ITFA imposed a mora-

torium on all taxes of goods and services sold over

the Internet for three years, until a decision was

made on what kind of tax system to impose on Inter-

net shopping and use. States could not collect sales

or use taxes from Internet sellers unless the seller

had a sufficient nexus with the state. The ITFA has

now been extended until November, 2003. As of

2002, however, no decision has been made on what

kind of sales or use tax system to allow states to im-

pose on Internet goods.

With electronic commerce growing quickly many

states believe it would be difficult to continue to lose

revenue from Internet commerce not subject to tax-
ation. On the other hand, Internet vendors worry

that they may face the nightmarish prospect of hav-

ing to deal with multiple taxes required by a host of
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states. It remains to be seen whether the federal gov-

ernment will do anything about this situation or will

simply let the ITFA expire and let the states go their

separate ways.

Listing of State Sales Tax Rates

The following is a listing of state sales tax rates, as

of 2001:

• ALABAMA: 4.00 %

• ALASKA: no sales tax

• ARIZONA: 5.60 %

• ARKANSAS: 5.125 %

• CALIFORNIA: 6.00 %

• COLORADO: 2.90 %

• CONNECTICUT: 6.00 %

• DELAWARE: no sales tax

• DISTRICT of COLUMBIA: 5.75 %

• FLORIDA: 6.00 %

• GEORGIA: 4.00 %

• HAWAII: 4.00 %

• IDAHO: 5.00 %

• ILLINOIS: 6.25 %

• INDIANA: 5.00 %

• IOWA: 5.00 %

• KANSAS: 4.90 %

• KENTUCKY: 6.00 %

• LOUISIANA: 4.00 %

• MAINE: 5.00 %

• MARYLAND: 5.00 %

• MASSACHUSETTS: 5.00 %

• MICHIGAN: 6.00 %

• MINNESOTA: 6.50 %

• MISSISSIPPI: 7.00 %

• MISSOURI: 4.225 %

• MONTANA: no sales tax

• NEBRASKA: 5.00 %

• NEVADA: 4.25 %

• NEW HAMPSHIRE: no sales tax

• NEW JERSEY: 6.00 %

• NEW MEXICO: 5.00 %

• NEW YORK: 4.00 %

• NORTH CAROLINA: 4.50 %

• NORTH DAKOTA: 4.50 %

• OHIO: 5.00 %

• OKLAHOMA: 4.50 %

• OREGON: no sales tax

• PENNSYLVANIA: 6.00 %

• RHODE ISLAND: 7.00 %

• SOUTH CAROLINA: 5.00 %

• SOUTH DAKOTA: 4.00 %

• TENNESSEE: 6.00 %

• TEXAS: 6.25 %

• UTAH: 4.75 %

• VERMONT: 5.00 %

• VIRGINIA: 3.50 %

• WASHINGTON: 6.50 %

• WEST VIRGINIA: 6.00 %

• WISCONSIN: 5.00 %

• WYOMING: 4.00 %

Additional Resources

State and Local Taxation and Finance In A Nutshell. Gel-
fand, M. David, Joel Mintz, Peter W. Salsich, West
Group, 2000.

‘‘State And Local Sales Tax On Internet Commerce: Devel-
oping A Neutral And Efficient Framework’’Way, Kashi
M., Virginia Tax Review,Summer, 1999.

‘‘State Tax Rates’’ Sales Tax Institute, Available at http:///
www.salestaxinstitute.com, 2001.

‘‘Questioning The Viability Of The Sales Tax: Can It Be
Simplified To Create A Level Playing Field?’’ McKeown,
Rich, Brigham Young University Law Review, 2000.

‘‘State Tax Rates,’’ Sales Tax Institute, http:///
www.salestaxinstitute.com, 2001. 

Organizations

The National Retail Sales Tax Alliance

8094 Rolling Road, PMB 905
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Springfield, VA 22153 USA

Phone: (703) 644-9859

Fax: (703) 644-4687

URL: http://www.salestax.org/

Primary Contact: Neal White, President

Sales Tax Institute

220 S. State Street

Chicago, IL 60605 USA

Phone: (312) 986-1086

Fax: (312) 986-1087

E-Mail: info@salestaxinstitute.com

URL: http://www.salestaxinsitute.com

Sales Tax Resource Group

16882 Bolsa Chica, Suite 206

Huntington Beach, CA 92649 USA

Phone: (714) 377-2600

Fax: (714) 377-2605

E-Mail: info@salestaxresource.com

URL: http://www.salestaxresource.com

Primary Contact: Graham Hoad, President
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TAXES

SELF EMPLOYMENT TAXES

Sections within this essay: 

• Background
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- Independent Contractors

- Religious Workers

• Income For Self-Employment Tax

• Deductions

• Social Security Credits

• Correcting Social Security Earnings

• Family Business Arrangements

• Estimated Tax

• Additional Resources

Background

Self-employment tax is a Social Security and Med-
icare tax primarily for individuals who work for

themselves. It is similar to the Social Security and

Medicare taxes withheld from the pay of most wage

earners. Social Security benefits are available to self-

employed persons just as they are to wage earners.

Most people who pay into Social Security work for

someone else. Their employer deducts Social Securi-

ty taxes from their paycheck, matches that contribu-

tion, and sends wage reports and taxes to the Inter-

nal Revenue Service (IRS) and Social Security. But

self-employed people must report their earnings and

pay the taxes directly to the IRS.

The main source of Social Security income is the

taxes that employees, employers, and the self-

employed pay. This is the primary method of financ-

ing Social Security. Both benefit amounts and Social

Security taxes are based on the worker’s earnings

under the program.

Social Security

The Social Security program is a system of social

insurance under which workers (and their employ-

ers) contribute a part of their earnings in order to

provide protection for themselves and their families

if certain events occur. Since each worker pays Social

Security taxes, each worker earns the right to receive

Social Security benefits without regard to need. The

fact that Social Security benefits go to some people

who have high incomes has been a source of criti-

cism. However, these persons pay into the program

and play an important role in its financial base. More-

over, benefits of higher earners are subject to the in-
come tax as a result of the 1983 Social Security

amendments. Social Security taxes and benefit

amounts are related to a person’s level of earnings

during working years. As people earn more money

and pay more in Social Security taxes, they are earn-

ing a right to higher benefits. There is, however, a

limit on the amount of yearly earnings on which So-

cial Security taxes must be paid and on which pro-

gram benefit payments are figured.

Self-Employment

According to the IRS, an individual is self-

employed if that person operates a trade, business,

or profession, either alone or with partners. Yearly
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earnings in excess of $400 must be reported on

Schedule SE for Social Security purposes.

Trade or Business

A trade or business is generally an activity carried

on for a livelihood or in good faith to make a profit.

The facts and circumstances of each case determine

whether an activity is a trade or business. The regu-

larity of activities and transactions and the produc-

tion of income are important elements; however,

making a profit is not essential to being in a trade or

business as long as the business has a profit motive.

The business does not have to be full-time in order

for an individual to be self-employed. Having a part-

time business in addition to a regular job may be suf-

ficient for self-employment for IRS purposes.

Independent Contractors

Independent contractors often include doctors,

dentists, veterinarians, lawyers, accountants, con-

tractors, subcontractors, public stenographers, or

auctioneers who are in an independent trade, busi-

ness, or profession offering specific services. Gener-

ally, an individual is an independent contractor if

the payer has the right to control or direct only the

result of the work and not what will be done and how

it will be done. The earnings of a person who is work-

ing as an independent contractor are subject to SE

tax.

Religious Workers

For income tax purposes, a licensed, commis-

sioned, or ordained minister is generally treated as

a common law employee of his or her church, de-

nomination, or sect. There are, however, some ex-

ceptions such as traveling evangelists who may be

treated as independent contractors. The gross in-
come of a licensed, commissioned or ordained min-

ister does not include the fair rental value of a home

(a parsonage provided), or a housing allowance paid,

as part of the minister’s compensation for services

performed that are ordinarily the duties of the minis-

ter. The fair rental value of a parsonage or the hous-

ing allowance can be excluded from income only for

income tax purposes. No exclusion applies for self-

employment tax purposes. For Social Security pur-

poses, a duly ordained, licensed, or commissioned

minister is self-employed. Religious workers can re-

quest an exemption from self-employment tax, if

they can prove they are conscientiously opposed to

public insurance for religious reasons. The exemp-

tion is not permitted solely for economic reasons. A

previously elected exemption from Social Security

coverage and self-employment tax can be revoked;

however, once it is revoked, it cannot be elected

again.

Income for Self-Employment Tax

Self-employment tax is based solely on the busi-

ness income reported on Schedule C of an individu-

al’s tax return. It is 15.3 percent of the individual’s

net earnings from self-employment as reported on

Schedule SE and consists of two portions: 12.4 per-

cent is for Social Security, and 2.9 percent is for Medi-

care. The Social Security portion of the self-

employment tax is satisfied once the self-employed

earner has at least $80,400 of income; however, the

Medicare portion of the self-employment tax is un-

limited. For an individual who has wages and is also

self-employed, the tax on the wages is paid first. This

rule is only relevant when the individual has total

earnings over $84,900.

Deductions

Income tax deductions can reduce the self-

employment tax liability. These deductions are in-

tended to make sure self-employed people are treat-

ed in much the same way as employers and employ-

ees for Social Security and income tax purposes. Net

earnings from self-employment are reduced by an

amount equal to half of the individual’s total Social

Security tax. This is similar to the way employees are

treated under the tax laws because the employer’s

share of the Social Security tax is not considered in-

come to the employee. Also, half of a self-employed

individual’s Social Security tax can be deducted on

the face of the IRS Form 1040. This means the de-
duction is taken from gross income in determining

adjusted gross income. It cannot, however, also be

an itemized deduction and must not be listed on

Schedule C.

Along with these deductions self-employed per-

sons may deduct numerous business expenses in-

cluding the cost of computers and computer-related

equipment, furniture, office supplies, postage costs,

and telephone bills. If the individual works from

home, a home-office deduction may be advanta-

geous. Additional potential deductions include busi-

ness use of a car, health insurance, certain travel and

entertainment expenses, 50 percent of meals and en-

tertainment, and attorney and accounting fees that

are directly related to the business.
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Social Security Credits

Social Security in the United States is designed to

act as a safety net for all citizens of the United States.

In addition to retirement benefits, those that are dis-

abled, dependent for support upon someone who

receives Social Security income, and those who are

a widow, widower, or child of someone who has died

may be eligible for benefits. When an individual

works and pays Social Security taxes, called FICA

(Federal Insurance Contributions Act) on some pay

stubs, that worker earns Social Security credits. Most

people earn the maximum of four credits per year.

The number of credits required to earn retirement

benefits depends on the date of birth. Those born

after 1929 need 40 credits. Social Security taxes pay

for Retirement Benefits, Disability Insurance, Fami-

ly Insurance, Survivors Benefits, and Medicare Insur-

ance. Net earnings of $3,480 or more earns an indi-

vidual four credits—one for each $870 of earnings.

Net earnings for Social Security are gross earnings

from a trade or business, minus the allowable busi-

ness deductions and depreciation.

Correcting Social Security Earnings

Workers 25 and older are mailed Social Security

Statements each year. The Statement shows the

earnings that appear for each year of work on the in-

dividual worker’s Social Security record. It is impor-

tant Social Security earnings records be correct so

that workers can get all of the credits earned. Every

year, Social Security receives reports of earnings that

cannot be credited to anyone because the name and

number on the reports do not match the name and

number on its records. These records can, however,

be claimed by the worker contacting Social Security.

Family Business Arrangements

Family members may operate a business together.

A husband and a wife may be partners or be running

a joint venture. Each member of a couple who has

such a business should report a share of the business

profits as net earnings on separate self-employment

returns (Schedule SE), even if they file a joint income

tax return. The partners must decide the amount of

net earnings each should report (for example 50 per-

cent and 50 percent). Each spouse should include

his or her respective share of self-employment in-

come on a separate Form 1040 Schedule SE. Self-

employment income belongs to the person who is

the member of the partnership and cannot be treat-

ed as self-employment income by the nonmember

spouse, even in community property states. This

generally does not increase the total tax on the re-

turn, but it does give each spouse credit for Social Se-

curity earnings on which retirement benefits are

based. However, this may not be true if either spouse

exceeds the Social Security tax limitation.

Estimated Tax

Estimated tax is the method used to pay tax (in-

cluding SE tax) on income not subject to withhold-

ing. An individual must make estimated tax payments

if the individual expects to owe tax, including self-

employment tax, of $1,000 or more for the year. A

person who is both self-employed and an employee,

can avoid paying estimated tax by having the employ-

er increase the income tax taken out of wages using

Form W-4, Employee’s Withholding Allowance Cer-

tificate. There are penalties for underpayment of esti-

mated taxes.

Additional Resources

Mercer Guide to Social Security and Medicare Treanor,
Robert J. and Dale Mercer Myers, Mercer, 2002.

Smart Tax Write-Offs: Hundreds of Tax Deduction Ideas
for Home-Based Businesses, Independent Contractors,
All Entrepreneurs Ray, Norm, Rayve Productions, In-
corporated, 2000

Taxes Made Easy for Your Home-Based Business Carter,
Gary, Wiley, John & Sons, 2000.

Organizations

National Association for the Self-Employed

P.O. Box 612067

Dallas, TX 75261-2067 USA

Phone: (800) 232-NASE

URL: http://www.nase.org

The Social Security Administration

6401 Security Blvd.

Baltimore, MD 21235-0001 USA

Phone: (800) 772-1213

URL: http://www.ssa.gov
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Background

There are several important tax issues that arise

for owners and managers of small businesses. These

issues occur at the federal, state, and local levels. Be-

cause the state and local issues vary so widely, this

entry focuses primarily on federal tax issues.

To understand the many tax issues that arise for

small businesses, one must first know the different

types of business entities one may create. The Inter-

nal Revenue Service (IRS) and the U. S. tax laws—

codified in the Internal Revenue Code (IRC)—treats

each of these entities in significantly different ways.

The four basic forms of businesses are:

1. Sole proprietorships

2. Partnerships (general and limited)

3. Corporations and S)

4. Limited liability companies

Generally, taxpayers who own their businesses

alone can form any one of these types of businesses

except partnerships. Multiple owners of a business

may form any type of business except a sole propri-
etorship.

Most of the many kinds of business income are

taxable. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) taxes the

income generated by a business the same as it does

an individual’s income. Similarly, businesses can

minimize their tax liabilities through deductions and

credits the same way individuals can.

Business Income

Regarding the topic of small business taxes, it is

necessary to understand the IRS definition of ‘‘in-

come’’ before turning to a discussion of deductions,

credits, or other aspects of small business taxes. It

may actually be better to understand the concept of

‘‘gross income.’’ In section 61 of the Internal Reve-

nue Code (IRC), the phrase is defined thus: ‘‘Except

as otherwise provided . . . gross income means all in-

come from whatever source derived.’’ Obviously,

this is a very broad definition.

Section 162 of the IRC is the section of the Tax

Code used to determine the deductibility of business

expenditures. This is a lengthy section, but the first

sections contain the most important language. Here

are the principal provisions:
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(a) In general, there shall be allowed as a deduc-
tion all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or

incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any

trade or business, including:

(1) a reasonable allowance for salaries or other

compensation for personal services actually ren-

dered;

(2) traveling expenses (including amounts ex-

pended for meals and lodging other than amounts

which are lavish or extravagant under the circum-

stances) while away from home in the pursuit of a

trade or business;

(3) rentals or other payments required to be made

as a condition to the continued use or possession,

for purposes of the trade or business, of property to

which the taxpayer has not taken or is not taking title

or in which he has no equity.

Apparently, the IRC can be quite vague at times.

For example, the IRC does not go on to define ‘‘ordi-

nary’’ or ‘‘necessary,’’ even though these terms are

very important concepts in small business taxation.

In the most general sense, a business’s net income

is the product of ‘‘ordinary and necessary expenses’’

subtracted from ‘‘gross receipts.’’ In an effort to de-

fine these important concepts, the federal courts

have held ‘‘ordinary’’ to mean ‘‘normal, common

and accepted under the circumstances by the busi-

ness community.’’ And according to the courts, ‘‘nec-

essary’’ means ‘‘appropriate and helpful.’’ Thus, the

two terms generally mean the purpose for which an

expense is made.

Basically, gross receipts are all the money earned

by the small business entity. And although ‘‘ordinary

and necessary’’ expenses are left up to the courts to

define, they are not particularly abstract or unusual

concepts. Practically every expense that a small busi-

ness owner reasonably needs to run a business quali-

fies as ‘‘ordinary and necessary.’’ Rent, wages, mar-

keting, and office supplies are some typical

examples. But other expenses such as interest on

business-related loans and insurance premiums can

also qualify.

For tax purposes, income can take many forms. It

need not be just cash. Services, good, and other

types of property received in exchange for goods or

services may qualify as income. If the business owner

exchanges goods or services for someone else’s

goods or services (a process also known as bartering)

the owner needs to report the fair market value of

the goods or services received. Basically, anything of

value the owner or the business receives is income,

unless it specifically falls within one of the following

IRS exclusions such as gifts and inheritances and

some ‘‘fringe benefits’’ provided by businesses to

owners and employees.

It is particularly important to owners and inves-

tors of businesses that the return of a capital invest-

ment is not taxed as income. If a business owner sells

a business or an asset and receives money for the

asset, the business has not earned any taxable in-
come. Only the profit, if there is any, will be taxed.

When the IRS audits business deductions, one of

its primary concerns is that personal expenses are

claimed as business expenses. Because these tactics

are so common among taxpayers, the IRS auditors

are especially vigilant when it comes to business ex-

pense deductions.

Small Business Tax Deductions

Business owner/taxpayers can deduct most of

what they spend in the course of conducting their

businesses which makes an enormous difference in

their final tax bills. The IRC allows business owners

and investors to deduct the costs of conducting the

business from their gross income. What remains is

the net business profit, the amount subject to taxa-

tion. The taxpayer/business owner who can legiti-

mately claim the most deductible business ex-

penses will lower his taxable profits. Generally, if

something is necessary for the business, it can be de-

ductible. There are, of course, limitations. Home

telephone expenses, traffic tickets, and clothing (ex-

cept required uniforms) that are worn on the job are

not deductible expenses.

The type of business entity can make a big differ-

ence when a taxpayer sits down to calculate and file

a small business tax return. Some expenses may or

may not be deductible, depending on the type of

business entity. A common example is that of charita-

ble contributions, which can be deducted by a C cor-

poration, but not by other types of business entities.

Home businesses offer other potential for deduc-

tions. A taxpayer can deduct the portion of the tax-

payer’s home used for a business as long as the tax-

payer conducts administrative or management

activities of the business there. And whether the

home is owned or rented, the taxpayer can also de-

duct certain related costs such as utilities, insurance,

and remodeling expenses.
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Other Deductions

Business taxes will be lower depending on the

number of tax deductions the business can legiti-

mately take. How successful the business owner is at

reducing business’s tax liability depends largely on

paying strict attention to IRS rules on just what is and

what is not deductible.

When business owners calculating their business’s

expenses, they need to keep these 13 business de-

ductions in mind:

1. Advertising and Promotion: The costs as-

sociated with advertising the business are

deductible as a current expense.

2. Auto Expenses: If a vehicle is used for the

business, the business owner can deduct

the cost of owning, maintaining, and oper-

ating it.

3. Bad Debts: The rules differ depending on

whether the business sells goods or ser-

vices. If the business sells products, the

owner can deduct the cost of goods that

sell but for which the owner has not been

paid. If, however, the business sells ser-

vices, the owner may not deduct the loss

associated with a transaction for which a

client or customer has not paid.

4. Business Entertaining: Owners may de-

duct 50 percent of the cost of entertaining

either present or prospective clients or

customers.

5. Business Start-up Expenses: The costs of

starting a business are capital expenses for

tax purposes. These expenses must be de-

ducted over the first five years of the busi-

ness’s operation.

6. Charitable Contributions: Limited liability

businesses and S corporations (corpora-

tion that have elected to be taxed like a

partnership) can make charitable contri-

butions and pass the deductions through

to the business owner(s). These can be

claimed on the owner(s) individual tax re-

turns. If the business is a standard (C) cor-

poration, the deduction does not pass

through and the corporation itself deducts

the charitable contributions.

7. Computer Software: The general rule

states that the business owner must depre-

ciate software over a 36-month period for

use in that is bought for the business.

There are some important exceptions to

this rule, however. Owners may want to

check with their tax advisor or IRS publica-

tions for more complete information.

8. Education Costs: Owners may deduct the

expense to maintain and enhance their

qualifications for their present job, or

training required by their employers. Own-

ers may NOT deduct the expenses of a de-

gree or other education program that

qualifies them for a new job.

9. Interest: Owners can deduct the interest

charges incurred to finance business pur-

chases.

10. Legal and Other Professional Fees: Gener-

ally, owners can deduct in the year they

incur them, attorney fees and fees they pay

to tax professionals or consultants.

11. Moving Expenses: To claim this deduction,

the move must have been made in connec-

tion with work, the new workplace is at

least 50 miles farther from the old home

than the old home was.

12. Taxes: Generally, owners may deduct the

taxes they incur from running their busi-

ness. There are many exceptions to this

generality though. Taxpayers should

check with their tax advisor or IRS publica-

tions for more detailed information.

13. Travel: Many expenses from business trav-

el are deductible, including airfare, ground

transportation, meals and lodging, mailing

or shipping business materials, clothes

cleaning, telephone calls, faxes, and gratu-

ities. If others accompany the owner on a

business trip, the owner may only deduct

the owner’s own travel.

Types of Expenses

Knowing whether a business expense is current or

capitalized will help to determine when owners may

deduct the expense from their business’s taxes. The

IRC dictates what expenses can be deducted and

even in what year they can be deducted. Owners can

deduct some business expenses the year they incur

them; these are called ‘‘current’’ expenses. They can

deduct other business expenses in increments over

a certain number of years in the future; these are
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known as ‘‘capitalized’’ expenditures. It is important

to understand the differences between the two types

of expenses and the tax rules that apply to each.

Current Expenses

Basically, current expenses include the common

expenses of running a taxpayer’s business. These in-

clude costs such as utility bills, mortgage or rent ex-

penses, copy paper supplies, and so on. The IRC

rules for deducting current expenses are fairly clear.

In most cases, a taxpayer merely subtracts the

amount spent on current expenses from the busi-

ness’s gross income in the year the expenses were

incurred.

Capitalized Expenses

Some business owner purchases are meant to

help the business create revenue in future years.

These are known as ‘‘capitalized’’ expenses because

they actually become assets of the business over

time. As a business uses capitalized assets, the assets’

cost is ‘‘matched’’ to the revenue they help the busi-

ness to earn. In theory, this helps the business to

more accurately account for its real profitability from

one year to the next.

Sometimes it is unclear which kind of expense

rules to apply to a particular expense. For example,

routine costs for equipment repairs seem to be obvi-

ous current expenses. But, the IRC states that the

cost of making improvements to a business asset

must be capitalized if the improvement 

• adapts it to a different use

• increases its value

• significantly extends the time a business can

use it

If the routine repair to, say, a computer or phone line

does any of the above three things, then the expense

should be capitalized

The costs associated with acquiring business

equipment are usually considered capital expenses

if the equipment will have a useful life of more than

one year. However, Section 179 of the IRC permits

taxpayers to deduct a certain amount (up to $24,000

in 2001) of its capital assets per year against the busi-

ness’s income. Taxpayers should check with their tax

advisor about the rules, advantages, and disadvan-

tages for making this sort of deduction.

Depreciation or Amortization of Expenses

Generally, taxpayers cannot deduct the cost of

items with a ldquo;useful life’’—at least not in the

same way as they can deduct current expenses. In-

stead, when they buy an asset for their business, the

IRS treats the purchase as an investment in their

business. Taxpayers must deduct the cost over a

number of years, specified in the tax code (with one

important exception, discussed below). This deduc-

tion is usually known as ‘‘depreciation.’’ It is occa-

sionally known as a ‘‘depreciation expense’’ or an

‘‘amortization expense.’’ Despite the terminology,

these terms describe the same thing: spreading out

the deduction of these types of asset purchases over

the course of several annual tax cycles.

The rules for depreciating or amortizing expenses

can be confusing, and taxpayers need to know the

rules that apply to each different type of property.

The IRC sets absolute limits for some depreciation
deductions, and it sets the number of years that busi-

nesses can depreciate assets. IRC § 179 contains an

important exception to the long-term write-off rules:

small businesses can deduct most of their capital ex-

penditures in one year.

Independent Contractors and Employees

There are certain financial and tax advantages that

arise from having workers classified as independent

contractors instead of employees. For example, a

business with employees must pay payroll taxes,

keep employee records, and file payroll tax forms for

its employees. A business need not perform these

tasks for its workers who are independent contrac-

tors.

The IRS pays careful attention to the classification

of workers in a business. Generally, if the business

owner or manager instructs its workers when, where,

and how to do their jobs, the business owner is treat-

ing these workers as employees. Business owners or

managers may treat workers as independent contrac-

tors only if the workers have their own businesses

and offer their services to several contractors. If a

business owner or manager is unsure of the status of

its workers, it is best to treat them as employees.

It may be tempting to classify workers as indepen-

dent contractors. Owners might even save money in

the short run. However, doing so may get them into

big trouble in an IRS audit. The IRS may decide that

their ‘‘independent contractors’’ really are employ-

ees. This could result in their having to pay an as-
sessment of back taxes, penalties, and interest.
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Employee Taxes

There are two types of employee-related taxes:

1. Taxes paid by the employer (employer

taxes)

2. Employee taxes withheld by the employer

(withheld taxes)

While the employer pays these taxes to the IRS, note

that employee taxes actually come out of the em-

ployees salary or wages. Most employers deposit

these amounts with a bank every month. Once every

three months, the employer reports on IRS Form 941

the amounts paid and withheld to the IRS.

The employer taxes come from the business in-

come. Employer taxes include the employer’s share

of Social Security and Medicare, as well as an

amount for federal unemployment taxes.

Self-employed business owners do not have the

same tax liabilities—such as Medicare and Social Se-

curity—as a business’s employee. Instead, self-

employed persons must pay the self-employment

tax, which amounts to the combined portion of taxes

for employees. Self-employed individuals report

their taxes on Form 1040 under the ‘‘Other Taxes’’

category. In addition, self-employed people must

also file quarterly estimated tax payments for both

their individual income and self-employment taxes.

When they file their annual income tax returns, if

they have not paid enough estimated tax, they may

have to pay a penalty to the IRS.

Partnerships

If a taxpayer is in business with other people and

all of them share the expenses and profits (even un-

equally), the IRS deems these people to be in a part-

nership. This is true whether the parties have en-

tered a formal agreement or not. Consequently, the

business must file a yearly partnership tax return

(Form 1065). In addition to individual tax returns,

the taxpayer and the other people involved in the

business must file Form 1065, the annual partnership

tax return. A formalized partnership agreement will

not affect a taxpayer’s tax status, but it is a good idea

to consult an attorney and to prepare a partnership

agreement in order to clarify the various partners’

rights and responsibilities in the business.

Getting Help

The federal tax laws that apply to most small busi-

nesses are fairly straight-forward, although they can

be confusing in some cases. Keeping good financial

records, following directions carefully, and preparing

complete and honest tax returns is the best way to

avoid trouble with the IRS. For many businesses this

can be done without the advice of legal or tax profes-

sionals.

In most cases, it is not necessary for taxpayers to

hire a legal or tax professional to help them establish

a sole proprietorship or to start operating their busi-

ness. If they plan to establish a general partnership

or a C corporation, they may need to seek profes-

sional tax advice, especially concerning the many

state and local laws with which their business may

need to comply. However, it may be a good idea to

hire a tax expert if they expect to need complex tax

advice. This is a good general guideline, but it is es-

pecially true if they plan to do minute comparisons

between the various types of business entities.

Additional Resources

Don’t Let the IRS Destroy Your Small Business: Seventy-Six
Mistakes to Avoid Savage, Michael, Perseus Publishing,
1998.

J. K. Lasser’s New Rules for Small Business Taxes. Barbara
Weltman, Barbara, John Wiley & Sons, 2001.

‘‘Small Business/Self-Employed’’ Internal Revenue Service,
2002. Available at http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/
display/0,,i1=2&i2=23&genericId=20005,00.html.

Small Time Operator: How to Start Your Own Business,
Keep Your Books, Pay Your Taxes, and Stay Out of
Trouble 25th ed., Kamoroff, Barnard B., Bell Springs
Publishing, 2000.

422 Tax Deductions for Businesses & Self-Employed Indi-
viduals, 3rd Edition. 3rd ed., Bernard B. Kamoroff, Bar-
nard B., Bell Springs Publishing, 2001.

‘‘Tax Information for Businesses’’ Internal Revenue Ser-
vice, 2002. Available at http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/
businesses/display/
0,,i1%3D2%26genericId%3D15019,00.html.

Tax Savvy for Small Business: Year-Round Tax Strategies
to Save You Money, 5th Edition. 5th ed., Nolo Press,
2001. 

Organizations

American Small Businesses Association
(ASBA)

8773 IL Rte. 75E. NW

Rock City, IL 61070 USA

Phone: (800) 942-2722

URL: http://www.asbaonline.org/index.html
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Council On State Taxation

122 C Street, NW, Suite 330 NW

Washington, DC 20001-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 484-5222

Fax: (202) 484-5229

URL: http://www.statetax.org/index.html

Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA)

444 N. Capital St., NW, Suite 348 NW

Washington, DC 20001 USA

Phone: (202) 624-5890

URL: http://www.taxadmin.org/

National Tax Association (NTA)

725 15th St. NW #600 NW

Washington, DC 20005-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 737-3325

Fax: (202) 737-7308

E-Mail: natltax@aol.com

URL: http://ntanet.org/

U. S. Chamber of Commerce

1615 H Street, NW

Washington, DC 20062-2000 USA

Phone: (202) 659-6000

E-Mail: custsvc@uschamber.com

URL: http://www.uschamber.com/default.htm
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TAXES

TAX EVASION

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• The Criminal Investigation Division

• Tax Evasion, Tax Fraud, and Other Tax

Crimes

• Tax Fraud Prosecution

• Failing to File Returns

• Additional Resources

Background

The law does not require taxpayers to arrange

their finances in order to maximize their taxes. All

taxpayers are entitled to take all lawful steps that

apply to their individual situations in order to mini-

mize their tax liabilities. For example, it is lawful to

take tax deductions that are available, and a taxpayer

may avoid taxes on a certain amount of income by

making charitable contributions.

Contrasted with legal efforts to minimize tax liabil-

ities, tax evasion is a crime. Tax evasion typically in-

volves failing to report income, or improperly claim-

ing deductions that are not authorized. Some of the

most common forms of tax evasion include the fol-

lowing:

• Failing to report the cash income

• Taking unauthorized deductions for person-

al expenses on a business’s tax return

• Falsely claiming charitable deductions—or

inflating the amount of charitable deduc-

tions—when there have in fact been none or

there have been significantly less than

claimed

• Overestimating the value of property donat-

ed to charity

• Filing a false tax return, improperly omitting

property and knowingly and significantly un-

derreporting the value of an estate

According to section 7201 of the Internal Revenue

Code (IRC), it is a federal crime for anyone to willful-

ly attempt to evade or defeat the payment of federal

income taxes. A taxpayer can be found guilty of that

offense when all of the following facts are proved be-

yond a reasonable doubt:

1. The defendant owed substantial income
tax in addition to that declared in the de-

fendant’s tax return

2. The defendant knowingly and willfully at-

tempted to evade or defeat the tax

The prosecution need not show the exact amount of

the taxes due, but it must prove that the defendant

knowingly and willfully attempted to evade or defeat

a substantial portion of the additional tax charged in

the indictment.

In this context, the word ‘‘attempt’’ means that

the defendant knew or understood that he had tax-
able income which he was required by law to report

to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) during the par-

ticular tax year or years involved. Nevertheless, the

defendant attempted to evade or defeat the tax, or

a significant part of the tax on that income, by willful-

ly failing to report all of the income the defendant

earned during that year.
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The Criminal Investigation Division

During an audit, if an IRS revenue agent suspects

fraud, he can impose penalties himself, or he can

refer the case to the Criminal Investigation Division

(CID). The CID is part of the enforcement mecha-

nism for the IRS. It is divided into two parts—

General Enforcement (for ordinary taxpayers) and

Special Enforcement (for unions, organized crime,

and cases involving drugs).

The CID has broad powers. In fact, a taxpayer may

not even know the CID is investigating him until the

taxpayer is formally charged. The CID takes its job

very seriously and conducts extremely thorough in-

vestigations. In pursuit of evidence, CID agents may

contact a taxpayer’s friends, employer, co-workers,

neighbors, and bankers, and spouse. There are CID

offices throughout the United States. CID agents are

federal investigators who have been trained in law

enforcement techniques. Most CID agents are also

accountants, and many have earned their CPA.

The CID may monitor mail and may apply for a

court order for a phone tap. For example, In Octo-

ber, 2000, prompted by the IRS, the U. S. District

Court ordered American Express and MasterCard to

provide credit and debit card information pertaining

to U. S. taxpayers involving banks in Antigua, the Ba-

hamas, and the Cayman Islands for the 1998 and

1999 tax years. The IRS has estimated that some $70

million in annual taxes is lost through offshore tax

evasion activities. The banks of Antigua, the Baha-

mas, and the Cayman Islands are favorite locations in

which to conceal revenue from the IRS.

If taxpayers fail to report transactions and pay

taxes on those transactions, they could be guilty of

tax fraud, tax evasion, and money laundering
under U. S. law. U. S. citizens must inform the IRS

whether they have earned interest on an account de-

posited in a foreign bank on Form 1040, Schedule B.

If they do, then they must complete TD F90-221 if

the aggregate amount held in all foreign accounts ex-

ceeds $10,000 at any time during the tax year. Addi-

tionally, currency transactions involving more than

$10,000 must be reported on Form 4789, and inter-

national transportation of currency or monetary in-

struments (such as bearer bonds) must be reported

on Form 4790. By focusing on the records of U. S.

credit card companies, the IRS has found an effective

means to investigate offshore tax havens. Thus, many

U. S. tax evaders have cause to be uneasy about their

offshore activities.

Because of the many resources it takes to conduct

a CID investigation, only a very small percentage of

taxpayers or tax evaders are investigated by the CID.

The IRS will use the CID only when it has strong im-

plications of serious wrongdoing. Even in these

cases, the CID will recommend prosecution only if

it has built an airtight case against the suspect.

The CID will usually prosecute cases it deter-

mines are very strong. On the other hand, if the case

may generate a lot of publicity, the CID may decide

to prosecute anyway. The CID and IRS view high

publicity prosecutions against high profile people as

being a major deterrent for others contemplating

committing a tax crime. The CID also considers the

amount of money involved in a tax crime when de-

ciding whether to prosecute a case. The average

amount of money owed in most criminal tax cases

exceeds $70,000. Once the decision to prosecute has

been made by officials in the CID, and the Justice
Department accepts the case, the chances of ob-

taining a conviction are about 80 percent. About

half of those convicted will be incarcerated, irrespec-

tive of any prior criminal record in their past.

Tax Evasion, Tax Fraud, And Other Tax
Crimes

When the CID completes an investigation and rec-

ommends that a taxpayer be prosecuted for a tax

crime, IRS lawyers will conduct at least two stages of

before there is final approval to proceed with a pros-

ecution:

1. After the IRS decides to prosecute, it for-

wards the case to the United States De-

partment of Justice Tax Division in Wash-

ington, D. C. Federal prosecutors with

special training in prosecuting criminal tax

violations review the case and determine

whether or not to authorize prosecution.

2. If the Department of Justice Tax Division

in Washington approves prosecution, the

case is sent to U. S. attorney’s office locat-

ed near the suspect. It is instructed to pre-

pare indictments and to prosecute the in-

dividual or individuals for the alleged

offenses.

The Tax Division’s principal function is to provide

legal advice for its main client, the IRS. The Division

handles almost all civil litigation arising under the

internal revenue laws except for those cases that are
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docketed in the U. S. Tax Court. The Division also en-

forces the criminal tax laws by supervising or directly

handling all criminal tax cases.

In tax crime cases, the prosecution approval pro-

cess can work to a suspected taxpayer’s advantage.

The process allows several opportunities to derail a

federal criminal case before it ever gets presented to

a grand jury. Assuming a taxpayer is aware that a

case is being prepared against him, his lawyer will

have the opportunity to confer with the govern-

ment’s lawyers and try to convince them not to pros-

ecute his client. If the government has a strong case

against the suspected taxpayer, it is unlikely that the

IRS can be dissuaded from pursuing the case. How-

ever, if the case involves mere misunderstandings

that can be explained and the IRS can be convinced

that there really was no criminal conduct, the taxpay-

er may be able to convince the government to de-

cline prosecution prior to grand jury.

In a tax crime case, a defendant is well advised to

hire a lawyer who is experienced in federal criminal

matters and who also has significant experience in

federal criminal tax cases. If a defendant in a tax

crime case cannot find a lawyer with this combina-

tion of training and experience, the defendant may

want to consider hiring a former CID agent to help

with the defense. In short, it is sound policy to have

both federal criminal defense and tax crime experi-

ence on the defense team.

Tax Fraud Prosecution

After the (CID) has conducted an investigation

and has recommended prosecution to the Justice

Department, there are three crimes with which an in-

dividual may be charged:

• Tax evasion: This is an intentional violation

of tax laws. It is a broad category, encom-

passing any cheating of the government in

taxes. Tax evasion is a felony and a very seri-

ous crime. A conviction for tax evasion can

carry with it up to a five-year prison sentence

and/or fines up to $100,000.

• Filing a false return: Prosecution for this

crime is appropriate when a taxpayer has

provided the government with false or mis-

leading information on the taxpayer’s tax re-

turn. In such cases, the government does

not have to prove the taxpayer intended to

evade tax laws. Rather, it merely must prove

that the taxpayer filed a false return. Filing

a false return is a felony. Punishment for this

crime can consist of up to three years in pris-

on and/or up to $100,000 in fines.

• Not filing a tax return at all: Failing to file a

tax return is the least serious of the three tax

crimes. It is a misdemeanor. The conse-

quences for being found guilty is a maxi-

mum of 1 year in prison and/or fines totaling

up to $25,000 for each year a taxpayer failed

to file.

A taxpayer may be arrested once the taxpayer has

been charged with one of these three crimes. If so,

the taxpayer may be required to post bail or may be

released on his or her own recognizance. Once

charged, it is imperative that the accused taxpayer

retain a tax attorney as soon as possible. The lawyer

will need time to study the client’s case and formu-

late a defense. Taxpayers need to keep in mind that

the IRS has already completed their investigation and

has most likely built a strong case against the accused

taxpayer.

Failing to File Returns

The vast majority of taxpayers do file their tax re-

turns with the IRS every year. However, according to

some estimates, about three percent of taxpayers do

not file tax returns at all. If a taxpayer does not owe

any taxes, the penalties are not severe. But failing to

file a tax return in years where one does owe taxes

is a crime. The penalties can be quite severe. For ex-

ample, for each year a taxpayer fails to file a return,

the IRS can fine that taxpayer up to $25,000, or the

taxpayer can be sentenced to one year in prison. And

this is just for being negligent. If a taxpayer does not

file a return in an effort to evade taxes, the IRS can

pursue felony charges, including a fine up to

$100,000 or a maximum of 5 years in jail. While in-
carceration is rare, the threat is real and should

deter those considering evading taxes.

It is wise to file a return even in cases where a tax-

payer may not have enough resources to pay the en-

tire tax bill. The IRS will work out a payment plan

with taxpayers in these cases. There is a six-year stat-
ute of limitations for filing criminal charges based

on failing to file a tax return, but there is no statute
of limitations on how long the IRS can seek taxpayers

and demand payment or taxes owed on non-filed re-

turns.

The IRS may penalize taxpayers for filing tax re-

turns late. Depending on the circumstances, there
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can be criminal or civil trials. At the very least, the IRS

may withhold refunds to the taxpayer. If the taxpayer

actually owes taxes from a late return, the IRS can

levy a late filing penalty of 5 percent per late month

to a maximum of 25 percent. Additionally, the IRS

may impose a = percent to 1 percent late payment

penalty to the late filing penalty. In the meantime, in-

terest is accumulating on the debt to the IRS. Thus,

it is in taxpayers’ best interests to file late returns be-

fore they are contacted by the IRS.

The IRS usually does not pursue criminal charges

against taxpayers who file of their own volition be-

fore the IRS has contacted them. The IRS also tends

to be more sympathetic in collecting taxes from tax-

payers who volunteer their late returns than taxpay-

ers the IRS had to investigate and ‘‘catch.’’ If the IRS

identifies an errant taxpayer before the taxpayer has

a chance to file a late return, the manner in which

they contact the taxpayer is an indication of how seri-

ously they may treat the particular case. The IRS uses

four ways to notify taxpayers of fraud or other crimi-

nal tax behavior:

1. Most non-filers receive a non-threatening

written request from the IRS Service Cen-

ter.

2. A letter or personal call from a Taxpayer

Service Representative gives taxpayer a

deadline for filing (usually 30 days).

3. A call or personal visit from a Revenue

Agent or Officer gives the taxpayer a dead-

line by which to file returns directly to the

agent. The agent may even offer to assist

in preparing the missing returns. Note that

if a taxpayer refuses to file, the IRS can le-

gally prepare a return, which is never in a

taxpayer’s best interest.

4. The worst way to be notified is by a visit

by a Special Agent in which the taxpayer is

informed that he or she has become the

subject of a criminal investigation.

Considering all the above, it appears crucial to file

one’s tax returns within the deadlines. If a taxpayer

needs more time to file, the IRS has a fairly simple

method to request an extension for time to file. But

do not fail to file at all. If one has failed to file returns

in the past, it is best to go ahead and file late returns

before coming to the attention of the IRS. If one

owes taxes from late returns, it is advisable to go

ahead and pay the debt as soon as possible, even if

one must borrow the amount. It costs more to owe

the IRS than it does almost anybody else. If a taxpay-

er has not filed returns in many years, the taxpayer

should not worry about being caught if the taxpayer

resumes filing. The IRS computers do not search for

such taxpayer information. Besides, the IRS wants to

encourage non-filers to start filing again.

Additional Resources

The Cheating of America: How Tax Avoidance and Eva-
sion by the Super Rich Are Costing the Country Billions,
and What You Can Do About It Lewis, Charles, and Bill
Allison, William Morrow & Company, 2001. 

The Ethics of Tax Evasion McGee, Robert W., ed. Dumont
Institute for Public Policy, 1998.

Great American Tax Dodge: How Spiraling Fraud and
Avoidance Are Killing Fairness, Destroying the Income
Tax, and Costing You Steele, James B., and Donald L.
Barlett, Little Brown & Company, 2000.

Ill-Gotten Gains: Evasion, Blackmail, Fraud, and Kin-
dred Puzzles of the Law Katz, Leo, University of Chica-
go Press, 1996.

‘‘Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation.’’ Internal
Revenue Service, 2002. Available at http://
www.ustreas.gov/irs/ci/index.htm.

The Layman’s Guide to Tax Evasion Holzer, Henry Mark,
iUniverse.com, 2000.

Tax Evasion and Firm Survival in Competitive Markets
Palda, K. Filip, Edward Elgar Publishing, 2001.

Tax Procedure and Tax Fraud in a Nutshell Morgan, Pa-
tricia T., West, 1998.

‘‘United States Department of Justice Tax Division Crimi-
nal Tax Manual — 1994 Edition.’’ Department of Jus-
tice, 1998. Available at http://www.usdoj.gov/tax/
readingroom/criminal/toc.Htm. 

Organizations

ABA Section of Taxation

740 15th Street NW, 10th Floor

Washington, DC 20005-1009 USA

Phone: (202) 662-8670

Fax: (202) 662-8682

URL: http://www.abanet.org/tax/home.html

Institute for Professionals in Taxation (IPT)

One Capital City Plaza, 3350 Peachtree Road, NE,

Suite 280

Atlanta, GA 30326 USA

Phone: (404) 240-2300

Fax: (404) 240-2315

E-Mail: ipt@ipt.org
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URL: http://www.ipt.org/

Council on State Taxation (COST)

122 C Street, NW, Suite 330

Washington, DC 20001-2109 USA

Phone: (202) 484-5222

Fax: (202) 484-5229

URL: http://www.statetax.org/index.html

Tax Division, U. S. Department of Justice
(DOJ)

950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20530-0001 USA

Phone: (203) 514-2901

E-Mail: AskDOJ@usdoj.gov

URL: http://www.usdoj.gov/tax/
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

FCC REGULATIONS

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

- Organization

- Bureaus and Offices

• The Fairness Doctrine

• The FCC and Broadcasting

• Broadcast Regulation and FCC Policy Deci-

sions

• Regulating Broadcast Television and Radio

• Wireless ‘‘Cellular’’ And ‘‘PCS’’ Communica-

tions

• Getting Involved in FCC Rulemaking

- Making a Personal Presentation

- Electronic Filing

• Other First Amendment Issues

• Additional Resources

Background

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

is a large, independent United States government

agency. On June 19, 1934, Congress enacted legisla-

tion establishing the Federal Communications Com-

mission (FCC). This important legislation made the

administrative duties of regulating broadcasting and

wired communications into a single agency. The FCC

had three divisions: broadcast, telegraph, and tele-

phone. Its prime directive was to create ‘‘a rapid, effi-

cient, nationwide, and worldwide wire and radio

communication service.’’ The FCC’s first seven com-

missioners and 233 employees soon began to consol-

idate the rules and procedures from three other

agencies:

• Federal Radio Commission

• Interstate Commerce Commission

• Postmaster General into one agency

FCC has jurisdiction in all 50 states, the District of

Columbia, and U.S. possessions such as Puerto Rico,

Guam, American Samoa, and the American Virgin Is-

lands.

The FCC has grown a great deal over the years.

With more than nearly 2,000 employees, it had

added to its original mandate, with oversight respon-

sibilities in new communications technologies such

as satellite, microwave, and private radio communi-

cations. There are six major sections of the 1934 Act,

called ‘‘titles.’’ They are:

• Title I: This section describes the administra-

tion, formation, and powers of the FCC.

• Title II: This section is about common carri-

er regulation.

• Title III: This section concerns broadcast sta-

tion requirements.

• Titles IV and V: These two sections deal with

judicial review and enforcement of the

Act.

• Title VI: This section describes various provi-

sions of the Act including amendments to

the Act and the emergency war powers of

the president. It also extends FCC power to

regulate cable television.
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The 1934 Act restricts FCC regulatory authority to in-

terstate and international common carriers. For pur-

poses of the Act, telephone and microwave commu-

nications are deemed common carriers.

Many of the prototypes for broadcasting regula-

tions were created before the 1934 Act by the Federal

Radio Commission. Sections 303-307 defines many of

the FCC’s powers related to broadcasting. Other sec-

tions either put limits on FCC’s authority or some of

the activities of broadcasters: 

• The FCC may not censor broadcast stations.

• Individuals may not uttering obscene or in-

decent language over a broadcast station.

• The ‘‘Equal Time Rule’’ requires broadcast-

ers to provide an equal opportunity to candi-

dates seeking political office.

• Under the ‘‘Fairness Doctrine,’’ broadcasters

must allow for rebuttal of controversial view-

points.

The 1934 Act has been amended many times.

Communication technology has changed dramatical-

ly during the FCC’s history. These changes include

the introduction of the following:

• television

• satellite and microwave communications

• cable television

• cellular telephone

• PCS (personal communications) services

FCC responsibilities have increased to accommodate

the regulatory issues presented by these new tech-

nologies. Consequently, it now shares regulatory

power with other federal, executive, and judicial

agencies.

The FCC oversees all broadcasting regulation. The

FCC can license operators of telecommunication ser-

vices and has recently used auctions as a means of

determining who would be awarded licenses for per-

sonal communications services. The FCC enforces

the requirements for wire and wireless communica-

tions through its rules and regulations. The FCC han-

dles major issues at its monthly meetings; it deals

with less important issues by circulating them among

the commissioners for action. The language of the

Act is flexible, sufficient to work as a framework for

the FCC to promulgate new rules and regulations re-

lated to a huge variety of technologies and services.

Organization

The president appoints and the Senate confirms

the FCC’s five commissioners. They serve 5-year

terms, unless appointed to fill an unexpired term.

One of the five commissioners is designated by the

president to serve as chairperson. The chairperson

delegates management and administrative responsi-

bility to the managing director of the FCC. To pre-

serve a certain degree of political equilibrium, one

political party may only have three commissioners at

any one time. No commissioner may have a financial

interest in any business related to the work of the

commission. The five FCC commissioners supervise

all of their organization’s official activities and dele-

gate agency responsibilities to staff units and bu-

reaus.

Bureaus and Offices

The FCC contains four key branches and divi-

sions:

1. Mass Media Bureau, which oversees licens-

ing and regulation of broadcasting services

2. Common Carrier Bureau, which handles

interstate communications service provid-

ers

3. Cable Bureau, which oversees rates and

competition provisions of the cable act of

1992

4. Private Radio Bureau, which regulates mi-

crowave and land mobile services

And there are special offices within the FCC that

help support the four bureaus:

• The Field Operations Bureau, which pro-

vides enforcement, engineering and public

outreach programs.

• The Office of Engineering and Technology,

which provides engineering expertise and

knowledge to the FCC and tests equipment

for compliance with FCC standards.

• The Office of Plans and Policy, which func-

tions as a sort of think tank for the FCC.

The FCC contains six Bureaus and ten Staff Of-

fices, arranged by function. The sixteen bureaus and

offices are:

1. Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau

2. Enforcement Bureau

3. International Bureau

4. Media Bureau
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5. Office of Administrative Law Judges

6. Office of Communications Business Op-

portunities

7. Office of Engineering And Technology

8. Office of Inspector General

9. Office of Legislative Affairs

10. Office of Media Relations

11. Office of Plans And Policy

12. Office of The General Counsel

13. Office of The Managing Director

14. Office of Work Place Diversity

15. Wireless Telecommunications

16. Wireline Competition Bureau.

These bureaus’ responsibilities include:

• analyzing complaints and conducting inves-

tigations

• developing and implementing regulatory

programs

• participating in hearings

• processing applications for licenses and

other filings

Although these various divisions within the FCC have

individual functions, they frequently join to address

issues that affect the entire FCC.

The Fairness Doctrine

First Amendment issues have been the most ac-

tive areas of public controversy among broadcasters

since the Communications Act of 1934. The FRC and

then the FCC have maintained that ‘‘scarcity’’ re-

quires a licensee to operate a broadcast station in the

public trust; a station is not meant to be an exclusive

means to promote its owners’ views. This controver-

sial doctrine formed the basis of many FCC rules up

through the mid-1980s.

The Fairness Doctrine withstood constitutional

challenges. For example, in 1969 the Doctrine was

held to be constitutional by the Supreme Court in

Red Lion Broadcasting v. FCC (395 U.S. 367). Broad-

casters had complained vociferously about the doc-

trine, complaining that it produces a chilling effect

on free speech. Despite the potential for conflict,

though, the FCC determined a station’s fairness re-

cord on the overall programming record of the li-

censee. The U.S. Supreme Court also reaffirmed that

as long as a licensee met its public trustee obliga-

tions, the licensee was not obligated to sell or give

time to specific opposing groups to meet Fairness

Doctrine requirements. Eventually, the FCC commis-

sioners pursued policies of deregulation and began

looking for ways to eliminate the Fairness Doctrine.

In 1985, an FCC report concluded that scarcity

was no longer a valid argument and the Fairness Doc-

trine unduly prevented broadcasters from airing

more controversial material. Two subsequent federal

court cases finally allowed the FCC to eliminate the

Fairness Doctrine in 1987. The FCC revoked the Fair-

ness Doctrine, with the exception of the personal at-

tack and political editorializing rules that remain in

effect.

The FCC and Broadcasting

Since the FCC’s founding, the act of determining

whether a licensee has fulfilled its responsibilities

under the ‘‘public interest, convenience and necessi-

ty’’ standard of the Act has varied a great deal de-

pending upon the composition of Commission and

the various orders or requests from Congress. The

FCC enjoys broad authority under section 303 to do

the following:

• approve equipment and set standards for le-

vels of interference

• assign frequencies and power

• classify stations and prescribe services

• issue cease and desist orders

• levy fines and forfeitures

• make regulations for stations with network

affiliations

• prescribe qualifications for station owners

and operators

Perhaps the FCC’s most important powers are

those associated with licensing. These powers allow

the FCC to license or short-license broadcast li-

censes. It can also withhold, fine, revoke or renew

broadcast licenses and construction permits based

on its own evaluation of whether the station has

served in the public interest. Even though the FCC

can revoke a license, it has not used this authority

much over its 60-year history.
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Before the era of deregulation, the FCC had a set

of complicated rules and regulations for broadcast-

ers. At the same time, it also gave licensees a lot of

scope to determine what constituted service in the

public interest based on local needs; this was known

as the ‘‘Ascertainment Policy.’’ Once the FCC li-

censed a station, the station’s operator had to moni-

tor the technical, operational, and programming

functions of the station. It also had to maintain files

on all aspects of station operations for several years.

The requirements for filing for and renewing li-

censes for broadcasters are greatly reduced today.

But when two or more applicants compete for the

same license or when someone challenges a Petition

to Deny, the FCC determines which of the rival appli-

cants is the most qualified to own and operate the

broadcasting facility. There are strict procedures for

hearings that ensure that the applicants’ rights are

protected. Consequently, the FCC’s adjudicative pro-

cess can be expensive and time-consuming.

Broadcast Regulation and FCC Policy
Decisions

Because the 1934 Act does not enumerate specific

powers to regulate networks, the FCC has sought to

regulate the relationship between affiliated stations

and broadcast networks. Following the promulga-

tion of the FCC’s Chain Broadcasting Regulations,

major radio and television networks challenged the

Commission’s authority to promulgate such rules.

Their 1943 suit, National Broadcasting Co., Inc. et
al. v. United States (319 U.S. 190) resulted in the Su-

preme Court upholding the constitutionality of the

1934 Act as well as the FCC’s rules related to business

alliances. In its opinion, the Court pointed out the

broad and flexible powers granted to the FCC by

Congress. The FCC has used the network case as a

precedent to justify its broad discretionary powers in

numerous subsequent rulings.

The FCC promulgated the seven-station rule, mul-

tiple-ownership and cross-ownership restrictions,

and cable television-broadcast television cross-

ownership rules to promote a diverse group of own-

ers and opinions in various markets and geographi-

cal areas. But as the FCC licensed more radio and

television stations, restrictions that limited owner-

ship to a few stations made less sense to the FCC.

Thus, recognizing greater market competition, the

Commission relaxed ownership rules in 1985. Subse-

quently, the FCC eased restrictions on the following

areas:

• Anti-Trafficking

• Ascertainment

• Duopoly and Syndication

• Financial Interest Rules

• Limits on Commercials

• Ownership

In the U.S. Supreme Court case of National Cable
& Telecommunications Assn v. Brand X Internet
Services, the high court ruled that the FCC acted

within its discretion in deciding to classify ‘‘high

speed Internet connections’’ as non-telephonic. In

so finding, the Court ruled that cable providers do

not have to allow ISPs to use their services.

Regulating Broadcast Television and
Radio

To broadcast radio or TV signals in the United

States, an owner or operator must obtain a license

from the FCC. The FCC licenses all transmitters

whose signal can travel distances, although there are

a few exceptions for very low power radio transmit-

ters, such as those in CB radios and walkie-talkies.

The FCC licenses radio transmitters according to

geography and certain other common ownership

rules that are intended to help prevent radio stations

from interfering with the signals of other stations.

The spectrum of available radio and television fre-

quencies is limited, so the FCC can issue only a limit-

ed number of licenses. Therefore, broadcast licenses

are extremely valuable, particularly in large cities.

The FCC limits individuals or corporate entities

from acquiring more than a certain number of sta-

tions in order to promote diverse viewpoints over

the airwaves. The Telecommunications Act of 1996

relaxed these limits, sparking a wave of recent broad-

cast mergers and acquisitions.

Wireless ‘‘Cellular’’ And ‘‘PCS’’
Communications

The FCC administers licensing for wireless com-

munications. This industry is growing rapidly, evi-

denced by the many new products and services using

wireless frequencies that are announced every week.

Cellular creates a system of mobile communications

through ‘‘cells,’’ which are small, linked service areas

that operate using analog technologies.

Personal communications services (PCS) are es-

sentially mobile phones that operate with digital
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technologies. PCS units can provide a range of ser-

vices and features such as paging, answering ser-

vices, and text messaging. The newest PCS versions

even permit users to send and receive text e-mail.

Communications law is a broad field covering

many issues that arise from the transmission of infor-

mation. But every communications law issue in-

volves problems with either ‘‘content’’ or ‘‘distribu-

tion.’’Some of the most common problems

associated with content include:

• copyright

• libel/slander

• patents

• trademark

Getting Involved in FCC Rulemaking

When the FCC considers changes to its rules, it

seeks comments from interested parties. These fil-

ings are known as ‘‘comments.’’ The FCC then allows

for a period—usually around 30 days- for interested

individuals or groups to respond to the comments

of others; these responses are known as ‘‘reply com-

ments.’’

The FCC encourages comments from members of

the public on its proceedings and proposed rulemak-

ings. Comments are either formal or informal. For-

mal comments are those that have a specific deadline

and require a certain number of copies—usually

four. Additionally, the FCC places formal comments

in the docket. Docket numbers are crucial to make

sure that an individual’s comments are considered,

no matter how they are submitted. To locate a dock-

et number, people can contact the Office of Public

Affairs, Public Service Division, or the bureau or of-

fice responsible for the item.

All of the FCC’s decision-makers read and consid-

er formal comments. But informal comments are

those that do not meet deadline or copy require-

ments. While they are placed in the docket, they will

not be as widely distributed within the FCC for re-

view. There is no guarantee that informal comments

will be read. If individuals file formal comments, they

must deliver an original plus four copies of their

comments to the FCC’s Office of the Secretary. If

they want their formal comments to be sent to the

commissioners themselves, they need to submit an

original and nine copies.

Unfortunately, many people do not comment on

issues of interest to them because they think that

comments must be prepared and filed by an attor-

ney. This is not true; individuals need not hire an at-

torney to prepare comments. There is no set format

for comments, and anyone may prepare and file

comments. People can prepare comments as they

would a short statement or a brief letter. Of course,

comments may also be detailed documents prepared

by an outside law firm or other professional.

When preparing comments for the FCC, people

should try to prepare sound arguments. Well-argued

comments are the most helpful to the Commission

when it is formulating new rules. In the end, new

rules must stand the test of petitions of reconsidera-

tion by the parties involved, and sometimes they also

face court challenges.

Making a Personal Presentation

Any communication directed to the merits or out-

come of an FCC proceeding is considered an ‘‘ex

parte’’ presentation. Citizens may appear in person

before FCC officials to make an ex parte presenta-

tion. Ex parte presentations may also be made in

writing. The FCC has specific disclosure require-

ments associated with different forms of ex parte

presentations:

1. Oral ex parte presentations: If individuals

want to make oral ex parte presentations

and present data or arguments in that pro-

ceeding that are not already reflected in

their written comments, they must pro-

vide an original and one copy of a written

memorandum to the Secretary (with a

copy to the Commissioner or staff mem-

ber involved) that summarizes the data

and arguments they intend to present.

Their memoranda must clearly indicate on

its face the docket number of the particu-

lar proceeding(s) to which it relates, the

fact that an original and one copy have

been submitted to the Secretary, and it

must be labeled or captioned as an ex

parte presentation. Individuals can file

their memoranda on the date of their oral

presentations.

2. Written ex parte presentations: Individuals

must provide two copies of the written

presentation to the Commission’s Secre-

tary to be included in the public record.

This must occur on the same day the pre-

sentation is submitted. They need to be

sure to include the docket number on the

face of the presentation to which it relates,
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and that two copies of it have been submit-

ted to the Secretary, and label it as an ex

parte presentation.

It is a good idea to contact the FCC staff member as-

sociated with the proceeding before planning an ex

parte presentation. Because some proceedings are

restricted, staff can let people know if they can make

a presentation and can explain the rules for doing so.

Electronic Filing

The FCC actively encourages participation in its

rulemaking process. One way it does so is by urging

the public to submit comments on proposed rules

through electronic mail and fax. If individuals file

comments via email and want it to be treated as ‘‘for-

mal,’’ they should also print out their comments and

send the original plus four copies to the Secretary’s

office by the stated deadline. If they cannot make the

deadline this way, or if they are faced with the pros-

pect of commenting informally or not commenting

at all, they should go ahead and submit their com-

ments any way they can, then follow up with a phone

call to ensure the FCC received them. If they merely

file their comments via email or fax or in the form of

a letter without the extra four copies, the FCC will

consider them to be ‘‘informal’’ comments.

Other First Amendment Issues

The FCC has recently been confronted with sever-

al controversial issues concerning indecent or ob-

scene broadcasts. And increasingly suggestive music

lyrics prompted the FCC to take action against sever-

al licensees in 1987. In a formal Public Notice, the

FCC restated a generic definition of indecency,

which was subsequently upheld by the U.S. Court of

Appeals. With encouragement by Congress, the FCC

increased its efforts to limit the broadcast of indecent

programming material. This action includes such in-

stances as the graphic depiction of aborted fetuses

in political advertising. Various FCC enforcement

rules, including a 24-hour ban and a ‘‘safe harbor pe-

riod’’ from midnight to 6 a.m., have been challenged

in court.

Currently the FCC has come under criticism on

several fronts. Its critics claim that the agency is un-

necessary and the Communications Act of 1934 is

outdated. Sweeping changes in communications

technology are placing new burdens on the commis-

sion’s resources. But it remains to be seen whether

the FCC will be substantially changed in the future.

Additional Resources

The ARRL’s FCC Rule Book: Complete Guide to the FCC
Regulations Hogerty, Tom, ed. American Radio Relay
League, Incorporated, 1998.

The Broadcaster’s Survival Guide: A Handbook of FCC
Rules and Regulations for Radio and TV Stations Whit-
ley, Jack W. and Gregg P. Skall, St. Martin’s Press, Inc.,
1990.

Communications Deregulation and FCC Reform: Finish-
ing the Job Eisenach, Jeffrey, and Randolph J. May, eds.
Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2001.

Electronic Media and Government Smith, F. Leslie, Milan
Meeske, and John W. Wright II, Longman, 1995.

Electronic Media Law and Regulation Creech, Kenneth,
Focal Press/Butterworth Legal Publishers, 1993.

FCC: The Ups And Downs of Radio-TV Regulation Ray, Wil-
liam B., Iowa State University Press, 1990.

‘‘Hypertext FCC Rules Project’’ Available at http://
www.hallikainen.com/FccRules/, hallikainen.com, 2002.

Mass Communications Law in a Nutshell Carter, T. Bar-
ton, Harvey L. Zuckman, and Juliet Lushbough, West
Publishing, 1994.

Organizations

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

445 12th St., S.W.

Washington, DC 20554 USA

Phone: (888) 225-5322

Fax: (202) 418-0232

E-Mail: fccinfo@fcc.gov

URL: http://www.fcc.gov/

National Association of Broadcasters (NAB)

1771 N Street, NW

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 429-5300

Fax: (202) 429-4199

E-Mail: nab@nab.org

URL: http://www.nab.org/

National Exchange Carrier Association
(NECA)

80 South Jefferson Road

Whippany, NJ 07981-1009 USA

Phone: (800) 228-8597

Fax: (973) 884-8469

E-Mail: webmastr@neca.org

URL: http://www.neca.org/
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Telecommunications Industry Association
(TIA)

2500 Wilson Blvd., Suite 300

Arlington, VA 22201 USA

Phone: (703) 907-7700

Fax: (703) 907-7727

E-Mail: tia@tia.eia.org

URL: http://www.tiaonline.org/
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SATELLITE AND CABLE

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• The FCC

- The FCC and Censorship

- Other FCC Enforcement Functions

• Problems with Cable Operators

• Signal Bleed

• Blocking Programs or Channels

• The Satellite Home Viewer Improvement

Act of 1999

• The Satellite Radio

• Satellite Antennas

• Some Activities Not Regulated by the FCC

• Additional Resources

Background

To begin to comprehend the issues and the many

laws and regulations related to satellite and cable in-

dustries in the United States, one must first under-

stand a bit about the Federal Communications Com-

mission (FCC). Congress created the FCC when it

enacted the Communications Act of 1934. The Act

was intended in part to help regulate interstate and

foreign commerce in communications via wire and

radio to help make available a rapid, efficient, nation-

wide, and worldwide wire and radio communications

service. Note that the term ‘‘radio’’ has been inter-

preted in its most inclusive sense to also apply to

television. The FCC has grown into a very large gov-

ernmental agency, and its functions have expanded

to include oversight of the satellite and cable tele-

communications media. Questions about satellite or

cable laws or regulations are most likely addressed

by the FCC.

The FCC

The FCC has five commissioners, appointed by

the president and confirmed by the Senate, who

oversee the operations of the agency. There are vari-

ous operating bureaus under the commissioners,

one of which is the Mass Media Bureau. Different bu-

reaus within the FCC regulate different aspects of

telecommunications media. For example, the Mass

Media Bureau regulates amplitude and frequency

modulation, low-power television, and direct broad-

cast satellite. The Common Carrier Bureau regulates

telephone and cable operations.

The FCC licenses new broadcast stations based on

the needs of communities in a given region and on

technical engineering considerations that prevent in-

terference between stations. The FCC must approve

a host of activities by broadcasters, including alloca-

tions of new stations and applications to build, modi-

fy, renew, or sell a station. When the FCC considers

an application for any of these activities, it tries to de-

termine if granting the request serves the public in-
terest. This kind of review is required by the Com-

munications Act.

The FCC and Censorship

The FCC expects stations to manifest an aware-

ness of the important problems or issues in the com-

munities they serve by presenting programming and/

or announcements about local issues. In the end,
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though, it is broadcasters and not the FCC (or any

other government agency) who are responsible for

selecting all the content of their programs. The Com-

munications Act and parts of the U.S. Constitution

prohibit the FCC from censoring broadcast content.

These considerations limit the FCC’s role in oversee-

ing the content of programming. But the FCC is per-

mitted to levy fines on a station or revoke its license

if the station has violated any of the following three

considerations:

1. restrictions on indecent programming

2. limits on the number of commercials aired

during children’s programming

3. rules involving candidates for public office

Other FCC Enforcement Functions

The FCC’s authority differs greatly regarding stan-

dard broadcast television stations and other types of

television channels such as cable television. Cable

television channels are available by subscription

only; they cannot be received over the air. Conse-

quently, cable operators are subject to a different set

of FCC rules than broadcast television stations. A

broadcast television station on a cable system is regu-

lated as a broadcast station.

The FCC enforces regulations designed to pro-

mote competition among cable companies, satellite

companies, and other firms offering video program-

ming services to the general public. This competi-

tion-promotion function includes a variety of issues

such as the following:

• commercial availability of set-top boxes

• commercial leased access

• mandatory carriage of television broadcast

signals

• open video systems

• over-the-air reception devices

• program access

• the accessibility of closed captioning and

video description on television program-

ming

More specific information about these functions can

be found on the FCC’s website, http://www.fcc.gov.

Problems with Cable Operators

Basically, decisions concerning what services to

offer and most other programming decisions are

within the discretion of the cable operator. The FCC

is powerless to address most complaints against

cable companies other than specific violations con-

cerning indecent programming, the limit on the

number of commercials aired during children’s pro-

gramming, and the rules involving candidates for

public office.

To meet the requests for ‘‘family-friendly’’ pro-

gramming, cable and satellite companies have begun

voluntarily to make changes in their offerings. In De-

cember 2005, FCC chair Kevin J. Martin announced

that some cable companies may ‘‘respond to con-

sumer demand and begin to voluntarily offer family

tiers.’’ Early in 2006, satellite provider DirecTV an-

nounced that it would offer a family package that in-

cluded 40 channels providing children’s program-

ming, educational programming, and public interest

channels.

Interference is occasionally a problem for cable

subscribers. One common source of interference is

home electronics equipment. To receive the clearest

signals, the equipment must be adequately designed

with circuitry or filtering technologies that reject un-

wanted signals emitted from nearby transmitters.

The FCC recommends that users contact the manu-

facturer and/or the store where the equipment was

purchased to resolve the interference problem.

If users have a complaint about cable rates or poor

service, they should direct their communication to

their local franchise authority. A franchising authority

is the municipal, county, or other government orga-

nization that regulates certain aspects of the cable

television industry at the local or state level. There

are approximately 30,000 franchising authorities in

the United States. The name of the franchising au-

thority is often found on the front or back of a cable

bill. If the name of the franchising authority is not on

the bill, users can contact their cable company or

their local town or city hall.

Signal Bleed

The cable television industry goes to great lengths

to protect its programs from theft. Theft most often

occurs when consumers are able to receive content

over cable channels for which they have not paid in

their subscription account. To block these signals,

cable television firms encrypt or scramble their sig-

nals so that the subscriber receives only the services

for which they have paid. Occasionally, some scram-

bling techniques employed by cable companies do
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not block the entire audio and video signals. ‘‘Signal

bleed’’ occurs when consumers are able to view such

inadequately blocked broadcast material. Signal

bleed may cause concern for parents because it may

permit children in homes with a cable subscription

to view programming that contains objectionable

material.

Blocking Programs or Channels

Cable television operators determine the chan-

nels that are available on their cable systems. To help

increase the number of subscribers, a cable operator

will select channels that appear likely to attract a

broad spectrum of viewers. Because of this, a cable

subscriber may receive programs as part of a pro-

gramming package that he or she does not wish to

view.

Federal law now requires broadcasters of most

programming available on television to alert viewers

if a program contains violence, inappropriate lan-

guage, or other material that a viewer may find offen-

sive. Generally, the broadcaster and not the cable op-

erator is responsible for the programming that is

shown on a particular channel. The cable operator

usually does not have the right to prevent the trans-

mission of a program containing objectionable mate-

rial. Individual subscribers, however, have two im-

portant tools that they may use to prevent programs

or channels from being viewed on their television

sets.

1. Lockboxes. These are devices a subscriber

may buy or lease from the subscriber’s

cable company. They are also available

from some retail electronic stores. A lock-

box can literally lock particular channels so

that the programming cannot be viewed.

2. V-chip. A V-chip is circuitry in a television

capable of identifying governmental rat-

ings and blocking the programming that

an individual finds inappropriate. Depend-

ing on its technical specifications, the V-

chip may block individual programs, or it

may be used to block one or more chan-

nels entirely. All television screens that are

13-inches or larger and that are manufac-

tured or imported for use in the United

States are required by law to be equipped

with the V-chip. The law required manu-

facturers to produce 50% of their televi-

sions with the V-chip by 1999, and the re-

maining 50% were to contain the v-chip by

2000. Televisions not equipped with a V-

chip may be fitted with one.

The Satellite Home Viewer Improvement
Act of 1999

The Satellite Home Viewer Improvement Act of

1999 (SHVIA) provides significant modifications to

the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1988, the Commu-

nications Act, and the U.S. Copyright Act. SHVIA

was enacted to promote competition among multi-

channel video programming distributors. These in-

clude satellite companies and cable television opera-

tors. It was also intended to encourage an increase

in programming choices.

SHVIA allows satellite companies to broadcast

local TV signals to their subscribers who live in the

local TV station’s market. SHVIA also allows satellite

companies to provide ‘‘distant’’ network broadcast

stations to certain eligible satellite subscribers. The

satellite company has the option of providing local

TV signals into a local TV station’s market, but it does

not have to do so. Some satellite companies have

opted to provide this service in some viewing mar-

kets. Users can contact their satellite company to de-

termine whether and when the service is available in

their market.

Satellite Radio

Radio listeners now have the option of bypassing

traditional broadcasts and getting programs via satel-

lite radio. The twenty-first century saw the advent of

two companies in the United States, XM Satellite

Radio and Sirius Satellite radio. As of 2005, XM had

more than 5 million subscribers and Sirius had more

than three million. The programming offered on

each satellite radio station includes more than 120

stations covering everything from news to talk shows

to sports to all varieties of music. The programming

is commercial-free, but listeners must have special

antennas—and they must pay a monthly subscrip-

tion fee. The satellite radio stations believe that

enough people will appreciate the variety and conve-

nience of satellite radio that the monthly subscrip-

tion price (less than $15 as of 2006) will be money

well spent.

Satellite Antennas

Generally, users may install a satellite dish that is

1 meter (39.37 inches) or less on their own property
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or property on which they have the exclusive use,

such as leased or rented property. In Section 207 of

the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Congress

adopted the Over-the-Air Reception Devices Rule.

This rule applies to governmental and non-

governmental restrictions imposed on a consumer’s

ability to receive video programming signals from di-

rect broadcast satellites, wireless cable providers,

and television broadcast stations. The rule outlaws

restrictions intended to prevent a consumer from in-

stalling, maintaining, or using an antenna. The rule

applies to a broad range of potential regulatory bo-

dies, laws, or regulations:

• building regulations

• condominium or cooperative association re-

strictions

• homeowner association rules

• land-use regulations

• lease restrictions

• other restrictions on property within the ex-

clusive use or control of the antenna user

where the user has an ownership or lease-

hold interest in the property

• private covenants

• Zoning regulations

There is a three-part test to determine whether a

particular restriction is illegal under the rule. It must:

1. unreasonably delay or prevent the use of

the antenna

2. unreasonably increases the cost of the an-

tenna or service

3. prevent a person from receiving or trans-

mitting an acceptable quality signal

The rule does not prohibit restrictions based on le-

gitimate safety concerns, nor does it prohibit restric-

tions intended to preserve designated or eligible his-

toric or prehistoric properties. In such cases, the

restriction must be no more burdensome than nec-

essary to accomplish its safety or preservation pur-

poses.

Some Activities Not Regulated by the FCC

The FCC licenses individual stations only; it does

not license radio or television networks, which are

organizations composed of multiple stations. Exam-

ples of networks include ABC, NBC, CBS, and Fox.

The FCC does license the owners of particular sta-

tions within those networks. The FCC does not regu-

late information provided over the Internet.

The FCC cannot regulate closed-circuit radio or

television, which means that it cannot control what

is carried over closed-circuit systems in, for example,

department stores, airports, or casinos. In addition,

the FCC has no authority over the following:

• bullfights

• exhibitions

• promoters of prizefights

• rodeos

• sports teams or leagues

Arrangements for broadcasting these events and

other exhibitions are made privately between owners

of the rights (such as sports teams or leagues) and

the stations and/or network involved.

Finally, the FCC cannot regulate:

• companies that measure the size and other

characteristics of radio and TV audiences

• music-licensing organizations

• news-gathering organizations (such as AP or

UPI) that provide stations with news and

comment

• record companies

• the manufacture and distribution of audio

and video recordings

• the production, distribution and rating of

motion pictures

• the publishing of newspapers, books, or

other printed material

Additional Resources

American Broadcast Regulation and the First Amend-
ment: Another Look Tillinghast, Charles H., Iowa State
University Press, 2000.

The Cable and Satellite Television Industries Parsons, Pat-
rick R., Robert M. Frieden, and Rob Frieden, Allyn &
Bacon, 1997.

‘‘Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau.’’ Available at
http://www.fcc.gov/cgb/consumers.html. Federal Com-
munications Commission, 2002.

The First Amendment and the Fifth Estate: Regulation of
Electronic Mass Media 5th ed., Carter, T. Barton, Marc
A. Franklin, and Jay B. Wright. Foundation Press, 1999.
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Satellite Communications Regulations in the Early 21st
Century: Changes for a New Era Salin, Patrick-André,
M. Nijhoff, 2000.

Selling the Air: A Critique of the Policy of Commercial
Broadcasting in the United States Streeter, Thomas,
University of Chicago Press, 1996.

Telecommunications Law and Policy Benjamin, Stuart
Minor, Douglas Gary Lichtman, and Howard A. Shelan-
ski, Carolina Academic Press, 2001.

Video Scrambling & Descrambling for Satellite & Cable TV
Graf, Rudolf F., and William Sheets, Newnes, 1998.

Organizations

Advanced Television Systems Committee
(ATSC)

1750 K Street NW, Suite 1200

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 872-9160

Fax: (202) 872-9161

E-Mail: atsc@atsc.org

URL: http://www.atsc.org

Primary Contact: Mark Richer, President

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

445 12th Street, SW

Washington, DC 20554 USA

Phone: (866) 225-5322

Fax: (866) 418-0232

E-Mail: fccinfo@fcc.gov

URL: http://www.fcc.gov

Primary Contact: Kevin J. Martin, Chair

National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA)

1401 Constitution Ave., NW

Washington, DC 20230 USA

Phone: (202) 482-7002

URL: http://www.ntia.doc.gov/

Primary Contact: Michael D. Gallagher, Assistant

Secretary for Commerce for Communications and

Information

North American Association of
Telecommunications Dealers (NATD)

131 NW First Avenue

DelRay Beach, FL 33444 USA

Phone: (561) 266-9440

Fax: (561) 266-9017

E-Mail: jmarion@NATD.com

URL: http://www.natd.com/

Primary Contact: Joseph Marion, Executive

Director

Satellite Industry Association (SIA)

1730 M Street NW, Suite 600

Washington, DC 20036 USA

Phone: (202) 349-3650

Fax: (202) 349-3622

E-Mail: info@sia.org

URL: http://www.sia.org/

Primary Contact: David Cavossa, Executive Director
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TELEPHONE

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal Regulation of Telephone Compa-

nies and Telephone Services

- The Communications Act of 1934

- Recent Amendments to the Commu-

nications Act of 1934

• State Regulation of Telephone Companies

and Telephone Services

A ‘‘telephone’’ is an apparatus for the transmis-

sion of human speech or other sounds over dis-

tances greater than the limits of ordinary human au-

dibility. The business of transmitting information by

telephone is quasi-public in character. The law treats

telephone companies both as common carriers of in-

formation and as public utilities. As such, tele-

phone companies are regulated by the Federal Com-

munications Commission (FCC) at the federal level

and by public utility commissions at the state level.

Telephone systems may generally be owned and op-

erated by a partnership, an individual, or a corpora-

tion.

Background

Invented by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876, the

original telephone was described as a mere improve-

ment upon the magnetic telegraph, which sent data

as fast as electrons could move along wires. Unlike

telegraph companies, however, telephone compa-

nies do not receive, transmit, or deliver messages in

the ordinary sense of these terms. Instead, tele-

phone companies furnish customers with networks,

facilities, and devices through which conversations

can take place over long distances.

The telephone-services sector began to develop

in the late nineteenth century when several patents
registered by Bell began to expire, while indepen-

dent local telephone companies began to proliferate

in major cities. At first, telephone service in the Unit-

ed States was predominantly local because satisfacto-

ry technology for transmitting long-distance calls did

not exist. However, American telephony witnessed

an explosion in technological innovations during the

early twentieth century, including the invention of a

‘‘vacuum tube,’’ which allowed phone conversations

to be transmitted over distances of several miles.

The Bell telephone companies—under the par-

entage of the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company (AT&T)—patented and deployed this

technology across state lines. But they typically re-

fused to allow independent telephone companies to

interconnect with their long-distance service. As a re-

sult of this handicap and the intense price competi-

tion with the Bell companies, many independent

telephone service providers chose to sell their com-

panies to AT&T. By the advent of the 1930s, AT&T

controlled approximately 80% of local exchange lines

in the United States. These practices placed AT&T in

the cross hairs of antitrust authorities, who con-

vinced Congress of the need for regulation in this

area.
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Federal Regulation of Telephone
Companies and Telephone Services

The Communications Act of 1934

After conducting a series of hearings on AT&T’s

growing dominance over American telephoning,

Congress determined that AT&T and its competitors

were public service corporations whose facilities

and instruments were devoted to public use, which

made them subject to two kinds of legislative con-

trol, state and federal. States may regulate the trans-

mission of telephone communications wholly within

state boundaries, Congress said, so long as such in-

trastate communications do not substantially affect

interstate commerce. Once a telephone communica-

tion crosses state boundaries or substantially affects

commerce in more than one state, Congress ob-

served, the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitu-

tion gives only federal authorities the power to regu-

late such interstate communications.

U.S.C.A.Const.Art. I, section 8, clause 3. Congress for-

malized these findings in the Communications Act of

1934.

The Communications Act of 1934 establishes a

dual system of state and federal regulation for tele-

communications services. 47 USCA sections 151 et

seq. The act grants the FCC broad authority, but also

clearly delineates a strict separation between inter-

state and intrastate jurisdiction, and denies the

FCC authority over most intrastate communications.

The act also establishes the Federal-State Communi-

cations Joint Board to hear disputes that involve

questions concerning both interstate and intrastate

telephone transmissions, and any other telecommu-

nications dispute deemed to involve a mixture of

state and federal concerns.

In determining whether the FCC has jurisdiction

to regulate a particular telephone service provider,

the focus is on the nature of the service at issue,

since the FCC may regulate telephone services only

to the extent of their interstate use. However, purely

intrastate telephone facilities and services that are

used to complete even a single interstate call can fall

under FCC jurisdiction depending on the nature of

that phone call. Thus, the FCC has authority to regu-

late use of an intrastate call made on a Wide Area

Telecommunications Service (WATS) when that ser-

vice is used as part of an interstate communications

network. National Association of Regulatory Utility

Commissioners v. F.C.C., 746 F.2d 1492 (D.C. Cir.

1984). Similarly, where a telephone company has all

of its facilities within one state and solely engages in

intrastate telephone communication except for its

physical connection with carriers doing business in

other states, it is still subject to federal regulation

under the Communications Act as a connecting carri-

er. At the same time, the FCC does not have authori-

ty to order connecting carriers to continue intercon-

nection agreements with interstate

telecommunication service providers. Accordingly,

connecting carriers are free to remove their intercon-

nection with any interstate carrier, and thereby re-

move themselves completely from jurisdiction of the

FCC.

Recent Amendments to the Communications
Act of 1934

Telephone companies that are subject to federal

jurisdiction under the Communications Act are also

subject to any other applicable laws, regulations, or

rules enacted by Congress or promulgated by a fed-

eral agency. On three occasions during the 1990s

Congress amended the Communications Act of 1934,

updating its provisions in light of technological de-

velopments and market conditions. In 1991 Con-

gress passed the Telephone Consumer Protection
Act (TCPA) to give Americans greater freedom at

home from unsolicited commercial advertisements.

47 U.S.C.A. section 227. The TCPA generally imposes

restrictions on unsolicited advertisements made

through automatic telephone dialing systems, artifi-

cial or prerecorded voice messages, and telephone

facsimile machines.

The FCC began fleshing out these restrictions

when it promulgated a regulation requiring telemar-

keters to create do-not-call lists for consumers who

ask not to receive further solicitation. The FCC also

limited the hours during which telemarketers may

call a consumer’s residence (not prior to 8 a.m. or

after 9 p.m.). Additionally, the FCC issued a rule flatly

prohibiting the transmission of unsolicited advertise-

ments via telephone facsimile machines. Finally, the

FCC published a regulation requiring all artificial or

prerecorded messages delivered by an auto-dialer to

clearly identify the caller at the beginning of the mes-

sage.

In 1992 Congress again amended the Communi-

cations Act of 1934, when it passed the Telephone

Disclosure and Dispute Resolution Act (TDDRA). 15

U.S.C.A. section 5701. The TDDRA regulates how

telephone carriers may offer pay-per-call services

(e.g., 900 numbers), and prohibits unfair and decep-

tive practices undertaken by telephone carriers in

connection with pay-per-call services, including mis-
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leading and fraudulent billing and collection prac-

tices.

Specifically, the TDDRA provides that any inter-

state telephone service, other than a telephone com-

pany directory assistance service, that charges con-

sumers for information or entertainment must be

provided through a 900 number unless it is offered

under what is termed a ‘‘pre-subscription or compa-

rable arrangement.’’ That pre-subscription or com-

parable arrangement may be a preexisting contract

by which the caller has ‘‘subscribed’’ to the informa-

tion or entertainment service. The arrangement may

also be made through the caller’s authorization to

bill an information or entertainment service call to a

prepaid account or to a credit, debit, charge, or call-

ing card. Telephone companies may not disconnect

local or long-distance telephone service for failure to

pay 900 number charges, and must offer consumers

the option of blocking access to 900 number services

if technically feasible. Telephone companies that bill

consumers for pay-per-call and pre-subscribed infor-

mation or entertainment services must show those

charges in a portion of the bill that is separate from

local and long-distance charges.

Despite increased regulation at the federal level,

the telephone service market in the United States re-

mained largely monopolistic for most of the twenti-

eth century, continuing to be dominated by a few

small companies in each region of the country. Con-

gress attempted to increase competition by passing

the Telecommunications Act 1996 (the ‘‘1996 Act’’),

which allows multiple ‘‘local exchange carriers’’

(LECs) to compete for customers. 1996 Pub.L. No.

104-104. The 1996 Act amends the 1934 Act by distin-

guishing between incumbent LECs (ILECs) and com-

peting LECs (CLECs). ILECs are existing telephone

service providers that have established a telecommu-

nications network in a given market. CLECs are tele-

phone service providers that seek access to an ILEC’s

market.

One way in which the 1996 Act attempts to im-

prove competition is through ‘‘interconnection

agreements’’ and ‘‘reciprocal compensation agree-

ments.’’ 47 U.S.C.A. section 251. ‘‘Interconnection

agreements’’ require ILECs to make their telecom-

munications networks available (via purchase or

lease) to CLECs so that a phone call initiated by the

customer of an ILEC may be connected to the cus-

tomer of a CLEC, and vice versa. ‘‘Reciprocal com-

pensation agreements’’ require the carrier for the

customer who initiates a phone call to share some

of its revenues from that call with the carrier of the

customer who receives the call (the telecommunica-

tions industry describes the LEC of the customer

who receives the call as the one that ‘‘terminates’’

the call and not the one that ‘‘receives’’ it). These re-

quirements were challenged and upheld in federal

court on two separate appeals, and are now under

consideration by the U.S. Supreme Court. Illinois

Bell Telephone Co. v. Worldcom Technologies, Inc.,

179 F.3d 566 (7th Cir. 1999); Bell Atlantic Maryland,

Inc. v. MCI WorldCom, Inc., 240 F.3d 279 (4th Cir.

2001). In a related case, the U.S. Supreme Court up-

held FCC rules that require ILECs to lease their net-

works to competitors at heavily discounted rates.

Verizon Communications, Inc. v. F.C.C., —-U.S.——,

—- S.Ct. ——, —- L.Ed.2d ——, 2002 WL 970643

(U.S., May 13, 2002).

State Regulation of Telephone Companies
and Services

State law regulates intrastate telephone services

that do not substantially affect interstate commerce.

It is the policy of each state to protect the public in-
terest in having adequate and efficient telecommu-

nications services available to every state resident at

a just, fair, and reasonable rate. To carry out this poli-

cy and to regulate rates, operations, and services,

state public utility commissions (PUCs) have the gen-

eral power to regulate and supervise the business of

each public utility within its jurisdiction and to do

anything that is necessary and convenient in the ex-

ercise of its power. For example, state PUCs are typi-

cally given exclusive jurisdiction to determine wheth-

er a telephone utility should be permitted to close

a business office in a given community.

PUCs are also commonly charged with the exclu-

sive responsibility to enhance competition by adjust-

ing regulation to match the degree of competition in

the marketplace so that costs associated with run-

ning a utility do not deter new telephone service pro-

viders from entering the market. State PUCs must en-

sure that telephone rates are not unreasonably

preferential, prejudicial, predatory, or discriminatory

and are applied equitably and consistently through-

out its jurisdiction. Additionally, PUCs may supple-

ment federal law by enacting their own rules and reg-

ulations governing pay-per-call services, unsolicited

advertisements, automatic dial announcing devices,

or any other feature of local telephone service that

might adversely affect consumers.
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An individual, partnership, or corporation may

not normally offer local telephone service without

complying with PUC rules and regulations. In most

states, the PUC requires that before a telephone

company may provide local service each company

must obtain (1) a certificate of convenience and ne-

cessity; (2) a certificate of operating authority; or (3)

a service provider certificate of operating authority.

PUCs may revoke or amend a certificate of conve-

nience and necessity, a certificate of operating au-

thority, or a service provider certificate of operating

authority after notice and hearing if it finds that the

certificate holder has never provided or is no longer

providing service in all or any part of the certificated

area. PUCs may also require one or more public utili-

ties to provide service in an area affected by the revo-

cation or amendment of a certificate held by a public

utility.

Organized for public purposes to more efficiently

serve its customers, telephone companies are usual-

ly granted special privileges and powers in addition

to those that they possess as private corporations.

For example, telephone corporations, telephone co-

operatives, and foreign telephone companies are

often given the power of eminent domain, which

gives these entities a right-of-way to erect, construct,

and maintain necessary stations, plants, equipment,

or lines upon, through, or over private land. The del-

egation of the state’s power of eminent domain has

been held valid because of the public good derived

from installing telecommunications systems on pri-

vate property.

On the other hand, local telephone companies

have no absolute right to use city streets to erect tele-

phone poles or configure their facilities and net-

works. Instead, telephone companies must first ob-

tain consent from the municipal authorities of the

city in which they are seeking to provide telephone

service. This consent is commonly manifested by the

grant of a franchise from the governing municipal au-

thority, and PUCs should not unreasonably restrict

the rights and powers of municipalities in granting

or refusing a telephone company the right to use city

streets. However, cities, towns, and villages have no

right to deny telephone companies all use of their

streets, and when a municipal corporation unlawfully

rejects a telephone company’s application to erect

poles and string wires along certain public streets, it

abandons the right to prescribe the streets on which

the line will be constructed.

Additional Resources

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law St. Paul: West
Group, 1998

American Jurisprudence St. Paul: West Group, 1998 

Organizations

Federal Communications Commission

445 12th Street S.W.

Washington, DC 20554 USA

Phone: (888) 225-5322

Fax: (202) 835-5322

E-Mail: fccinfo@fcc.gov

URL: http://www.fcc.gov

Primary Contact: Michael K. Powell, Chairman

Public Utility Commission of Texas

1701 N. Congress Avenue

Austin, TX 78711-3326 USA

Phone: (512) 936-7000

E-Mail: customer@puc.state.tx.us

URL: http://www.puc.state.tx.us/about/index.cfm

Primary Contact: Lane Lanford, Executive Director
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TELEVISION

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal Regulation of Licenses, Content, and

Advertising

- Regulation of Television Broadcast

Licenses

- Content Regulation: The Fairness

Doctrine

- Content Regulation: Rules Underly-

ing the Fairness Doctrine

- Content Regulation: Obscene, Pro-

fane, and Indecent Broadcasts

- Regulation of Advertising

- Children and Television

- Additional Resources

Background

American businesses pour billions of dollars each

year into marketing their services and products on

television. Transmitted to viewers through electro-

magnetic airwaves, satellite feeds, optical fibers, and

cable lines, television programming often transcends

state lines. The interstate character of this commer-

cial activity brings regulation of television within the

purview of the Commerce Clause of the U. S. Consti-

tution. U.S.C.A. Const. Art. I, section 8, cl. 3. Under

the Commerce Clause, federal courts have ruled that

Congress has the power to regulate ‘‘radio commu-

nications,’’ including the power to control the num-

ber, location, and activities of broadcasting stations

around the country.

Pursuant to this power Congress passed the Com-

munications Act of 1934, which expanded the defini-

tion of ‘‘radio communication’’ to include ‘‘signs, sig-

nals, pictures, and sounds of all kinds, including all

instrumentalities, facilities, apparatus, and services

. . . incidental to such transmission.’’. With the advent

of television in the late 1930s and its growth in popu-

larity during the 1940s and 1950s, ‘‘radio communi-

cation’’ was eventually interpreted to encompass

television broadcasts as well.

The rapid growth of telecommunications also

prompted Congress to create the Federal Communi-

cations Commission (FCC), an executive branch
agency charged with overseeing the telecommunica-

tions industry in the United States. The FCC has ex-

clusive jurisdiction to grant, deny, review, and ter-

minate television broadcast licenses. The FCC is also

responsible for establishing guidelines, promulgat-

ing regulations, and resolving disputes involving vari-

ous broadcast media. The FCC does not, however,

typically oversee the selection of programming that

is broadcast. There are exceptions for this general

rule, including limits on indecent programming, the

number of commercials aired during children’s pro-

gramming, and rules involving candidates for public

office. Five commissioners, appointed by the presi-

dent and confirmed by the Senate, direct the FCC.

Commissioners are appointed for five-year terms; no

more than three may be from one political party.

Within the FCC, the Media Bureau develops, recom-

mends and administers the policy and licensing pro-

grams relating to electronic media, including cable

and broadcast television in the United States and its

territories. 

The FCC enacts and enforces regulations address-

ing competition among cable and satellite compa-

nies and other entities that offer video programming
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services to the general public. This jurisdiction in-

cludes issues such as: 

• Mandatory carriage of television broadcast

signals

• Commercial leased access

• Program access

• Over-the-air reception devices

• Commercial availability of set-top boxes

• Accessibility of closed captioning and video

description on television programming

In 1978 Congress established the National Tele-

communications and Information Administration

(NTIA) to serve as the policy arm for federal regula-

tion of telecommunications. Together with the FCC,

the NTIA formulates and presents official White

House positions on a variety of domestic and inter-

national telecommunication-related issues.

Federal regulation of television broadcasting pre-

empts any conflicting state or local regulation. How-

ever, the federal government’s power to regulate

television is not absolute. In regulating television,

both Congress and the FCC must do so to advance

the public interest. Congress and the FCC also must

be sensitive to First Amendment concerns. Televi-

sion broadcast companies are entitled to exercise ro-

bust journalistic freedom that is consistent with the

right of the public to participate in a diverse market-

place of ideas, a marketplace that itself is tempered

by appropriate social, political, esthetic, moral, and

cultural values.

Federal Regulation of Licenses, Content,
and Advertising

Regulation of Television Broadcast Licenses

The Communications Act of 1934 confers upon

the FCC the sole authority to examine applications

for television broadcast licenses and to grant, refuse,

or revoke them as the public interest, convenience,

or necessity requires. Each license granted for the

operation of a television station lasts for a term of not

to exceed eight years and may be renewed for a term

of not to exceed eight years, measured from the expi-

ration date of the preceding license.

Pursuant to provisions in the Telecommunica-

tions Act of 1996, television in the United States must

convert from analog signal broadcast to digital signal.

During the transition period, the FCC has temporari-

ly assigned each television station a second station

to broadcast the digital signal, while continuing to

broadcast the analog on the original channel. Total

conversion is expected to be completed in 2006, un-

less the FCC approves an extension. The FCC is not

accepting any applications for new stations until tele-

vision broadcasting has completed the conversion to

digital.

The FCC has broad discretion to establish the

qualifications for applicants seeking a television

broadcast license and for licensees seeking renewal.

The FCC has exercised this discretion to prescribe an

assortment of qualifications relating to citizenship, fi-

nancial solvency, technical prowess, and moral

character, and other criteria the commission has

deemed relevant to determine the fitness of particu-

lar applicants to run a television station. The FCC will

also compare the programming content proposed by

an applicant to the content of existing programming.

The FCC favors applicants who will make television

entertainment more diverse and competitive.

To limit the concentration of power in television

broadcast rights, the FCC has promulgated rules re-

stricting the number of television stations that a li-

censee may operate. An applicant who has reached

the limit may seek an amendment, waiver, or excep-

tion to the rule, and no licensee may be denied an

additional license until he or she has been afforded

a full hearing on the competing public interests at

stake. Applicants or licensees who are dissatisfied

with a decision issued by the FCC may seek review

from the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Co-

lumbia Circuit, which has exclusive jurisdiction over

appeals concerning FCC decisions granting, denying,

modifying, or revoking television broadcast licenses.

Decisions rendered by the appellate court may be

appealed to the U. S. Supreme Court.

The FCC is authorized to assess and collect a

schedule of license fees, application fees, equipment

approval fees, and miscellaneous regulatory assess-

ments and penalties to cover the costs of its enforce-

ment proceedings, policy and rulemaking activities,

and user information services. The commission may

establish these charges and review and adjust them

every two years to reflect changes in the Consumer
Price Index. Failure to timely pay a fee, assess-
ment, or penalty is grounds for dismissing an appli-

cation or revoking an existing license.

Content Regulation: The Fairness Doctrine

The original rationale for federal regulation of

telecommunications was grounded in the finite num-
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ber of frequencies on which to broadcast. Many

Americans worried that if Congress did not exercise

its power over interstate commerce to fairly allocate

the available frequencies to licensees who would

serve the public interest, then only the richest mem-

bers of society would own television broadcast rights

and television programming would become one-

dimensional, biased, or slanted. Only by guarantee-

ing a place on television for differing opinions, some

Americans contended, would the truth emerge in

the marketplace of ideas. These concerns manifested

themselves in the fairness doctrine.

First fully articulated in 1949, the fairness doctrine

had two parts: it required broadcasters to (1) cover

vital controversial issues in the community; and (2)

provide a reasonable opportunity for the presenta-

tion of contrasting points of view. Violation of the

doctrine could result in a broadcaster losing its li-

cense. Not surprisingly, licensees grew reluctant to

cover controversial stories out of fear of being pun-

ished for not adequately presenting opposing views.

First Amendment advocates decried the fairness doc-

trine as chilling legitimate speech. The doctrine

came under further scrutiny in the 1980s when the

explosion of cable television stations dramatically ex-

panded the number of media outlets available.

In 1987 the FCC abolished the fairness doctrine by

a 4-0 vote, concluding that the free market and not

the federal government is the best regulator of news

content on television. Individual media outlets com-

pete with each other for viewers, the FCC said, and

this competition necessarily involves establishing the

accuracy, credibility, reliability, and thoroughness

of each story that is broadcast. Over time the public

weeds out news providers that prove to be inaccu-

rate, unreliable, one-sided, or incredible.

Content Regulation: Rules Underlying the
Fairness Doctrine

Despite the death of the fairness doctrine in 1987,

two underlying rules that were developed during its

existence remained in effect for another 13 years: the

personal attack rule and the political editorial rule.

The personal attack rule required broadcast licens-

ees to notify persons who were maligned or criti-

cized during their station’s coverage of a controver-

sial public issue and allow the attacked persons to

respond over the licensees’ air waves. If the attack

was made upon the honesty, character, or integrity

of another person, the licensee was required to pro-

vide a script or tape of the attack to the person iden-

tified before giving that person a reasonable oppor-

tunity to respond. The political editorial rule

afforded political candidates notice of and opportu-

nity to respond to editorials opposing them or en-

dorsing another candidate.

The personal attack and political editorial rules

fell by the wayside in 2000, when the Court of Ap-

peals for the District of Columbia ordered the FCC

to either provide a detailed justification for their con-

tinued application or abandon them. Initially, the

FCC suspended the rules on a temporary basis, but

later formally repealed both rules.

Proponents of both the personal attack and politi-

cal editorial rules, as well as the fairness doctrine,

have sometimes called for reinstatement. For exam-

ple, during the 2004 presidential campaign, a furor

erupted when some stations decided to broadcast

’’Stolen Honor‘‘, a documentary critical of presiden-

tial candidate John Kerry. However, none of the rules

have been reinstated.

Although the demise of the Fairness Doctrine and

its underlying rules have given broadcasters greater

control over the content of their programming,

broadcasters still may not discriminate among candi-

dates for public office. Once a broadcaster permits

one candidate for public office to use its facilities, it

must afford equal opportunities to all other candi-

dates for the same office. Broadcast stations that will-

fully or repeatedly fail to provide a legally qualified

candidate for elective office reasonable access to

their airwaves may subject themselves to sanctions,

including revocation of their licenses. The FCC

‘‘equal time’’ provisions apply only to the candidates

themselves and not to appearances made by cam-

paign managers or other supporters. The determina-

tion of what constitutes a legally qualified candidacy

is made by reference to state law.

Content Regulation: Obscene, Profane, and
Indecent Broadcasts

Within the universe of First Amendment protec-

tion, broadcast radio and television stations have

been subjected to greater regulation than any other

verbal, visual, or printed medium of expression. The

licensing process by itself gives the federal govern-

ment more power over the content of television and

radio broadcasts than it has over any print medium.

Radio and television stations have been required to

carry public service messages that they might not

otherwise have chosen to carry, and they have been

subjected to censure for broadcasting materials that

would not have been punishable if they had been

published in another medium.
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The United States Code prohibits the broadcast of

any material that is ‘‘obscene, indecent, or profane,’’

but offers no definition for those terms. Instead, that

task is left to the FCC through its rulemaking and ad-

judicatory functions. Essentially, it is illegal to air ob-

scene programming at any time. To determine what

is obscene, the U.S. Supreme Court crafted a three-

prong test: 

• An average person, applying contemporary

community standards, would find that the

material, as a whole, appeals to the prurient

interest

• The material depicts or describes, in a pa-

tently offensive way, sexual conduct specifi-

cally defined by applicable law

• The material, taken as a whole, lacks serious

literary, artistic, political, or scientific value

Federal law also prohibits the broadcast of inde-

cent programming or profane language during cer-

tain hours. According to the FCC, indecent program-

ming involves patently offensive sexual or excretory

material that does not rise to the level of obscenity.

Indecent material cannot be barred entirely, because

it is protected by the First Amendment. The FCC has

promulgated a rule that bans indecent broadcasts be-

tween the hours of 6:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. The FCC

defines profanity as ’’including language so grossly

offensive to members of the public who actually hear

it as to amount to a nuisance‘‘. Profanity is also

barred from broadcast between 6:00 a.m. and 10:00

p.m.

In 1978 in FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, the U. S.

Supreme Court upheld an FCC order finding that a

pre-recorded satirical monologue constituted inde-

cent speech with the repeated use of seven ‘‘dirty

words’’ during an afternoon broadcast.. The Su-

preme Court acknowledged that the monologue was

not obscene and thus could not have been regulated

had it been published in print. But the Court distin-

guished broadcast media from print media, pointing

out that radio and television stations are uniquely

pervasive in Americans’ lives, and are easily accessi-

ble by impressionable children who can be inadver-

tently exposed to offensive materials without adult

supervision. Print media, the Court said, do not in-

trude upon Americans’ privacy to the same extent or

in the same manner. Thus, the Court concluded that

the FCC could regulate indecent speech on radio

and television but cautioned that the commission

must do so in a manner that does not completely ex-

tinguish such speech.

When a station airs obscene, indecent, or profane

material, the FCC may revoke the station’s license,

impose a monetary forfeiture, or issue a warning.

One of the highest profile cases in the last few years

came after a half-time performance with Janet Jack-

son and Justin Timberlake at the 2004 Super Bowl.

In August 2004, the FCC ordered CBS Broadcasting

to pay $550,000 for its broadcast of indecent materi-

al. The FCC issued $7.9 million in indecency fines in

2004.

The FCC undertakes investigations into alleged

obscene, profane, and indecent material after receiv-

ing public complaint. The FCC reviews each com-

plaint to determine whether it appears that a viola-

tion may have occurred. If so, the FCC will begin an

investigation. The context of the broadcast is the key

to determine whether a broadcast was indecent or

profane. The FCC analyzes what was aired, the mean-

ing of it, and the context in which it aired. Com-

plaints can be made online, via e-mail or regular mail,

or by calling 1-888-CALL-FCC (voice) or 1-888-TELL-

FCC (TTY).

As cable television gained prominence during the

1980s, it became unclear whether the FCC’s rules on

indecency and profanity applied to this burgeoning

medium. Cable operators do not use broadcast spec-

trum frequencies, but they are licensed by local com-

munities in the same way broadcast television station

operators are licensed by the FCC. Moreover, cable

operators partake in the same kind of First Amend-

ment activities as do their broadcast television coun-

terparts.

Congress tried to clarify the responsibilities of

cable operators when it passed the Cable Television

Consumer Protection and Competition Act of

1992 (CTCPCA). CTCPCA authorized cable channel

operators to restrict or block indecent programming.

The authorization applied to leased access channels,

which federal law requires cable systems to reserve

for lease by unaffiliated parties, and public access

channels, which include educational, governmental,

or local channels that federal law requires cable oper-

ators to carry. Cable operators claimed that the stat-
ute was fully consistent with the First Amendment

because it left judgments about the suitability of pro-

gramming to the editorial discretion of the operators

themselves. But cable television viewers filed a law-

suit arguing that the statute violated the First Amend-

ment by giving cable operators absolute power to de-

termine programming content.
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In 1996 the case was appealed to the U. S. Su-

preme Court, which issued an opinion that was as

badly divided as the litigants. In handing down its 5-4

decision in Denver Area Educational Telecommu-
nications Consortium, Inc. v. F.C.C, the Court first

noted that cable television shares the same charac-

teristics of broadcast television that were discussed

in the Pacifica case, namely that it is uniquely perva-

sive, is capable of invading the privacy of viewers’

homes, and is easily accessible by children. Despite

the similarities, the Court held that CTCPCA had vio-

lated the First Amendment by giving cable operators

the power to prohibit patently offensive or indecent

programming transmitted over public access chan-

nels. The court reasoned that locally accountable bo-

dies comprised of community members are better

capable of addressing programming concerns, and

thus creating a ‘‘cable operator’s veto’’ was not the

least restrictive means of addressing the appropriate-

ness and suitability of cable television programming.

With respect to leased access channels, the Court

ruled that CTCPCA also violated the First Amend-

ment by requiring cable system operators to segre-

gate patently offensive programming on separate

channels and then requiring the operators to block

those channels from viewer access until individual

cable subscribers requested access in writing. The

Court said that these requirements had an obvious

speech-restrictive effect on viewers and were not

narrowly or reasonably tailored to protect children

from exposure to indecent materials. The Court

cited the V-chip, as one less restrictive means of ac-

complishing the same objective.

Regulation of Advertising

The law governing television advertising is more

settled than that of obscene, indecent, or profane

materials. The First Amendment permits govern-

mental regulation of television advertising and other

forms of commercial speech so long as the govern-

ment’s interest in doing so is substantial, the regula-

tions directly advance the government’s asserted in-

terest, and the regulations are no more extensive

than necessary to serve that interest. This test affords

advertisers more First Amendment protection than

does the public-interest test under which federal

courts review most FCC content-related regulations.

In a free enterprise system the law recognizes that

consumers depend on unfettered access to accurate

and timely information regarding the quality, quanti-

ty, and price of various goods and services.

Conversely, society is not served by false, decep-

tive, or harmful advertisements, and thus regulations

aimed at curbing such advertising are typically found

to serve a substantial governmental interest. The

best example involves the federal ban on cigarette

advertising. In 1967 the FCC acted upon citizen com-

plaints against the misleading nature of tobacco ad-

vertisements by implementing a rule that required

any television station carrying cigarette advertise-

ments to also air public service announcements ad-

dressing the health risks posed by tobacco. The rule

withstood a court challenge. In addition, two years

later Congress passed the Public Health and Ciga-

rette Smoking Act of 1969, which banned all elec-

tronic advertising of cigarettes as inherently mislead-

ing and harmful. The act took effect in 1971 and

survived a court challenge that same year. The law

remains in effect today. No federal laws or FCC rules

ban alcohol advertising, however.

Unlike other areas of telecommunications law,

Congress has allowed states to adopt their own regu-

lations governing false and deceptive advertising.

Many states have responded by adopting the Uni-

form Deceptive Trade Practices Act (UDTPA), which

prohibits three specific types of representations: (1)

false representations that goods or services have cer-

tain characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or

quantities; (2) false representations that goods or

services are new or original; and (3) false representa-

tions that goods or services are of a particular grade,

standard, or quality. Under UDTPA, liability may arise

for advertisements that are only partially accurate, if

the inaccuracies are likely to confuse prospective

consumers. Ambiguous representations may require

clarification to prevent the imposition of liability. For

example, a business that accuses a competitor of

being ‘‘untrustworthy’’ may be required to clarify

that description with additional information if con-

sumer confusion is likely to result.

Children and Television

The 1990 Children’s Television Act (CTA) was

passed to increase the amount of educational and in-

formational television programming for children.

CTA requires broadcast stations to serve the educa-

tional and informational needs of children through

its overall programming, including programming

specifically designed to serve these needs (’’core

programming‘‘). Core programming is programming

specifically designed to serve the educational and in-

formational needs of children ages 16 and under.

CTA requires that broadcasters: 
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• Provide parents and consumers with ad-

vance information about core programs

being aired. 

• Define the type of programs that qualify as

core programs.

• Air at least three hours per week of core edu-

cational programming.

• Limit the amount of time devoted to com-

mercials during children’s programs.

Fueled in part by growing public sentiment

against the increasingly violent nature of television

programming, NTIA and FCC officials recommended

that federal law give parents greater control over the

programming viewed by their children. The Tele-

communications Act of 1996 introduced a ratings sys-

tem that requires television shows to be rated for vio-

lence and sexual content. The act also created the so-

called V-chip, a receptor inside television sets that

gives parents the ability to block programs they find

unsuitable for their children. Under the act, authority

to establish TV ratings is given to a committee com-

prised of parents, television broadcasters, television

producers, cable operators, public interest groups,

and other interested individuals from the private sec-

tor.

In 2004, the FCC imposed children’s educational

and informational programming obligations on digi-

tal multicast broadcasters. Effective January 1, 2006,

at least three hours per week of core programming

must be provided on the main programming stream,

for digital broadcasters. The minimum amount of

core programming increases for digital broadcasters

that multicast; it increases in proportion to the

amount of free video programming offered by the

broadcaster on multicast channels. The FCC also lim-

ited the amount of commercial matter on all digital

video programming, whether free or pay, that is

aimed at an audience 12 years old and under.

Beginning January 1, 2006, the FCC also imposed

rules governing and limiting the display of Internet

web site addresses during programs directed at chil-

dren 12 and under. The requirements apply to both

analog and digital programming. Moreover, FCC

rules prohibit ’’host-selling‘‘. According to the FCC,

host-selling is any character endorsement that may

confuse a child viewers from distinguishing between

program and non-program material.

Additional Resources

American Jurisprudence West Group, 1998.

http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/data/constitution/
amendment01 U..S. Constitution: First Amendment.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law West Group, 1998.

Organizations

Federal Communications Commission

445 12th Street S.W.

Washington, DC 20554 USA

Phone: (888) 225-5322

Fax: (202) 835-5322

URL: http://www.fcc.gov

Primary Contact: Kevin J. Martin, Chairman

National Telecommunications and
Information Administration

1401 Constitution Ave. N.W

Washington, DC 20230 USA

Phone: (202) 482-7002

Fax: (202) 482-1840

URL: http://www.ntia.doc.gov

Primary Contact: Michael D. Gallagher,

Administrator
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TORT AND PERSONAL INJURY
ACTIONS

ASSAULT

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Elements

• Criminal Assault

• Civil Assault

• Additional Resources

Background

Assault is an intentional attempt or threat to inflict

injury upon a person, coupled with an apparent,

present ability to cause the harm, which creates a

reasonable apprehension of bodily harm or offensive

contact in another. Assault does not require actual

touching or bodily harm to the victim. Assault and

battery are sometimes used interchangeably, but bat-

tery is an unjustified harmful or offensive touching

of another. Battery also differs from assault in that it

does not require the victim to be in apprehension of

harm. 

Assault developed in common law, meaning it

developed through usage, custom, and judicial deci-

sions rather than from legislative enactment. Mod-

ern-day assault statutes closely reflect the ancient

common-law definition. An assault is both a crime

and a tort. Therefore, an assailant may face both

criminal and civil liability. A criminal assault convic-

tion may result in a fine, imprisonment, or both. In

a civil assault case, the victim may be entitled to mon-

etary damages from the assailant.

Elements

Assault requires:

• An act intended to cause an apprehension of

harmful or offensive contact. 

• An at that casues apprehension in the victim

that harmful or offensive contact is immi-

nent.

Words, without an act, cannot constitute an as-

sault. For example, no assault has occurred where a

person waves his arms at another and shouts, ‘‘I’m

going to shoot you!’’ where no gun is visible or ap-

parent. However, if the threatening words are ac-

companied by some action that indicates the perpe-

trator has the ability to carry out a threat, an assault

has occurred. It is an assault where a person threat-

ens to shoot another while pointing a gun, even

where the victim later learns that the gun was not

loaded. Moreover, pointing a gun without an accom-

panying verbal threat is still an assault, assuming the

victim saw the gun.

Assault requires intent, meaning that there has

been a deliberate, unjustified interference with the

personal right or liberty of another in a way that

causes harm. In the tort of assault, intent is estab-

lished if a reasonable person is substantially certain

that certain consequences will result; intent is estab-

lished whether or not he or she actually intends

those consequences to result. Pointing a gun at

someone’s head is substantially certain to result in

apprehension for the victim. In criminal law, intent

means acting with a criminal or wrongful purpose.

Criminal assault statutes often speak of acting ‘‘pur-

posely,’’ ‘‘knowingly,’’ ‘‘recklessly,’’ or ‘‘negligently.’’

Acting negligently means to grossly deviate from the
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standards of normal conduct. Some criminal assault

statutes recognize only ‘‘purposely,’’ ‘‘knowingly,’’

and ‘‘recklessly’’ as the level of intent required to es-

tablish that an offense occurred.

The victim must have a reasonable apprehension

of imminent injury or offensive contact. This element

is established if the act would produce apprehension

in the mind of a reasonable person. Apprehension is

not the same as fear. Apprehension means aware-

ness that an injury or offensive contact is imminent.

Whether an act would create apprehension in the

mind of a reasonable person varies depending upon

the circumstances. For example, it may take less to

create apprehension in the mind of a child than an

adult. Moreover, if a victim is unaware of the threat

of harm, no assault has occurred. An assailant who

points a gun at a sleeping person has not committed

an assault. Finally, the threat must be imminent,

meaning impending or about to occur. Threatening

to kill someone at a later date would not constitute

an assault.

Criminal Assault

All states and the federal government have stat-

utes making assault a crime. A criminal assault may

be either a felony or a misdemeanor, depending

upon the seriousness of the offense. Aggravated as-

sault is a felony in all jurisdictions. It is an assault that

goes beyond merely an intention to frighten the vic-

tim; it is committed with intent to commit some ad-

ditional crime or is particularly egregious in some

way. Examples of aggravated assault are assaults

committed with the intent to kill, rape, or rob. As-

sault with a dangerous or deadly weapon is an aggra-

vated assault where the assailant points a loaded gun

at the victim. An assailant who points an unloaded

gun at a victim has committed an assault, but not an

aggravated assault.

Civil Assault

Separate from any criminal prosecution for as-

sault, a victim may pursue civil damages for injuries

caused by it. After a determination by a judge or jury

that an assault was committed, the next step is to de-

termine what compensation is appropriate. Three

types of damages may be awarded. Compensatory
damages, such as medical expenses, are meant to

compensate for the injury sustained. Nominal dam-

ages are a small sum. Nominal damages act as an ac-

knowledgment that a person has suffered a technical

invasion of rights. They are awarded in cases where

no actual injury has resulted, or where an injury oc-

curred, but the amount has not been established. Fi-

nally, punitive damages may sometimes be award-

ed. Punitive damages may be awarded in particularly

egregious circumstances, as a way to further punish

the wrongdoer. Punitive damages go above and be-

yond compensatory damages.

Additional Resources

Criminal Law: Model Penal Code. Dubber, Markus, Foun-
dation Press, 2002. 
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TORT AND PERSONAL INJURY
ACTIONS

BATTERY

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

- Criminal Battery

- Civil Battery (Tort)

• Elements of a Battery

- Intent

- Contact

- Harm

- Damages

• Special Applications

- Medical Battery

- Toxic Battery

- Sports

- Domestic Violence

• Defenses

• Additional Resources

Background

In both criminal and civil law, a battery is the in-

tentional touching of, or application of force to, the

body of another person, in a harmful or offensive

manner, and without consent. A battery is often con-

fused with an assault, which is merely the act of

threatening a battery, or of placing another in fear
or apprehension of an impending and immediate
battery. A battery is almost always preceded by an as-

sault, which is why the terms are often used transi-

tionally or combined, as in ‘‘assault and battery.’’

The Restatement (Second) of Torts, Sections 13

and 18, states that an actor commits a battery if he

acts intentionally either to cause a harmful or offen-

sive contact or to cause imminent apprehension of

such a contact and a harmful or offensive contact ac-

tually occurs.

Criminal Battery

The difference between battery as a crime and bat-

tery as a civil tort is merely in the type of intent re-

quired. A criminal battery requires the presence of

mens rea, or a criminal intent to do wrong, i.e., to

cause a harmful or offensive contact. Accordingly, a

defendant found guilty of the crime of battery is

often sued by the defendant in a civil action for the

same offense/incident.

Simple criminal battery is most often prosecuted

as a misdemeanor. Repeat offenses or the specific na-

ture of the offense may warrant more severe treat-

ment. For example, in some states, a second or third

offense against the same individual is a felony. In

cases of domestic violence, many states do not per-

mit battery charges to be dropped against the defen-

dant, even at the request of the victim, because of

the potential for repeat or escalated harm.

Most sexual crimes include elements of battery

(since they are basically non-consensual contacts),

and some states actually have penal codes listing the

specific crime of ‘‘sexual battery.’’

Aggravated battery is a simple battery with an ad-

ditional element of an aggravating factor. This is

most often the addition of a weapon (whether use

was real or merely threatened), and is almost always

a felony offense. Other aggravated batteries include

those committed against protected persons (chil-

dren, the elderly or disabled, or governmental

agents); those in which the victim suffers serious in-
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jury; or those occurring in a public transit vehicle or

station, or school zone, or other protected place.

These are all aggravating factors that will enhance

simple misdemeanor batteries to the level of felo-

nies.

Civil Battery (Tort)

A battery is an intentional tort. The elements to es-

tablish the tort of battery are the same as for criminal

battery, excepting that criminal intentneed not be

present. For a tortious battery to occur, the requisite

intent is merely to touch or make contact without

consent. It need not be an intention to do wrong,

and the wrongdoer need not intend to cause the par-

ticular harm that occurs.

Elements of a Battery

Intent

Battery is a general intent offense. This means

that the actor need not intend the specific harm that

will result from the unwanted contact, but only to

commit an act of unwanted contact. This also means

that gross negligence or even recklessness may

provide the required intent or (in criminal matters)

mens rea to find a battery.

The doctrine of transferred intent is also appli-

cable. If one person intends to strike another, but

the person moves out of the way to avoid being

struck, causing the blow to hit a third person, both

an assault (against the second person) and a battery

(against the third person) have occurred, in both

criminal and civil law.

This is important in the distinction between a bat-

tery and an assault. A battery involves actual contact.

An assault is, in actuality, an incomplete battery; a

person commits an assault if he or she intentionally

places a person in apprehension of an impending

battery. Conversely, if a persons intended only an as-

sault (to cause apprehension of an imminent bat-

tery), and harmful or offensive contact actually oc-

curs, the person has committed a battery as well as

an assault.

This is also important in distinguishing accidental

conduct. If a person violently slams into a fellow pas-

senger on a moving public bus, there is no liability.

But if, on the same public bus, there is only the sligh-

test intentional touching of another, which is harm-

ful or offensive and also non-consensual (such as

reaching out and touching a woman’s thigh), a bat-

tery has occurred.

Conversely, if there was only an intended assault,
as in a person gesturing toward another in a menac-

ing manner, and the person trips and actually crashes

into the other person, both an assault and battery

have occurred.

Contact

Non-consensual contact may be made with either

a person or that person’s extended personality. This

means that if one person leans forward and yanks the

jewelry necklace off another, a battery has occurred,

even though the first person never actually touched

the neck of the second person. If this act was preced-

ed with an intent to cause the other to apprehend

an impending violent yank of the necklace, both an

assault and a battery have occurred. If the wrongdoer

only intended an assault (causing the other to appre-

hend an impending violent yank of the necklace) but

did not intend to actually complete the violent yank,

and yet his hand made contact with, and actually

yanked off the necklace, both an assault and a battery

have occurred. In other words, if in the process of

physically gesturing to violently yank the necklace

off, contact is actually made and the necklace is

pulled from the other’s neck, a battery has occurred.

The tort rule of ‘‘extended personality’’ applies to

both civil and criminal battery. For example, if a per-

son threatens to spit into another’s cup of coffee

(clearly offensive and possibly harmful), and then

proceeds to do so, both a criminal and civil battery

have occurred. In another case involving the issue of

extended contact, a Texas hotel manager was found

guilty of a battery when he snatched away a patron’s

dinner plate in a ‘‘loud and offensive manner,’’ even

though the contact did not result in any physical

harm to the diner.

Harm

A plaintiff or complainant in a case for battery

does not have to prove an actual physical injury.

Rather, the plaintiff must prove an unlawful and un-

permitted contact with his or her person or property

in a harmful or offensive manner. This, in and of it-

self, is deemed injurious. As in the case of the Texas

hotel manager above, the harm may be offensive

rather than physical, but equally worthy of compen-

sation under the law.

Damages

Once there is palpable harm (be it physical, emo-

tional, or monetary) all elements of a battery are

present, and an aggrieved person may file charges.

Of course, in criminal law, the state will file charges

for battery, and the victim becomes a witness for the
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prosecution. In criminal court, the focus is on the

guilt or innocence of the defendant and generally, no

damages are available to the victim. However, harm

may be so severe that he or she may qualify for assis-

tance through a ‘‘victims’ compensation fund.’’

Conversely, the victim of a battery may file a civil

lawsuit stemming from the same incident, in which

the defendant is charged with the tort of battery. In

such a case, damages are typically compensatory (a

monetary award), along with special relief such as in-

junctive or punitive. Substantial harm is not re-

quired, but nonetheless, there must be palpable

harm. Compensatory damages may be for either/

both economic and non-economic (emotional)

harm. In the case of the necklace (above), the plain-

tiff may ask for monetary damages to cover property

(the broken necklace); physical harm to her neck

(economic damages for medical bills, if any, and non-

economic damages for pain and suffering, if any);

and emotional harm caused from the incident (the

apprehension of a battery; the embarrassment when

it actually occurred, etc.). In the case of transferred

intent involving an assault and battery, there will like-

ly be two plaintiffs: the person who was the intended

victim of the battery (who sues for assault) and the

person who was actually physically harmed (who

sues for battery).

In medical malpractice cases involving unautho-

rized treatments or lack of informed consent (see

below), the patient may sue for all costs and treat-

ments/procedures associated with the treatment re-

ceived. This is true, in many cases, even where the

patient ultimately benefited from the unauthorized

treatment (although this may be argued as a miti-
gating factor by defense).

Special Applications

Medical Battery

Virtually all states have recognized, either by ex-

press statute or common law, the right to receive

information about one’s medical condition, the treat-

ment choices, risks associated with the treatments,

and prognosis. The information must be in plain lan-

guage terms that can readily be understood and in

sufficient amounts such that a patient is able to make

an ‘‘informed’’ decision about his or her health care.

If the patient has received this information, any con-

sent to treatment that is given will be presumed to

be an ‘‘informed consent.’’ A doctor who fails to ob-

tain informed consent for non-emergency treat-

ment may be charged with a civil and/or criminal of-

fense, including a battery, for the unauthorized

touching of the plaintiff’s person.

Toxic Battery

Toxic torts (toxic exposure cases) typically involve

claims of negligence or strict liability. However, in re-

cent years, cognizable claims for toxic battery have

succeeded in many courts. Again, the intent neces-

sary to constitute a tortious battery need not be an

intent to cause harm, but rather, the intent to do the

act which ultimately causes the harm. Companies

that manufacture chemicals that are known to be vol-

atile or known to ultimately result in human contact

are vulnerable to such claims. They may be sued for

illegal disposal of toxic/hazardous materials as well as

toxic battery if persons are harmed by leached chem-

icals or fumes in the air, ground, or water. The intent

was not to harm others, but to dump the material in

an illegal manner or location. This is a good example

of gross negligence or recklessness so egregious as

to constitute the requisite intent to commit battery

under law.

Cases of toxic batteries began appearing in the

late 1900s. In the early case of Gulden v. Crown

Zellerbach Corp. (9th Circuit, 1989), the court

held that exposing workers to PCBs (known carcino-

gens and harmful agents) at 500 times the maximum

exposure allowed under EPA standards could consti-

tute a battery. Toxic battery also became an element

in many of the tobacco and breast implant cases. Ob-

viously, such cases often involve multiple plaintiffs

and multiple defendants, and may become class ac-

tion suits in the case of widespread exposure to

harm. 

Sports

Most sports injuries, which are common in com-

petitive, contact sports, are accidental. However, via-

ble causes of action have been found in cases where

sports players used excessive force in their tactics, to

the detriment or harm of other players. Of course,

the infamous fights among hockey players have re-

sulted in numerous multi-party claims for battery.

Domestic Violence

Of all torts and crimes involving domestic rela-

tions, the most recurring ones involve charges of bat-

tery. This is true not only in spousal relations, but

also in child abuse cases. Sexual offenses against

other persons (including children) are both specific

crimes as well as batteries. Unfortunately, spousal

batteries often escalate into situations involving seri-

ous physical harm and property damage. Some
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courts permit batteries to the ‘‘extended personali-

ty,’’ committed in the presence of the victim, be-

cause intentional destruction of items personal to a

spouse are not uncommon in situations involving

highly emotionally-charged marital discord. More-

over, in criminal battery, authorities recognize that

victims may not want to press charges for fear of fu-

ture harm or retaliation, especially in spousal battery.

For this reason, prosecution may proceed even

where the spousal victim is compelled to testify, or

becomes an adverse witness for the state.

Defenses

Viable defenses to both tortious and criminal bat-

tery are similar. A defendant may raise lack of intent,

especially in criminal battery, and in those circum-

stances tending to show accidental behavior. Anoth-

er commonly-invoked defense, especially where a

battery results in physical injury, is self-defense or

the defense of others or property. These are the only

true defenses, and other issues raised (lack of harm

or injury, provocation, etc.) are merely mitigating

factors. A defense of contributory negligence can-

not be raised in a claim for intentional tort.

Additional Resources

Diamond, John L., et al. Understanding Torts. 2000.

Prosser. W. Prosser and Keeton on Torts. 5th ed., 1984.
Sections 13-18.

Weaver, Russell L., John H. Bauman, et al. Torts: Cases,
Problems, and Exercises. 2003.

Organizations

National Coalition Against Domestic
Violence

P.O. Box 18749

Denver, CO 80218

Phone: (303) 839-1852

Fax: (303) 831-9251

URL: www.ncadv.org
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Background

The law of defamation protects a person’s reputa-

tion and good name against communications that

are false and derogatory. Defamation consists of two

torts: libel and slander. Libel consists of any defama-

tion that can be seen, most typically in writing. Slan-

der consists of an oral defamatory communications.

The elements of libel and slander are nearly identical

to one another.

Historically, the law governing slander focused on

oral statements that were demeaning to others. By

the 1500s, English courts treated slander actions as

those for damages. Libel developed differently, how-

ever. English printers were required to be licensed

by and give a bond to the government because the

printed word was believed to be a threat to political

stability. Libel included any criticism of the English

government, and a person who committed libel com-

mitted a crime. This history carried over in part to

the United States, where Congress under the presi-

dency of John Adams passed the Sedition Act, which

made it a crime to criticize the government. Con-

gress and the courts eventually abandoned this ap-

proach to libel, and the law of libel is now focuses on

recovery of damages in civil cases.

Beginning with the landmark decision in New
York Times v. Sullivan (1964), the U.S. Supreme

Court has recognized that the law of defamation has

a constitutional dimension. Under this case and sub-

sequent cases, the Court has balanced individual in-

terests in reputation with the interests of free speech

among society. This approach has altered the rules

governing libel and slander, especially where a com-

munication is about a public official or figure, or

where the communication is about a matter of public

concern.

Elements of Libel and Slander

Specific requirements that a plaintiff must prove

in order to recover in a defamation action differ from

jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Under the Restatement

(Second) of Torts, which is drafted by the American

Law Institute and has been influential among state

courts, a plaintiff must prove four elements. First,

the plaintiff must prove that the defendant made a

false and defamatory statement concerning the plain-
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tiff. Second, the plaintiff must prove that the defen-

dant made an unprivileged publication to a third

party. Third, the plaintiff must prove that the pub-

lisher acted at least negligently in publishing the

communication. Fourth, in some cases, the plaintiff

must prove special damages.

Defamatory Statements

One essential element in any defamation action is

that the defendant published something defamatory

about the plaintiff. The Restatement defines a com-

munication as defamatory ‘‘if it tends so to harm the

reputation of another as to lower him in the estima-

tion of the community or to deter third persons from

associating with him.’’ Examples of defamatory state-

ments are virtually limitless and may include any of

the following: 

• The communication that imputes a serious

crime involving moral turpitude or a felony

• A communication that exposes a plaintiff to

hatred

• A communication that reflects negatively on

the plaintiff’s character, morality, or integrity

• A communication that impairs the plaintiff’s

financial well-being

• A communication that suggests that the

plaintiff suffers from a physical or mental de-

fect that would cause others to refrain from

associating with the plaintiff

One question with which courts have struggled is

how to determine which standard should govern

whether a statement is defamatory. Many statements

may be viewed as defamatory by some individuals,

but the same statement may not be viewed as defam-

atory by others. Generally, courts require a plaintiff

to prove that he or she has been defamed in the eyes

of the community or within a defined group within

the community. Juries usually decide this question.

Courts have struggled to some degree with the

treatment of statements of opinions. At common
law, statements of opinion could form the basis of

a defamation action similar to a statement of pure

fact. Generally, if a statement implies defamatory

facts as the basis of the opinion, then the statement

may be actionable.

Publication Requirement

Another requirement in libel and slander cases is

that the defendant must have published defamatory

information about the plaintiff. Publication certainly

includes traditional forms, such as communications

included in books, newspapers, and magazines, but

it also includes oral remarks. So long as the person

to whom a statement has been communicated can

understand the meaning of the statement, courts will

generally find that the statement has been published.

Meaning of a Communication

In some instances, the context of a statement may

determine whether the statement is defamatory. The

Restatement provides as follows: ‘‘The meaning of a

communication is that which the recipient correctly,

or mistakenly but reasonably, understands that it was

intended to express.’’ Courts generally will take into

account extrinsic facts and circumstances in deter-

mining the meaning of the statement. Thus, even

where two statements are identical in their words,

one may be defamatory while the other is not, de-

pending on the context of the statements.

Reference to the Plaintiff

In a defamation action, the recipient of a commu-

nication must understand that the defendant intend-

ed to refer to the plaintiff in the communication.

Even where the recipient mistakenly believes that a

communication refers to the plaintiff, this belief, so

long as it is reasonable, is sufficient. It is not neces-

sary that the communication refer to the plaintiff by

name. A defendant may publish defamatory material

in the form of a story or novel that apparently refers

only to fictitious characters, where a reasonable per-

son would understand that a particular character ac-

tually refers to the plaintiff. This is true even if the

author states that he or she intends for the work to

be fictional.

In some circumstances, an author who publishes

defamatory matter about a group or class of persons

may be liable to an individual member of the group

or class. This may occur when: (1) the communica-

tion refers to a group or class so small that a reader

or listener can reasonably understand that the matter

refers to the plaintiff; and (2) the reader or listener

can reasonably conclude that the communication re-

fers to the individual based on the circumstances of

the publication.
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Fault

One of the more difficult issues in a defamation

case focuses on whether the defendant is at fault for

publishing defamatory comments. Common law

rules created strict liability on the part of the defen-

dant, meaning that a defendant could be liable for

defamation merely for publishing a false statement,

even if the defendant was not aware that the state-

ment was false. Cases involving an interpretation of

the First Amendment later modified the common

law rules, especially in cases involving public officials,

public figures, or matters of public concern.

Common Law Rules

At common law, once a plaintiff proved that a

statement was defamatory, the court presumed that

the statement was false. The rules did not require

that the defendant know that the statement was false

or defamatory in nature. The only requirement was

that the defendant must have intentionally or negli-

gently published the information.

Public Officials and Public Figures

In New York Times v. Sullivan, the Supreme

Court recognized that the strict liability rules in defa-

mation cases would lead to undesirable results when

members of the press report on the activities of pub-

lic officials. Under the strict liability rules of common

law, a public official would not have to prove that a

reporter was aware that a particular statement about

the official was false in order to recover from the re-

porter. This could have the effect of deterring mem-

bers of the press from commenting on the activities

of a public official.

Under the rules set forth in Sullivan, a public offi-

cial cannot recover from a person who publishes a

communication about a public official’s conduct or

fitness unless the defendant knew that the statement

was false or acted in reckless disregard of the state-

ments truth or falsity. This standard is referred to as

‘‘actual malice,’’ although malice in this sense does

not mean ill-will. Instead, the actual malice standard

refers to the defendant’s knowledge of the truth or

falsity of the statement. Public officials generally in-

clude employees of the government who have re-

sponsibility over affairs of the government. In order

for the First Amendment rule to apply to the public

official, the communication must concern a matter

related directly to the office.

Later cases expanded the rule to apply to public

figures. A public figure is someone who has gained

a significant degree of fame or notoriety in general

or in the context of a particular issue or controversy.

Even though these figures have no official role in

government affairs, they often hold considerable in-

fluence over decisions made by the government or

by the public. Examples of public figures are numer-

ous and could include, for instance, celebrities,

prominent athletes, or advocates who involve them-

selves in a public debate.

Private Persons

Where speech is directed at a person who is nei-

ther a public official nor a public figure, the case of

Gertz v. Robert Welsh, Inc. (1974) and subsequent

decisions have set forth different standards. The

Court in Gertz determined that the actual malice

standard established in New York Times v. Sullivan

should not apply where speech concerns a private

person. However, the Court also determined that the

common law strict liability rules impermissibly bur-

den publishers and broadcasters.

Under the Restatement (Second) of Torts, a de-

fendant who publishes a false and defamatory com-

munication about a private individual is liable to the

individual only if the defendant acts with actual mal-

ice (applying the standard under New York Times v.

Sullivan) or acts negligently in failing to ascertain

whether a statement was false or defamatory.

Defenses

A defendant in a defamation case may raise a vari-

ety of defenses. These are summarized as follows:

Truth

The common law traditionally presumed that a

statement was false once a plaintiff proved that the

statement was defamatory. Under modern law, a

plaintiff who is a public official or public figure must

prove falsity as a prerequisite for recovery. Some

states have likewise now provided that falsity is an el-

ement of defamation that any plaintiff must prove in

order to recover. Where this is not a requirement,

truth serves as an affirmative defense to an action for

libel or slander.

A statement does not need to be literally true in

order for this defense to be effective. Courts require

that the statement is substantially true in order for

the defense to apply. This means that even if the de-

fendant states some facts that are false, if the ‘‘gist’’

or ‘‘sting’’ of the communication is substantially true,

then the defendant can rely on the defense.
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Consent

Where a plaintiff consents to the publication of

defamatory matter about him or her, then this con-

sent is a complete defense to a defamation action.

Absolute Privileges

Some defendants are protected from liability in a

defamation action based on the defendant’s position

or status. These privileges are referred to as absolute

privileges and may also be considered immunities. In

other words, the defense is not conditioned on the

nature of the statement or upon the intent of the

actor in making a false statement. In recognizing

these privileges, the law recognizes that certain offi-

cials should be shielded from liability in some in-

stances.

Absolute privileges apply to the following pro-

ceedings and circumstances: (1) judicial proceed-

ings; (2) legislative proceedings; (3) some executive

statements and publications; (4) publications be-

tween spouses; and (5) publications required by law.

Conditional Privileges

Other privileges do not arise as a result of the per-

son making the communication, but rather arise

from the particular occasion during which the state-

ment was made. These privileges are known as con-

ditional, or qualified, privileges. A defendant is not

entitled to a conditional privilege without proving

that the defendant meets the conditions established

for the privilege. Generally, in order for a privilege

to apply, the defendant must believe that a statement

is true and, depending on the jurisdiction, either

have reasonable grounds for believing that the state-

ment was true or not have acted recklessly in ascer-

taining the truth or falsity of the statement.

Conditional privileges apply to the following types

of communications:

• A statement that is made for the protection

of the publisher’s interest

• A statement that is made for the protection

of the interests of a third person

• A statement that is made for the protection

of common interest

• A statement that is made to ensure the well-

being of a family member

• A statement that is made where the person

making the communication believes that the

public interest requires communication of

the statement to a public officer or other of-

ficial

• A statement that is made by an inferior state

officer who is not entitled to an absolute

privilege

State Statutes of Limitations in
Defamation Actions

ALABAMA: A two-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

ALASKA: A two-year statute of limitation applies to

defamation actions.

ARIZONA: A one-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

ARKANSAS: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to slanders actions, while a three-year statute of

limitation applies to libel actions.

CALIFORNIA: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

COLORADO: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

CONNECTICUT: A two-year statute of limitation

applies to defamation actions.

DELAWARE: A two-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: A one-year statute of

limitation applies to defamation actions.

FLORIDA: A two-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

GEORGIA: A one-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

HAWAII: A two-year statute of limitation applies to

defamation actions.

IDAHO: A two-year statute of limitation applies to

defamation actions.

ILLINOIS: A one-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

INDIANA: A two-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

IOWA: A two-year statute of limitation applies to

defamation actions.

KANSAS: A one-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

KENTUCKY: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.
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LOUISIANA: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

MAINE: A two-year statute of limitation applies to

defamation actions.

MARYLAND: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

MASSACHUSETTS: A three-year statute of limita-

tion applies to defamation actions.

MICHIGAN: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

MINNESOTA: A two-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

MISSISSIPPI: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

MISSOURI: A two-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

MONTANA: A two-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

NEBRASKA: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

NEVADA: A two-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: A three-year statute of limita-

tion applies to defamation actions.

NEW JERSEY: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

NEW MEXICO: A three-year statute of limitation

applies to defamation actions.

NEW YORK: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

NORTH CAROLINA: A one-year statute of limita-

tion applies to defamation actions.

NORTH DAKOTA: A two-year statute of limitation

applies to defamation actions.

OHIO: A one-year statute of limitation applies to

defamation actions.

OKLAHOMA: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

OREGON: A one-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

PENNSYLVANIA: A one-year statute of limitation

applies to defamation actions.

RHODE ISLAND: A one-year statute of limitation

applies to slander actions. A three-year statute of lim-

itation applies to libel actions.

SOUTH CAROLINA: A two-year statute of limita-

tion applies to defamation actions.

SOUTH DAKOTA: A two-year statute of limitation

applies to defamation actions.

TENNESSEE: A six-month statute of limitation ap-

plies to slander actions. A one-year statute of limita-

tion applies to libel actions.

TEXAS: A one-year statute of limitation applies to

defamation actions.

UTAH: A one-year statute of limitation applies to

defamation actions.

VERMONT: A three-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

VIRGINIA: A one-year statute of limitation applies

to defamation actions.

WASHINGTON: A two-year statute of limitation

applies to defamation actions.

WEST VIRGINIA: A one-year statute of limitation

applies to defamation actions.

WISCONSIN: A two-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

WYOMING: A one-year statute of limitation ap-

plies to defamation actions.

Additional Resources

Law of Defamation, Second Edition. Smolla, Rodney A.,
Thomson/West, 1997.

The Law of Torts. Dobbs, Dan B., Thomson/West, 2000. 

Sack on Defamation: Libel, Slander, and Related Prob-
lems, Third Edition. Sack, Robert D., Practising Law In-
stitute, 2005.

Torts in a Nutshell. Kionka, Edward J., Thomson/West,
2005.

West’s Encyclopedia of American Law, 2nd Edition,
Thomson/Gale, 2004.

Organization

Media Law Resource Center, Inc.

80 Eighth Avenue, Suite 200

New York, NY 10011 USA
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Phone: (212) 337-0200

URL: http://www.medialaw.org

Organization

Reporters’ Committee for Freedom of the
Press

1101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1100

Arlington, VA 22209 USA

Phone: (800) 336-4243

URL: http://www.rcfp.org
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TORT AND PERSONAL INJURY
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- Comparative Fault

- Assumption of the Risk

• Additional Resources

Background

The law of negligence requires that persons con-

duct themselves in a manner that conforms with cer-

tain standards of conduct. Where a person’s actions

violate those standards, the law requires the person

to compensate someone who is injured as a result of

this act. In some instances, the law of negligence also

covers a person’s omission to act.

In tort law, negligence is a distinct cause of ac-

tion. The Restatement (Second) of Torts defines neg-

ligence as ‘‘conduct that falls below the standard es-

tablished by law for the protection of others against

unreasonable risk of harm.’’ Negligence generally

consists of five elements, including the following: (1)

a duty of care owed by the defendant to the plain-
tiff; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) an actual causal

connection between the defendant’s conduct and

the resulting harm; (4) proximate cause, which re-

lates to whether the harm was foreseeable; and (5)

damages resulting from the defendant’s conduct.

In some instances, a statute or other law may de-

fine specific duties, such as the duty of a person to

rescue another. Professionals, such as doctors and

lawyers, are also required to uphold a standard of

care expected in their profession. When a profes-

sional fails to uphold such a standard of care, the

professional may be liable for malpractice, which is

based on the law of negligence.

Standards of Care

The standard of care required in negligence law

typically relates to a person’s conduct, rather than a

person’s state of mind. In most instances, a defen-

dant is required to exercise the same ‘‘ordinary care’’

or ‘‘due care’’ that a reasonable person would exer-

cise in the same or similar circumstances. Negligence

cases often focus on the reasonableness require-

ment.
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Reasonable Person

The so-called reasonable person in the law of neg-

ligence is a creation of legal fiction. Such a ‘‘person’’

is really an ideal, focusing on how a typical person,

with ordinary prudence, would act in certain circum-

stances. The test as to whether a person has acted

as a reasonable person is an objective one, and so it

does not take into account the specific abilities of a

defendant. Thus, even a person who has low intelli-

gence or is chronically careless is held to the same

standard as a more careful person or a person of

higher intelligence.

A jury generally decides whether a defendant has

acted as a reasonable person would have acted. In

making this decision, the jury generally considers the

defendant’s conduct in light of what the defendant

actually knows, has experienced, or has perceived.

For example, one may consider a defendant working

on a loading dock and tossing large bags of grain

onto a truck. In the process of doing this, the defen-

dant notices two children playing near the truck. The

defendant throws a bag towards the truck and unin-

tentionally strikes one of the children. In this in-

stance, a jury would take into account the defen-

dant’s actual knowledge that children were playing

in the area when the jury determines whether the de-

fendant acted reasonably under the circumstances.

One must note, however, that the defendant would

be liable for negligence only if the defendant owed

a duty to the child.

In addition to the defendant’s actual knowledge,

a jury also considers knowledge that should be com-

mon to everyone in a particular community. Accord-

ingly, the defendant in the example above would be

charged with knowing that a bag of grain could injure

a child, as well as with knowing the natural propensi-

ties of children.

Standards of Care for Children

A child generally is not expected to act as a reason-

able adult would act. Instead, courts hold children to

a modified standard. Under this standard, a child’s

actions are compared with the conduct of other chil-

dren of the same age, experience, and intelligence.

Courts in some jurisdictions, however, apply the

adult standard of care to children who engage in cer-

tain adult activities, such as snowmobiling.

Elements of a Negligence Case

Duty

The outcomes of some negligence cases depend

on whether the defendant owed a duty to the plain-

tiff. Such a duty arises when the law recognizes a rela-

tionship between the defendant and the plaintiff,

and due to this relationship, the defendant is obligat-

ed to act in a certain manner toward the plaintiff. A

judge, rather than a jury, ordinarily determines

whether a defendant owed a duty of care to a plain-

tiff. Where a reasonable person would find that a

duty exists under a particular set of circumstances,

the court will generally find that such a duty exists.

In the example above involving the defendant

loading bags of grain onto a truck, the first question

that must be resolved is whether the defendant

owed a duty to the child. In other words, a court

would need to decide whether the defendant and

the child had a relationship such that the defendant

was required to exercise reasonable care in handling

the bags of grain near the child. If the loading dock

were near a public place, such a public sidewalk, and

the child was merely passing by, then the court may

be more likely to find that the defendant owed a duty

to the child. On the other hand, if the child were tres-

passing on private property and the defendant did

not know that the child was present at the time of

the accident, then the court would be less likely to

find that the defendant owed a duty.

Breach of Duty

A defendant is liable for negligence when the de-

fendant breaches the duty that the defendant owes

to the plaintiff. A defendant breaches such a duty by

failing to exercise reasonable care in fulfilling the

duty. Unlike the question of whether a duty exists,

the issue of whether a defendant breached a duty of

care is decided by a jury as a question of fact. Thus,

in the example above, a jury would decide whether

the defendant exercised reasonable care in handling

the bags of grain near the child.

Cause in Fact

Under the traditional rules in negligence cases, a

plaintiff must prove that the defendant’s actions ac-

tually caused the plaintiff’s injury. This is often re-

ferred to as ‘‘but-for’’ causation. In other words, but

for the defendant’s actions, the plaintiff’s injury

would not have occurred. The child injured by the

defendant who tossed a bag of grain onto a truck

could prove this element by showing that but for the

defendant’s negligent act of tossing the grain, the

child would not have suffered harm.

Proximate Cause

Proximate cause relates to the scope of a defen-

dant’s responsibility in a negligence case. A defen-

dant in a negligence case is only responsible for
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those harms that the defendant could have foreseen

through his or her actions. If a defendant has caused

damages that are outside of the scope of the risks

that the defendant could have foreseen, then the

plaintiff cannot prove that the defendant’s actions

were the proximate cause of the plaintiff’s damages.

In the example described above, the child injured

by the bag of grain would prove proximate cause by

showing that the defendant could have foreseen the

harm that would have resulted from the bag striking

the child. Conversely, if the harm is something more

remote to the defendant’s act, then the plaintiff will

be less likely to prove this element. Assume that

when the child is struck with the bag of grain, the

child’s bicycle on which he was riding is damaged.

Three days later, the child and his father drive to a

shop to have the bicycle fixed. On their way to the

shop, the father and son are struck by another car.

Although the harm to the child and the damage to

the bicycle may be within the scope of the harm that

the defendant risked by his actions, the defendant

probably could not have foreseen that the father and

son would be injured three days later on their way

to having the bicycle repaired. Hence, the father and

son could not prove proximate causation.

Damages

A plaintiff in a negligence case must prove a legally

recognized harm, usually in the form of physical inju-

ry to a person or to property. It is not enough that

the defendant failed to exercise reasonable care. The

failure to exercise reasonable care must result in ac-

tual damages to a person to whom the defendant

owed a duty of care.

Proof in a Negligence Case

A negligence case is usually proven through one

of two types of evidence: direct and circumstantial.

Evidence derived from the personal knowledge of a

witness or from images in a photograph or video

constitutes direct evidence. Circumstantial evidence,

by comparison, requires a fact-finder to draw an in-

ference based on the evidence that has been pro-

duced.

Courts have formulated special rules that govern

proof in specific instances. In a slip-and-fall case,

where a plaintiff’s injury occurs when the plaintiff

slips and falls due to a condition on the defendant’s

property, courts require the plaintiff to prove that

the condition existed for such a length of time that

the defendant should have discovered and remedied

the condition. Thus, a plaintiff who sues a supermar-

ket when she slips on spilled liquid laundry soap

could not recover from the supermarket without

showing that the liquid had been on the floor long

enough for the supermarket to have discovered it.

Evidence that the soap was smeared across the floor

due to the number of customers walking on the liq-

uid may be sufficient proof in this type of case.

A plaintiff in some instances may rely on the doc-

trine of res ipsa loquitur, which is Latin for ‘‘the

thing speaks for itself.’’ This doctrine allows a jury to

infer that a defendant acted negligently, even with-

out other proof of misconduct. In order for this doc-

trine to apply, the plaintiff must prove that the event

that occurred usually does not happen in the ab-

sence of negligence and that the defendant had ex-

clusive control of the instrument that caused injury.

For example, the child who was injured by the bag

of grain on a public sidewalk may not have any direct

or circumstantial proof that the defendant was negli-

gent in handling the bag. However, a bag of grain typ-

ically does not fly onto a public sidewalk in the ab-

sence of negligence, and the defendant had exclusive

control over the bag at the time of the accident. In

this instance, the jury may infer negligence on the

part of the defendant by employing res ipsa loquitur.

Negligence Per Se

In some instances, a plaintiff in a negligence ac-

tion may rely on a statute to prescribe a certain stan-

dard of care. Under the doctrine of negligence per

se, a standard of conduct required under a statute is

adopted by a court as defining the conduct of a rea-

sonable person. In other words, rather than asking

a jury what a reasonable person would have done

under certain circumstances, the statute establishes

what a reasonable person would have done under

those circumstances. A statutory violation under this

rule is conclusive on the issue of whether the defen-

dant violated a standard of care.

Specific Duties

Courts have developed special rules regarding the

duty that a defendant may have in a specific case.

Where a duty does exist, it is based on specific cir-

cumstances or the nature of the relationship be-

tween the parties.

Duty to Rescue

The general rule is that a person has no duty to

rescue another person who is in peril. Even in an ex-
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treme situation, such as where an adult sees a child

trapped on top of railroad tracks, courts generally

hold that a person is under no duty to come to the

aid of another. Courts, however, recognize several

exceptions. These include the following:

• The Defendant Created the Peril: Where the

defendant’s negligence created the need for

the plaintiff to be rescued, the defendant is

generally under a duty to rescue the plaintiff.

• Undertaking to Act: If a defendant begins to

rescue a person but then stops, in some in-

stances the defendant may be under a duty

to continue the rescue. Most courts require

that the defendant act reasonably once the

rescue has begun. If a reasonable person

would have continued to rescue the victim,

then the defendant may have been under a

duty to continue the rescue.

• Special Relationship: A defendant may have

the duty to rescue a person where the defen-

dant has a special relationship with the vic-

tim, such as in an employer-employee or a

school-student relationship.

Duty to Control

A person generally has no duty to control the ac-

tions of another person. However, in some relation-

ships, this duty may arise. The most common exam-

ple involves a parent and child. If a parent is aware

of a child’s dangerous propensities, then the parent

is generally under a duty to exercise reasonable care

in controlling the child.

Duty to Protect

A defendant may have a duty to protect a plaintiff

based on the defendant’s relationship with the plain-

tiff. This most clearly applies in cases involving jailors

and prisoners or innkeepers and guests. Some courts

have imposed a duty to protect based on other rela-

tionships, including landlord-tenant and business-

patron relationships, but the law is less clear about

duties in these instances.

Professional Malpractice

Members of certain professions, such as doctors,

lawyers, and accountants, may be liable for profes-

sional negligence, also known as malpractice. Profes-

sional negligence occurs when a professional fails to

exercise a degree of care that is exercised by well-

qualified professionals in the same field. This stan-

dard is based on how well-qualified professionals or-

dinarily and customarily perform, rather than on how

reasonable professionals should have performed.

Premises Liability

One of the more complex areas of law related to

negligence focuses on the standard of care that a

land possessor owes to a person injured on the land.

In some jurisdictions, the law requires the possessor

of the land to act reasonably in the maintenance of

his or her land. In other jurisdictions, whether the

person who is injured may recover from the land

possessor depends on the person’s status when he

or she was on the property.

If a person is invited onto a property, the land pos-

sessor is generally obligated to exercise some care

with respect to the person’s safety. At the least, the

land possessor must warn the person about dangers

that are present on the property. A possessor of land

does not, however, owe a duty to a person who en-

ters the land without the occupier’s permission. Pos-

sible exceptions to the rule regarding trespassers

apply when the trespasser frequently enters the land

or when the trespasser is a child.

Products Liability

Another distinct area of law related to negligence

is products liability. A person may bring a products

liability action when the person suffers physical harm

as a result of an unsafe product. In this type of suit,

the injured person attempts to prove that the manu-

facturer of the product is at fault for the unsafe con-

dition of the product. One basis for proving that the

manufacturer is at fault is by proving that the manu-

facturer was negligent in the production or distribu-

tion of the product. Where a products liability suit is

based on allegations of negligence, the plaintiff must

prove that the manufacturer failed to exercise rea-

sonable care in the design or manufacturing of a

product or failed to provide adequate warnings re-

garding potential dangers associated with the prod-

uct.

Defenses in Negligence Actions

A defendant in a negligence suit typically tries to

negate one of the elements of the plaintiff’s cause of

action. In other words, the defendant introduces evi-

dence, for example, that he or she did not owe a duty

to the plaintiff, exercised reasonable care, did not
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cause the plaintiff’s damages, and so forth. In addi-

tion to negating one or more of these elements, a de-

fendant may rely on one of a few doctrines that may

eliminate or limit liability based on alleged negli-

gence. Two of the more common doctrines are com-

parative fault and assumption of the risk.

Comparative Fault

Under traditional tort law, a defendant could

avoid liability by proving contributory negligence on

the part of the plaintiff. Contributory negligence oc-

curs when a plaintiff’s conduct falls below a certain

standard necessary for the plaintiff’s protection, and

this conduct cooperates with the defendant’s negli-

gence in causing harm to the plaintiff. Where the

plaintiff’s negligence for his or her own protection is

the cause-in-fact and proximate cause of the plain-

tiff’s damages, then the doctrine of contributory neg-

ligence would bar recovery.

Contributory negligence has led to harsh results

in some cases, and the vast majority of states have re-

placed the doctrine with an alternative called com-

parative negligence. The doctrine of comparative

negligence reduces a plaintiff’s recovery by the per-

centage in which the plaintiff is at fault for his or her

damages. A majority of states have modified this rule,

barring a plaintiff from recovering if the plaintiff is as

much at fault (in some states) or more at fault (in

other states) than the defendant.

Assumption of the Risk

Another defense that traditionally has barred re-

covery for a plaintiff applies when a plaintiff has as-

sumed the risk involved in an obviously dangerous

activity but proceeded to engage in the activity any-

way. In order for this doctrine to apply, the plaintiff

must have actual, subjective knowledge of the risk in-

volved in the activity. The plaintiff must also volun-

tarily accept the risk involved in the activity. An ex-

ample might involve an amusement park ride that

flips passengers completely upside-down. A passen-

ger who saw the ride and knew what would happen

on the ride assumed the risks associated with the

ride. On the other hand, a plaintiff does not assume

the risk of something unexpected related to the ride,

such as where a loose bolt causes the ride to throw

the plaintiff in a violent manner.
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Background

A plaintiff in a products liability case asserts that

the manufacturer of a product should be liable for

personal injury or property damage that results from

a defect in a product or from false representations

made by the manufacturer of the product. A defen-
dant often tries to disprove the plaintiff’s case by

showing that the product was not defective or that

the plaintiff’s misuse of the product was what caused

harm to the plaintiff.

Products liability law consists of a mixture of tort
law and contract law. Aspects of this area of law relat-

ed to tort include strict liability, negligence, and de-

ceit. Aspects that relate to contract law relate mostly

to the laws governing warranties. Because this area

of law is really hybrid in nature, a plaintiff may assert

a number of possible claims, such as negligence,

breach of implied warranty of fitness, breach of ex-

press warranty, or fraud.

The basis for products liability law developed over

several centuries. English courts developed the doc-

trine of caveat emptor, meaning ‘‘let the buyer be-

ware.’’ Under this doctrine, a buyer was expected to

protect himself against both obvious and hidden de-

fects in a product and could not recover from the

manufacturer for damages caused by these defects.

Over time, however, English courts began to recog-

nize a rule that a seller implied warrants that a prod-

uct does not contain a hidden defect. On the other

hand, American courts continued to employ the ca-

veat emptor rule for most of the nineteenth century.

When courts in the United States began to impose

implied warranties of merchantability in the late

1800s, the rule required that the plaintiff have privity

of contract with the defendant. This meant that the

buyer must have purchased a product directly from

the manufacturer in order to recover from the manu-

facturer. During that time, manufacturers had begun

to rely more heavily on retailers to sell products.

Since many buyers did not actually purchase the

products directly from the manufacturers, though,

those buyers could not recover for breach of implied

warranty from the manufacturers due to a lack of

privity of contract.

Courts opened the doors to modern products lia-

bility cases in the 1950s and 1960s by allowing re-

mote plaintiffs to recover against the manufacturers
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of defective products. The American Law Institute

(ALI) included rules pertaining to products liability

in the Restatement (Second) of Torts, which was offi-

cial promulgated in 1965. Since the 1960s, the law of

products liability has continued to expand and devel-

op. The ALI recognized this development by approv-

ing the Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liabil-

ity, in 1998.

Basis for Liability

A plaintiff may rely on one or more of several the-

ories upon which to base his or her argument for re-

covery in a products liability case. The primary theo-

ries for recovery include the following: negligence,

tortious misrepresentation, breach of warranty, and

strict liability in tort.

Negligence

The tort of negligence remains a central part of

the law of products liability. In order to recover

under a theory of negligence, a plaintiff must prove

five basic elements, including the following: (1) the

manufacturer owed a duty to the plaintiff; (2) the

manufacturer breached a duty to the plaintiff; (3) the

breach of duty was the actual cause of the plaintiff’s

injury; (4) the breach of duty was also the proximate

cause of the injury; and (5) the plaintiff suffered actu-

al damages as a result of the negligent act.

In a products liability case, the law requires that

a manufacturer exercise a standard of care that is rea-

sonable for those who are experts in manufacturing

similar products. However, even if a plaintiff can

prove that a manufacturer has failed to exercise the

proper standard of care, the plaintiff cannot recover

without proving two aspects of causation. The plain-

tiff must first show that but for the manufacturer’s

negligence, the plaintiff’s would not have been in-

jured. The plaintiff must also show that the defen-

dant could have foreseen the risks and uses of the

product at the time of manufacturing.

Tortious Misrepresentation

A claim in a products liability suit may be based on

false or misleading information that is conveyed by

the manufacturer of a product. A person who relies

on the information conveyed by the seller and who

is harmed by such reliance may recover for the mis-

representation. This basis for recovery does not de-

pend on a defect in the product, but rather depends

on the false communication.

Tortious misrepresentation may appear in one of

three basic forms. First, a person may commit fraud-

ulent misrepresentation, or deceit, in which the per-

son knows that a statement is false and intends to

mislead the plaintiff by making the statement. Sec-

ond, a person may commit negligent misrepresenta-

tion, where the person was negligent in ascertaining

whether a statement was true. Third, some jurisdic-

tions allow for strict liability in instances where a

manufacturer makes a public statement about the

safety of a product.

Warranty

A warranty is a type of guarantee that a seller gives

regarding the quality of a product. A warranty may be

express, meaning that the seller makes certain repre-

sentations regarding the quality of a product. If the

product’s quality is less than the representation, the

seller could be liable for breach of express warranty.

Some warranties may also be implied due to the na-

ture of the sale.

The Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.),

which has been adopted in part by every state, pro-

vides the basis for warranties in the United States.

The U.C.C. recognizes express warranties and two

types of implied warranties: the implied warranty of

merchantability and the implied warranty of fitness

for a particular purpose. An implied warranty of mer-

chantability is a promise that a product sold is in

good working order and will do what it is supposed

to do. An implied warranty of fitness for a particular

purpose is a promise that a seller’s advice on how to

use a product will be correct.

Strict Liability

Section 402A of the Restatement (Second) of

Torts included a provision that created strict liability

on the part of a manufacturer. Under this section, a

manufacturer is liable for product defects that occur

during the manufacturing process, notwithstanding

the level of care employed by the manufacturer.

Courts later extended the strict liability principles to

include cases that did not involve errors in manufac-

turing, such as cases involving a failure of a manufac-

turer to provide ample warnings.

The Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liabil-

ity applies strict liability rules to cases involving er-

rors in manufacturing, but applies negligence rules

to other types of products liability cases. Neverthe-

less, many states continue to apply the strict liability

rules that were developed in older cases.
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Defects in Products

In order to recover for harm caused by a product,

a plaintiff in a products liability suit must prove that

a product possessed some sort of defect or hazard.

This is true irrespective of the theory or theories of

recovery that the plaintiff attempts to prove. The vast

majority of states recognize three types of defects

that may give rise to a products liability suit. These

include defects in manufacturing, design, and warn-

ings.

Defects in Manufacturing

A defect in manufacturing is one that the manufac-

turer did not intend. A manufacturing defect is the

clearest instance in which strict liability applies.

Under the Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Li-

ability, a product ‘‘contains a manufacturing defect

when the product departs from its intended design

even though all possible care was exercised in the

preparation and marketing of the product.’’

An example of a manufacturing defect would be

a car’s braking system that does not work properly

and causes a plaintiff to have an accident. Even

though the manufacturer of the car did not intend

for the brakes to malfunction, and even though the

manufacturer was not negligent in the design of the

brakes, the strict liability doctrine in products liability

law could render the manufacturer liable.

A plaintiff may have difficulty proving that a prod-

uct caused the plaintiff’s injuries. For example, even

if a car had some defect in the braking system, the

driver’s poor reaction to driving conditions may have

been the actual cause of an accident. Additionally, in

some circumstances, it may be difficult for a plaintiff

to prove that a defect caused an accident due to the

damage to the product. A car may be so heavily dam-

aged in an accident, for instance, that it is impossible

to prove what caused the accident to occur.

In some instances, a plaintiff can rely on the ‘‘mal-

function doctrine’’ to prove causation. Under this

doctrine, if the circumstances of an accident indicate

that a defect caused the accident, and the plaintiff

can produce evidence that removes other possible

causes, then the plaintiff can prove causation even if

the product is damaged or destroyed. This doctrine

is similar in application to res ipsa loquitur in the law

of negligence.

Defects in Design

A defect in a products liability suit may be based

on the product’s design. The Restatement (Third)

provides that a design defect occurs ‘‘when the fore-

seeable risks of harm posed by the product could

have been reduced or avoided by the adoption of a

reasonable alternative design by the seller or other

distributor, or a predecessor in the commercial chain

of distribution, and the omission of the alternative

design renders the product not reasonably safe.’’ 

Cases involving design defects generally focus on

the manufacturer’s decisions in making a product,

especially with respect to decisions regarding a prod-

uct’s safety. Unlike manufacturing defect cases,

which focus on errors that a manufacturer made

while actually making the product, design defect

cases focus on the manufacturer’s plans in producing

the product.

Modern courts employ a cost-benefit analysis in

resolving design defect cases, as captured in the Re-

statement (Third). A plaintiff must identify an alter-

native design that could have made a product safer

in order to prove a case based on a design defect. If

a plaintiff can demonstrate that a practicable alterna-

tive to the design employed by the manufacturer

could have prevented the plaintiff’s harm, then the

court will determine whether the alternative was

cost-efficient.

For example, assume that a metal fan was covered

by a guard, but the openings in the guard were three-

quarters of an inch wide. In using the fan, the plain-

tiff’s hand slips between the gaps in the guard, and

the plaintiff is injured by the blades of the fan. The

plaintiff may base a product liability suit on the de-

sign of the fan, arguing that if the guard’s openings

were a half-inch or less, the plaintiff’s hand would

not have been injured.

Defects in Warnings

The last type of defect focuses on the warnings

that a manufacturer fails to give regarding the dan-

gerousness of a product. Under the Restatement

(Third), a product may be defective ‘‘because of in-

adequate instructions or warnings when the foresee-

able risks of harm posed by the product could have

been reduced or avoided by the provision of reason-

able instructions or warnings by the seller or other

distributor,... and the omission of the instructions or

warnings renders the product not reasonably safe.’’

A manufacturer is under two related duties. First,

the manufacturer is required to warn users of hidden

dangers that may be present in a product. Second,

the manufacturer must instruct users how to use a

product so that the users can avoid any dangers and

use the product safely. An example could involve a
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fan that is prone to overheating if operated for more

than three hours continuously. After three hours, the

fan could present a fire risk. If the manufacturer fails

to provide a warning about the potential danger of

the product, then a plaintiff who is injured in a fire

started by the product could recover not only for a

defect in the design of the fan, but also for the inade-

quate warnings regarding the danger posed by the

fan.

A warning generally must be clear and specific. It

should also be conspicuous and placed in a location

that the user can easily find. Many manufacturers

now provide warnings in foreign languages and by

using symbols so that children and non-English

speaking users are aware of dangers associated with

a product.

Liability for Used Products

Different rules have developed in products liabili-

ty law for those who sell or repair used products. In

most instances, a person who repairs, rebuilds, or re-

conditions a product is liable if the person is negli-

gent in treating the product, but the person is not

subject to strict liability for defects. In some in-

stances, however, a person who remanufactures a

product may be subject to the same products liability

rules as the original manufacturer.

States are split regarding the bases of liability of

sellers of used products. Some states expressly ex-

clude sales of used products from products liability

rules. In other states, the general products liability

rules apply.

Defenses

A defendant in a products liability suit may em-

ploy one of several defenses to liability. One of the

more common defenses is that the plaintiff misused

the product in a manner that was not reasonably

foreseeable to the manufacturer. For instance, as-

sume that a plaintiff wanted to sweep a number of

rocks in his driveway back into a bed of rocks. The

plaintiff decides to use his lawnmower to shoot the

rocks back into the rock bed. One of the rocks

strikes and injures the plaintiff. The defendant could

argue that using the lawnmower to move the rocks

off of the driveway was not a reasonably foreseeable

use of the product.

Other defenses may be based on the plaintiff’s

own negligence in using a product or on the plain-

tiff’s assumption of the risk associated with the prod-

uct. Similar defenses apply in breach of warranty

claims. In a tortious misrepresentation claim, the pri-

mary defense centers on whether a plaintiff’s reli-

ance on a seller’s statement is justifiable. If a plain-

tiff’s reliance is not justified, then the lack of reliance

defeats an essential element of the plaintiff’s claim.

Statutes of Limitations in Products
Liability Cases

A plaintiff in each state must bring an action with-

in a certain period of time prescribed in the state’s

statute of limitations. In most states, the time period

begins when the plaintiff discovered or should have

discovered his or her injury, under what is known as

the discovery rule. A few states begin this time period

when the injury actually occurred. Some states have

also enacted statutes of repose, which bar actions

that are not brought within a specified period of time

after some event has occurred, such as the initial sale

of a product.

ALABAMA: An action must be brought within one

year from the time when the injury is or should have

been discovered.

ALASKA: An action must be brought within two

years from the time when the injury is or should have

been discovered.

ARIZONA: An action must be brought within two

years from the time when the injury is or should have

been discovered. The state has enacted a 12-year

statute of repose that begins to run once the product

is first sold. The statute of repose does not apply to

actions based on negligence or breach of warranty.

ARKANSAS: An action must be brought within

three years from the time when the injury is or

should have been discovered.

CALIFORNIA: An action must be brought within

two years from the time when the injury is or should

have been discovered.

COLORADO: An action must be brought within

two years from the time when the injury is or should

have been discovered.

CONNECTICUT: An action must be brought with-

in two years from the time when the injury is or

should have been discovered. The state has enacted

a 10-year statute of repose that begins to run once

the manufacturer or seller has last parted with the

product.
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DELAWARE: An action must be brought within

two years from the time when the injury is or should

have been discovered.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: An action must be

brought within three years from the time when the

injury is or should have been discovered.

FLORIDA: An action must be brought within two

years from the time when the injury is or should have

been discovered. The state has enacted a 12-year

statute of repose, subject to various exceptions.

GEORGIA: An action must be brought within two

years from the time when the injury is or should have

been discovered or one year from the date in which

death has occurred. The state has enacted a 10-year

statute of repose, subject to various exceptions.

HAWAII: An action must be brought within two

years from the time when the injury is or should have

been discovered.

IDAHO: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place. The state has enacted a 10-year

statute of repose, subject to various exceptions.

ILLINOIS: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place. The state has enacted a 12-year

statute of repose that begins to run once the product

is sold and a 10-year statute of repose that begins to

run once the product is delivered to the first owner.

INDIANA: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place. The state has enacted a 10-year

statute of repose.

IOWA: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place.

KANSAS: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place.

KENTUCKY: An action must be brought within

one year from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place. If injury, death, or property

damage does not occur within eight years of the

product’s use, then this creates a rebuttable pre-

sumption that the product does not contain a defect.

LOUISIANA: An action must be brought within

one year from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place. This statute does not apply to

minors.

MAINE: An action must be brought within six

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place.

MARYLAND: An action must be brought within

three years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

MASSACHUSETTS: An action must be brought

within three years from the date in which the occur-

rence of the injury took place.

MICHIGAN: An action must be brought within

two years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place. If a product is in use for more

than 10 years, then liability cannot be based on strict

liability.

MINNESOTA: An action must be brought within

four years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place.

MISSISSIPPI: An action must be brought within

two years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place.

MISSOURI: An action must be brought within five

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place.

MONTANA: An action must be brought within

three years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

NEBRASKA: An action must be brought within

four years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place. The state has enacted a 10-year

statute of repose, which begins to run from the date

in which a product is first sold.

NEVADA: An action must be brought within four

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: An action must be brought

within three years from the date in which the occur-

rence of the injury took place, except where a legal

duty has been imposed by the government, in which

case the action must be brought within six years. The

state has enacted a 12-year statute of repose, which

begins to run once the product is manufactured and

sold.

NEW JERSEY: An action must be brought within

two years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place.
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NEW MEXICO: An action must be brought within

three years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

NEW YORK: An action must be brought within

three years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

NORTH CAROLINA: An action must be brought

within six years from the date of the initial purchase.

NORTH DAKOTA: An action must be brought

within 10 years from the date of the initial purchase

or within 11 years of the date of manufacture.

OHIO: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place. 

OKLAHOMA: An action must be brought within

two years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place.

OREGON: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place. The state has enacted an eight-year

statute of repose.

PENNSYLVANIA: An action must be brought with-

in two years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

RHODE ISLAND: An action must be brought with-

in three years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

SOUTH CAROLINA: An action must be brought

within three years from the date in which the occur-

rence of the injury took place.

SOUTH DAKOTA: An action must be brought

within three years from the date in which the occur-

rence of the injury took place. The state has enacted

a six-year statute of repose, which begins to run after

purchase.

TENNESSEE: An action must be brought within

four years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place. The state has enacted a statute

of repose that runs six years after an injury and 10

years after the initial purchase of a product.

TEXAS: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place.

UTAH: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place.

VERMONT: An action must be brought within

three years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

VIRGINIA: An action must be brought within two

years from the date in which the occurrence of the

injury took place.

WASHINGTON: An action must be brought within

two years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place. The state has enacted a 12-year

statute of repose.

WEST VIRGINIA: An action must be brought with-

in two years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

WISCONSIN: An action must be brought within

three years from the date in which the occurrence

of the injury took place.

WYOMING: An action must be brought within

four years from the date in which the occurrence of

the injury took place.

Additional Resources

Personal Injury Statutes of Limitations: A Legal Guide.
Parker & Waichman, LLP. Available at http://
www.statutes-of-limitations.com.

Products Liability in a Nutshell.. 7th Edition. Owen, David
G. and Jerry J. Phillips, Thomson/West, 2005.

Products Liability Law. Owen, David G., Thomson/West,
2005.

Restatement of the Law Third: Torts: Products Liability.
American Law Institute, 1998.

Organizations

Association of Trial Lawyers of America

1050 31st Street, NW

Washington, DC 20007 USA

Phone: (800) 424-2725

URL: http://www.atla.org/

National Association of Personal Injury
Lawyers

23945 Calabasas Rd. Suite 106

Calabasas, CA 91302 USA

URL: http://www.napil.com/

American Bar Association

321 North Clark Street

Chicago, IL 60610 USA

Phone: (312) 988-5000

URL: http://www.abanet.org
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TRAVEL

CHILDREN TRAVELING ALONE

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Why Children Travel Alone

• Train and Bus Travel

• Air Travel

- Airline Regulations

- Other Air Travel Issues

- International Flights

• Common Sense

• Additional Resources

Background

The number of children between the ages of 5 and

12 traveling alone, particularly by air, has risen steadi-

ly over the years. Estimates for how many children

travel alone by plane in the United States per year

run as high as 7 million. Children traveling alone,

known in the travel industry as ‘‘unaccompanied mi-

nors,’’ raise a number of issues, the most important

being liability and safety. In most cases, solo child

travelers neither create nor encounter difficulties.

Even the best-planned trip, however, can go wrong,

and when unaccompanied children are involved the

issues can be particularly problematic.

Many air travelers, for example, have had the frus-

trating experience of finding out that their luggage

was accidentally placed on the wrong plane, and they

may have to spend hours or even days tracking it

down. But in August 2001, two girls ages 11 and 8

wound up in Toronto instead of San Diego because

airline personnel placed them on the wrong con-

necting flight in Phoenix. While many airlines have

strict rules about allowing unaccompanied children

to transfer to connecting flights, others do not. (The

airline that placed the two girls on the wrong plane

quickly revised its policy.)

There are no official guidelines regarding the

transport of unaccompanied children. Train and bus

regulations are more strict than air regulations, but

in all cases it is the transportation providers’ obliga-

tion to set the requirements. Neither the Air Trans-

port Association nor the International Air Transport

Association provides detailed guidelines or even sta-

tistics on the number of children traveling alone. The

American Society of Travel Agents (ASTA) does note

in its ‘‘Traveler’s Bill of Rights’’ that unaccompanied

children have a right to ‘‘timely and courteous assis-

tance’’ and that they should ‘‘never be abandoned or

put in fear of being abandoned.’’

These omissions do not mean that the govern-

ment is unconcerned about unaccompanied chil-

dren. The self-imposed industry requirements that

must be met are considered stringent enough. With

the rise in concern for travel safety in general since

the fall of 2001, the government has taken a more ac-

tive role. Still, airlines, trains, and bus lines are all still

allowed to set their own rules for children traveling

alone.

The necessary precaution for sending children on

trips unaccompanied is that those making the travel

arrangements should get as much information be-

fore the trip as possible about travel policies and pro-

cedures for children. Because rules are subject to

change and in order to avoid potential difficulties, it

is important to check each time a child travels.
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Why Children Travel Alone

The most common reason children travel alone is

to visit relatives. As families spread out it is more like-

ly that grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins may

live across the country or overseas. Children whose

parents are divorced also travel alone. In years past,

divorced couples with children would tend to stay in

the same geographic location to be able to spend

time with those children. Today, job opportunities or

remarriage may mean that a child’s mother and fa-

ther may live on opposite coasts.

Clearly, some children are more comfortable trav-

eling than others. A child who flies several times a

year will likely be more comfortable on a plane than

one who has never flown alone. That is not a given,

however. Just as some frequent passengers never get

over their fear of flying, neither do some children. A

6-year-old who has never flown before may find the

experience one big enjoyable adventure. An 11-year-

old who dislikes plane travel, on the other hand,

might actually be a difficult and demanding passen-

ger.

Since the attacks in New York and Washington,

D.C., on September 11, 2001, airline, train, and bus

security have all increased. While this may not affect

children as directly as it affects adults, the travel pro-

cess is longer and involves a considerable amount

more time standing in line and waiting. Not only that,

children who are old enough to understand what

happened in the plane attacks may be frightened of

flying even if they were never afraid in the past.

Relatively few unaccompanied children travel by

train or bus, in part, because train and bus trips may

be too long for children. Also, railroad and bus com-

panies have stricter regulations about who is old

enough to travel solo.

Train and Bus Travel

Amtrak estimates that no more than 5,100 chil-

dren per year travel unaccompanied on its trains.

Greyhound estimates far fewer unaccompanied chil-

dren on its bus routes. In part this low number re-

flects the fact that most long-distance travel is done

by plane, but it also has to do with strict train and bus

regulations.

Amtrak will not allow children under the age of 8

to travel unaccompanied, subject to the following re-

strictions:

• All trips must be scheduled for daylight

hours

• Unaccompanied children cannot transfer to

another train or to a bus

• Children must depart from and arrive at fully

staffed stations; an Amtrak stop with only a

ticketing machine is off limits

• Whoever takes the child to the train must fill

out a form authorizing Amtrak to let the

child travel alone

• The Amtrak agent who makes the arrange-

ments must ask the child who is meeting

him or her

• Children traveling unaccompanied pay the

full adult fare

Greyhound’s requirements are similar, with the

following additional restrictions:

• The child’s trip cannot be for more than 250

miles

• The child must sit in the first two rows of the

bus and must get the driver’s permission to

get off the bus at rest stops

Air Travel

Travel by air presents a number of challenges

where unaccompanied children are concerned. One

reason is that so many more children travel solo by

plane than by any other means. Another is that, while

there are age guidelines and restrictions, maturity le-

vels can differ dramatically among children. It is not

just whether a child likes to fly. Some children are

fearful of not being with their parents. Others may

not want to travel to the place where they happen

to be going. The Independent Traveler, Inc., an orga-

nization that provides travel advice, reported on its

website the case of an 11-year-old boy whose father

saw him board the plane that was to take him to his

grandparents’ home. After the father left, the boy got

off the plane, left the airport, and walked 30 miles

back to his house. Clearly he did not want to take this

trip. Yet his behavior is surprising in view of his age.

Airline Regulations

No airline will allow a child under the age of 5 to

travel alone, although some will allow a child under

5 to travel with a companion as young as 12. Most air-

lines will not allow a child under the age of 8 to take

a flight that requires changing planes to make a con-
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nection. Any child under 12 who has to make a con-

necting flight will be escorted by an employee of the

airline. Southwest Airlines does not allow any child

under the age of 12 to take connecting flights. Al-

though children between the ages of 12 and 15 are

not automatically escorted, the parent or guardian
making the travel arrangements can ask the airline to

assist the child.

Accompanied minors usually pay half or reduced

fare when flying. Unaccompanied minors are re-

quired to pay full fare, as well as an additional service

fee of between $30 and $75 each way (the price is

higher when the child has to make a connection). On

most airlines, that fee will cover more than one

minor traveling within the same party.

Airlines usually require that a parent or guardian

fill out a form with all relevant information about the

child. While the airline does not generally take actual

guardianship of the child during the flight, one of the

personnel is generally assigned to look after the

child. Solo child travelers usually have to wear a but-

ton or badge to make them easy to identify by airline

staffers.

Some children are required to take medication.

Airline personnel will not dispense medication to the

child, but if the child is able to administer his or her

own medication, the airline will allow the child to

carry that medicine. The form that parents and

guardians fill out asks for a list of medications or

other medical issues that may be important for staff-

ers to know.

Most airlines will not allow minors to take the last

flight of the day. The reason is that, air travel being

subject to such unforeseen circumstances as weath-

er, there is always a chance of delay. If a late evening

flight is delayed, it means passengers will probably

have to wait until the next morning to catch another

flight. A stranded child clearly presents more difficul-

ties to the airline than a stranded adult.

Other Air Travel Issues

In the event that a child is stranded at the airport

overnight despite everyone’s best efforts, different

airlines have different procedures, all of which are

subject to the approval of the parent or guardian.

Usually, the airline will put the child up in a hotel

room. An airline staffer may stay in the room with the

child or in an adjoining room. Some airlines will post

a guard outside the room. In most cases the airline

assigns a staffer of the same sex as the child to serve

as an escort. Some airlines may turn a stranded child

over to a local child welfare agency for the night.

One of the biggest challenges for those in charge

of watching children is keeping those children

amused. Doing so is particularly difficult in the case

of long flights. Many of the larger airlines have estab-

lished facilities designed for children at major air-

ports, where children can wait for their connecting

flights. These rooms have games and other activities

for children. They also will have other children, so

that young travelers will feel less lonely.

Under no circumstances will airline personnel

turn a child over to a waiting adult without seeing de-

finitive identification and matching that carefully to

the information filled out on the pre-departure form.

International Flights

Children traveling alone on international flights

face even closer scrutiny, in part because of the fear

of child abductions. In fact, children traveling with

only one parent are subject to strict regulations to

ensure that a parent is not kidnapping the child

from a custodial parent. Any child under the age of

18 who is traveling with one parent to Mexico must

show notarized consent from the other parent or a

sole custody decree from the accompanying par-

ent. If the other parent is dead, the airline requires

the travelers to show a death certificate.

Children need the same documentation, whether

passports, visas, or other official paperwork, as

adults. It is a good idea to contact the consulate of

the country being visited to determine whether

there are any special requirements for children trav-

eling alone.

Common Sense

The most important rule for both parents and

children to remember is to plan ahead. Parents

should explain to children exactly what will be ex-

pected of them as solo travelers. They should also let

children know that inappropriate behavior by adult

passengers (such as unwanted physical contact)

should be reported to airline personnel. If the child

has traveled alone before on a different airline, it is

not a good idea to assume that the current airline has

the same policies. Most airlines list their policies

clearly and comprehensively on their websites.

Increased concern for flight security has made the

travel process slower and more cumbersome. These

new procedures should be explained to the child. It

should also be made clear that no matter how ac-

commodating airline personnel may be, they have no
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obligation to children traveling alone before or after

a flight.

Checking out the airlines’ websites is a good way

to become familiar with each carrier’s policies on

solo child travelers. Groups such as ASTA (http://

www.asta.org) and the U. S. Department of Trans-

portation (http://www.usdot.gov) can provide addi-

tional information. The Department of Transporta-

tion offers a free publication, Kids and Teens
Traveling Alone, which can be obtained by writing

to 400 Seventh Street SW, Washington, D. C., 20590.

Additional Resources

Fun on the Run: Travel Games and Songs. Cole, Joanna,
and Stephanie Calmerson, Morrow Junior Books, 1999.

Trouble-Free Travel with Children: Helpful Hints for Par-
ents on the Go. Lansky, Vicki, Book Peddlers, 1996.

Organizations

Air Transportation Association of America,
Inc. (ATA)

1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, Suite 1100

Washington, DC 20004 USA

Phone: (202) 626-4000

URL: http://www.airline.org

Primary Contact: Carol Hallett, President and CEO

American Society of Travel Agents (ASTA)

1101 King Street, Suite 200

Alexandria, VA 22314 USA

Phone: (703) 739-2782

Fax: (703) 684-8319

URL: http://w ww.asta.org

Primary Contact: Richard M. Copland, President

and CEO

International Air Transport Association
(IATA) (Regional Office, United States)

1776 K Street NW

Washington, DC 20006 USA

Phone: (202) 293-9292

Fax: (202) 293-8448

URL: http://w ww.iata.org

Primary Contact: Pierre Jeanniot, Director General

and CEO

National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children

699 Prince Street

Alexandria, VA 22314 USA

Phone: (703) 274-3900

Fax: (703) 274-2200

URL: http://w ww.missingkids.com

Primary Contact: Ernie Allen, President and CEO

U. S. Department of Transportation, Office of
Aviation and International Affairs

400 Seventh Street SW

Washington, DC 20590 USA

Phone: (202) 366-4000 (General Information)

Phone: (202) 366-2220 (Aviation Consumer

Protection Division)

URL: http://ostpxweb.dot.gov/aviation

Primary Contact: Read van de Water, Assistant

Secretary for Aviation and International Affairs
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TRAVEL

HOTEL LIABILITY
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• Guest Reservations

• Right to Evict Persons Admitted as Guests

• Duty to Persons Who Are Not Guests

• Duty to Provide Safe Premises

- Harm or Damage Caused by Other

Guests

- Harm or Damage Caused by Third

Persons

- National Disasters, Acts of God, Pub-

lic Enemies, Catastrophic Expo-

sures

- Responsibility for Personal Property

- Statutory of Contractual Limitations

on Liability

• Innkeepers’ Liens

• Good Samaritan Acts

• Unusual Cases

• State Innkeeper Laws

• Additional Resources

Background

Hotel guests should be aware of certain laws and

regulations or policies that could impact their visits.

Special concerns affect the ‘‘hospitality industry’’ be-

cause its establishments hold their property open to

the public at large. For hotels (collectively referred

to as ‘‘innkeepers’’ under many state laws), duties

owed to the public at large are based on the historic

consideration that when weary travelers reached

wayside inns as night approached, they were not to

be arbitrarily turned away into the dark (the roads

were filled with robbers) or otherwise subjected to

the arbitrary mercy of the innkeeper with regard to

prices or adequacy of quarters. Modern innkeepers’

laws are mostly based on old English common law.

Key Points to Remember

• Hotels are not liable for every accident or

loss that occurs on the premises, nor do

they insure the absolute safety of every

guest.

• Hotels have a general duty to exercise ‘‘rea-

sonable care’’ for the safety and security of

their guests.

• Hotels have a general duty to reasonably

protect guests from harm caused by other

guests or non-guests.

• Hotels have an affirmative duty to make the

premises reasonably safe for their guests.

This obligation includes a two-fold duty ei-

ther to correct a hazard or warn of its exis-

tence. The hotel must not only address visi-

ble hazards but must make apparent hidden

dangers or hazards.

• Hotels are not liable for harm to person or

property unless ‘‘fault’’ can be established

against the hotel.
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• Hotels may be ‘‘vicariously liable’’ for the

negligence of their employees.

• Hotels are generally liable for damages if

they cannot honor a confirmed reservation

because of ‘‘overbooking.’’

• Hotels may generally sue for damages or re-

tain deposits if confirmed reservations are

not honored by prospective guests.

• Hotels may generally evict registered guests

for a variety of well-established reasons.

• Hotels may retain personal possessions of

evicted guests as security for room charges.

• Hotels are generally not required to have

lifeguards on duty at hotel swimming pools,

except by state statute. However, conspicu-

ous ‘‘No Lifeguard’’ warning signs are mini-

mally required.

• Hotels are generally not liable for valuables

that are not secured in the hotel safe, if con-

spicuous notice is posted.

• Hotels are generally not liable for harm to

guests caused by criminal acts of others, un-

less hotel fault is established.

• Hotels may generally limit their liability for

losses if conspicuous notice is given to hotel

guests.

Authority

The federal government has limited involvement

in the private relationships between hotels and

guests.

• Title 42 of the U. S. Code, Chapter 21, Sub-

chapter II (Public Accommodations) makes

prohibited discrimination under the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 applicable to ‘‘any inn,

hotel, motel, or other establishment which

provides lodging to transient guests.’’

• Under a phase-in provision, hotels must

meet the requirements of the Americans

With Disabilities Act (ADA); any new or reno-

vated hotel facility must comply with the

Act’s mandates for public access and/or re-

moval of physical barriers.

• The Hotel and Motel Fire Safety Act of 1990

(as amended in 1996) imposes additional

safety requirements upon hotel facilities

above and beyond those found in local

building codes.

Generally, most day-to-day liability issues affecting

hotels are based on early English common law theo-

ries of contract and tort (negligence). States are free

to enact their own statutes regarding innkeepers’

rights and duties, so long as they do not abridge fed-

eral rights and most states have done so. Waivers or

limitations to liability are also generally permitted,

where not deemed ‘‘unconscionable’’ in law or fact.

Duty to Receive Guests

The very first and most important ‘‘public duty’’

of the hotel is the duty to receive guests. But the duty

is not absolute and is subject to lawful excuses. Ho-

tels may generally deny accommodations to a pro-

spective guest for the following reasons: 

• if the person is unwilling or unable to pay for

a room or other establishment privileges

• if the person is visibly under the influence of

alcohol or other drugs or creating a public

nuisance 

• if the person’s use of a room or accommoda-

tion would violate the facility’s maximum ca-

pacity

• if the innkeeper reasonably believes the per-

son will use the room or facility for an unlaw-

ful purpose

• if the innkeeper reasonably believes the per-

son will bring in something that would

create an unreasonable danger or risk to

others

Generally speaking, to avoid liability for refusal to

receive a prospective guest, hotels must reasonably

believe a person is unable or unwilling to pay, plans

to use the room or premises for an unlawful pur-

pose; or plans to bring a potentially dangerous object

onto the premises.

Guest Reservations

Most hotels have well-established policies for

making, confirming, and holding reservations placed

by prospective guests. A confirmed reservation gen-

erally constitutes a binding agreement (in essence,

a ‘‘reservation contract’’) between the hotel and pro-

spective guest. If the guest fails to use the reserva-

tion, the hotel is generally entitled to damages. On

the other hand, if the hotel breaches a reservation

contract, the guest can sue the hotel for damages. If

the hotel actually has accommodations available but

fails to supply them as agreed, it may be liable for

breach of its duties as an innkeeper.
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Hotel overbooking often presents problems, and

many hotels have adopted a pledge that requires

their assistance in securing comparable accommoda-

tions, if, for any reason, a room should not be avail-

able for a patron who holds a valid confirmed reser-

vation. A few states have enacted legislation that

addresses hotel overbooking. Florida’s law, for exam-

ple, makes the hotel responsible for ‘‘every effort’’

to find alternate accommodations and up to a $500

fine for each guest turned away because of the over-

booking.

Right to Evict Persons Admitted as Guests

Hotels may generally evict a guest and keep the

room rental payment, despite the eviction, for the

following reasons:

• disorderly conduct

• nonpayment

• using the premises for an unlawful purpose

or act

• bringing property onto the premises that

may be dangerous to others

• failing to register as a guest

• using false pretenses to obtain accommo-

dations

• being a minor unaccompanied by an adult

registered guest

• violating federal, state, or local hotel laws or

regulations

• violating a conspicuously posted hotel or

motel rule

• failing to vacate a room at the agreed check-

out time

Generally speaking, to avoid liability for evicting

a guest, the guest must have refused to pay; or the

innkeeper must reasonably have believed that the

person used the room or premises for an unlawful

purpose or brought a potentially dangerous object

onto the premises.

Duty to Persons Who Are Not Guests

A person who is not a guest (or intending immedi-

ately to become a guest) generally has no right to

enter or remain on the premises over the objection

of the hotel. Nor can a non-guest resort to public

areas of the premises, such as lobbies or hallways,

without the consent of the hotel. Despite the fact

that the hotel has held itself out to the public with

an invitation to enter and seek out accommodations,

any person who enters without the intention of ac-

cepting an invitation for accommodations remains

on the premises only by the consent of the hotel.

A widely-acknowledged exception to this general

rule is that a non-guest or stranger coming to the

hotel at the request or invitation of an existing guest

has a right to enter the premises for that purpose;

otherwise, the guest would unfairly be deprived of

a privilege necessary for his or her comfort while at

the hotel. However, the hotel may revoke such per-

mission if the non-guest engages in conduct which

would justify his or her eviction.

There is no duty to permit non-guests into the

hotel public areas for the purpose of soliciting busi-

ness from hotel guests. To the contrary, there is a

duty to protect guests from bothersome or trouble-

some non-guests. Accordingly, most hotels have

posted notices that prohibit solicitation of any kind

on the premises.

Duty to Provide Safe Premises

The duty of an hotel to provide safe premises is

based on the common law duty owed to business

and social invitees of an establishment. Under com-

mon law, hotels must exercise reasonable care for

the safety of their guests. Hotels may be found negli-

gent if they knew or should have known, upon rea-

sonable inspection, of the existence of a danger or

hazard and failed to take action to correct it and/or

warn guests about it. Accordingly, hotels have an af-

firmative duty to inspect and seek out hazards that

may not be readily apparent, seen or appreciated by

patrons and guests. In addition, they may have an af-

firmative duty to warn guests of dangers or hazards.

If the risk of harm or damage was foreseeable, and

the hotel failed to exercise reasonable care to either

eliminate the risk or warn guests of its existence, the

hotel may be liable for any resulting harm or damage

caused by its negligence (‘‘proximate cause’’).

However, the law does not protect hotel guests

from their own negligence. An ‘‘open and obvious’’

hazard, such as a bathroom tile floor that becomes

slippery when wet after reasonable use, is not a basis

for liability. On the other hand, if a poorly maintained

bathroom fixture results in standing water on the tile

floor, and an unsuspecting guest enters the bath-
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room and slips on the tile, the hotel would most like-

ly be liable for damages. Likewise, standing water on

any floor in the hotel, if left standing beyond a rea-

sonable time for management to have detected and

eliminated it, may result in liability for the hotel.

Hotel swimming pools are a major topic for litiga-
tion battles. After a rash of lawsuits in the 1970s, div-

ing boards have disappeared from almost all hotel

pools. But that has not stopped diving accidents

from occurring as a result of swimmers leaping from

the edges of pools, piers, and docks. It is important

that ‘‘NO DIVING’’ signs are posted in highly visible

areas. There is no minimum requirement regarding

the number or nature of posted warnings, but a

hotel’s diving-accident history is key in establishing

what would be considered ‘‘adequate,’’ ‘‘sufficient,’’

or ‘‘satisfactory’’ posted warnings in any legal matter.

Statutes in most states do not require the presence

of lifeguards at hotel pools. However, ‘‘NO LIFE-

GUARD’’ warnings should be posted and visible from

all angles of the pool. All water recreational facilities

must have emergency telephone service.

Harm or Damage Caused by Other Guests

Hotels have an affirmative duty to exercise reason-

able care for the safety and security of their patrons.

This obligation may include the duty to evict or oth-

erwise restrain drunken or disorderly guests or pa-

trons who may possibly cause harm to other guests

or their property. However, the hotel also has a duty

not to cause foreseeable injury or harm to the drunk-

en or disorderly guest as a result of the eviction.

Under those circumstances, hotels must seek more

reasonable alternatives, such as contacting police

and arranging safe transport of the drunken or disor-

derly guest or escorting the person back to his/her

room (if this can be done safely without the risk of

recurring problems).

A major area of liability exposure is in the serving

of alcohol to guests and non-guests. If the hotel actu-

ally creates the risk of harm by serving alcohol to an

already-intoxicated person, other laws come into

play, most notably, state ‘‘dram-shop’’ acts. These

laws generally provide that persons injured by intoxi-

cated persons may sue the seller/provider of the al-

cohol (in this case, the hotel). Hotels can also lose

their liquor licenses for serving minors, and, in many

states, can be sued for a subsequent drunken driving

accident caused by the minor.

Hotels also may be liable for the personal injury
of guests caused by the criminal act of another pa-

tron or guest, if it can be established that the hotel

was negligent or at fault. Criminal acts of other pa-

trons do not always fall into the category of foresee-

able risks that hotels can protect against. Nonethe-

less, in assessing potential fault of the hotel, several

factors will be considered. Was the injury or harm

reasonably preventable? Who was in charge of securi-

ty? Were security personnel properly trained? Is

there a past history of crime at the hotel? Were as-

sessments of security risks ever established for the

hotel? Were security personnel uniformed? Were

there an adequate number of security persons on

hand to handle routine matters as well as potential

emergencies or crises?

Harm or Damage Caused by Third Persons

Hotels have an affirmative duty to exercise reason-

able care for the safety and security of their patrons.

Therefore, they must protect their guests and em-

ployees from foreseeable criminal acts of third par-

ties. In most states, a greater burden of protection is

placed upon hotels than upon landlords and other

business owners. However, the law in this area varies

greatly from state to state. Most states hold that ho-

tels are not liable for third-party crimes unless at fault

(negligent) in reasonably protecting guests from

foreseeable harm.

For example, numerous court decisions nation-

wide have found hotels liable for failing to provide

adequate locks on doors and windows. While the

lodging industry does not recognize an official ‘‘stan-

dard of security,’’ there are several minimum safety

and security measures that indicate compliance with

‘‘standard practices,’’ and have in fact been used to

establish legal precedent. These would include dead-

bolt locks, viewing devices (peepholes) on room

doors, chain locks, communication devices (tele-

phones to enable emergency calls for assistance),

and track bars for sliding glass doors. Closed circuit

television has been found to be fundamental to rea-

sonable security in facilities with several entrances,

high-risk parking lots, or remote locations.

It is fair to say that the ultimate test in establishing

hotel liability is to ask whether the hotel had taken

reasonable steps to prevent certain crimes, in light

of the relevant facts and circumstances surrounding

the particular incident. Often, the hotel is simply the

location of a random crime. Other times, it is the pre-

ferred location for a particular type of crime, thereby

enhancing the probability of its recurrence, and rais-

ing questions of potential liability.

Generally, the same or similar assessment of

hotel security will be appropriate for crimes commit-
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ted by third parties as for those committed by other

guests or patrons. Ultimately, there must be fault on

the part of the hotel in failing to prevent harm

caused by foreseeable risks. The probability of occur-

rence of a particular crime or type of crime, as well

as the level of care required from the hotel, are ques-

tions of fact which may vary from case to case.

Natural Disasters, Acts of God, Public
Enemies, Catastrophic Exposures

Common law and most state statutes excuse ho-

tels from liability if guests are injured or harmed as

the result of an act of God or natural disaster. Hotels

are likewise not liable for terrorist acts or harm

caused by public enemies. Most hotel insurance poli-

cies exclude coverage for catastrophic or widespread

disasters which affect a great number of insureds or

an unmanageable number of claimants. Acts of war,

damages arising from nuclear energy, and certain ex-

posures to pollutants are routinely eliminated from

coverage. Notwithstanding, hotels are keenly sensi-

tive to enabling guests to vacate the premises, in an

orderly and speedy fashion, in the event of a catastro-

phe.

Responsibility for Personal Property

To avoid liability, most hotels exempt themselves

or substantially limit their liability for loss or damage

to valuables kept in hotels rooms. Most will post con-

spicuous notices declaring that valuables worth

more than a certain amount of money (e.g., $250)

must be stored in the hotel safe in order to be cov-

ered for loss. When a hotel requests that a guest state

a ‘‘declared value’’ for valuables, the hotel generally

has the right, on behalf of its insurer, to inspect the

valuables for stated value. Room safes are generally

recommended only if they contain digital keypads,

and the guest assumes all responsibility for getting

into the safe and keeping the combination confiden-

tial.

A hotel is generally not liable for loss of luggage

or other personal items belonging to guests of the

hotel and lost in areas other than the guest’s private

room, unless the hotel or its employees are at fault.

Statutory or Contractual Limitations on
Liability

Hotels may waive, exclude, or limit liability cover-

age for certain losses or harms, including dollar

amount limitations on loss of valuables, and may ex-

clude from coverage any assaults or crimes commit-

ted by third parties. It is imperative that guests check

their hotel’s policies prior to checking in, to review

its liability limitations.

All states have enacted legislation that permits ho-

tels to limit their liability for damage to guests or

their personal property. This action even may in-

clude limits placed on damages resulting from the

hotel’s own negligence (‘‘exculpatory clauses’’), un-

less found to be ‘‘unconscionable’’ in certain jurisdic-

tions. 

Whenever hotels intend to limit their liability, it is

almost always required that they notify guests in a

conspicuous manner. Failure to post adequate no-

tices in conspicuous locations may result in a court

finding that the limits are not in effect and that the

hotel must cover the entire loss, if applicable.

Innkeepers’ Liens

Many states have retained the common law right

of an ‘‘innkeeper’s lien.’’ If a hotel has properly evict-

ed a guest, or if a guest refuses to leave or pay, the

hotel may take into its possession the personal prop-

erty of the guest and hold it as security for hotel

charges. Innkeepers’ liens differ from others in that

the hotel need not take physical possession of the

guest’s personal property, but may simply prevent its

removal from the hotel until the debt is satisfied. Ho-

tels cannot sell the goods or personal property until

there has been a final judgment in an action to recov-

er charges.

Good Samaritan Acts

Laws regarding Good Samaritan acts generally

apply to hotel personnel in emergencies. Most states

have Good Samaritan Acts that generally shield per-

sons from liability if they try to save a life but fail.

Florida was one of the first states to enact new legis-

lation allowing hotel desk clerks, among others, to

revive heart attack victims using automated defibril-

lators, without the fear of exposure to unreasonable

lawsuits.

Unusual Cases

In the 1996 case of Woods-Leber v. Hyatt Hotels

of Puerto Rico, Inc., a federal district court found that

the posh oceanfront Cerromar Beach Hotel in Dora-

do, Puerto Rico was not liable for damages caused by
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a rabid mongoose that entered upon the hotel

grounds and bit a guest. The hotel had no control

over adjacent bordering swamplands, and no history

of recurrent visits from mongooses.

Nor was there liability in two bizarre swimming

pool cases: one involved the death of a 12-year-old

girl whose hair was caught in a whirlpool’s suction;

the other involved a Scottish Inn guest’s entrap-
ment when his genitals became stuck in the pool’s

suction hole. There is no duty to warn of unique haz-

ards.

In 1999, several pre-lawsuit notices were filed

against California hoteliers for alleged violations of

California’s controversial ‘‘Proposal 65 of 1986.’’ The

statute was intended to provide warnings about haz-

ardous waste sites and contaminated water. Howev-

er, lawyer Morse Mehrban, on behalf of the California

Consumer Advocacy Group, sued Hilton Hotels,

Fairfield Inns, and Residence Inns by Marriot for al-

leged violations of ‘‘Prop 65’’ involving guest expo-

sure to chemicals in alcoholic beverages, chemicals

in second-hand tobacco and cigar smoke, and nox-

ious fumes in enclosed parking structures. Under the

law, violations must be corrected within 60 days of

notice. Prop 65 places primary burden on the manu-

facturer or packager of alcoholic and tobacco prod-

ucts, but responsibility shifts to hotels when prod-

ucts are separated from their original packaging,

such as when hotels serve ‘‘house wine’’ or ‘‘house

cigars’’ from hotel humidors. In such cases, liability

can be avoided if hotels post required warning signs

or correct the defect within the notice period.

Selected State Innkeepers Laws

ALABAMA: See Title 34 of the Alabama Code of

1975, ACA 34-15. Hotel owners may eject guests for

intoxication, profanity; lewdness, brawling, or

otherwise disturbing the peace and comfort of oth-

ers. Hotels must give oral notice to leave the prem-

ises and return the unused portion of any advance

payment. Refusal to leave upon request is a misde-
meanor.

ALASKA: See Title 8 of the Alaska Statute, Chapter

56, ‘‘Hotels and Boardinghouses.’’ which discusses

such issues as registration, refusal to register, liability

for valuables, and baggage liability.

ARIZONA: See Title 44 of the Arizona Revised Stat-

utes, Chapter 15. Arizona has special provisions for

the posting of minimum and maximum rates, and a

statutory requirement to have advertised accom-

modations available.

CALIFORNIA: See California Civil Code, Sections

1861-1865. Hotels may evict guests who refuse to de-

part at checkout, with proper notice of check-out

time and a need to accommodate another arriving

guest. Moreover, if a guest refuses to leave, the hotel

owner may enter the room and take possession of

the guest’s personal property, re-key the door, and

make the room available to new guests. The personal

possessions may be sold to enforce an innkeeper’s

lien.

COLORADO: See Title 12 of the Colorado Revised

Statutes Annotated, 12-44-302 codifies common law

with respect to refusing accommodations to certain

persons.

FLORIDA: See Florida Statutes Annotated, FSA

509.141. In addition to the usual reasons for evicting

guests, Florida hotels may evict a person for injuring

the facility’s reputation, dignity, or standing.

GEORGIA: See Chapter 43 of the Georgia Code,

43-21-2, et seq; 48-13-50, et seq. Georgia has a very

comprehensive statute that expressly outlines the

rights and duties of hotels; much of it is carried over

from common law.

IDAHO: See Titles 39 of the Idaho Code, Sections

39-1805 and 1809. The statute follows the common

law general reasons for denying accommodations to

or evicting guests. The statute expressly permits

hotel owners to enter the rooms of guests who fail

to pay and leave and remove personal property to be

held by lien.

IOWA: See Iowa Code Annotated 137C.25C and

137C.25. Iowa follows the general rules for denying

accommodations and for evictions.

KANSAS: See Kansas Statutes Annotated, 36-604

and 602. Kansas adds a few more categories to the

general rights to evict guests: failing to register as a

guest, using false pretenses to obtain accommoda-

tions, exceeding the guest room occupancy limits,

or being a minor unaccompanied by a parent or

guardian.

LOUISIANA: See Louisiana Statutes Annotated

21:75 and 76. Louisiana expressly requires that a

hotel owner notify a guest at least one hour before

the time to leave, before he may legally evict the

guest. After this, the hotel may have law enforcement

personnel remove the guest and personal belong-

ings.
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MINNESOTA: See Minnesota Statutes Annotated

327.73. Minnesota follows the general rules for deny-

ing accommodations and for evictions.

MISSOURI: See Missouri Revised Statutes, 315.075

and 315.067. Missouri follows the general rules for

denying accommodations and for evictions.

MONTANA: See Montana Code Annotated 70-6-

511 and 70-6-512. Montana follows the general rules

for denying accommodations and for evictions and

expressly adds the right to evict guests for refusing

to abide by reasonable hotel standards or policies.

NORTH CAROLINA: See Chapters 72 of the North

Carolina General Statutes, Article 1. North Carolina

has express provisions that address liability for lost

baggage, losses by fire, safeguarding of valuables, and

hotel rights for negligence of the guest. North Caroli-

na also has an express provision for the admittance

of pets to hotel rooms.

OKLAHOMA: See Title 15 of the Oklahoma Stat-

utes Annotated, OSA 15-5-8 and 506. Oklahoma fol-

lows the general rules for denying accommodations

and for evictions.

OREGON: See Chapters 699 of the Oregon Re-

vised Statutes, ‘‘Innkeepers and Hotelkeepers.’’ Ore-

gon’s thorough statutory provisions cover liability for

valuables, baggage, and other property. Special pro-

visions address personal property left in a hotel for

more than 60 days. Guests who refuse to leave or pay

are deemed ‘‘trespassers’’ under Oregon law and

may be removed by force without the hotel incurring

liability.

PENNSYLVANIA: See Pennsylvania Statutes Anno-

tated, PSA 37-106 and 103. Pennsylvania follows the

general rules for denying accommodations and for

evictions.

RHODE ISLAND: See RIGL 5-14-4 and 5-14-5.

Rhode Island follows the general rules for denying

accommodations and for evictions.

SOUTH CAROLINA: See South Carolina Statutes

Annotated, SCSA 45-2-60 and 45-2-30. South Carolina

follows the general rules for denying accommoda-

tions and for evictions.

TENNESSEE: See Tennessee Code Annotated 68-

14-605 and 68-14-602. Tennessee follows the general

rules for denying accommodations and for evictions.

UTAH: See the Utah Code Annotated, UCA 29-2-

103. Utah follows the general rules for denying ac-

commodations and for evictions.

Additional Resources

‘‘ADA Compliance Needs Practical Approach.’’ Dawson,
Adam, and Charles Sink. Hotel & Motel Management,
15 September 1997.

‘‘California Hoteliers Fend Off Lawsuits Alleging Harmful
Chemical Exposure.’’ Carolyn Woodruff. Hotel & Motel
Management, 19 July 1999.

 Hotel and Motel Fire Safety Act of 1990, P.L. 101-391; 104
Stat. 747, as amended, P.L. 104-316, 1996.

‘‘Innkeepers’ Rights Regarding Guests.’’ Sandra Norman-
Eady. Available at http://www.law.cornell.edu/topics/
civil_procedure.html

The Laws of Innkeepers Sherry, Jophn H. Cornell Universi-
ty Press, 1972.

‘‘Protect Guests Against Third-party Crimes.’’ James R. But-
ler, Jr. Hotel & Motel Management, 3 June 1996.

‘‘Security Standards for the Lodging and Residential Indus-
tries.’’ Published by the Foreseeable Risk Analysis Cen-
ter. Available at http://www.frac.com/lodging.htm

The Court TV Cradle-to-Grave Legal Survival Guide. Little,
Brown and Company. 1995.

The Laws of Innkeepers. John H. Sherry. Cornell University
Press: 1972.

 U. S. Code, Title 42: Public Health and Welfare, Chapter
21: Civil Rights, Subchapter II: Public Accommoda-
tions. U. S. House of Representatives, 1964. Available at
http://uscode.house.gov/title_42.htm

‘‘Your Uniform, Nametag and Defibrillator.’’ Lodging Hos-
pitality, 15 July 2001. 

Organizations

The American Hotel & Motel Association (AH
& MA)

1201 New York Avenue. NW, #600

Washington, DC 20005-3931 USA

Phone: (202) 289-3100

Fax: ()

URL: http://www.ahma.com

The Educational Institute of American Hotel
& Lodging Association

800 North Magnolia Avenue, #1800

Orlando, FL, FL 32803 USA

Phone: (800) 752-4567
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- Tax Considerations

• Additional Resources

• Organizations

The U. S. Government’s Representatives
Abroad

Embassies are the official diplomatic representa-

tion of one sovereign government to another. The

principal person in charge of an embassy is usually

an ambassador. An ambassador is the official repre-

sentative from the head of state of one country to the

host country. Embassies are primarily responsible for

maintaining government-to-government communi-

cations and business. Embassies generally do not

perform functions directly for nationals from their

home country who may be travelling or residing in

their host country.

Supervision of U. S. embassies is the job of the U.

S. Department of State (DOS), under the administra-

tion of the U. S. Secretary of State. The DOS is the

large governmental department that manages rela-

tions with foreign governments and helps to inter-

pret and implement U. S. policies around the world.

It also assists U. S. citizens abroad. The DOS divides

its embassies, consulates, and other diplomatic posts

into six geographical regions. These are:

• Africa

• East Asia and the Pacific

• Europe

• Near East

• South Asia

• The Western Hemisphere

There is an embassy in almost every country with

which the United States maintains diplomatic rela-

tions; the embassy is usually located in the capital.

Each embassy contains a consular section. Consular

officers in consular sections of embassies perform

two primary functions:

• they issue visas to foreigners wishing to trav-

el to the United States, and

• they help U. S. citizens abroad.

In some countries, the United States may have a

consulate general or a consulate to assist the embas-
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sy in handling its business. These are different from

the consular section within embassies. Consulates

General or consulates are regional offices of embas-

sies. When U. S. citizens travel abroad, they may want

to register at the U. S. embassies or consulates at the

countries they visit. When they register at an U. S.

embassy or consulate, it makes their presence and

whereabouts are known, in case it is necessary for a

consular officer to contact them. It is a good idea for

them to register at the Consular Section of the near-

est U. S. embassy or consulate, especially if their stay

in a country will be longer than one month. They

should also consider registering at the nearest U. S.

embassy or consular office if they are traveling in a

country or area that is experiencing civil unrest, is

politically unstable, or has experienced a recent natu-

ral disaster.

American consular officers can help evacuate U. S.

citizens from a country were that to become neces-

sary, but they cannot help them if they do not know

where the travelers are. Registration also makes it

easier for travelers to apply for a replacement pass-
port, if theirs becomes lost or stolen. Sometimes,

registration will be done for them if they are traveling

with an organized tour to areas experiencing unrest

or political upheaval.

Consulates

U. S. consulates are a special division or office lo-

cated at U. S. embassies and sometimes in other im-

portant cities or regions in foreign countries. The of-

ficials who work at consulates are known as consular

officers. They can give advice and assistance if travel-

ers are in serious trouble. Their services are loosely

grouped into none-emergency services and emer-

gency services. Non-emergency services include pro-

viding information about Selective Service registra-

tion, travel safety, absentee voting, and how to

acquire or lose U. S. citizenship. Also, they can ar-

range for the transfer of Social Security and other

Federal benefits to beneficiaries residing abroad,

provide U. S. tax forms, and notarize documents.

Emergency services are often the most crucial

functions of the consulate. Travelers may need the

emergency services of a consulate in the following

situations:

• If travelers need emergency funds, consul-

ates can help them get in touch with their

families, friends, bank, or employer and tell

them how to arrange for money to be sent.

• If travelers become ill or injured, the nearest

U. S. embassy or consulate can provide them

with a list of local doctors, dentists, medical

specialists, clinics and hospitals. If the illness

or injury is serious, they can help travelers

find medical assistance and can inform their

family or friends of their condition. Because

travelers must pay their own hospital and

other expenses, they may want to consider

purchasing additional or supplemental me-

dial insurance before they travel abroad.

• If travelers get married abroad, their mar-

riage must be performed according to local

law. There will be documentary require-

ments to marry in a foreign country, and in

some countries, they may be asked to com-

plete a lengthy residence requirement be-

fore their marriage may take place. Before

traveling, U. S. citizens need to ask the em-

bassy or consulate of the country in which

they plan to marry about the marriage regu-

lations and how best to prepare to marry

abroad. Once abroad, the Consular Section

of the nearest U. S. embassy or consulate

may be able to answer some of their ques-

tions, but it is the travelers’ responsibility to

comply with local laws and to interact with

local civil authorities.

• If a U. S. citizens child is born abroad, their

children generally acquires U. S. citizenship

at birth. As soon as possible after the birth,

they should contact the nearest U. S. embas-

sy or consulate to obtain a Report of Birth

Abroad of a Citizen of the United States of

America. This document will serve as proof

of U. S. citizenship, and is acceptable evi-
dence for obtaining a U. S. passport for a

child. It is also acceptable for most other

purposes where parents must show a birth

certificate or proof of citizenship for their

child.

• If U. S. citizens plan to adopt a child over-

seas, they should know that the U. S. govern-

ment looks on foreign adoptions as private,

legal matters subject to the sovereign juris-
diction of the nation in which the child is

residing. U. S. embassy or consular officers

may not intervene on prospective parents’

behalf in the courts of the country where the

adoption takes place. Even so, there are a

ways in which U. S. embassies and consul-

ates can assist them in an overseas adoption.
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These officials can provide them with infor-

mation on the adoption process in that par-

ticular country, inquire about the status of

their case in the foreign court, help to ex-

plain the requirements for documents, try to

ensure that they will not be discriminated

against by foreign courts, and provide them

with information about the visa application

process for their adopted child.

• If the death of a U. S. citizen occurs abroad,

the consular officer reports the death to the

next of kin or legal representative. The

consular officer will prepare a Report of the

Death of An American Citizen. This docu-

ment will provide the facts concerning the

death and the custody of the personal ef-

fects of the deceased. The consular officer

also arranges to obtain from them kin the

necessary private funds for local burial or re-

turn of the body to the United States be-

cause the U. S. Government will not pay for

local burial or shipment of human remains

to the United States. However, travelers may

purchase private insurance to cover these

expenses. As a first step toward simplifying

the process for their loved ones in the event

of a death while traveling abroad, travelers

should complete the address page in the

front of their passports, and do provide the

name, address and telephone number of

someone to be contacted in an emergency.

Other Travel Information

Health and Immunizations

Depending on their destination abroad, travelers

may need to show proof that they were immunized

against certain diseases. It is a good idea to check

with representatives of the countries they intend to

visit to make sure they comply with any immuniza-

tion requirements they may have. The requirements

vary based on specific diseases. Travelers may find

that countries with more tropical climates may re-

quire international certificates of vaccination against

yellow fever and cholera. Generally, typhoid vaccina-

tions are not required for international travel, but

may be recommended for countries where there is

a risk of exposure. Smallpox vaccinations are not re-

quired anywhere. And it is a good idea for travelers

to check their health care records to make sure that

their measles, mumps, rubella, polio, diphtheria, tet-

anus, and pertussis immunizations are current. Pre-

ventative measures are advisable for certain areas,

such as quinine in areas prone to outbreaks of malar-

ia. Regardless of where U. S. citizens travel, the Unit-

ed States currently requires no immunizations for cit-

izens returning from travel abroad.

If travelers must receive vaccinations, they should

keep a record of them on approved forms. An in-

creasing number of countries require that people en-

tering their countries be tested for Human Immune

deficiency Virus (HIV) prior to entry. The HIV test is

usually included in a medical exam for long term visi-

tors (i.e., students and workers). Before people trav-

el abroad, check with the embassy or consulate of

the country that they intend to visit to learn about

the health or immunization requirements for visiting

their countries, and whether they require an AIDS/

HIV test as a condition to enter their countries.

Foreign Laws

When U. S. citizens are in a foreign country, they

are subject to its laws. It helps to learn about local

laws and regulations and to obey them. Travelers

should learn the local laws and customs before they

consider selling their personal effects like clothing,

cameras, or jewelry. The penalties for disobeying

local laws can be quite severe, regardless of how such

an act would be viewed or treated in the United

States. Some governments are especially sensitive

about tourists taking photographs. Basically, it is a

good idea to avoid photographing police, and any-

thing to do with the military and industrial facilities,

including harbors, railroads, and airports. Taking pic-

tures of these subjects may result in travelers’ being

detained, their cameras and film being confiscated,

and their being fined. People need to check with the

country’s embassy or consulate for information on

restrictions on photography.

Drug Arrests

About 1,000 Americans are arrested abroad on

drug charges each year. Many countries strictly en-

force their drug laws and impose very severe penal-

ties for drug violations. When people travel abroad,

they are subject to the laws of the countries in which

they travel, not to U. S. laws. Criminal procedure
in other countries can be very different from U. S.

criminal procedure, especially in cases of drug-

related offenses. If travelers are arrested, they will

find the following is the case:

• Jury trials are often not allowed.

• Trials can be very long, with many delays and

unaccountable postponements.
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• Most countries do not have a system for ac-

cepting bail.

• Pre-trial detention, which is often carried

out in solitary confinement, may last for

many months.

If U. S. citizens are convicted on a drug charge,

they face the possibility of the following:

• 2 - 10 years in jail,

• In some countries, there is a minimum of 6

years hard labor and a steep fine, and, in a

number of countries,

• Tthe death penalty (e.g. Malaysia, Pakistan,

Turkey, Thailand, and Saudi Arabia).

Getting Legal Assistance

If U. S. citizens become involved in legal difficul-

ties abroad, there is little that the U. S. embassy or

a consular officer can do for them. American officials

are limited by foreign as well as U. S. laws. In short,

a consular officer cannot get them out of a foreign

jail, nor can they serve as their attorney or give them

legal advice. They can, however, provide them with

a list of local attorneys. These lists of attorneys are

compiled from local bar association lists and re-

sponses to United States Department of State ques-

tionnaires, although the embassy or consular staff

cannot vouch for the competence of any particular

local attorney.

If U. S. citizens are arrested, they should ask the

local authorities to inform a consular officer at the

nearest U. S. embassy or consulate. International

agreements and diplomatic practice give them the

right to talk to the U. S. consul. If the local authorities

refuse to inform the nearest U. S. embassy or consul-

ar office, try to have someone else get in touch with

the U. S. consular officer for. Once they know that

U. S. citizens has been arrested, U. S. officials will visit

them, advise them of their rights under the local

laws, and contact their family and friends, if they

wish. Additionally, U. S. consuls can arrange to send

money, food, and clothing to the appropriate author-

ities from their family or friends. If they are being

held in unhealthy or inhumane conditions, they will

work to get relief for them.

Passports

A passport is ‘‘a document issued by competent

authority (which is a state or the United Nations Or-

ganization), evidencing the right, arising from law, of

the person named and described in the document to

travel abroad, and, in relation to a state, authenticat-

ing his right to diplomatic protection and consular

services’’ (Stephen Krueger, Krueger on United

States Passport Law [Hong Kong: Crossbow Corpora-

tion, 2001], 6). ‘‘State’’ in this sense means a nation

state or country, not one of the fifty states in the

United States.

Who Needs a Passport

U. S. citizens need passports to depart or enter

the United States and to enter and depart most for-

eign countries. There are a few exceptions for short-

term travel between the United States and Mexico,

Canada, and some countries in the Caribbean, where

a U. S. birth certificate or other proof of U. S. citizen-

ship may be accepted. But even if people need not

have a passport to visit a foreign country, the United

States requires one to prove U. S. citizenship and

identity to reenter the United States. Hence, travel-

ers need to provide documentation when they pass

through United States Immigration upon their re-

turn. U. S. passports are the best proof of U. S. citi-

zenship. Travelers may also use one of the following:

• an expired U. S. passport

• a certified copy of a U. S. birth certificate

• a Certificate of Naturalization

• a Certificate of Citizenship

• a Report of Birth Abroad of a Citizen of the

United States

All U. S. citizens must have their own passport.

Family members may not be included on any pass-

port. This applies to everyone, even newborn babies.

To obtain their first passport, citizens must appear in

person at one of the 13 U. S. passport agencies, along

with a completed Form DS-11, Passport Application.

They may also apply for a passport at one of many

federal and state courts, probate courts, county/

municipal offices, or at U. S. post offices authorized

to accept passport applications.

If applying for the first time, applicants who are 16

and older must appear in person when applying for

a passport. Minors aged 13, 14, and 15 must also ap-

pear in person, and must be accompanied by a par-

ent or legal guardian. Applicants ages 16 and 17 may

apply on their own as long as they have acceptable

identification. The passport agency may contact their

parent or legal guardian to confirm that the parent

or legal guardian gives permission to issue the pass-

port. If a passport applicant is a minor and has no
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identification, then the parent or legal guardian must

accompany the applicant. For children under age 13,

a parent or legal guardian may appear and apply for

a passport on their behalf. If individuals previously

had a U. S. passport and wish to obtain a new one,

they may be able to apply by mail.

It may take many weeks to process the application

for a passport. If possible, individuals should apply

for their passport several months before they plan to

depart on their trip abroad. If they also need to apply

for visas, they need to allow approximately two

weeks per visa. Finally, if their U. S. passport be-

comes altered or mutilated, it may be invalid. If they

alter or mutilate it themselves, they may be prosecut-

ed (Section 1543, Title 22 of the U.S. Code).

Keep a Passports Safe

Carelessness is the principal reason travelers lose

their passports. People may need to carry their pass-

port with them because they must show it to cash

traveler’s checks or the country that they are visiting

requires them to carry it as an identity document.

When they must carry their passport, they must con-

ceal it securely on their person. It should not be put

it in a purse, handbag, or in an outer pocket. When

possible, it should be deposited passport in the

hotel’s safe. It should not be left Do not leave it in

the hotel room or m, and do not try to conceal it in

pieces of luggage. One member of a group should

not carry all the passports for the entire group.

Criminals sometimes use stolen U. S. passports to

enter the United States illegally or to help them es-

tablish false identities. This can cause distress and

embarrassment to innocent U. S. citizens whose

names become associated with illegal activity. Travel-

ers should be aware that consular officers overseas

may take certain precautions to process lost passport

cases. Should they lose their passport while traveling

abroad, these precautions may in turn cause them

some delay before their new passport is issued.

If their passports is are lost or stolen abroad, trav-

elers should report the loss immediately to the local

police and to the nearest U. S. embassy or consulate.

It will help speed the replacement process if travel-

ers can provide the consular officer with the informa-

tion contained in their passport. Their passport is the

most important document that they will carry

abroad. It is proof of their U. S. citizenship. It should

never be used it as collateral for a loan, nor should

someone lend it to anyone. It is the best form of

identification. Travelers may need it when they pick

up mail or check into hotels, or when they register

at embassies or consulates.

When entering some countries or registering at

hotels, travelers may be asked to fill out a police card

listing their names, passport numbers, destinations,

local addresses, and reasons for travel. They may be

required to leave their passport at the hotel recep-

tion desk overnight so that the local police may

check it. These are normal procedures required by

local laws. However, if the passport is not returned

the following morning, immediately report the sei-

zure to the local authorities and to the nearest U. S.

embassy or consulate.

Passport Records

Passport Services maintains records of passport

information on individuals for the period from 1925

to the present. These records contain applications

for U. S. passports and supporting evidence of U. S.

citizenship. The records’ contents are protected by

the Privacy Act. The Privacy Act permits individuals

to obtain copies of passport records in their own

name. The National Archives and Records Adminis-

tration maintains records for passports issued prior

to 1925.

Visas

A visa is an endorsement by a foreign country that

permits individuals to visit that country for a defined

purpose and for a specific duration. It usually comes

in the form of a stamp placed in their passport. Their

visa to visit a foreign country will indicate the length

of time of their visit, as well as the scope of activities

they may perform while in that country. Probably the

most common visas are travel visas that identify peo-

ple as a tourists visiting the country for leisure pur-

poses. But, there are also visas that permit them to

work and earn income in a country or visas that allow

them to attend a college or university in that country,

or possibly a visa that indicates they are a members

of the U. S. diplomatic corps on official business. It

is best to apply for visas before individuals leave the

United States. They may not be able to obtain visas

for some countries after they have left the United

States.

U. S. citizens should apply for a visa directly to the

embassy or nearest consulate of each country they

plan to visit. Visas are stamped directly onto a blank

page in their passport, so they will need to give their

passport to an official of each foreign embassy or

consulate along with their application for a visa.
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When applying for a visa, individuals will usually be

asked to fill out a form and submit one or more pho-

tographs with the form. They should also be aware

that many countries require a fee to accompany visa

applications. The application process may take sever-

al weeks, depending on the country where they

apply for a visa.

Customs

U. S. customs laws help regulate the conduct of

business, protect U. S. citizens from harmful diseas-

es, and protect U. S. crops and livestock from damag-

ing foreign diseases, infections, and other pests. The

customs laws also reflect U. S. policy on environmen-

tal issues. The United States Customs Service is the

agency with primary responsibility for protecting the

nation’s borders. It has an extensive air, land, and

marine interdiction force and with an investigative

branch supported by its own intelligence resources.

Among its areas of responsibility, the U. S. Customs

Service is charged with overseeing the importation

of goods into the country.

Before Departing the United States

Before individuals travel abroad, it is helpful to

learn about U. S. Customs regulations. The regula-

tions apply to things they take from the United States

as well as items they bring into the United States

from abroad. Foreign-made items taken abroad (e.g.

a Swiss watch or Japanese camera) are subject to U.

S. Customs duty and tax upon return, unless they

have proof they possessed them before they left the

United States. A receipt, bill of sale, insurance poli-

cy, or a jeweler’s appraisal usually is sufficient proof

of prior ownership. In some cases, it may be neces-

sary to register their foreign-made goods that they in-

tend to take on their trip abroad. If they do not have

sufficient proof of prior ownership, but their proper-

ty includes foreign-made items that can be identified

by serial number or some other permanent marking,

travelers can take them to a Customs office or to the

port of departure for registration. There they can ob-

tain a certificate of registration, which can expedite

free entry of these items when they return to the

United States.

Bringing Foreign Products into the United
States

The United States prohibits travelers from bring-

ing many fruits, vegetables, meats, plants, soil, and

other products from abroad into the United States.

These products may carry harmful insects or diseases

that could damage U. S. crops, forests, gardens, and

livestock. In general, travelers may not bring the

products in person, nor can they import them

through the mail. In addition to these items, it is a

crime to bring many wildlife souvenirs into the Unit-

ed States. These crimes are specified in U. S. laws and

in international treaties. The list of prohibited items

is long, and includes those made from sea turtle

shell, reptile skins or leathers, ivory, furs from endan-

gered species, as well as items manufactured from

coral reefs. Consequently, travelers should not pur-

chase wildlife souvenirs, especially if they are unsure

about being able to bring them legally into the Unit-

ed States. The penalties for violating these laws are

severe; at the very least, the purchases could be con-

fiscated.

When returning to the United States from a trip

abroad, if travelers needed their passport for their

trip, they will need it when they go through U. S. Im-

migration and Customs. If they took other docu-

ments with them such as an International Certificate

of Vaccination, international driver’s license, medical

documents, a customs certificate of registration for

foreign-made personal articles, they will need them

upon their re-entry to the United States.

Tax Considerations

When individuals buy goods abroad and bring

them back to the United States, they are subject to

taxation on the value of those goods. Currently,

travelers may bring back $400 worth of foreign-

acquired goods without having to pay a duty on

those goods, known as ‘‘duty free’’ merchandise.

There are some important limitations to the duty

free exemption:

• travelers must have been outside the United

States for at least 48 hours,

• they may not have imported duty free goods

within 30 days, and

• they must be able to present the purchases

for inspection upon their arrival at the port

of entry.

After travelers have used their exemption on their

first $400 worth of duty free goods, the next $1,000

worth of items they bring back for personal use or

gifts are subject to duty, taxed at 10%. For some

products, there are additional limits on the quantity

they may bring into the United States duty free:. For

example,

• 100 cigars,

• 200 cigarettes, and

• one liter of wine, beer, or liquor.
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Depending on where travelers purchased some

items, their duty free exemption may be higher. The

exemption is $600 for goods purchased in any of 24

specific countries in the Caribbean and Central

America. For a group of U. S. possessions (the U.S.

Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and Guam), the ex-

emption is $1,200.

Additional Resources

http://travel.state.gov/americansabroad.html. ‘‘Ameri-
cans Abroad.’’ U. S. Department of State, 2002.

http://travel.state.gov/asafetripabroad.html. ‘‘A Safe Trip
Abroad.’’ U. S. Department of State, 2002.

http://travel.state.gov/foreignentryreqs.html. ‘‘Foreign
Entry Requirements.’’ U. S. Department of State, 2002.

Krueger on United States Passport Law.Hong Kong: Cross-
bow Corporation, 2001.

http://travel.state.gov/passport_services.html. ‘‘Passport
Services.’’ U. S. Department of State, 2002.

http://www.embassyworld.com/. ‘‘Directory & Search En-
gine of the World’s Embassies & Consulates.’’ Embassy-
World.com, 2002.

http://travel.state.gov/americansabroad.html.‘‘Americans
Abroad.’’ U.S. Department of State, 2002.

http://travel.state.gov/asafetripabroad.html.‘‘A Safe Trip
Abroad.’’ U.S. Department of State, 2002.

http://travel.state.gov/foreignentryreqs.html.‘‘Foreign
Entry Requirements.’’ U.S. Department of State, 2002.

http://www.customs.ustreas.gov/index.htm. ‘‘U. S. Cus-
toms Service.’’ U. S. Customs Service, 2002.

http://www.customs.ustreas.gov/travel/travel.htm. ‘‘Trav-
eler Information.’’ U. S. Customs Service, 2002.

Krueger on United States Passport Law Crossbow Corpo-
ration, 2001.

http://www.customs.ustreas.gov/travel/
travel.htm.‘‘Traveler Information.’’ U.S. Customs Ser-
vice, 2002.

Organizations

United States Department of State

2201 C Street NW

Washington, DC, DC 20520 USA

Phone: (202) 647-4000

URL: http://www.state.gov

U.nited States. Department of State

Public Inquiries, Visa Services

Washington, DC, DC 20522-0106 USA

Phone: (202) 663-1225

United. States Customs Service

1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.

Washington, D.C., DC 20229 USA

Phone: (202) 927-1000

URL: http://www.customs.ustreas.gov/index.htm
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Background

The U. S. Department of State issues nearly seven

million passports to U. S. citizens every year. For

most people, obtaining a passport is a fairly routine

experience. In fact, a passport is more than just a per-

sonal identification document. A passport is actually

a guarantee to the bearer that he or she can travel

freely and securely through other countries.

Not all countries are willing or able to grant unim-

peded travel and protection to others. Countries that

are at war with each other or whose diplomatic ties

are strained or broken will likely not permit their citi-

zens to travel to territory designated as dangerous or

unfriendly. Visas, or endorsements, indicate that a

government has examined the traveler’s passport

and that the traveler can continue on. Some coun-

tries do not require a formal visa process; others in-

sist that visitors obtain visas, sometimes well in ad-

vance of their trips.

Because a passport is an important identification

document, applicants must prove that they are who

they are, and they also must prove citizenship. Proof

can be established through birth or baptismal certifi-

cates or other documents; sometimes affidavit from

people who know the applicant are necessary. Pass-

ports are the property of the governments that issue

them and must be returned on demand.

Obtaining a Passport

Anyone who wishes to travel abroad needs a pass-

port, as does anyone whose work requires overseas

travel. Some countries, such as Canada and Mexico,

do not require U. S. citizens to show passports upon

crossing the border; other forms of identification

such as a driver’s license will suffice. Still, it is a good

idea to have a passport because it is a much more re-

liable means of establishing identity and nationality.

The fee for a first-time passport is $60, which in-

cludes a $45 passport fee and a $15 execution fee.

Applicants under 16 pay $40 (the passport fee is

$25). Renewing a passport costs $40.

The average wait for a passport is six weeks. For

those who need a passport sooner, expedited service

is available (the waiting period is only two weeks) for

an additional $35. Passport officials recommend that

to further expedite a passport, the application

should be sent via overnight delivery and the appli-

cant should include a pre-paid overnight delivery en-
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velope in which the passport can be sent. This cost

must be paid by the applicant in addition to the expe-

dited service fee.

Applying in Person

Individuals can apply for their passports by mail

unless they are applying for the first time. If a previ-

ous passport was issued more than 15 years ago or

when a person was under the age of 16, the individu-

al will also need to apply in person; likewise if the

person’s name has changed or if the old passport

was lost, stolen, or damaged. Minors under the age

of 14 do not need to appear as a matter of course,

but passport officials have the right to ask the child

to appear.

There are 13 Regional Passport Agency offices

across the country; they are located in Boston, Chica-

go, Honolulu, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New Or-

leans, New York, Norwalk (Connecticut), Philadel-

phia, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, DC.

These offices are open to the public by appointment

only, and appointments are usually only granted to

people who need urgent action on a passport appli-

cation (for example, if they need a passport in less

than two weeks). For routine passport applications,

there are 4,500 designated passport application ac-

ceptance facilities across the United States.

Proof of Citizenship

To obtain a U.S. passport, individuals must prove

that they are U. S. citizens. A previous U. S. passport

will suffice, but if they do not have one they will need

to supply either a certified birth certificate, a natural-

ization certificate, or a consular report of birth

abroad. A birth certificate must have been issued

within one year of their births to be acceptable. A

later, or delayed certificate may be valid if it comes

with affidavits from an attending physician or mid-

wife or the parents.

If individuals do not have certified birth certifi-

cates, they will need a ‘‘letter of no record’’ issued

by the state and listing their name and date of birth

while also noting that there is no birth record. In ad-

dition they will need as many other documents as

they can provide, including baptismal certificates,

school or family Bible records, or physician’s re-

cords. A parent or other older relative can submit an

‘‘Affidavit of Birth’’ claiming personal knowledge of

when the individual was born. In addition, individu-

als can ask a friend to vouch for them. This friend

must be a U. S. citizen and a permanent resident,

have a valid identification, and have known them for

at least two years. He or she must fill out a special

form in the presence of the passport agent.

No-Fee Passports

Certain travelers may be able to receive a passport

free of charge, known as a ‘‘no- fee’’ passport. Those

eligible for no-fee passports include members of the

armed services and their dependents, diplomats or

other government officials, family members of a de-

ceased member of the U. S. Armed Forces, and Peace

Corps volunteers. (Anyone who applies for a no-fee

passport in person may have to pay the $15 execu-

tion fee, but that fee can be waived.) Essentially these

passports are sponsored by the agency or group that

the applicant represents.

The no-fee passport is valid only for specific travel.

Peace Corps volunteers can use no-fee passports to

go to and from the countries in which they are work-

ing. Members of a deceased soldier’s family must be

traveling to visit that soldier’s grave. Diplomats and

other government officials must be traveling on gov-

ernment business. For personal travel, a regular pass-

port is required. It is acceptable to hold both a regu-

lar and a no-fee passport. No-fee passports are not

sent directly to the applicant; they are mailed to the

sponsoring organization and applicants must pick

them up.

Photographs

Two copies of a current (no older than six

months) photograph are required as part of the pass-

port application. It should be full face, front view,

and be 2x2 inches in size. (There should be between

1 inch and 1 3/8 inches from the bottom of the chin

to the top of the head.) Passport photos should be

taken in normal street attire, and officials remind ap-

plicants that photos showing the applicant smiling or

looking relaxed are welcome. Hats are not accept-

able, nor are non-prescription glasses that are dark

or tinted. Uniforms are not allowed although mem-

bers of the clergy can wear religious attire if it is worn

daily. Photos can be either color or black-and-white.

Photos from vending machines are usually not ac-

ceptable for passport photos. It is usually quite easy

to find a photo service near a passport acceptance

center, where photos are taken for a nominal fee. Re-

garding application for a passport for a baby or

youngster, be aware that some photographers will

not take pictures of infants or toddlers because it can

be difficult to get them to cooperate.

Children Under 14

Children are required to submit the same forms

for passport application as adults, but their parents
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or guardians must submit identification to ensure

that they are in fact the child’s parents or guardians.

Each parent must submit identification forms; if only

one parent is submitting forms he or she must have

evidence that the other parent has consented or a

court order showing sole custody of the child or a

valid death certificate if the other parent is deceased.

For adoptive parents whose children were born

overseas and who do not acquire U. S. citizenship at

birth, the Child Citizenship Act confers citizenship

automatically as soon as the adoption decree is

final. A certified copy of this decree needs to be

presented to obtain a U. S. passport for the child. Be-

cause this law has only been effect since February

2001, there is still some lack of familiarity, and occa-

sionally there might be confusion as far as which doc-

uments to submit and in what form. It is probably

best to err on the side of caution; for example, adop-

tive parents should not send originals of any adop-

tion document when mailing material to a passport

agency office. It is probably a good idea to speak to

the adoption agency and someone knowledgeable in

immigration law, as well as passport officials, when

applying for a passport for an adopted child.

National Passport Information Centers
(NPIC)

In the 20 years between 1975 and 1995 the num-

ber of passports issued by the U. S. Department of

State more than doubled, from just over 2.3 million

to nearly 5.3 million. The workload increased more

that 70 percent, but the number of employees han-

dling the work remained unchanged. In 1996 the

State Department opened the National Passport In-

formation Center (NPIC) to answer the public’s

questions about passports. NPIC is a fee-based ser-

vice; callers either dial a 900 number for up to $1.05

per minute or an 888 number for a flat rate of $4.95

per call. The money collected goes toward running

NPIC; the State Department receives no income

from the center, nor does the government provide

it with tax dollars. The reason the State Department

decided to create NPIC was service. With more pass-

port-related calls coming in but no additional staff to

handle the volume, callers often had to wait on hold,

sometimes for lengthy periods. While there was no

charge for the service, many callers were frustrated

at what they saw as a waste of their time. Thanks to

NPIC, waits are shorter and callers are greeted by

people who are not nearly so overextended. Today,

people calling for anything other than the most basic

information about passports will need to call NPIC.

The phone numbers are 1-900-225-5674 or 1-888-

362-8668. (For the hearing impaired, the TDD num-

bers are 1-900-225-7778 and 1-888- 498-3648.)

Visas

From the United States

Each country has different passport and visa re-

quirements for U. S. citizens. The most commonly

visited countries, such as those in Western Europe,

generally do not require visas; other countries do re-

quire visas, sometimes with specific stipulations. Still

other countries require some sort of additional or

substitute documentation, usually to ensure that the

traveler is merely visiting as a tourist.

Countries with which the United States has trou-

bled relations may require more documentation,

from both that country and from the United States.

The United States will not allow its citizens to travel

to certain countries except for clearly defined busi-

ness purposes. Because governmental changes in

some countries can happen with remarkable speed,

it is advisable for travelers to know whether their visit

will put them at risk. The Bureau of Consular Affairs

at the U. S. State Department keeps an updated list

of visa requirements for traveling to every country at

its web site http://travel.state.gov/

foreignentryreqs.html. Travelers should also contact

the foreign embassy or consulate of the country they

wish to visit; most often these offices are in Washing-

ton, D. C., or New York. Although some countries,

such as Canada, Mexico, and certain Caribbean na-

tions, do not require a U. S. passport, it is still a good

idea to carry one because of its value as an identifica-

tion document.

To the United States

Overseas visitors who wish to visit the United

States usually require a visa. Most people come to

the United States for business or tourism; others,

taking advantage of highly skilled American medical

facilities, may come to the United States for medical

treatment. In general, a visa application asks the indi-

vidual to state the purpose and length of the visit. It

also asks for proof that the applicant has a domicile

outside the United States, along with binding ties

such as family members; this is to ensure that he or

she plans to return home after the visit.

To obtain a visa, a foreign visitor must submit an

application form with a nonrefundable $45; a valid

passport, and two photographs 1.5 inches square.
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Some 29 countries around the world participate in

the Visa Waiver Program, which allows visitors to

travel without applying for a visa. These countries in-

clude most of Western Europe, as well as such coun-

tries as Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Argentina,

and Iceland. Travelers visiting under the Visa Waiver

Program may only stay for 90 days and must submit

proof of financial solvency. Overseas travelers can

get information from the nearest U. S. Embassy of-

fice, or they can visit http://travel.state.gov/

visa;visitors.html.

Travel agents are often able to provide many of

the forms and applications necessary, in addition to

updated travel guidelines and advisories.

Additional Resources

The United States Passport: Past, Present, Future. U. S. De-
partment of State, 1976.

Organizations

American Society of Travel Agents (ASTA)

1101 King Street, Suite 200

Alexandria, VA 22314 USA

Phone: (703) 739-2782

Fax: (703) 684-8319

URL: http://www.ast a.org

Primary Contact: Richard M. Copland, President

and CEO

United States Customs Service

1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Washingtona, DC 20229 USA

Phone: (202) 927-1000

URL: http://customs.ustreas.gov

Primary Contact: Robert C. Bonner, Commissioner

of Customs

U. S. Department of State, Bureau of
Consular Affairs

2201 C Street NW

Washington, DC 20520 USA

Phone: (202) 647-4000

Fax: (202) 647-5225 (Overseas Citizens Services)

URL: http://travel.state.gov/passport_services.html

Primary Contact: Georgia Rogers, Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Passport Services
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TRAVEL

SAFETY

Sections within this essay: 

• Background

• Federal and Global Protections

• The Travel Industry

- Liability of Travel Agencies

- Airline Travel

- Cruise Line Travel

- Bus and Rail Tours and Packaged

Tours

• Special Considerations for International

Travel

• Select State Provisions for the Licensing and

Regulation of Travel Agents or Sellers

• Additional Resources

Background

Both domestic and international travelers are

often exposed to unique risks and dangers not com-

mon to other activities or industries. In the course

of travel, direct control over the safety and welfare

of travelers is effectively transferred to others (often

unknown third parties). In some instances, the law

imposes ‘‘strict liability’’ upon these third parties,

whereas in other circumstances, there must be fault

on the part of the third party before a traveler may

recover damages for injury or harm.

However, the issue of travel safety invokes more

consideration than merely the identification of po-

tentially liable parties. Of particular concern is the

myriad of complex bodies of law that affect different

aspects of travel safety, e.g., maritime law, aviation

law, hotel law, consumer law, etc. This is further

complicated in instances of international travel,

which may invoke questions of jurisdiction and

choice of law rules.

Federal and Global Protections

At the global level, one must consider the many

provisions contained in international treaties and

federal statutes which address issues of travel safety.

Among them are the following: 

• The Warsaw Convention (Convention for

the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to

International Carriage by Air Signed at War-

saw on 12 October 1929): Among other

things, this body of law governs the legal

rights of international travelers to sue air-

lines for physical injuries or death suffered

on an airliner. The amended Warsaw Con-

vention provides that airlines have strict lia-

bility (providing an automatic entitlement

without proof of fault) up to $100,000 SDRs

(‘‘Special Drawing Rights,’’ equivalent to ap-

proximately $135,000 U.S. dollars).

• The Athens Convention and The Hague

Convention.

• The Death on the High Seas Act (DOHSA),

49 USC 40120, governs crashes occurring

more than one marine league (approximate-

ly three miles) from land. The DOHSA limits

recovery to pecuniary damages only.

• The Ford Federal Aviation Reauthorization

Act of 2000, PL 106-181, which, among other
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things, amends provisions of the above

DOHSA to clarify that crashes within 12 nau-

tical miles (‘‘territorial waters’’) from U.S.

shores will be adjudicated by domestic state

and federal laws and not DOHSA.

• The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 28

USC 1330, governs the waiver of sovereign
immunity for foreign governments whose

airlines cause injuries in the United States.

Domestically, major issues of travel safety fall

under the Department of Transportation (DOT) and

the DOT’s Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),

and to a lesser degree, the National Transportation

Safety Board (which is not affiliated with the DOT

but is responsible for investigating air accidents), the

Department of State, U.S. Customs, and the Depart-

ment of Health’s Center for Disease Control (CDC).

As part of the Aviation and Transportation Securi-

ty Act of 2001, P.L. 107-71, the Bush Administration

created the Transportation Security Administration

(TSA), an arm of the Department of Homeland Se-

curity. These entities are concerned with traveler

safety from a security perspective. They include ini-

tiatives such as airport passenger screening and

color-coded homeland security alerts for travelers.

The Travel Industry

Congress has used the Commerce Clause as au-

thority to enact other laws affecting travel safety. One

such law is the Air Carrier Access Act of 1986 (49 CFR

382), which prohibits discrimination and requires

physical accommodation of passengers with disabili-

ties. Airlines may not require advance notice that a

person with a disability is traveling (with certain ex-

ceptions involving special equipment or hook-ups),

and airlines are prohibited from restricting the num-

ber of disabled persons on a flight.

As a general rule, ‘‘common carriers,’’ such as air-

lines, cruise line, bus and rail operators, are held to

a higher standard of care owed to passengers and

travelers. Common carriers cannot require or re-

quest patrons to sign contracts that purport to dis-

claim liability caused by the gross negligence or in-

tentional misconduct of the common carrier or its

agents/employees. Nor may common carriers at-

tempt to enforce such a disclaimer even if it appears

on a passenger ticket.

Liability of Travel Agencies

Several state courts have ruled that travel agents

are agents of the consumer and not the travel service

providers. According to these states (including Arizo-

na, California, Illinois, Louisiana, New Jersey, New

York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and the Dis-

trict of Columbia), travel agents are fiduciaries owing

a high standard of care. This makes their obligations

and duties to the consumer independent from their

relationship with airlines, cruise lines, hotels or tour

operators. In addition, it exposes them to potential

liability for harm or injury to their customers caused

by travel arrangements made by them.

Some of the legal theories under which travel

agents or agencies have been sued (in addition to the

travel supplier or tour operator actually providing

the service or accommodation) include:

• Failure to Disclose Identity of Supplier: A

travel agent must disclose the identity of a

supplier or tour operator ultimately respon-

sible for delivering the travel services. If the

agent fails to make such a disclosure, the

agent may be jointly liable for any harm or

injury caused to the traveler by the supplier

or tour operator.

• Vouching for the Reliability of Suppliers or

Tour Operators: By doing so, the travel

agent may be jointly responsible for harm or

injury to the traveler under a variety of legal

theories, including breach of warranty and

negligent or fraudulent misrepresentation.

• Failure to Disclose Health and Safety Hazard

Information: While the travel agent generally

has no duty to investigate ultimate service

providers for compliance with safety and

health laws, the agent may be jointly liable

in circumstances where the agent knew or

should have reasonably known of specific

risks and did not communicate them to the

traveler. Some jurisdictions have found trav-

el agents liable for failure to investigate

crime levels in destination areas or advise of

epidemics or needed shots/vaccines, or ad-

vise of need for travel insurance.

Airline Travel

Although air disasters are quite rare, they are of

such magnitude and consequence that applicable

laws and regulations should be addressed.

Under its International Aviation Safety Assess-
ment Program (IASA), the FAA, as part of its respon-

sibility to inform the public about safety issues, as-

sesses the civil aviation authority of each country

with service to the United States. The assessments
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are to determine whether or not the civil aviation au-

thority (CAA) overseeing airline operations to and

from the United States meets the safety standards set

by the United Nations body known as the Interna-

tional Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). The FAA

has established two ratings for the status of these

civil aviation authorities at the time of the assess-

ment: compliance with ICAO standards, noncompli-

ance with ICAO standards. CAAs are the FAA’s for-

eign counterparts. The IASCA assessment program

began in 1992.

The FAA also conducts domestic Flight Operation-

al Quality Assurance Programs (FOQA) through the

use of in-flight recorders. The data logged by the re-

corders is used to evaluate in-flight operations, in-

cluding standard operating procedures (SOPs), flight

training, and cockpit workload. In the event of an ac-

cident, the FOQA program assists in interpreting the

events leading up to the accident in order to deter-

mine causation.

In the unfortunate event of a domestic air acci-

dent, the NTSB is called in to investigate. Based upon

its findings, injured persons or victims’ survivors may

have causes of action based on several legal theories

including products liability against the aircraft manu-

facturers; negligent maintenance and repair; negli-
gence of pilot and crew; negligence of ground sup-

port/air traffic control departments; negligent

maintenance of airport runways or facilities, etc.

The Warsaw Convention applies to airlines pas-

sengers ticketed on an international itinerary, wheth-

er or not the accident occurs on the domestic part

of a continuous international trip. In El AL Israel Air-
lines, Ltd. v. Tsui Yuan Tseng, 97-475 (1999), the U.S.

Supreme Court confirmed the Warsaw Convention’s

‘‘exclusive’’ control over a passenger’s right of recov-

ery in U.S. courts for ‘‘physical injuries’’ sustained on

international flights.

This created an inequity among passengers on the

same flight, as those who were ticketed for a shorter

(domestic) leg of the international trip (i.e., traveling

between two U.S. cities on an international itinerary

that continued beyond the second city) did not fall

under the purvey of the Warsaw Convention. Until

1997, the maximum allowable recovery for damages

against the airlines subject to the 70-year-old Warsaw

Convention provisions was $75,000 (excepting ac-

tions grounded in ‘‘willful misconduct’’). Families of

domestic passengers on the same flight, conversely,

could recover millions of dollars.

In 1997, the International Air Transport Associa-

tion (IATA) joined with the U.S. DOT to sponsor an

international agreement which removes the $75,000

limit of liability and permits passengers to recover

full compensatory damages according to the laws

of their place of permanent residence (domicile).

More than 120 airlines have signed the agreement.

Cruise Line Travel

An area of more limited and restrictive legal rights

is that of cruise line travel. In addition to accidents

or injuries occurring on the vessels themselves, pas-

sengers may also be injured while being transported

from ship to shore (embarking or disembarking),

shopping in a port of call, on local excursion trips,

or at a hotel owned by the cruise line. (The U.S. Su-

preme Court held, in Kenward v. The Admiral Peo-
ples, 295 U.S. 649, (1935) that admiralty jurisdiction

applied to an injury sustained on a gangplank leading

to a ship.)

Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act of

1990 (ADA), 42 U.S.C. 12181 et seq., which prohibits

discrimination based on disability in places of ‘‘pub-

lic accommodation,’’ and in ‘‘specific public trans-

portation services,’’ is applicable to foreign-flag ships

temporarily in U.S. waters, i.e., departing from, and

returning to, U.S. ports. Spector v. Norwegian Cruise
Line Ltd., No. 03-1388, (2005). This requires such en-

tities to make reasonable modifications and accom-

modations for disabled persons, as well as to remove

architectural barriers and communication barriers

that are structural in nature.

Admiralty (maritime) law (46 USC 183b) permits

very short statutes of limitations for filing claims or

lawsuits. For injuries occurring while on board cruise

vessels that touch U.S. shores, passengers are gener-

ally required to file claims within six months and

commence a lawsuit within one year, but case law
suggests that the limitations must be ‘‘reasonably

communicated’’ to passengers.

The passenger ticket is a very important docu-

ment in the event of injury. It must disclose any limi-

tations periods for filing suits or claims. Again, mari-

time law governs the rights and remedies of cruise

passengers and preempts any state laws requiring

‘‘fine print’’ on consumer contracts to be printed in

a certain print type or size.

The passenger ticket may also contain a ‘‘forum

selection’’ clause. Such clauses generally provide

that any disputes, claims, or lawsuits must be

brought in the local court (‘‘forum’’) in the country
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of the ship’s registry or where the cruise line is head-

quartered. Again, these clauses are generally enforce-

able if notice to passengers is deemed adequate and

fair. Forum selection clauses may be subject to judi-
cial review for fundamental fairness or reasonable-

ness.

Passenger tickets may also contain ‘‘choice of law’’

clauses, which are extremely important to a passen-

ger’s right to recover damages for injury or death. In

such clauses, a statement of notice is made to the

passenger that all disputes or claims will be resolved

according to the laws of a certain country, state, or

principality, etc. Choice of law clauses are generally

enforceable but can be subjected to judicial review

for patent unreasonableness or unjustness (such as

fraudulent misrepresentation or overreaching). The

application of foreign law may greatly impact the

monetary damages or types of actions available to an

injured traveler.

Waivers or limitations on liability may be con-

tained in passenger tickets. Under maritime law (46

USC 183c), cruise vessels touching U.S. shores may

not disclaim liability for physical injury or loss caused

or contributed to by the vessel’s negligence. Howev-

er, in 1996, Congress enacted a provision (46 USC

183(b)(1)) permitting limitations on liability for in-

fliction of emotional distress, mental suffering, or

psychological injury.

Finally, if passengers are injured or need medical

treatment while on board, cruise lines are generally

not liable for medical malpractice of a ship’s doc-

tors or medical staff. Some courts have found liability

when medical staff are touted or advertised by the

cruise lines as an added benefit or advantage during

the cruise.

Bus and Rail Tours and Packaged Tours

Generally speaking, the same rights and protec-

tions afforded passengers of other common carriers

are extended to bus and rail travelers, as bus and rail

systems are also considered ‘‘common carriers.’’

Often, bus and rail tours are integral parts of total

‘‘package tours’’ arranged by a single tour operator

or sponsor. U.S. based tour operators may not dis-

claim liability for injuries caused by their own negli-

gence or the negligence of their agents or employ-

ees, but they may disclaim liability for injuries caused

by a foreign supplier. Such disclaimers may be over-

come by the application of certain theories of liability

such as the following: 

• Breach of warranty of safety: This may occur

if the bus or rail tour operator promises that

a particular travel service will be rendered in

a safe manner, such as statements that recre-

ational areas are ‘‘perfectly safe,’’ or that

buildings are ‘‘suitable for disabled per-

sons.’’

• Negligent supervision: this theory applies

for escorted tours handled by ‘‘qualified’’ or

‘‘trained’’ (etc.) tour directors or guides.

When injuries occur as the result of the neg-

ligence of the guide, bus and rail tour com-

panies may be held liable for negligent su-

pervision, negligent hiring or selection, etc.

• Assumed ownership or control: this theory

may apply in a minority of jurisdictions that

hold tour operators liable for negligent trav-

el services if they incorporate possessive lan-

guage such as ‘‘our’’ or ‘‘we’’ when describ-

ing the availability or quality of travel

services.

• Negligent or unreasonable exposure to risk:

a minority of jurisdictions permit causes of

action premised on a tour operator’s failure

to design or prepare an itinerary with safety

risks considered, such as disease epidemics,

political unrest, or inclement weather (for

which the tour should be canceled or de-

layed).

• Motor vehicle accidents involving fault of a

bus tour driver almost always results in liabil-

ity on the part of the tour operators or pro-

viders.

Special Considerations for International
Travel

• The FAA has limited air travelers to one

carry-on bag and one personal item. All

other luggage must be checked in. New

Transportation Security Administration

(TSA, an arm of the Department of Home-

land Security) airport security procedures

require all passengers (domestic and inter-

national) to remove outer coats and jackets

for X-ray before proceeding through the

metal detectors. Included are suit and sport

coats, athletic warm-up jackets and blazers.

• A government-issued photo identification

(federal, state, or local) is generally required

for passenger check-ins (domestic and inter-

national). The regulation under which the
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Transportation Safety Administration (TSA)

instructs the airlines to collect such identifi-

cation is classified as ‘‘Sensitive Security In-

formation.’’.

• Travelers should check their passenger tick-

ets for such items as waivers of liability, time

limits for filing claims, choice of law clauses,

jurisdiction limits, etc., prior to implicitly ac-

cepting the terms by boarding the airplane,

cruise ship, bus, or train.

• The State Department’s Consular Informa-

tion Sheets are available for every country in

the world. They include information regard-

ing unusual entry or currency regulations,

drug penalties, unusual health conditions or

high crime areas, political disturbances and

areas of instability, etc. They are available at

the 13 regional passport agencies, all U.S.

embassies, and consulates abroad, and by

electronic or first class mail (see below).

• Travelers are subject to the laws and cus-

toms of the countries they are in. Some of

the offenses that U.S. travelers have been ar-

rested abroad for include: drug violations;

possession of firearms; photography of cer-

tain buildings, locations, or operations; and

purchasing relics or antiques that were con-

sidered national treasures by host countries.

• Registration with the Consular Section of the

nearest U.S. embassy or consulate makes

things easier in the event of a natural disas-

ter, civil unrest, or terrorist attack. At a mini-

mum, travelers should locate and be aware

of the location of these entities wherever

they travel.

Select State Provisions for the Licensing
and Regulation of Travel Agents or
Sellers

Under the laws of those states with express laws,

travel sellers generally include tour operators and

consolidators, travel agents, pseudo travel agents,

time share salespersons, telemarketing representa-

tives, Internet web sites, and travel discount clubs.

CALIFORNIA: See California Business and Profes-

sional Code Section 17554.

FLORIDA: See Florida Statutes Annotated, Sec-

tions 559.927(10) and (11).

HAWAII: See Hawaii Revised Laws, Section 486L.

ILLINOIS: See Illinois Annotated Statutes, Chapter

121 1/2, Section 1857.

IOWA: See Iowa Statute 120.4.

MASSACHUSETTS: See Massachusetts General

Laws, Chapter 93A.

NEW YORK CITY: See General Business Law Sec-

tions 157 and 158.

OHIO: See Ohio Revised Code Annotated, Section

1333.99.

OREGON: See Oregon Revised Statute Section

642.218.

RHODE ISLAND: See Rhode Island Revised Laws

Annotated, Section 5-52-12.

VIRGINIA: See Virginia Statutes, Section 59.1-448

et seq.

WASHINGTON: See Washington Revised Code

Sections 19.138 et seq.

Additional Resources

‘‘Death on the High Seas Act’’ Available at http://
www.condonlaw.com/march2000.htm.

Guide to Consumer Law American Bar Association. Ran-
dom House:1997.

 Law for Dummies. Ventura, John. IDG Books Worldwide,
Inc. 1996.

‘‘Recent Developments in Airline Disaster Law’’ Available
at http://www.avweb.com/articles/disaslaw/.

‘‘The Cruise Passenger’s Rights & Remedies’’ Dickerson,
Thomas A., 2000. Available at http://courts.state.ny.us/
tandv/cruiserights.html.

‘‘The Legal Status of Travel Agents’’ Dickerson, Thomas A.,
2000. Available at http://courts.state.ny.us/tandv/
travelagent.html.

‘‘The Licensing and Regulation of Travel Sellers in the
United States’’ Dickerson, Thomas A., 2000. Available at
http://courts.state.ny.us/tandv/Aqtaed1.htm.

‘‘Tips for Travelers in a Time of War.’’ Jackson, Kristin,
The Seattle Times, October 22, 2001.

Organizations

Better Business Bureau

4200 Wilson Blvd., Suite 800

Arlington, VA 22203-1838 USA

Phone: (703) 276-0100
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Fax: (703) 525-8277

E-Mail: feedback@cbbb.bbb.org

URL: http://www.bbb.org

Transportation Security Administration
(TSA)

URL: http://www.tsa.gov
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STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCY
CONTACTS

The following is a list of state and federal contacts—websites only. Due to the constantly shifting landscape
of the Internet, websites acknowledged by authors in this section may no longer operate, or may operate
at a different URL. The editors are not responsible for obsolete or changed URLs. 

Official State Websites

Every state can be accessed by going to

www.state.[2 digit postal code].us

For Example—Alabama: www.state.al.us

Federal Websites

FedStats—A comprehensive site providing links to

statistical databases of many federal agencies 

http://www.fedstats.gov/

Fed Forms—Links to official forms of many federal

agencies

http://www.fedforms.gov/

Thomas—A Legislative database from the Library of

Congress, which includes links to full text of recent

Congressional Record, Bills, Reports and Hearings

http://thomas.loc.gov

Legislative Branch

United States Code

http://uscode.house.gov/

http://www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/

U.S. Senate 

http://www.senate.gov/

U.S. House of Representatives

http://www.house.gov/

Might also include ‘‘Federal Judicial Branch’’ links:

U.S. Courts Homepage

http://www.uscourts.gov/

Official Supreme Court Web Site

http://www.supremecourtus.gov/

Federal Courts Decisions

U.S. Supreme Court Decisions from Cornell Legal In-

formation InstituteU.S.

http://supct.law.cornell.edu:8080/supct/

Supreme Court Decisions from FindLaw

http://www.findlaw.com/casecode/supreme.html

U.S. Supreme Court Briefs from Findlaw (1999–

present)

http://supreme.lp.findlaw.com/supreme_court/

briefs/index.html

U.S. Court of Appeals (1st Circuit)

http://www.law.emory.edu/1circuit/

U.S. Court of Appeals (2d Circuit)

http://csmail.law.pace.edu/lawlib/legal/us legal/

judiciary/second circuit.html

U.S. Court of Appeals (3d Circuit)

http://vls.law.vill.edu/Locator/3/index.htm

U.S. Court of Appeals (4th Circuit)

http://www.law.emory.edu/4circuit/index.html

U.S. Court of Appeals (5th Circuit)

http://www.ca5.uscourts.gov/

U.S. Court of Appeals (6th Circuit)

http://www.law.emory.edu/6circuit/index.html

U.S. Court of Appeals (7th Circuit)

http://www.kentlaw.edu/7circuit/
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U.S. Court of Appeals (8th Circuit)

http://www.ca8.uscourts.gov/opinions/

opinions.html

U.S. Court of Appeals (9th Circuit)

http://www.ce9.uscourts.gov/

U.S. Court of Appeals (10th Circuit)

http://www.law.emory.edu/10circuit/index.html

U.S. Court of Appeals (11th Circuit)

http://www.law.emory.edu/11circuit/index.html

U.S. Court of Appeals (D.C. Circuit)

http://www.ll.georgetown.edu:80/Fed Ct/cadc.html

U.S. Court of Appeals (Federal Circuit)

http://www.ll.georgetown.edu/Fed Ct/cafed.html

A map of the states covered by each circuit with links.

http://www.ll.georgetown.edu:80/Fed Ct/

Executive Branch and Agency Links

The White House

http://www.whitehouse.gov/

Code of Federal Regulations

http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/

Office of Homeland Security

http://www.whitehouse.gov/homeland/

Cabinet Department Websites

Department of Agriculture

http://www.usda.gov/

Department of Commerce

http://home.doc.gov/

Department of Defense

http://www.defenselink.mil/

Department of Education

http://www.ed.gov/

Department of Energy

http://www.energy.gov/

Department of Health and Human Services

http://www.dhhs.gov/

Department of Housing and Urban Development

http://www.hud.gov/

Department of the Interior

http://www.doi.gov/

Department of Justice

http://www.usdoj.gov/

Department of Labor

http://www.dol.gov/

Department of State

http://www.state.gov/

Department of Transportation

http://www.dot.gov/

Department of the Treasury

http://www.dot.gov/

Department of Veterans Affairs

http://www.va.gov/

Sub Cabinet Agencies

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms

http://www.atf.treas.gov/

Bureau of Economic Analysis

http://www.bea.doc.gov/

Bureau of Indian Affairs

http://www.doi.gov/bureau indian affairs.html

Bureau of Justice Statistics

http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/

Bureau of Land Management

http://www.blm.gov/

Census Bureau

http://www.census.gov/

Centers for Disease Control

http://www.cdc.gov/

Coast Guard (Transportation Dept.)

http://www.uscg.mil/

Customs Service

http://www.customs.treas.gov/

Federal Aviation Administration

http://www.faa.gov/

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) (Justice Dept.)

http://www.fbi.gov

Federal Bureau of Investigation (TRAC FBI Web)

(Transactional Records Access)

http://trac.syr.edu/tracfbi

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

(FERC)(Energy Dept.)

http://www.ferc.fed.us

Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)(Interior Dept.)

http://www.fws.gov

Food & Drug Administration

http://www.fda.gov/

Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) (HHS

Dept.)

http://www.hcfa.gov
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Immigration & Naturalization Service

http://www.ins.usdoj.gov/

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) (Treasury Dept.)

http://www.irs.ustreas.gov

Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA)

(Labor Dept.)

http://www.msha.gov/

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

(NHTSA) (Transportation Dept.)

http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/

National Institutes of Health (NIH) (HHS Dept.)

http://www.nih.gov/

National Park Service (Interior Dept.)

http://www.nps.gov/

National Technical Information Service (NTIS)

(Commerce Dept.)

http://www.ntis.gov/

National Telecommunications Information Admin-

istration(NTIA) (Commerce Dept.)

http://www.ntia.doc.gov

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA) (Labor Dept.)

http://www.osha.gov

Public Health Service

http://www.hhs.gov/phs/

Independent and Quasi Federal Agencies

Agency for International Development (USAID)

http://www.info.usaid.gov

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA)

http://www.acda.gov/

Central Intelligence Agency

http://www.cia.gov

Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)

http://www.cftc.gov/

Consumer Information Center

http://www.pueblo.gsa.gov

Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)

http://www.cpsc.gov/

EDGAR (SEC electronic filings)

http://www.sec.gov/edgarhp.htm

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

http://www.epa.gov

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(EEOC)

http://www.eeoc.gov

Export Import Bank of the U. S. (Ex Im Bank)

http://www.exim.gov/

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

http://www.fcc.gov

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)

http://www.fdic.gov/

Federal Election Commission (FEC)

http://www.fec.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

http://www.fema.gov

Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA)

http://fedbbs.access.gpo.gov/flra01.htm

Federal Maritime Commission 

http://www.fmc.gov:80/

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service

http://www.fmcs.gov

Federal Reserve System Board of Governors

http://www.federalreserve.gov

Federal Trade Commission

http://www.ftc.gov

General Accounting Office (GAO)

http://www.gao.gov

General Services Administration (GSA)

http://www.gsa.gov

Legal Services Corp.

http://www.lsc.gov/index2.htm

Merit Systems Protection Board (MSBP)

http://www.mspb.gov/

National Archives and Records Administration

(NARA)

http://www.nara.gov/

National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC)

http://www.ncpc.gov/

National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)

http://www.ncua.gov/

National Labor Relations Board

http://www.nlrb.gov/

National Performance Review (NPR)

http://www.npr.gov

National Railroad Passenger Corporation (AMTRAK)

http://www.amtrak.com/

National Science Foundation (NSF)

http://www.nsf.gov/

National Security Agency (NSA)

http://www.nsa.gov
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National Security Council (NSC)

http://www.whitehouse.gov/WH/EOP/NSC/html/

nschome.html

National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)

http://www.ntsb.gov/

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

http://www.nrc.gov/

Office of Government Ethics (OGE)

http://www.usoge.gov

Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/

Office of Personnel Management (OPM)

http://www.opm.gov/

Office of Special Counsel (OSC)

http://www.osc.gov/

Peace Corps

http://www.peacecorps.gov/

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC)

http://www.pbgc.gov/

Postal Rates Commission

http://www.prc.gov/

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

http://www.sec.gov

Selective Service System

http://www.sss.gov/

Small Business Administration (SBA)

http://www.sba.gov/

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)

http://www.tva.gov/

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

http://www.usccr.gov/

U.S. Information Agency (USIA)

http://www.usia.gov

U.S. Trade Representative (USTR)

http://www.ustr.gov
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GLOSSARY

A

Abandonment The surrender, relinquishment, dis-
claimer, or cession of property or of rights. Voluntary
relinquishment of all right, title, claim, and possession,
with the intent of not reclaiming it. The giving up of
a thing absolutely, without reference to any particular
person or purpose, as vacating property with the inten-
tion of not returning, so that it may be appropriated by
the next comer or finder. The voluntary relinquishment
of possession of thing by owner with intention of termi-
nating ownership, but without vesting it in any other
person. The relinquishing of all title, possession, or
claim, or a virtual, intentional throwing away of proper-
ty. Term includes both the intention to abandon and
the external act by which the intention is carried into
effect. In determining whether one has abandoned
property or rights, the intention is the first and para-
mount object of inquiry, for there can be no abandon-
ment without the intention to abandon. Abandon-
ment differs from surrender in that surrender requires
an agreement, and also from forfeiture, in that forfei-
ture may be against the intention of the party alleged
to have forfeited.

Abatement A reduction, a decrease, or a diminution.
The suspension or cessation, in whole or in part, of a
continuing charge, such as rent.

Abolition The destruction, annihilation, abrogation, or
extinguishment of anything, but especially things of a
permanent nature—such as institutions, usages, or cus-
toms, as in the abolition of slavery.

Abortion The spontaneous or artificially induced expul-
sion of an embryo or fetus. As used in legal context,
usually refers to induced abortion.

Absentee voting Participation in an election by quali-
fied voters who are permitted to mail in their ballots.

Accessory Aiding or contributing in a secondary way or
assisting in or contributing to as a subordinate. In

criminal law, contributing to or aiding in the commis-
sion of a crime. One who, without being present at the
commission of an offense, becomes guilty of such of-
fense, not as a chief actor, but as a participant, as by
command, advice, instigation, or concealment; either
before or after the fact or commission. One who aids,
abets, commands, or counsels another in the commis-
sion of a crime.

Accusation A formal criminal charge against a person al-
leged to have committed an offense punishable by law,
which is presented before a court or a magistrate hav-
ing jurisdiction to inquire into the alleged crime.

Accused The generic name for the defendant in a crimi-
nal case. A person becomes accused within the mean-
ing of a guarantee of speedy trial only at the point at
which either formal indictment or information has
been returned against him or her, or when he or she
becomes subject to actual restraints on liberty imposed
by arrest, whichever occurs first.

Acquiescence Conduct recognizing the existence of a
transaction and intended to permit the transaction to
be carried into effect; a tacit agreement; consent in-
ferred from silence.

Acquit To set free, release or discharge as from an obli-
gation, burden or accusation. To absolve one from an
obligation or a liability; or to legally certify the inno-
cence of one charged with a crime.

Acquittal The legal and formal certification of the inno-
cence of a person who has been charged with a crime.

Actual cash value The fair or reasonable cash price for
which a property could be sold in the market in the or-
dinary course of business, and not at forced sale. The
price it will bring in a fair market after reasonable efforts
to find a purchaser who will give the highest price.
What property is worth in money, allowing for depreci-
ation. Ordinarily, actual cash value, fair market value,
and market value are synonymous terms.
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Ad hoc [Latin, For this; for this special purpose.] An at-
torney ad hoc, or a guardian or curator ad hoc, is one
appointed for a special purpose, generally to represent
the client or infant in the particular action in which the
appointment is made.

Ad valorem According to value.

Adjudication The legal process of resolving a dispute.
The formal giving or pronouncing of a judgment or de-
cree in a court proceeding; also the judgment or deci-
sion given. The entry of a decree by a court in respect
to the parties in a case. It implies a hearing by a court,
after notice, of legal evidence on the factual issue(s) in-
volved. The equivalent of a determination. It indicates
that the claims of all the parties thereto have been con-
sidered and set at rest.

Adjusted gross income The term used for income tax
purposes to describe gross income less certain allow-
able deductions such as trade and business deductions,
moving expenses, alimony paid, and penalties for pre-
mature withdrawals from term savings accounts, in
order to determine a person’s taxable income.

Adjuster A person appointed or employed to settle or
arrange matters that are in dispute; one who deter-
mines the amount to be paid on a claim.

Admissible A term used to describe information that is
relevant to a determination of issues in any judicial pro-
ceeding so that such information can be properly con-
sidered by a judge or jury in making a decision.

Adoption A two-step judicial process in conformance to
state statutory provisions in which the legal obligations
and rights of a child toward the biological parents are
terminated and new rights and obligations are created
in the acquired parents.

Adultery Voluntary sexual relations between an individ-
ual who is married and someone who is not the individ-
ual’s spouse.

Affidavit A written statement of facts voluntarily made
by an affiant under an oath or affirmation administered
by a person authorized to do so by law.

Affirmative action Employment programs required by
federal statutes and regulations designed to remedy
discriminatory practices in hiring minority group mem-
bers; i.e., positive steps designed to eliminate existing
and continuing discrimination, to remedy lingering ef-
fects of past discrimination, and to create systems and
procedures to prevent future discrimination; common-
ly based on population percentages of minority groups
in a particular area. Factors considered are race, color,
sex, creed, and age.

Age of consent The age at which a person may marry
without parental approval. The age at which a female
is legally capable of agreeing to sexual intercourse, so
that a male who engages in sex with her cannot be pros-
ecuted for statutory rape.

Age of majority The age at which a person, formerly a
minor or an infant, is recognized by law to be an adult,
capable of managing his or her own affairs and respon-
sible for any legal obligations created by his or her ac-
tions.

Aliens Foreign-born persons who have not been natural-
ized to become U.S. citizens under federal law and the
Constitution.

Alimony Payment that a family court may order one per-
son in a couple to make to the other person when that
couple separates or divorces.

Allegation The assertion, claim, declaration, or state-
ment of a party to an action, setting out what he or she
expects to prove. 

Allege To state, recite, assert, or charge the existence of
particular facts in a pleading or an indictment; to make
an allegation.

Amendment The modification of materials by the addi-
tion of supplemental information; the deletion of un-
necessary, undesirable, or outdated information; or the
correction of errors existing in the text. 

Ancillary Subordinate; aiding. A legal proceeding that is
not the primary dispute but which aids the judgment
rendered in or the outcome of the main action. A de-
scriptive term that denotes a legal claim, the existence
of which is dependent upon or reasonably linked to a
main claim.

Annual percentage rate The actual cost of borrowing
money, expressed in the form of a yearly measure to
allow consumers to compare the cost of borrowing
money among several lenders.

Annuity A right to receive periodic payments, usually
fixed in size, for life or a term of years that is created
by a contract or other legal document.

Annulment A judgment by a court that retroactively in-
validates a marriage to the date of its formation.

Antitrust law Legislation enacted by the federal and var-
ious state governments to regulate trade and com-
merce by preventing unlawful restraints, price-fixing,
and monopolies, to promote competition, and to en-
courage the production of quality goods and services at
the lowest prices, with the primary goal of safeguarding
public welfare by ensuring that consumer demands will
be met by the manufacture and sale of goods at reason-
able prices.

Appellant A person who dissatisfied with the judgment
rendered in a lawsuit decided in a lower court or the
findings from a proceeding before an administrative
agency, asks a superior court to review the decision.

Appellate Relating to appeals; reviews by superior
courts of decisions of inferior courts or administrative
agencies and other proceedings.

Appellate court A court having jurisdiction to review
decisions of a trial-level or other lower court.
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Apportionment The process by which legislative seats
are distributed among units entitled to representation.
Determination of the number of representatives that a
state, county, or other subdivision may send to a legisla-
tive body. The U.S. Constitution provides for a census
every ten years, on the basis of which Congress appor-
tions representatives according to population; but each
state must have at least one representative. Districting
is the establishment of the precise geographical bound-
aries of each such unit or constituency. Apportionment
by state statute that denies the rule of one-person, one-
vote is violative of equal protection of laws. Also, the
allocation of a charge or cost such as real estate taxes
between two parties, often in the same ratio as the re-
spective times that the parties are in possession or own-
ership of property during the fiscal period for which the
charge is made or assessed.

Appraisal A valuation or an approximation of value by
impartial, properly qualified person; the process of de-
termining the value of an asset or liability, which entails
expert opinion rather than express commercial transac-
tions.

Appraiser A person selected or appointed by a compe-
tent authority or an interested party to evaluate the fi-
nancial worth of property.

Appreciation The fair and reasonable estimation of the
value of an item. The increase in the financial worth of
an asset as compared to its value at a particular earlier
date as a result of inflation or greater market demand.

Appropriation The designation by the government or
an individual of the use to which a fund of money is to
be applied. The selection and setting apart of privately
owned land by the government for public use, such as
a military reservation or public building. The diversion
of water flowing on public domain from its natural
course by means of a canal or ditch for a private benefi-
cial use of the appropriator.

Arbiter [Latin, One who attends something to view it as
a spectator or witness.] Any person who is given an ab-
solute power to judge and rule on a matter in dispute.

Arbitration The submission of a dispute to an unbiased
third person designated by the parties to the controver-
sy, who agree in advance to comply with the award—a
decision to be issued after a hearing at which both par-
ties have an opportunity to be heard.

Arrears A sum of money that has not been paid or has
only been paid in part at the time it is due.

Arrest warrant A written order issued by authority of
the state and commanding the seizure of the person
named.

Arson At common law, the malicious burning or explod-
ing of the dwelling house of another, or the burning of
a building within the curtilage, the immediate sur-
rounding space, of the dwelling of another.

Articles of Confederation The document that set forth
the terms under which the original thirteen states

agreed to participate in a centralized form of govern-
ment, in addition to their self-rule, and that was in ef-
fect from March 1, 1781, to March 4, 1789, prior to the
adoption of the Constitution.

Articles of incorporation The document that must be
filed with an appropriate government agency, com-
monly the office of the secretary of state, if the owners
of a business want it to be given legal recognition as a
corporation.

Artificial insemination The process by which a woman
is medically impregnated using semen from her hus-
band or from a third-party donor.

As is A term used to describe a sales transaction in which
the seller offers goods in their present, existing condi-
tion to prospective buyers.

Assault At common law, an intentional act by one per-
son that creates an apprehension in another of an im-
minent harmful or offensive contact.

Assault and battery Two separate offenses against the
person that when used in one expression may be de-
fined as any unlawful and unpermitted touching of an-
other. Assault is an act that creates an apprehension in
another of an imminent, harmful, or offensive contact.
The act consists of a threat of harm accompanied by an
apparent, present ability to carry out the threat. Battery
is a harmful or offensive touching of another.

Assent An intentional approval of known facts that are
offered by another for acceptance, agreement.

Assessment The process by which the financial worth of
property is determined. The amount at which an item
is valued. A demand by the board of directors of a cor-
poration for the payment of any money that is still owed
on the purchase of capital stock. The determination of
the amount of damages to be awarded to a plaintiff who
has been successful in a lawsuit. The ascertainment of
the pro rata share of taxes to be paid by members of a
group of taxpayers who have directly benefited from a
particular common goal or project according to the
benefit conferred upon the individual or his or her
property. This is known as a special assessment. The
listing and valuation of property for purposes of fixing
a tax upon it for which its owner will be liable. The pro-
cedure by which the Internal Revenue Service, or other
government department of taxation, declares that a tax-
payer owes additional tax because, for example, the in-
dividual has understated personal gross income or has
taken deductions to which he or she is not entitled.
This process is also known as a deficiency assessment.

Attorney-client privilege In law of evidence, client’s
privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other
person from disclosing confidential communications
between the client and his or her attorney. Such privi-
lege protects communications between attorney and
client made for the purpose of furnishing or obtaining
professional legal advice or assistance. That privilege
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that permits an attorney to refuse to testify as to com-
munications from the client though it belongs to the cli-
ent, not the attorney, and hence the client may waive
it. In federal courts, state law is applied with respect to
such privilege.

Audit A systematic examination of financial or account-
ing records by a specialized inspector, called an auditor,
to verify their accuracy and truthfulness. A hearing dur-
ing which financial data are investigated for purposes of
authentication. 

Authentication The confirmation rendered by an offi-
cer of a court that a certified copy of a judgment is what
it purports to be, an accurate duplicate of the original
judgment. In the law of evidence, the act of establishing
a statute, record, or other document, or a certified copy
of such an instrument as genuine and official so that it
can be used in a lawsuit to prove an issue in dispute.

B
Bad faith The fraudulent deception of another person;

the intentional or malicious refusal to perform some
duty or contractual obligation.

Bail The system that governs the status of individuals
charged with committing crimes, from the time of their
arrest to the time of their trail, and pending appeal,
with the major purpose of ensuring their presence at
trial.

Bailiff An individual who is entrusted with some author-
ity, care, guardianship, or jurisdiction over designated
persons or property. One who acts in a managerial or
ministerial capacity or takes care of land, goods, and
chattels of another in order to make the best profit for
the owner. A minor officer of a court serving primarily
as a messenger or usher. A low-level court official or
sheriff’s deputy whose duty is to preserve and protect
orderly conduct in court proceedings.

Bankruptcy A federally authorized procedure by which
a debtor—an individual, corporation, or municipality—
is relieved of total liability for its debts by making court-
approved arrangements for their partial repayment.

Bar association An organization of lawyers established
to promote professional competence, enforce stan-
dards of ethical conduct, and encourage a spirit of pub-
lic service among members of the legal profession.

Beneficiary An organization or a person for whom a
trust is created and who thereby receives the benefits
of the trust. One who inherits under a will. A person en-
titled to a beneficial interest or a right to profits, bene-
fit, or advantage from a contract. 

Bequest A gift of personal property, such as money,
stock, bonds, or jewelry, owned by a decedent at the
time of death which is directed by the provisions of the
decedent’s will; a legacy.

Beyond a reasonable doubt The standard that must
be met by the prosecution’s evidence in a criminal pros-

ecution: that no other logical explanation can be de-
rived from the facts except that the defendant commit-
ted the crime, thereby over-coming the presumption
that a person is innocent until proven guilty.

Bias A predisposition or a preconceived opinion that
prevents a person from impartially evaluating facts that
have been presented for determination; a prejudice.

Bigamy The offense of willfully and knowingly entering
into a second marriage while validly married to another
individual.

Bilateral contract An agreement formed by an ex-
change of promises in which the promise of one party
is consideration supporting the promise of the other
party.

Bill of rights The first ten amendments to the U.S. Con-
stitution, ratified in 1791, which set forth and guarantee
certain fundamental rights and privileges of individuals,
including freedom of religion, speech, press, and as-
sembly; guarantee of a speedy jury trial in criminal
cases; and protection against excessive bail and cruel
and unusual punishment. A list of fundamental rights
included in each state constitution. A declaration of
individual rights and freedoms, usually issued by a na-
tional government.

Bill of sale In the law of contracts, a written agreement,
previously required to be under seal, by which one per-
son transfers to another a right to, or interest in, per-
sonal property and goods, a legal instrument that con-
veys title in property from seller to purchaser.

Birth control A measure or measures undertaken to
prevent conception.

Blackmail The crime involving a threat for purposes of
compelling a person to do an act against his or her will,
or for purposes of taking the person’s money or prop-
erty.

Bonds Written documents by which a government, cor-
poration, or individual—the obligor—promises to per-
form a certain act, usually the payment of a definite sum
of money, to another—the obligee—on a certain date.

Boundaries Natural or artificial separations or divisions
between adjoining properties to show their limits.

Boycott A lawful concerted attempt by a group of peo-
ple to express displeasure with, or obtain concessions
from, a particular person or company by refusing to do
business with them. An unlawful attempt that is prohib-
ited by the Sherman Anti-Trust Act (15 U.S.C.A. § 1 et
seq.), to adversely affect a company through threat, co-
ercion, or intimidation of its employees, or to prevent
others from doing business with said company. A prac-
tice utilized in labor disputes whereby an organized
group of employees bands together and refrains from
dealing with an employer, the legality of which is deter-
mined by applicable provisions of statutes governing
labor-management relations.
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Bribery The offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of
something of value for the purpose of influencing the
action of an official in the discharge of his or her public
or legal duties.

Burglary The criminal offense of breaking and entering
a building illegally for the purpose of committing a
crime therein. 

Bylaws The rules and regulations enacted by an associa-
tion or a corporation to provide a framework for its op-
eration and management.

C

Canon law Any church’s or religion’s laws, rules, and
regulations; more commonly, the written policies that
guide the administration and religious ceremonies of
the Roman Catholic Church.

Capital asset Property held by a taxpayer, such as hous-
es, cars, stocks, bonds, and jewelry, or a building owned
by a corporation to furnish facilities for its employees.

Capital punishment The lawful infliction of death as a
punishment; the death penalty.

Case law Legal principles enunciated and embodied in
judicial decisions that are derived from the application
of particular areas of law to the facts of individual cases.

Casualty A serious or fatal accident. A person or thing
injured, lost, or destroyed. A disastrous occurrence due
to sudden, unexpected, or unusual cause. Accident;
misfortune or mishap; that which comes by chance or
without design. A loss from such an event or cause, as
by fire, shipwreck, lightning, etc.

Caveat [Latin, Let him beware.] A warning; admonition.
A formal notice or warning given by an interested party
to a court, judge, or ministerial officer in opposition to
certain acts within his or her power and jurisdiction.

Cease and desist order An order issued by an adminis-
trative agency or a court proscribing a person or a busi-
ness entity from continuing a particular course of con-
duct.

Censorship The suppression or proscription of speech
or writing that is deemed obscene, indecent, or unduly
controversial.

Census An official count of the population of a particular
area, such as a district, state, or nation.

Certified check A written order made by a depositor to
a bank to pay a certain sum to the person designated—
the payee—which is marked by the bank as ‘‘accepted’’
or ‘‘certified,’’ thereby unconditionally promising that
the bank will pay the order upon its presentation by the
payee.

Certified copy A photocopy of a document, judgment,
or record that is signed and attested to as an accurate

and a complete reproduction of the original document
by a public official in whose custody the original has
been placed for safekeeping.

Certiorari [Latin, To be informed of.] At common law,
an original writ or order issued by the Chancery of
King’s Bench, commanding officers of inferior courts to
submit the record of a cause pending before them to
give the party more certain and speedy justice. A writ
that a superior appellate court issues on its discretion
to an inferior court, ordering it to produce a certified
record of a particular case it has tried, in order to deter-
mine whether any irregularities or errors occurred that
justify review of the case. A device by which the Su-
preme Court of the United States exercises its discre-
tion in selecting the cases it will review.

Chief justice The presiding, most senior, or principal
judge of a court.

Child abuse Physical, sexual, or emotional mistreat-
ment or neglect of a child.

Child care The supervision and nurturing of a child, in-
cluding casual and informal services provided by a par-
ent as well as more formal services provided by an orga-
nized child care center.

Child custody The care, control, and maintenance of a
child, which a court may award to one of the parents
following a divorce or separation proceeding.

Child labor laws Federal and state legislation that pro-
tects children by restricting the type and hours of work
they perform.

Child support A payment that a noncustodial parent
makes as a contribution to the costs of raising her or his
child.

Children’s rights The opportunity for children to par-
ticipate in political and legal decisions that affect them;
in a broad sense, the rights of children to live free from
hunger, abuse, neglect, and other inhumane condi-
tions.

Circumstantial evidence Information and testimony
presented by a party in a civil or criminal action that
permit conclusions that indirectly establish the exis-
tence of nonexistence of a fact or event that the party
seeks to prove.

Citation A paper commonly used in various courts—
such as a probate, matrimonial, or traffic court—that is
served upon an individual to notify him or her that he
or she is required to appear at a specific time and place.
Reference to a legal authority—such as a case, constitu-
tion, or treatise—where particular information may be
found.

Civil action A lawsuit brought to enforce, redress, or
protect rights of private litigants (the plaintiffs and the
defendants); not a criminal proceeding. 

Civil procedure The methods, procedures, and prac-
tices used in civil cases.
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Civil rights Personal liberties that belong to an individu-
al owing to his or her status as a citizen or resident of
a particular country or community.

Civil rights cases A landmark decision, which was a
consolidation of several cases brought before the Su-
preme Court of the United States in 1883 that declared
the Civil Rights Act of 1875 (18 Stat. 336) unconstitu-
tional and ultimately led to the enactment of state laws,
such as Jim Crow Laws, which codified what had previ-
ously been individual adherence to the practice of racial
segregation. The cases were United States v. Stanley,
United States v. Ryan, United States v. Nichols, and
United States v. Singleton, 109 U.S. 3, 3 S. Ct. 18, 27 L.
Ed. 835.

Class action A lawsuit that allows a large number of
people with a common interest in a matter to sue or be
sued as a group.

Clayton Act A federal law enacted in 1914 as an amend-
ment to the Sherman Anti-Trust Act (15 U.S.C.A. § 1 et
seq. [1890]), prohibiting undue restriction of trade and
commerce by designated methods.

Clemency Leniency or mercy. A power given to a public
official, such as a governor or the president, to in some
way lower or moderate the harshness of punishment
imposed upon a prisoner.

Code of Federal Regulations A set of books published
by the federal government and containing the regula-
tions of federal agencies currently in effect.

Codicil A document that is executed by a person who
had previously made his or her will, to modify, delete,
qualify, or revoke provisions contained in it.

Coercion The intimidation of a victim to compel the in-
dividual to do some act against his or her will by the use
of psychological pressure, physical force, or threats.
The crime on intentionally and unlawfully restraining
another’s freedom by threatening to commit a crime,
accusing the victim of a crime, disclosing any secret that
would seriously impair the victim’s reputation in the
community, or by performing or refusing to perform an
official action lawfully requested by the victim, or by
causing an official to do so. A defense asserted in a
criminal prosecution that a person who committed a
crime did not do so of his or her own free will, but only
because the individual was compelled by another
through the use of physical force or threat of immedi-
ate serious bodily injury or death.

Cohabitation A living arrangement in which an unmar-
ried couple live together in a long-term relationship
that resembles a marriage.

Collateral Related; indirect; not bearing immediately
upon an issue. The property pledged or given as a se-
curity interest, or a guarantee for payment of a debt,
that will be taken or kept by the creditor in case of a de-
fault on the original debt.

Collective bargaining The process through which a
labor union and an employer negotiate the scope of the
employment relationship.

Collective bargaining agreement The contractual
agreement between an employer and a labor union that
governs wages, hours, and working conditions for em-
ployees and which can be enforced against both the
employer and the union for failure to comply with its
terms.

Commerce The exchange of goods, products, or any
type of personal property. Trade and traffic carried on
between different peoples or states and its inhabitants,
including not only the purchase, sale, and exchange of
commodities but also the instrumentalities, agencies,
and means by which business is accomplished. The
transportation of persons and goods, by air, land, and
sea. The exchange of merchandise on a large scale be-
tween different places or communities.

Commercial Code A colloquial designation for the
body of law known as the Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC), which governs the various business transactions
that are integral parts of the U.S. system of commerce.

Commercial paper A written instrument or document
such as a check, draft, promissory note, or a certificate
of deposit, that manifests the pledge or duty of one in-
dividual to pay money to another.

Common law The ancient law of England based upon
societal customs and recognized and enforced by the
judgments and decrees of the courts. The general body
of statutes and case law that governed England and the
American colonies prior to the American Revolution.
The principles and rules of action, embodied in case
law rather than legislative enactments, applicable to the
government and protection of persons and property
that derive their authority from the community cus-
toms and traditions that evolved over the centuries as
interpreted by judicial tribunals. A designation used
to denote the opposite of statutory, equitable, or civil;
for example, a common-law action.

Common stock Evidence of participation in the owner-
ship of a corporation that takes the form of printed cer-
tificates.

Community property The holdings and resources
owned in common by a husband and wife.

Compensatory damages A sum of money awarded in
a civil action by a court to indemnify a person for the
particular loss, detriment, or injury suffered as a result
of the unlawful conduct of another.

Compound interest Interest generated by the sum of
the principal and any accrued interest.

Comptroller An officer who conducts the fiscal affairs
of a state or municipal corporation.

Computer crime The use of a computer to take or alter
data, or to gain unlawful use of computers or services.
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Conciliation The process of adjusting or settling dis-
putes in a friendly manner through extrajudicial means.
Conciliation means bringing two opposing sides to-
gether to reach a compromise in an attempt to avoid
taking a case to trial. Arbitration, in contrast, is a con-
tractual remedy used to settle disputes out of court. In
arbitration the two parties in controversy agree in ad-
vance to abide by the decision made by a third party
called in as a mediator, whereas conciliation is less
structured.

Condominiums and cooperatives Two common
forms of multiple-unit dwellings, with independent
owners or lessees of the individual units comprising the
multiple-unit dwelling who share various costs and re-
sponsibilities of areas they use in common.

Confession A statement made by an individual that ac-
knowledges his or her guilt in the commission of a
crime.

Conflict of interest A term used to describe the situa-
tion in which a public official or fiduciary who, contrary
to the obligation and absolute duty to act for the benefit
of the public or a designated individual, exploits the re-
lationship for personal benefit, typically pecuniary.

Conjugal Pertaining or relating to marriage; suitable or
applicable to married people.

Conspiracy An agreement between two or more per-
sons to engage jointly in an unlawful or criminal act, or
an act that is innocent in itself but becomes unlawful
when done by the combination of actors.

Constitutional amendment The means by which an
alteration to the U.S. Constitution, whether a modifica-
tion, deletion, or addition, is accomplished.

Consumer Credit Protection Act A federal statute de-
signed to protect borrowers of money by mandating
complete disclosure of the terms and conditions of fi-
nance charges in transaction by limiting the garnish-
ment of wages and by regulating the use of charge ac-
counts.

Consumer Price Index A computation made and is-
sued monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
federal Labor Department that attempts to track the
price level of designated gods and services purchased
by the average comsumer.

Consumer protection Consumer protection laws are
federal and state statutes governing sales and credit
practices involving consumer goods. Such statues pro-
hibit and regulate deceptive or unconscionable adver-
tising and sales practices, product quality, credit financ-
ing and reporting, debt collection, leases and other
aspects of consumer transactions.

Consummate To carry into completion; to fulfill; to ac-
complish.

Contempt An act of deliberate disobedience or disre-
gard for the laws, regulations, or decorum of a public
authority, such as a court or legislative body.

Continuance The adjournment or postponement of an
action pending in a court to a later date of the same or
another session of the court, granted by a court in re-
sponse to a motion made by a party to a lawsuit. The
entry into the trial record of the adjournment of a case
for the purpose of formally evidencing it.

Contraband Any property that it is illegal to produce or
possess. Smuggled goods that are imported into or ex-
ported from a country in violation of its laws.

Contract Agreements between two or more persons
that create an obligation to do, or refrain from doing,
a particular thing.

Conviction The outcome of a criminal prosecution
which concludes in a judgment that the defendant is
guilty of the crime charged. The juncture of a criminal
proceeding during which the question of guilt is ascer-
tained. In a case where the perpetrator has been ad-
judged guilty and sentenced, a record of the summary
proceedings brought pursuant to any penal statute be-
fore one or more justices of the peace or other properly
authorized persons.

Cooling-off period An interval of time during which no
action of a specific type can be taken by either side in
a dispute. An automatic delay in certain jurisdictions,
apart from ordinary court delays, between the time
when divorce papers are filed and the divorce hearing
takes place. An amount of time within which a buyer is
permitted to cancel a contract for the purchase of con-
sumer goods—designed to effect consumer protection.
A number of states require that a three-day cancellation
period must be allowed purchasers following door-to-
door sales.

Copyright An intangible right granted by statute to the
author or originator of certain literary or artistic pro-
ductions, whereby, for a limited period, the exclusive
privilege is given to the person to make copies of the
same for publication and sale.

Corporate Pertaining to or possessing the qualities of a
corporation, a legal entity created—pursuant to state
law—to serve the purposes set out in its certificate of
incorporation.

Corporations Artificial entities that are created by state
statute, and that are treated much like individuals
under the law, having legally enforceable rights, the
ability to acquire debt and pay out profits, the ability to
hold and transfer property, the ability to enter into con-
tracts, the requirement to pay taxes, and the ability to
sue and be sued.

Counsel An attorney or lawyer. The rendition of advice
and guidance concerning a legal matter, contemplated
form of argument, claim, or action.

Counterclaim A claim by a defendant opposing the
claim of the plaintiff and seeking some relief from the
plaintiff for the defendant.
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Counterfeit To falsify, deceive, or defraud. A copy or
imitation of something that is intended to be taken as
authentic and genuine in order to deceive another.

Counterfeiting The process of fraudulently manufac-
turing, altering, or distributing a product that is of less-
er value than the genuine product.

Counteroffer In contract law, a proposal made in re-
sponse to an original offer modifying its terms, but
which has the legal effect of rejecting it.

Court of appeal An intermediate federal judicial tribu-
nal of review that is found in thirteen judicial districts,
called circuits, in the United States. A state judicial tri-
bunal that reviews a decision rendered by an inferior tri-
bunal to determine whether it made errors that warrant
the reversal of its judgment. 

Court of claims A state judicial tribunal established as
the forum in which to bring certain types of lawsuits
against the state or its political subdivisions, such as a
county. The former designation given to a federal tribu-
nal created in 1855 by Congress with original jurisdic-
tion—initial authority—to decide an action brought
against the United States that is based upon the Consti-
tution, federal law, any regulation of the executive de-
partment, or any express or implied contracts with the
federal government.

CPA An abbreviation for certified public accountant. A
CPA is a trained accountant who has been examined
and licensed by the state. He or she is permitted to per-
form all the tasks of an ordinary accountant in addition
to examining the books and records of various business
organizations, such as corporations.

Credibility Believability. The major legal application of
the term credibility relates to the testimony of a wit-
ness or party during a trial. Testimony must be both
competent and credible if it is to be accepted by the
trier of fact as proof of an issue being litigated. 

Credit union A corporation formed under special statu-
tory provisions to further thrift among its members
while providing credit for them at more favorable rates
of interest than those offered by other lending institu-
tions. A credit union is a cooperative association that
utilizes funds deposited by a small group of people who
are its sole borrowers and beneficiaries. It is ordinarily
subject to regulation by state banking boards or com-
missions. When formed pursuant to the Federal Credit
Union Act (12 U.S.C.A.§ 1751 et seq. [1934]), credit
unions are chartered and regulated by the National
Credit Union Administration.

Creditor An individual to whom an obligation is owed
because he or she has given something of value in ex-
change. One who may legally demand and receive
money, either through the fulfillment of a contract or
due to injury sustained as a result of another’s negli-
gence or intentionally wrongful act. The term creditor
is also used to describe an individual who is engaged in

the business of lending money or selling items for
which immediate payment is not demanded but an ob-
ligation of repayment exists as of a future date.

Criminal procedure The framework of laws and rules
that govern the administration of justice in cases involv-
ing an individual who has been accused of a crime, be-
ginning with the initial investigation of the crime and
concluding either with the unconditional release of the
accused by virture of acquittal (a judgment of not
guilty) or by the imposition of a term of punishment
pursuant to a conviction for the crime.

Cross-examination The questioning of a witness or
party during a trial hearing, or deposition by the party
opposing the one who asked the person to testify in
order to evaluate the truth of that person’s testimony,
to develop the testimony further, or to accomplish any
other objective. The interrogation of a witness or party
by the party opposed to the one who called the witness
or party, upon a subject raised during direct examina-
tion—the initial questioning of a witness or party—on
the merits of that testimony.

Cruel and unusual punishment Such punishment as
would amount to torture or barbarity, and cruel and de-
grading punishment not known to the common law, or
any fine, penalty, confinement, or treatment so dispro-
portionate to the offense as to shock the moral sense
of the community.

Custody The care, possession, and control of a thing or
person. The retention, inspection, guarding, mainte-
nance, or security of a thing within the immediate care
and control of the person to whom it is committed. The
detention of a person by lawful authority or process.

D
Debit A sum charged as due or owing. An entry made on

the asset side of a ledger or account. The term is used
in bookkeeping to denote the left side of the ledger, or
the charging of a person or an account with all that is
supplied to or paid out for that person or for the sub-
ject of the account. Also, the balance of an account
where it is shown that something remains due to the
party keeping the account. As a noun, an entry on the
left-hand side of an account. As a verb, to make an entry
on the left-hand side of an account. A term used in ac-
counting or bookkeeping that results in an increase to
an asset and an expense account and a decrease to a lia-
bility, revenue, or owner’s equity account.

Debtor One who owes a debt or the performance of an
obligation to another, who is called the creditor; one
who may be compelled to pay a claim or demand; any-
one liable on a claim, whether due or to become due.
In bankruptcy law, a person who files a voluntary peti-
tion or person against whom an involuntary petition is
filed. A person or municipality concerning which a
bankruptcy case has been commenced.

Declaration of trust An assertion by a property owner
that he or she holds the property or estate for the bene-
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fit of another person, or for particular designated objec-
tives.

Decree A judgment of a court that announces the legal
consequences of the facts found in a case and orders
that the court’s decision be carried out. A decree in eq-
uity is a sentence or order of the court, pronounced on
hearing and understanding all the points in issue, and
determining the rights of all the parties to the suit, ac-
cording to equity and good conscience. It is a declara-
tion of the court announcing the legal consequences of
the facts found. With the procedural merger of law and
equity in the federal and most state courts under the
Rules of Civil Procedure, the term judgment has gener-
ally replaced decree.

Deductible That which may be taken away or subtract-
ed. In taxation, an item that may be subtracted from
gross income or adjusted gross income in determining
taxable income (e.g., interest expenses, charitable con-
tributions, certain taxes). The portion of an insured
loss to be borne by the insured before he or she is enti-
tled to recovery from the insurer.

Deduction That which is deducted; the part taken
away; abatement; as in deductions from gross income
in arriving at net income for tax purposes. In civil law,
a portion or thing that an heir has a right to take from
the mass of the succession before any partition takes
place.

Deed A written instrument, which has been signed and
delivered, by which one individual, the grantor, con-
veys title to real property to another individual, the
grantee; a conveyance of land, tenements, or heredita-
ments, from one individual to another.

Deed of trust A document that embodies the agree-
ment between a lender and a borrower to transfer an
interest in the borrower’s land to a neutral third party,
a trustee, to secure the payment of a debt by the bor-
rower.

Defamation Any intentional false communication, ei-
ther written or spoken, that harms a person’s reputa-
tion; decreases the respect, regard, or confidence in
which a person is held; or induces disparaging, hostile,
or disagreeable opinions or feelings against a person.

Default An omission; a failure to do that which is antici-
pated, expected, or required in a given situation.

Default judgment Judgment entered against a party
who has failed to defend against a claim that has been
brought by another party. Under rules of civil proce-
dure, when a party against whom a judgment for affir-
mative relief is sought has failed to plead (i.e., answer)
or otherwise defend, the party is in default and a judg-
ment by default may be entered either by the clerk or
the court.

Defendant The person defending or denying; the party
against whom relief or recovery is sought in an action
or suit, or the accused in a criminal case.

Defraud To make a misrepresentation of an existing ma-
terial fact, knowing it to be false or making it recklessly
without regard to whether it is true or false, intending
for someone to rely on the misrepresentation and
under circumstances in which such person does rely on
it to his or her damage. To practice fraud; to cheat or
trick. To deprive a person of property or any interest,
estate, or right by fraud, deceit, or artifice.

Deportation Banishment to a foreign country, attended
with confiscation of property and deprivation of civil
rights. The transfer of an alien, by exclusion or expul-
sion, from the United States to a foreign country. The
removal or sending back of an alien to the country from
which he or she came because his or her presence is
deemed inconsistent with the public welfare, and with-
out any punishment being imposed or contemplated.
The grounds for deportation are set forth at 8 U.S.C.A.
§ 1251 and the procedures are provided for in §§ 1252-
1254.

Deposition The testimony of a party or witness in a civil
or criminal proceeding taken before trial, usually in an
attorney’s office.

Depository The place where a deposit is placed and
kept, e.g., a bank savings and loan institution, credit
union, or trust company. A place where something is
deposited or stored as for safekeeping or convenience,
e.g., a safety deposit box.

Depreciation The gradual decline in the financial value
of property used to produce income due to its increas-
ing age and eventual obsolescence, which is measured
by a formula that takes into account these factors in ad-
dition to the cost of the property and its estimated use-
ful life.

Detainer The act (or the juridical fact) of withholding
from a lawfully entitled person the possession of land
or goods, or the restraint of a person’s personal liberty
against his or her will; detention. The wrongful keeping
of a person’s goods is called an unlawful detainer al-
though the original taking may have been lawful. A re-
quest filed by a criminal justice agency with the institu-
tion in which a prisoner is incarcerated asking the
institution either to hold the prisoner for the agency or
to notify the agency when release of the prisoner is im-
minent.

Direct examination The primary questioning of a wit-
ness during a trial that is conducted by the side for
which that person is acting as a witness.

Directed verdict A procedural device whereby the deci-
sion in a case is taken out of the hands of the jury by
the judge.

Disability The lack of competent physical and mental
faculties; the absence of legal capability to perform an
act. The term disability usually signifies an incapacity
to exercise all the legal rights ordinarily possessed by an
average person. Convicts, minors, and incompetents
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are regarded to be under a disability. The term is also
used in a more restricted sense when it indicates a hin-
drance to marriage or a deficiency in legal qualifications
to hold office. The impairment of earning capacity;
the loss of physical function resulting in diminished effi-
ciency; the inability to work.

Disabled persons Persons who have a physical or men-
tal impairment that substantially limits one or more
major life activities. Some laws also include in their defi-
nition of disabled persons those people who have a re-
cord of or are regarded as having such an impairment.

Discovery A category of procedural devices employed
by a party to a civil or criminal action, prior to trial, to
require the adverse party to disclose information that
is essential for the preparation of the requesting party’s
case and that the other party alone knows or possesses.

Discrimination In constitutional law, the grant by stat-
ute of particular privileges to a class arbitrarily designat-
ed from a sizable number of persons, where no reason-
able distinction exists between the favored and
disfavored classes. Federal laws, supplemented by court
decisions, prohibit discrimination in such areas as em-
ployment, housing, voting rights, education, and access
to public facilities. They also proscribe discrimination
on the basis of race, age, sex, nationality, disability, or
religion. In addition, state and local laws can prohibit
discrimination in these areas and in others not covered
by federal laws.

Dismissal A discharge of an individual or corporation
from employment. The disposition of a civil or criminal
proceeding or a claim or charge made therein by a
court order without a trial or prior to its completion
which, in effect, is a denial of the relief sought by the
commencement of the action.

Disposition Act of disposing; transferring to the care or
possession of another. The parting with, alienation of,
or giving up of property. The final settlement of a mat-
ter and, with reference to decisions announced by a
court, a judge’s ruling is commonly referred to as dispo-
sition, regardless of level of resolution. In criminal pro-
cedure, the sentencing or other final settlement of a
criminal case. With respect to a mental state, denotes
an attitude, prevailing tendency, or inclination.

Dissolution Act or process of dissolving; termination;
winding up. In this sense it is frequently used in the
phrase dissolution of a partnership.

Dissolve To terminate; abrogate; cancel; annul; disinte-
grate. To release or unloose the binding force of any-
thing.

Dividend The distribution of current or accumulated
earnings to the shareholders of a corporation pro rata
based on the number of shares owned. Dividends are
usually issued in cash. However, they may be issued in
the form of stock or property. The dividend on pre-
ferred shares is generally a fixed amount; however, on

common shares the dividend varies depending on such
things as the earnings and available cash of the corpora-
tion as well as future plans for the acquisition of proper-
ty and equipment by the corporation.

Divorce A court decree that terminates a marriage; also
known as marital dissolution.

Docket A written list of judicial proceedings set down
for trial in a court. To enter the dates of judicial pro-
ceedings scheduled for trial in a book kept by a court.

Documentary evidence A type of written proof that is
offered at a trial to establish to existence or nonexis-
tence of a fact that is in dispute.

Domestic violence Any abusive, violent, coercive,
forceful, or threatening act or word inflicted by one
member of a family or household on another can con-
stitute domestic violence.

Donor The party conferring a power. One who makes
a gift. One who creates a trust.

Double jeopardy A second prosecution for the same
offense after acquittal or conviction or multiple punish-
ments for same offense. The evil sought to be avoided
by prohibiting double jeopardy is double trial and dou-
ble conviction, not necessarily double punishment.

Down payment A percentage of the total purchase
price of an item that is proffered when the item is
bought on credit.

Drunkenness The state of an individual whose mind is
affected by the consumption of alcohol.

Dual nationality An equal claim, simultaneously pos-
sessed by two nations, to the allegiance of an individual.

Due process of law A fundamental, constitutional guar-
antee that all legal proceedings will be fair and that one
will be given notice of the proceedings and an opportu-
nity to be heard before the government acts to take
away one’s life, liberty, or property. Also, a constitution-
al guarantee that a law shall not be unreasonable, arbi-
trary, or capricious.

Duress Unlawful pressure exerted upon a person to co-
erce that person to perform an act that he or she ordi-
narily would not perform.

Durham rule A principle of criminal law used to deter-
mine the validity of the insanity defense asserted by an
accused, that he or she was insane at the time of com-
mitting a crime and therefore should not be held legally
responsible for the action.

DWI An abbreviation for driving while intoxicated,
which is an offense committed by an individual who op-
erates a motor vehicle while under the influence of al-
cohol or drugs and narcotics. An abbreviation for died
without issue, which commonly appears in genealogical
tables.
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Earned income Sources of money derived from the
labor, professional service, or entrepreneurship of an
individual taxpayer as opposed to funds generated by
investments, dividends, and interest.

Easement A right of use over the property of another.
Traditionally the permitted kinds of uses were limited,
the most important being rights of way and rights con-
cerning flowing waters. The easement was normally for
the benefit of adjoining lands, no matter who the owner
was (an easement appurtenant), rather than for the
benefit of a specific individual (easement in gross).

EEOC An abbreviation for Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission.

Emancipation The act or process by which a person is
liberated from the authority and control of another per-
son.

Employee Retirement Income Security Act The
name of federal legislation, popularly abbreviated as
ERISA (29 U.S.C.A. § 1001 et seq. [1974]), which regu-
lates the financing, vesting, and administration of pen-
sion plans for workers in private business and industry.

Encroachment An illegal intrusion in a highway or navi-
gable river, with or without obstruction. An encroach-
ment upon a street or highway is a fixture, such as a wall
or fence, which illegally intrudes into or invades the
highway or encloses a portion of it, diminishing its
width or area, but without closing it to public travel.

Entrapment The act of government agents or officials
that induces a person to commit a crime he or she is
not previously disposed to commit.

Equal protection The constitutional guarantee that no
person or class of persons shall be denied the same
protection of the laws that is enjoyed by other persons
or other classes in like circumstances in their lives, lib-
erty, property, and pursuit of happiness.

Equal Rights Amendment A proposed addition to the
U.S. Constitution that read, ‘‘Equality of rights under
the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any State on account of sex,’’ and that failed
to receive ratification by the required number of states.

Equity of redemption The right of a mortgagor, that is,
a borrower who obtains a loan secured by a pledge of
his or her real property, to prevent foreclosure pro-
ceedings by paying the amount due on the loan, a mort-
gage, plus interest and other expenses after having
failed to pay within the time and according to the terms
specified therein.

ERISA The name of federal legislation, popularly abbre-
viated as ERISA (29 U.S.C.A. § 1001 et seq. [1974]),
which regulates the financing, vesting, and administra-
tion of pension plans for workers in private business
and industry.

Escrow Something of value, such as a deed, stock,
money, or written instrument, that is put into the custo-
dy of a third person by its owner, a grantor, an obligor,
or a promisor, to be retained until the occurrence of a
contingency or performance of a condition.

Espionage The act of securing information of a military
or political nature that a competing nation holds secret.
It can involve the analysis of diplomatic reports, publi-
cations, statistics, and broadcasts, as well as spying, a
clandestine activity carried out by an individual or indi-
viduals working under a secret identity for the benefit
of a nation’s information gathering techniques. In the
United States, the organization that heads most activi-
ties dedicated to espionage is the Central Intelligence
Agency.

Estimated tax Federal and state tax laws require a quar-
terly payment of estimated taxes due from corpora-
tions, trusts, estates, non-wage employees, and wage
employees with income not subject to withholding. In-
dividuals must remit at least 100 percent of their prior
year tax liability or 90 percent of their current year tax
liability in order to avoid an underpayment penalty.
Corporations must pay at least 90 percent of their cur-
rent year tax liability in order to avoid an underpayment
penalty. Additional taxes due, if any, are paid on taxpay-
er’s annual tax return.

Estoppel A legal principle that precludes a party from
denying or alleging a certain fact owing to that party’s
previous conduct, allegation, or denial.

Eviction The removal of a tenant from possession of
premises in which he or she resides or has a property
interest, done by a landlord either by reentry upon the
premises or through a court action.

Evidence Any matter of fact that a party to a lawsuit of-
fers to prove or disprove an issue in the case. A system
of rules and standards used to determine which facts
may be admitted, and to what extent a judge or jury
may consider those facts, as proof of a particular issue
in a lawsuit.

Examination A search, inspection, or interrogation.
In criminal procedure, the preliminary hearing held to
decide whether a suspect arrested for a crime should
be brought to trial. In trial practice, the interrogation
of a witness to elicit his or her testimony in a civil or
criminal action, so that the facts he or she possesses are
presented before the trial of fact for consideration. In
the law governing real property transactions, an investi-
gation made into the history of the ownership of and
conditions that exist upon land so that a purchaser can
determine whether a seller is entitled to sell the land
free and clear of any claims made by third persons. In
patent law, an inquiry made at the Patent and Trade-
mark Office to determine the novelty and utility of an
invention for which a patent application has been filed
and whether the invention interferes with any other in-
vention.
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Examiner An official or other person empowered by an-
other—whether an individual, business, or government
agency—to investigate and review specified documents
for accuracy and truthfulness. A court-appointed offi-
cer, such as a master or referee, who inspects evidence
presented to resolve controverted matters and records
statements made by witnesses in the particular pro-
ceeding pending before that court. A government
employee in the Patent and Trademark Office whose
duty it is to scrutinize the application made for a patent
by an inventor to determine whether the invention
meets the statutory requirements of patentability. A
federal employee of the Internal Revenue Service who
reviews income tax returns for accuracy and truthful-
ness.

Excise A tax imposed on the performance of an act, the
engaging in an occupation, or the enjoyment of a privi-
lege. A tax on the manufacture, sale, or use of goods or
on the carrying on of an occupation or activity, or a tax
on the transfer of property. In current usage the term
has been extended to include various license fees and
practically every internal revenue tax except the income
tax (e.g., federal alcohol and tobacco excise taxes).

Exclusionary rule The principle based on federal con-
stitutional law that evidence illegally seized by law en-
forcement officers in violation of a suspect’s right to be
free from unreasonable searches and seizures cannot
be used against the suspect in a criminal prosecution.

Exculpatory Clearing, or tending to clear, from guilt.

Execution The carrying out of some act or course of
conduct to its completion. In criminal law, the carrying
out of a death sentence (see also capital punishment).
The process whereby an official, usually a sheriff, is di-
rected by an appropriate judicial writ to seize and sell
as much of a debtor’s nonexempt property as is neces-
sary to satisfy a court’s monetary judgment. With re-
spect to contracts, the performance of all acts necessary
to render a contract complete as an instrument, which
conveys the concept that nothing remains to be done
to make a complete and effective contract.

Executive branch The branch of the U.S. government
that is composed of the president and all the individu-
als, agencies, and departments that report to the presi-
dent, and that is responsible for administering and en-
forcing the laws that Congress passes.

Executive orders Presidential policy directives that im-
plement or interpret a federal statute, a constitutional
provision, or a treaty.

Extortion The obtaining of property from another in-
duced by wrongful use of actual or threatened force, vi-
olence, or fear, or under color of official right.

Extradition The transfer of an accused from one state
or country to another state or country that seeks to
place the accused on trial.

F
Fair Credit Reporting Act Legislation embodied in title

VI of the Consumer Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C.A.
§ 1681 et seq. [1968]), which was enacted by Congress
in 1970 to ensure that reporting activities relating to
various consumer transactions are conducted in a man-
ner that is fair to the affected individual, and to protect
the consumer’s right to privacy against the information-
al demands of a credit reporting company.

Fair hearing A judicial proceeding that is conducted in
such a manner as to conform to fundamental concepts
of justice and equality.

Fair Labor Standards Act Federal legislation enacted
in 1938 by Congress, pursuant to its power under the
Commerce Clause, that mandated a minimum wage
and forty-hour work week for employees of those busi-
nesses engaged in interstate commerce.

Fair market value The amount for which real property
or personal property would be sold in a voluntary trans-
action between a buyer and seller, neither of whom is
under any obligation to buy or sell.

Fairness doctrine The doctrine that imposes affirma-
tive responsibilities on a broadcaster to provide cover-
age of issues of public importance that is adequate and
fairly reflects differing viewpoints. In fulfilling its fair-
ness doctrine obligations, a broadcaster must provide
free time for the presentation of opposing views if a
paid sponsor is unavailable and must initiate program-
ming on public issues if no one else seeks to do so.

Fair Use Legal doctrine by which a non-copyright holder
can make use of copyrighted material without owner’s
consent.

False advertising ‘‘Any advertising or promotion that
misrepresents the nature, characteristics, qualities or
geographic origin of goods, services or commercial ac-
tivities’’ (Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C.A. § 1125(a)).

False arrest A tort (a civil wrong) that consists of an un-
lawful restraint of an individual’s personal liberty or
freedom of movement by another purporting to act ac-
cording to the law.

False pretenses False representations of past or pres-
ent material facts, known by the wrongdoer to be false,
made with the intent to defraud a victim into passing
title in property to the wrongdoer.

Family law Statutes, court decisions, and provisions of
the federal and state constitutions that relate to family
relationships, rights, duties, and finances.

Fatal Deadly or mortal; destructive; devastating.

Felon An individual who commits a crime of a serious
nature, such as burglary or murder. A person who com-
mits a felony.

Felony A serious crime, characterized under federal law
and many state statutes as any offense punishable by
death or imprisonment in excess of one year.
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Fiduciary An individual in whom another has placed the
utmost trust and confidence to manage and protect
property or money. The relationship wherein one per-
son has an obligation to act for another’s benefit.

Finance charge The amount owed to a lender by a pur-
chaser-debtor to be allowed to pay for goods purchased
over a series of installments, as opposed to one lump
sum at the time of the sale or billing.

Financial statement Any report summarizing the finan-
cial condition or financial results of a person or an orga-
nization on any date or for any period. Financial state-
ments include the balance sheet and the income
statement and sometimes the statement of changes in
financial position.

Fingerprints Impressions or reproductions of the dis-
tinctive pattern of lines and grooves on the skin of
human fingertips.

Fiscal Relating to finance or financial matters, such as
money, taxes, or public or private revenues.

Foreclosure A procedure by which the holder of a
mortgage—an interest in land providing security for the
performance of a duty or the payment of a debt—sells
the property upon the failure of the debtor to pay the
mortgage debt and, thereby, terminates his or her
rights in the property.

Forfeit To lose to another person or to the state some
privilege, right, or property due to the commission of
an error, an offense, or a crime, a breach of contract,
or a neglect of duty; to subject property to confiscation;
or to become liable for the payment of a penalty, as the
result of a particular act. To lose a franchise, estate, or
other property, as provided by the applicable law, due
to negligence, misfeasance, or omission.

Forfeiture The involuntary relinquishment of money or
property without compensation as a consequence of a
breach or nonperformance of some legal obligation or
the commission of a crime. The loss of a corporate
charter or franchise as a result of illegality, malfeasance,
or nonfeasance. The surrender by an owner of her or
his entire interest in real property mandated by law as
a punishment for illegal conduct or negligence. In old
English law, the release of land by a tenant to the ten-
ant’s lord due to some breach of conduct, or the loss
of goods or chattels (articles of personal property) as-
sessed as a penalty against the perpetrator of some
crime or offense and as a recompense to the injured
party.

Forgery The creation of a false written document or al-
teration of a genuine one, with the intent to defraud.

Fraud A false representation of a matter of fact—
whether by words or by conduct, by false or misleading
allegations, or by concealment of what should have
been disclosed—that deceives and is intended to de-
ceive another so that the individual will act upon it to
her or his legal injury.

Fraudulent The description of a willful act commenced
with the specific intent to deceive or cheat, in order to
cause some financial detriment to another and to en-
gender personal financial gain.

Freedom of Information Act A federal law (5 U.S.C.A.
§ 552 et seq.) providing for the disclosure of informa-
tion held by administrative agencies to the public, un-
less the documents requested fall into one of the specif-
ic exemptions set forth in the statute.

Freedom of speech The right, guaranteed by the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, to express beliefs
and ideas without unwarranted government restriction.

Freedom of the press The right, guaranteed by the
First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, to gather,
publish, and distribute information and ideas without
government restriction; this right encompasses free-
dom from prior restraints on publication and freedom
from censorship.

Friend of the court A person who has a strong interest
in a matter that is the subject of a lawsuit in which he
or she is not a party.

Frisk A term used in criminal law to refer to the superfi-
cial running of the hands over the body of an individual
by a law enforcement agent or official in order to deter-
mine whether such individual is holding an illegal ob-
ject, such as a weapon or narcotics.

G
Gerrymander The process of dividing a particular state

or territory into election districts in such a manner as
to accomplish an unlawful purpose, such as to give one
party a greater advantage.

GI Bill Federal legislation that created a comprehensive
package of benefits, including financial assistance for
higher education, for veterans of U.S. military service.

Glass-Steagall Act Legislation passed by Congress in
1933 that prohibits commercial banks from engaging in
the investment business.

Good faith Honesty; a sincere intention to deal fairly
with others.

Grace period In insurance law, a period beyond the due
date of a premium (usually thirty or thirty-one days)
during which the insurance is continued in force and
during which the payment may be made to keep the
policy in good standing. The grace period for payment
of the premium does not provide free insurance or op-
erate to continue the policy in force after it expires by
agreement of the parties. Grace period may also refer
to a period of time provided for in a loan agreement
during which default will not occur even though a pay-
ment is overdue.

Grand jury A panel of citizens that is convened by a
court to decide whether it is appropriate for the gov-
ernment to indict (proceed with a prosecution against)
someone suspected of a crime. 
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Grandfather clause A portion of a statute that provides
that the law is not applicable in certain circumstances
due to preexisting facts.

Green card The popular name for the Alien Registration
Receipt Card issued to all immigrants entering the Unit-
ed States on a non-temporary visa who have registered
with and been fingerprinted by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. The name green card comes
from the distinctive coloration of the card.

Gross income The financial gains received by an indi-
vidual or a business during a fiscal year.

Gross negligence An indifference to, and a blatant vio-
lation of, a legal duty with respect to the rights of oth-
ers.

Guaranty As a verb, to agree to be responsible for the
payment of another’s debt or the performance of an-
other’s duty, liability, or obligation if that person does
not perform as he or she is legally obligated to do; to
assume the responsibility of a guarantor; to warrant.
As a noun, an undertaking or promise that is collateral
to the primary or principal obligation and that binds the
guarantor to performance in the event of nonperfor-
mance by the principal obligor.

Guardian A person lawfully invested with the power,
and charged with the obligation, of taking care of and
managing the property and rights of a person who, be-
cause of age, understanding, or self-control, is consid-
ered incapable of administering his or her own affairs.

Guardian ad litem A guardian appointed by the court
to represent the interests of infants, the unborn, or in-
competent persons in legal actions. 

Gun control Government regulation of the manufac-
ture, sale, and possession of firearms.

H

Habeas corpus [Latin, You have the body.] A writ
(court order) that commands an individual or a govern-
ment official who has restrained another to produce
the prisoner at a designated time and place so that the
court can determine the legality of custody and decide
whether to order the prisoner’s release.

Habitability Fitness for occupancy. The requirement
that rented premises, such as a house or apartment, be
reasonably fit to occupy.

Habitual Regular or customary; usual.

Head of household An individual in one family setting
who provides actual support and maintenance to one
or more individuals who are related to him or her
through adoption, blood, or marriage.

Hearing A legal proceeding where an issue of law or fact
is tried and evidence is presented to help determine
the issue.

Hearsay A statement made out of court that is offered
in court as evidence to prove the truth of the matter as-
serted.

Heir An individual who receives an interest in, or owner-
ship of, land, tenements, or hereditaments from an an-
cestor who has died intestate, through the laws of de-
scent and distribution. At common law, an heir was the
individual appointed by law to succeed to the estate of
an ancestor who died without a will. It is commonly
used today in reference to any individual who succeeds
to property, either by will or law.

Holding company A corporation that limits its business
to the ownership of stock in and the supervision of
management of other corporations.

Homestead The dwelling house and its adjoining land
where a family resides. Technically, and pursuant to the
modern homestead exemption laws, an artificial estate
in land, created to protect the possession and enjoy-
ment of the owner against the claims of creditors by
preventing the sale of the property for payment of the
owner’s debts so long as the land is occupied as a
home.

Homicide The killing of one human being by another
human being.

Human rights Personal liberties that protect individuals
and groups against individual or state conduct prohibit-
ed by international law or custom.

Hung jury A trial jury duly selected to make a decision
in a criminal case regarding a defendant’s guilt or inno-
cence, but who are unable to reach a verdict due to a
complete division in opinion.

I
Immigration The entrance into a country of foreigners

for purposes of permanent residence. The correlative
term emigration denotes the act of such persons in
leaving their former country.

Immunity Exemption from performing duties that the
law generally requires other citizens to perform, or
from a penalty or burden that the law generally places
on other citizens.

Impartial Favoring neither; disinterested; treating all
alike;; unbiased; equitable, fair, and just.

Impeach To accuse; to charge a liability upon; to sue.
To dispute, disparage, deny, or contradict; as in to im-
peach a judgment or decree, or impeach a witness; or
as used in the rule that a jury cannot impeach its ver-
dict. To proceed against a public officer for crime or
misfeasance, before a proper court, by the presentation
of a written accusation called articles of impeachment.

Impeachment A process used to charge, try, and re-
move public officials for misconduct while in office.

Implied consent Consent that is inferred from signs,
actions, or facts, or by inaction or silence.
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Implied warranty A promise, arising by operation of
law, that something that is sold will be merchantable
and fit for the purpose for which it is sold.

Imprisonment Incarceration; the act of restraining the
personal liberty of an individual; confinement in a pris-
on.

In re [Latin, In the matter of.] Concerning or regarding.
The usual style for the name of a judicial proceeding
having some item of property at the center of the dis-
pute rather than adverse parties.

Inadmissible That which, according to established legal
principles, cannot be received into evidence at a trial
for consideration by the jury or judge in reaching a de-
termination of the action.

Incarceration Confinement in a jail or prison; imprison-
ment.

Incest The crime of sexual relations or marriage taking
place between a male and female who are so closely
linked by blood or affinity that such activity is prohibit-
ed by law. 

Income tax A charge imposed by government on the
annual gains of a person, corporation, or other taxable
unit derived through work, business pursuits, invest-
ments, property dealings, and other sources deter-
mined in accordance with the Internal Revenue Code
or state law.

Incompetency The lack of ability, knowledge, legal
qualification, or fitness to discharge a required duty or
professional obligation.

Incriminate To charge with a crime; to expose to an ac-
cusation or a charge of crime; to involve oneself or an-
other in a criminal prosecution or the danger thereof;
as in the rule that a witness is not bound to give testi-
mony that would tend to incriminate him or her.

Independent contractor A person who contracts to do
a piece of work according to her or his own methods
and is subject to another’s control only as to the end
product or the final result of the work.

Indictment A written accusation charging that an indi-
vidual named therein has committed an act or omitted
to do something that is punishable by law.

Individual Retirement Account A means by which an
individual can receive certain federal tax advantages
while investing for retirement.

Informed consent Assent to permit an occurrence,
such as surgery, that is based on a complete disclosure
of facts needed to make the decision intelligently, such
as knowledge of the risks entailed or alternatives. The
name for a fundamental principle of law that a physician
has a duty to reveal what a reasonably prudent physi-
cian in the medical community employing reasonable
care would reveal to a patient as to whatever reasonably

foreseeable risks of harm might result from a proposed
course of treatment. This disclosure must be afforded
so that a patient—exercising ordinary care for his or her
own welfare and confronted with a choice of undergo-
ing the proposed treatment, alternative treatment, or
none at all—can intelligently exercise judgment by rea-
sonably balancing the probable risks against the proba-
ble benefits.

Infraction Violation or infringement; breach of a stat-
ute, contract, or obligation.

Infringement The encroachment, breach, or violation
of a right, law, regulation, or contract.

Inherit To receive property according to the state laws
of intestate succession from a decedent who has failed
to execute a valid will, or, where the term is applied in
a more general sense, to receive the property of a dece-
dent by will.

Inheritance Property received from a decedent, either
by will or through state laws of intestate succession,
where the decedent has failed to execute a valid will.

Insanity defense A defense asserted by an accused in
a criminal prosecution to avoid liability for the commis-
sion of a crime because, at the time of the crime, the
person did not appreciate the nature or quality or
wrongfulness of the acts. 

Insolvency An incapacity to pay debts upon the date
when they become due in the ordinary course of busi-
ness; the condition of an individual whose property and
assets are inadequate to discharge the person’s debts.

Installment Regular, partial portion of the same debt,
paid at successive periods as agreed by a debtor and
creditor.

Intellectual property Intangible rights protecting the
products of human intelligence and creation, such as
copyrightable works, patented inventions, trademarks,
trade secrets, and rights against unfair competition. Al-
though largely governed by federal law, state law also
governs some aspects of intellectual property.

Internal audit An inspection and verification of the fi-
nancial records of a company or firm by a member of
its own staff to determine the accuracy and acceptabili-
ty of its accounting practices.

Interrogatories Written questions submitted to a party
from his or her adversary to ascertain answers that are
prepared in writing and signed under oath and that
have relevance to the issues in a lawsuit.

Intestacy The state or condition of dying without hav-
ing made a valid will or without having disposed by will
of a segment of the property of the decedent.

Intestate The description of a person who dies without
making a valid will or the reference made to this condi-
tion.

Intestate succession The inheritance of an ancestor’s
property according to the laws of descent and distribu-
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tion that are applied when the deceased has not execut-
ed a valid will.

Intoxication A state in which a person’s normal capaci-
ty to act or reason is inhabited by alcohol or drugs.

Involuntary manslaughter The act of unlawfully kill-
ing another human being unintentionally.

Irreconcilable differences The existence of significant
differences between a married couple that are so great
and beyond resolution as to make the marriage un-
workable, and for which the law permits a divorce.

IRS An abbreviation for the Internal Revenue Service.

Itemize To individually state each item or article.

J
Jeopardy Danger; hazard; peril. In a criminal action, the

danger of conviction and punishment confronting the
defendant.

Joint venture An association of two or more individuals
or companies engaged in a solitary business enterprise
for profit without actual partnership or incorporation;
also called a joint adventure.

Judicial review A court’s authority to examine an exec-
utive or legislative act and to invalidate that act if it is
contrary to constitutional principles.

Jurisdiction The geographic area over which authority
extends; legal authority; the authority to hear and de-
termine causes of action.

Jurisprudence From the Latin term juris prudentia,
which means ‘‘the study, knowledge, or science of
law’’; in the United States, more broadly associated with
the philosophy of law.

Just cause A reasonable and lawful ground for action. 

Justice Department The Department of Justice (DOJ)
is the executive-branch department responsible for
handling the legal work of the federal government.

Justice of the peace A judicial officer with limited
power whose duties may include hearing cases that in-
volve civil controversies, conserving the peace, per-
forming judicial acts, hearing minor criminal com-
plaints, and committing offenders.

K
Kidnapping The crime of unlawfully seizing and carry-

ing away a person by force or fraud, or seizing and de-
taining a person against his or her will with an intent to
carry that person away at a later time.

L
Labor law An area of the law that deals with the rights

of employers, employees, and labor organizations.

Labor union An association, combination, or organiza-
tion of employees who band together to secure favor-
able wages, improved working conditions, and better
work hours, and to resolve grievances against employ-
ers.

Landlord A lessor of real property; the owner or posses-
sor of an estate in land or a rental property, who, in an
exchange for rent, leases it to another individual known
as the tenant.

Landlord and tenant An association between two indi-
viduals arising from an agreement by which one individ-
ual occupies the other’s real property with permission,
subject to a rental fee.

Lanham Act A federal statute enacted in 1946 and sub-
sequently amended to revise trademark law.

Larceny The unauthorized taking and removal of the
personal property of another by a person who intends
to permanently deprive the owner of it; a crime against
the right of possession.

Leading question A query that suggests to the witness
how it is to be answered or puts words into the mouth
of the witness to be merely repeated in his or her re-
sponse.

Lease A contractual agreement by which one party con-
veys an estate in property to another party, for a limited
period, subject to various conditions, in exchange for
something of value, but still retains ownership.

Legal age The time of life at which a person acquires full
capacity to make his or her own contracts and deeds
and to transact business or to enter into some particu-
lar contract or relation, such as marriage.

Legal proceedings All actions that are authorized or
sanctioned by law and instituted in a court or a tribunal
for the acquisition of rights or the enforcement of rem-
edies.

Legal representative In its broadest sense, one who
stands in place of, and represents the interests of, an-
other. A person who oversees the legal affairs of anoth-
er. Examples include the executor or administrator of
an estate and a court appointed guardian of a minor or
incompetent person. This term is almost always held
to be synonymous with the term personal representa-
tive. In accident cases, the member of the family enti-
tled to benefits under a wrongful death statute.

Legal residence The place of domicile—the permanent
dwelling—to which a person intends to return despite
temporary abodes elsewhere or momentary absences.

Legal right An interest that the law protects; an enforce-
able claim; a privilege that is created or recognized by
law, such as the constitutional right to freedom of
speech.

Lemon laws Laws governing the rights of purchasers of
new and used motor vehicles that do not function
properly and which have to be returned repeatedly to
the dealer for repairs. 
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Lessee One who rents real property or personal proper-
ty from another.

Lessor One who rents real property or personal proper-
ty to another.

Libel and slander Two torts that involve the communi-
cation of false information about a person, a group, or
an entity such as a corporation. Libel is any defamation
that can be seen, such as a writing, printing, effigy,
movie, or statue. Slander is any defamation that is spo-
ken and heard.

Libelous In the nature of a written defamation, a com-
munication that tends to injure reputation.

Lien A right given to another by the owner of property
to secure a debt, or one created by law in favor of cer-
tain creditors.

Life or limb The phrase within the Fifth Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution, commonly known as the Double
Jeopardy Clause, that provides, ‘‘nor shall any person
be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeop-
ardy of life or limb,’’ pursuant to which there can be no
second prosecution after a first trial for the same of-
fense.

Limited liability company A noncorporate business
whose owners actively participate in the organization’s
management and are protected against personal liabili-
ty for the organization’s debts and obligations. 

Limited liability partnership A form of general part-
nership that provides an individual partner protection
against personal liability for certain partnership obliga-
tions.

Line of credit The maximum borrowing power granted
to a person from a financial institution.

Lineup A criminal investigation technique in which the
police arrange a number of individuals in a row before
a witness to a crime and ask the witness to identify
which, if any, of the individuals committed the crime.

Liquidate To pay and settle the amount of a debt; to
convert assets to cash; to aggregate the assets of an in-
solvent enterprise and calculate its liabilities in order to
settle with the debtors and the creditors and apportion
the remaining assets, if any, among the stockholders or
owners of the corporation.

Liquidation The collection of assets belonging to a
debtor to be applied to the discharge of his or her out-
standing debts. A type of proceeding pursuant to fed-
eral bankruptcy law by which certain property of a debt-
or is taken into custody by a trustee to be sold, the
proceeds to be distributed to the debtor’s creditors in
satisfaction of their claims. The settlement of the fi-
nancial affairs of a business or individual through the
sale of all assets and the distribution of the proceeds to
creditors, heirs, or other parties with a legal claim.

Litigation An action brought in court to enforce a par-
ticular right. The act or process of bringing a lawsuit in
and of itself; a judicial contest; any dispute.

Living trust A property right, held by one party for the
benefit of another, that becomes effective during the
lifetime of the creator and is, therefore, in existence
upon his or her death.

Living will A written document that allows a patient to
give explicit instructions about medical treatment to be
administered when the patient is terminally ill or per-
manently unconscious; also called an advance directive.

Lobbying The process of influencing public and govern-
ment policy at all levels: federal, state, and local.

Loco parentis [Latin, The place of a parent.] A descrip-
tion of the relationship that an adult or an institution
assumes toward an infant or minor of whom the adult
is not a parent but to whom the adult or institution
owes the obligation of care and supervision.

M
M’Naghten Rule A test applied to determine whether

a person accused of a crime was sane at the time of its
commission and, therefore, criminally responsible for
the wrongdoing.

Magistrate Any individual who has the power of a public
civil officer or inferior judicial officer, such as a justice
of the peace.

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act The first federal statute
to address the law of warranty. The act (15 U.S.C.A. §
2301 et seq.) mandates that a written warranty on any
consumer product that costs more than $5 must com-
pletely and conspicuously disclose, in easily under-
stood words, the terms and conditions of the warranty.
A warranty may guarantee several things, such as that
the item will perform in a certain way or that the manu-
facturer will repair or replace the item if it is defective.

Mail fraud A crime in which the perpetrator develops a
scheme using the mails to defraud another of money
or property. This crime specifically requires the intent
to defraud, and is a federal offense governed by section
1341 of title 18 of the U.S. Code. The mail fraud statute
was first enacted in 1872 to prohibit illicit mailings with
the Postal Service (formerly the Post Office) for the pur-
pose of executing a fraudulent scheme.

Malice The intentional commission of a wrongful act,
absent justification, with the intent to cause harm to
others; conscious violation of the law that injures an-
other individual; a mental state indicating a disposition
in disregard of social duty and a tendency toward mal-
feasance.

Malpractice The breach by a member of a profession of
either a standard of care or a standard of conduct.

Managed care A general term that refers to health plans
that attempt to control the cost and quality of care by
coordinating medical and other health-related services.

Manslaughter The unjustifiable, inexcusable, and inten-
tional killing of a human being without deliberation,
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premeditation, and malice. The unlawful killing of a
human being without any deliberation, which may be
involuntary, in the commission of a lawful act without
due caution and circumspection.

Market value The highest price a willing buyer would
pay and a willing seller would accept, both being fully
informed, and the property being exposed for sale for
a reasonable period of time. The market value may be
different from the price a property can actually be sold
for at a given time (market price). The market value of
an article or piece of property is the price that it might
be expected to bring if offered for sale in a fair market;
not the price that might be obtained on a sale at public
auction or a sale forced by the necessities of the owner,
but such a price as would be fixed by negotiation and
mutual agreement, after ample time to find a purchas-
er, as between a vendor who is willing (but not com-
pelled) to sell and a purchaser who desires to buy but
is not compelled to take the particular article or piece
of property.

Mediation A settlement of a dispute or controversy by
setting up an independent person between two con-
tending parties in order to aid them in the settlement
of their disagreement.

Medicaid A joint federal-state program that provides
health care insurance to low-income persons.

Medical malpractice Improper, unskilled, or negligent
treatment of a patient by a physician, dentist, nurse,
pharmacist, or other health care professional.

Medicare A federally funded system of health and hospi-
tal insurance for persons age sixty-five and older and for
disabled persons.

Mental anguish When connected with a physical injury,
includes both the resultant mental sensation of pain
and also the accompanying feelings of distress, fright,
and anxiety. As an element of damages implies a rela-
tively high degree of mental pain and distress; it is more
than mere disappointment, anger, worry, resentment,
or embarrassment, although it may include all of these,
and it includes mental sensation of pain resulting from
such painful emotions as grief, severe disappointment,
indignation, wounded pride, shame, despair, and/or
public humiliation. In other connections, and as a
ground for divorce or for compensable damages or an
element of damages, it includes the mental suffering re-
sulting from the excitation of the more poignant and
painful emotions, such as grief, severe disappointment,
indignation, wounded pride, shame, public humilia-
tion, despair, etc.

Militia A group of private citizens who train for military
duty to be ready to defend their state or country in
times of emergency. A militia is distinct from regular
military forces, which are units of professional soldiers
maintained both in war and peace by the federal gov-
ernment.

Minimum wage The minimum hourly rate of compen-
sation for labor, as established by federal statute and re-

quired of employers engaged in businesses that affect
interstate commerce. Most states also have similar stat-
utes governing minimum wages.

Misdemeanor Offenses lower than felonies and gener-
ally those punishable by fine, penalty, forfeiture, or im-
prisonment other than in a penitentiary. Under federal
law, and most state laws, any offense other than a felony
is classified as a misdemeanor. Certain states also have
various classes of misdemeanors (e.g., Class A, B, etc.).

Mistrial A courtroom trial that has been terminated
prior to its normal conclusion. A mistrial has no legal
effect and is considered an invalid or nugatory trial. It
differs from a ‘‘new trial,’’ which recognizes that a trial
was completed but was set aside so that the issues
could be tried again.

Mitigating circumstances Circumstances that may be
considered by a court in determining culpability of a de-
fendant or the extent of damages to be awarded to a
plaintiff. Mitigating circumstances do not justify or ex-
cuse an offense but may reduce the severity of a charge.
Similarly, a recognition of mitigating circumstances to
reduce a damage award does not imply that the dam-
ages were not suffered but that they have been partially
ameliorated.

Money laundering The process of taking the proceeds
of criminal activity and making them appear legal.

Monopoly An economic advantage held by one or more
persons or companies deriving from the exclusive
power to carry on a particular business or trade or to
manufacture and sell a particular item, thereby sup-
pressing competition and allowing such persons or
companies to raise the price of a product or service
substantially above the price that would be established
by a free market.

Mortgage A legal document by which the owner (buyer)
transfers to the lender an interest in real estate to se-
cure the repayment of a debt, evidenced by a mortgage
note. When the debt is repaid, the mortgage is dis-
charged, and a satisfaction of mortgage is recorded with
the register or recorder of deeds in the county where
the mortgage was recorded. Because most people can-
not afford to buy real estate with cash, nearly every real
estate transaction involves a mortgage.

Mutual fund A fund, in the form of an investment com-
pany, in which shareholders combine their money to
invest in a variety of stocks, bonds, and money-market
investments such as U.S. Treasury bills and bank certifi-
cates of deposit.

N

Negligence Conduct that falls below the standards of
behavior established by law for the protection of others
against unreasonable risk of harm. A person has acted
negligently if he or she has departed from the conduct
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expected of a reasonably prudent person acting under
similar circumstance. Negligence is also the name of
a cause of action in the law of torts. To establish negli-
gence, a plaintiff must prove that the defendant had a
duty to the plaintiff, the defendant breached that duty
by failing to conform to the required standard of con-
duct, the defendant’s negligent conduct was the cause
of the harm to the plaintiff, and the plaintiff was, in fact,
harmed or damaged.

Net The sum that remains following all permissible de-
ductions, including charges, expenses, discounts, com-
missions, or taxes.

Next of kin The blood relatives entitled by law to inherit
the property of a person who dies without leaving a
valid will, although the term is sometimes interpreted
to include a relationship existing by reason of marriage.
See also descent and distribution.

No fault A kind of automobile insurance that provides
that each driver must collect the allowable amount of
money from his or her own insurance carrier subse-
quent to an accident regardless of who was at fault.

Notary public A public official whose main powers in-
clude administering oaths and attesting to signatures,
both important and effective ways to minimize fraud in
legal documents.

O

Obscenity The character or quality of being obscene; an
act, utterance, or item tending to corrupt the public
morals by its indecency or lewdness.

Occupancy Gaining or having physical possession of
real property subject to, or in the absence of, legal right
or title.

Open court Common law requires a trial in open court;
‘‘open court’’ means a court to which the public has a
right to be admitted. This term may mean either a court
that has been formally convened and declared open for
the transaction of its proper judicial business or a court
that is freely open to spectators.

Ordinance A law, statute, or regulation enacted by a
municipal corporation.

Out-of-court settlement An agreement reached be-
tween the parties in a pending lawsuit that resolves the
dispute to their mutual satisfaction and occurs without
judicial intervention, supervision, or approval.

P

Pardon The action of an executive official of the govern-
ment that mitigates or sets aside the punishment for a
crime.

Parole The conditional release of a person convicted of
a crime prior to the expiration of that person’s term of

imprisonment, subject to both the supervision of the
correctional authorities during the remainder of the
term and a resumption of the imprisonment upon vio-
lation of the conditions imposed.

Passport A document that indicates permission granted
by a sovereign to its citizen to travel to foreign countries
and return and requests foreign governments to allow
that citizen to pass freely and safely. With respect to
international law, a passport is a license of safe conduct,
issued during a war, that authorizes an individual to
leave a warring nation or to remove his or her effects
from that nation to another country; it also authorizes
a person to travel from country to country without
being subject to arrest or detention because of the war.
In maritime law, a passport is a document issued to a
neutral vessel by its own government during a war that
is carried on the voyage as evidence of the nationality
of the vessel and as protection against the vessels of the
warring nations. This paper is also labeled a pass, sea-
pass, sea-letter, or sea-brief. It usually contains the cap-
tain’s or master’s name and residence; the name, prop-
erty, description, tonnage, and destination of the ship;
the nature and quantity of the cargo; and the govern-
ment under which it sails.

Patent Open; manifest; evident.

Patents Rights, granted to inventors by the federal gov-
ernment, pursuant to its power under Article I, Section
8, Clause 8, of the U.S. Constitution, that permit them
to exclude others from making, using, or selling an in-
vention for a definite, or restricted, period of time.

Paternity The state or condition of a father; the relation-
ship of a father.

Patients’ rights The legal interests of persons who sub-
mit to medical treatment.

Penalty A punitive measure that the law imposes for the
performance of an act that is proscribed, or for the fail-
ure to perform a required act.

Pension A benefit, usually money, paid regularly to re-
tired employees or their survivors by private business
and federal, state, and local governments. Employers
are not required to establish pension benefits but do so
to attract qualified employees.

Per capita [Latin, By the heads or polls.] A term used
in the descent and distribution of the estate of one who
dies without a will. It means to share and share alike ac-
cording to the number of individuals.

Per se [Latin, In itself.] Simply as such; in its own nature
without reference to its relation.

Peremptory challenge The right to challenge a juror
without assigning, or being required to assign, a reason
for the challenge.

Perjury A crime that occurs when an individual willfully
makes a false statement during a judicial proceeding,
after he or she has taken an oath to speak the truth.
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Perpetrator A term commonly used by law enforce-
ment officers to designate a person who actually com-
mits a crime.

Personal injury Any violation of an individual’s right,
other than his or her rights in property.

Personal property Everything that is the subject of
ownership that does not come under the denomina-
tion of real property; any right or interest that an indi-
vidual has in movable things.

Piracy The act of violence or depredation on the high
seas; also, the theft of intellectual property, especially
in electronic media.

Plaintiff The party who sues in a civil action; a complain-
ant; the prosecution—that is, a state or the United
States representing the people—in a criminal case. 

Plea A formal response by the defendant to the affirma-
tive assertions of the plaintiff in a civil case or to the
charges of the prosecutor in a criminal case.

Plea bargaining The process whereby a criminal defen-
dant and prosecutor reach a mutually satisfactory dis-
position of a criminal case, subject to court approval.

Plurality The opinion of an appellate court in which
more justices join than in any concurring opinion.
The excess of votes cast for one candidate over those
votes cast for any other candidate.

Polygamy The offense of having more than one wife or
husband at the same time.

Polygraph An instrument used to measure physiologi-
cal responses in humans when they are questioned in
order to determine if their answers are truthful.

Pornography The representation in books, magazines,
photographs, films, and other media of scenes of sexual
behavior that are erotic or lewd and are designed to
arouse sexual interest.

Power of attorney A written document in which one
person (the principal) appoints another person to act
as an agent on his or her behalf, thus conferring author-
ity on the agent to perform certain acts or functions on
behalf of the principal.

Preferred stock Stock shares that have preferential
rights to dividends or to amounts distributable on liqui-
dation, or to both, ahead of common shareholders.

Preliminary injunction A temporary order made by a
court at the request of one party that prevents the other
party from pursuing a particular course of conduct until
the conclusion of a trial on the merits.

Premarital agreement A contract made in anticipation
of marriage that specifies the rights and obligations of
the parties. Such an agreement typically includes terms
for property distribution in the event the marriage ter-
minates.

Pretrial conference A meeting of the parties to an ac-
tion and their attorneys held before the court prior to
the commencement of actual courtroom proceedings.

Price-fixing The organized setting of what the public
will be charged for certain products or services agreed
to by competitors in the marketplace in violation of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act (15 U.S.C.A. § 1 et seq.).

Privilege against self-incrimination The right, under
the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, not to
be a witness against oneself in a criminal proceeding.

Pro bono Short for pro bono publico [Latin, For the
public good]. The designation given to the free legal
work done by an attorney for indigent clients and reli-
gious, charitable, and other nonprofit entities.

Pro se For one’s own behalf; in person. Apearing for
oneself, as in the case of one who does not retain a law-
yer and appears for himself or herself in court.

Probable cause Apparent facts discovered through log-
ical inquiry that would lead a reasonably intelligent and
prudent person to believe that an accused person has
committed a crime, thereby warranting his or her pros-
ecution, or that a cause of action has accrued, justifying
a civil lawsuit.

Probate The court process by which a will is proved
valid or invalid. The legal process wherein the estate of
a decedent is administered.

Probation A sentence whereby a convict is released
from confinement but is still under court supervision;
a testing or a trial period. It can be given in lieu of a pris-
on term or can suspend a prison sentence if the convict
has consistently demonstrated good behavior. The
status of a convicted person who is given some free-
dom on the condition that for a specified period he or
she act in a manner approved by a special officer to
whom he or she must report. An initial period of em-
ployment during which a new, transferred, or promot-
ed employee must show the ability to perform the re-
quired duties.

Probationer A convict who is released from prison pro-
vided he or she maintains good behavior. One who is
on probation whereby he or she is given some freedom
to reenter society subject to the condition that for a
specified period the individual conduct him or herself
in a manner approved by a special officer to whom the
probationer must report.

Procedural law The body of law that prescribes formal
steps to be taken in enforcing legal rights.

Product liability The responsibility of a manufacturer
or vendor of goods to compensate for injury caused by
a defective good that it has provided for sale.

Profanity Irreverence towards sacred things; particular-
ly, irreverent or blasphemous use of the name of God.
Vulgar, irreverent, or course language.

Progressive tax A type of graduated tax that applies
higher tax rates as the income of the taxpayer increases.
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Property settlement An agreement entered into by a
husband and wife in connection with a divorce that pro-
vides for the division of their assets between them. 

Proprietary As a noun, a proprietor or owner; one who
has the exclusive title to a thing; one who possesses or
holds the title to a thing in his or her own right; one
who possesses the dominion or ownership of a thing
in his or her own right. As an adjective, belonging to
ownership; owned by a particular person; belonging or
pertaining to a proprietor; relating to a certain owner
or proprietor.

Prosecute To follow through; to commence and contin-
ue an action or judicial proceeding to its ultimate con-
clusion. To proceed against a defendant by charging
that person with a crime and bringing him or her to
trial. 

Prosecutor One who prosecutes another for a crime in
the name of the government.

Protective order A court order, direction, decree, or
command to protect a person from further harassment,
service of process, or discovery.

Provisional Temporary; not permanent. Tentative, con-
tingent, preliminary.

Public defender An attorney appointed by a court or
employed by the government to represent indigent de-
fendants in criminal actions.

Public domain Land that is owned by the United States.
In copyright law, literary or creative works over which
the creator no longer has an exclusive right to restrict,
or receive a royalty for, their reproduction or use but
which can be freely copied by the public.

Public figure A description applied in libel and slander
actions, as well as in those alleging invasion of privacy,
to anyone who has gained prominence in the commu-
nity as a result of his or her name or exploits, whether
willingly or unwillingly.

Public interest Anything affecting the rights, health, or
finances of the public at large.

Public lands Land that is owned by the United States
government.

Public law A general classification of law concerned
with the political and sovereign capacity of a state.

Public policy A principle that no person or government
official can legally perform an act that tends to injure
the public.

Public utilities Businesses that provide the public with
necessities, such as water, electricity, natural gas, and
telephone and telegraph communication.

Punitive damages Monetary compensation awarded to
an injured party that goes beyond that which is neces-
sary to compensate the individual for losses and that is
intended to punish the wrongdoer.

Q
Quid pro quo [Latin, What for what or Something for

something.] The mutual consideration that passes be-
tween two parties to a contractual agreement, thereby
rendering the agreement valid and binding.

R
Ratification The confirmation or adoption of an act that

has already been performed.

Real evidence Probative matter furnished by items that
are actually on view, as opposed to a verbal description
of them by a witness.

Reasonable doubt A standard of proof that must be
surpassed to convict an accused in a criminal proceed-
ing.

Redress Compensation for injuries sustained; recovery
or restitution for harm or injury; damages or equitable
relief. Access to the courts to gain reparation for a
wrong.

Relevancy The tendency of a fact offered as evidence in
a lawsuit to prove or disprove the truth of a point in
issue.

Repeal The annulment or abrogation of a previously ex-
isting statute by the enactment of a later law that re-
vokes the former law.

Res [Latin, A thing.] An object, a subject matter, or a sta-
tus against which legal proceedings have been institut-
ed.

Rescind To declare a contract void—of no legal force or
binding effect—from its inception and thereby restore
the parties to the positions they would have occupied
had no contract ever been made.

Restitution In the context of criminal law, state pro-
grams under which an offender is required, as a condi-
tion of his or her sentence, to repay money or donate
services to the victim or society; with respect to mari-
time law, the restoration of articles lost by jettison,
done when the remainder of the cargo has been saved,
at the general charge of the owners of the cargo; in the
law of torts, or civil wrongs, a measure of damages; in
regard to contract law, the restoration of a party injured
by a breach of contract to the position that party occu-
pied before she or he entered the contract.

Restraining order A command of the court issued
upon the filing of an application for an injunction, pro-
hibiting the defendant from performing a threatened
act until a hearing on the application can be held.

Retainer A contract between attorney and client specify-
ing the nature of the services to be rendered and the
cost of the services. 

Roe A fictitious surname used for an unknown or anony-
mous person or for a hypothetical person in an illustra-
tion.
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S

S corporation A type of corporation that is taxed under
subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C.A.
§ 1 et seq.).

Sales tax A state or local-level tax on the retail sale of
specified property or services. It is a percentage of the
cost of such. Generally, the purchaser pays the tax but
the seller collects it as an agent for the government.
Various taxing jurisdictions allow exemptions for pur-
chases of specified items, including certain foods, ser-
vices, and manufacturing equipment. If the purchaser
and seller are in different states, a use tax usually ap-
plies.

Sanction To assent, concur, confirm, approve, or ratify.
The part of a law that is designed to secure enforce-
ment by imposing a penalty for violation of the law or
offering a reward for its observance. A punitive act
taken by one nation against another nation that has vio-
lated a treaty or international law.

Savings and loan association A financial institution
owned by and operated for the benefit of those using
its services. The savings and loan association’s primary
purpose is making loans to its members, usually for the
purchase of real estate or homes.

School desegregation The attempt to end the practice
of separating children of different races into distinct
public schools.

Search and seizure In international law, the right of
ships of war, as regulated by treaties, to examine a mer-
chant vessel during war in order to determine whether
the ship or its cargo is liable to seizure. A hunt by law
enforcement officials for property or communications
believed to be evidence of crime, and the act of taking
possession of this property. 

Search warrant A court order authorizing the examina-
tion of a place for the purpose of discovering contra-
band, stolen property, or evidence of guilt to be used
in the prosecution of a criminal action.

SEC An abbreviation for the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

Securities Evidence of a corporation’s debts or proper-
ty.

Segregation The act or process of separating a race,
class, or ethnic group from a society’s general popula-
tion.

Self-defense The protection of one’s person or proper-
ty against some injury attempted by another.

Self-incrimination Giving testimony in a trial or other
legal proceeding that could subject one to criminal
prosecution.

Separate but equal The doctrine first enunciated by
the U.S. Supreme Court in Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S.

537, 16 S. Ct. 1138, 41 L. Ed. 256 (1896), to the effect
that establishing different facilities for blacks and whites
was valid under the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment as long as they were equal.

Settlement The act of adjusting or determining the
dealings or disputes between persons without pursuing
the matter through a trial.

Sex discrimination Discrimination on the basis of gen-
der.

Sex offenses A class of sexual conduct prohibited by the
law.

Sexual abuse Illegal sex acts performed against a minor
by a parent, guardian, relative, or acquaintence.

Sexual harassment Unwelcome sexual advances, re-
quests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature that tends to create a hostile
or offensive work environment.

Social Security Act of 1935 Legislation (42 U.S.C.A. §
301 et seq.) designed to assist in the maintenance of the
financial well-being of eligible persons, enacted in 1935
as part of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal.

Sodomy Anal or oral intercourse between human be-
ings, or any sexual relations between a human being
and an animal, the act of which may be punishable as
a criminal offense.

Sole proprietorship A form of business in which one
person owns all the assets of the business, in contrast
to a partnership or a corporation.

Solicitation Urgent request, plea, or entreaty; enticing,
asking. The criminal offense of urging someone to com-
mit an unlawful act.

Solicitor general An officer of the U.S. Department of
Justice who represents the U.S. government in cases
before the U.S. Supreme Court.

Solvency The ability of an individual to pay his or her
debts as they mature in the normal and ordinary course
of business, or the financial condition of owning prop-
erty of sufficient value to discharge all of one’s debts.

Sovereign immunity The legal protection that pre-
vents a sovereign state or person from being sued with-
out consent.

Stalking Criminal activity consisting of the repeated fol-
lowing and harassing of another person.

Status offense A type of crime that is not based upon
prohibited action or inaction but rests on the fact that
the offender has a certain personal condition or is of a
specified character.

Statute An act of a legislature that declares, proscribes,
or commands something; a specific law, expressed in
writing.

Statute of limitations A type of federal or state law that
restricts the time within which legal proceedings may
be brought.
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Statutory Created, defined, or relating to a statute; re-
quired by statute; conforming to a statute.

Stop payment order Revocation of a check; a notice
made by a depositor to his or her bank directing the
bank to refuse payment of a specific check drawn by the
depositor.

Subcontractor One who takes a portion of a contract
from the principal contractor or from another subcon-
tractor.

Subletting The leasing of part or all of the property held
by a tenant, as opposed to a landlord, during a portion
of his or her unexpired balance of the term of occupan-
cy.

Subpoena [Latin, Under penalty.] A formal document
that orders a named individual to appear before a duly
authorized body at a fixed time to give testimony.

Substantiate To establish the existence or truth of a
particular fact through the use of competent evidence;
to verify.

Succession The transfer of title to property under the
law of descent and distribution. The transfer of legal or
official powers from an individual who formerly held
them to another who undertakes current responsibili-
ties to execute those powers.

Summary judgment A procedural device used during
civil litigation to promptly and expeditiously dispose of
a case without a trial. It is used when there is no dispute
as to the material facts of the case and a party is entitled
to judgment as a matter of law.

Summons The paper that tells a defendant that he or
she is being sued and asserts the power of the court to
hear and determine the case. A form of legal process
that commands the defendant to appear before the
court on a specific day and to answer the complaint
made by the plaintiff.

Surrogate motherhood A relationship in which one
woman bears and gives birth to a child for a person or
a couple who then adopts or takes legal custody of the
child; also called mothering by proxy.

Surtax An additional charge on an item that is already
taxed.

Suspended sentence A sentence given after the formal
conviction of a crime that the convicted person is not
required to serve.

T

Taft-Hartley Act The amendments to the National
Labor Relations Act, also known as the Wagner Act of
1935 (29 U.S.C.A. § 151 et seq.), which were enacted to
counteract the advantage labor unions had gained
under the original legislation by imposing correspond-
ing duties on unions.

Tangible Possessing a physical form that can be touched
or felt.

Tax evasion The process whereby a person, through
commission of fraud, unlawfully pays less tax than the
law mandates.

Tax return The form that the government requires a
taxpayer to file with the appropriate official by a desig-
nated date to disclose and detail income subject to taxa-
tion and eligibility for deductions and exemptions,
along with a remittance of the tax due or a claim for a
refund of taxes that were overpaid.

Taxable income Under the federal tax law, gross in-
come reduced by adjustments and allowable deduc-
tions. It is the income against which tax rates are ap-
plied to compute an individual or entity’s tax liability.
The essence of taxable income is the accrual of some
gain, profit, or benefit to a taxpayer.

Taxation The process whereby charges are imposed on
individuals or property by the legislative branch of the
federal government and by many state governments to
raise funds for public purposes.

Tenancy A situation that arises when one individual
conveys real property to another individual by way of
a lease. The relation of an individual to the land he or
she holds that designates the extent of that person’s es-
tate in real property.

Terrorism The unlawful use of force or violence against
persons or property in order to coerce or intimate a
government or the civilian population in furtherance of
political or social objectives.

Testament Another name for a will.

Testate One who dies leaving a valid will, or the descrip-
tion of this status.

Testator One who makes or has made a will; one who
dies leaving a will.

Testify To provide evidence as a witness, subject to an
oath or affirmation, in order to establish a particular fact
or set of facts.

Testimony Oral evidence offered by a competent wit-
ness under oath, which is used to establish some fact
or set of facts.

Timeshare A form of shared property ownership, com-
monly in vacation or recreation condominium proper-
ty, in which rights vest in several owners to use proper-
ty for a specified period each year.

Title insurance A contractual arrangement entered into
to indemnify loss or damage resulting from defects or
problems relating to the ownership of real property, or
from the enforcement of liens that exist against it.

Title search The process of examining official county re-
cords to determine whether an owner’s rights in real
property are good.
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Tort law A body of rights, obligations, and remedies that
is applied by courts in civil proceedings to provide relief
for persons who have suffered harm from the wrongful
acts of others. The person who sustains injury or suffers
pecuniary damage as the result of tortious conduct is
known as the plaintiff, and the person who is responsi-
ble for inflicting the injury and incurs liability for the
damage is known as the defendant or tortfeasor.

Tortfeasor A wrongdoer; an individual who commits a
wrongful act that injures another and for which the law
provides a legal right to seek relief; a defendant in a civil
tort action.

Trade dress A product’s physical appearance, including
its size, shape, color, design, and texture.

Trade name Names or designations used by companies
to identify themselves and distinguish their businesses
from others in the same field.

Trademarks Distinctive symbols of authenticity
through which the products of particular manufactur-
ers or the salable commodities of particular merchants
can be distinguished from those of others.

Transfer of assets The conveyance of something of
value from one person, place, or situation to another.

Transfer tax The charge levied by the government on
the sale of shares of stock. A charge imposed by the fed-
eral and state governments upon the passing of title to
real property or a valuable interest in such property, or
on the transfer of a decedent’s estate by inheritance,
devise, or bequest.

Treason The betrayal of one’s own country by waging
war against it or by consciously or purposely acting to
aid its enemies.

Trespass An unlawful intrusion that interferes with
one’s person or property.

Tribunal A general term for a court, or the seat of a
judge.

Trust company A corporation formed for the purpose
of managing property set aside to be used for the bene-
fit of individuals or organizations.

Trustee An individual or corporation named by an indi-
vidual, who sets aside property to be used for the bene-
fit of another person, to manage the property as provid-
ed by the terms of the document that created the
arrangement.

U
U.S. Code A multivolume publication of the text of stat-

utes enacted by Congress.

Unemployment compensation Insurance benefits
paid by the state or federal government to individuals
who are involuntarily out of work in order to provide
them with necessities, such as food, clothing, and shel-
ter.

Unfair competition Any fraudulent, deceptive, or dis-
honest trade practice that is prohibited by statute, regu-
lation, or the common law.

Unfair labor practice Conduct prohibited by federal
law regulating relations between employers, employ-
ees, and labor organizations.

Uniform acts Laws that are designed to be adopted
generally by all the states so that the law in one jurisdic-
tion is the same as in another jurisdiction.

Uniform commercial code A general and inclusive
group of laws adopted, at least partially, by all the states
to further uniformity and fair dealing in business and
commercial transactions.

Unilateral contract A contract in which only one party
makes an express promise, or undertakes a perfor-
mance without first securing a reciprocal agreement
from the other party.

Unlawful detainer The act of retaining possession of
property without legal right.

USC An abbreviation for U.S. Code.

Use tax A charge imposed on the use or possession of
personal property.

Usury The crime of charging higher interest on a loan
than the law permits.

V

Vagrancy The condition of an individual who is idle, has
no visible means of support, and travels from place to
place without working.

Vandalism The intentional and malicious destruction of
or damage to the property of another. 

Visa An official endorsement on a passport or other doc-
ument required to secure an alien’s admission to a
country.

Voir dire [Old French, To speak the truth.] The prelimi-
nary examination of prospective jurors to determine
their qualifications and suitability to serve on a jury, in
order to ensure the selection of fair and impartial jury.

Voting Rights Act of 1965 An enactment by Congress
in 1965 (42 U.S.C.A. § 1973 et seq.) that prohibits the
states and their political subdivisions from imposing
voting qualifications or prerequisites to voting, or stan-
dards, practices, or procedures that deny or curtail the
right of a U.S. citizen to vote because of race, color, or
membership in a language minority group.

Voucher A receipt or release which provides evidence
of payment or other discharge of a debt, often for pur-
poses of reimbursement, or attests to the accuracy of
the accounts.
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W

Wage assignment The voluntary transfer in advance of
a debtor’s pay, generally in connection with a particular
debt or judgment.

Waiver The voluntary surrender of a known right; con-
duct supporting an inference that a particular right has
been relinquished.

Warrant A written order issued by a judicial officer or
other authorized person commanding a law enforce-
ment officer to perform some act incident to the admin-
istration of justice.

Warranty An assurance, promise, or guaranty by one
party that a particular statement of fact is true and may
be relied upon by the other party.

Warranty deed An instrument that transfers real prop-
erty from one person to another and in which the
grantor promises that title is good and clear of any
claims.

Weight of evidence Measure of credible proof on one
side of a dispute as compared with the credible proof
on the other, particularly the probative evidence con-
sidered by a judge or jury during a trial.

Whistleblowing The disclosure by a person, usually an
employee, in a government agency or private enter-
prise; to the public or to those in authority, of misman-
agement, corruption, illegality, or some other wrong-
doing.

Wiretapping A form of electronic eavesdropping ac-
complished by seizing or overhearing communications
by means of a concealed recording or listening device
connected to the transmission line.

Workers’ compensation A system whereby an employ-
er must pay, or provide insurance to pay, the lost wages
and medical expenses of an employee who is injured on
the job. 

Writ An order issued by a court requiring that something
be done or giving authority to do a specified act.

Wrongful death The taking of the life of an individual
resulting from the willful or negligent act of another
person or persons.

Wrongful discharge An at-will employe’s cause of ac-
tion against his former employer, alleging that his dis-
chargee was in violation of state or federal an-
tidiscrimination statutes, public policy, an implied
contract or an implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing.

Z

Zoning The separation or division of a municipality into
districts, the regulation of buildings and structures in
such districts in accordance with their construction and
the nature and extent of their use, and the dedication
of such districts to particular uses designed to serve the
general welfare.
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INDEX

1996 GMC Sierra, Johnson v., 462

321 Studios v. Metro Goldwyn Mayer Studios, 1058

900 telephone numbers

National Passport Information Centers, 1403

solicitations, 342, 1348–1349

A

AAA. See American Arbitration Association

AAHSA. See American Association of Homes and Services
for the Aging

AARP, 200

ABA. See American Bar Association

Abandonment

easements, 1174

elderly persons, 1256

patents, 989

trademarks, 993

Abbott, Bragdon v., 263

Able v. U.S.A., 262

Abolition, death penalty, 448–449, 451–452

Abortion, 783–786

due process, 223

minors, 818, 922

Absolute privileges, 1366

Abstract of title, 1153

Abuse. See Child abuse; Domestic violence; Elder abuse

Academic achievement

national standards, 601–602

No Child Left Behind Act, 633–638

Academic freedom, 662

Academic standing, 568

Acceleration clauses

car loans, 58–59

debt collection, 291

mortgages, 1154, 1182

Acceptable use policies, 581

Acceptance, 305

Access Board, 8, 10

Access channels, 1355

Access devices, fraud involving, 1020–1021

Accessibility. See Accommodation

Accident liability, automobile, 49–55, 66

Accidents

airline, 1407

liability for automobile accidents, 49–55, 66

prevention programs, 1108

travel tours, 1408

vs. battery, 1360

Accommodation

cruise lines, 1407

disability, 2–3, 7–10, 12–14

housing discrimination, 1194–1195

Accommodations, denying, 1390–1391

Accountability

charter schools, 683

No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 234

parent accountability for students with weapons, 688

parent accountability for truancy, 677

Accountants, 128–129, 132

Accounting

conflicts of interest, 137

S Corporations, 1288

Acevedo, California v., 516

ACLU. See American Civil Liberties Union

ACLU, Allegheny County v., 228

ACLU, Ashcroft v., 1064

ACLU, McCreary County, Kentucky v., 228

ACLU, Reno v., 1015, 1024, 1027, 1044

ACLU v. Ashcroft, 1028

ACLU v. Johnson, 1066

ACLU v. Miller, 1025, 1034

ACPA. See Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act

Acquisitions fees, 79
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Acquittal

criminal procedure, 444

double jeopardy termination, 459

ACT Now program, 677

Actionable malpractice, 44–46, 891–894

Acton, Vernonia School District 47J v., 612, 616, 617,

690

Actual cash value, 72

Actual evidence test, 461

Actual malice

defamation, 1365

trade libel, 1001

Adams, John, 514, 1363

Adams ex rel. County of Coconino, Beijer v., 462, 483

Adarand Constructors v. Pena, 192

Addington v. Texas, 220

Additions, home, 1221

ADEA. See Age Discrimination in Employment Act

Adequate representation, 510

Adequate Yearly Progress, 634–635

Adjustable rate mortgages, 1152

Adjustments, income tax, 1292

Administering medicine, 561–566

Administration on Aging, 1257, 1268

Administrative Dispute Resolution Act, 536, 550, 556

Administrative law judges, 1195–1196, 1276

Administrative proceedings

double jeopardy, 458–459

parole revocation, 504

special education/disability access complaints, 648

Administrative staff, state court, 421

Administrative tribunals, 377

The Admirals Peoples, Kenward v., 1407

Admiralty law, 390, 1407, 1408, 1409

Admissibility of evidence, 455, 472

Admissions

law school, 37

state bar associations, 38

Adoption, 737–740

child abuse, 742

derivative asylum, 949

Family and Medical Leave Act, 1098

foreign, 1403

foster children, 790

gay couples, 792

guardianship vs., 698

international, 1394–1395

unmarried couples, 754

Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997, 789, 790

Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, 790

Adult cinema, 240–241

Adult courts, 494–495

Adult day care, 1268

Adult protective services, 1256, 1257

Advance directives. See Living wills

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Twain), 845

Adverse possession, 1149, 1172, 1220, 1240

Advertising

by attorneys, 29, 30

business expense, 1323

Internet, 1003–1007

mail order purchases, 344–345

offers, 304

press censorship, 846

speech, freedom of, 239

state laws, 298–301

television, 1355, 1356

truth-in-advertising laws, 278, 312–313

Advertising agencies, 278, 313, 345

Advocate ombuds, 348

Aetna v. Davila, 911

Affidavits

birth, 1402

identity theft, 335

self-probating wills, 735

sponsor deeming, 961

Affirmative action, 189–195, 247, 260

Affirmative defense, 376

Affirmative easements, 1171

AFIS. See Automated Fingerprint Identification System

African Americans

desegregation, school/busing, 603–606

peremptory challenges, race-based, 398

voting rights, 271, 272–276

Afroyim v. Rusk, 957

Age

air travel, 1382–1383

compulsory education, 589, 675

death penalty, 451, 452, 495

drivers’ licenses, 65

emancipation, 764, 779

employment discrimination, 1081

guardianship, 698

judicial waiver offenses, 494

juvenile jurisdiction, 491

lawsuits, 381

marriage, 810

passports, 1396–1397

teachers’ rights, 663

voting rights, 272

wage and hour laws, 1132–1134

Age discrimination, 150–151, 197–200, 1081, 1092, 1093

Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 150–151, 198,
199, 1081, 1092, 1093

Age of majority

emancipation, 779

guardianship, 806

medical treatment of minors, 923
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Agency

partnerships, 175

power of attorney, 713–717

Aggravated assault, 1358

Aggravated battery, 1359–1360

Aging. See Retirement and aging

Aging out of foster care, 788

Agostini v. Felton, 226

Agriculture

child labor, 209, 210

dispute resolution alternatives, 536–540, 544–547,

550–553

zoning, 1244

Aguilar v. Texas, 515

Aguillard, Edwards v., 227

AICPA. See American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants

Aid to Families with Dependent Children

foster care, 788

minor mothers, 818

AIDS

international travel, HIV tests for, 1395

minors and tests for, 923

standby guardianship, 699

treatment, right to, 915

Air Carrier Access Act, 1406

Air Transport Association, 1381

Airlines

children traveling alone, 1381–1384

firearms, transporting of, 233

Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 1406

liability, 1405

safety, 1406–1407

strict liability, 1405

Airports

security, 1408

speech and assembly in, 203

al-Qaeda, 930

ALA. See American Library Association

A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corporation v. United States,
1079–1080

Alabama

administering medicine in schools, 563

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1248–1249

at-will employment, 1072

attorney-client privilege, 25

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 73

banking and lending laws, 109

bankruptcy exemptions, 286

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 746

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756

compulsory education, 590

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 138

consumer rights and protection, 298

copyright laws, 982

corporate director and officer liability, 170

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 435

death penalty statutes, discretionary, 448

deceptive trade practices, 320

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 536, 544, 550

divorce/separation/annullment, 764

double jeopardy, 461–462

drunk driving laws, 467

emancipation provisions, 780–781

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 483

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 799

high school diploma requirements and types, 585

homeschooling, 626

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 336

insanity defense, 486, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1104

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 875

marriage provisions, 811

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 852, 902

medical malpractice provisions, 894–895

moment of silence in public schools, 642

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 825–826

patient rights, 916

plea bargaining, 500

prebirth adoption consent, 739

product liability statute of limitation, 1378

racial discrimination, 249

religious freedom, 256

school prayer/Pledge of Allegiance, 643

sentencing provisions, 524

sex offender residency restrictions, 529

shareholder rights, 184

small claims courts, 415

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 241
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state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 421

teachers’ rights, 663

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

trespassing, 1240

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144

Alabama, J. E. B. v., 398

Alaska

administering medicine in schools, 563

assisted living facilities, 1249

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 73

banking and lending laws, 109

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 746–747

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 138

consumer rights and protection, 298

copyright laws, 982

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 435

deceptive trade practices, 320

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 536, 544, 550

divorce/separation/annullment, 764–765

drunk driving laws, 467

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 799

high school diploma requirements and types, 585

homeschooling, 626

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 336

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1104

landlord/tenant rights, 1210

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 875

marriage provisions, 811

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 852, 902

medical malpractice provisions, 895

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

plea bargaining, 499–500

product liability statute of limitation, 1378

racial discrimination, 249

real estate finance, 1155

sentencing provisions, 524

shareholder rights, 184

small claims courts, 415

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 421

teachers’ rights, 663

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

trespassing, 1240

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

usury laws, 124

wage and hour laws, 1133

whistleblower protection, 1138

Alcoholic beverages

contracts, 306

hotel liability, 1388, 1390

Alford, Devenpeck v., 515

Alford, North Carolina v., 498–499

Alford plea, 498–499

Alfred H. Mayer Co., Jones v., 246

Alien Act, 951

Alien Registration Receipt Cards. See Green cards

Alimony, 763, 836

Allegheny County v. ACLU, 228

Allen v. State, 495

Allwright, Smith v., 247

Almshouses, 1265, 1266

Alternative design, 1377

Alternative dispute resolution. See Dispute resolution

alternatives

Alternative Dispute Resolution Act, 536, 550

Alternative sentences, 524

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wilderness Society, 15

A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 982, 1043, 1059

Amateur athletics, 567–572

Amber alert system, 531–532

Amendment process, Constitutional, 214

America Online, 1038, 1045

America Online, Inc., Zeran v., 1045

American Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on School
Health, 563

American Arbitration Association, 535, 543, 557

American Association of Homes and Services for the
Aging, 1265

American Association of Retired Persons. See AARP

American Bar Association

attorney fees, 18, 20

company benefits for same-sex couples, 794
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Directory of Lawyer Referral Services, 32

hung juries, 402

legal education requirements, 37–38

Model Business Corporation act, 181

ombudsman definition, 348

See also Model Rules of Professional Conduct, ABA

American Birth Control League, 784

American Civil Liberties Union

castration of sex offenders, 530–531

censorship, 844

civil liberties, 214–215, 216, 217

Internet anonymity, 1038

Internet free speech, 1065

Pledge of Allegiance in public schools, 643

student drug testing, 618

USA PATRIOT Act, 265, 266

American Civil Liberties Union Greater Pittsburgh
Chapter, County of Allegheny v., 254

American Civil Liberties Union v. Reno, 215, 1044

American Family Association, 1030

American Federation of Teachers, 668

American Fibers Intern., Ponte and Sons, Inc. v., 1001

The American Heritage College Dictionary, 941

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 129

American Law Institute

Article 2, Uniform Commercial Code, 372

insanity defense, 486, 487

Principles of Corporate Governance: Analysis and

Recommendations, 144

American Library Association

Children’s Internet Protection Act challenge, 241

civil liberties, 215, 216

filtering software, 1028, 1065–1066

Internet filters, 1030

USA PATRIOT Act, 267

American Library Association, United States v., 241,

1066

American Library Association v. Pataki, 1025, 1066

American Medical Association

abortion, 784

informed consent, 858

physician-assisted suicide, 831

American Polygraph Association, 455

American Probation and Parole Association, 501

American Prosecutors Research Institute, 677

American Red Cross, 935, 938

American rule, 15–16

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, 741

American Society of Travel Agents, 1381, 1384

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, 1347,

1348

Americanization, 574

Americans with Disabilities Act, 1–14

complaints, 1092, 1094

cruise line travel, 1407

disability definition, 648

drug testing, 1115

educational accommodations, 1–6, 646, 647

employment discrimination, 1081, 1082

Family and Medical Leave Act, 1098, 1099

hotels, 1386

public facility accommodations, 7–10

work accommodations, 11–14

See also Disability discrimination; Disabled persons

Amish education, 592–593

Ammunition sale, 234

Amnesty International, 452

Amortization, 1324

Amounts in controversy, 380–381

Anarchism, 942

Ancient civilization, 843

Ancillary probate, 720–721

Andler v. Chater, 1276

Andrade, Lockyer v., 523

Anglican Church, 761

Animal Liberation Front, 942, 943

Animals

automobile accidents involving, 52

livestock, damage by, 1150, 1220, 1240

neighbor relations, 1220–1221

Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1213

Annulment, 761–772

Anonymity, Internet, 1016, 1038

Antennas, satellite, 1343–1344

Anti-Car Theft Act, 58

Anti-deficiency laws, 1154, 1155

Anti-gay marriage legislation, 792

Anti-government terrorism, 942

Anti-identity theft freeze, 358

Anti-Phishing Act of 2005 (California), 357

Anti-phishing laws, 336, 357

Anti-Phishing Working Group, 357

Anti-piracy laws, state, 982–984

Anti-spam laws, 847, 1038–1039, 1045, 1053, 1055

Anti-Spamming Act of 2001, 1053

Anti-Tampering Odometer Law. See Truth in Mileage Act

Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996,
451

Anti-war terrorism, 942

Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, 1011, 1050

Antique firearms, 232–233

Antitrust issues

Bell telephone companies, 1347

Bureau of Competition, 331

Bureau of Economics, 331

Any willing provider laws, 875
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Apologies, 894–898

Appeals, 425–428

arbitration, 533

asylum rejection, 949

audits, 1301–1302

automated adjustment notices, 1300

bond posting, 431

civil procedure, 383–384

criminal procedure, 445–446

death penalty cases, 450

deportation, 952

double jeopardy, 460

Federal Communications Commission decision, 1352

federal courts, 388–389

immigration, 970

occupational health and safety violations, 1110

patent rejection, 988

property assessment, 1309

state courts, 421

Supreme Court jurisdiction, 388

tax liens, 1164

Title IX cases, 572

Appeals courts, 534–535

Appeals Officer, IRS, 1301–1302

Appearance covenants, 1227

Applicants, employment, 1087

Applications

citizenship, 969–970

passport, 1401–1402

patent, 988–989

Appointments, state judge, 409

Apprehension of imminent injury, 1358, 1360

Apprenticeships, 36, 684

Appropriation of copyright, 980

APWG. See Anti-Phishing Working Group

Arbitrariness

compulsory education statutes, 592

death penalty imposition, 449–450

Arbitrary marks, 992–993

Arbitration, 533–540

lemon laws, 369

mediation vs., 541

negotiation, 556

neighbor disputes, 1221

teachers’ union disputes, 669

See also Alternative dispute resolution

Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance
Board. See Access Board

Architectural Barriers Act, 7–8

Arizona

administering medicine in schools, 563

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1249

attorney-client privilege, 25

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 73

banking and lending laws, 109

bankruptcy exemptions, 286

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 747

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 138

consumer rights and protection, 298

contractor’s liens, 1165

copyright laws, 982

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 435–436

deceptive trade practices, 320

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 536, 544, 550

divorce/separation/annullment, 765

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 467

employee drug testing, 1087

Fifth Amendment rights, 483

gay marriage prohibition, 794

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 799

high school diploma requirements and types, 585

homeschooling, 626

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 336

insanity defense, 488

Internet filters, 1031

judicial selection, 409

jury reform, 404

landlord/tenant rights, 1210–1211

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 875–876

marriage provisions, 811

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 852, 902

medical malpractice provisions, 895

parental liability, 819

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

probate, 722

product liability statute of limitation, 1378

racial discrimination, 249

real estate finance, 1155

religious freedom, 256

sentencing provisions, 524

shareholder rights, 184
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small claims courts, 415

speech and expression, freedom of, 241

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 421

teachers’ rights, 663

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

trespassing, 1240–1241

truancy law enforcement, 677

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144

Arizona, Mincey v., 515

Arizona, Miranda v., 441, 482, 508–509

Arkansas

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1249

attorney-client privilege, 25

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 73

banking and lending laws, 109

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 747

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 138

consumer rights and protection, 298

contractor’s liens, 1165

copyright laws, 983

corporate director and officer liability, 170

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 435

deceptive trade practices, 320

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 536, 544, 550

divorce/separation/annullment, 765

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 467

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 483

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 799–800

health insurance, 864

high school diploma requirements and types, 585

homeschooling, 626

identity theft protection, 336

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1104

landlord/tenant rights, 1211

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 876

marriage provisions, 811

mature minor doctrine, 923

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 852, 902

medical malpractice provisions, 895

nonprofit organizations, 165

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

product liability statute of limitation, 1378

racial discrimination, 249

school prayer, 643

sentencing provisions, 524

shareholder rights, 184

small claims courts, 415

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 241

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 421

teachers’ rights, 663

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

trademark statute interpretation by state court, 994

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

Armband protests, 239, 654, 689

ARPAnet, 1009, 1042

Arraignment, 443

Arrest

counsel, right to, 507–510

criminal procedure, 441

domestic violence, 774–775

warrantless, 516

Arson, 942–943

Arthur Andersen, 130, 137

Arthur Andersen, U.S. v., 130

Article 2, Uniform Commercial Code, 372

Articles of incorporation, 144

Artificial conception, 841

Artificial insemination, 841

Artists’ Rights and Theft Prevention Act, 980

‘‘As is’’ goods, 372

Ascertainment policy, FCC, 1336

Ashcroft, ACLU v., 1028

Ashcroft, John, 833–834

Ashcroft v. ACLU, 1064

Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition, 241, 1064, 1065

Ashe v. Swenson, 461

ASPCA. See American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals

Assassination, 942
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Assault, 1357–1358

vs. battery, 1359, 1360

workers’ compensation, 1143–1144

‘‘Assembled in USA’’ labeling rules, 280

Assembly, 201–207, 668

Assessments

homeowners’ associations, 1186

property tax, 1307–1309

Asset control and protection, 726

Assignment, patent, 988

Assisted living facilities, 1268

Assisted Suicide Funding Restriction Act, 832

Association, right of, 201, 662

Assumed ownership or control, 1408

Assumption of risk, 1373, 1378

ASTA. See American Society of Travel Agents

Asylum, 947–950, 953–954, 977

At-will employment, 1069–1073

Athens Convention, 1405

Athletics, 567–572

battery, 1361

drug testing, 615–618, 690

home schooled students’ access to, 594, 625

Atkins v. Virginia, 451

ATMs. See Automated teller machines

Attachment double jeopardy, 459, 481

Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, 562

Attest services, 130

Attorney-client privilege, 19, 23–27

Attorney-client relationship, 43–44

Attorney General of Massachusetts, Memoirs v., 845

Attorneys, 15–47

asylum, 949

attorney-client privilege, 23–27

conflicts of interest, 136

creditors, 291

deportation cases, 952

estate planning, 706–707

fees, 15–21, 44, 249, 572

finding, 29–34

immigration, 970

international travel, 1396

Internet law, 1042

involuntary hospital commitment, 916

licensing, 35–42

living wills, 913

malpractice, 43–47

patent, 988

police questioning, 441–442

prenuptial agreements, 835

wills, 732

See also Counsel, right to

Audits

accountants, 128

IRS, 1297–1303, 1328

Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 131

Austin, Wilkinson v., 220, 221

Australia, 955–956

Authentication of evidence, 472–473

Authority

civil cases, 380

corporate officers, 168

educational curricula, 598

homeowners’ associations, 1225

Automated adjustment notices, 1298, 1300

Automated Fingerprint Identification System, 454

Automated teller machines, 115–116

Automatic emancipation, 779–780, 923

Automatic stays, bankruptcy and, 285

Automatic telephone dialing systems, 343

Automobile Information Disclosure Act, 57

Automobiles, 49–103

accident liability, 49–55

business expenses, 1323

buying and registering, 57–62

drivers’ licenses, 63–70

forfeiture, 467–469

insurance, 71–75, 755, 818

leases, 77–81

lemon laws, 83–87, 368–369

odometer tampering laws, 298–301

purchases, 296–297

recalls, 367–368

safety, 89–94

searches and seizures, 441, 515, 690

seat belts, 95–98

traffic violations, 99–103

warrantless search and seizure, 516

warranty disputes, 536–540, 544–547, 550–553

Autonomy, patient, 911–914

Auxiliary accommodations, 9

Aviation Medical Assistance Act, 868

AWP laws. See Any willing provider laws

Ayotte v. Planned Parenthood, 818

B

Baby boom generation, 198

Baccus, State v., 518

Background checks for firearms sales, 232

Bad debts, 1323

Bad faith

attorney fees, 16

collective bargaining, 1103

cybersquatting, 1011, 1043, 1050

insurance claims denials, 864
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Baehr v. Lewin, 791, 792

Bail and bail bond agents, 429–432

Bail Reform Act of 1984, 430

Baker and Stapleton, Slater v., 857

Baker v. Carr, 275

Baker v. Nelson, 792

Bakke, Regents of the University of California v., 191

Balancing test for due process, 221

Baldwin, State v., 241

Baltzell v. VanBuskirk, 860

Bank Holding Company Act, 106

Bank Secrecy Act, 351

Banking, 105–126

banking and lending law, 105–111

banks, savings & loans, credit unions, 113–117

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 119–122

interest rates, 123–126

ombudsman programs, 351

trusts, 726

Banking Acts, 106, 120

Bankruptcy, 283–287

credit reports, 314

Enron Corporation, 167

federal courts, 390–391

foreclosure, 1154, 1183–1184

secured transactions, 107

Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection

Act, 284–285

Bankruptcy Act, 284

Bankruptcy judges, 408

Bankruptcy Reform Act, 284

Banner ads, 1004, 1005

Bar examinations, 37

Bargaining units, 668–670, 1102–1103

Barnett, Ross, 604

Barnette, West Virginia State Board of Education v.,
228–229, 255, 640, 642–643, 654

Barron v. City of Baltimore, 480

Barton, Clara, 938

Base plans, 861

Basic Naturalization Act, 974

Basis of capital assets, 1282

Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 29

Batson v. Kentucky, 398, 444

Battered women’s syndrome, 777

Battery, 1359–1362

unauthorized physical contact, 857

vs. assault, 1357

Bayless v. Martine, 240

Beccaria, Cesare, 448

Beijer v. Adams ex rel. County of Coconino, 462, 483

Belize, 956

Bell, Alexander Graham, 1347

Bell Atlantic Maryland, Inc. v. MCI WorldCom, Inc.,
1349

Bell telephone companies, 1347

Bell v. Burson, 221

Benatar, Pat, 846

Bench trials, 459, 481

Beneficiaries, trust, 726

Benefits

employment, 1075–1078, 1285–1286

Medicaid, 885

unmarried couples, 754–755

Benitez v. KFC Nat. Management Co., 1117

Bennett, William, 846

Benton v. Maryland, 458

Berberich, State v., 24

Berger, Warren, 408, 555–556

Berkeley, California, 794, 1196

Berners-Lee, Tim, 1042

Berrigan trial, 399

Best interests of the child

child custody disputes, 746

grandparents’ rights, 798

The Best Lawyers in America 1999-2000, 31

Best practice minimum hospital stays, 874

Best Short Stories of Negro Writers (Hughes), 845

Bester v. Tuscaloosa, 585

Betamax case, 1060

Bethel School District No. 403 v. Fraser, 654–655

Bethel v. Fraser, 612

Better Business Bureau, 362

Beyond a reasonable doubt

burden of proof, 376

criminal procedure, 444

insanity defense, 487

jury consideration of evidence, 400

Bezenek, Thrifty-Tel v., 819

Bible reading in school, 639

Bicyclists, 51–52

Bifurcated trials, 450

Bilateral contracts, 307–308

Bilingual Education Act, 575, 576

Bilingualism in education, 573–577

Bill Emerson Good Samaritan Food Donation Act, 868

Bill of Rights, 214

Billable hours, 16

Biodegradability claims, 279–280

Biographic Information forms, INS, 969

Biometric electronic passports, 971, 975

Bioterrorism, 941–942

Birbiglia, Halley v., 859

Birth certificates, 839

Birth control, 783–786

Comstock Act, 844

minors, 922
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No Child Left Behind Act, 636

privacy rights, 222–223

Birth parents, 739, 740

Birth records, 852, 902

Births during international travel, 1394

Bishop v. Wood, 221

Bismarck, Otto von, 1273

Black’s Law Dictionary

curriculum, 597

plea bargaining, 497

sexual harassment, 1119

Blackstone, William, 36, 457, 458

Blakely v. Washington, 524–526

Blockburger v. United States, 461, 481

Blocking television programming, 1343, 1354–1355

Blood alcohol content, 92–93, 100–102, 466, 467–469

Blood relations

intestacy, 704, 705

marriage, 810

Blood tests, paternity, 840

Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, 862

Blue laws, 229

Board of Appeals, Patent and Trademark Office, 988

Board of Education, Brown v., 245, 246, 247, 248, 645

Board of Education, McCollum v., 254

Board of Education, Mills v., 645

Board of Education, Pickering v., 662

Board of Education v. Pico, 215–216, 845

Board of Regents, Roth v., 220

Board of Trustees of Loudoun County, Mainstream
Loudoun v., 1030

Board of Trustees of the University of Alabama et al. v.
Garrett et al., 1082

Boca Raton, Faragher v., 1121

Bodily injury liability, 51

Bollinger, Gratz v., 192, 248

Bollinger, Grutter v., 192, 248

Bombings, terrorist, 941

Bona fide occupational requirements, 199, 260, 1081

Bond. See Bail and bail bond agents

Bonds, 182

Book banning, 215–216, 844–845

Book censorship, 844–845

Booker, United States v., 524

Booster seats, 90–91

Booth, John Wilkes, 942

Bootlegging, intellectual property. See Piracy

Border and Transportation Security directorate, 931

Border Patrol, U.S., 267, 976

Border security, 267, 944, 971

Boren, Craig v., 261–262

Borough of Pine Hill, Tarus v., 242242

Boundary disputes, 1147–1150, 1219–1220

Bowers v. Hardwick, 223, 262, 754

Boy Scouts of America v. Dale, 262–263

Boycotts, 1104

Brace, Charles Loring, 787

Bracton, Henry de, 457

Bradford, William, 448

Bradley, Milliken v., 605

Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act of 1993, 232

Brady v. United States, 498

Bragdon v. Abbott, 263

Brain-damaged persons, 913

Brake, State v., 483

Branch v. Texas, 450

Brand X Internet Services, National Cable &
Telecommunications Assn v., 1336

Brandeis, Louis D., 1114

Brandenburg v. Ohio, 238

Branham v. Celadon Trucking Services, Inc., 1117

Breach of contract

commercial contrcts, 303, 308–310

employment contracts, 1070

hotel reservations, 1386–1387

noncompetition agreements, 998

online business, 1052

teachers, 661–662

Breach of duty, 1370

Breach of information laws, 336

Breach of warranty

assumption of risk, 1378

deceptive trade practices, 318

product liability, 326, 1376

travel tours, 1408

Breast implant cases, 1361

Breed v. Jones, 495

Breeden, Clark County School District v., 1121

Brennan, William, 216, 844, 845

Brewer, Morrissey v., 220, 504

Bridewell institution, 492

Bright line rules, 504

Bright Tunes Music Corp. v. Harrisongs Music, Ltd.,
981–982

British Compensation Act, 1142

Broadcasting, 1333–1338, 1341–1342, 1343, 1351–1356

Brockaway, Zebulon, 503

Bromberg, Et Al. v. Carmel Self Service, Inc., 993

Brooks, Charles, 450

Brown v. Board of Education, 245–248, 603, 604, 636,

645

Bryant, Kobe, 569

Brzonkala v. Morrison, 774

BSA. See Business Software Association

Buccal scrap tests, 840–841

Builders’ restrictions, 1225

Bunnell, Ruth, 774
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Burden of proof, 375–377

bad faith claims denials, 864

commitment hearings for sex offenders, 531

competency for creating a will, 731

criminal procedure, 444

insanity defense, 487–490

jury consideration of, 400

Bureau of Consumer Protection, 278, 312–313, 329–331,

344–345

Bureau of Immigration, 974

Bureau of Public Roads, 938

Burger, Warren, 226, 845

Burlington, Vermont, 1216

Burlington Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth, 1121

Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Ry. Co., Hayes v., 26

Burson, Bell v., 221

Bus travel, 1382, 1408

Bush, George H. W., 600

Bush, George W.

CAN-SPAM Act, 847

Department of Homeland Security, 930, 935, 939–

940, 943, 975

estate tax repeal, 695

Identity Theft Penalty Enhancement Act, 335

immigration reform, 970–971

Internet Tax Non-Discrimination Act, 1054

marriage protection constitutional amendment, 793

Medicare reform, 1263

No Child Left Behind Act, 584, 633

PROTECT Act, 532

Roberts, John, nomination of, 408

Social Security and Medicare, future of, 1279

USA PATRIOT Act, 265

wiretapping authorization, 216–217

Bush Administration Fact Sheet, 1263

Bushell’s case, 401

Business

conflicts of interest, 138

corporate tax, 1285–1289

equipment, 1324

expense deductions, 1292, 1318, 1321–1324

family business and estate taxes, 695

FDIC insurance coverage, 121

hardship exemption, 397

judgment rule, 169

liability insurance, 868

limited liability companies, 869

mini-trials, 558

online, 1049–1056

privacy interest, 515

sales taxes, 1313–1314

self-employment taxes, 1317–1319

small business taxes, 1321–1325

tax audits, 1299, 1301

trademarks, 991–995

unfair competition, 997–1002

visas, 944

Business law, 127–187

accounting requirements, 127–134

conflicts of interest, 135–141

corporations, 143–148

independent contractors, 149–154

limited liability entities, 155–160

nonprofit organizations, 161–165

officer and director liability, 167–171

partnerships, 173–179

shareholder rights, 181–187

Business Software Association, 1020

Busing, 248, 603–607

But-for causation

accountant malpractice lawsuits, 132

legal malpractice, 46

negligence, 1370

product liability, 1376

See also Proximate cause

Butler v. State of Michigan, 844

Buyers Guide, 297

Bylaws

condominiums/co-ops, 1159

corporations, 144

homeowners’ associations, 1225

Byrd v. State, 25

Byrnes Anti-Strikebreaking Act, 1101

C

C. Mahon Co., N.L.R.B. v., 1115

C Corporations, 157, 1286–1287

Cable communications, 1341–1345

Cable television, 1354–1355

Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition
Act, 1354–1355

Cafeteria plan benefits, 1077

California

administering medicine in schools, 564

affirmative action, 195

anti-phishing law, 357

anti-spam laws, 1038–1039

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1249

at-will employment, 1072

attorney-client privilege, 25

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 73

banking and lending laws, 109

bankruptcy exemptions, 286

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 747
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civil procedure rules, 384

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 138

consumer rights and protection, 298–299

contractor’s liens, 1165

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporate director and officer liability, 170

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 320

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 536, 544, 550–551

divorce/separation/annullment, 765

domestic partner provisions, 811

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 467

emancipation provisions, 781

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 483

gay marriage, 793

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 800

high school diploma requirements and types, 585

hologoraphic wills, 735

homeschooling, 626

hotel liability, 1390

housing discrimination, 1196

identity theft protection, 336

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 488

intestacy, 704

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1104

landlord/tenant rights, 1211

legal malpractice lawsuits, 46

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 876

marriage provisions, 811

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 852, 902

medical malpractice provisions, 895

metal detectors in schools, 690

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

probate, 722

product liability statute of limitation, 1378

Proposition 187, 959–960

racial discrimination, 249

religious freedom, 256

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263

shareholder rights, 184

small claims courts, 415

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 241

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 421

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

three strikes law, 523

truancy laws, 678

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

unfair competition, 1001

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144

California, Cohen v., 239

California, McGautha v., 449

California, Miller v., 240, 845, 1029, 1044, 1064

California Consumer Advocacy Group, 1390

California v. Acevedo, 516

Calvin Designer Label, Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v., 1054

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 606

Campbell, People v., 462

Can-Spam Act, 847

Canada

exported goods, 327

firearms possession and transportation, 234–235

Cancellation

contracts, 306

cooling off rule, 363, 1236

deportation, 953

homeowner’s/renter’s insurance, 1200–1201

life insurance, 712

Canine units, 690

Canon law, 457

Capacity

contracts, 306

durable power of attorney, 716

guardianships, 698, 806–807

involuntary hospital commitment, 916

lawsuits, 381

marriage, 810

prenuptial agreements, 836

wills, 730

See also Competency; Insanity defense

Capital assets, 1281–1282

Capital felony offenses, 435

Capital gains, 1281–1284

Capital investments, 1322

Capital Laws of New England, 448

Capital partners, 174

Capital punishment. See Death penalty
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Capitalized expenses, 1324

Caps. See Liability limitations; Monetary damages

Carbon monoxide alarms, 1191

Cardozo, Benjamin, 857

Caregivers, 1257–1258

Carmel Self Service, Inc., Bromberg Et Al. v., 993

Carnegie Mellon, 1014

Carnegie units, 583

Carnivore hardware, 1033

Carolene Products Co., United States v., 222

Carpenters, 845

Carr, Baker v., 275

Carroll v. United States, 515

Carter, Jimmy, 938

Case, Planned Parenthood of Southeastern
Pennsylvania v., 223

Case law, 440

Caseload, 498–500

Cash businesses, 1299

Cash value life insurance, 710

Castration of sex offenders, 530–531

Castro, Fidel, 575

Catalog marketers, 304, 313, 345

Catastrophic health insurance coverage, 861, 925

Catchall rule, 475–476

Catholic Church

abortion, 785

censorship, 844

divorce, 761

parochial schools, 682

CAUCE. See Coalition Against Unsolicited Commercial E-

Mail

Causation

malfunction doctrine, 1377

product liability, 1376

Cause-in-fact

negligence, 1370, 1373

product liability, 1376

Cause of death, 852, 902

Caveat emptor, 1375

CBS Broadcasting, 1354

CDA. See Communications Decency Act

CDT v. Pappert, 1066

Cease and desist orders

deceptive trade practices, 320

Federal Trade Commission, 281

Ceilings. See Liability limitations; Monetary damages

Celadon Trucking Services, Inc., Branham v., 1117

Celebrities. See Public figures

Cellular communications, 582, 1336–1337

Censorship, 843–848

Federal Communications Commission, 1334, 1341–
1342

Internet, 1013–1017, 1064

school newspapers, 655

See also Speech, freedom of

Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, 298

Center for Juvenile Alternatives, 677

Center for Public Company Audit Firms, AICPA, 129, 131

Center for Studying Health System Change, 926

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 1259–1264,

1277–1279

Central child abuse registries, 742

Central Fingerprint Bureau, 454

Central Intelligence Agency, 268

Certification

home schooling, 592, 626

teachers, 660, 663–666

Certified checks, 107

Certified Public Accountants, 128–129, 1302

Chaffee Foster Care Independence Program, 788

Chain Broadcasting Regulations, 1336

Chain of title, 1148

Challenges

jury selection, 383

paternity, 825

Chambers, Marsh v., 254

Chambers Guides, 32

Change of zoning, 1245

Character

attorney licensure, 37

as evidence, 474–475

immigration law, 953

naturalization, 969

Charge bargaining, 497

Charges, notice of, 443

Charitable contributions, 1323

Charitable trusts, 163, 724

Charles IX, 844

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, Swann v.,
605

Charter schools, 682–683

Chater, Andler v., 1276

Chavez v. Whirlpool Corp., 1001

Checks and checking accounts, 106–108, 113–114

Chemical castration of sex offenders, 530–531

Chemical exposure, 1108, 1390

Chertoff, Michael, 930

Chevron Chemical Co. v. Voluntary Purchasing Groups,
Inc., 999

Chief judges, 408

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, 408

Chiffons, 981

Child abuse, 741–744

battery, 1361

disclosure laws, 852–855

foster care, 788, 789
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Child care

employer provided, 1078

sex offender residency restrictions, 529

Child custody, 745–751

due process issues, 223

grandparents’ rights, 797–798

prenuptial agreements, 836–837

unmarried parents, 841

Child endangerment, 101

Child labor

emancipation, 764

Fair Labor Standards Act, 1080

truancy laws, 675

wage and hour laws, 1132–1133

Child Online Protection Act, 847, 1015, 1020, 1024, 1027,

1044, 1064

Child pornography, 241, 1025

Child Pornography Prevention Act, 241, 1064, 1065

Child protective services, 742

Child safety, 741–744

Child support, 745–751

drivers’ license suspension, 69–70

minor-mother cases, 818

prenuptial agreements, 836–837

Children

custody/child support, 645–751

deportation, 953

derivative asylum, 949

emancipation, 764

Family and Medical Leave Act, 1098

immigrant visa numbers, 968

Internet advertising, 1005–1006

Internet free speech, 1015

intestacy, 704, 705

Medicaid eligibility, 884

needs of, and desegregation, 605

ombudsman programs, child welfare, 350

parental rights, 223

passenger safety, 89–91

passports, 1402–1403

prenuptial agreements, 837

rights of, 209–212

safety seats, 90–91

standards of care for, 1370

State Children’s Health Insurance Program, 927

swimming pool safety, 1191–1192

television, 1355–1356

traveling alone, 1381–1384

of unmarried couples, 753, 754

Children’ Internet Protection Act, 215

Children’s Aid Society, 787

Children’s Internet Protection Act, 847, 1015–1016, 1028,

1044, 1065

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, 1005–1006,

1010–1011, 1034, 1036–1038, 1051

Children’s rights, 209–212

Children’s Rights Council, 211

Children’s Television Act, 1355–1356

Chimney safety, 1191

Chinese Exclusion Act, 951, 974

Choice of law clauses, 1408, 1409

Church and state issues. See Religion

Ciancanelli, State v., 242

Cigarette advertising, 1355

Cigarette taxes, 1313

CIPA. See Children’s Internet Protection Act

Circumstantial evidence, 1371

Circumvention devices, copyright protection, 1058

Citations, occupational health and safety, 1109–1110

Cities

bilingual education, 576

education funding, 623

‘‘white flight,’’ 605

Citizens Internet Empowerment Coalition, 1015

Citizenship

dual, 955–958

naturalized, 969–970

proof of, 1402

slavery, 246

Citizenship and Immigration Service, U.S., 931

City of Anniston, Ranch House, Inc. v., 241

City of Baltimore, Barron v., 480

City of Boerne v. Flores, 256

City of Erie, Pap’s A.M. v., 242

City of New London, Kelo v., 483, 1178

City of North Miami v. Kurtz, 1116

City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson, 192

City of Torrinton, Thurman v., 774

Civics courses, 580

Civil assault, 1358

Civil aviation authority, 1407

Civil battery, 1360

Civil cases

character evidence, 475

double jeopardy, 458–459, 481

infractions as, 434

jury trials, 404

parental liability, 817–818

state courts, 420

See also Lawsuits; Small claims courts; Torts

Civil cases mediation, 536–540, 544–547

Civil commitment of sex offenders, 531

Civil defense, 933–934

Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990, 536

Civil liberties, 213–217

Civil Preparedness Agency, 938

Civil procedure, 379–385
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Civil rights, 189–276

affirmative action, 189–195

age discrimination, 197–200

assembly, 201–207

attorney fees, 18

children’s rights, 209–212

dispute resolution alternatives, 536–540, 544–547,

550–553

due process, 219–224

employment discrimination, 150

Establishment Clause, 225–229

firearms laws, 231–235

freedom, of speech and expression, 237–243

racial discrimination, 245–252

religious freedom, 253–258

USA PATRIOT Act, 265–269

voting rights, 271–276

Civil Rights Act of 1866, 1193

Civil Rights Act of 1875, 247

Civil Rights Act of 1957, 274

Civil Rights Act of 1964

affirmative action, 190

bilingualism, 575

desegregation, 604

discrimination by hospitality industry, 1386

racial discrimination, 245

racial discrimination in employment, 247–248

teachers’ rights, 660, 662

Civil Rights Act of 1991, 245, 261

Civil Rights Cases, 246, 247

Civil Service Reform Act, 1082, 1092

Civil unions, 793–794, 811

Civil War, 273, 938

Civilian emergency management agencies, 935

Claims

health insurance, 864

homeowner’s/renter’s insurance, 1190, 1201, 1232

life insurance, 711

Medicare, 1263, 1279

moving insurance, 1233

patent, 987–988

Supplemental Security Income, 1276

Claims, advertising, 278

Clarett, Maurice, 569

Clark County school District v. Breeden, 1121

Class action lawsuits

parties to, 381

warranty-related, 373

Classifications

crimes, 433–435

Internet service providers, 1336

Classroom speech, 599

Clauson, Zorach v., 254

Clayton Act, 331, 998, 999

Clean Air Act, 58

Clear and convincing evidence

burden of proof, 375–376

commitment hearings for sex offenders, 531

jury consideration of, 400

Clear Channel Communications, 846

CLECs. See Competing local exchange carriers

Clemency, 446

Clement VII, Pope, 761

Cleveland Board of Education v. Loudermill, 221, 661

Clickstream data, 1045

Clinton, William Jefferson

abortion ‘‘gag rule,’’ 786

Assisted Suicide Funding Restriction Act of 1997, 832

Defense of Marriage Act, 792–793

Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 1058

Internet laws, 1028

Megan’s Law, 528

No Electronic Theft Act, 1058

Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act, 451

Clooney, Rosemary, 845, 846

Clorox Co., Zielinski, 1117

Closed-circuit radio and television, 1344

Closely-held corporations, 143

Co-defendants, 498

Co-ops. See Condominiums/co-ops

Co-parties in lawsuits, 381

Co-payments, Medicare, 1261

Coaches

liability, 569

Title IX, 571–572

Coalition Against Unsolicited Commercial E-Mail, 847

Coast Guard, U.S., 365, 931, 939

Cobbs v. Grant, 859

COBRA. See Consolidated Omnibus Budge Reconciliation
Act of 1985

Code of Federal Regulations

administering medicine in schools, 562

banking law, 116

mini-trials, 550, 558

Code of King Hammaurabi, 447

Code of Professional Conduct, AICPA, 129

Codes, Covenants, and Restrictions, 1171, 1223–1228

Codes of conduct, 579–582, 611–612

Codes of ethics

American Bar Association, 20

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
129

Codicils to wills, 731

CODIS, 455

Coercion test, 226

Cohabitation, 753–758

agreements, 837

foster care, 789
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unmarried parents, 839

Cohen v. California, 239

Coke, Edward, 457

Coker v. Georgia, 445

Colby, Bainbridge, 272

Cold Brook Sand & Gravel Corp., Little Stillwater
Holding Corp. v., 310

Cold War, 934

Cole, Hall v., 16

Coleman, Roger Keith, 456

Coleman v. O’Shea, 242

Collateral estoppel, 461

Collateral source rules, health insurance, 864

Collecting on a small claims judgment, 415

Collections agencies, 290, 292, 314–315

Collective bargaining, 557, 1102–1103

professional sports, 568

teachers, 662, 667–673

Colleges and universities. See Higher education

Collision coverage, 51, 66, 72

Colonial America

attorneys, 36

bankruptcy, 284

church and state issues, 253–254

corporal punishment, 610

counsel, right to, 507

death penalty, 448

double jeopardy, 458

juries, 395–396

language issues, 574

negotiation, 555

search and seizure, 513–514

voting rights, 271

Colorado

administering medicine in schools, 564

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1249

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 73

banking and lending laws, 109

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 747

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 138–139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contributing to the delinquency of a minor, 817

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 320

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 536, 544, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 765

drunk driving laws, 467

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 800

high school diploma requirements and types, 585

homeschooling, 626

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 336

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1104

landlord/tenant rights, 1211

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 876

marriage provisions, 811

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 852, 902

nonprofit organizations, 165

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

product liability statute of limitation, 1378

racial discrimination, 249

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 415

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 421

student drug testing, 618

teachers’ rights, 663

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

Colorado, Wolf v., 514

Columbine High School, 612

Comatose persons, 913

Combination zoning, 1244

Commencement of an action, 381–382

‘‘Commentaries on American Law’’ (Kent), 36

‘‘Commentaries on the Laws of England’’ (Blackstone),
36, 458

Comments, FCC rulemaking, 1337

Commerce

deceptive trade practices, 318

Internet, 1009–1012, 1046–1047, 1049–1055

Commerce Clause

telephone communications, 1348

television, 1351

travel safety, 1406

Commercial carriers, 234
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Commercial contracts, 303–304

Commercial drivers’ licenses, 67–68

Commercial speech, 239–240, 1044–1045

Commercial zoning, 1244

Commission, Missouri Department of Health, Cruzan
v., 913

Commission on Opportunities in Athletics, 572

Commissioner, Durant v., 436

Commissioner v. Woods, 462

Commitment

insanity defense, 487

involuntary commitment to hospitals, 916

Common areas, 1228

Common benefit doctrine, 16

Common carriers, 1406

Common interest developments, 1157, 1185–1188

Common law

assault, 1357

at-will employment, 1091

automobile accident liability, 49–50

copyright, 979

crimes, 433, 434

doctor-patient confidentiality, 899–900

double jeopardy, 458, 460

evidence, 471

hotel liability, 1386

independent contractor vs. employee status, 150

statements of opinion, 1364

Common law marriage, 755, 810

Common stock, 146, 182

Commonwealth v. Fisher, 492

Commonwealth v. Senior, 26

Commonwealth v. Sholley, 242

Communicable diseases

asylum inadmissibility, 948

disclosure laws, 852–855

duty to warn, physicians’, 852, 902

inadmissible aliens, 952

Communications Act, 1333–1334, 1338, 1348, 1351

Communications Decency Act, 847, 1014–1015, 1020,
1024, 1027, 1044, 1064–1065

Communist scare, 213

Community Associations Institute, 1185–1186, 1188

Community corrections, 502

Community development credit unions, 115

Community notification laws, 528

Community property

common law marriages, 755

divorce, 763

FDIC insurance coverage, 121

guardianships and conservatorships, 700–701

wills, 732

Community standards

informed consent, 858

obscenity, 844–845, 1029, 1065

speech, freedom of, 241

Commutation of sentences, 446

Como, Perry, 845

Comparative advertising, 280

Comparative fault

automobile accident liability, 51

medical malpractice, 894

negligence, 1373

product liability, 327

Compelling government interest, 1016

Compensation

eminent domain, 1177, 1179, 1180, 1246

executors, 720

False Claims Act, 1136

governmental liability, 869

Compensatory damages

airline liability limits, 1407

assault, 1358

battery, 1361

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 1022

defamation, 1045

employment discrimination cases, 1081, 1094–1095

gender discrimination cases, 261

jury verdicts, 402

Title IX cases, 572

Competency

contracts, 306

insanity defense vs. competency to stand trial, 487–
488

power of attorney, 700, 715

rules of evidence, 472

will revocation, 733–734

wills, 731

See also Capacity; Insanity defense

Competency testing, 583–588

Competing local exchange carriers, 1349

Competition, cable television, 1342

Competitors, business, 998

Complaints

against accountants, 132

American with Disabilities Act, 10

attorney fees, 21

against attorneys, 30, 38

employment discrimination, 1093

housing discrimination, 1195–1196

paternity action, 825

small claims courts, 414

special education/disability access, 648

television content, 1354

Compliance

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, 1036–1037

Internet filters, 1028

occupational health and safety, 1109
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tax law, 1302–1303

Compound interest, 123

Comprehensive Crime Control Act, 524

Comprehensive insurance, 51, 66, 72, 862

Comprehensive Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, 862

Compulsory arbitration, 534

Compulsory education, 589–596

homeschooling, 625–626

truancy laws, 675–678

Compulsory medication, 562

CompuServe, Cubby v., 1014

CompuServe, Inc. v. Cyber Promotions, Inc., 1045

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 268, 1010, 1020, 1021

Computer hacking. See Hacking, computer

Computer Law Enforcement of Washington initiative,

1025

Computer software, 1323

Computer viruses, 1047

Comstock Act, 783, 844

Concealed weapons permits, 234

Conciliation. See Mediation

Concurrent jurisdiction, 494–495

Concurrent sentences, 521

Condemnation, 1177, 1178, 1179

Conditional privileges and defamation, 1366

Conditional release, 502

Conditional use permits, 1245

Condominiums/co-ops, 1157–1161, 1225

Conduct, vs. performance, 44

Confessions, 442, 482

Confidentiality. See Attorney-client privilege; Doctor-
patient confidentiality

Conflict resolution, 1103–1104

Conflicts of interest

business law, 135–141

corporate officers and directors, 169

Congress, U.S., 255–256

Connecticut

administering medicine in schools, 564

affirmative action, 193

assisted living facilities, 1249

at-will employment, 1072

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 73

banking and lending laws, 109

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 747

child welfare ombudsman programs, 350

civil procedure rules, 384

civil unions, 794, 811

cohabitation provisions, 756

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporate director and officer liability, 170

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 320

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 536, 544, 551

divorce, 761

divorce/separation/annullment, 766

drunk driving laws, 467

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 800

health insurance, 864

high school diploma requirements and types, 585

homeschooling, 626–627

identity theft protection, 336

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1211

legal malpractice lawsuits, 46

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

magnet schools, 605–606

managed care/HMO provisions, 876

marriage provisions, 811–812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 852, 902

medical malpractice provisions, 895

No Child Left Behind Act, 637

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

product liability statute of limitations, 1378

racial discrimination, 249

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 415

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 663

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

truancy laws, 678

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

Connecticut, Griswold v., 222–223, 784

Connecticut Board of Pardons v. Dumschat, 220

Connecticut Department of Safety v. Doe, 529

Connecting flights, 1382–1383
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Consanguinity, 810

Conscientious objectors, 255

Consecutive sentences, 521

Consent

agreements, 280, 313, 331, 345

battery, 1359–1360

defamation, 1366

marriage, 810

medical records, 852, 901

partnership agreements, 174

Conservation easements, 1172

Conservatorships, 697–701

durable powers of attorney vs., 716

grandparents, 798

trusts vs., 726

Consideration, 305

Consolidated Omnibus Budge Reconciliation Act of

1985, 764

Constitution, U.S.

abortion amendment (proposed), 785

broadness of, 479–480

civil liberties, 213

criminal procedure, 439

death penalty challenges, 449

Equal Rights Amendment (proposed), 214

federal judiciary, 387

habeas corpus, 427

interpretation of, 35–36

jury trial, right to, 396

Patent and Copyright Clause, 979

patents, 985

plea bargaining, 498

Supreme Court as primary authority to interpret, 388

See also Specific amendments

Constitutional rights

habeas corpus and deprivation of, 446

juveniles, 493

students, 612

Construction liens. See Contractor’s liens

Construction loans, 1165

Construction negligence, 53

Constructive eviction, 1210

Constructive service, 382

Constructive taking, 1178

Constructive trusts, 724

Consulting, 128, 137

Consumer Credit Protection Act. See Truth in Lending
Act

Consumer Credit Reporting Reform Act, 1046

Consumer debt collection, 289–293

Consumer Identity Protection Act (Alabama), 336

Consumer issues, 277–374

advertising, 277–281

attorneys, dissatisfaction with, 29

attorneys, interviewing of, 33

automobile buying, 57–61

automobile leases, 77–80

bankruptcy, 283–287

condominium/co-op purchases, 1160

consumer rights and protection, 295–301

contracts, 303–310

credit and truth-in-lending, 311–315

debt collection and garnishment, 289–293

deceptive trade practices, 317–324, 318

defective products, 325–328

dispute resolution alternatives, 536–540, 544–547,

550–553

identity theft, 333–339

Internet, 1009–1012

mail-order purchases, 341–345

ombudsman programs, 347–353

phishing, 355–358

purchases and returns, 359–364

recalls, 365–370

telemarketing, 341–345

Truth in Lending Act, 108

warranties, 371–374

See also Lemon laws; Product liability

Consumer Leasing Act, 77–79

Consumer Product Safety Commission

defective products, 327–328

exported goods and product liability, 327

recalls, 365, 366

Consumer purchases. See Purchases, consumer

Consumer reporting agencies, 313–314

Consumer Reports, 33

Consumer Response Center, 330–331

Consumer rights and protection, 295–301

Consumer Sentinel, 331

Consumers Union, 926

Contact, bodily, 1360

Content-based speech restrictions, 202

Content regulation, television, 1352–1353

Contested prenuptial agreements, 836

Contested wills, 731–732

Context in defamation, 1364

Contingency fees, 17–18, 21

Continuing care retirement communities, 1268

Continuity of care laws, 875

Contraception. See Birth control

Contract with America Advancement Act of 1996, 1276–
1277

Contractor’s liens, 1163–1169

Contracts, 303–310

admiralty and maritime cases, 390

business, 998

cohabitants, 753

electronic signatures, 1011–1012
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emancipation, 764

employment, 1069, 1070–1071

implied in law, 307

Internet, 1046

liability limitations, 867, 868–869

online business, 1052

partnership liability, 176

under seal, 307

teachers, 661–662

unmarried cohabitants, 755

Contributory negligence, 50, 1373

Controlled substances, 561–566, 833–834

Controlled Substances Act

administering medicine in schools, 562

applicability to the Death with Dignity Act (Oregon),

833–834

Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography

and Marketing Act, 1053

Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman,

or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 949

Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating

to International Carriage by Air, 1405, 1407

Convention on the International Sale of Goods, 1051

Convention on the Rights of the Child, 209, 211

Conversion rights, stock, 184

Conversions, condominium/co-op, 1159–1160

Convictions

plea bargaining, 498

reversing, 427

Cookies (Internet), 1005, 1006, 1010, 1045–1046

Cooling off periods, 362–363, 1236

COPA. See Child Online Protection Act

Copies, as evidence, 473

Copyright, 979–984

contributory infringement, 1052

Copyright Treaty, 1058

Internet, 1024, 1043, 1057–1061

parental liability, 819

unfair competition, 1000

U.S. Copyright Act, 981, 1343

Core political speech, 238, 239

Core programming, 1355–1356

Corey v. Norman, Hanson & DeTroy, 26

Corporal punishment, 610, 742

Corporate credit unions, 115

Corporate taxes, 1285–1289, 1294

Corporations, 143–148

attorney-client privilege, 24

jurisdiction issues, 390

liability, 167–171

limited liability entities, 155–156

mergers and acquisitions, 331, 998

nonprofit organizations, 162

shareholder rights, 181–187

taxes, 1285–1289, 1294

Corrections, 350–351

Correspondence audits, 1298

Corrigan, Truax v., 219

Corruption of the blood, 433

Cosby, William, 846

Cossler, Radovanic v., 26

Cost-benefit analysis, 1377

Cost of living adjustments, 1275

Cost property assessment method, 1307

Costs

ADA-compliance, 9

adoption, 738

appeals, 428

arbitration, 557

attorney fees vs. costs, 19–20

automated teller machine transactions, 116

automobile insurance, 66–67, 100

automobile leases, 78

child air fare, 1383

condominiums/co-ops, 1158, 1159

court costs, parents responsibility for, 819

education, 621–624

health care, 925

home equity loans, 1152

jury consultants, 398

Medicare, 863, 1260

paternity testing, 824

private school tuition, 682

satellite radio, 1343

timeshares, 1236

trials, 498

Cothren v. State, 462

Council of Europe, 451

Counsel, right to, 507–511

criminal procedure, 443

felonies and misdemeanors, 435

Fifth Amendment, 482

parole revocation hearings, 504

probation revocation hearings, 502

sentencing, 523–524

Counterclaims, 381, 382, 414

Counterfeit Access Device and Computer Fraud and
Abuse Act, 1020

Counterfeiting, 953

Counterterrorism Fund, 266

County of Allegheny v. American Civil Liberties Union
Greater Pittsburgh Chapter, 254

County property taxes, 1307

County School Board, Green v., 605

Court appointed attorneys. See Counsel, right to

Court cases

321 Studios v. Metro Goldwyn Mayer Studios, 1058

Able v. U.S.A., 262
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libel and slander, 1363–1367

trade, 1000

Default

car loans, 58–59

partnership agreements, 174

shareholders, 182

Default judgments, 383

Defective products, 325–328

Consumer Product Safety Commission, 297

debt default, 291

warranties, 360
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Defective warrants, 441, 517
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bail, 429–432
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savings and loan, 122
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sentencing provisions, 524

shareholder rights, 185
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state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

Delaware General Corporation Law, 144, 168, 181

Delayed discovery rule, 327

Delconte v. State of North Carolina, 593

Deliberations, jury, 444
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Deming, W. Edwards, 614

Democratic Party

immigration reform, 970–971

white primaries, 273–274
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Demonstrative evidence, 472

Demosthenes, 457

Dendrite International v. John Does, 1038

Denial of claims
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life insurance, 711
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Consortium, Inc. v. F.C.C., 1355

DePallo, People v., 26

Department of Homeland Security, 929–932, 935, 939–

940, 943–944

Department of Public Health, Goodridge v., 793

Depo Provera injections, 530

Deportation, 951–954

children, 211

expired visas, 967

public charges, 961

Depository Institutions Act, 106, 108, 113

Depreciation, 1324

Deregulation, telecommunications, 1335

Derivative asylum, 949

Derivative litigation, 183

Des Moines Independent Community School District,
Tinker v., 239, 240, 653–654, 655, 689

Descriptive marks, 992

Desegregation, school, 248

Desertion, parental, 739

Design defects, 326, 1372, 1377

Design patents, 986

Detainees

children as, 211

USA PATRIOT Act, 268

Detention, school, 611–612

Detention hearings, 430–431

Determinate sentences, 504, 521

Deterrence

illegal immigration, 976

punishment, as purpose of, 523

Developers, housing, 1225, 1226

Developmental programs, 573

Devenpeck v. Alford, 515

DeWeese v. Weaver, 898

Diagnosis and medical malpractice, 892

Dietz v. Finlay Fine Jewelry Corp., 1117

Differential diagnosis, 892

Differential Income Factor tax return review method,
1299

Digest of Justinian, 457

Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 980, 1024, 1058

Digital signatures. See Electronic signatures

Digital television signals, 1352, 1356

Dillard, People v., 484

Dilution, trademark, 274–276, 994, 1042, 1050–1051

Dionisio, United States v., 515

Diploma types, high school, 585–588

Direct evidence

age discrimination cases, 197

negligence cases, 1371

Direct examination of witnesses, 473–474

Direct lenders, 1153

Direct litigation, 183

Direct mail sales, 341–342

Direct Marketing Association, 343, 1004

Directive to physicians. See Living wills

Directories, attorney, 30, 32

Directors

corporations, 145
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liability, 167–171

nonprofit organizations, 164–165

shareholder litigation, 183

Directory of Lawyer Referral Services, ABA, 32

Disability discrimination

airlines, 1406

cruise line travel, 1407

employment, 1092

housing, 1194–1195

Internet, 1047

See also Americans With Disabilities Act; Disabled

persons

Disability insurance, 1078, 1274

Disabled persons

conservatorship, 699

educational access, 645–651

employment discrimination, 1081–1082, 1082

foster care, 788

guardianships, 756, 806–807

hotels, 1386

insurance policies, 863–864

Medicaid eligibility, 884

Medicare, 1260

special education, parents involvement in, 599

special needs trusts, 724–725

Supplemental Security Income, 1275–1277

weapons in school, 688

workers’ compensation, 1144

See also Americans With Disabilities Act; Disability

discrimination

Disabling filters, 1029–1030

Disaster relief, 937–940

Disaster Relief Act of 1974, 938

Discharging liens, 1165

Disciplinary boards, legal malpractice, 46

Discipline, 741–744

Discipline in schools, 609–614

Discipline Without Stress, Punishment, or Rewards
(Marshall), 614

Disclosure

automobile lease laws, 79

conflicts of interest, 135

employee medical information, 1117

ex parte FCC presentations, 1337–1338

Internet anonymity, 1016, 1038

medical information, 851, 914–915

nonprofit organizations, 164

Discoveries, patents and, 986

Discovery

attorney-client privilege, 25

civil procedure, 382

Discretionary death penalty statutes, 448

Discrimination

airlines, 1406

codes of conduct, 580

cohabitants, 754

Equal Credit Opportunity Act, 313

hotels, 1386

teachers, 660, 662–663

See also Age discrimination; Disability discrimination;

Employment, discrimination; Gender

discrimination; Housing, discrimination; Racial

discrimination; Sexual orientation discrimination

Disgruntled students, 571

Disinheriting, 732

Dismissal, court case

double jeopardy termination, 459–460

motions for, 382

Dismissal, employment

discrimination complaints, 1094

teachers, 661

Disorderly hotel guests, 1388

Disparate impact theory, 260, 261

Dispute Resolution Act, 556

Dispute resolution alternatives, 533–559

accountant malpractice, 132

arbitration, 533–540

attorney fees, 21

legal malpractice, 46

mediation, 541–548

mini-trials, 549–554

negotiation, 555–559

neighbor disputes, 1221–1222

vs. jury trials, 404

Disputes

child custody, 746

contracts, 303

credit report errors, 314

cruise lines, 1407–1408

with dishonest or unfair merchants, 362

homeowners’ associations, 1187

property tax bills, 1309

telephone communications, 1348

warranty, 373–374

Disqualification from jury service, 397

Dissemination of obscenity to minors, 1065

Dissociation, partnership, 177

Dissolution, partnership, 177

Distance learning, 684

Distinctiveness

patents, 987

trademarks, 992

Distinguished school designation, 635

District of Abington Township v. Schempp, 226, 639–640

District of Columbia

administering medicine in schools, 564

affirmative action, 193

assisted living facilities, 1249
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automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 747

civil procedure rules, 384

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1165

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 320

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

divorce/separation/annullment, 766

domestic partner provisions, 811

drunk driving laws, 468

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 962

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

marriage provisions, 814

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 902

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 249

sentencing provisions, 525

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 415–416

stalking, 776

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1127

usury laws, 124

voting rights, 271

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144

Diversity, jury, 396–397

Diversity jurisdiction, 390

Diversity Visa program, 968

Dividends, taxes on, 1286

Divine, Moral and Martial Laws, 448

Diving, 1388

Division of Advertising Practices, Bureau of Consumer

Protection, 278, 312–313, 330, 344–345

Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer

Protection, 278, 312–313, 330

Division of Financial Practices, Bureau of Consumer

Protection, 330

Division of Marketing Practices, Bureau of Consumer

Protection, 330

Division of Planning and Information, Bureau of

Consumer Protection, 330–331

Divorce, 761–772

children traveling alone, 1382

common law marriages, 755

custody issues, 210–211

liens, 1164

settlement agreements, 837

wills, 732

DMA. See Direct Marketing Association

DMCA. See Digital Millennium Copyright Act

DNA evidence, 216

DNA testing, 453–456, 823, 840–841

Do-it-yourself wills, 734

Do-not-call lists, 343, 1348

Doctor-patient confidentiality, 849–855

breaches of, 893–894

establishment of relationship, 892

medical records, 899–900

minors, 923–924

patient rights, 914–915

Doctrine of incorporation, 458, 480, 514

Doctrine of respondent superior. See Respondent

superior, doctrine of

Documentary evidence, 369, 472–473

Documentation

children traveling alone, 1383

disability, 12–13

Doe, Connecticut Department of Safety v., 529

Doe, Melvin v., 1038

Doe, Santa Fe Independent School District v., 640

Doe, Smith v., 529

Doe v. Renfrow, 690

Doe v. University of Michigan, 656

DOHSA. See Death on the High Seas Act

Domain names, 1011, 1042, 1050–1051

Domestic adoptions, 738

Domestic partners, 755

Domestic terrorist organizations, 267–268

Domestic violence, 773–778, 1361–1362

Donnelly, Lynch v., 226, 228, 254

Donor cards, 906, 907, 908

‘‘Don’t ask, don’t tell’’ policy, 262

Double jeopardy, 457–463

appeals, 425

civil commitment for sex offenders, 531

criminal procedure, 442

Fifth Amendment, 441

jury nullification, 401

retrial because of court error, 517
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state laws, 483–484

Double Jeopardy Clause, 481

Double taxation, 1287

Douglas, William O., 222, 575

Draconian Code of Athens, 447

Drafts, 114

Dram shop laws, 101, 1388

Drivers’ licenses, 63–70, 688

Driving and child labor, 1133

Driving tests, 65–66

Driving under the influence

automobile safety, 92–93

double jeopardy, 462

drivers’ licenses, 69

traffic violations, 100–102

Dropout rates, 676

Drug availability, 690–691

Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988, 1085

Drug offenses

drug-kingpin conspiracy, 451

international travel, 1395–1396

Drug testing, 615–619

employees, 1085–1089, 1114–1116

students, 690

Drug use and contracts, 306

Drunk driving. See Driving under the influence

Drunken hotel guests, 1388

Dual citizenship, 955–958, 970

Due care, 145

Due process, 219–224

civil procedure, 379

criminal procedure, 442

eminent domain, 1177–1178, 1179

parole revocation, 504

probation revocation hearings, 502–503, 510

racial discrimination, 246

state laws, 483–484

Due Process Clause

competency testing, 584–585

employee drug testing, 1086

home schooling, 592

illegal immigrants, 975

interpretation and scope of, 481–482

involuntary commitment, 699

public schools, home schooled students’ access to,
594

teachers’ rights, 661

Duke Power Co., Griggs v., 191

Duke’s Laws, 448

Dulles, Trop v., 449

Dumping, patient, 926

Dumschat, Connecticut Board of Pardons v., 220

Duo-Tint Bulb & Battery Co., Inc. v. Moline Supply Co.,
1001

Durable powers of attorney

cohabitants, 756

incapacitated persons, 912

informed consent, 914

organ donation provisions, 908

overview, 716

patient rights, 913

Durant v. Commissioner, 436

Duration

copyright, 981

patents, 988

Duress

breach of contracts, 309

prenuptial agreements, 836

Durham Rule, 486–487

Durham v. United States, 486–487

Duty

in negligence, 1370

physicians, 892

Duty of care

corporate officers and directors, 169

partnerships, 176–177

Duty of loyalty

conflicts of interest, 135

corporate officers and directors, 169

partnerships, 176

Duty to bargain, 1103

Duty to control, 1372

Duty to protect, 1372

Duty to receive guests, 1386–1387

Duty to rescue, 1371

Duty to warn, 850, 852, 915

Dylan, Bob, 845, 846

E

E-mail

advertising, 1004, 1005

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, 1037

commercial speech, 1044–1045

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 1010

doctor-patient relationship, 850

Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 0, 1020

FCC rulemaking comments, 1338

interception of, 1023, 1046, 1115–1116

Internet privacy, 1034–1035

online business, 1052, 1053

phishing, 355–358

spam, 847

state laws, 1038, 1055

unlawful access to stored communications, 1023–
1024

USA PATRIOT Act, 267

E-passports, 971, 975
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E-rate discounts, 1028

E-Sign Act, 1012

E-signatures, 1011–1012, 1046–1047, 1052, 1054–1055

Earls v. Tecumseh, 616, 618

Early-exit programs, 573

Early neutral evaluation, 558–559

Earth Liberation Front, 942, 943

Earthquakes, 938, 939

Easements, 1171–1175

Eason, State v., 519

Easton, Sheena, 845

Eavesdropping, 1023

Eberheart v. Georgia, 445

Economic Citizenship Program (Belize), 956

Economic development, 483, 484

Economic Growth and Regulatory Paperwork Reduction

Act, 106

Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act, 695

Economic issues

Federal Trade Commission actions, 331

interest rates, 124

truancy, 676

Economic realities test, 150

Ecoterrorism, 941, 942–943

ECPA. See Electronic Communications Privacy Act

Editing, movie, 980

Edmond, Indianapolis v., 517

Educate America Act, 584

Education, 561–692

accountants, 128

administering medicine, 561–566

affirmative action, 191

Americans with Disabilities Act, 1–6

athletics, 567–572

bilingualism, 573–577

book banning, 215–216

business expenses, 1323

church and state issues, 226–227

codes of conduct, 579–582

competency testing, 583–588

compulsory, 589–596

continuing legal education, 44

curriculum, 597–602

desegregation and busing, 603–607

discipline and punishment, 609–614

dispute resolution alternatives, 536–540, 544–547,
550–553

drug testing, 615–619

employee benefits, 1078

finance/funding, 621–624

gender discrimination, 261

homeschooling, 625–631

legal, 36–37

No Child Left Behind Act, 633–638

occupational health and safety, 1108–1109

racial discrimination, 248

school prayer/Pledge of Allegiance, 639–644

school types, 681–685

sexual harassment, 1122

special education/disability access, 645–651

student rights, 653–657

teachers’ rights, 659–666

truancy, 675–679

unions/collective bargaining, 667–673

violence and weapons, 687–692

Education, U.S. Department of

education funding, 622

Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language

Affairs, 576

Title IX implementation, 570

Education Amendments Act, Title IX. See Title IX

Education of All Handicapped Children Act, 562, 645,

646

Education Reform Act, 583

Education Week, 606

Edwards v. Aguillard, 227

EECO v. Wyoming, 1081

Egg Products Inspection Act, 367

Egg recalls, 367

Eighth Amendment

bail, 429

criminal procedure, 440, 444

death penalty challenges, 449

sentencing, 522

El AL Israel Airlines, Ltd. v. Tsui Yuan Tseng, 1407

Elam, Puckett v., 398

Elcom Ltd., U.S. v., 1058

Elder abuse, 1255–1258, 1267–1268

Elder Care Locator, 1268

Elderly persons. See Retirement and aging

Eldridge, Mathews v., 221, 585

Elected officials, 138–140

Election of judges, 407, 409

Elections. See Voting rights

Electric chair, 448

Electrical cords, 1192

Electronic banking, 106

Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 1010, 1020,

1034–1035, 1046, 1051, 1115–1116

Electronic crime task forces, 266

Electronic signatures, 1011–1012, 1046–1047, 1052,

1054–1055

Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce

Act, 1052

Electronic surveillance, 266–267, 1113–1117

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, 622, 633, 1028

Elg, Perkins v., 956
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Eligibility

Medicaid, 884–888

Medicare, 863

Elk Grove Unified School District v. Newdow, 229, 643

Ella Williams v. Toyota, 1082

Ellerth, Burlington Industries, Inc. v., 1121

Ellis Island, New York, 973, 974

Elmira Reformation, 503

Elstad, Oregon v., 482

Emancipation, 779–782

as divorce, 764

foster care, 788

juvenile law, 491

medical treatment of minors, 923

Embassies and consulates, 1393–1398, 1409

Embryo transplant, 841

Emergencies, overseas, 1394

Emergency Alert System, 934, 938

Emergency disclosures, 1036

Emergency guardianships, 806

Emergency involuntary hospitalization, 700

Emergency management, 933–936

Emergency Management Institute, 935

Emergency medical technicians, 934, 939

Emergency medical treatment

entitlement to, 52

informed consent, 858

minors, 922–923

uninsured persons, 926

Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act, 915,

926

Emergency Preparedness and Response Directorate, 931

Eminent domain, 482–484, 1177–1180, 1245–1246, 1350

Emotional abuse, 1255–1256

Employee Benefit Research Institute, 925–926

Employee handbooks, 1071

Employee Polygraph Protection Act, 455

Employee Retirement Income Security Act, 862, 911,

1075, 1270, 1271

Employee rights, 1091–1095, 1270

Employee stock ownership plans, 1077, 1270

Employment

affirmative action, 190–195

age discrimination, 197–200

Americans with Disabilities Act accommodations,
11–14

at-will, 1069–1073

benefits, 1075–1078

cohabitants, 754

conflicts of interest, 138

credit reports, 314

discrimination, 376, 1079–1084

domestic violence, 775–776

drug testing, 616, 1085–1089

dual citizenship, 956

Employee Polygraph Protection Act, 455

employee rights/Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission, 1091–1095

Family and Medical Leave Act, 1097–1100

gender discrimination, 260

health insurance, employer provided, 862

illegal aliens, 970–971, 976

immigrants, 948, 968–969, 977

independent contractor vs. employee status, 149–151

Internet privacy, 1035

jury service exemptions, 397

mediation, 544

nonprofit organizations, 164–165

occupational health and safety, 1107–1111

pension plans, 1269–1270

privacy, 1113–1118

racial discrimination, 247–248

sexual harassment, 1119–1124

small businesses, 1324–1325

Supplemental Security Income, 1276

teachers’ rights, 659–662

Title IX, 570–572

trade secrets, 1000

vicarious liability, 52, 894

wage and hour laws, 1131–1134

whistleblowers, 1135–1140

workers’ compensation, 1141–1145

Employment authorization documents, 949, 968–969

Employment benefits. See Benefits, employment

Employment creation immigrants, 968

Employment Division v. Smith, 256

Employment Security Administration Account, 1125–

1126

EMTALA. See Emergency Medical Treatment and Active

Labor Act

Encroachment, 1220, 1240

Encryption

cable television signals, 1342–1343

software, 1046

Endorsement test, 226

Energy, U.S. Department of, 193

Energy Rules, 330

Enforceability, contract, 303

Enforcement

advertising law, 278

American with Disabilities Act, 10

Internet crime, 1024–1025

Internet filters, 1030

neighborhood covenants, 1228

truancy laws, 677

warranty, 360

Enforcement Acts, 273

Engagement letters, 132
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Engagement rings, 837

Engel v. Vitale, 254, 639, 641

Engler, Cyberspace v., 1066

English as a Second Language programs, 573

English law

abortion, 784

American legal system, influence on the, 36

at-will employment, 1069

attorney-client privilege, 23

church and state issues, 253

copyright, 979

death penalty, 447

defamation, 1363

divorce, 761

doctor-patient confidentiality, 849

fingerprint identification, 454

hotel liability, 1386

informed consent, 857

insanity defense, 485–486

juries, 395

livestock, liability for, 1150, 1220, 1240

parole, 503

Poor Laws, 787

product liability, 1375

vicarious liability, 1141–1142

writs of assistance, 513–514

Enrollment, Medicare, 1261

Enron scandal, 130, 137, 167

Entertainment

business expenses, 1323

taxes, 1313

Environmental marketing practices, 279–280, 330

Environmental Protection Agency

affirmative action, 193

ombudsman programs, 351

recalls, 365

Small Business Ombudsman Clearinghouse and
Hotline, 351

EPOs. See Exclusive provider organizations

EPPA. See Employee Polygraph Protection Act

Equal Access Act, 640, 641

Equal Access to Justice Act, 15

Equal Credit Opportunity Act, 313, 351

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 1091–1095

affirmative action guidelines, 195

age discrimination, 199

mediation, 544

racial discrimination, 247–248

sexual harassment, 1119, 1120

Title VII, Civil Rights Act of 1964, 1081

Equal Pay Act, 150, 259–260, 1080, 1092

Equal Protection Clause

competency testing, 585

contraception, 784

due process and, 222

interracial marriage, 810

peremptory challenges, racially-based, 444

public schools, home schooled students’ access to,

594

racial discrimination, 246

segregation, 604

sexual orientation discrimination, 262

teachers’ rights, 662

voting rights, 248

Equal Rights Amendment (proposed), 214

Equal time provisions, 1334, 1353

Equipment, business, 1324

Equitable distribution of property, 762–763

Equitable liens, 1164–1165

Equity financing, 182

Equivalent education, 590, 591–592, 626

Erie v. Tompkins, 382

ERISA. See Employee Retirement Income Security Act

Erotomania, 776

Erroneous diagnosis or treatment, 892

Errors

appeals on, 426, 427

civil procedure, 384

credit reports, 314

Escalator clauses, 836

Escheat, 706

Escorts, for children, 1383

Escrow, 1153, 1235

ESL programs. See English as a Second Language
programs

Espionage threats, 952

Establishment Clause, 225–229, 253–254, 640–641

Estate planning, 693–736

estate and gift tax, 693–696

guardianship and conservatorships, 697–701

intestacy, 703–707

life insurance, 709–712

power of attorney, 713–718

prenuptial agreements, 837

probate and executors, 719–722

trusts, 723–727

wills, 729–736

Estate tax, 693–696

federal, 1294

intestacy, 706–707

trusts, 726

wills, 734

Esthetic zoning, 1245

Estimated taxes, 1286, 1319, 1325

Ethics

accountants, 129

attorney fees, 17–18, 20

attorney violations, 30
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continuing legal education, 44

European Convention on Human Rights, 451

European Union, 956

Euthanasia, 913–914

Evacuation and international travel, 1394

Evans, Romer v., 262

Everson, Wesp v., 24

Eviction

hotels, 1386–1391

housing, 129, 1210–1216

Evidence, 471–477

burden of proof, 375–377

dispute resolution alternatives, 559

DNA, 216, 455–456

exclusionary rule, 443, 517

fingerprints, 453–454

insufficient weight of, 426

judges commenting on, 396

jury evaluation of, 400–401

polygraphs, 454–455

trademark infringement, 994

for warrants, 441

Evil twin scams, 356

Evolution, teaching of, 227

Evolving standards of decency, 451

Ex parte Crouse, 492

Ex parte FCC presentations, 1337–1338

Ex Parte Hon. Orson Johnson, 500

Ex parte orders, 775

Ex parte Randle, 461–462

Examinations

citizenship, 969–970

competency testing, 583–588

disabled persons, accommodations for, 3

drivers’ licenses, 65–66

home schooling, 592, 626, 678

life insurance, 710–711

No Child Left Behind Act, 637

state bar, 37

Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination,
128, 129

Examiners, patent, 988

Excess condemnation, 1179

Excessive Fines Clause, 445

Exchange programs, 1236

Exchanges, product, 359, 361, 362

Excise taxes, 1311, 1313

Exclusionary rule

criminal procedure, 443

Fourth Amendment violations, 517

right to counsel violations, 509

Exclusions

capital gains, 1282

homeowners’ insurance, 1200

life insurance, 711

Exclusive provider organizations, 874

Exculpatory clauses, 867, 869, 1389

Execution of juveniles, 495

Executive Order 11246, 190, 191, 194

Executors, 716, 719–722, 730

Exemplary damages, 261

Exempt Fair Labor Standards Act employees, 1132

Exemptions

bankruptcy, 286

compulsory education, 590

income tax, 842, 1292

jury service, 397

property taxes, 1306–1307

state income taxes, 1295

Exigent circumstances, 516–517

Exit examinations, 583–588

Exoneration, 455–456

Expedited legal review, 1030

Expedited removal, 953, 976

Expenditures, education, 622

Expert witnesses

doctor-patient relationship, 892

Title IX cases, 572

Expiration

neighborhood covenants, 1226–1227

warranty, 360–361

Exported goods, 327

Exposure records, 1109

Express consent, 174, 901, 1239, 1240

Express contracts, 307

Express easements, 1172

Express warranties

consumer rights and protection, 296, 360

overview, 372

product liability, 1376

Expressions of sympathy, 894–898

Expulsion, school, 688

Extended personality, 1360, 1362

Extended Unemployment Compensation Account, 1126

Extended warranties, 361, 372–373

Extensions

audit, 1299

tax return filing, 1330

Extortion, 1022

Extracurricular activities, 615–618

Extraordinary remedies, 427

Extrinsic evidence, 474

F

Fact bargaining, 497

Faculty codes of conduct, 579

Failure to appear, 69, 431
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Failure to correct a prior OSHA violation, 1110

Failure to diagnose, 892

Failure to disclose, 858

Failure to file tax returns, 1329–1330

Failure to treat, 892

Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act, 314, 335–336,

357

Fair Credit Reporting Act, 313, 330, 334, 1046

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 291, 292, 314–315,

330

Fair housing. See Housing, discrimination

Fair Housing Act, 245, 248, 1193–1195

Fair Labor Standards Act, 150, 209–210, 260, 1079, 1080,

1131–1133

Fair market value

conservation easements, 1173

deficiency judgments, 1183

eminent domain, 482, 1179, 1246

Fair use

copyright infringement, 1043

Internet piracy and file-sharing, 1059

metatags, 1054

Fairfax County, Virginia, 690

Fairness Doctrine, 1334, 1335, 1352–1353

False advertising. See Advertising; Deceptive trade

practices

False child abuse accusations, 742

False Claims Act, 1135–1136

False representation, 342

Family

deportation, 953

derivative asylum, 949

dispute resolution alternatives, 536–540, 544–547,

550–553

Family and Medical Leave Act, 1098

housing discrimination, 1195

immigrant visa numbers, 968

immigration law, 977

truancy, 676

Family and Medical Leave Act, 151, 261, 1076, 1097–1100

Family businesses, 695, 1319

Family car doctrine, 818

Family courts, 420

Family Entertainment and Copyright Act, 980

Family farmers, 284

Family Finance Corp. of Bay View, Sniadach v., 221

Family-friendly programming, 1342

Family law, 737–842

adoption, 737–842

child abuse, 741–744

child support/custody, 745–751

cohabitation, 753–758

divorce, separation/annulment, 761–772

domestic violence, 773–778

emancipation, 779–782

family planning/abortion/birth control, 783–786

foster care, 787–790

gay couples, 791–795

grandparents’ rights, 797–804

guardianship, 805–808

marriage/marriage age, 809–815

parent liability, 817–821

paternity, 823–829

physician-assisted suicide, 831–834

prenuptial agreements, 835–838

unmarried parents, 839–842

Family Leave Clarification Act (proposed), 1100

Family Medical Leave Act of 1993, 1082–1083

Family Movie Act, 980

Family planning, 783–786, 922

Fanciful marks, 992–993

Fanfan, United States v., 524

Fannie Mae. See Federal National Mortgage Association

Fanning, Shawn, 1059

Fanny Hill, 845

Fano, Meachum v., 220

Faragher v. Boca Raton, 1121

Farm Credit Bank of St. Paul v. Huether, 26

Farmers, 695

Farmland Dairy Farms, Inc., Ideal Dairy Farms, Inc.
v., 1001

Farrington v. Tokushige, 591, 592

Fathers, teenage, 818

Faubus, Orval, 604

Fault. See Liability

Faxes

FCC rulemaking comments, 1338

solicitations, 343, 1348

F.C.C., Denver Area Educational Telecommunications
Consortium, Inc. v., 1355

FCC, Red Lion Broadcasting v., 1335

FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, 1354

FCRA. See Fair Credit Reporting Act

FDA. See Food and Drug Administration

FDCPA. See Fair Debt Collection Practices Act

Federal agencies

affirmative action, 193

arbitration, 536

bank regulation, 114

consumer rights and protection, 297–298

disaster relief, 938–940

dispute resolution alternatives, 556

emergency management, 934–935

mini-trials, 550

Federal Arbitration Agreement, 535

Federal Automobile Information Disclosure Act, 296

Federal Aviation Administration, 1406–1407, 1408

Federal bankruptcy exemptions, 287
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Federal Bureau of Investigation

anti-terrorism measures, 944

Carnivore hardware, 1033

DNA sample databank, 455

fingerprint repository, 454

Federal Bureau of Prisons, 454

Federal Communications Commission

affirmative action, 193

do-not-call lists, 343

interception of electronic communications, 1023

Internet filters, 1028

Internet privacy, 1035

regulations, 1333–1339

satellite and cable communications, 1341–1342

telephone regulation, 1347–1349

television regulations, 1351–1356

Federal courts, 387–393

admissions policies, 38

appeals, 425–426, 445

arbitration, 536

attorney fees, 16

authority, 380

bankruptcy courts, 285

death penalty cases, 451

dispute resolution alternatives, 556

evidence, 471–476

Federal Communications Commission decision

appeals, 1352

grand juries, 480

housing discrimination cases, 1196

insanity defense, 488

judge selection, 408

juries, 396

jurisdiction, 419, 420

mediation, 543–544

Medicare claims, 1279

mini-trials, 550, 558

polygraph results, 455

punishable crimes, 433

sentences, 522

sentencing guidelines, 524

student drug testing, 616–617

summary jury trials, 558

Supplemental Security Income claims, 1276

Federal Deposit Insurance Act, 106

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 105, 108, 114,

119–122, 351

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement

Act, 106, 120

Federal Drug-Free Workplace Act, 1115

Federal Emergency Management Agency, 931, 934, 935,

938, 940

Federal employees. See Government employees

Federal funds

abortion ‘‘gag rule,’’ 785–786

adoption, 739

Americans with Disabilities Act, 1, 3

assisted living facilities, 1248

automobile safety, 91–92, 96

bilingualism, 575, 576

child welfare, 787–788

church and state issues, 228

curricula, 598

education, 621, 622

Federal Emergency Management Agency, 938

Goals 2000: Educate America Act, 600–601

Gun-Free Schools Act, 691

Internet filters, 1028–1029

Medicare, 1260–1263

No Child Left Behind Act, 636–637

organ donation, 907

physician-assisted suicide, 832

special education/disability access, 645–648

Title IX, 569–572

Violence Against Women Act, 774–775

Federal government

affirmative action, 190, 191, 194

curriculum authority, 598

Freedom of Information Act, 847

small claims lawsuits, 414

Federal Home Loan Banks, 193

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, 1154

Federal income taxes. See Income taxes

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 296

Federal Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, 216–217

Federal Jury Selection and Service Act of 1968, 396

Federal laws

employment, discharge from, 1072

foreclosure, 1183–1184

hotel liability, 1386

pension plans, 1271–1272

whistleblower protection, 1136–1137, 1137

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, 544

Federal National Mortgage Association, 1154

Federal ombudsman programs, 349

Federal Preparedness Agency, 938

Federal-question jurisdiction, 390

Federal regulations. See Government regulations

Federal Reserve Act, 105–106

Federal Reserve Board of Governors, 124

Federal Reserve system, 105, 107–108, 119

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, 425

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 381–384

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

overview, 439

plea bargaining, 499
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search and seizure, 513

sentences, 522–523

Federal Rules of Evidence

doctor-patient privilege, 850

overview, 471–476

polygraph results, 455

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, 120

Federal sex offenses, 527–528

Federal-State Communications Joint Board, 1348

Federal Tort Claims Act, 868

Federal Trade Commission, 329–332

advertising, 277–281

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, 1036–1038

consumer rights and protection, 295, 298

Cooling Off Rule, 362–363

debt collection practices, 315

dishonest or unfair merchants, 362

Fair Deb Collection Practices Act of 19788, 292

identity theft, 333–334, 335

Internet, 1011, 1051

Internet privacy, 1033

mail order purchases and telemarketing, 344

Used Car Rule, 57, 297

warranties, 371

Federal Trade Commission Act

advertising, 277–279

antitrust aspects, 331

credit and truth-in-lending, 312

deceptive trade practices, 317–320

Federal Unemployment Tax Act, 1125–1126

Federal Unemployment Trust Fund, 1125–1126

Fee-for-service

managed care, 873

Medicaid, 884–885

primary care case management model, 885

Fee simple ownership, 1147

Fees

attorney, 15–21, 44

drivers’ licenses, 65

Federal Communications Commission, 1352

homeowners’ associations, 1186, 1225

National Passport Information Centers, 1403

passports, 1401

patent, 988

visas, 1403

Feingold, Russell, 265

Feinstein, Dianne, 211

Fellen-berg, Philipp Emanuel von, 610

Felonies

assault, 1358

battery, 1359

consequences of conviction, 435

crime classification, 434

drunk driving, 101–102, 466

state courts, 420–421

warrants and arrests, 441, 516

weapons in schools, 688

Felsher v. University of Evansville, 1001

Felton, Agostini v., 226

FEMA. See Federal Emergency Management Agency

Fences, 1149–1150, 1191, 1220, 1227

Ferber, New York v., 1064

Ferguson, Plessy v., 246, 247, 604

Ferguson v. Friendfinder, 1039

Ferndon v. Wisconsin, 898

FHLMC. See Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation

Fiber content labeling, 280, 330

Fiduciaries

corporate officers and directors, 145, 169

partnerships, 176–177

power of attorney, 713

shareholder direct litigation, 183

trusts, 723, 725

Field audits, 1298

Field Code, 384

Field sobriety tests, 466

Fifteenth Amendment

racial discrimination, 247

voting rights, 271, 273, 274

Fifth Amendment, 441–442, 479–484

criminal procedure, 439–440

double jeopardy, 425

eminent domain, 1175

See also Due process

Fighting words, 239

File-sharing, Internet, 982, 1057–1061

Filing

appeals, 426

false tax returns, 1329

lawsuits, 381–382

Filing status, tax, 1293

Filtering software, Internet, 1027–1032

censorship, 847

free speech, 1015

libraries, 241

pornography, 1064, 1065–1066

schools, 581

Final judgment rule, 425–426

Final sentences, 522

Finance, education, 621–624

Financial accounting, 127–128, 130

Financial aid, education, 228

Financial exemptions from jury service, 397

Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and
Enforcement Act, 106, 120

Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate
Control Act, 106
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Financial issues

automobile purchases, 57–59

condominium/co-op costs, 1158, 1159

conservatorship, 699

exploitation of elderly persons, 1256

leasing vs. buying automobiles, 80

mortgages, 1151–1156

power of attorney, 714, 716–717

See also Banking; Taxes

Financial Modernization Act, 1046

Financial qualifications for voting, 273

Financial statements, 130

Fines

FCC indecency fines, 1354

housing discrimination cases, 1196

physician Medicare overcharges, 1261

traffic violations, 100

Finger Plan, 605

Fingerprints, 453–456

Fingers, State v., 24

Finlay Fine Jewelry Corp., Dietz v., 1117

Fire safety, 1191, 1386

Firearms, 231–235

child access protection laws, 819

domestic violence, 776

schools, 688, 691

Firearms Act, 231

Firefighters, 934, 939

FIRREA. See Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and
Enforcement Act

First Amendment

assembly, 201

censorship, 843–848

Pledge of Allegiance in schools, 642

television, 1352, 1354

See also Speech, freedom of

First Bank of the United States, 120

First responders, 934, 939

First-to-die insurance, 710

First users, in trademark law, 993

FISA. See Federal Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978

Fisher, Commonwealth v., 492

Fitness reviews, attorney, 37

Fix-it lists, 360–361

Fixed attorney fees, 17

Fixed interest rates, 312, 1151–1152

The Fixer (Malamud), 845

Flag burning, 239

Flat attorney fees, 17

Flat sentences, 522

Flexible Spending Accounts, 1077

Flight Operational Quality Assurance Programs, 1407

Flight security, 1382, 1383

Floating Time arrangements, 1235

Flood Control Act, 938

Floods, 938

Flores, City of Boerne v., 256

Florida

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1249–1250

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 109

bankruptcy exemptions, 286

bilingualism, 575

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 747–748

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1165–1166

copyright laws, 983

corporate director and officer liability, 170

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 436

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 544, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 766

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 468

emancipation provisions, 781

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 483

Good Samaritan acts, 1389

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 800

guardianship and conservatorship, 701

guardianship provisions, 807

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

hotel liability, 1390

hotel overbooking law, 1387

identity theft protection, 336–337

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1212

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 876

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886
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medical information disclosure laws, 853, 902

medical malpractice provisions, 895

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

probate, 722

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

public schools, home schooled students’ access to,

594

racial discrimination, 249

real estate finance, 1155

religious freedom, 256

school prayer, 643–644

search and seizure, 518

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

timeshares, 1237

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 124

weapons in schools, 688, 691

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144

Florida, Proffitt v., 450

Florida Board of Regents, Kimel et al. v., 199, 1081

Flowers v. State, 495

FLSA. See Fair Labor Standards Act

Flu vaccines, 868

FMA. See Financial Modernization Act

FMLA. See Family and Medical Leave Act

FNMA. See Federal National Mortgage Association

Focus groups, jury consultants’, 399

FOIA. See Freedom of Information Act

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 298

Food and Drug Administration, U.S., 298, 365, 366

Food Quality Protection Act, 296

Food safety, 296, 365, 366, 367

Food stamps, 960

FOQA. See Flight Operational Quality Assurance
Programs

‘‘For cause’’ drug testing, 1086

For-profit school administration, 683

For Whom the Bell Tolls (Hemingway), 844

Forcible entry and detainer, 1209

Ford Federal Aviation Reauthorization Act, 1405–1406

Foreclosure, 1153–1156, 1181–1184, 1187

Foreign Intelligence Survey Act of 1978, 266–267

Foreign laws, 1395–1396, 1409

Foreign-made goods, 1398

Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 1406

Foreign student monitoring program, 268

Foreign tax credits, 1288

Foreign timeshare properties, 1236

Foreign visitors, 1403–1404

Foreseeable risks, 858, 1388–1389

Forgery, 107

Forklift Systems, Inc., Harris v., 1121

Form 709, 694

Form 990, 164

Form 1040, Schedule C, 1299

Form 1040, Schedule D, 1283

Form 1040, Schedule SE, 1319

Form 4473, 232

Form I-589, INS, 949

Form N-400, INS, 969

Forssenius, Harman v., 273

Forsyth County v. Nationist Movement, 203

Fortas, Abe, 654

Forum selection clause, 1407–1408, 1409

Foster care, 742, 787–790

Fourteenth Amendment

Pledge of Allegiance in schools, 642

racial discrimination, 246–247

segregation, 604

voting rights, 271

See also Due process; Establishment Clause

Fourth Amendment

criminal procedure, 439, 440–441

employee privacy rights, 1114

search and seizure, 513–515

students’ rights, 689–690

Fowler, Priestly v., 1142

Framing, 1052–1053

France, 1016

Franchises, 278–279, 1342

Frankfurter, Felix, 844

Franklin, Benjamin, 448

Franklin v. Gwinnett County Public Schools, 1122

Fraser, Bethel School District No. 403 v., 612, 654

Fraud

attorney-client privilege exception, 25

automobile leases, 79–80

breach of contracts, 308–309

contractor’s liens, 1165

deceptive trade practices, 318

deportation for, 952

high-profile cases, 167

immigration, 953

Internet, 298, 1010, 1020–1021

mail fraud, 341–342

plea bargaining, 499
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prenuptial agreements, 836

product liability, 1376

tax, 1299, 1301, 1328–1329

whistleblower protection, 1135–1137

Fraud alerts, 334–335

FRCP. See Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

FRE. See Federal Rules of Evidence

Freddie Mac. See Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation

Free appropriate public education, definition of, 646

Free Exercise Clause

Establishment Clause and, 254–256

home schooling, 592–593

public schools, home schooled students’ access to,
594

school prayer, 640–641

Free Speech Coalition, Ashcroft v., 241, 1064, 1065

Freedom of choice laws, 8755

Freedom of Information Act, 847, 1299

Freeh, Louis J., 1019

Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Board of Educ., 227

Friendfinder, Ferguson v., 1039

Fringe benefits. See Benefits, employment

Frizzle, Perchemlides v., 593

Fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine, 443, 517

Frye, U.S. v., 454

FSAs. See Flexible Spending Accounts

FSLIC. See Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation

Fuel credits, 1288

Full Faith and Credit Clause

divorce, 763

gay marriage, 792, 793

Fullilove v. Klutznick, 191, 192

Funding, education, 621–624, 682

Funeral Rule, 330

Furman v. Georgia, 445, 450

G

GAAP. See Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

Gag rules

abortion, 786

managed care/HMOs, 874–875

Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 220, 502

Galileo, 844

Galton, Francis, 454

Galveston, Texas, 937

Gang related violence, 690–691

Gar-St. Germain Act. See Depository Institutions Act

Garnett, Kevin, 569

Garnishment, 289–293

Garrett et al., Board of Trustees of the University of
Alabama et al. v., 1082

Gatekeeping, 874

Gay couples, 753, 754, 791–795, 809, 811

See also Sexual orientation

Gay Student Services v. Texas A&M University, 240

Gays and lesbians. See Gay couples; Sexual orientation

Gender discrimination, 259–264

athletics, 569–572

employment, 1092

Equal Pay Act of 1963, 1080

peremptory challenges, 398

same-sex marriage, 792

General Accounting Office, 131

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 985, 988

General circuit courts, 420

General partnerships, 156, 173–179

General powers of attorney, 715

General sales taxes, 1311–1312

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, 130

Generation-skipping transfer tax, 695

Generic names and trademarks, 992, 993

Geological Survey, U.S., 939

George P. Ballas Buick-GMC, Inc. v. Taylor Buick, Inc.,
1002

Georgia

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1250

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 109

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 748

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756

common law marriage, 810

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 436

death penalty cases, 445

deceptive trade practices, 320–321

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 544, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 766

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 483

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 800

high school diploma requirements and types, 586
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homeschooling, 627

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

landlord/tenant rights, 1212

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 876

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 902

medical malpractice provisions, 895

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 249

search and seizure, 518

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 124

weapons definition, 688

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144

Georgia, Coker v., 445

Georgia, Eberheart v., 445

Georgia, Furman v., 445, 450

Georgia, Gregg v., 445, 450

Georgia, Jackson v., 450

Georgia, Wood v., 480

Germany

social security, 1273

workers’ compensation, 1142

Gerry, Elbridge, 275

Gerrymandering, 247, 275–276

Gertz v. Robert Welsh, Inc., 1365

GI Bill, 622, 1186

Gift splitting, 694

Gift tax, 693–696

Gilmore, Gary, 450

Ginnie Mae. See Government National Mortgage
Association

Ginzburg v. United States, 845

Gitlow v. New York, 238

Glasser, William, 613–614

Global Crossing, 167

Glucksberg, Washington v., 832, 833, 914

GNMA. See Government National Mortgage Association

Go-To.com, Ken Roberts Co. v., 1054

Goals 2000: Educate America Act, 600–601

Goldberg v. Kelly, 221

Golden Gateway Center v. Golden Gateway Tenants
Ass’n, 241

Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 275

Good faith

at-will employment, 1074

collective bargaining, 1103

defective warrants, 517

eminent domain negotiations, 1179

insurance claims payments, 1201

reporting occupational health and safety violations,

1109

teachers and collective bargaining, 668–669

Good Samaritan acts, 1389

Good will, 999

Goodridge v. Department of Public Health, 793

Goose Creek Independent School District, Horton v.,
690

Gore, Tipper, 846

Goss case, 584

Governance, corporate, 167–168

Government benefits

immigrants’ eligibility for, 959–965

special needs trusts, 724–725

Government computers, 1021

Government employees

Americans with Disabilities Act, 12

benefits, 793

conflicts of interest, 138

employee rights, 1092

liability limitations, 868, 869

privacy, 1114–1116

Veteran’s Preference laws, 1076

Government funding and church and state issues, 228

Government interest, 1016

Government mortgage insurance, 1154

Government National Mortgage Association, 1154

Government property, 227–228

Government regulations

consumer issues, 329–332

credit, 311

Federal Communications Commission, 1333–1339

group homes, 789

homeowner’s/renter’s insurance, 1201

Internet, 1041–1048

telecommunications, 1352–1356

telephone communications, 1347–1349

Government services eligibility, 959–965

Governmental action

Fourth Amendment safeguards, 440

search and seizure, 514
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Governmental liability, 869

Grace periods, life insurance, 712

Graduation requirements, 598

Graham, Stone v., 228, 640

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 106, 114, 330

Grand juries

civil and criminal jury/grand jury distinction, 396

criminal procedure, 442

Fifth Amendment, 441

tax evasion, 1329

Grand Jury Clause, 480

Grandfather clauses, 273, 1245

Grandparents’ rights, 797–804

child support, 818

guardianship, 698

liability, 820

visitation, 223

Grant, Cobbs v., 859

Granville, Troxel v., 223, 797

Gratz v. Bollinger, 192, 248

Graunger, Thomas, 495

Great Depression

banks and banking, 114

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation formation,

119–120

minimum wage regulation, 1131

parole, 503–504

Social Security, 1274

Green cards, 967–971, 977

Green Guides, 279, 330

Green v. County School Board, 605

Green v. State, 483

Gregg v. Georgia, 445, 450

Grievances. See Complaints

Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 191

Griswold v. Connecticut, 222–223, 784

Grokster Ltd., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v.,
982, 1060

Gross, Avrum, 499–500

Gross misdemeanors, 434

Gross negligence, 893, 1360, 1361

Gross receipt taxes, 1313

Group defamation, 1364

Group health insurance, 928

Group homes, 789

Group life insurance, 710

Grutter v. Bollinger, 192, 248

Guam, federal district courts in, 391

Guarantee associations, insurance, 862

Guaranteed medical results, 893

Guardianships, 697–701, 805–808

guardian ad litem, 698

life insurance benefits to minors, 712

vs. durable power of attorney, 716

wills, 732–733

Guest workers, 970

Guidelines for the Administration of Medication in
School (American Academy of Pediatrics), 563

Guidelines on Affirmative Action (EEOC), 195

Guilty but mentally ill, 488–490

Gulden v. Crown Zellerbach Corp., 1361

Gun Control Act of 1968, 231

Gun Control Act of 1994, 776

Gun control legislation, 231–232, 232, 688–689, 691, 776

Gun Free School Zones Act, 232, 688–689, 691

Gwinnett County Public Schools, Franklin v., 1122

H

Habeas corpus, 425, 427, 445–446, 451

Habit, 475

Habitability, warranty of, 1207, 1208

Habitual Felony Offender Act (Alabama), 461

Hacking, computer, 819, 1021–1022, 1024, 1045–1047

Hagerman, Amber, 532

Hague Convention, 1405

Hall v. Cole, 16

Halley v. Birbiglia, 859

Halper, United States v., 458

Hamilton, Andrew, 395–396, 846

Hammang, State v., 518

Hammaurabi’s Code, 447

Handbooks

employee, 1071

teacher, 661

Handicapped Children’s Protection Act of 1986, 646

Harassment. See Sexual harassment; Stalking

Hardwick, Bowers v., 223, 262, 754

Harm and battery, 1360

Harman v. Forssenius, 273

Harmless errors, 384, 426, 427

Harper, Washington v., 220

Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc., 1121

Harrison, George, 981–982

Harrisongs Music, Ltd., British Tunes Music Corp. v.,
981–982

Harry Potter series, 845

Harvard University, 37

Harvest, People v., 462

Hate speech, 215, 239, 656

Hawaii

administering medicine in schools, 564

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1250

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 109

child abuse, 743
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child support/custody, 748

cohabitation provisions, 756

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporate director and officer liability, 170–171

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 544, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 766

domestic partner provisions, 811

drunk driving laws, 468

federal district courts, 391

gay marriage, 792

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 800

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1212

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 876–877

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

nonprofit organizations, 165

parental liability, 817

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 916

prebirth adoption consent, 739

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 249

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

timeshares, 1237

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

unfair competition, 1001

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

Hayden, Warden v., 441, 516

Hayes v. Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Ry. Co., 26

Haymarket Square bombing, 942

Hazardous materials, 351, 1108, 1109, 1361

Hazards, hotel liability and, 1385

Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier, 240, 655

Head of household filing status, 1293

Health and Human Services, U.S. Department of

Privacy Rule, 851–852, 901

uninsured persons, 927, 928

Health care, 849–928

arbitration, 534

cohabitants, 756

doctor-patient confidentiality, 849–855

informed consent, 857–860

insurance, 861–865

liability limitations, 867–872

managed care/HMOs, 873–881

Medicaid, 883–889

medical malpractice, 891–898

medical records, 899–904

Medicare, 1259–1264

minors, treatment of, 921–924

organ donation, 905–909

patient rights, 911–919

power of attorney, 716–717

uninsured persons, 925–928

Health care directives. See Living wills

Health Care Financing Administration. See Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services

Health care providers, 1260, 1277

Health Confidence Survey, 926

Health insurance, 861–865

employee benefits, 1076, 1078

long-term care, 1267

monetary damage limits, 868

same-sex couples, 794

unmarried couples, 755

Health Insurance for the Aged Act, 1277

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of
1996, 901

Health issues

Family and Medical Leave Act, 1097–1100, 1098

foster care, 788

international travel, 1394, 1395

medical transportation programs, 1268

occupational health and safety, 1107–1111

Healy v. James, 655

Hearing impaired persons, 9

Hearings

eminent domain, 1179
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guardianship, 698

housing discrimination, 1195

immigration, 970

involuntary hospital commitment, 916

neighborhood covenants, 1228

probate, 720

unlawful detainer, 1209

zoning, 1245

Hearsay, 475–476, 559

Heckel, State v., 1045

Heffron v. International Society for Krishna
Consciousness, Inc., 238

Heitkamp, Quill Corp v., 1055

Helmet laws, 92

Helms, Mitchell v., 227

Hendrick v. Maryland, 63

Hendricks, Kansas v., 531

Henry, Edward Richard, 454

Henry VIII, 447, 761

Hernandez, State v., 518

A Hero Ain’t Nothin’ But a Sandwich (Childress), 845

Hess v. Indiana, 238

Hester v. United States, 515

Hicks, Virginia v., 202–203

Higgins, Wampler v., 242

High blood alcohol levels, 102, 467–469

High school

athletics, 567–568, 569

competency testing, 583–588

graduation requirements, 598

High stakes testing. See Competency testing

Higher education

affirmative action, 191

Americans with Disabilities Act, 3

athletics, 567–569

collective bargaining, 670

gender discrimination, 261

Internet file-sharing among students, 1061

legal education, 36–37

ombudsman programs, 351

student rights, 655–656

Higher Education Act, 622

Hiller, Clarence, 454

Hinckley, John W., Jr., 485, 487, 488

Hippocratic Oath, 831, 849

Hispanic Americans, 676

Historic properties, 1174, 1244–1245, 1344

History

affirmative action, 190–191

attorneys, 35–36

bankruptcy, 283–284

bilingualism, 574–575

censorship, 843–844

child abuse, 741

compulsory education, 589–590

copyright law, 979–980

corporations, 143

crimes, 433–434

custody, 745

death penalty laws, 447–448

defamation, 1363

deportation, 951–952

discipline in schools, 610

divorce, 761

double jeopardy, 457–458

homeowners’ associations, 1186–1187

immigration, 973–974

income taxes, 1291–1292

interest rates, 123

Internet, 1042

judges, selection of, 407–408

juries, 395–396

juvenile justice system, 492

legal education, 36–37

Medicaid, 883–884

nursing homes, 1265–1266

patient rights, 912–913

probation, 501–502

product liability, 1375–1380

sexual harassment law, 1120

Social Security, 1273–1274

substantive due process, 221–222

wage and hour laws, 1131

workers’ compensation, 1141–1142

Hittite Code, 447

HIV. See AIDS

HMO Act, 874

HMOs, 873–881

Hobbs Anti-Racketeering Act, 1101

Holding periods, capital gains, 1282–1284

Holdover tenants, 1149

Holidays, paid, 1076, 1078

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, 237

Holocaust Memorial Museum, 10

Holographic wills, 735

Home and Community Based Services waivers, 1248

Home businesses

business expenses, 1322

neighbor relations, 1221

neighborhood covenants, 1227

zoning, 1244

Home equity loans, 1152, 1153

Home for Aged Women in Boston, 1265

Home health care

Home and Community Based Services waivers, 1248

Medicaid, 1247

vs. nursing homes, 1268
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Home School Legal Defense Association, 595

Home studies, adoption, 738

Homeland security, 929–945

emergency management, 933–936

natural disasters, 937–940

terrorism, 941–945

Homeland Security Act, 930

Homeland Security Information Network, 936

Homeowners’ associations, 1185–1188

Codes, Covenants, and Restrictions, 1171

condominium/co-op, 1157

fences, 1220

liens, 1164

neighborhood covenants, 1223–1228

parking, 1221

Homeowner’s insurance, 754–755, 1199–1205

Homeschooling, 625–631

compulsory education, 590, 591–595

overview, 683

parental authority, 599

truancy, 677–678

Homicide, 687

Homosexuality. See Gay couples; Sexual orientation

Hooper Enterprises, Ltd., S & S Investments, Inc. v., 994

Horon Holding Corp. v. McKenzie, 26

Horton v. Goose Creek Independent School District, 690

Hospitals

best practice minimum hospital stays, 874

blood alcohol content reporting, 102

emergency involuntary hospitalization, 700

indemnity plans, 862

involuntary commitment, 916

Medicare, 1260–1261, 1277–1278

routine inquiry/required request concerning organ

donation, 906

treatment, right to, 915–916

uninsured persons, 926–927

Hostile work environment, 261, 1031, 1120, 1121

Hostselling, 1356

Hot pursuit, 441, 516

Hotel and Motel Fire Safety Act, 1386

Hotel liability, 1385

Hourly attorney fees, 16–17

Houses of refuge, 492

Housing

discrimination, 1193–1197

dispute resolution alternatives, 536–540, 544–547,
550–553

housing courts, 420

landlord/tenant rights, 1210

racial discrimination, 248

Housing and Community Development Act of 1992, 106

Housing and Urban Development, U.S. Department of,
1195–1196

Howard County, Pack Shack, Inc. v., 242

Howe, Samuel G., 503

H&R Block, 131

HREF linking, 1052

Hudson, U.S. v., 433

Huethers, Farm Credit Bank of St. Paul v., 26

Human Leukocyte Antigens test, 840

Human Rights Watch, 210

Human Smuggling and Trafficking Center, 944

Hung juries. See Deadlocked juries

Hunting, 234, 1239–1240

Hurricanes, 285, 638, 937, 938, 940

Hvide v. John Does, 1038

Hyatt Hotels of Puerto Rico, Inc., Woods-Leber v., 1389–
1390

I

IAFIS. See Integrated AFIS System

IAIABC. See International Association of Industrial
Accident Boards and Commissions

IASA. See International Aviation Safety Assessment
Program

IATA. See International Air Transport Association

ICANN. See Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers

ICAO. See International Civil Aviation Organization

ICWA. See Indian Child Welfare Act

Idaho

assembly, rights of, 204

assisted living facilities, 1250

at-will employment, 1072

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 109

bankruptcy exemptions, 286

child abuse, 743

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756

common law marriage, 810

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 544, 551

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 800

high school diploma requirements and types, 586
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homeschooling, 627

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

landlord/tenant rights, 1212

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 877

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 903

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 177

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

public schools, home schooled students’ access to,

594

racial discrimination, 249

search and seizure, 518

shareholder rights, 185

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

IDEA. See Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

Ideal Dairy Farms, Inc. v. Farmland Dairy Farms, Inc.,
1001

Ideas, copyright of, 980

Identification

for drivers’ licenses, 64

drivers’ licenses as, 63

international travel, 1408–1409

Identification Division, FBI, 454

Identity theft, 311, 331, 333–339, 355–358

Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act, 335, 356–

357

Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse, 331

Identity Theft Penalty Enhancement Act, 335

Identity Theft Survey Report, 357

Ideological content and curricula, 599

IEP diplomas. See Individual education plan diplomas

Ignition-interlock devices, 467–469

ILECs. See Incumbent local exchange carriers

Illegal activity speech, 238

Illegal aliens

children, 211

deportation, 951–954

immigration reform, 970–971

roadside checkpoints, 517

Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility

Act, 951–954, 975

Illinois

administering medicine in schools, 564

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 204–205

assisted living facilities, 1250

attorney-client privilege, 25–26

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 109

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 748

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 756–757

compulsory education, 675

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporate director and officer liability, 171

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 436

death penalty moratorium, 450–451

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 545, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 767

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 468

emancipation provisions, 781

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 483

government benefit eligibility, 962

grandparents’ rights, 800

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

home schooling, 677–678

homeschooling, 627

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1212

legal malpractice lawsuits, 46

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 877

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903
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medical malpractice provisions, 895–896

No Child Left Behind Act, 637

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 249

religious freedom, 256–257

search and seizure, 518

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 241

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670–671

trademark statute interpretation by state court, 994

truancy laws, 678

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

unfair competition, 1001

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144

Illinois, Witherspoon v., 449

Illinois Bell Telephone Co. v. Worldcom Technologies,
Inc., 1349

Illinois v. Krull, 514

IMG links, 1052

Immersion language programs, 573, 574

Immigration Act, 794

Immigration and immigrants, 947–978

asylum, 947–950

bilingualism, 573–576

business visas, 944

child detainees, 211

deportation, 951–954

domestic violence, 774

dual citizenship, 955–958

employment discrimination, 1082

government services eligibility, 959–965

investors, 968

juvenile justice system, 492

residence/green cards/naturalization, 967–971

Supplemental Security Income, 1277

truancy rates, 676

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization, 973–978

USA PATRIOT Act, 268

visa numbers, 968

Immigration and Nationality Act, 974

Immigration and Naturalization Service, U.S.

asylum, 947–949

children’s rights, 211

immigration petitions, 968

public charge finding, 961

USA PATRIOT Act, 267

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, 1082

Immunities

defamation, 1366

lawsuit, 868

Immunizations, 1395

Impact Aid laws, 622

Impasse, 669, 1103–1104

Impeachment of testimony, 435, 474

Implied consent

email monitoring by employers, 1035

partnership agreements, 174

trespassing, 1239

Implied Constitutional rights, 222–223

Implied contracts, 307

Implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, 1074,
1201

Implied easements, 1172

Implied trusts, 724

Implied warranties

automobile purchases, 58

consumer rights and protection, 296

of fitness, 372, 1376

of habitability, 1207, 1208

of merchantability, 372, 1375, 1376

product liability, 326

purchases and returns, 360

Impoundment

drunk driving, 467

vehicles, 93

Improper notice, 1209

Improving America’s Schools Act, 575, 584, 687

In-flight recorders, 1407

In-home audits, 1298

In loco parentis, 610, 689

In re DoubleClick Inc. Privacy Litigation, 1046

In re Falk, 593

In re Gault, 493

In re Lux, 26

In re Michaelson, 25

In re Recall of Lakewood City Council Members, 26

In re Riverbank Canning Co., 993

In re William G., 612

In re Winship, 493

In terrorum clause, 732

Inaction, acceptance and, 305

Inadmissibility, asylum, 948

Inadmissible aliens, 952–953

Incapacitation

durable power of attorney, 716

guardianships, 806–807
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patient rights, 912, 914

power of attorney, 700

Incarceration

during international travel, 1396

juveniles, 493

Incentives, timeshare sales, 1236–1237

Income

small businesses, 1321–1322

sponsor deeming, 961

Income based school desegregation programs, 606

Income property assessment method, 1307–1308

Income taxes, 1291–1296

child support and refunds, 746

cohabitants, 753

estates, 721–722, 734

failure to withhold, 151

Incompatibility grounds for divorce, 762

Incompetence. See Malfeasance

Inconsistency, witness, 474

Incorporation, doctrine of, 458, 480

Incorrigibility, 493, 819

Incumbent local exchange carriers, 1349

Indecency, television, 1353–1354

Indemnification of corporate directors and officers, 170

Indemnity benefits, 1144

Indentured servitude, 787

Independent contractors, 149–154, 1318, 1324–1325

Independent practice associations, 874

Independent Traveler, Inc., 1382

Indeterminate commitment for sex offenders, 531

Indeterminate sentences, 503, 522

Index Librorum Prohibitorum, 844

India, 327

Indian Child Welfare Act, 739–740, 790

Indiana

administering medicine in schools, 564

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1250

at-will employment, 1072

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 109

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 748

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

common law marriage, 810

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 146

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 545, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 767

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1087

federal district courts, 391

gay marriage prohibition, 794

government benefit eligibility, 962–963

grandparents’ rights, 800

health insurance, 864

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

lemon laws, 60, 84

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 877

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896

nonprofit organizations, 165

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 826–827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 249

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

student drug testing, 618

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

unfair competition, 1001

usury laws, 124

wage and hour laws, 1133

whistleblower protection, 1138

Indiana, Hess v., 238

Indianapolis v. Edmond, 517

Indictment, grand jury, 396, 480–481

Indigent persons

defendants, 508, 510

Medicaid eligibility, 884
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medical care, 926

Indigent Widows’ and Single Women’s Society in

Philadelphia, 1265

Indirect evidence, 197–198

Individual education plan diplomas, 585

Individual life insurance, 709–710

Individual Master Files, 1299

Individual retirement accounts, 121, 1270–1271

Individualized education programs

disabled students, 646–647

parental authority, 599

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

access to education, 646–647, 648

competency testing, 584

homeschooling, 626

overview, 4

parental authority, 599

weapons in school, 688

Industrial zoning, 1244

Industry standard defense, 326

Ineffective assistance of counsel, 510

Inflation

cost of living adjustments, 1275

interest rates, 123–124

Informal dispute procedures, 374

Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection

directorate, 931

Information returns, 164

Information Returns Factor tax return review method,

1299

Informed consent, 857–860

abortion, 786

conflicts of interest, 136

medical battery, 1361

medical malpractice, 893, 894–898

minors, 921–922

patient rights, 914

Infractions, as crime classification, 434

Infringement

copyright, 981–982, 1043

patent, 986

trademark, 991, 993–994, 1054

unfair competition, 999–1000

Ingraham v. Wright, 610

Ingram, State v., 518

Inheritance

estate tax, 693

intestacy, 706–707

paternity, 754, 840

property ownership, 700–701

See also Estate planning; Estate tax

Initial consultation, 19

Injunctions

copyright infringement, 982

eminent domain cases, 1179, 1180

Federal Trade Commission, 280–281, 313, 331, 345

neighborhood covenants, 1228

Injuries

athletics, 569

automobile accident liability, 52

cruise lines, 1408

defective products, 328

product liability, 325

product safety issues, 297

travel tours, 1408

workers’ compensation, 1141–1144

See also Personal injury actions

Innkeepers’ liens, 1389

Innocence

DNA evidence, 455–456

plea bargaining and, 499

presumption of, 376

Innocence Project, 216, 456

Insanity defense, 485–490

See also Capacity

Insanity Defense Reform Act of 1984, 488

Insolvency, Medicare and Social Security, 1263, 1279

Installment credit, 311–312, 312

Installment payments

estate tax, 695

taxes, 1164

Instruction permits, 67

Instructional materials, 598

Insufficient evidence, 460

Insurable interest, 710, 1232

Insurance

anti-phishing measures, 358

arbitration, 534, 557

automobile, 71–75, 818

automobile accident liability, 49, 50–51

contracts, 304

corporate directors and officers, 170

deceptive trade practices, 318

divorce, 763–764

drivers’ license requirements, 66–67

driving abroad, 68

employee benefits, 1076, 1078

Family and Medical Leave Act, 1098

FDIC insurance coverage, 108, 120

health, 861–865

homeowner’s, 1190

homeowner’s/renter’s, 1199–1205

life, 709–712

long-term care, 1267

monetary damage limits, 868

mortgage insurance, 1154

moving, 1233
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ombudsman programs, 351

parental liability, 819

renters’, 1231–1233

survivorship life insurance, 724

title insurance, 1148

traffic violations and, 100

treatment without, 925–928

unmarried couples, 754–755

workers’ compensation, 1143

Intangible personal property taxes, 1306

Integrated AFIS System, 454

Integration. See Desegregation, school

Intellectual property

copyright, 979–984

Internet, 1024, 1042–1044

Internet piracy and file-sharing, 1057–1061

patents, 985–990

unfair competition, 997–1002

Intellectual Property and Communications Omnibus

Reform Act, 1043

Intelligent design, teaching of, 227

Intensive supervised probation, 502

Intent

assault, 1357–1358

battery, 1359, 1360, 1362

deceptive trade practices, 318

fraud, 1021

Intentional damage of computers, 1022

Inter-American Additional Protocol to the American

Convention on Human Rights to Abolish the Death

Penalty, 451

Interception of electronic communications, 1023, 1046,

1115–1116

Interconnection agreements, 1349

Interest

attorney fees, 20, 21

business expenses, 1323

credit, 312

eminent domain compensation, 1180

income taxes, 1330

rates charged by banks, 108–109

Interest on Lawyers’ Trust Accounts program, 20

Interest rates, 123–126

federal government control of, 113

mortgages, 1151–1153

Interference, cable television, 1342

Interlocutory appeals, 425

Internal collections, 290

Internal Revenue Code, 151, 1077, 1291

Internal Revenue Service

audits, 1297–1303

conservation easement incentives, 1172–1173

estate and gift tax, 693–696

historic property rehabilitation, 1246

history, 1291–1292

nonprofit organizations, 163–164

preservation easement incentives, 1173–1174

Tax Court, United States, 389

tax liens, 1164

International adoptions, 738, 739

International Air Transport Association, 1381, 1407

International air travel, 1383

International Association of Industrial Accident Boards

and Commissions, 351

International Aviation Safety Assessment Program, 1406–

1407

International banking Act of 1978, 106

International Civil Aviation Organization, 1407

International issues

automobile accident liability, 52

Court of International Trade, United States, 389

death penalty, 451–452, 495

drivers’ licenses, 68

dual citizenship, 955–957

firearms possession and transportation, 234–235

Internet piracy and file-sharing, 1058

International Ombudsman Association, 352

International Society for Krishna Consciousness, Inc.,
Heffron v., 238

International travel, 1393–1399, 1401–1404, 1408–1409

Internet

accounting services, 132

advertising, 1003–1007

attorney directories, 32

attorney referral services, 33

censorship, 847

consumer rights and protection, 1009–1012

copyright, 980, 982

crime, 1019–1026

FCC regulations, non-applicability of, 1344

filtering software, 1027–1032

intellectual property, 1042–1044

National Long Term Care Ombudsman Resource

Center, 349–350

online business, 1049–1056

phishing, 355–358

piracy and file-sharing, 1057–1061

pornography, 1063–1067

privacy, 1033–1039

regulation, 1041–1048

sales tax, 1054

school codes of conduct, 581

speech, freedom of, 241, 1013–1017

surveillance, 266–267

taxes, 1055, 1313–1314

Internet Child Pornography Act (Pennsylvania), 1066

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers,

1042
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Internet crime, 1019–1026

Internet Fraud Complaint Center, 298

Internet pornography, 1063–1067

Internet regulation, 1041–1048

Internet safety policy requirement, 1029

Internet service providers

anti-spam functions, 1005

defamation, 1045

FCC classification, 1336

privacy, 1035

USA PATRIOT Act, 1036

Internet Tax Freedom Act, 1054

Internet Tax Non-Discrimination Act, 1054, 1055

Interracial marriage, 792, 810

Interrogation. See Questioning

Interstate telephone communications, 1348

Interstate travel, 774

Interval International, 1236

Intervention, child abuse, 742

Interview audits, 1298

Intestacy, 703–707, 720, 722, 732, 756

Intimate partners, definition of, 774

Intoxication

contracts, 306

informed consent, 914

prenuptial agreements, 836

symptoms of, 466

Intra-company email, 1116

Intrastate telephone communications, 1348

Inventions. See Patents

Inventory, prenuptial agreement, 835

Investigations

child abuse, 742

Federal Communications Commission, 1354

Investments

condominiums/co-ops, 1159

timeshares, 1236

Invitees, 1189, 1231, 1372

Invitro fertilization, 841

Invocations, 227, 229, 254

Involuntary commitment, 699–700

Involuntary hospital commitment, 916

Involuntary release of medical information, 901

Iowa

administering medicine in schools, 564

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1250

at-will employment, 1072

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 748

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 545, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 767

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1087–1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 800

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

lemon laws, 60, 84–85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 877

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 249–250

sentencing provisions, 525

sex offender laws, 529–530

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 124

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144

IPAs. See Independent practice associations
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IRAs. See Individual Retirement Accounts

Irish System of parole, 503

Irresistible impulse test, 486, 489, 490

Irrevocable trusts, 724

ISP. See Intensive supervised probation

Israel, 955

Itemized deductions, 1292

J

J. E. B. v. Alabama, 398

J.A. Croson, City of Richmond v., 192

Jackson, Janet, 1354

Jackson, United States v., 449, 498

Jackson v. Georgia, 450

Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children and Sex
Offender Registration Act, 528

Jacobellis v. Ohio, 240, 844–845, 1044

Jaffe, Wallace v., 227

Jaffrey, Wallace v., 640, 642

Jago v. Van Curen, 220

Jakarta, Indonesia, 1058

James, Healy v., 655

James, LeBron, 569

Japanese American internment, 213, 975

Jason Heckel, State of Washington v., 1039

Jay, John, 388

Jefferson, Thomas

church and state issues, 225, 253

death penalty, 448

disaster relief legislation, 937

Jehovah’s Witnesses

church and state issues, 228–229, 255

Pledge of Allegiance, 640, 642–643, 654

Jennings, Thomas, 454

Jim Crow system, 604

Job restructuring, 13

John, King, 395

John Doe lawsuits, 1061

John Does, Dendrite International v., 1038

John Does, Hvide v., 1038

John H. Chafee Foster Care Independence Program, 788

Johns v. Ridley, 1117

Johnson, ACLU v., 1066

Johnson, Lyndon Baines

affirmative action, 190

contraception services funding, 784

desegregation, 604

education, 633

Medicaid, 883

Medicare, 1277

Johnson, Texas v., 239

Johnson v. 1996 GMC Sierra, 462

Johnson v. Santa Clara County Transportation Agency,
192

Johnson v. State, 241

Johnson v. Transportation Agency, Santa Clara County,
260

Johnston, Rosa v., 1001

Joint and several liability

medical malpractice, 894, 898

partnerships, 176

Joint custody, 210–211, 745

Joint inventions, 987, 988–989

Joint ownership, 700

Joint tenancy, 700, 1147, 1148

Joint Terrorism Task Force, 944

Jones, Breed v., 495

Jones, Robert, 834

Jones, Vitek v., 220

Jones & Loughlin Steel Corporation, National Labor
Relations Board v., 1080

Jone’s Trucking, Inc., Koster v., 26

Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 246

Jones v. McKenzie, 690

Jones v. United States, 487

Journal of School Health, 561

Journal of the American Medical Association, 741

JTTC. See Joint Terrorism Task Force

Judges

conflicts of interest, 137

evidence, commenting on, 396

jury instructions, 400–401

removal proceedings, 976

selection of, 407–412

sentencing, 522

setting aside jury verdicts, 402

state courts, 421

Judgment creditors, 291–292

Judgment liens, 1164

Judgment not withstanding the verdict, 383

Judgments, small claims court, 415

Judicial arbitration, 557

Judicial branch, 480

Judicial ex parte order, 775

Judicial foreclosure, 1154, 1181–1183

Judicial notice, 476

Judicial proceedings, right to counsel in, 509

Judicial review

choice of law clauses, 1408

foreclosure, 1183

racial discrimination cases, 247

Judicial selection, 421

Judicial waiver offenses, 494

Judiciary Act of 1891, 388

Junior lien holders, 1184

Jurek v. Texas, 450
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Juries, 395–405

crime classifications, 435

criminal procedure, 443–444

death penalty cases, 449–450

‘‘runaway,’’ 868

summary jury trials, 558

Jurisdiction

bankruptcy cases, 285

civil cases, 380

crime classifications, 435

divorce cases, 763

domestic violence, 774

federal, 387–393

grandparents’ rights, 799

juveniles, 491, 494–495

state courts, 419–420

telephone communications, 1348, 1349

Jury consultants, 398–399

Jury instructions, 400–401

Jury nullification, 401

Jury selection

civil procedure, 383

criminal procedure, 443–444

Jury trial

double jeopardy attachment, 459, 481

right to, 443

Jury verdicts, 383

Just compensation and eminent domain, 482, 1177,
1179, 1180, 1246

Justice, U.S. Department of, 297–298

Juvenile Delinquency Act, 493

Juveniles, 491–496

detention, 581

double jeopardy, 459, 481

juvenile courts, 420

ombudsmen programs, 350

parental liability, 819

sentencing, 524–526

truancy, 676–677

K

401(k) plans, 1270–1271

Kaczmarek v. State, 242

Kanka, Megan, 528

Kansas

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1250

at-will employment, 1072

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 4

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 545, 551

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 800–801

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 337

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 488

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1212

legal malpractice lawsuits, 46

lemon laws, 60, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 877

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

search and seizure, 518

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 124–125

weapons definition, 688

weapons in schools, 688

whistleblower protection, 1138

workers’ compensation, 1144
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Kansas v. Hendricks, 531

Katz v. United States, 440, 514

Kawakita v. United States, 956–957

Keeler, Leonarde, 454

Keller, Helen, 7

Kelly, Goldberg v., 221

Kelo v. City of New London, 483, 1178

Kemmler, William, 448

Ken Roberts Co. v. Go-To.com, 1054

Kendall, George, 448

Kennedy, Anthony

coercion test, 226

Death With Dignity Act (Oregon), 834

sexual orientation discrimination, 263

Kennedy, John F., 633

Kent, James, 36

Kent v. the United States, 492–493, 494

Kentucky

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1250

automobile accident liability, 53

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

bankruptcy exemptions, 286

child abuse, 743

child support/custody, 748

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983

corporate director and officer liability, 171

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1366

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 545, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 767

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

Internet filters, 1031

judicial selection, 409

legal malpractice lawsuits, 46

lemon laws, 60, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 877

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886–887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1138

Kentucky, Batson v., 398, 444

Kentucky, Stanford v., 495

Kenward v. The Admiral Peoples, 1407

Keogh accounts, 121, 1271

Kern v. WKQX Radio, 994

Kerry, John, 1353

Kevorkian, Jack, 831

Keyes v. School District No. 1, 605

Keyloggers, 356

KFC Nat. Management Co., Benitez v., 1117

Kidnapping, 445, 449, 942, 1383

Kids and Teens Traveling Alone (Department of
Transportation), 1384

Kimel et al. v. Florida Board of Regents, 199, 1081

Kinship care, 789–790

Klutznick, Fullilove v., 191, 192

Known risk, 858

Kokinda, United States v., 203

Koop, C. Everett, 785

Koster v. Jone’s Trucking, Inc., 26

Kotmar, Ltd. v. Liquor Control Comm’n, 242

Kraemer, Shelley v., 1224

Kramer, Santosky v., 223

Krull, Illinois v., 514

Ku Klux Klan, 942

Kuhlmeier, Hazelwood School District v., 240, 655

Kulpinski, People v., 462

Kurtz, City of North Miami v., 1116

Kurtzman, Lemon v., 226, 254, 641

L

L-1 intracompany transfer work visas, 969

Labeling rules, 280, 330

Labor law, 1069–1145

arbitration, 534, 557
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at-will employment, 1069–1073

benefits, 1075–1078

child labor, 209–210

discrimination, 1079–1084

dispute resolution alternatives, 536–540, 544–547,

550–553

drug testing, 1085–1089

employee rights/Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission, 1091–1095

Family and Medical Leave Act, 151, 261, 1097–1100

mediation, 544

occupational health and safety, 1107–1111

privacy, 1113–1118

sexual harassment, 1119–1124

teachers, 662

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1125–1130

unions/strikes, 1101–1106

wage and hour laws, 1131–1134

whistleblowers, 1135–1140

workers’ compensation, 1141–1145

Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act, 1076,

1101–11021101

Labor partners, 174

Lady Chatterley’s Lover (Lawrence), 844

Landlord/tenant rights, 1207–1217

co-op conversions, 1159–1160

courts, 420

disputes, 1148–1149

housing discrimination, 1194–1195

Landowner consent, 1239, 1240

Landrum-Griffin Act. See Labor-Management Reporting

and Disclosure Act

lang, k.d., 846

Language

asylum applicants, 949

bilingualism in education, 573–577

employment discrimination, 1081, 1092

medical information, plain language requirement for,

857

voting rights, 272, 275

Lanham Act, 622, 992, 994, 999, 1000, 1042, 1050

Larson, John, 454

Late fees, 290

Lau v. Nichols, 575

Law and Legal Information Directory, 32

Law enforcement officers

criminal procedure, 440–441

domestic violence responses, 773–774

as first responders, 934, 939

Internet privacy, 1035

questioning by and right to counsel, 507–509

search and seizure of students, 689

search and seizure warrants, 515–516

Lawful permanent residents, 952, 967–969, 977

Lawrence v. Texas, 223, 263

Lawsuits

accountants, 132

admiralty law, 1407

arbitration vs., 534

burden of proof, 375–376

civil procedure, 379–385

civil rights violations, 248–249

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 1022

copyright, 981–982, 1024

debt collection, 291

doctor-patient confidentiality waiver, 851

domestic violence, 774, 775

Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 1034

estates, 721

False Claims Act, 1136

Federal Trade Commission, 280–281, 313, 331, 345

homeowner’s liability, 1190

Internet anonymity, 1016, 1038

Internet piracy and file-sharing, 1061

jury trials, 396

jury verdicts, 402

legal malpractice, 46

medical malpractice, 891–898

medical records, 901

monetary ceilings and caps, 868

partition actions, 1149

patients’ rights, 911

quiet title, 1219

warranty-related, 373

workers’ compensation, 1142–1143

See also Dispute resolution alternatives; Small claims
courts; Torts

Lawyer’s Register International by Specialties and
Fields of Law, 31

Lay opinion rule, 474

Leading questions, 473–474

League Against Racism and Anti-Semitism, 1016

Lear, Norman, 215

Learner’s permits, 67

Learning disabled students, 585

Leased workers, 151

Leaseholds

forms of, 1148–1149

housing discrimination, 1194–1195

landlord/tenant rights, 1207–1217

Leases, automobile, 77–81

Leaves of absence, 13

Lebron v. State, 462

LECs. See Local exchange carriers

Lee, State Farm Mut. Auto. Inc. Co. v., 25

Lee, U.S. v., 255

Lee v. Weisman, 227, 254, 640

Legal capacity. See Capacity
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Legal detriment, 305

Legal education, 36–37

Legal fees as business expenses, 1323

Legal malpractice, 43–47

attorney-client privilege, 25

attorney licensing, 38–39

Legal permanent residents, 967

Legal rights

dispute resolution alternatives, 559

emancipated minors, 764, 780

parents, 839

parole revocation, 504

probation revocation hearings, 502–503

restoration of, 446

Legislative branch, 256

Legislatures, state

crimes, defining, 434

eminent domain, 1178–1179

Legitimate pedagogical concerns, 600

Lemon laws, 58, 60–61, 80, 83–87, 297, 368–369

Lemon v. Kurtzman, 226, 254, 641

Lender paid mortgage insurance, 1154

Leon, United States v., 517

Letters of credit, 107

Leventhal, U.S. v., 25

Levitt, William, 1186

Levittown, 1186–1187

Lewin, Baehr v., 791, 792

Lewis, Jerry Lee, 846

Liability

administering medicine in schools, 561, 562

athletics, 569

automobile accidents, 49–55, 66

corporations, 145

defamation, 1365

executors, 720

health care liability limitations, 867–872

homeowners, 1189–1192

hotel, 1385

livestock, 1150, 1220, 1240

negligence, 1369–1373

nonprofit organizations, 164–165

officers and directors, 167–171

parents, 817–821

partnerships, 175–176

product, 325–326, 1375–1380, 1407

refusal of treatment, 916

renters’, 1231–1233

shareholders, 184

television advertising, 1355

Title IX, 570–571

trade secrets, disclosure of, 1000

travel industry, 1405–1408

Liability insurance, 71–72, 868

Liability limitations

airlines, 1407

cruise lines, 1408, 1409

health care, 867–872

hotels, 1389

medical malpractice, 894–898

Libel and slander, 1363–1368

Internet, 1045

trade libel, 1000–1001

Liberia, 452

Liberty interests

due process, 220

parole revocation hearings, 504

physician-assisted suicide, 832–833, 914

probation revocation hearings, 502

Libraries

censorship, 845, 847

Children’s Internet Protection Act, 241, 1016

filtering software, 1027–1032, 1065–1066

speech and assembly in, 203

USA PATRIOT Act, 216, 267, 943

Library Bill of Rights, 1030

Library of Congress, 981

Library Services and Technology Act, 1028

License plate sanctions, 93

Licensed drivers lists, 397

Licensees, 1189, 1231

Licenses, driver’s. See Drivers’ licenses

Licensing

accountants, 129–130

attorneys, 35–42

bail bond agents, 432

Federal Communications Commission, 1335–1336,
1341

patents, 988–989

television, 1352

travel agents, 1409

Liens

automobile titles, 59

contractor’s liens, 1163–1169

innkeepers’ liens, 1389

real estate, 1151, 1154

waivers, 1164, 1165

Life, deprivation of, 220

Life insurance, 709–712

employee benefits, 1076, 1078

mortgage life insurance, 1200

survivorship, 724

unmarried couples, 754

wills, 733

Life sentences, 522

Life support, 913

Life-sustaining medications, 563
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Life-time warranties, 371

Lifeguards, 1386, 1388

Lifetime sex offender registration, 529

Lightfoot, Gomillion v., 275

Limitation of Liability Act, 868

Limitation on health care liability, 867–872

Limitations, statutes of. See Statutes of limitations

Limitations and exclusions

homeowner’s insurance, 1190

renters’ insurance, 1232

Limited English proficient students, 573–576

Limited liability entities, 155–160, 162–163, 176, 869

Limited power of attorney, 715

Lincoln, Abraham, 942, 1291

Lindh, Joh Walker, 266

Lineups, 442, 509–510

Liquidation

bankruptcy, 283, 284

partnerships, 177

shareholder rights, 184

Liquor Control Comm’n, Kotmar, Ltd. v., 242

Listing of Impairments, SSI, 1276

Litchfield Law School, 37

Literacy tests, 248, 271, 273

Literary works, 240

Litigation. See Lawsuits

Little Stillwater Holding Corp. v. Cold Brook Sand &
Gravel Corp., 310

Livestock, 1150, 1220, 1240

Living together. See Cohabitation

Living trusts, 724

Living wills

cohabitants, 756

durable power of attorney vs., 717

estate planning, 735

incapacitated persons, 912

informed consent, 914

organ donation provisions, 908

patient rights, 913

Lloyd, State v., 436

Loans

banking law, 108–109

debt collection and garnishment, 289–293

interest rates, 123–126

savings and loan associations, 115

See also Credit issues

Local educational agencies, 646

Local exchange carriers, 1349

Local firearms ordinances, 234

Local funding for education, 623–624

Local government

Internet usage policies, library and school, 1030–1031

property taxes, 1305–1309

sales taxes, 1312

Local school boards, 597, 598–599

Local taxes, 1294

Local telephone companies, 1350

Local TV stations, 1343

Locality rule, 892, 893

Lochner v. New York, 222

Lockboxes, 1343

Locker searchers, 689

Lockhart v. Nelson, 517

Lockney School District, Tannahill v., 616, 618

Lockouts, 669, 1104

Lockyer v. Andrade, 523

Loitering statutes, 203–206

Long-arm statutes, 380

Long-term capital gains, 1282–1283

Long term care

insurance, 863–864, 1076, 1267

Medicaid, 885

Lopez, Trinidad School District No. 1 v., 618

Lopez, United States v., 688–689, 691

Losses

corporations, 1286, 1288

partnerships, 175

Loudermilk, People v., 516

Loudermill, Cleveland Board of Education v., 221, 661

Louisiana

administering medicine in schools, 564

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1250

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 748

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporate director and officer liability, 171

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 537, 545, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 767

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

guardianship and conservatorship, 701
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high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

hotel liability, 1390

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

lemon laws, 60, 85

managed care/HMO provisions, 877

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

school prayer, 644

search and seizure, 518

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 39

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

truancy laws, 678

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1138

Louisville & Nashville Railroad v. Mottley, 390

Love obsessional, 776

Loving v. Virginia, 223, 792, 810

Loyalty oaths, 213

Luck v. Southern Pac. Transp. Co., 1116

Luggage

hotel liability, 1389

international travel, 1408

Lux, In re, 26

Lychner Act, 528

Lynch v. Donnelly, 226, 228, 254

M

Macias, Maria, 774

Maconochie, Alexander, 503

‘‘Made in USA’’ labeling rules, 280

Madison, James

church and state issues, 253–254

double jeopardy, 458

Madison, Marbury v., 388, 480

Magazines, 240

Magistrates, 408, 516

Magna Carta, 395

Magnet schools, 605–606

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 58, 83, 329, 373–374

Mail

audits, 1298

firearms shipments, 233

fraud, 341

solicitations, 1004

Mail or Telephone Order Merchandise Rule, 279, 330,

344

Mail order purchases, 341–345, 1312

Mailbox rule, 305

Maine

administering medicine in schools, 564

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 748–749

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 537–538, 545, 551

divorce/separation/annullment, 767–768

domestic partner provisions, 811

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

health insurance, 864

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 627

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1212–1213

legal malpractice lawsuits, 46

lemon laws, 60, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 877
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marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896

partnerships, 177

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

public schools, home schooled students’ access to,

594

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 241–242

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1138–1139

Mainstream Loudoun v. Board of Trustees of Loudoun
County, 1030

Maintenance

condominiums/co-ops, 1158, 1159

landlord responsibility, 1210

neighborhood covenants, 1227

spousal support, 763

Major medical plans, 861

Majority-black districting, 276

Malapportioned districts, 275–276

Malfeasance, 45, 156, 700

Malfunction, product, 83

Malfunction doctrine, 1377

Malpighi, Marcello, 454

Malpractice. See Legal malpractice; Medical malpractice

Managed care, 873–881

Medicaid, 884

Medicare, 1262, 1278–1279

Management partnerships, 175

Managerial accounting, 127–128

Mandatory alcohol assessment/treatment laws, 102

Mandatory arbitration, 557

Mandatory arrest, 774–775

Mandatory death sentencing, 448

Mandatory debt counseling, 285

Mandatory drug testing. See Drug testing

Mandatory mediation, 541–542

Mandatory retirement, 198

Mandatory sentences, 102, 522, 523

Mandatory student fees, 656

Manifest necessity standard, 460

Mann, Horace, 610, 639

Manson, State v., 518

Manuals, employee, 1071

Manufacturers

airline accidents, 1407

defects, 326

product liability, 1375–1380

purchases and returns, 360–361

recalls, 366–368

warranties, 867

Mapp v. Ohio, 517

Marbury v. Madison, 388, 480

Marital misconduct, 762

Maritime law, 390, 1407–1409

Mark A. Sterkel, United States v., 774

Market property assessment method, 1308, 1309

Market withdrawals, 366

Marketing defects, 326–327

Marriage, 809–815

conditional permanent resident status, 968

deportation, 953

derivative asylum, 949

due process issues, 223

gay marriage, 794

immigrant visa numbers, 968

inheritance, 700–701

during international travel, 1394

intestacy, 704–705, 705

Social Security benefits, 1275

taxes, 753, 1293

tenancy in the entirety, 1147–1148

Marsh v. Chambers, 254

Marshall, Marvin, 614

Martin, Kevin J., 1342

Martin, State v., 518

Martindale-Hubbell directories, 30, 31

Martine, Bayless v., 240

Martinez-Fuerte, United States v., 517

Martinez v. School District No. 60, 689

Marvin v. Marvin, 755, 792

Maryland

administering medicine in schools, 564

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child abuse, 744

child support/custody, 748

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983
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corporal punishment ban, 613

corporate director and officer liability, 171

corporation laws, 146

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 545, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 767

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

health insurance, 864

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 628

identity theft protection, 337

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

landlord/tenant rights, 1213

lemon laws, 60, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 877–878

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

physician bypass, 922

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

sentencing provisions, 525

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 422

student drug testing, 618

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

timeshares, 1237

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Maryland, Benton v., 458

Maryland, Hendrick v., 63

Maslow, Abraham, 614

Mass piracy, 982

Massachusetts

administering medicine in schools, 564

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

at-will employment, 1072

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

bilingualism, 575–576

child support/custody, 749

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

compulsory education, 589

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contraception, 784

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 545, 552

divorce, 761

divorce/separation/annullment, 768

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 483

gay marriage, 793, 811

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

guardianship provisions, 807

health insurance, 864

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 628

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1213

lemon laws, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 878

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903
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parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

real estate finance, 1155–1156

sentencing provisions, 525

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263, 264

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

timeshares, 1237

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

workers’ compensation, 1144

Massachusetts, Prince v., 492, 675

Massachusetts Bay Colony, 448

Material misrepresentation, 711

Material Safety Data Sheets, 1108

Material witnesses, 431

Materiality standard, 858–859

Mathews v. Eldridge, 221, 585

Mathis v. State, 462

Matter of Gregor M., 689

Mature minor doctrine, 923

Maximum dollar value of small claims cases, 413

Maximum sentences, 522

‘‘May issue’’ concealed weapons permits, 234

McCarthy, Joe, 213

McCollum v. Board of Education, 254

McCorvey, Norma, 785

McCreary County, Kentucky v. ACLU, 228

McCuen, Worthen Nat. Bank of Batesville v., 994

McDonnell, Wolff v., 220

McGautha v. California, 449

MCI WorldCom, Inc., Bell Atlantic Maryland, Inc. v.,
1349

McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 493

McKenzie, Horon Holding Corp. v., 26

McKenzie, Jones v., 690

McKinley, William, 942

McNairy, People v., 483

McVeigh, Timothy, 451, 942

Meachum v. Fano, 220

Meaning of a communication, 1364

Means tested programs, 960

Meat recalls, 367

Mechanically reproduced documents, 473

Mechanic’s liens. See Contractor’s liens

Mediation

child support/custody, 746

civil procedure, 383

domestic violence, 774

eminent domain negotiations, 1179

employment discrimination complaints, 1094

housing discrimination cases, 1195

labor disputes, 1103–1104

mini-trial vs., 549

negotiation, 557–558

neighbor disputes, 1219, 1221–1222

teachers’ union disputes, 669

See also Dispute resolution alternatives

Medicaid, 883–889

assisted living, 1248

foster care, 788

home health care services, 1247

immigrants, 961

Medicare and, 863

nursing homes, 1267

Patient Self-Determination Act of 1991, 907

uninsured persons, 927

Medical and surgical benefit plans, 861

Medical battery, 1361

Medical benefits, workers’ compensation, 1144

Medical device safety alerts, 366

Medical emergencies

informed consent, 914

patient rights, 912

right to treatment, 915

Medical examinations, life insurance, 710–711

Medical examiners, 906

Medical Facilities Survey and Construction Act, 1266

Medical Information Bureau, 711

Medical issues. See Health issues

The Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity (Ray), 485

Medical liability insurance, 72, 894–898

Medical malpractice, 891–898

costs, 19

cruise lines, 1408

medical records, 900

Medical records, 899–904

confidentiality, breaches of, 893–894

disclosure, 894–898

doctor-patient confidentiality, 849–852

employee privacy, 1117

life insurance, 711

minors, 923–924

Occupational Safety and Health Administration
standards, 1109

patient rights, 914

plain language, 857
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Medical research, 138

Medical treatment of minors, 921–924

Medically needy person, 884

Medicare, 1259–1264

managed care, 874

Medicaid and, 884

nursing home care, 1267

overview, 863

Patient Self-Determination Act of 1991, 907

Social Security, 1277–1279

taxes, 151

uninsured persons, 927

Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and
Modernization Act, 874, 1259, 1262, 1263

Medicare Regulatory and Contracting Reform Act, 1263

Medicine, administering, 561–566, 1383

Medigap coverage, 863

Megan’s Law, 528

Mehrban, Morse, 1390

Melvin v. Doe, 1038

Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure, 845

Memoirs v. Attorney General of Massachusetts, 845

Memorandum of Understanding, 327

Mens rea
battery, 1360

juveniles, 491

Mental capacity. See Capacity

Mental competency. See Competency

Mental disorders. See Mental illness

Mental health issues

disclosure laws, 852–855

minors, 923

records, 902–904

Mental hospitals

insanity defense, 487

involuntary commitment, 699

Mental illness

asylum inadmissibility, 948

inadmissible aliens, 952

Medicaid, 885

workers’ compensation, 1143

Mentally retarded persons, 451

Merchandise, evaluation of, 359–360

Mergens, Westside Community board of Educ. v., 227

Mergers and acquisitions

Bureau of Competition review, 331

telecommunications, 1336

Merit selection of judges, 407, 409

Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, 1120–1121

Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Daubert v., 455

Mesa, State v., 518

Metal detectors, 689–690

Metatags, 1053–1054

Meteorological satellites, 938

Metro Goldwyn Mayer Studios, 321 Studios v., 1058

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. v. Grokster Ltd., 982,

1060

Mexico

death penalty abolition, 452

exported goods, 327

firearms possession and transportation, 235

Meyer v. Nebraska, 220, 591

Meyer v. Pierce, 592

Michaelson, In re, 25

Michigan

administering medicine in schools, 564

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

bankruptcy exemptions, 286

child abuse, 744

child support/custody, 749

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

death penalty, abolition of, 448

deceptive trade practices, 321

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 545, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 768

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 468

emancipation, 780

emancipation provisions, 781–782

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 484

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 628

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1213
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lemon laws, 60, 85

managed care/HMO provisions, 878

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

physician-assisted suicide, 831

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

religious freedom, 257

search and seizure, 518

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 125

wage and hour laws, 1133

whistleblower protection, 1139

Michigan v. DeJonge, 593

Michigan v. Sitz, 517

Microsoft Corp., U.S. v., 999

Microsoft Corp., Viscaino v., 150

Middle Ages, 843–844

Military

Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, United
States, 289

divorce and military pay, 763

dual citizenship, 956

emergency management, 934

foreclosure, 1184

impact aid laws, 622

passports, no-fee, 1402

sexual orientation discrimination, 262

Miller, ACLU v., 1025, 1034

Miller, Steve, 846

Miller v. California, 240, 845, 1029, 1044, 1064

Milliken v. Bradley, 605

Mills v. Board of Education, 645

Milwaukee’s Intensive Supervision Probation program,
93

Mincey v. Arizona, 515

Mini-trials, 549–554, 558

Minimum sentences, 522

Minimum statutory damages, 319

Minimum tax, 1288

Minimum wage, 1080, 1131–1133

Ministers, 1318

Minnesota

administering medicine in schools, 565

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 749

civil commitment for sex offenders, 531

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 321–322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 545–546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 768

domestic violence, 775

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 484

gay marriage, 792

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 628

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 337

insanity defense, 489

Internet filters, 1031

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

lemon laws, 60, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 878

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917
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product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

search and seizure, 518

sentencing provisions, 525

Sex Offender Registration Act, 528

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 264

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 422

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1128

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Minorities

affirmative action, 189–194

desegregation, school, 603–606

truancy rates, 676

voting rights, 272–276

Minors

age of majority, 817

contracts, 306

death penalty, 451

emancipation, 764, 779–782

guardianships, 697–699, 732–733, 805–806

Internet pornography, 1065

life insurance, 712

medical treatment of, 921–924

mothers, 841–842

passports, 1396–1397

Miranda rights, 441, 482, 508–509, 612

Misappropriation of a name or likeness, 1001

Misconduct, jury, 402

Misdemeanors

assault, 1358

battery, 1359

as crime classification, 434

traffic violations, 99

warrantless arrests, 516

warrants and arrests, 441

Misrepresentation

prenuptial agreements, 836

product liability, 1376, 1378

Mississippi

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child abuse, 744

child support/custody, 749

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 768

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 628

identity theft protection, 337

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

legal malpractice lawsuits, 46

lemon laws, 60, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 878

marriage provisions, 812

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896

No Child Left Behind Act, 637

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

shareholder rights, 185

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 422–423

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

workers’ compensation, 1144

Missouri

administering medicine in schools, 565
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assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 749

civil procedure rules, 384

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 768–769

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 484

government benefit eligibility, 963

guardianship and conservatorship, 701

health insurance, 864

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 628

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 859–860

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

lemon laws, 60, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 878

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 853, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 896–897

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

religious freedom, 257

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 185–186

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 664

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Missouri v. Seibert, 482

Mistake and breach of contract, 308

Mistrials

civil procedure, 383

criminal procedure, 444

double jeopardy, 462

double jeopardy termination, 460

Misuse and product liability, 1378

Mitchell v. Helms, 227

Mitochondrial DNA analysis, 455

M’Naghten Rule, 485–490

Mock trials, 399

Model Business Corporation Act, 143–144, 156, 168, 181

Model Nonprofit Corporation Act, 162, 165

Model Penal Code, 486, 487

Model Rules of Professional Conduct, ABA

conflicts of interest, 136

fee sharing, 20

legal malpractice and, 44

state adoption of, 38

Moline Supply Co., Duo-Tin Bulb & Battery Co., Inc. v.,
1001

Moments of silence in schools, 640, 642

Monetary damages

breach of contract, 309

caps, 868, 894–898

civil rights violations, 248–249

deceptive trade practices, 319

neighborhood covenants, 1228

Monetary relief, 1179–1180

Money-back guarantees, 371

Money laundering, 267, 943, 1328

Monopolies, 331, 998

Monroe County Board of Education, Davis v., 571, 1122

‘‘Monroney label,’’ 57

Montana

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

at-will employment, 1072

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 749

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983
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corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 769

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

high school diploma requirements and types, 586

homeschooling, 628

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 337

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

legal malpractice lawsuits, 47

lemon laws, 61, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 878

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 897

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

religious freedom, 257

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 649

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 664–665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Montgomery County, Maryland, 777

Moratoria, death penalty, 450–452

More, Sir Thomas, 844

Morrison, Brzonkala v., 774

Morrison v. Sadler, 794

Morrissey v. Brewer, 220, 504

Mortgage insurance, 1154, 1200

Mortgage life insurance, 1200

Mortgages, 1151–1156

capital gains, 1282

co-ops, 1158

discrimination, 1194

foreclosure, 1181–1184

insurance requirements, 1201

interest deduction, 1292

Motion Picture Association of America, 1058

Motions, civil procedure, 382–383

Motivation and Personality (Maslow), 614

Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Saving Act, 58

Motor Vehicle Occupant Safety Survey, 96

Motor vehicles. See Automobiles

Motor Voter Law, 68–69

Motorcycles

drivers’ licenses, 68

helmet laws, 92

Mottley, Louisville & Nashville Railroad v., 390

Mounts, State v., 436

Movies

copyright, 980

piracy, 1058

Moving

business expenses, 1323

insurance, 1233

wills, 733

MSDS. See Material Safety Data Sheets

Multi-Ethnic Protection Act of 1994, 739

Multi-level marketing, 278–279

Multiethnic adoptions, 738, 739–740

Multiple employer trusts, 862

Multiple offenses, 461

Multiple victim homicides, 687

Municipal gay marriage ordinances, 794, 811

Murphy, Poling v., 240

Murphy v. Cruz, 484

Music

censorship, 845–846

copyright, 982, 1043

Internet piracy and file-sharing, 1059–1061

Mutuality of obligation, 306

N

Nader, Ralph, 555–556

NAEP. See National Assessment of Educational Progress

NAIA. See National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics

Names

children, 842

marriage and last names, 811

Napster, Inc., A&M Records, Inc. v., 982, 1043, 1059

NASBA. See National Association of State Boards of
Accountancy

National Adoption Information Clearinghouse, 740
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 193

National Archives and Records Administration, 1397

National Assessment of Educational Progress, 637

National Association for Community Mediation, 543

National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, 568

National Association of School Nurses, 561

National Association of Sentencing Commissions, 524

National Association of State Boards of Accountancy, 129

National Banking Act, 105, 120

National banks, 114, 124

National Basketball Association, 569

National Broadcasting Co., Inc. et al. v. United States,
1336

National Cable & Telecommunications Assn v. Brand X
Internet Services, 1336

National Center for Education Statistics, 621

National Center on Elder Abuse, 1257, 1268

National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education, 576

National Collegiate Athletic Association, 567, 568

National Committee for Federal Legislation for Birth

Control, 783

National Compensation Survey, 1077–1078

National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State

Laws

divorce, 762

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 173

Uniform Arbitration Act, 535

Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act, 317

Uniform Health-Care Decisions Act, 912

Uniform Limited Partership Act, 156

Uniform Mediation Act, 543

warranties, 372

National Council on Adoption, 740

National Counterterrorism Center, 944

National Credit Union Administration, 352

National Crime Victimization Survey, 690–691

National Education Association

No Child Left Behind Act, 636

teachers’ right to join, 668

National educational standards, 600–602

National Elder Abuse Incidence Study, 1256

National Electronic Injury Surveillance System, 297, 328

National Emergency Resource Registry, 936

National Fire Prevention and Control Administration, 938

National Firearms Act of 1934, 231

National Flood Insurance Act, 938

National Football League, 569

National Governors’ Association, 1055

National Guard, 934, 939

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

consumer rights and protection, 298

recalls, 365, 367–368

National Information Infrastructure Protection Act, 1020

National Injury Information Clearinghouse, 297

National Instant Criminal Background Check System, 232

National Junior College Athletic Association, 568

National Labor Relations Act

drug testing, 1086

employee benefits, 1076, 1080

privacy issues, 1115

teacher unions, 667, 668–670

unions/strikes, 1101–1104

National Labor Relations Board, 1103–1104

National Labor Relations Board v. Jones & Loughlin
Steel Corporation, 1080

National League of Cities et al. v. Usery, Secretary of
Labor, 1080

National Long Term Care Ombudsman Resource Center,

349–350

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 938–

939

National Organ Transplant Act, 906–907

National Organization for Women, 785

National origin discrimination, 1081, 1082, 1092

National Parks, 234

National Passport Information Centers, 1403

National Qualification Appraisal Service, NASBA, 129

National Recovery Act, 1079–1080

National Register of Historic Places, 1174, 1244–1245

National Rifle Association, 214

National Roster of Arbitrators and Mediators, 535

National sales tax, 1313

National Science Foundation, 1042

National security, 1021

National Security Agency, 216–217

National symbols, 228–229

National Telecommunications and Information

Administration, 1352, 1356

National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 57

National Treasury Employees Union v. Von Raab, 616,

1086

National Virtual Translation Center, 268

National Voter Registration Act, 68–69

National Watch List, 350

Nationalist terrorism, 942

Nationist Movement, Forsyth County v., 203

Native Americans

adoption, 739–740

affirmative action, 190

foster care, 790

voting rights, 271

Nativity scene displays, 227–228, 254

Natural Death Act (Washington), 832

Natural disasters, 937–940, 1389

Naturalization, 967–971

Nature of disputes in small claims cases, 413–414

NBA. See National Basketball Association
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NCAA. See National Collegiate Athletic Association

NCBE. See National Clearinghouse for Bilingual

Education

NCCUSL. See National Conference of Commissioners on

Uniform State Laws

NCIS. See National Instant Criminal Background Check

System

NCLBA. See No Child Left Behind Act

NCTC. See National Counterterrorism Center

Nebraska

administering medicine in schools, 565

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child abuse, 744

child support/custody, 749

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 769

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 628

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 860

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1213

lemon laws, 61, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 878

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 903

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

religious freedom, 257

school prayer, 644

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 416

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Nebraska, Meyer v., 220, 591

Necessary parties, 1182

Necessity

easements, 1172

eminent domain, 1178–1179

Negative easements, 1171

Neglect

elderly persons, 1256

guardians, 807

Negligence, 1369–1373

airline accidents, 1407

automobile accident liability, 50–51, 52–53

battery, 1360

child safety, 742–743

corporate directors, 145

cruise lines, 1408

defamation, 1365

homeowner’s liability, 1190

hotel liability, 1387

landlord, 1233

limited liability partnerships, 156

livestock, damage by, 1150, 1220, 1240

medical malpractice, 891

plaintiff’s, 1378

product liability, 325–326, 1376

renters’ insurance, 1232

third party, 1142–1143

travel tours, 1408

Negligent entrustment, 52

Negligent misrepresentation, 1376

Negligent supervision, 818, 1408

Negotiable instruments, 106–107, 114

Negotiation, 555–559, 1179

Neighbor relations, 1219–1222

Neighborhood covenants, 1171, 1186

Neighborhood Internet Protection Act, 1028, 1065

NEISS. See National Electronic Injury Surveillance System

Nelson, Baker v., 792

Nelson, Lockhart v., 517
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NET Act. See No Electronic Theft Act

Netiquette, 581

Netizens Protection Act, 1053

Netting, capital assets, 1283

Network adequacy requirements, 875

Network services employees, 1035

Networks, 1336, 1344

Neufeld, Peter, 216, 456

Neutral risk, 1143–1144

Nevada

administering medicine in schools, 565

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1251–1252

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

child support/custody, 749–750

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 299

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporate director and officer liability, 171

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 769

drunk driving laws, 468

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 801–802

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 628

identity theft protection, 337

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

legal malpractice lawsuits, 47

lemon laws, 61, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 878

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 897

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 827–828

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 264

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

timeshares, 1237

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

workers’ compensation, 1144

New Deal

due process, 222

Social Security, 1266, 1274

workers’ protection, 1079

New Hampshire

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1252

at-will employment, 1072

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 750

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 769

drunk driving laws, 468–469

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 963

grandparents’ rights, 802

guardianship provisions, 807

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 628

identity theft protection, 337

informed consent, 860

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1213
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lemon laws, 61, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 878–879

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 897

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

religious freedom, 257

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 264

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

timeshares, 1237

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

wage and hour laws, 1133

whistleblower protection, 1139

New Hampshire Constitution, 255

New Jersey

administering medicine in schools, 565

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 205

assisted living facilities, 1252

at-will employment, 1072–1073

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 750

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538–539, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 769

domestic partner provisions, 811

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 484

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

health insurance, 864

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 628–629

identity theft protection, 337

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 409

labor unions/strikes, 1105

lemon laws, 61, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 879

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 897

Megan’s Law, 528

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1379

racial discrimination, 250

search and seizure, 518

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 264

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

unfair competition, 1001

usury laws, 125

wage and hour laws, 1133

whistleblower protection, 1139

New Jersey Dept. of Educ., T.W. v., 24

New Jersey v. T.L.O., 612, 616, 617, 689, 690

New Mexico

administering medicine in schools, 565

assisted living facilities, 1252

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child abuse, 744

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 300
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copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 538–539, 546, 552

divorce, 762

divorce/separation/annullment, 769

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

health insurance, 865

homeschooling, 629

identity theft protection, 338

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

landlord/tenant rights, 1214

lemon laws, 61, 85

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 879

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 903

medical malpractice provisions, 897

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 250

search and seizure, 518

shareholder rights, 186

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

timeshares, 1237

trademark statute interpretation by state court, 994

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

New Orleans, Louisiana, 940

New reformatories, 492

New York

affirmative action, 193

assembly, rights of, 205–206

assisted living facilities, 1252

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

child support/custody, 750

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 757

compulsory education, 589–590

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporate director and officer liability, 171

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 769–770

double jeopardy, 462

drunk driving laws, 469

education funding, 623

emancipation, 779

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 484

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 629

housing discrimination, 1196

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1214

lemon laws, 61, 85–86

managed care/HMO provisions, 879

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 903

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 250–251

religious freedom, 257

school codes of conduct, 582

school prayer, 641

search and seizure, 518

seat belt laws, 96

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 264

shareholder rights, 186

small claims, 557
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small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

unfair competition, 1001

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

women’s voting rights, 272

workers’ compensation, 1145

New York, Gitlow v., 238

New York, Lochner v., 222

New York, Santobello v., 498

New York Board of Regents, 623

New York City

co-op conversions, 1159–1160

domestic partnership law, 794

education funding, 623

small claims courts, 417

New York Civil Liberties Union, 215

New York Colony, 448

New York Constitution of 1777, 255

New York Police Department, 454

New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Children, 741

New York Society for the Suppression of Vice, 844

New York State Prison System, 454

New York Times v. Sullivan, 1001, 1045, 1363, 1365

New York v. Ferber, 1064

New York Weekly Journal, 846

Newdow, Elk Grove Unified School District v., 229, 643

Newdow, Michael A., 643

NFL. See National Football League

NGA. See National Governors’ Association

NHTSA. See National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration

Nichols, Lau v., 575

Nineteenth Amendment, 272

Ninth Amendment, 593

Nixon, Richard M.

affirmative action, 190–191

Berger, Warren, nomination of, 408

family planning issues, 784

N.J. Dep’t of Banking & Ins., Roman Check Cashing,
Inc. v., 484

NJCAA. See National Junior College Athletic Association

NLRA. See National Labor Relations Act

N.L.R.B. v. C. Mahon C., 1115

No Child Left Behind Act, 584, 626, 633–638

No Electronic Theft Act, 1020, 1024, 1058–1059

No-fault automobile accident liability, 51

No-fault divorce, 762

No fault insurance, 73

No-fault workers’ compensation, 1142

No-fee passports, 1402

Noise, 1221, 1227

Non-conforming uses, 1245

Non-deeded timeshares, 1235

Non-disturbance provisions, 1236

Non-guests and hotel liability, 1387

Non-performance protection clauses, 1236

Non-use easements, 1174

Noncompetition agreements, 998

Nonfeasance, 45

Nonobviousness and patentability, 986

Nonperformance of contracts, 306

Nonprofit organizations, 161–165

Nonpublic forums, 238

Nontraditional employee benefits, 1076–1077

Norman, Hanson & DeTroy, Corey v., 26

Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act, 1101

North American Security and Prosperity Partnership, 327

North Carolina

administering medicine in schools, 565

assisted living facilities, 1252

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 750

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 139

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 546, 552

divorce/separation/annullment, 770

drunk driving laws, 469

emancipation provisions, 782

employee drug testing, 1088

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

guardianship and conservatorship, 701

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 628

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860
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inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1214

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 879

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

search and seizure, 518

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

North Carolina, Woodson v., 450

North Carolina Industrial Commission, 351

North Carolina v. Alford, 498–499

North Dakota

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1252

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child abuse, 744

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 983

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 546, 552–553

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 628

identity theft protection, 338

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1214

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 879

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

medical malpractice provisions, 897

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 917

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

real estate finance, 1156

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 40

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

North Marina Islands, 391

Norwegian Cruise Line Ltd., Spector v., 1407

NOTA. See National Organ Transplant Act

Notaries public, 714

Notes, 114

Notetaking, juror, 403

Notice

competency testing, 584–585

copyright, 981

due process, 220, 221

eminent domain, 1179

eviction, 1209

failure to provide, 45

foreclosure, 1183

forum selection clauses, 1408

lawsuits, 382

tax audits, 1300
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termination of parental rights, 790

Notice of Appeal, 426

Notice of Federal Tax Lien, 1164

Notification laws, sex offender, 528–529

Novelty and patents, 986

NOW. See National Organization for Women

NRA. See National Rifle Association

NRA State Firearms Law Digest, 233

NTIA. See National Telecommunications and Information
Administration

Nullification, jury, 401

Nursing Home Compare, 1267

Nursing Home Reform Act, 1248

Nursing homes, 1265–1268

Medicaid, 884, 885

ombudsman programs, 350

patient bill of rights, 1248

N.Y. City Sch. Const. Auth., Westchester Creek Corp. v.,
484

NYCLU. See New York Civil Liberties Union

O

Oakland, California, 1196

OASTF. See Old Age and Survivors’ Trust Fund

Oaths

of allegiance, 970

patent, 988

of renunciation, 957

Objections

civil procedure, 383

wills, 720, 721

Objectivity

mini-trials, 550

ombuds, 348–349

Obligation, mutuality of, 306

O’Brien, United States v., 239

Obscenity

Federal Communications Commission regulations,
1338

Internet, 1014, 1029, 1044, 1063–1066

speech, freedom of, 240–241

television, 1353–1354

Occupational diplomas, 585

Occupational education. See Vocational education

Occupational health and safety, 1107–1111

Occupational Health and Safety Administration, 1107

O’Connor, Programmed Land, Inc. v., 484

O’Connor, Sandra Day, 226

O’Connor v. Ortega, 1114

Odometer tampering laws, 296, 298–301

Of Mice and Men (Steinbeck), 845

OFCCP. See Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs

Offender control, 504

Offensive marks, 993

Offensive speech, 215, 239

Offers, 304

Office for Intellectual Freedom, ALA, 215

Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language

Affairs, Department of Education, 576

Office of Civil Rights, Department of Education, 570

Office of Consumer Litigation, Department of Justice,

297–298

Office of Defects Investigation, National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration, 367

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, 190,

194

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,

350

Office of Management, Department of Homeland

Security, 931

Office of School Health Programs, University of Colorado

Health Science Center, 563

Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, 351

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, 120

Office of the National Ombudsman, Small Business

Administration, 351

Officers

corporations, 145

liability, 167–171

nonprofit organizations, 164–165

shareholder litigation, 183

Ohio

administering medicine in schools, 565

affirmative action, 193–194

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1252

at-will employment, 1073

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 750

cohabitation provisions, 757

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1166

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 546, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 770

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391
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Fifth Amendment rights, 484

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 629

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1214

lemon laws, 61, 86

managed care/HMO provisions, 879

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 917–918

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

religious freedom, 257

search and seizure, 518

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 40–41

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

unfair competition, 1002

whistleblower protection, 1139

Ohio, Brandenburg v., 238

Ohio, Crampton v., 449

Ohio, Jacobellis v., 240, 844–845, 1044

Ohio, Mapp v., 517

Ohio, Osborne v., 1064

Ohio, Terry v., 441, 516

Oklahoma

administering medicine in schools, 565

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1252

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

child abuse, 744

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 983

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 322–323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 546–547, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 770

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

health insurance, 865

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

home schooling, 677

homeschooling, 629

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 338

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1214

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 879

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 887–888

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 918

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Oklahoma, Skinner v., 222

Oklahoma, Thompson v., 495

Oklahoma City bombing, 941, 942

Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance, 1260–1261,
1274–1275

Old Age and Survivors’ Trust Fund, 1274
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Older Americans Act, 349, 1257

Older workers, 197–200

Older Workers Benefit Protection Act, 199

Olson, Ted, 1063

Omaha, Nebraska, 1213

Ombudsman programs, 347–353, 875

Omission. See Nonfeasance

Omnibus Crime Bill of 1994, 233, 528

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, 268, 1115

On Crimes and Punishment (Beccaria), 448

Onacle v. Sundowner Offshore Services, 263, 1121

One vehicle accidents, 52

Online business, 1006, 1049–1056

Online profiling, 1010

Open adoption, 740

Open Choice, 605–606

Open enrollment, benefits plan, 1077

Open range laws, 1150, 1220, 1240

Operating While Intoxicated. See Driving under the

influence

Opinion, statements of, 1364

Opinion of the Justices, 242

Opinion testimony, 474

OPTN. See Organ Procurement and Transplantation

Network

Oral arguments, 426

Oral contracts, 1070–1071

Oral wills, 734

Order to Show Cause, 952

Oregon

administering medicine in schools, 565

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1252–1253

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child support/custody, 750

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 984

corporal punishment ban, 613

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 770

drunk driving laws, 469

emancipation provisions, 782

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 629

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

insanity defense, 489

labor unions/strikes, 1105

landlord/tenant rights, 1214–1215

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 879–880

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

medical malpractice provisions, 897

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 918

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

public schools, home schooled students’ access to,
594

racial discrimination, 251

real estate finance, 1156

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 423

student drug testing, 618

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671

timeshares, 1237–1238

trespassing, 1241

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

wage and hour laws, 1133

whistleblower protection, 1139

workers’ compensation, 1145

Oregon v. Elstad, 482

Organ donation, 69, 905–909

Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network, 907

Organizational ombuds, 348

Original jurisdiction, 388

Originality and copyright, 980

Ornamentality and patentability, 987

Ortega, O’Connor v., 1114

Ortiz, People v., 462, 518

Osama bin Laden, 930

Osborne v. Ohio, 1064

O’Shea, Coleman v., 242

Otis, James, 514

Out of the Crisis (Deming), 614
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Outpatient services, 885

Outside communications and jury misconduct, 402–403

Over-the-Air Reception Devices Rule, 1344

Overbooking, hotel, 1385, 1387

Overbreadth

assembly restrictions, 202–203

loitering and vagrancy statutes, 203–204

Overcharges, automobile lease, 79

Overtime, 1132, 1133

OWBPA. See Older Workers Benefit Protection Act

Owner financing, 1152

Ownership

broadcasting stations, 1336

copyright, 981

partnerships, 175, 176

stock, 184

P

Pacifica Foundation, FCC v., 1354

Pack Shack, Inc. v. Howard County, 242

Package tours, 1408

Paid leave, 1076, 1078

Paige, Rod, 637

Pain and suffering

housing discrimination cases, 1196

no fault insurance, 73

product liability cases, 327

Pam Lychner Sex Offender Tracking and Identification
Act, 528

Panavision Intern., L.P. v. Toeppen, 1042

Pappert, CDT v., 1066

Pap’s A.M. v. City of Erie, 242

Parade permits, 203, 204–206

Paramedics, 934, 939

PARC v. Pennsylvania, 645

Pardons, 446, 503

Parens patriae, 492–493, 494

Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act, 797, 799

Parenteral medications, 563

Parenting classes, 698

Parents

abortion notification, 786, 818

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, 1037

consent and notification of medical treatment, 922

deportation, 953

divorce from, 764

due process rights, 223

duty to control, 1372

education, children’s, 599

foster care, 789

guardianship and, 699

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 647

intestacy, 704, 705

liability, 688, 817–821

minors’ medical records, 924

termination of rights, 79

truancy, 677

unmarried, 839–842

Parents Music Resource Center, 846

Parker, Francis, 610

Parking, 1221

Parks, 203

Parochial schools, 590, 682

Parole. See Probation and parole

Parole boards, 503–504

Parole evidence, 472

Parsons v. State, 486

Partial breach of contract, 308, 309

Partial intestacy, 704

Partial rent, 1209–1210

Partial taking, 1179

Particularity, search warrant, 514, 516

Parties in lawsuits, 380, 381

Parties to a lease, 1208

Partition actions, 1149

Partnerships, 173–179, 1294, 1325

Pass through entities, 1287

Passenger tickets, 1407–1408, 1409

Passports, 1396–1397, 1397, 1401–1404

Password trafficking, 1022

Pataki, American Library Association v., 1025, 1066

Pataki, George, 504

Patent Act, 989

Patent and Copyright Clause, 979

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S., 985, 988, 991, 993

Patents, 985–990

Internet, 1043–1044

unfair competition, 1000

Paternity, 739, 823–829, 839–841

Patient dumping, 926

Patient rights, 911–919

Patient Self-Determination Act, 907, 913, 1248, 1266

PATRIOT Act. See USA PATRIOT Act

Paul D. Coverdell Teacher Protection Act of 2001, 868

Paxton’s case, 514

Pay-per-call services, 1348–1349

Payments

Medicare, 1263

property taxes, 1308

PBGC. See Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporations

PCR DNA testing, 455

Peace Corps volunteers, 1402

Pedestrians

automobile accidents involving, 51–52

detaining, 441

Peel, Robert, 485
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Peer review, 130, 131

Pen registers, 266–267

Pena, Adarand Constructors v., 192

Penalties

accounting misconduct, 131

automobile lease termination, 79–80

compulsory education non-compliance, 590

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 1022

driving under the influence, 465, 467–469

Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 1034

income taxes, failure to withhold, 151

No Electronic Theft Act, 1058

occupational health and safety violations, 1109–1110

physician Medicare overcharges, 1261

tax returns, late filing of, 1330

trademark infringement, 994

Penn, William, 401

Pennsylvania

administering medicine in schools, 565

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

child abuse, 744

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

compulsory education, 675

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1167

copyright laws, 984

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce, 761

divorce/separation/annullment, 770

drunk driving laws, 469

emancipation, 779

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

guardianship and conservatorship, 701

health insurance, 865

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 629

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

landlord/tenant rights, 1215

lemon laws, 61, 86

managed care/HMO provisions, 880

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

medical malpractice, 898

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 918

Pledge of Allegiance in public schools, 644

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

sentencing provisions, 525

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 264

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state courts, 423

student drug testing, 618

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 671–672

truancy, 677

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Pennsylvania, McKeiver v., 493

Pennsylvania, PARC v., 645

Pennsylvania Prison Society, 448

Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporations, 1270, 1271

Pension plans, 1076, 1269–1272

People for the American Way, 215

People v. Campbell, 462

People v. DePallo, 26

People v. Dillard, 484

People v. Harvest, 462

People v. Kulpinski, 462

People v. Loudermilk, 516

People v. McNairy, 483

People v. Ortiz, 462, 518

People v. Smith, 436

People v. Turner, 492

People v. Yutt, 241

Perchemlides v. Frizzle, 593

Peremptory challenges, 383, 443–444

Performance, 305

Performance and Phonograms Treaty, 1058

Performance-based educational standards, 584
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Periodic tenancy, 1148–1149

Perkins Act, 646

Perkins v. Elg, 956

Permanent disability, 1144

Permissive easements, 1172

Permits

concealed weapons, 234

firearms transporting, 233

Permitted and accessory uses, 1245

Perry, Van Orden v., 228

Perry v. Sindermann, 221, 660

Persecution, 948–949, 953, 977

Persistent Client-Side Hypertext Transfer Protocol files.

See Cookies (Internet)

Personal attack rule, 1353

Personal characteristics, 515

Personal communications services, 1336–1337

Personal conduct, 1228

Personal hardship, 1309

Personal income tax, 1292–1295

Personal injury actions, 1357–1380

assault, 1357–1358

automobile insurance, 51

battery, 1359–1362

costs, 19

doctor-patient confidentiality waiver, 851

hotel liability, 1388

medical records, 901

negligence, 1369–1373

no fault insurance, 73

product liability, 1375–1380

Personal property

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

hotel liability, 1389

partnerships, 176

patents, 985–986

taxes, 1306

Personal protective equipment, 1108

Personal recognizance, 431

Personal representatives. See Executors

Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act

immigrants, 960

Supplemental Security Income, 1277

unmarried parents, 841–842

Personal risk, 1143

Petitions

abatement, modifications of, 1110

for emancipation, 780

for guardianship, 697–698

immigration, 968

naturalization, 969

paternity determinations, 824

Pets, 1227

Petty misdemeanors, 434

Pharmaceutical manufacturers, 868

Pharmacy Benefit Managers, 1263

Pharming, 356

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 683

Philadelphia Plan, 190–191

Phishing, 336, 355–358

Photodegradability claims, 279–280

Photographs

identification, 1408–1409

international travel, 1395

passport, 1402

visas, 1403

Physical accommodations, 8–9

Physical disorders, 948, 952

Physician-assisted suicide, 831–834

death certificates, 852, 902

patient rights, 913

Physician bypass, 922

Physicians

duty to warn, 901

Medicare charges, 1261

See also Doctor-patient confidentiality

Pickering v. Board of Education, 662

Picketing, 203, 1104

Pico, Board of Education v., 215–216, 845

Pierce, Meyer v., 592

Pierce County, DCR, Inc. v., 242

Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 590, 591

Piercing the corporate veil, 145, 157

Pima County, Arizona, 677

Pioneer First Federal Sav. and Loan Ass’n v. Pioneer
Nat. Bank, 995, 1002

Pioneer Nat. Bank, Pioneer First Federal Sav. and
Loan Ass’n v., 995, 1002

Piracy, Internet, 1053, 1057–1061

Piracy and Counterfeiting Amendments Act, 982

Placement of disabled students, 648

Plain error, 426

Plain view and search and seizure, 515

Plaintiffs, 381

Planned Parenthood, Ayotte v., 818

Planned Parenthood Federation of America, 784

Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v.
Casey, 223

Plant patents, 986, 987

Plant Variety Protection Act, 986

Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Calvin Designer Label, 1054

Playboy Enterprises v. Welles, 1054

Plea bargaining, 497–500

drunk driving, 101

vs. jury trials, 404

Pleadings

civil procedure, 382
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criminal procedure, 443

Pledge of Allegiance, 228–229, 639–644, 654

Plessy v. Ferguson, 246, 247, 604

PMRC. See Parents Music Resource Center

Point-of-service plans, 874

Point systems

college admissions, 248

traffic violation, 69

Polaroid Corp. v. Polaroid, Inc., 994

Poles, telephone, 1350

Police custody, 780

Poling v. Murphy, 240

Political editorial rule, 1353

Political questions, 388

Politics, judges and, 408, 421

Poll taxes, 248, 273

Polling of jurors, 403

Polygamy, 810–811

Polygraphs, 453–456, 1116

Polymerase chain reach DNA testing, 455

Ponte and Sons, Inc. v. American Fibers Intern., 1001

Pop up advertising, 1004

Pornography

Internet, 1014, 1024, 1025, 1063–1067

speech, freedom of, 240–241

Portability, pension plan, 1269

Porter, Cole, 845–846

Ports of entry, 973, 974, 975, 976

POS. See Point-of-service plans

Positivism, 503

Possession and foreclosure, 1184

Post-conviction proceedings, 509

Postal Inspection Service, U.S., 341–342

Postconviction DNA testing, 216, 456

Posthumous citizenship, 970

Posting bond, 431–432

Postmarital agreements, 837

Postsecondary education. See Higher education

Poultry Products Inspection Act, 367

Poultry recalls, 367

Power of attorney, 700, 713–718

PPOs. See Preferred provider organizations

Pre-birth court orders, 841

Pre-clearance areas, 274–275

Pre-trial delays, 442

Pre-trial procedure, 382–383

Prebirth adoption consent, 739

Predatory pricing, 999

Prediction, storm, 939

Preemptive rights, 183–184

Preferred provider organizations, 874

Preferred stock, 146, 182, 184

Pregnancy

employment discrimination, 1082, 1092

Medicaid, 884

teachers’ rights, 663

treatment, right to, 926

Pregnancy Discrimination Act, 261, 1082

Preliminary contract negotiations, 304

Premature hospital release, 915–916

Premised liability, 1372

Prenuptial agreements, 835–838

Prepaid legal plans, 18–19

Prepayment penalty clauses, 1153

Preponderance of the evidence, 375, 400, 502–503

Prescription drug benefits, 1259, 1262

Prescriptive easements, 1172

Preservation, historic, 1173–1174, 1246

Presidential appointment of judges, 408

Presumptions, rebuttable, 476

Presumptive sentences, 522

Pretrial proceedings, 509–510, 542

Pretrial research, 399

Prevention

child abuse, 742–743

identity theft, 335

phishing, 357–358

warranty disputes, 374

Priestly v. Fowler, 1142

Prima facie cases, 376

Primaries, white, 273–274

Primary boycotts, 1104

Prime Time (television show), 79

Prince v. Massachusetts, 492, 675

Principal residence status, 1282

Principals, 713–714

Principles of Corporate Governance: Analysis and
Recommendations, 144

Print advertising, 1004

Print media, 1354

Printz v. United States, 232

Prior art and patentability, 986

Prior bad acts of witnesses, 474

Priority of appropriation, 993

Priority rules, health insurance, 864

Prison overcrowding, 501–504

Privacy

castration of sex offenders, 530–531

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, 1037

contraception, 784

criminal procedure, 440

doctor-patient confidentiality, 851

drug testing, 615–618, 1086

due process and, 222–223

e-passports, 971

employees, 1086, 1114
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employment, 1113–1118

home schooling, 593

as implied right, 222

Internet, 1006, 1010–1012, 1033–1039, 1045–1046,

1051

medical records, 899–902

minors, 922

patient rights, 914

search and seizure, 514–515

sexual orientation discrimination, 262

students, 612, 615–618, 690

teachers, 663

Privacy Act, 1397

Privacy Rule, Health and Human Services Department,

851–852, 901

Private arbitration, 535, 556–557

Private economic development and eminent domain,

483, 484

Private forums, 202, 203

Private foundations, 164

Private medical practices, 894

Private mortgage insurance, 1154, 1200

Private placement adoption, 738

Private property, 204

Private schools

Americans with Disabilities Act, 3

compulsory education, 590, 591

funding, 621

overview, 682

teachers’ rights, 659–660

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670

tenure, 660–661

Private sector

disaster relief, 940

emergency management, 935–936

ombudsman programs, 352

Privatization

Medicare, 1263

school, 683

Privileged communications, 476

See also Attorney-client privilege; Doctor-patient

confidentiality

Privileges and Immunities Clause, 221–223

Privity of contract, 1375

Pro bono services, 19

Pro-life groups, 785

Probable cause

arrest, 509

parole revocation hearings, 504

search warrants, 514, 515

students’ rights, 689

warrants, 440

wiretapping, 266

work space searches, 1114

Probate, 719–722

prenuptial agreements, 837

property ownership, 700–701

trusts, 726–727

wills, 730, 734

Probate courts, 420, 720

Probation and parole, 501–505, 509

Probationary periods and tenure, 660

Procedural due process, 219–220, 481, 482, 1179

Procedures. See Courts and procedures

Processing out of cases, 498

Procreation, right of, 222

Product alerts, 297

Product liability, 1375–1380

airline accidents, 1407

automobile accidents, 53

negligence, 1372

See also Defective products

Product recalls. See Recalls

Product test, 486–487

Product warranties. See Warranties

Profanity, 1353–1354

Professional fees, 1323

Professional sports, 567, 568–569

Professional standard, 858

Proffitt v. Florida, 450

Profits

nonprofit organizations, 161

partnerships, 175

patent infringement, 989

self-employment taxes, 1318

taxes, 1285–1286

Programmed Land, Inc. v. O’Connor, 484

Programming, television, 1352

Progressive era

death penalty, 449

juvenile justice system, 492

Promise and contracts, 305

Promoters, 144

Proof, burden of. See Burden of proof

Proof of citizenship, 1402

Proper parties, 1182

Property

cohabitants, 753, 754

copyright, 981

damage liability, 51

deprivation of, 220–221

divorce, 762–763

joint ownership, 700

marital settlement agreements, 837

partnerships, 176

patents, 985–986

prenuptial agreements, 836
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real estate disputes, 1147–1150

seizure of, 291–292

Property taxes, 623–624, 1305–1310

Proportionality review, 450

Proposal 65 of 1986 (California), 1390

Proposition 187 (California), 959–960

Prosecution

grand juries, 480

plea bargaining, 498

tax evasion, 1328, 1329

PROTECT Act, 532

Protected computer systems, 1021

Protection of Children from Sexual Predators Act, 1020,

1024, 1065

Protection orders, 774, 775

Protective equipment, 1108

Protestant Reformation, 761

Protocol No. 6, European Convention on Human Rights,

451

Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights Aiming at the Abolition of the Death

Penalty, 451

Provider agreements, 1260

Provisional Patent Applications, 987

Proximate cause

hotel liability, 1387

legal malpractice, 43

negligence, 1370–1371, 1373

See also But-for causation

Proxy appointment, 183

Public accounting, 128

Public assistance, 959–965

Public auctions, 292

Public charge finding, 961

Public charities, 164

Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 130–131

Public corporations, 143

Public domain, 979

Public duty, 1386

Public employees, 1104–1106

Public facility accommodations, 2–3, 7–10

Public fiduciary, 700

Public figures

defamation, 1365

misappropriation of a name or likeness, 1001

stalking, 776

voluntary press censorship, 846

Public forums, 202, 203, 238

Public good, 1350

Public Health and Cigarette Smoking Act, 1355

Public Health Service Act, 298

Public interest

Federal Communications Commission regulations,

1335, 1341

jury service exemptions, 397

telephone communications, 1349

television, 1352

Public notification and sex offenders, 528–529

Public nursing homes, 1266

Public officials, 1363, 1365

Public places and warrantless arrests, 516

Public policy

at-will employment, 1070

liability limitations, 869

whistleblowers, 1137

Public property, religious displays on, 227–228

Public schools

athletics, 567–572

book banning, 215–216

censorship, 845

Children’s Internet Protection Act, 1016

church and state issues, 226–227, 254, 255

compulsory education, 589–595

discipline, 610–614

filtering software, 1027–1032, 1065–1066

home schooled students’ access to, 593–594, 625, 683

overview, 681–682

racial discrimination, 248

speech, freedom of, 240

student rights/free speech, 653–656

teachers’ rights, 659–666

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 667–672

Public statements on product safety, 1376

Public streets

speech and assembly in, 203, 204–206

telephone companies use of, 1350

Public transportation centers, 203

Public trial, right to, 443

Public use and eminent domain, 483, 484, 1177–1180,
1246

Public utility commissions, 1349–1350

Publication and defamation, 1364

Publishers and advertising claims, 278, 345

Puckett v. Elam, 398

Puerto Rico

federal district courts, 391

marriage provisions, 814

usury laws, 125

Pull-out ESL programs, 573

Punishment

criminal procedure, 444–445

felonies, 434

infractions, 434

purpose of, 523

schools, 609–614

See also Sentencing

Punitive damages

assault, 1358
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bad faith claims denials, 864

civil rights violations, 249

deceptive trade practices, 319

Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 1034

employment discrimination cases, 1081, 1094–1095

gender discrimination cases, 261

jury verdicts, 402

product liability cases, 327

Title IX cases, 572

Purchases, consumer, 359–364

Puritans, 610

Purkinje, 454

Putative fathers, 739

Pyramid schemes, 278–279, 318

Q

Qualified electric vehicle credits, 1288

Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries, 884

Qualifying widow/widower filing status, 1293

Quality Education Data, Inc., 1031

Quality of health care, 925–926

Quasi-contracts, 307

Questioning

counsel, right to, 507

jury questioning of witnesses, 403–404

witnesses, 473–474

Quickening, 784

Quid pro quo sexual harassment, 260, 1119, 1121

Quiet title, 1149, 1219

Quill, Vacco v., 832, 833

Quill Corp. v. Heitkamp, 1055

Quincy Movement, 610

Quitclaim deeds, 1148, 1149

Quota systems, immigration, 951, 974–975

Quotas. See Affirmative action

Quth v. Strauss, 494

R

Race

death penalty, 452

peremptory challenges, 398, 444

Race-based terrorism, 942

Racial discrimination, 245–252

affirmative action, 189–192

desegregation/busing, 603–606

employment, 1081, 1092

interracial marriage, 792

restrictive covenants, 1224

voting rights, 271, 272–276

Radio

advertising, 1004

satellite, 1343

speech, freedom of, 1014

Radio Act of 1927, 1014

Radovanic v. Cossler, 26

Rail tours, 1408

Railroad employees, 616

Railroad retirement benefits, 1260

Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, 1126

Railway Labor Executives’ Ass’n, Skinner v., 616

Ranch House, Inc. v. City of Anniston, 241

Random drug testing, 1086

Rap music, 846

Rape, 445

Rare articles, 310

Ratings

of attorneys, 31

factors, insurance, 1200

Internet, 1016

music, 846

television, 1356

Rational basis test, 222

Ray, Isaac, 485

RBC antigen tests, 840

Re-prosecution, 460

A Reader for Writers (Archer), 845

Reading First program, 634

Reaffirming a debt, 286

Reagan, Ronald

abortion views, 785

assassination attempt on, 487

federal employees and drug use pledge, 1085

Real estate, 1147–1246

arbitration, 557

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

boundary/property/title disputes, 1147–1150

buying and selling/mortgages, 1151–1156

capital gains, 1282

condominiums/co-ops, 1157–1161

contractor’s liens, 1163–1169

easements, 1171–1175

eminent domain, 1177–1180

foreclosure, 1181–1184

homeowners’ associations, 1185–1188

homeowner’s liability/safety, 1189–1192

homeowner’s/renter’s insurance, 1199–1205

housing discrimination, 1193–1197

landlord/tenant rights, 1207–1217

neighbor relations, 1219–1222

partnerships, 176

redemption, 292

renters’ liability, 1231–1233

taxes, 1305–1309

timeshares, 1235–1238

trespassing, 1239–1242
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zoning, 1243–1246

Real evidence, 472

Reasonable accommodation, 1092

cruise lines, 1407

employers, 1082

hotels, 1386

housing, 1194–1195

Reasonable care, 1385

Reasonable person, 1370

Reasonable physician standard, 858

Rebuttable presumptions, 476

Recall of Lakewood City Council Members, in re, 26

Recalls, 365–370

See also Defective products

Receipts

credit card numbers, 336–338

merchandise, 359

Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act, 746

Reciprocity

accountant licenses, 129–130

compensation agreements, 1349

state bar associations, 39–41

state tax income tax agreements, 1295

Reckless damage of computers, 1022

Recklessness

automobile accident liability, 50

battery, 1360

toxic battery, 1361

Reconstruction Act of 1867, 272

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 938

Recorded solicitation messages, 343

Recording industry, 819, 982, 1061

Recording Industry Association of America, 819, 1061

Recordkeeping, occupational health and safety, 1108

Records

child abuse, 742

juvenile courts, 494

passport, 1397

Rector of the University of Virginia, Rosenberger v., 656

Recusal, 135–136

Recyclability, claims of, 279

Recycled content claims, 280

Red Cross, 935, 938

Red Lion Broadcasting v. FCC, 1335

Redemption

real property, 292

stock, 184

Redistricting, 247, 275–276

Reduced benefits payments, 864

Reelection of state judges, 409

Reese, United States v., 273

Reeve, Tapping, 37

Reference to the defamation plaintiff, 1364

Referrals

accountants, 131–132

attorney, 31, 32

mediators, 543

Reform

child abuse law, 742

death penalty, 450

education, 639

immigration, 970–971

jury, 404

Reformation and breach of contract, 309–310

Reformatories, 492

Refugee Act of 1980, 974

Refugees, 947–949, 977

Refunds

retainer fees, 18

returned merchandise, 359, 361–362

Refusal to receive guests, 1386

Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 191

Register, White v., 275

Registration

automobile, 57–62

communicable diseases, 852, 902

copyright, 981

foreign-made products, 1398

international travel, 1394, 1409

sex offenders, 528–529

trademark, 993

Registry of Deeds, 715

Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances, 1109

Regular Patent Applications, 987

Regulation

accounting firms, 130

consumer issues, 329–332

group homes, 789

home schooling, 678

insurance industry, 711

Internet, 1041–1048

travel agents, 1409

Regulation CC, 108

Regulation J, 107–108

Regulation M, 77–79

Rehabilitation, offender

probation, 501–502

punishment, as purpose of, 523

Rehabilitation Act

administering medicine in schools, 562

affirmative action, 194

Americans with Disabilities Act and, 8

drug testing, 1115

educational access, 645, 647

employment discrimination, 1081–1082

housing discrimination, 1194
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Section 504, 1, 2

Rehnquist, William

church and state issues, 225

physician-assisted suicide, 832

Reid, Richard, 266

Reimerdes, Universal City v., 1024

Reinstatement

death penalty, 450

Family and Medical Leave Act, 1098

insurance, 1201

whistleblower protection, 1136–1137

Rejection

credit applications, 313

offers, 304

Release of the Notice of Federal Tax Lien, 1164

Relief

employment discrimination cases, 1094–1095

neighborhood covenants, 1228

Religion

employment discrimination, 1092

Establishment Clause, 225–229

freedom of, 253–258

home schooling, 591–593

parochial schools, 591

peremptory challenges based on, 398

private schools, 3, 682

public schools, 636, 639–644

study of, 641

taxes, 1318

teachers’ rights, 662

Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 255–256

Remanufacturers, 1378

Remarriage, 1275

Remedies

breach of contract, 309–310

copyright infringement, 982

deceptive trade practices, 319–320

eminent domain cases, 1179–1180

neighborhood covenants, 1228

pension plan protection, 1271

recalls, 366–368

right to counsel violations, 509

Title IX, 572

Remote purchases, warranties and, 373

Removal

guardians, 807

illegal aliens, 976

Renewal, drivers’ licenses, 70

Renfrow, Doe v., 690

Reno, American Civil Liberties Union v., 215, 1044

Reno, Janet, 834

Reno, Shaw v., 276

Reno v. ACLU, 1015, 1024, 1027, 1044

Rent control, 1159–1160

Rental cars

automobile insurance, 51

insurance, 68

liability insurance, 71–72

Renters

co-op conversions, 1159–1160

insurance, 1199–1205

landlord/tenant rights, 1207–1217

liability, 1231–1233

Renunciation, citizenship, 957

Reorganization, bankruptcy, 284

Repair, 53

Repeat occupational health and safety violations, 1110

Repeat offenders

drunk driving, 92–93, 101–102, 466

school crime, 612

Replacement costs, 72

Reporting

child abuse, 741

doctor-patient privilege, 850, 852

elder abuse, 1256–1257

identity theft, 335

occupational health and safety, 1108

physicians, 915

teacher accountability for crime reporting, 688

Repossession, automobile, 58

Representative payees, 700

Reproduction and copyright, 980

Res ipsa loquitur
medical malpractice, 893

negligence, 1371

product defects, 1377

Rescission

automobile purchases, 58, 296–297

breach of contract, 309

Cooling Off Rule, FTC, 362–363

Rescue, 1371–1372

Reservation of Rights letters, 1190, 1232

Reservations, hotel, 1386–1387

Residency, immigrants’, 967–971

Residency restrictions for sex offenders, 529–530

Residential zoning, 1244

Resolution Supporting Worldwide Moratorium on
Executions, United Nations Human Rights
Commission, 452

Resolution Trust Corporation, 120

Resort Condominiums International, 1236

Respondent superior, doctrine of, 569, 894

Restatement of Contracts, 305

Restatement (Second) of Torts (American Law Institute)

battery, 1359

defamation, 1363–1364, 1365

negligence, 1369
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product liability, 1376

Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability

(American Law Institute), 1376–1377

Restitution

breach of contract, 309

double jeopardy, 462

parental liability, 819

Restraining orders

domestic violence, 775

firearms possession, 776

Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism test, 840

Restrictions

cable television programming, 1354–1355

condominiums/co-ops, 1159

Restrictive deed covenants, 1223, 1226

Restrictive fragment length polymorphisms DNA testing,

455

Retained earnings, 1286

Retainer fees, 18, 21, 44

Retaliation

occupational health and safety violations reporters,

1109

whistleblower protection from, 1137

Retaliatory eviction, 1210

Retention, state judges, 409

Retirement and aging, 1247–1280

assisted living facilities, 1247–1254

domestic partner benefits, 755

elder abuse, 1255–1258

employee benefits, 1076, 1077–1078

FDIC insurance coverage, 121

healthcare/Medicare, 1259–1264

housing, 1195

nursing homes, 1265–1268

ombudsman programs, 349–350

pension plans, 198, 1269–1272

retirement and pension plans, 1269–1272

Social Security, 1273–1280

Retrials, 460, 517

Retribution, 523

Retrogression, 275

Returns, 359–364

Revenues, education, 621–624

Reversal of conviction, 427

Reverse discrimination

education, 248

Gratz v. Bollinger, 192

Grutter v. Bollinger, 192

Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 191

Reverse mortgages, 1153

Revised Uniform Partnership Act, 173–177

Revocable trusts, 724

Revocation

adoption consent, 739

attorney’s license, 38–39

drivers’ licenses, 69–70, 93

offers, 304

parole, 504

power of attorney, 713, 716

probation, 502–503

students’ driver’s licenses, 688

teacher certification, 660, 663–666

wills, 731, 733–734

Revolving credit, 312

Reynolds v. Sims, 275

RFLP DNA testing, 455

Rhode Island

administering medicine in schools, 565

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 984

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

death penalty, abolition of, 448

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 770–771

drunk driving laws, 469

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 629

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 338

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

landlord/tenant rights, 1215

legal malpractice lawsuits, 47

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 880

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

partnerships, 177
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paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 918

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 264

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Rhodes, State v., 26

RIAA. See Recording Industry Association of America

Ricardo, David, 124

Richmond, California, 1196

Ridge, Tom, 268, 930, 935, 940, 943

Ridgefield Park Board of Education, Wilson v., 618

Ridley, Johns v., 1117

Riegle Community Development and Regulatory

Improvement Act of 1994, 106

Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency

Act of 1994, 106

Right Start Act (proposed), 1099–1100

Right to die movement, 913–914

Right to medical treatment, 926

Rights and responsibilities, student, 579

Ripping software, 1059

Risk

assumption of, 1378

design, defects in, 1377

hotel liability, 1387–1388

negligence, 1373

product liability, 1376

travel tours, 1408

Risk-based Medicaid managed care model, 885

Rita Gluzman, United States v., 774

Ritalin, 562

Roadside checkpoints, 517

Robert Welsh, Inc., Gertz v., 1365

Roberts, John, 408

Robinson-Patman Act, 998–999

Rochelle v. State, 436

Roe, Whalen v., 851, 900, 901, 916

Roe v. Wade, 223, 785, 851, 900, 914

Rogers v. State, 462–463

Roman Check Cashing, Inc. v. N.J. Dep’t of Banking &
Ins., 484

Roman law

death penalty, 447

double jeopardy, 457

Romer v. Evans, 262

Roommates, 1208

Roosevelt, Franklin D.

disability, 7

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation formation,
119, 120

minimum wage regulation, 1131

New Deal, 222, 1079

Office of Civilian Defense, 933

Social Security, 1266, 1274

voluntary press censorship, 846

Roper v. Simmons, 451, 495

Rosa v. Johnston, 1001

Rosenberger v. Rector of the University of Virginia, 656

Roth v. Board of Regents, 220

Roth v. United States, 844, 1063

Routine inquiry/required request concerning organ
donation, 906

Routine medical treatment, 914

Roving wiretaps, 267

Royalties, patent, 989

RTC. See Resolution Trust Corporation

Rule on Informal Dispute Settlement Procedures, FTC,
374

Rulemaking, FCC, 1337–1338

Rules of Criminal Procedure. See Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure

Runaway juries, 868

Runoff, 1221

Rural areas

education funding, 623

zoning, 1244

Rush, Benjamin, 448

Rush County Schools, Todd v., 616, 617, 618, 690

Rusk, Afroyim v., 957

Russia, 451–452

Ryan, George, 450–451

S

S & S Investments, Inc. v. Hooper Enterprises, Ltd., 994

S Corporations, 157, 1287–1288

Sadler, Morrison v., 794

SAFE Act. See Safe Schools and Violence in Education
Act (New York)

Safe and Drug-Free Schools and Communities, 687

Safe Drinking Water Act, 296

Safe harbor period, 1038, 1338

Safe Schools and Violence in Education Act (New York),
582

Safes, hotel, 1389

Safety

automobile, 89–94

bail and community safety, 430, 431
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homeowners, 1189–1192

hotel liability, 1386, 1387–1388

occupational health and safety, 1107–1111

travel, 1405–1410

Safety belts. See Seat belts

SAIF. See Savings Association Insurance Fund

Sales, real estate, 1151–1156, 1194

Sales comparison property assessment method, 1308,

1309

Sales contracts, 307

Sales incentives, 1236–1237

Sales taxes, 1054, 1055, 1311–1315

Salvation Army, 935, 938

Same-as-cash credit, 311

Same conduct analysis, 461

Same offense, 460–461, 462–463, 481

Same-sex marriage. See Gay couples

Same transaction analysis, 461

San Francisco, California

domestic partnership law, 794

gay marriage, 793

housing discrimination, 1196

Internet filters, 1031

landlord/tenant rights, 1211

San Francisco Unified School District, 575

San Jose, California, 774

Sanctions

attorneys, 30

drunk driving, 93

traffic violations, 100

Sanford, Scott v., 246

Sanger, Margaret, 783

Santa Clara County Transportation Agency, Johnson v.,
192

Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe, 640

Santobello v. New York, 498

Santosky v. Kramer, 223

Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 130–131, 137

Satellite communications, 1341–1345

Satellite Home Viewer Improvement Act of 1999, 1343

Satellites, meteorological, 938

Savings and loans, 113–117, 124

Savings Association Insurance Fund, 120

Savings plans, employee, 1078

Scams. See Fraud

Scarpelli, Gagnon v., 220, 502

Schaill v. Tippecanoe County School Corp., 618

Scheck, Barry, 216, 456

Schedule C, Form 1040, 1299

Schedule D, Form 1040, 1283

Schedule SE, Form 1040, 1319

Scheffer, U.S. v., 455

Schempp, District of Abington Township v., 226, 639–
640

Schloendorff v. Society of New York Hospital, 857

Scholarships, athletics, 567

School authority, 688–689

School boards

curricular policy, 597, 598–599

teacher contract ratification, 661

School buses, 97

School busing, 248, 603–607

School District No. 1, Keyes v., 605

School District No. 60, Martinez v., 689

School libraries, 845

School prayer, 226–227, 254, 636, 639–644

School types, 681–685

School violence, 580–581, 687–692

School vouchers, 227, 621

Schools

administering medicine, 561–566

sex offender residency restrictions, 529–530

See also Private schools; Public schools

Schools in Need of Improvement, 635

Schools Without Failure (Glasser), 613–614

Schwarzenegger, Arnold, 793

Schwimmer, U.S. v., 237

Science and Technology directorate, 931

Scientific research, 138

Scopes trial, 215

Scotland Yard, 454

Scott, United States v., 460

Scott v. Sanford, 246

Scrambling, signal, 1342–1343

Sealed contracts, 307

Sealed documents, 494

Search and seizure, 513–519

criminal procedure, 440

employee drug testing, 1086

employees, 1114

Internet privacy, 1036

students, 612–613, 617, 689

weapons in schools, 687

Sears, Richard, 341

Seat belts, 91, 95–98, 100

Seattle, Washington, 1216

Second Amendment, 231

Second mortgages, 1152

Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights Aiming at the Abolition of
the Death Penalty, 451

Second-to-die insurance, 710

Secondary boycotts, 1104

Secondary market lenders, 1154

Secondary seat belt laws, 96

Secret Service, U.S., 266, 931

Section 504, Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 1, 2

Section 125 benefits plans, 1077
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Section 164 of 23 U. S. Code, 93

Secured loans, 289

Secured transactions, 107

Securities and Exchange Commission, U.S., 167

Securities claims, 132

Securities law

conflicts of interest, 137

officer and director liability, 167, 170

stock ownership, 184

variable life insurance, 710

Security deposits, 69, 1209–1216, 1389

Security measures

air travel, 1382, 1383

border security, 971

hotels, 1388–1389

international travel, 1408–1409

Sedition Act, 1363

Segregation, racial, 247

Seibert, Missouri v., 482

Self-administration of medicine, 562, 563, 1383

Self-dealing, corporate, 145

Self-defense, 1362

Self determination, patient, 911–914

Self-employment

Social Security, 1274

taxes, 1317–1319, 1325

Self-funded insurance plans, 862

Self-incrimination

grand juries, 480

plea bargaining, 499

state laws, 483

Self-incrimination Clause

criminal procedure, 441–442

interpretation and scope of, 482

Self-insured plans, 862

Self-neglect, 1258

Self-probating wills, 735

Senate Judiciary Committee, 408

Senior, Commonwealth v., 26

Sensitive Security Information, 1409

Sentencing, 521–526

appeals, 427

bargaining, sentence, 497

character evidence, 475

counsel, right to, 509

criminal procedure, 444

death penalty cases, 450

driving under the influence, 465

drunk driving, 467–469

juvenile courts, 494

parole, 504

plea bargaining, 498, 499, 500

probation, 501–502

retrials, 460

Sentencing Reform Act, 524

Separate but equal doctrine

civil rights, 246

desegregation/busing, 603–604

disabled persons, 645

Separate offenses, 462

Separation, 761–772

SEPs. See Simplified employee pension plans

September 11th terrorist attacks

Homeland Security, U.S. Department of, 929–930, 942

immigration reform, 975

travel security, 1382

Sequestration, jury, 402

Service contracts. See Extended warranties

Service marks, 999

Service of process, 382, 414

Servicemen’s Readjustment Bill. See GI Bill

Settlements

attorney fees, 16, 17

civil procedure, 383

debt collection, 290–291

health insurance claims, 864

insurance and liability limitations, 868

mediation, 541

mini-trials, 549

occupational health and safety violations, 1110

Seventh Amendment, 396

Severance pay, 1078

Sex crimes, 1359, 1361

Sex discrimination. See Gender discrimination

Sex education, 636

Sex Offender Registration Act (Minnesota), 528

Sex offenders, 527–532, 1024

Sexual abuse, 741–742, 788, 923, 1256

Sexual harassment, 1119–1124

gender discrimination, 260–261

librarians, 1030–1031

same sex, 263

teachers, 662

Title IX, 571

Sexual orientation discrimination, 256–264

cohabitation, 753

due process issues, 223

student groups, recognition of, 656

See also Gay couples

Sexually oriented mail solicitations, 342

Sexually transmitted diseases, 923

‘‘Shall issue’’ concealed weapons permits, 234

Shareholders, 181–187

corporations, 144–145

rights and duties, 170

salaries, 1288
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tax payments, 1286

Shaw v. Reno, 276

Shelley v. Kraemer, 1224

Sheltered English programs, 573

Sherbert v. Verner, 255

Sherman Anti-Trust Act, 331, 998

Shifting burden of proof, 376–377

Shipments, firearms, 233, 234

Shock probation, 502

Sholley, Commonwealth v., 242

Short tandem repeat DNA testing, 455

Short-term capital gains, 1282–1283

Short-term disability insurance, 1078

Siblings

intestacy, 704, 705

split custody, 745–746

Sick leave, 1078

Sigma Intern, Inc., United States v., 480

Signals, cable television, 1342–1343

Signatures, electronic, 1011–1012, 1046–1047

Signs

hotel swimming pools, 1388

no hunting, 1239

Silence

acceptance, 305

defendant’s right to remain silent, 444

right of, 482

Simmons, Roper v., 451, 495

Simmons-Harris, Zelman v., 227

Simple boycotts, 1104

Simple interest, 123

Simplified employee pension plans, 1270

Simpson, O.J., 459, 481

Sims, Reynolds v., 275

Sindermann, Perry v., 221, 660

Single Employer Pension Plan Act, 1270

Single filing status, 1293

Single sex public colleges, 261

Situs, 1307

Sitz, Michigan v., 517

Sixteenth Amendment, 1297

Sixth Amendment

counsel, right to, 507

criminal procedure, 440, 442–445

Skinner v. Oklahoma, 222

Skinner v. Railway Labor Executives’ Ass’n, 616

Skipping school. See Truancy

Slander. See Libel and slander

Slater v. Baker and Stapleton, 857

Slaughterhouse Cases, 222

Slaughterhouse Five (Vonnegut), 845

Slavery, 246

Small Business Administration, U.S., 351

Small businesses

ombudsman programs, 351

S Corporation status, 1287–1288

small claims court, 415

taxes, 1321–1326

Small Case Division, Federal Tax Court, 1302

Small claims courts, 413–418, 420

judicial arbitration, 557

warranty disputes, 374

Smith, Adam, 124

Smith, Employment Division v., 256

Smith, People v., 436

Smith v. Allwright, 247

Smith v. Doe, 529

Smoke alarms, 1190–1191

Sniadach v. Family Finance Corp. of Bay View, 221

Sobriety checkpoints, 102, 466

Sobriety tests, 101

Social host laws, 102

Social injustices, 19

Social Security, 1273–1280

failure to withhold, 151

immigrants, 959

Medicare, 1260

nursing homes, 1266

self-employment taxes, 1317, 1319

Social Security Act

benefits, 1075

child welfare, 787, 788

enactment, 1274

Medicaid, 883

retirement and aging, 1266

unemployment insurance, 1125

Social Security Statements, 1319

Society of New York Hospital, Schloendorff v., 857

Society of Sisters, Pierce v., 590, 591

Sodomy laws, 223, 754

Software, 1323

Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act, 1184

Sole proprietorships

FDIC insurance coverage, 121

tax audits, 1299

Solicitation, 342, 1004, 1348, 1387

Solid Waste Disposal Act, 351

Sonoma County, California, 774

Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,
1060

Souter, David, 1060

South Carolina

administering medicine in schools, 565

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74
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banking and lending laws, 110

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1167

copyright laws, 984

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 771

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 802–803

guardianship provisions, 807

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 629

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 338

insanity defense, 489

Internet filters, 1031

judicial selection, 410

landlord/tenant rights, 1215

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 880

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

medical malpractice provisions, 897–898

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 918

probate, 722722

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

real estate finance, 1156

search and seizure, 518

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

timeshares, 1238

trespassing, 1242

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1129

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

South Dakota

administering medicine in schools, 565

assisted living facilities, 1253

at-will employment, 1073

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 74

banking and lending laws, 110–111

child abuse, 744

civil procedure rules, 385

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 984

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 771

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 803

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 629

identity theft protection, 338

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 489

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

legal malpractice lawsuits, 47

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 880

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

medical malpractice provisions, 898

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 918

probate, 722

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

sex offender information, 529

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 41

teachers’ rights, 665
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teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

trespassing, 1242

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1130

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1139

Southeastern Community College v. Davis, 3
Southern Methodist University, 568

Southern Pac. Transp. Co., Luck v., 1116

Southern states

segregation, 603–604

voting rights, 273–274

Southwest Airlines, 1383

Sovereign immunity, 562, 869

Spam

advertising, 1005, 1006

censorship, 847

commercial speech, 1044–1045

online business, 1053

state anti-spam laws, 1038–1039

state laws, 1055

Spear phishing, 356

Special education, 637, 645–651

Special needs students, 585

Special needs trusts, 724–725

Special power of attorney, 715

Special relationships and duty to rescue, 1372

Special use valuation, 695

Specialists, managed care/HMO, 875

Specialization, attorney, 30

Specific performance, 310

Specifications, patent, 987

Specified disease plans, 862

Spector v. Norwegian Cruise Line Ltd., 1407

Speech, freedom of, 237–243

assembly and, 201–204

curricula, 599

Federal Communications Commission regulations,
1335, 1338

home schooling, 593

Internet, 1013–1017, 1044–1045, 1063–1066

students, 653–657

students’ rights, 689

teachers’ rights, 662

See also Censorship

Speeding, 92, 99–100

Speedy trial, right to, 442

Spellings, Margaret, 637–638

Spence v. Washington, 239

Spending down assets, 885

Spendthrift trusts, 724–725

Spies, 948

Split custody, 745

Split sentencing, 502

Spock, Benjamin, 610

Sponsor deeming, 961

Sports. See Athletics

Spousal battery, 1361–1362

Spousal support, 763, 836

Spouse abuse. See Domestic violence

SPP. See North American Security and Prosperity

Partnership

Springing power of attorney, 715–716

Springsteen, Bruce, 845

Spyware, 356

St. Paul, Minnesota, 683

Stabilization, medical, 915, 926

Stalking, 774, 776–777

Standard deduction, 1292

Standard diplomas, 585

Standards of care

medical malpractice, 891

negligence, 1369–1370

product liability, 1376

travel industry, 1406

Standards of conduct, 1371

Standards of proof, 502–503

See also Burden of proof

Standards of security, 1388–1389

Standby guardianship, 699

Standhardt v. Superior Court, 794

Standing

paternity actions, 824–825

search and seizure, 515

wills, 731–732

Standing referral requirements, 875

Stanford v. Kentucky, 495

Stanley, State v., 518

Star Schools Program, 684

Start-up expenses, business, 1323

State, Allen v., 495

State, Byrd v., 25

State, Cothren v., 462

State, Dawson v., 445

State, Flowers v., 495

State, Green v., 483

State, Johnson v., 241

State, Kaczmarek v., 242

State, Lebron v., 462

State, Mathis v., 462

State, Parsons v., 486

State, Rochelle v., 436

State, Rogers v., 462–463

State, Thomas v., 483

State, U.S. Department of

affirmative action, 193

international travel, 1393

State, Walker v., 25

State, Yates v., 488
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State action, 246

State bar associations

admission to, 38

attorney referral services, 32, 33

examinations, 37

reciprocity, 39–41

State Bar of Arizona, Bates v., 29

State Children’s Health Insurance Program, 927

State constitutions, 483

State courts, 419–424

double jeopardy, 461–463

federal-question jurisdiction, 390

Fourth Amendment applicability, 514

juries, 397

search and seizure, 517–519

Seventh Amendment applicability, 396

student drug testing, 618

trademark statute interpretations, 994–995

State Department, U.S., 957

State education agencies, 646

State employers

age discrimination, 1081

Americans With Disabilities Act, 1082

State ex rel. Utah Dept. of Public Safety, Day v., 436

State Farm Mut. Auto. Inc. Co. v. Lee, 25

State Health Insurance Assistance Program, 1267

State insurance regulatory agencies, 1201

State laws

actionable medical malpractice, 891–894

administering medicine in schools, 563–566

arbitration, 533, 536–540

assembly, rights of, 204–206

assisted living facilities, 1248–1254

at-will employment, 1072–1073

attorney-client privilege, 25–26

automobile accident liability, 53–55

automobile insurance, 73–75

automobile registration, 59

banking and lending, 109–111

child abuse, 743–744

child passenger safety, 90–91

child support/custody, 746–751

compulsory education, 594–595

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 138–140

consumer rights and protection, 298–301

contractor’s liens, 1165–1169

contracts, 303–304

copyright, 982–984

corporal punishment, 613

corporate director and officer liability, 170–171

corporations, 146–147

crimes, classification of, 435–436

deceptive trade practices, 320–323

defamation statutes of limitations, 1366–1367

disabled persons, education and, 4–6

divorce, 761–762

divorce/separation/annullment, 764–772

domestic violence, 775

drunk driving, 101–102, 466, 467–469

employee drug testing, 1087–1089

employment discrimination, 1083–1084

Family and Medical Leave Act and, 1099

Fifth Amendment rights, 483–484

firearms possession and transportation, 234

gay marriage, 794

grandparents’ rights, 799–803

guardianships, 701, 807

health insurance, 864–865

high school diploma requirements and types, 585–
588

home schooling, 677–678

homeschooling, 626–630

hotel liability, 1390–1391

housing discrimination, 1196

identity theft, 336–338

informed consent, 859–860

insanity defense, 488–490

insurance regulation, 711–712

Internet crime, 1024–1025

Internet pornography, 1066

Internet privacy, 1038–1039, 1046

labor unions/strikes, 1104–1106

landlord/tenant rights, 1210–1216

legal malpractice lawsuit limitations periods, 46–47

lemon laws, 60–61, 83–87, 368–369

limited liability entities, 158–160

managed care/HMOs, 874–881

marriage, 811–814

mediation, 544–547

medical information disclosure, 852–855, 902–904

mini-trials, 550–554

motor vehicle laws, 50

nonprofit organizations, 165

occupational health and safety, 1110–1111

online business, 1054–1055

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177–179

patents, 989

paternity provisions, 825–829

patient rights, 911, 916–918

probate, 722

product liability statutes of limitations, 1378–1380

racial discrimination, 249–252

real estate finance, 1155–1156

religious freedom, 256–258

school prayer/Pledge of Allegiance, 643–644

seat belts, 91, 96, 100
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sentencing, 524–526

sex offender registration, 528–529

sexual harassment, 1122–1123

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263–264

shareholder rights, 184–187

special education/disability access, 649–650

speech and expression, freedom of, 241–242

taping of calls from collection agencies, 292–293

teachers’ rights, 663–666

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 670–672

telephone communications, 1348, 1349–1350

timeshares, 1237–1238

trespassing, 1240–1242

truancy, 677–678

trusts, 727

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1126–1130

unfair competition, 1001–1002

usury, 124–126

wage and hour laws, 1133–1134

whistleblower protection, 1137–1138

workers’ compensation, 1144–1145

State legislators, 138–140

State of Michigan, Butler v., 844

State of North Carolina, Delconte v., 593

State of Washington v. Jason Heckel, 1039

State ombudsman programs, 349

State v. Baccus, 518

State v. Baldwin, 241

State v. Berberich, 24

State v. Brake, 483

State v. Ciancanelli, 242

State v. Cross, 436

State v. Eason, 519

State v. Fingers, 24

State v. Hammang, 518

State v. Heckel, 1045

State v. Hernandez, 518

State v. Ingram, 518

State v. Lloyd, 436

State v. Manson, 518

State v. Martin, 518

State v. Mesa, 518

State v. Mounts, 436

State v. Rhodes, 26

State v. Stanley, 518

State v. Stone, 495

State v. Velez, 518

State v. Walker, 518

State v. Wicklund, 242

Statements of opinion, 1364

States

accountant license reciprocity, 129–130

Amber Alert system, 532

bank regulation, 114

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

bilingualism, 575–576

boards of accountancy, 132–134

bond posting, 432

Certified Public Accountant requirements, 128–129

civil procedure rules, 384–385

codes of legal conduct, 44

community property, 705

contract rescission periods, 363

crime classifications, 434

criminal procedure, 440

curricular authority, 598

curricular policy, 597

doctor-patient privilege, 850

doctrine of incorporation, 480

domestic partner recognition, 755

education funding, 622–623

emancipation provisions, 780–782

employee privacy, 1117

estate tax, 695

federal district courts, 391–392

Fifth Amendment applicability, 480

government benefit eligibility, 961–965

Grand Jury Clause applicability, 442

Homeland Security offices, 931–932

income taxes, 1292, 1294–1295

Internet filters, 1031

Internet usage policies, library and school, 1030–1031

judicial selection, 408–411

judicial waiver offenses, 494

jury rules, 403–404

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 886–888

medical records laws, 900–901

National Guard, 934

organ donation provisions, 907

parks, 234

parole abolishment, 504

plea bargaining, 499–500

privileged communication, 476

probation and parole, 501

public schools, home schooled students’ access to,
594

sales tax rates, 1314

search and seizure, 513

small claims courts, 415–417

sovereign immunity, 869

State Children’s Health Insurance Program, 927

State Health Insurance Assistance Program, 1267

taxes, 569

trade name registration, 999

travel agent licensure and regulation, 1409

used and ‘‘as is’’ goods, warranties for, 372

States accountancy boards, 128, 132–134
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States’ rights

No Child Left Behind Act, 636–637

physician-assisted suicide, 834

Statistics

child abuse, 789

cohabitation, 753

death penalty, 452

drug availability, 691

elder abuse, 1256

employee benefits, 1077–1078

gang related activity, 691

home schooling, 683

homeowners’ associations, 1185–1186

homeschooling, 623

Internet commerce, 1009

Internet piracy, 1058

Internet pornography, 1063

lawful permanent residents admissions, 977

nursing homes, 1265

online business, 1049–1050

physician-assisted suicide, 833

private and parochial schools, 682

public schools, 6823

sex offenders, 529

Social Security and Medicare, 1279

truancy rates, 676

Vermont civil unions, 794

Status offenses, 493–494, 819

Statute of frauds, 306–307, 1226

Statute of repose, 327

Statutes of limitations

admiralty law, 1407

defamation, 1366–1367

failing to file tax returns, 1329

housing discrimination cases, 1195, 1196

lawsuits, 381–382

medical malpractice, 894–898

prescriptive easements, 1172

product liability, 327, 1378–1380

small claims courts, 414

tax audits, 1299

terrorism, 268

Statutory attorney fees, 18

Statutory damages

copyright infringement, 982

deceptive trade practices, 319

Statutory exclusion, 494

Statutory foreclosures, 1154, 1181–1183

Statutory mandatory mediation, 542

Statutory presumptive sentences, 522

Statutory redemption, 1184

Stays of foreclosure, 1184

Step programs for school discipline, 611

Stevens, John Paul, 263, 398

Stewart, Potter, 240, 498, 845, 1044

STI Outdoor v. Superior Court, 25

Stock

conflicts of interest, 137

corporations, 146

ownership, 182

Stock market crash of 1929, 120

Stone, State v., 495

Stone v. Graham, 228, 640

Stop payment orders, 107

Stored communications, unlawful access to, 1023–1024

Storm prediction, 939

Story, Joseph, 37

STR DNA testing, 455

Straight sentences, 522

Stranding of children, 1383

Strauss, Quth v., 494

Strick Corp. v. Strickland, 1050

Strickland, Strick Corp. v., 1050

Strict foreclosure, 58, 1182

Strict liability

defamation, 1365

liability limitations, 869

livestock, 1150, 1220, 1240

product liability, 326, 1376

Strict scrutiny

affirmative action cases, 192

racial discrimination cases, 247

speech, freedom of, 238

Strikes, labor, 669, 1101–1106

Structural additions/changes, 1221

Structured immersion programs, 573

Student fees, mandatory, 656

Students

athletics, 567–572

codes of conduct, 579–582

Internet piracy and file-sharing, 1061

ombudsman programs, 351

Students’ rights, 653–657

censorship, 845

discipline and punishment, 609–614

drug testing, 615–618

Miranda rights, 612

violence and weapons, 689–690

Studies, reports and surveys

administering medicine in schools, 561

attorneys’ services, consumer satisfaction with, 29

Carnegie Mellon Internet pornography study, 1014

Health Confidence Survey, 926

Identity Theft Survey Report, 357

Motor Vehicle Occupant Safety Survey, 96–97

National Compensation Survey, 1077–1078
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National Crime Victimization Survey, 690–691

Subject matter jurisdiction

civil cases, 380

state court, 420

Subjective patient standard, 859

Subletting, 1159

Subscriptions, satellite radio, 1343

Subsidized guardianship, 699

Substance abuse

elder abuse, 1257

minors, 923

Supplemental Security Income, 1277

Substandard care, 892–893

Substantial disorder, 654–655

Substantial notice, 584–585

Substantive due process, 221–223, 481–482, 484, 1177–

1178

Substituted service, 382

Subtenants, 1208

Subtle discrimination, 199

Suburbs, 605

Subversive speech, 238, 239

Successive prosecutions, 461, 481

Suffian v. Usher, 484

Suffrage. See Voting rights

Suggestive marks, 992

Suicide, physician-assisted, 831–834

Sullivan, New York Times v., 1001, 1045, 1363, 1365

Summary judgments, 382, 383

Summary trials, 550, 558

Sunday closings, 229

Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc., Onacle v., 263, 1121

Super Bowl 2004, 1354

Superior Court, Standhardt v., 794

Superior Court, STI Outdoor v., 25

Supplemental pay, 1076

Supplemental Security Income, 960, 961, 1248, 1275–
1277

Supplementary medical insurance, 1278

Suppression of evidence. See Exclusionary rule

Supreme Court, U.S.

authority, 380, 428

discretion in review of cases, 445

overview, 388

state courts, 421

See also Court cases

Surety, 431

Surgical castration of sex offenders, 530–531

Surrogate consent acts, 912

Surrogate mothers, 841

Surveys, land, 1148, 1149, 1219

Survivors’ benefits, 1260, 1275

Survivorship life insurance, 724

Suspended sentences, 522

Suspension

attorney’s license, 38–39

deportation, 953

drivers’ licenses, 69–70, 93, 100

Suspicionless drug testing. See Drug testing

Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education,
605

Sweepstakes promotions, 341–342

Swenson, Ashe v., 461

Swimming pools, 1191–1192, 1386, 1388

Symbolic expression, 239

Sympathy, expressions of, 894–898

T

Tacking, 1172

Tacoma, Washington, 676

Taft, William Howard, 219

Taft-Hartley Act, 1101

Taking, eminent domain, 1178–1179, 1246

Tallman, Richard, 834

Tangible medium of expression, 980

Tangible personal property taxes, 1306

Tangipahoa Parish Board of Educ., Freiler v., 227

Tannahill v. Lockney School District, 616, 618

Tarus v. Borough of Pine Hill, 242

Task Force on Organ Transplantation, 907

Tax attorneys, 1302

Tax Compliance Measurement Audits, 1300

Tax Court, U.S., 389, 415, 1302

Tax evasion, 1327–1331

Taxes, 1281–1331

accountants, 128

audits, 1297–1303

business expenses, 1323

by-pass trusts, 725, 726

capital gains, 1281–1284

cohabitation, 753

conservation easement incentives, 1172–1173

corporate, 1285–1289

credits, corporate, 1288

duty free merchandise, 1398

education funding, 623–624

employee benefits, 1077

estate and gift, 693–696, 721–722

exemptions, 161, 163

failure to withhold income taxes, 151

federal tax liens, 1164

foreign-bought goods, 1398–1399

historic property rehabilitation, 1246

home equity loan interest, 1152

income, 1291–1296

Internet sales tax, 1054, 1055

limited liability entities, 157
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mortgage interest, 1154–1155, 1155

nonprofit organizations, 161, 163, 164

partnerships, 176

pension plans, 1269

personal income, 1292–1293

preparers, 1300

preservation easement incentives, 1173–1174

professional athletes, 569

property, 1305–1310

sales, 1311–1315

self-employment taxes, 1317–1319

small businesses, 1321–1326

small claims court, 415

Tax Court, United States, 389

tax evasion, 1327–1330

trusts, 726

unmarried parents, 842

wills, 734

Taylor, Werth v., 859

Taylor Buick, Inc., George P. Ballas Buick-GMC, Inc. v.,
1002

Teachers, 659–666

certification for homeschooling, 626

codes of conduct, 579

crime reporting, 688

curricula, 599

No Child Left Behind Act, 635–636

unions and collective bargaining, 667–673

Teaching to the test, 637

Technology

distance education, 684

e-passports, 971, 975

school codes of conduct, 581–582

Tecumseh, Earls v., 616, 618

Teenage parents, 818

Telecommunications, 1333–1356

Federal Communications Commission, 1333–1339

satellite and cable, 1341–1345

telephone, 1347–1350

television, 1351–1356

Telecommunications Act, 1336, 1344, 1349, 1352, 1356

Telemarketing, 279, 341–345, 1004, 1348

Telemarketing Sales Rule, FTC, 330, 344

Telephone communications, 1347–1350

Telephone Consumer Protection Act, 343, 1348

Telephone Disclosure and Dispute Resolution Act, 1348

Telephone poles, 1350

Telephone Preference Service, 343

Television, 1351–1356

advertising, 1004

satellite and cable, 1341–1344

speech, freedom of, 1014

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families

immigrants, 960, 961–965

kinship care, 790

minor mothers, 818

unmarried parents, 841–842

Temporary guardianship, 806

Temporary orders, 763

Temporary visas, 967

Temporary workers, 151

Ten Commandments displays, 228, 640, 641

Tenancy at will, 1149

Tenancy for years, 1149

Tenancy in common, 1147

Tenancy in the entirety, 1147–1148

Tenants. See Landlord/tenant rights

Tenants at sufferance, 1149

Tennessee

administering medicine in schools, 565

affirmative action, 193–194

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 75

banking and lending laws, 111

child abuse, 744

child welfare ombudsman programs, 350

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 984

corporate director and officer liability, 171

corporation laws, 147

death penalty statutes, discretionary, 448

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 771

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 803

health insurance, 865

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 630

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

inheritance tax, 706

insanity defense, 490

Internet filters, 1031

judicial selection, 410

landlord/tenant rights, 1215
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legal malpractice lawsuits, 47

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 880

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

medical malpractice provisions, 898

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 828

patient rights, 918

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

stalking, 776–777

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 423

teachers’ rights, 665

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1130

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1140

Tenure, teacher, 660–661

Term life insurance, 710

Termination

at-will employment, 1069–1073

attorney fees, 20–21

automobile leases, 79–80

breach of contract, 309

conservatorship, 699

double jeopardy, 459, 481

durable power of attorney, 716

easements, 1174

guardianship, 698, 806

leaseholds, 1148–1149

Medicare Part B, 1261

neighborhood covenants, 1226–1227

offers, 304

parental rights, 790

pension plans, 1270

Terrorism, 941–945

alert system, 931, 944

asylum inadmissibility, 948

deportation, 954

inadmissible aliens, 952

Internet, 1023

USA PATRIOT Act, 216, 265–268

Terrorist Screening Center, 944

Terry v. Ohio, 441, 516

Testamentary guardianship, 806

Testimony

criminal law, 473

doctors, 851

impeachment of, 435

probation revocation hearings, 502

Texas

administering medicine in schools, 566

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 75

banking and lending laws, 111

child support/custody, 750

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1167–1168

copyright laws, 984

corporate director and officer liability, 171

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 771

double jeopardy, 462–463

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

Fifth Amendment rights, 484

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 803

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 630

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

insanity defense, 490

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

landlord/tenant rights, 1215

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 880

marriage provisions, 813

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 854, 904

No Child Left Behind Act, 637

nonprofit organizations, 165

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177
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paternity provisions, 828–829

patient rights, 918

Pledge of Allegiance in public schools, 644

polygraph testing of government employees, 1116

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

real estate finance, 1156

religious freedom, 257

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 424

surgical castration of sex offenders, 531

teachers’ rights, 665–666

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

timeshares, 1238

trespassing, 1242

truancy, 677

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1130

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1140

workers’ compensation, 1145

Texas, Addington v., 220

Texas, Aguilar v., 515

Texas, Branch v., 450

Texas, Jurek v., 450

Texas, Lawrence v., 223, 263

Texas A&M University, Gay Student Services v., 240

Texas Department of Mental Health & Mental
Retardation, Texas State Employees Union v., 1116

Texas State Employees Union v. Texas Department of
Mental Health & Mental Retardation, 1116

Texas v. Johnson, 239

Textbooks, 598

Thalidomide, 785

Theaters, 203

Therapeutic privilege, 858

Third-party crimes, 1388–1389

Third-party evaluations, 136

Thirteenth Amendment, 246

Thomas v. State, 483

Thompson v. Oklahoma, 495

Threat, assault and, 1357

Three strikes sentencing laws, 523

Thrifty-Tel v. Bezenek, 819

Thurman v. City of Torrington, 774

Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets.Com, Inc., 1053

Tickets.Com, Inc., Ticketmaster Corp. v., 1053

Tie-in sales, 373

Timberlake, Justin, 1354

Time, offers and, 304, 305

Time, place and manner restrictions, 202

Time limitations. See Statutes of limitations

Timeshares, 1235–1238

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School
District, 239, 240, 653–654, 655, 689

Tippecanoe County School Corp., Schaill v., 618

Tips, 1132

Title

examinations, 1148

liens, 1163–1166

real estate disputes, 1147–1150

Title I, No Child Left Behind Act, 633, 634

Title II, Americans with Disabilities Act, 2, 3

Title III, Americans with Disabilities Act, 8–9

Title insurance, 1148, 1153, 1199–1200

Title IX, 261, 569–572, 662, 1122

Title searches, 1200

Title VII, 247–248

claims, 150

employment discrimination, 1081

Family and Medical Leave Act and, 1098, 1099

gender discrimination, 260

sexual harassment, 1120

See also Bilingual Education Act

Titles, automobile, 59

T.L.O., New Jersey v., 612, 616, 617, 689, 690

Tobacco

hotel liability, 1390

toxic battery, 1361

Todd v. Rush County Schools, 616, 617, 618, 690

Toeppen, Panavision Intern., L.P. v., 1042

Tokushige, Farrington v., 591, 592

Tolling, 382

Tompkins, Erie v., 382

Torcaso v. Watkins, 255

Tortfeasors, 50

Torts, 1357–1380

assault, 1357–1358

battery, 1359–1362

liability limitations, 868

libel and slander, 1363–1368

limited liability entities, 157–158

medical malpractice, 894

negligence, 1369–1373

partnerships, 175

product liability, 1375–1380

See also Civil cases; Lawsuits; Small claims courts

Torture, 949

Total breach of contract, 308

Total disability, 1144

Totten trusts, 725

Toxic battery, 1361

Toxic exposure, 1108, 1109, 1390

Toyota, Ella Williams v., 1082

Toysmart, 1011
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TPS. See Telephone Preference Service

Trade

Court of International Trade, United States, 389

deceptive trade practices, 318

regulation, 329

Trade Act, 1126

Trade defamation, 1000

Trade dress, 992, 999

Trade names, 991, 999

Trade secrets, 989, 1000

Trademark Act of 1946. See Lanham Act

Trademarks, 991–995

domain names, 1050–1051

Internet, 1042–1043

metatags, 1054

unfair competition, 999

Traditional whole life insurance, 710

Traffic courts, 420

Traffic school, 100

Traffic violations, 69, 99–103

Train travel, 1382

Transaction codes, 1299

Transfer

easements, 1174

hospital patients, 926

title, 1148

Transferred intent, 1360, 1361

Transitional programs, 573

Translation of election materials, 272, 275

Transportation, medical, 1268

Transportation, U.S. Department of, 193

Transportation Agency, Santa Clara County, Johnson
v., 260

Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century, 91–92,

96

Transportation Security Administration, 233, 1406, 1408–

1409

Transporting firearms, 233–234

Trap and trace devices, 266–267

Travel, 1381–1410

business expenses, 1323

children, 1381–1384

dual citizenship, 957

hotel liability, 1385

international, 1393–1399

passports and visas, 1401–1404

safety, 1405–1410

Travel agencies

liability, 1406

travel forms and applications, 1404

‘‘Traveler’s Bill of Rights’’ (American Society of Travel

Agents), 1381

Treason, 433

Treaties and international agreements

Athens Convention, 1405

Convention on the International Sale of Goods, 1051

Copyright Treaty, 1058

European Convention on Human Rights, 451

Hague Convention, 1405

Inter-American Additional Protocol to the American

Convention on Human Rights to Abolish the

Death Penalty, 451

Performance and Phonograms Treaty, 1058

Resolution Supporting Worldwide Moratorium on

Executions, United Nations Human Rights

Commission, 452

Second Optional Protocol to the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights Aiming at

the Abolition of the Death Penalty, 451

United Nations Convention Against Torture and

Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or

Punishment, 949

Warsaw Convention, 1405, 1407

Treatment

drunk driving, 102

medical malpractice, 892–893

refusal of, 916

right to, 915

Treble damages, 319, 989, 1136

Trees, 1149–1150, 1220

Trespassing, 1239–1242

homeowner’s liability, 1189–1190

negligence, 1372

renters’ liability, 1231

spamming as, 1045

Trial work periods, 1276

Trinidad School District No. 1 v. Lopez, 618

Trop v. Dulles, 449

Troubled students, 581

Troxel v. Granville, 223, 797

Truancy, 70, 494, 675–679

Truax v. Corrigan, 219

Truman, Harry S.

Federal Civil Defense Administration, 933–934

federal health insurance, 1277

Trust companies, 726

Trustees

bankruptcy, 285

conservatorship, 699

guardianships, 697

Trustmakers, 725

Trusts, 723–727

cohabitation, 837

income taxes, 1294

prenuptial agreements, 837

probate avoidance, 721

Truth, defamation and, 1365
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Truth-in-advertising, 278, 312–313, 344–345

Truth-in-lending, 311–315

Truth in Lending Act

automobile loans, 58

contract rescission periods, 363

Division of Financial Practices, 330

enactment, 108, 312–313

home equity loans, 1152

Truth in Mileage Act, 58, 296

Tsui Yuan Tseng, El AL Israel Airlines, Ltd. v., 1407

TsunamiReady program, 939

Tucker, C. Delores, 846

Tuition, private school, 682

Turner, People v., 492

Tuscaloosa, Bester v., 585

T.W. v. New Jersey Dept. of Educ., 24

Twelve Tablets, 447

Twenty-fourth Amendment, 272, 273

Twenty-sixth Amendment, 272

Tyco International, 167

Tying agreements, 999

U

UCCJEA. See Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and
Enforcement Act

UDNDRP. See Uniform Domain Name Dispute
Resolution Policy

UETA. See Uniform Electronic Transactions Act

UHCDA. See Uniform Health-Care Decisions Act

Ulysses (Joyce), 844

Unaccompanied Alien Child Protection Act (proposed),
211

Unanimity, jury verdict, 396, 401

Unauthorized computer access, 1021–1022

Unauthorized medical treatment, 893

Unconscionability

breach of contracts, 308–309

online business contracts, 1052

prenuptial agreements, 835

Underinsured motorist coverage, 51, 73

Underreporting of income, 1302–1303

Undertaking to act, 1372

Undetectable Firearms Act of 1988, 231

Undisclosed acquisition fees, 79

Undocumented workers. See Illegal aliens

Undue hardship, 12, 13

Undue influence, 309

Unemployment, truancy and, 676

Unemployment insurance/compensation, 1125–1130

Unenforceable clauses, 1208

Unfair competition, 317, 989, 997–1002

Unfair labor practices

bad faith bargaining, 669

employee privacy, 1115

National Labor Relations Act, 1080

Unified credit, 694

Uniform Accountancy Act Rules, 129, 130

Uniform Anatomical Gift Act, 906, 907

Uniform Arbitration Act, 533, 535

Uniform Business Corporations Act, 181

Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination, 128,

129

Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement

Act, 797, 799

Uniform Commercial Code

automobile purchases, 58, 59

banking, 105–107, 113–114

commercial contracts, 304

contracts, 307

defective products, 291

goods or services definition, 318

online business, 1051–1052

warranties, 372, 867, 1376

Uniform Controlled Substances Act, 562

Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act, 317–319, 1000,

1355

Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy, 1050

Uniform Durable Power of Attorney Act, 700

Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, 1047, 1054–1055

Uniform Federal Accessibility Standard, 8

Uniform Health-Care Decisions Act, 912

Uniform Limited Liability Company act, 157

Uniform Limited Partnership Act, 156

Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act, 762

Uniform Mediation Act, 543

Uniform Nonprofit Unincorporated Association Act, 162

Uniform Organ Donor Cards, 906, 907, 908

Uniform Parentage Act, 825

Uniform Partnership Act, 156, 173–177

Uniform Probate Code, 722, 727

Uniform sentencing guidelines, 521, 524

Uniform Unincorporated Nonprofit Association Act, 165

Uniform Workmen’s Compensation Law, 1142

Uniformed Services Former Parties’ Protection Act, 763

Unilateral contracts, 307–308

Unincorporated associations, 162

Uninhabitable condition, 1210

Uninsured motorist coverage, 51, 66, 72–73

Uninsured persons, 925–928

Unions, 1101–1106

employee drug testing, 1086

Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act,

1076

teachers, 667–673

United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other

Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or

Punishment, 949
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United Nations Convention on the International Sale of

Goods, 1051

United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child,

209, 211

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 949

United Nations Human Rights Commission, 452

United Nations Second Optional Protocol to the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

Aiming at the Abolition of the Death Penalty, 451

United Shoe Machinery Corp, U.S. v., 23

United States, A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corporation v.,
1079–1080

United States, Blockburger v., 461, 481

United States, Brady v., 498

United States, Carroll v., 515

United States, Durham v., 486

United States, Ginzburg v., 845

United States, Hester v., 515

United States, Jones v., 487

United States, Katz v., 440, 514

United States, Kawakita v., 956–957

United States, Kent v., 492–493, 494

United States, National Broadcasting Co., Inc. et al. v.,
1336

United States, Printz v., 232

United States, Roth v., 844, 1063

United States, Weeks v., 517

United States Attorney’s Office, 298

United States Board of Parole, 503

United States Code

arbitration, 536

banking crimes, 109

banking regulations, 116

plea bargaining, 499

search and seizure, 513

sentences, 522

sex offenses, 527

teachers’ rights, 662

United States Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, 530

United States Ombudsman Association, 349

United States v. American Library Association, 241,

1066

United States v. Booker, 524

United States v. Carolene Products Co., 222

United States v. Cruikshank, 273

United States v. Dionisio, 515

United States v. Fanfan, 524

United States v. Halper, 458

United States v. Jackson, 498

United States v. Kokinda, 203

United States v. Leon, 517

United States v. Lopez, 688–689, 691

United States v. Mark A. Sterkel, 774

United States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 517

United States v. O’Brien, 239

United States v. Reese, 273

United States v. Rita Gluzman, 774

United States v. Scott, 460

United States v. Sigma Intern, Inc., 480

United Steel Workers of America v. Weber, 191

Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing

Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and

Obstruct Terrorism. See USA PATRIOT Act

Universal City Studios, Inc., Sony Corp. of America v.,
1060

Universal City v. Reimerdes, 1024

Universal life insurance, 710

University of California at Davis, 191

University of Colorado Health Science Center, 563

University of Evansville, Felsher v., 1001

University of Michigan, Doe v., 656

University Service discounts, 1028

Unlawful access to stored communications, 1023–1024

Unlawful detainer, 1209

Unlicensed assistive personnel, 561, 562

Unmarried parents, 839–842

Unpublished works, 980

Unreasonable attorney fees, 21

Unreasonable interference in business, 998

Unrelated business activities, 164

Unsecured appearance bonds, 430, 431

Unsecured loans, 289–290

Unsolicited Commercial Electronic Mail Act, 1053

Untruthfulness of witnesses, 474

Unwarranted disclosure of medical information, 851

Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 24

URESA. See Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act

U.S. Attorney’s Manual, 499

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, 975

U.S. Copyright Act, 981, 1343

U.S. Figure Skating Association, 567

U.S. Gymnastics Association, 567

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization, 973–978

U.S., Kent v., 494

U.S. Sentencing Commission, 524

U.S. trustees, 285

U.S., Upjohn Co. v., 24

U.S. v. Arthur Andersen, 130

U.S. v. Elcom Ltd., 1058

U.S. v. Frye, 454

U.S. v. Hudson, 433

U.S. v. Jackson, 449

U.S. v. Lee, 255

U.S. v. Leventhal, 25

U.S. v. Microsoft Corp., 999

U.S. v. Scheffer, 455

U.S. v. Schwimmer, 237

U.S. v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 23
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U.S., Watts v., 238

U.S., Welsh v., 255

US-Visit program, 944, 975

U.S.A., Able v., 262

USA PATRIOT Act, 265–269

American Library Association stance, 215

anti-terrorism measures, 943

civil liberties, 216

Internet provisions, 1020, 1023, 1034–1036

Use

defects in warnings, 1377–1378

product liability, 1376

Use taxes, 1312

Used Car Rule, 57, 296, 297

Used cars

consumer protection, 57, 296, 297

lemon laws, 58, 369

Used goods

product liability, 327, 1378

warranties, 372

Usery, Secretary of Labor, National League of Cities et
al. v., 1080

Usher, Suffian v., 484

USOA. See United States Ombudsman Association

Usury, 123, 312

Utah

administering medicine in schools, 566

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 75

banking and lending laws, 111

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

child abuse, 744

child support/custody, 750–751

civil procedure rules, 385

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1168

copyright laws, 984

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 771–772

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964

grandparents’ rights, 803

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 630

hotel liability, 1391

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

insanity defense, 490

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 880

marriage provisions, 813–814

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 854–855, 904

medical malpractice provisions, 898

No Child Left Behind Act, 637

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 829

patient rights, 918

probate, 722

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 424

teachers’ rights, 666

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

trademark statute interpretation by state court, 995

trespassing, 1242

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1130

usury laws, 125

whistleblower protection, 1140

Utility patents, 986–988

V

V-chips, 1343, 1355, 1356

Vacation, paid, 1076, 1078

Vacation timeshares, 1236

Vaccinations, 1395

Vacco v. Quill, 832, 833

Vagrancy, 203–206

Vagueness

assembly restrictions, 202–203

compulsory education statutes, 592

loitering and vagrancy statutes, 203–204

Valuables and hotel liability, 1389, 1836

Valuation

automobiles, 72

property, 1307–1309

Van Curen, Jago v., 220

Van Orden v. Perry, 228

Vanbuskirk, Baltzell v., 860
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Variable interest rates, 312

Variable life insurance, 710

Variable rate mortgages, 1152

Variances

neighborhood covenants, 1228

zoning, 1245

Vehicles. See Automobiles

Velez, State v., 518

Venue, 381

Verdicts

civil procedure, 383

criminal procedure, 444

double jeopardy termination, 459

judges discretion to set aside jury verdicts, 402

Vermont

administering medicine in schools, 566

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253

at-will employment, 1073

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 75

banking and lending laws, 111

civil procedure rules, 385

civil unions, 793–794, 811

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

drunk driving laws, 469

emancipation provisions, 782

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 964–965

grandparents’ rights, 803

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 630

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

insanity defense, 490

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

landlord/tenant rights, 1215

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 880–881

marriage provisions, 814

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 855, 904

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 829

patient rights, 918

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

religious freedom, 257

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 263, 264

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 424

teachers’ rights, 666

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

trespassing, 1242

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1130

usury laws, 126

wage and hour laws, 1133–1134

whistleblower protection, 1140

Verner, Sherbert v., 255

Vernonia School District 47J v. Acton, 690

Vernonia v. Acton, 612, 616, 617

Veterans

Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims, United States,

389

employment, 1076

pensions, 1273

Veterans’ Preference laws, 1076

Veterans’ Reemployment Rights Act, 151

Vicarious liability

athletics, 569

automobile accidents, 52–53

English law, 1141–1142

hotels, 1386

medical malpractice, 894

parents, 817–818

partnerships, 175

Victims

plea bargaining, 500

sentencing, 523

Victims’ compensation funds, 1361

Victims of Child Abuse Laws, 742

Video cassette recordings, 982

Vietnam Era Veterans’ Readjustment Assistance Act of
1974, 194

Views, 1221, 1227

Vincent, Widmar v., 640, 655–656

Vinson, Meritor Savings Bank v., 1120–1121

Violence, school, 580–581, 610, 612–613

Violence Against Women Act, 774, 776

Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act, 451

Virgin Islands, 391

Virginia

administering medicine in schools, 566
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assisted living facilities, 1253

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 75

banking and lending laws, 111

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1168–1169

copyright laws, 984

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

crimes, classification of, 436

death penalty, 448

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539–540, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 772

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 965

grandparents’ rights, 803

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 630

identity theft protection, 338

insanity defense, 490

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

landlord/tenant rights, 1216

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 881

marriage provisions, 814

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 855, 904

medical malpractice provisions, 898

moment of silence in public schools, 642

No Child Left Behind Act, 637

parental liability, 819–820

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 829

patient rights, 918

Pledge of Allegiance in public schools, 644

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

sentencing provisions, 525

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 424

teachers’ rights, 666

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

trespassing, 1242

truancy, 677

truancy laws, 678

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1130

usury laws, 126

whistleblower protection, 1140

Virginia, Atkins v., 451

Virginia, Loving v., 223, 792, 810

Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., Virginia State
Board of Pharmacy v., 239

Virginia Military Institute, 261

Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens
Consumer Council, Inc., 239

Virginia v. Hicks, 202–203

Virtual pornography, 1065, 1066

Visas, 944, 967–968, 1397–1398, 1401–1404

Viscaino v. Microsoft Corp., 150

Vision tests, 65

Visitation

custody, 745

due process, 223

grandparents’ rights, 797–799

unmarried parents, 841

Visually impaired persons, 9

Vitale, Engel v., 254, 639, 641

Vitek v. Jones, 220

VOCAL. See Victims of Child Abuse Laws

Vocational education, 684

Vocational rehabilitation, 1276

Void as against public policy clauses, 869

Voidability, contract, 306

Voir dire, 443–444

Voluntariness in plea bargaining, 499

Voluntary arbitration, 533–534

Voluntary departure, 952, 976

Voluntary FTC compliance, 280, 313, 331, 345

Voluntary mediation, 542

Voluntary neighborhood covenants, 1225–1226

Voluntary paternity determination, 824

Voluntary press censorship, 846

Voluntary Purchasing Groups, Inc., Chevron Chemical
Co. v., 999

Voluntary recalls, 367

Volunteer Protection Act, 868

Volunteers, 164–165

Von Raab, National Treasury Employees Union v., 616,

1086

Voter registration lists, 397

Voting, 271–276

homeowners’ associations, 1225

racial discrimination, 247, 248

shareholders, 144, 146, 182–183
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Voting Rights Act, 245, 248, 272, 274

Vouchers, school, 227, 621

Vucetich, Juan, 454

W

Wade, Roe v., 223, 785, 851, 900, 914

Wage and hour laws, 13, 1080, 1131–1134

Wages and earnings

gender discrimination, 259–260

independent contractors, 150

shareholder salaries, 1288

teachers, 682

Title IX, 571–572

Wagner Act. See National Labor Relations Act

Waiting periods for firearms sales, 232

Waivers

attorney-client privilege, 23, 24

counsel, right to, 443

cruise line liability, 1408, 1409

deportation, 953

doctor-patient confidentiality, 851

Home and Community Based Services, 1248

informed consent, 858

juvenile waiver, 494–495

lien, 1164, 1165

Medicaid managed care, 885

medical information release, 901

tax audit appeals, 1301

visa waiver programs, 1404

zoning, 1245

Wal-Mart, 846

Wal-Mart Stores, Danco v., 150

Walker v. State, 25

Wall Street Journal, 356

Wallace, George, 604

Wallace v. Jaffe, 227

Wallace v. Jaffrey, 640, 642

Wampler v. Higgins, 242

Wanamker, John, 371

Wanton conduct, 50

War, press censorship during, 846–847

Ward-based election systems, 276

Warden v. Hayden, 441, 516

Warner, Mark, 456

Warnings

defects in, 1377–1378

doctor-patient privilege, 850, 852, 915

Emergency Alert System, 934, 938

hotel liability, 1387, 1388

manufacturers, 1372

Miranda v. Arizona, 482

music, 846

physicians duty to warn, 901

product liability, 326–327

storm, 939

terrorism alert system, 931, 944

travel, 957

Warranties, 371–374

arbitration, 536–540, 544–547

automobile purchases, 57, 58

automobile repairs, 369

consumer rights and protection, 295–296

deceptive trade practices, 318

habitability, implied warranty of, 1207, 1208

liability limitations, 867–868

online business, 1052

product liability, 326, 1376

purchases and returns, 360–361

See also Lemon laws

Warrantless arrests, 435

Warrants

criminal procedure, 440–441

defective, 517

Internet privacy, 1036

search and seizure, 514, 515–516

students’ rights, 689

wiretapping, 216–217, 266

Warranty deeds, 1148

Warren, Earl, 223

Warren, Samuel D., 1114

Warsaw Convention, 1405, 1407

Washington

administering medicine in schools, 566

affirmative action, 195

anti-spam laws, 1038–1039

anti-spamming law, 1045

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253

attorney-client privilege, 26

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 75

banking and lending laws, 111

bankruptcy exemptions, 286–287

child abuse, 744

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

Computer Law Enforcement of Washington initiative,
1025

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

contractor’s liens, 1169

copyright laws, 984

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5
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dispute resolution alternatives, 540, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 772

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

gay marriage, 792

government benefit eligibility, 965

grandparents’ rights, 803

health insurance, 865

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 630

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

insanity defense, 490

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

landlord/tenant rights, 1216

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 881

marriage provisions, 814

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 855, 904

nonprofit organizations, 165

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 829

patient rights, 918

prebirth adoption consent, 739

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

religious freedom, 257

search and seizure, 518

sentencing guidelines, 524

sentencing provisions, 525–526

sexual orientation anti-discrimination, 264

shareholder rights, 186

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

speech and expression, freedom of, 242

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 424

student drug testing, 618

teachers’ rights, 666

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

three strikes law, 523

trademark statute interpretation by state court, 995

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1130

unfair competition, 1002

usury laws, 126

wage and hour laws, 1134

whistleblower protection, 1140

Washington, Blakely v., 524–526

Washington, DC. See District of Columbia

Washington, George, 271, 388, 1297

Washington, Spence v., 239

Washington v. Glucksberg, 832, 833, 914

Washington v. Harper, 220

Watch and Ward Society, 844

Water issues, 1221

Watkins, Torcaso v., 255

WATS. See Wide Area Telecommunications Service

Watts v. U.S., 238

Weapons in schools, 612–613, 687–692

Weather, 937–939

Weaver, DeWeese v., 898

Web sites. See Internet

Weber, United Steel Workers of America v., 191

Website designers, 313, 345

Weeds, 1221

Weeks v. United States, 517

Weight of evidence, 426, 472

Weisman, Lee v., 227, 254, 640

Welfare

immigrants, 959–965, 960

Medicaid, 884

minor mothers, 818

unmarried parents, 841–842

Welfare Reform Act, 818

Welles, Playboy Enterprises v., 1054

Wellness physical examinations, 1261

Welsh v. U.S., 255

Werth v. Taylor, 859

Wesp v. Everson, 24

West Virginia

administering medicine in schools, 566

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1253–1254

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 75

banking and lending laws, 111

child support/custody, 751

church and state issues, 228–229

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 984

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 772

drunk driving laws, 469

emancipation provisions, 782
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employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 965

grandparents’ rights, 803

high school diploma requirements and types, 587

homeschooling, 630

identity theft protection, 338

informed consent, 860

insanity defense, 490

judicial selection, 410

lemon laws, 61, 86

limited liability entities, 158

managed care/HMO provisions, 881

marriage provisions, 814

Medicaid eligibility requirements, 888

medical information disclosure laws, 855, 904

medical malpractice provisions, 898

partnerships, 177

paternity provisions, 829

patient rights, 918

probate, 722

product liability statute of limitations, 1380

racial discrimination, 251

shareholder rights, 187

small claims courts, 417

special education/disability access provisions, 650

state bar reciprocity, 41

state courts, 424

teachers’ rights, 666

teachers’ unions and collective bargaining, 672

trespassing, 1242

unemployment insurance/compensation, 1130

usury laws, 126

wage and hour laws, 1134

whistleblower protection, 1140

workers’ compensation, 1145

West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette,
228–229, 255, 640, 642–643, 654

Westchester Creek Corp. v. N.Y. City Sch. Const. Auth.,
484

Westside Community board of Educ. v. Mergens, 227

Whalen v. Roe, 851, 900, 901, 914

Whirlpool Corp., Chavez v., 1001

Whistleblowers, 131, 1135–1140

‘‘White flight,’’ 605

White primaries, 273–274

White v. Register, 275

Whole life insurance, 710

Wicklund, State v., 242

Wide Area Telecommunications Service, 1348

Widmar v. Vincent, 640, 655–656

Wilderness Society, Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v., 15

Wildlife souvenirs, 1398

Wilkinson v. Austin, 220, 221

Willful infringement of copyright, 982

Willful OSHA violations, 1110

William the Conqueror, 447

Williams, Mike, 569

Wills, 729–736

cohabitants, 756

contests, 721

intestacy, 703–707

property ownership, 700–701

trusts, 837

Wilson, Mary Ellen, 741

Wilson, Woodrow, 272

Wilson v. Ridgefield Park Board of Education, 618

Winding up, 177

Wireless communications, 1336–1337

Wireless Telephone Spam Protection Act, 1053

Wires, telephone, 1350

Wiretapping, 216–217, 266–267

Wiring systems, 1192

Wisconsin

administering medicine in schools, 566

assembly, rights of, 206

assisted living facilities, 1254

at-will employment, 1073

automobile accident liability, 54

automobile insurance requirements, 75

banking and lending laws, 111

civil procedure rules, 385

cohabitation provisions, 758

conflicts of interest and state legislators, 140

consumer rights and protection, 300

copyright laws, 984

corporal punishment ban, 613

corporation laws, 147

death penalty, abolition of, 448

deceptive trade practices, 323

defamation statute of limitations, 1367

disabled persons, education and, 5

dispute resolution alternatives, 539, 548, 553

divorce/separation/annullment, 772

drunk driving laws, 469

employee drug testing, 1089

federal district courts, 391

government benefit eligibility, 965

grandparents’ rights, 803

high school diploma requirements and types, 588

homeschooling, 630

identity theft protection, 338

insanity defense, 490

judicial selection, 410

labor unions/strikes, 1106

landlord/tenant rights, 1216

lemon laws, 61, 87
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